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When the smiles of spring appear,
Drag the roads.

When the summer-time is here,

Drag the roads.

When the com is in the ear,

In the winter cold and drear,

Every season of the year,

Drag the roads.

—Reading, (Kan.) Record.

In
Missouri we have learned how to

make good dirt-roads without money.
It is infinitely easier than making
brick without straw. By the frequent

use of a simple device our common earth

roads can be maintained, at practically no
expense, in admirable condition. This de-

vice is the split-log drag. It was perfected

by D. Ward King, of this state. There is

no patent on it. So far as I know it is

^§ not for sale by manufacturers of agricul-

cn tural implements. Anyone can make a

drag. In advocating its use no one can

^ possibly have an ax to grind. It is an un-
03 pretentious tool, almost ridiculous in its

simplicity, with a noble mission. That
Q- such a plain, unpoetic device should pro-
£jJ duce the remarkable results which have
*^ been placed to its credit in this and

other states seems almost beyond belief.

Wherever it has been intelligently em-
ployed hard, smooth, convex roads over
which it is a delight to travel afford con-
vincing evidence of its efficiency. As the

result of an educational campaign during
the last two years to exploit its merits, the

drag is now in extensive use, especially

in the corn-belt. It has won its way
against prejudice. It has made good, and
it is remarkable how vigorously people

push a good thing along, once they have
been shown.
Road drag? are not new ; they have

been used in different parts of the country
for half a century, but never until a few
years ago has their practical importance
in road-making been sufficiently demon-
strated to secure their general adoption.

Like almost every man who defiantly pulls

out of the common rut and makes a step

toward- better things and better living, Mr.
King was roundly ridiculed by neighbors
and others who witnessed the initial work
of the drag. Of course he was locally

known as a "crank." Many of those who
have adopted his drag have earned similar

titles.

It takes a courageous man to start

something new in a farming community.
As a class we farmers resist innovations

almost to the extent of making ourselves

absurd in the eyes of an intelligent public.

It is surprising with what bulldog tenacity

we hang to traditions, old methods and
scrub stock. But the drag is sweeping
us toward a brighter day. One improve-
ment paves the way for another. Better-

ment is infectious ; so is dilapidation.

One day, several years ago, Mr. King
was moving some rubbish from his yard
and barn-lot. Among the junk was the

frame of an old hay-rack, built for a

wagon and composed of two slabs made
by splitting a log. In dragging this relic

down the road to dump it into a conven-
ient hollow, its effect on the rough surface

was so noticeable that Mr. King decided
to try it out further, so it was dragged
over the road four or five times, filling in

the deep wagon tracks, smoothing the sur-

face and producing such a marked change
that the accidental experiment induced
Mr. King to build a drag especially for

the purpose which this makeshift only

partially served.

The split-log drag was therefore a for-

tuitous discovery. With his new drag
much better work was done, and by con-

tinued tests Mr. King at length developed
a system of earth-road maintenance which

Good Roads at Small Expense
By D. C. Wing

is sound in theory and resultful in prac-

tice. It is this system which is responsible

for miles of perfect road in Missouri and
other states. To pass in a vehicle from
a road that has been properly dragged to

an undragged road is like passing from
an asphalt to a cobblestone street. Mr.
King maintained a mile of public road

how to make it and explaining its use."

Iowa next took it up, then Illinois, and
now it is being used in a dozen states.

Good-roads trains, which gave instruction

in the use of the drag and made demon-
strations with it, were run by several

railways. Farmers' institute lecturers took
up the subject, and in other ways the

Fig. 1—THE SPLIT-LOG DRAG

along his farm by use of a drag, and it drag has been advertised. And still it

was famed as the best mile of earth-road has not gained the popularity to which it

in that part of the state. In traveling, is entitled. It hasn't anything like the

people went out of their way to use this number of users it ought to have. Farm-
road. It was always good. When runa- ers have been asked to adopt so many
bouts were miring in undragged roads, methods of road improvement, involving
heavy wagons could easily be drawn at a large expense in most cases and saddling
trot over the King road. This sample obligations on posterity, that they have

Fig. 2—THE PLANK DRAG

stretch was such a contrast during most
of the year to the road along the farms of

his neighbors, and it spoke so eloquently
of the progressiveness of Mr. King, that

several of his neighbors finally yielded to

the pressure and began to drag the road
contiguous to their farms. In time the
entire community was aroused to the use

grown unreasonably suspicious of nearly
every progressive movement, resisting it

or denying it active support until it lit-

erally overwhelms them. The drag is

against this type- of opposition, and is

overcoming it.

It is an interesting theory which ex-

plains the success of the road drag. When

Fie. 3—THE RAILROAD-IRON DRAG

of the device, and Holt County achieved he was a lad on the farm, Mr. King with
celebrity as possessing the best roads of several of his chums used to make "'mud

any county in the state. pies" and plates, saucers, cups and the

Drags then began to travel. The Mis- like from the puddled earth found on the

souri State Board of Agriculture got be- surface of the road after rains. Most farm
hind the drag, and issued bulletins telling boys have busied themselves at similar

work. Those who have, need not be told

that the dishes, bowls and other products
of their skill as clay-workers would hold
water. The mud used was of such con-
sistency and the soil particles were so
closely held together that it was im-
pervious. This mud represents the dust
made by constant tramping and wear of
the road surface. When moistened this

fine dust forms a paste similar to cement.
And here is where the drag suggests its

use. All roads over black prairie, gumbo
or clay soils have a few inches of puddled
earth on their surface after considerable
rains. By using the drag on these roads
the "dust paste" is crudely troweled or
smeared over the surface. Wind, sunshine
and travel dry, harden and beat down this

mud mantle until it becomes a sort of
shell which turns water almost as freely

as a slate roof. Travel soon works up
dust on the surface again. Then another
rain forms puddled earth or dust paste
from this dust. Another dragging spreads
this coat over the first, and the same
processes dry, harden and tamp it. We
now have a double shell on the road, mak-
ing it harder, smoother and nearer water-
proof than before. Dragged after each
rain, when the mud works nicely and does
not stick to the drag, a road will acquire
during the season such a thick, compact
"hide" that it will turn water, resist the
action of frost, and remain hard and
smooth throughout the year. The more
it is traveled the better it will be, provided
it is dragged after each rain. Every time
the dust paste is spread over the surface
and then beaten down and hardened the
road is improved. The writer has a piece

of road that has been dragged for two
years. Its shell is so thick and hard that

it can scarcely be cut with an ax. You
can wager that the bottom will not fall

out of this road, no matter how wet the

spring may be. It was tested the past

spring by weeks of rainy weather, but it

held its own. Other roads were impas-
sable. Their bottoms fell out, and they
would mire man or beast. Instead of
turning the water they absorbed it.

Practically all types of soil, barring
sand, will make good roads where the
drag is properly used. Clay and gumbo
soils make ideal earth-roads. Most roads
are flat ; in fact, many of them are lower
in the center than at the sides. This con-
dition should be altered either by the use
of the large road-workers found in many
communities or by running the drag at

an angle so that it will work a little earth

toward the middle. It is essential to have
the middle of the road at least a foot

higher than the edges of the traveled way.
As the drag does not move much earth it

will take six or eight draggings to effect

this change, but the job could be quickly
performed with a big road-scraper.

A good earth road must be hard,

smooth and oval or convex. A road will

acquire these fundamental characteristics

and retain them if it is dragged after each
rain. By riding the drag the driver can
regulate the amount of earth moved to-

ward the center. The first applications of
the drag will merely knock off the rough
edges, fill in the ruts and provide for more
effective work in future. Begin at one
side of the road, driving astride the wagon
track; return over the other track; then
work out toward the sides. It may be
well to go over it again, working back to-

ward the middle and moving considerable
earth toward that part. Each dragging
will suggest how the next one should be
regulated.

Two types of drags are commonly used.

One is the split-log, the other is the plank
drag. Both are satisfactory. More de-
pends upon the frequency and time of use

[concluded onpage 5]
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Prices Under Federal Meat In-

spection

THE live-stock market runs along

with its usual ups and downs. In

Chicago for the week ending Sep-

tember 15, 1906, the "bulk of sales"

for cattle was reported at $4.85 to $6.20,

"arid "tops" at $6.95. Prices for the same
week in 1905 were "bulk of sales" $4.75

to $6, and "tops," $6.40.

This year the prices for hogs ranged

from $5.25 to %6.67 l/2 , with packers find-

ing a ready market for their product.

Last y.ear the hog market was lower, and

prices ranged from $5.20 to $5.80.

A comparison of these prices does not

show that the live-stock industry is being

injured by a federal meat-inspection law.

A few months ago the big packers were

raising a wild cry about the injury to

"business" fronv the investigation and
exposure of conditions in some of the

packing-houses, and predicting dire ruin

to live-stock growers. The cattle raiser

seemed to be the special object of their

solicitude.

It was clear to many then, and ought

to be evident to all now, that the packers

were merely trying to raise a great scare

to get farmers and stock raisers to help

them in their opposition to effective meat-

inspection legislation. It is clear now that

it will turn out in the end that the business

of packer and stockman both will be greatly

benefited by a thorough application of

federal meat-inspection laws. It is in

order now for the various states to fol-

low with state laws providing for strin-

gent meat-inspection and thorough reform

in the sanitary conditions of all slaughter-

ing establishments.

James J. Hill on Agriculture
At the Minnesota State Fair, Mr. James

J. Hill, President of the Great Northern
Railroad, made an address on agricul-

ture that commanded immediate and un-

iversal attention. He first spoke of the

scarcity of labor on farms, the reluctance

of immigrants to go to the country, and
the drift of youths from the farm to the

city as constituting a menace to the future

welfare and prosperity of the United

States. Basing his estimates on the pres-

ent rate of increase in population, Mr.
Hill said:

Within twenty years we must house
and feed in some fashion 50,000,000 of

additional population, and by the middle
of this century there will be approx-
imately two and a half times as many
people in the United States as there are
to-day. No nation in history was ever
confronted with a sterner question than
this prospect sets before us.

In referring to the present condition of

agriculture, Mr. Hill takes what some
call a pessimistic view, but he merely

states some unpalatable truths. He says :

The first step is to realize our depend-
ence upon the cultivation of the soil. The
next will be to concentrate popular in-

terest and invention and hope upon that
neglected occupation. Agriculture, in

the most intelligent meaning of the term,
is something almost unknown in the
United States. We have a light scratch-
ing of the soil and the gathering of all

that can be made to yield by the most
rapidly exhaustive 'methods. In man-
ufactures we have come to consider small
economies so carefully that the difference
of a fraction of a cent, the utilization of
a by-product of something formerly con-
signed to the scrap-heap, makes the dif-

ference between a profit and bankruptcy.
In farming, we are satisfied with a

small yield at the expense of the most
rapid soil deterioration. We are satisfied

with a national, average annual product of
$11.38 per acre, at the cost of diminishing
annual return from the same fields, when
we might just as well secure two or three
tiines that sum. ... If a process for ex-
tracting metallic wealth from rocks were
to be discovered to-morrow, such as to

assure the country an added volume of
$1,000,000,000 in wealth every year, the
nation would talk of nothing else. Yet
this would be but a trifle compared with
the possibilities of agricultural develop-
ment in the United States.

In spite of the army of successful

farmers and good instructors who are

teaching and practising scientific agri-

culture, the average farming of this

country is just about as Mr. Hill describes

it, and he makes a strong plea for better

farming, naming the following methods

:

There are three essentials to any ag-

riculture worthy of the name. The first

is rotation of crops. Our low average
yield is due to the antiquated system, all

too prevalent, of raising the same crop
indefinitely on the same land until it

has been worn out or so reduced that

the owner is in danger of poverty. Even
without fertilizing the yield of a given
area may be immensely increased, and
its productive power preserved from ex-
haustion by the restorative variety of
change, which seems to be a law of all

living things.

The second method of increasing and
preserving soil productivity, the more
liberal use of fertilizing material—such
as is possible where farms are of small
size and cattle are kept—gives abundant
evidence of the extraordinary results

that may be obtained.

The third factor in improvement, better

tillage, is most interesting of all, because
it opens up unmeasured possibilities. We
know no more what is the maximum food-
bearing capacity of the earth, or of any
small portion of its surface than we do of
the rate at which people may be able to

travel a century from now. But what has
been done is sufficiently startling. A
population of 45,000,000 in Japan is sup-
ported on 19,000 square miles, aided by
the food products obtained from the sea.

This is because cultivation in Japan is

truly intensive; that is, it is no longer
even highly developed farming, but market
gardening.

In speaking of the marvelous product-

ive power of the soil, Mr. Hill says that

it can be shown that an average of two
persons, or more, may be supported on
every acre of tillable land by the highest

form of intensive farming. Applying the

experience of Belgium, where the people

raise from the soil food enough for the

needs of 490 persons to the square mile,

to the United States he says:

The conclusion is thak^'fiot another
acre were to be ted«jned from the wil-
derness, if tjj€ soil were treated kindly
and intelligently, and if industry were
distributed duly, and if popular attention
were concentrated upon the best possible
utilization of the one unfailing national
resource, there would be produced all

necessary food for the wants of, in round
numbers, 650,000,000 people.

There are forces steadily and success-
fully at work improving our methods of
farming. As the population increases,

necessity will naturally compel a more
general application of the improved
methods. The fact that business men of

sagacity and accurate observation, like

Mr. Hill, become interested in the con-
dition of agriculture and the national

problems connected with it ought to make
us feel optimistic about the future of the

country. He concludes his address with
this statesmanlike utterance

:

If we are to walk safely in the way of
wisdom there is much to be done. It is

time to begin. There must be a national
revolt against the worship of manufacture
and trade as the only forms of progres-
sive activity, and the false notion that

wealth built upon these at the sacrifice

of the fundamental form of wealth-pro-
duction can endure.
A clear recognition on the part of the

whole people, fro a the highest down to

the lowest, that the tillage of the soil is

the natural and most desirable occupa-
tion for man, to which every other is

subsidiary and to which all else must
in the end yield, is the first requisite.

With public interest firmly fixed upon
the future, the country in mere self-pres-

ervation must give serious attention to
the practical occupation of restoring
agriculture to its due position in the
nation.

The Business End of Farming
Agricultural papers all over the

land have had much to say about

the need of paying more attention

to the proper marketing and pack-

ing of certain farm products. It is true

that attractive appearance, whether in the

product itself or in the package or in

both, will often boom sales. It seems
plain, however, that such boom must be

only temporp-y if not supported by good
quality in the product.

Recently, during a visit in New York
City, I bought a basket of Delaware
grapes of very attractive appearance, but

I was very much disappointed when I

tried to eat them. Evidently the vines

had been diseased, for the grapes lacked

the sweetness and flavor of the naturally

well-ripened Delaware. It will be a long

time before I ever buy another basket of

Delawares in any city.

It is very seldom now that one finds a

really nice melon in our city markets.

Most of them are flavorless and without

the sweetness and richness that a good
melon should possess. This may be due
to blighted vines or to unfavorable

weather conditions (excess of wet and
cool weather). When one eats a melon
of this kind his appetite will be satisfied

for a long time to come, and there will

be no call for more. This is the case also

with many of the peaches on the market,

which are either diseased or undersized,

or of poor varieties. It holds true also

of other fruits and vegetables on the

markets.

Quality is the only thing that can be ex-

pected to increase sales and consumption
permanently. The business of farming, in

short, will be found in the production of

things that appeal to the appetite of people

even more than to the eye.

Farm products of the character of the

Kieffer pear, the northeastern Ben Davis
apple, diseased peaches, unripe grapes,

stale eggs, poor butter or cheese, may sell

for awhile on- account of appearance or

packing, but in the long run they will pnly
hinder and retard the natural and ex-
pected increase in demand and consump-
tion. In the business end of farming we
must not leave the palate out of proper
consideration.

The Cooperation of Farmers

While enough has been written

about cooperation on the part of

farmers to make the subject

odious, still it stands out as

one of the greatest subjects of the day.

It is now one of the greatest essentials

of progressive farming; necessary to the

development of the business as an art

and a profession, and so recognized by

the world.

Farming has in time past been regarded

as an isolated work, but time has anni-

hilated this feature, and the farmer is as

vitally a potent factor in the business'

world as any other man. He can no
longer have for his motto : "Every man
for himself and God for all." He must
join the great multitude in the ranks of

progress. All the laboring classes have
become organized, capital in other lines

is cooperating, and the farmer must look

forward to these conditions.

Fertile fields are gone under the touch
of time, and lack of system has made it

necessary to change tactics. Not only is

this needed to restore fertility, but to keep
up a production that will give man a'

living from the soil. In the cotton belt

this is regarded as being true in every

sense. Decreased production is due large-,

ly to overworked land and poor farming.

No organization on the part of the
farmers, in a local way, looking to the

upbuilding of the production by seed se-

lection and intensive cultivation, is re-

sponsible in a large degree, and something
should be done.

The tenant system is one that is ruinous

to the South, and the recent move to

correct this evil in some sections of the

South is one that will work much good.

Other organizations have been made with

other objects in view, but this is the first

of this kind to be launched in any sec-

tion. While it is styled the anti-tenant

league, still a better name would be the

landlord's league, as the aim of the

society is to encourage farmers in buy-

ing small farms and working them well,

rather than to have them rent large areas

and half-way cultivate them.

This is the season of the year for the

farmers to get together and discuss plans

for cooperating in every way. It is not

only necessary for the farmers to work
together in formulating methods for

handling and disposing of crops, but they

should also try and derive some benefit

from the experience of the farmers of

the community who have made a success,

either in a special or a general line.

* * *

Postal Reform

I

note that the Universal Postal Con-
gress, which met in Rome recently,

recommended the increase of the in-

ternational letter weight from half an
ounce to one ounce ; a rate of five cents

for the first ounce, and three cents for

each additional ounce. This cuts the present

rate one half. In 1897 the weight' for

sealed letters in England was raised from
one to four ounces, with a rate of two
cents for the first four ounces and one

cent each additional two ounces. In-

stead of sending the post-office department
into bankruptcy, as would be claimed in

this country if such a change were con-

templated, the number of letters posted
during the following six vears was 686,-

500,000, as against 187,200,000 the preced-

ing six years, and an increase of revenue

of $9,986,000. Here is the present rate on
letters in Germany. City delivery and up
to forty-six miles, eight ounces, one cent.

In this country the rate is, city and rural

delivery, one ounce, two cents. Eight
ounces, sixteen cents. Our rural delivery

wagons are carrying less than twenty
pounds each, daily. A four-pound pack-

age costs sixty-four cents postage, carried

from one post-office to another, but it can

be sent to London, England for forty-

nine cents. We have some very wise
statesmen in this country. Some of them
are candidates now. See them about this.

* * *
You are no doubt very busy just now,

but we trust that you will take time to

read the advertisements in Farm and Fire-
side this issue. There is such a big va-
riety of good things that you are sure to

find something you need.
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The Local Fairs

At this time of the year we are used
to reading in the average agri-

cultural papers the admonition

:

"Take time to go to the local and
state fairs. Such visits are instructive

and have an educational value." I believe

this depends on the character of the fair.

Two or three years ago while in a neigh-

boring city during county fair, I happened
to have an hour or so to spare, and con-
cluded to go on the grounds just to see

whether I could learn enough by the visit

to reimburse me for the twenty-five cents

entrance fee. I went through the horti-

cultural exhibits and the poultry exhibit,

and examined the agricultural implements,
and when I then met an old friend, well
known as farmer, fruit-grower and farm
teacher and lecturer, I could jokingly
(but truthfully) tell him that my meeting
him was the only thing that had to me
been worth paying the entrance fee. On
the grounds there was horse-racing, and a

whole lot of fake exhibits and side-shows,
which induced thousands of visitors to

part with some of their cash for which they
were not getting much, if anything, in re-
turn; but in all the legitimate exhibits I

failed to find the first thing that imparted
to me a valuable lesson, or could in even
the faintest manner have an elevating or
educational effect. So I made up my
mind to stay away hereafter from local

fairs until they improve in general char-
acter.

It is true that the fruit exhibits at our
annual state fair, in Syracuse, New York,
have for some years been a wonder; yet
in no sense were they more instructive
than the exhibits, combined with the demon-
strations by experts, at our horticultural
meetings, as in Geneva, Lockport, Roches-
ter, etc. As for real solid and lasting
educational value the attendance at one
of these meetings is worth a dozen visits

to the so-called agricultural fairs, even if

we must concede to the latter some value
in giving the farmer and his family "a
day off," and a chance to meet and chat
with neighbors. As for me, give me the
meetings

!

V T ' 4> .
. . . ..

The Candy Question
Why is it that most children, mine

among them, are so inordinately fond
of candy? ,T used to be when a child,
and yet I know that there was nothing
that would upset my (then naturally
weak) stomach and give me a spell of
the regular sick-headache much more
quickly than the free indulgence in rich
candies, especially chocolates. My chil-

dren are not satisfied with pure loaf
sugar which they can have abundantly.
They want the store candies, which I do
not like to give them, because I know
they are not good for them. What is

it that their stomachs crave? They
have all the fruits they want. "Youth's
Companion" says about candy and candy
eaters:

"If we lived only on meat, eggs and the
non-starchy vegetables, such as peas,
beans, spinach and cabbage, the addition
of candy and sweets would be most com-
mendable. The body must have sugar
in some form to enable it to do its work;
but it should be remembered that sugar
is the coal of the human machine, and
every engineer knows that too much
coal will impair the efficiency of his

boiler. If the engine is working to its

utmost capacity and the- draughts are
all open, almost any amount of fuel will

be consumed, and will give out energy;
but if only a little work is required and
if the damper is closed, the addition of
coal beyond the normal requirements is

not only of no service, but is an evil.

"It is the same with the human mech-
anism. An active boy or man engaged
in hard work can take an almost un-
limited amount of sweets and starchy
foods, so long as he does not restrict the

amount of proteid food (meats and
leguminous vegetables), not only without
harm, but with benefit. Women and men
engaged in sedentary pursuits will eat

much candy at their peril.

"There is no doubt that too much of it

is eaten. It is taken at the end of a

dinner composed largely of potatoes,

rice, bread and other starchy foods

which the digestive juices turn into

sugar, or nibbled between meals, and
in this way altogether too much sugar
is taken for the needs of the body. The
result is a clogged liver, resulting in

biliousness and gall
_
stones, in gouty

symptoms, and even in diabetes; diges-

tion is impared, and the nitrogenous

elements are not assimilated, so that,

waste is not repaired.

"It should be remembered that the
cereals are composed almost entirely of

starch, which is transformed in the body
into sugar, and that those who live on
them, under the mistaken notion that

meat is harmful, cannot eat candy as

well without serious risk."

My boys are active, very active, in-

deed. Yet the whole thing remains a

mystery to me, and I would really like

to find out, why this craving for candy.

About Water Privileges

Water always has a great attraction

both for old and young. When we
select a location for building, we give the

preference to a "water-front." When we
desire to buy a farm we would pay more
for one located close to a lake, river, or

even creek, than one remote from a

body of water. Here in this vicinity the

sites along the river or creek are always

in demand, and are often held at a high

figure. It is a very fine thing to have

privileges of boating and fishing and
swimming, and a chance of irrigation for

our otherwise parched soils. But there

are also penalties attached to such privi-

leges. Children, and even older people,

like to go on and into the water and

on the. ice, and they will take risks.

Our little ones, if not constantly

watched or prevented by fences, will go to

the- water's edge and occasionally fall off

the docks, and the little boys will take

risks in swimming and diving, or dare

one another to go into deep water with-

out being able to swim, and foolish girls

and boys will rock the boat, and others

will hoist up a sail, the handling of which

they do not understand—and there will be

funerals, etc. And this will be so as

long as the world has rivers and lakes and
foolish and heedless people.

Whoever selects a site for a home, or

buys a farm, and has to consider the ad-

vantages and drawbacks of a location near

a body of water, must count the cost ; and
if he decides in favor of the "water-front,"

he must try to head off the dangers by
watching the little ones, and teaching

and restricting the older ones, and even
then be prepared to have more or less

worry. It is the penalty we have to pay
for an otherwise valued privilege.

The New Potato Species
"Country Gentleman" has the follow-

ing note about a "new potato
:"

"The cultivation in France of a new
potato, brought from Uruguay, has, the

British consul-general for Havre writes,

been observed for some time with great

interest. A variety of this potato, called

the 'solanum commersonii violet,' is said

to possess excellence of taste as well as

nutritive value, and is equal to the best

table potatoes known in France. The va-

riety is distinguished by its resistance to

frost, as also to disease, and its one great

advantage is that is prospers in a damp
or swampy soil, where no other kind of

potato would grow."
Last spring I obtained some tubers, pur-

porting to be of this potato, from a New
York seed firm. Recently I dug one of

the hills and had the potatoes cooked. The
tubers are elongated, of a most beautiful

violet or purplish color, eyes very shallow,

flesh white. But in quality I greatly pre-

fer the Ohio, Hebron, Eureka or Noroton.

The vines are neither disease nor bug
proof.

Hedge-and-Wire Fence

A
farmer in Missouri writes that he

has two miles of very poor Osage
Orange hedge twelve years old

" which he desires to perfect with

woven and barbed wire. He wishes to

make a pig-tight fence of it, and also a

cattle fence, and desires to know the best

way to do it.

I do not know what I can add to the

article in Farm and Fireside of August

1st to make it plainer. After the wood
is ripened this fall, or at any time during

the winter, he must cut the hedge off even

with the surface of the ground, leaving

strong stubs six to twelve feet apart, and

as high as he desires the fence to be to

attach the wires or wire fencing to. The

stronger these stubs are the better will

they answer the purpose. Staple the bot-

tom wire firmly to the base of the stubs,

then the middle and top wires. In putting

on the barbed wires above the netting

simply draw them out straight. No
stretching is necessary, as the new growth
of brush will hold them firmly enough
when it gets a year or two old.

Four feet is high enough for the top
wire, and I think that three and a half

will be much better, because the hedge
must be trimmed off above this top wire,

and if the growth is six to ten inches
above it one is less apt to take the edge
off his knife by striking the wire. The
best way to trim a hedge reenforced with
wire is to cut straight down one side, then
the opposite side, then take off the top.

If this is done while the wood is soft it

is an easy task, if one keeps his knife
sharp. Some farmers trim a hedge very
close, leaving it only about a foot wide,
but I think that eighteen to twenty inches
makes a better hedge,' and it is less likely

to kill out during seasons of extreme
drought or cold.

One is not restricted to Osage Orange
to make a good fence by the addition of
wire, woven or barbed. Arbor-vitas makes
quite as good a hedge, and can be grown
hundreds of miles north of where Osage
will endure the winters. It takes longer
to make a good arbor-vitae hedge, but
when once made it is good for more years
than any wooden and wire fence that can
be built. Around a suburban home it

makes one of the prettiest fences that can
be made, and is easily kept at any height.

The woven-wire fence in it should be
close meshed, so that the dogs and poultry
will be excluded. If carefully trimmed
it can be made to look like a solid wall
of green, so close and dense that even a
small bird can scarcely penetrate it.

In a recent trip fhrough a portion of
Ontario, Canada, I saw miles of old-

style rail fences, and also lots of fences

made of tree stumps with the roots at-

tached. There are also lots of old zig-

zag rail fences in Indiana. It seems to me
that the labor involved in making the

rails, hauling them to place and building

the fence would, at the present rate of

wages, pay for about three modern
woven-wire fences. The cost of getting

the stumps up and into line would fully

equal the cost of a rail fence. It seems
to me, that a farmer could employ his

time to better advantage. To be sure it is

necessary to get rid of the stumps in

clearing land for cultivation, but I think

I would make. ashes of them and get the
benefit of the ashes. On the prairies we
are planting trees and encouraging their

growth in every way. In the wooded sec-

tions they are cutting down thrifty young
oaks and splitting them into fence-rails.

And the price of fence-posts, ties and oak
flooring is going up by leaps and bounds.

<5>

Cheap Hog-Houses
A young farmer writes me that he

recently visited the farm of a noted and
wealthy hog-raiser and inspected his hog
houses and sheds, and he says that if he

has to wait until he can get enough money
together to build such an outfit of hog
houses and sheds as that man has before

he can become a successful hog-raiser he

will give up the idea right now. Quite

often I see advice given in farm .papers

to young men to visit the establishment of

some noted breeder with a view to learn-

ing his methods and adopting his plans of

building houses and sheds. The value of

such advice is questionable. Usually the

successful hog-raiser is a busy man, and
does not care to be annoyed by visitors.

Then he does not know whether they

come from some cholera-infected locality

or not, and he does not want them tramp-

ing through his lots and houses. And
even if they are admitted and allowed to

examine his outfit they will find its cost

far beyond their means.
Because one cannot have expensive

houses and sheds for his pigs is no reason

why he cannot be successful with them.

Some of the most successful hog-raisers

and poultry-raisers I know have the

cheapest sort of houses and sheds for

their animals and birds. I made more
money raising market poultry than any-

one I know, and my sheds and yards were
built of the cheapest material I could buy,

and to tell the truth they looked rather

ragged. But they answered the purpose

all right. I have known many farmers

who made a good deal of money raising

pigs with an outfit that would not make
a pretty picture by any means. It is much
tetter to have four or five small yards

with a small shed or house at one end or

in one corner of each than to have one

large yard and one long shed, even if the

latter is divided into rooms. The house

for farrowing sows is the one needing

most careful construction, and it may be

made, and well made of the cheapest ma-

terials. The lumber in it may be of the

cheapest quality, and it should be entirely

covered with a good grade of roofing felt,

which costs but little, and kept covered

with it, and the cheap grade of lumber will

last longer than the best grade that is ex-
posed to the weather. The felt should be
painted with the cheap paint that is usually
sold with it, and this painting repeated
whenever needed. The painting is best
done on a warm day, and if it is sanded
immediately after it is put on it will form
a hard coating that will last a long time.

I would rather have a building made of a
cheap grade of lumber and well covered
with sanded felt than one made of the
best grade of lumber and not thoroughly
painted with the best paint. The former
would cost very much less than the other,

would be much warmer, and last longer.
The sow-house should have at least two

partitions in it about four feet high, mak-
ing three small rooms. No board floor is

needed, but enough earth should be thrown
in to raise the floor at least four inches
above the surrounding level. Around the
sides of each room a strong pole, or two-
by-four-inch piece, should be fastened
about eight inches above the floor and
six inches from the walls. This is to pre-
vent the sow from crushing the pigs by
lying on them. Very often one or two
of the pigs when they are very small will
get between the wall and the sow just as
she is lying down and are sure to be
crushed to death. If the pole is there they
can escape by going under it, which they
will almost invariably do. One should
be very careful to put in but a very little

straw, a few handfuls for the sow to form
a sort of a ring is about all that is neces-
sary. Many a farmer loses half or more
of his newly farrowed pigs through lack
of warm, weather-proof sheds for his
sows. They are easily built and cost very
little, and if properly cared for will last a
lifetime. Get the little fellows well started
in life and the battle is half won. A
farmer who has made thousands of dol-
lars raising hogs once said to me : "If I

can get the pigs safely to the end of the
first week I can count all my losses for
that season on the fingers of one hand."
Prevent losses of newly farrowed pigs,

and then feed right, and you are sure of
a good profit.

Fattening Chickens
Mrs. M. K., Missouri, asks how I fat-

ten my chickens, and at what age I begin.
I pen up and begin to fatten old fowls
about ten days before marketing. Young
chicks that are on the range I pen up and
feed one to two weeks, according to con-
dition when penned. For feed I use
cracked corn one part, middlings one
part, wheat bran one part, all measure, not
weight. One day this is dampened with
sweet milk or water, just enough to make
it moist, and the next day it is fed dry,

always in feed-troughs made especially for

this sort of feed. If the damp feed is

given all the time they seem to tire of it,

and they do not eat enough of the dry
feed to fatten as fast as I like. I also

feed green food of some sort, if I have it.

Rape is the best green food that grows
for penned fowls or chicks. Grown fowls
fatten quicker than growing chicks, be-

cause all the food goes to flesh, while part

of it goes to growth in young birds. One
should not feed young birds in this man-
ner too long or they will go off their

feet. Old birds fed this way too long be-

come clogged with fat and soon die.

Shopping by mail is becoming so pop-

ular on account of the Rural Free Deliv-

ery that people living in the country have

almost the same advantages that city

people enjoy. To meet this special de-

mand, the large concerns issue catalogues

which bring to your home the complete

contents of the great city department-

stores. A glance through the advertising

columns of Farm and Fireside will prove

both interesting and profitable to you. If

you see anything you need, write to the

firm for catalogues, and they will give

your request prompt attention.

* * *

When this paragraph is

marked with a blue pencil, it

means that your subscription has

expired, and should be renewed
at once in order to insure re-

ceiving Farm and Fireside
regularly in the future. Please

do not fail to renew now.

Farm and Fireside will

be sent one year for twenty-

five cents or three years for

fifty cents. It is growing faster

than any other farm paper in the

world. Please renew promptly.
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What About the Automobile ?

T
^here comes an auto ! Be careful,

Father ! Turn out as far as you
can. Better stop till it gets by!"
With fear and trembling father

pulls the horse out to the side of the

road. Mother grows pale, and clings to

the seat with a clutch that makes the

blood settle under the nails of her fingers.

There is a swish on the beaten track. Old
Jack dances on his hind legs. On out of

sight the machine rushes, never swerving
to the right nor left nor slackening in the

least its speed. Father and mother
breathe freer and congratulate themselves

that they are still in the land of the living.

This is the story of every day in the

week, and a hundred times a day in these

new days in which we are living, varied

now and then by some awful tragedy.

And yet, the automobile has come to

stay. No doubt about that. We have had
many thrilling experiences with other ma-
chines that have come with this new age.

The mowing-machine was mistrusted

when it first came. It did slay its hun-
dreds before we became accustomed to

its workings. Now and then we still hear
of men being killed or seriously injured

by mowers. Still, no one doubts the

practical utility of the mowing-machine.
Bicycles, electric-cars—almost all kinds of

machinery have had to fight their way up
to adoption by the general public. Even
so simple a thing as an umbrella nearly
brought the inventor to his death when he
first carried it on the street. People
looked upon it as a device of the evil one.

But the fact that we are slow to adapt
ourselves to new things does not lessen

the misery which comes while we are try-

ing to get acquainted with them. When a
farm team, catching a glimpse of one of

the new flying autos coming down the

road at lightning speed, turns short
around upon the harrow, cutting and
bruising the legs of horses worth two or
three hundred dollars, and perhaps ruin-

ing them for life, or when a good old

farm horse meets one of them face to

face at a turn of the road and runs away,
throwing the occupants of the carriage

out, jeopardizing their lives and tearing

the vehicle all to pieces, as has been done
within a mile of my own farm, it becomes
a serious question how to meet these new
conditions. The time may come when
we will all have automobiles. Meantime
what shall we do to prevent the many
terrible accidents that happen ?

This seems to me to be the true solu-

tion of this vexed problem : Automobiles
should not be permitted on the public

highways of any state. Roads should be
constructed especially for them.
The automobile is not a public convey-

ance in the sense that the carriage is. It

is an engine, to all intents and purposes,
like the locomotive or the traction-engine.

In the case of the former we confine the

machine to a certain fixed course. The
traction-engine we do tolerate on the

highways, but most states insist that some-
one shall go ahead of it and warn people

of the approaching danger, and by other
strict laws limit the progress of the

machine where men, women and children
are traveling with horses.

The automobile is in many ways even
more dangerous than a highway loco-
motive. It has no rails upon which to

run. It may take any part of the high-
way it will. The feelings of its driver
alone settles its course. And far too often
this driver is a reckless man, perhaps
made doubly dangerous by the fact that

his brain is crazed by liquor.

Watch the course of one of these death-
dealing machines as it swerves from side

to side along the road. In a minute it

may be hurled off the beaten track and
plunged down into the ditch. How often

it happens that the old farmer riding

along the way puts up his hand as a signal

for the driver of the automobile to slacken
his pace until he is out of the reach of
danger, only to be totally ignored.
Many of us will deeply sympathize

with the farmers of Indiana who have
applied for the privilege of carrying re-

volvers to defend themselves against
reckless automobilists. Of course, this

privilege cannot be granted. It would be
only licensing one class of men to do a
wrong thing because another class did it.

But the objection will at once be raised
that it would cost too much to build a
separate road for the automobiles of the
country. This objection is not a valid

one. The argument that we have given
up our public highways to railways and
street-cars, and almost every other kind
of machine has little force. If we have
done wrong in this respect it is time to

stop. We might better provide separate
roads for automobiles than to have the
fearful tragedies which are done every
day kept up through all time, as they
will be under existing laws. There is no
reason to believe that the number of these
so-called* accidents will not increase with
the increased number of machines used.

Farmers' Correspondence Club

Life is worth more than money. It

is easier to build roads than it is to be
killed. Let us have separate roads for

the automobiles.
New York. Edgar L. Vincent.

Cistern Filter

In this day and age, when sanitary con-
ditions are of the first importance, when
everybody wants the sweetest, pleasantest

and as nearly pure water as it is possible

to obtain for domestic use, it does seem
to me a -little strange that so many illy

devised filters are in use. Certainly each
method employed is considered the best

by the person employing the same. But
from personal observation while engaged
in work that necessitated my entering into

wells and cisterns, I know that most
methods employed are failures, in that they
permit too much foreign matter to be
carried into the cistern to decay and be-
come filthy.

The filtering-box between conductor-
spout and cistern has its faults, in that it

permits the water to run through too fast

to filter thoroughly, thus carrying with, it

much dirt that should never enter the
cistern.

Then, too, the brick wall through the
center of the cistern has its serious faults.

The water pouring in on one side, filter-

ing through to the other side does the
work as nearly perfect as any while the
wall is new. But, as a rule, people who
depend upon cistern water for household
use avoid disturbing water in the cistern,

or cleaning it until the water is low.
This, many times, is the cause of the cis-

tern going for two or three years without
cleaning. And all the while rains are
carrying a little more dirt into the filter,

adding to the already accumulated filth in

the filter or the filthy "purifier."

So from knowledge gained from actual
experience, I decided that the proper thing
would be to keep the dirt out of the
cistern, where it can be removed; to have
a filter that can be renewed easily and
without disturbing water in cistern. So I

made an experiment which has proved a
success. In digging a cistern dig deep in

the ground, and arch well under ground,
closing in arch to receive a two-foot sewer
tile to form the neck, which can easily be
closed against insects and toads. By the

side of the big cistern, dig a little filtering

cistern, one that will hold from twelve to
fifteen barrels. Wall arch and cement
same as large cistern, except in the center

of the bottom, which should be slightly

basin shaped, dig and cement a hole large
enough and deep enough to receive a
bucket that will hold five or six gallons
or more. Have the bottom of the bucket
perforated with small holes. Have a
strong bail to the bucket by which to lift

it out. Have a strong flange around the

outside close to the top as can be to rest

tight on the bottom of filtering cistern

around the top of the hole. Can make
water-tight by resting flange on packing.
If bucket is not good and strong it will

be well to place rest under the bottom, as

there will be a very heavy pressure on it

when the filtering cistern is full. From
the bottom of the hole under the bucket
connect filter with cistern by means of a
three-inch sewer tile thoroughly cemented
in.

Advantages in this method are that the
filtering material can be packed so closely

in bucket as to permit the water to run
through very slowly, the filtering cistern

acting as storage, so that many days may
be taken to filter what, under other
methods, would run through in a very few
hours.
Then, too, the filtering cistern, being but

one third as deep as the cistern proper,
any time that the water is below the
tube connecting filter with cistern, the
bucket can be lifted out and material re-

newed. And by closing the tile leading to

cistern one can go down into filtering

cistern and wash thoroughly without dis-

turbing the water in cistern. By filling

the bucket with pounded brick, charcoal or

slate packed in clean-washed sand it can
be made to run through very slowly,

thoroughly straining the water. After
packing bucket and before setting it in

hole, run water through to wash all sedi-

ment out.

Colorado. J. D. Switzer.
<?>

Lightning-Rods
The only building with lightning-rods

on that has been struck by lightning to
my knowledge in my locality was pro-
tected with a copper lightning-rod. A
medium-sized barn had three points on it.

A low shed extended out from one side.

Lightning struck the end of the shed and

tore out a post. This building was not
properly protected with rods. A point
should have been placed on the end of the
shed and grounded and also connected
to the rod on the barn.
This will no doubt account for the

buildings supplied with iron rods that
have been damaged by lightning in Mis-
souri, according to your correspondent of
August 15th. He failed to state that the
rods were not properly erected.
Hy Davis, State Fire Marshal of

Ohio, recommends the use of iron rods.
"Elements of Static Electricity," by At-
kinson, admits the use of iron rods.
"Electricity and Magnetism," by Thomp-
son, prefers iron to copper for lightning-
rods.

Professor Oliver Lodge, one of the best
authorities on atmospheric electricity,

maintains that a lightning flash is of the
nature of an electric oscillation rather
than a current. If so, the conductor of
least resistance is not necessarily the best
lightning-rod. Professor Lodge recom-
mends iron in preference to copper for
lightning-rods. Alexander G. McAdie,
in "Scientific American Supplement," says
if lightning then be a discharge of an
oscillatory character, it may happen that

the current down the lightning-rod would
be only skin deep. In the last four years
we have learned that when an electric

current flows steadily in one direction in a
cylindrical wire, its intensity is the same
in all parts of the wire ; but if the current
be of an oscillatory character, namely, a
current which rapidly reverses its direc-

tion,^ if the alternations are very rapid,

the interior of the wire may be almost
free from current, and if iron is used for
lightning-rods, and it seems to be in

every way as efficient as copper, have it

in rod or tape, and weighing thirty-five

ounces to the foot.

We put up some copper rods, twenty-
eight strand No. 18 wire, a number of
years ago, which we bought direct from
the manufacturer for about twelve cents a
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foot. A copper-lightning-rod agent that

sold his rod for twenty-five cents a foot

claimed that my rods were all rusted off

under the ground. We dug down and
found them apparently as good as when
put up. If you want a copper rod, don't

pay an agent twenty-five cents a foot, but
buy direct from the manufacturer for ten

or twelve cents a foot, and save that

thirteen or fifteen cents a foot the agent

gets out of the deal. Some manufactur-
ers will sell only through agents, but
others will sell direct to the farmer.

In making a hole to ground a rod ten

feet deep, if the ground is hard, take a

plate of iron three inches square by one
half thick; drill a hole in the center that

will just slip over the rod you are going
to make the hole with, slip the plate on
the rod, and drive the rod down ten feet.

Put a lever under one edge of the square

plate and draw the rod up a little; let the

plate slide down, and repeat the operation

until the rod can be lifted out by hand.
Ohio. G. G. Kimmell.

Fall Plowing
Fall plowing should be more generally

practised than at present, although it can-

not be recommended for all soils and lo-

calities. I find that when a sod or cover

crop is turned under in the autumn, the

amount of available plant food is in-

creased for the crop next summer.
I regard fall plowing to be one of the

best methods of combatting such pests as

cut-worms, grub-worms and corn-root
worms, which are often very destructive

to corn.

Because the surface of ground plowed
in the fall is drier at planting-time in the

spring than that of ground not so treated,

it does not necessarily follow that there

is less moisture in fall-plowed ground.
When ground is plowed in the fall the
rainfall is better enabled to penetrate
the subsoil, thus allowing the surface to

dry more rapidly. I find that in the
spring my fall-plowed fields usually con-
tain a great deal more moisture, but at
the same time have a drier surface than
fields that are not plowed until spring. In
sections where there is much rain during
the winter it is better not to harrow the
fall-plowed land in the autumn, especially

fine clay soils that run together and pack.
As I have been a close observer of fall

and spring plowing, I have found that
my fall-plowed fields have generally yield-
ed better crops in a dry summer. I find
the same to be true in subsoiling. If
spring subsoiling and deep spring plowing
is done after the spring rains the result
is likely to be diminished crops.

Illinois. Wm. H. Underwood.

Pulling Fence-Posts
I will describe what I consider a capital

way of pulling posts. Fasten a strong log-
chain to the post near the ground by mak-
ing half hitches around the post. This
will shorten the chain and at the same
time keep it from slipping. Shorten the
chain in this way until there is just chain
enough left to make a stationary loop.

Now get a good pole or a strong rail and
run through the loop and lift the post
out. If the post is too large or has set-

tled too much, use a heel, lifting the post
by lever power. You will be surprised
how easy a post can be pulled in this way.

Indiana. Jas. S. Knight.

Forestry Exhibit at the Ohio
State Fair

The Ohio State Forestry Society as-

sisted by the Morrow County Society and
by Professor Crumley, of Yellow Springs,
gave an exhibit of the forestry products
of the state that proved of unusual interest

to the visitors attending the recent state

fair. Modern forestry in Ohio dates back
but four or five years, and owes its origin

to the work of the Agricultural Expe-
riment Station at Wooster, and to the
reorganization of the Ohio State Forestry
Society. The station, by sending to the
different counties young forest trees
grown by them for experimental purposes
and giving directions for their proper care
and cultivation, have interested many
landowners in the planting of new forests

and the proper use and preservation of

existing wood-lots.
This exhibit formed a part of the regular

experiment station plan of putting their

work before the people of the state for

their inspection, and was under the super-

vision of Professor Green, who has charge
of the forestry work of the state.

Special attention was given to the sub-
ject of growing post and pole timber.

The persons in care gave instructions to

all inquirers as to procuring seed, plant-

ing and cultivating the locust, catalpa

speciosa and Osage Orange, these being
recognized as the three best varieties to

plant for those uses.

Young trees of two, three and four
years' growth were shown, so that the

differences in growth might be seen. Sec-

tions three and one half feet long, and
from six to eight inches in diameter, cut

from each variety of forest tree native to

Ohio formed one of the interesting

features of the exhibit. Ashland County
was represented by a very complete col-

lection of small pieces of lumber from all

the trees, shrubs and vines that grow
within her borders. Morrow County was
represented by lumber, leaves and sections

showing annual rings of her native trees.

Professor Crumley showed by specimens
and photographs, many of the more com-
mon phases of forestry work and also

many rare specimens of interest and value.

Probably the table that excited most
interest was where the second-growth
timber of our native forest was shown,
and the effect of allowing a large mature
beech tree to stand among these young
trees and rob them of the space and sun-

light that belong of right to them. This
was an object lesson that all owners of

wood-lots could appreciate, and many as

they went away resolved to put into prac-

tise what was so strikingly taught.

The interest shown was very gratifying

to those engaged in the work, and seemed
to mark a new era in Ohio forestry, for

it is coming to be recognized by those

who are informed on the subjects that if

the hand-planting of trees was all there

is of forestry, it would be at best a small

affair and a comparative failure ; that it

can be a great success only when the

owners of timber-lots will assist nature

by caring for the trees she plants, and
we shall have come to realize what a

great part in our growth in wealth arid

prosperity we owe to our forests, and
what a calamity their destruction would
be to us.

Ohio. Horatio Markley.
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Liming Land

The beneficial results from the proper

use of lime on land, especially to

correct soil acidity, has increased

the use of it greatly. Some, how-

ever, are in doubt about the best kind of

lime to use. Regarding the carriers of

lime, Mr. Alva Agee, in the "National

Stockman and Farmer," says:

Some readers are confused by the va-

rious names given to carriers of lime.

Any of the kinds of lime advertised cor-

rect the soil acidity and supply lime direct

to clover, which has a special hunger for

this element. There is no danger in the

use of any of them just so long as they

are not treated as fertilizers and depend-

ence is not placed solely in them. Use
any form of lime to get clover, and then

give the clover a chance permanently to

improve the soil. But some farmers will

treat lime as a complete fertilizer. It is

giving our Wooster station a large in-

crease in grain yield, and the thoughtless

landowner may infer that he can use lime

to grow crops to be removed from the

farm. Then, too, a caustic lime burns
out the humus, and while that is one
way in which it increases the yield for

the time being, it leaves land in bad con-

dition unless clover or manure is added,

and for that reason some scientists will

advise the use only of ground limestone.

It cannot burn the soil, and no amount,
however large, can do harm.
Limestone is the original source of

lime in our soils. One hundred pounds
of granular limestone will correct as

much acidity as fifty-six pounds of pure
lime. It is cheap because it requires only

grinding, being offered for sale in car-

lots at a very low price per ton. It is

good, safe material for use on soils that

are not making clover. Personally I am
not afraid of the use of caustic lime,

knowing that the amount we recommend
can do no harm if clover follows, but the

granular limestone may become the most
popular material because cheap and ab-

solutely safe.
<$>

The Spare Cow Best for the
Dairy

In the "Agricultural Epitomist," Lewis

Olsen cites the following experiment:

Some years ago the Minnesota Experi-

ment Station conducted a five-year in-

vestigation of this subject. They found
that the cow that carried the least flesh

was the best for the production of butter

;

also that just in so far as one cow was a

little smoother and plumper than the

others would her butter-product cost

more. It is well to remember that these

results obtained were from accumulated
testimony, and plainly show that not only

through a short period of time, but dur-

ing the entire lifetime the spare cow is

by far the best dairy cow.
Here are some of the results obtained.

Taking the average between the two types

of cows in which grade Shorthorns repre-

sented the dual-purpose cows, six of these

cows produced an average of 5,077

pounds of milk per year, which gave
229 pounds of butter at a cost of 13.38

cents per pound. The total average cost

of feed per head was $30.64 and the net

return in profit $10.37. The six "cows
chosen to represent the dairy cow of spare

and angular form were taken among
Guernseys and Jerseys and one grade
Holstein. They produced an average of

6,700 pounds of milk each, which made
446 pounds of butter at a cost of 8.43

cents per pound. The average cost of

the feed consumed by these cows was
$37.60 per head, and the net return in

profit $38.11.

Outside Cellar for Storing
Vegetables

In the "Practical Farmer," A. E. Page

gives his experience with an outside cel-

lar for wintering fruits and vegetables

as follows:

Nine years ago I had a brick outside

cellar built at a contract price of $125

for the building above a stone foundation

laid one foot underground. The walls

were double brick, nine feet high, with

air-space between the walls, the hardest

glazed brick obtainable being used. At
the bottom inside were eight square holes

about six by twelve inches, with galvan-

ized iron screen set in when built for

ventilators. At each end of the building

were wide doors to take in barrels and
boxes of apples, potatoes and all vege-

tables. The door opening on to driveway
was double, of matched batten doors ; on

the end next to house was one batten

door outside, and inside one had upper

half a window-sash to give light when re-

quired. The floor was ground clay. The
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ceiling was matched pine nailed under
two-by-eights and filled lightly with saw-
dust above which was another floor and
another foot of sawdust tramped solid

to a side-board at the edges to keep it

from rattling down between walls. Roof
was well built, and covered with the best

cedar shingles. Gables sided, with door
in front end to use with step-ladder for

storage purposes. Two three-foot capped
ventilators at each end of roof kept a

free circulation of air from below. At
night the doors were left open, except
in freezing weather, a screen-door being
used inside. The wood-work was
painted and trimmed to match the dwell-
ing-house, from which it was separated
by ten feet. The outer walls were
covered in two years by climbing roses,

jasmine and trumpet creeper, which kept
it very cool, and also made it a thing of

beauty. Size of building, 12x24 feet. We
filled it with apples, canned fruit, veg-
etables, bulbs, celery, meat, etc., and found
it in every way satisfactory.

How Small a Silo is Practical?

In the "Rural New-Yorker," Edward
Van s&lstyne answers the question about

little silos. He says :

This question comes to me again as

it has many times before. Its answer, like

many others of like nature, depends
largely on the man. For some with one
cow ft would be a practical thing to sink

a molasses hogshead in the ground and
fill it with cut corn. Its practicability

would depend on the amount of rough-
age available, and the lack of other
succulent foods, as well as the means at

hand for growing the corn, and putting

it into the silo. Now these same principles

obtain in every case up to ten cows.

After that in any case where corn will

grow, and the silage milk can be sold,

I believe it is not a question, "Can I af-

ford a silo?" but "Can I afford not to

have one?" The average feeding season is

about five months, or 150 days. The or-

dinary cow will eat about forty pounds
of silage daily, or three tons in this pe-

riod ; ten cows mean thirty tons. A
round silo twenty feet deep (I do not
believe it wise to have one above ground
of less depth), and twelve feet across

would hold thirty-eight tons, allowing

for settling, would mean just about thirty

tons actual. One the same height and
fourteen feet in diameter would hold
fifty tons, about forty actual after settling.

This would cost but a trifle more to build,

and would hold enough more for a longer

season, more cows or summer feeding,

either of these certainly a practical thing.

Teaching a Colt to Drive
In the "Farm Journal" Legrand Vars

tells how to construct a bitting-rig and

teach a colt to drive as follows

:

Take back-pad, belly-band and crupper

of single harness, fit same to colt, use

open bridle arranged for side check. If

none, cut blinds off from some old blind

bridle ; remove check rein. Take a cord
eighteen feet long (a clothes-line -will do),

double it, tie a half knot in doubled end
making a loop in center of cord. Place

loop over check-hook, bring ends of cord

forward, one on each side of colt's neck,

passing ends through gag-runners on each

side of bridle, and on down through rings

in bit and back to terrets in back-pad, and
tie in a half bow-knot. Mildly tighten

at first. After the colt gives up grace-

fully they may be drawn up. Have ten-

sion the same on both sides, so that colt's

head will be directly in line with his body
at all times, whether turning, going

ahead or standing still. Colt's neck will

not tire of this bitting-rig, as he can put

his head down and up a few inches, at

pleasure. He will seldom rear, and if so,

will not lose his balance and go over

backward.
Remain with the colt. Attach reins to

bridle, run them back through thill loops

on each side of colt and teach him to rein,

move and stop at command. Use only

two words, go and whoa; more are con-

fusing. Keep quiet, go flow ; all is blind

to the colt. Do not teach colt to back at

first. If you do he will back when bitting-

rig is drawn up. Make him acquainted

with as many things as possible.

Overcome fear with kindness. Win his

love and get his confidence. Handle both

sides the same. Get perfect control of

his mouth; this is the keynote. Make

him feel that you are his protector and
master. Seldom use the whip. When
obeyed, caress with a gentle slap on the
neck. Sugar or apples will do. When
colt reins to right and left, moves and
stops at command, and has become ac-
quainted with shafts and vehicle, he is

ready to hook to a light cart. Teacher
should possess self-control, love, patience,
perseverance, firmness and a mild voice.
No runaways, kickers or balky horses
when educated in this manner.

Reward of Skilled Feeding
The "American Cultivator," in dis-

cussing the question why farmers keep
on buying low-grade feeds on the market,
and neglect to study the quality of what
they buy, says

:

A professor in dairying at one of the
New York experiment stations visited a
large number of farms in the neighbor-
hood. He took notice in particular of
one of these farms on which there were
thirty head of cattle, and asked the owner
if he would have any objections to allow
a man to come and weigh the milk from
each cow and take samples. The farmer
agreed, and for one year an exact record
of the feed and of the milk was kept.

At the. end of the year it was found that

the cattle had consumed $28.50 worth of
feed and produced $25 worth of milk.

The farmer had lost $3.50 on each cow
in his herd, or something like $100. In
other words, he was not even getting
full market price for all the feed he was
giving his cattle. In return for all his

work he had received rather low price
for his feed, and had a large amount of
manure, but had not really received any
pay for his work. An interesting sequel
to this incident is related. The same
herd^was bought by the experiment sta-

tion and fed under the control of the
management. At the end of the next
year it was found that the cows had eaten
$28 worth of feed and had produced
each about $38 worth of milk. A result

which shows there is much in good man-
agement and a study of the feed market.

<5>

Good Roads at Small Expense
[continued from page 1]

than upon the style of drag. As logs suit-

able for drags are not conveniently avail-

able in many sections, the plank drag is

adopted. The cost is from an hour's work
up to $3, depending on the materials used
and the labor employed. Any farmer can
make a drag.

Fig. 1 shows the split-log type. This
is made by splitting a log ten to twelve
inches in diameter and about nine feet

long. Avoid heavy wood, as oak. Though
not essential, it is better if the log splits

straight. It will then better adapt itself

to the purpose in view. Bore holes in

the front half or slab so that a forward
slant will be given the lower part of its

face. The holes in the rear slab may
be bored straight. Two-inch holes are

advised. Where to bore them and the dis-

tance" apart are indicated in the accom-
panying diagram. The two slabs are held
together by means of three braces with
slightly tapering ends driven into the

holes, split and wedged. Drive the wedges
in crosswise of the grain of the wood.
Toe-nailing might be resorted to if nec-

essary. The braces should be about two
and one half inches in diameter. To give

rigidity and strength to the frame, a diag-

onal cross brace may be placed between
the slabs at the lead-end, as shown. Shoe
the lower edge of the front slab at this

end with a piece of iron about four feet

long. An old wagon tire will suffice. Bolt

it on securely, allowing the heads of the

bolts to be countersunk. The function

of this strip of iron is to enable the drag
better to take hold of hard surfaces, and
cut dirt to work toward the middle of the

road. Without it, the drag at this point

would soon become rounded, thus impair-

ing its usefulness. How to attach the

chain by which the drag is drawn is

shown in the illustration. In order that

the drag may be drawn at an angle of

about forty-five degrees the chain is ar-

ranged with a long and short hitch. The
face of the front slab should be free from
projections and irregularities which would
interfere with the free sliding of earth

along toward the middle of the road. For

this reason it is necessary to attach the

chain as shown. The long hitch goes over

the front slab around a cross-piece, and

is fastened to the back slab. The other

end of the chain or the short hitch is

passed through a hole in the front slab.

It can be fastened here, or to give a
stronger hold on the frame it may be
fastened to the back slab, as indicated in

the drawing. It is of course understood
that the two slabs face the same direction.

Fig. 2 illustrates the plank drag. It is

made of pine timbers nine feet long, eight
inches wide and two inches thick. The
two pieces may be reenforced on the inner
side by strips of two by six inches, giving
greater strength and rigidity to the drag.
In other respects the plank drag is prac-
tically identical with the split log. The
former has an advantage in that it is

lighter, more easily controlled and easier

to make. To afford the driver a place
to stand a platform of one-inch plank is

laid upon the cross-pieces. By shifting his

weight to different points on this plat-

form the driver can cause the drag to take
hold or run practically clear at either end.
The surface of the road will suggest how
to manipulate the drag.

Fig. 3 shows a drag made of railroad
rails eight feet long and fastened two feet

six inches apart with one-inch bolts, with
taps screwed up against the face and back
of each rail, as shown. The hitch is the
same as in the case of the wooden drags.
This drag is heavy and will take hold
where lighter drags make small impres-
sion. It is a great tool to get a road ready
for the lighter drags. Both pieces cut
dirt and work it toward the middle. For
taking off projections and smoothing the
surface this drag has no equal. It is es-

pecially effective in dragging roads that

are slightly frozen, in which condition
they do not yield to the work of wooden
drags.

To summarize : Build a light drag—do
it now. Run it at an angle of forty-five

degrees, working a little earth toward the
middle of the road at each operation.

Drive the team at a steady, even walk.
Ride the drag. Work as much of the road
as can be got at handily. Do the work
thoroughly. A boy can operate a drag.

Do not drag a dry roadbed except for ex-
perimental purposes. Drag as soon as

possible after each rain, when the surface

is in a puddled condition. Drag at all sea-

sons, whenever time allows—and it does
not require much time. Roads dragged
immediately before a cold spell will freeze

in a smooth condition. When roads are

first dragged travel should be to one side

if possible until the roadway has had time
to freeze or dry out. Ten to fifteen ap-

plications of the drag in a year should be
given. By making the roadway smooth
and hard travel is distributed over the

entire area, thus increasing its wearing
qualities and contributing to the pleasure

.of traveling in vehicles or on horseback.
Dragged roads can be traveled with safety

and pleasure, day or night, every day in

the year.

Social commingling and neighborliness

are stimulated by dragged roads. Acci-

dents are avoided. Good horsemanship is

promoted. Land values are enhanced.

The cost of transporting farm produce is

reduced. Thrift, neatness and progress

are encouraged in all departments of

farm-work. Every farmer whose land
adjoins the road ought to make a drag
and keep that part of the road in repair.

I have already enumerated the compensa-
tions for the work. Neighborhood road-

dragging clubs should be organized. Prizes

might be offered for the best mile of road
maintained with a drag. Merchants and
other business men in the smaller cities

can easily be interested in this matter. In

this connection it is worth noting that

the Iowa legislature at its last session

passed a law directing township road su-

pervisors and trustees to have the roads

dragged at least ten times a year with a

split-log or plank drag and pay fifty cents

a mile for each dragging.
<$>

To Our Readers
We receive many letters from our

people wondering how we can make such

a good paper as Farm and Fireside for

the price which we get. One reason is

that the amount received for subscrip-

tions is only part of our income. In ad-

dition to this we receive a large amount
from the advertisers for space. This
enables us to give you a larger and a

better paper than we could otherwise.

The firms who advertise in Farm and
Fireside are worthy of your patronage
in every respect. If you see anything
advertised which you need, write to the

firm for particulars and a catalogue.

This is practical reciprocity.

When a firm whose reputation is not

first-class wants to advertise in Farm
and Fireside, we refuse to let it. By
doing this we protect our people against

fraud. You need have no fear in writing

to any firm using this paper, for we guar-
antee that you will have fair treatment.
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Best Protection tor AN Farm Buildings

CAREY'S F£SrE ROOFING
WE ASK YOTT to send for a sample of Carey's Booting. Examination of its substance

and construction will show that it is built for unlimited service.

Carey's Roofing ia made of our own special Asphalt Cement, with the best woolen felt as a
base and East India Burlap imbedded in the upper surface ofthe cement—all compressed into

always flexible sheets. Our patent lap covers and protects nail heads. Bead what users say

:

Imnroves with Age. Twice as Good as Metal.
About 15 years alto we bought our first order ol We have been using Carey's Rooting for the pan

Carey's Roofing, Which wasapplled to oar buildings, 15 years. Werecommend its use in preference to any
and which we find to-day In as good condition as other roofing. It Is easily and quickly latd, will last

when originally applied ;
intact, It seems to Improve with care twice as long, and will not cost one-nallaa

with age? We are very glad to recommend Carey's much as steel or tin.—The Tecumseh aiming *».,

as thoroughly durable and reliable roof In every r»- E. 1. Graff, Seo"y, Tecumseh, Nebr.
sp^ot.—The Exeter Machine Works. _ __

(Signed) M. Thomas, President, Pittsburg, Pa. In Use 18 Years.
. ,. , _ The Carey Roofing which we have used on onrfae-
Applied D»er aningies. tory buildings for the past 16 or 18 years, has given

I have used Carey's Roofing on my farm buildings OB the Ter_ best of satisfaction.—Dowagiao Mfg. Co.,
applied over shingles, and same has given entire W- p_ Hoyt. SeCy, Dowagiao, Mloh.
satisfaction.—Charles Christ, Harrod, Ohio.

Thp Rest Fire Resistant. Th« Best for Houses.
In ourJ^Hen^ hrUT^wlthmm root, we I have used your Roofing for »b« covering of my

beUeveyourRooflngtobetnebestformillbuIldlngs, house, and I thins: It is toe best covering^« «f
where sulphnr and flreare very injurious—Lebanon be made—Ed Carriere, Postmaster of LongueaU,

Valley Iron Co., by it. II. Light, Pres., Lebanon, Pa. County Chambley, Quebec

Carey's Roofing is sold from shipping points conveniently located all over the

country, insuring lowest freight rates. Write to-day for FREE sample and booklet

THE PHILIP CAREY MFG. CO- 43 Wayne Ave.. CINCINNATI. O.

A YEAR'S FREE TRIAL TEST
Oar Oven

Thermom-
eters Make
Good Bak.
ing Easy.

The stove you select is sent on a year's approval, safe delivery
guaranteed, freight prepaid, choice of latest designs and appliances,
handsomely ornamented, highly polished, ready to put in your home.
There is no doubt about these stoves being perfectly satisfactory* for
they are well known by one of the oldest trade-marks among high-grade
stoves. There are no better stoves or more economic prices than the

GOLD COIN stoves
at Wholesale Prices

Sent directly from our factory at exactly dealer's cost (which saves
yon $5 to $25 on a stove), and if at any time within a year it isn't
perfectly satisfactory to you we will return your money and take
the stove back. There is no offer made anywhere else to equal
this for a standard trade-marked stove of such high gradr First,

Write for Our ILLUSTRATED STOVE BOOK—Free
It shows a full line of Ranges and Beating Stoves. & Our patent grate free

Select style and price you prefer and learn all about the stoves before you order. Write now to

THE GOLD COIN STOVE CO., 8 Oak St., Troy, N. Y. (Successor to Bussey & McLeod, Est. 1860)

YOU WANT THIS TREE BOOK
^ I Here ia a book which will show you how easily and inex-^

pensively you can put your home and business in touch with
'.// the outer world and its markets. It will show you how the

telephone quickly pays for itself, and why it is more than a
mere convenience for those who must stay id the house all

day. !t shows you, too, why
STROMBERG-CARLSON TELEPHONES

>/y are the only ones to be considered for farmers* lines. The
/. book is crowded with practical information on the building

V' of farmers* lines and the organization of farmers* compan-
ies. It goes to you from the greatest independent telephone
plant in the world—the one that has been in the fore-front
of the battle for independent telephone lines. Don*t put it

off—write today for booklet D 21, "How the Telephone
Helps the Farmer.'*

STROHBEBG-CARLSON TELEPHONE MFG. COHPANY
Rochester, N. Y. Chicago, 111.

Him »in
QUICKLY CURED BY USING

DR. WHITEHALL'S MEGRIMINE
Write for a trial box—we send it without cost. If yon suffer from head-

ache or neuralgia, Megrimine is a necessity—the most reliable remedy on

the market. Cnres any headache in thirty minutes. After one trial you

will never be without it. Twenty years of success places Megrimine at the

head of all remedies for painful nervous troubles. For sale by all druggists,

or address

The DR. WHITEHALL MEGRIMINE CO., 304 N. Main Street, South Bend, Ind.

FREE SIX SHOTS IN FOUR SECONDS
Book Tells
of This Gun

No other Shot Gun equals this gun's record. No gun built, for the money,
that is as good. $4.00 to $27.00. Bammerless. Every modern improvement.
Nothing as good on the market. Our catalogue shows a dozen other guns

we make, single and double barrel, magazine breech loaders, ejectors, etc. Send postal for it

today—it's free. UNION FIRE ARMS CO., Manufacturers, 3117 Monroe St., TOLEDO, OHIO.

Gardening

ABSORBINE
Removes Bursal Enlargements,
Thickened Tissues, Infiltrated
Parts, and any Puff or Swelling,
Cures Lameness, Allays Pain

without laying the horse up. Does not
blister, stain or remove the hair. #2.00 a
bottle, delivered. Pamphlet 1-C free.

ABSOBBINE, JR., for mankind, gl.00
bottle. Cures Synovitis, Weeping Sinew,
Strains, Gouty or Rheumatic Deposits,

reduces Varicose Veins, Varicocele, Hydrocele.
Allays pain. Book free. Genuine mfd. only by
W. F. YOUNG, P. D. F., 23 Monmouth St., Springfield, Mass.

Buggy Free to You
For Thirty Days. Talce It. Try it.

You do not put up a cent nor
bind yourself to buy. We fur-

ther cover our vehicle with a
promise backed by a bank de*

posit of J25.000 to return your
money If your purchase does not

stay right lor two years. Buy direct from factory to user.

Write today for our big free catalog giving lull particulars.

Th > Auderton Mia. Co., 43 Third St Cincinnati, 0,

Onb th'mo

& SMALL FRUITSi
Highest grade.

I

Guaranteed to live.

True to name,
.gents' prices. Illustrated catalogue free.

aND NUESElltlES. ROCHESTER, N.Y.

FRI'lTTREES

Best Rural Mail Box Made
The "Hessler" is

made of steel, 18
in. long, 6J in.

diameter, coated
with aluminum
bronze. Cover is

self closing and
selflatching. Ab-
solutely weather

proof. Signal
»„.,, attached. Fitted withagents M brass lock and key.
Wanted ^BHi
In every town. Bjjj Write for descriptive circular.

H. E. HESSLER CO., 207 PROSPECT AVE., 8YRACPSE, S. Y.

Monarch Hydraulic

Cider Press
Great strength and ca-
pacity; all sizes; also

gasoline engines,
steam engines,
saw mills, thresh-
ers. Catalog free.

Monarch Machinery Co., Room 165, 39 Cortland! St., Hiw York.

GATHER VEGETABLES
In <mr VENTILATED BUSHEL CB.ATEB.
TheT Bare one-third time. Strong, durable,

cheap, fio andlleeach.diaoounteonquantiuoa.

Write today for FREE niuarrmtod booklet.

Geneva Cooperage C0..B01 1 7. Geneva .0.

Profits in Mushroom Growing

During a trip through New Jersey

I came within sight of the Shrews-
bury catchup factory, and there

saw what remained of three large

greenhouses. I was told that these green-

houses had been put. up by the proprietors

of this canning or preserving establish-

ment for the very purpose of growing
mushrooms needed for canning, for flavor-

ing some of the canned goods and catch-

ups, etc., and that thousands of dollars had
been expended in making the equipment
of these houses complete and best suited

for the purpose of producing mushrooms.
Notwithstanding these facts, and the other
that skilled help was employed in the
undertaking, and that no expense was
spared in the purchase and careful prep-
aration of the manure, the results were
so meager and uncertain that the under-
taking was entirely abandoned.
Even the best "new-culture" spawn

would only give an occasional crop, never
a full one, and at times nothing worth
mentioning.

This, together with the recent expe-
rience of some neighbors of mine who
also engaged in mushroom growing on a
somewhat more extensive scale, under ap-
parently very favorable conditions, and
with a complete equipment, but failed to
produce even a single basketful of mush-
rooms, again proves to me that there is

hardly a crop that has more chances of
disappointing the grower than mushrooms.
The wise reader of Farm and Fireside
will not go wild over the brilliant pros-
pects of the immense profits to be found
in the mushroom-growing industry so
often exploited in the columns of some of
the rural papers.

Blanching Celery
A Webster's Grove (Mo.), subscriber

asks how and when to bleach celery. This
is the old question. I prefer to plant
mostly celery of the early self-blanching
type, and when I succeed in getting a
strong healthy growth the problem how
to blanch is quite simple. I just en-
close the row, or double row, within two
lines of boards set up slantingly against
the plants from each side, as on various
occasions described and illustrated in
these columns. This is done after the
plants have reached some size, so that the
tips of the leaves at least will project
above the boards. The latter may be held
ki place by little stakes, or in any other
convenient manner. It is enough if the
plants are enclosed in such a way as to
exclude light from the sides. When we
have water privileges, as the use of city

hydrants, or in a season of plentiful rain-

fall, it is perfectly safe to plant celery in

double rows. Without artificial irrigation,

or in a dry season, the celery in single

rows, with a fairly good space, say three
feet, between the rows, will grow larger
and healthier than where the rows are
crowded together more closely. A mulch
is good in any case. My New Jersey
neighbor grows his celery in rows like

any other garden or field crop, keeps it

in good growth by thorough cultivation,

and when of the required size, takes up
the plants and crowds them together in

a trench, blanching them perfectly in the

course of two or three weeks. He finds

this the most expedient and cheapest
method of blanching celery for early

market.

Melon-Blight
My old neighbor, T. M. White, speak-

ing in the "Rural New-Yorker" of the
"passing of the muskmelon," says:

"Since the well-grown and matured
muskmelons have almost disappeared from
the fruit-stands and markets, we begin

to realize that there are few things, if

any, that are a more general object of

desire for the members of the family, or

are more painfully missed by them than
a supply of fine melons. Those who but

a few years ago were accustomed to en-

joying them in all their freshness and
lusciousness as they came directly from
the garden, will again and again ask the

question : 'Are we ever to have any more
good melons?' Are there no such va-
rieties as we used to have, and where are

they to be found?* So it now seems that

for the home garden they are almost in-

dispensable; and where but a few years

ago they were one of the chief resources
for money for a large number of farmers,
the crop of to-day is of little value to them
and but a source of great disappoint-

ment. A long experience enables me to

say that our varieties are as good to-day

as they ever were—our growers as skilful
in trying to raise them, but the obstacle
to the successful production of good fruit
is the destructive melon-blight, and the
problem is how to control it."

Mr. White recommends change of loca-
tion of the patch, thus getting away from
the danger of infection from old planta-
tions, and the application of dry Bordeaux
mixture, dusting it under and through the
foliage from the time they begin to set
fruit and continuing it during the entire
season. In my own vicinity this year,
owing probably to fairly favorable
weather conditions, especially plenty of
heat and a scarcity rather than over-
abundance of rainfall, our melon vines
have made good and healthy growth, and
comparatively few hills have been affected
by the blight. Our melons are therefore
about as good as ever, especially our
Emerald Gems.
When I speak of the "passing of the

melons," I refer mostly to their disap-
pearance between night and morning. My
patch of the Gold Coin especially, which
is at a little distance and beyond sight
from the house, has had to suffer severely
by the depredations of the youngsters (of
both sexes) of the neighborhood. All the
earlier (and best) melons have thus
"passed," and from some of the hills even
the vines have been torn up. This "pass-
ing" of melon and other crops has really
become more serious for us than any in-

sect and disease problem, or than both
together. By persistent spraying with
Bordeaux mixture (wet) I can in a
measure at least control the blight, and
with arsenate of lead or disparene added,
I am always able to control the "bugs;"
but it is a difficult task to find means of
controlling the pilferers.

As to varieties, I am sure we have better
ones now than were ever known before.
We have one which for want of a better
name we call the Michigan, and which
seems to be the acme of perfection. It

is as large as the largest, with the excep-
tion of Montreal and Banana, with a very
small seed cavity, of salmon flesh, and the
richness and sweetness of the Emerald
Gem. It has no faults that I can see this

year, but I am unable to find out where
the first seeds of it were obtained. It

seems to me a local melon, not being in

the general trade, or in general cultiva-

tion. Evidently it is the melon that has
or should have a future. With the excep-
tion of a few Emerald Gems, I shall plant
no other next year.

Picking Apples
A New England paper says that the

"common practise in New England is to
pick apples from the tree, put them in

piles under the trees, and barrel them
from the piles, using a basket with swing-
ing handle, so that it may be lowered to
the bottom of the barrel in dumping."

This is a very poor practise. There is

no better way than to pick the apples in

baskets or bags, empty them on the sort-

ing-table, and run the good stock direct-

ly into the barrel, heading this up at once,
and starting them on their way to cold
storage at the earliest possible moment.

The Muskmelons
A few^days ago I made a trip through

New Jersey and Long Island. When I

left home our melons had just begun to

ripen, and some of them were as fine and
palatable as ever. I expected to find

plenty of good melons on my trip, and
especially in the vicinity where 1* used to

raise such fine muskmelons and watermel-
ons in 1885 and 1899. But I was sorely
disappointed. What melons I did find

were too poor for eating, although of the
old inviting exterior appearance and fairly

good aroma. Even the Gold Coin, seed
of which I had saved from extra-selected

specimens with my own hands, and which
was planted on the sandy soil of central

New Jersey, were sugarless and without
flavor. The excessively rainy season was
probably to blame for this in part, but

as the melon-blight has become so prev-
alent all over the country, we can hardly
expect to find the melons in the market of

the old superior quality.

A melon that has been taken from a
blight-infected vine is never of A No. 1

quality. It takes healthy foliage and
plenty of it, to bring out a good melon.
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Silver Prune Not Bearing
Mr. F. F., Georgetown, Washington

—

It is more than likely that your Silver

Prunes are injured by some insect. If

you will send me a specimen of your trees

I will report to you further. When you
do so, also let me know if the soil con-
ditions about your trees are good, or ex-
cessively wet.

Borers in Ash
J. T., Goodland, Kansas—Where the

borers are very troublesome in ash, as

they are in portions of eastern Kansas, it

is almost impossible to keep them in check,

and there is no practical remedy that I

can recommend to you. The best thing
for you to do is to set out some other
trees that are not subject to this injury.

Fertilizer Injuring Land
A. H., Garland, Kansas—If you will

give me the name of the fertilizer which
you think would hurt land, or that you
have heard would hurt land, I should be
very glad indeed to advise you in regard
to it. The fertilizer question is a very
complicated one, and it would be out of
the question to discuss it to any con-
siderable length within the limits of our
inquiry department.

<$>

Where Tokay and Hamburg
Grapes Are Grown in

California
M. P. P., Idaho—These varieties are

practically all grown north of Modesto,
California, and the biggest districts center
at Lodi and around in the territory tribu-

tary to Sacramento. The Malaga center is

Fresno. Very few fresh grapes are
shipped from southern California, but they
raise many wine grapes there.

Aldin Anderson.
<$>

Aster Wilt

J. B. W., Charlton, Massachusetts

—

Asters are occasionally much troubled by
what is sometimes called aster wilt. This
disease causes the plants to wilt and look
as though they needed water, and in a
few days the plants are dead. There is no
satisfactory remedy now for this disease,
and the best treatment is to plant in new
soil each year.

Occasionally the same effects are caused
by lice which cling to the roots and feed
upon them, but in this case I take it that
you have examined the roots and find
nothing of this sort.

<$>

Borers
J. S., Eldorado, Montana—Your apple

trees are probably injured by what is

known as the flat-headed apple-tree borer.
This worm is the larvae form of the beetle,
which lays its eggs in the crevices of the
bark. These soon hatch in young worms,
which burrow through the bark into the
tree. The best remedy is what you are ap-
plying, that is to go over the trees with a
knife and dig out the worms. This should
be done in the spring and again in August.
If you go over them carefully you will
find that they do not increase from day to
day. Going over them once thoroughly
in August will be sufficient.

You can generally tell where the worms
are working by the color of the bark, as
it is darker where the burrows are than
the healthy bark.

Evergreen Bag-Worm
O. K B., Clear Spring, Maryland—The

specimen of worm which yoft sent on,
which you state is injuring your arbor-
vitae, is what is known as the evergreen
bag-worm. This is occasionally very
troublesome in some of the Central and
Southern states. The larvae have the in-

teresting habit of covering themselves
with a little silken bag that they cover
with the leaves of the arbor-vitae, red
cedar or other leaves on which it lives.

As it moves from place to place it carries
this bag with it, and when feeding only a
small portion of the body is exposed. The
worms continue to grow until late in sum-
mer, when they wander about, sometimes
leaving the trees altogether and fastening
their bags to fences or other shelter near
by and in this way they are spread. When
they have reached a place that suits them
the bags are firmly fastened to it, and
the opening closed. The males have
wings, but the females do not leave the
sacks in which they are formed, and have
only rudimentary wings. The eggs de-
velop and finally fill up the bags and the

females die. The eggs rest in the fluffy

mass in the bags, where they hatch in
summer, and the young emerge to com
mence anew the round of life.

The best way to hold this insect in
check is to pick off and destroy the bags
in the winter, and if this is thoroughly
done no caterpillers will appear on the
trees in the spring unless they crawl from
other points. Spraying the plants with
paris green and water, the same as
recommended for the codling-moth is also
a very satisfactory remedy, if applied dur
ing the summer months when the worms
are feeding. It is very important to keep
the worms off of arbor-vitae, since if the
foliage is once removed from them the
hedge suffers rapidly and often dies. In
orchards where spraying is done for the
codling-moth, this insect is incidentally
destroyed, and no other measure need be
taken against it.

Wealthy Apple as a Long Keeper
C. A. P., Sioux Falls, South Dakota

—

Under ordinary conditions you will find
the Wealthy apple will not keep longer
than the first of December in your section.
However, when grown on heavy clay soil,

and allowed to color up well on the trees,
it may sometimes be kept all winter in a
cold cellar, and it is one of the best apples
I know of for keeping in cold storage.
They should be gathered as soon as they
begin to fall, provided they are well col-
ored. Store in a cold place if you wish
to keep them. If you are marketing a lot
of them you will probably get best re-
turns from selling them as autumn apples,
as the price for this class of fruit is

generally higher in your section than for
winter varieties.

One of the worst faults of the Wealthy
is that it wilts when kept in an ordinary
dry cellar. On this account I like to keep
it in a cave or in a barrel that is headed
up. The Wealthy apples will be in the
market from some sections by early in
September, and will continue in the
market probably until the first of January.

In a small way I think perhaps you had
better gather the fruit and wrap each
apple separately in paper, as when treated
in this way it keeps better than when
placed in bulk without such protection.
Of course it is important to carefully hand
pick the apples from the trees, and never
allow them to be even slightly bruised.

Cider Vinegar
F. H. P., Roswell, New Mexico

—

Cider vinegar is generally best when made
from well-ripened, late-maturing apples,
since these generally contain a larger
amount of sugar than the early apples.
The best way to handle it in barrels is to
fill the barrels about two thirds full.

Put a screen over the bung and leave
them in a warm place exposed to free
circulation of air. If put in a cool cellar
it may be a year or more before the vine-
gar will be fit to use. If kept in a warm
place cider becomes vinegar in a very
short time. The vinegar fermentation is

hastened if a quart or so of good old
vinegar is added to each barrel of cider,
so as to give it a good start. After the
vinegar has become marketable, it should
be racked off, so that it will be clear.

<$>

Canker on Raspberry Canes
Mr. E. S., Pierceton, Indiana—I have

examined with interest the canker-like
rough swellings that have appeared on
your raspberry canes near the ground.
I saw the same thing quite abundant in a
raspberry patch several years ago in Wis-
consin, and it did considerable injury. I
do not know of any careful studies that
have been made of this disease. In the
case referred to the injury extended over
some twenty acres of raspberries, and
caused so much injury that it was
thought best to plow them up. I am very
much afraid that this is liable to cause you
considerable trouble, and do not know just
what treatment to recommend. It seems
to me, however, if it is abundant on the
new canes, I should suspect that the use-
fulness of the plantation was about ended.
It is quite likely that spraying the plants
with Bordeaux mixture early in the spring
may do something to prevent the spread
of this trouble as well as stop the spread
of anthracnose. I wish I could advise
you more definitely in this regard.

GREAT STOVE OFFER
WONDERFUL REDUCTION IN PRICES

Steel Ranges Reduoed to Prloes Heretofore Unknown or Unthought of.
OUR BEST STEEL RANGE. 5

he .A<™eTriumph, reduced in price from $5.37 to $7.17, according
V"." ' _* 1 ll*»Hutj to «izc. Wonderful reductions throughout the entire line of steelranges, east Iron Btoves and heaters II you have one of our bis catalogues, received by you before Septem-

ber, and you are thinking of buying any kind of a stove, don't fail to write for our latest big Special FreeStove Catalogue, showing all the big price reductions, marvelously low price quotations many Improvements
?? .'."?„ ^traduction of the very latest, new and modern steel range and stoveastonishing Inducements.

making machinery, we have just now made a most
Is all explained In our free Special Stove Catalogue.
#|4 1C buys this big,»"'lv handsome, new
1907 model, full nickel trim-
med, full size, 6-hoie steel
range, exactly as Illustrated,
complete with big deep
porcelain lined reservoir,
high shelf, warming closet,
etc. Very much lower
prices it you do not need the
reservoir, shelf or warming
closet. All shown In our
big, free, new, marvelously
low priced Spsciil Slov. Citilngu.

buys_ this extar
large, beautifully

"* finished, nickel
trimmed heavy

steel ranee, our
ACME RENOWN,
exactly as Illustrated,
complete with deep
porcelain lined reser-
voir, high back, shelf,
warming closet, etc.
Very much lower

prices If you do not need
reservoir, shelf or clo s e t.

This shows a great reduc-
tion In price from what
appears In the big catalogue
you have. Price reductions

Catalogue!
^own In our big. free Special Stove

$22.58 Sgff.
our ACHE TRI-
UMPH, the highest
grade and best steel
range made in the
world, the equal of
any range you can
buy anywhere for
$50.00. Just reduced
from prices ranging
trom$S7.95to $32.05
to the now hereto-
fore unheard of and
unthought of price
of $22.58: and re-
member this steel
range carries every
up to date feature
found on any other
steel range and many
features found on no other ranges, the very best of
everything throughout, the best money can buy;

in low price making, which

6-hole top, porcelain lined reservoir, high back, big
shelf, big closet, everything the best, and prices reduced
••on $5."~
s won

19

from $5.37 to $7.17. We give you the price advantage
as worked out by new automatic stove making
$.dls5oW machinery as developed only In our big

Newark, Ohio, foundry. If you have any
use for a stove DON'T FAIL TO WRITE
FOR OUR FREE STOVE CATALOGUE.

4lQ flt> Duy* this extra large,9l9tUU extra heavy, self
feeding, double heating, return
flue base burner Hard Coal
Heater, the most elaborate, large,
swell, silver nickeled, ornamented
dome, elaborate nickel base, rims,
frame and other trimmings with
mica (isinglass) swing doors,
every known up to date feature,
the best base burner made, com-
bining all the good qualities of
every other extra big, high grade
base burner made, with the
defects of none, the equal of any
base burner you can buy for
$50.00. Our new prices, the great
reductions and wonderful offers
are all to our latest Free Special

Stove Catalogue. Don't fall to write for it.

OUR GREAT FREE OFFER.
ftllT TII1C All OUT fincl 8end *° us> or on a postal card or In a letter to usiimply say, "Send me your freeWW I IlllWftWs WW I stove offer," and by return mall you will receive postpaid our very latest Special Stove
Catalogue, thenew one with the latest prices, steel ranges reduced S5.37 to $7.17, reductions In everything, offers
never known before. It's the largest and most attractive Stove Catalogue ever issued. We have new propositions
never heard of before, we have stove offers to make you that will surprise you, so don't buy a stove at home or
elsewhere until you get our latest Free Stove Catalogue, and please tell your friends about our Free Stove Catalogue
and the wonderful price reductions we have Just made and are Just now appearing in the Big Book. Remember
the Special Stove Catalogue is free to anyone.
RFMFMRFR if y°u buy »tove' from us you can share in the profits of our business. There are no end
ntllllilTlllSIl of valuable articles which we will send you free, and. by the way, they are all shown bigger,
handsomer and more liberal than ever before, given In exchange for a less number of Profit Sharing Certificates,
riven free to our customers who buy stoves or other goods from us. These are all shown in our free Stove
Book. You can learn all about the valuable articles we send you free, you can learn all about it 1" you

c«
DtUVuAd!S SEARS, ROEBUCK & CO.. CHICAGO

wonderful departure

CiR OR buy* the new,«l«i3w extra large, 1 907
model, improved ACME
HUMMER Steel Range, ex-
actly as illustrated; 6-hole
top, deep porcelain lined
reservoir, nickel trimmed,
high shelf, back and closet,
one of the best ranges
made. All these great price
offers, big reductions and
big offers will be sent you
on application in our
latest Free Stove Catalogue.

Mbu y s this big,
heavy, genuine

ACME REGAL steel
range, exactly as illus-
trated, complete with
deep porcelain lined
reservoir, high back,
shelf and closet, full
nickel trimmed, made
of heavier steel than
Is used In any other
range made In the

world, the equal of rangesthat
sell generally at double the
price. The same range with-
out reservoir or closet at

greatly reduced prices. You will find by comparing
this price with the price In our big catalogues that there
has been an average reduction in the price of this range
of more than five dollars. To get all the reductions, all
the great price offerings, all our wonderful new Induce-
ments you should write for our Free Stove Catalogue.
CQ PCUTC buys this wonderful09 VCniO value In a high grade 1907
Model Airtight Sheet Iron Heating Stove.
We also have a large assortment of
other Airtight Heaters at correspond-

1«
. lngly low prices, wonder-

DQ a tul price reductions,
00 £k astonishing offers in our
mm new Special Stove
—«S&£^ Catalogue.

#HE=lilfee.l QQ buys this,
mmSiMfS jliOJ New, Big,

(

EkS^S5I 1907 Model, Rococo
Pattern Oak Heating
Stove, for coal or
wood; has every up
to date feature, per-

fect fire control, one of the very
handsomest, strongest and best oak
heaters made. Our new line, with
the wonderful price reductions, the
astonishing offer shown in our Free
Stove Catalogue will astonish you.
Don't fall to write for the book
if you are interested In stoves.

IN OUR OWN FAOTORY
at Newark, Ohio, tbe largest stove

foundry In the world, we make an almost endless vari-
ety of the highest grade stoves made In the world, and
we sell them direct to the user at about one-half the
lowest prices you can buy elsewhere. Each stove la

covered by our binding guarantee: we guarantee every
stove to reach you Barely, free from break or damage
of any kind, and we bargain and agree to always furnish
you any repairs in the years to come. We have
an immense stock of every style and size of
stove on hand and can ship your order for any
stove the day we get It, so It will only take Juat
a few days for your order to reach us ana the stove
to reach you.

DRII*CC have just now been greatly reduced- Our
rniVCw new equipment of automatic machinery !s

now in work and the reduction we have been able to
make in prices, especially on steel ranges, are the
most startling, prices never before dreamed of. If you
have any thought of ever buying a stove you ought to
see the catalogue ind turn of tbe now prices, the great reduction*

AGENTS
WANTED

IF YOU HAD
A BALING PRESS

You could not only increase the value of your
own products, but make a profit on your
neighbor's crops as well. Every community
produces an abundance of material that is

worth more money baled.

Get Dedcrick's Book
Sent Free.

It tells you how to turn waste products into
money. How to make most money baling
Hay, Straw, Vfool, Husks, Moss. etc. It
describes a line of presses that haB been
awarded highest honors everywhere. This
valuable book together with annual report
on Hay crop sent free on application.

P. K. DEDERICK'S SOIS, 32 Tivoli St., Albany, I. Y.

SAVE HALF YOUR FUEL
BY USING THE

Rochester Radiator
Fits any Stove or Furnace.

Guaranteed to do all we claim or
money refunded.

Write for booklet on heating homes.

Rochester Radiator Co.,

57 Furnace St., Rochester, N. T.

Price from
{2.00 to

$12.00

For Hard or

soft coal,

wood or gas.

HUSK, GUT m SHRED
ROSENTHAL

CTCIOXE CORY HUSK 1 If
built for farmers own nse. Only 6

to 8H. P. required Price
reasonable. 8 years in the
field. It pays to do your own
shredding. Don't depend on
others to do the work. SOLD

ON TRIAL. Catalogue and prices FREE. Write to-day.

B98ENTHAL COBS HUSKEE CO., Box 9, Milwaukee. Wto.

For Mend-a-Rip
' Greatly improved. Better than ever.

noes all kindg of light and i.'.i-j

riveting&nd
stitching.
Saves its

cost man; times a year. Afer-

|
feet Hand Sewing Machine and Riveter

'combined. Notice the Automatic Spacer

which makes neat, even stitching. To
> show it means a Bale. AgentB make
$3 to $15 a day. One agent made |20 flrtt

day and writes to hurry machineB to him. Write forepeo-

iai agts. price. J B. Foote Foundry Co.Dep. 404 Fredericktown.O
CT/te Great Aeents Su£>6ki House* ^

LAWN FENCE
Many desigrns. Cheap as
wood. 32 page Catalogue
free. Special Prices t o Ceme-
terieeiaud Churches. Address
COILED SPRING FENCE CO.
Box 414 Winchester, lad.

LIVE CANVASSERS
will find in the New Edition of the Twentieth
Century Peerless Atlas and Pictorial Gazetteer
of All Lands a areat Money-maker. 170 large

pages, size 14 by ir inches—Splendid maps in

six colors—Descriptive Gazetteer with chapter
for each state—Chronological Department

—

Biographical Department—over 250 fine illus-

trations. This up-to-date Atlas is sold only
through agents (or direct) in combination with
a year's subscription to the Woman's Home
Companion or a two years' subscription to

Farm and Fireside at an extremely low price.

A brief

History of the Russo-Japanese War
has just been added, and alongside isasplendid
War Map in colors—no need to pay severi'i

dollars for a war book. Other important new
features are a map of the Republic of Panama,
a Mammoth Panoramic View of the Panama
Canal, official statistics for 1903, 1904 and 1905,

etc. The whole or part of your time can be
used to good advantage; no special experience
necessary as we give careful instructions.

For further particulars of this high-class,
lucrative business address JJTHE CEOWELt PTBLISHIXe COMPASY //

Dept. O. Madison Square, New Yort//

Ifjctt*.
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There

need not

be a cold

room in the

house if you own
a PERFECTION Oil

Heater. This is an oil

heater that gives satisfaction

wherever used. Produces intense

heat without smoke or smell because it is

equipped with smokeless device—no trouble,

no danger. Easily carried around from room
to room. Handle never gets hot.'* You can-

not turn the wick too high or too low. As
easy and simple to care for as a lamp. The

PERFECTION Oil Heater
Equipped with Smokeless Device.

is an ornament to the home. It is made in two styles—nickel and
japan trimmings. Brass oil fount beautifully embossed. Holds
4 quarts of oil and burns 8 to 9 hours. Do not be satisfied with
anything but a PERFECTION Oil Heater. If you cannot get heater
or information from your dealer write to nearest agency for de-
scriptive circular.

The A ATy/iT makes the home1 ne-#va^c/jLamp ^t**^T*i ii" I and best lamp for

all-round household use. Gives a clear, steady light. Fitted
with latest improved burner. Stand and oil fount brass, nickel
plated. No glass except chimney and shade. Suitable for
library, dining room or parlor. If not at your dealer's write to

nearest agency. STANDARD OIL COMPANY.

^ Stove Catalogue
Contains Stoves of Every Kind Sold Direct to the
User at Lowest Prices. Our new line of heating and
cooking stores, for all kinds of fuel, made of new
iron, in attractive patterns, with every known im-
provement and up-to-date feature, is ready for im-
mediate shipment, at low prices, saving you to Yi
from the prices that others ask.

The Best Stoves Made. Fuel
Savers and Do Perfect Work.

Fully
Guaranteed

in every
respect.

Bay
no stove

until you
Hare Been,

our wonderful
etove offers, our

splendid patterns
of economical stoves,

costing little to buy and
so constructed as to use the

least possible fuel, all told
about in our SISW 1906-*

STOVE CATALOGUE
XOIV
READY

Steel. Square Oven,
High Closet
Reservoir

$17.40

We eMp our stoves di-
rect to yon from our vari-

ous stove factories in Pa.,
Ohio. Mo., or III., all black-

ened, polished and crated. "We
guarantee prompt and safe delivery

and agree to take the Stove back,
pay freight both ways and return

your money if you are not more than
pleased with your purchase. We bare done

a Square Business for 35 Tears, we will be square with
you. Write us whether you need a stove or range for any kind of

fuel; tell us to send free New Special Stove Catalogue by return mail.

Montgomery Ward (§h Co., Chicago

Write
today for
our new
Special
Stove

Catalogue

STRENGTH
DURABILITY

ECONOMY
'

These are the characteris-

,

' tics of Page Fence. Strong
because made of high car-

i bon double strength Page '

Wire. Durable because it

i
•will spring and not break.

"

Economical because it re-
quires fewer posts.no,

1

repairs and lasts.
Our catalog tells all.

about It. 'Write us.
PAGE WOVEN WTRE FESCK CO.

"

Box 651, Adrian, Mich. —

9SSSI r.'il

Agents

8
>8T001S

Banner Root Cutter
in 7 sizes for hand and power.
Cuts all roots and vegetables
fine—no choking. No matter
what other feed you have. Cut
roots will increase its value.
Root cutters are indispensa-
ble to dairymen, sheep, hog and
tie feeders. "Banners" shake out
dirt and gravel, cut fast and easy and
last Indefinitely. Our free book tells.

Write tor it today

.

0. E. THOMPSON 2 SONS, Ypsilanti, Mich.

Hatchet
Screw Driver

STAND BV Wire Cutter
Leather Punch
Pinchers

o E very farmer Wants One at Sight
2 0-ne of oar agents Bays be will m*ke fl 500 next year. We be-

Li eve ho can. Tbisii the beat seller we eret saw. Write fOT

CO Sprciai Orn» and plan to Agists. Make money now.

J.B. Poote (Dept.502) Fdry. Co. Fredericktown, Q
The Great Agents Supply House*

ORNAMENTAL FENCE
25 designs, all steel

Handsome, durable.—
Cheaper than a wood
fence. Special induce-
ments to churches and
cemeteries. Catalogue free.

KOEOMO FENCE
MACHINE CO.,
427 North St.,

Eokomo, Indiana.

FENCE8BE?
Made of High Carbon colled wire. We
have no agents. Sell direct to user at
factory prices on 30 days tree trial.

We pay all freight. Catalog shows 37

stvles and heights of farm and poultry
fence. It'sfree.Baydlrect. Write today

COILED SPRING FENCE CO.
Box 18 WINCHESTER, INDIANA.

P10RE EGGS
Larger, more fertile, vigorous chicks, hear-
ierfowls, larger profits by feeding cut bone.

MAMMPC LATEST MODELHlfVnn 9 BONE CUTTER
^:uts fast, easy, fine; never clogs. 10 days free
trial. No money in advance. Cat'lg free.

F. W. Mann Co., Box 32, Mlllord, Mass.

The Good Kind
The Best Kind—
At Bight Prices.
Also E d g e r s

,

Trimmers, Lath and Shingle Mills. Send for catalogue.
/Smerimi Saw Mill Ncli. Co.. 130 Hope St., Hackettstown, V J.

>'ew York Office. 602 Engineering Bnilding.

Saw Mills

WireFence 90c
48-in. stock fence per rod only

"

Best high carbon coiled steel spring wire,

|

Catalog of fences, tools and supplies FREE.
Buy direct at wholesale. Write today.
MASON FENCE CO. Bos 66 Leeebnrg. Q.

TREES ARE FAMOUS
wherever planted; are planted

ur everywhere trees are grown. Free
a- Catalog of superb fruits— Black Ben,

King David, Delicious, etc .-Stark Bto'i, Louisbu,M.

Poultry Raising

Eggs for Incubation

It
will soon be in order for incubators

to be operated, and there is one
matter that deserves more consider-

ation than anything else connected

with such work; that is the use of suit-

able eggs for hatching. When the opera-

tor has several incubators he goes among
his neighbors and purchases a supply, and
that is where the failures usually begin.

The egg is the main factor, but oper-

ators seem to depend more upon the incu-

bator than the eggs, yet the most perfect

incubator cannot hatch a large percent-

age from eggs that will not produce
strong vigorous chicks. Not only should

the eggs be as uniform as possible in

shapes and sizes, but they should also be

from healthy, active parents, that are kept

under the most favorable conditions. An
examination of the eggs in the egg-

drawer of an incubator will usually show
that the operator, when purchasing his

supply, accepts all that are offered, for

there is nothing that will show such lack

of uniformity as the eggs in a large in-

cubator, and it may be stated that the

chicks hatched therefrom are usually a

motley, unattractive crowd of youngsters
that are so different from one another as

to show at a glance that in the brooder it

will be a race for the "survival of the
fittest." In other words, the chicks will

about be on a par with the eggs used in

the incubator, for a large proportion of
the eggs will fail to hatch, and a large

number of the chicks will perish because
they may be lacking in vigor. They will

be what their parents are, and the diffi-

culty of securing satisfactory eggs is

increased according to the number of
neighbors required to assist in providing
the supply.

The best way to secure large hatches
is to have your own hens, and have a
number sufficient to provide the desired
number whenever the incubator is ready.

Use only the pure breeds, preferring hens
at least two j'ears old, and be careful in

selecting the eggs, endeavoring to use
only those that are as perfect in size and
shape as possible. If any of the eggs do
not come up to the standard of merit, let

them be sent to market. It is better not
to fill the egg-drawer than to use eggs
that will not hatch, or which may not be
suitable in other respects, for unhatchable
eggs used in an incubator will be wasted,
thus entailing a loss. Do not forget that

good eggs will give good hatches, and
that nearly all failures with incubators are
due to unsuitable eggs, and not always
faults of the incubator.

Buying Pure Breeds
At this season of the year the breeders

begin to market their surplus. Many of
them send their "culls" to market to be
sold for the table, but they prefer to sell

at better prices to those who desire birds

for next year. A "cull" is not necessarily

an inferior bird, from the farmer's stand-
point. It may possess an unimportant
defect of comb, the eyes may not be of de-
sirable color, or some slight blemish of

plumage may exist, yet the "cull" may
be full brother or sister to some grand
sweepstakes prize winner, being fully as

pure bred, and also in perfect health. The
"cull" is not always an inferior bird,

being a "cull" only by comparison with
the best show birds, and therefore can be
purchased for much less than its real

value to the farmer.

If the farmer can procure a male and
several females of the same breed at this

season, he can get a good start in the

spring. It is probably better to begin with
only one breed, and avoid crossing, as

the crossing of pure breeds, whether of

cattle, sheep, swine or poultry leads to the

destruction of the breeds. In nearly all

cases, when the attempt is made to blend

the best qualities of two different breeds,

the offspring is not equal to either

parent, and in the course of a few years

there will be no uniformity, and the stock

reverting to the scrub. Too much mixing
is no better than keeping scrubs. It is

right and proper to grade up a common
herd or flock, but to cross two breeds

is a mistake. Where crossing is prac-

tised largely, as with poultry, the result

is nearly always a failure, there being no
uniformity of color, size, or laying quali-

ties. To cross the breeds is to lose more
than is gained.

Whey buying pure-bred stock the fall of

the year is the best season for so doing, if

the prices to be paid are considered. The
majority of breeders do not care to winter

more stock than they can accommodate
comfortably, and are consequently dis-

posed to sell at lower prices than in the
spring. Better stock can also be obtained
in the fall, as breeders have more on hand
from which to select. The rule is—buy
pure breeds in the fall and eggs in the
spring (if improvement is deferred until
spring), but the better plan is to buy birds
in the fall.

Lice Harbors
How to avoid lice in the poultry-house

is an important matter, for it is difficult

to escape the pests, but it is possible to
lessen the liability of their presence. One
of the main propagating factories that
keep up the supply of lice is the nest-box
that cannot be removed, for of the many
appliances for imposing work upon the
poultryman, by harboring lice and increas-
ing filth, that of fastening the nest-box
to the poultry-house in a manner to pre-
vent its easy removal is to be condemned,
as a nest-box is the place selected by the
lice in preference to any other.

Utilizing Small Potatoes
The small and unsalable potatoes are

just as suitable for the hens as are the
finest and largest shipped to market, for
the value of an article does not always
depend upon its market price, but rather
upon the use to which it may be applied.
All classes of poultry relish potatoes, and
if the small ones are cooked and fed to
them, both hens and chicks will pick them
to pieces without any other preparation.
For ducks and geese small potatoes are
excellent. Store them in a convenient
place, where they can be easily handled
for winter use. Boiled potatoes in milk,

.

where there is plenty of the latter article,

is an excellent ration, and a mixture of
one third corn-meal and wheat bran with
the milk and potatoes will make the
young chicks grow wonderfully.

Roup in the Fall

Roup is not strictly a winter disease.
It spreads from flock to flock rapidly in
the fall season, especially when rains are
frequent. It is more economical to ward
it off than to attempt a cure, as time and
labor are required to handle a flock with
roup, while a cure may not be effected,
even with months of work, for which
reason it will not pay to attempt to eradi-
cate the disease unless the flock is a very
valuable one. East winds, that keep the
atmosphere damp for several days, even
when the weather is not very cold, will
increase the cases of roup if it gets a
start. Roup is a contagious disease, its

presence being indicated by a foul odor,
and it can be carried from one locality to
another by sparrows, pigeons, and other
birds. Poultry-houses that are warm, but
well ventilated, such as an open shed that
contains no cracks or openings for the
winds to get in, except on the open side,
and which expose the birds to the warmth
of the sun, are better than medicines, as
the conditions of management govern
the prevalence or eradication of all dis-
eases that affect poultry. Some families
of birds are not hardy, hence the first

object should be to begin with birds from
flocks that are known to be free from
disease.

• *

Pitt Games
In the South the Pitt Game is found on

many farms, not because of their pugilistic
nature, but for the reason that they are
hardy when matured, and are disposed to
protect themselves and young against
many enemies that attack some other
kinds. The males are savage, and quickly
attack hawks; while the hens make the
most careful of mothers. Pitt Games are
not considered pure-bred fowls, as they
are sometimes produced by crossing sev-
eral breeds of Games together, but no
blood but Game is permitted. The Indian
Game, which is not a Pitt Game breed,
produces an excellent fowl, hardy, large,

and splendid for the table. The Indian
Game is a pure breed, being entered in

the "Standard." Pitt Games are said to be
somewhat tender when young, but are
hardy when grown, like the turkey. The
hens are not above the average as layers,

but they are splendid sitters, and when in

charge of a brood of chicks will die for

them, fighting animals or birds in defense
of their young. For the table they have
no superior, ranking with the Dorkings.
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Tonic
Question
is how to make the steers and i

hogs fat quickest and cheap
est—the cows give most^
milk for food eaten—the

,

teams and driving
horses show best con-
dition and fitness.

D5 HESS
STOCKED

the prescription of Dr. Hess
(M.D., D.V.S.) contains the bit-

ter tonics for the digestion, iron
for the blood, nitrates to expel
poisonous material from the system
and laxatives to regulate the bowels.
These ingredients are recommended
by Professors Winslow, Quitman,
Finlay Dun, and all the noted medi-
cal writers. Besides increasinggrowth
and milk production, Dr. Hess Stock
Food cures andprevents stock disease.

Bold on a Written Guarantee.
100 lbS. $5.00 ) Except in Canada

25 lb. pall, $1.60 f »n
.

d el *r
„
<!m«

Smaller quantities at a slight' We"* »n* South,

advance.

Where Dr. Hess Stock Food differs in par
ticular is in the dose—it's small and fed but
twice a day, which proveait has the most diges-
tive strength to the pound. Onr Government
recognizes Dr. Hess Stock Food as a medicinal
tonic.

If your dealer cannot supply you, we will.

DR. HESS & CLARK, Ashland. Ohio.
Also manufacturers of Dr. Hess Poultry

Pan-a-ce-a and Instant "Louse Killer.

QC BUYS THE NEW IMPROVED^ MODEL K ECONOMY HAND

CREAM SEPARATOR
400-pound per hour capacity* the
best separator made In the world pro-

vided wb receive your order within 30 day*.

SEND NO MONEY. ?*
t

M
lti

send to us and we will send this big, 400-
pound per hour capacity, New Im-
proved, Model K Economy Hand
Cream Separator by freight, C. O. D. (

subject to examination. Examine it

at your nearest railroad station, and" you are convinced it is the equal
of any separator you can buy

. anywhere lor $100.00, then pay
the railroad agent our special thirty-day
offer price $24.95 and freight charges.
The separator weighs about 200 pounds
and the freight will average about $1.00
for each 600 miles.

TAKE THE SEPARATOR
II fillF give it a thorough trial, com-
nUlutj pare it with any other sep-
~?arator made* and if you do not find

this new, big, 400-pound per hour
Model K Economy Hand Cream Separator will

Bkim closer, skim colder milk, run easier, clean easier,
and handle better than any other separator made regard-
less of name or price, if you are not satisfied it will
outwear any other separator made, if you are not con-
vinced it is in every way the highest grade cream sepa-
rator made in the world, you can, any time after giving
It the most thorough trial Jor any part of 60 days,
return it to us at our expense and we will immediately
return your $24.95 together with my freight charges paid by you.

THIS OFFER Is GOOD ONLY FOR
411 IiAVQ To get this new, big, 400-pound per
•U UHlvi hour capacity Model K New Improved
Economy Separator for only $24.95, less than one-
halt the price for which separators are sold to dealers
In carload lots, and one-fourth the price at which
Inferior separators are sold at retail, to take advan-
tage ot this extraordinary S24.95 price WE MUST
RECEIVE YOUR ORDER WITHIN 30 DAYS.
UfCUAlfCQ Ann of these new big 400 pounds perHE nnVC OaUUU hour capacity Model K Economy
Separators on hand and as a most extraordinary offer

and Inducement to dispose of them all within 30 days
we make this astonishing otter. Send no money. Pay
the $24.95 to the railroad agent after the machine has
been received, then try it 60 days and If the separator
Is notentirelysatisfactory return it to us and get your money bach.

TUIC CCDADATftD is covered by a written, bind-
I nla SCrAilfl I Un ing 20-year guarantee. We
will always furnish you repairs in the years to come.
We guarantee the machine to do everything that any

• other separator will do and do it easier and better.
Don't wait until next spring and then pay $75.00 or
$100.00 for an inferior machine. Send us your order
Immediately. Your order must reach us within 30
days to get the benefit of our $24.95 price on this big
400 pounds per hour capacity Model K Economy
Separator, the best separator made in the world. If

you don't order this Big Machine at $24.95, don't fail

to write for our free Cream Separator Catalogue. Address,

SEARS, ROEBUCK & CO., Chloago,

Not only all the cream, but better

cream—and so bigger profits, if you

Use The
Improved Frictionleas

EMPIRE
Cream Separator

Easy to run, easy to
clean. Let us prove
its superiority. Dairy
books free. Write
today

EMPIRE CREAM SEPARATOR CO.,
Bloomfield, N. J.

DEATH TO HEAVES
Guaranteed

NEWTON'S Heave and Cough Cure

A VETERINARY SPECIFIC.
14yearssale. Oneto two cans

r ...ssowtii cure Heaves. $1.00 per
"" can. Of dealers, or expresB

prepaid. Send for booklet.
The Newton Remedy Co.,Toledo,0.

The cheapest, longest lived, best
looking roofs for farm buildings are
made of Montross Metal Shingles.
MONTROSS CO., Camden, N. J.

Cleaning Dairy Utensils

For wooden utensile there is nothing
better for cleaning and sweetening than
finely ground quicklime. Scour out with
this, and occasionally have the uten-
sils full of lime and water. Soda and hot
water may be used for all the utensils,

but its regular use for wooden vessels is

not advisable. It is not absolutely neces-

sary to rub out the churn with salt, or to

treat the worker in like manner. If the

wood is clean and not saturated with
grease, the butter will not stick. Always
commence by cleaning utensils with warm
water, and then scald with boiling water
afterward. W. R. Gilbert

<$>

Losses at Farrowing Time
One of the most fertile causes of loss

to those engaged in the hog business is

the fatality among young pigs at farrow-
ing-time. In proportion as the farmer
takes measures to prevent such losses his

final income from the swine husbandry is

increased. The loss of a single pig at

farrowing seems a small matter—too in-

significant for consideration; but never-
theless it means one less in the feed-lot,

and one less to go to market. When one
is multiplied by two or three, or when the

whole litter is allowed to die or to be
killed, then the business assumes such a

discouraging aspect as to cause some
farmers to become disgusted with the un-
certainties of the business, and to deplore
their bad luck as inadvertable.

The writer has always maintained that

a little extra care of lambs at weaning,
and of pigs at farrowing, is more profit-

ably employed than an equal amount of
time given at any subsequent stage of their

development ; nor can redoubled zeal later

atone for early neglect. The fqundation
of success is laid in a large and healthy
litter. The feeder is handicapped who has
in his feed-lot fewer pigs than he can pro-
vide for.

With the young pigs the fatalities are
usually told in the first three days; during
this time extra vigilance should be main-
tained. If necessary the pigs should be
taken from the sow and be kept in a
separate box or barrel. In this case they
may be placed with the sow only long
enough to suckle, and that need be done
only every three hours. At first the pigs

are often stupid and weak, and allow
themselves to be laid upon ; or their squeal
is so little as not to be heard by the dam.

Ohio. Geo. P. Williams.

Feeding the Cow
The feed of support is always the ex-

pense. In the feed of production lies the
profit. If the cow can eat only enough
to decently support herself, then she can-
not be profitable. If she is of the kind
that supports herself in too much luxury—"puts it all on her back," as they say
of some people—she cannot be profitable,

for her products for the dairy must be out
of proportion to feed consumed. It will

n-t even things up for this cow for her
feeder to shorten her rations with the
hope of lengthening the profit, for she will

simply assert her rule of priority, take her
own share out first and return the bal-

ance, if any, to her owner. There has
never yet, I believe, been found a feed-

ing skill so cunning that it could change
the individual tendencies of the cow, and
in this case what cannot be cured should
not be endured. The solution of that cow
problem is to get the other kind of a cow.
And the other kind is of that strain of

dairy animals that have the ability of not
only consuming largely of the food of

production, but of making the produce out

of it as well.

Now, this cow, while bred and directed

in special, perhaps artificial lines, has
never been taught that her first law is self-

preservation ; that to do the work of her

master she must take care of herself; so

to her, also, the food of support is neces-

sary, and it is quite impossible that she

shall show a profit from this basic feed.

If the profit is absent the evidence is

present that there is a lack of feed or

proper care.

In this case the trouble is not in the cow
but in the owner of her, and the cure for

such an owner—well, now, how shall we
prescribe for such a case? We may very

minutely diagnose it, but all these years

haven't we insinuated the foolishness of

preaching around him? Perhaps the

preaching and teaching have been so bad
that there was not even_ the food of

thought support in it for him. Then per-

haps he has not heard of it.

Pennsylvania. W. F. McSpaeran.

FARMING PROSPERITY

CREAM SEPARATORS
There was never before a time in the history of the country

when the average American farmer had such big crops worth
such good prices as he has this year.

There isn't a farmer anywhere who has use [for one who can
not afford to buy himself a

DE LAVAL CREAM SEPARATOR
now and do it right away, and there isn't a farmer anywhere
having use for a separator who really can afford not to do so.

Its use means more and better cream and butter, with less

work and trouble for everybody—it means profit, comfort and
satisfaction.

If you already have a "cheap" or inferior separator "trade
it in" for what it's worth and replace it with a DE LAVAL.

Put some of your prosperity into the most profitable
farming investment ever made—of which a De Laval catalogue,
to be had for the asking, must convince you.

The De Laval Separator Co.
Randolph and Canal Streets

CHICAGO
1213 Filbert Street
PHILADELPHIA

9 and 11 Drumm Street
SAN FRANCISCO

General Offices:

74 CORTLANDT STREET,
NEW YORK.

109-113 Youville Square
MONTREAL

75 and 77 York Street
TORONTO

14 and 16 Princess Street
WINNIPEG

TOR YOC/
\

TO

€| We are so sure that Amatite is better than any other roofing that we
want to send a Free Sample to every one who will mail us their name and

address. We know Amatite is a great improvement on the ordinary

ready roofings.

(] It dosen't require painting or coating every year or two to keep it tight.

It has a non-conductive mine-

ral surface, which gives it

long life and offers absolute

protection against rain, snow,

hot weather, cold weather,

frost and ice. You can de-

pend upon it under the most
» difficult conditions.

€]J
Any one can lay it. No

skilled labor required. Nails and Cement free with every roll.

f]J It is a fire retardant. And of importance, its price is very low.

(jj Do not omit this chance to get a Free Sample and Booklet about it.

I Address nearest office of the

BARRETT MANUFACTURING CO., Amatite Dept
New York, Philadelphia, Chicago, Cinncinnati, Cleveland, Boston,

Minneapolis. Kansas City. St. Louis, New Orleans, Allegheny.

far/m
To kill a grizzly bear at one shot requires a mighty

powerful cartridge and a strong, accurate gun. Poor guns
have cost many lives among big game hunters. But whether

the game be dangerous or not the TTIczr/iJl loan always
gets perfect service.

772tzr&Jl rifles are sure, simple, strong and accurate.

77l{Zrf/jl rifles are comfortable to carry, balance well

and come to the shoulder with that ease and certainty which
guarantees good shooting always.

77lar/2n rifles are made in all calibers for all kinds of

Send 6 cents in stamps for a catalogue, and you will

surely find the gun you have been looking for, be it anything

from .22 to .45-90.

77ie77Zar/ln/Zrearms Co.,

141. Willow Street. New Haven, Conn,

SAW MILLS
Original DeLoach Patent

Variable Friction Feed, and
Friction Set Works

In sizes to suit any demand
Do not buy a Cheap Imitation

Get the Real Thing - Get a De Loach
SAVE WORRY SAVE MONEY

Make^ better lumber, more of it at the

Least Cost.

Write for catalogue of Saw Mills, Shingle Mills,

Edgers, Lath Mills, Corn Mills, Water Wheels, etc.

DeLOACH MILL. MFG. COMPANY,
Box 300, Atlanta, Georgia.
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The Family Lawyer

Legal inquiries, of general interest only, from our regular subscribers will be answered in this

department, each in its turn. On account of the large number of questions received, delay in giving
printed answers is unavoidable. Querists desiring an immediate answer, or an answer to a question
not of general interest, should remit $1.00, addressed to "Law Department." this office, and get the
answer by mail

Wife Not Signing Mortgage

J. H. P., Pennsylvania, writes : "A
single man owns a lot in Pennsylvania.

He marries and builds a house, placing a

mortgage on property. Wife does not

sign mortgage. The sheriff foreclosed

mortgage, omitting wife and all heirs'

names, can heirs and wife collect? How
much and in what way? Property was
sold in 1895; will limitation cut it out?"

If the wife did not sign the mortgage,
then, of course, she would have a dower
interest in the property ; that is, a life

estate in one third, provided she outlived

her husband. So long as the husband lives

the wife has no interest that she could

enforce, and as she could not enforce it,

the statute of limitations against her would
not run until the husband died.

Fruit Not Included in Crops

W. W., writes : "B. rents a farm
from A., the contract calling for all crops

raised on farm to be divided two thirds

to A. and one third to B. There is an
orchard and fruit on trees, and B. has
had half from orchard. Has not B. the

claim of one third of the fruit? There
is nothing said of fruit in contract."

The word -crop is generally defined as

being the harvested products of grain and
other cultivated plants, and also those

plants while growing. Under this defini-

tion it would be safe to say that fruit

grown on a tree is not a crop ; so unless

there is something in the contract or sur-

rounding circumstances that would indi-

cate that the tenant was to have a share
of the fruit, my opinion would be that he
would have no such share.

Wife Giving Note to Her Husband
E. A., New York, writes: "In your

issue of August 1st, I see stated that a

note given by a man to his wife is worth-
less, in the state of Vermont. I would
like to ask if this is the same in New
York State?"
The law is different in New York from

that of Vermont, and in New York the

note would be perfectly valid, provided
it is not to defraud creditors.

<$>

To Obey Instruction of a Will—Com-
pulsion of Executor

A. S., Pennsylvania, writes as follows

:

"A father, by his will, devised his prop-

erty subject to the charge in favor of his

daughter, towit : he, the brother and ex-

ecutor, is to furnish a comfortable home
for the said daughter as long as the said

daughter shall live, to give her a room
comfortable in all respects for her own
use and control, and to provide for her

a comfortable living in sickness and
health, and is charged to the estate. How
can the daughter get the home-living
when the executor will not comply with
the will? How can she get it, and if she
goes to court will the expenses come off

of her and what will be the cost? Can
she put him off of the farm, the home-
stead farm where the dowry is charged?
There is coal and timber on the farm."
The courts will compel the executor to

obey the instructions given in the will.

I presume in Pennsylvania, this matter
would come under the jurisdiction of the

Orphan's Court. If he has failed to

obey the will and she is obliged to go to

court, the expenses of the procedure will

probably be ordered paid by the executor.

Misdescription in Deed— Inclusion of

More than Seller Owned
S. A. M., Louisiana, writes: "In No-

vember, 1894, I bought a farm from one
A. P. S. In making a title to this land
from A. P. S. to S. A. M. the land was
described as follows, lots south of lot

No. 2, S. Vz lot No. 3, all of lots 4 & 5,

containing 255 acres, more or less. Now
on October 28, 1903, I sold said farm to

one W. B. C, and gave him a warranty
deed, describing the land : South Vz of

lot No. 2, south ^2 of lot No. 3, and all of

4 & 5, the number of acres not expressed.
The condition of sale being $2,600, $600
cash, balance in five monthly notes with
eight per cent interest from date. Two
have been taken up, leaving notes No. 3,

4 and 5 unpaid, but not due until 1907,

'08, '09. Now it has turned up that lot

5 does not belong to the tract of land,

nor never did, though it has been de-

scribed in this tract of land in several

transfers. Though there is 272 acres of

land in the farm without the said lot 5.

The lot 5 in question contains 79.62, which
makes a total of 351.62, but I did not

have that amount expressed in the deed.

I told the party at the time of the sale

that according to the plat numbers there

was 351 acres in the tract of land, but
my deed from A. P. S. only called for

255 acres, more or less. Now since it has
been discovered that lot 5 does not belong

to the farm the present owner has ad-
vertised to the public that he will resist

payment of the three outstanding notes

when due, as he assumed payment of

same through error. Now, I contend
that I did not sell anything that I did

not have a title to, also that the party has
more acres than was expressed in my
deed to the land when I purchased it;

also that lot 5 does not take any of the

improved portion of the farm, being
woodland and of no value for agricultural

purposes. I also contend that this farm
is worth $4,000, and that I cannot give

any rebate or cut on the place without
losing money. Now, what I want to

know is, can I have the sale of the place

rescinded, and pay the party the money
back that he has paid on the place and
recover my farm? Also, can I not get

an acreage rent on the place for the three

years that the party has used it? There
is a steam cotton-gin on the place. Should
not I get some rent on that too? I will

say that this party has held up those notes

to the public, advising it not to trade for

said notes, but has never come to me to

see if there could be any settlement made
in any way."
My judgment would be, upon the facts

stated above, that the fact that the tract

5 was included when it should not have
been included, was not a mistake that the

purchaser would be entitled to take ad-

vantage of. This would be so, notwith-
standing the fact that the seller might
have warranted the title, for it appears
from the above statement that the pur-
chaser had sufficient information to cause
him to rely upon the fact, that he was
only getting the land that the seller

owned, and the fact that the seller told

him that there were about 255 acres

would be sufficient to compel him to rely

upon that statement. Perhaps the only
thing that the holder of the note can do
is to hold it until it is due, and then bring
suit to foreclose it. Possibly if there has
been a mistake the seller might go into

court and offer a repayment of the money
paid, and the purchaser would be com-
pelled to accept the same and re-convey
the property or take what is actually in

the tract of land conveyed. I do not know
that you can prevent the purchaser from
advertising the fact that he has a claim
against the note. If the sale should be
revoked the court would make an equit-

able order in reference to the receipt of

profits from the land.

<»

Right to Attend School—Tuition

J. K., Ohio, writes : "Two towns, A.
and B., are situated four miles apart. Each
has a high-school, A. a third grade, B.

a first grade. My children first went to

school at A., but found it more conven-
ient to go to school at B. So accordingly

got diplomas from county which under
the Patterson law of 1903, says, pupil is

entitled to a free school education as pro-

vided for by sections 4029-1, 4029-2,

4029-3, 4029-4, of the Revised Statutes of

Ohio. Then notifying the school au-
thorities at A. entered school at B. Three
years have elapsed and the board at A. re-

fuses to pay the tuition for the children,

although they paid numerous others.

What is the law in regard to tuition, and
has distance anything to do with the ques-

tion? If so, was it from the start or

passing of the Patterson law?"
As I understand the law, it only pro-

vides that the tuition of pupils holding
diplomas and residing in the township
shall have their tuition paid when there is

no high-school maintained in the town-
ship. The query is not very plain as to

whether or not the town of A. has a high-

school. If it has, and that is in the town-
ship, then that township would not be
compelled to pay tuition for a scholar

attending school somewhere else. Persons
cannot select their own convenience about

these matters. The query is not very

plain as to the residence of the pupil, or

the nature of the schools of A. and B.

Divorce

G. H. P., Canada, writes: "I have a son

that has a wife in Missouri and he is in

Canada. He has done everything that he

knows to get her up here by writing to

her. He told her if she would say that

she would come he would go for her, but

she gives no satisfactory answer. If he

should go for her and she refuses to come
could he get a divorce from that state

without staving there a year? He was
born in that state and lived there until

he came to Canada, three years ago.

Canada grants no divorces."

By the laws of Missouri, a party would
be compelled to reside in that state at

least one year before he could maintain
a suit. He has lost his residence in that

state by his three years residence in Can-
ada, so by going back there or to some
other state and staying there the length

of time required, he could no doubt se-

cure a decree of divorce.

<S>

Limitations—Note Against a Deceased
Person

K. R., Delaware, writes quoting the fol-

lowing from a recent issue of this paper.

"When a note is given, and the debtor

dies and leaves all his property to his

wife during her lifetime, no administrator

being appointed, and interest paid before

his death, how long will it remain good?
What way would be taken to collect it,

if his widow is neglectful in the payment
of it?"

The proper way to collect indebtedness

against a deceased person is to have an
administrator appointed for his estate,

and whatever property he may have had
is liable for his debts, provided the debts

are valid or not barred by the statute of

limitations. In Canada a note is not

barred until the expiration of fifteen years

from the time it becomes due or the last

payment made thereon.

"Query. The above case cut from a late

number of the paper is similar to one that

is worrying me. The debtor was my
brother. We lived in New York, and he

has been dead nearly three years, leaving

a widow and small children. I need the

money, but cannot distress the family

for it. There is a valuable property, but

it is heavily mortgaged. I have always

been under the impression that interest

being paid on a note would keep it good
indefinitely. Is this so? Lately I have
been told that notes in New York State

were only good for six years. Is there

anything that I can do to make the notes

hold good until such time as the property

shall be sold?"

If you will observe closely the query

and answer above -quoted, it says the note

is not barred until a certain time elapses

from the time that the last payment has

been made. This payment might be a

part of the principal or the interest.

Either one would be such an acknowl-
edgement of the debt as would take it

out of the statute of limitations. In New
York if a note is under seal the statute

of limitation is twenty years, if not under
seal it is six years. You might prolong

the time within which the statute would
run by having an administrator appointed

and permit him to hold on until such time

as it was desirous of settling the estate

and he could accept the note. After that

was done the statute would not run. I

doubt if payments of interest on this note

by either the widow or children would be

sufficient to keep the statute from run-

ning.
<S>

Closure of Road

J. L. M, Paulding, Ohio, asks: "Can a

bard road that has been used for fifty

years be shut up by a man that owns land

on either side? Has he any right to shut

it up without going to law?"'

I do not know what the querist means
by a bard road. A road that has been

used for fifty years in a certain way, can-

not be closed up except it was vacated by-

public authority.

Right to Burial

L. P., New York, writes : "If a man
dies in this state, has his wife the right

to bury him, or has his relatives the right

to claim the remains?"
The courts have generally considered

that the right of the wife in taking charge

and dictating the manner of burial of a

husband is superior to that of his other

relatives. There is no particular property

in a corpse. Courts have merely held

that certain persons by reason of their re-

lationship are entitled to the burial of

the dead body and in this they have

considered the right of the wife superior

to the next of kirr.

<S>

Law Against Caging Birds

O. S., Ohio, writes: "Is there a law
against keeping ring-doves caged? I have

one that I have had for five years. It

was hatched in a cage. I never saw a
wild one. I have always lived in the
country, and it could not live if turned
out."

The statute of Ohio provides that any
turtle or mourning dove, sparrow, nut-
hatch, warbler, flicker, vireo, wren, Amer-
ican Robin, catbird, tanager, bobolink, blue
jay, oriole, grosbeak or redbird, killdeer,

swallow, bluebird, blackbird, meadow lark,

bunting, starling, red-wing, purple martin,
brown thrasher, American goldfinch, che-
wink or ground robin, pewee or phoebe
bird, chickadee, flycatcher, gnatcatcher,
mousehawk, whip-poor-will, snowbird,
titmouse, gull, eagle, or buzzard, or any
other wild bird other than a game bird,

shall not be kept in possession of any one.
There is a further provision that this

should not apply to any bird which was in

captivity prior to May 6, 1902, so I doubt
very much whel^ier you would be included.

<»

Widow's Right of Dower Estate

C. R., Kentucky, writes : "My husband
died twenty-five years ago. The farm was
divided equally among the heirs, my
dower interest being 77 acres. I have
paid taxes on it up to the present time.
I am seventy-two years old, and what is

raised on the place hardly keeps me. I

wanted to make some repairs, covering
the barn and house, by having some posts
cut and two acres of timber cleared for
tobacco. One of my stepsons went to

the county seat and employed a lawyer,
who sent the sheriff with a restraining
order under a five-hundred-dollar bond
to appear at court. Now what shall I

do? Had he any right to do so? He
allows no privilege whatever."
The law provides that no person own-

ing a life estate shall commit any waste
thereon; that is, they are not allowed to

do such things as will permanently de-
crease the value of the estate. If there
is a valuable piece of woodland, and it

would not be to the interest of the estate

to clear off the same, then the owner of
the dower right would have no right to
cut and sell any live and growing timber.
However, the owner of the life estate

would have a right to cut such timber as
is necessary and proper to keep up fences
and matters of that kind. Furthermore
the owner of the dower estate is obliged
to keep the buildings on the property in

a reasonably good state of repair, and
must also pay the taxes. So whether or
not you had a right to do the things above
specified would depend somewhat upon
the condition of the property. I am rather
of the opinion you would have no right

to cut off the timber that you speak of.

Payment of Debt

A. B., Ohio, inquires : "A mortgage
was given May 29, 1896, when the mort-
gage note was taken up by the request
of the deceased and destroyed, both
parties being satisfied. A new note was
given, a note of hand to run ten years.

A year ago last January, the owner of

the note and his wife both died within a
few hours of each other. The lawyer for

the administrator, I hear, intends to pro-
ceed with the old mortgage and the note
of 1896 to prove a breach of contract,

or use the same to force an ejectment.

There is only one person that knows any-
thing about the note or contract, and he
is the man that gave the note. (1) Can
they use the mortgage and note of 1896 to

prove a breach of contract? If so, how?
If they use it on that ground and get

beat can they take the same note and sue
it and get a judgment and still hold the

mortgage? (3) They want to prove by
the giver of the note that the last note
went with the mortgage. They propose
to start from the last note, instead of the

date of the mortgage. Can they do it and
make the mortgage hold legally?" -

. A rather difficult legal proposition is

involved in the above query. If, when
the note was taken up and destroyed it

was considered that that was a payment
of the debt, and that a new application

was taken then my judgment would be

that the mortgage was paid, and could

not now be foreclosed for an action of

ejectment contained thereon, but if the

understanding between the parties was
that the new note was merely the taking

up of the old, putting the same debt in

a different form and there was no under-

standing or contract, express or implied,

that the old debt was paid, then I am
rather of the opinion that the parties

might still consider the debt as being

unpaid and bring a procedure on the

mortgage. Especially would this be true

if the understanding between the parties

was that the old mortgage was still to

stand as security for the debt.
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Address of State Master Kegley

of Washington

In
His annual address State Master

Kegley reports that two granges have
been reorganized and twenty-two
organized, and that there has been a

healthy increase in grange membership
throughout the state.

Of taxation he says : "We permit the
federal government to impose a tax on
distilled spirits, thinking it is only whisky
and beverages that are taxed. We now
know that through this tax we have been
giving a monopoly to the Standard Oil
Co., who compelled the country to pay
a tribute to it, robbed the farmers of an
immense market for their produce, pre-
vented the expansion of many important
industries, forced workmen to use poi-
sonous substitutes, and endangered the
lives of all by making it profitable to
substitute wood-alcohol for grain-alcohol
in medicinal and food compounds. If

the evils of what we have considered the
least harmful of all taxes are so serious,
what may we not suffer from other taxes
with which we are burdened? Are not
other monopolies fostered by other
taxes? The tax-abolition road we have
traveled in the case of alcohol must con-
tinue to be traveled if we are to be free

from some of the giant monppolies that
ruthlessly rob us. Do we need a tariff

tax on iron, steel or any article the man-
ufacturers sell abroad cheaper than at

home? Taxation for revenue is neces-
sary; taxation for protection may be
desirable, but taxation that breeds special

privilege and monopoly is abominable."
He recommends that instead of the

present method of election of state

grange officials through representatives,

that they be voted on directly, and he
suggests the following plan: Let each
subordinate grange send to the state
secretary on or before the first day of
March of election years, the names of
patrons they desire to occupy the re-
spective offices. Within ten days there-
after the state secretary shall mail to
each subordinate grange the names of

all patrons so nominated. The subor-
dinate grange shall vote by ballot, and
the result, certified by master and secre-
tary, shall be forwarded to the state

master and state secretary on or before
the 15th of May. The persons receiving
the majority of votes cast shall be the
only persons placed in nomination for

such office at the state grange. Should
no one receive a majority, then the three
patrons receiving the highest number of
votes shall be the candidates before the
state grange.

Direct Vote for State Grange
Officals

State Master Kegley suggests direct
voting for the election of officials of the
state grange. Earnest workers in the
grange have been pained at the time and
energy consumed by a few who seem-
ingly place office above service. It has
happened in some state granges that

officers have been elected who seldom
enter their local granges. On the other
hand, there are those who give loyal

service to the order, make it worth while
to have an official standing in it, and
who have not the honor of official rec-
ognition.

"How did he (or she) get into office?"

is too often the inquiry. "I never knew
he did anything for the grange or had
any connection with it or did anything
for which he was not paid," is frequently
said about such officials. It is a note-
worthy fact that such oppose every new
departure, withhold their support from
those who are laboring for the good of

humanity, and have hindered the best
development.

Direct election may or may not solve

the difficulty. It might result in the
election of those who have rendered
real service, and who are fitfed to carry

on the grange work in a larger way than
ever before. The election of unknowns is

not accidental. They serve their pur-
pose. Is the purpose for the best in-

terests of the grange? This question
raised by State Master Kegley is a fruit-

ful one for discussion in subordinate
granges. Write what you think about
it.

Correspondence Course in Agri-

culture and Domestic Science
The second outline in the course of

Agriculture and Domestic Science is now
ready for distribution. This deals with
crops and gardening. Three new cir-

culars are also printed ; one explaining the
work in detail, and showing the possibil-

ity of acquiring good training at home,
the second dealing with woman's work,
and the third on economic questions.

Other circulars will soon be issued. A

The Grange

great demand has sprung up for a bulle-

tin on taxation. This will soon be forth-

coming. The course is offered absolutely

free to members of the grange. The
books are purchased at wholesale prices.

No other organization ever offered its

membership such an opportunity for

education as has the grange, and as it is

better understood there is greater eager-

ness concerning it. Especially is this so

among the middle-aged and -the young.
There is a wide-spread feeling that there

must be larger intelligence in producing
and marketing farm produce, in home-
making, and all that pertains thereto, and
the educational work is an answer to

that feeling.

President Thompson, of the Ohio State

University, Dean Price, of the College of

Agriculture and Domestic Science, Ohio
State University, Hon. F. A. Derthick,

Master Ohio State Grange, and the editor

of this department are members of this

committee. Address all communications
to the superintendent, Mary E. Lee,
Westerville, Ohio. Information cheer-

fully sent upon inquiry. Bulletins now
ready for distribution.

Ohio State Fair

Secretary Calvert wears well the honor
of conducting a most excellent state fair.

There were many new entries this year,

and the attendance was almost equal to

that of last year, which was a record
breaker. Knabenshue, the daring young
aereonaut, made daily flights with his air-

ship to the delight of thousands. Courteous
attendants looked after exhibits, explain-

ing them to inquirers. The fair is an
educational institution which enlarges and
broadens the mind.
While all exhibits are educational in

nature, those which may be termed ex-
clusively so are the exhibits by experi-

ment station, Ohio State Traveling
Library, Ohio Teacher's Reading Circle,

Ohio State University, Teacher's Im-
provement Federation, and Ohio State

Grange Educational Work. These were
all grouped close together, except the
Ohio State University exhibit, which was
in the dairy department. The people's

interest in education was manifested by
the thousands who stopped at the various
departments.

Professor Selby, of the experiment
station, had arranged a series of station-

ary microscopes along the front of his

table, under which were placed seeds of
the common grasses and weeds that are
the worst adulterants, and a row of eager
faces .were constantly bent above them,
and inquiries as to where such glasses

could be obtained were numerous.
It was a magnificent fair, and the man-

agers should feel a proud satisfaction in

the outcome.

National Grange
The next National Grange is to be held

in Denver, Colorado. The city and the

great West is making preparations -for

entertaining the organization, and every
possible convenience will be provided for

entertainment. Brother and Sister New-
comb will be royal hosts, and are sparing
no pains to make the coming session a
red-letter one in the history of the order.

It has been determined to have an open
session that the West may come in contact
witl- the spirit and purposes of the grange.
Many Eastern people will avail them-

selves of the opportunity of visiting

Denver and other points of interest, and
attending the National Grange at the

same time. The splendid history of the
grange bespeaks for its future a yet more
glorious work.

<S>

Educational Exhibit Ohio State

Grange
For the first time in its history the

grange had an exhibit at the state fair.

It attracted a great deal of attention from
members and others who were eager to

know more of the organization that is

working with such splendid success for
the good of humanity. Hundreds inquired
into the free course of study offered by
the grange in connection with the College
of Agriculture and Domestic Science of
the Ohio State University. Never before
has an organization offered its member-
ship the opportunity of taking a cor-
respondence course in connection with a
great state university.

Many signified their intention of going
into the grange to secure this splendid
opportunity. Others will work up granges
in their own localities. The splendid
work of State Master Derthick in the last

legislature on taxation has aroused
thoughtful people to the necessity of a
strong, aggressive organization that will
care for the interests of the farmers.
They eagerly inquired if opportunity
would be offered in the educational work
to study questions of economic interest
and taxation in particular. There was a
very evident determination to investigate
the entire question, and seek a just
method for correcting abuses. One en-
thusiastic woman, who lived near a weak
grange, exclaimed, "The grange near me
is weak. I am going to ask to become a
member and go to work in it. I realize
that it is partly my fault that it is weak.
I have not done my part, but I will in
the future. There are many who believe
in the grange, ' but we were discouraged
because the grange near us was weak.
We will all work together to make it

strong. We need it in our neighborhood.
We want to be identified with it."

This was the spirit displayed, and many
sections have promised to organize new
granges. There is no more fertile field
than the state fair to work for the grange,
if one is really interested in the success
of the organization. The exhibit of the
grange attracted wide-spread attention,
both from city and country, and advertised
its purposes and possibilities in a way to
command the respect and commendation
of all. Several ministers and members of
civic societies, publicists and others in-
terested in the betterment of humanity
took notes, saying they desired to speak
of the new departure in agriculture.
Many sought to cooperate in the oppor-
tunity offered women, and asked for our
outlines of study. The exhibit aroused
and concentrated attention to the work
the grange is doing.

Governor Harris at the Grange
Reunion

Governor Harris and members of the
General Assembly visited Grange Hall
Thursday. State Master Derthick intro-
duced the governor, saying that the
reunion had often been honored by gov-
ernors but never before by a farmer
governor. He paid a glowing tribute to
the splendid service the governor rendered
in the effort to have bonds placed on the
tax duplicate of the state as taxable sub-
jects, and briefly recalled the forces
cooperating, the ex-attorney-general, pres-
ent attorney-general, presidents of the
universities and colleges, state librarian,
commissioner of schools, agricultural
press, ministers, publicists, etc. But the
farmers of the state owed a debt of grati-
tude to the governor, who, as president of
the senate, was ever a fair friend and
ardent supporter of this just measure.
Governor Harris congratulated the

grange on its splendid work, spoke of
future victories to be won, and closed
by congratulating the grange on having
at its head a man of so much ability and
character as Mr. Derthick.

The Observatory
National Master Bachelder has visited

many states during the season in behalf
of the grange. Special work has been
done m Minnesota and Iowa, and other
states will be visited. Four special dep-
uties are at work in the weaker states.

<$>

Brookside Grange, Newburgh, New
York, is in a thriving condition. It
owns a fine two-story hall, has a mem-
bership of about one hundred and sixty,
half of whom are regular attendants at
the meetings. Its members take special
interest in the educational work. Read-
ings, speeches, debates and music enter-
tain and instruct. The degree work is

beautifully and impressively rendered.
The officers commit the ritual to mem-
ory. Such a grange is a help to any
community.

State Master Fuller, of New York, is
doing splendid work in insisting that
grange speakers have something worth
saying and the ability to say it before
posing as leaders. State Master Derthick
has made the same plea. Will the people
uphold them by asking for none but
worthy speakers? Conceit and bombast
may carry a man a while, but the people
who "pay the freight" are tired of it.

Never was there so great an opportunity
for men and women with a message as
to-day.

No matter how good your

lamp, a Macbeth chimney

makes it better.

They are made to fit, and

do not break from heat.

My lamp-chimneys offer

the only practical remedy for

all lamp-ills—good glass prop-

erly made. That's why they

make good lamps better.

My Index is free.

Address, MACBETH, Pittsburgh.

9.95 Buys This Large Handsome Nickel

Trimmed Steel Range
without warming closet or
reservoir. With high warm-
ing closet, porcelain lined
reservoir, just as shown in
cut.gl3.95:laree, squareoven,
six cooking holes, body made
of cold rolled steel. Duplex
grate ; burns wood or coal.
Handsome nickel trimmings,
highly polished.

OUR TERMS ?h
r
|

most liberal ever
made. You can pay
after you receive the
range. You can take
it into your home,

it SO days. If you don't
find it exactly as represent-
ed, the biggest bargain you
ever saw, equal to stoves
retailed for double our
price, return it to us. We
will pay freight both ways,

for our beautifully illustrated stove
___ Catalogue No. 333. A postal card will

do; 75 styles to select from. Don't buy until you get it.

MARVIN SMITH CO., CHICAGO, ILL.

Write Today

Big Buggy

Bargains
For

30 DAYS.

Speak quick, ifyou want to take advantage of the special
bargain sale of Kalamazoo Carriages, Concords, and other
styles, novt going on. We guarantee positively the lowest
prices ever made in the U. S. while these "jobs" last.

BUY DIRECT FROM FACTORY
and get astonishingly big buggy values. We make the
cut to push business "between seasons." 30 days free trial.

Absolute high quality guaranteed. Ifyou have a nose for
a genuine bargain, here's your chance. Don't miss ltl

Write at once for special circular giving money saving
list "Don't delay, or you will be too late.

Kalamazoo Carriage & Harness Co., tJ!£Z%h .

COILED SPRING

FENCE
Closely Woven. Can not Sag.
Every wire and every twist 18
a brace to all other wires and
twists full height of the fence.
Horse-high, Bull-strong, Pig-
tight. Every rod guaranteed.

30 DAYS FREE TRIAL
and sold direct to farmer, freight
prepaid, at lowest factory price.
Our Catalogue tells how Wire
Is made—how It is galvanized—
why some Is good and some is
bad. Its brimful of fence facts.
You should have this Informa-
tion. Write for ittoday. ItsFree.

KITSELMAM BROS.,
Box 271 MUNCIE, INDIANA.

9 CORDS IN 10 HOURS

BY ONE MAN, with the FOLDING SAWING MACHINE. It
saws down trees. Folds like a pocket knife. Saws any kind oi
timber on any kind of ground. One man can saw more timber
with it than 2 men in any other way, and doit easier. Send for
FREE illustrated catalog, showing latest IMPROVEMENTS
Ud testimonials from thousands. First order secures agency. Address

FOLDING SAWING MACHINE CO.,
168-164 E* Harrison Street. Chicago, Illinois.

The Hay Baler
which is in a class by itself,

"ELI" presses
market. Lartre

bale fastes t and best
for shipping and

market. Largest Feed Openings.
horse and steam powers, 38 styles and sizes. Many featured machines,
standard of the world. Get the free Eli catalogue.

Collins Plow Co., 1116 Hampshire St., Qufncy, III.

WAGGr. SENSE
Don't break yourback and kill your
horses with a high wheel wagon.
For comfort's sake get an

Electric Handy Wagon,
It will save you time and money. A
set ot Electric Steel Wheels will
make your old wagon new at small
cost Write for catalogue. It is free.

ELECTRIC WHEEL CO., Boi 96. Qulncj, 111.

Agents for any
thing can work up a big side line that takes very

little time once a month ;
sewing machine agents,

tax collectors, book agents, nursery-stock solic-

itors can double their business. Instructions and

outfit cost you nothing. We only want a reply

from yon that you are a hustler, and we will do

the rest. Write us at once. Circulation Dept.

FARM AND FIRESIDE
BE SURE TO MENTION FARM AND FIRESIDE WHEN

WRITING TO ADVERTISERS.

«
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The Making Over
the Howards

By Hope Daring

[continued from last issue]

chapter iii.

IN
a month's time the Hills were ready

to leave the farm. It had not been a

pleasant time for any of the inmates
of the farmhouse, and all were glad

when it was over.

Tom had been gruff and found fault

with everything. The refusal of the sis-

ters to become joint purchasers with him
of the house he had selected in Lenox
added to his displeasure. Mr. Hill was
honest, and he settled with his sisters-in-

law fairly. He was surprised to find that, all these years," Elsie thought. "In fact He says he will give us any advice or
when he had left on the farm the stock he has doctored all the Howards. Years help that he can. And Elsie?"

and tools that he was under contract to ago he said that all that could be done for "What is it?"

leave, he still owed the Howard sisters Alice was to make her comfortable. I be- "Mr. and Mrs. Maynard are so en-
eight hundred dollars. lieve she can be helped, especially if she thusiastic over the Farmers' Club. They
"Let that stand," Mary said. "Your can be roused to a new interest in life, want us to join."

note will satisfy us." I am going to persuade her to see that Elsie's face flushed. "Were they mak-
"If I am going to owe money I'll owe new doctor, Merdith, who is making so ing fun of us? We may be, in a way,

it to someone else. I can't forget all I've many friends in Lenox." farmers, but we are not men."
done for you. Ingratitude can go too far." When Elsie reached home, there were "Oh, this is for both men and women.
Hattie was not so resentful as her only her two sisters there. The tea-table The next meeting is at Mrs. Maynard's

husband. She asked Mary to go to in the dining-room had been spread with a week from next Saturday. I about the
Lenox and help settle the family in the great care, and Mary had placed in both same as promised that we would all come,
new house. The kind-

hearted elder sister gladly

consented to do it, but Tom
interfered. He said he
could hire the work done,
adding that if there had al-

ways been a strict business

basis beneath the affairs of
the two families, things
would not have become so

muddled.
. "You girls will see your
mistake," he said again and
again.

It required all of Elsie's

firmness to keep Mary faith-

ful to the stand they had
taken. Miss Howard sat

long hours at the sewing-
machine, making the chil-

dren's summer clothing. All
three of the sisters insisted

on Hattie taking far more
than her share of the
household furnishings that
had been their mother's.

In the meantime Jerome
Dare had not only taken
possession of the land that
had been a part of the
Howard farm, but he had
bought the farm that lay
next to his first purchase.
This had long been known
as the "Ford place," and
was the only house that

could be seen from the
Howard home.
"That professor don't know a blamed

thing about farming," Tom Hill said one
day at the dinner-table. "I've an idea
that this part of the country will see some
fool farming this year that it never saw
before."

"Is this man going to live at the Ford
place?" Mary asked, ignoring the implied
insult of Tom's speech.
"He stays there now, and boards over

to Jim Long's, a mile away. Jim says
Dare has brought a wagon-load of books
to his house—Dare's I mean—more books
than furniture."

It was a warm May morning when
Tom, Hattie and the children left the
farmhouse. The children were very dear
to their aunts, and. all of the three women
resolutely refused to let Tom's displeasure
come between them and the little ones.

"We'll come back, of course we'll come
back," little Howard said to Elsie as she
kissed him and his sisters good-by before
starting for school. "Yes, we'll come back,
'cause you see, Aunt Elsie, this is home."

"Yes, it is home to you, for you are a
Howard, dear boy. You shall come back
many, many times."

Notwithstanding her natural sorrow be

if Alice should be well enough to stand
the ride."

A thoughtful look had come to Elsie's

face. How was it that they had so com-
pletely dropped 'out of the neighborhood
festivities which had once been so great
a pleasure? Would not her proposed
making-over be more far-reaching than
she had at first thought. Would it not
touch the lives of those outside of her
own home circle?

"I don't know what I can wear," Mary
Howard went on in a troubled tone.

"Not but what I've clothes enough, , but
they all look as if they had come out of
the ark. It don't matter, though ; no one
will look at an old woman like me."

Elsie turned her eyes upon her sister.

Mary was erect, and her figure was well

rounded. A faded pink flush still lingered
upon her cheeks, she had clear, steady
blue eyes, and an abundance of iron-gray
hair. Her expression was kindly and sin-

cere. She wore a dress of dark blue cam-
bric which fitted her perfectly and was
relieved by a white linen collar and a
cardinal tie.

"Mary, you are just in life's prime. I

believe your, good days are still to come.
As to the clothes, we will have Aunt
Patience here next week to make us some
summer shirt-waists and—

"

She was interrupted by the entrance of
Bert, who had been to Lenox. His hands
were filled with letters and papers.

"There's going to be a hard storm," he
announced, "and it's most here."

Elsie moved to the open door. The sky

sitting and dining rooms great bunches of was covered with dark clouds 'which were
the fragrant pale purple lilac blooms. almost constantly veined with lurid

"Sit down and rest, Elsie," Mary said, fire, and the roar of thunder was continu-

"I am glad you reached home before the ous and deafening. Just then a carriage

storm came. No, do not go upstairs to came dashing up the drive, halting at the

wash and brush your hair. We will use end of the porch.

mother's room for that. Hattie has had In it were two men. Elsie had only

it all these years, but I fitted it up to-day time to recognize one of them as Jerome
for us a little rest and dressing room. Dare, when the driver, a fine-looking

There is a cot there, so Alice can lie down elderly man, called to Bert who had hur-

when she pleases and be by herself." ried out on the porch

:

"See what I have been doing," Alice ex- "May we drive in the barn?"
claimed as Elsie reentered the sitting- "Sure. Jump out and let me take the

room. "Mary found my water colors, and team to the barn. It's the new minister,"

I've worked over this and been happy for this last to the sisters,

two hours. No, I am not tired, only Both gentlemen sprang from the car-

hungry." riage, and Bert took their place. He was
Elsie took the sheet of paper from her just in time to reach the open doorway of

sister's hand. It was a study of a spray the barn as the storm broke furiously,

of lilac blossoms. Elsie nodded her head. In the meantime Elsie

"It is yours, dear. The artistic gift that stood quite still, with her

brightens and glorifies life." face half averted. She
"In a way, yes. If I was only strong was the only one of the

and well." family who had ever
Elsie looked up quickly. Mary was spoken to Professor Dare,

standing at a window, watching the fast- but she had no desire to

rising clouds which had^already blotted welcome him to her home,

out the sunlight. The elderly gentleman

"Just then a carriage came dashing up the drive, halting at the
end of the porch"

same. Jerome greeted Elsie with perfect
composure, not giving any hint that he
had before addressed her. Turning to
Mary, he said:

"I was on my way here when Mr. Reed
kindly asked me to ride. As you may
know, I am your nearest neighbor on the
south. A general breaking down of my
health has made it necessary for me to
live outdoors this summer, and I am
staying alone at my new residence. My
errand here was to ask if you would take
me as a boarder, allowing me to cpme
here for my meals."

chapter IV.

It was in vain that Elsie tried to catch
the eye of Mary. The senior Miss
Howard looked musingly into the face of
the applicant for her hospitality a moment
before she said:

"I hardly know what reply to make,
Professor Dare. Indeed I think you must
give me a little time to talk the matter
over with my sisters. We are in a some-
what unsettled state just now, our married
sister and her family having left the farm
only this morning."
Jerome Dare made a polite bow. "Take

the time certainly. Shall I call to-morrow
evening to learn your decision? I would
try to be very little trouble, and I would
be willing to pay whatever you ask."
While this conversation had been going

on, Alice had talked with the Reverend
Reed. Elsie looked out of the open door
to where the rain fell, the seeming slant-
ing lines shutting off the view of the
near-by objects. The lightning had ceased,
and the reverbations of the thunder were
less frequent and further away. ;

"He shall not come here, the conceited
prig!" Elsie raged to herself. "He
seems to think that he can have whatever
he wants, but this time he will find out
that he is mistaken. My plans for making
over people do not include a college pro-
fessor."

Even as that thought passed through
her mind she started. Would those plans
of hers have ever shaped themselves in

her brain, would the opportunity for them
ever have come to her, " had not this

stranger come to the neighborhood?
Mary turned a beaming face to her two

callers. Hospitality had once been the un-
written but gladly practised law of that
household. Tom had not liked company,
and Hattie's fretfulness and untidiness
had made it easy for the sisters to give
up entertaining their friends. That even-
ing, for the first time in years, Mary felt

herself mistress of the house.
"The rain came opportunely; it will

give us the pleasure of your company for

tea. Nay, we can accept no excuses.
Elsie, if you will assist me just a few
minutes."

'

The two hastened away, leaving Alice
to entertain the callers. In the kitchen
Mary bustled about, keeping up a running
fire of talk.

"Yes, ~we will make coffee. I am glad
I set the table prettily, with Grandmother
Howard's rosebud china, in honor of our
first meal alone. I made bread to-day,

and my rolls are fine, if I do say it.

Bring up a can of peach preserves and a

cup of quince jelly, Elsie. Do you not
think Professor Dare very gentlemanly ?

Be sure you get the best napkins."

"But, Mary, we will not take him to

board, remember that," Elsie said as she

"Alice, I believe you can get well. As advanced, hat in hand, to

cause of the departure of her sister and a part of this new order of things that meet Mary, who stepped

we are undertaking, let us make an effort forward,
for your recovery. This new doctor, "I am sure these are the

Merdith, is being much talked of in Misses Howard. I am
Lenox, and I want you to see him." Alvin Reed, your new

Elsie !had expected opposition from pastor. Having reached

Alice, but it was Mary who said: my charge two days ago, I

"But, Elsie, what of our old friend, am making a round of

Doctor Lawrence?" pastoral calls, preparatory

"I believe Doctor Lawrence is really our to preaching on next Sun-

friend. If so, he will be glad to see Alice day."

restored to health. It will do no harm He shook Mary and El-

to try." sie warmly by the hand.

"We will try." Alice Howard's voice Mary led the way within

was low but firm. "Do not let us talk and presented the minister

more about it now, but in a few days we to Alice. Then Mr. Reed
will have this Doctor Merdith out here." said

:

Both of Alice's sisters were surprised "I see you are not ac-

at the readiness with which her consent quainted with my corn-

had been won. The change already panion, although you are

brought about in the life of the farm- neighbors. I overtook him
house had roused in the invalid's breast a on the highway and asked
longing for a more normal existence. him to ride. Professor

"Mr. and Mrs. Maynard were here this Dare, ladies."

afternoon, Elsie," Miss Howard said, Mary set the bad ex-

prompted by a desire to comply with ample of offering Profes-

Alice's wish for a change in the subject sor Dare her hand, and
of conversation. "Mr. Maynard approves there was nothing for her

of our plan to run the farm ourselves, sisters to do but to do the

the children, Elsie went through the
duties of that day with a light heart.

Surely she had already overcome the most
serious difficulty that would be found in

the way of her renewing the family's
happiness and usefulness.

"We used to be the leading family in

the neighborhood and church affairs,"

Elsie said to herself as she walked home-
ward after dismissing school. "Now we
—why, we are what the boys would call

a 'back number.' Yet we are all in the
prime of womanhood. We are going back
to our old place, and also going forward
to new things. Mary has not been to
church a dozen times in a year, just be-
cause she has stayed at home to care for

Hattie's children. Life has been the hard-
est on Mary. No, Alice has been still

more shut in, and it is with Alice that the
most difficult part of my work lies."

Elsie was walking slowly, her sailor

hat in her hand. The heat of the day
had been intense for the season. A bank
of clouds was gathering low down in the
western sky, and occasionally the sound of

distant thunder came to Elsie's ears.

"Doctor Lawrence has doctored Alice
"Interest in the sketch seemed as great as was his interest in the

patient"
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emerged, flushed and breathless, from the

cellar.

"I am sure he would not be much
trouble, but some people might think it

was not proper."

The meal was soon ready. The guests

did ample justice to the tempting viands.

Jerome Dare was an observing man.
All his life he had been accustomed to

the ease and refinement of luxurious liv-

ing, and his present boarding-place was
most distasteful to him.

As he looked round the large room,
with its simple, tasteful furniture and
flower-filled windows, outside of which
the rain was then falling gently, a sense

of peace stole into his heart. This was
a genuine home.

"I believe I have found the haven of

rest," he thought, as Miss Howard refilled

his cup with the fragrant coffee. "Even
the scent of the lilacs is harmonious; that

is the fitting flower for these gracious,

old-time elder sisters. As to the teacher
she is more like a wild-rose, piquant,

pretty, but thorny."

The meal was nearly over when Mr.
Reed said

:

"I am not sure but I am obtaining this

charming hospitality under false pretense.

While I am making a round of pastoral

calls, I have a little matter of business

about which I wish to consult you ladies.

I find everything ready for me to hold
my first service on Sunday morning, ex-
cept an organist. Mrs. Bell, the lady who
formerly officiated in that capacity, has
moved away. I have made two other calls

searching for an organist. In one case I

found the lady ill. In the other she was
absent from home. Chancing to mention
my difficulty to Mrs. Maynard, on whom
I called since dinner, she told me she was
sure fliat one of the Misses Howard
would play the organ for Sunday morn-
ing."

Mary looked blankly at the speaker. It

took Elsie but a moment to adjust her-

self to the new idea, and she said in a

matter-of-fact tone : #
"Mary is somewhat out of practise, but

I am sure she will be happy to oblige

you."
"Me? Oh Elsie! Why I have not played

in public for years, although I was the

church organist for a long time. To be
sure I have never entirely given up my
practise, for I love music too well to ever

do that, but I could not—

"

"If you do your best, Mr. Reed can ask
for no more," .and Elsie's smile gave the
elder sister a sudden and delightful sense

of power. "If Mr. Reed will select the
hymns for the service before he goes,

Mary, it will make it easier for you, as
you will have a couple of days for prac-
tise."

"I will be only too glad to do that. We
will not try to have any choir at first.

Miss Howard, I wonder if you can realize

what your hospitality and your readiness

to help on my work mean to me—the

stranger within your gates."

Mary Howard drew a long breath.

How had she been led to consent to play

in public ? It was Elsie who was re-

sponsible for the rash promise.
The sisters and their guests lingered

long over the table. Ere they rose, the
rain was over, the clouds had parted, and
the western sky was aglow with a soft

crimson and amber light.

At last the guests rode away. Alice

would not lie down, but ensconced in a

. cushioned rocker in the dining-room,
shared the animated discussion that went
on while Mary and Elsie cleared away
the supper and washed the dishes. -

"I fear it is foolish in me to attempt to

go back to my music," Mary said. "But
then it is only for a little while, just until

Mr. Reed can find someone else. Now
about Mr. Dare's coming here to board?"
"He cannot come." Elsie spoke de-

cidedly and added no explanation, of her
simple statement.
"You think it would not be just the

thing, with no one here but us three
women," Mary said slowly, imputing to

her sister the thought that had been in

her own mind. Perhaps you are right,

Elsie, but I feel old enough to mother
even this learned professor a little. He
is a fine man."

"It would be horrid to have him here,"

and Elsie frowned. "Besides curtailing

our freedom in many ways, I am sure his

presence would annoy Alice."

Miss Howard sighed. "Well, perhaps
we had better not take him. Somehow I

•feel under obligations to him ; if he had
not bought that land, we would not now
be rid of Tom. Don't misunderstand me,
girls. I love Hattie as well as L love
either of you, but I am sure we will be
happier and better women if we live by
ourselves!"

Elsie was conscious of a feeling of dis-

may. This was not her view of Profes-
sor Dare's presence in that community.
Who was right, Mary or herself?

"I am sure we are under no obligations

to Professor Dare," she thought. "Mary

does not understand how I feel about my
first meeting with him. His presence
rouses a sense of antagonism in my na-
ture. It does not matter, though, for we
will see little of him."

"I liked the new minister," Mary
Howard volunteered as she sorted the
family silver. "Did either of you hear
him say anything about his family?"

Alice nodded. "While you were getting
supper, he told me that he had two sons;
one away at college and the other a lad of
fifteen who will attend the Lenox high-
school."

"We must have him and his wife out
here to spend the day soon," Mary said
briskly. "Girls, how far away from our
parents' old rule of hospitality we have
drifted."

"Had,'' Elsie corrected with one of her
sunny smiles. "We are returning, dear.
The Howards are awake and ready to take
their place in the world."
When Jerome Dare called the next

evening it was Mary who received him.
Elsie had driven to Lenox after school.
Her ostensible errand was the mail, but
she intended to call upon Doctor Mer-
dith and appoint a time for him to visit

Alice.

Jerome Dare listened in silence to

Mary's somewhat confused reasons for re-

fusing to admit him to her home as a
boarder. He saw her good-will and
smiled pleasantly.

"Do not make any apology, Miss
Howard. I see that it will be more agree-
able for you and your sisters to be alone,

especially as Miss Alice's health is not
good. However, we are neighbors, and I

trust we may be friends."

"Indeed we will be. Come up and see
us often. I heard you tell Mr. Reed that
you prepared some of your own meals. If

there is anything we can do for you, like

baking, we will be most glad to do it."

"Thank you, Miss Howard. I am not
sure but my greatest need is practical

common-sense advice about farming. I

am not quite so ignorant as to transplant
the beans because they grow wrong side

up, but my hired man thinks my ignorance
of the rotation of crops is disgraceful."
Mary Howard laughed merrily. Then

she asked

:

"Is your farming anything more than
amusement, Professor Dare?"

"In one way it is carrying out a long-
cherished wish. I loved my profession.
Indeed I feel that teaching is my real

work, but I have always longed to assist

at the greatest of nature's miracles

—

growth. When the doctors said that, for
a time, I must leave the class-room and
live outdoors, I straightway realized one
of my dearest dreams—I became owner of
a farm. Miss Howard, I want to succeed
in this new undertaking; a failure is a
thing I do not like to contemplate."
He lingered for an hour, chatting with

his hostess. Mary's good opinion of him
grew during all that time.

On reaching Lenox Elsie went at once
to the office of Doctor Merdith. It was
the first time that she had met the physi-
cian, and his vigorous dark face and mel-
low voice gave her a sense of confidence
in him.
She stated her errand plainly. Alice

had been an invalid for many years. Doc-
tor Lawrence had said she suffered from
"stomach and nerve trouble." Of late she
had seemed stronger, and Elsie thought a

renewed interest in life had something to

do with it.

"I believe she can be helped, Doctor
Merdith. Will you drive out to Howard
Farm and give her case your careful at-

tention ?"

"I will. Your account of it interests

me. While I am not a devotee of Chris-
tian science I know that many times
people fail to rouse themselves from the
long lassitude that follows a severe ill-

ness, just because they lack an absorbing
interest in life. They do not 'get well' as

the saying is, because they make no effort

to do so."

Her errands completed she started on
her homeward drive. The interview with
the physician had given her new strength.

"With Alice restored to health and
Mary roused from her morbid depths of
self-sacrifice, my work of making over the
Howards will be done. No, there will be
myself. I wish—Oh dear!" and Elsie

broke off abruptly, unable to voice the
strange new desires she felt rising in her
heart.

chapter v.

The week following Elsie's call upon
Doctor Merdith was a busy one for the

Howard sisters. Its duties began on Sun-
day morning when Mary and Elsie drove
to the little country church where genera-
tions of Howards had worshiped.

Alice insisted that no one should re-

main at home with her. It took the efforts

of both Alice and Elsie to help the elder

sister settle the details of her toilet.

"I declare I did not know that my ward-
robe was quite so hopelessly antiquated,"

Mary exclaimed as she tossed aside a dark
blue silk waist that had been made three

years before, and had been worn only a
few times. "I am glad that Aunt Patience
is coming soon. You are sure, Elsie, that

the black brilliantine is all right?"

The little church was crowded. Mr.
Reed's face lighted up at the sight of
Mary, and his confident gesture gave her
sudden strength. She walked over near
the organ and sat down, removing her
gloves.

Elsie was surprised to find herself nerv-
ous. She knew her sister's ability, but had
not the many years of self-effacement
robbed Mary of the serene dignity that
had once been hers?
Ah, music's magic power ! Mary

Howard's fingers pressed the keys with
which she had once been so familiar.

When the good old hymn, "Coronation,"
rang through the church, the organist's

self and her timidity were forgotten.
Her playing was a delight to the

worshipers. At the close of the services
many old friends crowded round Mary,
expressing their pleasure.

"You must keep it up, Mary," Mrs.
Maynard said. "We will not let you go
again, you may depend upon that."

Mr. Reed voiced his satisfaction. As he
preached at another church" Sunday even-
ing, Mary's services would be needed only
once each Sabbath.
"You select whatever hymns you prefer

for next Sunday, Miss Howard," the
pastor said. "After that I will acquaint
you with my subject, or we will select

them together. In. a few weeks we will

try and arrange for a choir. Now, Miss
Howard, I want you to meet my sister

who is my housekeeper. Miss Howard,
Mrs. Morgan. Miss Howard, this is my
son Willard."
Mary was nonplussed. She had sup-

posed the sweet-faced little woman was
the pastor's wife. Tha two women chat-
ted a moment, and Mary gave the
stranger a cordial invitation to visit the
farm.

The two sisters talked little as they rode
home. Elsie studied Mary's face.

"She will soon be younger than I, at

this rate," was Elsie's unspoken verdict.

"I am not sure but my made-over articles
are going to be improvements upon their

first condition, unless it is myself. Some-
how the plans that are doing so much for
my sisters do not seem to touch my case."
The next afternoon Doctor Merdith

visited the farmhouse. His coming was
expected. He found the two elder sisters

in the sitting-room, in company with Aunt
Patience, a distant relative of the Howards,
who did dressmaking. Mary was sewing,
and Alice's hands were busy with a sketch
of an old spruce which stood on the lawn
within range of the sitting-room windows.
The physician's interest in the sketch

seemed as great as was his interest in his
patient. To-be sure he looked at Alice's
tongue, felt her pulse, and questioned her
about her eating and sleeping. When that
was done he took a handful of cards
from his pocket.

"There are a great many picturesque bits

of landscape to be found hereabouts, more
perhaps than you people who have always
lived here appreciate. In my country
drives I carry my kodak as much as I do
my medicine-case. Do you ladies recog-
nize any of these ?"

"Oh, there is the bridge at the Miller
Farm !" Alice exclaimed. "What an ar-

tistic picture it is, with that great elm in
the foreground !"

"And there is the church," Mary said.

"That is, Doctor Merdith, is it not an-
other view of the creek?"

"Yes, taken nearer town. Do you recog-
nize this, Miss Howard?" and the doctor
handed Alice another picture.

"No. Why, it—it is a corner of our
orchard."

"It is. If this old home were mine I

should make a collection of views from
its fields, orchard and buildings. The
camera is an educator as well as an
artistic delight."

"But the camera is not art, as is the
pencil or brush," Ali^e said, a faint pink
flush coming into her cheek.
"Nay, it is art's highest form—an

artistic reproduction of real life. The
creative power has not been given with
any degree of fulness to many who have
a sincere craving for artistic expression.
To those persons a well-handled camera
is a boon, one that brings pleasure to

others. A pencil or brush is too often but
a medium for poor work."

Alice looked intently into Doctor Mer-
dith's face. The idea he expressed was
new to her, and she was not pleased with
it. Did he mean covertly to judge her
work. The doctor continued to talk of
his pictures for some time. Then he pre-

pared some medicine, saying:

"This is a tonic. The sunlight and the

open air will do much to induce an ap-
petite and restful sleep. Keep your mind
occupied, Miss Howard. When you think

of yourself, think that you are going to

get well, but do not indulge even in that
too much."
"What shall she eat?" Mary asked.
"Anything that common sense and her

appetite suggest to her. The first will

debar a meal of roast pork, mince pie and
pickles just before retiring. Fruit, vege-
tables, milk, cream, eggs—those things
should have an important place in her
dietary, and let her drink plenty of pure
water. I will see her again in a week,"
and Doctor Merdith bowed himself out.

[to be continued next issue]

<S>

Pocahontas—A Historical Novel in Brief

In
the temples of the Virginia forests

the mighty Indian king, Powhatan,
sat on his throne meting out his kind
of justice to several palefaces he had

met on the war-path. His bronze skin
glinted and gleamed beneath the barbaric
decorations of beads and feathers and fur
which adorned his magnificent person in

bewildering bedazzlement. Surely if the
poet had seen this Charlemagne in copper
he never would have written, "Lo, the
poor Indian."
At the foot of the throne, in her own

little chair of state, sat his beautiful
daughter, Pocahontas. She was her fa-

ther's pride and the hope of her people,
the dusty denizens of a dubious domain.
As the king passed sentence upon the

helpless prisoners before him Pocahontas
looked away to hide her tears, and as they
were removed from the presence of the
throne she pressed her hands over her
throbbing heart and gazed appealingly up
to her father. But Powhatan, stern in

his sense of right as he saw the right,

gave no heed to womanly feelings, and
his daughter's silent suppliauce met no
response in mercy.
The common herd being disposed of,

the case of Captain John Smith was called,

and the prisoner appeared before the
throne. Haughty, imperious, full of the
insular insolence not yet obsolete among
Englishmen, he stood fearlessly in the
presence of Powhatan.

"So," said the king, "you are the pale-
face chief?"

"I am, Your Majesty," responded Smith
trained in the . customs of the court, and
remembering that a king was a king in
whatever soil his throne might be planted.
"And you have come with irons that

thunder from the land beyond the great
water to take mine away from me who
have never done you harm?" said Pow-
hatan, suppressing his rising rage but illy.

"That's about the size of it, Majesty,"
admitted the captain, smiling at the ex-
cellent guess the untutored savage had
made.
"You are guilty, then, on your own con-

fession," said the king.

"From your point of view, Majesty, I

presume I am," Captain Smith admitted,
with a polite bow.
Powhatan suppressed a desire to argue

the question, and proceeded with the busi-
ness of the court.

"Have you anything to say why sen-
tence of death should not be pronounced
upon you?" he asked.

"Well, yes, Your Majesty," replied the
captain, scratching his head as if per-

plexed, "I have a good deal to say; but
as you don't understand English, and I

don't speak Indian, and you seem to be
shy on interpreters, I don't see any good
in saying it. Proceed with your rat-

killing, Majesty," and Captain Smith made
a sweeping obeisance.
"Um-er," hesitated Powhatan, "I hadn't

thought of that. However, I perceive that

your point is well taken, and I will pro-
ceed as you suggest."
The king arose, and clutching his great

war-club in his hand with a firmer grip ad-
vanced toward the intrepid captain. Four
lictors seized the Englishman and held his

head down on a convenient saw-log. The
king approached, and drew back his club
to strike the fatal blow. It was a moment
of intensest interest to all. The silence of
the sleeping forest grew denser; the
leaves on the trees quavered a moment
and were at rest ; the birds among the
branches held their piping breaths ; all na-
ture seemed to be suspended, intent upon
the tragedy about to be enacted in her
midst ; the king braced himself for the
effort of his life, and twirled his club for

the blow. Suddenly Pocahontas threw
herself between her dear father and the
victim of his wrath.

"Stay, father; stay your hand!" she
cried, clasping his club in her shapely, sin-

uous arms.
"What mean you, girl?" he shouted, try-

ing to break away.
"Don't do it, father; please don't! Put

up your club," she pleaded, in passionate
earnestness; "you do so remind me of an
ordinary policeman

!"

Over the face of the dusky Chief
A blush of shame was spread,

And Captain Smith was spared that day
A looked-for broken head.

William J. Lampton.
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"Grunting 'Round"

When Farmer Knightly stopped at

my gate on his way to the vil-

lage the other day. and I asked
him how his wife was, he said

in reply to* my question :

"Well, she's grunting 'round same as
usual. When I left home she'd about
come to the conclusion that she was com-
ing down with a fever of some sort."

"How is her mother ?" I asked.

"Well, she's grunting 'round, too, al-

though I don't know that I ever see her
look so well as she does now. Fact is, I

never saw her lay in bed a day or miss a
meal since she come to live with us,

twenty years ago, but there ain't been a

day of that time that she hasn't grunted
'round some."
"The children all well?"
"Fair to middlin'. Sail}- has been grunt-

ing 'round and Tom thinks he is going to

have another spell of sore throat like he
had three years ago, and that come so

near ending in diphtheria."

Now could anything be more depressing
than to live in the atmosphere created by
those who are forever "grunting 'round?"
When I meet such people I feel like com-
mending to them as a daily potion these
lines written by Ella Wheeler Wilcox

:

Talk Health. The dreary never-ending tale

Of mortal maladies is worn and stale.

You cannot charm, or interest, or please

By harping on that minor chord, disease.

Say you are well, or all is well with you,

And God shall hear your words and make
them true.

There are people in the world who
never tire of "The dreary never-ending
tale of mortal maladies"—their own mala-
dies, most of which are purely imaginary.
A person of this kind is the worst sort of
a wet blanket in the home. They are al-

most sure to speak in a tone of utter

dejection, and they seem to resent any im-
plication that they look well or seem well

in their habits. The writer knows of a
woman who has never missed a meal in

her life that anyone knows of, and who
never was known to lie in bed a day, or

to fail to go any place she* wanted to go,

and yet she is a shining light of the
"grunting 'round" fraternity. She wishes
it understood that she has "never known
a well day," and that "nobody knows what
she suffers." If her friends do not know
"what she suffers" it has not been because
of lack of information on the subject, for

she has harped steadilv "on that minor
chord, disease," the greater part of her
life.

Less pronounced cases of people afflict-

ed with the "grunting 'round" malady are
very common—too common for the gen-
eral happiness of the world. How much
the happiness of the world would be in-

creased if we would but follow the advice
given by Mrs. Wilcox and "Talk Happi-
ness" instead of health.

Talk Happiness. The world is sad enough
Without your woes. No path is wholly

rough.

Look for the places that are smooth and
clear,

And talk of them to rest the weary ear

Of earth, so hurt by the one continuous

strain

Of human discontent and grief and pain.

Around the Fireside
ject for his or her own contemplation, and
a person of this kind is always a shrieking
note of discord in many an otherwise har-
monious family circle. I am quite in
harmony with a cheery and quaint old
lady I met the other day, who said of one
of the "grunting 'round" unhappy ones:

"Dear, dear ! what an uncomfortable
sort of a bein' one of these grunters is!

Most uncomfortable kind of a specimen I

know of. Seems to me they kind o' lower
the moral tone of a home. Anyhow, they
are dreadfully uncomfortable to live with."

o'clock. She is now fifty-five years old,
but doesn't look to be a day over two
score. She is probably the happiest and
most contented woman in Lake County.

If it is nearer and quicker for* this
active woman farmer to reach an object
by climbing a woven-wire fence than to
go to a gate, she scales the fence quicker
than one is able to write it. That is the
wav she reaches her rural free delivery mail-
box every week-day morning. The box is

located just outside of a towering fence,
she takes one step on a plank placed low,

WEST POINT ANNAPOLIS

THE NEW CHAPEL AT THE UNITED STATES MILITARY ACADEMY AT WEST POINT, ANDDESIGN FOR MEMORIAL CHAPEL TO BE ERECTED AT NAVAL
ACADEMY AT ANNAPOLIS

She was right. The person who is for-
ever "grunting "round" is "an uncom-
fortable sort of a bein'." and one who
contributes nothing to the happiness of the
world. J. L. Harbour.

Women to the Rescue
wtomen farmers, largely have saved theW day for the Western agricultural
world this year in actual work in the
fields. The scarcity of farm help has
forced the skirted workers to appear in

droves in the harvest-fields of Illinois and
Wisconsin. Looking from the car win-
dows of the roads that run through the
rich prairie fields one has been able to

find women at work almost on every farm,
In some instances the women have done
absolutely all of the work of every de-
scription.

One woman, whose little farm in Lake
County, Illinois, is surrounded by the cost-

ly lands of wealth}' fad farmers, of near
Chicago places, does all of the work of
her farm. Dressed in a gingham skirt

and then over she goes, and that is the
way she gets back into her farmyard.
The name of this woman is Miss Eliza-

beth Condell. Her father,- William Con-
dell, left her eighty acres of land.

She sold fifteen to the Chicago and Mil-
waukee Electric Railway, the line of
which runs through her farm. For twenty
years she has been her own farmer. She
is able to give lessons to many. For
some years she has paid special attention
to breeding good farm horses" and some
of the very best farm animals came from
her little sixty-five-acre farm.

Fashionably dressed ladies and gentle-

men in vehicles behind costly horse-flesh,

and seated in high-priced automobiles,
pass the humble home of this modest
woman farmer every hour of the day.

They come from the princely places of
Chicago's wealthiest set, and whose farms
all but touch hers, but she is always too
busy to see them. It is safe to say that

few of the passengers in the costly caval-

cades are as happy and contented as this

of clockwork. He made 2,000 paces an
hour. The spring was controlled by a
lever, and in the absence of steering de-
vice, the machine could only be propelled
in a straight line.

The utilization of the winds of heaven
in the windmills of Holland about this
time suggested the idea of "sail wagons,"
which were used to some extent on the
flat plains of that country. These curious
wagons consisted of the rigging of a ship
attached to wheeled platforms.

In 1644, a patent of Louis XIV, granted
to "Jean Theson the privilege of employ-
ing a little four-wheel carriage set >n
motion without any horses, but merely by
two men seated." The supposition, in the
absence of detailed drawings, is that the
"men seated" propelled the vehicle by
strenuous leg work.
In 1769 Nicholas Joseph Cugnot, with

state funds placed at his disposal by the
Due de Choiseul, constructed a steam gun-
carriage, and the following year he pro-
duced an improved auto which is still pre-
served in Paris. The machine had but
three wheels, the boiler overhanging in

front on the theory that its weight would
be counteracted by the load on the car-
riage. The engine was directly behind
the boiler and consisted of two thirteen-
inch single-acting cylinders. The move-
ment of the piston was transmitted to the
axle of the driving-wheel by two ratchet
wheels. The engine could be reversed at
will. There was a steering gear, and the
vehicle proved its capacity for carrying a
load of two and one half tons at a speed
of three miles an hour. Napoleon Bone-
parte caused the appointment of a com-
mission of the institute to investigate the
invention, but the revolution suddenly put
an effectual check on the further develop-
ment of the automobile. It is interesting
to note that in the matter of the produc-
tion of a practical automobile France led
the world in the eighteenth century, just
as she now leads the world in the build-
ing of special racing machines of tremend-
ous power.
The first 'American inventors to tackle

the steam-propelled vehicle problem were
Oliver Evans, of Maryland, in 1787, and
Nathaniel Read, of Massachusetts, in

1790.

Richard Trevithick, of England, in 1802,

patented a steam carriage that was a dis-

tinct advance over previous efforts.

By this time it came to be believed that
ordinary wheels were insufficient to secure
traction, and mechanical legs were devised
as propellers. The Gordon machine, pat-
ented in 1824, was a six-legged affair, the
pedals being operated by steam. Gold-
worthy Durney about the same time pro-
duced a steam carriage which used legs
as auxiliaries.

The more recent development of the
automobile is better known. In 1886
Charles E. Duryea conceived the notion of
propelling a carriage with a gasoline
engine, and two years later partially pro-
duced a light buggy driven by a two-horse-
power engine. His first complete vehicle
was brought out in 1892.

The automobile built by Elwood Haynes
in 1893, was sent from Kokomo, Indiana,
to Washington, where it was installed as
an exhibit in the Smithsonian Institution.

It is a four-horse-power machine, capable
of a speed of twelve miles an hour on
good roads.

MISS CONDELL'S OME—BEHIND HER FAVORITE TEAM—FENCE WHICH MISS CONDELL LEAPS EVERY DAY TO REACH HER RURAL FREE DELIVERY MAIL-BOX

Yes, let's "talk happiness" more and
health less, and thereby increase very
largely the sum of human happiness in

the world. Many of the so-called faith-

cures and mind-cures and mental healings
of the world are simply the result of peo-
ple being led to forget their imaginary
diseases and to think and talk of other
and better things.

Many of the real sufferers of the world
bear silently and bravely sufferings far

greater than have ever been felt by many
of the "grunting 'round" class. The
chronic "grunter" should be a sorry ob-

that reaches the tops of a pair of high-
laced coarse shoes, and with her head in

a sunbonnet, she plowed the land for five

acres of oats, five of corn and a ten-acre
fruit and garden patch. She did all of her
own cultivating, cut fifteen acres of timo-
thy with a mowing-machine, raked it,

loaded it and hauled it to her barn. She
cares for and milks eleven head of cows,
and takes care of a variety of poultry.
She lives alone, and attends to all her
own house-work. She rises at five o'clock,

works all day, rain or shine, reads her
papers after supper, and retires at nine

woman farmer, and it has been the work
of thousands of such nervy and muscular
women that rich crops this year have been
saved. J. L. Graff.

<S>

Autos of the Old Days

The horseless carriage first took tangi-

ble form in the seventeenth century.

It was then that there came to human in-

telligence the realization of the dream of

unrestricted, individual locomotion.
Johann Haustache, of Nuremberg, con-

trived a vehicle propelled by a huge coiled

spring, the action being on the principle

The growth of the automobile industry

in the United States and in the world has

been nothing short of marvelous. About
ten years ago the first machine was put

upon the market, then quite crude and
uncertain. To-day it has developed into a

truly wonderful and beautiful machine,

capable of great speed and endurance.

From year to year the speed tests of

the racing machines show new records.

At Ormond, Florida, last spring a run of

283 miles was made in 276 minutes, being

more than a mile a minute for nearly five

hours. "And the end is not yet"
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George D. Prentice

A BRILLIANT KENTUCKY JOURNALIST

George Denison Prentice, a native of

Connecticut, was a genius, wit, poet

and journalist. A ready reader of books
when only four years old, he was familiar

with Homer and Virgil at the age of

fifteen. At Brown University he disting-

uished himself as a writer of prose and
verse, some of his best-known poetry hav-
ing been written before he graduated
from that institution. The practise of

law, which he attempted at the close of

his university career, was distasteful to

him, and he soon abandoned it, the court-

room, musty records and details of litiga-

tion being uncongenial to his poetic tem-
perament.
For a time he was editor of the Connec-

GEORGE D. PRENTICE

ticut "Mirror," and later was associated

with the poet, Whittier, in the publica-

tion of the "New England Weekly Re-
view." In 1830 he came to Kentucky to

write a "Biography of Henry Clay," a
work which he wrote in the home of his

idealized statesman, the "Sage of Ash-
land."

When Prentice came to Kentucky a
furious political warfare was being waged
between the Whigs and the Democrats.
Ten days after he had completed his "Bi-
ography of Henry Clay," the Whigs in-

vited him to Louisville to measure his
lance with that of a mighty adversary

—

Shadrach Penn, editor of the "Public Ad-
vertiser," champion of the Democracy,
and undisputed master in the Kentucky
field of journalism, especially in politics.

Fond of controversy, Penn had van-
quished the ablest editors who had dared
to enter the lists against him, among them
being the formidable Amos Kendall.
When Prentice issued the first number

of the Louisville "Daily Journal," No-
vember 24, 1830, it created an immense
sensation, convincing Whigs and Demo-
crats that in the "new Richmond in the
field" Penn was "up against" a foeman
worthy of his steel. Prentice introduced
a new style of journalism peculiarly his

own, his editorials being short paragraphs
distinguished for their wit and humor,
sarcasm and satire. Another writer said

:

"Prentice perhaps wrote more, and cer-

tainly wrote better, than any other jour-
nalist that ever conducted a daily paper
in this state. He made the 'Journal' one
of the most renowned papers in the land,
and many articles from his pen would
have done honor to the highest literary

"SEEING LONDON" IN 1831

periodical of the day. Under his guid-
ance the 'Journal' made and unmade the
poets, essayists and journalists who ap-
peared in the West for tl-e third of a cen-

tury which preceded his death. His wit,

his humor, and his satire were the best
friends and the worst enemies that as-

pirants to fame in his region could have.

As an author and poet Mr. Prentice had
few equals, but he was a journalist of pre-

eminent ability and versatility."

From the first, everybody, Whigs and
Democrats, read the "Journal." The Dem-
ocrats, if not subscribers, were borrowers,
and if they would not read for themselves,
their Whig neighbors would read aloud
for their delectation. In truth, Prentice
made things lively in old Kentucky. He
made every Kentuckian laugh at Shad
Penn, who for eleven years, however,
ably and- bravely withstood the terrible

weapons of his relentless adversary. Al-
though fond of controversy, his sensitive-

ness was such that the torture inflicted by
his foe's sallies of wit and ridicule drove
him from the field. He went to St. Louis,
where he established "The Reporter," a

journal that became a power in Missouri
politics. When he left Louisville Prentice
wrote of him kindly, saying he was an
able and sincere man, and that his re-

moval was a public calamity.

Personally Penn and Prentice were
close friends, both men being of like social

and convivial temperament. Of their so-

cial relations many amusing stories are
still current in Louisville and throughout
Kentucky. People outside of Louisville,

reading the "Journal" and the "Adver-
tiser," were constantly expecting to hear
of a tragedy—of a deadly combat between
the two editors. The citizens of Louis-
ville, however, who knew the habits and
close personal friendship of the men, ex-
pected nothing of the kind. The great
political adversaries clinked their glasses

socially and then separated to fight a ter-

rific battle in their journals, the warfare
creating a phenomenal demand for both.

Here in the borderland, where civil war
stirred the fiercest passions and many a

house was divided against itself, no man
wielded a more potent influence for the
Union than George D. Prentice. Indeed,
his pen was mightier than the sword in

preventing Kentucky from uniting her
destiny with that of the Confederate
States. He was a Gamaliel at whose feet

sat generals and statesmen, and the com-
mon people heard him gladly ; his editorial

paragraphs in the widely circulated "Jour-
nal" inciting many a gallant son of the

"dark and bloody ground" to march to

the music of the Union. To his sorrow,
however, the home of Prentice, like others,

was divided. His two sons, gallant and
brilliant, ignoring his teaching, followed
the Confederate banner, one of them, a
youthful officer, being killed in battle

while following the plume of the cavalry
chieftain, John H. Morgan.
While unceasingly and relentlessly using

his mighty pen against the South, Prentice
was a generous foe, performing many
deeds of kindness for individual Confed-
erate sufferers, a number of whom had
been his neighbors and associates. He
died January 21, 1870, when sixty-seven
years old. Thus, in the language of his

immortal poem.

Time, Time, the tomb-builder, holds his

fierce career,

Dark, stern and pitiless, and pauses not

• amid the

Mighty wrecks that strew his path, to sit and
Muse, like other conquerors, upon the fearful

Ruin he has wrought.
—George Dallas Mosgrove.

dutch sail wagons. 17th century

CLOCKWORK CHARIOT OF 17TH CENTURY TREVITHICK'S STEAM-CARRIAGE, 1802

Direct to You"
"Kalamazoos" are fuel savers.

—

They last a lifetime

—

Economical in all respects

—

They are low in price and high in quality

—

They are easily operated and quickly set up and made
ready for business

—

Buy from the actual manufacturer

—

Your money returned if everything is not exactly as
represented

—

You keep in your own pocket the dealers' and jobbers'
profits when you buy a Kalamazoo.

We Pay the Freight

Radiant Base Burner
High Grade Parlor

Heater for Hard Coal

We want to
prove to you
that you can-
not buy a bet-
ter stove or
range than the

Kalamazoo at any price.
We want to show you how and

wKy you save from 20$ to 40% in
buying direct from our factory.

If you think $5, or $10, or $40
worth
saving

Oak Stove Heater
For all kinds of fuel

All Kalamazoo cook
stoves and ranges are
fitted with patent oven
Thermometer which
makes baking and roast-
ing easy.

All Kalama-
zoo stoves and
ranges are guar-
anteed under a
binding, legal and thoroughly re-
sponsible $20,000 bond to be exact-
ly as represented.

All stoves blacked, polished and
ready for immediate use when you
receive them.
You won't need the help of an

expert to set them up in your home.

SEND POSTAL
FOR CATALOGUE NO. 183
Examine our complete line of stoves

and ranges for all kinds of fuel; note
the high quality; compare
our prices with others and
then decide to buy from
actual manufacturers and save
all middlemen's profits.
Catalog shows 267 styles

and sizes for all kinds of
fuel. Write now.
Sold on 360 Days Ap-

proval Test.

Kalamazoo Stove Co.

Royal Steel Range
For all kinds of fuel.

Manufacturers,
Kalamazoo, Mich. Handsomely Nickeled Monarch Cast

Iron Range. Forall kinds of fuel.

"The Recollection of Quality Remains
Long After the Trice is Forgotten. ^

Trade Mark Registered

mm
KIJffiR

Tools for Hard Work
Hold a Keen Kutter Saw in working position, and see how it fits the hand.
took along- the blade—see how thin—how perfectly it is ground and ham-
mered. Bend it so point touches handle, and it will spring back straight and
true. Strike it and hear it ring. Try it on a difficult cut—it will work fast

and clean. This is but one of the famous

ma KurrtR
Quality Tools

Try every known test on any Keen Kutter Tool—Saw, Chisel, Bit, Axe, Ham-
mer, Plane, and they will prove themselves true. Try the
temper, quality, and hang of the Keen Kutter Forks, Hoes,
Shovels, Trowels, Rakes, Manure-hooks, or other Farm and
Garden Tools, and they show themselves to be the best.

If not at your dealer's write us.

Tool Book Free.
SIMMONS HARDWARE COMPANY.

St. Louis and New York, V. S. A.

Two Ways of

Sausage Making After
sausage

i e as o n

,

the chopper
will be useful

every day in the
year for the prepara-
tion of other food.

Nothing can get
by the four-bladed,
revolving knife
and pass through
the perforated
plate of an Enter-
prise Chopper
without being
actually cut— the
cutting action Is

as positive as a pair
of shears.

Sold by dealers
in hardware and
housefurnish ings

.

MEAT AND

FOOD CHOPPER
Be sure the name "Enterprise" is on the machine you buy.

Write for the"Enterprising Housekeeper," a book of 200 choice recipes. Tells you dif-
ferent ways to lighten labor with the Enterprise Food Choppers, Sausage Stutters and

other kitchen conveniences. Sent free.

THE ENTERPRISE MFG. CO. OF PA., 201 DAUPHIN STREET, PHILADELPHIA. PA.

The right way is to use a
machine that cuts. That's
the Enterprise way.
Easy running and thor-
ough, even cutting,
just as coarse or as
fine as you want it.

That means good
sausage.
The wrong

way is with a
machine that
grinds and
crushes instead of
cutting. That
means hard, slow
work, and stringy,
uneven sausage.
Make your sausage
the right way
with the
Enterprise
Meat and
Food
Chop-
per. ENTERPRISE
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The Habit of Staying at Home
BY HILDA RICHMOND

Just why some faults and failings of

the human family should be per-

mitted to pose as virtues no one has
ever been able to find out, but when

they do, there is no getting rid of them.
To be economical is one of the greatest

and most necessary virtues, but when it

descends to stinginess, and still calls it-

self economy, there is slight hope that

the victim will ever see the error of his

ways. There are men who say they must
drink intoxicants to ward off consump-
tion, and so it goes through a long list of
vices that pass with some misguided peo-
ple as virtues.

Among these pernicious habits is that

of staying at home instead of mingling
with the members of the community.
There are women who actually boast that

they have not been to town for months,
and have no desire to go, but why they
should feel proud of this custom no one
knows. They will speak with contempt of
the neighbors who "gad about," never
thinking or caring that they themselves
are objects of pity instead of model
housekeepers and home-makers. Almost
every country neighborhood has two or
three women whom no one expects to go
visiting, to help with church and social

life, or to take part in the little doings of
the place. They are apart from the ordi-

nary housekeepers, and enjoy the distinc-

tion of being different.

Not long ago a woman died who had
not been away from home for years, ex-
cept occasionally, to funerals. She was a
soured, morose individual, with few peo-
ple to follow her to the grave, simply be-
cause she always held herself aloof from
her neighbors. When she could work she
boasted that no one ever caught her neg-
lecting her duties, and after the days
came when she simply sat about waiting
for the end, she had no friends to cheer
her. She was not so old when she died,

and many a neighbor who lived a normal,
life survives her still, happy and useful.

She made an idol of remaining at home,
and her worship of it was complete.
Like most other habits, the custom of

staying at home comes on gradually.
"

Sometimes the young wife and mother
thinks she will be very saving and thrifty,

so she neglects her wardrobe, and when
there is an occasion for leaving home she
has nothing to wear. It is never economy
to do without things one needs, but some
ladies find this out too late in life to do
any good. In these days of ready-made
suits and shirt-waists it is possible for

any woman to appear neatly dressed on
all occasions at small cost. One lady in

the country wore a ready-made skirt

three years without looking at all conspic-

uous, and always was trim and neat,

simply because the skirt was of good
quality, short enough to escape the
ground, and of a color that would do for

summer and winter. In summer she

wore wash waists, and in winter a pretty

silk so that she always was able to go
when she had an opportunity.

It is not only a privilege to go to

church, town and neighborhood gather-
ings, but a positive duty. I don't believe

it would be possible to find a woman
who boasts of staying at home constant-

ly who is either well or happy. Every
housekeeper will testify to the fact that a

rainy or stormy day that keeps the chil-

dren indoors a whole day is one of the

greatest trials a mother has to endure.
Many a mother groans when the children

or "men folks" are forced to sit around
the house a whole day, but she never
thinks what they have to suffer because
she sticks to the house too closely. Ill

health, bad temper and general cranki-

ness can be traced directly to the habit

of staying indoors too closely. By all

means go to town, whether you have
a real errand or not, and keep in touch
with the world about you. Visit your
neighbors in sickness and sorrow, but
visit them also when they are well. You
will gain more than you lose, and be able

to do your work better for having an
afternoon off.

The men of the family are usually too

sensible to acquire the habit of staying at

home. A city man at a country funeral

remarked that the men of a certain fam-
ily looked so fresh and vigorous, while
their wives were old and faded and care-
worn. He immediately set it down to

the fact that the women were over-
burdened * with work, but he was wrong.
These women rarely ventured beyond
their own dooryards, while their hus-
bands attended political and grange meet-
ings, went to town and mingled with
their fellow-men. As a result they soon
left their wives behind, mentally and
physically, for no one can keep in touch
with the world without mingling with
other mortals.

If clothes, or lack of them, are keeping
you at home, remedy the defect at once.

If it is merely laziness, break off sharply,

and compel yourself to take an interest in

life. Whatever may be the cause remove
it before it is too late and be a part of
the great happy world. People have ac-

tually gone insane from too much staying

at home and brooding over things that

never happened. Do a little "gadding"
yourself, and you will see why your hap-

py, healthy neighbors live longer than the
ones who stay at home and get more out
of life while they do live.

<5>

Doing Up the Quince

Quince Marmalade—Wipe the fruit,

remove the stem and blossom ends,

cut in quarters, remove the seeds; then
cut in small pieces. Put into a preserv-
ing-kettle, and add enough water to near-

ly cover the fruit. Cook slowly until soft.

Rub through a hair sieve, and add three
fourths of its measure of heated sugar.

Cook slowly twenty minutes, stirring oc-

casionally to prevent burning. Put into

sterilized jelly glasses.

Quince Honey—Pare and grate five

large quinces. To two cupfuls of boiling

water add five pounds of granulated
sugar. Stir over the fire until the sugar

lets on the top of the stove and two
drippers in the oven is about all that one
woman can see to. Lay on top of the
ham, when the jar is filled, an inverted
plate, on which place a bowl or dish that
will hold weights—one or two flat-irons

will do. Let the meat be pressed down
until morning, when everything but the
plate should be removed. Cover the plate

about one and one half inches 'with melted
grease. When hardened, tie up the jar

and the meat will keep indefinitely.

I generally use jars holding three or
four gallons, and tie up with cloth and
paper for covering, afterward placing a
board on top to keep away mice.

This work can be done in cold weather.
After the meat is smoked is not a busy
time, for the sausage is made and the lard
tried out. By the way, I know one farm-
er's wife who "puts down" delicious sau-
sage in this way, taking care not to cook
the cakes too well done, for the second
warming might harden them. This ap-
plys to ham, also.

When you begin to use the ham, after

you have taken out the first layer, it is

not necessary to replace the plate. Re-
move the meat evenly, cover again with

QUILT BLOCK
Drawn by Arthur J. Ransom

is dissolved, add the quinces, and cook
fifteen minutes. Turn into sterilized jelly

glasses. When cold it should be about
the color and consistency of honey.
Quince Jelly—Wipe the quinces, re-

move stem and blossom ends, cut in

quarters and remove the seeds. Put in a

graniteware preserving-kettle, and add
cold water to come nearly to the top of

the fruit. Cover, and cook slowly until

the fruit is soft. Mash and drain through
a coarse sieve; then allow the juice to

drip through a jelly-bag. Boil for twenty
minutes, add an equal quantity of heated

sugar, boil for five minutes, skim and
turn into jelly glasses. Let stand twenty-
four hours in a light place, then cover.

A Butchering Recipe

Until you have tried it you cannot

realize what a luxury it is to take up

meat that just needs warming. I have

had, by some change in the men's plans,

thrashers or shellers come to meals unex-

pectedly, and have furnished an abundance

of meat when there would not have been

time to dress chickens or get to town for

fresh beef.

To the farmer's busy wife this method
will appeal. After the hams are smoked,

slice and fry, cooking only enough to

make tender. Have jars ready, and when
you have fried a skilletful cover the bot-

tom of a jar to the depth of one inch

with melted grease. Then place the

cooked ham in layers in the jar. Cook
more, and repeat the operation till the

jar is filled to about two inches from the

top, you having added the grease from

the skillet from time to time. Two skil-

melted grease to the depth of an inch and
wipe off the inside of the jar to prevent
mold. Mrs. Denis E. Cooper.

<$>

Pumpkin Chips

Gut a firm, ripe pumpkin into very thin

pieces and cook in water in which a

piece of alum the size of a small hickory-

nut has been dissolved. Use only enough
water to cover the pumpkin. When
tender wash, drain, drop into a heavy
syrup and cook till clear; drain, put on a

platter, cook down the syrup and pour
over the pumpkin. Place in the sun or in

a warming oven until dry. A small piece

of root ginger and a sliced lemon im-

proves this delectable preserve.
<$>

Chocolate Pudding

Take a half pound of stale bread

crumbs. Boil to a smooth paste in a

pint and a half of milk. After removing

from the fire take a heaping teaspoonful

of butter and as much of cocoa ;
sugar to

taste and a few drops of vanilla. Add
three eggs beaten separately, first the

volks, then the whites beaten to a stiff

froth. Place in a buttered pudding-dish

and bake carefully. Serve with whipped

cream.
<5> ;

Cream Apple Pie

Make a rich paste and line the pans. In

the bottom of each mix a heaping

teaspoonful of flour with four tablespoon-

fuls of sugar; slice a layer of good cook-

ing apples over this and pour in rich

cream until the pan is nearly full.

Sprinkle cinnamon or nutmeg over the

top and bake in a brisk oven.

Household Pointers

"po clean knives easily, take a flat cork,
* dip it in very slightly moistened knife
powder, and with this rub till all stains
are removed. Afterward polish with a
duster.

The best way to remove ink stains that
have dried is to rub them with milk till

the stains fade away, changing the milk
as it becomes discolored. Afterward
rub with ammonia, to remove grease. Fresh
ink stains should be sprinkled with salt,

which absorbs the ink, and so prevents the
stain from spreading. Brush into a dust-
pan as soon as it is discolored, and
sprinkle with* fresh salt, removing in the
same way.
A musty metal teapot should be filled

with boiling water, and then have a red-
hot cinder dropped into it. Close the lid

and leave for a few minutes, and after-
ward rinse with clear water.
To remove grease spots from bool** lay

a piece of blotting paper under the leaf,

and spread powdered chalk over the place
where the grease spots will come. Lay
the leaf flat upon it, spread chalk on the
other side of the spot, lay blotting paper
over it, and iron. The chalk will absorb
the grease. The simplest way to clean a
dirty page is to place it in a flat dish and
cover with cold water. The sun will draw
out the stains, and the leaf must then be
slowly dried, but not in the sun, as this
would turn it yellow. Pencil marks can be
removed by rubbing with bread, or wash-
ing with a thin paste of flour and water.
Damp spots may be lightly touched with
spirits of wine, and when dry washed with
a weak solution of oxalic acid. But un-
less the remedy is applied in good time
damp spots are impossible to remove.

<S>

Pumpkin Bread

Sift sufficient corn-meal into a quart of
stewed pumpkin to make a stiff bat-

ter ; add one teaspoonful of salt and three
tablespoonfuls of sugar

;
put in a spider

or pan and bake slowly for three hours.
Our grandmothers baked this bread in

the coals in a Dutch oven, generally over
night, and served it warm for breakfast. .

<S>

Apple Shells

Cut off the top of the apple, being
careful to retain the stem. Scoop

out the contents, which may be used in

the salad, and place the shells in water
till wanted. After filling with salad, cover
with the top, to which a small apple twig
with leaves has been tied.

<s>

Keeping Grapes Through the Winter

An easy way of keeping grapes through
the winter is by packing them in

dry sawdust. By putting the sawdust in

an ordinary bake-oven it can be left till

thoroughly dry, but not scorched. Sea-

soned sawdust is preferable, but green

dust will do when dried by artificial heat.

Take only good stems of grapes and do

not allow them to touch each other in the

packing material. Put a layer of saw-

dust at the bottom of a good dry keg or

barrel, then put in a layer of grapes, then

a layer of sawdust two inches deep. Be
careful to shake the dust so as to com-
pletely cover every grape. Continue in

this manner until you have filled the bar-

rel. Put in a dry place, not too warm.
They will keep till late in the spring.

H. E. White.
<$>

In the Kitchen

Tea made with milk is delicious and
very nourishing. Warm the pot, put

in the tea, and see that the milk is abso-

lutely boiling before pouring it on. Let

stand two minutes and it is ready.

The way to soften eggs that have (by

mistake) been boiled too long is to get a

basin of cold water, put in the eggs, and

leave them for about half a minute, which
will not only soften them, but improve the

flavor.

Every kitchen should have a jar of

browned flour for coloring gravies and
soups. To prepare this, place a quart of

flour at a time in a Yorkshire pudding-tin,

in a moderate oven, and stir it about at

intervals till brown. Keep the jar well

covered and dry.

If soot falls on carpet, cover it thickly

with dry salt, then sweep it up quickly,

and it will leave no stain. The most satis-

factory method of sprinkling clothes is to

use a good whisk broom.
To clean trays, shake a little flour on

them, then take a clean, soft duster and

rub lightly, which will remove all spots.

Rust on a stove may be removed with

kerosene. Wash well with a woolen cloth

wet with kerosene. Use an old brush on

the grooves and ornamental parts. Let

the stove stand a day, and then repeat the

washing. Finally rub dry with a woolen

cloth, then polish with stove blacking.

Mix stove blacking with vinegar; this

will make the blacking stick better, and

also give a better polish.
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Forgotten Pets

Last summer some children were play-

ing prison with the pet dog for the

occupant of the tiny jail, when the

mother called them into the house.

One thing and another claimed their at-

tention until bedtime, and nothing more

was thought of the poor dog till a dole-

ful, feeble bark—the play jail was quite

a distance from the house—reminded

them of their carelessness. The poor

animal had been twenty-four hours with-

out food or water on a sultry July day,

.

and was nearly dead from thirst. Surely

when the family dog or cat does not ap-

pear in the evening some search should

be made, or at least an inquiry concern-

ing the whereabouts of the missing pet.

At a health-resort a lady noticed a fine

collie dog near her cottage that acted very

strangely; She tried to feed it, but it

was very wild and would never touch a

bone or bit of food she threw out She
thought it very strange that it eagerly

lapped milk and water but refused even

the most tempting bones. At last her

son made friends with the animal and
finally caught it. In patting its head and
neck he discovered that when a - puppy
someone had put a collar about its neck

and the poor thing was nearly choked.

The hair and flesh were worn away, and
its windpipe was actually visible. So
deeply was the leather imbedded in the

flesh that it was necessary to cut the

collar very carefully at the back, and
then it was impossible to take it off. The
lady poured on a liberal supply of oil

and day by day added more to heal and
loosen the cruel band. The dog rolled

on the ground and whined for pure

gratitude as day by day the wound
healed. At last the collar came off and
the dog is now the devoted companion of

the boy who discovered the injury.

Upon making inquiries it was found

that the owner had gone away, leaving

the dog to its fate, and no one had ever

thought to care for it. As the collar be-

came imbedded in the flesh the dog grew
more and more shy, and no one dreamed
of trying to tame it until the lady took

pity on the forlorn creature. If the peo-

ple who thoughtlessly left it to suffer,

could have seen the rapture of the poor
thing when the cruel band was at last

removed, their hearts would have ached
to think of the useless suffering they

had • caused*. Many people allow children

to tie strings around the necks of cats,

never thinking the strings may become
entangled and the cats starve. Teach the

little ones that it is dangerous to leave

any sort of bands on the necks of animals
when they are allowed to run out of

doors, for it is not always possible to

hunt up strays.

We are all familiar with stories of peo-

ple who go away for the summer, leav-

ing the cats or dogs shut in the empty
house. Because these cases are common
they are none the less cruel, and the

house should be thoroughly searched be-
fore it is closed. A good plan is to pro-

vide for the pets of the family, and see

that they are safely shut up at the home
of the person who is to keep them the
day before the family leaves. For many
reasons it is not pleasant to come home
and find a dead animal in the house, and
it is well to take all precautions. If the

pets are to go along see that they are

securely boxed or tied to avoid trouble.

A little boy of my acquaintance still

mourns the death of his pet dog that

lost its life through the carelessness of the

child's mother. She concluded it was all

nonsense to pay the baggageman to care
for the animal, so she smuggled it into

the coach in a* wrap, carefully hiding it

whenever one of the train-men came in.

The frisky dog got tired of staying under
cover, and the mother, chatting with a
friend, forgot all about it. It ran toward
the open door just as the train was start-

ing out of a station, with the small boy in

pursuit, and just as it reached the plat-

form a sudden lurch threw it under the
swift wheels. The mother was in time
to grasp the excited boy, who would have
plunged after his pet, but the poor dog
was crushed in a moment.
A lady decided her handsome parrot

was cold, so she set the cage on the edge
of the hot-air register, intending to re-
move it in a few moments." Instead she
wandered about the house doing odd
chores and at last went out the back way
to a neighbor's, where she remained all

afternoon, coming back in time to find
the poor thing suffocated. The fire in
the furnace was hotter than she supposed,
and the cage was too far in the stream
of heat, as she had neglected to remove
the heavy paper which had been used to
protect the cage from the frosty window.
She wept and wailed over her loss, but
the bird could not be brought back to
life. She seemed to think she was the
only sufferer in the case, and the loss a
financial one, when the poor bird must
have been in misery a long time. Too

many people do not consider the life of

a bird or dumb animal very valuable, but
such persons should never keep pets.

Children are prone to forget all about
their pets, and should be watched very
closely. They will shut them up in out-

of-the-way places, forget to feed and
water them, tie them to stakes or fences

when they do not want them to follow,

ATTRACTIVE COLLAR-AND-CUFF SET

leave pet rabbits to the mercies of dogs
and cats, and in various ways treat the

poor things cruelly. They are not by
nature mean and fiendish, but simply

careless. See to it that the family pets

are accounted for day by day, and teach

the children how dreadful it is to suffer

from hunger and thirst. If your memory
is poor, or you do not want to look after

the little creatures, leave pets for humane
people to enjoy. Hilda Richmond.

<$>

Attractive Collars and Cuffs

Every woman appreciates the luxury of

having an ample supply of collars

and cuffs; for nothing stamps one more
quickly as a refined gentlewoman than

always appearing with freshly laundered,

pristine white linen. To be thus supplied

means the outlay of no small sum if one
is not blessed with nimble and capable

fingers. However, a majority of us can
embroider a little, at least sufficient to

make up simple designs of plain over-and-

over work or eyelets and ovals.

These may be purchased stamped ready
to work, or by a little extra effort a large

number of us are able to originate our
own designs, and add just so much to the

worth of the finished article because of

the individuality incorporated, to say
nothing of the greatly lessened expense.
The set of collars and cuffs shown is so

simple in detail that anyone can copy
them readily. The cuffs are of the wide
variety, suitable for wrist or elbow sleeves

or for jacket wear. One collar is of the

stock pattern. The same design may be

used on a coat or cape collar or a turnover.

The work consists of buttonholed edges,

eyelets and solid star-like figures.

The vogue of the little turnover collar

seems lasting, and one cannot but ap-

preciate the reason for this when its gen-
eral usefulness is taken into account. A
dainty, easily followed design on a collar

of this variety is also shown. It may have
cuffs to match, if desired.

Either of the designs shown work up
well on ecru linen or gray crash, although
the white is better suited to all-round

usage. The designs are both very pretty

when used as an edge to the little Eton

f 1

NURSERY QUILTS

jackets, which may be developed in pink,

blue, biiff or green linen, if a color is

liked. Self-colored or white cotton floss

is used for the embroidery. These jackets,

with skirts to match, are highly favored
this season, and any amount of handwork
is lavished upon them. When time is an
object some such design as these will be
appreciated, because of the speed with
which it may be carried out.

Mae Y. Mahaffy,

Nursery Quilt

"pwo designs are here given for a child's
* quilt. One with Noah's Ark animals,

the other a border of dolls. These fig-

ures are cut from plain blue gingham or
percale, and with applique arranged upon
a square of muslin of the size desired for

the quilt.

Turn back a hem three or four inches

all around the quilt
;

place a four-inch

border of blue around the square, so that

one edge of the border will lap over the

raw edge of the hem, and one row of

stitching will do for both. Above this

plain border place a row of figures cut

out of blue cloth, either as a border, or

scattered over the square. The latter way
is the most pleasing.

The dolls are cut by folding a five or

six inch strip of the blue, and cutting the

dolls through, so that when the folds are

shook out the dolls are holding hands,

forming a circle. Individual ideas can
be carried out, both in color and design,

and prove a delight to the small boy or

girl, especially if he or she should be a

convalescent. Heister Elliott.

McGLnty

This comical little fellow has the

power to amuse old as well as young
folks. He can be made at home of scraps

of different colored cloths. The one il-

lustrated has a cap of red, coat olive

green, vest light green, and trousers of

brown check quilting. Gold buttons orna-

ment the back of his coat. The hands
and feet are of chamois. For the head
and body, -take a clean, stiff cuff, six

inches around and four inches long;

sew it securely and make eyes, nose and
chin of black water color, lips and cheeks
of pink. Cover the lower end of the cuff

with the four-inch circular piece of cloth

;

gather it around and sew to the cuff.

Conceal the stitches with a narrow band
of the pants goods. Buttonhole stitch

around the coat, sleeves and legs with

McGINTY—A CLEVER PLAYTHING FOR
THE BABY

green floss, and work a fancy stitch on
the vest. Ornament with small buttons

and place two of the same buttons on the

coat at the waist-line.

Sew the leg pieces with the foot of

chamois on the end in position under the

vest. Place the coat with the arms in

right place, and sew around the top of the

cuff so that the cap will conceal the

stitches. Under the cap at the back sew
a fringe of black ostrich feather for hair.

Place within the cuff a large crystal

marble, four or five inches in circum-

ference, the weight of the marble rolling

in the cuff causes the little fellow to act

in a very amusing manner. Knock him
over and he will immediately resent the

insult by popping up again. Placed at

the top of a board on an incline, he will

roll down and cause great amusement.
When several McGintys are sent down a

board in this manner the fun is increased.

Heister Elliott.

Method in Housework

No one can make a success of any great

work without following a well regu-

lated system. Method is the most
essential thing in any profession, and

housekeepers are the only class of people

who do not know this.

Did you say "housework is not a pro-

fession? My sister, it is the highest
profession in this enlightened land of
ours. It will be the easiest, and at the
same time the most successful one, when
the women will have learned to work
systematically. To have an orderly and
intelligent plan of work for every day and
every week and every season is the only
right way.
System is a great labor-saving device,

and order must be the first law in the
homes. How very many steps are saved
by living up to the rule, "a place for
everything and everything in its place."

Too often the house-mother wastes her
energy and makes her life miserable by
neglecting to plan out her work. The
wise one maps out her work ahead of
time, and when the time comes she carries
it to successful completion without haste
or worry.
Have a regular routine and follow it in

detail, except when something unusual
happens to hinder. Of course there are
many times when system must be elastic.

I know a tired little woman—and you
all have seen one like her—who hurries
and works from morning till night and
never catches up with her work. She
never finds time to read, to visit with
her husband, or to play with the children.
She says she does not have time to plan,
but does with her might what her hands
find to do. She is growing old and cross,

but she does not know it. I know
another whose work is equally as hard,
but she appreciates the value of method
and does lots of planning with pad and
pencil. Her work never drags. It is

done easily and well, and there are no
"left-overs" to trouble her. Her husband
calls her his "little sweetheart," and they
have been married eleven years. Her
sons have her for their chummiest chum.

M. P. C.
<5>

Indian Pudding
Ccald a quart of milk. Beat a scant
^ cupful of corn-meal with a cupful of
molasses and a teaspoonful of salt and stir

into the boiling milk. Let it cook ten or
fifteen minutes, then set aside to cool.

Add half a pint of cold milk, a heaping
teaspoonful of butter, a little allspice or
cloves and cinnamon, and two well-beaten
eggs. Pour this mixture into a well-
buttered baking-dish and cook in a steady
oven three or four hours—the longer the
better. When the pudding has baked
nearly an hour pour over it half a pint of
cold milk, which must not be stirred, but
allowed to soak in gradually. The pud-
ding requires in all three pints of milk,
and should be allowed to stand nearly
half an hour after it is taken from the
oven before it is served. In baking, if

it should become too brown, cover with a
pan or thick plate.

<s>

Apple Cobbler
r>EEL and core eight medium-sized ap-
* pies. Arrange in a baking-dish and
fill the cores with sugar. Make a batter

of three cupfuls of milk, three ounces of

flour and four eggs well beaten. Pour
over the apples and bake until the fruit is

done. Serve with any preferred pudding-
sauce. The easiest to prepare, and one
of the best, is sweetened cream sprinkled

with nutmeg.
<S>

Cheese Cake

To make one take two eggs, half a cup-

ful (scant) of sugar, one cupful of

cottage cheese, two teaspoonfuls of

flour, pinch of salt; beat well together,

then add one and a half or two cupfuls of

milk, depending on the size of the cup.

Prepare a nice rich crust (ordinary pie

crust-) line the pan, then pour in the

above mixture. Place four or five small

pieces of butter about the size of a peanut

on top. Bake in an oven heated as you
would for any custard.

<S>

Apple Custard

Use five eggs, well beaten, to a quart of

milk. Stir in a pint of apple-sauce,

sweeten and flavor to taste, and bake care-

fully. Set the custard into a pan of water
in the oven to prevent burning.

<S>

Peach Kisses

Pare large, ripe freestone peaches.

Cut in halves ; remove the seed. Into

each cavity place a marshmallow. Sprinkle

with sugar, set on ice and cover with

whipped cream.

Eclaires

Put half a cupful of butter and half a

cupful of boiling water in a sauce-

pan, and place on front of the range. As
soon as boiling point is reached, add one

cupful of flour (all at once) and stir vig-

orously until mixture is smooth. Remove
from fire and add four unbeaten eggs,_one

at a time, beating until thoroughly mixed
between the addition of the eggs. Shape
mixture on a buttered sheet four and one

half inches long by one inch wide, and
bake twenty-five minutes 121 a moderate
oven. Split, fill and frost.
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Old Blind Fan

et up, you lazy brute \" said the

man who was leading an old
horse past the house where
Bruce and Amy lived. "Get up,

I say!" He jerked the strap cruelly, and
the old blind horse nearly fell down.

"Mister, what are you going to do with
that poor horse?" asked -Bruce, as the man
grew very angry and had to let the poor
animal rest.

"Take her out here and shoot her,"

said the man, shortly.

"You mean, wicked thing!" said Amy,
shaking her small fist at the man. "I'll

tell my pa on you, and he'll have vou put
in jail."

"It's the best thing that can happen to

the old plug, children," said the man,
turning red. "She's blind and lame, and
can't do a day's work any more."
"And then you shoot her," said Bruce,

while Amy burst into tears. "Why don't

you put her in a nice field, and let her get
fat and well?"
"Pshaw ! she won't live a month. She'll

be better off dead than with someone
beating her."

"You just put her into our field," said

Bruce. "Amy and I will pump water for

her, and she can have all the grass she
wants."
The man looked all around and could

see no one in sight. He was a stranger
in the town, and thought if he put the ol'd

mare in a pasture no one would know the
difference, and it would be easier than
burying her. "Come, Fan," he said more
gently than at first, "you're going to have
two children to look after you now." He
took the halter off her head and hurried
away as fast as he could, while the poor
animal began eating the tender grass as if

half-starved.

When the children's papa came home he
looked grave over their story, but the

earnest little voices touched his heart. He
went with them to look at old Fan, and
filled their hearts with joy when he told

them they might keep her.

All that summer they worked faithfully,

keeping the trough filled with clear, cool
water, and Fan enjoyed the grass and
shade to the utmost. She would eat out
of their hands, and seemed always grate-

ful for the apples and sugar they gave
her. I wish every poor old horse could
have such a place of rest during the last

da#s of its life as blind Fan had that hot
summer.
"Papa said he'd build a little place for

Fan in the straw-shed this winter," said

Bruce one morning, when it seemed a
little cool in the autumn. "Don't you
think she's getting nice and fat?"

"She's the nicest horse in the world,"
said Am}'. "I wonder why she don't

come for her drink this morning."
The children cried when they found old

Fan stretched out under the willows,
never to come to the trough again, but
they were glad her last summer had been
so nice and peaceful. Whenever they see

a poor old horse, they ask the owner of
it to be as kind as they were to Fan, and
sometimes the men are more gentle and
patient.—Michigan Christian Advocate.

A Clever Parlor Trick

«i'h glad we're having such a long
* storm," said Lucy, looking content-

edly out of the window at the pouring
rain ; "it gives us so many days to have
fun with Uncle Bob. What's the game
to-day, Uncle?"

"Well, you children seem to think my
supply of tricks inexhaustible. However,
I know a good parlor trick," said Uncle
Bob thoughtfully. "It's a first-rate one,

but you'll have to hunt around for some
things to do it with."

"What sort of things?" asked Lucy.
"Oh, nothing difficult to procure. You

will need to get three empty boxes, with

covers, and mark them A, B and C ; then

three little things colored red, white and
blue, one of each, and finally twenty-four
counters."
The children quickly procured these

things.

"Now," said Uncle Bob, "we'll begin.

Set your three boxes in a row on the

table—A, B and C. Now, while I close

my eyes and turn my back to you, put one
ball in each box and close the boxes."

The children put the blue ball in box
•A, the red ball in box B, and the white
ball in box C.

"Very well," said Uncle Bob, still keep-

ing his back turned. "Now, in the box
with the red ball place one counter, in

the box with the white ball place two
counters, and in the box with the blue

bail place three counters."

The order was carefully executed.

"Next," went on the instructor, still not

turning round, "listen carefully and make
no mistake. In box A put as many
counters as there are already, in box B
put twice as many counters as are there

already, and in box C put four times as

many counters as are there already."

The Young People

Lucy and Fred did exactly as they were
told.

"Are the boxes tightly closed?" asked
Uncle Bob.
On being told they were he opened his

eyes, turned round, and walked to the
table.

"The blue ball is in box A," he said,

"the red ball is in box B, and the white
ball is in box C."

"Well !" exclaimed Lucy, "it's worth
getting boxes and balls together to learn

such a trick as that! How did you do it?"

"I believe you saw them through the

pasteboard !" said Fred.
"No, my eyes aren't X-rays," returned

his uncle. "But I'll tell you how to do
it—only I warn you the explanation is

more complicated than the trick. It all de-

pends on this formula."
Red White

1 A .. B
2 B .. A
3 ...... A .. C
5 B .. C
6 C .. A
7 ................ C .: B

"You see, I always opened my eyes and
turned back to the table before I an-

nounced which boxes contained the balls.

Of course, I could not see into the closed

boxes, but I gathered my information
from the counters on the table left out of

the twenty-four. There will always be
left either one, two, three, five, six or

seven. By means of the formula we
know that if one counter is left on the

table, the red ball is in A and the white
in B ; if two counters are left, the red ball

is in B and the white in A; if three are

left, the red is in A and the white in C;
and so on. The blue ball is ' not con-
sidered in the formula, because having
learned the position of the red and white
balls, the blue one is, of course, in the

other box. The formula is not difficult to

learn, and a little practice will make you
adept at the game."

How to Make a Bishop's Miter

Acap in the shape of a bishop's miter
may be made of paper by the simple

process here given. It is quickly and
easily constructed, the material consisting

entirely of a square piece of paper. Any
kind of paper wilf answer the purpose,

but of course if it is colored or figured

a more fanciful effect may be produced.
Note these directions, and follow them
carefully.

Fold the corners (Fig. 1, S, D, B, C)
of a square piece of paper over, toward
the center (O). Turn the paper around
and fold over the middle (Fig. 2). Turn

is y
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the upper flap (T) down, fold over the
dotted line, and repeat this with the lower
flap, when the shape of the paper will be
as shown in Fig. 3.

Now the one (upper) flap (Fig. .3, T)
is turned back in its old position (Fig. 4,

P), whereupon the corners D and E (Fig.

4) should be folded over the vertical

dotted lines toward L. Then by joining
the corners P and V (Fig. 4) the miter
is finished.

Where Pontes Run Wild

"There is probably only one place in this

country where ponies run wild, and
are captured every year by being driven
into pens. This place is a long narrow
island, known as the Core Banks, which
lies off the coast of North Carolina, be-

tween Core Sound and the sea. Here the

Banker ponies, that make such good lit-

tle _ steeds for small riders and drivers,

live and breed and run wild until they are

captured and brought to market.
It is over three hundred years since the

ancestors of the Banker ponies were left

on the Core Banks. These ancestors were
fine large horses. It is not certainly

known who first brought horses to this

The Puzzler
The Pictures Below Suggest the Names of Six Popular Works of Fiction

Answer to Harvest Puzzle : Thrasher, Sheaves, Wind Stacker, Windrows,
Raking, Hay Ladders

coast, nor when. But they came from
Europe, for there were no horses on this

continent till the white men came. The
island was not inhabited then.; and, be-
sides the life-saving men at Cape Lookout,
few persons live on it to this day.
The horses had to shift for themselves.

They had only the marsh grass to eat,

and they had no shelter at all; so, grad-
ually they became smaller, under these
bad conditions. They grew long, shaggy
coats of hair to protect them from the
cold and rain, and their hoofs became
larger than is usual with horses, because
of their wading through the sand and
marshy places. All the surface Water on
the island is salt or brackish; but the
horses have learned to paw down below
the surface of the sand until they reach
the fresh water below. They literally dig
little wells, from which to drink; and
while they have lost size, they have be-
come strong and hardy, able to endure
cold, and thrive under conditions where
large well-bred horses could hardly live.

The ponies run wild, with no care save
such as they take of themselves, and up to

a few years ago a Banker pony belonged
to whoever caught it. Now, however, they
have a market value ; and they have been
claimed and branded, and are the property
of various owners, who round them up
once a year to brand the colts and select

ponies for the market.
These round-ups are called pony pen-

nings. At one of the narrowest parts of
the island a strong fence is built clear

across from sound to ocean. This fence
has one gap in it, through which the
ponies are driven into a stout pen. A line

of men moves forward across the island,

driving the ponies toward the fence and
the entrance to the pen.

When the animals are closely bunched
and pretty near the pen, the beaters rush
forward with wild yells, waving their

arms, and start the little creatures run-
ning. On they rush, pell-mell, over the
sand, kicking, squealing, jumping, but
keeping as far as they can- ahead of the
line of beaters, until at last making a dash
for liberty, they pass through the wide
gates, and are in the pen.

Here it is that the real work of the
day begins. In a pen not more than a

hundred feet square two hundred ponies
will sometimes be gathered. They are of

all ages, from the old ponies that have
been the heroes of many penning's, to the
little new colts trotting, scared and wild,

'beside their mothers. If there are any
colts more than a year old that do not
bear any brand, they become the property
of whoever can catch and brand them

;

but the young colts belong to the owners
of their mothers, and are usually branded
at the spring penning.

It takes a strong, quick man to catch

and subdue a full-grown Banker pony.

The wild, unbroken creature plunges and
lashes out with its sharp hoofs and bites

at its would-be captor so vigorously as to

make the work both exciting and danger-
ous. The man knows that it is the safest

to be close to the pony, so close that it

cannot kick him or strike him ; so he

sticks at the side of his intended captive,

and, after many attempts, generally suc-

ceeds in getting a rope slipped tight about

its neck. Once haltered, it is not usually

long before the little horse is thrown and
secured, and weariness finally subdues it.

It is not difficult to train the Banker
ponies to saddle and harness. They are

particularly good saddle horses, easy in

their gaits, with splendid speed and en-

durance. The ponies are used to hard-

ship, scant fare, and no shelter; but they

improve constantly under good care.

They grow handsomer and more spirited,

and if they find that they can love and

trust their young owners, they are the

happiest, most delightful pets boys and

girls can • have.—Sunday Magazine.
3>

Listeners Never Hear Any Good of

Themselves

Three little crickets, sleek and black,

Whose eyes with mischief glistened,

Climbed up on one another's back

And at a keyhole listened.

The topmost one cried out, "Oho!
I hear two people speaking

!

I can't quite see them yet, and so

—

I'll just continue peeking."

Soon Dot and grandma he could see-
Tea-party they were playing;

And as he listened closely, he

Distinctly heard Dot saying:

"This pretty little table here

Will do to spread the treat on;

And I will get a cricket, dear
(>

For you to put your feet on."

The cricket tumbled down with fright;

"Run for your life, my brothers!

Fly, flv!" He scudded out of sight,

And" so did both the others.

—St. Nicholas.

1
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The Sense of Honor

There are many things which no one

calls wrong, yet in doing them we
are conscious of an uneasy sense of

falling below the standard of perfect

hor> or.

They are mostly acts born of thought-

lessness or curiosity, or even idleness,

and it is just because of this that the

high-minded mother can impress her ideas

of honor upon her little ones by her

daily example and daily precept.

A step is made in the right direction

when a child is taught to restrain his

curiosity about other people's affairs.

This will prove a good foundation for the

future sense of honor, since to curiosity

many little acts of meanness and under-

handedness owe their birth.

Children should be trained, too, to be

trustworthy in word and in deed. Secrets

should be told them—not very important

ones at first, perhaps—and they should be

encouraged to keep them sacred, a be-

trayal being treated with the stern and
bitter contempt which is so much worse
than any punishment.
The habit of petty pilfering, which so

often goes on in the home pantry, should

be considered and treated as a breach of

trust.

It is not hard to make the youngest
child recognize the difference between the

taking of things from the grocer's—which
is a rear theft—and the taking of them
from the family reserve put aside for the

common use, and in a measure under the

care of all. Tnis last is a breach of the

trust mother placed in him, and is a dis-

honor to the culprit.

Another small way in which our care-

lessness may make the children careless

is in our attitude toward the letters we
receive. Of course, we say that the con-
tents of a letter are sacred, and yet we
do not hold them so always. We too
often read a letter or tell its contents

before those in whom the writer would
not have confided were choice possible,

and surely there is lack of honor in this.

A grown person is not apt to read a

letter addressed to another. Of those
who would read it and take advantage of

its contents it is not necessary to speak
here ; but many who would scorn to do
this would not acknowledge the meanness
of finding out some private or personal
affair of an acquaintance and making it

the subject of gossip.

The temptation of the letter and the bit

of gossip is pretty sure to come some
time, and is often too strong to be resist-

ed if there has been no training in the be-
lief that a correspondence is hemmed in

by stronger bolts and bars than those of
iron.

We all need—men and women alike

—

more of the sense of honor in our lives,

and women especially need it in these

small matters; but no increase of this

grace can be looked for until we realize

—and teach our children from the cradle

up—that honor is a virtue in itself, like

cleanliness or bravery, and is not a qual-
ity which we may use when we please or
neglect at will.—Public Ledger.

«>

An Unappreciated Virtue

We read of silence in heaven, but there

is no record that hell has ever known
it. Earth would be more heavenly if

there were more frequent "flashes of

silence." There may be regret because of

unwise silence, but far more numerous
and painful are the remembrances of

foolish and hurtful speech. We have
given so much attention to the power of
speech that we have almost lost sight of

the wonderful influence of silence.

The convincing eloquence of patient

quiet should have more consideration as

a means of grace. We manifest Christ by
our earnest plea for right, and our brave
rebuke of wrong; but there are expe-
riences where words are weak, when it is

far better for the light to shine in be-

. neficent stillness. The fog-horn has its mis-
sion, but the ministry of the lighthouse

needs no argument. It is a wonderful ac-

complishment, this saying the right word
at the right time, but no less wonderful
is the restraint where nothing should De

said. It is no easy matter to know "the

time to keep silence," but if that time is

sacredly observed the result will be of far-

reaching benefit. The rest in music is no
mean part of the melody. The power of
our speech is according to the wisdom of
our silence.

The silence of Jesus made Pilate marvel.
It was not the quiet of fear, nor of weak-
ness, but of courage and power. His
silence was part of his teaching. Aaron,
who could speak well, was passed by, and
Moses, who was "slow of speech," was
chosen for the leadership of Israel. "He
that hath knowledge spareth his words."
Volubility evidences shallowness. John
Wanamaker's partner, Mr. Ogden, says
that the habit of talking too much is one
of the most common causes of business
failure.

Sunday Reading
What the Good Samaritan said has been

made the text of many a sermon, but what
the worthy Samaritan refrained from say-

ing is even more remarkable, and more
condemnatory of the priest and Levite.

He was an apt student who, having heard
the words, "I will take heed unto my
ways that I sin not with my tongue," re-

fused further lessons until he had learned
the first more thoroughly. Years passed,
and he said he was still busy over the
same difficult problem. The art of silence

cannot be "learned in twelve easy les-

sons." To "smile and make no sign" in

the hour of contradiction, to present the
unanswerable argument of wise silence is

a matter of slow attainment. The very
difficulty proves its worth. The overflow
of the heart finds expression in speech,
but the greater power of the silent depths,
though unspoken, exerts untold influence.
Peter well remembered the words of his
Master, but the memory of that night
when "the Lord turned and looked upon"
him was an abiding reminder of the folly

of self-confidence.

Were we more desirous of being than of
saying our speech would be more force-
ful and our silence more sacred. What-
ever the power of speech there is a limit
to its emphasis. Silence leads forth into
the infinite. "My little children," wrote
the apostle of love, "let us not love in
word, neither in tongue, but in deed and
in truth."

The silent force of character is a con-
stant rebuke of wrong, an unfailing in-
spiration to the right, and to needy souls
a supply of strength through the wondrous
power of wordless sympathy. "While I

was musing the fire burned, then spake I"—he spoke when it was fitting—his silence
made speech effective. Our pledges to
"testify" should be supplemented by in-
clusion of judicious silences as a form
of testimony. Quaint George Herbert
pleaded that man would "speak fitly or
be silent wisely." Many would really say
more if they would talk less.—H. R.
Goodchild in the Presbyterian Banner.

The Oratory

Still in the vaulted temple of my heart
There is an oratory thine alone
A sweet, hushed, sacred chantry all

thine own.
There will I fly when I would be apart
To dream and dream, for there I know

thou art,

Albeit I see thee not. There is thy
throne;

There art thou crowned, and as at
altar-stone

Fain would I kneel and let the day de-
part!

While this remains I cannot lose thee,
dear,

Though countless centuries between
us roll;

Though earth dissolves, and planets dis-
appear,

And all the splendor of the starry
scroll

Dies out of heaven, what room is there
for fear?

Love still shall answer love, soul call

to soul!

—Julia C. R. Door.
«>

God Took Him at His Word

Astory is told of a distinguished classi-

cal scholar in India. He had a
thorough knowledge of four of the prin-

cipal languages of Europe. Besides
this, he was a fine musician. In his

early manhood he was a skeptic and a

pessimist At last, however, there came
to him a great experience which made
him feel the need, and ultimately see the
truth of immortality. One night he wrote
these words : "If there is one above all

who notices the desires of men, I wish
He would take note of this fact, that if

it please Him to make known His will

concerning me, I should think it my high-
est privilege to do that will, wherever it

might be and whatever it might involve."

It was a cry out of darkness, and not
long after Jesus Christ became to him the

peace and enthusiasm of his being.

Soon there grew up in him a new
sense of obligation to humanity. He was
led to leave wealth for poverty, to give

up a luxurious home for a mud-walled
hut, to break away from the cultured and
friendly, and go and see to the needs of
the ignorant and uncivilized. He went
to India, and for forty years he dwelt
among the people of that land. Persecu-
tion, epidemic, and almost intolerable

heat could not drive him away from
Bombay's crowded streets. During all

these years the thin, frail man spent him-

self in unwearied self-denial, among a

people who were very often irresponsive

and violently hostile. He was consumed
with a passion for bettering the people

among whom he lived, and the time came
when he laid down his life on their be-

half. That is the enthusiasm which has
been, and still is displayed by many
toward the dark and benighted heathen.

—Illustrated Missionary News.

Object Lessons in the United States Army
I n the exercise of its legal and judicial

* powers, the army of the United States

has recently taken drastic measures with
some of its officers. A certain lieutenant

forsook his Filipino wife and child, with
the intention of marrying an American
girl to whom he had been engaged. A
sergeant was guilty of different, yet

similar conduct. Both of these men have
been placed under the ban, suitable pun-
ishment meted, and the object lesson

placed before American soldiers and Fili-

pino subjects, that American civilization

and enterprise stand for certain funda-
mental and persistent moral principles.

The plea made for the misconduct of

these men, was that of accommodation.
They naturally fell in with the loose

customs of the place, and did obeisance

to the god of the land. Very properly,

this was regarded and pronounced by the

supreme authority, to be no palliation of

the offense. Indeed, does not this make
the wrong more heinous?
The first fact to be impressed on the

minds of that untutored people, is that

of the benign intention of this country.

A few events violating fundamental prin-

ciples of society, will do more to make
those people suspicious of our designs,

than long instruction of many secular and
religious teachers will be able to correct.

The protest of our government, when se-

verely taken to task for what many con-
sidered unwarrantable conquest, was that

we purposed "benevolent assimilation"

and the spread of the spirit of liberty.

The greater the necessity then, that the
line be sharply drawn between liberty and
license. The Eastern mind confuses the

two, and much earnest effort will be re-

quired to make clear where this winding
line takes its course.

Again, all men at length are most deep-

ly impressed by character. The Filipinos

should be left in no doubt as to the con-
ditions begetting best qualities.

Turbulence is most stirred where just

grievance is felt. "He is thrice armed
who hath his quarrel just." A few dis-

plays of so gross conduct will furnish

our army with a larger and less worthy
job. If the Filipinos are to be qualified

for self-government, they must learn from
our representatives that self-government
is a farce without individual government
of self. Indeed, changed conditions make
more glaring and deplorable the offenses

cited.—Baptist Commonwealth.

The Desire to Accommodate

There is nothing people appreciate more
than being served by those who really

enjoy accommodating them. What a com-
fort, at a strange hotel especially, to be

served by those who seem anxious to

please us, who seem to take real pleasure

in making us feel at home and comfort-

able ! There is no one quality which will

help youth along more rapidly than the

cultivation of this desire to please, to ac-

commodate. It appeals to everybody; it

creates a good impression.

A sourly impudent Pullman porter often

destroys the pleasure of a whole journey
on a train. An impudent clerk in a hotel

office can make everybody in the house
uncomfortable, and such service is dear,

even if it could be had for nothing.

It is noticeable that a boy who always
tries to help wherever he can and to make
everybody comfortable, who is accom-
modating in everything, is very popular,

and, other things being equal, most likely

to be promoted.—Success.

<e>

Preachers and Politics

Some people seem to think that the
preacher of the gospel is another sort

of being from the ordinary mortal. But
he is not. To be a preacher of the gospel

does not rob a person of his manhood and
citizenship any more than to be a lawyer
or a physician. It is true that the gospel
preacher is a citizen of another country,
even an heavenly; but he is none the less

a citizen of the country that now is. The
fact that it is the preacher's duty to min-
ister to the spiritual needs of the people
should not cause him to lose all interest

in temporal affairs. The nobler the

preacher's devotion religiously, the more
loyal should be his aim politically. The
scriptures plainly teach that the preacher
is not to divorce himself from all gov-
ernmental affairs and civic relationship.

God's prophets in olden times held an
intimate relation with kings and rulers,

and were never silent on public affairs

when the cause of righteousness was in

danger. We frequently hear politicians

say, "Let preachers attend to the saving
of souls and leave us to run the govern-
ment." But these politicians forget that

Christ and the scriptures and the church
have to do with life in all its relations,

and that whenever the principles of right

and wrong are involved in political and
social issues, it is the preacher's place as

a Christian citizen to have something to

say. One of the main causes of corrup-
tion in the political world to-day is due
to the fact that good people withdraw and
leave the management of political affairs

to unscrupulous politicians. A so-called
politician is quoted as saying, "I would
rather have one saloon on my side than
a dozen churches." If it is true that one
saloon exerts a greater influence on po-
litical affairs than a dozen churches, it is

a great shame on the churches. And yet

I doubt not but that it is true in many
places. In many places the saloons con-
trol the political affairs and dictate who
shall fill the various offices. This is per-
mitted many times when the better ele-

ment of the community is in the majority.

It is related of D. L. Moody that one
time on arriving in a certain city to con-
duct a series of evangelistic meetings,
that he inquired of a pious churchman
about the attitude of the place on some
prominent political issue. The man re-

plied, "Oh, Brother Moody, I do not
know anything about politics

; my citizen-

ship is in heaven." Mr. Moody replied,

"You had better get your citizenship

down here till we get some of the politi-

cal questions settled."

It is the duty of the preacher of the

gospel, as well as of all Christians, to

take a lively interest in political affairs,

for the moral and religious condition of

the world are greatly influenced by the

political condition of the people. The
preacher of the gospel as a citizen is

under obligation to attend the caucus,- to

vote and to use his influence to secure the

election of the best men to fill the offices.

Dr. Parkhurst says, "If you vote for a

man you know to be a bad man, and he if

elected, his official acts are your acts, II

you do not vote for a good man and a

bad man is elected, his acts are your
acts."—Rev. J. William Neyman, M. A.

The Wings of the Soul
F YOU will go to the banks of a little

stream, and watch the flies that come
to bathe in it, you will notice that, while
they plunge their bodies in the water, they
keep their wings high out of the water;
and, after swimming about a little while,

they fly away, with their wings unwet,
through the sunny air.

Now that is a lesson for us. Here we
are immersed in the cares and business of
the world; but let us keep the wings of

our soul, our faith, and our love, out of
the world, that, with these unclogged, we
may be ready to take our flight to heaven.
—Christian Commonwealth.

The Anvil of God's Word
[Note.—There has been some controversy

as to the authorship of this well-known piece.

It is stated authoritatively that the author is

Mr. L. B. Cake. He published the first three
verses of the piece in the Chicago "Cur-
rent," December 27, 1884. Some years

later he added a fourth stanza, and giving
the piece a new title, "A Reply to Ingersoll,"

sent it out as a tract.]

Last eve I stood before a blacksmith's

door
And heard the anvil ring its vesper

chime

;

Then looking in I saw upon the floor

Old hammers worn with beating years

of time. '

"How many anvils have you had," said I,

"To wear and batter all these hammers
so?"

"Just one," he answered, then with
twinkling eye,

"The anvil wears the hammer out you
know."

And so the Bible, anvil of God's wrath,

For ages skeptic blows have beat upon

;

And tho' the noise of Paine, Voltaire, was
heard,

The anvil is unworn—the hammers
gone.

Apprentice blows of ignorance, forsooth,

May awe with sound, and blinding

sparks death-whirled

;

The Master holds and turns the iron

His truth,

And shapes it as He wills, to bless the

world.
^-British Weekly.
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POPULAR UNDERWEAR
Vellastle TTtioo Ribbed Fleece Underwear

In Big Demand.

In the two years that Vellastic Underwear
has been on the market, there has been such
a steady increase in the popular call for this

superior undergarment that the mills find it

hard work to keep up with the demand.
Vellastic Underwear fills a long-felt want for

a low-priced undergarment that will combine
the conditions of ideal underwear. Vellastic
Utica Ribbed Fleece Underwear is woven by
a new method so that it is outwardly a ribbed
and elastic fabric with a soft, downy fleece
next the skin.

The beauty of Vellastic Underwear lies in

the fact that it affords a snug, comfortable
fit, while the fleece keeps the body warm and
comfortable.

Prices : Men's and women's garments, 50c.

Ladies' Union Suits, $1.00 each. Children's
_ sizes in union suits^^LiAS^t at 50c or in two

/T\ if* piece suits at 25c a
garment.
The trade mark,

Vellastic Utica Rib-
bed Fleece, is sew-
ed on every gar-
ment. If not at your
dealer's write us,
giving us his name.
Booklet and sample
of fabric free.

Made under Fabric
PaL603l64ADr.26'98

Utica Knitting Company, Utica, N. Y.

Violin Music Free
waltz.

To introduce our New Violin Catalog and SPECIAL
VIOLIN OFFEK we will send for the next thirty
daj s our 50 cent music book; contains 24 pieces ofcopy,
right muaU-, each as Overtures,Waltzes.Two-stepa, etc.;
printed on fine paper. We want to get onr new hand-
some illustrated catalog of Violins,Guitars.Mandolins,
Musical Supplies, Strings, Bowe, etc, in the hands of
every Violin player; so If you will send the names of
four persons who play the Violin we will send yoa our
music book, free, also our catalog. Write names and
addresses plainly and enclose five 2-cent stamps to pay
postage and mailing cost of your music book,

E. T. ROOT & SONS.
37 Patten Bldg. (Established 1857) CHICAGO

MICHIGAN
FARM, GRAZING AND FRUIT LAND

FOR SALE CHEAP ON EASY TERMS.
I own over 16,000 acres of good unimproved cut-over timber land.,

lying practically in a solid body adjacent or tributary to the City
of Cadillac, the most progressive town in Northwestern Michigan.
Price $5. per acre and upwards according to location and amount
of purchase. I also own or control several finely improved farms.
1 have written accurate and comprehensive booklets about this
area, its location, soils, climate, markets, transportation facili-

ties and other features which would interest homeseekers and I

hold myself personally responsible for each statement therein. Hy
literature is well illustrated with engravings taken from actual
photographs on the lands. I send same free. Write today. This is

your opportunity, don't miss it. Values are rising rapidly, get
settled now and take advantage of the improvements that others
are making. Address: SAMUEL S. THORPE, Boom 4
Webber-McMulIen Bldg-. Cadillac, Michigan.

FARM TELEPHONES
Made by the "American," the

largest telephone factory.

Use our highest Camcnn
grade No. 36 O a. Ill SO II
Be an influential factor in your

community. Organize farm tele-
phone lines. It gives you a hand-
some profit. We send you in-
structions how to organize farm
lines and how to build and operate
them. Write for our free book,
Bulletin 222. rt'6 full, of tele-
phone information.

American Electric Telephone Co.

6400 to 6600 State St.,

CHICAGO, rxLrsois

This ELEGANT Watch $3^
Before you buy a watch cut this out uid eend to us with
your name and address, and we will eend jou by express

for eiamlnidona bandeorrje WATC H ANDCHAIN C. O. D. $3.75.
hunting case, beautifully engraved. Btem wind and
stem set. fitted with a richlyjeweled movement and
guaranteed a correct timekeeper, with long Gold
plated chain for Ladies or vest chain for Gente.
If you consider It equal to any $35 GOLD
FILLED WATCH Warranted 20 YEARS
pay the express agent $3.75 and It is yours. Our

year guarantee sent with each watch. Mention
If you want Gente' or Ladies' size. Address

FABBEH & CO., A43, 23 QuincjSt ...CHlt AGOl

mmg f^ff This company pays 5 per cent

ff/ interest on deposits, and your

/f\ money may be withdrawn at

\J s \J any time on demand. Absolute
safety is assured.

WRITE FOR THE BOOK-
CALVERT MORTGAGE & DEPOSIT CO.,

1057 CALVERT BUILDING, BALTIMORE, MB.

The only light that makes and burns its

own gas at the extremely k>w cost of 2c per weefe
and gives perfect service with NO CREASE, DIRT,
SMOKE OR ODOR. Every burner equal to 100 candles
burning atone time. Think of it—brighter than electri-

city or acetylene and cheaper than kerosene. Yon can-
not afford to be without it. Over 100 styles. Every lamp

warranted. Aeenta Wanted ETerywhere.
THE BEST LIGHT CO., 212 E. 5th St., Canton, O.

j& aj" ^av
£iien ana women

Klfl 03S3l 165 makin7big* sal™
£ %M riee with as.

MW "Work honorable, eaBy and agreeable at

home. "We want Bome one In your neighborhood. Are
an old established firm. "Write to-day. Big money for you.

ROYAL MANUFACTURING CO. Box 1856 Detroit, Mich.

|QQ|f£ ON POULTRY DISEASES FREE. A healthy,
strong, vigorous flock is the only kind that pays

Conkey's famous book tells you how to keep your flock in

that condition. Regular price 25 cents but for a limited

time free to those sending 4 cents for postage and the names of

two other poultry keepers. WRITE TO-DAY.
The G. E. Conkey Co., 341 Ottawa Bldg., Cleveland, O.

MA m\t f\ n wanted to travel, distribute
#4 IH KJ 9%. samples and employ agents. $18

W{\ IUI A Pal a weeb, expenses advanced. Lo-
^/ IVI 3A mm cal manager <fc canvassers also.
ZIEGLERCO., 2?7 Locust St.. Philadelphia.

WAIITPI1 IMBRICATING OIL. AGENTS, good re-
ft nil I LU liable men to sell our high grade lubricating
oils, greases, etc Also Barn. Honse and Roof paints on
commission; either side line or full time. Address
Allen ftbbitt, Manager, Reliable Oil & Paint Co., Cleveland, Ohio.

Half a Dozen Autumn Waists

By Grace Margaret Gould

striped flannels will be much favored for

these waists, and madras, both in Scotch
plaid and white with a jacquard figure.

The more severe in style the better these

waists are li.ked. Pockets are among their

admirable features.

In regard to the more elaborate waists,

the new tendency is away from the lin-

gerie model and toward the waist of
supple satin or chiffon taffeta. These silk

waists are to be the height of style. Then,
there are the equally fashionable crepe de
chine, net, and chiffon-cloth waists, which
will be so trimmed with laces that they
will affect the lingerie style.

The three-quarter sleeve is much liked
for these waists, or an elbow sleeve is

used, made to be worn with or without a
detachable lace or embroidered silk cuff.

Where the waist opens is entirely ac-

cording to its individual design, but it is

a noticeable fact that fewer waists open
in the back than for some time past.

So firm a hold have the Empire ideas

No. 808—Tucked Shirt-Waist

Pattern cut for 34, 36, 38 and 40 inch bust measures. Quan-
tity of material required for medium size, or 36 inch bust, four
yards of twenty-seven-inch material, or three yards of thirty-

six-inch material

Of course, there is no denying that the
separate waist of the past year or
more has been a delight to the eye,

so filmy and exquisitely dainty has it

been. Yet, the woman who wore it knew
well the defects which its loveliness cov-
ered. The fact that invariably it buttoned
up the back made every woman long for

a maid, whether she could afford it or not,

and as to a strain on one's patience—well,

every woman who has tried to get each
one of the little buttons at the back of her
waist into the equally small buttonholes,
knows all about that, too.

Then, this much-favored separate waist
has generally been of the lingerie order

—

so sheer, in fact, that it was really of a

No. 809—Waist with Vest and Cape Sleeves

Pattern cut for 34, 36, 38 and 40 inch bust measures. Quan-
tity of material required for medium size, or 36 inch bust, 6ve
yards of twenty-two-inch material, or two and one half yards

of thirty-six-inch material, with two yards of lace, and one
half yard of material for trimming

blow-away texture. To send it to the or-

dinary washwoman was ruin ; to pay extra

to have it laundered was an added ex-
pense. And speaking of expenses, there
have been the appalling bills for long
gloves, due entirely to the vogue of the

elbow-sleeve waist. So much for the sep-

arate waists of the summer, with their

beauty touches and their shortcomings.
Now the autumn waists are here, and

many changes have they brought with
them. The models illustrated on this

page are all original designs, each carry-

ing out a very new and very fashionable

idea.

Many tailored waists will be worn this

fall and winter, buttoning in the front,

and made with long sleeves. Fine French

No. 812—Waist with Tuxedo Lapels

Pattern cut for 34, 36, 38 and 40 inch bust measures. Quan-
tity of material required for medium size, or 36 inch bust, three
and one_ half yards of twenty-two-inch material, or two and
seven eighths yards of thirly-six-inch material, with one yard
of velvet for trimming

on the autumn fashions that many of the
new waists show an Empire effect in their
trimmings. A- short little bolero of lace
is often used to give the short-waisted
Empire look. And, by the way, the little

Empire bolero is a decided convenience in

remodeling an old waist. When lace is

not used, a bolero effect may be prettily

simulated by using small artificial flowers.

Many waist? of crepe de chine, mar-
quisette and soft silk, are made with a
guimpe of lace. Guimpe effects are also
produced "in the new waists by means of

slashes. This idea makes a most attrac-

tive trimming, especially when the slashes
are crossed with narrow velvet ribbons.

In all the new waists, whether they are
plain or elaborate, but few striking color-
contrasts are seen. It is more fashion-
able to combine two or three shades of

one color than to use one color for the
waist, and a distinctly different color for

No. 810—Fancy Waist with Empire Bolero

Pattern cut for 32, 34, 36 and 38 inch bust measures. Quan-
tity of material required for medium size, or 36 inch bust, three

and three fourths yards of twenty-seven-inch material, or two
and five eighths yards of thirty-six-inch material, with three

eighths of a yard of all-over lace, and eight and one half yards

of lace six inches wide for trimming

No. 81 1—Box-Plaited Shirt-Waist with Pockets

Pattern cut for 34, 36, 38 and 40 inch bust measures. Quan-
tity of material required for medium size, or 36 inch bust, four

yards of twenty-seven-inch material, or three yards of thirty-

six-inch material

No. 813—Fancy Double-Breasted Waist

Pattern cut for 32, 34, 36 and 38 inch bust measures.

Quantity of material required for medium size, or 36 inch

bust, three and three fourths yards of twenty-two-inch mate-

rial, or two and three fourths yards of thirty-six-inch mate-

rial, with one yard of material for trimming

the trimming. A waist, however, of light

brown may be made up with lapels of a

much deeper shade of brown velvet, or a

vest may be introduced in a lighter or
darker tone than that used for the body
of the waist.

Many of the new waists are made with

detachable sleeves. That is, the sleeve

proper is elbow length, but a separate

under sleeve comes with it which may be
easily attached to it. The elbow sleeve is

generally finished with a frill under which
a row of tiny hooks are sewed. These
fasten to the eyes, which are sewed to the

top of the under sleeve.

Copyright, 1906, by The Crowell Publishing Company. Send Orders, Giving Pattern Number and Bust Measure, to Pattern

Department, The Crowell Publishing Company, 1 1 East 24th Street, New York, N. Y. Write for Catalogue of Our

Fashionable Patterns, Sent Free on Request. The Price of Each Pattern is ten Cents to Subscribers.
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Wit and Humor

Showed His Hand
The plaintiff, a laboring man, had

been thrown on the ground by an electric

car, and he claimed damages for a perma-
nent injury, namely, that he could no
longer raise his arm above a point par-

allel with his shoulder.

The lawyer for the electric railway put
him through a simple-looking examina-
tion, beginning by a few very sympa-
thetic questions. Then he continued

:

"Will you be good enough to tell the jury
the extreme limit to which you can raise

your arm?"
The witness gladly complied, raising his

hand with difficulty to the height of his

shoulder only.

"Ah, thank you, sir. Now, will you be

Farmei—"Did you ever make any money back-
ing horses ?"
Boarder—"Yes, I backed a horse down cellar

once, and then sued the man for leavings his cel-
lar door open,"

so good as to show us to what point you
could raise your hand before this unhappy
accident?"
The man at once shot his arm up to its

full height above his head, and the lobby
burst into a fit of laughter which the
judge did not restrain.

He Spoke His Mind
Two Irish farmers who had not seen

each other for a long time met at a fair.

They had a lot of things to tell each
other. "Shure, it's married I am," said
Murphy.
"You don't tell me so," said Moran.
"Faix, yes," said Murphy, "and I've

got a fine healthy bhoy which the neigh-
bors say is the very picture of me."
Moran looked for a moment at

Murphy, who was not, to say the least,

remarkable for his good looks, and then
said: "Och, well, what is the harum so
long as the child's healthy?"—Dublin
Gazette.

Fined the Dead Man
The judge's decision in a case settled

a few years ago in Millinocket, Me.,
probably will not serve as a precedent,
but no exception to it was reported.
An Italian laborer was killed while at

work on a dam at the pulp-mills. At
the hearing before the local justice there
was found in a pocket a roll of bills con-
taining $25, and hidden in one of the
bootlegs was found a dirk knife.

As there was no probate court within
many miles of the town, the judge was

Tramp One—"Let's go South where there's
nothing to do but lay under the trees and eat
bananas."
Tramp Two—"But you have to pick the bananas

off the trees, don't you?"
Tramp One—"Certainly."
Tramp Two—"I knew there was some draw-

back."

at a loss to know what disposal should
be made of the money. Finally he hit

upon the solution. The court took
charge of the money and fined the corpse
$25 for carrying concealed weapons.

—

Boston Herald.
<S>

Too Great a Risk

He desired to take out a life policy for

$50,000.

Smiling eagerly, the agent drew forth
the blank form and began the usual series

of questions.

"Query six," he said at length—"are you
an automobilist?"
"No," was the ready rejoinder, "I am

not."

"Motorcyclist, perhaps ?"

"No."
The agent with a sigh laid down his

pen.

"I am sorry," he said, "but we no longer
insure pedestrians."—Minneapolis Journal.

Montgomery Ward <& Co.'s

NO. 75 NwlfcSJ FREE
Nearly 1300 large pages, thousands of pictures, 127,000 articles. The biggest bargain book ever printed. Beats

all Catalogue records for quantity, quality and low prices. Full of many things you want that you cannot buy near
home and multitudes of things of better quality and at lower prices than any other catalogue or store offers you.

Send for Your FREE Copy Today.
$50.00 a year, at least, is easily saved by every one using this No. 75 Montgomery "Ward & Co. Catalogue to

order goods from. Many write us of saving hundreds by being our regular customers. It pays others, it will pay you.We are the originators of the Catalogue business. We have been square with our millions of customers for 35 years—we
will be square with you.

Valuable

Premiums
Free

In this new No. 75
Montgomery Ward &
Co. Catalogue is an en-

tire section devoted to

ournewFreePrem-
ium Plan, which il-

lustrates and describes
all the many valuable
articles we give free to
our customers, includ-
ing Pianos, Buggies,
Sewing Machines,
Watches, Jewelry, Dia-
monds, Morris Chair,
Couches, Chairs, Sad-
dles, Books, Shoes, Car-
pets, Curtains, Tools,

Seal es, Harness, Stoves,
Lamps, Violins, Gui-
tar, Music Boxes,
Sporting Goods, Cloth-
ing, Furniture, Dinner
Sets, and very many
other choice articles, ail

given to our patrons.
It is worth your while
to get this big No. 75
Montgomery Ward &
Co. Catalogue for
1906-7 just to see this

wonderfulPremium
List of things that
await your selection if

you become our cus-
tomers.
Send your name and

address carefully writ-

ten on a postal card or
in a letter, or attached
to your next order, or
fill out coupon in

the picture ; either way
that is easiest. Just say
' 'Send me free and pre-
paid one copy of your
new No. 75 Catalogue."
Do this before you for-

get it, right now. We
will then send it at

once.

This Big Book
Just off the

Press

ontgoheryWard

CATALOGUE 75
COUPON

Cut here, fill in carefully, and send to Montgomery Ward
& Co., Chicago.

( This catalogue is reserved for all, except children and res-

idents of Cook County, Illinois, who need not apply.)

Send me FREE and Prepaid one copy of your new No. 75
Catalogue for 1906-7.

R. F. D. No.

Name '.

I saw your ad. in Farm and Fireside.

Post Office .

County -State

We Make No Charge For This Great Catalogue
We even prepay the postage. Ordering a copy of this large Free Book puts you under no obligations to buy anything

of us. We ask you to send for it, read it, look at the pictures and prices, and then when you find out how much money it

saves you you will be glad to order from it, for it means a saving of 20 per cent to 50 per cent on everything you wear,
eat or use in any way. Remember this is no partial list or imitation of the Montgomery Ward & Co. Catalogue, but is the
genuine, the latest, the complete, new, large Montgomery Ward & Co. Catalogue, Number 75, for fall of 1906 and all of
1907, full of the very latest styles and newest city goods of every kind that you can possibly want or use. DON'TDE-
LAY—send for your copy today. It will go to you at once, by return mail if possible, all prepaid and absolutely free
of all cost.

Montgomery Ward ®» Co., SS^&rlKK; Chicago

IAm thePaintMan
EIGHT-YEAR GUARANTEE-TWO GALLONS FREE TO TRY-B MONTHS' TIME TO PAY

MY PAINT is & new paint—made in a new way—sold on a new plan.
It U unique.

My paint if nnlike any other paint in th« world.
It is made especially for you after your order is received, and I

pack your order in hermetically sealed cans.
I ship my thick pigment, which is double strength, freshly ground, in

separate cans, and in another can I ship the pure, old process Linseed Oil—
the kind yon used to buy yean ago. Any child can stir them together.

This is the only possible way that yon can get fresh paint for your work,
and fresh paint if the only good paint.

i seii my O. L. Chase Made-to-Order Paint direct
from my factory to you at a very low factory price.

You pay no paint dealer's or middle man's profits. It is the most econom-
ical good paint made, for first cost, and because of the extraordinarily long
wear, it reduces the average of your painting bills at leait fifty per cent.

I pay all freight on six gallons or over. I allow you to try the whole

order to paint your buildings. After you use it, stand off and look at it. If
it is not entirely satisfactory and as represented in every way, the paint
will be yours free.

No other paint manufacturer ever made such a liberal offer, and I make
it because I manufacture the best paint ever put on the market.

I go even further. I will sell my paint on six months' time to responsible
people if desired. This gives you ample time to test of its value.

Back of my agreement for quality, I also put a guarantee for eight years,
the longest ever put upon a paint, and back of that is my (50,000 bond.

Before baying paint, be sure and send for my paint book. It wirl not
cost you a cent. It is the finest paint book ever issued. It tells the whole of my
paint story in the most convincing and common sense argument, and with it

comes big samples of all colors to choose from. Drop me a line at once. I will

be glad to forward you the booklet, with a copy of my written guarantee, etc.

Yours truly, Om L» CHASE, The Paint Man,
711 Z Olive Street, St. Louis, Mo.

Cut off that cough with

E^xpectorajvT
and prevent pneumonia^

bronchitis and consumption.

The world's Standard Throat and Lung
Medicine for 75 years.

Get it of your druggist and keep it always ready in the house.

IT PAYS
men with small capital to
give Public Exhibitions with
a Magic Lantern , Stereop-
tlcon or Moving Picture
Out fit j Catalogue free.

MCALLISTER. Mfg. Optician, 49 Nassau 6t.,I*.Y.

CONG THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS
Send them to us for the music.

nmrrCDC Accept no offer before readingWR11CK4 Hnslc, Song and Money. It is free.
HAVES MUSIC CO., 246 Star Bldg., Chicago.
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MR. CANVASSER,
RS. AGENT,
ISS SOLICITOR,

How's Your Bank Account?
If it is in a healthy condition, here's your chance to improve it, and if unhealthy,

now's the greatest opportunity you've ever had to make big money, pay off your debts

and win the smile of fair fortune. And the best of it is you do not need to invest any

capital—only your time and energy. No experience is necessary, and even spare hours

can be used to good advantage. Are you ambitious? Can you give us your entire time

and realize a good income the year round? Would you like'to earn enough to pay

your college expenses next year? Or to pay for your music tuition? Or to buy a piano?

Or to lift that little mortgage on your house? Or to purchase new furniture for your

parlor? Or to earn extra pin-money for Christmas? Or—well

—

Will $500.00 Help You Out ?
Yes, five hundred dollars is the first prize every month for eight months, beginning

with October. The second prize is $300.00, the third $150.00, the two next largest are

$100.00 each, the four next largest $75.00 each, the six next largest $50.00 each, the

twelve next largest $25.00 each, the twenty-five next largest $10.00 each, the fifty next

largest $5.00 each, the hundred next largest $2.50 each, and the hundred next largest

$2.00 each. In addition there are Ten Season Prizes of $100.00 each for the steady

workers who are prize winners in every one of the eight monthly contests. 302 Prizes

each month, 2,426 prizes in all, amounting to the enormous sum of

$25,000.00 in Cash Prizes
Taking subscriptions for the Woman's Home Companion is pleasant and lucrative

* W — 'T(
.... 1-'.'

work. One lady writes in : "I am getting a great many subscriptions for the Woman's

Home Companion, it is so much superior to any other magazine of its class. I am glad

to know the price remains A DOLLAR A YEAR. Many customers are surprised

you can give so much for the money." A* gentleman just writes in: "I have given up

my school and shall continue to work for the Woman's Home Companion." Another

says: "The first three hours I was out canvassing I got 14 orders for the Woman's

Home Companion." And another: "The Woman's Home Companion continues to be

the most popular woman's magazine at this place. The large proportion of renewals

is a strong evidence of the hold it has upon its readers." By taking hold and staying

with it you can build up a permanent, profitable business, and remember the prizes

mentioned above are all in addition to the very

Liberal Cash Commissions
we pay agents. Write at once for sample of the Woman's Home Companion, free outfit

equipments and full particulars, to

THE CROWELL PUBLISHING COMPANY
MADISON SQUARE

Department of Agents NEW YORK CITY
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MADISON SQUARE PATTERNS
New Fall and Winter Catalogue of Fashionable Patterns Sent Free Upon Request
Order all Patterns from Pattern Department, The Crowell Publishing Co., 11 East 24th St., New York City

FULL DESCRIPTIONS AND DIRECTIONS—as the number of yards of material required, the number and names of the different pieces in the

pattern, how to cut and fit and put the garment together—are sent with each pattern, with a picture of the garment to go by.

No. 745—Doable-Breasted Shirt-Waist
Sizes 34, 36, 38 and 40 inch bust measures. 10 cents.

No. 746—Gored Skirt with Gathered Flounce
Sizes 24, 26, 28 and 30 inch waist measures

10 cents.

No. 797—Surplice Waist with
Three-Quarter Sleeves

Sizes 32, 34, 36 and 38 inch bust
measures. 10 cents.

No. 798-Double Skirt
Sizes 22, 24, 26 and 28 inch waist

measures. 10 cents.

No. 765—Plastron Shirt-Waist
Sizes 34, 36, 38 and 40 inch bust

measures. 10 cents.

No. 766—Circular Skirt
Sizes 24, 26, 28 and 30 inch waist

measures. 10 cents.

No. 800—Tailor-Made Single-
Breasted Coat

Sizes 34, 36, 38, 40 and 42 inch
bust measures. 10 cents.

No. 801-Kilted Skirt
Sizes 24, 26, 28 and 30 inch

waist measures. 10
cents.

in »

No. 772-Waistcoat Shirt-Waist
Sizes 32, 34, 36 and 38 inch bust measures.

10 cents.

No. 699—Plain Tight-Fit-
ting Coat

Sizes 34, 36, 38, 40 and 42
inch bust measures.

10 cents.

No. 792—Misses' Pinafore Waist
Sizes 14, 16 and 18 years. 10 cents.

No. 793—Misses' Plaited Skirt-
Five Gores

Sizes 14, 16 and 18 years. 10 cents.

No. 758—Sailor Blouse Suit
Sizes 4, 6 and 8 years. 10 cents.

No. 705—Dressing-Sacque with
Fitted Back

Sizes 34, 36, 38 and 40 inch bust

measures. 10 cents.

The Madison Square Patterns, made by The Crowell Publishing Company, are used in preference to all others by the women who care for exclusiveness

in style. They are the safest patterns to buy for absolute perfect fitting, correctness in design and simplicity in construction. Any lady can make her

own garments at home with the aid of these patterns.

No. 632—Simple Nightgown
Sizes 32, 36 and 40 inch

bust measures.
10 cents.

No. 756—Surplice Russian Suit
Sizes 2, 4 and>6 years. 10 cents.

No. 726—Shirt-Waist with Yoke
Sizes 32, 34, 36 and 38 inch bust measures.

No. 744—Lingerie Waist with Fancy
Plastron

Sizes 32, 34, 36 and 38 inch bust measures.
10 cents.

799—Redingote with Double
Cape

Sizes 34, 36, 38 and 40 inch bust

measures. 10 cents.

ALL PATTERNS lO CENTS EACH
When ordering be sure to comply with the following directions: For ladies waists, give

BUST measure in inches. For skirt patterns, give WAIST measure in inches. For
misses or children, give age in years. To get BUST and BREAST measure put tape

measure ALL of the way around the body, over the dress, close under the arms.

Order patterns by their numbers. Satisfaction guaranteed or money refunded.

T~> f~? fT? We will give any THREE of these patterns for sending TWO
* rvCd yearly subscriptions to Farm and Fireside at the regular price

of 25 cents each. When ordering "write your name and address distinctly."

We will send Farm and Fireside One Year,
new or renewal, and any ONE pattern for

For other new and up-to-date designs see page 20
Only 30 Cents
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ma
Makes the

Load Lighter
An ounce of grease is sometimes the only difference between profit and loss on a

day's teaming. You know you can't afford a dry axle—do you know as well that

Mica Axle Grease is the only lubricant you can afford ? Mica Axle Grease is the

most economical lubricant, because it alone possesses high lubricating property, great

adhesive power, and long-wearing quality. Hence, the longest profitable use of your
outfit is to be had only when the lubricant is Mica Axle Grease.

Mica Axle Grease contains powdered mica. This forms a smooth hard surface on
the axle, and reduces friction, while a specially prepared mineral grease forms an
effective cushioning body between axle and box. Mica Axle Grease wears best and
longest—one greasing does for a week's teaming. Mica Axle Grease saves horse power
—consequently saves feed. Mica Axle Grease is the best lubricant in the world—use
it and draw a double load. If your dealer does not keep Mica Axle Grease we will

tell you one who does.

STANDARD OIL COMPANY

3 FEEDS fob 0J1E GEflT
My stallions. Dan Patch 1:55, Ores-

ceu6 2;Q2#, Directum 2:05J^, Arion
2:07*, Boy WilkeB 2:G6M, Buttonwood
2:17 and my one hundred high-class
brood mares eat "International Stock
Food" every day. Dan Patch h*s eat-
en "International Stock Food" every
day for overfonr years and during this
time has broken Twelve World
Records and his physical condition
has been marvelous. It will pay yon
to use it for your Stallions, Brood
Mares, Colts, Race Horses, Show
Horie8,Oarriage or Coach Horses and
Work Horses because it gives mora
Nerve Force,Endurance an d Strength.
"International Stock Food" is pre-
pared from finely powdered medicinal
Roots, Herbs, Seeds and Barks and is
fed in tablespoonful amounts as an
addition to the regular grain feed. It
is equally good and very profitable to
nee for Horses, Colts,Fattening Cattle,
Oows, Calves, Hogs, Pigs, Sheep or
Lambs, because it Purines the Blood,
TonesUp and Permanently Strength-
ens the Entire System, Keeps them
Healthy and Greatly Aids Digestion
and Assimilation so that each animal
obtains more nutrition from all grain
eaten. In this way it saves grain and
will make you a large extra profit- We
have thousands of reliable testimon-
ials on file in our office, end every
pound of "International Stock Food"
is sold, by over 125,000 dealerst on a
"Spot Cash Guarantee" to refund
your money if it ever fails. Constant-
ly used by over two million stockmen
throughout the world* .If you de-
sire any further information I will be
pleased to have you write me.

M. W. SAVAGE, Prop, of
International Stock Food Co.
International Stock Food Farm.

Dan Patch 1:55, The Pacing King,
Cresceus 2:02V4, The Trotting King,

YOU PR
THIS BEAUTIFUL PICTURE

IN 6 BRILLIANT COLORSMAILED TO
We have just published a large, colored lithograph of the above Photo-Engraving, which allows our World Famous Stallions, Dan Patch 1:56 and Orescene JOTX,

in an Exciting Contest and at Extreme Speed. The picture is 16 inches by 21 inches and shows both horses in their natural colors an das life-like as if you saw them
raoing on the track. It is a picture that would sell for $2.00 if gotten out in a small edition. You can have oneof these large and beautiful colored pictures of
the two most valuable harness horse stallions and champions of the world, absolutely free and we will prepay the postage. This pieture was made from life ana
every lover of a great horse should have one.WRITE FOR ABOVE PICTURE AT ONCE.

1st, Name the paper in which you saw this offer. 2nd, State how much live stock you own or care for and then we will mail the picture
promptly. 35r°Picture will not be mailed unless you give us this information and address.

INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD CO., MINNEAPOLIS. MINN., U. S. A.
AFTER EATING '

'INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD" EVERY DAY FOR FOUR YEARS DAN PATCH OPENS THIS SEASON AS FOLLOWS:
First Start, Galesburg, 1:57%. Third Start, Minnesota State Fair, 1:56!!.

Second Start, Dubuque, 1:58. Fourth Start, Minnesota State Fair, I:

MEN
WANTED Reliable Men in every locality

throughout the United States to
advertise our goods, tacking up show cards on
trees, fences, bridges and all conspicuous places;

distributing small advertising matter. Commission or Balary

$90 a month and expenses $3 a day. Steady employment to
good reliable men. We lay out your work for you. No experience
needed. Write for full particulars.

EMPIRE MEDICINE CO., LONDON, ONTARIO. CANADA.

PARKER'S HAIR BALSAM
Cleanses and beautifies the hair.
Promotes a luxuriant growth.
Never Tails to Restore Gray
Hair to its Youthful Color.

Cures scalp diseases & hair falling.
50c. and 81.00 at Druggists.

WE WANT NAMES.
We want YOU to send us the names and addresses of from ten to twenty-five farmers living in

the United States, having a few bead of stock (cows, horses, pigs). You can send us the names
from any number of different post-offices. If you will send us these names we will send you

TWO BEAUTIFUL COLORED PICTURES FREE. These pictures are reproductions of the most
celebrated paintings in the world, and they are of high quality, and we know that you will be

pleased and delighted with them ; no pictures will be given for a list of less than ten farmers.

We want to send a sample copy of the RURAL HOME to a lot of farmers who are not now
taking our paper, and for that reason we want these names. .ni.ntnfl.uttr
Send us immediatelv a list of at least ten farmers and we will send you, postpaid, ABSOLUTELY

FREE, TWO REPRODUCTIONS OF THE WORLD'S FAMOUS PICTURES, in beautiful colors, size

15x20 inches. Address The Rural Home, 22 North William St., New York, N. Y.

Learn to Fit Glasses ffM
I Our Eye Book with full information B 1 ww
' Jacksonlan Optical College, Jackson, Mien.

CDEPTH PI CC atwn0,esale- senti
JarCb I AbLCd forcatalog. Agents

3wantea . cocWBRoptical «q. cbioaso.ni.

Typewriter

Users!
Have you seen the

NEW
REMINGTON
MODELS?
Have you tried the New

REMINGTON

ESCAPEMENT?
If not, then you have yet to know

the latest and greatest improvement

of the writing machine. The New

Remington Models make easier

work and do better work and More

Work than any typewriter has ever

done before.

Remington Typewriter Company
325-327 Broadway, Hew York
BRANCHES EVERYWHERE
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Cider-Making
BY HIRAM H. SHEPARD

IB
the apple-growing regions of the

United States, and especially in the

older settled sections, the starting of

the cider-mill in late summer or early

autumn is an event of the neighborhood
in which all are interested. The taste for

fresh, sweet cider, right from the press,

to those who have been accustomed to it

all their lives comes back each year with
the ripening of apples. All, old and young,
are eager for the taste of new cider, and
many like the juice of the apple when it

is a day or two old, after a little fermen-
tation has taken place, giving it a sparkle,

a slight acidity and a tingle to the

tongue. It is claimed by those who know
that one can drink his fill of three-day-old

cider without injury to life or limb, but

that to taste it after that period of fer-

mentation is a direct evidence of the

strong drink tendency.
The local cider and apple-butter factor}-

is usually a crude affair. It is usually

located in the country, owned and run
by a farmer who has time to spare after

harvest and the corn has been laid by.

The motive power is a "horse power," be-

cause his teams at this time are not much
needed for farm-work. The fall plowing
can be done between spells, and the corn
can be gathered after cider-making is

done.
The cider-mill is protected by a rude

structure, consisting essentially of a roof,

sometimes boarded up on one or two
sides. Its sole function is to keep off

rain and sun, there being no need of

protection from cold, as August, Septem-
ber and October, cider-making months,
are always warm or pleasant. Under this

structure, the apple-grinding machine is

at one side, the cider-press in the center,

and the apple-butter furnace and boiling

pans at the other side. This arrangement
makes it convenient for scooping the ap-
ple pomace from the grinding-trough to

the press, and for measuring and pouring
the cider from the press into the boiling-

pans.

The grinding machinery consists of a

wooden cylinder about a foot and a haM
long by one foot

through, the surface

of which is full of

nails left projecting a
half inch . or more,
forming teeth, which,
by the rapid revolv-
ing of the cylinder

grind the apples into

a fine pomace, allow-
ing free escape of the

juice. This cylinder

is enclosed by a hop-
per, into which the
apples are scooped
from the wagon. It

is mounted upon and
at one end of a long,

deep trough or vat
for the reception of
the pomace. It is a

simple machine, but
when the belt from
the power is attached
and

y
the horses start

to go around it makes
a humming nois co-

equal to a thrashing-

machine, or like the
distant hum of an
express train. The
power required to run
it is small, two good
horses being all that
is needed. A wagon-
load of apples, making
sixty to a hundred or
more gallons of cider,

FILLING THE PRESS

GENERAL VIEW OF THE CIDER-MILL

can be ground in twenty to thirty minutes.
It takes much longer, however, to express
the juice than it does to grind the apples,

hence the horses get to rest more than
half the time even during the rush of the
season.

The cider-press is the most substantial

piece of machinery connected with cider-

making. It consists of two very heavy
upright timbers about ten feet high, and
sunk several feet in the ground for solid

support. The upright timbers are bound
together by four other timbers not quite

so heavy, but very strong, placed hori-

zontally, two at the top carrying the heavy
iron screw, and two at the bottom sup-
porting the base for conducting cider to

the receiving tub and holding the frame
and cheeses, as they are called, after the
pomace has been placed in coarse, porous
cloths for pressing. These cheeses are
built up, layer after layer, with a slatted

frame between each to allow the escape of

juice, and when all are completed and the

top reached, a wide, solid board frame is

placed on top of all, and the great iron

screw, with tons of power in it turned
down upon them. As it is forced down
the pressure forces out the cider, causing
it to run down in small streams on all

sides and uniting into one large stream
on the sloping base of the press, which
flows in one torrent of cider into the big

tub placed to receive it. This tub, holding
twenty or thirty gallons, is filled within a

few minutes, and would soon overflow
were it not measured out. into barrels or

other receiving vessels. The greater

quantity of cider flows out with the first

dozen or two downward turns of the

screw, flowing less and less as the screw
goes down, till at last there is only a

small dripping, and the cheeses, which
were a foot thick in the beginning, have
been squeezed to two or three inches, and
flat as the memorable pancake. The down-
ward turning of the screw is easy at first,

being light work with a lever two to

three feet long, but toward the last, in

order to get all of the cider out so much
pressure is needed that it requires turn-

ing with an iron lever eight or ten feet

long; making one strong man bend with

all his strength to

move it. From one
full pressing about
fifty gallons of cider

are made if the apples

are juicy, a bushel of

apples yielding about
six gallons. The last

cider that runs from
a pressing for some
reason is a little bit-

ter, not being so good
as the first unless the

apples are absolutely

perfect. Apples fully

or over ripe do not
yield as much cider

as those which are

slightly green or just

turning ripe. Some
kinds by nature are

juicier than others.

Although a large

part of all apple cider

is made into vinegar,

yet a large share of

it' is made into apple-

butter which is a

fine, food, or relish,

when made of sound

and ripe apples. Ap-
ple-butter is made by

boiling together a

mixture of apple
cider and peeled and
cored apples. The
cider is placed in

[concluded on page 5]
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Comment

Independence in Politics

This is a time of political unrest.

There is a manifest and laudable

disposition on the part of voters

to smash political machines and

break party ties whenever the occasion

demands such action in the interest of

good government. There is independence

within party lines in making platforms

and nominations, and independence in

action when it comes to voting for the

candidates nominated.

Ordinarily it is not easy for a loyal,

consistent democrat or -republican to cast

his vote for the opponent of his own
party's candidate, but extraordinary con-

ditions are making it easy. When voters

in large numbers act independently there

are usually urgent reasons for their doing

so, in fact, they are practically forced to

do it. Sometimes burdensome conditions

compel them to make a headlong rush, re-

gardless of the consequences. The tre-

mendous vote one year ago in New York
City for the candidate of the Municipal

Ownership League must more properly

be regarded as a strong protest against

the doings of city officials and public-

service corporations than an expression of

deliberate opinion on the merits of munici-

pal ownership of public utilities. Citizens

saw evils and felt them, and they deter-

mined to get rid of them without regard

to the merits or defects of the method by

which they hoped to get relief. Hopeless

of reform under the present system, and

disgusted with aldermen, gas monopolies,

traction consolidations and ice trusts, they

were more than willing to risk the experi-

ment of a radical change in the economic

system. „

Last year Ohio furnished a conspicu-

ous example of independence within party

lines. General Grosvenor, an able and ex-

perienced representative and a brilliant

parliamentarian, was defeated for renomi-

nation for Congress ;
chiefly because he no

longer properly represented the people of

his district, state or country. Among
other "interests" he chose to serve in

Congress was oleo, and that brought his

career to a timely end.

This year there is another good ex-

ample of independence outside of party

lines in the 34th Congressional District of

New York State. James W. Wadsworth
another champion of oleo, and a servitor

of the beef packers, managed to secure his

own renomination, but the revolt against

him and his machine is so strong that a

formidable, independent candidate, Peter

A. Porter, will, very likely, be the next
congressman from that district. The
farmers of that important agricultural

district will be doing justice to themselves

and be rendering, good service to the

whole country by sending Wadsworth to

join Grosvenor.

Ohio now has some eminent and bril-

liant men in Congress who will receive

proper attention when the time comes,

either within or outside of party lines as

the cases may require, if they show up
for renomination or reelection. When one
third of a great state convention, made
up largely of office-holders, office-seekers

and machine politicians, vote against a

resolution endorsing United States sena-

tors, it is a very good indication that at

least two thirds of the voters in the party

are also against them.

Control of Corporations
Out of investigation, study and discus-

sion of corporations, and out of the de-

termination to get rid of some of the evils

connected with their management and
methods of doing business, there will

surely come some plan of reformation.

The American people will not stand for

the perpetuation of monopolistic con-

ditions that impose great burdens on them
in order that a few may accumulate in-

ordinate wealth. The great mass of pro-

ducers are entitled to a fair share of the

product, and they won't be happy until

they get it; a great deal of the social un-

rest of the day is due to the fact that they

don't get it now.
In a recent address before a department

of the University of New York, Commis-
sioner James R. Garfield, of the Depart-

ment of Commerce and Labor, said

:

The problems of business are no longer

single. They are no longer the problems
of the individual. They are the problems
of the corporations. A corporation has

great power—greater than that of the in-

dividual—and hence greater responsibility.

It is a creature of the state and should be

controlled by the state. The individual

is lost in the corporation. This loss of

personal responsibility has resulted in the

loss of conscience.

The key note in this excerpt is that the

corporation is the creature of the state

and should be controlled by the state. If

we see that clearly, we see the way of

reformation. Citizens are not exercising

the privileges of a free republic if they

permit a creature of the state to run the

state, and eventually to ruin the state.

In' self-defense the people are going to

do something. What will come, state con-

trol of corporations or state socialism?

Referring to the business use of corpo-

rate wealth President Roosevelt, in his

Harrisburg address, says

:

It shall and must ultimately be under-

stood that the United States Government,

on behalf of the people of the United

States, has and is to exercise the power
of supervision and control over the busi-

ness use of this wealth—in the first place,

over all the work of the common car-

riers of the nation, and in the next place

over the work of all the great corporations

which directly or indirectly do any inter-

state -business whatever—and this includes

almost all of the great corporations.

To exercise a constantly increasing and

constantly more efficient control over the

great common carriers of the country

prevents all necessity for seriously con-

sidering such a project as the government
ownership of railroads—a policy which

would be evil in its results from every

standpoint.

The Emblem of the Cow

Farm and Fireside has always care-

fully refrained from discussing mat-
ters of a partisan political nature.

It may, however, be interesting,

under the particular circumstances very
gratifying, news to many readers that in

the 34th Congressional District (the ex-

treme western end of New York State,

including my own county) the picture of

the cow will appear on the official ballot

as the emblem of the "Independent Con-
gressional Party." The nominee is a

life-long republican and a good man,
who will have the endorsement of the
Democratic party, thus pitting one repub-

lican against another and taking the fight

entirely out of politics, but making it a

question of men and of, business.

James Wadsworth, who has represent-

ed and more usually misrepresented this

chiefly agricultural district, is chairman of

the committee on agriculture in the House
of Representatives. During his long

congressional career, being known as the

"life member from Livingston County,"
he became noted chiefly as the defender
of oleomargerin and the caretaker of the

interests of the Chicago beef packers—in

the latter capacity going to such an extent

that he brought upon himself severe cen-

sure by the president. The farmers of

his district are overwhelmingly Republi-

can, yet the revolt among them is so wide-
spread, the feeling against him so bitter,

that his defeat now seems assured.

The two leading agricultural weeklies

published in the state ("Rural New-
Yorker" and "Country Gentleman") are

doing their utmost to bring such a result

about, and surely agriculture is not going
to suffer by the elimination of the friend

of oleomargerin and the beef packers

from the list of national lawmakers and
by the success of the good and clean

man whose name (Peter A. Porter, once
made a good record as chairman of the

committee on agriculture of the New
York State Assembly) will appear under
the emblem of the cow.

* * *

Benefits of a Bank Failure

A
bank failure is certainly deplorable

at any time, and results in a shak-

ing of public confidence that is dif-

ficult to restore; but in a farming
community, if not every community,

these financial crashes sometimes bring

about good results in a proper direc-

tion. In the case of not a few of the

banks that have brought a general disaster

in the past few years, subsequent investi-

gation has revealed the fact that good
investments in real estate have often been

ignored by the depositors that they might

secure a comparatively high rate of inter-

est at a bank. A bank is a proper busi-

ness in which the farmer of moderate

means may deposit money temporarily;

but for permanent investment the man of

small means should seek something more
safe. On no venture at all questionable

should the hard-working farmer hazard

an amount of money so large that its loss

would ruin or permanently cripple his

business. Savings banks should be trust-

ed with small amounts only; when a suf-

ficient account has been saved it should be

invested in some more permanent securi-

ties. The bank that offers an unusually

high rate of interest must seek a more

paying investment in order to realize a

profit on handling the money, to say noth-

ing of paying running expenses. At this

time gilt-edged securities that pay these

high rates are scarce; consequently bank-

ers are often under a necessity of haz-

arding their (the people's) money on

dangerous investments. An ordinary bank

is not presumed to receive deposits that

represent more than a relatively small part

of any man's whole fortune; they are in-

stitutions for convenience and accommo-

dation, not for permanent investment.

A northern Ohio bank, chartered for

$25,000, and paying five per cent interest

on deposits, three years ago failed for

over a million dollars; this bank was lo-

cated in a village of about six hundred

inhabitants, and, the depositors were large-

ly farmers; several deposits in this bank

were large enough with which to buy

farms;, many hard-working people, in-

stead of investing in real estate, had
been taking their money to this bank for

many years. On walking over a piece of

farming land in the immediate vicinity of

this bank about the time of its failure, the

writer was asked by the recent purchaser
to give a fair estimate of the value of the

land; upon making this estimate the

writer was much surprised to find that the

farm had been purchased for less than
half of the amount, and that real estate

in general was experiencing a period of

depression. An investigation of the affair*

of the defunct bank subsequent to its in-
.

solvency developed the fact that its affairs-a

had been in a crooked condition for sev- r

eral years, and that the abnormally high

rate offered to depositors had merely been

an extraordinary expedient for securing

cash with which to keep the affairs of the

bank afloat. The very high rate should

have excited the suspicion of the people,

but a long period of apparently straight

business on the part of the bank led them
to believe that their money was being re-

invested with great skill, which seemed to

warrant the high rate of interest offered

to depositors. They had neglected real

estate as an investment, having allowed

it to depreciate one half in value, while

they submitted their hard-earned money
for the machinations of deliberate de-

frauders. Lured by the promise of a high

rate of interest, these depositors hazarded

their principal on a financial scheme that

was paying interest out of the deposits

of new patrons, and covertly but franti-

cally dependent upon the gullibility of the

public to keep open its doors. The fail-

ure of this bank was a costly lesson to

the depositors, but such things are some-
times necessary to reform the people's

thought and recall them to a proper esti-

mate of normal business dealing.

This article is not designed to shake

people's confidence in banks, for the

writer himself usually carries a small

account at a bank for convenience; but

the argument that the writer designs to

impress upon the ordinary farmer of

moderate means is that it is really an un-

safe practise to intrust any relatively

large part of his property to banks as a

permanent arrangement. If this seems

necessary, it has been found by some to

be a more satisfactory method to divide

the deposit between the two safest banks

available; then, in case of the insolvency

of either, the whole amount would not

be involved. It may be that the writer will

be called a "calamity howler" by some,

but observation of actual cases has led to

the above remarks. The purchase of

real estate with care and good judgment

seems like the most normal and safe

avenue of investment for the farmer.

Money earned by hard work should be put

into investments of equal dignity, and the

more hazardous undertakings in finance

should be left to those investors of larger

means who will feel less keenly a loss of

the small part of their property invested,

or risks should be resigned to those who,

having earned their money in similar deal-

ing, will regard a loss as something al-

ways to be counted upon as a part of their

business.

Morally speaking, it is very laudable to

have earned one's money in ways that

are above question or reproach; but it is

just as laudable to have invested that

money in a secure place where it cannot

be endangered by either the weakness or

villainy of those having taken it in trust.

^^^^^^
* !fc H*

Mr. Gladstone once said that he always
found the advertising pages of an Amer-
ican paper intensely interesting. If you
will look over the advertising pages of

Farm and Fireside this issue you will

find them the same way. Reading them,

may not make you as great as he was,

but they are attractive. If you see any-

thing you want, write for it.

The President says that everybody

should have a square deal. That is what
we mean by guaranteeing you against

loss by fraudulent advertisers. We in-

vestigate every firm that wants to use

our paper, and unless they are honest

and reliable, we refuse to let them insert

an advertisement in this paper. If you
will mention Farm and Fireside when
writing to any of the firms, they will

answer you immediately.
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About Rural Affairs

Home Fruit-Canneries

Just at this time, when the country
around here is swamped with fruits

which ripened "all in a heap" in

consequence of the prolonged heat

and drought; the subject of commercial
home-canning seems of particular inter-

est. Investigations made by some of our
experiment stations show that there is a

possibility of utilizing surplus tomatoes
for commercial canning purposes, even in

a small way, right at home. Everybody
knows, however, that it is easier to can

fruits and have the canned product keep
in good condition than to can vegetables

in a commercial way, and the time seems
right for the consideration of the question

whether it would not be advisable for

larger growers of pears, peaches and per-

haps other fruits to establish home fruit-

canneries, and thus prevent waste and the

demoralization of over-supplied markets.

Edwy B. Reid, who publishes a local

paper in Michigan, reports to the "Mich-
igan Farmer" that the fruit-growers of

the Michigan fruit belt have already had
some practical experience in this line, and
in most instances had obtained quite satis-

factory results. Mr. Reid says :

"When the market price begins falling

these people begin canning their fruit, and
thus receive a high market price for it

the whole season. In this way they dis-

pose of their surplus peaches, cherries

and plums.
"At first thought one would think that

a canning factory on the farm would be
an impractical thing, but let us look

into the matter a bit. The outlay of

money is not large, as the machinery and
cooking apparatus does not require a

building larger than fifteen by thirty-five

feet. The cooking is done in a large

boiler set in masonry, similar to furnaces

used in the making of maple sugar.

About the only machinery used is the
cherry-pitting machine, which is often run
by a gasoline engine. A good cherry-

pitting machine, run by a one-horse-power
engine, will pit 100 crates of cherries per

day, with one man attending it. When
the cherries are canned they shrink one
half, or one crate will make just eight

quart cans of cherries. This proportion
holds about true in respect to peaches and
plums. After the fruit is pitted and
cooked it is poured into the cans, and
then the syrup is poured on. The cans
are bought ready for the tops to be
soldered on ; that is, the tops have a thin

rim of solder on them ready for the sol-

dering-iron to be applied, which is in the

form of an iron cylinder that just fits

around the cover and melts the solder.

This does away with any need of an ex-
perienced solderer.

"The farmers who have gone into can-
ning their own fruit on the farm have
opened a special market and receive very
satisfactory prices for their goods. The
cans are wrapped in a fancy label bear-
ing the name of the grower of the fruit.

In this way the brands put out by these

men become known and a reputation is

established. This is as essential when
selling canned goods as when selling fruit

in the basket, and even more so, as the

fruit cannot be seen, and the fruit and
the man who raises it are known by the

label."

If conditions such as confront us in this

vicinity, and according to reports received
here, in various other localities, are to be
the usual state of affairs, the remedy that

seems to me most natural and feasible is

the establishment and operation of home
canneries and of home evaporators. The
open market for perishable fruits should
be preserved intact at all hazards.

Home Fruit-Evaporator
The following extract from a letter re-

ceived from W. D. C, of Alton, Illinois,

throws some light on the true situation

in many of our fruit-producing sections

:

"We have a forty-acre farm, about ten

acres of which are in peaches, pears and
apples. We always have much unsalable and
damaged fruit. Would it pay us to invest
in an evaporator? What price per bushel

- "had I better accept for the raw fruit

rather than to dry it? Peaches have usual-

ly brought us from forty cents to one
dollar a bushel ; but now they are over-
plentiful. One gets disgusted these hot
days, chasing over town trying to sell on
a market already oversupplied."
The salvation, it seems to me, must be

via the elimination, from the markets, of
the poor and damaged, and in fact, of all

but really good fruit. Every bushel of
trash that you make people buy by offer-

ing it at a small price (even* then too

high) has a tendency to lessen the de-
mand and the price of really good fruit.

Let the aim be to raise better stuff, not
more of it. Do not sell the poor stuff at

any price in the general market. And if

you have enough fruit to keep an evap-
orator going, and find that evaporated
fruits sell in your markets at anything
like an acceptable and remunerative
figure, utilize your inferior fruits and all

your unsalable surplus by turning it into

a good evaporated article rather than ruin

your own markets for the fresh article.

About Bone-Meal
A Virginia reader writes that he has

the chance- to collect quite a quantity of
old dry bones, perhaps several tons, and
could have them ground in a regular bone
mill by hauling something like twenty
miles. What he would like to know is,

how this bone-meal will compare with the
bone-meal to be found on the general
market. He writes

:

"I have some farm land that has been
pretty badly run down by bad managing,
and I am anxious to improve it by getting

it into a good grass sod to be plowed
under. I have had excellent results on
portions of this land by sowing wheat and
timothy in the fall, with a liberal supply
of bone-meal mixed with some special

wheat fertilizer, and during the winter
broadcasting about two hundred pounds
of bone-meal with about three times that

much wood-ashes per acre; then in May
giving it -a good harrowing, taking care
to follow the way the land was drilled,

and then sowing clover liberally. The
land is of a sandy nature, and in places
mixed with white gravel ; loose, easily

plowed and not inclined to bake."
First as to the bones, their value for

immediate effect, of course, depends on
the degree of fineness. If the old bones
are ground into a fine meal or dust, they
will be as valuable and quickly effective

as the bone-meals of like fineness on the
market, and probably worth upward of

$30 per ton. From this, the inquirer
may draw his own conclusions as to the
question whether it will pay him to collect

and haul the bones to the mill. Under
the prevailing conditions, his task of im-
proving his land and making good crops
seems to be very simple The use of bone-
meal and ashes, the former to supply the
needed phosphoric acid—needed especially

for the production of grain—and the lat-

ter to supply especially the necessary pot-
ash, will enable him to grow big crops of
clover, and the clover rotation gives him
the key to success. In the absence of
wood-ashes muriate of potash may be
used. Usually the quantity of plant foods
applied has more to do with the results

than the exact manner or time of making
the applications. I would simplify matters
by applying these chemical substances in

the fall on the plowed ground, say at the
rate of 200 pounds of bone-meal and
several times that quantity of wood-ashes,
or one hundred pounds of muriate of
potash per acre.

Improvement by Elimination
During the past summer on my frequent

wanderings through the orchard, it was
my practise to stop at the trees when-
ever I saw defective or worm-eaten
specimens of pears or apples to pick them
off and throw them away. This pro-
ceeding resulted in a general improve-
ment of the entire crop. My Bartletts

were larger, cleaner and better than ever.

By letting "the bad die young," the good
specimens had all the chance, and much
waste of effort was prevented.
This reminds me that the road to most

of the comparative perfection in farm
products leads through elimination, and
we can do very effective work in this

way. By the elimination of weeds, of
inferior specimens in thinning, of poor
seed and poor plants in planting, we elim-

inate most of the chances of failure and
of the production of rubbish. We have
hardly paid enough attention to this elimi-

nating process for the betterment of our
crops. This year, for instance, I have
found that the elimination (rejection) of

poor seed potatoes and, of course, selec-

tion of good seed in their place, has in-

creased the potato crop fully thirty per

cent.

When we carry this same principle of
elimination into other lines of farming,
and dispose of the scrub hens that barely

lay seventy-five eggs a year, and the cows
that give but little or poor milk, and the

unprofitable mongrels of no particular

breed in any kind of stock, then we will

be on the sure road to a more satisfac-

tory outcome generally, and soon see loss

turned into profit.

Profitable Pecan Groves
The pecan is a valuable tree for timber,

but more valuable for its fruit. L. F.

W., of Carlyle, Illinois, writes : "I bought

my present farm of one hundred and sixty

acres thirty-eight years ago. About
twenty acres of it, the richest part, is

upger bottom land. On it I found over
one hundred young pecan trees, the big-

gest about three inches in diameter. I

cut these all down except five trees which
commenced bearing about twenty years

ago. Then I discovered that I had made
a mistake. I use the land for pasture and
the trees are not in the way. Three years
ago I kept half of the nuts from one of

the trees for my twenty-five grandchildren,
and sold the other half, clearing me $9.80.

This nut is in all respects like the pecan
nut recently mentioned in Farm and
Fireside. Five years ago I planted a
separate piece of ground with sixty seed-

lings of this tree. They now look fine,

but it will take ten years more before they
come into full bearing. I have made a
provision in my will reserving these trees

for the children of the family."

This is an example worthy of imita-

tion.

<$>

The Business Early Potato
The genuine Irish Cobbler or Eureka

undoubtedly stands head and shoulders
above any other early potato in point of

vigor and productiveness, besides being by
a day or two the earliest, and the most
disease-resistant of any of that class. I

consider it very likely that this potato
will come into general cultivation as the

"business early potato," and crowd the
Ohio, the Hebron and the Triumph, and
possibly even Noroton or Quick Lunch
out of our markets, and out of favor with
home-growers.
Mr. White, of New Jersey, my former

neighbor, and a sharp observer, holds the

same opinion with me about the great

value of this comparatively new sort. He
gives it as one of the reasons that no more
"fuss" has been made over this sort by
its introducers or the general public since,

that there is a spurious sort in the trade
which is not nearly so good as the gen-
uine. I believe he got his seed from a

western New York potato grower, and
cannot say too much in its favor. I got

the Eureka from Philadelphia, and I am
sure that it is as good as the genuine
Irish Cobbler. The manager of seed farms
in central New Jersey told me that the
only difference between the Eureka and
the genuine Irish Cobbler he could find

was in the depth of the eyes, those of the

Cobbler being slightly deeper. Sometimes
we are deceived »by apparent differences

of this kind between a few specimens, or
between some lots of specimens, especially

when we look for differences.

Wireworms
A reader inquires about the best means

of getting rid of the wireworms which
have almost ruined his potatoes. There
is only one way that I know of which
promises permanently satisfactory results

in checking the destructive work of wire-
worms. This is by plowing and otherwise
working the soil late in the fall ; in fact,

just before settled cold weather, so as to

break up the safe retreats of this enemy
and leave the pupae an easy prey to birds

or the winter's cold.

* * *

Salient Farm Notes
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About Short Rotation Plans

It
is comparatively easy to figure out a
nice easy method of procedure on the

farm, but when one attempts to put
the method into practise the difficult-

ies he meets with very often are a sur-

prise to him. "R. S.," of Iowa, figures out
a rotation on the quick-meal plan, and asks
what's the matter with it. He says he
will put a forty-acre field in corn next
spring, cultivate it well to keep all weeds
and grass out, then in August sow clover

in the corn, having two boys run small

A harrows between the rows to harrow
in the seed, cut the corn, and when the

ground is frozen in winter smash the

stubs with a heavy pole drawn by three

horses. The next summer cut the first

crop of clover for hay, the second crop

for seed, turn the sod down and sow
winter wheat. After wheat, corn, and
repeat the clover performance. If this

could be done as easily as it can be
thought out farming would be mere fun.

When a person gets a theory well estab-

lished in his mind it is easier to tell him
to try it on a limited scale than to at-

tempt to show him why it is impractical.

A trial does not cost much, and it is so
much more convincing than argument
that I would suggest to "R. S." that he
try one or two acres and see how it

works. I think he will arrive at a satis-

factory conclusion in one season.
"C. B. G.," Virginia, has a theory some-

what similar. His plan is to grow a
crop of wheat, plow immediately after
harvest and pulverize and sow clover. Cut
a crop of hay the following season, allow
the second growth to seed then turn it

under and sow wheat again, thus alter-

nating wheat and clover. In the first

place I hardly think he would secure a
good catch of clover, although he might
one season in five or six. A severe
winter would kill the clover outright. A
mild winter, with its alternating freezing
and thawing, would throw the clover out
of the ground. I have seen this plan tried

many times, and never knew it to succeed.
Owners of land generally seem to have a
holy horror of giving the land a short
rest. If a man sows clover or grass seed
in the spring to make either a pasture or
meadow, he wants to sow oats or some
other crop with it, so the land will pro-
duce something while the grass- is get-
ting started. Very often his oats or other
crop ruins the grass, taking up the mois-
ture and fertility it needs, and he fails to

secure a full stand and is obliged to turn
it down and try again, losing all the seed
he has sown. The best stands of clover
I have ever seen were secured by pre-
paring the soil for clover and sowing the
seed in the spring by itself. I have seen
abo.it equal success by preparing the land
by plowing in the fall, disking well in the
spring, and sowing the seed right after

the disk, and by plowing shallow in the
spring, harrowing smooth and sowing the
seed right after the harrow, and either
drawing a brush-harrow over it or a
smoothing-harrow with the teeth turned
back so that the frame touches the ground.
The former method seems to be a little

the best, because one can disk land much
faster than he can plow it, and the work
must be done quickly, for the conditions

very often are not favorable for more
than two to five days. Watch for the first

opportunity to get the seed in, and that

is just as early as the soil can be run
over with a disk. In some localities it

may not be advisable to plow in the fall

and leave the soil naked all winter. In
such cases it would do to plow earlier

and leed lightly with oats or millet.

Winter would kill the plants and they
would protect the soil to a considerable
extent through the winter and not be in

the way in spring. It will be necessary to

clip the weeds that are certain to come
up. Set the cutter-bar of the mower at

least two inches high and run over the
field as often as necessary to keep the

weeds down. The following year there

will be a grand growth of clover to cut

for hay, and, if the season is at all favor-
able, a crop of seed that will pay good
rent on the land for two years.

A farmer living not far from me has
just thrashed eighty-five bushels of seed
from thirty-five acres of clover that was
seeded last year by plowing in the fall

and disking in the spring. The value of

this crop at present market prices is close

to one thousand dollars. Yet there are

many farmers close about who have been
trying for years to seed their land to

clover and have failed, because they per-
sist in sticking to the old practise of

seeding with another crop. One should
adopt the best methods, and then not be
afraid of the seed.

Best Use of Cow-Peas
In Virginia and other sections in that

latitude farmers use cow-peas much more
than clover to get nitrogen in the soil.

But I noticed that many farmers either

made hay from the pea-vines or pastured
them off. They would get some nitro-

gen into the soil, but very little humus.
I often thought it would pay them much
better to turn the entire growth of pea-
vines down into the soil than to cut them
for hay, especially if the land was lack-

ing in humus. I noticed one good farmer
cut a part of his peas for hay and coated
that part of the field with manure. Pigs
were turned into the rest of the field to

eat the peas, and the vines were to be
turned under.

* * *

Farm and Fireside guarantees that our
readers will receive prompt and fair treat-

ment from all our advertisers. This
means that the advertisers who use our
columns are reliable people and worthy of
your patronage. We are careful about
the class of matter which we take, in

order to protect you against fraudulent
concerns. If you see anything in the
paper that you want, write to the firm and
they will give your letter careful and
prompt attention.
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Fall Planting of Apple Trees

There is some controversy as to the
planting of apple trees in the fall.

My experience in the fruit-grow-
ing business teaches me that the

most appropriate time to plant an apple

orchard is in the fall, from about the

last of October till the middle of No-
vember, when the ground is loose and
moist enough to work well, but not wet
and sticky.

At this time the growing season is

over, and the trees will hardly be injured

at all by the change from nursery to

orchard. The roots that have been cut

in digging and preparing for re-setting

will callous over, and the ground will set-

tle firmly about the roots, and in the

spring the trees are ready to awaken into

new life without a check to their growth.
I have found that good, thrifty one-year-

old trees are the best to plant, because
they get damaged less if shipped from a
distant nursery, are most sure to live, are

quicker and easier to set, contain more
fibrous roots than older trees, and it is

not necessary to cut the top back. Let the

top grow straight up, forming a beautiful

top without numerous forks so~ objection-

able to trees that have been headed back,

as has to be done with three-year-old

trees to make the top correspond with the

roots that have been cut off.

In setting the trees they should be put
at least twenty-four feet each way and
about two or three inches deeper than
they were grown in the nursery row. It

is very important that every root is put
in its natural position, with mellow earth

worked well around it. A mound of earth

should be thrown up around the trunk
of each tree, and a protection of corn-

stalks, lath or paper be placed around the

body to keep rabbits from gnawing them.
Another requisite is to watch the trees,

and when you see an open space around
them, caused by the wind moving the trees,

keep that filled up and well packed. This
should always be looked after before
winter begins. You will very likely find a

space from one half to two inches. The
rain and snow fills this space, and freez-

ing there, always injures the trees more
or less. I am of the opinion that more
young trees die this way than any other,

and I believe that this is the cause of

blight to a certain extent.

In the spring a leguminous crop of some
kind should be sown between the trees. I

prefer cow-peas. If cow-peas are sown
they should be sown in rows, in order to

cultivate the orchard. However, such

crops as corn, potatoes, etc., are excellent

for the first season. The trees must be

kept well cultivated until they are at least

seven years old. If the first season after

the trees are planted is damp they should

be cultivated pretty deep ; but if it should

be dry three inches will be deep enough to

cultivate. Make it a rule to stir tfie soil

at least every two weeks.
After the trees have been set one season

watch every tree and do not allow them
to grow forks. Cut off all forks when-
ever you see them forming. If any of the

branches are inclined to grow too fast

they must be cut back, and whenever you
notice one side of the tree inclined to

grow too fast and is likely to get out of

balance, cut it back to suit the head of the

tree. Aim to keep a spiral stem, and have

the branches start out horizontally. After

the trees begin to bear, cropping should

cease, but cultivation continued as long

as the trees continue to grow. The great

mistake that some make is in keeping

their orchards in a blue-grass sod. I have

found that when an orchard is allowed to

remain in grass without being cultivated

through the growing season that the trees

are checked in their growth and easily

succumb to drought.
Illinois. Wm. H. Underwood.

Science and Lightning-Rods
Electrical science does not sustain the

main argument of your correspondent, Mr.
Frey, in the issue of August 15th. He is

practically correct as to the relative con-

ductivity of the metals—silver, copper

and iron. But, in the case of lightning,

it is not a question of relative conduct-

ivity at all. His advocacy of the ex-

pensive metal, copper, is based upon
a mistaken assumption as to just the

part the rod plays on a house. Lightning-

rods are not used for the purpose of

conducting the charge down from the

cloud to the ground as is commonly sup-

posed, but the direct reverse, namely, to

dissipate the charge in the ground, thus

preventing the discharge from the cloud.

The scientific explanation of lightning is

this : When the charge in a cloud rises,

it attracts an equal and opposite charge
in the ground beneath the cloud. The
charges both rise in potential until they

become too great for the intervening air

to keep apart. Then the air breaks down
and the lightning bolt which is only a

large spark, passes from cloud to ground,
discharging both. Of course, whatever is
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in the way, be it house, barn, animal or

tree, is "struck." Now, as every elec-

trician knows, no charge will accumulate
on any body having sharp points, be-

cause the points permit it to escape like

water from a leaky barrel. This explains

why electric machines always have all

rods tipped with large smooth balls.

With a little wax fix a needle to one of
the balls and it is impossible to charge
the machine or to get a spark, because the
electricity escapes off the sharp point
quietly instead of accumulating on the
conductor. Hold a lighted candle near
the point and the escaping electricity will

blow it out. Now the use of lightning-

rods is simply the practical application of
this principle. They form a series of
sharp points, connected with the ground
from which the rising charge in the
ground escapes quietly as fast as it is

formed and quietly discharges to the
cloud above, so preventing a sudden dis-

ruptive discharge which woulc! be danger-
ous. Let me quote from Millikan and
Gale's Physics, page 250 : "It will be seen
therefore that lightning-rods protect build-
ings, not because they conduct the light-

ning to earth, but because they prevent
the formation of powerful charges in the
neighborhood of the buildings on which
they are placed."
Now regarding the supposed superior-

ity of copper let me quote from Barker's
Great Physics, page 626

:

"Rapidly alternating discharges" (which
is the character of lightning) "confine
themselves to a thin outer layer of the
conductor

—

thinner in the case of iron
than of copper. Hence surface rather
than cross section is of importance in a
lightning-conductor, and iron is a better
material than copper."
Again : "Tall pointed rods are not as

efficient as a number of smaller ones along
the ridge of a roof. For an ordinary
house the cheapest way to protect it is

to run common galvanized-iron telegraph
wire up all corners, along all ridges and
eaves, and over all chimneys, taking these
wires down to the earth in several
places. .

." Let any farmer look at the
protection electric companies give their
telephone poles. It is the same. Now
this article may not promote the business
of the rod agent selling expensive cop-
per rods. But the method here described
by Professor Barker will save the farmer
great expense, and at the same time give
him all the protection any human device
can. Prof. G. J. Kyle.
McMinnville College, Oregon.

"Moonshine"
Mrs. J. J. Garrett, of Kansas, objects

to my article in the August 1st Farm and
Fireside on planting crops in the moon,
but I notice she puts a good deal of em-
phasis on "good soil, plenty of manure,
thorough cultivation and rain along as
we need it." Under such conditions the
moon's influence would have to be evil
indeed to prevent a good crop.
We plant when we are ready, and

the soil and weather are in condition
without any regard to the phase of the
moon, "old," "new" or "full," as the case
may be. It's sunshine, not moonshine,
that we put our faith in. Sunshine, rain,

good seed, good soil and plenty of culti-

vation. If the moon has ever exerted
any evil influence we have not noticed it.

Our potatoes do not all grow to tops, nor
our corn and beans to roots, but yield
abundantly.

I think I've heard before that the moon
was the principal cause of the tides on
the ocean, but if one phase of the moon
acts with more power than the others it

is news to me. The tides are caused only
by the pull which the large body of the
moon exerts on the waters and this pull

is exerted just as strongly on the land
also.

If, as Mrs. G. claims, it is moonshine
that causes her plants to grow and blos-

som better, why is it not during the full,

instead of the new moon, as she claims?
The light is so much brighter during
the full moon that it seems to me things

ought to grow best then if the moon is so
all-powerful.

It is necessary that all root crops have
a vigorous, healthy top, in order that they
may produce tubers, or roots below
ground. The tops must be produced first,

and if the new moon will cause the tops

to grow so much better why not plant

then? If potatoes are planted in the old

of the moon the new tubers do not begin
to form until long after the moon has
become new, full, and old again. If they
are planted during the new or full moon

they will yet, in due season, get their full

quota of all the moon's changes, as much
of one as~ of the others, so why should it

matter when the seed is placed in the
ground, provided the soil is in condition
to receive it.

If the people who believe in the in-

fluence of the moon upon the crops also

have a firm belief in good -soil well pre-

pared, and thorough cultivation, and
practise what they believe, then a little

harmless superstition will not matter to

any great extent. Nature does not appear
to take any regard to the moon's phases,
for the treer in spring put forth leaves at

the call of the sun and rain and the

blossoms open, not at the call of the

moon, but the sun, and in due time we
have fruit—or "nothing but leaves."

When we know all the causes we will

doubtless discover that the success or
failure of our crops is due not to the

queen of night, but to soil conditions,

seed, sunshine, moisture and thorough
cultivation. In growing good crops,

either above or below the ground, I am
willing to pit the hoe and the cultivator

against the moon at all seasons.

Michigan. Apollos Long.

Planting a Winter Garden
Half of what a man gets out of life

comes from the love and care of family,

his garden, and flower yard. When he
neglects one he is likely to forget some-
thing that is essential to human happiness.

The winter, especially in the South, af-

fords a lot of opportunities for the farmer
to do something along this line. The
farm-work is not pressing, and he has

more time to devote to it than in the sum-
mer when the crops require nearly all his

attention. Away back yonder in the old

days it was an easy matter to find flowers

blooming in almost every yard, but now,
of all of them, I only know one place

where I could go and get a flower every
day in the year.

It means that surroundings will be
beautified if the farmers will take this

matter in hand and give it a little study.

The attractiveness of the farm home is

the greatest thing to be done toward
bringing the country forward now. We
have almost every convenience in the way
of utilities that the city has. The gasoline

engine has given us the water supply, the

rural mail brings us the news, the tele-

phone puts us in immediate touch with the

world. Now it only remains for the

farmers to go to work and bring up the

standard of farm beauty.

This age has given us so many new
flowers that it is an easy matter to find

something beautiful that all of us can
grow. What is true of the flowers is also

true of winter vegetables.

Dwarf plants of different types can be
grown in the hothouse or conservatory
with much pleasure and profit after one
once gets started. Winter radishes can
be grown in miniature beds. A stalk or
so of cayenne pepper can be grown in

pots, and it will grow on for years. Dur-
ing the winter it will be fine to have the

little green peppers fresh from the stalk,

and in the flowers it will be attractive

with its red and brown and green. It will

be useful as well as ornamental, too.

Then a little bit of lettuce will do well
also.

These are only a few of the things that

come up in this line, and anyone will de-

rive much pleasure and profit from pur-
suing such a course, and perchance will

bring happiness to many others who may
be induced to take up a similar course.

Georgia. J. C. McAuliffe.

Bird Friends of the Farmer
"Crack!" "Bang!"
In every direction the sharp snap of

the shotgun is heard. Every discharge of

these pieces brings a feeling of pain to

my heart, for I know that one more bird

has laid down its life, not because it has

done any wrong, but to satisfy the pas-

sion of some man for sport.

Sport, did I say ? Yesr that is what the

hunters call it; and yet, is it not a strange

kind of sport that calls for the suffering

and death of a poor little feathered crea-

ture that never did anyone harm, but

which, on the contrary has worked all its

life long to help and befriend the very

man who now takes its life? By law we
give license for this wholesale killing of

the farmer's friend, the bird.

Stop long enough to read this extract

from a news despatch published in Eng-
land.

"Fruit and hops are chiefly affected

among the crops, and many orchards and
fields in the great growing districts of
Worcestershire and Kent are suffering
from the worst plague known for many
years past. In the former district the
hops are black with aphides, or green
fly, which have attacked the crop in dev-
astating numbers everywhere. . . . The
tent caterpillar and codling-moth are
swarming on the apple trees, while scarce-
ly a currant bush is to be found which
does not show signs of the ravages of the
currant aphis. The turnip fly, the wire-
worm and the larvae of the winter-moth
are ravaging the root crops, vast numbers
of the tiny corn thrip and the eelworm^
are striving to work their worst on they
cereals, the onion fly-grub has made an
onslaught on its particular vegetable, the
ghost-fly is attacking the tomatoes, and,
in short, nothing seems to have escaped
the extraordinary swarm of pests except
the broad beans."
What is true in England is true on

perhaps fully as large a scale of the crops
in our own country. The Agricultural
Department at Washington has been con-
ducting for a number of years a thorough
examination of the stomachs of the birds

of the United States to see what they live

on. The result in showing the immense
numbers of insect and weed pests de-
stroyed by these feathered friends is

decidedly interesting. From these investi-

gations it is estimated that not less than
3,000,000 bushels of weed seeds were dis-

posed of by tree sparrows in one state in

one single season

!

And yet, millions of birds die a tragic

death by violence every year. Does it not
seem strange that the farmer should not
be the best friend the birds have? In-

stead of that he is often quite indifferent

to their interests, being aroused to lift

a hand in their defense only when com-
pelled to do so by the laws of the state.

By most farmers the crow is looked
upon as an enemy. He does do much in-

jury to the corn crop of many" states.

Every spring there is a sharp fight be-
tween the farmer and the crow to see

whether the corn crop shall make a fair

stand or whether the crow shall destroy
the seed so that the crop will fail. For
three or four weeks the battle goes on
unremittingly. The farmer fills his fields

with scarecrows that the crow laughs at,

and resorts to many other devices that

are little better than worthless, with the
result that the farmer pronounces the

crow an unmitigated nuisance.
All this time, while the crow is levy-

ing his tax on the corn-fields he is in

other fields doing splendid work to clear

up insect pests that would without his

efforts destroy ten times as much as he

does. We are learning how best to fight

the crow now. It is the practise of some
of the best fanners to feed the crow by
scattering poor corn all over the field so

that he may get it and go away with his

appetite satisfied. Others drive him away
by putting tar on the seed they plant. _He
does not like that very well and soon
leaves the field. Still others hire boys to

watch their fields during the few days
when the crow is most likely to work in-

jury to the seed.

But there are many ways in which we
may show our appreciation of what the

birds do for us. We may build boxes for

them to nest in. The other day I saw a

number of these snug little homes fast-

ened on the top and sides of a little coun-

try wood-shed near a schoolhouse. I was
interested enough to get out of my car-

riage and look into some of these. I

found them partly filled with straw and
fine grass, ready for the coming of the

birds. They had made these little boxes
and put them up to invite their friends to

come again in the springtime.

Then, we may encourage the birds by
favoring laws that prevent their being
slain under any pretext. In our own state

of New York it seems to me we have had
more birds the past season than for many
years before. I think this has been due
largely to the strict enforcement of. the

game laws of the state. The department
which has had this work in hand has
made stringent rulings governing the

killing of birds and the wearing or sale

of their feathers. Early in the season

many violations of the state laws were
reported, but after the commissioner took

the matter in hand and directed the posi-

tive enforcement of the laws, it stopped

short.

And then, as winter is a hard time

for such birds as stay with us, may we
not share our crumbs with them? Think
what our farms would soon be without

the birds! Take them away and it would
not be long before our crops would be

ruined by the myriad insect pests that

have so multiplied in the past few years.

And the feature which relates to weed
seeds is not to be overlooked. Weeds are

increasing all over the country. The
birds will help us to keep these in check.

New York. Edgar L. Vincent.
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The Value of Good and Poor
Cows

n the "Practical Farmer," Mr. T .B.

Terry makes some good points on the

value of a good cow and a poor one.

He says

:

A reader, living in one of the great

dairy states of the West, writes of pick-

ing up a choice dairy of grade Holstein

cows that will average at least 7,500

pounds of milk each in a year. He paid

from $50 t© $60 a head for them. He
writes us : "People parted with their

best cows, as that is a large price here."

Well, he is one of our folks, and posted.

I hope he didn't buy of any of our. read-

ers ; don't believe he did. Certainly he

made a far better bargain than did the

people who let their best cows go at this

price. I have been at institutes in New
York a good deal, and know how it is in

the dairy sections of this great state. I

would smile to see anyone get the chance

to pick out the best cows in the dairy of

any reading, progressive institute-attend-

ing farmer at any price he would care to

pay-

Such a thing could be done once, but

the days of such ignorance are past. Com-
mon scrub dairies average, say 3,000 to

4,000 pounds of milk per cow in a year.

This perhaps just about pays the actual

cost of keeping the cows. At any rate

the profit in keeping such cows, or keep-

ing cows so they do no better, is exceed-

ingly small. Double the yield of milk,

and without much more cost of keep you
have a fine profit.

Say the price of milk is one cent a

pound. Now a common cow, giving, say

3,500 pounds of milk in a year, might pay

for her keep and perhaps a little more.

What is such a cow worth? Surely not

very much above beef prices. She is not

making her owner any money to speak of.

But how about a cow giving 7,500 pounds
of milk in a year? Probably about 4,000

pounds of that will be profit. We won't

say anything about the higher price of

milk in winter. At summer prices the

year around she is bringing her owner
about $40 profit; $75 income and over

half of it clear profit. How much will

that pay a good interest on, an interest

high enough to cover depreciation, etc.?

About $300, wouldn't it? Is not the cow
really worth, then, about that sum.

As with rich land and poor land, so

with good cows and poor ones, the best

rarely sell for what they are really worth
from a strictly business standpoint. I am
truly sorry for the dairymen who let a

man pick out such cows at $50 or $60

each. He sold the money-makers of the

herd to keep those, probably, which just

about pay their board.

Permanent Clover and Timothy

Meadows
Answering a correspondent who wishes

to know whether it is possible to main-

tain a permanent meadow of clover and

timothy without reseeding, "Wallaces'

Farmer" says

:

With the proper management this can

be done. If the farmer is starting out to

secure a - permanent clover and timothy

meadow he should first go to some care

and expense in thoroughly preparing the

seed bed and securing a full and com*
plete stand. We would give a full seeding

of clover and timothy the first year, and

the next spring would add about half a

seeding of clover. For instance, if the

meadow was seeded down in 1906, a good

stand secured which survived through the

summer and winter following, we would
expect, with a seeding of eight pounds

of clover and twelve pounds of timothy,

to have the first cutting in 1907 apparent-

ly two thirds clover and, if there was no

subsequent seeding, a hay crop in 1908 of

apparently two thirds timothy and one-

third clover.

Why is there so much more clover than

timothy in the first cutting, 1907? Simply

because the clover being the rankest

grower, did not permit the timothy to

have its normal development. Fortunate-

ly, timothy stands a good deal of shad-

ing, and hence it is not uncommon to see

a field which is apparently all clover in

June throw up a splendid aftermath of

timothy in August or. September. Half,,

at least, of the clover may be expected to

disappear during the winter of 1907; not

because it is winterkilled, but because the

plants have fulfilled their mission—that of

producing seed—and perish. Those that

remain will be mainly the growth of the

hard-shelled seeds which did not come up

in the spring of 1906, but appeared in

1907; and this is the reason why we
would advise a light reseeding of clover

in the spring of that year.

In this way there will be a proper bal-

ance between the clover and timothy, and
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if the aftermath of clover is allowed to

grow rather long and form some seed
before it is pastured off this reseeding

will maintain the stand on good land,

adapted to these grasses, indefinitely. We
kept this up for eleven years once on a
piece of good land, using mammoth
clover, red clover, and orchard grass, and
in these eleven years took two crops of

seed in addition to the hay. The propor-
tions were somewhat variable, as we did

not reseed. Some years the clover would
maintain the ascendancy ; other years the
timothy. The orchard grass maintained
its stand throughout all these years.

Truth About Ginseng Culture
In the "Rural New-Yorker," W. M.

Evans gives an interesting account of

his visit to three ginseng plantations as

follows

:

Scattered throughout southern central

New York and northeastern Pennsylva-
nia are a considerable number of ginseng
plantations of greater or less size. I re-

cently visited three of these, one of which
represents an investment of several thou-
sand dollars. These beds have now been

one of the largest in this part of the state.

There are three enclosures, the largest of
which occupies nearly one acre of ground,
and represents an investment of $5,000.

The ginseng plants here had also been de-
stroyed by "the blight" late in June. Al-
though this caused a loss of all the seed
crop and of a part of the season's root
growth, the owner now expects that a
healthy growth will be renewed next
spring, and hopes that the disease will be
less severe ir5 its attack next year. Last
fall 100 pounds of dried roots were har-
vested from some of the older beds, which
must have sold for at least $500. This
summer six of the beds were dug up and
a yield of 250 pounds of green roots were
obtained, which is equivalent to about 75
or eighty pounds of dried roots. As
there are approximately 75 beds in this

enclosure, an estimate may be made of
the total number of pounds of dried gin-

seng roots which should be harvested
when all of the plants have reached an
age of five years. It may be stated here
that the growth of ginseng under culti-

vation is much more rapid, and much
larger roots are obtained than is usual
under natural conditions.

In regard to the future of the ginseng

GANG PLOW TURNING FOUR ACRES A DAY

planted four or five years, and the growers
are just beginning to get returns in the
form of salable roots and seed, and are
now able to tell something definite of
their prospects. Before telling of the

present condition of these plantations, .it

may be well to give a short description of
the way in which a ginseng plantation is

started. First, shade must be provided.
This is usually obtained by placing laths

approximately two inches wide, one or
one and one half inches apart, supporting

these on posts high enough so that one
may walk under the covering. The roots

are planted in beds four to six feet wide,

of any convenient length, with paths about

eighteen inches wide between them. To
make conditions as nearly natural as pos-

sible, from two to three inches of leaf

mold from the forest is placed on the sur-

face of the bed. The plants may be

started either from seed or by transplant-

ing young wild roots from the forest. In

the smaller plantations the initial cost

for the covering and beds may be but a

small cash outlay, the principal cost be-

ing the time required; the plants and
seed may be found wild in the woods. In

the larger establishments, however, there

is a very heavy expense incurred for the

covering, beds and plants. The first plan-

tation which I visited was perhaps one

eighth of an acre in extent, only one half

of which was occupied by planted beds.

When I was there, August 22d, I found

that all of the beds had been allowed to

grow up with weeds. Late in June a

disease had attacked the tops of the plants,

and not a green ginseng leaf remained.

The roots still seemed healthy, and as

nearly all had formed buds for next year's

stalks, it is probable that growth will be

resumed again next spring as usual. But

as all this year's seed crop had been de-

stroyed, as well as a large proportion of

the root growth, the owners were entirely

discouraged. They had made their first

sale last year, having sold enough ginseng

roots at $5 a pound to make a total of

$37. This fall they will dig and sell what

roots remain, and will use the ginseng

enclosure for a place to raise poultry.

The third plantation which I visited is

industry, there are several factors to be
taken into consideration. Three or four
years ago, when large plantings were
being made, the greatest profit from a
mature ginseng bed was derived from the
sale of seed, which sold for one cent each,

or about $80 per pound. In establishing

the large plantation described the owner
purchased at one time 20 pounds of seed
at $80 per pound. At the present time,

when many of the ginseng plantations es-

tablished a few years ago are producing
seed, and the demand for it has decreased,

the seed sells for a much less price than
formerly, and is evidently not now a large

source of profit. As large quantities of

the cultivated roots are now being sold

in the market, dealers are discriminating

against them in favor of the wild roots,

and it seems likely that the price, which
is lower than two years ago, may decline

still more.

Selecting Cattle for Feeding

In the "National Stockman and Farm-
er," L. W. Lightly gives the following

observations on the selection of cattle

for feeding:

Just now hundreds of farmers are put-

ting in small bunches of cattle for feeding,

many to my knowledge who formerly kept

milk cows, but failing to cope with the

present labor problem, sold their cows,
and now essay to turn their feed into

beef during the winter months. To them
I would like to say, the miserable scrub

animal usually charges more for the beef

produced than it can be sold for. It is

a losing factor in the stable, besides being

a source of depression and discourage-

ment to everybody on the place. I have

had occasion to study this matter practi-

cally during the last few years, and I

find that the old experienced feeders will

not as a rule buy until they can get well-

bred, well-built, thrifty and fairly uniform
animals, while many of the new comers
consider only the price, and with them a

steer is a steer.

Visiting feeders last spring, one had a

stable, and in another Herefords and
bunch of high-grade Shorthorns in one
Angus. A cattle scale by the side of the
stable told the weekly gains of the
bunches and some individuals, something
about the value of different feeds, and
many other facts I would consider in-

dispensable to the feeder. A clock was
in the feeding alley to tell the time for

feeding and watering, and the scale

proved that the clock and the heeding of

its admonitions put money into the own-
er's pocket. Success seemed to be writ-

ten on the countenances of the owner, the
attendant, and even the animals. One of
the delights of my life is to inspect a fine,

uniform herd of high-bred dairy cattle,

and my pleasure is lessened but little if

it happens to be a bunch of beef cattle

answering to the same description. Who
is the young man that would not delight

in caring for such stock?

My next visit was to a cross-fields

neighbor, who also tried to market his

corn and labor by way of the beef market.
He had purchased the lowest priced fag-

enders in the market. Some refused to

eat enough to make gains; others would
eat, but failed to utilize the feed and
looked thin; some made fair progress, but
the whole outlook was depressing.

After selling, the farmers kindly gave
me the figures to determine the results

of the winter's operations. No. 1 real-

ized market price for his corn, interest

on investments and other expenses, in-

cluding the wages of the attendant, and
had a little profit besides. No. 2 realized

for his corn two cents less than market
price, and had a large pile of manure to

satisfy all other claims. His seventeen-
year-old son "swore a blue streak" and
went to town, and has been working in

the shop ever since. Here is an actual

concrete, and I am sorry to say, a typical

example that could be duplicated too

often.

<$>

Cider-Making

[continued from page

large pans, consisting of wooden sides

and copper bottoms, and boiled till all

impurities and some of the water are

driven off. Then about one fifth of cut

apples are added and. the mixture boiled

down from four to six gallons into one,

according to the taste of the one having it-

made and the length of time it is intend-

ed to be kept. The stronger it is boiled

down the longer it will keep, but by too

much evaporation the butter becomes very
thick, so thick that it will stand alone

like stiff fruit jelly. It has a better

flavor when cooked to the consistency of

thick cream.

When apple-butter is made thin ; that

is, only a few gallons of cider and apples

being cooked into one of butter, it should

be sealed in jars for safe keeping. If,

however, it is cooked down strong, it

can be safely kept in either large -or

small jars from a gallon up, with only a

tight covering of paper or cloth to ex-

clude dust. In this way it will keep for

two or three years.

With the same process peach, plum and
and other fruit butter can be made.
Peach-butter is claimed by many to be

superior to apple-butter. Peach-butter

is made of apple cider with peaches for

thickening, and plum butter is made in

like manner with plums for thickening.

The cooking process is the same for all,

and the keeping qualities similar.

Fruit butter-making requires consider-

able work. There is the gathering of the

fruit from the orchard, preparing the

thickening for the cider, and taking them
to the mill. When in the pan for cooking,

the cider with the first boiling must be

skimmed, as impurities rise to the top.

After the thickening is put in, and reboil-

ing begins, the butter must be carefully

rnd constantly stirred. The stirring pad-

dle must reach and pass over every

inch of the copper-bottomed surface

of the pan to prevent scorching, and
the fire must be watched to prevent the

contents from boiling over. With a hot

August or September day, together with

the heat of the furnace and steam from
the cooking butter, the position of the

apple-butter maker is not by any means
an enviable one.
Yet with all the work and inconven-

ience of conditions, "cider and butter

making" in many localities is a sort of

holiday affair. With some the whole
family attends, wife and husband perched

upon the high spring seat, and children

tumbled upon the deep load of round ap-

ples among jars, jugs, tubs and barrels, all

going to have a good time, and bearing

home enough apple or peach butter in

stone jars to last a whole year, and cider

for vinegar to keep and to sell. One man
expressed the sentiment that he would
not care to live if he could not have an

orchard and get to take the apples to the

cider-mill.
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Late Cabbages a Failure

Our late .
cabbages and cauliflowers

are about as near a complete fail-

ure as I have ever seen. But we
have had practically no rain since

early in July, and the ground has been

parched and dry for many weeks, right

during the season when we expected the

cabbages and cauliflowers to head. The
crop of green worms, which at first

seemed to be very slim, has increased

amazingly. The air on these sunshiny

days seems thick with the white butter-

flies which flit over the cabbage patch and
deposit their eggs for more mischief. An
occasional spraying with whaleoil-soap
solution, however, makes an end for

awhile, to the worms and their mischief;

but in order to make a crop, moderate at

that, of late cabbages, we would have to

irrigate if heavy rains do not come soon.
<$>

The Tomatoes
The early tomatoes of the Earliana type

have now all ripened or rotted. Even
Chalk's Early Jewel has given out. But
we have plenty of tomatoes on our Nuevo
and Tenderloin vines, and indeed very
good ones. Tomatoes were of especially

fine quality all season long, owing to the

warm and dry weather. Even now, since

we have come very close to a killing frost

(September 24th to 25th), the cooked or

raw tomatoes, fresh from the field, have
a good and rich taste. Last year I would
hardly eat a dish of cooked tomatoes,
they were so poor in quality. And we
threw all our canned ones away for the

same reason. The hot summer has been
especially favorable for tomatoes, and
made the quality exceptionally good.
Nuevo is of the Honor Bright type;

plants, however, are of the strong up-
right growth and the leaf like that of the

"Potato Leaf," Fordhook Fancy and Cen-
tennial character, only inclined to be yel-

lowish, like Honor Bright. I do not find

it early, but it is quite productive, and the

specimens remarkably even in size.

The early tomatoes of ten or fifteen

years ago were mostly watery and of

poor quality. We now have among them
some that are about as good and solid as

any of the later sorts. Earliana, Maule's
Earliest and some others of that class

have been greatly improved in this re-

spect over the Ruby, Leader, Atlantic

Prize and others of earlier days. Yet we
must not think that we can now rest on
our laurels. I have this year carefully

selected seed from the product of some
plants in my patch for quality and solid-

ity. There seems to be yet room for im-
provement.

For Bunching Onions
As usual I have sowed a patch of

Silverskin (White Portugal) onions early

in August. The plants have had a hard
struggle against heat and drought, and are

now much smaller than I have had them
in former years at this time. Weeds also

have taken possession of the ground dur-

ing my absence for a week or two; but

fortunately these weeds are mostly purs-

lane and others that will soon be killed by
frost. I let them go now and do not

worry about them. In a few weeks the

bed will be . as clean as a floor, nothing

being left alive on it but the onion plants.

These may yet grow to fairly good size

before winter.

My Welsh onions were planted in July,

from seed then just harvested from the

old patch, and have made a strong

growth, promising a full crop of earliest

green onions for next April. I shall

probably put a good mulch of fine horse
manure between the rows. They have
never yet suffered from winterkill, and
always proved a reliable, very salable, and
very profitable crop. Old plants produce
seed very freely. I have harvested nearly

twenty pounds of nice water-cleaned seed

frorri one row scarcely three hundred feet

long.

Lima Beans
We have enjoyed luscious and tender

"lima beans for many weeks this year. But
the hot weather ripened them up rather

faster than was desirable, and the vines

now hang full of ripe pods. This, of

course, put a check to further growth,

bloom and pod production. I can see but

little difference in the various forms of

the common lima, such as the old "large"

lima, the King of the Garden, Evergreen,

etc. Dreer's lima is of a different type,

but the difference between all these in

ripening is inconsiderable. All are pro-

ductive when the soil contains plenty of

plant food. A good dressing of hen

manure, after the plants are up, well

worked into the soil by cultivator and
hoe, seems to have an especially happy
effect on growth of vine and yield. As
usual, we shall at once gather the lower
and best filled pods for seed, of which 1

want a good supply so as to be able to

provide for emergencies. In some springs,

when the weather is cold and wet, many
of the young plants come to grief and
have to be replaced by replanting. The
balance of the ripe pods are also harvest-

ed, and will give beans for cooking or

for sale.

Hothouse Lettuce

T. M. White (New Jersey) tells me
that he gets more money from a house
120 feet long and 20 feet wide, devoted
to radishes, lettuce and cucumbers, in

succession, than from all the rest of his

place, although he grows only crops that

are particularly profitable. He plants the

Boston Forcing lettuces, always in solid

beds near the ground, and by an irriga-

tion system of his own manages to have
the plants fairly free from disease.

Four to five inches of the top soil is taken

off, or thrown back, and a layer of clear

horse manure, four to six inches in depth

is then spread over the surface and the

top soil put back on it. The horse

manure is intended to feed the soil and
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the plants above with moisture, something
like a sponge. The water is applied

from a piece of common two or two-and-
one-half-inch tin pipe, perforated at the

under side with one-fourth-inch holes

three inches apart, and the pipe is fed

from a tank kept filled by means of pump
and windmill. This pipe is laid across

the bed between two rows, and the water
allowed to flow until the bed underneath
has received a good soaking without wet-
ting the leaves of the plants, and is then

moved between the next two rows. The
horse manure gets well saturated with
water in this manner and supplies mois-
ture to the plants until ready for cutting.

<$>

Planting in Succession

Along in June of this year I planted a

little patch of Emerald Gem melons.
This was several weeks after the main
melon patch had been planted. I also

planted a late patch of Evergreen sweet
corn at that time. This late planting was
done to prolong the melon and sweet-corn
season in case of a warm summer and
late, frost-free fall. It is now getting

toward the end of September. The
melons in that late patch have all ripened

and served for our enjoyment and that

of others, and we only have a few nub-
bins left in the late sweet-corn patch. The
very last of these, already a little too old

for boiling ears, are being used for corn
fritters, and come very acceptable. Of
course, had the season been cold and
wet, with an early frost in September, the

late melon and corn patches would have
been caught by the frost, and our fun
would have been spoiled. But it is always
advisable to take some chances. It pays
even if we hit it two in three times, and
usually we can manage to get at least a

partial crop by late planting. The same
holds true of lima beans, and of many
other things.

Unfermented Grape-Juice

Agood recipe for making unfermented
grape-juice is as follows : Five
pounds of thoroughly ripe grapes

;

wash clean and pick from the

stems. Put over them three pints of cold

water and cook in a porcelain-lined kettle.

When sufficiently cooked strain the juice

through a bag made of cheese-cloth. Add
one pound of granulated sugar ; heat to a
boiling-point, and bottle in clean steril-

ized bottles. Treated in this way there

will be very little sediment, but in the

course of a few weeks a small amount
will form. If it is desired to get rid of

this the juice can be put in large bottles

or jugs until the sediment has formed,
after which it can be drawn off by a
tube, and after sterilizing again put in

bottles. I think it is customary with the
merchantable product to get rid of the
sediment in this way.

Bone-meal as a Fertilizer for

Violets

L. D., St. Paul, Minnesota—Bone-meal
is a fertilizer for violets. Bone-meal has
the advantage of being very safe, and at

the same time furnishes a reasonable
amount of plant food over a long time.

It is not what is regarded as a quick-act-

ing fertilizer. It furnishes phosphoric
acid and nitrogen. I would suggest sup-
plementing it with a small amount of
muriate of potash, and using it at the rate

of one pound to the square rod, since the
addition of this would make a complete
plant food. Such a fertilizer should
bring about rich green foliage. If, how-
ever, you find that the foliage is still

light green, the use of a small amount
of nitrate of soda dissolved in water
used for watering, at the rate of one half

ounce to the gallon, or less, will certainly

give you dark green leaves. Commercial
nitrate of soda costs about five cents a
pound in small lots. In a large way I

think it is worth about $50 per ton.

The immature buds on the violet plants

you sent in I do not think need cause any
alarm, as they frequently appear at this

time of year. The spots on the foliage I

do not think the dreaded violet leaf-spot.

<&

Apple Trees Injured at the Sur-
face of the Ground

F. T., Spillville, Iowa—I cannot under-
stand what has caused the injury to your
apple trees at the surface of the ground
unless it was due to water standing
around them and freezing during the

winter. I do not think the ants had any-

thing to do with this injury. I think the

ants went on to the apple trees for the

purpose of getting honey dew from the

aphis on the new growth. This is com-
mon. I think the best treatment for your
trees would be to bank the trees up with

solid earth for six or eight inches above
the injury and then allow nature to take

its course. It might possibly be well next
spring, if the trees are then in fairly good
condition, to bridge over the injured part

with scions, the same as is sometimes
recommended for bridging over injuries

done to trees by girdling. I do not think

the wood chips with mulch over them will

hurt the trees, but I think I should pre-

fer to bank them with earth each year,

and then perhaps use the chips. The
earth not only protects the tree at its

tenderest point from winter injury, but

also from girdling.

None of the persimmons, commercial
filberts or Spanish chestnuts can be grown
in northwestern Iowa with any great suc-

cess, although hardiest persimmons, filberts

and Japan chestnuts might be grown in a

small way under best conditions.

Concord Vine Not Setting Good
Clusters of Grapes

J. H. L., Saco, Maine—I would like to

know more about your Concord grape-

vine that grows thriftily and flowers but

does not set good clusters of grapes.

There are a number of conditions that

might bring about this result. It might
be that the vine was not pruned, but was
allowed to run freely, under which con-
ditions the Concord seldom sets compact,

nice bunches. It is a vine that must be

pruned in order to get good fruit clus-

ters. Then, if rose-bugs were abundant
and troublesome at the time the vines

were in bloom, it is possible that they

are the cause of the fruits being so few
in the clusters. In either case the remedy
is one that you must apply.

If you can give me sufficient data to

determine these points I may be able to

help you discover the cause of the trouble
about which you complain. The Concord
produces good clusters when well cared
for.

<$>

Catawba Grape
J. W. C, Beaver Dam, Ohio—The

Catawba is one of the best grapes for
favorable locations in Ohio. It is of ex-
cellent quality and a good keeper. The
vine is healthy and productive. The vines
should be pruned this autumn, or the
pruning may be left until the latter part
of winter. They do not need covering
in the winter, other than a little banking
of earth eight inches high around the
vine, to protect from freezing and thaw-
ing. While they are termed healthy, yet
they should be sprayed to prevent injury
from black rot.

Plum Suckers for Planting
W. M., McDonoughville, Louisiana

—

The suckers from the Burbank plum
would be all right to set out, provided you
were certain they came from the roots of
the Burbank and not from" the stock on
which the Burbank is grafted, as is more
than likely. They would be far better
than you would be likely to get from the
seed of the Burbank, as they would be
true to name and on their own roots.
Some horticulturists think this class of
stock even better than grafted varieties.

Rose-Bugs on Pecan Trees
R. L. S., Onancock, Virginia—It is a

very serious matter when rose-bugs are
so abundant as to eat the flowers of pecan
trees, and they are very difficult to com-
bat. I would suggest that probably the
best treatment for you to follow would
be to spray the trees with Bordeaux mix-
ture as soon as the rose-bugs appear.
This remedy has proved quite successful
in keeping the rose-bugs from the flowers
of the grape, of which they are very fond.
It is possible that in the case of large
pecan trees it would be difficult, if not
entirely impractical, to spray them when
in bloom.

<&

Time to Prune Trees
L. H. R., Dover—The best time to

prune plum trees is on mild days in the
latter part of winter, or early in the
spring before the sap starts. The fruit

buds on plums and other trees that bloom
early in the spring are formed the pre-
ceding season. They are not always
matured to the same extent when winter
sets in. The maturity varies more or
less with the climatic conditions. If you
will take off some branches from your
plum trees in winter and put them in
water you will soon learn to determine
the fruit from the leaf buds, as they will

open under these conditions, and a little

examination will enable you to determine
the difference.

<$>

Name of Rose
W. H. M., Goshen, Ohio—If you wish

the name of the rose in your collection it

would be necessary for you to forward a
fresh specimen, and also state its color
and season of blossoming. The specimen
sent on was in such a shape that I could
not determine even its color.

Grapes
A. S.—The Brilliant, La Salle and San

Jacinto I think can be obtained from Prof.

T. V. Monson, of Dennison, Texas, who
ha c made a special point of originating

the new varieties of grapes adapted to the

South.

Dewberries
H. A. W., Blairsburg, Iowa—Dewber-

ries seem to be very fickle, and while we
find a few places in which they produce
abundant and regular crops, yet few peo-
ple have found them profitable. As a rule

they are unreliable and seldom profitable.

At one time I thought I had the key to

the situation, and by planting blackberries
near my dewberries I would secure cross
pollination—which would result in fruit-

fulness, but when carefully tried I failed

in this. I have had best results with the

Lucretia, and occasionally have had good
crops of it. I think the best way to grow
it is to raise it on a trellis, so as to keep
it off the ground.

«>

Rose-Bug
G. C, Birch, Nevada—Please send on a

specimen of the bug that is injuring your
rose-bushes. Without a specimen it

would be quite out of the question for me
to determine the insect to which you refer.

^3 €,
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Smith, Erwin F.

Experiments with fertilizers for the prevention and cure

of peach yellows, 1889-'92. 197 pp. 33 pis. 8°.

Wash., 1893.

(U. S. Agriculture, Dept. of—Vegetable pathology, Division of.

Bulletin 4.)

Peach yellows.
3442. Fertilizers tor prevention of disease. Lib. U. S. Dept. Agr.
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The Gully,

Called

Wall Street
A Prince of Wall Street nods to 'his clerk,

and a railroad stock, yours perhaps, goes up

like a sky-rocket; he whispers to his partner

and it drops again like a dead sky-rocket. A
wonderful game, this

!

You may not live within sound of a

"ticker," but its sharp click-clack affects the

food you eat and the clothes you wear.

Not many people understand the real life in

that amazing gully—Wall Street. You have read facts and figures and

exposures— but these are mostly partial, incomplete, about things rather than

men. Such information is dead^ and, therefore, not quite true.

A story may be truer than Truth because a story really lives and breathes.

Edwin LeF£vre knows Wall Street as a breeder knows his colts, and he has

written a great story, "Sampson Rock" of Wall Street.

Sampson Rock is a strong man, keen, hard and thrilling. Like most

men, he is both good and bad. He can control a railroad, but not his own
son. The story begins during October in

THE SATURDAY
EVENING POST

The Saturday Evening Post is a weekly magazine ot

general interest— vital to every member of the family. It

will give you news from Washington (real truth— not

partisan reports)— it will give your children articles on

business principles and success in life— it will give the

whole family sensible, first-class reading matter.

Just to show The Post's variety, here are a few of the

articles to appear this autumn.

Contributions by Senator Beveridge, including "The
Vicious Fear of Losing."

"Who'sWho and Why"— a regular department which

tells you about people— real live people of the present

— interesting people whom you want to know about.

ass

A Western series, "The Great American Steer," by

Emerson Hough. ^
"The Wife of Narcissus," a story which pictures the

life of the near- poets in New York.

" Letters to Unsuccessful Men," by a Failure.

suss

"Getting On in the World," a regular department in

which different people tell how they have won success.

We will send you The Saturday Evening Post every week for four

months (seventeen weeks) on receipt of only 50 cents in stamps or silver

THE CURTIS PUBLISHING COMPANY, 12 ARCH STREET, PHILADELPHIA, PA.
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Stove Catalogue
Contains Stoves of Every Kind Sold Direct to the
User at Lowest Prices. Our new line of heating and
cooking stoves, for all kinds of fuel, made of new
iron, in attractive patterns, with every known im-
provement and up-to-date feature, is ready for im-
mediate shipment, at low prices, saving you % to 54
from the prices that others ask.

The Best Stoves Made. Fuel
Savers and Do Perfect TVork.

Wow Ready

Fully
Guaranteed

in every
respect.

Buy
no stove

until yon
have eeen

oar wonderful
stove offers, our

splendid patterns
of economical stoves,

costing little to buy and
so constructed as to use the

least possible fuel, all told
about in our KEW 1900.J

STOVE CATALOGUE
NOW
READY

Steel, Square Oven
High Closet
Reservoir

$17.40

We ship our stores di-

rect to you from our vari-
ous stove factories in Pa.,

Ohio, Mo., or 111., all black-
ened, polished and crated. We
arantee prompt and safe delivery

and agree to take the Stove back,
pay freight both "ways and return

your money if you are not more than
pleased with your purchase. We have done

a Square Business for 35 Tears, we will be square with
you. Write us whether you need a stove or range for anv kind of

fuel ; tell us to send free New Special Stove Catalogue by return mail.

Montgomery Ward <&> Co., Chicago
Michigan Ave, Madison and Washington Sts,

Write
today for
our new
Special
Stove

Catalogue

SAW MILLS
Original DeLoach Patent

Variable Friction Feed, and
Friction Set Works

In sizes to suit any demand
Do not buy a Cheap Imitation

Get the Real Thing - Get a DeLoach
SAVE WORRY • SAVE MONEY

Make better lumber, more of it at the
Least Cost.

Write for catalogue of Saw Mills, Shingle Mills,

Edgers, Lath Mills, Corn Mills, Water Wheels, etc.

DeLOACH MILL MFG. COMPANY,
Box 300, Atlanta, Georgia.

Banner Root Gutter
in 7 sizes {or hand and power.
Cuts alL roots and vegetables
fine—no choking. No matter
what other feed you have. Cut
roots will increase its value.
Root cutters are indispensa-
ble to dairymen, sheep, hog and __
tie feeders. "Banners" shake out all

dirt and gravel, cut fast and easy and
last Indefinitely. Our free book tells.
Write for it today

.

0. E. THOMPSON S SONS, Yptilanti, Mich.

Agents
Hatchet
Screw Driver
Staple Fuller
Nail Claw
Wire Cutter
Leather Punch
Pinchers

o E very Farmer Wants One at Sight

I
One of crax splits fi»ys he willmmke fl500n*ity«r. TVel»-

T~ liere he can. TbiB is the best seller wa erer saw. Write for

CO Special Orrsa end oUn to iscn& Mifce money now.

.3 J.B.Foote (Dept.502)Pdry. Co.Prederlcktown, (X

The Great Agetas Supply House.

i

.AVE YOUR BACK
Save time, horses, work
and money by using an

Electric Handy Wagon
Low wheels, broad tires. No H
li ving man can build a better.
Book on "Wheel Sense" free.

Electric Wheel Co Bi 9 6, fjulncy, III .

ORNAMENTAL FENCE
25 designs, all steel

Handsome, durable.—
Cheaper than a wood
fence. Special induce-
ments to churches and
cemeteries. Cataloguefree.
KOKOMO FENCE
MACHINE CO.,
427 North St..

Kokomo. Indiana.

Bf\f\hT ON pOUUTRY DISEASES FREE. A healthy,
^mJ^J W\ strong, vigorous flock is the only kind that pays.
Conkey's famous hook tells you how to keep your flock in
that condition. Regular price '25 cents but for a limited

time free to those sending i cents for postage and the names of
two other poultry keepers. WRITE TO-DAY.
The G E. Conkey Co., 341 Ottawa Bldg., Cleveland, O.

CTADK TREES ARE FAMOUS
ml wherever planted; are planted

fljl|/everywhere trees are grown. Free
\0'Catalog of superb fruits— Black Ben,
King David, Delicious, etc.-Stark Bra's, Louisiana, Mo.

15,000 FERRETS. 48-page book for
6 cts about these anim ale that exter-
minate rata, bunt rabbits. Price
list free, samck.i, fau.\sworth,j
Midrtlerown.ohio.

book for
rter-

IDEAL ALUMINUM LEG BAND
To Mark Chickens. Cheapest and Beat

12 for 15c, 25—30c. , 50—50e., 100—75c.
FRAHK MYERS, Mfr.. Boi 60 Freeporf, III.

Iftftfl FprrAfc For Sale.—They exterminate rats and rabbits.
JUVU ICI I Clj Circular free. Lewis De Kleine. Jamestown, Mich.

BUYS THE NEW IMPROVED
£f MODEL K ECONOMY HAND

CREAM SEPARATOR
400-pound per hour capacity, the
beat separator made in the world pro-

- i fJed ire receive your order within 30 days.

SEND NO MONEY, S^ni
send to us and we will send this big, 400-

pound per hour capacity. New Im-
proved, Model K Economy Hand
Cream Separator by freight, C. O. D..
subject to examination. Examine it

at your nearest railroad station, and" you are convinced It is the equal
ot any separator you can buy
anywhere lor 8100.00, then pay

the railroad agent our special thirty-day
offer price $24.95 and freight charges.
The separator weighs about 200 pounds
and the freight will average about $1.00
tor each 500 miles.

TAKE THE SEPARATOR
unUC give it a thorough trial, cor*
nUHIE) pare it with any other sep-
arator made, and If you do not find
this new, big, 400-pound per hour

Model K Economy Hand Cream Separator will
Gklm closer, skim colder milk, run easier, clean easier,
and handle better than any other separator made regard-
less of name or price. If you are not satisfied It will
outwear any other separator made, if you are not con-
vinced it is in every way the highest grade cream sepa-
rator made In the world, you can, any time after giving
It the most thorough trial for any part of 60 days,
return it to us at our expense and we will Immediately
return your $24.95 togelhar with any freinh! charges paid byjea.

THIS OFFER is GO (to ONLr FOR
Ofl n A YC To Set this new, biz, 400-pound per
WW UHltfi hour capacity Model K New Improved
Economy Separator for only $24.95, less than one-
halt the price for which separators are sold to dealers
In carload lots, and one-fourth the price at which
Inferior separators are sold at retail, to take advan-
tage ot this extraordinary $24.95 price WE MUST
RECEIVE YOUR ORDER WITHIN 30 DAYS.
UfC U AUC 9 nnh of these new big 400 pounds per
IIC IIMlC 0)UUU bour capacity Model K Economy
Separators on hand and as a most extraordinary ofler

and Inducement to dispose of them all within 30 days
we make this astonishing ofler. Send ho money. Pay
the $24.95 to the railroad agent after the machine has
been received, then try it 60 days and if the separator
Is notentirelvsatisfactory return it is us and oet your money sick.

TUIC CCDADJtTAD is covered by a written, bind-
I 111w wCrAlfA I Un inz 20-year guarantee. We
will always furnish you repairs in the years to come.
We guarantee the machine to do everything that any
other separator will do and do it easier and better.

Don't wait until next spring and then pay $75.00 or
$100.00 tor an inferior machine. Send us your order
Immediately. Your order must reach us" within 30
days to get the benefit of our $24.95 price on this big
400 pounds per hour capacity Model K Economy
Separator, the best separator made in the world. If

you don't order this Big Machine at $24.95, don't faD
to write tor our free Cream Separator Catalogue. Address,

SEARS, ROEBUCK & CO., Chicago

EAP HEN FOOD
Is green bone fresh cat Rich In protein and
all other egg elements. Its egg producing
valueis fourtimes that of grain. The eggs
are more fertile, chicks more vigorous, fowls
heavier. This makes green bone cheap food.

Mann's Latest Mode! Bone Cutter.
Cuts all bone, meat and gristle. Never clogs. 10 DAYS
FREE TRIAL. No money in-advance. Catlgfree.

F. W. MANN CO., Box 32, MILFORD, MASS*

The cheapest, longest lived, best
looking roofs for farm buildings are
made of MontroRS Metal Shingles.
MOINTROSS CO., Camden, N. J.

WE WANT A MAN
Or a woman of intelligence and good address in every city, town and village in

the United States to solicit subscriptions for the Woman's Home Companion.
Great Inducements are offered the right parties. No experience is necessary,

and we cooperate with our workers at every step. Many are already making
highly satisfactory incomes in this pleasant calling which requires no investment.

Even spare hours can be used to good advantage. The requisite materials with
full and simple instructions are sent free to any intending agent on request.

Address
WOMAN'S HOME COMPANION

Department C. Madison Square New York City

Eggs as a Specialty

The farmer should not be satisfied to

receive ordinary prices for eggs, as
he can sell to the best advantage
by giving special attention to his

product. Many farmers accept less than
the real value of their poultry and eggs
because they are careless in observing the
conditions of the markets, or are too in-

experienced in the methods so essential
for deriving the highest prices obtainable
for articles of choice quality, and which
sell solely upon merit.

In the large cities the majority of
consumers know nothing regarding many-
articles of food purchased. They are dis-

posed to believe that farmers as a class

are honest, and are also willing to give
full value for the prices obtained, but the
consumer buys upon faith, as the jobber,
the large dealer and the pedler stand be-
tween the farmer and the consumer. As
eggs are brought into market from many
sources, and are collected in small quanti-
ties from the hundreds of farms and vil-

lage stores, those who handle eggs know
but little more regarding their condition
than the consumer, and yet the consumer
stands ready, with open purse, to pay
good prices if he can be assured that he
is procuring the freshest eggs that come
into the market.

It is not unusual for the consumer to

pay much more than the quotations given,
and yet be disappointed when the test

of quality or freshness is made at the
table. The disappointment does not al-

ways result from dishonesty on the part
of the commission merchant (or dealer)
who sells the eggs, for merchants are
sometimes convinced that the eggs han-
dled by them are all that may be desired,
and this uncertainty induces those who
are willing to pay well for the best to give
their patronage solely to him who will

come forward and supply them. In other
words, they will cheerfully remunerate
(by offering high prices) the farmer who
gains their confidence, and who thus re-

lieves them of the necessity of seeking in

the general market for strictly fresh eggs
which cannot easily be obtained without
incurring risk of disappointment.
The farmer who is willing to accept the

conditions and supply the demand for

strictly fresh eggs must get ready for the
trade. He should first stock his farm with
a sufficient number of hens to fill any de-
mand, and he will find the demand in-

creasing every year, if he does his duty to

the consumers. If he is so unfortunate
as to be unable to supply an order, he
should frankly inform the customer of
that fact, for he should not, under any
circumstances, buy an egg from a neigh-
bor. It is the stepping aside from the
beaten path to procure eggs elsewrhere
than on his farm that the producer falls.

He is then a customer himself, buying on
uncertainty and faith, and a single mis-
take may crush his business.

The farmer who undertakes to supply
parties in the cities with strictly fresh

eggs, but who must depend upon buying
from neighboring farmers, cannot estab-

lish a permanent business, for the reason
that he knows nothing of the quality of

his goods. Even the neighbor who is dis-

posed to be careful may make mistakes,

and add stale eggs with those that are

fresh, especially if the eggs are from farms
where the hens lay in the troughs of the

stables, or steal their nests, for it is a

great temptation not to discard a lot of

eggs when they can be sold at something
more than the sums offered at the village

stores.

The farmer who makes a specialty of

supplying fresh eggs to certain customers
uses the pure breeds, in order to secure
uniformity of product, if possible. For
instance, in the New York City market,

eggs with white shells bring higher prices

than eggs having dark shells, but in New
England the dark-shell eggs are given the
preference. Here we have an illustration

of individual peculiarities and character-

istics, for the admirers of white eggs
are willing to pay a little more for them
than for the dark, while the New Eng-
lander is ready to add a small percentage
for the privilege of selecting eggs that

are dark. Yet the color of the shells has
no influence \vhatever on the quality of

the eggs. To satisfy both parties, the

farmers who supply New York City with

the best eggs use the Leghorn, Minorca,
and other non-sitting breeds, as a rule,

while Boston gets her choice eggs from
hens of the Brahma, Plymouth Rock,
Wyandotte, or other breeds that lay eggs

of darker colored shells. It is more diffi-

cult to secure uniformity with dark eggs.

Eggs should also be of uniform size,
and the specialist farmer assorts them,
both in regard to colors and sizes. He
sends them to market in neat little boxes,
holding one dozen each, not an egg hav-
ing been layed over twenty-four hours,
and, if possible, they are shipped the same
day they are collected.
To properly prepare for supplying

strictly fresh eggs, the poultry-houses
should be constructed in advance, and ad-
ditions may be made as required. Hatch
your own pullets, and do not buy from
others, as it is best to know the kinds ot
fowls used. Gradually add to the number
of hens, year to year, until the flocks are
complete and no others are desired. It is

n. t necessary to state how to manage in
feeding, as this article would be too
lengthy, while the Farm and Fireside en-
deavors to instruct in every issue. The
farmer should get ready for a special
trade, and he should aim to make a reputa-
tion. Better sell a whole day's collection
of eggs at the country store than to ship
to regular customers if there is the least
doubt of the condition of the eggs. A
single stale egg may destroy a reputation
which was obtained by several years' hon-
esty, care and attention.
The farmer will naturally inquire how-

to obtain the desired customers. He must
be a man of business and seek them.
Even the dealers will pay high prices as
soon as they know that the farmer is re-
liable. The farmer should put his name
and address on every basket of eggs sent
to market. If necessary, he can go to the
large markets in person, and convince the
customers of his intentions, and they will
seldom fail to give him a trial. Bear in

mind that strictly fresh eggs are always
scarce in market. The candled product
and cold-storage articles do not compete
with' the fresh eggs from the farms.
There are customers for fresh eggs in the
nearest towns, and sometimes eggs bring
good prices in villages.

To supply eggs to special customers is

an opportunity to any farmer. There
but one possibility of failure, and that i>

when the farmer attempts to buy eggs and
sell them to customers who pay high
prices that they may obtain eggs produced
solely by the farmer's hens.

Disinfecting with Sawdust
Dry sawdust is one of the best materials

that can be used on the poultry-house

floor, where cleanliness is desirable, being

excelled only by leaves. It is claimed
that the fowls will swallow some of the

sawdust with their food, but such is not
necessarily the case. During the winter,

or at any season of the year, sawdust may
be spread over the floor of the poultry-

house. It quickly absorbs all the moisture
of the manure, is not chilling to the feet,

affords an opportunity for scratching and
dusting in winter, and mixes well with the

manure. It is also excellent to spread
under perches to receive the droppings
during the night, and is as quickly applied.

A cheap disinfectant may be prepared
by dissolving a pound of soap in two gal-

lons of boiling water, adding a pint of

crude carbolic acid, and stirring or agi-

tating the whole until the acid and soap
solution are well mixed or emulsified.

Pour it into a bucket, or other suitable

vessel, and shovel the sawdust into the

solution until all of the solution has been
absorbed by the sawdust. When desired
for use, simply scatter a handful of the
carbolized sawdust over the floor, under
the perches, or wrherever needed, and it

renders the house obnoxious to flies, bugs
and many other pests that annoy the hens,

as well as destroys some of the odors.

About the Incubator Trade
The following letter from a manufac-

turer of incubators explains itself:

"Yes, when I was a boy I worked on the

farm, when I was a man I worked on the

farm, and I wish I worked on the farm

now. The farm is all right, and so is

Farm and Fireside when it comes to an

advertising proposition. A few years ago

the Farm and Fireside was not worth a

continental for incubator advertising, but

for the past two or three years the incu-

bator advertiser has won out, at least I

have. Your hen editor seems to be favor-

able to incubators. We will be with you

again another season."
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Live Stock and Dairy

Young Agricultural Geldings and
their Development

In
taking up farm-work when rising

three years old, the young gelding is

generally put in the yoke alongside

of a steady, plodding, older animal,

a
which shows no disposition to restiveness.

Passing objects, which used to startle and
excite him when a young one at grass,

he will gradually get accustomed to, in

this position, and by and by will scarcely

notice even an up-to-date automobile. Of
course a great deal will depend on the

plowman who is in charge; a soft voice,

and a light hand, with a sparing use of

harsh words, having much to do in

molding the character for the future.

Hot-tempered, strong-speaking plowmen
have often been the cause of bad tempers
in • horses which have been bred off a

mild-tempered stock, and most likely

would have remained quiet, mild and
tractable in every way if they had passed
through other hands.

If the city market is in view, it is im-

portant that the colt be encouraged to

step out with an extensive, vigorous ac-

tion. Short-stepping horses, however
powerful, do not suit well for heavy street

work, when loads are heavy, journeys

long, and the wheels always turning. With
a free launching movement, knees, shoul-

ders, thighs and hocks are all brought
equally into play, and when the horse

reaches five years old he has quit all of,

his awkward coltiness, and is going free,

square and even at both ends. He is just

then the horse that millers and brewers

want, if he is up to their weight, has

ample bone, and his feet wide, deep and
of a lasting character.

A good many breeders, as is well

known, sell the young colts off the farm
at two or three years old, not caring to

take the initial trouble of the prelimi-

nary training. In many cases they have
not full work to. keep the animals going,

and it does not pay to have them idle

after they are quite fit to earn their keep.

It therefore pays them best to sell the

youngsters to those who can keep them,
developing body and muscle in the manner
indicated, till the time comes when they

are fit to go into cities.

When spring work is a little late, farm-

ers are tempted to take a little more out

of the young ones than they ought. Hot,

sweating noontides, followed by chills in

the afternoons, are very trying to raw
young animals, and break them down
hopelessly in body and spirit for after life.

W. R. Gilbert.

Some Handy Feed Racks
I find that the handiest and most eco-

nomical rack for horses is made by mak-
ing a manger about three feet from the

ground, two feet wide and eighteen inches

high in front, and two feet in the back.

Make a feed-box to fit in the top of the

manger at one end of the stall. It should

be six "inches deep and fourteen inches

wide. In makings the partitions in the

stalls, let the plsmk extend across the

mangers and slope gradually till they

slope twelve to fourteen inches at the top,

which should be about two feet above
mangers. Nail plank to this sloping parti-

tion, and nail a strip about two feet from
the edge of these planks to the top of the

partition. Nail slats to this piece at the

top and to the back of the manger at the
bottom about six inches apart. This rack
is to feed the hay and fodder in, and what
falls while the horses are eating will go in

the mangers and not on the ground to be
tramped under foot by the horses and
wasted. Feed corn, oats, ground feed in

the feed-box, and the chop-feed in the
manger.
For cows I prefer the mangers to go the

full length of stables. They are more
easily cleaned without partitions. Have
these mangers about twenty-two to

twenty-four inches wide, eight inches high
in front and two feet high in the back,
i lave the stalls about three and one half
to four feet wide and make partitions

between the stalls high and long enough to
prevent the cows hooking each other.

Make a box ten by twelve by eight inches
deep, and nail it to the front of the
manger and to the partition on the left

of stall. This is for ground feed and salt.

The cows will get more good from their
feed, as the other cows cannot get at it,

ana they cannot root it all over the
manger and waste part of it, as is the case
when the shipstuff is poured on a pile in
the mangers. Tie the cows, just long
enough to permit them to lie down com-
fortably and they cannot reach far enough

in the manger to hook or steal the feed

from the other cows.
For outside feed racks drive posts about

seven feet apart, about three feet high for

cattle. Nail a two-by-twelve piece to the

top of the posts and bore a slanting hole

about one inch in diameter every six

inches on each side of the two-by-twelve.

Take a two-by-four and make holes in it

to correspond with the two-by-twelve ; get

round pieces about two and one half or

three feet long, and put in the two-by-
twelve and the top in the two-by-four.

Nail the slats across the top at the ends
and about every seven feet in the rack
for braces. Bore two holes in the end of

the two-by-twelve, and through the braces

at the end, and place the round pieces in

these. Now you are ready to put in your
hay or fodder, and have the satisfaction of

knowing it will not be trampled in the

mud.
For sheep the rack need not be more

than eighteen inches or two feet from
the ground, but should be made the same
as for horses or cattle. For grain troughs
for sheep, make the troughs about six to

ten feet long and fourteen inches wide and
eight inches deep, with a partition every
ten or twelve inches. Nail legs to these,

so they are about eighteen inches high.

Racks and troughs for sheep will do for

calves. I prefer to feed slop and milk to

calves in buckets, as they are liable to

form the greedy habit, and drink more
than is good for them if fed slop in a

trough with other calves.

Indiana. W. King.

Cow Stanchions
I send you herewith a sketch and de-

scription of a stanchion which we have
used in our stables with much satisfac-

tion. We have used both chains and
the old stationary stanchions, and have
seen some of the modern patented cattle

ties, but consider this stanchion superior

to any of them.
With this stanchion the cows are given

sufficient freedom without undue liberty.

FlG.l Fig. 2

They can turn around to lick themselves,

yet cannot get back on the walk or ahead
in the manger.

Figure 1 shows the stanchion closed.

Figure 2 shows it open.

The two sides are made of hard wood
four feet long, one and one fourth inches
thick and two and one half inches wide.

The end pieces are also of hard wood,
and are one foot long by three and one
half inches square, and are mortised to

receive the sides as shown in Figure 3.

The sides are fastened to the ends with
bolts, one side on bolt at X, and being
held when closed by clevis C. Eyebolts
are affixed at each end, to which short
chains are fastened, and by which the
stanchion is suspended.
The whole stanchion, including bolts,

labor, etc., should not cost more than
sixty or seventy-five cents, and may be
made for even less than that amount.

Canada. F. G. Semple,

For

preserving

the strength

and increasing

the life of harness

Eureka Harness Oil

has no equal. Su-

perior to other brands

because free from acid

and will not become ran-

cid. Penetrates the leather

and makes it weather-proof,

sweat-proof, soft, strong and
durable. Makes old harness

look like new. Prevents rot.

Gives a glossy black finish.

Boston Coach Axle Oil

makes easy running wheels. Re-

duces friction to an absolute mini-

mum. Better and more economical

than castor oil. Will not gum or

corrode. For use on carriages,

cabs, buggies.

Sold everywhere.

STANDARD
OIL CO.

TRoofedllS
jo

(LACKDIAMOND!

Stowell Mfg. »nd Foundry Co.

So. Milwaukee, Wii.

|Re&dtr^Roofincf
No other ready roofing can talk about^

12-year-old roofs. They can't find them.

Most ready roofings are wrecks or patch-

works at that age. But Black Diamond in-

stead of making the vague statement "Lasts for years," says "Here 1

are Black Diamond roofs that have lasted io years, 15 years, and are^

still good roofs !
'

'

May be you only want a roof that will last a year or so. Even then

you will probably get Black Diamond on account of its unusually low
price. But if you want a roof that endures, you must buy Black Dia-

mond

—

the roofing with a record. Take a look at that record. It is in

our free Booklet in the photographs and stories of old roofs where Black
Diamond gave long service and satisfaction. Ask for a Sample at the

same time. We will gladly send both free for the asking.

BARRETT MANUFACTURING CO., Black Diamond Dept.

i
New York Chicago St. Louis Cleveland Cincinnati

-Philadelphia Allegheny Kansas City Minneapolis New Orleans

Better Than Ever
No matter what separator
you are now using—No
matter what separator you
are thinking of buying—No
matter how you now handle
your milk—you ought to
examine the

Improved Frietionless

EMPIRE
Cream Separator
It won't take you long to see
Its good points—andii/s wortn
a whole lot to you in good hnrd
money to find the separator
that; turns easier, Is more pim-
ple in construction and dot s better work than any
other. All we ask is that you investigate, bend to-
day for catalog and valuable dairy books
Empire Cr<»am Sennrnfnr Co.. BInom rMH. —fhlcart), III.

MA WU f\ O wanted to travel, distributeM Mm V ¥%. samplesaud employ ag-nts. $18

Wf\ HA ik IVI a week, expenses ndvanced. Lo-
IVI IH cal manager & canvassers also.

ZIKGLEKCO., 877 Locust St., Philadelphia.

BE SURE TO MENTION FARM AND FIRESIDE WHEN
WRITING 10 ADVERTISERS.

SAWS! ANY WOOD
IN ANY POSITION
ON ANY CROUNO
4 In lo 5 H. Through

Folding Baotc 9 MEN wlln •
Sawing Machine DcdlS 6 Cross-cut Saw

C lo a corda dally la the usual average for one man.
BUSS hky <v r » ^ _ SAWS DOITS

TREES

IMan^ a

Our 190? Model Machine saws faster, runs easier and will last

Iongerthan ever. Adjusted in a minute to suit a 12-year-old

boy or the strongest man. Send for catalog showing latest

Improvements. First order gets agency.
folding Sawing Mach. Co., 158 £. tlai rison St, Chicago, III

SAW MILLS
All sizes. Most work with least power "\

f~ and smallest crews. All latest improve-
merits. Also Edgers, Trimmers, Planers.
Soinele and Lath Mills. Cut-off and Rip Saws, Feed
Mills, etc. Send for fine free catalogue.

American Saw Mill Macu'y Co.,
130 Hop. Street. Hackettstown, N. J.

602 Engineering Bldg. . New York City.

PREMIUM
No. J 50

Ladies' Knife—Ivory Handle
This knife is the finest grade of cutlery. It has

ides of the very best cutlery steel, tempered
by experts, ground to a keen edge and then

highly polished. This knife is hand forged,

not drop forged, and on that account

every knife is sure to come up to

the highest standard of quality.

The illustration is actual size.

This Ladies' Knife has a beautiful

ivory handle of the newest design,

with German silver trimmings.

This Ladies' Ivory-Handle Knife will be given FREE to any one for a club of

FOUR yearly subscriptions to Farm and Fireside at

the regular price, 25 cents each.

This Ladies' Ivory-Handle Knife and Farm and Fireside one year, sent to any address for only 60c.

(To Club Raisers:— When the subscriber pays you this special price you are entitled either to

the regular cash commission or to count the name tn a club.)

Address FARM AND FIRESIDE, Springfield, Ohio
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"Making Poultry Pay"
is the title of a valuable illustrated

book, written by P. H. Jacobs, Editor of
the "Poultry Keeper." It tells how to care for

all kinds of poultry, how to get the best results in
chicks, eggs and market fowls. It tells how to prevent

and cure poultry ailments, and how to properly house and
yard poultry to keep them in prime condition. It also shows the

peculiar adaptability of Rex Flintkote Roofing for roofs and sides of
poultry houses, and gives photographs of many successful poultry
houses where it is used.

This book will be mailed to any address upon receipt of 4c. in

stamps simply to pay postage and packing. Rex Flintkote Roofing
is long-wearing, water-proof, fire-resisting and a non-conductor of
heat and cold. It can be laid by an ordinary farm hand.

Send for Free Samples
If yonr dealer hasn't the real Rex Flintkote with the "Look lor the Boy" trade
mark on the roll, stop, sit down and write to us for the name of a dealer who has.We will send you also samples to test, and a complete booklet on roofing. Every-
thing to lay comes in the roll. We make a special red paint for Rex Flintkote
if you prefer a red roof.

J. A. & W. BIRD & CO., 75 India Street, Boston, Mass.
Agents g»c everywhere

WW
'OUHDERBERG POULTRY YARDS

,.- .v .„,TOMPKINS COVE.N
' COVERED WITH ..—"'-

REX FLINTKOTE'
ROOFING.

If you will get

two of your neigh-

bors who don't take

Farm and Fireside

regularly to sub-

scribe at twenty-

five cents a year,

and you send us

the fifty cents, we
will send Farm
and Fireside to

each a full year

and give you a full

year free. Three

yearly subscrip-

tions in all. That's

a good fair offer.

Let us hear from

you.

FARM AND FIRESIDE

SPRINGFIELD, OHIO.

AN INFLAMED TENDON
NEEDS COOLING.

AjJSORBINE
Will do it and restore the circulation,
assist nature to repair strained, rup-
tured ligaments more successfully than
Firing. No Mister, no hair gone, and
you can use the horse. $2.00 per bottle,
delivered. Book 2-C Free.
ABSORBINE, JR., for mankind, $1.00

bottle. Cures Strained Torn Ligaments,
Varicose Veins, Varicocele, Hydrocele, en-
larged Glands and Ulcers. Allays pain quickly.
W. F. YOUNG, P. D.F., 23 Monmoutfl St., Springfield, Mass.

lil/lUTCn Stable Men in every locality

IfHn I L.U throughout the United States to

advertise oar goods, tacking up show cards on
trees, fences, bridges and all conspicuous places;

small advertising matter. Commission or salary

and expenses $3 a day. Steady employment to
men. We lay out your work for you. P?o experience
ite for full particulars,

EMPIRE MEDICINE CO.. LONDON. ONTARIO. CANADA.

MEN
distributing

$90 a month
good reliable

needed. Wr

HEAVES NEWTON'S Heave hd Cough Cure

i veterinary specific.

«14yearssale. Onetotwocant
.so will curt Heaves. $1.00 per
•"can. Of dealerB, or express

prepaid. Send lor booklet.
, The.NewtonRemedjCo.,Tolec]o,0.

PATCMTC SECTORED OS FEEA I L II I S SETTJH.NED.
Free report as to patentability. Illustrated Guide

Boob, and List of Inventions Wanted, sent free.
EVANS. W1LKEN9 & CO., "WASHINGTON, D. C.

WE ARE PAYING
Agents most liberally as a regular

feature of our large business. You
will be similarly treated, even

though inexperienced, and will be

given the choice of three different

plans of working. We always '

prepay transportation charges.

Write for details showing exactly

how hundreds of gentlemen and

ladies are making steady incomes

of $75 to $160 a month, and say

whether you wish city or country

territory. Address

Department C,

Woman's Home Companion

Madison Square, New York

To agents, either sex.

Work easy and extra
profitable. Send tor

terms and Free Outfit.

Address FARM AND FIRESIDE
Dept. of Agents. Madison Square, New York

The Family Lawyer

Legal inquiries, of general interest only, from our regular subscribers will be answered in this
department, each in its turn. On account of the large number of questions received, delay in giving
printed answers is unavoidable. Querists desiring an immediate answer, or an answer to
not of general interest, should remit $1.00, addressed to " Law Department,'
answer by mail

question
this office, and get the

Vacation of Streets

W. J. C, Illinois, writes : "Our town
was surveyed and laid out in one-acre
lots, clear of the street on either side.

The streets could be used for public
purposes as long as it is a town. There
is three blocks on either side of one of
these streets. One of the principal heirs
owns two of the blocks. The streets are
fenced up and divided as regards the
portion of land.' Has anyone a right to

pile up anything against their neighbor's
corn-crib, or anything else that would
damage you? We have no town law, we
are governed by the state law."
When the ground is platted into lots or

blocks, and streets and alleys are laid out,
no individual has a right to close up any
street or alley, no matter whether it be
used or not Of course, if the closing
up of the street or alley does not injure
anyone, then there is no one that could
raise an objection to such closing up;
but every lot-owner in such a platted ad-
dition has an interest in the streets and
alleys, and could prevent another from
closing them up. No one would have a
right, even where a building is situated

on a line, to pile up rubbish against the
building in such a way as to affect the
building.

Purchase of Ground—Distance to Control

A. B., Pennsylvania, writes : "A. has
two plats of ground advertised to be sold

at public sale. One of 114 feet front and
another of 28 feet front. When auc-

tioneer sells tract No. 1 he states that it

extends from F.'s property down along
road to the garden fence. When he sells

tract No. 2 he states same to extend
from garden fence down, 28 feet. B. buys
tract No. 1, M. buys tract No. 2. When
B. measures his tract he finds it more
than 114 feet. When M. measures his

plot he finds it to be less than 28 feet.

A. and M. then together move garden
fence back on tract No. 1, six or eight feet,

enough to make tract No. 2, 28 feet front.

B. objects to this, claiming he bought
from F.'s property to garden fence as

per auctioneer's conditions when sold.

B. comes to A. with the money to pay
for tract No. 1. A. refused to give a deed
for ground from F.'s property to where
garden fence originally stood, but, gave
M. a deed for 28 feet. With tract No. 1

was sold a private alley. When M.'s

deed was given it gave him privilege to

use this alley. Can B. hold tract No. 1

from F.'s 1 property to where garden fence

stood when sold, or must he submit to

have the fence moved up the six or eight

feet, enough to give M. 28 feet front? Is

M.'s deed a good title, and lawful, in-

cluding the privilege of using the alley

sold to B.?"
It occurs to me that the size of the lots

could be controlled by the length as ad-

vertised, that the mere fact that the

auctioneer stated that a certain amount
went to a certain place would not over-

ride the advertised length of the various

lots. If they were advertised to be a cer-

tain length, a purchaser would not expect

to get more than the advertised length. Of
course the purchaser, if he was misled

by the auctioneer's statement, might re-

fuse to accept or comply with the sale,

but he would have no right to the extra

amount and compel the seller to make a

deed therefor, and in the above case the

seller had a perfect right to give a deed
to the purchaser of the 28 feet, and also

a right to use the alley. If B. wishes to

hold this property he will only be entitled

to get the 114 feet. Of course M.'s deed
is good and lawful, including the priv-

ilege of using the alley.

• 3>

Real Estate Held in Trust

M. C, California, writes: "A. deeds

real estate to B. in trust for C. A. dies,

B. sells the most of that property, and
when B. dies he has nothing. C. dies.

Can C.'s heirs do anything to try to get

that property? C. deeds property to her

youngest son, can the other heirs set that

deed aside, knowing she had done this

over four years before her death?"

If B. held the real estate in trust for

C. I do not understand how B. could

make a good conveyance of the property.

However, all of B.'s rights and the rights

that he could convey to another depend

entirely upon the provisions of the trust.

If he had no right to convey, then of

course C.'s heirs can recover the property,
but this answer is not very definite for
the reason that the query does not state

*'

the nature of the trust. Whether or not
or(

C. could deed this property to some one of
her children to the exclusion of the others,
would depend upon the fact whether
or not C. was entitled to all the property,
or possibly upon the question whether
C.'s right was a vested estate. If C.'s

interest became a vested one at the time
A. made the deed then her interest would
be such a one that she could give it to
whomsoever she might choose. However,
it may be that by the provisions of the
trust that this did not in fact vest in C.
until B. died.

<3>

Control of a Wayward Child

Subscriber, from Nebraska, writes : "My
son, who is sixteen years old, ran away
six months ago and refuses to come back.
(1) Could I have him sent to the reform
school? (2) He is now in Wyoming.
How should I legally go about it, and
what would be the probable cost? (3) If

sent would he be taught something useful
and be made to obey?"

I very much doubt whether there is

any method in law provided you for re-

covering or compelling your son to return.

I have not the Nebraska statutes at my
command, but I am of the opinion that
he is now too old to send to the reform
school, merely because he is incorrigible.

Of course, if he was sent to the school,

they would teach him all useful things.

However the benefit that would be derived
from a school of that character, by reason
of the class of pupils that are sent there,

is always one of doubtful value. Usually
the boys that are sent to that school are
bad boys, or they would not be there.

Consequently when a number of boys of
that character come together they ape
likely to teach each other a good deal of
mischief. For a bad boy it is probably
the best place for him, but for a boy that

is not very bad it is not a very good place.

I could not tell you the cost or anything
of that kind. For this matter you must
consult someone at home.

Right to Soil in Street, etc.

T. P., Ohio, writes : "A. has two vil-

lage lots, and the town council has
ordered a sidewalk to be built in front of

them. There is considerable dirt to be
moved in front of them. Who does the
dirt belong to from the lot-line to the
curb in the street? Can the council take
the dirt and fill in the street or streets

in other parts of town without the consent
of A. the owner of said lots ?"

My judgment would be that the council

would have a right to take this dirt and
use it anywhere else on a street or high-
way. They would have no right to sell

it or give it away to any person or use
it for any other purpose. The street

when it is dedicated is given to the public

for use for highway purposes, and so

long as it or the dirt therefrom is used
for highway purposes it is a perfectly

legitimate use.
<5>

Right of Eminent Domain
L. H., Florida, writes : "Can a man be

compelled by the laws of Florida to let

anyone have a right-of-way, and if so,

what is the customary charge for such
through farming land? Also through un-
farmed land. How are the right-of-ways

bought, by the rod or amount of acres

included therein? What is the highest

charge that can be made?"
I presume the ordinary laws relating

to the right of eminent domain apply to

Florida as well as elsewhere. In fact

there is little difference between the laws
of the various states on that subject, and
by such a law a railroad or other corpo-

ration has a right to condemn its right-

of-way through premises of another. The
only provision attached thereto is that the

owner must be compensated in full for

the damages sustained. I cannot answer
what such charges would be in your state,

other than to say it is the value of the

land actually taken and the injury sus-

tained to that portion remaining after the

improvement or railroad is put thereon.
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Mental Activity

BY C. VV. SUPER, EX-PRESIDENT OF THE OHIO

STATE UNIVERSITY

There is a passage in John's Gospel,

in which we are informed that

Jesus told Peter ,the time would
come when he would no longer

be able to do as he liked, because another

would compel him to do what he did not

like. There is a sense in which this is

true of an overwhelming majority of the

human race. Very few persons are aware
that in the early years of their lives they

are training up a tyrant who will event-

ually reduce them to the condition of the

most abject slavery. They may not know
their pitiful condition, but it exists, none
the less. Very few insane persons are

aware of it, yet that does not alter the

fact.

Any person who has had a fairly decent

bringing-up is in a large measure a free

moral agent between his twentieth and
his thirtieth year. A careful observer has
said that what an individual is at eighteen

he will be to a greater or less extent all

the rest of his life. I think this is per-

haps not quite true. But it is a sad mis-

fortune that so many young men and
women are "finished" long before they

reach middle life. The ruts and grooves
in which their thoughts will henceforth
run are by that time worn so deep that it

is next to impossible to make new ones.

"Habits are at first cobwebs, at last

cables," says the proverb. We weave them
or let circumstances weave them about
us, imagining we can break them when-
ever we please, if we give the matter any
thought, when lo, to our dismay we find

that we are helpless. Need we wonder
why the progress of the world, in the

best sense, is so slow, when we see how
hard it is to get a new idea into most
people's heads ? They fall into a way of

thinking and doing, then continue to

think and do along the same lines for the

rest of their lives because it is easy. There
is no more strenuous work than thinking,

and there is none in which so few persons
engage in all seriousness.

"In spite of the proverb that it is hard
to teach an old dog new tricks I have had
less trouble with dogs than with human
beings into whose heads I have tried to

put new ideas," said a gentleman to me
not very long ago, a man who pro-
fessed to have had a good deal of experi-

ence with both men and the canine tribe.

Most men's minds are just as good
t
at

seventy as at thirty, or at least ought to

be. I can name a dozen men who are
over eighty and who are intellectually as

vigorous as ever. Senator Pettus, of

Alabama, was born in 1821. His term of
service will soon expire, but he is a can-
didate for reelection. It is not urged
against him that he is too old. If old men
will profit by experience, if they will be
careful not to get enrolled in the "dyed-
in-the-wool" class, they ought to be the
most valuable members of the community.

In this fast-moving age what is the use
of a man who has ceased to learn?

Whose mind is hermetically sealed and
even worse? Just the same use that a
well-trained horse is

—
"you can always

put him through his paces, but you can't

do any more. You might as well try to

sell soap to a tramp, or to batter down
Bunker Hill monument with ripe oranges
as to try to get Jim Smith to do anything
differently from what he has been used to

doing."

I once heard one of my father's .neigh-

bors say about another neighbor, after

trying in vain to get him to act upon a

perfectly reasonable suggestion. He could
not meet the proposal with argument

;

his only reply was, "what was good for

my father is good enough for me." The
man was not a fool—he was simply an
extreme type of that ultra-conservative
class who are as much afraid of a new
idea as they are of the small-pox. I was
once walking along a highway in Ger-
many, when I came across a man who
was cutting corn with a grain-cradle. It

had been sown thick on the ground for

fodder. I asked him why he did not plant
the corn in hills and raise ears, as I

thought it would be much more profitable.

"It never occurred to me that I could do
so, though I have seen corn in the ear."

What a large family that is to which the
man belonged who carried his wheat to
mill on horseback, balancing the grain
with a stone in the other end of the sack.

When his boy threw away the stone and
divided the grain he got a thrashing for

pretending to be wiser than his father.

It is painful to think that a large ma-
jority of the men and women we see
about us every day are mere puppets
moved by invisible threads. Not long ago
I asked a grocer for some butter. He
showed me a roll, at the same time re-

marking: "This was made by Mrs. .

It is very fine in every way except that it

is over-salted. I want Mr. 's trade
and so I buy his wife's butter although
I lose a few cents on every pound. If I

The Grange

should suggest to her to use a little less

salt she would get mad and never come
near my store again." Here force of

habit had made a fool of a woman ; for

is it not so said of the individual that is

wise in his own conceit? There is no
inherent cause why a man should not
control himself more completely in ad-
vanced age than in the impulsive period

of youth, unless his faculties are impaired.

The will is everything. A great philoso-

pher has truly said that there is but one
good thing in the universe, and that is a

good will.

When a small boy, I once went with my
father to a justice of the peace with
whom he had some business. I noticed

that when the official, who was about
seventy, did any writing he held the wrist

of his right arm with his left hand. Boy-
like, I showed my surprise. The old man
noticed it. Turning to me he said : "I

am a nervous wreck from the use of to-

bacco. I have long tried to give it up,

but it was too late. I can't."

I have never forgotten that sight and
that lesson. I have tried to avoid doing
anything from mere routine for which I

am unable to give a good reason. I have
too lofty a conception of the dignity of

the human mind to permit mine to de-

generate into a mere machine, or fall to

the level of the brute that does a thing

to-day because it has become a habit. It

often happens that persons, who are in

early life wisely economical, come in the

course of time to regard money as the
all-in-all of their existence. They become
a sort of miniature mint that is good for

nothing but to coin money. It is a piti-

able condition for a human being, whether
he deals in millions, in thousands, in dol-

lars or in dimes.

The Grange Correspondence
Course

The Grange Correspondence Course of-

fers its members an opportunity for home
reading and grange recitation in agricul-

ture and domestic science. It is offered

by the grange as one of the dividends the

school slips into the next, and is in

reality a preparation for the next. The
work is methodical, systematic and uni-
form. The aim is to use the foundation
laid by the coranjon school and build
thereon manhood and womanhood most
useful to themselves and humanity. It

helps business.

Outlines containing suggestions for
papers and questions are prepared for
each lesson. They are based on a text-
book. References are also cited, so that

the student may have the opportunity of
as extensive reading as he desires to make
the work interesting and valuable. The
books are sold at wholesale. It costs the
state nothing, as the grange supports the
work. It is an opportunity offered by the
grange. He who avails himself of it will

receive the benefit. He who does not will

receive nothing, unless he is a member of
a grange where the work is carried on.

What is the Grange Correspondence
Course? Do you know about the Chau-
tauqua work that has girdled the globe
with students? This is a grange Chau-
tauqua Course. It is an opportunity.

<$>

Election of Senators by Direct
Vote

The grange has insisted for years that

senators should be elected by direct vote.

The Oregon plan, as it is called, is meet-
ing with approval. Each party places its

candidate on the party ticket, and the
candidate receiving the largest number of
votes will in all probability be elected by
the legislature as senator. While this is a
modified form of direct legislation of

senators, it is a step in the right direc-

tion.

Let the grange push with increasing
vigor the election of senators by direct

vote. And at the same time let the spirit

of independence in voting be encouraged.
Never let it again be possible for corrupt
machine methods to prevail. Let the votes
be for policies, not men nor parties. But
select strong men to lead, men who can
stand against corruption, who can be
honest arid upright in the face of tempta-

I think too much of my
name to put it upon poor

lamp-chimneys. Evidently
other makers feel the same

way. Good lamp-chimneys

bear my name, and the poor

ones go nameless.

Let me send you my Index

to chimneys. It is free.

Address. MACBETH, Pittsburgh.

k Q£) B"ys This Large Handsome Nickel

Trimmed Steel Range
without warming closet or
reservoir. Witli high warm-
ing closet, porcelain lined
reservoir, jnst as shown in
cut. ;S13.95:lar(!e, 6qnareoven,
six cooking holes, body made
01 cold rolled steel. Duplex
grate; burns wood or coal.
Handsome nickel trimmings,
highly polished.

OUR TERMS
most liberal ever
made. You can pay
alter you receive t he
range. You can take
it into your home,

use it 30 days. If you don't
rind it exactly as represent-
ed, the bigtitst bargain you
ever saw, equal to stoves
retailed for double our
price, return it to us. \Ve
will pay freight both ways.

Todav for our beautifully illustrated Stove
' Catalogue No. 333. A postal card will

styles to select from. Don't buy Uiitil you get it.

VIN SMITH CO., CHICAGO, ILL

Write

d*0^ 75

MAR

COILED SPRING

FENCE
Closely Woven, Can not Sag.
Every wire and every twist 1b
a brace to all other wires and
twists full height of the fence.
Horse-high, Bull-strong, pig.
tight. Every rod guaranteed.

30 DAYS FREE TRIAL
and sold direct to farmer,freight
prepaid, at lowest factory price.
Our Catalogue tells how Wire
is made—how it Is galvanized—
why some is good and some is
bad. Its brimful of fence facts.
You should have this informa-
tion. Write for Ittoday. ItsFree.

KITSELMAN BROS.,
Box 271 MUNCIE. INDIANA.

"Ell
Hay Press.
HORSE and BELT

POWER.
38 styles and sizes of

Presses.
For many years the stand-
ard. Lead in character
of work, speed, easy
and safe operating.*
Don't buy until you]

see the Eli catalogue.\
Mailed free. Write

'

for it today.

COLLINS PLOW CO., 1116 Hampshire St., Qulncy, Ills.

A GRANGE PICNIC PARTY

A merry party of patrons accompanied National Master Bachelder and State Master
Derthick to the picnic at Buckeye Lake, Licking County, Ohio. The camera caught
the crowd. Reading from left to right, the three ladies standing in diagonal line are,

Mrs. H. A. Weber, Miss Kelly, Mrs. Ida K. Galbraith, Superintendent Traveling
Library Department. The next three are Mrs. Merrill, with flowers, hostess to the par-

ty, Mrs. A. F. Burgess and Mrs. Lee. Mrs. Boileau stands just back of her two daugh-
ters. Reading from left to right are Prof. A. F. Burgess, Chief Inspector Orchards and
Nurseries, Department Agriculture, Prof. Henry A. Weber, Department Chemistry, Ohio
State University, Mr. Boileau, Ohio Experiment Station, State Master Derthick, Na-
tional Master Bachelder, Prof. McCall and Prof. Decker of the Ohio State University.

grange pays its membership. The Ohio
State University and the Ohio Experiment
Station are cooperating with the grange
to extend this opportunity. The cur-

ricula are under direction of a commit-
tee composed of the president of the

Ohio State University, the master of the

state grange, the dean of the College of

Agriculture and Domestic Science and my-
self. The outlines for study are prepared

by members of the committee, the faculty

of the College of Agriculture and Domes-
tic Science, and the Ohio Experiment
Station.

The aim is to make home reading meth-

odical and systematic, the result uniform

and even instead of haphazard. It will

supplement the very excellent work the

agricultural press, experiment stations,

colleges and departments of agriculture

are doing. It will multiply many fold the

work of the grange, because it will give

every lodge that so desires an opportunity

to have a succession of programs, each

fitting into the other just as one lesson in

tipn, who can bear the whips and stings

of disgruntled people with equanimity,

caring only for the vindication of their

own consciences. Direct legislation will

not avail much without an honest, fear-

less, independent constituency. The people

will get just what they are worthy of

getting.

The Observatory

No class of persons has contributed so

much to the discontent relative to vast

accumulations of private property as those

who have disregarded moral, ethical and
written law in gaining and retaining it,

Respect for law by what are called the

middle and lower classes alone has made
possible the arrogant stealing. "Steal by

law" has been the motto of one, while

"Obey the law" has served the others.

CALIFORNIA
Sunset Colonies—Irrigated Land
Tracts of 10, 20, 40 acres or more, level fertile land, on easy

terms. Heart of the beautiful Sacramento Valley. Near Feather
River, a grand stream. All land under irrigation. No crop failures
oh irrigated land. Fruitgrowing—alfalfa— dairying—stock raising.
Green feed all tlieyear. Peaches, grapes, figs, etc.. immensely prof-
itable. New model town now onilding. A rich and prosperous
country. Big oak trees. Fine climate. Good markets. Two rail-
roads. Good schools, churches, fine roads, pure drinking water.
Ideal spot for a home. Write for free illustrated pamphlet.
Mention this paper. SUTTER IRRIGATED FARMS CO. 1109
Post Street, San Francisco, Cal. (Agents wanted).

TELEPHONES
FOR FARMERS

9

LINES
Buy from the manufacturer. Build your
own lines. Book of instructions free.

Write nearest office. Ask for BulletinNo.37G. .

The North Electric Co.
Cleveland, O. Kansas City, Mo.

Dallas, Texas.

SAVE HALF YOUR FUEL
BY USING THE

Rochester Radiator
Fits any Stove or Furnace.

Guaranteed to do all we claim or
money refunded.

Writ* for booklet on heating homes.

Rochester Radiator Co.,
57 Furnace St., Rochester. N. Y.

Price from
$2.00 to

$12.00

For Hard or

soft coal,

wood or gas.

Our "Course by Mail" will fit yon in a short time
for either Railway Fireman or Brakeman so you
can earn $65 to $125 a month. Hundreds of po-
sitions now open. Original and only school of
its kind officered by railway officials. Write
for catalog today and begin stndy at once.
The Wenthe Ry. Corr. School, Box 600, Freeport, 111.

LAWN FENCE
Many designs. Cheap as
wood. 32 page Catalogue
free. SpeclalPrlcestoCeme-
teries and Churches. Address
COILED SPRING FENCE CO.
Box 414, Winchester, Ind.

Agents for any
thing can work up a big side line that takes very

little time once a month ;
sewing machine agents,

tax collectors, book agents, nursery-stock solic-

itors can double their business. Instructions and

outfit cost you nothing. We only want a reply

from you that you are a hustler, and we will do

the rest. Write us at once. Circulation Dept.

FARM AIND FIRESIDE
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CHAPTER V. [CONTINUED]

Alice was very quiet after the de-
parture of the physician. To all

of Mary's remarks the invalid re-

plied only in monosyllables. It

was not until Elsie reached home and
began to ask, in her rather imperative

way, of the doctor's visit that Alice said,

"I did not really like him ; he is too
brusque and positive. However, I feel

certain that for me to follow his directions

will mean for me to come back to health

and strength. Think of it, my sisters—
health, after almost a score of years of

invalidism."

She picked up the sketch upon which
she had been at work when the physician

entered the house. Alary had noticed that

Alice had not resumed her occupation
after the going of Doctor Merdith.
"In a way, Elsie, your new doctor

sharply criticized my picture. He in-

sinuated that my pencil was 'only a
medium for poor work,' and I am not
sure but he was right."

"We do not care for Doctor Merdith's
opinion of your drawing," and Elsie bent
down to smooth her sister's brown hair.

"Your pencil amuses j'ou ; that is enough."
"It will not be enough if I come back to

health and strength," Elsie said decidedly.

"Because I have dreamed away the best

years of my life is no reason why I should
not improve what is left."

The entrance of Aunt Patience put an
end to the conversation. Elsie was con-
scious of a feeling of doubt. Had she
been too certain of her own right to in-

terfere in the lives of those who were so.

dear to her? Where would Alice's new
fancies lead?

"I tell you what it seems good to think
that Howard Farm is again under How-
ard rule," Aunt Patience said as the four
women sat at the tea-table. "It just made
me wretched to see. things go to loose

ends, as they did under Tom's rule. Are
you going to farm in the old vigorous
way that your father did?"
"You must ask Elsie," and Mary

smiled fondly over at her younger sister.

"While I find myself able to work within
doors, I must leave the planning for the
farm to Elsie, assisted by Bert and Mr.
Maynard."
"We will go slowly but thoroughly,"

Elsie said, "trying to bring the farm up to

its past standard of excellence. The land
has been what Bert calls 'run,' and we
must seed much and keep stock."

Two days later Elsie again drove to

Lenox after school. She wanted to see

Doctor Merdith and learn his opinion of

her sister's case.

To her surprise on entering the doctor's

office, Elsie found Jerome Dare seated
there, a book in his hand. He rose and
placed a chair for her.

"You want to see Doctor Merdith?
He is in his private room, engaged with
a patient, but will soon be at liberty."

Elsie sat down, vaguely conscious of the
feeling of restraint that Dare's presence
always roused in her nature. He did not
appear conscious of it, but went on easily.

"It was such a pleasure for me to find

Merdith here; he and I were college

friends. I was just looking at James
Lane Allen's 'The Reign of Law.' The
critics say that in nothing but literary

finish and musical expression does it ap-
proach his 'The Choir Invisible.' Have
you read that book?"
"No. The only thing I ever read of Mr.

Allen's was his 'A Kentucky Cardinal,'

and I thought that beautiful. It was not
so much the story as it was the telling of
it that charmed me."
A smile lighted up Jerome's face. He

leaned forward eagerly.

"Ah, that is Allen's power. Miss
Howard, I am going to bring up 'The
Choir Invisible' for you to read. In 'Mrs.
Falconer' the author has portrayed a per-
fect woman, a type that we rarely meet '

in real life."

Elsie's cheeks flushed a bright red.

"What of the hero?" she asked, and the
man's ear caught the mocking note in her
voice. "Why is it that men are always so
ready to judge a woman, assuming that

they understand her nature?"
"You misunderstood me, Miss Howard.

I meant—

"

The opening of the door from the inner
room and the entrance of Doctor Merdith,
accompanied by his patient, put an end to

Jerome Dare's explanations.
Elsie stated her errand briefly. What

was his opinion of her sister's case?
It was some time before the physician

replied to this plain question. He sat

leaning back in his chair, a preoccupied
look on his face. Suddenly he sat erect,

his dark eyes frankly meeting Elsie's gaze.
"There is no reason why your sister

should not become a well woman. The
old stomach trouble is passed. She needs
nourishing food, plenty of outdoor exer-
cise, engrossing, enjoyable work, and

—

well, something that will make her think
and act for herself."

The Making Over of

the Howards
By Hope Daring

"I am sure that I can promise to see

that she has all of these," Elsie said with
a smile. "The last named may be a little

difficult to provide. Alice's long illness

has led us to seek to shield her from every
care."

"I understand. Miss Howard, your sis-

ter was displeased at what I said about
art. That very sense of annoyance may
help to rouse her by exciting her to make
her work prove me to be in the wrong. By
the way, she has an artistic taste and eye,

but her fingers are not trained to carry
out her vision. Promise me that she
shall have a camera."
"A camera ! Why I do not think that

Alice wants one."
"Then it must be your and my work -to

make her want it. I will disparage the
pencil as a representative of life, while
you shall speak of the camera taking her
out into the fields. It will give her what
she needs—an absorbing delight in life;

I know the camera's fascination."

"Well, it shall be made desirable to her
in some way," Elsie said, rising from her
chair. "If Alice can be restored to health,

I will ask nothing more."
"She can be. I am to see her again

next week."

CHAPTER VI.

It required some finesse to enable
Elsie to keep the promise she had made
Doctor Merdith. It was not that Alice

place to summer,
a place of busy

'You dear dreamer. Elsie, I am not sure but
sent to Howard Farm to show you the

flaw in your plans'"

was unwilling to have a camera ; the long-
ing for one had come to her as she had
examined the pictures the doctor had
shown her on the occasion of" his visit

to the farmhouse.
At first she refused to consider the

matter. This was because she feared that

Doctor Merdith would think that she had
been converted to his way of thinking.

Elsie saw that, but she wisely ignored it

in talking with Alice.

"Let us have a camera ; I am sure it

will be great fun," she urged. "If I do
not teach next year, as we have almost
decided that I shall not, I must have some
occupation, something besides my beloved
books."
"But we do not know how to operate a

camera. Neither do we know anything
about developing and printing pictures."

"We can learn. I had a letter from
Myra Ferris yesterday. She has promised
to spend a month with us soon, and that

dear girl knows all about photography, as

she does about everything else. She will

teach us. You must live outdoors this

summer, Alice; you know I have already
preached that."

"I know, dear. I will follow your ad-
vice, camera and all. Anything to come
back to the world, a well woman."
So the camera was purchased. In

reality it was selected by Doctor Merdith,
although Elsie did not mention that fact

to Alice.

Spring had given
Howard Farm was
activity from early morning until night.
Mary directed the affairs of the house,

herself caring for all the milk. She had
retained the position of organist at the
church. A choir had been organized, and
there was a weekly meeting for practise.
One hour each afternoon Mary Howard

spent at the piano. Not only did her
olden skill return, but once again the
music thrilled her with passionate delight.

She ceased to think of herself as old
and useless. Dainty and becoming arti-

cles of dress were selected by her, and she
moved about her work with a song upon
her lips.

Alice had already deserted the wide
couch where so many of her waking
hours had been spent. She helped with
the lighter household tasks, fed the
chickens, and tried the new camera,
studying printed directions, pending the
arrival of Mrs. Ferris. That was not all.

Alice ate heartily and slept as she had not
for years.

As for Elsie she bade her pupils good-
by with mingled regret and pleasure. She
was needed at home. Notwithstanding
the work there would be time for her to
carry on her reading with renewed
energy.

It was Elsie to whom Bert came for
orders. It was Elsie who encouraged
Mary's passion for music and watched

over and inspired Alice.

She did all this with
cheery good-nature, albeit

at times she was secretly

a little despondent.
"I believe being made

over is more enjoyable
when you are not aware
of the process," she said

to herself at times.

The three sisters reso-

lutely refused to sever
their connection with Hat--
tie. In the new home at

Lenox there was a hired
girl, and there was also

much dissatisfaction and
homesickness, although
Mr. and Mrs. Hill denied
both.

The Misses Howard
made many visits to the
Hill home, carsying cans
of cream, baskets of eggs
and rolls of butter. They
took first one child and
then another out to the

farm for a week's stay.

Gradually Tom's resent-

ment began to soften, al-

though he still assured his

sisters-in-law that they

would "see your foolish-

ness in thinking that

womenfolks could run a
farm."
Jerome Dare brought

the book of which he had
spoken to Elsie. Her

thanks were so cold and constrained that

Mary lavished kindly attentions upon the

caller, urging him to stay for supper.

The invitation was promptly accepted.

Jerome made himself so agreeable that

both the elder sisters asked him to come
frequently.

It was the first week in July when Myra
Ferris arrived at the farm. During Elsie's

two years at college she and Myra had
been the best of friends, and the friend-

ship had never grown cold.

Myra had graduated from college, and
very soon afterward she had married a

promising young lawyer. His death oc-

curred a year later. The young widow
found herself dependent upon her own ex-

ertions. She taught music, worked in a

newspaper office, went abroad as a com-
panion for an elderly lady, and at that

time was in the employment of a lecture

bureau. Mrs. Ferris was a clever imper-

sonator and gave interpretations of some
of the best-known novels and poems.

"This is my vacation-time," she said to

Elsie when on the evening of the day she

arrived at Howard Farm the two were
seated in a hammock on the front porch.

"Now that means that I work on my new
studies just six- hours a day. The rest

of the time I shall spend outdoors, in

your company I trust."

"If this is your idea of rest what repre-

sents work to you?" Elsie asked, her
eyes resting fondly on Myra's face.

that I was
one

"Work? My art is work, and I love
it. Drudgery means the hustling from one
place to another, living on trains and in
hotels where sham takes the place of
simple comfort. Yes, it is drudgery to
rush and hurry, to cater to the public,
but it is that divine thing—power—to
stand before an audience and sway the
people to your will, to make them laugh
and cry."

"What are your new studies?"
"The Little Minister,' where I make

all things subordinate to bringing out the
elusive, tantalizing character of 'Babbie,'
'Adam Bede,' 'The Right of Way," and
Browning's 'Saul.' Ah, it is in that last
that I feel the touch of the master's
hand."
For a moment silence fell between the

two friends. Suddenly Myra looked up to
sav

:

"Tell me about the change here. The
atmosphere is charged with electricity;
your sisters are both years younger; you,
beloved, you look like a conquerer, and
yet your conquest has not brought you
your heart's desire."
"What a witch you are, Myra! It is

not that I afn disappointed in what 1

have done, but somehow what I have
done makes me hunger for—I do not
know what."

"Let the longing grow, Elsie; in its

own good time your soul will speak in no
uncertain tone. How is it that I find you
three women alone?"

Briefly Elsie narrated the circumstances
that had led to the change in their house-
hold arrangements. Myra nodded her
head softly.

"Elsie, you have done the best deed of
your life. Providence sent that blunder-
ing professor here, for had not Mr. Hill
sold the land he would have stayed. What
is his name—the professor's I mean?"

"His name is Dare, Jerome Dare. I

believe he was connected with Audry
College."

Myra whistled. "Excuse me, Elsie, but
during my vacations I allow myself the
pleasure of being surprised. Professor
Dare is one of the brightest lights of
Audry College. Indeed he is honored bv
all the educational world. You must give
me a chance to meet him. Now, Elsie,
why that frown?"
"Because I do not like Professor Dare.

However he is one of Mary's favorites,
and you will have an opportunity to meet
him, as she has a fashion of inviting him
-to tea. Myra, the change in my sisters
is such a pleasure to me."
-"It is wonderful, even more so in

Mary's case than in that of Alice. When
I was here a year ago your oldest sister

needed only a cap to make her the typi-
cal grandmother of the story of thirty
years ago. Now she has come into her
own. The world of friendliness, philan-
thropy, books and music is all before her.
I would not be surprised if some good
man fell in love with Mary, and his pas-
sion woke a response in her breast."
"Do not say that." Elsie spoke sharply.
"Why not?" Myra asked, looking out

over the moonlit fields.

"It—it hurts, something as if you had
said it of my mother. In all my plans for
the Howards, Myra, we three are' to stay
on here, together."
With a merry laugh Myra Ferris threw

her arm round her friend, drawing Elsie
down among the cushions.
"You dear dreamer. Elsie, J am not

sure but that I was sent to Howard
Farm to show you the one flaw in your
plans. When you have made over the
Howards, when each one of you women
enters into her rightful place in the
world, then each one will be independent.
You make over your sisters, Elsie, but
when your work is really done, you can-
not refuse each one the right to plan for
herself."

Myra's words rang unpleasantly in

Elsie's ears. Surely they were not, they
could not be true. No new and individ-
ual interests would ever divide the futures
of herself and her sisters.

Myra's visit was a pleasant time for
all. The young widow was most versa-
tile. She helped Mary with her music,
giving the spinster two lessons a week
during her entire stay at the farmhouse.
She instructed Alice in the use of the
camera and roused the invalid's interest
in her new occupation to fever heat. Myra
helped Elsie plan a course of reading for
the winter, and together they made out a
list of twenty-five new books to be added
to the Howard library.

Then the guest was interested in the
neighborhood affairs. She accompanied
her hostesses to church and made friends
with Mr. Reed. Alice had so far re-

gained her health as to be able to drive to

Lenox and visit the office of Doctor Mer-
dith. Myra accompanied her, and the
physician became so interested in the ac-
count the two gave of the work of the
camera that he drove out to the farm-
house to inspect the same. Then during
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Myra's visit the Howards entertained the

Farmers' Club, of which they had be-

come enthusiastic members.
Jerome Dare was a member of the

club. Often his frankly confessed ignor-

ance of farming matters brought upon
him a hearty laugh, but in it Jerome
joined. In many ways he was most help-

ful to the organization. His wide knowl-
edge of the world, of men, and of books
was always at the disposal of his neigh-

bors.

"I propose that we take advantage of

the excellent traveling libraries offered

by our state library," Jerome said during
that meeting at Howard Farm. "I have
circulars and lists of the books here. We
can obtain fifty volumes, and keep them
three months at an expense of a dollar

and a quarter."

After some discussion the matter was
put to vote, and the motion was carried.

Elsie was giving the business only a di-

vided attention, and she was aware of a

feeling of vexation when she learned that

the library was to be placed at Howard
Farm, under her control.

"I do not want to bother with it," she

said to Myra as the two stood at the

gate, watching the last of the guests drive

away. "What books I need I will buy,

and I should think Professor Dare could
do the same."
"There may be some in your community

who cannot. These books will be of

benefit to the children. Elsie, I don't just

understand you. The Howards, as you
see them in the future, are interested in

their neighbors. You are, too. I believe

the reason you frown upon this project

is because it was proposed by Professor
Dare."

"I do not like the man. He is so

sure of himself."

A faint smile curved Myra's lips as

she asked, "Do you remember that our
teacher in mathematics at college used to

lay that same charge at your door ?

However, you are going to have a chance
to know Professor Dare better. He has
invited us all—you three sisters and my-
self—to his home for lunch the day after

to-morrow."
"To his house ! The idea ! I shall not

go."

"I do not see how you can decline,"

Myra said, her gray eyes twinkling mis-
chievously. "You know I leave Howard
Farm the next day, and this lunch is in

my honor. I accepted for you. You must

"I believe he could buy what books he volume which she handled with gentle,
wants. The number of books in those caressing touches.
cases would not seem to indicate that he "It is easy to see that you are a book-
proposed a traveling library solely on his lover, Miss Elsie; your touch tells that,"
own account. and Jerome stood at his guest's side. "I

Elsie's face flushed. She made no re- w i sh you would glance over my cases and
ply. Upon her return to the other room

go.'

CHAPTER VII.

Myra was right; Elsie had to accept

the invitation to Jerome Dare's home.
All the excuses that she could frame
seemed so trivial that to have insisted on
them would have made her refusal appear
to be an expression of personal dislike.

Had the Howards been alone, Elsie would
not have cared for that, but the twinkle
in Myra's eyes made her friend decidedly

uncomfortable.
It was a delightful August day when

the four ladies descended the slight hill

to Mr. Dare's home. The old-fashioned
white house had green blinds and a long,

narrow front porch. The yard was dotted
with dusky cedars and fir trees. Along
the porch grew a tangled mass of nastur-
tium vines which were starred with their

brilliant blossoms. The grass was closely

cut, and the frequent rains of the summer
had kept it fresh and green.

Their host came down the steps to greet

them.
"This is a great pleasure," he said

cordially. "I have received so much hos-
pitality at your hands, Miss Howard,
that I began to fear that common polite-

ness must forbid my accepting more, un-
less I had an opportunity of returning it."

As he spoke he led the way into the

house. In the old days the sisters had
been familiar with the place. They knew
that Dare had made some alterations,

but they were surprised at the trans-

formation wrought.
The door from the porch opened direct-

ly into what had once been the family

sitting-room. A sleeping-room had been
opened from this. Jerome had removed
the partition between the two, throwing
them ' into one, a room fourteen feet by
twenty-six.

A hardwood floor had been laid. Upon
this was spread a few rugs in rich, sub-
dued coloring. The walls were tinted a

soft gray, making a harmonious back-
ground for many photographs and
sketches. A tiled fireplace occupied one
end of the room. There was a wide
couch, comfortable chairs, a roll-top desk,

and, ranged round the wall, low, well-

filled oak bookcases.
"Do you really like it?" Jerome ex-

claimed as Alice's hearty praise was re-

peated. "I am glad to hear you say
that it looks like home, but it is only a
man's home, after all."

As the guests stepped into the old
parlor, which Jerome used as a sleeping-

room, Myra whispered to Elsie:

she sat down by a window and looked
absently out upon the lawn.
The other ladies examined the pictures

upon the walls and the books in the cases.

The host explained his present mode of in^in 'the' summer""
living.

take home with you anything you fancy.

"Thank you," Elsie said coldly. In-

wardly she was enraged because of the
hot blood coloring her cheeks. "You are
very kind, but I have little time for read-

"I could not stand the life at Long's.
No, Miss Howard, it was not so much
the food. I do not care so greatly for

what I have to eat as I do how I have it.

For the last ten years I have been spoiled

by Flip. He is the negro whom you may
have heard I now have here with me."

"I have heard of him," Mary Howard
said. "He told our man-of-all-work,
Bert, that you saved his life, and that he
belonged to you, body and soul."

Jerome Dare looked a little embarrassed.
His eyes swept the circle of faces. All

were turned eagerly to him except that of

Elsie.

"It was during a visit to New Orleans
that I ran across Flip. I found him ill,

dying I feared, and I—why I only saw
that he had care, nursing him myself,

because no one else could be found to

do it. His ignorant neighbors thought
that, because the poor lad was a hunch-
back, he was in league with evil spirits.

When Flip recovered, I brought him home
with me. For ten years he has been my
general factotum. I am not sure but in

one sense Flip is right in saying that he

belongs to me, and I am not unmindful
of the obligation that this condition of

affairs imposes upon me."
"You left him behind when you first

came here?" Alice asked.

"Yes, I left him in charge of the house

at Audry, where he has long made me a

comfortable home. Somehow I feared

Flip would be unhappy
outside of a city, for he

knew nothing of country
li-'e. It was not alone my
need of Flip's ministra-

tions that caused me~ to

change my mind; the poor
fellow was grieving his

heart out, because of. our
separation. He is truth

and fidelity personified.

Ah, here is John."
Elsie had already seen

Doctor Merdith alight
from his carriage at the

gate. Jerome Dare rose as

he said:
"I asked John to join us

at lunch. Excuse me while
I go to meet him. I think

I told you, Miss Alice,

that Doctor Merdith and I

were college chums, and
that his presence in this

vicinity was one of the

things that induced me to

locate here. John Mer-
dith is a noble fellow.

Years ago the death of

a girl wife made his home
and his heart desolate, but

he has put aside his sor-

row and lived for his

work."
He left the room to join

his guest. No sooner was
he gone than Myra nodded
her head.

"Professor Dare is all I

ever heard he was, which is saying a good
deal. I wish he was my neighbor ; I

should partake of his hospitality on every
possible occasion."

%

The dining-room of the house was
large. There, too, a hardwood floor had
been laid, and the walls were covered
with dark-green ingrain paper. A magni-
ficent palm stood between the two win-
dows, which were filled with trailing

vines.

The highly polished oak table was un-

covered. The silver was massive and of

quaint design, while the egg-shell-like

china, with its green fern decorations,

pleased Alice's artistic eye. In the center

of the table stood a great bowl of sweet-

peas, and at each plate lay a long-

stemmed Jacqueminot rose.

The meal was daintily served. Bouillon

was followed by beaten biscuits, fried

chicken, lettuce salad, celery, and plum
jelly. Then came blackberries and cream,

pineapple sherbet, cake, nuts, raisins and
coffee.

They spent a merry hour at the table.

After the meal was over Miss Howard,
under Flip's patronage, was invited to

inspect the pantry and kitchen improve-

ments that had been included in Jerome's
remodeling of the house. Myra, Alice,

and Doctor Merdith went out on the lawn.

Elsie, who thought herself alone in that

part of the house, stood before one of

the bookcases, lost in enjoyment of the

"Now, Miss Elsie, you are a more con-
scientious farmer than I am," -Dare said,

sitting down on the arm of an easy chair.

"Jem, my hired man, says the gossips
over at the village store wonder how any
man can sit down and read a book when
his corn needs cultivating."

"Our farmers read much and wisely,"
Elsie said in an icy tone. "However I

believe they usually do it when their corn
does not need cultivating."

Jerome Dare bit his under lip. Why
was it that he seemed always to say the
wrong thing to this one of the Howard
sisters?

However, he did not heed her mocking
tone. Leaning a little nearer he said :

"Mrs. Ferris has told me of your winter
plan for reading. I am sure I could be
of help to you, especially in your study
of German. Will you not allow me to

give you lessons in that language, and
also what other help I can?"
"You are very kind, Professor Dare, but

I—I have no right to trouble you."
"It will be no trouble," he hastened to

say. "Teaching is a delight to me ; I find

myself longing for the old work. Besides
I want to help you."

He was not just at ease. Elsie re-

sented his use of the word "help."

"Again I thank you, Professor Dare,
but I think it will be best for me not to

trouble you. My reading will be too dis-

connected to meet with your approval.

'The gossips over at the village store wonder how any
man can sit down and read a book when his

corn needs cultivating' "

Yes, Mary, what was it you said?" and
she turned to her sister who had just

entered the room. •

CHAPTER VIII.

Doctor Merdith took Mary and Alice

home in his carriage. Myra and Elsie

walked, going slowly along the tree-bor-

dered highway, for they had much to say

to each other on that last day together,

despite the month's companionship.
"What a charming home Professor

Dare has!" Myra said musingly. "Now
that he is freed from that enforced atti-

tude of superiority which a college in-

structor seems to think he must maintain

towards all young women, he will be look-

ing for a wife. His home is charming,

but I am sure that he feels that it needs

the distinctive feminine touch that not

even Flip, with all his devotion, can

give"

The next morning Myra Ferris left the

farmhouse. The sisters kept on with

their usual occupations, varying their toil

by many simple pleasures. Alice had al-

most ceased to consider herself as an in-

valid. As yet her two sisters allowed her

to attend to but few of the household

tasks, and those few were the lightest.

Alice lived outdoors. At first she

had rejoiced when she was able to leave

the porch for the ample grounds. Then
she spent much time in the orchard, re-

newing her acquaintance with the nooks

she had loved and frequented in her girl-
hood. Next she grew strong enough to
visit the distant fields and even the wood-
land.

On all these excursions the camera was
her companion. Alice had resolved to
perfect herself in the knowledge of pho-
tography.
As gorgeously-colored autumn gave

place to austere winter, Alice Howard
clung to her new ideals and pursuits.
Resolutely she turned her back upon all

thought of her invalid past.

iTO BE CONTINUED NEXT ISSUE]
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Mr. Blossom

THE venerable Dr. Lyndsay was the
oldest and best-respected man in

Thrushton. He was tall, spare
and cadaverous; indeed, there

was so little flesh on his attenuated
frame, and so little hair on his smoothly
polished bald head, that it was not a
difficult matter for a stranger on enter-
ing his office for the first time to deceive
himself into the belief that he had seen
a well-dressed skeleton.

Dr. Lyndsay was beloved and re-
spected as a philanthropist, and to those
who were accustomed to seeing his hol-
low eyes, sunken cheeks and parchment-
like skin drawn very closely over his
somewhat prominent set of false teeth
there seemed nothing unusual in his ap-
pearance. He had grown feeble, and been
obliged to resign the greater part of his

practise to a younger man.
As time passed Dr. Lyndsay's tall,

spare figure was seen less in the well-

known office, and young Dr. Beekpr
supplied the Thrushtonites with the
necessary medical attention. In a small
room adjoining the main office there had
stood for a number of years the skeleton
of a man; this necessary, or otherwise,
adjunct was called Mr. Blossom. Young
Dr. Beeker was particularly fond of Mr.
Blossom. He carefully dusted and cared
for this gentleman with his own hands;
a cigar was jauntily thrust between his

grinning teeth, an elaborately embroid-
ered smoking-cap adorned his shining
skull, and usually a bouquet of flowers
was held in the bony fingers.

As Dr. Beeker sat before the desk in

a somewhat irritable frame of mind one
gloomy afternoon the door opened and
a street urchin called out, "Violets!
Sweet violets! Buy a bunch, sir?"

The young doctor remembered that
Mr. Blossom had not been supplied with
flowers for a week, so he said, "I will

take a bunch! Just go into that room
and put it in the vase on the table."

The boy .entered the room in haste. A
moment later the door closed with a

bang, and the shock-headed boy, with
wild, staring eyes, shot past the aston-
ished physician, scattering the sweet
violets about the office floor. He did

not ask questions, nor wait to receive

remuneration, but sought the nearest
means of exit. Dr. Beeker looked up
in astonishment, a ray of intelligence

gradually gleamed into his bewildered
mind, then he broke out laughing. He
was still laughing when the venerable
Dr. Lyndsay appeared, and the occur-
rence was explained in detail.

The next day the philanthropic old

doctor appeared at an earlier hour. He
was sorry that anyone should be
frightened in his office, and determined
to try and find the boy and explain.

Dr. Beeker was sharply reprimanded,

and set to watch at the window for the

youth with the violets. Toward evening
he was rewarded. Dr. Lyndsay stood in

the door awaiting his arrival.

"Come here, my boy; I want to speak
to you," said the kind old man; as he
motioned the urchin to draw near.

The boy gave a startled look, and
started to run.

"I want you a moment, son," the old

gentleman repeated. The boy reached
what he considered a safe distance from
the spectral form, and shouted back,

with a strong nasal intonation, "Naw
yer don't! I seen yer yesterday with

yer clothes off!"

Dr. Lyndsay's emaciated hand was
slowly raised to his bald head. He
thoughtfully rubbed the shining surface

a moment, and silently withdrew.
Ida E. R. Smith.

<S>

Great Treat in Store for Farm and

Fireside Readers

The opening chapters of the greatest

serial story Farm and Fireside ever pub-

lished will appear in the November 15th

issue. The story has been secured at

great expense, and it is going to prove a

rare treat for our patrons and friends.

We will tell you more about it later, but

in the meantime be sure that, your sub-

scription is paid up, so that yon will not

miss the issue.
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HYGIENIC UNDERWEAR
A New Popular Priced Undergarment
That is Having a Remarkable Sale.

Hygienic underwear at a popular price is

something entirely new—heretofore such a
garment sold at $1.50 and upwards Vellastic
Utica Ribbed Fleece Underwear is made by a
patented machine which makes it possible to

sell a high-grade underwear at 50 cents. This
low price combined with the hygienic value,
perfect fit and superior quality of Vellastic
Underwear has created such a demand that
the mills find it hard to keep pace.

Vellastic Underwear is an elastic ribbed
garment with a soft downy fleece next the
skin. The elasticity of the rib allows perfect
fit and comfort, while the fleece keeps the
body warm and allows perfect ventilation.

Vellastic Underwear will not shrink, nor will

the fleece bunch or mat.
Prices: Men's and women's garments, 50c.

Ladies' Union Suits, $1.00 each. Children's
* f.ASt< union suits at 50c;

r /^~N * /Vn tw0 P'ece suits at 25c^ a garment.
The trade mark,

Vellastic Utica Rib-
bed Fleece, is sewed
on every garment.
If not at your
dealer's, write us,
giving us his name.
Booklet and sample
of fabric free.

Utica, N. Y.

kXade under Fabric
Pat603l64ADr26

,

98
Utica Knitting Co,

Clothing

Made
to Order

at the

Mill

Save Half

Men's woo. Suits

Buy your clothing di-

rect from the mill Cut
out the dealer's profits.

Get two suits for the

price of one. All wool
suits and overcoats

MADE TO ORDER
handsomely trimmed
and guaranteed to give

satisfaction. Many pat-

terns to choose from.

All
Wool
and Raincoats
TO ORDER

tO $15:02
Women's dress goods

direct from the mill to

the wearer at wholesale
prices. All the newest
styles and colors. Chev-
iots, Broadcloths, Bril-

liantines, Panamas,
Henriettas, Shepherd's
Checks, Mohairs, Silk-
downs. Every yard guar,
anteed. EXPRESS CHARGES
PAID. Write for samples
and catalogue.

CLEN ROCK WOOLEN MILLS,
207 Main St., Somerville, N. J.

Hallowe'en Fun and Frolic

Overcoats
MADE

$7.50

Ladies'

Fall

Dress

Patterns

in all

Shades

FLOWERING BULBS FOR
' Together with our Catalogue and a complete

treatise on the culture of Hardy Jiutbs. All by mat?. Wets.
These 30 Bulbs. 10 kinds, 3 of each, different colors, will make

10 beautiful little pots of flowers for winter, or 10 clumps of
early spring flowers for your garden. Pot or plant them now.
Our Illustrated Catalogue of Hyacinths, Tulips, Narcissus,

Crocus, Lilies and all Hardy or Holland Bulbs, and rare new
winter-flowering plants free to all who apply.

JOHN LEWIS GUILDS, Floral Pork, N. T.

Rider Agents Wanted
in each town to ride and exhibit sample
I0O7 model. Write for Special Offer
Finest Guaranteed &4Sf 4n ^OT
1907 Models V> '*/ W fl»«t5 #
with Coaster-Brakes and Puncture-Proof tires.

1905 A 1906 Models A -J A— t *>
all of best makes V ' W V *~
BOO Second-Hand Wheels
All Makes and Mod- >£9 4n t£0
els. good as new «» «*' V»C»
Great Factory Clearing Sale.

We Ship on Approval without a cent
deposit, pav the freight and allow
TEN DAYS* FREE TRIAL.
Tires.coaster-brakeStSundries.etc.

half usual prices. Do not buy till

you get our catalogs. lVrite at once.
MF-AO CXCLE CO., Dept. ASS Chicago

AGENTS
WANTED For Mend-a-Rip

Greatly improved. Better than ever.

cm Does all kinds of light an J heavj
rive tingaud
stitching.
Saves its

cost manj times a year. A pcr-

| feot Hand Sewing Machine and Riveter

"combined. Notice the Automatic Spacer

which maleea neat, even etitcblng- To
9 show it means a sale. Agents make
$3 to $15 a day. One agent made first

day and writes to hurry machines to him. Write forepeo-

)ai agts. price. 3 B. Foote Foundry Co. Dep. 404 Fredericktown,0
(.TJu Great Agents Su66lv Housel

The OT1I7 100 Candlo Power Light
that burns its own gas end gives ab-
solute satisfaction during a long
life of efficient service.
£0 Urease, Smoke, Dirt or Odor,

Brighter than electricity or acety-
-lene,cheaper than fceroscne.Over ]00
styles. Every lamp warranted. The
Best tight Co., 212 B.Sth 8l..Canton,0.

Big
home.

Salaries
men ana women -

of every age are
making big eala-
ries witb n s.

Work honorable, easy and agreeable at

. We want some one In your neighborhood. Are
an old established firm. Write to-day. Big money for you.

ROYAL MANUFACTURING CO. Boi 1853 Detroit, Mich.

AA m S —1 Per 100 for Distributing Samples of Washing)0 rdlll fluid. Send 6c.stamp. A. YT.SCOTT,t'ohoes.N.Y.

WHICH WILL BE THE SHORTEST WHEN
THE TIME IS UP?

None of the festivities appropriate

to the harvest season is more
eagerly looked forward to by
some of us—not so old as to

have become indifferent to certain pos-

sibilities and probabilities—than Hal-

lowe'en, which bids a merry farewell to

old October and ushers in the last of

the autumn months. The methods of

celebrating this special holiday have been
culled from far and near, and one may
make an excellent selection from the vast

number of tricks and games that have
afforded fun since so long ago that no

one quite knows when.
A curious festival is this of Hallow-

e'en on the vigil of All Saints' Day.
Of course, everyone knows that

witches and elves and all the

strange people of that land of su-

perstition dear to the young and
the ignorant are wandering
about this prosaic old earth,

glad to shake off the sleep of

the twelvemonth and show
their pointed caps and hoary
beards.

Just why the little people
consent to lift for us the
mysterious veil on that night
it is hard to tell. Perhaps
they, too, are playing "tricks,"

and that the "true love" seen
in the mirror or betrayed in

the whirling apple-peel or fore-

told by the flickering candle is

but a hoax, and not really the
lucky man after all. But whether or
no, the playing of the tricks is univer-
sally voted "great larks," and no well-
ordered household of young people
would permit the thirty-first of October
to pass unnoticed.

To an ideal Hallowe'en party a very
necessary setting is an old-fashioned
barn with lofts and stalls, and perchance
at the back an orchard of gnarled apple

trees casting weird shadows in the
moonlight; but if this is impossible, the
kitchen's the place. Candles, apples and
nuts are undoubtedly the most favorable

media through which the witches may
acquaint us with our future fates. This
is one of a young girl's favorite meth-
ods of learning the name of her future

WITH A FRIGHTENED BACKWARD
GLANCE SHE SEES AN IMAGE

IN THE MIRROR

husband : She selects as many
candles of equal length as there

are men in her acquaintance
whom she considers among
the "probabilities," and after

naming each one she lights

them, and allows them to burn
five minutes. The candle that is

the shortest at the end of the
stipulated time' indicates the chosen lover.

Actually to see the man whose fate you
are to share is certainly worth attempt-
ing, and it is said on good authority that

this result has really been brought about
by the following method : You must
enter a dark room backward, bearing a

lighted candle, find your way to a mirror,

and just as you reach it glance over your
shoulder at its surface, and there you will

see the reflection of your future husband.
A simpler method is to peel a sound red ap-

ple straight around from eye to stem with-

WATCH THE MIRROR ON THE
STROKE OF TWELVE

out breaking the skin, and after twirling

the peel three times around your head, toss

it to the floor, and behold his initial.

Would you know whether or not you are

to be married within the year? Then light

a candle, place it upon a table, sit in a

chair before the table, blindfolded and with

your hands behind your back, blow three

times, and if you succeed in extinguishing

the flame your matrimonial fate is deter-

mined—the day has only to be named.

THREE TWIRLS AROUND THE HEAD, AND
BEHOLD HIS INITIAL!

A mirror is again brought into use
when two girls, just at midnight, gaze
steadfastly into its depths to behold
the face of the true love of one of
them, which is sure to be reflected as

the clock strikes twelve. It is a strange
fact, but true, that only one of the maid-
ens will see a reflection, and it is for her
that "fate has consented to lift the cur-

tain.

A time-honored frolic is "bobbing for

apples," but because of the unbecom-
ing effect of the immersion of one's com-
plexion and coiffure in a tubful of water,

a change in the method has come about
and now the result is accomplished by
suspending the fruit by a string

from the ceiling or door-frame.
This is sometimes varied by sus-

pending a stick by a string tied

in the middle, an apple being

placed at one end and a lighted

candle at the other end. By
twirling the stick around, it

becomes a difficult matter to

catch the apple with the

teeth and not the candle.

One of the most tempting
Hallowe'en tricks is the cake

which usually forms a reg-

ular part of the evening's re-

freshments. This cake, which
contains a ring, is cut into as

many pieces as there are guests

at the party, and the ring natur-

ally falls to the lot of the first to

be wed.
The "nut tricks" are many, and of

course great fun. Try placing two nuts

on a shovel or on the hearth near the

blazing fire, and giving them the names
of a man and a woman, and watch the

result. If the two kindle and burn quietly

together, the pair should marry, and will

be happy; if one pops and jumps, the

nut's namesake is unfaithful; if one

burns quietly, it is a sign of faithful

devotion.

The prettiest and most appropriate

way of lighting a home for a Hallowe'en

party is by Jack-o'-lanterns. Even in a

city home illuminated by gas this may
be done very effectively by removing the

globes from the gas-jets and substitu-

ting small grinning "Jacks."

THREE BLOWS—AND OUT! THE APPLE OR THE CANDLE?
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"Jump in and Ride"

To the dusty way-worn traveler who is

trudging down the road
With halting gait, and bending underneath

some heavy load,

There's cheerful information in the news,
he will confide,

That's wafted from some passer-by, in

this, "Jump in and ride!"

It may be some good farmer with old

Dobbin to a cart

With running-gears quite creaky, look-

ing soon to drop apart;

But it never takes a moment for the trav-

eler to decide,

At the invitation given him to "Jump in

and ride!"

It may be some fine equipage all fashioned
up to date,

Or automobile spinning at a mile-a-min-
ute rate;

Who stops to look a second at the finery

or pride?
When he is tired with walking look at

him"Jump in and ride
!"

Then let us as we journey down the coun-
try lane or road

Forget not the unfortunate who bears a

heavy load
And travels on Shank's ponies—don't you

know the world is wide?
Extend to him a helping hand, and say,

"Jump in and ride
!"

Alonzo Rice.

HELEN^MORTIMER

To Restore Name of Jeff Davis to

Famous Cabin John Bridge

The press of the country has again

brought Cabin John Bridge into

the limelight. This famous old

structure, located at one of the

beauty spots near Washington, D. C, has

a history unique and interesting. The
cause for the present public attention is

the announcement that the name of Jef-

ferson Davis is to be positively restored

to this greatest of stone arches.

Although the subject is an old one, yet,

the true narrative of the mutilation is not

generally known.
The erasure of the name of Jefferson

Davis has been variously ascribed to Gen-
eral Montgomery C. Meigs, chief engineer

of the construction of the aqueduct;
Simon Cameron and Mr. Stanton, secre-

taries of war. The order for the erasure

of the name was given by Caleb R. Smith,
Secretary of the Interior, in June, 1862.

Recently, William R. Hutton, who was an
engineer in the aqueduct construction, and
finally became chief engineer of the work,
has given the following account of the

mutilation

:

"In June, 1862, at the request of the

Secretary of the Interior, Caleb R. Smith,
to whose department the aqueduct has
just been transferred, I accompanied the

Secretary and a number of members of

Congress on a tour of inspection of the

aqueduct, by way of the canal. Opposite
Cabin John, several of the party disem-
barked and walked to the bridge to obtain

a nearer view. Returning in hot haste,

Galusha Grow, of Pennsylvania, said

:

'Do you know that that rebel Meigs has
put Jeff Davis' name on the bridge?'

Turning to me the Secretary said: 'The
first order I give you is to cut Jeff Davis'

name off the bridge.' A few days later I

was appointed chief engineer of the aque-
duct. Not taking seriously the Secretary's

remarks, I did nothing in the matter. A
week later, Robert Mclntyre,' the con-
tractor, returned to resume work upon the
bridge, and called to pay his respects to

the Secretary. The Secretary said to him
that they had put Jeff Davis' name on the

bridge and he wished he would cut it off.

'With great pleasure,' was the reply of the

contractor, and his first work was to re-

move Davis' name."
It was the proud boast of Washington-

ians that they had the Cabin John Bridge,
with its imposing two-hundred-and-
twenty-foot single span, the longest stone

arch in the world. This boast was well
founded at the time of the construction of
the bridge, and endured for years ; but
according to "Le Genie Civil" (October 4,

1903) there are two longer stone arches in

the world, though Cabin John stands im-
perial in the United States. These longer
arches are the Luxembourg Bridge, built

in 1899-1903, with a span of two hundred
and seventy-five feet, and the Marbegno
Bridge, recently completed over the River
Adda in Italy, with a span of two hundred
and thirty-six feet. Then, was a bridge
at Trezzo over the same river with a

longer arch than the Marbegno Bridge,
but this was destroyed. So that, accord-
ing to "Le Genie Civil," Cabin John
Bridge now ranks third among the world's
longest single-span stone bridges.

HELEN<3>MORTIMER

Things to Do this Month
Up-to-date farmers and housewives are

always looking ahead, doing things
to-day that will return rich harvests in

Around the Fireside
due season. "Suburban Life" reminds us
that this is the month to plant bulbs
which will flower early next spring.
To make cold frames for early use the

coming season. .

To clean up and manure the asparagus
beds.

To set out new asparagus and rhubarb
beds.

To pot geraniums, begonias and other
plants for blooming in the house.
To examine the bees and feed them if

they have not sufficient winter supplies.
To get the pullets into winter quarters.
To feed cut bone liberally if the pullets

have not already begun to lay.

To dress off the hens which are too
slow in recovering from the molt.

Fall plowing is an excellent practise in

gardens where there are a great number
of cut-worms and other pests. It is also
a good plan if the soil is heavy, as the
alternate freezing and thawing will help
to pulverize it. If a heavy coating of
manure is plowed in at the same time, the
benefit will be twofold.

Dahlias may be kept blooming into the
month of October if they are covered
with papers at night.

Particular care must be exercised in

picking winter fruit, for even a slight

bruise will impair the keeping qualities.

Pick the apples or pears into a basket or
bag and transfer them carefully to the
barrel or bin where they are to be stored.

Choice fruits can be kept a long time
in perfect condition by wrapping each
specimen in paper.—helen3>mortimer

The Harvest the World O'er

Just as there is sunlight shining some-
where and darkness somewhere else,

says the "Scrap Book," so is there a pro-
cession of seed-time blossom and fruit

around the globe which never ends.

January sees harvest ended in most dis-

tricts in Australia and New Zealand,
while the people of Chile and other coun-
tries of southern South America are just

beginning to reap the fruits of their toil.

Upper Egypt and India begin and con-
tinue harvest through the months of Feb-
ruary and March.

April enlarges the number with harvest
in Syria, Cyprus, coast of Egypt, Mexico,
Cuba, Persia, and Asia Minor.
May is a busy time in Central Asia,

Persia, Algeria, Morocco, southern Texas,
Florida, China, and Japan.
June calls forth the harvest in Califor-

nia, Oregon, southern United States,

Spain, Portugal, Italy, Hungary, Rou-
mania, Turkey, Danubian States, southern
France, Greece, and Sicily.

July sees harvest in England, Nebraska,
Switzerland, Iowa, Illinois, Indiana, Min-
nesota, Upper Canada, northern France,
Germany, Austria, and Poland.
August continues the gathering in the

British Isles, France, Germany, Belgium,
Holland, Manitoba, Lower Canada, Den-
mark, and Russia.

September rules northern Scotland,

southern part? of Sweden and Norway, as

well as the cold islands of the North Sea.

October is the harvest month for. corn
in America and for hardy vegetables in

northern Sweden, Norway, and Ireland.

In November harvest times begin in

South Africa, Patagonia, and South Aus-
tralia.

President's Trip to the Isthmus

President Roosevelt will start for Pan-
ama immediately after election day,

and is expected to reach the isthmus by
the 13th of the month. The Isthmian
Canal Commission will be there at the
time of the President's visit, a meeting of
the commission having been called for

November 15th.

Arrangements have been made to show
the President what progress has been
made and to point out to him the future
work, including the numerous problems
which are now coming up and causing so
much anxiety.

No one connected with the commission
has any appreciation of the many ques-
tions which would have to go to the engi-

neers before any permanent work could
be done or even the work mapped out. It

is found, for instance, that it will be diffi-

cult to locate the dams and locks which
have been planned. The additional bor-
ings which are now going on show that

much trouble will be encountered in get-

ting suitable foundations. The country is

of volcanic character, and no sooner is

what is apparently rock bottom struck
than further borings disclose a bed_ of
sand. It is realized by the engineers that

it will be necessary to obtain the most
stable foundations for the walls of
masonry, which are the largest and heav-
iest in the world. It will not do to have
part of the foundation of rock and the
rest on sand, for instance, and it is now
the work of the engineers to find a site

for each lock and dam structure which
will afford protection against destruc-

tion when the enormous strain is applied.

From the information obtainable by the
commission at this time, from its repre-
sentatives in Panama, it is evident that

the engineers are confronted with some
grave problems.

HELEN^MORTIMER

Trepoff's Life is Ended
/"General Dmitri Trepoff, commandant
^* of the Russian Imperial Palace, died

during the past month of natural causes.

His death robs the Russian anarchists of

a long-intended victim. Indeed, for many
years Trepoff has been living in the

shadow of death. Time and time, again
plots to kill him have failed, and he was
perhaps the most hated of those who had
to do with suppressing nihilistic disturb-

ances.

Like his father before him, Trepoff was
a police master, with all that the name in-

volved in Russia, and the story of father

and son is full of dramatic incidents. The
elder was a foundling. Who his parents

were was never known. He was found
one morning as a baby upon the doorstep

of a German family, by whom he was
taken in and playfully given the name of
Trepp-hof (German for door-step) for

the place where he was found. When he
entered the Russian service as an agent of

the Third Section, he made the name
Trepoff. The father soon distinguished

himself as a member of the secret police.

He was skilful, intelligent and courage-

ous, and his advance was rapid.

Dmitri received his education in the ex-

clusive page corps, and followed his

father's footsteps in the police depart-

ment. With a better education and even
more firmness and resolution he rose

quickly, and after acting as police master

CABIN JOHN BRIDGE

The longest stone arch in America, located near Washington, D. C. Through the conduit enclosed by
this bridge passes all the water-supply of the national capital

at various provincial towns he attracted
the attention of Sergius, then Governor
General of Moscow and the most reac-
tionary of the grand dukes, and by him
was named police chief of Moscow.
When Grand Duke Sergius was assas-

sinated Trepoff was named Governor
General of Moscow. At that time revolu-
tionary agitation was rampant in the capi-
tal, the situation called for the strongest
man in Russia, and Trepoff was sum-
moned to St. Petersburg, received the
command of the Imperial Guard and was
made governor general of the city. He
made his residence in the Winter Palace,
and became in fact, if not in name, dic-
tator of Russia. Anarchy prevailed when
he arrived. An uprising on a large scale
was momentarily expected, and thousands
had fled from the city, but with Trepoff in

power the aspect changed. Troops filled

the streets, and dead walls were placarded
with notices that the troops had instruc-
tions to use no blank cartridges, and that
the slightest disorder would be suppressed
without mercy. Under his iron hand the
city became quiet.

In his dungeon-like room in the center
of the palace, where no bomb could reach
him save by shattering a dozen walls,
General Trepoff issued orders, received
reports and imprisoned this man and ex-
iled that one. At night he made excur-
sions through the city in a Red Cross
ambulance to inspect his troops. His per-
sonal courage was beyond question. He
had almost a contempt for- death. He
said a few days after he assumed the dic-
tatorship :

"I am no fool to be potted in the street.

I have work to do and I propose to do it.

I have given my word to my imperial
master to maintain the tranquility of the
city, and I will answer for the preserva-
tion of order with my life."

HELEN3>MORTIMER

Patriotism and the Flag

A few weeks ago an Englishman was ar-

rested and fined thirty dollars on the
charge of hissing the American flag in a
New Jersey theater. The newspapers
made much ado about the matter, but few
of them took pains to tell all the particu-
lars of the case, says "The Maple Leaf."
The performance at the theater included

a cheap humorous song by a negro, in

which reference was made to the alleged
remark of Prince Louis of Battenburg,
that the British fleet he commanded had
guns enough aboard to blow New York
out of the water.
Of course Prince Louis never made the

remark, but writers of popular songs sel-

dom investigate the truth of reports. More
often they seek only an opportunity to stir

up that crude sort of patriotism to which
a certain class of Americans is pecu-
liarly susceptible. The flag was waved,
the people cheered ; and when the English-
man hissed, he had about as much chance
as a snowball in a doughnut kettle.

If the man hissed the flag, he got only
what he deserved; but if, as he declared,

he hissed not at the flag, but the insulting

reference to his own countryman, a mem-
ber of the royal family, it puts another
light on the matter.

This, at least, is true: The ways in

which the flag is used for advertising
purposes are far more numerous than
those which are now forbidden by law, and
some of these more subtle ways are quite

as objectionable. To make the American
flag an accessory of a negro song in a
variety show, for the sake of raising a

laugh, is just as bad as using it to adver-
tise shoe polish or whisky.

HELEN^>MORTIMER

—

Bargains

it isn't usually a good plan for the
* thoughtful housewife to buy bargains
for her husband. Nor is it likely to
prove acceptable for the husband to do
shopping for the wife, unless fully in-

structed relative thereto, as evinced
from the following, credited to the Kins-
ley "Mercury."
"My dear," says the thoughtful hus-

band, entering the house with a huge
package in his arms, "you remember
last week when you secured such a won-
derful bargain in shirts at forty-eight

cents and neckties at three for a quarter
for me?"
"Yes, love," says the fond wife.

"Well, don't think I didn't appreciate

your thoughtfulness. See, I have bought
something for you. I noticed some beau-
tiful green and yellow plaid goods in a

show window on my way home, and
bought you eighty yards of it at four

cents a yard. The clerk said it wis a

great bargain, and it will make you
enough dresses to last you two years.

Why! she has fainted!"

HELEN^>MORTIMER

If you want to make the acquaintance

of the strange character of Helen Morti-

mer see that your subscription is paid up,

and then watch for the November issues

of Farm and Fireside.
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Wicked Mothers

BY HILDA RICHMOND

Yes, that is the right word. There
are many mothers, too many, who
are positively sinful. They are
joined to their idols and, in many

cases, never can be persuaded to give them
up. The most dangerous sins in the
world are those that come under the guise

of virtues, and the wicked mothers often
think they are the best in the land. The results of
their sins are apparent in every community.

In a certain home the six-year-old tyrant ruled every-
thing and everybody with a rod of iron. His wishes
were consulted and his moods obeyed by father, mother
and aunt. The grown people privately wondered how

SQUASH GEMS—Melt one rounding tahlespoonful of butter, add
to two well-beaten egg-yolks; add one cupful of sweet milk, one half
teaspoonful of salt, one half teaspoonful of cinnamon, one cupful of
sifted winter squash, one very scant pint of flour, one teaspoonful of
baking-powder, stiffly beaten whites of two eggs last ; fill buttered
molds two thirds full, bake to a delicate brown ; unmold ; serve hot
with hard sauce beaten to the consistency of whipped cream.

they could bribe him to go to school in case he refused

to start, for the law in the city set the age, and saw
that every child was in school at the proper time, but
to their surprise he was eager to start when the opening
day drew near. Most teachers can predict what hap-
pened. That small bully was a model scholar, gentle
and teachable, but at home he still continued to rule.

He knew the limit of his authority and kept within
bounds. Now who will say that mother was not wicked
to allow such a state of affairs? From babyhood he was
allowed to strike her in the face, and she boasted, actual-
ly boasted in his presence, of his high temper. He
could kick and scream and be saucy whenever he
pleased, and the mother considered herself kind and in-

dulgent. She never realized, even after self-indulgence
and dissipation cut him off in youth, that she was in

the least to blame. The brief hours in school, when he
was forced to obey, were not sufficient to counteract the

home influence, and he fell into temptation early in life.

He often said he loved the teachers who made him obey
the rules more than his mother, in spite of her apparent
kindness.
Another mother always told her daughters not to play

with children who dressed better and had more com-
fortable homes than she and her husband could provide.

"They will only make fun of you and criticize the things

we have in our house," she said about different girls in

the neighborhood, so the girls rejected all advances
toward friendliness from their mates who appeared
more prosperous than they. To this day those daugh-
ters are working to overcome that false impression. It

taught them to be on the lookout for slights, to distrust

their friends, to shun pleasant companions, and to be
keenly conscious of their clothes and surroundings. The
mother always insisted that they treat poorer children

with the utmost courtesy, but she never for a moment
allowed them to think other parents might be teaching
their daughters the same idea. Better have a child im-
posed upon hundreds of times than teach him to be
suspicious of everyone with whom he comes in contact.

And haven't you seen mothers who expected their chil-

dren to outgrow bad table-manners? I know a number
of unfortunate little people who are never asked to

parties and picnics with their mates simply because they
behave shockingly at the table. Their little hearts are

CHICKEN A LA CREOLE—Cook one cupful of rice twenty min-
utes, drain; add to rice one tablespoonful of butter, one teaspoonful of
salt, one tablespoonful of browned onion, two teaspoonfuls of curry-
powder, two teacupfuls of strained toinato-pulp ; fill cleaned chicken
two thirds full, sew up vents; lardoon the breast with salt pork ; sim-
mer until tender; serve at once with green corn broiled over hot coals
amd brushed with melted butter; dust with salt and pepper.

wounded and they cannot understand why other chil-

dren have such lovely times, but there seems to be no
remedy. These poor children have never been taught
to keep themselves and their surroundings at the table

clean, and, rarely eating away from home, they know
nothing of what is expected of them. It surely is a
sin to deprive children of pleasure and make them bitter

toward persons who slight them. No matter how busy
you are and how hurried, you have no right to allow
carelessness at the table, for your children will suffer if

you do.

The mothers who do everything for their children are

making a grave mistake, if not actually committing sin.

It is depriving a child of his rights to deny him a share
in the work of the home. Perhaps it is easier for the
mother to mend the garment herself than to teach the

daughter to do it, but someone must teach the girls if

they are to be happy and useful later on. When I hear
foolish mothers bragging that their daughters cannot
even sew on their own buttons, I feel sure that later

in life the daughters will reproach them for their neg-
lect. Sturdy, self-reliant men and womanly, helpful

women are not developed in homes where everything in

the way of work is kept from the children.

We shudder when we read of cases of extreme cruelty

to children, and wonder what some mothers can be
made of. "I am thankful I brought up my children the
right way," said a mother complacently. "They can
never say they didn't have a good mother and a happy
home." If having their own way means that the
home is happy, then these selfish, impolite young
people have it, and the mother really enjoys be-
ing a slave to them. There are other forms of
cruelty besides beating and starving, and the mother
who sends out future criminals must share the blame.
If boys and girls are not taught in the home to be self-

sacrificing, cheerful, obedient, tidy and truthful, where
will they learn these important lessons? A sinner who
frankly admits his guilt always does less damage than
the one who professes to be a saint. Be honest with
yourselves and with your children, even though it may
mean a complete upsetting of your present plans and
ideas. And above all things, don't take pride in the
shortcomings of your boys and girls. You may be sure
their lives will speak louder than any words of yours
of their home-training.

<5>

Cauliflower

This vegetable a few years ago was a luxury; it is now
cultivated by nearly all market gardeners, and is

within the means of all housekeepers. It is a most
delicious vegetable, when properly cooked, and vile

when improperly cooked, which generally means when
overcooked.
Remove all the large green leaves and the greater

part of the stalk. Put the head down in a pan of cold

CHILLED MUSKMELON—Scrape seeds and soft membrane from
ripe melons, put into quart measure and fill with cold water, stand one
half hour. Drain ; add enough water to make one quart, juice of one
lemon, one cupful of sugar, one teaspoonful of sherry; freeze to a
mush; fill chilled melons when ready to serve.

water which contains to each quart a teaspoonful of

salt and a teaspoonful of vinegar. Let it soak in this

water an hour or more. This is to draw out worms, if

any should be hidden in the vegetable. When ready to

cook the cauliflower put it into a large stewpan, stem
end down, and cover generously with boiling water.

Add a tablespoonful of salt and cook with the cover of.

the saucepan partially off, boiling gently all the time. A
large, compact head will require a full half hour, small

heads from twenty to twenty-five minutes. If the flowers

are loose the heat penetrates to all parts quickly. When
compact a little extra time should be allowed for the

cooking, but the time must never exceed the half hour.

The cauliflower begins to deteriorate the moment it be-

gins to be overcooked. Overcooking, which is very-

common, can be told by the strong flavor and dark
color. It makes the vegetable not only unpleasant to

the eye and palate, but indigestible also. If this vege-

table must be kept warm for any length of time, cover
the dish with a piece of cheese-cloth. In hotels and
restaurants it is better to blanch it, chill with cold

water, and then heat in salted boiling water when
needed. Maria Parloa.

<S>

Reheating Potatoes

Cold boiled, steamed, or baked potatoes may all be

utilized in savory dishes. In reheating potatoes the

following things must be kept in mind : The potatoes

must be well seasoned to make them savory, they must
be heated to as high a temperature as possible without

burning them, and they must be served very hot. The
cold potatoes may be sliced or be cut into small pieces,

seasoned with salt and pepper and browned in a little

savory drippings, or seasoned as before and heated in the

frying-pan with butter or the drippings. A little minced
onion or chives, or green pepper, or a tablespoonful of

fine herbs may be added.
A tablespoonful of butter and a teaspoonful of flour

may be stirred over the fire until the mixture is smooth
and frothy. Add to this a pint of well-seasoned pota-

toes and stir the mixture with a fork for three minutes,

then add half a pint of milk and cook until thoroughly

heated, being careful not to burn.

Caring for Lace Curtains

Soiled lace curtains need not go into
the washtub if the dirt on them is

only the accumulation of everyday dust,
and they can be cleaned and freshened by
putting them through a gasoline bath.
When the curtains are removed from the
poles, they should be taken outdoors and
shaken until no more dust will shake off,

then they are put in a bucket or small
tub and enough gasoline poured over them to saturate
them thoroughly ; the only safe place to use gasoline
for cleaning is outdoors. Let the curtains remain in

the gasoline for two hours, then squeeze and press the
fluid out and hang them over the line, and they will

need no ironing if they are stretched and pulled into

STUFFED PLUMS—Open sweet plums just far enough to remove
pits ; fill cavities with roasted marshmallows rolled in chopped •

blanched almonds; flavor double cream with pineapple extract, sweet-
en

;
whip, heap onto plate, and surround with plums ; serve in dainty

little mounds when thoroughly chilled.

perfect shape. Whenever it is possible it is far better

to have nice lace curtains treated to the domestic cleans-

ing process than to send them to the cleaners, for they
are too often torn and their beauty spoiled when they
are sent out to be laundered. Some curtains that are in

constant use are kept fresh and dainty looking with-
out hard rubbing by putting them to soak over night
in a tub of tepid water. In the morning they are fold-

ed smoothly and passed through the wringer, then they
are placed in a boiler two thirds full of cold water into

which has been shaved a bar of white ivory soap, and
if the water is not very soft, a little ammonia is added;
then they are allowed to boil in the suds for twenty
minutes. When they are removerJ from the boiler, they
are carefully rinsed and dried in frames, and by this

way of cleaning very little rubbing is necessary, which
is a genuine saving to the curtains.

<5>

Fig Pudding

Cut half a pound of cooking figs into small bits, and
make a batter of two well-beaten eggs, one cupful of

sweet milk, a tablespoonful of melted butter, one and a

half cupfuls of flour with a teaspoonful of baking-
powder and half a cupful of white sugar. Stir in the

figs and put into a buttered mold and steam for two
hours. Serve with whipped cream sweetened with
strained honey, or maple syrup can be used.

Mrs. H. L. Miller.

Stuffed Eggplant

tjalve the eggplant, scrape out all the inside, put in a
ll saucepan with two tablespoonfuls of minced ham,
and water to cover. Boil until soft. Drain off the water.

Add two tablespoonfuls of bread-crumbs, a table-

spoonful of butter, half an onion, minced, half a

teaspoonful of salt and a dash of pepper. Stuff each
half of the hull with the mixture, adding a teaspoonful

of butter to each, and bake fifteen minutes.
<$>

Cup Custards

Six eggs, half a cupful of sugar and one quart of new
milk. Beat the eggs with the sugar and add a tea-

spoonful of vanilla. Mix carefully with the milk, fill

the custard cups and set in a pan of hot water in a
' slow oven. The experienced dessert-maker has learned

that anything which has eggs and milk in it must be

CUCUMBER LOAF—Into two cupfuls of boiling water put six

peppercorns, one blade of mace, one half of a bay-leaf, one half tea-

spoonful of celery-salt, one slice of onion
;
steep twenty minutes, drain;

to liquid add three fourths of a boxful of gelatine softened in a little

cold water, strain, add four tablespoonfuls tarragon vinegar; pour one
half inch layer hi mold, add layer of cucumbers; set on ice until firm;

repeat until all are used ; when" firm unmold ; serve with mayonnaise.

cooked at a low temperature, and slowly. When you

break the custard gently with a spoon and a little water

rises the custard is done. Set away carefully to cool.

A little nutmeg grated over these custards just as they

come from the oven gives them a fine flavor. Serve in

the cups in which they were baked.

<5>

Muffins

One large cupful of sponge, one tablespoonful of

sugar, two eggs, one pint of sweet milk and a lit-

tle salt. Beat well, adding flour to make the batter

quite thick. Let rise and bake in well-buttered rings.
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How to Make Buttonholes

The good-looking buttonhole, neat and
well made, is not met with as often as

it should be. Many women who can sew

will make a buttonhole not fit to be seen.

This is strange when one considers the

importance of the buttonhole, not only in

everyday sewing, "where it is impossible

to dispense with it, but as the foundation

for many embroidery-stitches. To begin

with, take a piece of white cotton material

about ten inches long and four inches in

width, in which the threads may easily

be counted. Fold through the center, and

baste the cut edges together. Use a No.

6 needle and No. 36 cotton, or red mark-

ing-cotton No. 8.

A knot is never used in making button-

holes. Put the needle through the fold

at the end nearest you, and draw the

thread nearly out. Hold the folded cloth

over the left forefinger. Put the needle

through the fold six threads from the

edge. When the needle is half-way through

the cloth, take the cotton near the eye of

the needle, between the thumb and fore-

finger, and pass it around the point of the

needle from the lower to the upper side.

Pull the needle out, and draw the thread

down closely and firmly, but not too tight.

The loop formed by turning the thread

around the needle is called the purl.

Take the next stitch four threads above

the one just made and six threads from

the edge. Repeat until this sized stitch

can be made evenly and with some de-

gree of speed, then do the same with a

medium stitch, and again with a short,

close stitch. After some practise, count-

ing threads will be unnecessary ; but do

not attempt a real buttonhole until the

stitch on the folded edge is mastered.

The size of the stitch is regulated by

the (yjajptity of the material and also the

wav the buttonhole is prepared for the

firial work. The thread used is consider-

ably coarser than that used in sewing the

garment, because the purl is more showy
and the work more rapidly done.

Now mark with a pencil a buttonhole

crosswise of the practise-piece near the

end. Beginning at the end of the mark
furthest from the folded edge, make a

roiw of back-stitches around the mark one

sixteenth of an inch from it. Then cut

on, the mark, and overcast all around,

making the overcasting-stitches where the

back-stitches meet. Hold the buttonhole

across the left forefinger, and beginning

at the end furthest from the edge, put

the needle in just beyond the back-

stitches, and complete the stitches in the

same way that they were made on the

edge of the practise-piece.

Much care must be used in working
around the end. Take the stitches further

apart, but draw the purls closer together,

making them form a half-circle. Com-
plete the work by taking two or three

tight stitches across the end and making
buttonhole-stitches over it. This is called

a bar, and may be omitted if preferred.

Put the needle through to the under side,

and fasten the thread by taking two tiny

back-stitches.

If the thread breaks close to the purl,

pull out three or four stitches, and hold

No. 1—BUT-
TONHOLE
MARKED
AND

STITCHED

No. 3—BUT-
TONHOLE
PARTIALLY
WORKED;
NEEDLE

IN
POSITION

stitches over it in the form of a letter X.

Be careful to take the stitches over the

circle and on the bias of the cloth, be-

cause it does not so easily pull out of the

cloth as when the stitches lie in the same
direction as the threads of the material.

Take two stitches each way, pull the pin

out, and draw the button up the length of

the threads ; bring the needle through
from the under side, and wind the thread
tightly around the stitches under the but-

ton. Put the needle through to the under
side again, and fasten by taking two tiny

buttonhole-stitches a little to one side.

HELEN^MORTIMER

Match-Scratcher

For the match-scratcher a circular water-
color cardboard plaque is used. A

scalloped circular piece of fine sand-paper
with -a tiny black mouse painted in the

center is pasted to the cardboard. Black
cats of the same size—in a variety of at-

titudes—form an irregular border for the

center circle. A red satin ribbon bow
serves as a hanger. M. E. Smith.

HELEN<§>MORTIMER

A Fruit Cocktail

A fruit cocktail is now often substituted

for the oyster or clam variety which
has so long held the popular taste. Ar-
range alternate layers of orange or grape-
fruit pulp, strawberries cut in halves
lengthwise, and bananas cut in thin slices

MATCH-SCRATCHER

and slices cut in quarters. Sprinkle each
layer with powdered sugar and a few
drops of lemon-juice. Chill thoroughly,

arrange in cocktail glasses, and garnish

with selected strawberries and Malaga
grapes, skinned, seeded and cut in halves

lengthwise.

—helen3>mortimer—

H 1

A Real Irish Stew

'ERE is an Irishman's recipe for a stew

:

Wash and peel two pounds of pota-

toes; next slice an onion and cut one
pound of scrag of mutton into neat pieces

;

season these well with pepper and salt.

No 2—BUT-
TONHOLE
MARKED,
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AND
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No. 4—BUT-
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POSITION

FOR MAKING
THE BAR

No. 1 No. 2 No. 3 No. 4

the end on the under side; put the needle

with the new thread up through the last

purl, and proceed as before.

Except that a long stitch on each side

of the buttonhole and a short stitch at

each end sometimes takes the place of the

back-stitches, all buttonholes on wash
garments are made this way. On woolen
goods the preparation is somewhat differ-

ent. A button stay of some sort is needed
when the garment closes tightly or when
it must be laundered frequently. Some-
times a tape is stitched underneath, and in

lined garments it should be placed be-

tween the outside and the lining. When
the material is so thin that the tape would
show through, make a circle of back-

stitches one fourth of an inch in diameter
where the button is to be placed. Take a

small back-stitch, leaving the knot on the

upper side; put the needle through the

button, place a pin across it, and take the

Then pack a stewpan, first with a layer

of sliced potato, then one of the meat, and
next of onions, repeating these until you
have finished up the material, finishing

with the potato. Now pour in one half

pint of water, bring to the boil, then al-

low it to stew slowly for two hours.

-HELEN<J>MORTIMER

—

Quick Fruit-Dumplings

'T'hese are made with canned fruit or
* stewed fruit with lots of juice. Put in

a saucepan, and while heating mix up the

dumplings. One cupful of flour, two
teaspoonfuls of baking-powder, a little

salt, and enough sweet milk to make a

very stiff batter. Drop this in spoonfuls
upon the fruit when boiling hot, cover

closely and cook fifteen minutes. Serve
a dumpling with fruit and juice around
it. The fruit should be sweetened before
serving. Mrs. H, L. Miller.

Direct to You
"Kalamazoos" are fuel savers.

—

They last a lifetime-
Economical in all respects

—

They are low in price and high in quality

—

They are easily operated and quickly set up and made
ready for business

—

Buy from the actual manufacturer

—

Your money returned if everything is not exactly as
represented—

You keep in your own pocket the dealers' and jobbers'
profits when you buy a Kalamazoo.

Wc Pay the Freight
We want to

prove to you
Radiant Base Burner that you can-
Hign Grade Parlor l„„ _ t .

Heater for Hard Coal n0t buy a bet"

ter stove or
range than the

Kalamazoo at any price.
We want to show you how and

why you save from 20% to 40% in
buying direct from our factory.

If you think $5, or $10, or 840
worth
saving

All Kalama-
zoo stoves and
ranges are guar-
anteed under a

Oak Stove Heater
For all kinds of fuel

All Kalamazoo cook
stoves and ranqres are
fitted with patent oven
Thermometer which
makes baking and roast-
ing easy.

binding, legal and thoroughly re-
sponsible S20.000 bond to be exact-
ly as represented.

All stoves blacked, polished and
ready for immediate use when yon
receive them.
You won't need the help of an

expert to set them up in your home.

Royal Steel Range
For all kinds of fuel.

SEND POSTAL
FOR CATALOGUE NO. 183
Examine our complete line of stoves

and ranges for all kinds of fuel ; note
the high quality; compare
our prices with others and
then decide I to buy from
actual manufacturers and save
all middlemen's profits.
Catalog shows 267 styles

and sizes for alt kinds of
fuel. Write now.
Sold on 360 Days Ap-

proval Test.

Kalamazoo Stove Co.
Manufacturers,

Kalamazoo, Mich. Handsomely Nickeled Monarch Cast
Iron Range. Forall kinds of fuel.

A YEAR'S FREE TRIAL FR
P
E
ifD

HT

Our Oven
Thermom-
eters Make
Good Bak.

jog Easy.

The stove you select is sent on a year's approval, safe delivery
guaranteed, freight prepaid, choice of latest designs and appliances,
handsomely ornamented, highly polished, ready to put in your home.
There is no doubt about these stoves being perfectly satisfactory, for
they are well known by one of the oldest trade-marka among high-grade
stoves. There are no better stoves or more economic prices than the

GOLD COIN stoves
at Wholesale Prices

Sent directly from our factory at exactly dealer's cost (Which saves
yon $5 to $25 on a stove), and if at any time within a year it isn't
perfectly satisfactory to you we will return your money and take
the stove hack. There is no offer made anywhere else to equal
this for a standard trade-marked stove of such high grade. First,

Write for Our ILLUSTRATED STOVE BOOK— Free
It show3 a full line of Ranges and Heating Stoves.

Select style and price you prefer and learn all about the stoves before you order. Write now to

THE GOLD COIN STOVE CO., 8 Oak St., Troy, N. Y. (Successor to Bussey & McLeod, Est. 1860)

patent grate

8 SIZES AND STYLES

For the Sake of Good Sausage
No one knows how well and easily the sausage and

lard can be taken care of until they use the Enterprise
Sausage Stuffer and the Enterprise Meat Chopper.
Both are useful for the preparation of other foods
at other seasons.

ENTERPRISE
s=

Stuffs the sausage rapidly and well. No air can enter casing
to injure sausage. Changed in a moment to a perfect lard
or fruit press.
The Enterprise Meat Chopper makes best sausage and cuts

all kinds of food. Useful every day in every kitchen.
Buy these machines of your dealer, be sure the name

"Enterprise" is on the machine you buy.
Write for the "Enterprising Housekeeper," a book of 200

choice recipeB. Sent free.

THE ENTERPRISE MFG. CO., 201 Dauphin St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Piano I Month

FREE
You cannot buy a

piano equal to this

one, for less than

$350 in any retail

store. It is superb in action, tone and
finish. Our price cash with order, either

Mahogany or Walnut case, is $165. Or
you can pay a little each month instead

of paying cash, if you wish.

We will ship this piano to any re-

sponsible person for thirty days' trial,

free. If it pleases you, keep it ; if not
return it at our expense.

Guaranteed For Five Years.
No piano for less money can be safely guar-

anteed for so long a time. We have sold pianos
forty-one years, and our guarantee makes every
purchase absolutely safe.

We sell this piano at a wholesale price—because
direct from our factory. Your bank can ascertain

our responsibility for you. Write for large illus-

trated piano book. It explains how our mail order
method enables you to buy a better piano for less

money than can be obtained otherwise.

If you mention the paper in which you saw this

advertisement, we will send in addition, the "Piano
Buyer's Guide " which contains much useful in-

formation about pianos in general—not about any
particular make of piano. You will find it inter-

esting and useful.

Agents wanted.

C. J. HEPPE & SON, Dept. 29,
6th and Thompson Sts., Philadelphia, Pa.

GATHER VEGETABLES
in our VENTILATED BUSHEL CRATES.
They save one-third time. Strong, durable,

cheap. 0c and lie each, diacounta on quantities.

Write today for FREE Illustrated booklet.

Geneva Cooperage Co.. Box 1 7. Geneva. C,

REMINGTON

TYPEWRITERS
are used for instruction purposes in the

schools of the United States and Canada

—

vastly more than all other makes combined.
The choice of the commercial world is

reflected in the equipment of the commer-
cial schools.

Remington Typewriter Company
New York and Everywhere

Monarch Hydraulic

Cider Press
Great strength and ca-
pacity; all sizes; also

gasoline engines,
steam engines,
saw mills, thresh-
ers. Catalog free.

Monarch Machinery Co., Room 165. 39 Cortland! St., New York.

& SMALL FRUITS.
Highest grade.

| Guaranteed to live.

Troetoname,
One third agents' prices. Illnstrated catalogue free.
HIGHLAND NUKSEKIES, SOCHESTEK, N.T.

FRUITTREES
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The Little Red Imp

ow boys/' said the nice old ma-
gician, combing his long white

beard with his fingers, "I shall

have to be away all day at least,

for I am going to the other side of the

world. Will you be very, very good?"
"Oh, yes, sir," answered the two office-

boys; and they meant what they said, for

they were not at all bad little boys.

So the old magician called his flying

hippogriff, had him saddled and bridled,

climbed a little stiffly to his back, and

—

away he went.

"Jim," said Hal, "have you ever been

up in the magician's own room?"
"Yes," said Jim. "Haven't you?"
"No," Hal answered. "What is it like?"

"It's the queerest shop you ever saw—

I

mean, you never saw. S'pose we go up
there now?"
"But we promised to be good," Hal ob-

jected.

"Well, we ought to go up and see that

everything is in order," Jim insisted, and
he looked as solemn as if he really be-

lieved what he said.

The key was found and fitted to the

door in silence. Jim put it in, Hal turned
it, but both boys walked into the room.
No sooner were they inside than the big

door shut with a bang. In the middle of

the room was a round table covered with
a scarlet cloth having a deep and heavy
gilt fringe. At one end of this table was
the magician's high-backed chair. In the

middle of the table was a round glass

bottle, and inside the bottle was a little

red imp.
"Come right in, Hal; come right in,

Jimmy !" the imp piped out, in a shrill

voice. "I am so glad to see you ! It has
been so lonely here ! Perhaps you have
been lonely downstairs, eh ? I thought
so. How pleased your master would be

to know you had come up!"
The boys looked rather ashamed, but

the imp seemed not to notice it.

"Who are you?" asked Jim. "I never
saw you here before."

"No? Why, that isn't strange, either,

for this is the first time we have been here
together. Pretty place, too."

"What is your business here?" Hal
asked.

"Business? I didn't come on business,"

the imp replied, chuckling, "and I hope
I sha'n't have to stay here very much
longer ! I'm sure I shouldn't if your
master was at home ; but probably you
boys don't know enough to be of any
use to me.- You're very bright boys, no
doubt, but you haven't been taught much
about the work here."

"No, we haven't," Hal admitted.
"Let—me—see," said the little red imp,

turning up his eyes as if thinking very
hard. "Suppose I change one of you into

a hippopotamus? How would that suit

you?"
"Not at all," said Jim, backing toward

the door.
"Or a monkey?" said the imp, turning

to Hal.
"No, sir, thank you!" Hal exclaimed,

very politely, "I don't care to be any
animal to-day."
"How strange ! Suppose I do another

trick, then. Take up this glass bottle in

which I am, throw it down—hard !—on
the hearth, and then you will see me do
something remarkable."

"I don't want to," Hal said after a
pause.

"I will," Jim said; and he took up the
glass bottle and threw it down upon the
hearth, where it broke into small bits.

At once the little imp began to swell

in size. He grew bigger and larger and
more nuge, until he was the size of a

small giant. And how he did grin at the
two scared boys

!

"I have kept my word," said he. "Isn't

this remarkable?"
"Yes, sir," Jim answered, with chatter-

ing jaws.
"Very remarkable?" asked the imp,

frowning.
"Oh, yes, sir," Hal agreed.
"Extremely remarkably queer?" the imp

insisted, this time with a great scowl.
"Oh, yes, sir; indeed sir," said both the

bovs. "But what did you do it iorV\
"Because," said the liberated imp, with

a very courtly bow, "I wished to be free.

Your very kind and noble master has
kept me in that bottle for thirty years, and
I have found it much too small an apart-
ment for my taste. Now that you have
kindly set me free I mean to enjoy myself
by paying off my score against the old
magician."
Thereupon he tore down the curtains,

pulled down all the pictures and books,
and piled all the wreck into a great heap
on the floor.

"Have you a match ?" he asked Jim.
"No, sir," said Jim, shaking with fear.

"Please don't do any more mischief ! I'm
afraid we'll be blamed for it."

Then the imp struck a spark into a bit

of tinder, and blew it hard. When it was

The Young People

From Stereograph, Copyright, bj Underwood St Underwood, New York

FEEDING HER FLOCK

glowing brightly the imp set fire to the

heap of things in the center of the ma-
gician's study. Soon the whole room was
ablaze.

"I think," said Hal, "we'd better get

out."

"I think so, too," Jim answered.
"Don't hurry boys," the imp cried out.

"It's getting nice and warm here now."

But the boys preferred to go outdoors
even if it was a little chilly, and they

opened the door and ran down-stairs and
out.

Once in the open air, they stood and
watched the fire. They could see the

red imp dancing about in the house, tear-

ing and breaking and burning everything

and doing his best to make the fire as bad

The Puzzler
The Names of Six People of Literary Fame Are Represented Below

Answer to Puzzle in the October 1st Issue: The Virginian, Richard Carvel,

Eben Holden, The Sign of the Four, The Gambler, The Masquerader

as he could. In about half an hour noth-
ing was left but a heap of ashes, upon
which sat the great red imp, looking very
much dissatisfied because there was no
more harm he could do.
Suddenly the imp arose from the big

pile of ashes upon which he had been
sitting, brushed the dust from his tail,

and shading his eyes with one hand,
looked far away over the plain.

"Now, boys," he said, after a short
pause, "you are going to have a very
pleasant time. I wish I could remain to
see it, but after staying thirty years in

one place one becomes restless. Besides,
it may be that the magician will not like

what has happened in his absence. Here
he comes—and here I go!"
At once the imp began to grow small

again—smaller and smaller until he was
no bigger than one of the little crabs
found in oyster shells. Then he slipped
into a crack in the earth, and for a while
the boys saw him no more.
They began to look around for the

magician, and presently they saw him
coming slowly across the plain. The boys
were greatly frightened, but could only
wait to see what he would say.
He advanced in a leisurely way, not

seeming to notice that his house had been
burned, and presently stopped near the
boys.

"Why did you leave the house, boys?"
he asked.

"We didn't mean to, sir," said Jim.
"Then what are you doing out here?"
"Why, sir," said Hall, "we're very sorry

indeed, sir, but the house is burned up."
"Burned up?" repeated the magician,

mildly.

"Well, sir," Jim replied in his turn; "a
little red imp burned it down."
"You mean the bottle-imp?"
"Yes, sir."

"But how did he get out of the bottle?"
asked the magician.
The boys put their fingers in their

mouths, looked at the ground and stubbed
their toes in the sand.

The magician noticed their confusion.
"T see," he remarked, "that you have had
something to do with what has happened.
Fortunately there has been little harm
done. I feel that I must punish you, but
first let me put things somewhat to
rights." -

The magician wiped his wand carefully
with a silk handkerchief, and then waved
it gently over the pile of ashes. At once
the great heap rose into the air in a vast
cloud, whirled rapidly about and then
drew together. There was a crackling
sound, then a great snap, and the ma-
gician's house put itself together like the
pieces of a puzzle. And it looked just as
good as new.
The magician turned to the boys, and

said, "I don't wish you to think that you
did no mischief simply because I am able

to put things in order again so easily.

Magic is very expensive, and I shall have
to take this out of your wages. My house
was worth fully twenty thousand gold,
pieces, and this new one (for, though
looking just like the old, it is entirely

new) costs as much. So you see, Hal and
Jim—or, since yon have been naughty, I'll

call you Henry and James— you each
owe me about ten thousand gold pieces.

As you get one piece apiece each month,
you will have to work for ten thousand
months to make it up, or eighty-five hun-
dred years."

Both boys burst into tears.

"It does seem long," said the magician,
sympathetically, "but wait ! I see I have
made a mistake. It should be eight hun-
dred and fifty years."
Henry and James brightened up, for the

corrected time seemed much shorter.

"Now," said, the magician, "let us go
indoors."

As they entered, Hal nudged Jim, and
said, "He doesn't seem so very cross.

Let's see whether he won't forgive us.

I'll ask him."
"All right," Jim answered.
So Hal plucked up courage, and said,

"Please, sir, we're very sorry. We didn't

mean to do any harm, and that little red
imp somehow made us think it was all

right."

"Very well," said the magician, kindly,

"I'll forgive you, and we'll say no more
about it, except that you must remember
this occurrence and hereafter leave all

magic things alone."

The boys gladly promised. Then the

magician entered his study, beckoning
them to follow. There upon the table was
the bottle, and inside of it was a green
frog.

"You see, boys," said the magician, "T

have punished the imp by changing him
into a frog. He isn't sorry for what he

did."

A queer croaking voice came out of

the top of the bottle. "Sorry? Course
I'm not sorry! I'm glad I did it, and
I'll do it again as soon as I get a chance!"
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Sunday Reading

Looking on the Bright Side

Christianity looks evermore on the

bright side of things. It is for

this reason that the religion of

Christ is cheerful religion. It is

preeminently hopeful. This ns why hope
is held out to the most degraded, to the

vilest and most wretched. It says to

such: "Be of good cheer; though your
sins be as scarlet, they shall be as white
as snow."
See how some cheery souls look at their

troubles. On one occasion when some
friends were condoling with an old man
regarding the many troubles of his long
and checkered pilgrimage, he remarked

:

"What you say is too true. I have been
surrounded with troubles all my life long;

but there is a curious thing about them
—nine tenths of them never happened !"

Another genial spirit said : "Some
people are always finding fault with
nature for putting thorns on roses. I al-

ways thank her for having put roses on
thorns."

The same writer further says: "I re-

member asking a poor man, who had
certainly very few outward comforts, and
who had much bodily infirmity and pain,

'Do you weary much?' 'No, sir, I never
weary,' was the prompt reply. 'Happy
as ever?' I said. 'Aye, sir, and aye, the
longer the happier,' was again the sweet
response."

These are all instances of true faith.

—

Our Young Folks.

<S>

Help Yourself

<<t>RAYER," said Philips Brooks, "is not" conquering God's reluctance, but

taking hold of God's willingness." I am
struggling in the water, in great danger of

drowning, and a friend on the shore

throws out a rope for my rescue; the

stream floats the rope within my reach.

The means of rescue are at hand. But
suppose I refuse? That does not argue
any unwillingness on the part of my friend

on the shore to save me. And it does
not argue any change of purpose on his

part if I reach up my hand and lay hold
upon the rope. If I am not saved the
fault lies wholly with myself. God's rope

' of rescue is on the water . for everyone.
Prayer is the hand that reaches out and
lays hold on God's willingness, and lets

the friend on shore do the rest.

—

United Presbyterian.

<S>

Dependence on God

On one occasion in our own Civil War,
the general in command of certain

forces broke out with the exclamation, on
the eve of battle : "We have got them
now and they know it. God Almighty
cannot save them." So he had "got
them" by all human reckoning of the
chances. His staff responded; "Yes, we

are sure of them." But it happened

—

how much it had to. do with die fortunes
of the day, we will not presume to say,

but it happened—that the commander-in-
chief on the other side was a praying man.
He had that morning spent an hour in

his tent invoking divine interposition in
the coming conflict. The close of the day
found him again in his tent offering
thanksgiving for a victory, while the pre-
sumptuous general who thought that "God
Almighty could not defeat him" was in

ignominious flight down the valley of the
Shenandoah. Why should it not be so?
Such men command invisible allies. They
invoke the onset of spiritual battalions.
They lead their enemies into ambuscades
of angelic legions. If our eyes were not
holden, we might see that the very air
is full of them.—Austin Phelps in the
Baptist Commonwealth.

Robbie's Press

/~vne day papa took Robbie down to see^ the presses print the books and
papers and pictures, and the little boy was
very much interested.

"Papa," said he, "let me come down
every day and run the presses."
"Oh, I couldn't let you do that," said

his papa, "but maybe I'll have a little

printing-press made for you, just your
size."

The weeks and months passed away
and papa forgot all about his promfse, but
Robbie didn't. It was fully a year later

that he came home from Sunday-school
and said, "Papa, teacher said that God
made the world in six days. Is that so?"

"I guess it is," said papa.
"The water and the dirt and the trees

and the dogs and birds' nests and every-
thing?"

"Yes."
"Gee, whiz!" said Robbie, "that was

quick work. Six days to make all* the
world, and you've been a year and ain't

got that printin'-press done yet!"—Ameri-
can Boy.

•$>

God's Reason for Being Obeyed

God's laws are always guide-boards to
blessings. The foundation law is

love; and upon that foundation are based
all the rest, as instructions to us what to
do and what to avoid in order to let

God "crowd and crown" our lives with
love. He never asks us to give up any-
thing except for the purpose of replacing
it with something better, something that
we could not have unless we gave up that
which blocks the way. He never asks us
to do anything except as a means of lay-
ing hold of a blessing that far outweighs
the effort demanded. God's laws are
gifts, or stepping-stones to gifts. In their
divine wisdom they never prohibit any-
thing but trouble and disaster.—Sunday-
school Times.

THE FRIEND THAT NEVER FAILS
Photo by Randall

No More
Cold Rooms

If you only knew how much comfort
can be derived from a PERFECTION
Oil Heater—how simple and economical
its operation, you would not; be without it

another day
You can quickly make warm and cozy

any cold room or hallway—no matter in
what part of the house. You can heat
water, and do many other things with the

PERFECTION
Oil Heater

(Equipped with Smokeless Device)

Turn the wick as high or low as you can—there's no danger.
Carry heater from room to room. All parts easily cleaned. Gives
intense heat without smoke or smell because equipped with smoke-
less device.

Made in two finishes—nickel and japan. Brass oil

fount beautifully embossed. Holds 4 quarts of oil and
burns 9 hours. Every heater warranted. If you can-
not get heater or information from your dealer, write
to nearest agency for descriptive circular.

Lamp cannot be
equalled for

its bright and steady light,

simple construction and abso-
lute safety. Equipped with latest improved burner.
Made of brass throughout and nickel plated. An
ornament to any room whether library, dining-room,
parlor or bed-room. Every lamp warranted. Write
to nearest agency if not at your dealer's.

STANDARD OIL COMPANY

/

EXACT SIZE ^^^^^ GUARANTEED
HERE'S A CHANCE-SNAP IT UP

BOYS
Mrtitiimon* Eegular sixteen size, andMovement only three eighths of an
inch in thickness. Lantern pinions (smallest
ever made). American lever escapement, pol-
ished spring. Weight, complete with ease, only
three ounces. Quick train—two hundred and
forty beats a minute. Short wind ; runs thirty
to thirty-six hours with one winding. Tested,
timed and regulated. This watch is guaranteed
by the maker for a period of one year.

The Guarantee be found a printed
guarantee, by wbich the manufacturers agree
that if without miBuse the watch fails to keep
good time within one year they will repair it

free of charge, and return it.

DESCRIPTION—Plain center band, elegant
nickel case, snap back, Koman dial, stem wind,
stem set, medium size, oxydized movement
plate, open face. Enaravedfront and back.

How to Get the Watch
Send us your name and address on a postal card to-day,

and ask for a book of eight coupons, and say you want the watch.

We will send by return mail a book containing eight coupons, each one of

which is good for a year's subscription to Farm and Fireside, one of the best

farm and home papers published in America. Comes twice a month. We
will also send a sample copy of the paper so you can judge of its merits for

yourself. You sell these coupons to your friends and neighbors
at 25 cents each. When the coupons are sold, you send the

$2.00 to us, and we will send you the watch.

It 11 easy to sell the coupons. Thousands have earned
watches by our plan, and you can do it in one day's time.
Write to-day. Be sure to ask for a book of eight coupons.

FARM AND FIRESIDE
SPRINGFIELD. OHIO
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Practical Autumn -Fashions
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NS. 803—Misses' Box-Plaited Waist No. 806—Misses' Semi-Fitted Coat

Pattern cut for 14, 16 and 18 year sizes. Quantity ol mate- Pattern cut for 12, 14 and 16 year sizes. Quantity ol

rial required for medium size, or 16 years, four yardsof twenty- material required for medium size, or 14 years, four

two-inch material, or three and one half yards of thirty-inch yard9 of twenty-seven-inch material, or two and three

material, with one yard of all-over lace for yoke, collar and fourths yards of thirty-six-inch material, with one
cuffs fourth of a yard of velvet for collar

No. 804—Plain Wrapper with Fitted Back

Pattern cut for 34, 36, 38, 40 and 42 inch bust measures.
Quantity of material required for medium size, or 36 inch

bust, eight and one half yards of thirty-six-inch material,

or seven and one half yards of forty-four-inch material,

with three eighths of a yard of all-over lace for collar and
cuffs.

The amateur dressmaker always looks

upon the making of a skirt as a

pretty difficult problem. She will

attempt to make a waist with no
hesitancy whatever, but a dress-skirt

—

well, that she regards in a very different

manner.
There is no reason, however, why any

woman cannot make for herself the

smart-looking skirt illustrated on this

page, if she will only study carefully the

following lesson.

Order pattern No. 802—Seven-Gored
Skirt with Fan Plaits. This, by the way,
is one of the very newest and most prac-

tical designs for an autumn walking-
skirt, and has the advantage of being

becoming both to stout and slender fig-

ures. The upper portion of the skirt fits

closely, but the fan plaits provide a de-

sirable flare at the hem.
So carefully are the Farm and Fireside

patterns made that it would be practi-

cally impossible to make a mistake in

putting the skirt together, because not
only are the different gores notched in

such a manner that they are readily dis-

tinguished, but each gore is designated by

a^ letter and referred to in the descrip-
tion on the pattern envelope by that
letter.

The envelope of pattern No. 802
contains five pieces—The Front Gore,
which is lettered E; First Side
Gore—M ; Second Side Gore—N ;

Back Gore—H, and Belt A.
These letters are perforated through

the tissue-paper pattern, so there is

no way in which the side gores and
back gores could be confused.
One illustration on this page shows

how the different pieces of the pattern
should be placed upon the material.
Triple crosses (xxx) on the edge of the
front gore and belt indicate that these
pieces are to be placed on a lengthwise
fold of the material. The side gores and
back gores each have a line of large
round perforations which marks the
straight of the goods, and these pieces are
placed on the material with this line run-
ning lengthwise.
The illustration shows the pattern placed

on material fifty-four inches wide. If

your material is not so wide, the lower
part of the gores will have to be pieced.

If, however, the fabric is thirty inches
wide, or even narrower, it will be neces-
sary to pin two widths together before
cutting out the side and back gores. The
front gore and belt, however, must be
cut off on the fold of the material.

To the woman with a limited income
this is stock-taking time in the fashion
world. What can be worn again, what
can be utilized, and what must be made,
are the perplexing and all-important ques-
tions. The new imported costumes offer

many a suggestion for her to make use
of in renovating her old gowns. The fact

that the guimpe and guimpe effects are

shown in so many of the French models'
make it possible for her to put to good
use her somewhat worn lingerie and silk

waists. The best portion of them will

serve admirably for yokes, chemisettes

and under-sleeves.

The vogue for the Princess gown
still continues and the design shown
on this page promises to be the height

of style for some time to come. The
waist portion of the frock is made
with a fitted lining. The chemisette

and deep cuffs of lace are mounted
on this lining. The costume may be

worn with long or short sleeves. The
panel-front e f -

feet gives par-
ticularly good
lines to the fig-

ure.

A gown o f

this sort would
be charming
made of the
very fashionable
silk poplin suit-

ings, which are
shown this au-
tumn in such a

variety of pat-

terns and colors.

These new pop-
lins are so soft

that they fall in

graceful folds,
and yet they are
warranted to

stand the great-
est amount of

hard wear. They
come in stripes,

that is, a plain

silk poplin with
a stripe of the
same color, but
not in the same
tint as the
groundwork.
And then they
also come striped

and showing a

silk figure hav-
ing an embroid-
ered effect done
in self-color.

No. 807—Boys' Nightshirt

Pattern cut for 8, 10, 12, 14 and 16 year sizei.

Quantity of material required for medium size, or
10 years, three and one half yards of twenty-two
inch material, or three yards of thirty-six-inch

material

ft

IS

No. 802—The Inside of Half the Skirt, Illustrating How
the Fan Plaits Are Basted, the Hem Turned Up,

and the Placket Finished

No. 802—Showing How the

Pieces of the Pattern
Are Laid on the

Materia!

No. 80S— Princess Dress with Panel Front

Pattern cut for 34, 36, 38 and 40 inch bust measures. Quan-
tity of material required for medium size, or 36 inch bust,

fifteen yards of twenty-two-inch material, or thirteen yards
of thirty-inch material, with one and one fourth yards of

all-over lace, and two yards of lining thirty-six inches wide

PATTERNS
To assist our readers and to simplify

the art of dressmaking, we will furnish pat-

terns of any of the designs illustrated on
this page for ten cents each. Send money
to Pattern Department, The Crowell Pub-
lishing Company, 1 1 East 24th Street,

New York, and be sure to mention the
size and number of the pattern desired.
Our fall and winter catalogue of fash-

ionable patterns, containing two hundred
of the latest designs that will be appro-
priate for all occasions, is now ready, and
will be sent free to any address upon re-

quest:
If you have never made your own cloth-

ing and are tired of paying the exorbitant
prices charged by the expensive dress-
making establishments, the designs illus-

trated on this page will be of interest to

you. No one, no matter how inexperi-

enced, need have any fear about the fit and
success of a dress when made with the aid

of the Madison Square Patterns. We em-
ploy the highest-priced experts, each an
artist in his separate line. Enclose 10
cents for each pattern wanted.
THE CROWELL PUBLISHING CO.,

Madison Square, New York City.

No. 802—Seven-Gored Skirt with Fan Plaits

Pattern cut for 24, 26, 28 and 30 inch waist measures. Quan-
tity of material required for medium size, or 26 inch waist,

eight and three fourths yards of twenty-two-inch material, or

six and one fourth yards of thirty-six-inch material
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Wit and Humor

Near to Nature's Heart

Here is the way the Newark "Evening
News" has it:

"A $75,000 automobile rolled through
the $60,000 bronze gates and up the

$35,000 winding avenue to the $20,000

marble steps. Descending from the ma-
chine, the billionaire paused a moment to

view the smiling $500,000 landscape.

Across the $90,000 lawn a $125,000 silver

lake lay sleeping in the shades of early

evening, and beyond it rose a lordly

$80,000 hill whose crest, cloaked with for-

est at an expense of $200,000, glowed in

the last golden rays of the setting sun.

The billionaire sank luxuriously into a

$2,000 ivory porch chair and rested his

feet on the rosewood railing of the $160,-

000 veranda. 'It is pleasant,' he observed,

'to get back to nature once in a while.

After the cares and worries of the busi-

ness day I certainly love to run out to

this quiet little $60,000,000 country club of

ours and taste a bit of simple life. It is

good to keep in touch with the soil; for

what is man but dust, after all !' Feeling
restored, he passed in through the

$400,000 doorway to his $1,500 dinner."

HELEN^MORTIMEE

Souvenirs

A visitor calling on an Irishman who
had the credit' of being a lively heckler at

political meetings said : "What's that,

Mike, that you have in the glass case?"
"Oh, that's the brick I got ag'in' my

head at the last election."

"Oh ! And what's that little flower on
top of it for?"

"That's the flower from the grave of
the man that threw it."—London News.

HELEN<S>MOETIMER

Fair Warning

A farmer who was much troubled dur-
ing the nutting season by trespassers in a
wood bordering the roadside, ascertained
from a botanical friend the scientific name
of the hazel, and caused the following
notice to be put up in the wood

:

Trespassers Take Warning

!

All persons entering this wood do so at

their own risk,

for the

Corylus Avellana
Abounds here in company with more or

less poisonous snakes.

The wood is now shunned by every-
body, and the farmer is so pleased with
the success of his ruse that he thinks of
seeing his botanical friend again to find

out the Latin name of the common, edible

field mushroom.—helen<£mortimer—
Sage as a Humorist

"Russell Sage," said a New York
barber, "was gifted with a dry humor for

which he didn't get any credit. One day
he came in to be shaved. To shave so
great a financier is an honor, and, to mark
the occasion, I got out a new and fine

cake of shaving-soap. As I prepared my
distinguished patron's beard I couldn't
help calling his attention to the new
shaving-sbap, which smelled and lathered
beautifully.

" 'This new soap is very fine, sir,' I said,

'cream, cocoa oil and a dash of alcohol.'

'"Alcohol, eh?' said Mr. Sage. 'Well,

remember I'm a temperance man and
don't put any more of it in my mouth
than you can help.'

"

The Sketch
'Le' go me legs. Bill, er I'll 'it yer

wiv me 'ammet"

Montgomery Ward (Sit Co.'s

TkT-^ Catalogue IP'O TET IT*RIO. 4D Now Ready M? KkELmL?
Nearly 1300 large pages, thousands of pictures, 127,000 articles. The biggest bargain hook ever printed. Beats

all Catalogue records for quantity, quality and low prices. Full of many things you want that you cannot buy near
home and multitudes of things of better quality and at lower prices than any other catalogue or store offers you.

Send for Your FREE Copy Today.
$50.00 a year, at least, is easily saved by every one using this No. 75 Montgomery "Ward & Co. Catalogue to

order goods from. Many write us of saving hundreds by being our regular customers. It pays others, it will pay you.
We are the originators of the Catalogue business. We have been square with our millions of customers for 35 years—we
will be square with you.

Valuable

Premiums
Free

In this new No. 75
Montgomery Ward &
Co. Catalogue is an en-

tire section devoted to
ournewFreePrem-
ium Plan, which il-

lustrates and describes
all the many valuable
articles we give free to
our customers, includ-

ing Pianos, Buggies,
Sewing Machines,
Watches, Jewelry, Dia-
monds, Morris Chair,
Couches, Chairs, Sad-
dles, Books, Shoes, Car-
pets, Curtains, Tools,
Scales, Harness, Stoves,
Lamps, Violins, Gui-
tar, Music Boxes,
Sporting Goods, Cloth-
ing, Furniture, Dinner
Sets, and very many
other choice articles, all

given to our patrons.

It is worth your while
to get this big No. 75
Montgomery Ward &
Co. Catalogue for
1906-7 just to see this

wonderfulPremium
List of things that
await your selection if

you become our cus-
tomers.
Send your name and

address carefully writ-

ten on a postal card or
in a letter, or attached
to your next order, or
fill out coupon in

the picture ; either way
that is easiest. Just say
"Send me free and pre-

paid one copy of your
new No. 75 Catalogue."
Do this before you for-

get it, right now. We
will then send it at

once.

This Big Book
Just off the

Press

We Moke No Charge For This Great Catalogue
We even prepay the postage. Ordering a copy of this large Free Book puts you under no obligations to buy anything

of us. We ask you to send for it, read it, look at the pictures and prices, and then when you find out how much money it

saves you you will be glad to order from it, for it means a saving of 30 per cent to 50 per cent on everything you wear,
eat or use in any way. Remember this is no partial list or imitation of the Montgomery Ward & Co. Catalogue, but is the
genuine, the latest, the complete, new, large Montgomery Ward & Co. Catalogue, Number 75, for fall of 1906 and all of
1907, full of the very latest styles and newest city goods of every kind that you can possibly want or use DON'TDE-
LiAY—send for your copy today. It will go to you at once, by return mail if possible, all prepaid and absolutely free
of all cost.

Montgomery Ward ®> Co., ZflGtS&SSZl Chicago

Complete Assortment oi Fine Needles
With Decorated Horseshoe Needle-Case

Every woman will appreciate this useful

and handsome article. The case is hand-
somely decorated in colors.

Its general shape is that of a horseshoe,

hinged at the base of the shoe. The back
also has a design in colors. Open, this case

measures 9 inches long by 4^ inches wide.

On one side there are three needle-pockets,

containing sizes 3, 5, 6, 7 and 9 of the finest

imported needles. On the other side is an
assortment of fifteen fancy needles, including

a square-end bodkin 2^ inches long, two
large darning needles, each about two inches
long, and twelve fancy large and small eyed
needles. All of these needles are Sharp's
Best Ellipse Silver-Eyed. The eye is so
shaped as to be threaded with the greatest
ease; has no sharp edge to cut the thread.
Another valuable feature is a groove shape
given to the end of each needle at the eye, so
that the thread will follow the needle through
any cloth, heavy or light, without the slight-

est strain. Sent prepaid.

The Needles and Needle-Case will

be given FREE to anyone for a
club of TWO yearly subscriptions
to Farm and Fireside at the regular
subscription price, 25 cents a year.

Outside View of Needle-Case
Very much reduced in size.

The Needles and Needle-Case, and Farm and Fireside ONE year, sent to any
address for only 40 cents.

Address FARM AND FIRESIDE, Springfield, Ohio

LIVE CANVASSERS
will find in the New Edition of the Twentieth
Century Peerless Atlas and Pictorial Gazetteer
of AH Lands a great Money-maker. 170 large
pages, size 14 by n inches—Splendid maps in

six colors—Descriptive Gazetteer with chapter
for each state—Chronological Department

—

Biographical Department—over 250 fine illus;

trations. This up-to-date Atlas is sold only
through agents (or direct) in combination with,

a year's subscription to the .Woman's Home
Companion or a two years' subscription to

Farm and Fireside at an extremely low price.,

A brief

History of the Russo-Japanese Wat
has just been added, and alongside isa splendid
War Map in colors—no need to pay several

dollars for a war book. Other important new
features are a map of the Republic of Panama,
a Mammoth Panoramic View of the Panama
Canal, official statistics for 1903, 1904 and 1905.

etc. The whole or part of your time can be
used to good advantage; no special experience
necessary as we give careful instructions.

For further particulars 0/ this high-class,
lucrative business address

THE CROWELL PUBLISHING COMPANY
Dept. C. Madinon Square, New Tork

WE WANT BOYS
and girls in every city and town, who are bright

and energetic, and who want to make some

money. Write us at once. Circulation Dept.

FARM AND FIRESIDE, II East 2ith Street, New York.

r
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I. H. C.
Spreader
Pointers

A good spreader costs considerable,

but it is worth more than it costs.

A poor spreader is an expensive
luxury, no matter what it costs.

When you buy an I. H. C. Spreader
you are buying something standard.

You get for your money

—

—A substantial, durable machine

—One that is easily handled

—It handles manure in any condition

—No spreader made does better work

—No spreader is lighter in draft.

not needlessly cumbrous—strong where
strength is needed, with due regard for

light draft and load to be carried.

The I. H. C. apron is driven at both
sides, by both hind wheels. This elimi-

nates all binding, friction and undue
strain.

It has a vibrating rake to level the

load—^exclusive feature.

It has a w ide range of feed, conse-

quently a large or a small amount of

manure per acre can be distributed. It

is the only spreader controlled and
operated entirely with one lever.

Made in three sizes for each of the two
types, Cloverleaf, endless apron, and
Corn King', return apron.

I. H. C. Spreaders are well propor-
tioned machines. They are strong, but

Call on the International local agent for catalog 'and full information or write to home office.

Send three 2 cent stamps for a copy of "Farm Science." Book just from the

press, written by eight leading agricultural authorities of the United States.

Treats practically every farm topic in the most forceful, money-making way.

International Harvester Company of America, Chicago, U. S. A.
(incorporated)

TREES
CC DCD infl CDkTIPIlT DHII1 Apple, Pear, Plum. Cherry, Peach and Carolina
<0J mil IUU, rlfLIUni rfllU Poplars, healthy, true to name and fumigated.
All kinds of trees and plants at low wholesale prices. Remember we beat all other reliable
Nurseries in quality and pricea. Catalogue free, Bellance Nursery. Box D., Geneva, N. Y.

BANK BY MAIL,
You can conduct your banking business by mail' eafely and

-with profit. This large, safe bank, established in 1851, has assets

of over $31,000,000.00. Over 30,000 depositors.

Has always paid 4# on Savings Deposits and never passed a

dividend.
Money deposited before the 17th of any month draws interest

from the first at 4#. compounded semi-annually.
Booklet "J" explains everything: free for the asking.

TRONG /*^«»*ICV'*\^> COURTEOUS
IBERAL »J U|j3 1 VvflVlV* PR0CR"slvt

'

UHI»V ' PROVIDENCE. R.I.

EXTRA PAY
can be earned evenings
by giving Stereoptlcou
or Moving Picture Ex-
hibitions. Small capital.

required. Iltufltrated Catalogue free* Telie how to etart.

McALLISTfiR, Mf». Optician, 49 Nassau St.. Ji. T.

Powerful—Durable—EconomicalTELEPHONES
Write for free book explaining cost and bow to ore&nize,

build and operate telephone systems amoon jour neighbors.

Cadiz Electric Co., 18 C. C. C. Bldg., Cadiz, 0.

PATENTS
48 page book free. Highest refer-

ences. Long experience. Fitzgerald
& Co., Dept. X. Washington, D. O.

No Better Knife Made

PREMIUM No. 415

<JWe illustrate herewith a three-bladed knife which is known as the "Yankee
Whittler," and it is a fine knife for general purposes. The blades are of the very

best steel, hand forged, and carefully tempered the same as a razor blade. It has

good solid handles, nicely trimmed, and it is one of the most serviceable knives we
have ever offered. It is warranted by the manufacturers to give the best of satisfac-

tion and to carry a keen edge. Sent prepaid.

This "Yankee Whittler" Knife given free for a club of SIX yearly subscriptions

to Farm and Fireside at 25 cents a year

Farm and Fireside one year and Knife, post-paid, $1.00

( To Club Raisers:— When the subscriber pays this special price {$1.00) you are entitled either

to the regular cash commission or to count the name in a club.)

Address FARM AND FIRESIDE, Springfield. Ohio

Repeating' Air - Rifle Free
SHOOTS 300 TIMES WITH ONE LOADING

A TRUE SHOOTER THE IDEAL GUN FOR BOYS
Boys have use for it every minute—hunting in the woods, shooting at targets, drilling as soldiers, and

hundreds of uses that only hoys know about.
Harmless, strong, dura ble, shoots accurately, and cultivates trueness of sight and evenness of nerve.
It is extremely simple in construction. Any child can operate it and become an expert marksman with

little practice.
It gives the boy healthful pleasure, and lots of it for the money.
This rifle uses no powder—just air. There is no smoke, no noise.
Air is plentiful, and shot costs but 10 cents for 1.000, while darts can be shot over and over again.
Harmless, and lasting for years—no wonder every boy should want an air-rifle.

Expert workmanship and accurate machinery enable the manufacturers to produce an air-rifle of which
all parts are interchangeable.

These air-rifles are provided with pistol-grip, true sights, and so strongly made that it is almost impossible
for them to get out of order.

S.

—
i

- s=
HOW TO GET IT

Send us your name and address on a postal-card to-day. and tell US
you want to get the air-rifle. We will send by return mail a receipt-book
containing eight coupons, each one of which is good for a year's
subscription to one of the best farm and home papers published in America. We
will also send a sample copy of the paper, so you can judge of its merit for yourself._
You sell these coupons to your friends and neighbors at 25 cents each. They will gladly take
advantage of a chance to get a good paper one year for 25 cents. When the coupons are sold, you send the
82.00 to us, and we will forward the rifle. If you don't want a rifle, perhaps you know of some boy or girl who
would like to earn a rifle. If so, send us their name and address, and we will send a receipt-book by return
mail. Hundreds have earned rifles by our plan, and you can do It In one day's time. Write to-dav

Address FARM AND FIRESIDE. Springfield, Ohio

U/rU4A. UruCi^, ~tt> ftvWtw, tsXX "~t$Jfoy^
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if?
Of Curious Interest

An Old Doll

This picture represents a quaint old

doll which has been in the posses-

sion of my family for four generations,

and which is at least one hundred and
twenty-five years

old. It is about
fourteen inches

high and is made
of a queer glazed

ware, the lighter

portions of which
are yellow and
the darker green.

The clasped hands
hold a bunch of

flowers, and about
the neck is a

string of beads
with a locket at-

tached. In the
top of the head
is a hole, show-
ing that the hol-

low body of the
doll was doubt-
less intended to
serve as a bottle;

and as such it

was used by my
grandmot her
when a little girl, to carry milk for her
lunch to the country school—a strange
use, indeed, for a doll ! Mrs. T. F.

—HELEN<$>MOR T IM ER

Collection of Horseshoes
>-pHE English Duke of Rutland has the
* walls of one of his castles adorned
with thousands of horseshoes, the collec-

tion having been begun centuries ago.
Among them is a shoe given by Queen
Elizabeth and another by Queen Victoria.

—helen3>mortimer—

•

The Date of Inauguration Day

March 4th was selected for Inaugura-
tion Day for the reason that the date

seldom falls on Sunday. Only three times

during our history has the date occurred
on that day. The first was the second
inaugural of James Monroe, the fifth
president, March 4, 1821 ; the second was
when Zachary Taylor was made Presi-
dent, March 4, 1849; the third was the
inauguration of Rutherford B. Hayes, on
March 4, 1877.

This will happen three times during
each century, or one year after every
seven leap years. Inauguration Day dur-
ing the present century will fall on Sun-
day in the years 1917, 1945 and 1973.

HELEN<S>MORTIMER

About Eyes

Wide open eyes are indicative of rash-
ness.

Small eyes are commonly supposed to
indicate cunning.

Eyes with sharp corners indicate great
discernment and penetration.

The downcast eye has in all ages been
typical of modesty.

Upturned eyes are typical of devotion.

Side-glancing eyes are always to be dis-
trusted.

Eyes in rapid and constant motion be-
token anxiety, fear or care.

Unsteady eyes, rapidly jerking from
side to side, are frequently indicative of
an unsettled mind.

An eye the upper lid of which passe's

horizontally across the pupil indicates
mental ability.

Eyes of any color with weak brows and
long concave lashes are indicative of a
weak constitution.

Eyes that are wide apart are said by
physiognomists to indicate great intelli-

gence and tenacious memory.—Newark
Advertiser.

HELENA-MORTIMER

You have not yet made the acquaintance
of Helen Mortimer, but we'll introduce
her to you in November. Is your sub-
scription paid up?

—From Illustrated London News.

PROVISIONS CONSUMED BY THE 1.100 PASSENGERS OF THE "DEUTSCHLAND"
VOYAGE TO AMERICA

IN ONE

400 tons of water.
13.000 pounds of beef.
2,200 pounds of mutton.
1,200 pounds of lamb.
600 pounds of ham.
400 pounds of tongue.
75 casks of various vege-

tables.

200 dozen lettuce.

90 casks of flour.

900 pounds of pork.

1,200 pounds of veal.

375 barrels of beer.

3,000 bottles of beer.

2,200 quarts of milk.

350 pounds of yeast.
8,500 pounds of various
fresh fruits.

40 casks of oysters and
mussels.

1,700 pounds of fish.

300 quarts of cream.
1,000 blocks of ice-cream.

40 tons of ice.

1.300 pounds of butter.
600 pounds of oatmeal
and groats.

1,700 dozen eggs.
6,000 fowls.
175 casks of potatoes.
5.000 tons of coal.
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MADISON SQUARE PATTERNS
Our Handsomely Illustrated Fall and Winter Catalogue of Fashionable Madison Square Patterns

Sent Free Upon Request
Order all Patterns from Pattern Department, The Crowell Publishing Co., 11 Bast 24th St., New York City

JULL DESCRIPTIONS AND DIRECTIONS—as the number of yards of material required, the number and names of the different pieces in the
pattern, how to cut and fit and put the garment together—are sent with each pattern, with a picture of the garment to go by.

No 809-Waist with Vest and
Cape Sleeves

Siz.'s 34, 36, 38 and 40 inch bust meas-
ures. 10 cents.

No. 812-Waist with Tuxedo Lapels
Sizes 34, 36, 38 and 40 inch bust measures.

10 cents.

No. 808—Tucked Shirt-Waist
Sizes 34, 36, 38 and 40 inch bust measures.

10 cents.

No. 810—Fancy Waist with Empire
Bolero

Sizes 32, 34, 36 and 38 inch bust
measures. 10 cents.

No. 813—Fancy Double-Breasted
Waist

Sizes 32, 34, 36 and 38 inch bust
measures. 10 cents.

No. 819—Ouimpe Princess
Gown

Sizes 32, 34, 36 and 38 inch
bust measures. 10 cents.

No. 811—Box-Plaited Shirt-Waist
with Pockets

Sizes 34, 36, 38 and 40 inch bust measures.
10 cents.

These illustrations show the different pieces of the pattern No. 790 placed as they should be on the material, ready to cut out. Every notch and perforation in the pattern is illustrated

in these drawings to convey clearly the idea of the correct placing of each piece of the pattern before the material is cut. If the material is not wide enough to cut out the tronts and

sleeves in the manner shown, two widths should be pinned together before cutting. The back and collar must be cut on the fold of the material, and if necessary the backs and tronts may be

pieced under the arms. The right front is cut like the pattern, but the left front is cut off by the line of small round perforations.

ALL PATTERNS lO CENTS EACH
When ordering be sure to comply with the following directions: For ladies' waists, give

BUST measure in inches. For skirt patterns, give WAIST measure in inches. For
misses or children, give age in years. To get BUST and BREAST measure put tape

measure ALL of the way around the body, over the dress, close under the arms.

Order patterns by their numbers. Satisfaction guaranteed or money refunded.

W^f^f^r^ We will give any THREE of these patterns for sending TWO
"rVEi(E3( yearly subscriptions to Farm and Fireside at the regular price

of 25 cents each. When ordering "write your name and address distinctly."

We will send Farm and Fireside One Year, /^mIif C^^fl^" <fi
new or renewal, and any ONE pattern for ^^W* »

For other new and up-to-date designs see page 20
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Some Facts for Farmers
The United States Department of Agri-

culture is sending forth some interesting

facts for the farmer and others interest-

ed in the products of the soil. It has
discovered that each farmer in Vermont
produces an average of $327.37 while each

farmer in Iowa produces nearly double
this sum or $611.11 worth of farm crops.

The Iowa farmer adds an average $477.00

to his income from the sale of his stock

thereby bringing his total income up to

$1,088.11. Down in South Carolina the

average return to each farmer is but

$147.46, and as several of the Southern
states yield about the same sum to their

farm workers the "down-South" farmer

has some reason for feeling that farming
"does not pay."

They are now considering the feasibility

of converting some of our too numerous
and unnecessary granite boulders and
other rocks into fertilizer, as it is claimed
that they contain a certain percentage of

carbonate of potash. Dr. Allerton Cush-
man, of the Department of Agriculture,

is experimenting with crushed granite,

and he is confident that it has a real

virtue as a fertilizer, as it contains more
than five per cent of potash, and we now
have rock-crushing machines that will

grind it to a powder as fine as flour. A
cheaper fertilizer than there is now on
the market would be a great boon to the

New England farmer.

Uncle Sam is strongly urging the farm-
ers of America- to cooperate with him in

his efforts to make our farming lands

more productive. The cooperative meth-
ods of the Department of Agriculture at

Washington should be investigated by
every intelligent farmer. They are the re-

sult of a vast outlay of money on the part

of the government, and have already been
of great benefit to hundreds of farmers.

Dr. Seaman A. Knapp, of the United
Spates Department of Agriculture, gives

us this interesting bit of information

:

"Of the South Atlantic and the South
Central states alone there are eleven that

border on the Atlantic and Gulf of Mex-
ico. Add Arkansas and we have twelve
states which contain about one fourth of

the population of the United States. The
gross product of the farms in these

twelve states amount to slightly more
than $1,000,000,000 a year. If this could

be increased twofold it would pay the

national debt and all the expenses of the

Federal Government in one year. Our
whole civilization would respond to the

influence as if touched by the prophet's

rod. "Yes, 'if,' " some farmer will say,

but Dr. Knapp goes on to show that this

is not an impossibility and can be brought
about by a more thorough tillage of the

soil, better farm drainage, better seeds

and the use of economical plants better

suited to the soil.

"What will hold the boys on the farm
and multiply the wealth of our farmers?"
asks a writer on agricultural products,

and he answers his own question by say-

ing: "More power and less hand work."
There is something in that. Machinery
has done much in lessening the work of

the farmer, but it must do more, for there

is still a great deal of wearisome work
being done by hand that machinery must
and can be made to do.

Ten years ago alfalfa was almost an
unknown quantity so far as its cultivation

anywhere this side of the Rocky Moun-
tains was concerned. To-day millions of

acres of land in Kansas and other West-
ern states are producing alfalfa worth
from fifty to sixty dollars an acre. Here
is an illustration of what new crops can
be made to do on new soil, or on soil

in which alfalfa is a new crop.

Let us hope that the following roseate

hue of the outlook for the farmer has
much of reality in it : "A new door has
been opened to the farmer. He stands
on the threshold of a field of forest that

in their power to increase human welfare
are the most colossal that the world has
ever known ; the creation out of the
unutilized plant world of an absolutely

new plant food. Not two per cent of the
edible plants of the world are cultivated
in America, and of these the American
farmer knows scarce a score. These
wealth producers are being tamed by as-

sembling from all parts of the world those
related forms whose characters are desir-

able, and by crossing them to create new
forms of life that the human eye has
never yet seen, with flavors that the
human palate has never before tasted.

This is the new farming that has turned,
or is turning the monotony of farm-life
into the fascinating amusement of a life

of discovery."

J. L. Harbour.

The Right Way to Grow Hogs
Pigs have sometimes been called "mortgage lifters," and really it seems

they deserve the title. What other animal from a beginning of only two pounds
can grow to 1,000 pounds weight? And bear in mind statistics prove that it
costs less food to grow a pound of pork than either beef or mutton. Do you
know why ? It is because of the large digestive capacity of the hog.

It is certain that all growth and milk production is in proportion to the
amount of food digested and assimilated. The right way to grow hogs, there-
fore, is to take proper account not only of the feed, but the digestive system.

DB HESS STOCK FS5D
the prescription of Dr. Hess (M.D., D.V.S.) was intended for this purpose in
particular. It takes charge of the digestive organs, compelling them to do
their proper work.

Horses, cattle, cows, hogs and sheep are all dependent upon the digestion for every pound of
growth and every ounce of milk. The cost of Dr. Hess Stock Food is paid back many times over
therefore, no stockman or dairyman can afford to be without it. Besides hastening maturity'
Dr. Hess Stock Food cures and prevents disease.

Dr. Hess Stock Food owes its origin to the medical and veterinary colleges from which Dr. Hess
graduated. Such medical authorities as Professor Winslow, Professor Finlay Dun, Professor
Quitman and all the leading scientists recommend bitter tonics for improving digestion, iron for
blood and tissue building, nitrates of soda and potassium for assisting nature in expelling poisonous
material from the system. These Ingredients and many others make up Dr. Hess Stock Food, and it
is sold on a written guarantee.

100 lbs. $5.00. 25 lb. pall $1.60 ) Except In Canada
„ . . V and extremeSmaller quantities at a slight advance ) West and South

Where Dr. Hess Stock Food differs in particular is in the dose—it's small and fed but twice a
day, which proves it has the most digestive strength to the pound. Our Government recognizes
Dr. Hess Stock Food as a medicinal tonic.

. FREE from the 1st to the 10th ofEach Month—Dr. Hess (M.D., D.V.S.) will prescribe for
your ailing animals. You can have his 96-page Veterinary Book any time for the asking. Mention
this paper.

DR. HESS & CLARK, Ashland, Ohio
Also manufacturers of Dr. Hess Poultry Pan-a-ce-a and Instant Louse Killer

INSTANT LOUSE KILLER KILLS LICE.

NOTHING
ELSE LIKE IT.

,XS£E IT SLIDE

SECTIONAL CUT OF GENERATOR

HEATER AND COOKER, OR
HEATING EXCLUSIVELY.

BURNS BARRELS OF AIR
MOST WONDERFUL aSSJIffl STOVE EVER INVENTED"&«rE5er"ISib"eo

e"S
drawn principally from atmosDhere. Uses 395 barrels ofair, while consuming one gallon of Oil. Wood,
coal ana oil cost money. ONLY FREE FUEL IS AIR. Supply unlimited. No trust in control. Air belongs to rich and poor alike.

HARRISON'S VALVELESS Wl^hTT^ AIR BURNER STOVE
Automatically generates gas from kerosene oil, mixing it with sir. Burns like gas. Intense hot fire. Combustion perfect.
To operate—Turn knob—oil runs into burner—touch a match, it generates gas which passes through air mixer, drawing
In about a barrel of air, to every large spoonful of oil consumed. That's all. It is self-regulating, no more attention.
Same neat all day, or all night. For more or less heat, simply turn knob. There it remains until you come again. To
put fire out, turn knob, raising burner, oil runs back into can, fire's out. As near perfection as anything In this world. No
dirt, soot or ashes. No leaks—nothing to clog or close up. No wick—not even a valve, yet heat is under perfect control.

0. CARN, IND., writes: "It costs me only 4% cents a day
for fuel." L. N0RRIS, VT., writes: "The Harrison Oil-Gas

Generators are wonderful savers of fuel, at least BO <f> to 75 =4 over
wood and coal." E. ARNOLD, NEB., writes: " Saved $4.25 a month for
fuel by using the Harrison Oil-Gas Stove. My range cost me $5.50 per
month, and the Harrison only $1.25 per month." M. KING, VA., writes.
" Using one Burner and Radiator, I kept a 16x18 foot room at 70 degrees,
when ont doors 13 to 20 degrees were registered." REV. WM. TEARN,
ME., writes: "This morning 16 below zero, and my library far below
freezing point. Soon after lighting the Harrison Oil-Gas Stove temp-

erature ro«e to summer heat." WM. BAERING, IND.,
writes: "We warmed a room 13x14 feet, when it

was about 10 below zero with one Radiator." Ob-
jectionable features of all other stoves wiped out.
Not like those sold in stores. Ideal for

heating houses, stores, rooms, etc., with Radiating At-
tachment ; also cooking, roasting, baking, ironing, etc.
No more carrying coal, kindling, ashes, soot and dirt. Absolutely safe from explosion. Not dangerous like gasoline.
Simple, durable—last for years. Saves expense, drudgery and fuel bills. ALL SIZES. PRICES LOW—$3.25 and up.
Sent to any address. Send no money—only send your name and address. Write today for
our SO day trial offer—full description—thousands of testimonials. 1906 Proposition.

in**5E
e World Mfg. Co. 6309 World Bldg., Cincinnati, O.

EXCITING BUSINESS FOR AGENTS
SALESMEN— MANAGERS— MEN OR WOMEN at home or

traveling, all or part time—showing—taking orders—ap-
pointing agents. MESSRS. HEAD & FRAZER, TEX., writes:
" Enclose order for $81.00. Rush Sell like hot cakes. Sold
50 stoves In our own town." B. L. HUESTED, MICH., writes

:

" Been out one day and sold 1 1 stoves." This patent new.
Nothing like it. Demand enormous. Agents reaping
great harvest. Where operated people stop on street, leave
their homes, place of business, miss trains to watch this
generator—excites curiosity—watch it as though a thing
of life. Show a dozen— sell ten. Write today for
special agents new plan. Send no money.
World unsupplied. Get in early for territory. Write today.

JaLync's Tbnic Yerailftide
gives rosy cheeks and active health to pale, sickly children.^^

And it is good for their elders, too.

Ask your druggist for it.

Are You DEAF?
I was deaf myself for 25

years. I perfectedand pat-

ented a small, invisible

ear drum in order to help
my own hearing. It is

called "The WayEarDrum,"
and by the use of these
drums I canNOW HEAR
WHISPERS. I want all

deaf people to write me.
I do not claim to "cure"

all cases of deafness, neither can I benefit

those who were born deaf. But I CAN
HELP 90 per cent of those whose hearing
is defective.

Won't you take the trouble to write and
find out all about me and my invention.

Tell me the cause of yourdeafness, Geo. P.

Way, 1047 Majestic Bldg., Detroit, Mich.

FENCE VSSSZ?
Made of High Carbon coiled wire. We
have 110 agents. Sell direct to user at
factory prices on 30 days free trial.

We pay all freight. Catalog shows 37

styles and heights of farm and poultry
fence. It'sfree. Buy direct. Write today

COILED SPRING FENCE CO.
Box IB WINCHESTER, INDIANA.

U/ANTPD MJBKtCATIN« Oil. AGENTS, good re-
ww Mil til liable men t o sell our high grade lubricating
oils, greases, etc. Also Barn, House and Roof paints on
commission; either side line or full time. Address
Allen Tibbitt, Manager, Reliable Oil & Paint Co., Cleveland, Ohio

BLUE BOOK ON PATENTS
and list "What to
Invent," free to any
address. Patents se-

cured or fee returned. Geo. S.Vashon & Co. 638E St.,Wash.,D.C.

ALWAYS MENTION FARM AND FIRESIDEWHEN WRITING TO ADVERTISERS.

THIS
80 PAGE
RURAL
TELEPHONE
BOOK

FREE

TELLS all ABOUT the

SWEDISH-AMERICAN PLAN OF ORGANIZING
TELEPHONE COMPANIES

This plan has proven the most successful and practical for
rural communities and small towns. It is the largest and most
complete book on rural telephones—valuable and instructive
because the information it gives is the result of actual ex-
perience. It tells why the Swedish-Americ n Telephone
is the 'phone for rural lines; tells how to organize a company,
secure subscribers, build lines, connect telephones, et . 16
gives costs per mile, contains models for franchises, constitu-
tions, etc.; also illustrations of telephones and parts, switch-
boards, tools, supplies and wiring diagrams; teaches how to
locate and remedy telephone troubles. Don't buy any tele-
phone until you get a copy. Send today and write us a good
long letter about the telephone situation in your neighbor-
hood. We'll write you a personal letter full of helpful advice
that you oan use in your own neighborhood. Address,
Swedish-American Telephone Co., Sural Dept. I Chicago, 111,

SIX SHOTS IN FOUR SECONDS

No other Shot Gun equals this gun's record. No gnn built, for the money,
that is as good. $4.00 to $27.00. Jlammerless. Every modern improvement.
Nothing as good on the market. Onr catalogue shows a dozen other guns

we make, single and double barrel, magazine breech loaders, ejectors, etc. Send postal for it

today—it's free. UNION FIRE ARMS CO., Manufacturers. 3117 Monroe St., TOLEDO, OHIO.

AGFNTS and Club-Raisers Xl

e
ed

i? oTOSVI I— i 1 states and Canada for our two big journals, Woman's
Home Companion and Farm and Fireside. Costly premiums given away, or big-

gest cash commissions. Address Dept. C, THE CROWEIL PUBLISHING CO., Madison Square, New York

Biggest Cash Commissions

\jAmk Ur\JZv^ "to 0^W<) , tolX llfryy^
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A Cement House

One of the most useful outhouses I

have seen lately is one construct-
ed from top to bottom from
gravel and cement. It is eight

by ten feet on the inside, with a ten-foot
ceiling. The floor is cemented and is

four feet below the surface of the earth.

The walls of the building are a foot
thick, with nearly two inches of air space
running along the center of them.

It was constructed in the following
manner : After the excavation was made,
two-by-four oak pieces were set to each
side and the ends so that when boards
were nailed to them space was formed for

the bottom layer of cement. When this

was put in planks were nailed above these
for another course. This plan was fol-

lowed until the building was the desired
height. Then an oval roof was construct-
ed from oak boards with circular rafters

resting in the top layer of cement. On
this at the proper time was placed a
cement roof. The roof rested on the
framework until dry, then the framework
was permitted to remain to strengthen the
roof. The door facing is held in place
by bolts laid in cement and projecting
through its sides. The doors when hung
will be double on the outside, packed in

between with sawdust. The inner door
will be light. The house will be fitted up
with a stove and grates and used for a
fruit dryer in the fall. In the winter it

will be used to store fruit and vegetables
in. There is no drain, but a large stone
jar was set in the cement in one corner
of the building and the floor made to in-

cline toward it. W. D. Neale.
<S>

Cow-Peas
I have had experience with growing

cow-peas. First I tried a variety I found
in the country which had been grown for
years, and they were
not recognized as

cow-peas, but were
called Indian peas.

This variety made
considerable vine,
grew a yellow pea
of medium size, and
did very well for

me a few years, but
they got to blight-

ing, from some
cause, and often the

vines grew up nice-

ly and the pods
were so dwarfed
that there was not
a pea in them. Then
I tried the large

black pea which
made very good
vine and bore well
for me, but the
leaves nearly all

shed off by the time
the peas were ripe

enough to harvest.

Especially was this

the case in dry sea-

sons. I also tried

the Wonderful, or
Unknown. This va-
riety proved rather
late in maturing for

this locality.

The Whippoorwill
pea was tried on a
small scale a year
or two ago and did
well. This variety

has the advantage
of standing up bet-

ter and of holding
the leaves well, is a

good bearer and
medium early. The

FRONT AND SIDE VIEW OF»CEMENT HOUSE

Whippoorwill does well when sown in

corn or planted between the hills. I have
some as nice cow-peas growing between
the corn hills this year as I ever grew.
While they are vining considerably, they
will not vine so much as to give much
trouble in cutting corn, and they stand up
in bunches some places nearly three feet

high.

I have never found it necessary to in-

oculate my soil for growing cow-peas, as
they always grow plenty of nodules on
the roots. The other day I examined the
roots of a field of cow-peas belonging to

a neighbor, and found very few nodules
on the roots. The peas had grown well,

the soil was moderately fertile, a black
loam. I am not prepared to say whether

the soil needed innoculation or whether
there was already plenty of nitrogen in

the soil and that the peas preferred to

appropriate soil nitrogen to that from the
air. A. J. Legg.

<$>

A Profitable System of Rotation
"A practical system of rotation, adapted

to the tobacco and wheat growing sec-

tions of Virginia and the Carolinas, is

a four-course one, which, when once suc-

cessfully inaugurated, is sure to prove the

most satisfactory. Such a course consists

in keeping the land in red clover during
the first and second years, to be followed
by a tobacco crop the third year, and this

by one of wheat. Wheat and corn, which

POTATO FIELD AT THE MASSACHUSETTS AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE FARM

are surface-rooted plants, will do well
after clover, cotton or tobacco, as these
have long tap roots which extend down
into the subsoil. It therefore follows that
the last-named crops should be followed
by one of wheat or corn or- other surface-
rooted plants. This may be called the
governing principle in a correct system
of rotation.

Should the four-course system of rota-

tion be adopted, it will be necessary to

begin in the fall by seeding one or more
fields with wheat, so that the land can
be seeded to clover the following Febru-
ary or March, so that it can occupy the
ground until midsummer or early in the
fall of the second year. A judicious
rotation which includes red clover
would be of benefit alike to the landowner
or the renter, and therefore should be
regarded as an indispensable requisite in

profitable farming. W. M. K.

The Problem of Farm Labor
How to secure satisfactory help on the

farm is becoming a serious problem. In
some parts it is difficult to secure any
help at all at living prices. This must be
solved by each one according to his own
needs.

If the income from the farm is large
enough, or can be made large enough to

warrant the step, it would seem wise to

build a tenement house. You may say "I

do not need a man in the winter." Per-
haps not with your present system of
farming, but this is an age of change, and
it may be that by changing your system
and routine you can provide work the
year round which will be profitable for
you and your help.

Winter dairying may help you out.

Perhaps it will not cost much more in

actual money to have a man for twelve
months than for eight or ten, especially

if the man must earn enough in the
shorter time to live

on the whole year.

Let us suppose a

case : You have a

moderate-sized farm
and keep from eight

to fifteen cows. You
employ a man for

six or eight months,
pay him twenty-five

dollars or more a

month, and sell

your milk, mostly
made in the sum-
mer, at summer
prices.

Build a silo and
keep more cows,
doing most of the
milking in the win-
t e r , thus nearly

doubling the money
you now get. Or,
perhaps you are
situated near a vil-

lage that you could
peddle part of the
milk and make part

into butter to be
sold at retail.

Early potatoes,

poultry and fruit

may be a source of
income for you. If

you are not just

satisfied with your
present conditions,

just look about you,

and see if you can-
not do something
better. See if it is

not more a question
of farm income, the

labor problem tak-
ing care of itself.

John Upton.
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"A Tax-Dodging Case"
The Crowell Publishing Co.,'

Springfield, Ohio.
Gentlemen—
You published in the issue of Farm

and Fireside, September 1st, a signed ar-

ticle under the heading of "A Tax Dodg-
ing Case" which will doubtless make an
erroneous impression upon Union Central
policy-holders and the public.

The writer states that the suit was for
the recovery of taxes due on money. He
omits any reference to the larger feature
of that suit, namely : the surplus to the
credit of the Life Rate Endowment policy-
holders (deferred dividends).
The Union Central has made its re-

turns for taxation, in accordance with the
laws of Ohio, year after year. This law
requires a statement of cash on hand for
direct taxation and an exhibit of credits
subject to taxation against which it al-

lows an offset of certain "debits."

The following returns were made:
190S—Debits $43,148,766.90

Credits 42,814,266.80

Excess Debits $334,500.10
1906—Debits $48,588,451.22

Credits 48,564,289.08

Excess Debits $24,162.14
If this same progression upon the part

of credits should maintain, the Company
will be paying tax upon a very large
amount, within a very short time.

The Union Central has always returned
the cash balance, as shown by its books.
The issue on this cash return was raised

as to two years. Expert investigation

developed the following facts : Checks
were drawn (crediting cash and charging
mortgage account) payable to certain

applicants for loans. It was bona fide

business. The applications were presented

in the regular routine—having been care-

fully prepared by local agents—the secur-

ities had been examined by district agents
—the whole presentation had been ap-
proved by the Finance Committee prior

to tax day. These checks were held
awaiting the report of the negotiating
agents as to how the final settlements

were to be made. It subsequently de-
veloped that the money in two thirds of
these loans had actually been advanced
by the agents, who, in turn, took the sight

draft of the borrower upon the Company
payable to their order. When these sight

drafts were presented they were paid with
accrued interest and the original checks
were canceled.

The first case examined by the experts,

was that of H. R. Gordon, for which the
Company's check, payable to his order,

was drawn for $3,500 on April 5, 1901.

This loan was actually . closed by the
negotiating agent March 23, 1901. When
the agent had complied with the rules

he was paid $3,560.67, or the principal

and interest accrued. It was not claimed
that the original $3,500 check reached the
payee Gordon, but that that amount of
money did reach him through a substitute

check to the agent. The Company in-

dicated, prior to suit, that it was ready
to pay tax upon those loans which failed

to be completed.
The Life Rate Endowment "deferred

dividends" are a liability and have always
been returned in the list of "debits." The
suit decided in the lower court is an en-
deavor to establish a new principle,

namely: that there is a contingency in

this deferred dividend liability; that it is

not a "debt owing" and therefore ought
to be eliminated from the "debits" in

making the tax returns ; or, in plain terms,
the deferred dividends of the Life Rate
Endowment policy-holders ought to be
taxed. If this decision is sustained in

the Supreme Court the policy-holders will

not only have to pay the judgment ren-

dered, but they will be subject every
year thereafter to a tax upon their de-
ferred dividends.

The policy-holders of the Union Central
paid taxes in 1903 amounting to $113,-

152.88; 1904, $138,748.03; in 1905, $146,-

636.02. The report of the Auditor for the

State of Ohio for 1904 recites the fact

that he received from the Superintendent
of Insurance, fees and taxes amounting
to $985,164.14 collected under retaliatory

laws. This means that all Life Insurance
Companies from other states which col-

lected $138,748.03 from the Union Central
upon its premium receipts in 1904 were
required to pay tax upon their premiums,
collected in Ohio, to the Treasury of the

State. Hence, the Union Central has con-
tributed indirectly, to the finances of the
state, a very large amount.
Your correspondent is unsparing in his

criticism of the Union Central officers

and their methods. A more careful con-
sideration will develop the fact that there
is no personal profit to the officers in this

issue, and if their course of procedure
should prove ultimately to have been in-

correct, the mistake will have arisen from
an over-anxiety to protect the interest of
the policy-holder. Yours respectfully,

[signed] J. R. Clark, President.

"Over-anxiety to protect the interest

of the policy-holder ! !
!" How often that

false note has been sounded during the
past two years of insurance investigation.

It is not very encouraging to those hoping
for insurance reform to see the new pres-
ident of an old company now trying to

step to the same old tune of the Hydes,
McCalls, Drydens, McCurdys and other
unctious, sanctimonious hypocrites who
have brought the life-insurance business
of this country into great reproach.

It is no defense whatever to claim that,

if there were violation of the laws of
Ohio by the officers of this company, it

was done to protect the interest of the
policy-holder. But let us test the sincerity

of "over-anxiety." During the five-year

period from 1901 to 1904, inclusive, the
Union Central, according to its reports
to the Ohio Superintendent of Insurance,
received from its policy-holders premiums
amounting to $30,417,843, and its actual

expenses of management were $7,186,697.

These figures show that over 23 3-5 per
cent of its premium income was used up,

or booked,- as expenses of management.
This is a higher expense rate than that of
the Equitable or of the New York Life,

and almost as high as the Mutual Life for
the same period, 1901 to 1904. These "Big
Three" were partially investigated and ex-
posed by the Armstrong legislative com-

mittee a few months ago. Now the
wanton extravagances and peculations of
their officers, aggregating many millions

of dollars in losses to the policy-holders,

were covered up in the book-keeping
under the general head of "actual ex-
penses of management."
The investigation also showed that the

policy-holders bore all losses incurred,
while the tricky trustees took the lion's

share of all profits made in syndicate
speculations with the policy-holders'
money. The dear policy-holders pay the
freight every time.

The expense rate of the Union Central
iswiouble what the expense rate of a good
company managed with strict economy in

the true interests of the policy-holders
ought to be. It is one half higher than
the expense rate of safe, sound companies
that pay fair salaries to officers and good
commissions to agents. If, from 1901 to

1904, the Union Central had conducted its

affairs on the liberal expense rate of 15

or 16 per cent instead of running them
on the extravagant expense rate of the
three notorious New York companies, it

could have paid back to its policy-holders
as extra dividends (so-called) one third

of the $7,186,967 premiums received from
them. If it had a particle of real anxiety
about their interests, why did it not save
for its policy-holders the snug little sum
of $2,395,695 ? This estimate is for one
five-year period only. The company has
been doing business for thirty-seven years.

Why does it not reform its expense rate

now ?

The Union Central is not a mutual,
but a stock company. Its capital stock of

$100,000, par value, is held by a few people
who receive annual dividends of 10 per
cent. The present worth of the stock,

which is not on the market, is unknown
to outsiders, as the corporation for years
has been piling up millions of undivided
surplus which belongs, not to the policy-

holders, but to the stockholders. It is

stated on reliable authority that the cor-

poration could now "reinsure all its risks,

pay all of its obligations and divide over
$8,000,000 among its stockholders." It

is not hard to find the real cause of "over-
anxiety."

Some things in President Clark's letter

have no relation to the case decided by
Judge Hoffheimer. For example, taxes
paid in 1903, 1904 and 1905 have nothing
whatever to do with taxes dodged in the

five years from 1897 to 1901. They do,

however, raise another important question

—a tax-shifting question. Are not taxes
properly due on personal property held
by the company and belonging to the

stockholders paid out of the money of the

policy-holders ?

President Clark says, "The Union Cen-
tral has made its returns for taxation in

accordance with the laws of Ohio, year
after year."

Judge Hoffheimer says : "I find the

total amount of bank deposits omitted in

the years in question, and upon which the

treasurer is entitled to recover is : 1897

$89,200; 1898, $349,000; 1899, $119,400;

1900, $60,800; 1901, $674,000. I find the

'credits' omitted in the years in question

on which recovery should be had : 1897,

$1,095,700; 1898, $823,200; 1899, $1,092,100;

1900, $1,254,500; 1901, $1,259,200. I find

that the total amount of values omitted,

together with the taxes thereon, to be
OMITTED

year amounts taxes
1897 $1,184,900 $31,028.68

1898 1,172,200 29,669.31

1899 1,211,500 31,184.01

1900 1,315,300 34,171.49

1901 1,933,200 47,982.02

In addition to which, I find that the treas-

urer is entitled to recover $8,701.37, which
is five per centum allowed by law by
virtue of Section 1094, Revised Statutes.

"In view of the foregoing, under the law
and the evidence, I find for the plantiff

in the sum of $182,728.88, and order judg-
ment accordingly."
The readers may choose between the

assertion of the self-interested president

of the Union Central and the decision of

an able Judge of the Superior Court.

Judge Hoffheimer's full, broad and
comprehensive opinion, completely cover-

ing every point in the case, is published

in the September - 10, 1906, issue of the

Ohio Law Reporter (Cincinnati, Ohio),
and should be read by everyone interested

in this notable tax-dodging affair. They
will find that the defendant's conten-

tion, certification theory and legal legerde-

main in regard to the check transactions

and the listing of debits and credits for

taxation returns are entirely swept away.
For the public welfare and in the true

interests of its policy-holders the Union
Central needs to be "sit on" by an Arm-
strong legislative committeee with a

Hughes for examiner-in-chief. It offers

a fertile field for investigation. It writes

"deferred dividend policies," which are

now outlawed in New York State as one
good result of the insurance investigation

there, and which ought to be prohibited
in every state in the Union. It has a
devious way of making a non-forfeitable
policy forfeitable through notes given for
premiums. It does a large business in
loaning money secured by mortgages on
farms and real estate. Farm borrowers,
especially, would be benefited by having
some of its methods reformed.
One of its schemes is to get the person

borrowing money from it on real estate
to take out a life-insurance policy equal
to, or greater, than the amount borrowed,
with premiums payable in a short term
of years, usually ten. The amount of the
loan originally required is expanded to
cover several premiums, and the whole is

secured by mortgages on the farm, or
other real estate. The company requires
the assignment of the policy as collateral
security in addition to the mortgages, but
that is clearly a pretense, because the loan
is amply secured by the real estate. Under
the insidious clause in the premium notes,
that forfeits the policy if a single note
is not paid when due, the borrower,
burdened with an increased indebtedness,
runs great risk of losing all his policy
rights. The company can collect its

premiums, loan and interest by fore-
closure. Recorded cases in the Ohio
courts show that the company has worked
these schemes with disastrous results to
the borrowing policy-holders.
And yet the Union Central modestly

takes to itself the tribute awarded to one
of old : "When the ear heard me, then
it blessed me; and when the eye saw me,
it gave witness to me : because I delivered
the poor that cried, and the fatherless,

and him that had none to help him. The
blessing of him that was ready to perish
came upon me: and I caused the widow's
heart to sing for joy."

* * *

Advice About Most Profitable
Crops

The following is a sample of many
similar requests, and is quoted
from a letter sent me by E. B., of
Chester, Pennsylvania.

"Will you please tell how I could advan-
tageously use a building-lot fifty by two
hundred and thirty feet which until four
years ago was part of a farm, but is now
situated on a fashionable street. Not hav-
ing any use for it at present, I would
like to raise some vegetables on it for my
own use as well as to sell. Which crop
do you think is the most profitable? I

would have to employ somebody to do
the work, as I am otherwise engaged."

City and village dwellers frequently
have very exaggerated ideas concerning
the value of crops that can be grown on
a village lot. The lot in question contains

a quarter acre, and its rent value, for

agricultural purposes, is hardly more than
$1 or $1.50. It is probably not excessively
fertile. The cost of producing a good
vegetable crop on it is largely in the
manure and its application, in the labor
of planting and tending the crop, in skilful

management, and perhaps in the judicious
sale. The owner who lets somebody work
the land on shares, even if his share, for

the use of the land, is only a third or less

of the crop usually has the better end of

the bargain, as he will receive for his

share much more than the rent value, and
in most cases, more than he would realize

if the land was worked by hired labor.

Nobody will be rash enough to name
any particular crop as most profitable,

The crop that proves very remunerative
one year in one place may, under other

conditions, turn out to be entirely un-

profitable in another year or another place.

Much depends on market conditions, on
the season, and especially on skill in man-
agement. Any crop that is considered

especially profitable requires also an es-

pecial amount of skill and a large pro-

portionate amount of labor, and this labor

just at the proper time. This is the case

with onions, celery, strawberries, etc. In

a case like this, I would select a crop

that requires a comparatively small

amount of skilled labor and promises fair

returns, such as early potatoes. If the

land is good and well tended, you may
grow fifty or seventy-five bushels of Ohio,

Hebron, Noroton Beauty, Eureka or Irish

Cobbler on it, and possibly sell the crop

at retail for as many dollars, and all this

at a cash expense for labor at much less

than half of this amount. But there is

also the chance of failure, entire or partial.

The exact profit, if any, is for your own
superintendence of the work and timely

attention to details. Failure in this will

mean failure of crop. Farming is not a

safe undertaking for the novice.
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About Rural Affairs

Flowers or Weeds

A Washington reader sends me parts
of a creeping plant which he
wants me to name. He says he

got it from a seedsman who
sent him a "wild-flower garden-collection."
He has tried to get rid of it by plowing
both in summer and in winter. It is still

there and holds the fort. The specimen
arrived so badly dried up that I could not
tell whether it was wild morning-glory or
some other weedy creeper. I know, how-
ever, that we often introduce into our
grounds plant seeds for which we paid
good money to a seedsman, and which we
planted as flower plants, but which we
would afterward be glad to get rid of.

About ten years ago I grew a trial plot

containing several hundred different kinds
of annual flowers. Among them was a
plant having a beautiful, gayly colored
flower (name forgotten). It proved of
such persistence and ruggedness that it

spread all over the lawn near by, and run
everything else out. For some reason
unknown to me not a plant of it appeared
last spring. Natural causes seem to have
come to my relief and freed me from the
pest. Before we plant a thing we should
know what it is and what it may do. I

do not care to plant wild-flower garden-
collections.

Coal-Ashes for the Land
An "old subscriber," in Colorado, says

he has a quantity of coal-ashes, and asks
whether they would benefit or harm his

land. It is generally conceded that there

is not much of plant-food value in coal-

ashes, unless they also contain wood-ashes
from the kindlings, or ashes from burnt
bones, etc. ; in wbich case they would
furnish to the soil a small amount of

potash and phosphoric acid. I have never
seen a case of coal-ashes being a detri-

ment to a piece of land, no matter how
freely they were applied. On the other
hand, I know of many instances where
the free application of coal-ashes has
greatly improved the texture and general
"workable" condition of soils of a some-
what stiff and clayey character.

Two years ago I gave one of my straw-
berry patches a generous mulch of coarse
coal-ashes containing many - clinkers and
pieces of unburnt or half-burnt coal. The
coarsest of this stuff was afterward raked
together in piles and carted off to be
burned in the furnace. I was told at the

time that the application of so much of

the coarse ashes would result in ruining
an otherwise nice piece of garden soil for

growing small garden crops, as so much
coarse stuff would be left to hinder the

proper working of the seed drill and the

hand wheel-hoe. At this time, the land
having been plowed three or four times
since, there is not even a trace of coarse

stuff to be found, and the texture and also

the productive capacity of the soil have
surely been greatly improved.

Weed Extermination by
Chemicals

A year or so ago I received from a

New York importer a sample package of

a "weed exterminator" in powder form
for trial. I believe this was a patented

article made in Germany, and claimed not
only to kill weeds, but also to stimulate

the grain or other crop to a more vigorous

growth. The bulk of this powder, appar-

ently, consisted of iron' sulphate, which
by the escape of the water of crystalliza-

tion had become pulverized. It may also

have contained some chemical containing

nitrogen, so as to give it slight stimulat-

ing properties. I tried this on the green-

house bench and in spots in the garden by
scattering it freely over the surface of

the ground. It had no effect on the

weeds, however, and I was not surprised

about it, as I had tried solutions of copper
sulphate before that on the weeds in my
garden, especially purslane and chick-

weed, without getting the desired results.

It seems now definitely settled, how-
ever, that there are some weeds, notably

wild mustard, also daisies, cockle-bur,

bind-weed, ragweed, sheep-sorrel, yellow-

dock and many others, that can be wholly

or partially destroyed by spraying with

a twenty-per-cent solution of iron sulphate

(about one hundred pounds to fifty-two

gallons of water). The tests made last,

year by the Wisconsin Agricultural Ex-
periment Station on farms infested with'1

wild mustard in three counties were quite

satisfactory. The iron-sulphate solution

was applied in June with a one-horse

sprayer imported from Germany, which,

with hose attachment, covers a strip

twenty feet in width and has sufficient

capacity to treat twenty to twenty-five
acres per day. It requires about one hun-
dred pounds of iron sulphate per acre,
and this material may be bought at $11
a ton in small quantities, and in bulk at
considerably less.

The best time for making the applica-
tion is on a calm, bright day, after the
dew has disappeared, as the work is more
effective if the solution is put on in warm
sunlight. Where rain follows the spray-
ing within a few hours, the extermination
of mustard will not be so perfect. Grain
fields should be sprayed when the mustard
plants are in the third leaf or before the
plants are in blossom in order to have
the spray do most effective work. This
is on the authority of Prof. R. A. Moore,
of the station already mentioned.

I wonder, however, why it was neces-

sary to import a sprayer from Germany.
Are our own manufacturers not furnish-

ing good enough sprayers? I have sent

several of our American sprayers, one-
hundred-gallon capacity, to Germany
where their general serviceability and
other advantages were much admired.

City and Rural Papers
When we see anything agricultural

in a city daily, we can usually make up
our minds that it isn't so. A year or
two ago the city papers transformed the
harmless cabbage hair-worm into a poi-

sonous "cabbage snake" which had dan-
gerously poisoned whole families.

A few weeks ago a Los Angeles daily

published a story to the effect that the

melons in the Coachella Valley melon
district had been rendered dangerous as

food this season on account of the vines

being infested by aphis. The California

"Fruit Grower," commenting on this re-

port, says

:

"The apology for a newspaper man who
wrote that story ought to be shut up in a

barrel where he could do no harm and
be fed through the bung-hole until he at-

tains years of discretion."

The plain facts in the case are, that the

average reporter of a city daily knows
no -more about agricultural subjects than
we know about agricultural conditions on
the planet Saturn, or than the American
aborigine knew about the principles of

Christianity before Columbus started out

on. his journey westward to discover the

way to the East Indies. If you want
reliable information on agricultural mat-
ters, depend on the leading agricultural

papers, never on the city daily.

Profits in Theory
It is easy to figure out profits on paper.

The trick is how to get them in practise.

Some of us have discovered the truth of

this in growing onions, in raising poultry,

in the ginseng business, in breeding

Belgian hares, and one man, at least, has
found this out in raising skunks. If reports

are true, this man, who lives in Chautau-
qua County, New York, stocked his

"skunkery" with about forty of the malo-
dorous animals, expecting to increase the

number by natural propagation to about

three hundred within the year and sell

about $900 worth of hides and oil. The
story goes that the original forty skunks
soon go into a big fight, and had it out

until only one was left, and it crawled
into a hole and died. In most of these pro-

ducts, odd or regular, it will not do to de-

pend too much on the profits that can be

figured out on paper.

Salient Farm Notes

The Little Farm Well Tilled

The last year I worked as a farm-hand
I worked with one of the nicest

young fellows I ever knew. He
was quick and bright, and honest

as the day, never slighting his work. I

played second fiddle to him, because I

found it impossible to keep up with him,

and it seemed I never could do my work
quite so wel as he did his. Three years

later I learned that he had married an in-

telligent and hustling young woman,
bought quite a large farm and was making
things fly. Happening in the locality about

two years afterward I called on him. He
was working from daylight to dark and
grabbing every dime in reach trying to

pay for that farm, and his wife was right

up with him. Both were young and
strong, but the pace was killing. I told

him to go ahead with his work and I

would look over his place and talk to him
after supper.

The farm was a fairly good one, a
quarter section, and his crop prospects
were very good, but he was trying to do
too much. After supper, at nine o'clock,

we sat down and chatted while his wife
cleared up the dishes. He asked me what
I thought of the farm and his prospects
generally. He asked for a candid opinion
and got it. I told him to sell half the
land at once and stop his everlasting slav-

ing. I said he was killing himself and his

wife at the pace he was going. That
they would be old and incapable of enjoy-
ing the farm after they became its owners.
He said the mortgage was only nine
thousand dollars, and the interest only
eight per cent, and he thought he could
clear the whole thing off in ten or twelve
years. As I was going out of the gate
next morning I shouted back to him to

sell half the farm. He laughed and shook
his head.

He held it and paid for it. It took
twelve years to do it. Three years after

he had finished the job I met him and his

wife at the state fair. He did not look
well, while his wife was but the shadow
of her former self, "you did not take
the advice I gave you and sell half that

farm ?" I asked. "No," he replied, slowly,

"and I think I made a mistake in not
doing so. The cost was too great. We've
got it, but we used ourselves up in the
getting!" I believe that if he had sold

half the farm, paid for the other half and
took life easier he would be alive and
strong to-day, and, with his wife, be en-
joying the fruits of good management of

a little farm well tilled.

The foregoing is my answer to "M. C.

C," of Kansas, who says he owns eighty
acres now, and is thinking strongly of
buying an adjoining section, going in

debt for the greater part of the purchase
price. He says he and his wife are young
and strong and he thinks they can make
it all right. Very likely they can, but
youth, strength and health are worth
more than broad acres. Keep the former
and let somebody else have the latter. I

know eighty-acre farmers who are near
the three-score mark and are ' still young
looking, strong, healthy and happy.
Their wives are the same. They work
eight to twelve hours a day, as they feel

like it, and grow full, not average,
crops. One of them last year husked
twelve hundred and seventy bushels
of corn from fifteen acres. The
average on farms adjoining was about
thirty-five bushels to the acre. He cut

eighteen tons of hay from six acres,

while the average of his neighbors was
about one ton per acre. Anottter says

eighty acres is too much land for him
to farm, and he rents half of it to

neighbors, who till it according to his

specifications and almost invariably grow
good crops.

It is a fact that it is not the man
who farms the most acres or works
the hardest who is the most success-

ful farmer, but the man who manages
best. If one can produce a thousand
bushels of corn on ten or twelve acres

by good management, what sense is

there in buying thirty acres and half

farming it to produce the same quantity?

I have always contended that eighty

acres is a large farm, and it is especially

so at this time, when help is so scarce and
difficult to obtain. I am satisfied that

there will come some great changes in the

industrial world before long, and labor

will seek employment in the country as it

did in past years. Then farmers will be-

come managers instead of toilers, and
skill will count for even more than it

does .now. But we have to deal with
the problems confronting us at the pres-

ent time, and the man who is content

with a medium-sized farm and freedom
from debt is certain to live longer and
enjoy life vastly more than the one who
loads himself down with debt to be the

master of broad acres. Capitalists have
been investing quite largely in land at a

hundred and twenty and up to a hundred
and forty dollars an acre. But capitalists

are not always wise. Lots of this land will

not pay four per cent on the capital in-

vested. In time this land will again be on
the market at a reasonable price, and those

who are now forced to be tenants be-

cause land is so far above their reach will

have an opportunity to become owners
and pass the land down to their children.

As is well known, the owner is a vastly

better and more conservative citizen than

the tenant, therefore is to be hoped that

this change will come about in the near

future. It cannot come too soon.

"W. A.," Ohio, writes that he has re-

cently purchased a fifty-acre farm on a

trolley line and is about to become a

"rural Rube" (I would suggest that it

would be better to call himself a farmer),

and he wants to know what he would
better grow in the line of crops and keep

in the line of stock. He says he owes
about six hundred dollars on the land yet,

and would like to know whether it would

be better to hold onto his present position,

which pays him sixty dollars per month,
until he gets the farm paid for, or to
move upon it at once and work the six
hundred out of it. My advice to any man
situated as he is, would be to hold his
position until every penny of the debt on
any country place he may buy is paid. It

is not an easy matter for a man who
has lived in the city a long time to move
upon a farm and make it yield a profit

right from the start. Some have done it,

but many have failed. Get it entirely clear
of debt before you move on it, then maybe
you can make a good living the first year,
and gradually work into a paying business.
He says that wealthy people are buying
along the trolley in that direction, and
as his little farm is beautifully located, and
has four acres of natural grove about the
house, he thinks that one of them will

want it after a few years, and he can sell

at a good price.

What is the matter with you holding
it yourself and having a beautiful home
and surroundings? If you own the place,

are out of debt and have only a living to
make, why not make a permanent home of
it for yourself and family? Arrange it to
suit yourselves without any reference to

anybody else, or to whoever may want it.

After you get started you can make a
good living off the land, and something
besides, and keep adding to the beauties of
the place by judicious planting and build-
ing until you have a home quite as beau-
tiful and convenient as anybody on the
line. I don't like the idea of thinking be-
cause one is in moderate circumstances he
must plant and beautify for some wealthy
person to enjoy. Why cannot one build
and beautify for himself and family, and
then quietly enjoy it? I know a man who
has planted and beautified a place until it

vould readily sell for ten thousand dollars,

but he will not sell. He says he fixed

the place up to please himself and wife

—

for their own enjoyment, and no one can
have it until they are done with it. He is

in very moderate circumstances, but says
that he and his wife can enjoy beautiful

things as well as anybody, and now he
has them he intends to keep them.

I would suggest that "W. A." keep a
couple of cows, twenty or thirty pigs and
about fifty fowls the first year he goes
on his place, and grow the necessary feed
for them. Pay close attention to how
the best and most progressive farmers in

the locality manage, and don't be afraid
to ask questions. Don't go to a "wind-
organ" for advice and instruction, but
to a successful farmer. The successful
farmer is the one who is making money.
The "wind-organ" is the man who can
farm skilfully with his mouth, but fails

with his hands.
There is quite a nice thing to be made

raising poultry on such a place as this,

and if the owner has a good supply of

business sense, energy and perseverance,
he could make poultry raising pay well.

The poultry field is full of fads, fancies

and nonsense and one must steer clear of

these, or his expenses will exceed his re-

ceipts. The best feed in the world for

poultry can be produced on the farm, and
it is not necessary to buy the mixed stuff

sold at two or three prices. One must
mix his own feeds to be sure of having a

really nutritious article , and one that is

free from undesirable trash, and the best

and soundest grains are none too good.

Last year I tried a bag of a widely adver-

tised brand of poultry food and infested

my place with some of the meanest and
most pernicious weeds that grow.

Your Subscription

Has Expired

When this paragraph is

marked with a blue pencil, it

means that your subscription has

expired, and should be renewed
at once in order to insure re-

ceiving Farm and Fireside
regularly in the future. Please

do not fail to renew now.

Farm and Fireside will

be sent one year for twenty-

five cents or three years for

fifty cents.

Read about the great No-
vember 15th number on pages
6 and 26.
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The Wild Carrot

I

have just returned from a round
of the farm in quest of our latest,

and one of our worst vegetable

nuisances—the wild carrot. We
have been waging a constant warfare

upon them for three or four seasons, and

the issue is at present undecided. Were
it not for the fact that it can readily be

discerned, owing to its very white um-
brella flower I am sure it were a hopeless

task. Where it has half a show the weed
will grow as high as three to five feet

with a single straight stem with numerous
branches, and from one of these plants un-

disturbed I have counted upward of eighty

seed heads, each containing three hundred
to more than a thousand seeds. When cut

off by the binder or mower, or when
nipped by sheep or cattle, and they fre-

quently are, particularly when young, they

grow up in a numerous cluster of stems

and often smother out all other vegeta-

tion in a plot of eighteen inches in diam-
eter.

The habits of the wild carrot are rather

peculiar, in that I am at a loss to know
where the seed came from, and how they

were carried to the places where plants

were found in abundance this year. The
seeds are about the size and shape of a

very small grain of wheat, have a number
of small points or tenacles which enable it

to hold to the coats of horses, sheep, cat-

tle, or even hogs, though its hold is not at

all tenacious. To be scattered by the

animals on the farm would, of course, ne-

cessitate the presence of seed on the farm,

and particularly in the field in which
I have found them so numerous. Since I

allowed none to seed last year, that is I

do not think I did, I have concluded that

seed is carried by the birds or by dogs

of hunters from farms near by.

We have farms in our immediate neigh-

borhood where meadows are white with

them and where pastures are greatly

damaged, since after they have grown of

any consequence nothing will eat them
owing to a peculiarly pungent taste and
smell. They have one other redeeming
quality and that is that they do not seed

until wheat and oats are harvested and
are not thereby mixed with the straw and
manure to be scattered broadcast.

We have held them in check, so far,

though my neighbors, who have as yet not

appreciated the damage they might do,

have made no particular effort, and hence

have them in abundance. I have usually

selected a time when too wet to do aught

else to go over the farm and pull all 1

can find. Yo*u may think you have them
all, but in a week others will spring up
above the weeds around them and show
their large white umbrella-shaped heads,

and another quest is necessary, and still

a third. At this time, August 10th,

those which made their appearance earliest

would ere this have matured seed suf-

ficient for them to grow, and hence, if an
effort were made to combat them, they

must needs be gathered up and burned.

So at this time we have a sack in which
we put them, that is, those maturing seed,

and carry them where they will not be
disturbed, and when sufficiently dry they

are burned. They can be overcome, but

it requires a concerted effort. A spas-

modic impulse prompting a single indi-

vidual will avail but little in a war of

extermination against any of the weeds
that infest our farms. A general realiza-

tion of the damage incurred by means of

them, and a spirit of cooperation among
the farmers will soon rid the community
of wild carrot, as well as many other

quite common and very hurtful weeds.
None of us have been as careful as we
might. We have not studied the nature

of our vegetable enemies as closely as we
should, and have not done as well as we
knew, else many of them never would
have been introduced, and, having been
introduced never would have spread be-

yond the farm or field in which they were
first noticed.

It is said that a good housewife admir-
ing the pretty flower of the wild carrot

planted some of them in her flower-

garden, and from this planting, so heed-
lessly and so inadvisedly made, have
sprung a pest that the township trustees

could well expend hundreds of dollars

to eradicate. Nor are we to condemn
the woman. It was a man who intro-

duced the gipsy-moth into Massachusetts,
and that state has spent a million dollars

to arrest its ravages, and the pest is still

on the increase. This brings us face to

face with the fact that eternal vigilance

is necessary that no pest be introduced

—

that with the greatest degree of care they
slip in unaware ; and once having them
their elimination must be sought. I have
found it a good thing while strolling over
the place on tours of inspection to carry

a hoe, that noxious weeds may be de-

stroyed when discovered; to have this

same weapon when going for the cows in

the evening. I always have my eyes open
for them, and mark them for slaughter
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if I haven't the necessary appliances at

hand. This plan has eliminated the wild
parsnip, the cockle-bur, burdock, and but

few teazle remain. It doesn't cost a great

deal of effort, and I am sure would rid

many of our farms of their vegetable
enemies and would add greatly to the ap-
pearance of our homesteads.

Ohio. Frank Blackford.
<$>

The Bee-Wintering Cellar
In this cold climate bees consume about

double the quantity of stores outdoors
than in. It is far too expensive to prac-
tise outdoor wintering, even if well

packed. Although I practise cellar winter-
ing, I invariably leave a few colonies

outdoors, just to see how they will com-
pare with the cellar-wintered bees

. at the
opening of the honey harvest.

The purer the air is in a cellar in

which bees are wintered, the greater are

the chances of success. It is preferable to

have no vegetables in a bee cellar, but
this is not always possible, so the next
best thing should be to remove all rotten

cabbage heads, potatoes, or any other
vegetables that may be in the cellar, at

frequent intervals.

If any mold is in the cellar it is a good
thing to fumigate with sulphur a week
or so before it is intended to carry in the

bees. After the fumigation is complete
the cellar must be well aired, for traces

of sulphur fumes would make the bees
uneasy.
Dampness in a cellar is detrimental to

makes it so dark that the housewife may
object, that she is liable to make the mis-
take of preparing cabbage for dinner when
she really intended to have some other
vegetable ! Well, the door can be left

wide open for a short time, which will

generally admit enough light to see what
one wants. If, however, potatoes or
some other vegetables are to be removed
from the cellar and hauled to market the
cellar door will have to be left open for

several hours at a time; in such a case,

a large canvas should be hung in front of
the hive entrances to exclude as much of

the light as possible.

Another way to manage this light prob-
lem in a cellar not specially designed for

bees is to place the hives with their

entrances toward the wall. My objection

to this method is that I cannot examine
the entrances of the hives during the

winter to rake out dead bees. For some-
times the death-rate is above the average,

at least for individual colonies, and the

requisite amount of air cannot enter if

the hive entrances and bottoms of hives

are not cleaned of dead bees from time to

time. Someone may suggest that the

hives need not be placed so close to the

wall that a person cannot pass between.
Well, that is feasible, if one has room
enough.

As it is important not to have the tem-
perature of a bee cellar go below forty

degrees F., I cover the north end, the only

part exposed, of my bee cellar with pine

needles. Some years when I neglected

PUTTING AWAY BEES FOR WINTER

the welfare of the bees as well as the oc-

cupants above, so it should be gotten rid

of by drainage. A drain also serves an-

other purpose when intelligently used.

It admits fresh air into the cellar. I have
a drain running out of my cellar about
twenty-five feet in length, but this really

is too short, for during cold weather I

have to close it to keep the temperature
from going too low, and were I to build

another cellar in which it was intended to

winter bees, things would be so arranged
that the incoming air would have to pass

through some seventy-five to one hun-
dred feet of drain tile. This would so

warm the air before entering the cellar

that there would not be much danger
of the cellar temperature going down too

low.

For stands on which to set the hives
in the cellar, I nail together six-inch

boards so they will stand on their edge,

of course. Scantling are also used by
some on which to set the hives.

Light disturbs bees ;to quite an extent,

so windows must be - covered, but this

it I shoveled snow against the cellar wall

as soon as there was enough on the

ground.
Wisconsin. Fred Strohschein.

Fruit Growing for the Farmer
The horticultural papers paint rose-

colored pictures of the profits to be made
in growing fruit, and urge the farmer to

plant more trees, while every year a

swarm of fruit-tree agents descend upon
us singing the same old song, and display-

ing colored plates of fruit that may be
wonderful—or worthless. It takes more
than a finely colored picture to make fruit

good to eat—and sell. A nicely colored

Ben Davis apple is good to look upon,

and a tree loaded with it is a thing of

beauty, but who wants to eat it? The
man who wrote that "beauty is only skin

deep" probably had just looked upon and
admired—and then sampled one of those

apples.

Are the rosy pictures drawn by the

papers and the agents justified? As I

write I can look out upon trees loaded

with the finest autumn apples, excellent
either for cooking or eating, and there
is no market for them at any price. Last
year they were picked and hauled to town,
a buyer having agreed to take them, but
when they were there he could not dispose
of them, and said so, paid for the expense
of picking and told us to bring them home
again. They were fed to the hogs. For
years the best winter fruit has little more
than paid for the labor of hand-picking
and hauling to town. It is rather dis-
couraging to hand-pick several hundred
bushels of apples, and then have the
packers paw over and pick out about one
third of the very best ones, bruising the
rest and leaving them to be picked up
and sorted again, and put in the cellar
to be fed out. It's all the more disap-
pointing when the few they do take are
so meagerly paid for. With our three
hundred apple trees, hundreds of bushels
of fruit is consumed by the hogs and
cattle each year, because there is no
market, or else prices are so low it does
not pay to pick by hand and haul to
market. Yet the haul for us is but little

over a mile; what for those who have to
draw eight or ten miles? It was not
always so. When a boy, I remember we
got good prices for apples, and there were
always several buyers eager to secure all

we had without culling in the way packers
do now.

It would be more profitable for us, and
for thousands of other farmers to cut
down everything except the very best,

enough for home consumption, and devote
the land thus cleared to other things. A
few trees of the very best summer, fall

and winter fruit, well cared for, to supply
the family with abundance, is all that the
general farmer ought to attempt. Let the
fruit growing for the big cities—and the
small ones, and for export, be done by
someone who will make a business of it,

attend to the cultivation, spraying, prun-
ing, picking, storing and shipping as it

should be. The man who makes a busi-
ness of fruit growing would plant only
the best-selling kinds. The average farm
orchard is, owing to the persuasive
tongues of tree agents, made up of vari-
ous kinds, about nine tenths of which are
commercially worthless.
The orchard, if it is to be profitable,

must be cultivated the same as other crops,
must be sprayed at the proper times, -and
well cared for. The average farmer is

too busy at other things to spray and
cultivate at the proper times. Hence, I

say he should not try to combine fruit

growing with general farming.
Michigan. Apollos Long.

Apple Lumber

The millions of saw-handles that are
being made nowadays come largely from
the apple orchards of Michigan. At Hart-
ford is a sawmill that deals in this kind
of material. All of the orchards within
two or three hundred miles are closely

watched for any trees that for any pur-
pose may be cut down, when they are
bought up and shipped to the mill.

There is now stacked up in the yard at

Hartford over 100,000 feet of this ma-
terial. It is being sun dried, and shortly

will be shipped to Indianapolis, where it

will be made into handles, the timber
being particularly well-adapted for the
purpose.
The fruit raiser is thus able to find some

use for such timber as would otherwise
be wasted or used for fuel. He should
keep a lookout for the apple-lumber buyer
before he saws it into firewood.

Illinois. J. L. Graff.
<$>

Apple Boxes
This is my third season in what may

be termed experimenting with boxes for

shipping apples. Have shipped to com-
mission houses in Pittsburg, Cleveland
and other points, and without exception
the fruit in boxes have netted twenty
per cent more than when shipped in

barrels, and from twenty to thirty-five

per cent more than when sold to local

dealers. The box used is made up of
12x14 inch elm head and one half inch

No. 2 pine—the length (inside) 16 inches.

Three boxes cost less than one barrel.

New York. E. H. Burson.

Farm News Notes

The apple crop this year is reported

to be very large in Kansas, Arkansas,
Iowa and Nebraska. The banner year for

apples was that of 1896. It is predicted

that this year's crop will be nearly, or

quite as large.

<S>

The work of exterminating the gipsy-

moth, which has done so much damage
in New England, especially in Massachu-
setts, Rhode Island, New Hampshire and
parts of Maine, is progressing satisfac-

torily. *
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The Use of Phosphate Rock

In
the "Jersey Bulletin," W. F. Mc-

Sparran, a practical dairyman, gives

his experience in using phosphate

rock, treated and untreated, as fol-

lows :

Of the three prime essentials in the soil

ration of plants—nitrogen, potash and
phosphoric acid—in a large majority of
our agricultural soils the latter element
seems to be most generally lacking, or at

least there are very few soils upon which
applications of commercial phosphoric acid

will not materially increase production.
The phosphoric acid is not only a direct

plant food, but it is supposed to actively
influence other soil minerals, such as, for

instance, potential potash, toward becom-
ing available for plant use.

Phosphoric acid to a plant is the same,
whether it be derived from the rock
mines of South Carolina or Tennessee or
from the finest ground bone. Don't mis-
understand me to say that fine ground
bone is not a more valuable fertilizer than
fine ground rock, but rather that per unit

of available phosphoric acid, that unit of
one is no more valuable as plant food
than the unit of the other.

In the finely ground rock phosphate
there is usually found a phosphoric acid
content of about 28 per cent insoluble. By
treating the ground rock with sulphuric
acid, the acid phosphate of commerce is

produced, carrying an average of about
14 per cent available phosphoric acid. In
a ton of acid phosphate, therefore, there

is a considerable amount of sulphuric acid

added to the soil, having no possible

beneficial effect in plant production.

On the contrary, there is pretty high
authority for the supposition that in time
this free acid has a decidedly harmful
effect as related especially to some crops.

Growing out of this fear that we were
working a damage to certain characters

of soils, if not to all soils, by the exten-
sive continued use of acid phosphate as a
fertilizer and an agent, has come the ex-
tensive revival of using the untreated

—

that is, the natural, finely ground phos-
phatic rock—as an artificial source of

phosphoric acid.

Some experimentors are strongly for it

and some others as strongly against it,

with the former rather gaining ground.
Some practical users are for it and some
against it.

Within certain limitations I am for it.

If I were to plant a corn stubble back to

corn next spring, and wanted to apply
phosphoric acid, I would use acid phos-
phate. If I had a growth of green rye or
crimson clover to plow down, instead of

as in the other case, I would use the
natural rock.

If I should manure my ground for

wheat this fall I would use the natural
rock; if the wheat would have to go in

without manure my choice would be acid

phosphate. I cannot take space to dis-

cuss the whys and wherefores of this.

Those wanting to know must ask ques-
tions.

In my stables I use the finely ground,
untreated rock freely on the manure daily.

It acts as an absorbent of ammonia and
consequently- a deodorizer, an agent of

healthfulness and cleanliness.

If it absorbs the gaseous ammonia that

without its use would escape into the at-

mosphere and holds it in trust for me till

I can use it in plant production, it has
paid its cost.

But very much more than this, by its

addition to the manure I have enriched
that most valuable by-product immensely
in the very element of which it was most
lacking—phosphoric acid.

Busy farmers cannot take much time
to make careful experiments, and to such
I unhesitatingly recommend the use of

this crude phosphate liberally in mixing
it with manure. Then take good care of

the manure and get it on the fields as

soon as possibie. If you have no spreader,

get one.

What Barn-Yard Manure Does
for the Soil

Humus and bacteria are the special

points in the following concise article on
barn-yard manure from "Wallaces' Farm-
er :"

We have been so insistent on the duty
of every farmer, every day in the week
except Sabbath, to haul out manure as

fast as it is made, that we owe it to our
readers to tell them just why we insist

so strenuously on this point. It is not
solely because it contains all the essential

elements of fertility, in proportions, how-
ever, varying according to the food which
the live stock has received. It does con-

tain all these elements, and its return to

the soil is therefore necessary if we main-
tain this fertility, but this is not, after

all, the main benefit of the manure to
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the soil. It is cheaper to grow clover

and plow it under than it is to haul out
manure, if the haul is of any great dis-

tance. The clover will furnish nitrogen.

It is cheaper, if the haul is long, to buy
potash and phosphorus than it is to supply
it in the form of manure. Manure fur-

nishes these essential elements, but it does
a great deal more. The main value of

manure does not lie in what is known as

its fertilizing elements.
What else does manure do to the soil?

First, it inoculates the soil with bacteria,

and soil that is full of bacteria is a soil

in good physical condition—a productive
soil. It is not necessary to give a heavy
covering of manure in order to fill the

surface soil with bacteria, and herein con-
sists the great value of a manure spreader
that so far as inoculation of bacteria is

concerned, the manure spreader will cover
twice the number of acres that can be
done under the old form of hand spread-
ing.

Next, manure furnishes humus material,

thus maintaining constantly a full supply
of humus in the soil, without which the

soil cannot be kept in proper physical con-
dition, and cannot produce full crops, no
matter how rich it may be in the essential

elements of 'fertility. Land well supplied
with manure will stand wet seasons and
will stand dry seasons, simply because
the manure puts a soil in first-class phy-
sical condition. It is quite true that this

humus supply can be maintained by grow-
ing clover and plowing it under, but if

manure is applied to the meadows and
pastures (that is the place to apply it in

nine cases out of ten, or, we might say,

ninety-nine cases out of a hundred) this

itself will stimulate the growth of clover
and other grasses, and thus, in addition
to the value of the manure for humus will

largely increase the humus material that

comes from tame grasses. In fact, the
great secret of successful farming is to

keep the manure hauled out on the pas-
tures and meadows and spread as thinly

as possible so as to cover as much of the

farm as possible each year. If this is

done there is no fear that with any kind
of decent farming and decent management
any land that ever was good will become
worn out and deficient in the elements of
fertility. Constant hauling out of manure
is one of the essentials of successful farm-
ing under western conditions.

A 10,000 Bushel Crop of Potatoes
In the "National Stockman and Farm-

er," Mr. Alva Agee gives an interesting

account of a visit to a potato farm in

Wayne County, Ohio. He says, in part:

The other day I drove out to the farm
of Mr. Daniel Ramseyer, at Smithville,

where over ten thousand bushels of pota-
toes were grown on thirty-one acres of
land this season. Seven thousand bushels
had been marketed, the first sales being
made at fifty cents a bushel in cars at

station, a quarter of a mile away, and
only one car was sold as low as forty

cents. Seeding of wheat interrupted the

work of delivering potatoes in the latter

part of September, and the remainder of

the crop was stored in big ricks.

Two years ago Mr. Ramseyer planted
nineteen bushels of potatoes. In the past

he had been a horse feeder. Twenty-five
years ago he came to the farm of 124

acres, determined to make a winning, and
he laid down the rule that all the products
of the farm, so far as possible, were to be
fed on the farm. But most of the land
appeared to be too poor to be plowed for

the crops needed for feeding. Some ma-
nure helped, and the next year there was
more manure, and the crops increased as

the manure increased, and the manure in-

creased as the crops increased. Cattle

were used for a number of years to con-

sume the crops, but later Mr. Ramseyer
found horses better. The land gained in

fertility. About eight years ago sixty

more acres were added to the farm. This
land had been in the hands of renters,

and although it lies level and close to

the village it was bought for sixty dollars

an acre, being in unproductive condition.

The manure from the continuous feeding

went out upon these sixty acres as well

as the old farm, and clover was always

made a leading crop, the hay being

wanted for the horses. Thus, year after

year, Mr. Ramseyer has filled the soil with

manure and clover, taking his profits in

the gain from fattening horses and from
wheat. But that ^planting of nineteen

bushels of northern seed-potatoes two
years ago—or rather the crop produced

from them—sent his thoughts into a new

channel. He had been filling his soil with
plant food, and potatoes could convert
some of it into cash at a big profit. He
planted fourteen acres the next spring,
and found that he had reckoned wisely.
Last spring he planted thirty-one acres,
and has secured a crop of ten thousand
bushels. There are fifty acres in prime
condition for potatoes next spring, and
the owner sees no reason for failing to
plant them. It is a sort of plunging that
would wreck most farms, because they
have not had a quarter of a century of
soil-building with manure and clover,
but it is only a legitimate conversion of
fertility into cash at a time when markets
take all we can produce.
The yield of potatoes evidences the

state of soil fertility. So does the crop of
1,700 bushels of wheat from forty-two
acres, and the eighty-bushel yield made
by the oats this season.
Mr. Ramseyer is not troubled by fears

.of scab from the use of manure on the
ground. The crop from his heavily
manured ground is smooth. The manure
went both upon corn-stubble land and
upon clover sod for potatoes. Where the
land had been given a heavy coat for corn,
and a second heavy coat for potatoes, the
yield was 350 bushels per acre. No prep-
aration for a potato crop is better. Mr.
Ramseyer says

:

"Have the land rich, and then seed
heavily. I want from eighteen to twenty
bushels of seed on an acre. Small pota-
toes are not nearly as good for planting
as large potatoes, but I do not select the
very largest—don't want them. The rows
are made only thirty inches apart, and the
seed is dropped with spaces less than a
foot between the pieces. I grew just as
many potatoes in rows thirty inches apart
as in rows thirty-four inches apart, and
many more rows on an acre. I ridged
the rows pretty heavily in cultivation, and
sprayed six or seven times. Didn't stop
when the vines filled the middles. Plenty
of seed and plenty of fertility make a
potato crop." This is Mr. Ramseyer's
creed, and he has the potatoes.

Improving Meadow-Lands
In the "New England Farmer," M. F.

Ames gives his way of improving
meadow-lands

:

Late this fall I would go over the fields

very thoroughly with a light harrow, not
cutting deep, but breaking the surface
roots. In the winter I would prepare a
fertilizer very nearly of the following
formula : 100 pounds of nitrate of so'da,

400 pounds of dry tankage, 300 pounds of
muriate of potash, 1,200 pounds of acid
phosphate. Mix these thoroughly and
there will be a fertilizer of about 2 per
cent nitrogen, 8 l/2 per cent phosphoric acid,

7y2 per cent potash, well adapted to grass
on a strong loam, as I think this should
be to have given fair crops for two years
without fertilizer.

If the soil were mucky and had a fair

proportion of vegetable matter it might
be well to put 100 pounds more of the
potash salts, or if light and sandy 100
pounds more of tankage, to the ton, re-

ducing the acid phosphate by the same
amount.
In the spring, as early as he can go

over the land, harrow again and sow about
400 pounds of this mixture to the acre.

Then sow ten pounds of red-clover seed,

four pounds of Alsike or crimson clover,

fifteen pounds of orchard grass, ten
pounds tall oat grass to the acre and brush
in the whole.

Training the Colt
In the "American Cultivator," David

Imrie gives his method of training colts

as follows :

Weaning time is a critical period in the
life of a colt. Put a halter on it and tie

it beside its mother at night, letting it run
with her in the day-time for a few days,

then wean it altogether, but do not keep it

tied in the stable all of the time. Give it

a box stall or yard, or better, a pasture
with other colts, yearlings or two-year-
olds, that it is acquainted with, and it will

grow right along. Feed it well the first

winter, give it the best hay you have, some
corn-fodder, plenty of oats, a little bran,

and some carrots, if you have them, so

that it never loses its colt fat. After the
pasture is good, gradually decrease the

oats until it is on pasture alone. It will

grow fast and go into winter quarters in

fine condition. Feed them well the next
winter; in fact, we always feed well.

I have heard farmers say that if you
wanted a good, tough horse you should
let them rough it outdoors in storms, with
little or no grain. I have seen some of
these colts and the only toughness I could
see about them was their looks; they did
look pretty tough.

I like to break these colts to harness in
the winter or spring before they are three
years old. Hitch them up with their
mother, if she is a good, steady animal,
or some other steady horse that they are
acquainted with; work them lightly until

they become accustomed to the work.
Never work a colt until it is very tired.

Some seem to think that you should tire

them out the first time you hitch them up.
Do not do it, you may spoil them al-

together. Do not break them, but educate
them, and do not try to educate them all

at once, as the old Dutchman did. He
had his colt broken to ride, and he wanted
to get it accustomed to sights and sounds,
so he told his son Hans to go behind the
straw-stack and when he rode by. to jump
out and say "boof." So Hans went behind
the straw-stack and when the old man
and colt came along did as he was told.

The colt gave one bound and left the old
fellow on the ground. He got up, rubbed
his shins and said : "Mein Gott, Hans,
you make to big a 'boof !'

"

Most of us are trying to do the work
on our farms without enough horses ; we
had better have an extra horse or three-
year-old colt. In this way we can change
aorses, and give the brood mare and three-
year-old colt a rest at times, and if a
horse gets a sore shoulder we can let him
rest and heal it up, whereas, if we are
obliged to work him all through spring
work, we may have a shoulder that will

always bother us.

Importance of Pure Air

Regarding the best system of ventila-

tion for stables "Hoard's Dairyman" says

:

Over and over again does the dairyman
recur to the question of proper ventilation

of stables. Why? Because it is to-day
the most important of all matters con-
nected with the winter stabling of cattle.

Men do not realize its importance. Not.
one farmer in a hundred ever thought
hard and well an hour at a time on the
question.

Look at it from this standpoint : We
can live without food thirty days or more.
We can live without water seven days,

but we cannot live five minutes without
air. Moreover, we can as readily poison
ourselves with foul air as with foul food
or water. Get these three things into our
heads in their true proportion and we will

do something at once to supply our stables

with pure air. Again, we say the, King
system is the only one we have ever seen
that will properly ventilate a stable. It

costs but little, try it.

The King system of ventilation provides
for taking in fresh, pure air from the out-

side, and removing the cold, foul air. For
its successful working it requires, first, a
stable or room comparatively air proof.

There must be no direct openings to the

outside or through the ceiling to the space

above, such as hay-chutes or other open-
ings for putting down hay and bedding,
unless provided with doors or covers so
that they may be closed.'

The fresh air is admitted through sev-

eral small air ducts, well distributed on
all sides of the building, opening to the

interior at or near the ceiling and on the

outside three or more feet lower down.
If the openings are directly through the

wall at the ceiling the warm air will

escape, and if lower down the fresh air

will come in and be drawn out by the

large ventilating shaft, and the air above
will not be changed.
This ventilating shaft is, in effect, a

large chimney, and should be constructed
on precisely the same principles that apply

in building a successful chimney—open at

the base, air proof, free from obstruction

or sharp bends, and extending above the

highest part of the building. It may be

located where it will be least in the way.
It should have a capacity or cross-section

of 30 square inches for each 1,000 of live

weight of the animals; or say, two feet

square (four square feet) for twenty cows
of average size.

The aggregate capacity of the intake

flues should be about the same. Apply
these principles to the specific cases and
one may be reasonably sure of good ven-
tilation.

We have a great deal of confidence in

our advertisers, and we want our people

to have the same feeling toward them.

They are entirely reliable and are worthy
of your patronage. If you see anything

you need write to the firm and ask for

circulars or particulars.
_
Don't fail to

mention that you saw their advertisement
in Farm and Fireside, and they will give
your letter prompt attention.
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If Your
Subscription

Has Expired
or is about to expire, send in

your renewal at once and don't

miss the great issue of November
15th. (Look onpage 3 for notice

of expiration.)

Farm and Fireside is not only

the biggest paper of its class, lead-

ing all other agricultural publica-

tions—but this year we are setting

a new pace even for ourselves,

Seventeen Distinct Depart
ments each one in charge of an

authority in his line.

The Great Special*

Feature Magazine
Section

A new departure begins with the

next issue. It will contain eight

pages chock full of the best short

stories, illustrated articles, and

other first-class reading matter

for all in the home, and

A New Serial Story

The Strange Adventures of

Helen Mortimer
BY

Maude Roosevelt

of that celebrated family, starts

November 15th. Many of the big

magazines were after this thrill-

ing story, but we beat them out

of it for the readers of Farm and
Fireside. It cost a lot of money,
but we don't care just so we get

the best for you. It is a rattling

good tale, full of adventure

—

clean, exciting, one of the best

ever written. Don't miss it—you
can't afford to.

That Famous Picture
in many colors

The Indian Canoe Girl
will also be sent free to paid-
in-advance subscribers with No-
vember 15th number. Several
more as good or better to be
sent later— all suitable for fram-
ing—ornaments to any home.
Send your renewal at once.

You will never regret it. Twenty-
five cents for one year; fifty

cents for three years.

FARM AND FIRESIDE
Springfield, Ohio

SEND US
A COW,
Steer, Bull or Horse hide. Calf, Dog,
Deer, or any kind of hide or skin arid
let us tan it with the hair on, soft,
light, odorless and moth-proof for robe,
rug, coat, or gloves, and make them
up when so ordered.

Avoid mistakes by getting our catalog,
prices, shipping tags, instructions and
•'Crosby pays the freight" offer, before
shipment. We make and sell Natural
Black Galloway fur coats and robes, Black
and Brown Frisian, Black Dog Skin, and
fur lined coats. We do taxidermy and
head mounting. We buy no hides, skins,
raw furs or ginseng. Address
THE CROSBY FRISIAN FUR COMPANY,

116 Mill Street, Rochester, N. Y.

WANTFfl LUBRICATING Oil. AGENTS, good re-
*., * *-u liable men to sell our high grade lubricating
oils, greaseB, etc. Also Barn, House and Koof paints on
commission; either side line or full time. Address
Allen Tibbitt, Manager, Reliable Oil & Paint Co, Cleveland, Ohio.

The Results in Potatoes

Some months ago I told of an exper-
iment I was then making with Ohio
seed potatoes of different states of
preservation. About June 20th I

planted one long row with tubers selected
for plumpness and soundness, having
only short stubby sprouts of less than
an inch in length, and another long
row with tubers that were already covered
with long slender sprouts from an inch
to six or eight inches in length, and were
wilted and soft. The plump tubers grew
more promptly than the others, the dif-

ference being quite marked from the very
start. The row from sound seed showed
greater thrift right along. There were
only a fair number of stalks, usually three
to five, on each plant, and these stalks

were remarkably strong and stout. In
the row from wilted seed there were
more, but weaker stalks.

Toward the last, this row seemed to

catch up in general appearances with the
other. The first row had very few miss
hills. Sixty feet of row gave one bushel
of mostly sound, marketable tubers, an
acre rate of about 240 bushels, a very
fair yield in a hot season without a good
rain and only a sprinkling or two between
planting and digging. For the other row
it took seventy-eight feet of row to give
one bushel of tubers. There were more
miss hills, and many plants giving a very
large number of tubers, all of which were
quite small and unmarketable. The yield

of this row of everything in the shape of

a potato was at the rate of 184J4 bushels

an acre, and with the undersized tubers

are no material differences in the soil
requirements (for early and late cab-
bages) except that late cabbage can be
grown with greater success on fairly
heavy soils, rather than on those of a
sandy or gravelly composition. But just
as much plant food is required, and it

pays to feed just as liberally as for the
early crop."

Usually the late cabbage crop is

heavier in bulk and weight than the early
crop, and therefore requires even more
plant foods than the other. But the
heavier soils usually contain a larger
amount of potash than the more sandy
or gravelly soils, which explains why the
former are better suited for cabbages.
To quote again from Professor Watts'

bulletin : "The most extensive growers
of Long Island apply about a ton of com-
mercial fertilizer per acre, and we have
found by our own experience that the
largest profits cannot be realized without
feeding a most liberal ration. There have
been instances in our experience when we
attempted to economize by using smaller
amounts of fertilizers, but in every in-

stance it greatly reduced profits. Early
cabbage requires larger amounts of
quickly available nitrogen because much
of the growth is made while the soil is

cool and unfavorable to nitrification. If

legumes are plowed under, or manure em-
ployed, a smaller amount of nitrogen may
be used than is recommended for early

cabbage. The Danish Ball, or Hollander,
requires a more fertile soil than the flat

or domestic types. We believe that a
great majority of growers of Danish
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thrown out, not over 160 bushels an acre.

In this case the use of carefully preserved
or selected seed had resulted in an in-

crease of crop of at least sixty bushels an
acre.

This is a point we cannot afford to

ignore. The tubers from the sound seed
have been put away to be again sorted
in the spring for planting. I propose to

cull my Ohios in this way until I shall

have secured an ideal strain of this grand
old sort.

<$>

The Late Cabbage Crop
Owing to the long spell of dry weather

we had this summer, and up to along in

September, our late cabbages gave promise
to be an entire failure. The worms had
also completely riddled the outer leaves.

I put a sudden stop to their ravages by
giving the plants a thorough spraying
with whaleoil-soap solution. Since then
we have had a number of fairly heavy
rains, and each rain has helped to make
the heads spread and become solid, and
at this writing almost every plant of the
Surehead (a strain of the Flat Dutch)
has made a large and salable head. The
Danish Ballhead (or Hollander) seems
to be much later, and if we have good
growing weather until November, I shall

also have a good lot of cabbages of that
variety, which is undoubtedly at the head
of all late cabbages for long keeping and
for winter sales.

But it is useless to attempt growing
profitable crops of any kind of cabbages,
early or late, on any but very rich soil.

This crop fairly devours potash, and this

ingredient of plant food must be supplied
without stint. It is in the failure to do
this that so many growers fail to raise

profitable crops. Professor Watts (Penn-
sylvania) says in Bulletin No. 147 on
Market Gardening, issued by the Depart-
ment of Agriculture of that state: "There

Ball do not use nearly as much fertilizer

as would prove profitable. ... If accus-

tomed to using 500 to 1,000 pounds per

acre, double the amount and note the

results. It is a fact that those who change
from small to heavy applications seldom
return to the practise of using small-

quantities."
'

I thoroughly agree with this, but would
again call particular attention to the needs
of this crop for potash. Muriate of potash
alone may be profitably used in many
cases at the rate of 500 pounds, and even
more, per acre. The green-worm is very
easily kept in check by a great variety

of means, such as dusting with insect

powder, tobacco-dust, road dust, pepper,

or spraying with kerosene emulsion, to-

bacco tea, etc.

Mangels Going to Seed
F. M., a Kansas reader, complains that

most of his mangel-wurzel plants went
to seed instead of making good roots. The
season was very dry, and only half of

the seed came up. It seems to me very

.

likely that the seed was old, as such has
an increased tendency, especially under
unfavorable conditions for vegetable
growth (dry weather, etc.), to go to seed.

I have often planted mangel-wurzel seed
that was more than one year old. It is

not advisable, however, to depend on seed
many years old. Try new seed next year.

Hop Sprouts
In a German illustrated periodical

("Gartenlaube"), I find an article on hops
and hop culture in which mention is made
of the use of the young hop sprouts as a
palatable and wholesome spring vegetable.

In a general way I have no particularly

high opinion of the various substitutes

for our standard vegetables, and for many
of the odd things so often recommended
to gardeners, such as Florence Fennel,

burnet, scorzonera, scolymus, strawberry
bhte and many others, but I remember
how at one time, when we had a hop yard
and no asparagus bed, we used to enjoy
the young hop sprouts every spring pre-
pared exactly as we prepare asparagus for
the table. That was thirty or more years
ago.

We have had a full supply of asparagus
every year since, and are quite satisfied
with it. I would not plant hops for the
sake of getting the young sprouts as a
substitute for the genuine asparagus. But
if I had a hop yard, I believe I would at
least try a few messes of the young and
tender sprouts for a change. It does not
hurt the plant to have a few, or a dozen,
sprouts cut off for this purpose, as they
have to be cut off anyway, each plant
being usually confined to four stalks, and
the dish is surely a very enjoyable and
palatable one.

Blackberries and Dewberries
Apparently the blackberry is no favor-

ite of the San Jose scale. Last winter,
which was an open one here, with great
and violent changes from extreme to ex-
treme, did much injury to the blackberry
canes, and killed the dewberry canes to
the ground. But never a scale have I as
yet seen on either of these plants. The
blackberries bore, a heavy crop, notwith-
standing the winter injury; but the dew-
berries gave only a very few scattering
berries. I shall tear the bushes out, as
they do not pay for the space they occupy.
They are the Austin, a very large sort
from Texas. Among blackberries I like
Eldorado, Ancient Briton, Snyder, and for
size, Minnewaski.

<$>

Potatoes for Seed
A writer in the "American Agricul-

turist," says that for seed the hills should
be dug by hand, and "those hills which
contain only uniform tubers of the desired
size and shape should be stored by them-
selves for seed." That is about the size
of it. We cannot hope to maintain the
good characteristics of a potato or a to-
mato or a pepper or eggplant by picking
out an especially fine specimen from a
miscellaneous lot of tubers or fruits. We
must look to the habits of the whole plant.

If that gives a large crop of uniform
tubers of the desirable size and shape
and quality, it is the plant we should prop-
agate, and I would rather plant a small
or ill-shaped specimen, should such hap-
pen to be among the crop of an other-
wise desirable plant, than an extra-fine

specimen that comes from a plant that
averages poorly.

Types of Eggplant

I have always found the eggplant a
most interesting, most attractive and very
profitable garden crop. The plants, when
in health and fruit, are quite ornamental,
and the latter, when properly prepared for

the table, a most delicious and palatable
dish and an excellent and wholesome sub-
stitute for meat. The essential require-

ments for success in growing it are warm
and very rich soil, warm weather, pro-
tection against blights and potato beetles

by spraying with Bordeaux mixture and
arsenites, and especially an early start of

the plants in spring. The seed requires

even more warmth for germination than
tomato seed, and should be sown in a
warm hotbed or greenhouse not later than
March to make good plants ready to go
into open ground about June 1st.

The standard varieties now in general
cultivation are New York Purple (Im-
proved) and Black Beauty, the latter also

known as Cherry Black. It is questionable
whether any great improvement has been
made on eggplants over the New York
Purple. There does not seem to be much
difference, either in growth of plant or

in the general appearance of the fruit

or in productiveness between these two
sorts, except that in my patch of the Black
Beauty I find more plants of an upright

growth, similar to the tree eggplant as

offered by some seedsmen, than in that of

the New York Purple. This old sort has

usually the true bell-shape, as shown at

1. For frying, the slices are always cut

square across the fruit, and, of course, in

the true bell-shape, the slices or disks will

vary greatly in size. To make the slices

of more even size, efforts have been made
to obtain in the "jersey Belle" the general

shape shown at 4. Among my Black
Beauty eggplants I came across plants

giving fruit of an elongated form, as

shown at 2 and 3. In my opinion these

forms are more desirable than the old

New York Purple, as the slices are not

excessively large, and are all of the same
size. The spines, which were so objec-

tionable on the foliage and fruit stems

in our older eggplant varieties, have al-

most entirely been bred out in the New
York Purple and Black Beauty.
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Fruit Growing

Pedigreed Trees

By
pedigreed trees is probably meant

trees grown from scions taken

from bearing trees. As a rule no
attention is paid by propagators to

the bearing qualities of the trees from
which the scions are cut, since it is

almost impossible to get a sufficient num-
ber of scions from bearing trees, as such

trees produce very little wood. Theoret-

ically I should prefer to have trees that

were grown from scions taken from bear-

ing trees. On the other hand, as a prac-

tical proposition, I doubt if there is very
much in it, and I certainly would not pay

extra for them unless I knew well the

parties offering the trees for sale and that

they were exactly as represented.

Lime-Sulphur-and-Salt Mixture
G. N. Co., Monroe, Michigan—I have

made a study of the effectiveness of the

lime-sulphur-and-salt mixture in destroy-

ing scale insects, and I am thoroughly
convinced that where properly used it is

effective in holding the scale in check.

The application of this material to trees

results in not only destroying the San Jose
scale, but in removing moss and destroy-

ing all insects that hibernate in the bark.

Mildew on Roses
M. F. P., Seattle, Washington—The

mildew of which you complain as troub-

ling your roses is a common disease, es-

pecially at the time of the year when the

nights are cold and the days are warm.
Under such conditions almost any of our
more tender roses are liable to this trouble.

Probably the best way of holding this in

check is to spray the foliage with some
fungicide, or dust the new growth with
flowers of sulphur.

This disease does not cause any serious

effect, since the rose wood is ripening up
at this season of the year, and the part

that is diseased is pruned off under ordi-

nary treatment.

Method of Treating Honey-Locust
Seed

J. J. McC, Proctor, Minnesota—The best

method of treating honey-locust seed to
insure its germinating well is to put the
seeds in a tin pan and pour over them
water heated so that it is quite hot.

That is, not quite boiling, but too "hot

to hold the hand in it. Allow the water
to stand over the seeds until it cools.

This will cause the seeds to swell. The
water should then be poured off and the

swollen seeds picked out. The opera-
tion should be repeated until all the
seeds are swollen. If treated in this way
the seeds will be very sure to germinate
when sown, while if sown without
scalding they will frequently lie in the
ground for a year or more without
growing. The treatment should be done
at the time of planting, and the best

time to plant the seed is in the spring

of the year after the soil works well.

Abundance and Burbank Plums
G. F. B., Burlington, Iowa—The Abund-

ance ripens before the Burbank, and has

a very distinct peach flavor. The tree is

an upright grower, and the fruit ripens

earlier than the Burbank. The Burbank
is a spreading sprawling grower, and the

fruit ripens perhaps two weeks later than

the Abundance. It is also inclined to rot,

especially in the South. I think the best

treatment for this rot is to remove all

the dry-rotted plums that may hang on the

trees during winter, and then thoroughly
spray the trees during the winter with
Bordeaux mixture and keep the fruit well

sprayed with Bordeaux mixture through-
out the summer. The fine dust or powder,
to which you refer as being on the rotted

fruit, is spores, which aid in the spread
of the disease.

Setting Apple Trees on Rough
Hillsides

J. E. C, Hainesville, N. J.—In setting

apple trees on rough hillsides I would
advise plowing and cultivating the land,

where it can be done without too much
danger of getting the soil to washing
badly. As a rule the best orchards are

those in which the land is kept cultivated.

On the other hand, orchards are grown on
some high land quite successfully by dig-

ging liberal holes for the trees, and after

planting spading the surface around the

trees for a distance of several feet each

year ; then cut the grass between the trees

and put it on top of this spaded surface

to act as a mulch. I certainly would ad-

vise spading around the trees occasionally,

and not trust entirely to mulching.
Some experiments that have been un-

dertaken at the Ohio Experiment Station

seem to show that very excellent results

may be obtained from mulching orchards.

<S>

Planting Black Walnuts
G. P. F., Minneapolis, Minnesota—

I

would advise you to plant only black wal-

nuts and butternuts that have been grown
in Minnesota, since those from further

south would probably be tender. A good
way to plant them is to press them into

the surface of the land with the foot in

the autumn, after making a small bed for

them. If you are going to plant them
where they are to grow you should put

about three together, and of course they
should be protected from cattle.

In a large way it is customary to

gather the nuts in the autumn and mix
them with sand and leaves and allow them
to remain in a pile on the surface of the

ground until spring. They should then be
planted out in drills, six inches apart, and
covered two inches ; but in a small way
I think autumn planting is preferable. If,

however, you cannot plant in autumn to

advantage, it would be a good plan to mix
the nuts with sand or similar material, as

above, and let them remain outdoors over
winter. One advantage of spring plant-

ing is, that where rodents are trouble-

some the nuts are not so liable to be
destroyed by them as when planted in

autumn.

Peaches for Everybody
There are many farmers, and many

town dwellers, too, who might grow
peaches enough for home consumption if

they would. Of course, in some latitudes

peaches are an uncertain crop, but if they
bear once in five years the crop will amply
repay one for the little trouble of plant-

ing, pruning, and the price of the trees.

I hope that these lines may reach the

small farmer, from fifty acres up to one
hundred, for many of them will say, "I

have no time to fool away on peaches. I

have no room for them, and the crop is

too uncertain. Dont talk peaches to me."
My home is in LaSalle County, about

41°, 50", and we cannot have a crop of

peaches every year, but we can have, at

least once in five years, a nice crop of

magnificent peaches. I had a good crop
of peaches last year and this year. Com-
mencing with the Alexander in July, I

have had Elbertas, Fitzgerald, and late

Crawfords. This has given a family of

six all the peaches they could use, and all

they desired to put up for the winter. We
sold a few we could not use, besides giv-

ing a good many to our neighbors. Octo-
ber 1st there were a few late Crawfords
nine inches in circumference on the trees,

skin smooth, not a blemish on them, and
nearly all covered with red.

There are few farms in this country
where one cannot find a corner that is

producing nothing, unless a crop of weeds.
A half dozen trees in such a corner, would
furnish an ordinary family all the peaches
they need. It is true that in this latitude

the peach crop is uncertain throughout
the Western states, but it pays me.
Now, you farmers, and also many who

reside in the smaller towns, write to a

firm of nurserymen who advertise in

Farm and Fireside for a price-list (you
will find that you can buy your trees for

from 12 to 15 cents a tree), make out your
order, enclose a draft or post-office order

and send for your trees. I prefer spring

planting, so I order my trees about March
1st. Plant your trees, and nature, with a

little assistance, will do the rest.

I would suggest the following list, be-

cause they have done well for me. Two
Greensboro, two Fitzgerald and two late

Crawford, or two Greensboro, two Elberta

and two Williams' Favorite, or two Tri-

umph, two Early Crawford and two
Banner.

Either of the above lists will furnish

peaches from the middle of July to the

first of October. The Williams' Favorite

noted above, is a clingstone, all the others

freestones. Plant these trees, and when
they are loaded with luscious ripe fruit

you will be delighted. You can pick a

basket of fruit with no green, hard mis-

shapen fruit in the bottom of the basket.

Illinois. U. S. Ellsworth.

With a Perfection Oil Heater you can heat a cold

bed-room, make a sick-room more comfortable, warm a

chilly hallway, heat water quickly, and do many things

better than can be done with any other stove no matter
what fuel it burns. The superiority of the

PERFECTION
Oil Heater

(Equipped with Smokeless Device)
lies In the fact that it generates intense heat without smoke
or smell. The oil fount and the wick carrier are made of brass
throughout, which insures durability. Gives great heat at small
cost. Fount has oil indicator and handle. Heater is light and
portable. Absolutely safe and simple—wick cannot be turned
too high or too low. Operated as easily as a lamp. All parts
easily cleaned. Two finishes—nickel and japan. Every heater
warranted. If not at your' dealer's write nearest agency for
descriptive circular.

can be used in any room
and is the best all-round
house lamp made. Gives
a clear, steady light. Is
the safest lamp you can

buy. Brass throughout and nickel plated. Equipped with
the latest improved burner. Handsome—simple—satisfactory.
Every lamp warranted. Write to nearest agency if you cannot
get it from your dealer.

STANDARD OIL COMPANY

The

SUCCESSFUL TOOLS
These Chisels have carved their way to fame. To-day, those who

know tools pronounce the Keen Kutter the perfect Chisel Success.
Tempered nearly to the handle ; hand whetted ;

sharp and ready for

use ; handles of selected white hickory with leather heads.mnmm
QUALITY TOOLS

are all successful tools—tools that have won their way by hard, honest, true work.
Every step in their success has been reached by sheer force of merit and quality.

Keen Kutter Tools include—Saws, Chisels, Bits, Gimlets, Awls, Planes, Hammers,
Hatchets, Axes, Drawing-knives, Pocket-knives, Screw-drivers, Files, Pliers,

Glass-cutters, Ice-picks, and a full line of Farm and Garden Tools. For 37 years
Keen Kutter Tools have been sold under this mark and motto :

"The "Recollection of Quality "Remains Long After the Trice is Forgotten. "

Trade Mark Registered.

If not at your dealer's, write us.

Tool Book Free.
SUMMONS HARDWARE COMPANY, St. Louis and New York. H. S. A.

TREES
Apple, Pear, Plum, Cherry, Peach and Carolina

$5 PER 100, FREIGHT PAID
All kinds of trees and plants at low wholesale prices. Kemember we beat all other reliable

Nurseries in quality and prices. Catalogue free, Reliance Jiursery. Box D., Geneva, >. Y.

Poplars, healthy, true to name and fumigated.
- -elif

Want a Surrey

This one is y ours to use
as i fit belonged to you

FOR 30 DAYS.
You don't put up a cent.
Save $30 by buying- this
vehicle direct from the
factory. "We guarantee it

for two years or your money .back. Write for free catalogue.

The Anderton ft«g. Co., 43 Third St., Cincinnati, 0.

FARMERS
HANDY
WAGON
Low steel wheels, wide tires, make
loading and handling easier. We fur-

nish Steel Wheels to litany axle, to

carry any load. Straight or staggered
spokes. Catalogue free.

EMPIRE MFG.CO,, Box 109-F, Qiiincy, |||.

HEAVES NEWTON'S Heave and Cough Cure

A VETERINARY SPECIFIC.

fl4yearB8ale. One to two cans
r ^•s&u'M ere Heaves. 81.00 per
'TS^can. Of dealers, or express

prepaid. Send for booklet.

,
TbeKewtonBemedjCo.,Toledo,0.

AGENTS
SeujlFarmebs

JTools

Writ?
Fob CaiaIlogue

J. B* Foote Foundry Co.,

Wanted for onr Forged Steel Com-
bination Hatchet, Wire Cutter,

Staple Puller, etc., 8 tool* to one.

Remarkable seller. Ton can sell

more than you have any idea. It

is simp ly a wonder. Agents sell

as high as fifty a day. Get a sam-
ple quick. Why work for small
wages when you can make big

money? Sample case also contains
Hand Sewing Machine and Riveter
combined for repairing harness,
one Sticktight Buttoner Machine,
1 box Lice Killing Nest Eggs. Write
today for catalog of novelties, spe-

cial prices, plans to agents.

Dept. 61 3* Frederiektown, Ohio,

This company pays 5 per cent

interest on deposits, and your

money may be withdrawn at

any time on demand. Absolute

safety is assured.

WRITE FOR THE BOOK.
CALVERT MORTGAGE & DEPOSIT CO.,

1057 CA1YIRT BUILDING, BAMHORE, MB.

15,000 FERRETS. 48-page book for
6 ets. about these animals that exter-
minate rats, hunt rabbits. Price
list free, samiel farissworth,,
Middletown, Ohio.

book for mfa
xter-
-

*4f i
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The Reason.
YouDon't

\HatfeToPaint

\

ROOFING
l<][ It's all in the top surface. We could show you better if you had a

sample in your hands. But the enlarged diagram of Amatite shows

it pretty well. The mineral surface you see there takes the place

of paint and coating. It makes that extra expense unneces-

sary. It saves both time and money,

•fj Lay Amatite and that is the end of your roofing

[troubles. When you Jay the ordinary kinds, your

AMATITE
[PITCH COMPOSITION

I WOOL FELT
[PITCH COMPOSITION

|

WOOL FELT
ENLARGED SECTIONAL DIAGRAM

Iroofing troubles begin. You have to paint or coat them every year or so.

J
Their expense soon amounts to as much as the original cost of such roofings.

I €J
Amatite costs less than the other kinds to buy, and it costs nothing what-

\ever to maintain. Amatite is the kind of roofing you want. The kind that

is naturally waterproof. Amatite does not have to hide under a coat of paint I

in order to give good service. It is made to take the brunt of any kind

of weather under any kind of conditions,

ifl
Send for a Sample and examine the mineral surface for yourself. You I

will see at once that it is the only kind worth having. We will send a
|

Sample free on request. Address nearest office of

j

BARRETT MANUFACTURING CO., Amatite Dept.
New York, Chicago. Philadelphia, Cincinnati, Cleveland, Boston,
Minneapolis, Kansas City, St. Louis, New Orleans. Allegheny.

GREAT STOVE OFFER.
WONDERFUL REDUCTION IN PRICES.

Stoves reduced to prices heretofore
unknown or unthought of.

CO PCMTC buys this \sonderful03 UtniO value, new, high
grade 1907 Model Airtight Sheet
Iron Heating Stove. Large assort-
ment ot other airtight heaters at
correspondingly low prices. Won-
derful price reductions, astonishing
offers, all shown in our new Special
Free Stove Catalogue. Write tor
our Free Stove Catalogue at once.

$1.89 ft?!
*'

new. big
1907 Mode]
Rococo Pattern

Oak Heating Stove for coal or
wood; has every up to date fea-
ture, perfect fire control, one of
the very handsomest, -strongest
and best oak heaters made. Our
new line of oak heaters of ali
kinds, the wonderful price reduc-
tions and our great stove offers
shown in our FREE STOVE CATA-
LOGUE will surprise you.

I^H &R(i larSe > extra heavy,

I7l£\ sel' feeding, double1M heating return flue
-^K"- base burner

ha rd coal
heater; most elaborate large swell
silver nickeled ornamented dome,
elaborate nickel base, arms, nickel
frame and other trimmings, mica
(isinglass) swing doors, every known
up to date feature, the most
beautiful, the best base burner
made, with the improvements
of all other fine base burners and
the defects of none, the equal of"
base burners that retail up to
S50.00, beautifully illustrated and
thorough-
ly d es-
cribed in
our Free

Special Stove Catalogue-

fullC|0 "TR buys this big,
$ 1 4. Iv size six-hole steel

range, completeas Illustrated
with big,deep, porcelain lined
reservoir, high shelf, warming
closet, etc. Very much lower
prices if you do not need the
reservoir, shelf or warming
closet. A marvelous steel
range bargain more fully
shown in our FREE STOVE
CATALOGUE.

buys this,
our

Acme Triumph, the
highest grade and
best steelrange in the
world, the equal of
any range you can
buy anywhere for
S50.00. Just reduced
from prices ranging
from S27.95 to
S32.05. 822.58 is

now the astonishing-
ly low reduced price
for our finest Acme
Triumph Steel
Range, all complete
with porcelain lined
reservoir, high back,
big shelf and closet,
the very best of
everything that

moneycan buy. Write forour Free Stove Catalogue and
learn all about these wonderful stove price reductions.

IN OUR OWN MAMMOTH FACTORY
at Newark, Ohio, the largest stove foundry in the world,
we make every variety ofthe highest crane stoves made
In the world and we sell them direct to the user at
about one-half the lowest prices you can buy elsewhere.
Every stove is covered by our binding guarantee, is

guaranteed to reach you safely, free from break or
damage of any kind and we agree to furnish you any
repairs in the years to come. Wonderfully low freight

charges. We will tell you Just how little the freight
will be on any stove to your town and the freight
charge is so small it will surprise you. We have an
Immense stock on hand ot every kind and size of stove
and can ship your stove the day we get your order and
it will reach you in just a few days.

OUR GREAT FREE OFFER, iti
™'

d«
or on a postal card or in a letter simply say, "Send me
your FREE STOVE CATALOGUE," and by return mall
you will receive, postpaid, free, our very latest special

stove catalogue with all these and many other wonder-
ful offers, all the marvelous price reductions, the most
attractive stove proposition ever heard of, the greatest
stove offer we or anyone have been able to make.
Remember also, if you buy a stove from us you share
in the profit. We give away free to our customers
hundreds of valuable articles and this great Profit

Sharing Plan, the merchandise absolutely free to you,
is all explained in the stove book. Don't buy a stove
at home or elsewhere until you get this great stove cat-

alogue and all our offers. Write us this minute. Address

SEARS, ROEBUCK & CO., Chicago, ill.

ItlTFIITP 48 page book free. Highest refer-

rfl IPn IN ences. Long experience. Fitzgerald
I H I tm II I U & Co., Dept. 3», Washington, D. C.

TRADE IN YOUR

INFERIOR SEPARATORS
Many users who would like to change their inferior

machines of various kinds for a new

DE LAVAL CREAM SEPARATOR
do not understand that while such second-hand machines
have no salable value the De Laval Company makes very
fair "trade" allowances for them, just to get them out of
the way and through this illustration of the difference

between good and poor separators stop the sale of others
like them io the neighborhood. Nobody is defrauded by
their re-sale as they are simply "scrapped " at their real

value. **f!*a£ * qtemm&".
Then there are thousands of DE LAVAL user* who

shotjld know that they may exchange their out-of-date
machines of ten to twenty. yeara ago for the very much
improved and larger capacity ones of today. Tnese old

machines are reGoished and sold over again to those who
don't think they can afford the price of new ones.

Write in a description of yonr old machine—name,
size, serial number, and date purchased—or else see the
nearest DE LAVAL agent about it

The De Laval Separator Co.
^*T» Oenenl Offices

:

'VMlLiDCL^MuT - 7* CORTLANOT STRECT,

.VnV.'SS.'Jo NEW YORK.

109-1 <> YOtnui Bquuc
MONTREAL

T6 a tt Ton tnat
TORONTO

Better Than Ever
No matter what separator
you are now using;—No
matter what separator you
are thinking of buying—No
matter howyou now handle
your milk—you ought to
examine the

Improved Frictionless

EMPIRE
Cream Separator
It won't take you long to see
its good points—and it's worth,
a whole lot to you in good hard
money to find the separator
that turns easier, is more sim-
ple in construction and does better work than any
other. All we ask is thatyou investigate. Send to-
day for catalog and valuable dairy books
Empire Cream Separator Co.. Bloomfl»ld. N. J.—Chicago, fll,D

COILED SPRING

FENCE
Closely Woven. Can not Sag.
Every wire and every twist is
a brace to all other wires and
twists full height of the fence.
Horse-high, Bull-strong, Pig-
tight. Every rod guaranteed.

30 DAYS FREE TRIAL
and sold direct to farmer, freight
prepaid, at lowest factory price.
Our Catalogue tells how Wire
is made—how It is galvanized—
why some is good and some Is
bad. Its brimful of fence facts.
You should have this informa-
tion. Write for ittoday. ItsFree.

KB7SELMAN BROS.,
Box 271 MUNC1E. INDIANA.

GRIND FINE OR COARSE
all feeds, ear corn, with or with-
out husks, all grains, with the

KELLY
DUPLEX
Grinding Mills

Speediest, easiest running, most
durable mill made. Four sizes

Especially adapted for gasoline
engines. Use25percentlesspower
than any others. New double
cutters, force feed, no choking,

CO., 149 N. Lime St., Springfield, OhioTHE O. S. KELLY

% HuHunters' &Trappers'Guide
A$B%r

Live Stock and Dairy

950 pages, leather bound, illustrating all For Animals.

All about Trapping, Trappers* Secrets, all kinds of

traps, decoys, etc. Price, 42.00. To our shippers,

SI.25. We buy Baw Furs, Hides. Price list free.

AKDEBSCH IS UOs., UepUlOO, Minneapolis, Blnn.

Some Dairy Problems

A friend and customer of mine, who
used to be a breeder of good dairy
stock, much of which to my knowl-
edge he sold at fair prices, came

to me the other day and said: "I want to
buy a good male to use in my herd. I

have somewhat gotten out of the breeding
business, but I still have some of my old
cows and some of their best daughters,
and I think I will try to raise my own
cows at least. Of course, I never ad-
vertised much when I was breeding a
surplus, and when I had anything to sell

I was forced to take such prices as I

could get from some neighbor or local

cow dealer and now when I want to
buy a few cows to replenish my herd I

simply have to pay more for them than I

think they are worth to look at, and they
may be worth even less when it comes to

feeding and milking them."
Now, I happen to know that this cus-

tomer of mine, in telling me so much,
and none of which he need have told me,
was not by any means telling me all.

I knew that while he had some most
excellent foundation stock, he was often
inclined to use indifferent males in his

herd, so that he had no right to expect
uniform herd improvement; that the
young of his herd did not always receive
that care and attention so necessary to
keep the growing cow in the way she
should go. I knew that he was sur-
rounded by neighbors who did not believe

in any cow costing over forty dollars, and
declared a man was a fool to take a calf

that might be vealed for eight or ten
dollars and feed her two years or more
into her stature of a cow when he could
go to any cow sale and buy a good enough
cow for thirty to forty dollars, "with a
calf at her side."

Then these good neighbors of his did
not believe in any special-purpose cows.
Gad ! they wanted cows that could stand
something, they did. They didn't want
any of these here puny, little Alderneys,
that you had to "nuss" and take care of
like a baby, that would give a calf no
bigger'n our "ole Tom cat," and when you
wanted to beef her, why she would eat

up a whole crop of nubbins and then not
show no more fat than a fence rail. No
sir-ee ! they wanted great big cows, they

did.

Then, again, my friend did not adver-
tise, and somehow or other in these days
business men find both profit and inspira-

tion in printer's ink judiciously used.

We observe in this incident that this

man was getting back to first dairy prin-

ciples. He began to learn that the men
who have good cows are trying to hold
onto them, and when they are sold they

do not go hawking around the country

at thirty to forty dollars a head. He knew
that the proof of the cow was in owning
and feeding and milking her ; and that in

cows, as well as in cow owners, "beauty
is only skin deep," and a very good looker

may be a poor performer.
For myself, I think the breeding dairy-

man is in a business of great and endur-
ing permanence and stability. More than

ever before the markets of the world are

calling for good, rich, clean milk, and
butter that is above suspicion. There are

always liberal customers for good dairy

products, as there are for good dairy

cows, but we sometimes have to hunt
them up.

Our little light under a bushel may be
entirely overlooked by the customer who
is won by the other fellow so interestingly

and persistently blowing his own horn.

Dairy cows are now high; dairy prod-

ucts are also, and likewise very much so

dairy feeds. The tides of the dairyman
and breeder are no exception to the tides

of other business men—they ebb and flow,

and it may be that by the time my cus-

tomer has grown some good cows from
the sire I had the pleasure of selling him
the ebb may be on in the cow tide.

It will appear to me that the men who
are making good cows and making money
out of them are the men who are in the

business for keeps. They know they have

a substantial business that no trust, no
fashion, no new invention can supplant,

and they win out by staying in. Yes,

indeed, feeds are high. Taking wheat

bran as a standard, it simply soars. To-

day's paper quotes it in Philadelphia ter-

ritory at $21 a ton in car-loads. The best

oil-meals and glutens cost over thiry

dollars a ton. Why by-products from the

wheat-grinding mills should be steadily

going up while the raw material, wheat,

and the refined product, flour, are both

coming down, is beyond the opaque com-

prehension of the plain farmer. There
are many strange tricks of trade not
embraced in the plain farmer's phil-
osophy. It appears even if we cannot
understand certain facts we must accept
them, and the high price of bran is a fact.
The man who under reasonable ex-

penses is selling his milk at six or more
cents a quart can use these high-priced
feeds in a full ration and finds a profit.
The man—yea, the

. men who are selling
milk or butter fat at the "run of the
market" will find that they must have no
poor cows in their list if they put wheat
bran and oil-meal very liberally into the
ration.

It is a fact that many dairymen are
conducting dairies under very unfavorable
market conditions. Their milk or butter
simply goes to market, to the storekeeper,
to the milkman or to a non-competitive
creamery. Gross returns are very low,
and the net gains must be very low in-
deed

; yet even this great class of dairy-
men finds, or seems to find, enough profit
in the business that it keeps at it. This
class, and it is a tremendously large one,
must be saving of feeds and outlay.
Better cows, better fed and tended would
often help, even with low prices for prod-
ucts. This is the class of dairymen
against which one feels like crying out a
warning, when one sees how many of
them are wasting time and opportunity
through lack of knowledge of advanced
nethods of doing their work.

They tell us much concerning the great
prosperity of the American farmer. I

would not be accused of crying "Wolf,"
but the prosperity that is so remarkable
in its aggregate may be in individual
cases almost discouragingly small. The
average farmer, the average dairyman
makes money very slowly. What he ac-
cumulates is added a little at a time—

a

little from the cows, a little from the pigs,

a little from the crops, and as little as
may come in from any one source, it still

may be so important in making up his
individual aggregate that each small line,

must be kept going. His prosperity is

often most correctly spelled "frugality."

It is a most wise provision of Providence
that in this industry, frugality and self-

denial, he has no time to dream dreams
of acquiring great wealth. Am I wrong
in stating a few plain facts? The writers
and talkers outside of our craft give us
farmers enough platitudes to disgust us.

It doesn't help us any for us to shut our
eyes to true conditions. We are all right.

We are doing right when we do the best

we can, and learn the most we can. We
are most nearly doing the work of the
Master—we are feeding the sheep. We
can't all be money changers in the temple.

Provide Bedding for Stock
It is not winter yet, but it is time to

think of providing bedding for the stock,

so they can be kept comfortable when
bad weather does come. Comfort to stock

pays in more ways than one. First it is

humane, and there is no feed which pays

a better profit on any kind of stock than
comfort. We must keep all stock com-
fortable, but how it can be done without
having a good and liberal supply of bed-
ding is more than I can tell. Animals
gain when they are lying down and are

comfortable.
It would often be more comfortable to

the stock and profitable to the owner to

use some of the poor quality of hay for

bedding, and feed more of the good hay,

instead of saving it and expecting to sell

a '^ad -.r two in the spring at a good
figure. There is no money in such busi-

ness. If you are going to keep stock, keep

them right or as near right as you can,

and feed them the best feed you have
instead of starving them all winter in

order to get a few dollars for what hay
you have left. We can be assured of one
profit at least when we feed animals, and
that is the profit of the manure, which is

quite important in my opinion, By feed-

ing well we can have a direct profit from
the feeding, and have fhe manure extra,

but this means liberal feeding and feeding

with judgment. Aim to have good feed

and you will find a good profit in using

the poor and inferior hay for bedding.

Begin right now to think what you will

use for bedding.

On every farm there is material which
would be good to use for this purpose.
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Generally you will get more good out of

it by letting the stock sleep on it. The
best material for bedding is thrashed

clover. This is good for nothing else.

Stock will not eat it, and it would do them
no good if they did. Stock can get no
good out of the hard and dry stems, yet,

being short and porous, it is just the thing

for manure, as it will absorb the liquid

part and make the manure easy to handle.

This* is the ideal material for bedding,

and is a good thing for the farmer to

have. More than for the purpose of bed-

ding it is good for the farmer to raise

clover seed, especially for his own use.

Straw will be about the next material

that the farmer will probably use for bed-

ding, and it makes very good bedding.

The spoiled hay on top of the stack is

also very good.
Missouri. E. J. Waterstripe.

<S>

A Principle of Breeding
Many sheep breeders have observed

that the proportion of twin lambs is

larger some years than it is in other

years. This condition is regarded by
many as nothing more than an accidental

circumstance, resulting from no active

cause, and therefore beyond the power of

their determination. To some extent this

is true, but certain observations have been
made that seem to indicate the operation

of some positive and potent cause for

these cases of extraordinary fecundity.

To those who have made a study of

animal husbandry in its biological phases,

the principle that seems to account for

this unusual prolificacy is no longer re-

garded as a theory; nor is it confined to

sheep alone, but may be observed through-

out the animal kingdom. To be sure, it

is more apparent in a flock of sheep ; but

this is because impregnation and parturi-

tion, respectively, have occurred through-

out the whole flock in a rather limited

period, and consequently the conditions

that affect one member will likely affect

all the others to a similar degree.

The writer does not assume to say that

For a flock of sheep observed by the

writer during several successive years,

the most remarkable production of twins
followed a mating made upon most lux-

uriant rape pasture. The ewes were in

a fine state of health, fat, and taking on
more flesh when impregnation took place.

Last spring the proportion of twins
dropped generally throughout central

Ohio was larger than the previous season.

To account for this it\ seems reasonable

to go back to the previous summer and
fall in each case. The summer season
preceding the dropping of a large pro-

portion of twins was cooler and more
moist, promoting the greater comfort of

the sheep and the maintenance of good
pasture till and including the mating
season. Dry, hot seasons lower the

vitality of the ewe and dry up the pastures

so as to bring all sheep to the mating
season in poor flesh and relatively de-

pleted vitality. To this, it seems, may be
due the lower degree of prolificacy.

Nature, by the operation of an intricate

law, seems to take account of the physical

vigor of the dam and of her prospective

food supply, and to determine the task

that may be imposed upon her. The high

condition of bodily vigor and flesh, if

antagonized by no unusually potent ten-

dencies to lack of prolificacy, result in

the production of additional ova, and a

corresponding production of twins or even
triplets. Of course, if acting in concur-
rence with special tendencies to prolificacy

the results referred to will be the more
likely to occur.

In further confirmation of this principle

may be observed the greater prolificacy

of the mutton breeds, that have been de-
veloped under conditions more favorable

to flesh production than have the Merinos.
The more recently developed strains of

Merinos have also acquired at the same
time a greater fecundity than was known'
among their progenitors that gleaned a

scanty subsistence from their native

country, Spain.

On the same" principle may be accounted

GERMAN COA

a large proportion of- twin lambs is

always to be desired ; but he may assert

that it is desirable on the part of the
breeder to be able intelligently to exercise,

in a greater or less degree, any influences
that tend to determine fecundity one way
or the other. The well-established prac-
tise of breeding from prepotent and
fruitful sires and dams is recognized, of

course; no expedient, such as the one
proposed in this article, can supplant the

far-reaching and permanent results of

skilful breeding from prolific parents.

But this broad principle and practise of
breeding from lines of productive stock

would itself be rendered more effective

if the apparently spasmodic performances
of occasional years might be rendered
certain by a discovery of their causes.

But there are so many other vital con-
siderations in skilful breeding, besides

the mere multiplication of offspring, that
fecundity must often be totally ignored
in seeking improvement in other points
of equal importance. Nor, let it be re-

peated, is multiplicity of offspring uncon-
ditionally to be desired, but expedients
for its determination in desired cases

should, as far as possible, be known.

for those extraordinary performances of

small flocks kept in fine condition, the

pride of some small farmer.
The principle is not a new one, but

probably has not been intelligently em-
ployed to the extent that it should have
been in animal breeding.

Ohio. "Geo. P. Williams.
<5>

Bringing Up Cows
Cows, like men, are good or bad, often-

times because of their environment, bring-

ing up and education. We look for and
expect men to be good if brought up in

good and religious families and commu-
nities. I have often heard it said, "give

me the first six years of a child's life,

and I will tell you with a great deal of

certainty what the future of that child's

life will be." So I believe that the condi-

tions under which an animal is reared

determines, in a large measure, her future

usefulness or uselessness. As with men,
the parentage is of great value, and we
look for and have good reasons to expect

cows to be better cows from a long line

of productive ancestry; so this, then is

the stepping-stone in the development of

a dairy cow.—Scribner.

ONE LEVER DOES IT ALL
ON THE

LH«C*
You would rather operate one

lever than to get mixed up with three
or four. The I. H. C. Spreader has
but one lever—the only spreader
of that kind.
This is just one point of superiority over

other spreaders. There are others.
No other spreader has a vibrating rake to

level the load and bring the manure up square
to the cylinder. Everybody knows a spreader
works better and gives a more even distribu-
tion when the load is level.
Great power is required when a spreader is

in operation to run its cylinder, move its apron,
level the load, etc. The I. H. C. Spreader gets
ample power from both the rear wheels of
the wagon.

It not only gets more power but it is surer of
its power at any moment. It makes no skips,
and it avoids friction, side strains, and con-
sequent breakage.
This same thing helps to secure the light

draft for which I. H. C. Spreaders are noted.

Its steel wheels have a superb strength.
Broad tires, they do not rut the land or cut
in to make heavy pulling. The turned-in
flange keeps out the dirt and mud.
Rear wheels are provided with traction

lugs. There's no slipping or sliding on wet
or frozen ground.

It has a wide range of feed. You spread as
thick or as thin as you like.

You see everything has been thought of
and worked out to make the I. H. C. the
leader of all spreaders.
You have choice of two types—Clover-

leaf, endless apron spreader and the Corn
King, with return apron. Each type is made
in three sizes.

If you buy an I. H. C. manure spreader you
know it is right.

Call on (he International local agent or write us for catalog.

Send three two cent stamps for a copy of "Farm Science." Book just from the press, writ-
ten by eight leading agricultural authorities of the United States. Treats practically every
farm topic in the most forceful, money-making way.

International Harvester Company of America, Chicago, U. S. A.
(INCORPORATED)

A YEAR'S FREE TRIAL f
Vaid

ht

Our Oveo
Thermom-
eters Make
Good Bak.
lag Easy.

The stove you select is sent on a year's approval, safe delivery
guaranteed, freight prepaid, choice of latest designs and appliances,
handsomely ornamented, highly polished, ready to put in your home.
There is no doubt about these stoves being perfectly satisfactory, for
they are well known by one of the oldest trade-marks among high-grade
stoves. There are no better stoves or more economic prices than the

GOLD COIN stoves
at Wholesale Prices

Sent directly from our factory at exactly dealer's cost (which gives
you $5 to $15 on a stove), and if at any time within a year it isn't
perfectly satisfactory to you we will return your money and take
the stove back. There is no offer made anywhere else to equal
this for a standard trade-marked stove of such high grade. First,

Write for Our ILLUSTRATED STOVE BOOK— Free
It shows a full line of Ranges and Heating Stoves. C Our patent grate free

Select style and price yon prefer and learn all about the stoves before yon order. Write now to

THE GOLD CODi STOVE CO., 8 Oak St., Troy, N. Y. (Successor to Bussey & McLeod, Est. 1860)

9 CORDS IH 10 HOURS BY ONE MAH
Easily
Carried
Folds
Like a.

Pocket
Knife.

With our Folding Sawlns M.chine, Saws any kind of limber. Instantly adiust.d to cut log square on rough or level

ground. Operator always stands straight. One man can saw mora with it than two men can in any other way, and do it

•asler. Ssw blades 5%, 6, 6% or 7 ft. long. Champion, Diamond or Lance Teeth, to suit your timber. GUARANTEE.
—Ifany part breaks within three years, we will send a new part without charge. Send for Free Catalog showing latest
Improvements, giving testimonials from thousands. First order secures agency.
FOLDING SAWING MACHINE CO., 168-164 E. Harrison St., Chicago. Illinois.

Page quality begins in our furnaces. The
molten metal is tested until it is found to

contain just the proper ingredients to make
Page - Wire — high carbon double - Btrength
spring steel wire.

1 High enough iii carbon to give it double the tensile

I strength of common fence wire and the springiness of

I a high-grade wire spring. Coiled by the Page process,

f
it lets out and takes up like a spring; makes the fence

adaptable to all soil and climatic con-

ditions, and breaks the shock of ani-

mals running into it without breaking
theirnecks.Ourbook isfree.Writefor it.

PAGE WOVEN WIRE FENCE CO.
Box6G4« Adrian, Mich,

MIX YOUR OWN STOCK^— ~ FOOD
When you buy ready mixed stock

foods you pay at the rate of $250 per ton for bran, meal

and 'other ingredients. Upon request 1 will send you

ABSOLUTELY FREE, a prescription for making your own
stock food It will be far better and cost you far less than

any other on the market to-day. A postal card will brinK

this free prescription. UK. ». II. 1

,

Veterinary Surgeon, So. HI Market Street, Cadiz, Ohio.

HEAVIEST FENCE MADE 1

.No 9 Steel Wire. Weighs % more than
moat fences. A fence that will not mat.

kSend for Pence Book showing
13 styles. BrownFence*
Wire Co.,Cleveland,O.

SAW
I^b^ All sizes. M(

MILLS
All sizes. Most work with least power *

S~ and smallest crews. All latest improve-
' ments. Also Edgers, Trimmers, Planers,

Shingle and Lath Mills, Cut-off and Kip Saws, Feed
Mills, eta Send for fine free catalogue.

American Saw Mill Macb'y Co..

130 Hope Street, Hackettstown, K. J.

602 Engineering Bldg.

,

New York City,

FENCEa^'
Made of High Carbon colled wire. We
have no agents. Sell direct to user at

factory prices on 30 days free trial.

We pay all freight. Catalog shows 37

styles and heights of farm and poultry
fence. It's free. Buy direct. Write today

COILED SPRING FENCE CO.
Box 18 WINCHESTER, INDIANA.

Mr. Edison says:
"Iwant to see a Phono-
graph in every Amer-
ican Home.'

'

An offer open to every
responsible person.

No Money Down!

Free Trial
The Edison, the genuine Edison)—
positively on free trial in your own
home I No C. O. D.—no guarantee re-
quired. If acceptable pay lowest cash
price at $2.00 A MONTH (larger
installments for larger outfits) with-
out even interest on payments.

$2.00 a Month Sn^i
WRITE TODAY for the great Edison

catalogs and full explanation of this won-
derful Edison Phonograph offer—FREE!

FREDERICK BABSON,
Edison Phonograph Distributers.

149 Michigan Ave., Suite 3188 A, Chicago

THICK, SWOLLEN GLANDS
that make a horse Wheeze,
have Thick Wind, or Choke-
down, can be removed with

^BSORBINE

or any Bunch or Swelling
caused by strain or lnflam- 1

mation. No blister, no
hair gone, and horse kept
at work. 82.00 per bottle, de-
livered. Book 3-C free.
ABSOKBINE, JR., for mankind, gl.OO,

llvered. Cures Goitre, Tumors, A ancose Veins,

Hydrocele, Varicocele. Book free. Made only by

W. F. YOTJNG, P. D. P., 33 Monmouth St.* Springfield, 3lnsB.

ipMssflf ii ii ii ii w ii h" M " !! If !!

ll|iliBiS5iJ!-iiJfMiJ5J'ii"jk"i^^J riC!^^w"i£M^k, !iii

lawns, churches QDd .cemeteries — also heavy .steel

picket fence—sold direct tqconsnmet. Catalogue Free.
WARD FENCE CO,,. Box 28, Marlon, Ind.
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is the one which contributes 150 eggs or more in a year, toward
the family grocery bill. The sure way to have such hens, eggs

in abundance, and a lot of ready cash, is to give a little of

DR. HESS
POULTRY PAN-A-CE-A

with the morning feed every day in the year. Dr. Hess Poultry Pan-a-ce-a
is a tonic, the sole purpose and action of which, is to assist nature in the per-
formance of necessary functions. It aids digestion, prevents disease, and
sends the proper proportion of each food element to the organ most in need.
It also contains germicides which destroy bacteria, the usual cause of poultry
disease. Poultry Pan-a-ce-a is the prescription of Dr. Hess(M.D.

,
D.V.S.)

,

and is a guaranteed egg-producer. Endorsed by leading poultry associations
in United States and Canada. Sold on a written guarantee, and costs
but a penny a day for 30 fowls.

1 1-2 lbs.25c, mail or express 40c. ~1 _ „
5 ib.. 6oc I

Excep
;

,n Canada

12 lbs $1 25 I

3 extreme

25 lb.'pad S2.50 J
West and South -

Send 2 cents for Dr. Hess 48-page Poultry Book, free.

DR. HESS & CLARK, Ashland, Ohio.
Instant Louie Killer Kills Lice.

Get an Enter-
prise Bone, Shell

and Corn Mill, and
give the hens the bene-

fit of the finest egg mak-
ing material, much of which

would otherwise

ifl^l^ZEa go to waste. Hens
~~ cannot lay in win-

No. 750
Price $8.60
Weight 60 lbs.

Capacity \% bu.
Corn per hour.

For
Dry Bones

Only

ter unless they have some substitute

for their natural summer food. Furnish
cracked grain,and a liberal supply of ground
bone, shell, etc. , and the hens will do the rest.

ENTERPRISE
Bone, Shell and Corn Mill

An all year round convenience to poultrymen and farmers.

Easy running, durable, and never out of order. Useful for making
bone meal fertilizer as well as grinding poultry food. Look for the

name " Enterprise." Write for the " Enterprising Housekeeper," a

book of 200 choice recipes and kitchen helps. Sent free.

THE ENTERPRISE MFG. CO. OF PA., 201 Dauphin St., Philadelphia, Pa.

The Hay Baler
which Is in a class by itself.

"ELI" pressesl market. T-nrr-f

bale fastestand best
for shipping and

market. Largest Feed Openings.
horse and (team pawere, 38 styles and sizes. Many featured PirMhlneB,
standard of the world. Get the free Eli catalogue.

Colllna Plow Co., 1116 Hampshire St., Qulncy, III.

Need a new]
roof?

Beacon- Ite
Long Life Roofing

. is tkoroly saturated
by a secret process in water-proof compound,
making it absolutely water-tight and fire resist-
ing; lowers insurance rate, outlasts tin, shingles
or iron ; costs about half. Requires no patching.
65.000 rolls sold last year. Sold only direct from
mills. Prices, samples, and illustrated catalog
FREE.
1115 N. 2nd Street

BEACON-UE HILLS
St. Louis, Mo.

WireFence 90c
4&-in. stock fence per rod only "
Best high carbon coiled steel spring wire,
Catalog offences, tools and supplies FREE.
Buy direct at wholesale. Write today.
MASON PENCE CO., Box 86, Leesburg,0

WARD FENCE 25P»
Galvanized. To farmers at factory
Prices, freight prepaid. Catalogue
Free. WARD FENCE CO.

,

Box 14, Marion, Indiana.

f\f\m€ ON POULTRY DISEASES FREE. A healthy.

\J m\ strong, vigorous flock is the only kind that pays-
Conkey's famous book tells you how to keep your Hock in
that condition. Regular price 25 cents but for a limited

time free to those sending i cents for postage and the names of
two other poultry keepers. WRITE TO-DAY.
The G. E. Conkey Co., 341 Ottawa Sldn., Cleveland, O.

B

Banner Root Gutter
in 7 sizes for hand and power.
Cuts all roots and vegetables
fine—no choking.:No matter
what other feed you have. Cut
roots will increase its value.
Root cutters are indispensa-
ble to dairymen, sheep, hog and cat-
tle feeders. "Banners" shake out all

dirt and eravel, cut fast and easy and
last indefinitely. Our free booli tells.

Write for i t today

.

0. E. THOMPSON & SONS, Ypsiianti, Mich.

OTS OF EGGS
Ifyou feed green bone fresh cut. Its egg
producing value is four times that of grain.
E / s more fertile, chicks more vigorous,
broilers earlier, fowls heavier, profits larger.

Mann's fcfJSi! Bone Gutter
makes bone cutting simple, easy and rapid.

Cuts all bone with adhering meat and gristle. Never clogs.

10 Days Free Trial. No money in advance. Don't buy a
cutter without first trying it. Cat'lg free.

F. W. Mann Co., Box 3?, M literd, Mats.
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POULTRY
and Almanae for 1906 contains 224 pases,with
many fine colored plates of fowls true to life.

It tells all about chickens, their care, diseases
and remedies. All aboutlneubatorsandhowto
operate them. All about poultry houses and
how to build them. It's reallyan encyclopedia
ofchickendom. You need it. Priee onjyloets.

C.C.SHOEMAKER, Box 8S5, FREEPORT,lLL«

MONTB.OSS METAL SHINGLES
LASTS AS LONG as the building.
Fireproof. Stormproof, Cheap,

i MONTROSS CO., CAMDEN, N. J.

Selling the Extras

IT
may not pay to wait until winter to

get higher prices, as there is an ex-
penditure to be met in keeping birds

which may more than offset any
gain in prices. It is a waste of time, labor
and food to keep cockerels, as the older
they become the lower their value, "old
roosters" bringing the minimum prices.

As all cockerels at this season are classed

as "roosters," especially if they have fully

developed combs, they are consequently
lessening in value every day.

Pullets that do not begin to lay at the
proper age expected of them, and which
go into the winter without keeping up
with the pullets that begin to lay before
cold weather, should be disposed of. It

does not pay to keep pullets from now
until March or April, in anticipation of

what they may do in the spring. Nearly
one half of the year will intervene between
fall and early spring, and any extra stock

that does not give promise of producing
eggs during that period should be made
more serviceable by gracing the market
stalls as choice dressed poultry.

<&

Controlling Broody Hens
If it is desirable to prevent broody hens

from incubating at this season, it can be
done with but little difficulty. Simply
provide a coop, raised a few inches from
the floor, the coop to have a bottom made
of slats, so as to allow of free circulation

of air under the hen. A broody hen's

efforts are directed to warming her eggs.

She does not relish cold draughts under-
neath her body, and soon leaves the coop
in disgust. This method is humane and
efficacious. In other words the hen must
feel the accumulating warmth of the nest

or coop in order to remain at her work.

Leaves and Dry Dirt

Lay in a supply of leaves and dry dirt

before the cold season opens and the

ground is frozen. The fowls* will have to

remain during a large portion of their

time in the poultry-house in the winter,

and will require materials for the dust

bath. For this purpose there is nothing
superior to coal-ashes, but they must be
sifted twice, first to remove the coarse

materials, and next through a fine sieve,

in order that only the finer portions may
be used. A dust bath should be composed
of dust (not coarse dirt), in order that

the hens may throw it well into their

feathers. Dry dirt is always plentiful, and
should be placed under shelter, especially

if there is an insufficient supply of ashes.

Wood-ashes should not be used- for the

dust bath, as they contain potash and
irritate the skin. Leaves are the best of

all materials for the floor, as they not

only induce the hens to scratch, but to a

certain extent prevent draughts of air on
the floor.

Bones and Lime
Nearly all kinds of food contain lime.

Oyster-shells, clam-shells, marble, lime-

stone and chalk are of the same compo-
sition (carbonate of lime), bones being

phosphate of lime. Fowls utilize oyster-

shells and other forms of lime largely as

grit, while fresh bone from the butcher

is an excellent food, providing both lime

and nitrogen. As green bone cannot be

ground, owing to its tough condition, it

must be cut with a bone-cutter. When
bones are dry they may then be ground,

and can be used at all seasons.

Ducks and Breeds
The Pekins are considered the best of

the breeds of ducks for market, as they

make rapid growth, but they are very

excitable, and are also easily thrown into

a panic on the approach of a dog or other

animal, frequently making disturbing

noises at night. The Aylesbury is a

favorite breed in England, being some-
what similar to the Pekin in color, and
is preferred by some on account of its

quiet disposition. It also ranks high as

an egg-producer. Those who have made
experiments claim that the Cayuga is the

best of all for quality of flesh and attract-

iveness of carcass, but as it is black in

plumage the pin feathers show prom-
inently when the fowl is dressed for

market. This is a drawback, as more
labor is required to pick them. If a breed

of good layers is desired the India Run-
ners perhaps excel all others, though they

are smaller than some breeds. The well-

known Rouen is a hardy breed, and much
admired, but is not so well established

as formerly, the Pekin taking the lead be-
cause of being more suitable on farms
where no ponds are provided. The Mus-
covy is the largest of the breeds of ducks,
but it is doubtful if it is really a member
of the duck family, as it has certain pe-
culiar characteristics which place it in a
different class.

Poultry Nuisances
Every flock should have its quarters

and allotted space during the winter. One
of the most unpleasant situations is that
of a large flock of fowls running at large,

especially in the house-yard, which is

rendered exceedingly filthy by the drop-
pings. These are also carried into the
dwelling-house on the feet of individuals,
thus inviting disease, even the drinking
water of the well being contaminated. All
classes of poultry should be kept out of
the barns and stables, as they sometimes
roost on troughs, or over the animals,
their droppings causing much annoyance.
It may truly be claimed that there is no
greater nuisance on a farm than hens
that have unrestricted liberty, and which
seem to prefer the house porch and yards
because of the number of crumbs from
the table that may be thrown out, as well
as the comforts usually found near the
dwelling.

«>

Root-SIicers
Formerly the difficulty in feeding tur-

nips, carrots and beets in the raw state

to poultry was due to the lack of some
cheap appliance for reducing the materials
to slices, or to a condition permitting the
hens to easily pick the food to pieces.

Fortunately, there are now root cutters

or slicers, which cut all kinds of roots
into slices so thin that the fowls can eat

them as easily as when eating soft food,

while the labor of cutting the roots into

slices permits of reducing a large supply
in a few minutes. The use of root-cutters
favors a greater variety of food by the
employment of such cheap materials as

roots, which are grown on nearly all,

farms, and which promote the thrift and
comfort of the fowls.

Fatten the Turkeys
Thanksgiving and Christmas will soon

arrive, and there is but little time left

for getting the turkeys in prime condition.

Both the size and the future price should
be considered. It is not too soon to begin
forcing them, and as turkeys will probably
be in demand this year, with the supply
not up to the average, those who are so

fortunate as to have large flocks will find

that turkeys are one* of the most profitable

"crops" on the farm.

Eggs for Hatching
The most important point in hatching

chicks, whether with the aid of hens or J

incubators, is to select the eggs to the

best advantage. The beginning should be
j

by close observation of the parent stoclqfl >

Use eggs from the hardiest birds of the*

flock only, so as to endeavor to securejj

chicks that will be strong and free from;
disease, selecting next from the most pro-1 .

lific hens, if young pullets are to bei

hatched ; but hardiness and vigor should) i

come first of all other qualifications. TheM
eggs should be of uniform shape and size.j

Eggs that are almost round, being verjg
^

full in the middle, should not be usedjfl
as such eggs are usually from hens in fat

condition. Small eggs, pointed eggs,

rough-shell eggs, and thin-shell eggs,

should also be avoided. Be careful to

select eggs from known hens, if it can

be done, and have them as closely alike.

in shape as possible. The sex of the-,B
future chick cannot be distinguished by
examination of the eggs. Round eggs,

pointed eggs, and other so-called indica-/,

cations^ have been tested hundreds ofw
times, not only by experimenters, but also., -A I

by poultrymen and farmers, the result be-, T§
ing that nothing is known in advance of

hatching, so far as the sex is concerned.,,, 3
Mating birds of different ages has also..J

been a subject for experiment in con-

trolling the sex, but no satisfactory re-'"^

suits have been obtained. Eggs for

hatching should be kept on racks in a cool

place, and turned half round three times a

week until used under the hens. They
should hatch even if kept a month.

i

1
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The Executive Committee of the
National Grange

Conceive a strong organization,
nation wide, the dominating
power in some sections, weak in

others, yet the recognized spokes-
man for millions of farmers, enrolling
a membership of more than a million
souls, and you will realize the duty, op-
portunity and responsibility resting on
the executive committee of the National
Grange. Probably no organization is

intrusted with such power or has used it

more wisely. Quiet, thorough, settling

its differences of opinion within instead
of without, without haste, without rest,

pressing forward on a definite program
for the uplift of the farmer and the
betterment of mankind, the grange has
won a place as one of the great factors

in history. Its leaders have been shrewd
men of judgment and determination,
who, while working for the farmer first,

have commanded the respect of the
world for their broad humanitarianism.
In the irrepressible conflict which is

world wide, the grange will play an
important part. Its executive committee

The Grange

people. The farmers are urging his

candidacy for governor.
Ex-governor N. J. Bachelder, for

many years Master of New Hampshire
State Grange, by virtue of his office as

Master of the National Grange, is ex-

officio member of the executive com-
mittee. Few men are better known.
He has spoken in nearly every state in

the Union. Under his leadership the

grange is making rapid strides in mem-
bership and solidarity of effort.

These are the men who have the in-

terests of the grange in charge. Strong
at home and abroad, and experienced,

they will bring yet more good to the

farmers. It must be remembered that

the things for which the people are to-

day clamoring have been discussed in

every grange hall in the land and

and instantaneous approval that it brings
encouragement. The opportunity the
grange offers farmers to secure a course
in agriculture and domestic science, in

connection with one of the foremost uni-
versities of the land, has elicited many
inquiries from all over the country. This
morning's mail is a fair sample. There
are three inquiries from Illinois, two from
Michigan, one from Washington, one from
Delaware, two from Canada, and many
from Ohio. Other mails are alike prolific

with inquiries. Farmer's clubs, women's
clubs, granges, intelligent people from all

sections of the United States write con-

cerning it.

Classes write that it is the greatest step

yet taken by the grange, and signify a

desire to take the entire course. Up to

October 5th sixty-four classes were en-

some phase of the natural life about them.
Let that person have charge of the col-

lection in which he is specially interested.

Then buy books that deal with this sub-
ject. It is preposterous to think that any-
one can get large results from individual

study alone, unless he gives a lifetime to

it.

Audubon gave a lifetime to the study
of birds, and brought to his aid all that

others had known. At his death his great
regret was that he knew so little. Like
Moses, who was permitted only to look
over into the Holy Land, so are those
who know the most of any subject grieved
because they reach only the summit of

Mount Pisgah and cannot cross Jordan.
How presumptuous then the conceit of
those who think they know what is worth
knowing through only a few hours of
study. Investigate on your own account,
and then use all that others have revealed.

God is not so lavish of talents that he
sends them to be ignored. Every com-
munity should bow in adoration before
superior gifts, and aid and encourage
the possessor.

The grange is for mutual good. If

one of your number is possessed of fine

n

EX-GOVERNOR N. J. BACHELDER, NEW HAMPSHIRE, Master National Grange. HON. E. B. NORRIS. NEW YORK, Chairman National Executive Committee

GOVERNOR C. J. BELL. VERMONT. Master Vermont State Granee. HON. F. A. DERTHICK, OHIO, Master Ohio State Grange.

EXECUTIVE BOARD OF THE NATIONAL GRANGE

are men strong in their own states, and
experienced leaders.

Hon. E. B. Norris, for many years
chairman of the executive committee,
Master of New York State Grange,
whose membership he has brought up
to above 82,000, is a strong man in a
responsible position.

Governor C. J. Bell, of Vermont,
whose iron will and unflinching courage
have brought victory in many a hard
fight, governor of his state, Master of

Vermont State Grange, experienced,
careful, shrewd, is a leader to be trusted.

Hon. F. A. Derthick, Master of Ohio
State Grange, father of pure-food legis-
lation in Ohio, who wrote that part of
the Ohio law which has been incorpo-
rated into the statutes of nearly every
state, is serving his second term as
member of the committee. His gallant
fights for pure food-stuffs and more
equitable distribution of the burdens of

taxation are fresh in the minds of the

worked for by the grange. Among them
are pure food, railway-rate regulations,

the Isthmian Canal, regulation of mon-
opolies, extension of markets for farm
produce, national and state aid to high-

ways, more equitable distribution of

taxation burdens, federal, state and
county salary laws, parcels-post, tele-

phone and telegraph in the mail service,

election of senators by direct vote, and

postal savings banks. The grange is

stronger than ever before; its leaders

are trustworthy. In the great struggle

now going on, the grange will play a

conspicuous and honorable part.

Home Reading-Course
There is no way in which the intellectual

status of a people can be so accurately

measured as by the way they receive any

proposal for betterment. Measured by

this standard there is certainly room for

gratification. The Home Reading-Course

of the grange has met with such hearty

rolled, while others are in process of or-

ganization. Surely no organization has

ever offered a like opportunity for a broad
and comprehensive development of the

individual. Each class writes of the in-

tensely practical character of the work.

One year ago it was an experiment to find

whether the plan that seemed so good and
promising would really work in practise.

It has worked, and each class is a center

of influence from which others can draw
inspiration. Let the good work go on

till every grange in the country has a

class in home-reading in agriculture and
domestic science, and till every community
has the immense advantage a grange
brings.

Collections of Natural Objects
Some granges have added to the inter-

est of their work the collection of samples

of vegetable, floral and animal life of

their communities. In each grange there

are those who have a special interest in

talents use them to the good of your
community. A ta'ent cannot be hidden

under a bushel. Aid and encourage every

mind that will inquire into God's handi-

work.

The Observatory

"Virtue and health and all good and
God are a harmony."—Pythagoras.

"The people" boast of their intelligence

and the power they exercise in the ballot.

How placid must be their contemplation

of defaulting public officials, graft in every

county, in every state, and the hypnotic

power of money over men in the highest

departments of every branch of our gov-

ernment. Are the voters powerful or

powerless ?
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The Children's Hour .

Between the dark and the daylight,
When the night is beginning to lower,

Comes a pause in the day's occupation,
That is known as the children's hour.

Is
there a. "children's hour" in your

home ? There should be one -in every
home, an hour when the bonds of
family life and affection are strength-

ened ; an hour when father and mother be-

long to the children. Of course, all fathers

and mothers belong, or should belong, to their children

every hour of the day, but it is a 'good thing to set

apart an hour that shall be peculiarly their own, and the

hour "between the dark and the daylight" is a good
one to devote exclusively to the children. No doubt
there will be days when the unexpected and uncon-
trollable current of events will make it impossible to

observe this hour, but this may not occur very often.

The children should always be at home "when the night
is beginning to lower," and there is sure to be a restful

pause in the "day's occupation" then. Even the mother
may find a little time then, although it is true that

A man's work is from sun to sun,
But a woman's work is never done.

There is always something for the mother to do, but
why not include the "children's hour" among the regular
occupations of the day, and make it as much of a duty
as any other part of the care of the household? Is

there any part of a mother's duty more imperative than
that of helping her children grow into pure, strong wom-
anhood and manhood ? And can any man or woman
have a sweeter, happier memory than that of a joyous
childhood? A happy, wholesome, well-guarded child-

hood is often the foundation stone upon which a noble
manhood or womanhood is built, and more than one
man has been kept from "going wrong" by the undying
influence of the "children's hour" in the home of his

infancy and youth.

I spent two days in a home last winter in which there

was a "children's hour." It came immediately after

the evening meal. There were four children in the
home, and a saintly old grandmother who was given
the place of honor that grandmothers do not always
receive in the home. From half-past six to half-past
seven was given up entirely to the children. A story

was read or a book of poems, and attention was called

to the particularly fine passages in the poems. The
oldest boy was a born nature lover, and there was not
a day that he did not have something to tell about
some new discovery he had made in his reading or
observation. One of the little girls was very fond of
committing poetry to memory, and the evening I was
there she repeated Longfellow's "Children's Hour."
The hour closed with a chapter from the Bible and

the "word of prayer" that brings peace to many a
household and creates the undying spark of divine fire

in many a young heart. Do you think that the children
of that home will ever forget the influences of that

"children's hour?" I do not. It will be an hour of
hallowed memory to them in the years to come. They
may recall it with tear-dimmed eyes in the days of their

own womanhood and manhood, when father and mother
have gone on into the Great Beyond, but because of
that memory they may establish a "children's hour" in
their own homes, and every such hour adds something
to the growing good of the world. J. L. H,

—helen3>mortimer—
Only American Settlement In the Philippines

jAVAO is said to be the first and only American
settlement in the Philippines. According to the

"Far Eastern Review," published in Manila, this district

is the land of promise for the white settler.

It's broad, fertile valleys have never known the spade
or the hoe, nor its magnificent stretches of forest the
ax of civilized man. Hitherto its broad, swift-flowing
rivers have only served as waterways for the "cascoes"

D

There are few places in America hallowed with more sacred asso-
ciations than the site of the first meeting-place,

at Plymouth, Mass.

of a handful of wild and timid people who live in the
mountain fastnesses, and only venture into the lowlands
to fish and hunt. This magnificent district, with its

300,000 acres of choice agricultural land, its unlimited
forest wealth, its grand stretches of cattle ranges, its

undeveloped water power and its unexplored mineral
resources, is one of nature's grandest storehouses. It

needs only American capital and American pioneers to

make it one of the richest sections of greater America.
Among the first of American volunteer soldiers sent

there in December, 1899, was a descendant of the men
who had carved the State of Kentucky out of the wilder-
ness a century before. He had the energy to attack
the jungles and savages of Davao and make himself
a home. Others followed his example, and success has

Around the Fireside

crowned their efforts. To-day there are thirty-five

American plantations scattered along the Gulf of Davao,
and threescore of hardy Americans are carrying
civilization into the mountain fastnesses of the savage
tribes of Mindanao, teaching these simple people the
use of the hoe and ax and the value of industry. Thou-
sands of these mountain people are now living in good
houses, eating good food and adopting civilized dress.
They are laying aside their spears and kris, engaging
in agriculture, and in some cases sending their children
to school.

HELEN<$>MORTIMER

World's Large Bedsteads .

This is a day of individual beds. People generally
find most satisfactory rest sleeping alone. The

style of bedsteads takes on a change periodically, like

most pieces of architecture and furniture. To the
seeker of old-style furniture the great, large four-
poster of Colonial days is alluring. Many are the
modern bedrooms that are fitted with large four-posters,

General Israel Putnam, one of the commanding officers at the Bat-
tle of Bunker Hill, and who served with distinction in

the French and Indian War, was born in this
house, at Danvers, Mass., January 7, 1718.

with their great canopies and steps standing alongside,
with accommodation for four or five persons. Large
as are these old relics, they appear small beside that

used by Sarah Bernhardt. Her bed is said to be the
largest in the world, measuring fifteen feet broad.
When the fascinating owner is indisposed, she receives
her intimate friends as she reposes on her couch, ap-
pearing, as one writer puts it, "like a red-plumaged bird
floating on a sea of white satin."

The great bed of Ware, which was formerly at the
Saracen's Head Inn, at Ware, but is now at Rye House,
in Hertfordshire, is one of the curiosities of England.
It measures twelve feet square, and is capable of ac-
commodating from twenty to twenty-four persons. It

is of carved oak, and has the date 1463 painted on the
back.

The biggest bed mentioned in the Bible was that of
Og, King of Bashan. It measured eighty-four square
feet in area.

HELEN<5>MORTIMER—
Bogus Elk Teeth

*pHE foxy Sioux Indians in the Black Hills have been
* doing a big business the past season in working
off artificial elk teeth upon unsuspecting visitors.

The Indians take small pieces of bone, polish them
and fashion them into the shape of the real elk tooth.

•A squaw or a buck will dangle one of these at the

end of a string necklace and mingling with a crowd
of tourists will easily find a purchaser. They usually
get $5 for one of the imitations, which cannot easily

be told from the genuine. They carry the fraud to the
point even of browning the end of the tooth to indicate
that it is of considerable age.

Most of the real elk teeth now in the market came
from the graves of dead Indians. From the grave of
a- Sioux chief at Pine Ridge, S. D., 626 teeth were taken.
This chief, according to legend, was one of the greatest
hunters of his time. Many of the teeth were beautifully

colored from the gay shades of' the Indian blanket in

which the chief had been buried.
E. R. Pelz, a wealthy manufacturer of San Francisco,

is reputed to have the largest collection of teeth. He
is said to have more than 12,000 pairs, the result of
nine years of work. He says . that all of them were
obtained in the Northwest from Indians who dug them
from graves for him. Only the two eye-teeth of the
animal are available as ornaments. These are usually
perfect and well grown, while the others are deformed
and ugly. An Indian, even in these days, will seldom
sell the tooth of any elk he has himself killed. They
have no compunctions, however, about opening the
graves of the dead for them.—helen3>mortimer

An Old-Time Rural Doctor

A party p_f men were discussing the passing of the
old-time country doctor before the advance of

modern science, says the New York "Sun," and one of
them told some stories of a practitioner of this type
who was the terror of his boyhood days.

"He was a curious old autocrat, with curative methods
all his own," said the gentleman. "I remember once a
boy chum of mine became afflicted with a large swelling
or abscess in his throat, which was growing rapidly
and threatening to make breathing impossible.

"Dr. X was called in. After examining the patient,

he turned to the mother with the command to bring

him a red-hot poker. As he was never
questioned or disobeyed, the woman
hastened to heat one in the kitchen
fire.

"When she brought it to the sick-room
the doctor grabbed it and advanced to the
bedside with the gleaming point leveled
at the boy's head.

" 'Open your mouth, sir,' he commanded.
"The boy did open his mouth to emit

a terrified shriek—which broke- the abscess
and saved his life.

"I have said that Dr. X was never disobeyed, but
I recollect now one occasion on which a family at-
tempted to set his orders at defiance. You see, he was
really more -intelligent than the run of way-out countrjtA
doctors of those days. He went to Holland for a year
of study when he was young, and brought back some
advanced ideas, one of which was the efficacy of fresh
air for patients.

"You know how tight country people close the
windows of a sick-room. On the occasion in question
the patient was down with fever. Entering the room,
Dr. X raised both windows, ordering that they be
left so.

"The women who were nursing made no objection
at the time, but no sooner had the doctor departed
than they hastened to close the windows. Some distance
away Dr. X happened to look around and beheld
what they had done.
"He turned his horse, drove back to the house,

entered the front door, neither knocking nor ringing,
mounted the stairs, walked into the sick-room, lifted the
thick-knobbed cane which he always carried, and delib-
erately smashed one pane of glass after another, until
all were demolished. Then, without a word, or so much
as a look to right or left, he strode from the room
and drove away.
"The patient recovered."

—helen3>mortimer—
He Preached in Armor

t j nconventional ways in the pulpit have become
strikingly common. An English preacher declares

one must adopt unconventionality in order to reach the
people in religion. Recently this individual appeare

J

on the stage of the Crown Theater, at Peckham, England,
arrayed in the full panoply of a knight-errant of the
time of the Crusades, surcoat of chain mail, hauberk,
greaves, armored gauntlets, sword and helmet, and
preached from Ephesians vi : 2 : "Put on the whol
armor of God that ye may be able to stand against th
wiles of the devil."

—helen3>mortimer—
Search for Kruger's Gold

oince the late Boer war a new phase of treasure-
hunting has been in vogue. Someone started a

rumor that ere his departure from the Transvaal the
late president had a quantity of bar gold, variously
estimated at a value ranging from one to several
millions, conveyed up country and buried. According
to "Chamber's Journal," the story received so much
credence that the British Government at Pretoria has
provided special permits and police assistance to various
persons who profess to be able to guide a search-party
to the hiding-place.

The degree of gullibility that even intelligent and
educated men can attain when excited by treasure
mania was amusingly illustrated by a well-known in-

stance. A young Boer from the district supposed to

contain the treasure called upon a doctor near Johan-
nesburg and told a strange story. He said that one
night while riding to the farm of a relative he saw
lights in a wooded kloof or gorge, and reconnoitering
cautiously he saw a party of men removing boxes from
a wagon and burying them.

Carefully noting the spot he got away unobserved and
returned next day, when he unearthed a box, which on

In a literary way Nathaniel Hawthorne was probably America's
rarest genius. He was born in this house, since rebuilt,

in 1804, at Salem. Mass.

being broken open he found to contain bars of gold and
quantities of Kruger sovereigns minted on one side

only. In confirmation of the story he produced three

disks of gold which appeared to have been struck on

one side with an imperfect die.

His object in calling on the doctor was to borrow^
fifty pounds in order to procure a wagon and oxen to

remove the treasure. He was asked why he did not

bring away the portable coin and thus make himself

independent of outside financial aid. His explanation

was ingenuous. He feared to bring more, lest he might
be found with them upon him

!

It is estimated that more than ten thousand pounds
have been expended by the various search-parties that

have undertaken the search for the Kruger millions,
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My Brother Bill

BY EARL HUGHES
Brother Bill was a feller so skeered of

mistakes
That he didn't do nothin' at all.

He criticized others for makin' small breaks,

But he didn't do nothin' at all.

He'd stand by the hour with his hand on his

heart
An' talk about taxes, religion or art,

An' we all said that Bill was uncommonly
smart,

But he didn't do nothin' at all.

Us boys went ahead an' worked with a will,

But he didn't do nothin' at all.

An' some of them turned up their noses at

, r Bill

'Cause he didn't do nothin' at all.

But Bill is the pride of the fam'ly to-day,

They put him in Congress well out o' the
way,

An' he's takin' life easy drawin' his pay,
An' he doesn't do nothin' at all.

—helen^mortimer—
The Death of the Flowers

The melancholy days have come, the saddest
of the year,

Of wailing winds, and naked woods, and
meadows brown and sere.

Heaped in the hollows of the grove, the

autumn leaves lie dead

;

They rustle to the eddying gust, and to the
rabbit's tread.

The robin and the wren are flown, and from
the shrubs the jay,

And from the wood-top calls the crow
through all the gloomy day.

Where are the flowers, the fair young flowers,

that lately sprang and stood
In brighter light and softer airs, a beauteous

sisterhood?
Alas ! they all are in their graves ; the gentle

race of flowers
Are lying in their lowly beds with the fair

and good of ours.

The rain is falling where they lie, but the

cold November rain
Calls not from out the gloomy earth the

lovely ones again.

The wind-flower and the violet, they perished
long ago,

And the brier-rose and the orchis died amid
the summer glow ;

But on the hill the golden-rod, and the aster

in the wood,
And the yellow sunflower by the brook, in

autumn beauty stood,
Till fell the frost from the clear old heaven,

as falls the plague on men,
And the brightness of their smile was gone

from upland, glade, and glen.

And now, when comes the calm, mild day,
as still such days will come,

To call the squirrel and the bee from out
their winter home

;

When the sound of dropping nuts is heard,
though all the trees are still,

And twinkle in the smoky light the waters
of the rill,

The south wind searches for the flowers
whose fragrance late he bore,

And sighs to find them in the wood and by
the stream no more.

And then I think of one who in her youthful
beauty died,

The fair, meek blossom that grew up and
faded by my side.

In the cold, moist earth we laid her when
the forest cast the leaf,

And we wept that one so lovely should have
a life so brief

;

Yet not unmeet it was that one, like that
young friend of ours,

So gentle and so beautiful, should perish
with the flowers.

—William Cullen Bryant.
—helen3>mortimer—

Lookin' Out
Life's a mighty risky thing these busy, dizzy

days,
You've got to keep a-watchin' in a dozen

different ways

;

Lookin' out fur autos that comes hustlin'

down the road,
An' wonderin' if they're goin' to run you

down, or jest explode;
Lookin' out fur engines when you drive

across the track

—

There doesn't seem a minute when you aren't
on the rack

;

Lookin' put fur sunstroke when the summer
days unfold,

An' when the winter comes a-lookin' out fur
ketchin' cold.

Lookin' out fur prices when you've got some
crops to sell

;

Lookin' out fur bunco men that knows yer
folks so well

;

Lookin' out fur germs that comes a-flyin'

through the air

An' never leaves you any chance of restin'

anywhere

!

Lookin' out fur burglars when you shut the
house at night

;

It re'ly seems existence isn't regulated right.

I'd like to be more cheerful, but I can't see
what about

;

It seems like there is nothin' to this life but
lookin' out

!

—Washington Star.

—helen3>mortimer—
See that your subscription is paid up

so that you will be sure to get the big
November 15th issue, full-page picture in
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Mortimer."
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CHAPTER VIII. [CONTINUED]

t

ecause I have let so many years
go by unimproved, is no excuse
for my making a failure of both
the present and the future," she

would say to herself.

The season had been a fairly prosperous
one for the Howards. They had done
little more than to make the farm meet
their expenses, but many improvements
had been begun and plans laid for another
year.

They had made some mistakes. About
farming the three women and Bert all had
much yet to learn. Bert went to Elsie

for all his orders, and it was one of her
weaknesses that she did not like to ask
advice, but decided things according to

her inclination rather than according to

her knowledge.
The long winter evenings were spent

by Elsie over her books. She often
felt the need of help; in her heart she
regretted that she had so proudly refused
Jerome Dare's offered assistance. The
offer had never been mentioned by her,

not even to her sisters.

Mary not only gave much time to

piano practise, but was taking lessons of
Lenox's best teacher. The music, her
share of church-work—in which she was
greatly interested'—and the affairs of the
household filled Mary Howard's days.
The sisters often visited Hattie, who

was making a feeble effort to accustom
herself to the cares she had so long dele-
gated to others. Tom blustered and put
on many good-natured but silly airs which
deceived no one. The Howards knew
that the new business was not prosper-
ing.

"Why not sell your livery barn and buy
a farm?" Elsie said to Tom one day when
she was taking dinner with her sister.

"You will be sure of a living, and there
is money to be made in farming, if one
only plans right."

"Is there? You surprise me. But of
course I don't know anything about it.

Some folks would not have made so much
this year, if some other folks hadn't toiled

and slaved for 'em."

Elsie said no more. She had driven to
Lenox alone, and on her way home she
pondered over her interview with Tom.
"Was it unjust for me to decide that

he must move away and leave us free?"
she asked herself. "No, I am sure it was
not; Tom and Hattie must depend upon
themselves, even if it is hard for them.
And then there is the change in Mary and
Alice."

The winter was passing. Already the
days were growing longer, and, when the
sun shone, its rays fell warm and caress-
ing over the bare brown hills.

Elsie was planning the next summer's
work with care. Bert was to remain on
at the farm. He and Elsie held many
anxious conferences concerning the crops
and stock.

For some time the sisters had seen
little of Jerome Dare. He had spent a

fortnight in his old home. When he was
at the farm it was but rarely that he came
to the Howard home, although Mary and
Alice always greeted him cordially, while
Elsie hid her real feeling under an air of
carelessness.

One afternoon in March Dare came to

Howard Farm. It was Elsie who an-
swered his ring, and she invited him to

enter.

Very cozy and homelike the sitting-

room looked. There was a fire in a

stove and also one in the fireplace. The
windows were filled with silvery leaved

begonias and blossoming geraniums. There
was a pleasant litter of books, magazines,
and fancy-work on the large table that

occupied the center of the room.
"My sisters?" Elsie repeated Jerome's

inquiry. "They both drove into Lenox
this afternoon. It is the day for Mary's
music lesson, and Alice had a package of

photographs to send to Chicago."
"Then her last pictures developed

well?" Jerome asked, holding out his

hands to the blaze.

"Very well, thank you. Alice is so

happy over her work, and her health

seems entirely restored."

"It is wonderful. Merdith is an excel-

lent physician, as well as an all-round

good fellow. Here are some magazines I

brought Alice. It is the articles on pho-
tography that I want her to see. And this

clumsy package is a can of maple syrup
for Miss Howard."
"You are not making maple sugar, are

you? I can remember when sugar-making
in the woods you now own was one of the
events of the year with us all."

"Next year, if I am here, I shall try it.

Now Flip and I have been amusing our-
selves by boiling down a little sap at the

house."
"I will thank you for my sisters," was

Elsie's gracious rejoinder. "You are

very kind, Professor Dare; magazines for

Alice and maple syrup for Mary."
"I am going to ask you also to accept

The Making Over of

the Howards
By Hope Daring

something from me," Jerome said, speak-
ing slowly, as if not just sure of himself.

"I? What can it be?"
"That difficult thing for you to accept

—advice."

Elsie's face colored. She moved her
chair back, as if the heat of the fire was
too great.

"Please explain."

"It is only a trifle, Miss Elsie. I was
talking with your man Bert yesterday, and
he told me about the grass seed -you had
decided to purchase. Now I have been
studying soil this winter, doing consider-
able laboratory work while I was at

Audry. I took samples of your soil as well
as my own. It is a mistake for you to
sow clover on those south pastures.
Timothy is what you want."
"You mean well, Professor Dare, but

Howard Farm has been seeded to clover
for many years."

"I know. Bert says the sod has never
been good on those fields. The soil is

too—"
"You must remember that I do not

understand your laboratory experiments,"
Elsie interrupted her caller to say. "They
may be most interesting, but our farming
is a business, not a fad."

Jerome Dare stood up. His face was im-
passive, but his voice was a trifle heated.

"I beg your pardon, Miss Howard. I

see that my words are an affront to you,

"A cry broke from her lips, but it was drowned in the crash
of the falling timbers"

but I assure you that they were not so
meant. Good afternoon," and he left the
room, closing the door emphatically be-

hind him.
CHAPTER IX.

Jerome Dare strode down the hill, his

hands clenched, his breath coming hard
and fast. There was no denying the fact

that he was very angry.

"Now that you have made a fool of

yourself, Jerome Dare, I hope you are

satisfied," he muttered. "A dozen petty
slights and one downright rebuff were
not enough for you. You must go up to

Howard Farm and tell Elsie how to run
her business. Bah !"

He hurried on. A little later he con-
tinued his self-berating.

"It served me right. But Elsie Howard
is too independent and assertive. If she

was not so confoundedly pretty ! And she
has the tastes of a refined, cultured stu-

dent. The advice I gave her was good,
for all her rating. Well, I have offered

to help her in her studies, and I've ad-
vised her in her farming, only to have
both help and advice thrown back in my
face with disdain. Never again, under any
circumstances, will I offer Elsie Howard
advice or help."

As for Elsie she tried hard to justify

herself, to herself, for the way in which
she had scorned Jerome's well-meant ad-
vice. She did not speak of the matter to

her sisters.

"I did not mean ta be really rude," she
thought. "Still Professor Dare might as
well be given to understand that no ex-

pression of his approval or his displeasure
will influence me."
A week after Jerome's call upon Elsie

there came a long and severe storm. For
three days the rain fell almost unceas-
ingly. The rapid melting of a heavy
fall of snow had already swollen the
streams of that vicinity and overflowed
many of the low fields. Several bridges
near Lenox were swept away, and the
roads were almost impassable.

Elsie secretly fretted a little because of
the delay in some of the work she had
planned for that season. Then two score
of young lambs were a constant care to
her, and she spent considerable time in

personally looking after them.
One afternoon she was at the barn when

she saw Jerome Dare approaching the
house. Elsie shrugged her shoulders.

"I am glad I saw him in time to spare
him the affliction of my company this

time. Mary is at the tenant house, help-
ing Patty tie a comfortable. Well, Alice
is a favorite of the professor's. They can
talk photography, and, in her good nature,
she can do the admiration act for his self-

conceit."

It was still raining, a fine penetrating
drizzle. Elsie finished feeding her lambs
and busied herself about the barn, all the
time keeping a close watch upon the gate-
way through which Jerome must pass.

"Well, I should say it was time," she
exclaimed sharply when,
after three quarters of an
hour, she saw Jerome
emerge from the yard and

" walk briskly down the
road.

She made her way to
the house. From the
kitchen she ascended to

the second floor, by way
of the back stairs. No
sooner had she reached
her own room than, glanc-
ing from the window, she
saw Doctor Merdith tying
his horse at the gate.

"Too bad Damon missed
his Pythias," Elsie said to
herself, smiling whimsi-
cally. "What is wrong
with me. I do not care
for even Doctor Merdith's
cheery chat, as well as I

like him."
Elsie sat down at her

desk and began a letter to
Myra. After fifteen min-
utes and several ineffect-

ual efforts, she tore up
the last beginning and
tried to read.

It was difficult to keep
her thoughts centered on
the words before her. At
last she threw down the
book, asking herself

:

"What does ail me? I believe I'll go
for a walk, notwithstanding the rain. Why,
I had forgotten Doctor Merdith, and he is

just going. Alice's callers linger to-day."

Elsie went down stairs, trying to hum a
tune. As she opened the sitting-room
door she cried

:

"Why, Alice, what is it? Are you ill?"

Alice Howard was lying on the couch,
her face buried among the cushions. She
sat up, holding out her hands to Elsie.

"Not ill. I—Elsie, I am not sure that

it is right for me to take the great happi-
ness that is offered to me."

It was a glorified face that was lifted

to Elsie Howard. It seemed as if Alice's

years had slipped from her, and her face

was again touched with the charm of

youth. The tender smile that illumined

her countenance was in her eyes rather

than upon her lips.

Elsie dropped upon her knees by the

other's side. The younger sister did not

understand, but she felt that she was in

the presence of something sacred.

"What is it, Alice ?"

"See what one short year has brought
me: health, ari

1

interest in life, and happi-

ness. I thought that my heart was buried
in Carl's grave. It is not that I have
ceased to love his memory, but I—Elsie,

I have learned that womanhood has its

love, as well as girlhood."

"Alice, what do you mean?"
"I mean this," and she held up her

hand before Elsie's eyes.

On one finger glittered a diamond ring.

Alice touched it caressingly with the other

hand as she said

:

"It is my engagement ring."
Elsie stood up. Just then Mary entered

the room, and Patty Smith was with
her. Alice made a gesture that enforced
silence, and Elsie nodded assent.
They talked of various things. After

a little Elsie stole out to the kitchen and
arrayed herself in the long, rough coat
and cardinal cap that she had taken off
on her return from the barn.
Opening the back door Elsie stepped

out. The mist was still falling.

Elsie shivered. She opened the gate
into the lane and started off, walking
briskly.

After five minutes she slackened her
pace. Following a habit of hers,- when
she was disturbed, she spoke aloud.
"Alice engaged ! And to Professor Dare

!

Somehow I am stupefied. It makes me
dislike him even more than before. Why,
it must be that he loves her, and there
can be no mistake about her feeling; he:
face was radiant."

"I have made over one of the Howards
My success takes my breath. Oh, I neve
dreamed of this! I thought we would
live on here, three happy old maids. I

am glad that happiness has come to Alice,
but—oh, that man!"
She stood still, leaning on the fenc_.

Why did she feel so strangely? Her anger
was half fierce pain. Was it because her
plans were overthrown? Why was it

that Jerome Dare seemed doomed always
to interfere in her life? And this time
she was powerless to prevent him.
Soon she walked on, crossing the field

that stretched between the lane and the
creek. She was vaguely conscious of an
intention to pass over the bridge
enter the forest.

She was still ten rods from the bank
of the stream when she came face to face
with Jerome Dare. He lifted his hat.

"Did the demon of unrest that has
haunted me all day, also drive you out
for a walk, Miss Elsie?" he asked pleas
antly.

"Yes. No. I—yes, I am going for a
walk," and she hurried on.

"I hope she is not in an unreasonabl
mood to-day," was the whimsical though
that flashed through his mind as he
raised his voice and called

:

"Miss Elsie!"
She paused, turning impatiently in his

direction.

"What is it?"

"I hope you do not intend crossing
the bridge."

"Why should you hope that? For me
to do so will be trespassing."
The emphasis she put upon the pronoun

was not to be mistaken. Jerome Dare felt

a wave of indignation sweep over him.
Yet he must go on and make his meaning
plain.

With long strides he approached her
side. His voice was firm, almost stern.

"I hoped that you were not intending to
cross the bridge, because I have already
learned that it is not easy for you to
change your mind. In this case you will
be obliged to do so, for the bridge is

unsafe. I myself intended crossing it,

but, after an examination of the struc-
ture, I turned back."
"Thank you for your solicitude, Pro-

fessor Dare. I am not going to relin-

quish what I have undertaken. As for
the bridge, it has stood here ever since I

can remember."
"All the more reason why it may not be

safe," Jerome said quickly. It was only
by a great effort that he kept his voice
steady as he went on.

"The bridge is unsafe; you must not
attempt to cross it."

"Must not ! Professor Dare, you go too
far. You have no right to command me.
I am not afraid, and I will cross the
bridge."

She walked forward. He kept his

place by her side, his face white and hard.
"Do not let your foolish wilfulness

carry you into danger. You have no right

to risk your life."

Elsie did not reply. Her eyes were
fixed upon the mass of yellow, foam-
dotted water that raced along between the
lianks, at an alarming rate of speed. It

was laden with uprooted trees and other
debris brought down from the region
through which the stream flowed. The
water was very near the rough planks
which formed the floor of the bridge.

No sense of fear came to Elsie Howard.
She knew that she was doing a foolhardy
thing. Yet at that moment she had but
one desire—a strong wish to defy the au-
thority expressed in Jerome Dare's voice.

Without a look in his direction she
stepped upon the bridge. Jerome cried:

"Come back, Elsie ! Come back !"

Instead of heeding his command she
pushed on. She was half-way across the
bridge when an ominous crack sounded
in her ears. With the supports of the

bridge weakened by the flood, it needed
only the weight ^f Elsie's body to hasten
the destruction.
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The planks seemed to bend beneath the

woman's feet. A cry broke from her

lips, but it was drowned in the roar of

the flood and in the crash of the falling

timbers. The supports of the bridge on

the side from which Elsie had started fell

forward into the stream, carrying with

them the floor and also Elsie Howard.

CHAPTER X.

Jerome Dare waited only long enough

to throw off his coat and shoes. Then,

after a quick glance up and down the

stream, he cast himself into the roaring

flood.

The risk he was incurring was only too

well known to him. It was barely pos-

sible that he could reach Elsie. If he

did, could he succeed in bringing her to

the shore?
Where was she? Ah, there was her red

cap. She had risen to the surface of the

water, and—God be praised! Elsie was
clinging to a tree top and, with it, was
being carried down stream.

Jerome was an excellent swimmer. He
had himself well in hand, being cool, reso-

lute, and self-possessed. No matter what
came to him, he must save this girl's life.

He husbanded his strength, allowing

himself to float down the stream for a

few rods. The current and the shelving

bank carried the uprooted tree to which
Elsie was clinging nearer the shore he had
just quitted. When Jerome saw that he
exerted all his strength and soon reached
Elsie's side. Above the roar of the water
he heard her cry:

"Do not endanger your life for me. I

am not worthy of the sacrifice."

He caught hold of the limbs of the

tree.

"Take hold of my arm. Do not strug-

gle. Yes, that is the way."
It was only a few minutes that Jerome

Dare fought his way through the raging

flood. He could not have endured the

strain for any length of time. A great

branch torn from some tree struck his

shoulder, and, in that moment, the pain

forced a groan from his lips, but he
pressed on.

When at last they reached the shallow
water, Elsie understood that her com-
panion was well-nigh exhausted. She
threw herself into the breach, even help-

ing Jerome up the bank.
They sank down at the water's very

edge, too weak and faint to think of aught
save a moment's rest. It was Jerome who
spoke first.

"We—you must hasten home. Can you
walk?"

Elsie stood up. All her capricious de-

fiance was gone. She replied to Jerome's
question gently, although she was shiver-

ing with cold.

. "I must walk. And you—you are ex-
hausted. Ah, what is it?"

Jerome's face was contracted with pain.

It was a moment before he could trust his

voice to say

:

"Just a twinge from my shoulder. It

got a bad bruise from some of that float-

ing debris. Come, we must hasten."

He held out his hand. As Elsie laid her
own in it she said tremblingly:
"You risked your life to save mine. And

I was so childishly, so wickedly obstinate.

How can I—"
"We must not stand here, talking

about -that. If you do not want us both
to get our deaths of cold, you will hurry
homeward. Perhaps this time you will

take my advice."

Elsie made no reply; she was too
wretched to speak. For the first time in

her life she was conscious of hating her-

self. Her perverseness had cost not only
herself, but also Jerome Dare dearly.

Neither of the two would ever forget

that walk. To the gloom of the gray mist
that enveloped the earth was added the
fast-gathering shadows of twilight. The
wind was raising, and it sobbed and
moaned, like a creature in sore distress,

besides piercing the wet garments of

Jerome and Elsie and chilling them with
a benumbing, freezing cold.

No words were spoken. In every pos-
sible way Jerome helped his companion.
As they entered the lane, and he heard
her rapid irregular breathing, he took
her hand and drew it through his arm.
Elsie would have resisted, but he said
firmly

:

"It may enable us to hurry a little."

On they went. The girl was chilled to
the bone, her wet garments weighed her
down, and her breath came in hurried,
fitful gasps.

Why would he not go on, on to safety
and warmth, and leave her there, to die
if need be. Then, with something of her
old impatience, Elsie put the question from
her. He would not because—well, be-
cause to do such a deed was not possible
for Jerome Dare.
They approached the farmhouse from

the rear. Lights were gleaming from the
kitchen and dining-room windows. Soon,
very soon, they would be sheltered from
that awful cold.

As they approached the gateway that

gave entrance from the lane to the back
yard, Elsie said abruptly:

"How can I ever thank you! But for

you, ere this, the life would have been
beaten out of my body by that mad rush

of howling, angry water."
"Do not talk about it, for

—
" Jerome

began, then, the movement of opening
the gate having again wrenched his

shoulder, he leaned against the girl he
was trying to support, himself sick and
faint.

Elsie understood. With an outlay of

all her strength she guided his tottering

steps forward. They crossed the yard,

stumbled up the steps, and Elsie threw
open the kitchen door.

The long, low room was brightly

lighted. A wood fire crackled, in the

shining range, and the air was redolent

with the odor of steeping coffee and fry-

ing ham.
"Elsie! Professor Dare! What is it?"

Mary asked, darting forward. "Why, you
are both dripping wet, and—

"

"Professor Dare saved my life, risk-

ing his own to do it. He told me not to

go on the bridge, but I would, and it gave
way with me. I am—Oh, Mary, I am sure

I will never be warm again
!"

Elsie had advanced to the side of the

stove. It was just in time that Mary
Howard caught her fainting sister in her

arms.

Of the events of the next two hours
Elsie retained only an indistinct, troubled
recollection. She was vaguely aware that

Alice's tears dripped on her face, also of

Patty's noisy sobs. She knew that her
wet garments were removed. She was
lifted into a bed and rubbed with hot flan-

nels, while steaming decoctions were
poured down her throat.

With those things were curiously

mingled memories of the strenuous hour
that had gone before. Again and again

Elsie felt the sensation of being engulfed
in that flood of rushing icy water, its

howling rose higher and higher in her
ears, and she felt its powerful current
striving to tear her hands from the
slender branch that was the only thing

which separated her from death.

She relived the few minutes when
Jerome Dare had battled for her life and
for his own. Then there was the long,

dreary walk. Even as she drank the cup
of bitter herb tea that Mary held to her
lips Elsie shivered and shrank from the
penetrating chill of the wind. Yet the
arm upon which she leaned was strong

and steady. She could trust Jerome Dare,
and yet

—

What was it? Something was pushing
her away from Dare's side, was pushing
her back into the torrent of foaming
water. Why, it was Alice. What did it

mean? Ah, she knew. The place at

Jerome's side—why, that was Alice's place.

In the meantime Mary Howard had
risen to meet the needs of the hour.

Jerome retained his consciousness and his

self-possession; he helped Miss Howard
plan, although he was too nearly exhaust-
ed to be of any assistance in carrying
out those plans.

The first step was to summon the in-

mates of the tenant house. Patty's brother
was there, and he was despatched, on
the best horse in the barn, for Doctor
Merdith. Both Patty and Bert lent their

willing aid.

Elsie was put to bed in a small apart-

ment off the dining-room. Jerome pro-

tested in vain. A bed was prepared for

him on the cot in the sisters' rest room,
and Mary, insisted on his occupying it.

Jerome admitted that his shoulder was
badly bruised. Mary found that it was
discolored and already badly swollen.

Promptly she applied hot fomentations,
saying

:

"It will prevent its growing worse, until

the doctor comes and may ease the pain.

Trouble, did you say? Now, Jerome
Dare, never say that to me again. Why
don't you know that if it had not been
for you Elsie would have been drowned?"

"Yes, I know," he said a little grimly.

"Still, it would have been better if I

could have reached my own home. Flip

could have cared for me."
"So can I. I know that Elsie was to

blame, but, had she gone to her death,

the sunshine would have been blotted out

of my life."

Elsie regained complete consciousness

before the arrival of Doctor Merdith. She
roused from a fitful sleep and smiled up
into Mary's face.

"Yes, I am better. That is, I am not

quite so cold. Oh, how good it seems to

be in bed ! Mary, if—if it had not been for

Jerome Dare!"
"God was good, dear," and the older

sister took the younger one in her arms.

"How could I have lived without you,

Elsie? There are only us two now. I

think Alice told you."
Elsie lay back on the pillow. She had

forgotten.

"Yes, Alice told me. Where is she?"

'With Professor Dare. We are keeping
hot fomentations on his shoulder. No, I

do not think it is anything serious."

Of course Alice would be with him.

It was her place.

"Jerome Dare was brave and generous
to save my life," Elsie thought, "but I

almost wish he had let me drown. I de-

served it. Then I know I shall hate him
worse than ever, both for daring to claim

Alice and for proving to me that I am
a headstrong fool, and I am grateful to

him, too."

In a few minutes Elsie's weakness con-

quered her, and she again fell asleep.

That time she slept for several hours,

the deep, dreamless sleep of exhaustion.

When she woke she was at first puz-
zled by the strangeness of her surround-
ings. Where was she? Why was a

shaded lamp burning at her side?

Gradually it all came back to her. The
clock on the sitting-room mantel struck

two, and unthinkingly she spoke aloud.

"Why, how long I have slept!"

"Yes, and I am sure you feel better,"

said a deep, mellow voice, and Doctor
Merdith, who had been seated just out-
side the door, entered the room and
turned up the light.

"How are you, Elsie? Better I am
sure."

"I think I am all right. Why are you
here? Was Professor Dare so badly in-

jured that it was necessary for you to

stay?"
"Jerome? Oh, he is all right. His

shoulder was bruised and strained, but in

a fortnight it will be as good as new. I

stayed because it is very dark, and the
roads are beyond my power of descrip-

tion. Then, besides my interest in both
you and Jerome, I thought it was my
place to stay. Alice told you, did she
not?"

"Alice? She told me that she—she—

"

"That she had promised to be my wife.

I know I am not worthy of her, but I will

make her happy—I will. Here I am, gos-
siping like an old woman. Now I am
going to bring you a glass of hot milk.

You are to drink it and go to sleep again."

As Doctor Merdith took the empty
glass from Elsie's hand he asked wistfully

:

"Are you glad? I know something of
the sense of loneliness that this will bring
you. But you are glad because Alice is

happy ?"

"Yes, I am very glad," Elsie said, let-

ting her hand rest for a moment in his.

Then she sank back among her pil-

lows. The room was very still. She
could hear the soft tap of the rain against
the windows. The storm still raged, but
Elsie's heart was at rest.

"I am very glad I am alive," she
thought as she slipped one hand beneath
her cheek. "Yes, glad, even if I must
thank Jerome Dare for it."

[continued on page 21]

Mr. Grumpey's Cold
" -w say, Hanner," wailed Mr. Grumpey

from the depths of his easy-chair,

J[ "this 'ere plaguey cold of mine is

gittin' worse an' worse every min-
ute, an' I wish you'd hustle around an'

do somethin' for it if you're ever goin'
to! Now that you've kept dingin' at me
until you've got my life insured it don't
make a particle of difference to you, I

s'pose, if I catch the pneumonia or the
gallopin' consumption, or 'most anything
else that comes along! Big pile of sym-

-3-

" Somebody run to the door and call

Gadabout back !"

pathy a fellow gets when he is flat on
his back, so to speak, with a cold on top
of him bigger'n a meetin'-house

!"

"My dear," said Mrs. Grumpey, gently,

"why don't you try ginger-tea and mo-
lasses? Only the other day I was read-

ing in the almanac—

"

"I know you was!" broke in Mr.
Grumpey, hastily. "You're always read-

in' somethin' or another in the almanac!

You'll manage to pizen the hull crowd
of us yet with some recipe you get hold
of in that way! I hain't forgot the batch
of flapjacks yet you made from some-
thin' you got out of an old patent-
medicine almanac a month or so after

we got married. It's more'n ten years
sence I e't them flapjacks, but my
stomach hain't entirely got over the
effects of it yet."

"Well, you can't blame me, can you,
if you went to work and ate up the
whole of two dozen flapjacks at once!
It certainly wasn't my—

"

"Never mind about them air flapjacks!"
interrupted Mr. Grumpey. "What I

want to know is if you're goin' to look
over the medicine-chest an' get me
somethin' for this cold, or have I got to
suffer on in silence till I die of influenzy
or epizootic, or some other tarnal com-
plaint of that sort!"

. "If you suffer on it won't be in silence;
that is quite evident," retorted Mrs.
Grumpey, dryly. "But—let me see

—

what was it I did for it when you had
that bad cold right after New-Year's?"
"Got me to soak my feet in a tub of

b'ilin'-hot water an' mustard ! That's
what you did that time; but you don't
coax me into no such fool performance
as that again, not as long as I'm able
to set up an' defend myself! You've got
to cure me with my boots on this time,
if you cure me at all! I don't propose
to have the skin all scalded off my feet

every time I take cold!"
"Well, then, why don't you try goose-

grease for it?" suggested Mrs. Grumpey.
"That is what my mother always used
for a cold. You grease your nose with
it, rub a little of it on your throat and
chest, and then mix a few drops with
molasses and take it internally, and the
next morning your cold is gone."

"Yes, I s'pose so! Sounds all right,

but where's your goose-grease comin'
from? Ain't got any of it in the house,
have you?"
"N—no, I think not, Silas. I'm sorry;

but perhaps I might get it at the drug-
store. If it's good for colds they ought
to have it for sale."

"Had, eh?" sniffed Mr. Grumpey.
"Ever hear of a druggist keepin' an' old
woman's remedy of that kind on hand
just because he knew it would knock the
spots out of a cold? I guess not. If he
cures a cold at all he's goin' to cure it

with a patent prescription of his own,
costing seventy-five cents or a dollar
every clip! He isn't in the business for

his health, exactly! An' now we've got
that point settled I'd like to know if

you're really goin' to do anything for

this 'leven-story cold of mine? If you
are you ought to act mighty quick; I

can't stand it to suffer so much longer!"
Just then the door-bell rang, and as

Mrs. Grumpey went to answer it Mr.
Grumpey groaned, "That's right—that's

right! Go ahead an' wait on some tramp
or other an' let your helpless an' sufferin'

husband die for want of a little attention!

That's the woman of it every time! Oh,
you've got back, have you? Well, did

you get rid of your tramp?"
"Yes, I got rid of him. It was your

friend, Mr. Gadabout, who called to get

you to accompany him to the ball-game.
He had free tickets for this afternoon,

it seems; but I told him that made no
difference, for you had a very bad cold

and couldn't pos—

"

"Eh? What's that?" roared Mr.
Grumpey. "Told him I had a bad cold

and couldn't go, did you? Well, I reckon
it'll take a cold considerably bigger'n

this one to hold me back when there's

a chance to see a good ball-game free

gratis for nothin'! What does a woman
know about a cold, anyway? Somebody
run to the door an' call Gadabout back!

Gimme my hat an' overcoat, Hanner;
I must hurry! We don't have more'n
time to get there now before the game
begins

!"

And exactly sixty seconds later the

complaining sufferer of a few moments
before was nimbly stepping off down the

street, arm in arm with his friend Gada-
bout, apparently as well as ever. Those
free ball-game tickets had wrought a

most miraculous and sudden cure.

Will S. Gidley.

The Strange Adventures

of Helen Mortimer

By Miss Maud Roosevelt

The above is the title of a thrilling serial

story that will be printed in Farm and
Fireside, commencing in the November
15th issue. The first American publica-

tion rights have been purchased for the

use of this paper, exclusively, so if you
want to read what promises to be the great-

est fiction treat of the season, you will

have to get Farm and Fireside.
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The Much-Abused Parlor

A few years ago anyone who had a
parlor and called it by that name
was not supposed to know what
was latest in styles, for the living

or sitting room was the chief considera-

tion in the home. The parlor was de-

scribed as a cheerless, cold, formal room
opened only on state occasions and
damp and musty even in midsummer. The
feather-bed and the parlor fell into dis-

repute about the same time, and they are now slowly
creeping back into fav»r.

As a matter of fact the parlor is one of the necessities

in a home where there are children. It should by no
means be the best room in the house, but should, in-

stead, be a small one convenient to the front door. The
old idea of taking the best Toom downstairs for the
parlor and the sunniest bedroom upstairs for the
guest chamber led to the revolt against the useful parlor
and drove it almost out of existence for years.

There was a time when the living-room was exalted

STUFFED CALVES' HEARTS—Cut central muscles out, then
cover with equal parts of vinegar and water, adding one teaspoonful
of salt, six cloves, one half of a bay-leaf ; soak for two days ; wash,
and simmer until tender ; stuff with highly seasoned bread dressing

;

brown in a hot oven
; pour thickened gravy about the base

;
garnish

with sprigs of tender young parsley.

to the skies and the idea is all right, but as a company
room it is a flat failure. One man who used to decry
the parlor longs for the old house with its quiet cool

room into which guests were taken. The new home
has a large living-room with plants and books and
flowers and a piano, but into it every caller and guest
must be brought. The man of the house may be read-
ing by the lamp with his feet perched on a chair, but
he must be disturbed if anyone comes, no matter what
the errand. In the old days the chance caller, the man
on business, the agent, the lady soliciting cake for the

next social—all were taken into the parlor where one
member of the family could attend to their wants, but
those old restful days are gone forever.

The dear busy mothers who must pick their way over
and among small playthings to admit callers, will find

a parlor one of the best things they ever possessed. One
of the chief objections to the old-time parlor was that

the children were seldom admitted, but now that seems
to be the best reason for having such a room. There
is nothing attractive about the formal little room to

the little folks, but it is a haven of rest when people
come unexpectedly. B)- all means have a parlor if you
possibly can, for you will surely enjoy the idea that

there is one room in perfect order on days when the

rain pours or illness keeps the restless children indoors
from morning till night.

Very simple furniture will do for the parlor. A few-

chairs, a small couch, a table with a few magazines
and some ornaments and pictures will be all that is

required since the room is not to be used for the family.

Of course it can be as pretty and dainty as the purse
can afford, but should not have the best things in the

house. With a parlor the children with their playthings
need not be banished to the dining-room right in the

GOLDEN MOUNT POTATO—Add to one quart of sifted potatoes
the beaten yolks of three eggs, one half teaspoonful of salt, one fourth
of a teaspoonful of paprika, one teaspoonful of grated onion, one
tablespoonful of minced parsley, two teaspoonfuls of minced celery,
two tablespoonfuls of melted butter, then add the stiffly beaten whites
of eggs ; mold on a buttered plate ; score, brush with egg, and bake
twenty-five minutes; slip onto a white china plate when ready to serve.

midst of a game, and the husband and father can dis-

cuss business matters without being compelled to cau-
tion the children not to mention what Mr. A. said. A
great deal of abuse has been heaped upon the parlor,

but it is coming back into favor with busy people as a
time and labor saver in the home.

HELEN<S>MORTIMER

After the Funeral

No one in the neighborhood had ever seen that the

second son in the family of Mr. and Mrs. C. had
been especially beloved in the home, but after his

funeral one would have supposed their hearts were
broken. The boy had worked early and late on the

farm, staying out of school until corn husking was

finished in the fall, and always dropping out with the

first warm days of spring, and there had never been a
bit of effort, apparently, to make the home a pleasant

place to dwell in. In fact the neighbors were wont to

think of the C.'s as narrow and harsh in their lives, and
they still have that opinion.

But when the poor boy died a costly casket was pro-

vided, and in due time a monument erected to his mem-
ory that represented more than had ever been spent on
him by his parents during his lifetime. Perhaps there
was nothing wrong with this, for the family could well

afford to buy costly monuments, but life in the home
became more narrow and harsh than ever. To hear
the parents talk one would suppose the dead boy had
had all the virtues of the children and the living ones
all the faults. They never dreamed of being better to

the remaining children because one was taken from
them, but rather neglected and ignored them to grieve
over the one gone before.

Perhaps the saddest time in the history of any home
is the time immediately after the funeral. During the

illness and even when death has invaded the home there
are friends to cheer as far as possible and duties to oc-

cupy the minds of the mourners, but when the deathly
stillness and gloom settles down after the funeral it is

no wonder women give way to their feelings and cry
out in bitterness that there is no more joy and happi-
ness possible in the home because of the vacant chair.

Especially is this true if the day of the funeral is

one of those weeping, wailing days in the fall, when all

nature seems in tune with the cry of the bereaved
friends. To lay away our friends on a calm, sunny day
with the voices of birds and the hum of insects in our
ears, and the words of the minister reminding us of the
"Resurrection and the Life," is a far different thing
than to stand in a pouring rain and watch the yellow
clods fall on the casket, or hear the winter winds howl-
ing over the frozen landscape. At best the silent house

HENRIETTA SALAD—Pick cooked fish into flakes ; cut cooked
carrots, beans and Savoy cabbage into small pieces, mix with fish, lay
on bed of endive ; pour on two tablespoonfuls of vinegar, one table-
spoonful of oil, one teaspoonful of salt, dash of paprika ; when serv-
ing garnish with sliced tomatoes, quarters of hard-boiled eggs and
mayonnaise. To be palatable it must be chilled before serving.

will be oppressive to the women of the family, but
gloom outside and in .are enough to strike terror to the
stoutest hearts.

But in a few days life should take on a better aspect.

For the sake of the living the mother of the family

should make an effort to appear cheerful, even if she is

sad at heart. Little children should not be expected
to thrive in closed rooms where sunlight and smiles are

excluded. You can do nothing for the dead, so why
not make an effort for the living. If you made life

pleasant and joyful for the one who has left you for

a better world, you have nothing to grieve over, and
if you neglected your duty make such amends as you
can to the ones left with you. Ruskin says he never
saw a Christian so convinced of the splendor of the
mansions of rest as to be glad when his friends were
called to dwell there. While it is impossible to feel joy
at their departure we may at least honor their memory
in a better way than by weeping and mourning con-
tinually.

More and more, people are becoming convinced that

it is unhealthful and foolish to go into mourning for

years after the death of a relative, and when mourning
is worn it takes a much lighter form than we once saw.
The long crape veils falling to the hem of the garments
have disappeared, and with them much of the weight of
dull trappings that once sapped the strength of delicate

women. White is commonly worn in summer for

mourning, and is surely just as appropriate when a
narrow band of black proclaims the mourning as the

old-fashioned black that required lining of the same
hue and was suffocatingly hot. If anyone objects to

pure white it is possible to buy lawns with pin stripes

or small dots in black which are cool and comfortable
for hot weather.
Don't refuse to be comforted after the funeral, and

shut out the light and air. If you do not regard
your own health and happiness have some consideration

for others. The mother who said she hoped she would
have lingering consumption and suffer exactly what her
only daughter suffered with the dread disease, thought
she was showing her devotion to the young woman, but
her family must now bear the burden of her lack of

precaution. It is not devotion but foolishness, if not
positive sin, that shuts out the blessing of life from the

home because one chair is vacant. Of course you will

be sad and lonely many times, but it is not necessary
to cultivate these feelings. It is natural for wounds to

heal, and only foolish people persist in
keeping them open by special efforts.
Give nature a chance to help you forget
and never fear what the neighbors may
say. You are living for your family and
not for the neighbors. Possibly you may
set a good example for the neighborhood,
and even if you do not, you will be doing
your duty toward your loved ones, and
that is far better than anything else a
woman can accomplish.

Hilda Richmond.—helen3>mortimer

Some Excellent Winter Puddings
TyrASCULiNE appetites, in zero weather, are apt to scorn

the delicate trifles and frozen sweets so popular
as desserts throughout the summer, and hot pud-
dings of a substantial nature are usually greeted with
unqualified approval. Some excellent recipes for plain
winter puddings are the following:
Marmalade Pudding—Mix together three eighths of

a pound each of finely chopped beef suet, dry bread-

LEMON TARTS—Juice of two lemons, grated rind of one, one
cupful of sugar, three fourths of a pint of boiling water; stir into this
two tablespoonfuls of corn-starch thinned with a little cold water

;

cook, then add one tablespoonful of butter, beaten yolks of four eggs
and a pinch of salt ; when cold fill the flaky tart-shells to the brim,
and cover with a boiled icing flavored with lemon-juice.

crumbs, and powdered white sugar, four eggs and half
a cupful of cream; let stand one hour, then whip well
with an egg-beater for ten minutes ; butter a plain tin

mold, put in a layer of the mixture, then a layer of
orange marmalade, and proceed with these alternate
layers until the mold is full, having the last layer of
the marmalade. Bake in a moderate oven for one
hour and a half, turn out carefully, and serve with
sweet sauce.

Bath Pudding—Beat together one fourth of a
pound of butter and five ounces of white sugar, then
add five eggs, one at a time, beating them in thoroughly,
one quarter pound of bread-crumbs, one cupful of flour,

three ounces of finely chopped beef suet, half a cup-
ful of milk, a little grated nutmeg and ground ginger,
and half a pound of candied fruits cut in short, thin
shreds. Mix all well together, turn into a well-buttered
mold, tie a floured cloth over it, then boil rapidly and
steadily for three hours. When done, turn out on a
very hot dish, and pour over it a sauce made as
follows : Cook in a double boiler until it thickens a
custard made with the yolks of three eggs, three table-

spoonfuls of white sugar, and a small cupful of milk,
when done remove at once from the fire, stir in a drop
of essence of lemon, and one small glass of melted red
currant jelly.

Coffee Pudding—Bring to a boil in a double boiler

one fourth of a pound of butter, one and one fourth cup-
fuls of white sugar, one cupful of milk, and half a pint
of strong black coffee. When boiling stir in six ounces
of flour, and continue to cook and stir until the mixture
leaves the sides of the pan quite freely; then stir in the
yolks of two eggs well beaten, and lastly mix lightly in

the stiffly whipped whites of the eggs. Turn into a

well-buttered mold, tie a floured cloth over the top, and
steam the pudding for one hour and a half. When done
turn out on a hot dish, sift powdered white sugar over

CARAMEL FRUIT FLOAT—To one quart of hot milk add beaten
yolks of eight eggs, one cupful of sugar, one fourth of a teaspoonful
of salt, cook in a double boiler till thick ; chill, add one tablespoonful
of caramel

;
place a layer of cooked Bartlett pears in deep dish, pour

over the float ; beat whites stiff, add six tablespoonfuls of sugar, one
teaspoonful of vanilla, and garnish the top ; set on ice.

the pudding, and serve with whipped cream, sweetened
and flavored with vanilla.

Apple Custard Pudding—Peel, core and cut small

one dozen medium-sized apples; cook them in a lined

saucepan with one teacupful of cold water. When
done whip them to a smooth pulp, flavor with the

grated rind of a lemon, and add sufficient sugar to make
quite sweet. Make a custard with one pint of milk,

four eggs, and two tablespoonfuls of sugar. When the

apple pulp is cold, place it in the bottom of a pudding
dish, pour the custard over it, add a little grated nut-

meg, and bake for half an hour in a moderate oven.

The whites of two of the eggs may be reserved to make
a meringue to spread over the top of the pudding.
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Square Centerpiece in Solid and Eyelet

Embroidery

Combinations of eyelet embroidery and

solid or satin stitch are among the

most prominent styles of needlework seen

this year, and are desirable not only be-

cause of their beauty, but from a practical

standpoint as well. No form of needle-

work wears or launders better when well

done, and there is nothing about either

of these embroideries which deters even

an inexperienced worker from mastering

their details.

Two or three generations ago variations

of this combination were a source of

delight to needleworkers, and now are

often referred to as "Colonial embroider-

ies." Many of these old-time pieces are

CENTERPIECE IN SOLID AND EYELET
EMBROIDERY

household treasures of the present genera-

tion after years of service, a sufficient

proof of their utility. Some of them ex-

hibit a neatness and skill in the use of

the needle which far eclipses the average

work of to-day, but the continued fashion

of decorating everything belonging to the

household linen closet as well as the

wardrobe with dainty handwork will,

soon give to our clumsy fingers an equal

nimbleness, and coupled with clever ideas

our work may yet come to be prized by
those who follow after.

To draw one's own design was fre-

quently an important part of the work of

these old-time embroiderers, and added
greatly to its value and uniqueness. If

we can but follow in their footsteps in

this respect and give to our needlework
creations an individuality all their own,
not only will they be of more value in

our own eyes and those of the public

in general, but how much more dearly

our descendants will cherish them. Even
though the design may not be as artistic

as some it will incorporate our own ideas,

and give us something which will not lose

its attractiveness by becoming common.
In working combinations of eyelet and

solid embroidery first-class materials

should be used. The old bleach linen

is fine as a background, and some softly

twisted cotton floss of sufficient fineness

to harmonize nicely with the linen will

answer as a working medium. A stiletto

is a great help in punching the eyelets,

but not an absolute necessity, for by ex-

ercising care the ends of a sharply pointed
scissors will answer.
The eyelets should be outlined with

small running stitches before punching.

Then overcast closely to cover these

stitches', rolling the edge under in the

process.

The solid parts must be padded by
lengthwise stitches thickly placed and
well heaped toward the center. The outer

stitches are then taken crosswise over
these. Outlining or stem stitch will an-

swer for any stems or lines appearing in

the design.

In the twenty-inch square shown this

method was followed, after first hem-
stitching, ladder fashion, an inch wide
hem into place. This same design may
be arranged across the ends of dresser or

buffet scarfs, or will form a pleasing or-

namentation for the front of a shirt-

waist.

A circular piece of linen with the de-

sign worked in a circle some distance in

from the edge will- form an attractive bag
for fancy work or collars and cuffs. The
edge should be buttonholed in shallow
scallops. These may be drawn around a
spool if one is not equal to marking them
offhand. Inside the scallops at regular

intervals work buttonholes or slits through
which to run ribbon for draw strings.

Formed of ecru linen, with decorations of

red outlined with black, these bags are
very handsome, and will provide accept-

able gifts for either sex.

Mae Y. Mahaffy.
HELf:N<S>MORTIMER

To Wash Woolen Underwear

A great many people cannot wash
** woolen underwear without them
shrinking and becoming too thick and
small for comfort. I never have any
trouble in that way. This is a good
method to follow : Place the garments to

soak in water hot enough to stand the

hand in comfortably. The -soap should be
boiled in the water and never rubbed
on the garments. To every three gallons

of water add one and a half tablespoonfuls

of liquid ammonia ; this helps to remove
the grease. Let soak an hour, then wash
by drawing through the hand. Do not

rub woolen garments. Rinse twice in

lukewarm water. They should be hung
up lengthwise and ironed while still

damp. M. M. W.
HELEN<S>MORTIMER

Children's Diet

Often when a milk diet is prescribed

for a sick child, they grow tired of

it and refuse to take it. Try coloring it

with a little harmless vegetable coloring,

and then let them suck it through straws.

It can also be solidified with gelatin and
flavored with some delicate flavor. They
will often take it from toy cups or glasses

willingly, when refused from a larger

vessel. M. M .W.
HELEN<S>MORTIMER—
Corn Oysters

To six good-sized ears of corn add
three well-beaten eggs, one table-

spoonful of cream, and one of flour; salt

and pepper to taste, fry in butter and
serve hot.

HELEN^MORTIMER

Knot-Stitch Point-Lace

Ch 70. First row— 1 dc into 6th st, ch 2,

dc into 4th st, ch 2, dc into 4th st, ch

i, shell (2 dc, 3 ch, 2 dc) into 3d st, 2 knot-

stitches (hereafter called ks) catch into

13th st, 2 ks, shell in 13th st, 2 ks, catch

into 13th st, 2 ks, 4 dc in last st.

Second row—Ch 3, 4 dc on 1st dc, ch

1, 4 dc on last dc, slip st on first knot,

2 ks, si st on 2d knot, 1 ks, shell on shell,

1 ks, si st on first knot, 2 ks, si st on 2d
knot, 1 ks, shell on shell, ch 1, dc on dc,

ch 2, dc on dc, ch 2, dc on dc, ch 2, dc on
3d st of 6 ch.

Third row—Ch 6, dc on 2d dc, ch 2,

dc on dc, ch 2, dc on dc, ch 1, shell, 2

ks, catch, 2 ks, shell, 2 ks, catch, 4 dc on
1st of 4 dc, ch 1, 4 dc between two groups
of last row, ch 1, 4 dc on last dc.

Fourth row—Ch 3, 4 dc on 1st dc, ch 1,

4 dc between 1st and 2d groups, ch 1,

4 dc between 2d and 3d groups, ch 1,

4 dc on last dc, catch down to 1st knot,

1 ks, shell, 1 ks, catch, 2 ks, catch, 1 ks,

shell, ch 1, dc on dc, ch 2, dc on dc, ch
2, dc on dc, ch 2, dc on 3d st of 6 ch.

Fifth row—Ch 6, dc on 2d dc, ch 2,

dc on dc, ch 2, dc on dc, ch 1, shell, 2 ks,

catch, 2 ks, shell, 1 ks, 4 dc on 1st dc,

ch 1, 4 dc between groups, ch 1, 4 dc be-

tween groups, ch 1, 4 dc between groups,
ch 1, 4 dc on last dc.

Sixth row—Ch 3, 4 dc between 1st and
2d groups, ch 1, 4 dc between next two
groups, ch 1, 4 dc between next two, ch
1, 4 dc between next two, 1 ks (pulled out
longer) shell, 1 ks, catch, 2 ks, catch, 1

ks, shell, ch 1, dc on dc, ch 2, dc on dc,

ch 2, dc on dc, ch 2, dc on 3d st of 6 ch.

Seventh row—Ch 6, dc on 2d dc, ch 2,

dc on dc, ch 2, dc on dc, ch 1, shell, 2 ks,

catch, 2 ks, shell, 2 ks, 4 dc between 1st

KNOT-STITCH POINT-LACE

and 2d groups, ch 1, 4 dc between next
two groups, ch 1, 4 dc between last 2
groups.

Eighth row—Ch 3, 4 dc between 1st

and 2d groups, ch 1, 4 dc between
next 2 groups, 2 ks, catch, 1 ks, shell,

1 ks, catch, 2 ks, catch, 1 ks, shell, ch 1,

dc on dc, ch 2, dc on dc, ch 2, dc on dc,

ch 2, dc on 3d st of 6 ch.

Ninth row—Ch 6, dc on dc, ch 2, dc on
dc, ch 2, dc on dc, ch 1, shell, 2 ks, catch,

2 ks, shell, 2 ks, catch, 2 ks, 4 dc between
groups.

Tenth row—Ch 3, sc on last dc of 4 dc,

1 ks, catch, 2 ks, catch, 1 ks, shell, 1 ks,

catch, 2 ks, catch, 1 ks, shell, ch 1, dc on
dc, ch 2, dc on dc, ch 2, dc on dc, ch 2,

dc on 3d st of 6 ch.

When the lace is long enough a border
of two rows is worked around the point

as follows

:

First row—This is made by chains of 6,

caught wherever necessary to look well.

Second row—Put 1 sc, 10 dc, L.sc into

each loop of 6 ch. Joyce Cavendish.

Dazzling White Dishes
DISHES get dirty, greasy and sticky, and soap will not

clean them. Gold Dust cuts the dirt and grease like

magic, and with scarcely any rubbing. It is the quickest
"dish-washer" ever invented; and when you come to think that

you have to wash dishes three times a day, or 1095 times a
year, this means something—that is, if your time and labor
are worth saving.

GOLD DUST
is more economical than soap or any other washing powder
because it goes farther. Buy a package of this "daily sunshine"
at your grocer's—for that is what Gold Dust has proved itself

to be in countless homes—and lighten your household labors

by half.

No soap, borax, soda, ammonia, naphtha, kerosene

or other foreign ingredient needed with GOLD DUST.

For washing clothes and
dishes, scrubbing floors, clean-

ing woodwork, oil cloth, silver-

ware and tinware, polishing

brasswork, cleaning bath room
pipes, refrigerators, etc., soft-

ening hard water and making
the finest soft soap.

Made by
The N. K. Fairbank Company-

Chicago
Makers of Fairy Soap

"Let the GOLD DUST Twins do your work"

Direct to You
"Kalamazoos" are fuel savers.—
They last a lifetime

—

Economical in all respects

—

They are low in price and high in quality—
They are easily operated and quickly set np and made

ready for business

—

Buy from the actual manufacturer

—

Your money returned if everything is not exactly as
represented

—

You keep in your own pocket the dealers' and jobbers'
profits when you buy a Kalamazoo.

We Pay the Freight

Radiant Base Burner
High Grade Parlor

Heater for Hard Coal

We want to
prove to you
that you can-
not buy a bet-
ter stove or
range than the

Kalamazoo at any price.
We want to show you how and

why you save from 20& to 40% in
buying direct from our factory.

If you think $5, or {10, or $40
worth
Saving

Oak Stove Heater
For all kinds of fuel

All Kalamazoo cook
stoves and ranges are
fitted with patent oven
Thermometer which
makes baking and roast-
ing easy.

All Kalama-
zoo stoves and
ranges are guar-
anteed under a
binding, legal and thoroughly re-
sponsible $20,000 bond to be exact-
ly as represented.

All stoves blacked, polished and
ready for immediate use when you
receive them.
You won't need the help of an

expert to set them, up in your home.

Royal Steel Range
For all kinds of fueL

SEND POSTAL
FOR CATALOGUE NO. 185
Examine our complete line of stoves

and ranges for all kinds of fuel;* note
the high quality; compare
our prices with others and
then decide to buy from
actual manufacturers and save
all middlemen's profits.
Catalog" shows 267 styles

and sizes for all kinds of
fuel. Write now.
Sold on 360 Days Ap-

proval Test.

Kalamazoo Stove Co.
Manufacturers,

Kalamazoo, Mich. Handsomely Nickeled Monarch Cast
Iron Range. Forall kinds of fuel.

Learn Millinery By Mail
Much money saved and made through
millinery training given in my simple
but thorough home-study course.

MAKE HATS AT HOME
Permits you to have more hats and be
more stylish at 1-5 present cost; also
to make hats for your neighbors, or to

enter fine-paying millinery field. Copy-
ists receive $15 to $25; trimmers, $25 to

S45, and designers, $45 to $75 weekly.
Demand exceeds supply. Course is

taught by leading teacher of America's fashion center.

Can be learned by girl of twelve. My free booklet is one
of the most interesting ever sent women . Write for it ncnu.

KATHERINE B. KEENE, Milliner, 489 Fifth Ave., New York

PREVENTS
COLD

OR DAMP
FEET

A Perfect Insole, made by combining two insoles,

an imported cork and a pure hair insole.

A pair of Wiley's CORK-HAIR INSOLES worn
regularly, keeps feet warm and dry, prevents calluses,

perspiration, colds, rheumatism and pneumonia, and
makes walking a real pleasure. ...
Ask your dealer, or send us 25 cents (with sizes) for

two pair, postpaid.

THE W. H. WILEY 4 SON CO., BoxF, Hartford, Conn.

Your Poems May Be Worth
THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS
Send them to us for the music.

TJ/I> Accept no offer before reading
WtVllEtvo Blustc, Song and Honey. It is free.
HAYES MUSIC CO., 245 Star Btdg., Chicago.

CONG
men with small capital to
give Public Exhibitions with
a Magic Lautern * Stereop.
tlcon or Moving Picture
Outfit. Catalogue free.

MCALLISTER, Mfff. Optician, 49 Nassau St.*M.Y.

IT PAYS

A Gold Mine
For Agents Who Work It

The Woman's Home Companion f Both
One Year J for

.75

One Year J f_r
Twentieth Century Peerless Atlas

t _

Librarv Edition ILibrary Edition

The Peerless Atlas has an inexhaus-

tible store of reliable geographical in-

formation, and its historical matter is

brought down to July i, 1906. Ex-

pressage and postage paid by us. Very
liberal commissions, and besides every

subscription counts in our $25,000.00

prize distribution . $3, 000.00 given away
every month. The greatest money-
maker you ever tried. Write at once

to

The Crowell Publishing Company,

Madison Square,

Department 13. New York City
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New Home Entertainments

Home education is becoming one of
the best features of our national
life, and the work of the Chau-
tauqua Circles has been invaluable

in making the American family a school.
Whatever makes the home happy and
its relations more affectionate and sacred,
helps the social life that surrounds it, and
the community is substantially prosperous
that is strong in its homes.
Educational amusements of a higher

character than those once popular are a
need of the home; for the home evening
among working people should be one of
rest, joy and loving recreation. Like the
child plays of Froebel, the most satis-

factory amusements are those that are
the most instructive ; the kindergarten
principle works well in the family life.

HELEN<S>MORTIMER—

Book Parties

A mong the new recreations for the home
that meet the wants of the times is

the Book Party. This consists of a read-
ing family, or several families, who hold
a meeting once a week, or at stated pe-
riods, to rehearse to each other the con-
tents of books that each member has
lately read.

Each member of the circle presents the
title of a book, new or old, gives an analy-
sis of its contents, perhaps reads a few
selections from it as an illustration, and
criticizes it and gives his view of its

literary value and moral worth.
A general discussion may follow the

presentation of this subject matter.
It will be better that the books shall not

be presented in a topical way, as, for in-

stance, scientific books on one evening,
fiction on another, or travel, art or poetry
at stated times. It is more interesting
if the analysis is made miscellaneous;
there should be variety and contrasts.

Parties of this kind stimulate good
reading and educate the mind to an ac-
quaintance with the best thought. The
social feature is healthy, and the discus-
sions are sure to be entertaining.

A very pleasant amusement of this

order is the play which we may call

"Animated Book Titles." A party is given
in which each guest is to appear as the
representative title of a book, or as a
character of a popular and well-known-
book. A young man who comes with
a hoe may represent "Ivanhoe" (I've an
hoe). The "dude" who appears in con-
tortions may be "Oliver Twist" (all-of-a-

twist). We have seen "Lucille" puzzle a

company by being acted as a scene in a
shoemaker's shop—Loose Heel.
Such titles as "The Ring and the Book,"

"We Are Seven," "Never too Late to

Mend" (a seamstress), are sufficiently

suggestive.

The word Eurydice will admit of care-

fully prepared classical tableaux. The
word may be used as a sentence, as "You-
ride-I-see," in a mock dialogue between
two persons of fortunate and unfortunate
social standing. The conductor of the
entertainment may say : "My whole is

one word, and represents a character of
classical fiction. The whole word will

first be acted as a sentence, in the form
of a dialogue between a poor debtor, who
has to go on foot, and an equestrian, who
has just alighted from a fine horse. The
second scene will represent the character
in tableau."

The second scene will be Orpheus and
his lyre—the music may be played on a
piano at the door of a darkened room,
and an appearance of the shade of Eury-
dice. She follows Orpheus as he beckons
over his shoulder until she comes to a

place near the door when he, contrary
to the command of the gods, looks

around and she vanishes after the manner
of the old mythological story, which
should be carefully studied by the leader

of such an entertainment. The tableau

can be made very beautiful.

HELEN<S>MORTIMER

Question Class

"The Question Class is a very entertain-
* ing and educational home amusement.
The game consists of presenting the
names of obscure places for guessing, and
"throwing light" on them by descriptions

and history.

For example: "Where is Zagazig?" A
long pause. "Shall I throw light?" The
one who has given out the word may be-
gin to give the history of the Suez canal.

The geography of obscure names in
poems may be used in this way; also ob-
scure names of battle-fields, as Belgrade;
and Indian names and their meanings.
An odd question has sometimes been

asked at such parties, which is usually

difficult to answer, but very stimulating

to thought: "Who would you choose to

be if you could not be yourself?"
Such games are not only amusing, but

educational in their tendency and in-

fluence, not only as an agreeable way of
acquiring facts, but of developing origi-

nality of thought and expression.
Besides these, they tend to make the

home attractive and happy, a place of long
memories and attractive associations.

The Young People

A JACK IN THE BASKET
Photo by Will Helwlg

"The thoughts of our youth are long,
long thoughts."

HELEN<^MORTIMER

Home Debating Circles

The Question Class may have an evo-
lution in the form of Home Debating

Circles. The topics discussed may be
literary, as, "Which is the more beautiful
story, Joseph or Ruth?" "Which is the

more beautiful poem, 'Evangeline' or 'Vis-
sion of Sir Launfal?' " "What is the most
beautiful poem of Tennyson? Of Long-
fellow? Of Whittier?" "What is the
most beautiful poem in all the world, or
the most beautiful story in all the world?"
The reading of ballads or parts of

stories, with tableaux of the most pictur-
esque scenes, may add novelty and in-

The Puzzler
Everyone Should Be Acquainted with the Country's Lawmakers. The Pictures

Below Suggest the Names of Six Congressmen

Answers to Puzzles in the October 15th Issue:
Abbott, Mulock, Cooper

King, Bangs, Twain,

terest to the home readings and literary
exercises in home circles.

The poems of Wordsworth, Tennyson
and Longfellow are rich in suggestions
for impromptu tableaux.
Readings that introduce songs which

all may sing are especially pleasing, as
are songs in representative costumes.
Readings illustrated by tableaux, music

and pictures are among the newest of
popular home entertainments. Parlor
readings so illustrated have long been
growing in favor in New York and Bos-
ton. They are now entering home life

everywhere, and are among the best and
most profitable recreative arts of the time,
and improvements upon many of the
popular diversions of the past.—helen3>mortimer

A Newspaper Party

THE invitations first suggest the even-
A ing's entertainment. They should be
printed on paper such as newspapers are
printed on and look much like an ordi-
nary proof sheet. If this is impossible,
typewritten invitations on this same paper
will answer. They may read

—

"The M isses Drew request the pleasure
of your company at a Newspaper Party,
on November sixteenth, at eight o'clock.
Please wear a costume made of news-
paper."

The decorations should carry out the
idea. Paper flowers should be used in
profusion; portieres fashioned of news-
paper may be made more or less elaborate
according to the time at the hostess' dis-
posal

; copies of rare newspapers, if

obtainable, would add interest; any old
or -valuable book would be appropriate.
Costumes offer a tempting field for the

ingenious man or maid. A dunce cap
and a long flowing cape, made by fasten-
ing many sheets together; a complete
robe of newspapers belted at the waist,
with a braided flounce of the same, with a
broad-brimmed hat made of several
thicknesses to give sufficient consistency;
coats of every description are a few sug-
gestions for the men.
The girls will find the task an easier

one, for an infinite variety of gowns may
be made. Flowing skirts and flounced
skirts, accordion plaited or box plaited,

sailor collars, puffed or flowing sleeves,

all these are within the reach of ready
fingers. Skirts may be adorned with col-

ored pictures from "Puck" or "Judge" or
the colored plates from fashion books.
The various sheets may be fastened to-

gether with baby ribbon or crape or tissue

paper used for trimming. Paper sun-
bonnets will surely be in order, as well as
paper fans. Ruffles galore of plain news-
paper or crape paper will add to the cos-
tumes. Offer a prize for the best
costume.
The evening's entertainment consists in

editing an impromptu newspaper. It

would be well to elect the various heads
of departments early in the evening, thus
giving ample opportunity to gather ma-
terial. These will be a managing editor,

a city editor, a cartoonist, an advertising
man, a society reporter, a foreign corre-
spondent, a wire correspondent, a page for

women (to be managed by an elderly
bachelor). These reporters and other
newspaper folks will be given a certain
time in which to gather their items while
the managing editor is putting the ma-
terial in shape ; a most interesting and
instructive idea would be to have a practi-

cal newspaper man give a practical talk on
newspaper work.
The paper, .be it understood, is to be

dated ten years hence, giving unlimited
freedom to the imagination, and paving
the way for many clever local "hits." Have
the cartoon drawn on a large blackboard.
Material will, of course, vary with differ-

ent companies of young people, but a few
general suggestions may be of assistance.

The editor may touch upon local, munici-

pal affairs or affairs of state. The adver-

tisements must purport to be from persons

present, and this unfortunate reporter

may save himself much brain fatigue by
soliciting an "ad" from each member of

the "company. An elderly bachelor may
advertise for a housekeeper, "matrimonial-

ly inclined," the youngest member present

for a competent maid, "fond of children,"

a girl known to dislike work for "plain

sewing or any kind of work;" one who
cooks well may advertise for a position,

and the noted "swapper" may furnish

material under "For Sale or Exchange."
The society page should contain an ac-

count of a wedding, using local names, a

debutante's reception; or teas or parties

of any description. The page for women
may give new rules for beautifying the

complexion ; advice to young house-

keepers, the latest fashions, etc.

The foreign correspondent may depose

crowned heads, setting up new sovereigns

at his own sweet will. Wars and rumors
of wars may be treated in a truly blood-

and-thunder style. The paper will surely

be most enthusiastically received if suf-

ficient care is put into its preparation.
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The Christian Opportunity in South

America

Secretary Root's visit to South
America and the Pan-American
conference at Rio Janerio have fo-

cused attention upon the political

and material interests of the great con-
tinent that stretches from the Caribbean
Sea south to the Atlantic Ocean. An era

of development and expansion seems to

have been begun. The building of rail-

ways and the commercial propaganda will

go on more vigorously than ever before.

As political conditions become more
stable and a better understanding pre-

vails between the different states, men in

all parts of the wTorld with money to in-

vest will be alert to the opportunities in

the South American continent.

Will the missionary enterprise here-

after be conducted with greater vigor?
It will certainly not be the fault of that

far-seeing student leader, John R. Mott,
if it is not. He was in Rio Janerio, on
his homeward trip from South Africa,

while the Pan-American Congress was in

session, and attended the reception given
by the president of the Brazilian repub-
lic;- was accorded a special interview with
Mr. Root and met Minister Griscom and
many leaders, both foreign and Brazilian,

of the various Christian bodies working
in Brazil ; and he comes back to this coun-
try eager to help make the Christians of
North America see that now is the day
of opportunity throughout this, "the neg-
lected continent."

Mr. Mott's first interest, naturally, is

the Y. M. C. A., which already has
branches in three cities, with able young
men from this country as secretaries and
with growing constituencies; but Mr.
Mott is also closely identified with the
work his own church (the Methodist
Episcopal) is doing in South America,
and interested too in that of the Presby-
terian, the Church of England and the
Protestant Episcopal church of this coun-
try. Able men are leading these and
other Christian bodies, and they have
already much to show for their labors;

but only a beginning has been made, and
Mr. Mott declares that the 70,000 young
men who comprise the student classes of
Latin America impress him as more neg-
lected than any other student body of the
world, not excepting that of Russia or the
Iberian peninsula. "We have come to
realize the full force and aptness," says
Mr. Mott, "of the designation of South
America as the neglected continent. Is

it not our solemn duty to atone for gen-
erations of neglect?"—The Congregation-
alist.

Nuggets

The shouter is often the pouter.
Ease is the disease of the church.

The nigh duties are the high duties.

Profession will not answer for confes-
sion.

The lowly places are the holy places.

It is yours to serve ; God's to preserve.
Men always sit down before they back-

slide.

More male Marthas would not hurt a
church.

The great fish that is swallowing the
Jonahs of to-day is sel-fish-ness.

A high-sounding doctrine is not neces-
sarily a sound doctrine from on high.

A church should be more zealous to
lift its people than its steeple to the skies.

Once it was death for a layman to enter
the holy of holies ; now it is death for
him to stay out.—Rev. W. Y. L. Davis-

He is My Shepherd
Out on the mountain wild and high,
Out on the desert wide and dry,
Out on the ocean wild and deep,
He is my shepherd where'er I sleep.

He watches o'er me from day to day,
Keeps my feet from going astray

—

Teaching me how each day to pray,
Living beside me all the way.

Keeps me clean without, within,

Washes my heart from every sin

—

Gives me grace to do his will.

Helping me my place to fill.

Cares for me through every ill,

Helps me up life's steepest hill

—

Helping 'me my joys to share,
Making life a day so fair.

Mrs. Edward H. Nugent.

f
"The Strange Adventures of Helen

Mortimer" next issue.

3 FEEDS 121 0JIE GEJIT
My stallions, Dan P&toh 1£6» Ore*

oeas 2:0231, Direotnm 2:05V, Arion
2Kr7X

r

,Eoy Wilkes 2:G6#. Buttonwood
2 J.7 and my one hundred high-class
brood mares eat "International Stock
Food" everyday- Can Patch has eat-
en "International Stoek Food" every
day foroverfoor years anddnrlng this
time haa broken Twelve World
Records and his physical condition
haa been marvelous. It will pay yon
to nee it for your Stallions, Brood
Mares, Colts, Race Horses, Show
Horses, Carriage or Coach Horses and
Work Horses because it gives more
Nerve Force,Endurance and Strength,
"International Stock Food" is pre-
pared from finely powdered medicinal
Hoots, Herbs, 8eeds and Barks and is
fed in tablespoonfnl amounts as an
addition to the regular grain feed. It
is equally good and very profitable to
use for HoreeSjColte,Fattening Cattle,
Cows, Calves, Hogs, Pigs, Sheep or
Lambs, because it Purifies the Blood,
Tones Up and Permanently Strength-
ens the Entire System, Keeps them
Healthy and Greatly Aids Digestion
and Assimilation so that each animal
obtains more nutrition from all grain
eaten. In this way it saves grain and
will make you a large extra profit- We
have thousands of reliable testimon-
ials on file in our office, and every
pound of "International Stock Food
is sold, by over 125,000 dealers* on a
"Spot Cash Guarantee" to refund
your money if it ever fails. Constant-
ly used by over two million stockmen
thronghout the world* If you de-
sire any further information I will be
pleased to have you write me.

M. W. SAVAGE, Prop, of
International Stock Food Co.
International Stock Food Farm.

Dan Patch 1:55, The Pacing King,
Cresceus 2:02V4, The Trotting King,

THIS BEAUTIFUL
I N

ICTU R
6 BRILLIANT COLORSMAILED TO YOU FREE,

We have just published a large, colored lithograph of the above Photo-Engraving, which shows our World Famous Stallions, Dan Patch 1:55 and CreeceuB 2:02 J*

,

in an Exoiting Contest and at Extreme Speed . The picture is 16 inches by 21 inches and shows both horses in their natural colors an d as life-like as if you saw them
racing on the track. It is a picture that would sell for $2.00 if gotten out in a small edition. Toucan have one of these large and beautiful colored pictures of
the two most valuable harness horse stallions and champions of the world, absolutely free and we will prepay the postage. This picture was made from life and
every lover of a great horse should have one.WRITE FOR ABOVE PICTURE AT ONCE.

1st, Name the paper in which you saw this offer. 2nd, State how much live stock you own or care for and then we will mail the picture
promptly, JK^Picture will not be mailed unless you give us this information and address.

INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD CO., MINNEAPOLIS, MINN., U. S. A.
AFTER BATING INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD" EVERY DAY FOR FOUR YEARS DAN PATCH OPENS THIS SEASON AS FOLLOWS:

First Start, Galesburg, 1:57 . . Third Start, Minnesota State Fair, 1:56%.
Second Start, Dubuque, 1:58. Fourth Start, Minnesota State Fair, 1:59.

MONEY-
HOW TO MAKE IT,

BY THOSE WHO
KNOW

That is the title of an extremely in-

teresting little book written by people

who .have made a lot of money by
taking subscriptions to the Woman's
Home Companion.

This book is beautifully illustrated

and will show you how easy it is to

make a good income by showing your
favorite magazine to your friends.

We wiE send this book and full" in-

formation about the $25,000 in prizes,

if you send a postal to-day to Depart-
ment 11, The Crowell Publishing
Company, Madison Square, New
York City.

5.000 Rifles

FREE
TO BOYS
Just Bend us your name

and. address so that we may
tell you how to get this fine
rifle Absolutely FREE.

YOU CAN HAVE ONE
As we are going to give away
5,000 of them. TVe mean it, every
word, and this is an honest,
straightforward offer, madeJby
an upright business firm who
always do exactly as they agree.
All we ask is that you do a few
minutes workforus. It is so very
easy that you will he surprised.
This Handsome Rifle is not a
toy air rifle, hut is a genuine
steel, blue barrel, hunting rifle,

that is strong, accurate and safe
and carries a 22-calibre long or
short cartridge. If you want a fine
little hunting rifle, just write and
ask us for particulars. They are
free and you will surely say it's the
best offer you ever saw or heard of.

BE SUREand WRITE ATONCE
before the 5,000 rifles are all gone,
as the boys are taking them fast.

Address

Peoples Popular Monthly,
S46 Arcade Building,
DE8 MOINES, IOWA.

Big Salaries
men ana women
of every age are
making big eala-
ries with aa.

Work honorable, easy and agreeable at

We want some one In your neighborhood. Are

an old established hrm. Write to-day. Big money for you.

ROYAL MANUFACTURING CO. Box 1856 Detroit, Mich.

U/C DAVCQC A n"EEK AND EXPENSES to men with rigs
WE rAI $00 to introduce poultry compound. Tear's con-
tract. IMPERIAL MFG. CO. DEPT. 20, PARSONS, KAKS.

"THE 20th CENTURY LIMITED"
Fastest Long Distance Train in the World,

960 Miles in 18 Hours,
via the

NEWYORK
(ENTRAL

LINES

"America'B Greatest Railroad"
This magnificent train is equipped with Pullman cars of the very latest design
and has all the special features which have made the New York Central service
so deservedly popular. Barber, Fresh and Salt Water Baths, Valet, Ladies'
Maid, Manicure, Stock and Market Reports, Telephone, Stenographer, etc.

A dozen other fast trains between

NEW YORK, BOSTON,
AND

BUFFALO, DETROIT,CLEVELAND,COLUMBUS,
CINCINNATI, INDIANAPOLIS,

CHICAGO, ST. LOUIS,

the West and
Southwest.

C. F. Daly, Passenger Traffic Manager, New York.

WE WANT NAMES.
We want YOU to send us the names and addresses of from ten to twenty-five farmers living in

the United States, having a few head of stock (cows, horses, pigs). You can send us the names
from any number of different post-offices. If you will send us these names we will send you
TWO BEAUTIFUL COLORED PICTURES FREE. These pictures are reproductions of the most
celebrated paintings in the world, and they are of high quality, and we know that you will be
pleased and delighted with them ; no pictures will be given for a list of less than ten farmers.
We want to send a sample copy of the RURAL HOME to a lot of farmers who are not now

taking our paper, and for that reason we want these names.
Send us immediately a list of at least ten farmers and we will send vou, postpaid, ABSOLUTELY

FREE, TWO REPRODUCTIONS OF THE WORLD'S FAMOUS PICTURES, in beautiful colors, size
15x20 inches. Address The Rural Home, 22 North William St., New York, N. Y.

ACENTS
WANTED For Mend-a-Rip

Greatly improved. Better than ever.

Does all kinds of light and heavy
rivetingand
etitcbing.
Saves its

coat many EimeB a year. A por-

t Hand Sowing Machine and Riveter

ibined. Notice the Automatic Spacer

which makes neat, even Btitchiiig- To
7 it means a sale. AgentB make

$3 to $15 a day. One agent made 320 first

day and writes to hurry machines to him. Write forspeo*

iai agtfl. price. J B. Foote Foundry Co.Dep. 404 Fredericktown,0

ITfie Great Azents SuM>lv House)

THE "BEST" LIGHT
Makes and bums its own gas. Produces

Z safe, powerful, white, steady light, at a

n cost of2C a week. Brighter than electri.

' I city or acetylene, cheaper than kerosene.
1 Over ioo styles—every one warranted.

[ • \ Agents wanted everywhere.

The Best light Company,
212 5th SU Canton, O.

DEFAULTED BONDS.
Inactive securities. Unquotable Railroad stocks

bought and sold. R. M. SMYTH E, Room 452,.
Produce Exchange, New York. Established 1S8S.

^flftfl FprrptS For Sa,&—Tney exterminate rats and rabbits.
JUUU I CI I CL3 Circular free. Lewis De Kleine, Jamestown, Mich.

Agents for any
thing can work up a big side line that takes very

little time once a month ;
sewing machine agents,

tax collectors, book agents, nursery-stock solic-

itors can double their business. Instructions and

outfit cost you nothing. We only want a reph
from you that you are a hustler, and we will do

the rest. Write us at once. Circulation Dept.

FARM AND FIRESIDE
Madison Square, New York
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No. 853—Wrapper with Tucked Yoke
Pattern cut for 3a, 34, 36 and 38 inch bust measures.
Quantity of material required for medium size, or 36
inch bust, eight and one half yards of material
thirty-six inches wide, or seven and one half yards
forty-four inches wide

<«>

Wrappers and House-Gowns

It
is at this season of the year that
every woman needs a new wrapper,
something which she can slip on in

the morning in a hurry, and yet feel

presentably dressed. For a wrapper that
is serviceable no better design can be se-

lected than the one shown on this page
in illustration No. 853. The gown is made
with full fronts tucked to form a pointed
yoke. It has a plain fitted Princess back
with inverted plaits in the center below
the waist-line. The full sleeves are tucked
at the wrists, or they can be made three-
quarter length and finished with arm-
bands. The ribbons which are inserted

at the side seams tie in front. The wrap-
per is made with a fitted lining.

Wool batiste is a very attractive mate-
rial for a gown of this sort. It can be

No. 851—Misses' Double-Breasted Coat
Pattern cut for 12, 14 and 16 year sizes. Quantity of
material required for medium size, or 14 years, three
and one half yards of material thirty-six inches
wide, or two and three fourths yards forty-four
inches wide,with seven eighths of a yard of contrast-
ing material for front facing and trimming

bought in pretty colors at thirty-nine cents

a yard, thirty-six inches wide. If one
wishes cheaper material, there are good-
looking outing-flannels, which sell from
twelve and one half cents to fifteen cents

a yard.

This serviceable coat, No. 851, has also

a smart style of its own. It falls loosely

back and front. It would be attractive in

dark blue serge, with the collar, lapels,

cuffs and pocket laps in plaid. A good
quality of serge will cost about $1.00 a

yard, fifty inches wide. This year there is

an inexpensive smooth cloth on the market
which comes in a variety of attractive

colors. It is sixty-five cents a yard, forty

inches wide. This would also do nicely

for the coat.
<S>

For school wear and for play there is

nothing like an apron to make the dress

last longer. This good-style apron, No 850,

Good-Style Practical Fashions
By Grace Margaret Gould

No. 850—Apron with Round Yoke
Pattern cut for 2, 4, 6 and 8 year sizes. Quantity of
material required for medium size, or six years, four
and one half yards of material twenty-seven inches
wide, or three and one half yards thirty-six inches
wide

for a little girl is made with the backs and
front full. The neck is finished with a
turn-down collar and there is a round
yoke. The neck may also be cut low and
finished with a frill. The bishop sleeves

are finished with a strap cuff, and there
are two roomy pockets.

Fashionable Colors and Trimmings

The woman who had a gray dress

last year and who wants to wear
it again this year, can do so and
not have the slightest feeling that

she is behind the times. Gray will be
worn very much this fall and winter, but
the fashion authorities state that to be
strictly new it must be a dark gray, which
is known as taupe. It strongly resembles
an elephant's ear in color. The most pop-
ular shade of the season, however, will be
brown—mahogany, nut brown and a
golden brown shade. Copper will also be
a very good color. The bronze greens
are the height of fashion, and the blues

which are not too dark, are also in favor.

Dresses and skirt and coat suits, are all

much trimmed. It is no longer the vogue,
however, to trim a brown suit with black
braid. The braid, if possible, should
match exactly the color of the gown.

Plaid silks and plaid woolen fabrics are

very much the vogue. In the bright

shades the}- look very charming as sep-

arate blouses, and gay plaid silk may also

be used as pipings or little ruffles for a

dark gown, especially when one of the

colors of the plaid matches the shade of

the dress goods. But whole costumes of

plaid silk, when one's wardrobe is not
very large, should be avoided.

<S>

Little Dress Economies

A
last year's Eton coat may be made
to look like quite another garment
by adding a new collar, new shaped
revers, cuffs and a very close-

fitting girdle belt. Fancy velvet in any of

the new subdued shades might be used,

or plain cloth braided.

It is wise for every young woman to

include in her wardrobe this season a

No. 856—Dress with Tab Bertha
Pattern cut for 6, 8 and io year sizes. Quantity of
material required for medium size, or 8 years, four
and one fourth yards of material thirty-six inches
wide, or three and one fourth yards forty-four inches
wide, with one fourth of a yard of lace for yoke

jumper waist. These waists are not only
very much the fashion, but they make it

possible for one to go on wearing a lin-

gerie waist that is a trifle the worse for
wear. The jumper waist, you know, de-
mands a guimpe, and the lingerie waist
may act in this capacity admirably.
The woman who feels she needs two

new suits this year, a skirt-and-coat cos-
tume and gown, and yet who can only
afford one new dress, can straighten out
her difficulty this way. She can have her
coat suit consisting, say, of a brown
cheviot plaited skirt and a tight-fitting

cutaway coat or a pony model. Then to
wear with this suit she can make or have
made, two entirely different waists. One
of wash flannel, in cream, showing a
brown stripe or printed figure, this to

wear for every day.

Then for her other waist she should
select either satin messaline in just the
same shade of brown as her suit, or
brown chiffon cloth, and this waist she can
trim so effectively that when her coat is

laid aside she will have an attractive
costume consisting of the dressy waist
matching the cloth skirt in color. Instead
of using messaline or chiffon cloth she
might have her bodice of velvet, trimmed
with elaborate buttons, silk braid the same
color, or lace.

<S>

Light-weight serge or mohair are about
the best materials to choose for gymna-
sium suits. This suit, No. 855, has a blouse
made with a turn-down collar, and cut a
trifle low at the neck. It buttons in single-

breasted style. The sleeve is three-quarter
length, with a turn-back cuff. The full

bloomers are plaited at the waist and
joined to the waistband.

<8>

The finishing touch of the theater cos-

tume this autumn is the theater head-dress.

Fashionable women will no longer remove

No. 852—Seven-Gored Skirt
Pattern cut for 24, 26, 28 and 30 inch waist measures.
Length of skirt, 41 inches in front. Quantity of ma-
terial required for medium size, or 26 inch waist, six
and one half yards of material thirty-six inches
wide, or five yards forty-four inches wide, with one
yard of material thirty-six inches wide for the bands

their hats at the theater. Th| fact is, it

will not be necessary to do so, as there
will be no hats worn to remove. The thea-
ter head-dress is the latest, and too much
cannot be said in its favor.
Every considerate woman will plan her

theater head-dress with a view to the
comfort of the man behind. The smaller
they are the better. Some are merely
made of one ostrich tip caught close to
the hair, and fastened to the side with a
rose. Others are fashioned of a twist of
tulle finished with flower rosettes.
To give a becoming touch to a plain

waist, the clever girl is looking with favor
on the Princess yoke. It has the effect of
being all in one piece, and is among the
daintiest of the new dress accessories.

No. 854—Boy's Blouse Waist No. 857—Double-Breasted Shirt=Waist

Pattern cut for 4, 6, 8 and 10 year sizes. Quantity of Pattern cut for 32, 34, 36 and 38 inch bust measures,
material required for medium size, or 8 years, two Quantity of material required for medium size, or 36
and one half yards of material twenty-seven inches inch bust, four yards of material twenty-seven inches
wide, or two yards thirty-six inches wide wide, or three yards thirty-six inches wide

No. 855—Misses' Gymnasium Suit
Pattern cut for 10, 12, 14 and 16 year sizes. Quantity
of material required for medium size, or 14 years,
six yards of material thirty-six inches wide, or four
yards forty-four inches wide

PATTERNS
To assist our readers and to simplify

the art of dressmaking, we will furnish pat-

terns of any of the designs illustrated on

this page for ten cents each. Send money
to Pattern Department, The Crowell Pub-

lishing Company, 1 1 East 24th Street,

New York, and be sure to mention the

size and number of the pattern desired.

Our fall and winter catalogue of fash-

ionable patterns, containing two hundred
of the latest designs that will be appro-

priate for all occasions, is now ready, and

will be sent free to any address upon re-

quest.

If you have never made your own cloth-

ing and are tired of paying the exorbitant

prices charged by the expensive dress-

making establishments, the designs illus-

trated on this page will be of interest to

you. No one, no matter how inexperi-

enced, need have any fear about the fit and

success of a dress when made with the aid

of the Madison Square Patterns. We em-

ploy the highest-priced experts, each an

artist in his separate line. Enclose ten

cents for each pattern wanted.

THE CROWELL PUBLISHING CO.,

1 1 E. 24th Street, New York City.
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The Phonograph

ANY menti.on of the most remarkable
and humanlike invention of the

nineteenth century, the phono-
graph, invariably brings to mind

the name of Thomas Alva Edison, the

wizard of electricity. But contrary to

popular belief, the idea of the phonograph
was not conceived in Edison's inquiring

and constructive mind. He perfected

the machine now in ordinary use, but did

not originate it.

To one Leon Scott the latter honor is

due. In the year 1855, just prior to the

Civil War, and doubtless little thought of

during the turbulent times which fol-

lowed, Scott completed, after long and
patient toil, the world's first machine for

the recording and reproduction of the

sound of the human voice. This machine,
_

from which the phonograph of the present

day is evolved, was called the phonauto-
graph. Its construction was not of a com-
plicated nature, consisting simply of an
ellipsoidal barrel to which was attached

a sound receiver, opened at one end and
closed at the other. From the closed end
projected a small brass tube, across which
a flexible membrane was stretched. To
the center of the membrane was fixed a

bristle, which served as a stylus and
stirred in sympathy with the membrane
when set in motion by waves of sound.

In front of the membrane was placed a
horizontal cylinder, wrapped in a sheet of

paper, which was covered with a thin

layer of lampblack, against which the

bristle rested lightly. Any vibrations of

sound which entered the receiver were
transmitted by the sensitive membrane to

the stylus, which, when the cylinder re-

volved, described to the lampblack surface

a zigzag line. In this way practically a

complete phonographic record of the
- sound vibrations was secured. So much
for Scott's invention, which embodied the

essential principles upon which the record-

ing and reproducing instruments of to-day
are based.

In 1877 Edison took up the work where
Scott left off, and by important elimina-

tions and elaborations carried the idea to

a successful and practical realization. By
substituting a receiving funnel for the
ellipsoid, a perfectly rigid metal stylus

for the bristle, and a tin-foil cylinder for

the lampblack-coated one, the sound vibra-

tions were indented instead of traced.

Then, when the machine was reversed,
the blunt stylus was forced to travel back
over the indentations, and by this method
the original sounds were reproduced.

Edison's discovery was hailed as a
wonderful scientific triumph, and the ap-
plauding public predicted great things for
his marvelous machine. It was discov-
ered, however, that after a few repeti-

tions the record of sound was entirely

effaced from the tin-foil surface, and the
invention proved little more than a novel
and entertaining scientific toy.

But Edison had faith in the idea, and
continued his experiments during the fol-

lowing ten years, and to such effect that
in 1888 a more elaborate but vastly more
practical machine was placed on the mar-
ket. The new machine possessed many
marked improvements over the old one.
A wax cylinder was substituted for the
tin-foil one, and this was slipped over a
mandrel, and so constructed that it was
made to - revolve while the machine was
in operation. In talking into the receiving
funnel the sound waves caused a malleable
glass diaphragm, constructed with a cut-
ting stylus on its under surface, to vi-

brate and cut vertically into the wax,
advancing horizontally as the cylinder re-

volved. Reproduction of sounds recorded
was brought about by the use of another
stylus, which was made from sheets of
mica. The cutting stylus was made of
sapphire, with a cup-shaped front ground
o a fine edge. The reproducing stylus
had a ball-shaped point which followed
the track cut out by the recording stylus.

The motion of the machine caused the
diaphragm to vibrate, and in this way the
recorded sounds were reproduced.
The power for the propulsion of the

machine was secured from a small elec-
tric motor. The sound thus reproduced
was not nearly equal in volume to the
original, but .was strengthened by means
of a funnel attached to the reproducer.
The sound could be heightened or reduced
by adjusting the speed of the machine.
In using the cylinder containing the phon-
ographic record a sharp knife preceded
the stylus and removed previous records.

It is estimated that a record once made
on the wax cylinder can be reproduced
several thousands of times without im-
pairment. The records can be mailed
readily, and can be used on any machine.
There is no limit to the speed with which
sounds can be recorded, or to the number
and variety of words. The graphophone
possesses the same essential principles of
the phonograph, the greatest difference be-
ing that it employs a wax-coated cylinder
of pasteboard instead of one of all wax.

Little Science Stories

s

I

h

The X-Rays

As a result of experiments made in

1874 and 1875, Prof, (now Sir) Wil-

liam Crookes gave to the scientific world

what is commonly known as the radiome-

ter, a tiny mill whose vanes rotate with

rays of light and heat. The action of this

mill, however, depended upon its being

placed in a glass bulb almost empty of

air. A noticeable fact in connection with

experiments made with the Crookes bulb

is that when it encloses rubies, bits of

phenakite and other suitable objects, and

electrical rays are turned upon them, they

flash and glow with the most, brilliant

luster known to art. If excited by a ray

from the negative pole of an electrical ma-
chine, a Crookes bulb itself shines with

a vivid, golden-green ray.

Year by year new wonders were opened

up by the Crookes bulb; but it remained
for Prof. Philip Lenard, in 1894, to dis-

cover its most remarkable power. He
found that when the bulb was electrically

excited there emerged from it a cathode

ray which passed nearly as freely through

a thin sheet of aluminum as the summer
sunshine through a window-pane.

Professor Hertz had discovered a few
years previously that metals in very thin

sheets were virtually transparent to his

electric waves. This property was found
by Professor Lenard to extend to the

cathode ray in a greater degree. The
discoveries made by Lenard and Hertz at-

tracted the attention of Professor Ront-
gen, who began to make researches of his

own. According to his own account of

the discovery, he was working with a

Crookes tube covered by a shield of black
cardboard. On a bench near at hand lay

a piece of platino-cyanide^paper. After
experimenting for some time by passing a

current through the tube, he noticed a pe-

culiar black line traced across the piece of

cyanide paper. Such an effect, he rea-

soned, could be produced only by the pas-

sage of light. No light could come from
the Crookes tube, which he was using, as

the shield which covered it was impervious
to any known light, even that of the elec-

tric arc. Assuming that the effect must
have come from the tube, he set to work
to test his theory.

A few moments of experiment assured
him that the rays were coming from the

tube, producing the peculiar luminescent
effect upon the paper, which was removed
to greater and greater distances with the
same result. Here was a new kind of in-

visible light, something unknown and un-
recorded. Professor Rontgen began to

question himself. "Is this light?" he
asked. "No." "Is it electricity ?"- "Not
in any known form." "What is it, then?"
"I don't know." And with these words
the now famous scientist stated all that is

known about the essence of these rays.

Having discovered their existence, how-
ever, he endeavored to learn what they
could do along various lines. He first ex-
perimented with a series of cabinet-sized

photographs, and found that the rays from
the tube passed directly through them with
a penetrative power hitherto unknown.
They penetrated paper, wood and cloth

with ease, and the thickness of the sub-
stance made no perceptible difference when
held at a reasonable distance.

Photographs of different objects under
test were made, and during scientific lec-

tures afterward Professor Rontgen exhib-
ited these for the enlightenment of his

audience. One photograph showed a num-
ber of laboratory weights in a box, with-
out any indications of the box itself, with
the exception of the hinges. A photo-
graph of a compass showed the needle

and dial taken through the brass cover.

Reasoning, from the remarkable pene-
trative power of the rays, that they should
penetrate the flesh as well, experiments
were made, and proved the calculation cor-

rect, as photographs taken of the hand
exposed to the rays showed plainly the
bones thereof with but slight evidence of

the flesh that covered them. This last

discovery marked a distinct and invaluable
addition to the science of surgery, since by
means of the rays dislocations and frac-

tures are readily and fully detected by the
surgeon, diseases of the bones are fully

studied, and shot, needles and other for-

eign substances within the muscles of the
patient are located with accuracy.

<S>

Lithography

To Alois Senefelder, a native of Prague,
born November, 1771, belongs the

honor of discovering the art of lithogra-

phy. The father of Alois, Peter Sene-

felder, was one of the performers of the

Royal Theater at Munich. He objected
very strongly, however, to his son's taking
up the same profession, and sent him to

the University of Ingolstadt instead.

But Alois, owing to the death of his

father shortly afterward, was compelled to

give up his studies and look about for

some means of acquiring a livelihood.

Yielding to old inclinations, he took up
acting and authorship, only to meet with
poor success. It is to this latter line of
endeavor that the discovery of lithography
is due.

In order to hasten the publication of his

writings, Senefelder spent whole days at

a time in the printing-office, and acquaint-

ed himself with all the various processes
and particulars of printing. It appeared
such a simple method to him that he de-

cided to purchase a small printing-press

and turn out his own publications, but
lack of ready money prevented him.

Necessity, so we are told, is the mother
of invention. At any rate, Alois attempted
to engrave his own compositions, trying

various experiments without success. The
purchase of needed additional copper
plates was out of the question, and the
want of a sufficient number necessitated
the tiresome task of grinding and polishing
afresh those which had already been used.

One day his attention was directed by
accident to a fine slab of Kellheim stone,

which he had bought for the purpose of
grinding his printing ink. He conceived
an idea to utilize this stone for practise in

his exercises of writing backward, the
ease with which the stone could be ground
and polished afresh being the chief induce-
ment. The idea of taking impressions
from the stone was brought about in a
peculiar way. While he was engaged one
day in his task of polishing the stone with
a view to continuing his writing exercises,

his mother entered the room and asked
him to write her a bill for the washer-
woman, who was then waiting for the
linen. Having no paper or ink near at
hand, he wrote the bill upon the slab

which he was engaged in polishing. The
ink used was composed of wax, soap and
lampblack. Some time afterward, when
he was about to wipe the writing from the
stone, an idea suddenly possessed him to

try the effects of aqua fortis on the stone.

If the parts written on resisted the chem-
ical action, he reasoned, impressions might
be taken in the same manner as from
wood engravings. Surrounding the sfone
with a thick border of wax, he covered its

surface with a mixture of one part oi
aqua fortis and ten parts of water. The
result of this novel experiment at the end
of five minutes fulfilled Senefelder's most
sanguine hopes. On examination he found
the writing raised above the surface of the
stone about the tenth part of a line. He
at once applied the printing ink to the
stone, using at first a common printer's

ball. Experiment soon proved, however,
that a thin piece of board, covered with
fine cloth, answered the purpose better,

distributing the ink more equally. In this

way he was enabled to take satisfactory

impressions. He knew at once that he
had chanced upon a valuable discovery.
The method of printing was entirely new,
and he hoped to obtain a patent for it, and
probably secure some assistance from the
government. This was done, and for

years afterward Senefelder continued his

experiments, until the art of lithography
was not only simplified, but attained a high
degree of excellence at his hands.
In recognition of the great service which

he had rendered the art of printing and
engraving, the King of Bavaria settled a
handsome pension on Senefelder, who died
in Munich in 1834, honored in his own
land, and had the satisfaction of seeing his

invention brought to practical perfection.

The greater number of lithographic

stones in present use are imported from
Germany. An extensive traffic is done in

this line in the village of Solenhofen, in

the district of Monheim. In its chemical
decomposition the Solenhofen stone con-
sists of lime arid carbonic acid. It is

usually cut in slabs of two to three inches

in thickness, and is sold by weight.
Lithographic stones vary in color from

a dull gray to a light creamy shade, the

gray stones proving the hardest. They
are sometimes mottled, having light and
dark patches, and in such cases they are
suitable for ordinary transfer work only.

There are several methods of drawing on
these stones, the most common being the
chalk method and the pen-and-ink method.
Since the invention of photography, artis-

tic lithography, except in the way of color-

printing, has been in less demand than
formerly.

The Making Over of the Howards
[continued from page 15]

chapter ix.

Doctor Merdith had gone the next
morning before Elsie woke. He left

directions that she was not to leave her
bed until he saw her again.

"But I am perfectly well." Elsie ex-
claimed with her old impatience.

"I hope so, dear," was Mary's cheerful

reply. "Still, I think the doctor is right

in saying that this has been an immense
drain upon your strength. You must
keep still for a short time."

Elsie struggled up to a sitting position.

She found herself very weak and dizzy,

so much so that she was glad to lie down
again. When Alice brought a tempting
breakfast tray, Elsie found herself unable

to swallow anything but a cup of coffee.

"Perhaps Doctor Merdith was right

after all," she admitted.

That afternoon Jerome Dare went to

his own home. Flip, who had hastened
to Howard Farm on hearing of the acci-

dent, accompanied his master and prom-
ised Mary that the injured shoulder
should have the treatment the doctor had
ordered.
On the first day that she was allowed

to sit up the subject of Alice's marriage
was discussed by the three sisters. Elsie

sat in an easy chair by the window,
looking out over the fields which were
beginning to take on a tinge of softest

green under the warm rays of the sun.

The springtime was always a delight to

Elsie. As she looked over the pastures

and meadows, threaded by the stream
which had sunk to its normal size, some-
thing of the old passionate joy in life

thrilled her heart.

"Oh, I will be so glad to get out into

the fields and woods !" she cried. "For a

week I have forgotten my work; now it

begins to call me."
Mary was at the sewing-machine, again

making summer clothes for the Hill,

children. She looked up to say

:

"This will be a busy summer for us all.

Alice, from something that I heard Doc-
tor Merdith say last night, I know he
desires an early wedding. Have you de-

cided when it is to be?"
"John wants it to be the- first of June.

He says we have waited long enough."
"I think that he is right," and Mary

Howard sighed. "It means a great deal to

me, this severing of the sisterly bond that

has made our interests one for so many
years, but it is right. It is the life that

God ordained for men and^women."
"But we have all waited so long," Elsie

said a little petulantly. "Girls, I have not
dreamed, not for years, that any of us
would ever marry."

"It will be your turn next, dear," Alice
said with the bride-elect's usual desire

that others should know, by experience,

her own joy. "Now one thing, I would
rather that there should be no division of

the property. You are to stay on here
and use everything."

"Of course we will have a plain under-
standing about that," Mary said thought-
fully. "I would not like to have the old

home divided again and any of it sold."

"It must not be," Elsie cried. "Alice, I

am sure you are very happy, but no man
I ever saw could tempt me to give up
my home. I am a Howard, and at

Howard Farm I expect to live and die."

Alice stooped to lay one hand on her
sister's dark hair.

"Had it not been for your energetic

taking of the affairs of the Howards into

your hands, Elsie, this great happiness

would have never come to me. I would
not have met John, and I would not have
regained my health."

Mary smiled, albeit her lips trembled a

little. "Elsie, you have succeeded in mak-
ing over one of the Howards," she said.

"Now let- us discuss this coming wedding."
A week went by. Elsie had not seen

Jerome Dare. She was haunted by a con-

tinual sense of obligation regarding what
he had done for her.

"I shall feel better when I have made
an attempt to thank him," she said to

Mary. "Will you not send a note, asking

him to come up to supper to-morrow
night?"

"I will, providing you will promise to

be on your good behavior," said Mary.
"What do you mean, Mary?"
"You know what I mean. Your resent-

ment toward Professor Dare has always
seemed to me childish and unreasonable.

He is a cultured gentleman and has tried

to be a friend to us. It is true that he
has met your independent rebuffs in

something like the same spirit in which
they have been given, but I think you can

hardly blame him for that. Now^Elsie,
he saved your life, and at the risk of his

own"
"I know he did, Mary. If he did not in

some way always make me feel—well,

crude and faulty ! But I will be 'nice' to

him this evening, I promise you I will."

[to be concluded next issue]
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Spider Lifts a Snake

To anyone unfamiliar with the habits

and capabilities of the little spider,

its feats of strength are indeed
wonderful. Doctor Phin describes

among other things, says "Youth Com-
panion," how a spider contrived to lift from
the ground a snake that was, of course,

many times heavier than itself. The
story is of interest chiefly for the scien-

tific explanation which is given of the

way in which the thing was done.
Some years ago in a small village in

New York State a spider entangled a

milk snake in her threads and actually

raised it some distance from the ground,
in spite of the struggles of the reptile,

which was alive.

The spider is furnished with one of

the most efficient mechanical imple-

ments known to engineers, namely, a
strong elastic thread. There are few
substances that will support a greater
strain than the silk of the spider. Care-
ful experiment has shown that for equal

sizes the strength of these fibers exceeds
that of common iron; but notwithstand-
ing its strength the spider's thread would
be useless as a mechanical power if it

were not for its elasticity.

The spider has no blocks or pulleys

and therefore cannot cause the thread
to divide up and run in different direc-

tions, but the elasticity of the thread
more than makes up for this.

Let us suppose that a child can lift a
six-pound weight one foot high and can
do it twenty times a minute. Furnish
him with 350 rubber bands, each capable
of pulling six pounds through one foot

when stretched. Let these bands be at-

tached to a wooden platform on which
stands a pair of horses weighing 2,100

pounds, or rather more than a ton.

If, now, the child will go to work and
stretch these rubber bands singly, hook-
ing each one up as it is stretched, in less

than twenty minutes he will have raised

the pair of horses one foot.

The elasticity of the rubber bands en-

ables the child to divide the weight of

the horses into 350 pieces of six pounds
each, and at the rate of a little less than
one every three seconds, he lifts all

these several pieces one foot, so that the

child easily lifts this enormous weight.

Each spider's thread acts like one of

the elastic rubber bands. The spider

would have to connect the snake with
the point from which it was to be sus-

pended by a sufficient number of threads.

By pulling successively on each thread
and shortening it a little, the snake
might be raised to any height within

the capacity of the building in which the

work was done.
<$>

A Long Service Flagman

WE print herewith a photograph of Mr.
Samuel Durner, a crossing flagman

in the employ of the Pennsylvania R. R.

Co., stationed at Harmans, Maryland.
"Uncle Sam" as he is known by every-

body has a unique record. He has worked
at the same place for more than nineteen

years, and during that time has lost but

two days from work. He was sick one

SAMUEL DURNER

day and the other day took a vacation.

His hours are from 6 a. m. to 6 p. m.,

and he works seven days a week. His
salary is $33.00 per month. Another
unique feature is that he has never had
the slightest accident of any kind in his

nineteen years of service. L. G. K.
<3»

The Why of Things

The origin and history of certain cus-

toms and habits that have been
handed down from the long ago have
never ceased to be new and interesting

to many people. The "Scrap Book" cites

a few, and very entertainingly says:

Why are sailor's trousers always made
wide at the bottom?

Because, in the course of ordinary
small boat duty, a sailor generally goes
barefoot, and in making a landing on a

beach he grasps his trousers and pulls

them up to the thigh, thus landing through
the surf with dry clothing. Trousers
such as landsmen wear would have to be
rolled up, which would cause too much
delay.

Why is a woman's allowance called pin-

money ?

Because, at the beginning of the

fifteenth century pins were considered a
very acceptable present by women, who,
up to that time, had used wooden skewers.
Sometimes money was given with or in-

stead of pins, and was called "pin-

money."
Why is the fourth hour marked IIII on

clock-dials, instead of IV?
Because, when the first clock, resem-

or mitts, they could withdraw the hand
from the grasp of a lover and leave only
the glove therein. In this way the un-
welcome suitor was made to understand
that his attentions were not wanted.

<5>

Queer, But Facts

IN the last sixty years the speed of
* ocean liners has increased from V/2 to

23J/2 knots an hour.
The most valuable crown in Europe

is the Portuguese: but the Austrian,
valued at $550,000, is the finest specimen
of the goldsmith's art.

The world's births amount to about
37,000,000 every year, 101,370 every day,

bequests recorded in any country in
modern times has fallen to the lot of
Hungary by the will of the late Count
A. Karolyi. The Count was 75 years
old, and he left no direct descendants.
He has also been one of the most en-
terprising supporters of modern methods
of scientific agriculture in Hungary. By
his will he bequeathed a sum of $6,000,-
000 for philanthropic objects.

Horsemanship

Treats of horsemanship such as leaping
* hedges and fences are common among
fox-hunters and other equestrians, but in

France the cavalrymen are taught to jump
their horses over carriages, dinner-tables,

carts and other curious obstacles. The
accompanying view is an excellent snap-
shot of a cadet at Saumur school, putting
his mount over a victoria. The feat was
performed without the horse's hoofs
touching any portion of the vehicle, al-

though the length of the jump was over
ten feet.

<$>

Have you ever been to a large market
place and seen the vast number of wagons
standing side by side with their loads of

all kinds of goods for sale? That's what
Farm and Fireside is. Glance through
the advertising columns and you will be
surprised at the great variety of articles

and goods for sale. You may find some-
thing that you have been wanting for a

long time. If you do, write for it. If

you mention Farm and Fireside we guar-
antee that you will have prompt and
courteous treatment.

No Use for Insurance Company

Jacob Haish, a Dekalb, Illinois, man-
ufacturer has an odd custom of taking

chances against the elements, and some
queer things began to happen after he had
kept up this practise for nearly half a

century.

Mr. Haish owns about one hundred
different buildings in the city of Dekalb.
He figured it out that the amount of the
premiums, were all the buildings insured
at usual rates, would amount to consid-

erably more than any loss that would be
apt to come along. He became his own
insurance company, and for years has
never spent a dollar for the protection

for which business firms are now spending
millions.

Not long since, however, one of his

factories was destroyed by fire, and he re-

placed it with the structure shown in the

accompanying picture, and he built one
of the tallest smoke-stacks in northern
Illinois.

Following the loss of the factory, and
after he had rebuilt it, another structure

known as the city opera house took fire

and burned to the ground, and within a

few months lightning struck his smoke-
stack with the result shown in the picture.

Despite the fact that all of these losses

LIGHTNING'S WORK ON SMOKE-STACK

followed each other in quick succession,

the veteran manufacturer sticks to his in-

surance custom like a soldier at his gun.

Mr. Haish was one of the inventors of

barbed fence wire from the manufacture
of which he made a large fortune. He is

still looking after his many industrial

plants while he is nearly four score years

old. He has given a large amount of

money to different worthy objects in the

town. It is his custom to present to each

of his many tenants a good fat turkey

on Thanksgiving day. J. L. Graff.

Helen Mortimer will be formally in-

troduced to our readers in the November
15th issue. Be sure your subscription is

paid up so you will not miss the paper. A
beautiful full-page picture in many colors,

entitled "The Indian Canoe Girl," will also

compose a part of the next issue.

QUEER STUNTS OF FRENCH HORSEMEN

bling those in use to-day, was made by
Henry Vick in 1370, for Charles V. of
France, surnamed the Wise, the king
found fault with the Roman numeral IV.
He said it should be IIII. Vick ventured
to suggest that the king was mistaken,
whereupon Charles roared : "I am never
wrong ! Take the clock away and correct

the mistake at once, on pain of my dis-

pleasure." The figure was altered to IIII

and has so remained ever since.

Why do we say: "Mind your p's and
q's ?"

Because in ancient times, behind the

door of each ale-house there hung a slate,

on which was written, P., which stood

for pint, and Q., which stood for quart.

A number was placed opposite each
customer's name, according to the amount
he imbibed. He was not expected to pay
until Saturday evening, when he had to

"mind his p's and q's."

Why do men wear buttons on their

coat-sleeves ?

Because Frederick the Great, of Prussia,

who was a great admirer of smart uni-

forms, finding that his soldiers were in

the habit of wiping their faces with the

sleeves of their coats, ordered that a
row of buttons should be placed on the

upper side of each, and this broke the

habit. The original purpose has been long
since forgotten, and the buttons were
placed under the sleeves to be out of the

way.
Why is thirteen called a baker's dozen?
Because in olden times a baker who

gave short weight was subjected to severe

penalties, and to be on the safe side

he always added an extra roll to the dozen
to make up for the possible deficiency in

the others, and thus safe-guarded himself.

Why does a dog turn around several

times before lying down?
Because in his wild state, the dog lived

in jungles, as the wolf and fox do now.
Before lying down he turned several times

in order to tramp the leaves and grasses

down and away from his body and thus

secure a flat resting-place. The instinct

still survives though there is no reason

for the practise.

Why do we always shake hands with
the right hand?

Because in the days when the people

were not as peaceable as they now are,

every man carried a sword or dagger to

defend himself. This sword was worn on
his left side, where the right hand could

quickly grasp it for use in time of peril.

When a man wished to show that he was
friendly, he extended his right hand,

which would be clasped by the other's

right hand, if he, too, meant peace. Thus
each would be sure that the other would
not draw his sword.
Why does a woman "give the mitten"

to a man when she refuses him?'
Because when women wore half gloves,

4,224 every hour, or one and a fraction
every second.
Out of every 100 pounds of paper

manufactured in the world, only 6 pounds
is made into books.

It takes 5,000 bees to weigh a pound;
but when the insects come in fresh from
the fields and flowers, laden with honey,
they weigh over twice as much.
The pay of Chinese soldier is about

five cents a day.

The possession of a boat and fishing-

tackle valued at $150 gives a Canadian
the right to vote.

At the first meeting of the new high
court of Australia, the judges, whose
united salaries amount to $50,000 per
annum, found that there were no cases
to hear, and solemnly dispersed.

Scientists roughly calculate, from the
data so far available, that the stars of

the Milky Way are situated from 100,-

000,000 to 200,000,000 times as far away
from us as the sun.

The Chinese have a peculiar custom
with regard to turtles. They are not
used for culinary purposes, but are
thrown into the sea at the commence-
ment of a voyage in order to insure

good luck.

The French president receives $120,000

a year, and gets, in addition, fruit, vege-
tables, game, fuel, oil, gas, electric light,

and washing free.

Gems in the diadem of the Russian
empress are worth $400,000. They com-
prise 2,536 diamonds and a massive ruby.
The palace of the King of Siam is sur-

rounded by high white walls, which are

a mile in circumference. Within them
are contained temples, public offices,

seraglios, stables for the sacred ele-

phants, accommodation for 1,000 troops,

cavalry, artillery, war elephants, an ar-

senal and a theater.

The great glacier on Mt. Blanc is be-

ing used for other purposes than fur-

nishing an occupation to guides and an
attraction for tourists. An ice trust has

gone into business on an extensive

scale of quarrying the clear, hard ice,

at an altitude of 4,000 feet. The ice is

blown out in great blocks by means of

dynamite, after which it is sawed into

regular sizes -and sent down the moun-
tain sides on a narrow-gage railway.

Mexico has a cactus which grows
toothpicks; another, ribbed and thickly

set with toothpick spines, which fur-

nishes the natives with combs; there is

another cactus, the long curved spines

of which resemble fishhooks ; there is

another which is an almost perfect imi-

tation of a sea urchin; still another re-

sembles a porcupine; there is still

another covered with red hair which is

nicknamed the "red-headed" cactus.

Probably one of the largest benevolent
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Game Law
C. D., Ohio—The season for shooting

squirrel begins September 1st and ends

October 15th. That for quail begins Nov.
15th, and closes Dec. 5th.

<$>"

- Laws of Right-of-Way by a Non-User

T. H., Ohio, writes: "In 1880 A.

granted to B. a right-of-way over a strip

of land to a spring branch, to be used as

a water right by B. This strip of land

is not now used by B. as a water right

nor for any other purpose; nor has it,

during the twenty-six years been used by

B. A. has exercised ownership over it in

so far that no fence has enclosed it or

been built around it by B. There is noth-

ing to mark strip of land, except the

writing.
;

B.'s failure to take possession of said

strip of land and to use the same, and
A.'s continuous use of it and exercise of

ownership over it, for the period of

twenty-six years, would be considered

either as an abandonment by B. or as'

an acquirement of the same by adverse

possession. B. could not now claim the

same. Of course, if this has been allowed

to continue in this unused way by agree-

ment of parties, then B. would not have
lost his right.

Incompatability of Temper as a Ground
for Divorce

J. R., New York—There is no state in

the Union that gives "incompatability of

temper" as one of the causes for divorce.

The state of Florida makes "ungovern-
able temper" a cause. A violent exhibi-

tion of temper might in some cases be
considered as extreme cruelty and in

others might be considered as a cause of

neglect, etc. A person in Pennsylvania is

required to be a bona fide resident of

that state for one year prior to the filing

of the petition. It is questionable, under
the recent decision of the Supreme
Court of the United States how far the

New York Courts would recognize a di-

vorce granted in Pennsylvania to a person
who had come into that state from New
York.

<$>

Disposition of Rent

G. W. S., Tennessee, asks : "A mar-
ried B., second wife, about thirty years

ago. Before A. died he made a will giv-

ing to B. his real estate during her life,

and, after her death, to the children of his

first wife. B. rented the place for the

year 1906, rent due November 15th. B.
died the first of June. Now who gets the
rent for the year 1906, B.'s heirs or the

present owners of the land."

I am not fully aware of the decisions

of the Supreme Court of Tennessee, upon
the above question, and those of other
states are not uniform thereon. As a
general rule growing crops where the life

tenant dies belong to the executor or
administrator of the life tenant, even
though in that manner the remainder man
is defeated of the right to at once enter

upon possession of his land. If the ex-
ecutor or administrator is entitled to the

growing crops, there seems to be no good
reason that where the rent is a cash one
he would also be entitled to the rent.

Some states have passed laws to appor-
tion the rent between the executor or ad-

ministrator and the tenant in remainder,

but there was no such a rule at com-
mon law. Therefore, I would answer that

the executor or administrator of the life

tenant is entitled to collect this rent.

To be positive, however, it would be ad-
visable to consult a local attorney.

<S>

Ownership of Property

A. B., Ohio, asks : "A bought a farm
in Arkansas about 1857, and paid $800
for it. He left it about 1860, and died in

1862. The deed is still in A.'s name.
What is the law in Arkansas on real

estate in such case?"
It is rather difficult to know just ex-

actly what the querist desires to have an-
swered in the above query. If the taxes
have been properly kept up on the prop-
erty, it would no doubt belong to the
legal heirs of A. However, there is very
great danger that before this time some-
one else has acquired title by adverse use,
or by purchase of the land at tax sale,

and that it would be some trouble for
the heirs to get possession of the land at

this date.

<t>

Effect of Post-Nuptial Contract Upon
Dower Rights

T. B., Ohio, inquires: "In 1875 I

bought a small farm and paid cash for it.

In 1877, I married, but got no property
by wife. I lived with her twenty-three
years. In 1901 she sued me for divorce,
and ran away with another party. I paid
her the required $500 alimony, allowed
her all goods she owned, and half of all

stock and everything. She gave me a
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quitclaim deed and a post-nuptial con-

tract of all dower rights, or any claims

whatsoever, each to do business separate

and apart. These claims are all paid.

She has been gone five years. She has

.been trying to get a divorce ever since

she left. Can I sell this farm and
give a clear title? We have three chil-

dren, all married. In the event of my
death can she hold claim to anything?
Two years ago her father died leaving her

an heir to a good farm and $3,000 in

money. As she has no quitclaim from
me, can I hold a third in this money and
realty?"
The parties being married, so long as

the marriage relation is not dissolved by
order of Court, the survivor upon the

death of the other will be entitled to the

right given by law in the property of such
other, unless such right has been released

by act of the parties. So in the above
case, the husband not having released his

right to the propery, if he should survive

her, would be entitled to whatever the

laws would give a husband in the wife's

estate. A husband would have no right

in such property unless he survives the

wife. As the wife has released all her
rights, of course the husband could trans-

fer his property free from any claims on
her part, and in the event of his death she

would hold no claim.

Title to Property Under Will

E. M., Pennsylvania, asks : Two sis-

ters (widows) own property jointly. The
older sister made a will giving all to her
sister her lifetime. Whatever is left she

gave to the nephew. The older sister

died. Two years after the nephew died,

willing all he had or expected to have to

his wife. The younger sister has lived

in the house her whole life, has made all

improvements and repairs, and paid the

taxes for more than twenty-one years.

Could she own the house where they
lived by possession? The younger sis-

ter died, willing all she had to a niece.

Now, does the nephew's wife own half

of the house?"
Yes, it seems to me that the nephew's

wife would own half of the property.

That is, that belonging to the older sis-

ter, as that was devised to him by the
will of such older sister. The younger
sister might possibly have defeated this

devise by having disposed of the property
during her lifetime, but not having dis-

posed of it during her lifetime it would
pass under the will and go to the nephew,
and under his will to his wife, the
younger sister's share, of course, going to

the niece as her will provided. The
younger sister could not in such a case

have acquired title by adverse possession,

as she had a right to be in possession, and
the law will presume that she held by
that right and not by one adverse.

<S>

JTax Title—Meter Rent—Accounting for

Real Estate Rent

J. K., West Virginia, wishes to know

:

"(1) If I pay taxes on property that has
turned delinquent and get a quitclaim
deed, can person holding the warranty
deed claim property? (2) If I burn
natural gas by meter at twenty cents a
thousand feet, and only burn one thou-
sand (gas company's minimum rate is fifty

cents per month) can they collect more
than I consume? No contract was made
to this effect when gas was piped into

my buildings. (3) A. owned seventy-
four acres of land and died, leaving it to

seven heirs. The oldest heir, holding a

mortgage of $250 on said property, has
had the renting and charge of said prop-
erty for ten years, the other heirs not
receiving any of the rent in that time.

Could that heir collect that mortgage
from shares of the other heirs if property
was sold?"

(1) It will depend entirely upon the
fact whether or not the tax sale has been
held according to law. Generally such tax
titles are not considered very good, and
if the person holding the title by warranty
deed would pay all back taxes and im-
provements put on the property he might
recover the same. (2) The gas company
could make such rules and regulations as

they might see fit, if no contract was
made to the contrary. The mere fact

that no contract was made when the gas
was piped into the building will not pre-

vent them from afterward adopting such

rules and regulations as they might see

fit. (3) The oldest heir could collect

the same, provided he was not barred by
the statute of limitations, but the other

heirs could require him to account for

the rent that was received from the prop-

erty, and whatever he has received over
and above the legal charges, in the way of

taxes, repairs, etc., the court would apply

upon his claim.
<$>

Title to Property—Dower Rights

C. R., Pennsylvania, writes : "Father

and son by first wife went into partner-

ship on land that- son helped to get, but

there is nothing to show that they did.

They erected a building in which to do
business, and the father deeded half the

land on which the building stands to his

son. The second wife refused to sign the

deed. Can the son hold property for his

half interest?"

Yes, the son can hold his half interest

in this property, subject, however, to the

wife's dower therein should she survive

her husband. However, in such a case,

if the father gives to the son a warranty
deed the son might recover from the

father's estate, if he had any, the value of

the claim of the wife would be in his half

interest which was conveyed to him by
his father. It might be possible that upon
the father's death the wife would be
obliged to take all her interest out of the

property remaining in the father's name,
if that was sufficient to cover it.

<5>

Husband as a Creditor of Wife's Estate

K. P., Pennsylvania, asks : "If the wife
dies (she owning the real estate) without
a will, the husband having paid out in

the past few years several hundred dol-

lars for labor and material to enlarge the
house and other improvements, sewer as-

sessments, etc., money earned by him
independent of his wife, can he come in

the same as other creditors and recover
from the estate?"
Unless there was an express egreement

between the husband and his wife that he
should be reimbursed for the money and
labor that he had expended on her prop-
erty he could not come in as a creditor
after her decease. The presumption
would be that such money was expended
for the mutual benefit of each, and that
no claim was to be made for the same.
If the claim was so large that there
would be no presumption of this kind,
then the court might allow it.

Right of Action Against Bank for
Wrongful Credit of Deposit

H. P. D., Ohio, says : "March 14, 1906,
I deposited $11 in the First National
Bank, Elmwood Place, Ohio. The
cashier put it in the savings account. A
few days later I issued two checks, one
for $6 and one for $5. When the $5 check
turned up at the bank the cashier marked
it, savings account and returned it. An
attachment was gotten out a few days
later against me for the $5 in bank. Can
I recover damages for injuring my credit
and disgracing me by his not paying the
check."

I doubt very much whether the querist
would have any right to recover against
the bank, as the bank, not having been
specifically instructed to which account the
deposit was to be credited, would not be
charged with negligence if it placed the
same to the credit of either deposit. Of

" course the same would depend somewhat
upon the rules of the bank in reference to
their various deposits. -

<s>

Prevention of One Person Talking About
Another

L. G, Ohio, says : "I wish to know
what steps to take to stop a certain
young woman's mouth, as she is in the
habit of starting scandalous stories about
people? She has just started a false re-
port about my son, who is a good moral
young man. The report is of a very dam-
aging nature to his character and entirely
false. We have two good witnesses that
she told this to."

Unless a person puts in writing or
printing, false and scandalous stories

about another, there is no criminal of-
fense, that is, they cannot be punished in

that way. The only redress is to sue for
a recovery of damages. Very often where
the parties are without property the law
affords very little remedy.

"Stunted lamp-light"—
smoky chimney, poor draught,

imperfect fit, cracking chim-

ney, clouded glass—why do

people put up with this when
good lamp-light is the best light

to read by ?

I make and put my name

—

Macbeth—on lamp-chimneys

that are clear as crystal, never

break from heat, and fit per-

fectly.

Macbeth lamp-chimneys
give lamps new life.

Let me send you my Index to tell you how
to get the right chimney for your lamp ; it's

free.

Address, MACBETH, Pittsburgh.

RIBBED-FLEECE UNDERWEAR.
A New Idea In Underwear Attended by Tremendous

Success.

This new underwear, known as Vellastic Utica

Ribbed-Fleece Underwear, was first put upon the

market two years ago. The hygienic value and
comfort-giving properties of this new weave in under
garments have made such a strong appeal to the pub-

lic that the mills can hardly keep up with the de-

mand.
Vellastic Underwear is a ribbed fabric with fleece

lining. This means the warmth, comfort and soft-

ness of a fleece-lined garment, with the elasticity of

a ribbed garment.
Vellastic Utica Ribbed-Fleece Underwear always

retains its shape and elasticity in washing, and the

fleece its downy softness.

Another very attractive feature of this new under-

wear is its low price. Its extreme softness and
pliability commend it to those who are accustomed
to garments of the finest texture.

Men's and women's
garments at 50c each

;

children's sizes in
union suits 50c, in two
piece suits, 25c the
garment.
The trademark, Vel-

lastic Utica Ribbed-
Fleece, is sewed on
every garment. If your
dealer does not have
them, write us, giving
his name. Booklet and
sample of fabric free.

Made ufider Fabric

Pat603l64AOr.26'°a
Utica Knitting Company, Utica, N. Y.

" THEY
CALL ME IN
FROM THE STREET."
That is what one of our representatives

writes us. And that's about the way it is,

too, because the Woman's Home Com-
panion is so much better than any other

woman's periodical published for one dol-

lar that women are eager to subscribe.

You could easily add a thousand dollars

to your income by this means.
Will you try ? *

Just say so on a postal card, and allow ui

to send you our booklet, " Money—How
To Make It, by Those Who Know," together

with full information about large commis-
sions and $25,000 in prizes. Address to-

day Department 11, The Crowell Publish-

ing Company, Madison Square, New York.

ORNAMENTAL FENCE

mmiipmBiiige

25 designs, all steel

Handsome, durable-
Cheaper than a wood
fence. Special induce-
ments to churches and
cemeteries. Catalogue free,

KOKOMO FENCE
MACHINE CO.,
42? North St.,

Kokomo, Indiana*

TELEPHONES
FOR FARMERS

9

LINES
Buy from the manufacturer. Build your

own lines. Book of instructions free.

Write nearest office. Ask for BulletinNo.37G.

The North Electric Co.
Cleveland, O. Kansas City, Mo.

Dallas, Texas.

UWNFENCE
Many designs. Cheap as
wood. 32 page Catalogue
free. Special Prices t o Ceme-
teries and Churches. Address
COILED SPRING FENCE CO.
Bos 414, Winchester, Lud.
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IS YOUR
ROOF ALL RIGHT,

and are YOU All Right
on the Roofing Question?

IF YOU cannot answer the above
questions with a vigorous "Yesl"
Bend at once for a Free Sample of

Carey's Booting and learn about Its
common-sense construction and prac-
tical use. Carey's Roonng gives far
better satisfaction than shingles, metal
or other composition roofings.

Carey's Roofing is suitable for all
buildings about the farm, is adapted to
flat or steep surfaces, and may be ap-
plied over old shingles without remov-
ingsame. Being a perfect non-conduc-
tor, it makes the very be3t siding for
live stock sheds and poultry houses.

CAREY'S a iblc

Cement ROOFING
differs from all other composition
roofings. In durability, this difference
runs from ten to twenty years in favor
of Carey's. Quality and durability are
stamped on the very face, base and
body of Carey's Roonng. •

The body of Carey's Roofing Is com-
gosed of an always Flexible Asphalt
ement, which for 30 years has stood

all manner of severe tests. Carey's
Asphalt is imitated, but never dupli-
cated by other manufacturers. This
Asphalt Cement body is protected by a
heavy felt foundation and strong bur-
lap imbedded in the upper surface.
The three layers are compressed into
indivisible sheets, the weather side of
which is thoroughly treated with Car-
ey's Firc-reiisting Cement Compound.
The Carey Patent Lap covers and protect!

nail heads. Insuring a neat, permanent, abso-
lutely moisture-proof and wind-proof union.
The recent Gulf Coast storm played havoc
with tin and shingle roofs. A Carey Roof has
never been known to blow off—it lasts as Ions
ftfl the roof boards hold.

Carey's Roofing is sold from shipping
points conveniently located all over the
country, insuring lowest freight rates.

THE PHILIP CAREY MFG. CO.
43 Wayne Ave.. Cincinnati. O.

Fill ont this coupon, mentioning size
of your building, and mail to us—
The Philip Carey Mfg. Co,.—Mail Free
Sample of vour Roofing andBooklet to

s
Name
Town „ „ ..

State R. F. D
Site ofmy building _

$25,000
IS A LOT
OF MONEY
but we are dividing that

sum this year among the

people who take sub-
scriptions to the Wom-
an's Home Compan-
ion.

Are you getting your
share?

If not, allow us to send
you our interesting book,
" Money—How to Make
It, by ThoseWho Know,"
together with full infor-

mation about commis-
sions and prizes. Write
to Department 11, The
Crowell Publishing Co.,

Madison Square, New
York City.

Demand for Watchmakers
And Engravers Exceeds Supply.

You can learn the trade in less than a year and earn
from #18.00 to #85.00 per week.

We receive requests every day for graduates of
this college, from leading jewelers of the country.
More can be learned here in six months than in
a jewelry store in six years, as the instruction is

given by expert watchmakers, engravers and
opticians.

Do not waste your life working on a farm
or In a minor position in the city.

Hundreds of testimonials prove we teach watch-
making, engraving and optics—and immediately
secure positions for graduates. The real actual
work with all tools and appliances, and the repair
work of leading establishments to learn on; send
to-day for "Watchmaking and its Opportunities."

PHILADELPHIA COLLEGE OF HOROLOGY
F. W. Schuler, Principal. Somerset Street $ Park Avenue, Philada.

CDTPTAPI CO at wholesale. Send
JOrCU I HbLCO for catalog. Agents
wanted. COULTER OPTICAL CO., Chicago, III.

A Base Hit

Seated on the grand-stand during an
^exciting baseball game was an aris-

tocratic individual who, as the game
progressed, watched it with ever-

growing interest and enthusiasm, empha-
sizing his satisfaction or otherwise by
violently slapping his knee with his hand.

A splendid drive by his favorite batter

roused him so much that, standing up, he
suddenly brought down his hand on the

hat of a gentleman in front with suf-

ficient force to completely flatten it over
his eyes, exclaiming as he did so

:

"Splendid ! Splendid ! That was a good
one !"

"Yes," replied the victim, turning round
and ruefully surveying the wreck of his

Said Grace by Lot

"My wife and I agree on everything
but religion," said Smith the other day.

"I don't mean to say that we quarrel over
that, for we do not. My folks were strict

Methodists, and I was brought up along
the lines of that faith, and have never
felt like adopting a new one. On the
other hand, my wife's folks were Bap-
tists, and my wife was brought up cling-

ing to that religious rock.

"When we were married we agreed to

allow each other's religious beliefs to con-
tinue as they had been, the result being
that we have alternated our attendance
between the two denominations. The
other day, while I was on my way home
for the evening, I chanced to meet my

Hunter—"What's the best thing to do when you (As an unearthly scream is heard from the limb
encounter a wildcat ?" overhead)

—"Help 1"

Guide
—
"Oh, just keep a cool head, and get a

good aim—and

—

three-dollar derby, "you're quite right, old
boy, it was a good one. But—just look
at it now I"

With a hearty laugh, in which all

around joined, the offender there and then
handed over the price of a new hat, with
profuse apologies to his good-humored
victim. —HELEN^MORTIMER

"Mark" Was Funny
A friend wrote to "Mark Twain," ask-

ing his opinion on a certain matter, and
received no reply. He waited a few days,

and wrote again. His second letter was
also ignored. Then he sent a third note,

enclosing a sheet of paper and a two-cent
stamp. By return mail he received a
postal card, on which was the following:
"Paper and stamp received. Please send
envelope."

HELEN^MORTIM ER

Sherman Recognized Him
Upon a certain occasion General Sher-

man was the guest of honor at a banquet,
after which a reception was held. Among

minister. I gave him a cordial invitation

to go home with me and have dinner, an
invitation that he accepted with pleasure.
"Now it chanced that my wife's min-

ister had been paying a late afternoon
visit at my house, and my wife had asked
him to stay and take dinner, when he
would have a chance to meet me. He ac-

cepted and when we arrived we found
him in the drawing-room with my wife.
I saw at once that my wife was uneasy
about something, but it didn't strike me
what the matter was until we were taking
our seats at the dinner-table, and I

noticed my wife biting her lips. Then it

dawned upon me that she was unable to
solve the problem by asking one of the
ministers to say grace without offending
the other.

"There was an awkward pause for a
moment, and then my little boy who is

going on six grasped the situation, and
half-rising in his chair, he moved his

finger rapidly around the table, reciting at

the same time that childish jingle used by

Mrs. Farmer—"You say neighbor Brown was the last man you worked for ?"
Tramp—"No, he was the last man that employed me."

the people who filed in to shake hands
with him, General Sherman noticed a

face that was very familiar, but which
he could not place.

"Who are you?" he asked in an apol-

ogetic aside, as he welcomed the guest
heartily.

The man blushed and murmured be-

hind a deprecatory hand : "Made your
shirts, sir."

"Ah, of course," exclaimed the gen-
eral loudly, and, turning to the receiving
committee behind him, he said

:

"Gentlemen allow me to present Major
Schurtz."

HELEN<S>MORTIMER

Mike—"How old are you, Pat?"
Pat—"Thirty-sivin next mont'."
Mike—"Yez must be older than that.

When were yez born."
Pat—"In 1861."

Mike—"I have yez now. Sure, yez told

me the same date tin years ago."

children in counting out and going like
this

:

'Eny mene miny mo,
Catch a nigger by the toe.'

"He ended by pointing his finger at
the minister sitting across the table and
shouted: 'You're it!'

"The reverend gentleman accepted the
decision and said grace, but it lacked the
solemnity usually given to it."—Baptist
Commonwealth.

HELEN<S>MORTIMER

"Bridget, you've broken as much china
this month as your wages amount to.
Now how can we prevent this occurring
again ?"

"I don't know, mum, unless yez raise
me wages."

HELEN<$>MORTIMER

Maud Roosevelt has told a great story
in "The Strange Adventures of Helen
Mortimer." Opening chapters November
15th.

Every Time
Nine times out of nine you'll find a
Stevens Firearm true to your aim.

Stevens Single Barrel Shotgun, - • No. 107, $8.50

Stevens Double Barrel Hammer Shotgun, No. 250, 20.00

Stevens Double Barrel Hammerless " No. 350, 25.00

Ifyour dealer cannot sup-
ply, order direct from us.

Write for our 140-page free catalog:.
Any man or boy interested in firearms will find
it full of helpful information on hunting.proper
care of weapons, notes on sights, ammunition
etc. Why not write to us to-day? Send 4c.

in stamps to cover postage.
For 6c. in stamps we will mail you our ar-

tistic ten-color lithograph. It is an attractive
hunting scene worthy of space on any wall.

•J, STEVENS ARMS AND TOOL CO,
d65 Pine Street

Chlcopee Fells, Mass., IT. S. A*

20
POST CARD 8 fiC.
SIZE VIEWS v 0=

CALIFORNIA

EARTHQUAKE
We have collected a

large assortment of
Photo Views of San
Francisco and Vicin-
ity, which are pub*
iished in Post Card
Size.
They unfold in a long

panoramic heavy paper
sheet and give one a per-
fect idea of the great de-
vastation wrought by fir©
and earthquake*
These Views fold up into a
firm, heavy cover lined off
and with an envelope flap
so they can be mailed as a
post card. The assortment
of Views is varied and
comprehensive. We show
a reduced size cut of a
building to give a mall
idea of what the earth-
quake has done for San

Francisco. Some of the Photos are as follows

:

A- View of Burning City at Dsi sk, takenfrom
Bay; Looking South from Kohl Building;
Ruins of Seven Million Bollar City Hall ; The
Ferry Building jRuine on Kearney St., Chron-
icle and Call Buildings ; Ala rehand's Res-
taurant; Baking Bread for Kefusees; "View
down XHlis St.; "Cnion Square showing Bird
Cage ; Valencia and Market St. Ruins: St. Ig-
natius Church and College; St. Dominic
Church; Y. M. C. A. Building; St. John's
Church; View of City from Ferry Tower;
Lodge in Children'sPlaygroundJ Golden Gate
Park; Preparing Coffee for Refugees.
We cannot give you any idea of these Views by any amount ofl

description, but there are Twenty Views 31-2x5 1-2 inches each
and each Photois really worth what we now charge you for the

entire lot as we want yon to see them and desire to introduce

our catalogue of other views and General Premium List. As many
are selling these lotB of pictures at from 10 to 25 cents each lot,

you may want some for sale or gifts, so make this offer : Send only

6 cents and we will forward Views and Catalogue postpaid, also

price list showing how you can make money selling the Photos,

SOUVENIR VIEW CO. Box 926, Aupusta, Maine.

High Grade Door
2-0x6-0, All White Pine.

Regular Price, $2.00

ONLY

74c

00

If you have any use for doors, win-
dows, Htorm sash, moulding, porch
brackets, columns, etc., don't buy else-
where at any price or under any cir-
cumstances until you cut this adver-
tisement out and mail it to us.

You will then receive by mail, post-
paid, FREE, Our Grand Ml IIwork
Catalogue. If you intend to build, or
if you needmi 11work for any purpose,
do not think of buying until you get
our estimate. Our goods are high
grade as well as wonderfully low in
price. Our lumber is first air-dried
and then, as an extra precaution, is
put through a scientific drying pro-
cess. Joints are made with heavy
hardwood dowel pins, glued with im-
ported glne, pressed together by heavy
steam power prees. There is no
"come apart" to our work.

Door panels have a heavy raise on both sides. The
panels are sandpapered on a special machine of our
own invention before the door is put together, and
the entire is then smoothed with fine-grained sand-
paper. We guarantee our goods to be strictly up to
the official grade adopted by the Sash, Door & Blind
Manufacturers' Association of the Northwest.
We operate the largest mill in the world—163,000 feet

of floor space (four acres)—have been in business since
lrf65— own our timber lands, sawmills and lumber
yards. We carry a large stock and can therefore ship
promptly. We have no traveling men—sell only for
cash. We are the only large manufacturers of Bash,
doors and blinds selling direct to the consumer. Our
prices will astonish you. Don't buy anything in our
line until you get our catalog, tho grandest woodwork
catalog published. It's Free— write for it today.
Address

CORDON VAN TINE & CO.
Station 117 Davenport, Iowa

This ELEGANT Watch $3J£
Before you buy ft watch cut this out and Bend to ue with
your name and address, and we will send you by express

for examination a handsome ATC H AND
CHAIN C. O. D. $3.75. »°ubia
busting case, b.uutifullj engraved, stem wind and
stem set, fitted with ft rloh It jeweled movement and
CTiaranteed a correct timekeeper, wltb long Gold
plated chain for Ladles or vest chain for Gents.

If you consider It equal to any $35 GOLD
PILLED WATCH Warranted 20 TEARS
pay the express agent $3.75 and It is yours. Our
CO year guarantee sent with each watch. Mention
If you want Genu* or Ladles' size. Address

FABBBK * CO.,A43, 28Qulney8t ,CUlt AGO.

%0r Catalog
King David. L _

FRUITTREES
I lllO tlllv.l n nnntnl n Til I A _ J

k
TREES ARE FAMOUS
wherever planted; are planted

, everywhere trees are grown. Free
Vp Catalog of superb fruits— Black Ben.
King David, Delicious, etc .-Stark Bro's, Louisiana, Mo.

& SMALL FRUITS.
Highest grade.

[Guaranteed to live.

— True to name.
One third agents' prices. Illustrated catalogue free.
HIGHLAND NURSERIES, RUC11ESTEK, >.T.

To agents, either sex.

Work easy and extra
profitable. Send for

terms and Free Outfit.

Address FARM AND FIRESIDE
Dept. of Agents. Madison Square, New York

BEST PAY
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Why the Pastor Ran

One of the traditional stories of the

town of Fairfield, Conn., recounts a wild

dash from the pulpit made by a worthy

and beloved pastor of the Episcopal flock,

Dr. Labaree.

It was on a Sunday more than a hun-

dred years ago. The service had been

read, the prayers said, the hymns sung,

and the parson began his sermon. As he

proceeded his gestures became very ener-

getic. He brought his right hand down
with great force.- Then he turned pale,

cleared the pulpit stairs at a bound, dashed

out the church door and ran toward the

pond a short distance away.
The congregation followed in bewil-

dered pursuit, and saw their venerable

pastor with flying robe rush into the water

until it came to his neck. Then turning

round he faced his astonished audience

and said

:

"Dearly beloved brethren, I am not

crazy, as no doubt many of you think,

-"Now this is something like jam—I wish
hey would put up more of this kind."

but yesterday at the drug-store I bought
bottle of nitric acid and carelessly left

in my pocket to-day.

"My last gesture broke the bottle. I

lew the suffering the acid would cause
hen it penetrated my clothing, and
ashed for the water to save myself pain."

He drew several pieces of glass from
his pocket in witness of the tale. Then
he dismissed the company and hurried

lome.—Youth's Companion.
HELENA-MORTIMER—

"I'm ashamed of this composition,
3harley," said a teacher in one of the
Deal schools this morning. "I shall send

your mother, and show her how bad
yon are doing."

"Send for her—I don't care," said

Charley. "Me mudder wrote it, anyway."
—Albany Journal.

—HELEN<$>MORTIMER

For Him Alone

The old negro had put on a clean collar

and his best coat, and was walking ma-
jestically up and down the street.

"Aren't you working to-day, uncle?"
asked one of his acquaintances.

''No, sah; I'se celebratin' my golden
veddin', sah."

"You were married fifty years ago to-

lay?"
"Yes, sah."

"Well, why isn't your wife helping you
to celebrate it?"

"My present wife, sah," replied the old
nan, with dignity, "ain't got nothin' to

do with it. She's de seventh."—People's
lagazine.

HELEN^MORTIMER

In a little village there once lived a boy
vho was supposed to be dull-witted. The
len of the village used to find great
amusement in offering him the choice be-
veen a threepenny bit and a penny, of
vhich he invariably chose the penny.

Aunt—"You'll soon be up to Johnny Jones at
ichool, won't you?"
Nephew—"I should say I would. Why, I can

,Ql
f lick him now."

A stranger one day saw him choose
ie penny rather than the threepenny bit,

and asked him the reason.
"Is it because the penny is larger?" the

stranger asked.
"Naw," was the response, "not 'cause it

is the biggest. But if I took the three-
penny bit they'd soon stop offering it."—
The Tatler.

HELEN3>MORTIMER

Beautiful full-page picture in many
colors, free with the next issue of Farm
\nd Fireside.

Montgomery Ward (8b Co.'s

No. 75 Now
aSy FREE

Nearly 1300 large pages, thousands of pictures, 127,000 articles. The biggest bargain hook ever printed. Beats
all Catalogue records for quantity, quality and low prices. Full of many things you want that you cannot huy near
home and multitudes of things of better quality and at lower prices than any other catalogue or store offers you.

Send for Your FREE Copy Today.
$50.00 a year, at least, is easily saved by every one using this No. 75 Montgomery Ward & Co. Catalogue to

order goods from. Many write us of saving hundreds by being our regular customers. It pays others, it will pay you.
"We are the originators of the Catalogue business. We have been square with our millions of customers for 35 years—we
will be square with you.

_ This Big Book
Viable

Just off the
Premiums p^^—^ ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ Press
Free

In this new No. 75
Montgomery Ward &
Co. Catalogue is an en-

tire section devoted to

ournewFreePrem-
ium Plan, which il-

lustrates and describes
all the many valuable
articles we give free to

our customers, includ-

ing Pianos, Buggies,
Sewing Machines,
Watches, Jewelry, Dia-
monds, Morris Chair,
Couches, Chairs, Sad-
dles, Books, Shoes, Car-
pets, Curtains, Tools,

Scales, Harness, Stoves,
Lamps, Violins, Gui-
tar, Music Boxes,
Sporting Goods, Cloth-

ing, Furniture, Dinner
Sets, and very many
other choice articles, all

given to our patrons.

It is worth your while
to get this big No. 75
Montgomery Ward &
Co. Catalogue for
1906-7 just to see this

wond erfulPremium
List of things that
await your selection if

you become our cus-
tomers.
Send your name and

address carefully writ-

ten on a postal card or

in a letter, or attached
to your next order, or
fill out coupon in

the picture ; either way
that is easiest. Just say
"Send me free and pre-

paid one copy of your
new No. 75 Catalogue."
Do this before you for-

get it, right now. We
will then send it at
once.

We Make No Charge For This Great Catalogue
We even prepay the postage. Ordering a copy of this large Free Book puts you under no obligations to buy anything

of us. We ask you to send for it, read it, look at the pictures and prices, and then when you find out how much money it

saves you you will be glad to order from it, for it means a saving of 20 per cent to 50 per cent on everything you wear,
eat or use in any way. Remember this is no partial list or imitation of the Montgomery Ward & Co. Catalogue, but is the
genuine, the latest, the complete, new, large Montgomery Ward & Co. Catalogue, Number 75, for fall of 1906 and all of
1907, full of the very latest styles and newest city goods of every kind that you can possibly want or use. DON'T DE-
LAY—send for your copy today. It will go to you at once, by return mail if possible, all prepaid and absolutely free
of all cost.

Montgomery Ward <§b Co.,
Michigan Avenue, Madison
and Washington Streets, Chicago

Buys This Large Handsome Nickel

Trimmed Steel Range
without warming closet or
reservoir. With high warm-
ing closet, porcelain lined
reservoir, just as shown in
cut. SIS.95; large, square oven,
six cooking holes, body made
of cold rolled steel. Duplex
grate ; burns wood or coal.
Handsome nickel trimmings,
highly polished.

Write Today

do. 75

IV! A R
styles

VIN

the
most liberal ever
made. You can pay
after you receive the
range. You can take
it into your home,

use it 30 days. If you don't
find it exactly as represent-
ed, the biggest bargain you
ever saw, equal to stoves
retailed for double our
price, return it to us. We
will pay freight both ways,

for our beautifully illustrated Strive

Catalogue No. 333. A postal card will

to select from. Don't buy until you get it.

SMITH CO., CHICAGO, ILL.

SAVE HALF YOUR FUEL
BY USING THE

Rochester Radiator
gg| Fits any Stove or Furnace.

Guaranteed to do all we claim or
money refunded.

Write for booklet on heating homes.

Rochester Radiator Co.,
57 Furnace St., Rochester, H. T.

Price from
$2.00 to

$12.00

For Hard or

soft coal,

wood or gas.

FARM TELEPHONES
Made by the "American," the

largest telephone factory.

Use our highest C 9menn
grade No. 36 JOHlSOn
Be an influential factor in your

community. Organize farm tele-

phone lines. It gives you a hand-
Bome profit. We send you in-
structions how to organize farm
lines and how to build and operate
them. Write for our free book,
Bulletin 2211 il. It's full of tele-
phone information.

American Electric Telephone Co.

6400 to 6600 State St.,

CHICAGO, IIJLEN'OIS

A6ENTS QU,CK^

o n STAND ev

Hammer
Hatchet
Screw Driver
Staple Fuller
Kail Claw
Wire Cutter
leather Punch
Pinchers

o Every farmer Wants One at Sight
2 Onoof our agents sajB be will make $1500 next year. Webe-
*"* llevehocan. TbiBia the best seller we ever eaw. Write for

BO Speciai Oftsb and plan to Aunts. Make money now.

_3 J.B. Foote (Dept .502) Fdry. Co. Fredericktown, 01

The Great Agents Supply House.

BUCKWHEAT FLOUR JJ^it^&
that same pure, old-fashioned Buckwheat Flour ground
on stone. Has the buckwheat flavor. Warranted pure.
Try it. 125-lb. bags gs.25. Draft or money order. Befer-
ence, any bank in Conneaut. O. A. FULLER, South
Ridge Mills, Conneaut, O.

WE ARE PAYING
Agents most liberally as a regular feature of our large business. You will be similarly treated, even though
inexperienced, and will be given the choice of three different plans of working. We always prepay trans-
portation charges. Write for details showing exactly how hundreds of gentlemen and ladies are making steady
incomes of S75 to $160 a month, and say whether you wish city or country territory. Address

THE CROWELL PUBLISHING CO.
Department oi Agents, Madison Square, New York City

BIG
MONEY
is being earned right now by
thousands of Woman's
Home Companion readers

who simply introduce the
magazine to their friends.

Perhaps you do not know
that if you can get your
friends to subscribe through
you, we pay you handsomely
for the service.

Not only do you get a

good big commission on
every subscription, but if you
do good work you are sure

to get your share of the
$25,000 in prizes. Write
for our booklet, "Money

—

How To Make It, by Those
Who Know." Address
Dept. 11, The Crowell
Publishing Company, Madi-
ison Square, New York City.
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Special Magazine and Feature Section
Commences November 15th Issue

We have something new for you—eight pages—every issue, brimful of the best Short

Stories, Brilliantly Illustrated Feature Articles and Attractive Pages for the Household
generally. You Won't Want to Miss Any of These Supplements. The November 15th

issue will also contain the opening chapters of a "brand spanking new" serial story entitled

The Strange Adventures
qf Helen Mortimer

By Maude Roosevelt-Of That Celebrated Family
This story will undoubtedly be the biggest treat ever offered our readers. We do

not have space to outline this very remarkable story, suffice to say that it is absolutely dif-

ferent from anything in the fiction line that has ever appeared in Farm AND FIRESIDE. The
first American publication rights have been secured exclusively by Farm AND FIRESIDE at

great expense, and the story will appear in no other publication until after the thrill-

ing, deepening mysteries are all very cleverly unveiled. It's a "rattling good"
story. The best serial Farm and Fireside has ever given to its readers. Now we have
given you due notice of its coming, so "get on," and tell your neighbors about it. Don't
absorb all the good things yourself. This is going to be a season of plenty with Farm AND
FIRESIDE in the story line, and there'll be more than enough to go 'round.

Partial List of Special Features for the Fall
and Winter Season

The Farmer in Our Own Country

In a series of illustrated articles that will be

printed during the season, commencing in the No-
vember 15th issue, we are going to tell you how
the farmer lives in New England, the great South-
west, the Carolinas, the Pacific Northwest, Califor-

nia, the Semi-arid Region, the Gulf States and the

Dakotas. This series will take you right to the

farmhouse door, and make plain to you the kind

of home he lives in, the crops he crows, the tools he

uses, the average size of his family, his problems and
how he meets them—all these interesting points, and
many others, emphasized with specific examples and
special pictures. Every farmer wants to "know what
the other fellow is doing." This important series,

prepared by some of the best agricultural writers in

the United States, will surely tell you.

The Farmer Boy and Girl of To-day
The subject, while often handled in the newspapers

and magazines, never ceases to be a vital one, and
its treatment is important. The special writer that

we engaged to handle this feature has done so in an
inimitable style that is going to do a whole lot of

good. He will tell you about The Farmer Boy Who
Goes to the City, The Farmer Boy in College and
The Farmer Boy in the Army. He will not only tell

you of the many perplexing problems and conditions

that are confronted, but how to meet them, avoid
them, and overcome them. This will be a series of

great value to the young folks of the household, and
every parent should see that their boys and girls

read and become interested in the different subjects.

Around-the-World Travel Letters
Mr. Frederic J. Haskin, whose letters under the

above caption made such a "hit" with our readers

last fall and winter, has again been engaged to

furnish illustrated special articles covering the sub-

ject of rural life in the different countries of the

globe. Some of the countries that Mr. Haskin will

talk about and picture are Austria, Germany, France,
England and Ireland, and in addition he will furnisn

two general travel letters. Mr. Haskin's well-

known ability along this line, and the great popularity

of his illustrated specials last winter insures an
eager reception of the coming series. This feature,

one of the greatest ever introduced by any agri-

cultural journal, is alone worth more than the price

of Farm and Fireside for one year.

Sketches from American History

Nobody ever ceases to find interest, renewed inter-

est often, in the important and picturesque events of
American history. We propose to give to you a
number of full-width-page illustrations from the
brushes of some of America's best artists, together
with clever, entertaining text matter that is bound to

please you. Also short, bright, catchy sketches of

important events in the lives of men famed in our
country's history, the series being arranged so as to

cover various walks of life. All these will be of
rare historical value to every member of the family.

A Great Serial for Young People
We do not intend to neglect the younger people

of the household. They have been our friends al-

ways, and it is our intention never to slight them.
We have secured a story entitled "Rafe, the Rubber
Gatherer," that we will publish in serial form, and
which we feel sure will greatly please them. Be-
sides, we will not fail to continue to provide ex-
cellent pictures, short stories and games that will

make the long winter evenings short. The boys and
girls will be well looked after.

^

A Beautiful Picture in Many Colors
Next Issue Entitled "The Indian Canoe Girl"

Every one of our subscribers, and thousands of others, are more or less familiar with the
beautiful picture supplements that were given free last winter by Farm AND FIRESIDE. We
propose to do about the same thing this year, except that the pictures this season will

far surpass those of last, and will be printed on only one side of the sheet. We do not
intend to outline in advance just what the various subjects will be. We want them to sur-

prise you—and we know they will, delightfully. They will not be mailed to any who have not

Paid Their Subscriptions In Advance
If your subscription expires before the first of December and is not renewed you will

not receive the handsome picture. So examine the address label on this number at once,
and if your time expires previous to December 1st, send your renewal immediately, and

—

GET THE NOVEMBER 15th ISSUE

L
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MADISON SQUARE PATTERNS
THE FINEST GRADE OF PATTERNS MADE—10 CENTS EACH

FULL DESCRIPTIONS AND DIRECTIONS—as the number of yards of material required, the number and names of the different pieces in the

pattern, how to cut and fit and put the garment together—are sent with each pattern, with a picture of the garment to go by.

We Have Thousands of Satisfied Customers Using Our Patterns. Try Them and Save
SO Per Cent on Your Dressmaking Bills

Order all Patterns from Pattern Department, The Crowell Publishing Co., It Bast 24th St., New York City

No. 807—Boy's Night=Shirt

Sizes 8, io, 12, 14 and 16 years. 10 cents

o. 792—Misses' Pinafore Waist
Sizes 14, 16 and 18 years, io cents

793—Misses' Plaited Skirt—rive
Gores

izes 14, 16 and 18 years, io cents

Our Fall and Winter Catalogue is the Finest We Have Ever

Published. Send for It To-day. It is Free

No. 791—One-Piece Plaited
Dress

Sizes 4, 6, 8 and io years.
10 cents

No. 574—Princess Apron
Cut for medium size, or. 36 inch

bust measure. 10 cents

No. 806-Misses' Semi-Fitted Coat No - 803-Misses' Box-Plaited Waist
Sizes 12, 14 and 16 years, io cents Sizes 14, 16 and 18 years. 10 cents

No. 795—Father Knickerbocker Suit
Sizes 4, 6 and 8 years. 10 cents

No. 796—Peter Pan Dress
Sizes 6, 8, 10 and 12 years. 10 cents

No. 805 -Princess Dress with
Panel Pront

Sizes 34, 36, 38 and 40 inch bust
measures. 10 cents

No. 804—Plain Wrapper with Fitted
Back

Siies 34, 36, 38, 40 and 42 inch bust
measures. 10 cents

No. 816-Tablier Waist
Sizes 32, 34, 36 and 38 inch bust measures.

10 cents

. No. 817—Gathered Empire Skirt
[Sizes 22, 24 and 26 inch waist measures.

10 cents

No. 822—Jacket with
Peplum

Sizes 34, 36, 38 and 40 inch
bust measures. 10 cents
No. 823-Tucked Skirt-

Ten Gores
Sizes 24, 26, 28 and 30 inch
waist measures. 10 cents

No. 814—Guimpe Waist
Sizes 34, 36, 38 and 40 inch bust

measures. 10 cents
No. 815—Panel Skirt

Sizes 24, 26, 28 and 30 inch waist
measures. 10 cents

No. 797—Surplice Waist with Three-
Quatrer Sleeves

Sizes 32, 34, 36 and 38 inch bust measures.
10 cents

No. 798—Double Skirt
Sizes 22, 24, 26 and 28 inch waist measures.

10 cents

AL,L, PATTERNS IO CENTS EACH
When ordering be sure to comply with the following directions: For ladies' waists, give
BUST measure in inches. For skirt patterns, give WAIST measure in inches. For
nisses or children, give age in years. To get BUST and BREAST measure put tape
pleasure ALL of the way around the body, over the dress, close under the arms.
Order patterns by their numbers. Satisfaction guaranteed or money refunded.

P^I^l^P^ We will give any THREE of these patterns for sending TWO
* *1

—

4 yearly subscriptions to Farm and Fireside at the regular price
of 25 cents each. When ordering "write your name and address distinctly."

We will send Farm and Fireside One Year, /"|n1<r "^tf""^ C3«^lTi~Q
new or renewal, and any ONE pattern for V-rl ^^W* 11,0

For other new and up=to°date designs see page 20
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Some Facts for Farmers

Scientific agriculture is the cry of the

day. It is the most important economic

task that awaits the farmers of America.

Too many farmers are suspicious of what
they rather contemptuously call "book
farming." Some of them are conserva-

tive to the last degree when it comes to

methods of farming. They are inclined

to look askance at the "farming trains"

and the government "demonstrator" sent

out by Uncle Sam to teach the people

new "wrinkles" in farming. A little less

conservatism and a little more breaking

away from the customs and traditions

of our forebears in the farming world
might be a good thing for the farmer.

There is tremendous progress along all

other lines of effort. Why not a little

more response to the new methods in the

farmer's world?

Every thinking man in the country must
give a reluctant "That's so" to Dr. Sea-
man A. Knapp, when he says in a recent

issue of the "World's Work:" "Every
highway in the country might be made
as good as a Roman road, with a free

deliver}- mail-box and a telephone at every
crossing, and a box stuffed with news-
papers ; you might hold a farmer's insti-

tute at every third house, and establish

an agricultural college on every section of

land in the United States, and the flow of
young men from the country to the city

would not be arrested in the least, so
long as the average earning capacity of
the average city laborer, or clerk, or pro-
fessional man is at least fivefold what the
same talent can command in the country."
Manifestly, then, the thing to do is to in-

crease the earning capacity of the farmer,
and our government experimenters stout-

ly maintain that it can be done. Then
let it be done—and quickly.

Did you ever read Mr. F. D. Coburn's
book entitled "The Helpful Hen?" It

gives some surprising facts regarding the
hen and "hen fruit." It proves that the
hen is a mighty wealth-producer and
worth far more than her "keep." Some-
one who knows all about it might write
an interesting volume on "The Lay of the
Hen." But one should know how to

make the pesky hen lay before undertak-
ing a volume of this kind. There is a
man in New Hampshire, known through-
out the state as "Chicken" Hayward, who
ought to be "up" on the subject, since
he has no less ,than five thousand hens
who have been so well brought up that
they are most productive of eggs when
eggs are bringing the highest prices in
the market. He does not bother rearing
chickens from the shell up, but buys hens
of laving age. J. L. Harbour.

<»>

Agricultural News Notes
The leading barley-growing states are

California, Minnesota and North Dakota.

Over 1,962,000 pounds of nuts were
shipped out of California by rail in 1904.

The banner alfalfa county of Nebraska
is that of Buffalo, where 27,307 acres are
now grown.

Argentina has thirty-seven sugar fac-
tories and one refinery. 147,000 tons of
sugar were produced in 1905.

Maryland is said to furnish more
canned goods, including oysters, than any
other five states in the Union.

The leading honey-producing countries
of Europe are Germany, with 20,000 tons

;

Spain 19.000, and Austria-Hungary, with
18,000 tons.

The exports of butter from the United
States have been much greater previous
to September 1st this year than during
the same date last year.

It. is stated that the 1906 onion crop in

the vicinity of San Antonio, Texas, re-
quired a train over eight miles long to
carry the crop to market.

The "Cuban Official Gazette" of June
27th, announced that Shorthorn or Dur-
ham cattle can now be admitted free of
duty. The pedigree must be shown at
the port of entry.

One of the largest ranches in Texas is

that of Mrs. M. H. King. It is known as
the Lauredo ranch, and contains 170,000
acres.

_
It is valued at $1,000,000. This

ranch is nearly as large as the state of
Delaware.

In the vicinity of Lawton, Oklahoma,
200 acres of watermelons have been
grown this year for the production of
seed, the contract price for the same be-
ing 12 cents a pound. Much of the juice

was used in making syrup. *

Beef Making As a Business
Beef is made very much like any manufactured article. The internal organs of

the steer represent the machine and the feed is the raw material. To grow beef the

raw material or feed must contain every element of the animal body—but by com-

bining the different grains, fodders, etc. commonly raised on the farm, a perfect

ration can be formed—after obtaining the proper ration your ingenuity should be

exerted to see that this ration is properly digested and converted into profit.

DE HESS STOCK F@6D
the prescription of Dr. Hess (M.D., D.V.S.) was designed for this particular purpose.

Dr. Hess being a doctor of medicine and also veterinary surgery learned from his

experience in the practice as well as from such authorities as Professors Winslow,
Dun, Quitman and all the most noted writers that bitter tonics would increase

digestion, iron would make rich, red blood, and that nitrates of soda and
potassium would assist nature in throwing off the poisonous waste material

from the system. These ingredients he combined with nature's roots,

herbs, barks, seeds, etc. and this formula has become so successfully famous
that every pound is Sold on a Written Guarantee.

100 lbs. $5.00 \
25 lb. pall $1.60 J

Smaller quantities at a slight advance.

Except In Canada
and extreme

West and South.

Where Dr. Hess Stock Food differs in particular is in the dose—it's smaU and fed but
twice a day, which proves it has the most digestive strength to the pound. Our
Government recognizes Dr. Hess Stock Food as a medicinal tonic.

Free from the 1st to 10th of each month.—Dr. Hess (M.D., D.V.S.) will pre-
scribe for your ailing animals. Yon can have his 96 page
Veterinary Book free any time for'the asking. Mention

this paper.

DR. HESS & CLARK,
Ashland, Ohio.

Also manufacturers of Dr. Hess Poultry
Pan-a-ce-a and Instant Louse Killer

.

Instamt Loose Killer Kills Lice.

The children's friend

—

Jayne*sTonicVcrmifugc
Drives out blood impurities. Makes strong nerves and muscles.

Gives tone, vitality and snap.

Get it from your druggist

Music BooksFREE
Wd want the namei of musical people, moflio^^b— taackers, players and sing-

Crc.vn tflp Library 1 To anyone .sending ua—p| ten namei we will give one

IdealPiano
, COLLECTION

50c Book
Each contains ten complete
Sieces.ful] sheet music size,

by 12 inches, with cover
aa shown here; 84 pages;
printed from brand new
plates on best heavy paper.
When yon receive your

book if you are not satisfied
that it is worth fully CO
cents, return it to us and
we will send you all the
postage it has cost yon both
ways.

IDEAL PIANO COLI^ECTION—Ten new and popu-
lar pieces, as follows: Dance of the Wild Flowers: Old
Folks at Home (rag time); The Smart Set Three Step;
Treasure Waltzes; Waltz of the Fairies; Fraternity
Grand March; Happy Coon From Dixie; Under the
Double Eagle Moron; Cotton Field Dance; Admira-
tion March.
IDEAL SOXG COLLECTION— Ten songs with

music complete: The Secret of the Violet; Old Black
Joe; I Wonder If Ton Know My Heart is Breaking;
Down In the Lane; In the Sweet Bye and Bve; Darling
Jane; If You Should Wander From My Side; Sing the
Song You 8ang in the Days of Old; Down By the Old
Garden Gate; On the Old Virginia Shore.

Bear in mind that what we want is names of musical
people who play or sing. We want to send them our
(H-page catalog of over a thousand pieces of the latest
as well aa the standard, popular and classic instru-
mental and vocal music. We sell full size, best paper,
complete sheet music, with three color title pages for
10 cents a copy. This year we want to send our catalog
to every musical person in this country; that's why we
will send you this 60 cent book for only the cost of post-
age and mailing, if you will send us the names and
addresses of ten musical people.

Write names plainly and be sure to state whethor
you want the vocal or instrumental book. Enclose
five two-cent stamps to pay for mailing and postage.

MC KINLEY MUSIC CO..
117 Fifth At., Sew York City. 32 Patten Building, Chicago.

Best Rural Mail Box Made
The "Hessler" is
made of steel, 18
in. long. 63 in.
diameter, coated
with aluminum
bronze. Cover is
self closing and
selflatching. Ab-
solutely weather

proof. Signal
Aeents

'

V \ A attached. Fitted with

Wanted ™ braSS l0Ck a"d k6y '

In every town. BS& Write for descriptive circular.

II. E. HESSLER CO., B07 PROSPECT AVE.. SYRAIX9E, N. Y.

Work at Home
Weaving Rugs and Carpet

KO EXPEBIE.VCE NEEDED

$4 a Day
Easily Made
We start men and
women in a profitable
business on a small in-

vestment. Write quick
for prices and Loom Book.
KEED MFG. CO.

Box A. Springfield, Ohio.

Powerful— Durnble—EconomicalTELEPHONES
Writ* for frtc b«ok explaining cost and how to orgtnlie,
build *od - ptrak telephone tyitras among jour nclghbors-

Cadiz Electric Co., 18 C. C. C. Bldg., Cadis, 0.

Why u the fflar/e/t 12 gauge take-down repeating shotgun the best all-

around shotgun that money can buy ?

fllal&n shotguns are made of the best material obtainable for the purpose.

They are strong and sure, and work under all conditions. The breech block and

working parts are cut from solid steel drop-forgings ; the barrels are of special rolled

steel or of "Special Smokeless Steel."

" The lines of 77Zar/in shotguns are pleasing—the balance is perfect. They

pattern perfectly and have wonderful penetration.
B

-

The solid top and side ejection assure safety and comfort. Tha is the gun you

have been needing.
_ .

Send six cents for our catalogue, which explains every 1/laruA in detail and

is full of other valuable gun lore. .

'

, _
*rr *m /• f. f 141 Willow Street,

YAe7/lCWlCtIrireaW/nS CO. , New Haven. Conn.

YOU WANT THIS TREE BOOK
f f Here is a book which will show you how easily end iaex-^

pensively you can put your borne and business in touch with
<W the outer world and its markets. It will show you how the

telephone quickly pays for itself, and why it is more than a
mere convenience (or those who must stay in the house all

day. It shows you, too* why
STROMBERG-CARLSON TELEPHONES

are the only ones to be considered for farmers' tines* The
% book is crowded with practical information on the building
v' of farmers' lines and the organization of farmers" compan-

ies. It goes to you from the greatest independent telephone
plant in the world—the one that has been to the fore-front
of the battle for independent telephone lines. Don't put it

off—write today for booklet D 21, "How the Telephone
Help, the Farmer."

STB0HBEBG-CABLS0N TELEPHONE HFG. COMPANY
Rochester, N. Y. Chicago, IU.

FREE SIX SHOTS IN FOUR SECONDS
Book Tells
of This Gun

No other Shot Gun equals this gun's record. Jso gun built, for the money,
that is as good. $4.00 to $27.00. Sammerless. Every modern improvement.
Nothing as good on the market. Our catalogue shows a dozen other guns

we make, single and double barrel, magazine breech loaders, ejectors, etc. Send postal for it

today—it'8/rec TTNION FIRE ARMS CO., Manufacturers, 3117 Monroe St., TOLEDO, OHIO.

10c. a Year!
Wild West

Magazine, largest, brightest, and
finest Illustrated magazine In
the world for lOc a year to

Introduce It only. Stories of western life, sketches
and i. in- engravings of grand scenery, mountains and
famous gold mines, ranchea, etc. rubllshed by an old
and strong publishing house. Send at once. 10c a
year postpaid, anywhere in the United States, Canada
and Mexico. 6 years 60c., 12 years 81.00. Or clubs of six
names, 60c. : 12 for 81.00. Send us a club. Money back
If not delighted. .Stamps taken. CUT Tills
OUT. Send to-day.

ROCKY MOUNTAIN MAGAZINE
Station 3, Denver, Colo.

MEN
WANTED Reliable Men in every locality

throughout the United States to

advertise our goods, tacking up show cards on-

trees, fences, bridges and all conspicuous places;

distributing small advertising matter. Commissiun or salary

$90 a month and expenses $3 a day. Steady employment to

good reliable men. We lay out your work for you. No experience

needed. Write for full particulars.

EMPIRE MEDICINE CO., LONDON. ONTARIO. CAKAOIL

PARKER'S HAIR BALSAM
Cleanses and beautifies the hair.

Promotes a luxuriant growth.
Never Fails to Restore Gray
Hair to its Youthful Color.

Cures scalp diseases & hair falling.
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As A result of experiments carried on
for a number of years by the Agri-

k
cultural Department of the United
States Government, it is authori-

tatively announced that vast stretches of
alkali land in the valleys of southern Ari-
zona and southeastern California can be
made to return enormous profits by plant-

ing to dates. This land is absolutely
worthless for any other purpose, refusing
to support even sage-brush and mesquite.
The long,, feathery leaves of the date-

palm are familiar to winter visitors to

Florida and southern California, and
doubtless many have taken it for granted
that the trees were bearing fruit and
perhaps paying handsome dividends. That
is far from tlje truth. The area in the
United States where the date will ripen
is relatively small compared with that on
which the tree flourishes. Date-palms
grow as far north as San Francisco, but
the climate of nearly all of California is

too moist and cool to mature the fruit.

The Arabs of Algeria, the home of the
date, have a saying that the tree must
have its head in fire and its roots in wa-
ter. This means, of course, that the atmos-
phere must be intensely hot and dry, but
that the ground at the base of the tree
must be saturated with water.
The government was led to attempt the

growing of dates in this country by the
report of a commission sent to Algeria in

1891 to study agricultural conditions.

This commission found that the climate
and soil of those parts of Algeria devoted
to the culture of dates bore a striking

similarity to those of southern Arizona.
Acting at once upon the suggestion of its

agents the government imported a num-
ber of young date-palms which were
planted at the Phoenix sub-station.

Prior to this time the date-palm in

America was regarded merely as an or-
namental tree. It was introduced by the
mission padres, who planted in the soil

of California the seed brought from the
Old World. The
tree is propagated
•by seed, or by suck-
ers that spring up
from the roots of
the parent plant

;

but it is only from
the suckers that the
varieties come true.

As a rule seedling
dates are not edible.

Arab trickery in-

terfered to some
extent with the suc-

cess of the United
States Govern-
ment's first experi-

ment. Date-palms
are so valuable in

Algeria that these

sons of the desert

could not resist the
temptation to send
nearly all male
suckers, which can
bear no fruit and
are only necessary
to f e r ti 1 i z e the

bloom of the female
plant. This deceit

was "not discovered
till the trees at

Phoenix were old
enough to blossom.
Fortunately a few
were females, and results from these were
so encouraging that the government made
a number of subsequent importations, the

most important of which was in 1900.

In the year last named a strip of strong

alkali land was secured at Tempe, nine

Date Culture in Arizona
By Harry Hurst

SHOWING HOW THE DATES GROW ON THE TREES

miles east of Phoenix, and most of the On account of their age the date-palms
plants were set out there. In time the at the Phoenix sub-station have been the

area of this strip was increased to fifteen ones to demonstrate that date culture in

acres, all of which is planted to dates. America can be pursued with great profit.

There are about 1,000 trees of nearly 120 Prof. V. A. Clark, of the Phoenix station,

different varieties at the Tempe ranch, is confident that dates are the coming

OFFICE OF THE PHOENIX SUB-STATION WITH DATE PALMS SURROUNDING IT

Some of these have already borne fruit,

but a crop of commercial importance
cannot be expected from a date-palm un-
der eight years. The date-palm resem-
bles the Baldwin apple, in that it bears
only every other year.

crop for Arizona. Many questions yet
remain to be answered, such as the best

varieties to raise in this New World's
garden, but all are sure to be solved in

the near future.

The Deglet Noor is the ordinary date

of commerce, and specimens of this vari-
ety are to be seen at the Phoenix sub-
station; but unfortunately the season in

the Salt River Valley is not long enough
to ripen the fruit. In favorable years the
Deglet Noor might reach maturity here,
but it could not be depended upon. How-
ever, other varieties, practically as good,
can be raised to perfection in Arizona.
One of these is called the Rhars. This
date is highly esteemed by the Arabs, and
the only reason why it is not as exten-
sively exported as the Deglet Noor is that

it is soft and syrupy, and in long ship-

ments will not retain its shape so well.

Were it marketed in the country where
raised, these objections could not be urged
against it. Great quantities of this date
are raised by the Arabs for home con-
sumption. It is very prolific and hardy,
and its fruit is among the most delicious
of dates. The Rhars ripens in November,
and in every way is admirably adapted to

the climate of Arizona. Some varieties

of dates are more susceptible to frost

than others. • The Rhars stands the cold
better than most any other kind.

From one of the trees shown in the
accompanying photograph the net yield of
marketable dates last year was 375
pounds. Other trees produced ten or more
bunches of from 40 to 50 pounds each in

the gross; but there was very little waste
in these. Fresh dates sell at twenty-five
cents a pound in the Phoenix market.
The trees do not require much atten-

tion. If a paying crop is expected, they
must have water often and in large quan-
tities, but the tree endures drought well.

As operations are now conducted, the
blossoms are fertilized by hand with the
pollen from the male plant. The long
stem containing this pollen resembles a
stalk of sorghum or broom corn. It is

clipped from the male plant and shook
lightly over the blossoms of the female.

This would not be necessary were the
trees set out in large orchards, where a

male could be
placed at conven-
ient intervals, and
the task of carrying
the pollen left to

the wind. In the
large grove at

Tempe, and also in

a grove at Phoenix
containing 500 seed-
ling date-palms, na-
ture will be allowed
to do this work.
Very little labor

is involved in pre-
paring the ripe fruit

for market. There
is a popular misap-
prehension that
dates are packed in

sugar and undergo
a complicated treat-

ment. They are
merely picked and
put under an open
shed for two or
three days to dry.

Then they are
packed in buckets,
baskets, boxes or
other convenient re-

ceptacles being
placed in one at a
time, side by side
and pressed close

together with the hand. They are then
ready for market.
Care is necessary in plucking the fruit

at just the right time. Should a rainy
spell of weather come when the dates are

[CONCLUDED ON PAGE 7]
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The Beautiful Picture
in this issue will undoubtedly be appreci-
ated by all our people. It was

PAINTED ESPECIALLY FOR
The Crowell Publishing Company by Louis
Akin, a celebrated artist

FARM AND FIRESIDE IS GOING TO BE
BETTER THAN EVER

New departments have been added, and we
are spending more money than ever to
make our paper please you. Something
interesting for

EVERYONE IN THE HOME
has always been our aim, but hereafter we
shall spend any amount of money needed
to make it an ideal farm and home paper.

THAT THRILLING STORY
beginning in this number was secured at a
great cost just because we have determined
to give our people the best money can buy.
Read the first chapters and see if you don't
think it is the greatest you ever read. But
we want to tell you

SOMETHING CONFIDENTIAL
It is taking so much money to get out this
big paper of over 400,000 that we cannot
send it to you unless your

SUBSCRIPTION IS PAID IN ADVANCE
So if your time has expired, or is about to
expire, send in your renewal at once. It

may be that this number will come to some
whose time is out; if so. it is because we
were too busy to revise the list completely.
We are at work overtime getting ready

THAT BIG CHRISTMAS NUMBER
As soon as you read this

LOOK AT THE LABEL
and if you are due us for another year,
send the money immediately or you cannot
get the special Christmas number. It will
be sent only to paid-in-advance subscribers.

ANOTHER FAMOUS PICTURE
"Jack's Christmas Prayer" will be in this
number. The drawing for this full-page
illustration was made especially for us,
and is worth the price of Farm and
Fireside for an entire year—25 cents.

About Advertisements
Farm and Fireside does not print ad-

vertisements generally known as "readers"
in its editorial or news columns.
Mention Farm and Fireside when you

write to our advertisers, and we guarantee
you fair and square treatment.

Of course we do not undertake to ad-

just petty differences between subscribers

and honest advertisers, but if any adver-

tiser should defraud a subscriber, we stand

ready to make good the loss incurred,

provided we are notified within thirty days
after the transaction.

IN
the next issue "Austria-Hungary"

will open a new series of Travel

Letters, by Frederic J. Haskin. This

series supplements the one published

last year that pleased so many of our

readers, and they will find Mr. Haskin's

letters on European countries of even

greater interest than those on the Orient.

<S>

In an eloquent speech, Senator Foraker

recently made this striking statement:

"I fear less the avarice of greed than
the avarice of power."

The people of this country have reason

to fear more from brilliant United States

senators who represent both the avarice

of greed and the avarice of power.

<&

The usefulness of special trains in con-

ducting campaigns of agricultural educa-

tion has been fully demonstrated, and the

plan is being followed again this year.

A "seed-corn gospel train" is now mak-
ing a tour of Indiana. Investigations by

the Purdue Experiment Station show that

the stand of corn in Indiana this year is

less than three fourths of a perfect stand.

The experiment station hopes to demon-
strate to the corn-growers how the stand

can be readily improved through the prop-

er selection of seed-corn. Progressive

farmers do not need to be urged to attend

the corn-special meetings.

In October a "chicken school on
wheels," the first of its kind, made a

successful tour of southeastern Missouri.

During the two weeks' trip there were
eighteen meetings and forty-nine lectures.

Over 4,000 people attended the meetings,

and over 15,000 visited the poultry-exhibit

cars. The attendance gives some indica-

tion of the great interest taken in the

work.

Our readers cannot fail to notice the

first announcement in this issue of a great

cooperative subscription plan. Farm and
Fireside is offered in combination with
leading farm papers in various parts of

the country.

Many farmers now take several farm
papers; everyone should take the best

farm paper of his own state or region of

country. It will give him agricultural news
and practical information suited to his

own special needs and special conditions,

along lines mainly outside the field of a
national farm paper.

Farm and Fireside does not conflict

or compete with the farm papers that are

clubbing with it. It is a national farm
and family paper that supplements them.
Therefore it urges its own subscribers

to take other farm papers, and now fur-

nishes them an opportunity to do so at

special prices.

Industrial Alcohol

In a bulletin recently issued by the

Department of Agriculture, Dr. H. M.
Wiley says that the benefits which are to

accrue from the use of denaturized alco-

hol free from tax have probably been
overestimated by the public, or, at least,

they will not be realized for some time to

come. However, he says

:

"That material benefit will accrue is not
a subject of doubt. These benefits will

come, not suddenly, but slowly, as agri-
cultural products become more abundant,
technical methods of manufacture are im-
proved, and the methods of utilizing the
industrial alcohol are better understood.
Our people should not be disappointed
should many years elapse before the mag-
nitude of the product used for industrial

purposes reaches the figure already at-

tained in Germany and some other Europ-
ean countries."

The most abundant source of alcohol
in this country at the present time is In-

dian corn, but, it is pointed out, at its

present price the tax-free alcohol made
it would have to be retailed at about
forty cents a gallon. This country does
not yet grow the cheap, coarse potatoes
used in Germany as a source of alcohol,

and the average price of American pota-

toes is too high to make it a competitor
of Indian corn. Nevertheless, experiments
are being made with by-products of beet
sugar, cane sugar and corn-canning fac-

tories, and other cheap sources, that

promise to give us cheap industrial alco-

hol much sooner than is indicated in Dr.
Wiley's interesting and conservative re-

port.

Free Seed
When the subject comes up at the next

session of Congress, not so many mem-
bers of the House as formerly will have

the gall to stand up and claim that they

favor the free distribution of common
garden seed because their farmer constit-

uents demand it. The fact is farmers

everywhere have voiced their opposition

to it in unmistakable terms through their

various organizations. Their general opin-

ion on this subject is very well expressed

in the following resolution unanimously
adopted by the Farmers' National Con-
gress :

Resolved: That we are opposed to the
s}'stem of seed distribution as now con-
ducted by the federal government, but we
believe in the work of exploring foreign
countries for such seeds and plants as may
be profitably introduced into this country,
and we recommend that the money ex-
pended for seed distribution as now
conducted be added to the fund for

maintaining seed and plant explorers in

other countries, under direction of the

United States Department of Agriculture;
we recommend the distribution of prom-
ising new seeds and plants among the

agricultural experiment stations of this

country for practical test.

Life Insurance in Indiana
The Indiana Life Insurance Committee

recently made an important report to Gov-
ernor Henly, giving the results of their

examination of the business of life insur-

ance companies in Indiana. In brief, the

committee found that the expenses of

management were generally extravagant,

and that the cost of life insurance to the

public was excessive.

This is true of the majority of com-
panies; in a nutshell, it is the general

condition of affairs in the life-insurance

business.

The committee recommends legislation

requiring the surplus to be distributed

to the policy-holders annually, or credited

to them as fixed liabilities, and a law
limiting the expenses of management.
As a striking example of excessive

charges against the policy-holders under
expenses of management, the committee
cites the State Life. Although in business

only eleven years it has, according to its

1905 report, piled up a fat surplus of

$605,000, besides having paid out in illegit-

imate dividends on special contracts $605,-

000 more. The pocketbooks of its policy-

holders are just that much leaner.

The State Life's "expense of manage-
ment" is over 43 per cent of its premium
income—a rate even more extravagant

than that of the great, rocky Prudential.

There is important work before the

insurance committee of the Ohio legisla-

ture. Ohio has more than one life-insur-

ance company that needs attention, not

merely an examination of its reports to

the state superintendent of insurance, but

a thorough overhauling of all its business

methods. In "high-finance" life insurance,

Ohio, on a smaller scale, holds her own
with New York.

* * *

Advice to Young Men

One thing I would like to indelibly

impress upon the minds of the

young men is not to fritter away
the days of their strength in what

is usually termed having a good time.

The first and best days of manhood
should be devoted to securing a home and
a reserve fund. Get these safe, then look
about the earth if you are so inclined.

Most young men are bent on seeing life,

as they term it, as soon as they leave
their parents, and a vast majority of
them keep at it from force of acquired
habit until age creeps on and their ability

to win a hoifte is about gone.
Many young men endeavor to guard

against the time when infirmities of age
overtake them by taking out a life-in-

surance policy, but thousands of them find

themselves at one time or another unable
to meet the dues, and they lose all they
have put into it. I have always advised
young men to do their own saving instead
of paying a lot of other men to do it for
them. Get into the habit of saving your
earnings, and you will be surprised how
fast the sum climbs np. Get a thousand
dollar? together and you are on the high-

way to independence. Let the other
young men of your age or set have the
good time they boast about if they wish,
but you go quietiy on with your saving
and banking, and the day will quickly
come when you will be regarded as a
business man, while they are still boys,

good fellows, but chronically on the brink
of penury.

Then how much better a fellow feels

when he knows that if any financial up-
heaval should happen and his services
are no longer needed he will not have to
wander about in search of any kind of a
job and pick up a scrappy living, but can
go to his own home and calmly wait until

the clouds roll by. Another thing, it is

a well-known fact that a man who owns
some property can obtain employment
much more readily than one who has
nothing but his clothes. This is because
the property owner is regarded as a re-

sponsible party, and one who understands^
that business is business.

"A. C. C," who Vrites from Ohio, should
keep in mind the fact that a young man
who is working for twenty dollars a month
is not expected to drop half dollars, or
even quarters into a contribution-box, or
into any fund under the management of
respectable people. He cannot afford it,

and sensible people really think he is silly-

in his efforts to "keep even" with people
whose income may be a hundred or more
a week. He should quietly drop in his

nickel or dime, with the full assurance
that he has done his share.

Replying to "W. R.," Wisconsin, I will

say that if he finds it necessary to spend
more than half his wages on his "girl,"

to keep even with the rest of the boys,
the sooner he drops the girl the better it

will be for him. As I have often said,

save your wages and get them to earn-
ing money for you as soon as possible.

When you get a good fund together,
drawing a rate of interest that makes you
practically independent, you won't have to

feed stock in all sorts of weather all

winter, and work from "sun to sun" all

summer. It would be better to miss a
little of the fun now, to be independent
after a while, than to have all the fun
now and hard work and poverty when
work is doubly hard and poverty biting.

I have seen the boys who were boys when
I was growing up, and I know who spent

their earnings and who saved them, and
I see how they stand to-day, and I know
that the best advice I can give "W. R.,"

and all other young men, is to hold onto

your dollars now and get them invested

where they will earn vou good wages.

Parcels-Post
By the time this is published the re-

sult of the fall elections will be known,
and whether the efforts of farmers and
the better element in different con-
gressional districts have been crowned
with success. Also whether we have
gained anything in the direction of
parcels-post. The latest force to be
organized against parcels-post is the
"Merchants League of America," and,
of course, it will comprise about three-
fourths of the xetail merchants of th
country, for parcels-post, such as ev
ery civilized nation on earth but thi
has had for years, is the great and aw-
ful Boo-Boo of every little storekeepe

in the land. This "League" is bein
built up and fostered by the Expre*
Trust, and is destined to become a for-

midable obstacle to all progress in the
direction of postal reform. The Trust
has the money to support a lobby tha
will see that the Committee on Post-
Offices, etc., is properly made up o
men who will not let any bill leading
toward reform get out of their con-
trol. As long as this commitee can
keep a bill in their possession con-
gressmen will not have to go on record
as opposed" to it. The farmers have
no money for lobbies, but they have
the votes, and they can, if they wilL
put them where they will send those
who oppose this great boon back to
the woods where they belong. The
Express Trust and their henchmen,
the little retail merchants, can rest

assured that the people of this great
nation are going to have a parcels-post
equal or superior to that of any other
civilized nation.
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About Rural Affairs

In Suspense on the Alcohol
Question

But for the prospects of having a

chance of using alcohol as a clean

and safe fuel next year, I would
have bought a new oil-stove and

some additional gasoline lamps. The gen-

eral feeling with most of us, however,

is that ,of suspense—swinging between
hope and fear, but really much closer

to the latter than to the former. The
Department of Agriculture talks about
making alcohol from green corn-stalks,

and from the waste corn-cobs of the corn

canneries at cost of 3 cents a gallon.

Others who also pretend to know a thing

or two, assert that perfectly denaturized

alcohol is not likely to be sold at retail

for less than 35 or 36 cents a gallon, at

least for sometime to come, as the Stand-
ard Oil octopus has secured control of

the wood alcohol business of the country.

Somebody asked the advice of my great

and good friend, T. B. Terry, of Ohio,
whether he should buy an oil-stove or

wait for the arrival of the alcohol stove.

Mr. Terry replied that if ever alcohol

gets cheap enough to be used as fuel,

manufacturers will promptly fit the stove

to the fluid* "But that time looks, to us,

some ways ahead. I should buy the oil-

stove without waiting. Oil is cheaper

now, since the Standard Oil Co. is being

investigated; in fact, very reasonable in

price by the barrel. It will take time to

get alcohol made in large quantities. And
have you any idea the Standard's mil-

lions will not largely control the manu-
facture of alcohol? Doubtless they are

laying the wires and have been for some
time. And there are said to be $450,000,-

000 worth of automobiles in this country.

They will probably have the first pull at

the alcohol, before farmers will have
much chance, as gasoline is much higher

than kerosene oil, and the uses for it are

increasing rapidly. Some time alcohol

may be manufactured in sufficient quan-
tity to bring the price down so it will

really compete with oil. Supposing this

to occur, then the price of oil would have
to come down, too, if there was open
competition. So far as I can judge, a

good oil-stove will be an entirely safe

investment for some time."

Everybody is aware that it took the

most strenuous efforts on the part of

farmers, farmers' papers and farmers' or-

ganizations to influence Congress to make
denaturized alcohol tax free. Should all

this have been merely a flash in the pan?
Have we bought a gold brick? The law
was passed for the avowed purpose of

giving us a cheap substitute for oil, gaso-

line and coal, to supply light, heat, power.
This general fear that the "Standard mil-

lions" will also control the manufacture
of alcohol, and exact heavy tribute from
every user of alcohol, as they have from
every user of oil and gasoline, seems a sad
commentary on our boasted liberty and
independence—and intelligence.

Agricultural Secrets Worthless
I have paid my $1 for the "secret of

the laying hen," and pledged myself not

to divulge it. It is probably the same
"secret" that another asks $10 for. I paid

money for it as an investigator, and with-

out expectation of getting my money's
worth except as a matter of information.

Although I am bound not to tell by what
method the party who sells the "secret"

attempts to discover the layers and non-
layers, I feel free to quote some references

to this subject found in a bulletin recently

issued by the Maine Experiment Station

as follows : "There are one or two con-

cerns that advertise to teach how to pick

out the pullets that are to be good layers,

and how to pick out the hens that have
laid well. The price for the system is $10
by one of the concerns, with a bond of

$1,000 to keep the secret. The warm
friends of both systems tried them on
some pens of trap-nested birds at the sta-

tion, with known records, and both parties

went away sorrowing at the result of their

work. Their systems were unknown to

the writer, but it does not matter ; for

both were completely valueless as applied

here. Two others came to show that it

was not necessary to use trap-nests. One
claimed to be able to tell the laying capa-
cities of the pullets by the position of the

pelvic bones; while the other was sure

he could tell the yields for the coming
year to within eight or ten eggs by the

length and shape of the toe-nails. Another
was sure that large combs are infallible

indications of great egg-laying capacities.

There are eighty birds in one yard at

the station, each one of which has laid

from 200 to 250 eggs in a year. So far as

can be discovered, they differ from each
other sufficiently to upset any theory of
selection thus far put forward. One fea-

ture is common to all these hens—they all

have strong constitutions."

I can only repeat that I have never yet
found a "secret" in agricultural practise

that is worth paying $1, let alone paying

$10 for. Keep your money, friends, and
let the other fellow keep his secret!

The Farmer on Test
By the time this gets into print some

of the test cases, of which we have one
of the most important in this 34th Con-
gressional District will have been decided.

It seems to me, however, that it is the
farmer himself who is on test rather than
a nominee already weighed in the balance
and found wanting. For years the agri-

cultural press has advised the farmer to
rise above party considerations and sup-

port only such candidates for public office

as can be expected to represent and not
oppose the farmer's best interests. Men,
for instance, who are in favor of honest
butter against oleo sold as butter, of the
parcels-post and the abolition of the free-

seed humbug, and are honest generally.

Such advice has been of a general char-
acter, and usually ineffective, as party ties

have seemed to be extremely strong. Nev-
er before, however, has the agricultural

press been so unanimous and urgent in

pleading for the defeat of an objectionable

nominee as for that of Wadsworth. It

will soon be seen whether the farmer, be-
ing so well advised, can rise to the occa-
sion and defend his birthright with his

ballot, or whether he will again tamely
submit to the dictates of corrupt party
machines, and of those who care much
for his vote but nothing for his interests.

The farmer will never have his proper
influence upon legislation and political

development and secure proper considera-
tion of his legitimate interests until, in

or out of party lines, by his vote in party

caucuses and elections, he has learned
to relegate men of the Wadsworth type
to the rear:

A Waste of Sentiment
This world is full of misery. I do not

like to add to it, and try to bring up
my children to be kind and gentle and
helpful, and to avoid giving pain, even
to the lowliest creature. For that reason
I discourage in them all sporting procliv-

ities, and am opposed to the free use of
firearms. But all that I and every parent
in the land can do is only a drop in the
bucket. I have at times been greatly in-

incensed when seeing squirrels or other

four or two footed marauders rob the
nests of innocent birds, or a cat catch

and devour a song bird.

Now I have learned to look upon such
occurrences more cooly. The murder of in-

nocents is the law of nature. In all crea-

tion the big creatures live and fatten on the
little ones, and the little ones, in turn, live

and fatten on1 the big ones. To grieve over

this natural state of affairs is only a useless

waste of sentiment. For every creature
that lives to come to maturity, hundreds,
often thousands, as in the case of fish,

worms, etc., die in infancy to serve as

food for the survivors. Birds are killed

in the egg, in the nest as fledglings, by
the • thousands, so that hundreds may
grow to breeding age. I will not lie

awake nights over these things, n'or for

fear that this wholesale murder of the

birds will cause us to be eaten up by in-

sects. No matter how many birds we
may have about us, we will have codling-

worms in our apples, lice on our hops,

green-worms on our currants and cab-

bages, and bugs everywhere, and suffer

serious damage by their depredation's, un-
less we rely on our own efforts and the

use of poisons more than on the help of

birds. All this, however, is no reason why
we should destroy birds of any kind ex-

cept when they themselves become se-

riously destructive to our crops. Even the

English sparrow lives during the winter

largely on weed seeds. Yet, when some
years ago long and severe snowstorms
nearly killed out every sparrow, we man-
aged the weeds the following summer
just as well as we did before. Self-help

is usually most effective help.

Another in'stance of the extreme cruelty

often practised by nature, perhaps only

as an incident in the pursuit of other prac-

tical results (pollen transfer), is the way
in wjiich little flies, wasps, gnats, night-

moths, etc., are caught in the honey-baited

flowers of the common milkweed. The
method is as cruel as the use of sticky

fly paper by the prudent housewife. She
gets rid of the flies, and although the lat-

ter have to die in fearful agony, she will

waste no sympathy on them.

Salient Farm Notes

Corn Crop Advice

Aman in West Virginia writes that
he has a tract of land that is

capable of producing seventy-
five bushels of corn to the acre,

and he is thinking of planting it to
that crop next spring, seeding with
crimson clover at the last cultivation,

and hogging the corn down in the fall.

His object, he says, is to secure the
largest quantity of feed for the least,

labor and expense.
If I had the tract in question I would

plant corn, as he proposes to do, and
seed with crimson clover. But instead
of hogging the corn down I would
have it cut as early as safe and put in-

to small shocks. As soon as sufficient-

ly cured I would husk it, crib the corn
and store the fodder for cow and
horse feed. This fodder would pay
all the cost of growing and housing
the crop, for if it is well taken care of
it is almost equal in feeding value to
the best timothy hay. I would use
the fodder and sell some timothy hay.
For the farmer who lives in the

"corn belt," or where the season is

long enough to mature corn, it is the
most profitable crop he can grow. It
yields the largest quantity of food per
acre, and when properly fed in connec-
tion with materials containing a larg-

er per cent of protein, it is, without a
doubt, the most satisfactory stock
food known. Cattle feeders, sheep and
hog raisers, and the best informed
poultrymen are a unit on this point.
There will be more corn grown than
there is now, partly through increase
of yield per acre by better manage-
ment of the soil, and partly through
increased acreage, but feeders and
exporters will take all of it, and if the
price of corn ever goes down to some
of the figures of the days of yore it

will be because the bottom of every-
thing has fallen out and there is no
demand for anything that grows. I
consider it the safest crop one can
grow in sections where it does well.
It is safe because there always will be
a demand for it at prices that are
profitable to the grower. For these
reasons I would advise the West Vir-
ginia gentleman to grow corn instead
of the other crops he mentions.

Solving a Farm Problem
A farmer in Nebraska has come to

the place in life where many a man
meets with problems that are difficult

to solve. He is an experienced and
successful celery grower, and he in-

clines toward dairying. He has two
sons, seventeen and twenty years old,

who are opposed to both of these vo-
cations, and as he will require their
help to make a go of either, he is in a
quandary what to do. In our family
we boys never were consulted in mat-
ters of this sort. Father made his

own plans, and with our assistance
carried them out to success or failure.

AVe were expected to do our share of
the work whether we liked it or not.
These two boys will soon leave home
to look out for themselves, and in
making up his plans regarding what
he will do their father should not take
them into consideration at all. A
friend of mine had two sons the same
age as these two, and as they became
quite restive, and were constantly ob-
jecting to his plans and methods, he
told them their time was their own
and they could strike out for them-
selves. If they would take hold and
help him while at home he would pay
them wages, the same as he would
have to pay hired men. If he had
nothing for them to do they could at-
tend to

-
the feeding and other chores

for their board. They were welcome
home at any and all times, and if they
got sick, home was the place to come
at once.
"Well," exclaimed the youngest,

"that means that we are invited to get
out, does it?" "It means exactly what
I have said," replied the father.
"When you are a few years older you
will understand the matter better. In
planning my work I shall not take
you into my calculations at all, for I
know I cannot count on you." Both
departed the following morning to find
work. The eldest secured a job in a
livery barn, and the younger with a
ditching outfit. In two months the
latter was at home again, hired to his
father for ten dollars a month, board
and clothes. He said that he was
mighty glad to get back home, and was
ready to accept any terms. He stayed
at home five years, then took charge
of the farm for a share of the crops,

his father having become too old to
manage it.

In deciding what I would do, if I
were in the Nebraska gentleman's
place, I would take into consideration
my age, strength and ability to carry
the plans I had in view to a finish. He
is too old to undertake the work of a
young man. He probably is too old to
experiment with new vocations. He
would better limit his field of opera-
tions to something he fully under-
stands and be sure of every step he
takes. I have seen men fifty and sixty
years old start into a business and
make a fine success. I remember one
nice old man who was led to invest
quite largely in a business that was
new to him, but which seemed sure of
paying well. Unforeseen reverses came,
and a rascally partner decamped with
all the cash he could borrow in the
firm's name, leaving the old man to

settle with the creditors. He had a
good farm and they seized it. He
quietly arranged a meeting with them
and agreed to pay each one in full

if they would give him a chance. As
his integrity was unquestioned they
made the necessary arrangements to
allow him to settle the debts as fast as
he could.
He proceeded to mortgage the farm

for three thousand dollars, enough to

pay all the bills, and then went back
to it and settled down to work to
pay off that mortgage. He was then
sixty-eight years old, and his wife
fifty-eight. They accomplished the
task in six years. The following year
the wife died. He lived six years long-
er. It was plain to everyone who
knew them that the task was too
great for them, and shortened their
lives many years. Our Nebraska friend
should be careful in what he under-
takes, keeping in mind the one fact
he will have to rely almost wholly up-
on himself in carrying out his plans.
He should especially avoid going into
debt. I am well aware that if one has
been doing a considerable business he
dislikes to limit his operations while
he is feeling well. But when one gets
between fifty and sixty years old, and
has worked hard all his life, he is soon
going to break down more or less, and
it is advisable to keep everything well
in hand, so that when he is obliged to
stop his affairs will be in reasonably
fair shape.

<$>

Capons
Replying to Mrs. L. C, Kansas, I

must say that I do not know whether
it will pay her to try raising capons.
I have at different times been very
much interested in watching the ef-
forts of others to make it pay. One,
a near neighbor, who lives on a large
farm, told me four years ago that he
was satisfied that capons would be
more profitable than any other kind of
poultry he could raise. He caponized
about a hundred cockerels each year
ior three years, then gave it up. In
reply to my questions he stated that
it did not pay. He said they grew all
right and made' nice-looking capons,
while the price he received for them
was much higher than for ordinary
fowls, but he had to keep them so
much longer to "ripen" them to get
the best price that there was little
left on the profit side. There is no
question that capons are fine eating,
and that the price seems high, but the
fact that none of the sixteen persons,
whose efforts to make them pay I
watched interestedly, succeeded to
their satisfaction, makes me chary
about advising anyone to try them.
The few experiments I tried quickly
convinced me that a man would be a
long time in getting rich raising ca-
pons. I found the largest profit in sell-
ing my cockerels before they crowed.
By doing this I saved feed, avoided loss
of birds, and made room for my later
hatches.

* * *
Our people will bestow a great favor

upon us by suggesting certain kinds of
advertisements that you would like to see
which we do not have in Farm and Fire-
side at present. Is there anything you
need which we do not advertise? Let us
hear from you. We are endeavoring to
make Farm and Fireside a great market
place where our people may buy just what
they want. We shall try to have things a
little cheaper or a little better than you
can get elsewhere.

An advertiser recently wrote to us:
"Farm and Fireside is all right." By
that he meant he had received many
replies from his advertisement in Farm
and Fireside. In answering an adver-
tisement, always mention this paper, and
you will have prompt attention.
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Hunger that Makes Us Poor
nsH we had that fifty acres that

joins our farm on the west.

It's got to be sold and probably
will go cheap. Good land, too.

We need a little more. Don't you suppose
we had better try to buy it?"

Wife hesitates a moment before she
answers. She does not exactly sympa-
thize with the land-hunger of her hus-
band.

"Don't you think we might better work
the land we have a little more thoroughly,
husband? Seems to me that would be
better than to buy more and not work
any of it as it ought to be worked."
Husband winces a little at this home-

thrust. He does not just like it to be
told thus frankly that he does not "farm
it" as thoroughly as he might; but he
knows his wife loves him and has the best

good of all at heart, so he takes it patient-

ly, and they discuss the matter in its pros

and cons.

"You know you are not quite as strong

as you used to be, either. Let's not get

too much on our hands, husband."
There seems to be in the heart of most

of us a longing for a little more land.

No matter how much or how little we
have, it seems to us if we only had that

fifty acres over the line we could make it

pay better than the man does who owns
it now. The best land and the most
profitable land, the land that will surely
make us happiest is the land we do not
possess.

Now, I like the drift of that wife's
argument first rate. Better farming and
less of it is what we as American farmers
sorely need. You can go out over the
country in any direction you will and find

farms that are not half cultivated. In fact,

very few farms are under as good a state

of cultivation as they might and should
be. Do you know of any farm in your
neighborhood that has not some land
that might not be called waste? Grown
up to weeds or brush, or from some
other reason lying idle, the owner gets
very little value received from it.

And yet the owner of every such farm
has an ambition, either unuttered or ex-
pressed in one way or another, to get
hold of a little more land. The result is

that as a people we are not making the
progress toward the best agriculture that
we might if we were content to till the
land we do own the best we can.
There is this other side to the matter.

The more land we have the more help we
must hire and the harder we will need to
work ourselves to make it pay. Help is

scarce and hard to find. Men who are
really desirable from every standpoint are
as scarce as the traditional hen's teeth.
This is a fact we all must admit. Wages
are high. And after paying taxes, hiring
help and other necessary expenses the
profit is not enough larger to pay.

Let us follow the matter still farther.

Few men are really a success as mana-
gers of large farms. Sounds harsh, does
it not? And yet it is a fact. It takes a
peculiar line of executive ability to keep
a large farm moving properly. Men must
be kept at work. Stock must be looked
after personally. Ends must be tucked
up everywhere; and where is the man
that can do it for any great length of
time without breaking down? "Then
whose shall all these things be?" Is it

worth while to get a few hundred dollars
more in the bank for the sake of losing
one's health?
So this is a common-sense way of look-

ing at it, it seems to me: Better own
what land you can take care of yourself
comfortably than to strain every nerve to
get more and not have any of it well
cared for, and lose your health in the end.
This world is something more than a

place to get money in. In truth, that is

the last thing we ought to have in mind,
for it certainly is the poorest motive of
all. Money in the bank never made any
man happy, in and of itself. Life is more
than owning five hundred acres of land
more or less.

Close this meditation with a picture or
two. In the first, let us look at a great
farm—great in the sense of size. From
morning to night all, father, mother and
young folks are on the keen scoot. No
time to think, to sit down, or really live.

Things must be kept moving. Kept mov-
ing. That is the sole ambition in life.

Kept moving for the sake of the dollars
we hope to have in store by and by. Kept
moving, no matter at what cost. Kept
moving, till we make the last move and
go down to the little cemetery where
everybody is resting so quietly.

"He was a hustler," somebody says,
and that might well be the epitaph.
The other picture is this: A comfort-

able farm home. Not too much land.
Father and the boys do all the work
themselves. If they want a day off, they
hitch up and take it Time to think and
read, to whistle and sing. To cultivate
each other's acquaintance, as well as to
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cultivate the soil. To get the best there

is in the soil. In short, time to really

live. That is my picture of the ideal

farmer's home.

The Tile Ditch
When I was a boy my father con-

structed a large and deep open ditch
across the end of an eighty, to carry
swamp water into a small stream, and
thus prevent it from coursing diagonally
across the tract. It fell near a north line,

where the timber-land joined the cleared
portion of the farm, and I had a good
opportunity to study the action of the
water at times of saturation.

First, I observed, with boyish interest,

the many little " springs that appeared in

the region of the hard-pan. There I

noted how much better the corn grew
for a rod or two from that fence than
further back in the field.

Later we cut a ditch at the south end
of the farm, and I remember how te-

naciously the blue, or slate-colored clay

stuck to the spade as we tried to handle
it. It was of about the consistency of

putty, and a plow would hardly go through
it at all. This ditch we covered with
oaken slabs, and it was a real "blind"
ditch ; called so before clay tiling was in-

vented.
Here another study was opened up to

me, and out of the two observations I

derived a theory I have never since given
over : Soil relieved of saturation is better,

both as a vegetable feeder and as a thing
to be handled.
The plow cut through that same

stratum
; and, instead of resembling putty,

it turned over as mellow as any soil

on the farm. And it lost its blue clay
appearance, assuming the color of good
soil.

So, a few years later, when I took a
course in Organic Chemistry I was able

to see the value of under-draining, al-

though the subject widened and length-
ened very materially. When my teacher
said land should be relieved of saturation,
I was able to see two good reasons for
the statement. And I received with in-

terest the further statements the professor
offered : That the deeper the ditch the
wider the area it would drain; that water
run off in an open ditch carries off all

the fertility it has in solution ; that this

fertility is left in the soil as the water
makes its way through to the outlet

; and,
as air enters the spaces left vacant by the
removal of the liquid, the soil naturally
becomes friable. So the tile ditch is

nature's own assistant in the processes of
soil action.

It is a well-known principle of physics
that evaporation is a cooling process.
That is all there is in the use of a fan.

The air that feels so cool to the face is

not cooler than what already touches the
face, but air in motion snatches away the
moisture of our perspiration and the cool-
ness is in the skin. So, a wind, be it even
a very warm one, cools the soil by in-

creasing the evaporation. In more direct
phrase, when water is obliged to leave
the soil by evaporation it leaves very
slowly, and it produces a chilly condition
of the soil very unfavorable to vegetable
growth. The ditch which relieves the
saturation is a means of warmth. Indeed,
there are two sources of heat that are
rendered available by drainage. The
direct impact of the sun and the admis-
sion of the atmosphere. When the sun
shines upon saturated ground the evapora-
tion is so great as to carry off, in the
latent state, most of this heat; and the
air cannot penetrate at all until the water
is out of the way. So the fairest of dry-
ing circumstances are contributory to
cooling the soil. The same, with a soil

under-drained, would contribute to the
warming so much desired.

Again, I learned in the class that ger-
mination will not take place except in

the air. This accounts for the fact that
grain planted in the saturated soil fails

to come up ; or, as we say, rots in the hill.

If the ground be properly under-drained
there will never be entire saturation;
for, as soon as the point of saturation is

reached the water makes for the outlet,
and is drained away.

It is important to know when the ditch
is properly made.

1. It must have a sufficient amount of
fall. The requirement at this point is not

great, for water will flow readily over a
fall of a half inch to the rod; or one foot
to four hundred linear feet. The main
point is to have no up grade in the water's
course.

2. The size of the tile is important. If

too small, the friction win retard the
flow, and the tile will be filled with mud.
A three-inch pipe will do if the fall is

great and the flow somewhat constant.
But it is far better to put in from six-
inch capacity upward. Six-inch "tile will
convey a large quantity of water. And
an eight-inch tile will convey about twice
as much. What it lacks in capacity it

makes up in freedom from friction.

Capacities are to each other as the squares
of their like dimensions. The square of
six is thirty-six, and the square of eight
is sixty-four. So the eight-inch pipe is

but eight square inches less than two
six-inch pipes in point of capacity, and
almost double the friction is encountered
in the two.
One more important matter is the depth

at which the tile is laid. Experience has
shown that the scope affected increases in

width much faster than the ditch increases
in depth. A ditch two feet below the
surface will drain about a rod on each
side, while one laid a foot deeper draws
off the water from a distance of six rods
on either side.

Moreover, the water that enters a tile

near the surface, say eighteen inches or
less, will carry in with it a portion of the
fertility it holds in solution. In percolat-
ing through two to four feet of . mixed
soil, it parts with all vegetable elements.
Clay, particularly, is a fine absorber of

ammonia, and sand will catch and retain

vegetable fibers that may be floating in the
water.

Rain and snow bring down ammonia
from the atmosphere, which will quickly
return thither by evaporation if the water
remains on the surface. Hence, • the
capillary action of desaturated soil is a

matter of importance. And again the tile

ditch serves indirectly as a fertilizer.

Ammonia is known to be a fruitful source
of nitrogen, and nitrogen is said to deter-

mine the relative value of our standard
grain and vegetable foods.

Finally, let it be understood that swamp
land is not the only land that a tile ditch

benefits. It helps the ridges by carrying
off surplus water beneath the surface,

and so inducing rainfalls to sink instead

of running off and carrying the surface

soil with it. It helps clay soils in that

they are very compact, and saturation

renders them heavy and cold. Clay loses

much by shedding the rainfall from the

surface. Where friable, the clay soils

are the very best; but in a state of sat-

uration they are not to be worked. The
plow and harrow act as the kneading ap-
paratus of the brick-maker. Clods large

and hard, and a general surface like the

public road will be the result of all at-

tempts to cultivate saturated clay.

Walter S. Smith.

Destruction of Wire-Worms
Probably there is no insect enemy of

farm and garden crops which in the

course of the year inflicts more serious

injury than the familiar wire-worm. It

seems to be present in all soils, although
fortunately in varying numbers, and be-

ing less scrupulous than most kindred

enemies in its tastes, nearly all crops seem
to come alike to it. The actual amount
of damage that it inflicts fluctuates large-

ly, according to the season, and the con-
sequent speed with which the plants

develop beyond the stages at which they

are susceptible to its attentions; but prac-

tically in all seasons and in all soils it

claims a certain proportion of the fertile

seeds.

It therefore would be a matter of the

utmost importance to arable farmers and
market gardeners if an effectual and prac-

tical remedy for the wire-worm pest could
be discovered. Much attention has been
devoted to the subject by both scientific

and practical experts, but, although va-
rious schemes have been suggested, it has
to be admitted that even the most suc-

cessful up to the present are to be ac-

counted only as palliatives, and not as

absolutely reliable remedies. Perhaps the

most beneficial of the systems hitherto
advocated has been that of applying dress-
ings of rape cake, which acts indirectly

in that it serves to divert the attentions
of the insect from the plants, and not as
a specific insecticide. This system, though
strongly recommended, has not been gen-
erally adopted, nor are farmers willing to
accept it as the best form of treatment

that science can suggest. In fact, rather
than have recourse to the use of the rape-
cake remedy, many farmers prefer to ap-
ply dressings of quick-acting manures,
with the object of forcing the plants
through the delicate stages as rapidly as
possible. The chief drawback to this
latter method is that it is seldom of much
effect in seasons when it is most wanted,
that is, in dry weather, and when the
progress of vegetation is naturally slow.
Moisture is necessary to the assimilation
of all fertilizing material and in its
absence even the quickest acting are of
little avail.

A new treatment which has been tried
involves the use of bisulphid of carbon.
This material was first of all utilized in
flower beds and borders, and it proved
thoroughly effectual, and it is interesting
to notice that its success on a small scale
has been fully confirmed on more exten-
sive areas and against other injurious in-
sects, such as the vine phylloscera, and
and the cabbage-maggot. It is explained
that the character of the soil determines
the rate at which the fumes diffuse
through it. On heavy clay soils, especially
if they be in a very wet state, diffusion
is slow, while it is most rapid on sandy
porous soils, and if these be too dry at
the time of the treatment, the diffusion
may be so rapid that the insects within
range are not long enough exposed to the
vapor to be killed.

The following directions are for the
benefit of those who may be inclined to
use bisulphid of carbon as a remedy
against wire-worm: (1) The soil must
not be too wet nor too dry at the time of
use, and after applying it there should be
no cultural operations for a week at the
very least; longer would be better. (2)
The treatment should be in line; that is,

whenever the plants are known to be at-
tacked, not when they are dying off.

(6) Make a hole with a stick, beginning
three or four inches from the plant, and
passing down in an oblique direction till

a point is reached rather below the root.
(4) Pour in a teaspoonful of bisulphid
of carbon for each plant treated, and
quickly stamp the soil in over the hole,
and press down. (5) The material must
not touch the roots; the liquid will harm
the plant, but the vapor is harmless. The
plants treated will be quite free from
any poisonous properties, and thoroughly
wholesome^ and if the pest be checked in
time, one application should suffice.

W. R. Gilbert.
<$>

Cotton-Seed for Human Food
Developments in the packing-house

investigations have had a tar-reaching
effect, in advancing' the cotton-seed in-
terests of the South. Cotton-seed-oil
companies are running whole-page ad-
vertisements in the leading Southern
daily papers, and it will be only a short
time before they get into the standard
farm journals and magazines. The boom

• will be pushed for all it is worth, and
this is a great thing. There are thou-
sands of families that have been using
cooking fats made largely of cotton-seed
oil, and they have always been well
satisfied with results. Now that the
meat business has been put before the
public in a bad light, it is reasonable to
suppose that cotton-seed-oil products will
be in great demand.

State Chemist McCandless, of Georgia,
has gone into the matter in detail, and
furnishes an exhaustive report on the
value of cotton-seed for human food.
His investigations present an encourag-
ing view of the matter. There is no
better oil for human food than that ob-
tained from cotton-seed, and the people
can do no better than use it to a certain
extent everywhere. The Southern peo-
ple are supposed to be in greater sym-
pathy than any others with this move,
but the effect it will have on the hog
industry can scarcely be noticed. It will

mean an increased use of such foods.
Besides being valuable as an oil, the

cotton-seed meal promises to develop '

into some prominence in the way of
bread-making itself. The meal when
mixed with corn-meal or flour is valu-

able as a food of surpassing richness, I

and in the end may be considered a great
addition to the list of foods good for

man. It may be that someone will put
the cotton-seed-meal food on the market
and become a millionaire before anyone
knows just what they are eating. Such
has been the case with many of the so-

called breakfast-foods, only they are

hardly ever as good as cotton-seed meal.

A few years ago I wrote an exhaust-

ive article on the value of cotton-seed,

and at that time I said the day might
not be far away when the farmers would
be growing cotton mostly for the seed.

At that time cotton was low in price and
seed was high, but it seems as if cotton-

seed is still alongside of cotton, so far

as value is concerned. J. C. McAuliffe.
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The Growing Demand for

Alfalfa Hay
he following from the "Rural New-
Yorker" illustrates the increasing-

demand for alfalfa hay wherever it

has become known on the market:

Review of the Farm Press

A few years ago it was hard to sell

a ton of alfalfa hay in Syracuse, N. Y.

The soil around that city is well adapted

to the afalfa crop, and farmers kept on
growing it. When they found how useful

it was they were sorry to let it leave

the farm. Livery-stable keepers learned

of its value in feeding horses, and began
to buy it. Dairymen in distant sections

who read of its value, but could not start

the crop, began to order it. Now, in

addition to what is sold in local markets,

and the immense amount consumed on the

farms, about two hundred car-loads of

baled alfalfa are shipped annually from
this district. This hay goes in large

bales and nets $17 a ton. Much more of

it could be sold. We speak of this to

show how the demand for this excellent

hay grows. Think of raising two tons of

timothy compared with four tons of al-

falfa!

Live Stock Management
In giving some sound advice on farm

management, in the "Kansas Farmer,"

Prof. A. M. Ten Eyck says:

Sufficient live stock should be kept
on every farm to consume the roughage
and some of the grain produced on the

farm. This is not only necessary in order

to maintain the fertility of the soil, but

it is necessary in order that farming may
be profitably carried on.

A general farmer should raise well-bred

stock, but not necessarily pure bred. In
fact, he can hardly afford to raise pure-
bred cattle, sheep and hogs for the block,

or pure-bred horses to work in the field

at the present market value of pure-bred
animals.

The breeding of pure-bred stock is the

work of the specialist. The general farm-
er should purchase and use pure-bred
sires in his flocks and herds, and should
breed his mares only to the best stallions,

but he cannot afford to keep a one-thou-
sand-dollar team of pure-bred mares as

work-horses, even though they may raise

colts each year, when a three-hundred-
dollar span of horses or mules will do the

work, and good grade mares will raise

colts when bred to pure-bred stallions

which, as a rule, will bring the average
farmer as much money in the horse mar-
ket as though they were pure bred.

True, if the plan of breeding only from
pure-bred sires is practised long, the

animals on the farm become practically

pure bred, and it should be the aim of

every stock raiser to ultimately secure

such a herd or flock.

It pays to give the best of care to well-

brecL stock. The scrub is usually kept

at a loss anyway, and it may not make so

much difference financially what care the

scrub receives, but with money invested

in well-bred stock, which is capable of re-

turning a good interest on the investment
with proper feed and handling, neglect

becomes costly.

It is" not possible here to discuss meth-
ods of breeding, feeding, handling, and
marketing the several classes of live stock.

For such information the reader must
consult the writings of authorities on
that subject.

<$>

The Babcock Test for Farmers'
Use

In the "National Stockman and Farm-
er," L. W. Lightly gives some pointers

about farmers using a milk tester. He
says

:

It is to be regretted that so few farmers
use the milk tester, but in fact very few
own and use this valuable little dairy

implement. Of course everybody has a

scale, and if he doubts someone's weigh-
ing he uses the scale to determine the

matter. He has a bushel, half-bushel,

peck, quart and yardstick to measure with,

and uses them. But in to-day's marketing
when you sell milk by the pound or quart

that is really not the final basic unit,

because man has found it so easy to

extend the quarts or pounds by adding
aqua pura. The man who buys our milk

weighs or measures it, but its real value

and the money we are to get for it are

finally determined by the Babcock test.

This is true if we sell at the creamery,

cheese factory or in the city milk market.

Again we ask, "Why does not the farmer
get and use this important measuring de-

vice?" It costs no more than a good
accurate scale, so that is no serious hin-

drance.

"I can't operate a Babcock test." That's

what they tell me, and yet they are using

a number of machines on their farms that

are much more complicated and more dif-

ficult to operate.

Buy your machine from a reliable

dealer and you will get all the needed
accurate glassware and full directions for

operating. Buy from your druggist some
sulphuric acid, specific gravity 1.82, then

take your sample of milk and do some
testing, following directions. You had
considerable trouble at .

first operating

your grain or corn binder or your com-
bined corn plow, but a little persistence

made you master of the situation, and the

same will be true of the tester. I had in-

finitely more trouble making my grass

mower work than I ever had testing

ordinary whole milk.

<$>

Leaves as Fertilizer

Leaves are nature's fertilizer. Some-
one, in speaking of the importance and
usefulness of leaves, said that they were
the lungs of the trees and plants. It is

certain that vegetation is fed, nourished
and sustained by the elements contained
in the atmosphere as well as by those in

the soil. Therefore the leaves of each tree

or plant possess the elements obtained
from the air and earth particularly adapt-

ed to the sustaining and nourishing of its

own peculiar life.

How often have we heard the expres-

sion, "I dislike autumn, for the leaves are
falling—they are dying." To some the fall

of the year brings unpleasant memories,
as probably this is the season of the year

when their loved ones passed away; but
the falling of the leaves should not be a
sad sight, but a .gladsome one; because
they are simply passing from one state of

usefulness to that of another. They are

doubly useful ; they protect the roots from
the severe cold and the injury of the fre-

quent freezing and thawing of the ground,

and while thus employed they are decom-
posing, and the rich properties that they

gathered from the air and soil enters into

the earth and is absorbed by the roots,

and thus leaves live again.

Tobacco leaves pulverized and sprinkled

on the top of the soil of potted plants not
only furnish food for the plants, but are

also a preventive against those little white
worms which are so troublesome and
destructive to plants. Everyone who cul-

tivates house plants knows that in or-

der to keep the plants growing and
blooming nicely the seed pods should be

removed as soon as the flowers fade, and
the leaves removed as soon as they begin

to die or turn yellow. Instead of throw-
ing these pods and leaves away, as is the

usual practise, press them into the soil

containing the plant from which they have
been removed. Plants treated in this way
seldom need to have their soil replen-

ished.—G. E. E. in the Indiana Farmer.
<$>

Gang Plows
In the "Practical Farmer" Mr. T. B.

Terry tells some of the advantages of

using gang plows as follows

:

In large fields of reasonably clean, level

land a gang plow can certainly do as

much as two single ones and save one
driver. That is no small matter, with help

as scarce and high-priced as it is now.
The gang plows are entirely practical

now and will do good work. I have seen

them at work time after time in the

West. And I have personal friends, and
good farmers they are, too, who tell me
they wouldn't think of using any other

kind of plow. There are quite a few of

our Eastern and Southern readers who
could use gang plows to advantage. At
present such plows are almost unknown
in these sections. By all means get a

riding plow. What is the use of walking
with four good, strong horses in front?

Save yourself when you can so easily.

You can practically rest while the horses

are working, and then have ample
strength to take good care of them when
the day's work is over, as well as to

hustle around to get started in season

in the morning. If you walked all day
you wouldn't feel much like pushing

things morning and night and cleaning

the horses properly. Let them save you;
then you take good care of them And
this is important if a hired man drives

them, too. Save him, when you can, and
he will take better care of the horses

and look out more for your interests. And
it will be easier for you to get good help

and keep them. You can buy a left-hand

plow as well as a right-hand one, if you
care to. It is simply a matter of what
you have been accustomed to. Now, there

are many different makes of gang plows.
Probably any of them will do good work.
They are hardly in an experimental stage
any longer. They have been in use long
enough to be quite well perfected. The
most important matter, seems to me, is

to buy a plow made by a solid, well-es-
tablished firm.

Let us study into this matter a little,

friends. Suppose you have forty acres of
plowing to do in a season. Two men
walking, each with a team and plow,
will do as well if they average three
acres plowed in a day, taking sod and
stubble land together. Put one good man
on a gang plow, driving the four horses,
and he ought easily to turn the forty acres
in ten days, if the field is reasonably long.

He will naturally be more willing to

push the horses a little, than he will when
it means more tramping for himself.

Even most farm owners will find it the
same way. Now, good hands are easily

worth $1.50 a day here, including board,
for good weather. Put these prices on
the above figures and see how it comes
out. With the two walking plows it

will cost for labor to turn the forty acres,

about $40. It will take about thirteen
days at $3 a day. If you pay a man
$20 to $25 a month this won't be
far from right. You cannot board him
and stand rainy days and make it much
less. If one man does the plowing with
a gang plow in ten days the cost will be

$15; $25 saved. That will pay interest on
the extra cost of gang plow and for ex-
tra storage and leave a nice margin of
profit. Then if you get to harrowing as

economically as you plow, there will be
more profit. And as you plow in less

time there will be more for working the
land, an important matter. Some of our
Western friends will smile at the low
estimate of four acres a day turned with
a gang of two plows. They do more. The
figures given are quite conservative. But
we do not wish to lead anyone into buy-
ing a gang"plow who hasn't enough land
to make it worth while, and land in suit-

able condition.

Moss on Fruit Trees
The "Pacific Rural Press" concisely

tells how to get rid of moss on fruit

trees as follows :

Moss can be cleaned from fruit trees

by spraying during the dormant season
with concentrated lye, one pound to six

gallons of water. This gives a clean bark,

not only making the trees look better,

but contributing to their thrift by de-

stroying the parasite growth which ren-
ders the bark hard and brittle.

The Dairy Game
Have an understanding with the cow.

Start with the settled fact that; she is a

dairy cow and worth while. Tell her you
and she are going to have a game, and
that you are going to play according to

Hoyle—or Hoard,—which means the

same in dairy playing—and that it is the

rule of the dairy game that both players

share in the gain, the cow gets the honor
and the other player the profit. But
from start to finish the play must be fair.

Impress upon this cow, before the cards

are cut, that the play is to be on honor.
Convince her that you mean to take no
advantages, that you are going to be lib-

eral, in putting up good and abundant
feed, reasonable care, comfort, cleanli-

ness, pure air, sunshine and skill and that

she is to do the rest. If she can't do it,

the time to let the fact be known is be-

fore the game opens.
Art "is too long and time too fleeting

and the very best dairy profits too small

for a man to go into a game with a rip

of a cow that is going to pay under the

game, going to renig.

Tell the cow you are willing to show
her and help and encourage her up to

the limit of the rules of the game.
But, also, my dear boy, as I look over

your shoulder and say "M-m-m" over
the hand you hold, allow me to suggest
that having made sure of your partner

be as sure that you are sure of yourself.

Are you as well read up as your cow
must be fed up?

"To let the new light in, we know,
Desire must ope the portal."

Are you well supplied with this new light,

and have you strained it through several
thicknesses of sterilized fabric of horse
sense? There are microbes and things

even in the "teachings," some of which

may be profitably put through as crude
a test as a coal riddle, so that the .finer

mesh of the final straining need not be
so clogged.

If sure of both players you may go on
with the game, and success be with the
game, and success be with you

!

Does luck count? Not a bit of it.

There may be such a thing as luck in
many games, but in the one of dairying
it is ability in the cow and ability in her
owner—owner ability that stands for
knowledge, skill, liberality, patience, in-

dustry, self-denial, alertness, willingness

to study and learn, gentleness, self-de-

pendence, faith, hope and charity.

Proceed with the game. May I close
with a yarn? Old, perhaps, but apropos.

The sermon was ended and the minister

said, in a proper voice.

"Will Deacon Brown lead us in pray-
er?"
Deacon Brown was manifestly asleep

and did not hear.

Then said the preacher, a little louder

:

"Deacon Brown will now lead us in

prayer."
Still the Deacon slept.

Then the preacher, quite loud: "We
will now have prayer, will Deacon Brown
lead!"
Deacon Brown started up just in time

to catch the last words, and looking
around, said

—
"Is it my lead? I thought

I dealt."—W. F. McSparran in Hoard's
Dairyman.

Cement Floors in Cribs
In "Wallaces' Farmer," Mr. S. Schrantz

gives his experience with cement floors

in corn-cribs as follows

:

In the fall of 1903 I built a double crib,

30x60 feet, with concrete floors under the
cribs and driveway. The outside is sided

up tight with shiplap, and the cribs are
ten feet wide. It was filled that fall with
corn after the floors were down only two
weeks, and without extra ven^lators. The
corn was shelled out in January, except

one thousand bushels reserved for feed,

and none was spoiled. In 1904 the crib

was again filled and shelled out early in

winter, except enough for feed. Late
in the next May two neighbors, who
had to replant and could get no seed,

came, and in four hours selected enough
good corn from what was left to replant

two hundred acres for one and forty acres

for the other. It grew well, but the first

man got his corn almost too thick, and
the other raised eighty-five bushels to

the acre on clover sod. The crib was
filled again last fall and is still full, but.

I am sure the corn has kept perfectly.

In building, I advise raising the floors

above the level of the ground. Fill in

eighteen inches with the scraper and the

teams will tramp it down well. Then on
this tamp about six inches of sand or

cinders and then put on four inches of

concrete, mixed one part cement to seven
of gravel. Tamp down well and put on
the finish coat. This gives good drainage,

and the corn will keep whether the crib

is closed or open on the sides.

Date Culture in Arizona
[continued from page 1]

ripening, they are likely to rot on the tree.

The fruit hangs in long strings, falling

from a stalk that grows from the base
of the tree's crown of foliage. The strings

are more or less bunched, as shown in

the illustration, and when the dates are

gathered the stalk is cut so as to save
them all together like bananas.

It is expected that the grove of 500
seedling six-year-old date-palms at the

Phcenix station, which has been previ-

ously mentioned, will develop some inter-

esting facts bearing on date culture. An
important discovery led to the planting
of this grove. Among the bearing trees

of the first importation is one of the

variety Hamrara, the fruit of which rip-

ens about the first week in December

—

a trifle late for this locality. A seed from
this tree was planted on one of the irri-

gating ditches, and in time became a
bearing tree, the fruit of which is in all

essentials the same as that of the parent

tree, but with the important difference

that it ripens in October.
From this horticulturists are led to

think that the seeds of some of the lead-

ing varieties might come practically true

and the fruit ripen earlier than that from
which they were taken. Thus a new va-

riety might be originated and improved
which would be more suitable to condi-

tions here than any of the Old World
kinds. The trees in this grove are just

beginning to bear.

Up-to-date ranchers and fruit growers
in Arizona are deeply interested in the

subject of date culture, and many are

experimenting on their own account. Re-
sults with them have been equally as

encouraging as those achieved by the

government.
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Gardening

Celery Growing

An Ohio reader writes that he
owns a farm of 8o acres, the soil

being a black loam or muck
which he thinks may be all right

for celery. He knows nothing about its

culture, and asks for information.
There are many farms in the United

States—and in fact whole sections

—

where the soil is admirably adapted to

celery growing. They are mostly tracts

of black loam, mold or muck, naturally

quite fertile, and in some cases well
drained, or in other cases need tile

draining. Whether it will pay to go into

the celery business on a large scale, de-
pends much on the market facilities and,

of course, on the skill of the grower.
The man who knows nothing about
growing the crop, or who lives at some
distance from a good market or shipping
point, is at a disadvantage from the very
beginning. Good celery, however, is al-

ways in demand, and brings fairly re-

munerative prices. It is only a question
of producing it and bringing it to a
good market. The proper thing to do
in a case like this is to make a trial on
a small scale, and then expand opera-
tions as the circumstances may warrant.
Begin with an infant industry and let

it make a natural and healthy growth.
It will need some equipment, too.

For early celery (and this is usually
what pays best), greenhouse or hotbed
facilities are required. The plants must
be started from seed under glass, say
about March 1st, in flats, and they may
then be transplanted into other flats,

one and one half to two inches apart
each way, and kept in cold frames to
make plants large enough for trans-
planting to open ground in May. To
grow good plants of this kind is not
a difficult task for the expert gardener.
Persons knowing nothing about celery

may have some difficulty in this un-
dertaking; but if one fails to grow his
plants, or plants that he thinks are good
enough, he may buy them from a com-
mercial plant grower. They can always
be had at $3 or $4 per thousand. I grow
plants more cheaply by starting them in

flats in rows, and then at once transfer
them in sections cut out of the flat into

a sort of nursery row in open ground
just as soon in spring as the ground will

work properly. I thus avoid handling
the plants singly, and by the end of May
or early in June I have rows of plants,

30 to 50 to the running foot, large
enough for transplanting or for sale. I

can always sell all I have to spare, and
usually charge 25 cents per hundred
for them. When one has good plants
and good celery soil it is easy enough
to grow good celery. But anyone who
has had no experience with the crop,
and desires to make a business of it,

should first of all study all the books
and pamphlets on modern methods in

celery growing that he can get hold of.

Michigan Melon
Several readers have asked me for

seed of the melon which I mentioned
in these columns a month or' more ago,
and which, for want of the right name,
I called the Michigan melon. I have
only what seed I want to use next year.
I am not a seedsman, and the Welsh
onion is the only seed of which I have
more than a house supply. To those
who live near me, I will gladly sell

vegetables from my surplus during the
season, and give you information free
gratis, but I don't want you to send me
money for seeds. Your regular seeds-
man will furnish them to you. As for

the Michigan melon, I will try to find

out its true name and give it in these
columns. It is really the finest melon
I ever saw or tasted. In the meantime
you may be satisfied with the Emerald
Gem and the Gold Coin, which are of
very high quality, and very satisfactory
all around.

«>

Late Vegetables
The garden has provided us this pres-

ent season with an unusually prolonged
supply of good things. Killing frosts
were much delayed. We had fine toma-
toes fresh from the gardens until the
middle of October, and likewise some
very fine melons. The Emerald Gem
had all ripened by about October 1st.

But we had some most delicious Gold
Coin from the patch, even after a light

frost had killed the vines. All our mel-
ons were of exceptionally fine quality

this year, owing probably *o the fact

that the vines were but little affected

by blight. We can still gather good
eggplants from the patch; but we have
gathered and stored up quite a supply

of them and have them on the table

every few days. They are just as de-

licious as ever. Owing to the frequent
and heavy rains during the past few
weeks, the late cabbages, which prom-
ised to be an entire failure only a few
weeks ago, have come on beautifully,

and we have as large and fine Sure-
heads as ever, and some fairly good
Mammoth Red Rock and Danish Ball-

heads. The latter are tiptop for sale,

but rather coarse for home use. We
prefer the Sureheads.

«>

Planting Asparagus
A reader, some time during June last,

asked me whether it was then too late

to set out asparagus plants, or what is

considered the best time for doing that
work. I might say that any time when
you have good plants, and soil that is in
workable shape, will do for setting as-
paragus. It might be done in the fall,

but I would try to do it early enough
so that the plants will have a chance to
get well established in their new quar-
ters before the final freeze-up. The
usual, and I believe, on the whole, best
time for doing this job is in early spring,
and the sooner after the land gets to be
in good working condition the better.
Neither commercial nor home grower
need evef be afraid of planting too large
a patch of asparagus. What the fam-
ily does not want or need, will find
ready sale at remunerative prices.
There are very few things that could be
planted on a little piece of warm and
rich ground which will bring in as much
money and clear profit as does aspara-
gus. We used to hear the cry of over-
production; yet the demand for this
most appetizing and wholesome of all

vegetables has been steadily increasing
from year to year, and there does not
seem to be the least danger of overpro-
duction.

Commission Merchants' Addresses
I am asked by readers to give ad-

dresses of responsible commission mer-
chants in St. Paul, Minn., and Chicago,
111. It would not be difficult to get such
addresses. Many of the dealers adver-
tise regularly. But I do not propose to
shoulder any responsibility of thus ad-
vertising them. If they advertise in the
Farm and Fireside, the publishers be-
come in a large measure responsible for
them, as the latter announce their will-
ingness to make good any loss caused
to subscribers by the ads of fraudulent
advertisers, if claim is made within a
reasonable length of time. Commission
merchants in the larger cities who can
stand the searchlight of Farm and
Fireside's investigation. I believe
would find it to their advantage to have
a standing ad in these columns.

June Pink Tomato
For my first early tomatoes I still

grow the Earliana and its strains, like

No. 10., McKay and Maule's Earliest.
The Pink June, however, has had one
trial on my grounds, and deserves
another. L. F. B., of Binghamton, N.
Y., writes: "I consider the June Pink
the best of all new early tomato, tested.
It is as early as Earliana, holding out
larger and more uniform to the end of
season. It proved an extra good bearer
on rich ground this wet season."

Commission Dealings
When we grow any kind of produce,

especially fruits, such as apples, pears,
peaches, strawberries, etc., on a large
scale, we are often obliged to make use
of the services of commission dealers.
If we are careful and select honest and
responsible firms, we will usually come
out all right, and get all that is coming
to us. There are some sharks in the
business, and we must try to steer clear
of them. Beware of the men who prom-
ise too much. If you make large ship-
ments, and are not too far from the city,
it is a good plan to follow such a ship-
ment up and see what the dealer does
with it. I have shipped onions, and
eggplants and berries, and tomatoes and
apples and pears and various other
things, also poultry, at various times,
and usually managed to get approxi-
mately what these things should have
realized simply by calling frequently at
the store. But when I grow garden stuff
in a smaller way. and have the chance
to sell most of my produce at retail to
people who come after it, or order it, or
buy it from the wagon, I find it much
more profitable and satisfactory. It is

a local question, however. Without the
home demand, I would have to ship a
lot of fresh vegetables to Buffalo. I
like to raise just the vegetables and
fruits that I can sell right at home.

Fruit Growing

An Interesting Bulletin on
Orchard Culture

The Ohio Experiment Station has
published an interesting bulletin

on the subject of different meth-
ods of orchard culture. The ob-

ject of the experiments, which are
given, was to show the comparative
value of different methods of cultiva-

tion. It included cultivation in the
following ways:
No. 1, With cover crop. No. 2, Clean

culture. No. 3, Sod-culture. No. 4,

Sod-mulch.
The experiment has been running

six years.
The cover-crop method is said to be

safe, practical and excellent while the
orchard is young and where the
ground is level or nearly so, or on
steep hillsides where the soil does not
wash readily by flooding rains. For
this method of culture Mammoth,
Crimson and Medium Bed clover, also
winter vetch and cow-peas do well.
Soy-beans do well even in northern
Ohio, and are generally conceded to be
superior to cow-peas for a cover crop.
A combination of oats and Canada
field-peas also makes a good winter
covering for the soil. It is customary
to sow the cow-peas and soy-beans in
drills two feet apart, at the rate of
three pecks to one bushel an acre; the
young plants are then cultivated once
or twice to give them a vigorous start.
A mixture of rye and vetch is some-
times sown broadcast among the cow-
peas and soy-beans just after the last
cultivation in autumn. This combina-
tion affords a dense carpeting during
the winter, and makes an early heavy
growth the following spring by the
time the ground should be plowed
again. The trees in this plot made a
satisfactory growth.
The clean-eulture plot had a hard

time of it, as the soil washed badly,
and it was necessary to seed it down
after four seasons' trial, as many tons
of soil had been swept away by the
rains, and the roots of the trees were
exposed in many places.
Under the sod-culture method the

trees were planted out in generous
holes directly in the sod, and the area
of the ground for three or four feet
in diameter was spaded about each
tree, and these spaces have annually
been kept clean and mellow. The
grass in this orchard was cut and al-

lowed to lie where it fell. No fertility
was added to the space about the
trees, which space has been enlarged
as the trees grew to correspond to a
diameter equal to the head of the
trees. In this plot the trees made
only a fair growth.

It is a most expensive and laborious
way of growing orchard trees, but may
be used to good advantage upon very
rough or stony areas where mulching
material is not available.
Under the sod-mulch method the

trees were planted in the sod, much
as in the sod-culture method. The
stems of the trees were enclosed with
tine-meshed wire-screen cylinders, to
prevent injury by mice or other ro-
dents. The grass was also mowed
three or four times each year, but in-

stead of allowing it to lie where it fell,

as under the sod-culture method, it

was raked up and used to maintain the
mulch about the trees. The results in
this orchard were very satisfactory.
In fact it gave the best results of any
method of cultivation tried, and the
trees made an extremely satisfactory
growth. It was thought that there
might be more danger of injury from
borers and other insects owing to the
mulch about the trees affording them
good protection, but this did not seem
to be the case, and no more injury was
noticed in this plot from insects than
in those that were not mulched.

It has been frequently claimed that
under the sod-culture method the
tendency was for apple trees to pro-
duce their roots near the surface of
the ground, but it was found in these
experiments that the root systems
of the apple trees grown under the
different methods of culture were at
a surprisingly uniform depth, the
greater portion of the roots, both
large and small, having remained in
the upper six inches of soil. The
fibrous or feeding-root system of an
apple tree under annual plowing and
clean culture with cover crops, prac-
tically renews itself annually, ptishing
up thousands of fibrous rootlets to the
surface of the soil. Apparently but
few of these rootlets go into the lower,
more compact colder soil. The partial
or even total destruction of these sur-

face-feeding roots, which occurs dur-
ing the hotter and drier months of
summer and during the cold months
of winter, does not cause the tree to
suffer in the least, and there was found
to be an immense network of rootlets
occupying not only the upper two in-
ches of soil, but also the four inches
below. The conclusions from this fact
are, that there can be little danger in
changing from a heavy mulching to a
clean-culture or cover-crop plan.

Bitter Rot
S. H. North River, Virginia—Bitter-

rot is a fungous disease that spreads
rapidly during the latter part of sum-
mer. It winters over in diseased fruit
and also on the branches of the trees,
where it causes what are known as
canker spots in the bark, from which
it spreads in the spring. It is prob-
able that insects play an important
role in spreading this disease. It is

not especially troublesome in cool
seasons, but in hot, moist weather will
start quickly, and sometimes destroy
the entire crop of certain varieties,
provided the fungus is present. On
the other hand an outbreak may start
in warm weather and a few cool days
will almost completely check it.

There is a wide range of variation in
the liability of different varieties of
apples to this disease. In Virginia the
Newtown Pippin is especially suscep-
tible. The following conclusions as to
the best method of fighting this dis-
ease are given in a recent bulletin of
the U. S. Department of Agriculture:

1. Bitter-rot can be completely con-
trolled by proper applications of Bor-
deaux mixture, 93.3 to 98.9 per cent of
sound fruit having been saved by such
treatment in these experiments, while
the checks rotted completely.

2. Four applications, when made just
at the right time, are sufficient to con-
trol the disease satisfactorily, but in
order to be sure of covering the infec-
tion periods one or two additional ap-
plications being necessary.

3. The applications should be made
at intervals of two weeks, beginning
about six weeks after the trees bloom.

4. It is neccessary to spray the trees
thoroughly, coating the fruit on all
sides with fine mist-like applications.

5. Other diseases, such as scab, leaf-
spot, and sooty-blotch, may be con-
trolled in connection with 'the treat-
ment of bitter-rot.
For the treatment of bitter-rot alone

spray the trees thoroughly with Bor-
deaux mixture at intervals of two
weeks until five applications have been
made, beginning not later than forty
days after the petals have fallen (in
Virginia usually about June 10th to
15th).
For the combined treatment of ap-

ple-scab and bitter-rot, spray the trees
with Bordeaux mixture (1) just before
they bloom (but after the cluster
buds have opened and exposed the
flower buds); (2) as soon as the pet-
als fall; (3) a week or ten days later:
(4) about forty to fifty days after the
shedding of the petals, and at inter-
vals of two weeks thereafter until, in
all, seven or eight applications have
been made.

<s>

Cause of Blight
A. C. M., Grandville, Illinois—I think

you have found out one of the causes
of blight on apple and pear trees, but
this is not what is commonly known as
fire-blight—which is the trt>uble| we
generally refer to when we say blight.
The insect to which you refer is prob-
ably what is known as the bud-moth
which bores into the wood near the
bud. I wish, however, you would send
on a specimen for examination, and I

will report on it further.

Pecan Growing—Chestnuts
O. J. D., Troy, New Yorjc—Pecan

growing can be carried on successfully
as far north as southern Iowa, and in
favored locations somewhat farther
north, but probably the best section
for them is farther south. This tree
will often survive the winters much
farther north than it will prove fruit-

ful.

I think chestnuts may be grown in
many of the Northern States to ad-
vantage, especially in New York and
New England. Before you start in on
it, however, I would suggest that you
visit some parties who are making a
business of this.

The best book that I know of on the
subject of nut growing is a pamphlet
sent out by the United States Depart-
ment of Agriculture, entitled "Nut
Culture," for which apply to your
congressman.
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How Lost
My Saving's99

THERE is a new depart-

.1ment in The Saturday
Evening Post— of intense

interest to men who want
to save. In this department the

people themselves will talk about how
to invest and how not to invest

money. You are used to hearing

from the gilded gods of Finance,

Past Vice Chancellor Richman of

the King's Exchequer, and President

Gotrox of the Golden Sand Bank,

but in this department the people

will tell how they themselves have
been stung, and how in the future they propose to

keep away from financial yellow-jackets.

Our contributors will tell

whether they lost their savings

through a bank failure, or

through an investment—whether

they have devised any new and

successful plan of saving,

whether they have found any

safe way of getting more than

4 per cent., and give other sim-

ilar information.

We would like to have every

reader of this page write us about

his financial experiences— and

whether you do or not, we want

you to read this department in

The Saturday Evening Post.

On receipt of only 50 cents in stamps or silver we
will send you THE &SlTUIipjlY EVENING 7>0>$T
every week for four months, seventeen weeks.

(We never send The Post beyond the time ordered and paid for.)

The Curtis Publishing Company, 12 Arch Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
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Let Me Quote You a Price
on the AMERICAN
ManureSpreader

We manufacture and sell the celebrated Amer-
ican Manure Spreader to the consumer direct
from our factory—saving all the middle profits
made by jobbers and dealers. These profits ar©
left out of consideration in the prices that I want
to make you direct from our factory on an Ameri-
can Manure Spreader.
This means that you can buy from our factory at

factorv prices—be a Wholesale Buyer.
And that isn't all! We don't ask yon to pay cash

In advance.

We sell the American
Manure Spreader
on Time-
Spreader really pay for Itself as it earns for rbn.
We are the only concern in the United States

msnsfacturlng and selling Manure Spreaders
direct to the user on time and on trial at low fac-
tory prices.
The American Manure Spreader has 40 per

oent more exclusive features than any other
Spreader. It is high-class in every respect-
made to last a lifetime.
There Is no question about the i

Manure Spreader being the standard
Spreader of the world.

liberal time payments —
giving our customers easy
terms to pay for their
Spreaders— 1 etting the

30 Days' FREE Trial
To prore all of oar claims for the celebrated

American Manure Spreader, we allow SO days' trial
on every Spreader we sell.
This permits the customer to use the Spreader

on his own farm for a full month to be satisfied
that it is just as represented. If not as represented
it can be returned to us. We pay all freight both
ways—trial being FEEE.
The low price I want to quote yon on an Ameri-

can Manure Spreader will be for the Spreader de-
livered at your station.

We Pay All Freight
This price will be for the Spreader on time—this

price will be for the Spreader on trial—and this
price will be a price that is lower than dealers are
charging for Spreaders that are not nearly so good
as the American. When you examine all the ex-
clusive features of the American yon will agree
with me.
Write for my price—and write for my catalogue

and booklet. They will tell yon
all about the American Manure

Spreader and give yon a
lot of good Information
on the question of ferti-
lizing — a question that
every farmer is interested
in and wants to know all
about.
Just write me today on

a postal cord.
I will see that you get

our book and my especial
price at once*

W. W. COLLIER, Gen. Manager
AMERICAN HARROW CO.

8941 Hastings St, DETROIT, MICH*

A YEAR'S FREE TRIAL FR
P
E
A?D

HT

Oar Oven
Thermom-
etersMake
Good Bak.
iag Easy.

The stove you select is sent on a year's approval, safe delivery
guaranteed, freight prepaid, choice of latest designs and appliances,
handsomely ornamented, highly polished, ready to put in your home.
There is no doubt about these stoves being perfectly satisfactory, for
they are well known by one of the oldest trade-marks among high-grade
stoves. There are no better stoves or more economic prices than the

GOLD COIN stoves
at Wholesale Prices

Sent directly from our factory at exactly dealer's cost iwhich saves
you $5 to $35 on a stove), and if at any time within a year it isn't
perfectly satisfactory to you we will return your money and take
the stove back. There is no offer made anywhere else to equal
this for a standard trade-marked stove of such high grade. First.

Write for Our ILLUSTRATED STOVE BOOK— Free
It shows a full line of Ranges and Heating Stoves. Sf Our patent grate free

1

Select style and price you prefer and learn all about the stoves before you order. Write now to

THE GVLD COIN STOVE COM 8 Oak St., Troy. N. Y. (Successor to Bussey & McLeod, Est. I860)

" THEY
CALL ME IN
FROM THE STREET."
That is what one of our representatives

writes us. And that's about the way it is,

too, because the Woman's Home Com-
panion is so much better than any other

woman's periodical published for one dol-

lar that women are eager to subscribe.

You could easily add a thousand dollars

to your income by this means.
Will you try ?

Just say so on a postal card, and allow ui

to send you our booklet,
11 Money—How

To Make It, by Those Who Know," together

with full information about large commis-
sions and $25,000 ip prizes. Address to-

day Department 11, The Crowell Publish-

ing Company, Madison Square, New York.

AGENTS
SeiiJ^rmers

Jools

WritT
For Catalogue

t. 8. Foot* Foundry Co.,

Wanted for our Forced Steel Com-
bination Hatcbet, Wire Cotter,
Staple Puller, etc., 8 took la one.
Remarkable seller. You can sell

more than you have any idea. It
is simply a wonder. Agents sell

as high as fifty s> day. Get a sam-
ple quick. Why work for small
wages when you can make big
money ? Sample ease also contains
Hand Sewing Machine aod Riveter
combined for repairing harness,
one Sticktight Buttoner Machine,
1 box Lice Killing Nest Eggs. Writ«
today for catalog of novelties, spa>
cial prices, plans to agents.

DepLfUT, Fredericktown, Ohio,

WE

lO U>50
FURS •» HIDES

50% more money for you to ship Raw Far*,
Hone *nd Cuttle Hide* to us than to s?U at borne.

Write for Price List, market report, shipping tags.

sl
8
0
6
0
oKHunters'&Trappers' Guide
Brttthingon the sabjectever writtan. Illus-

. trating all For Animal*, where and how
"to hunt them, trappers' secrets, etc. Leather
bomnd. 350 pp. Price $2. To our Shippers, f 1.25.

A>'DEKSCII BROS.,- BepUlOU Minneapolis, Allan.

FENCE «£5"£^'
Made of High Carbon colled wire. We
have no ag.nts. Sell direct to user at
factory prices on 30 day* fre* trial.

We pay all freight. CatalOK suowj 37

styles andlielgnts of farm and poultry
fence. It'afre*. Bay direct. Write today

COILED SPRING FENCE CO.
Boil* WINCHESTER, INDIANA.

THEY MAKE
TRUSTWOl
COMPANIO

STEVENS
FIREARMS
"STAND BY A MAN"

Made for father, for son—for service.

Our new boy's rifle, "Little Scout,
No 14," at $2. 25 is a marvelously fine

firearm for the price.
If your dealer cannot supply, order

direct from us.

Write for Our 140-page Free Catalog

Any man or boy interested in firearms will

find it fall of helpful information on hunting,
proper care of weapons, notes on sights, ammu-
nition, etc. Why not write to us to-day? Send
four cents in stamps to cover postage.
For six cents in stamps we will mail you oar

artistic ten-color lithograph. It is an attractive

bunting scene worthy of space on any wall.

J. STEVENS ARMS AND TOOL CO.
265 Pine Street

Chicopee Falls. Mass., U.S.A.

COILED SPRING

FENCE
Closely Woven. Can not Sag.
Every wire and every twist Is

a brace to all other wires and
twists full height of the fence.
Horse-high. Bull-strong. Pig-
tight. Every rod guaranteed-

30 DAYS FREE TRIAL
and sold direct to farmer, freight
prepaid, at lowest factory price.

Our Catalogue tells how Wire
Is made—how It is galvanized—
why some Is good and some Is

bad. Its brimful of fence facts.
You should have this Informa-
tion. Write for 1 1 today. Its Free.

KSTSELMAN BROS.,
BOX 271 MUNCIE. INDIANA.
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A copy of FARMERS GUIDE
most useful book of Kecorda, Reci-
pes, and General Information
mailed upon request to every

Farmer and Stock Grower. Write to-day.

THE 0. S. KELLY CO.. 149 Lime St. Springfield, Ohio.

PAT r M T C SECURED OR FEEA T E. Vi I 2> RETURNED.
Free report as to patentability. Illustrated Guide

Book, and List of Inventions Wanted, sent free.

EVANS. WILKENS & CO.. WASHINGTON D. O.

UVC DAYC5E A " tth IV " KXFEKSRS to men with rim
Til r AT ojo to introduce poultry compound. Year*scon-
tract. IMPERIAL SLVii. CO. DEPT. 20, PARSONS, liAKS.

mA : —J Per lOOfor Distributing Samples of Wuhln.
)0 ralU naid.SendSc.fUmp.A.W.8COTT,t»h<>«i,ll.I.

Cattle Shelters

Cattle out on an open field on a
cloudy and very cold and windy
day, and unable to find shelter

from the wind, suffer under one
of two serious disadvantages. They must
either move about to keep warm at a

waste of energy or, standing still, submit
to the bitter wind at a loss of vitality in

mere useless endurance of the cold. The
constant stream of air flowing over their

bodies robs the surface of its animal heat
faster than the blood can bring more heat
to the surface to repair the loss. If pos-
sible they seek the shelter of some kind
of wind-break. Even a fence is better

than standing in the open.

Now the farmer cannot afford to have
his cattle uncomfortable, for discomfort is

ditions are changed discomfort will surely

nature's warning signal that unless con-
turn into disease. In fact, the word dis-

ease when split in two, thus : dis-ease

means discomfort or want of ease.

A man cannot work to advantage when
uncomfortable. Neither can cattle grow
good beef or give much milk. Therefore,
it is well worth while to provide shelter

for cattle outdoors on cold, windy
days. The barn is a shelter, but every
sensible cow wants to be outdoors

tion, like a board fence, it separates, a~
part going by on each side at the ends of
the fence and a part rising and flowing
over the top, and then dropping down and
flowing on along the surface of the
ground. Immediately behind the fence
the air is subjected to very curious con-,
ditions. The air in its effort to get oven
the obstruction flows swiftly up and over
the top of the fence and creates a partial
vacuum near the top of the fence and
immediately behind it.

Stand before such a fence (windward
of it) with a handful of small feathers.

Fig. I

every day, when it does not rain or snow,

a part of the day, at least, for a breath of

fresh air. The barnyard is often on the

wrong or windy side, or it may be ill-

smelling and offensive to any right-mind-

ed cow. She may not say so, but no man
can prove she does not think so.

Why do all animals on cold, windy
days seek the lee side of a fence, build-

ing, or even a wood-lot? Because ex-

perience has taught them that they are

warmer and more comfortable in the calm

air on the leeward side of any kind of

wind-break. They do not reason about it

—they simply know the fact. It is for the

farmer to do the thinking for them.

First of all, we should understand the

reason why cattle feel warmer in the lee

of the fence. Suppose we have a tight

board fence standing at a right angle to

the direction of the wind? Why is the

cow standing in the shelter of the fence

warmer than when out in the open?

The fence creates an artificial calm and

the cow feels warmer while standing in

this little patch of still air, because the

loss of heat from the surface of her body

is slower. Her blood brings heat to her

skin, but the loss by radiation is so much
slower in still air than in a stream of

moving air that blows the heat away that

she feels warmer and more comfortable.

So sure is she of this that she will con-

Fig. II

tentedly remain outdoors in the pure

fresh, though cold, air rather than face

the wind in the open or return to an ill-

smelling barn.

Secondly, we should understand why a

tight board fence placed at a right angle

with a strong wind creates this calm spot

on the side of the fence. We cannot see

the air move, but a few simple experiments

will show exactly how the air behaves

when the wind meets such a tight board

fence fitting closely to the ground. When
the wind blows, the entire mass of the

atmosphere next the ground moves for-

ward like a deep, invisible river. When
this moving mass of air meets an obstruc-

B B

1 I

Fig. Ill

Throw them up in the air near the fence
and it will be seen that the wind sweeps
the feathers along toward the fence, and
then up and over it, the feathers floating

on beyond the fence, but gradually falling

to the ground. Very few of the floating

feathers will fall close behind the fence.
Standing about six feet from the lee side
of the fence throw some in the air; they
will fly back toward the fence. Stand
close to the fence and let a few fall and
they will rise upward clpse to the fence,

and reaching the top dart off on the wind
blowing over the fence. In this manner a
few small light feathers thrown on the air

before and behind will show visibly just
how the air behaves in a high wind on
either side of such a fence.

In Fig. I., A, is a board fence, B, is the

ground, the arrows at CCCC show the
mass of air moving against the fence,

the dotted lines and bent arrows show
the path of the air in passing over the
fence. D shows the place where the
vacuum is formed by the swift rush of
air over the top of the fence. E shows
the back eddy of air behind the fence and
the arrows show that this back or return
current travels along the ground toward
the fence and then upward, rushing in

to fill the vacuum and flowing away again

Fig. IV

with the general current of the wind.

At F is a triangular space of dead or

calm air.

Of course, none of the conditions of the

air are exactly as drawn in the diagram
yet we do know that this is the way the

air behaves, and that there is behind every

such wind-break this triangular calm spot,

and that all living creatures, wild or tame,

know that such a calm spot exists and
try to get into it when they "wish to keep

warm. Such creatures also know that if

such a board fence is full of cracks or

does not reach the ground the wind will

press through the cracks or under the

fence and the calm spot will be completely

destroyed. If the farmer expects to bene-

fit his cattle by building such a shelter

from the wind it must be tight, or it will

do very little good.
Every greenhouse man knows that no

matter how cold and windy it may be out-

doors the inside of the greenhouse is

warm just as lorig as the sun shines up-

on the glass. The reason for this is

readily understood. The air enclosed by

the building is calm, and the sun's light

and heat passing through the glass warms
this enclosed air and, as it cannot escape,

it stores heat and becomes warmer and

warmer until the sun goes down. In the

same way on a sunny day, though in a

different degree, the little triangular mass

of air under the lee of a fenc^ becomes
warm. If the fence stands east and west,

then when the wind is north and the
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sun shines, such a fence serves a double
purpose. It is a shelter against the wind
and a storage place for the sun's heat.

Cattle know this and seek the sunny side

of a wind-break for both the shelter from
the wind and to find a warm corner in

which to bask in the genial sunlight.

Such a sun-warmed fence has one dis-

advantage that the wise farmer will do
well to consider. The heat collected under
the lee of a board fence is small in amount
and soon lost by being blown away by the

back eddy near the ground and the strong

wind sweeping over the top of the fence.

The thing to do is to save it. Warm air

rises and in the open is soon lost. If a

rtnof were added to the fence, a still better

outdoor shelter would be provided.
In Fig. II. A is the rear wall of the

shelter; B, is the lean-to roof; C, is a
short apron or front to the roof; D, is

the spot where the vacuum would be
formed. The arrows and dotted lines E
show the streams of air moving against

the shelter, up and over it. Even the top

layer would be crowded up into a hump
by the rush of air seeking to get over
the obstruction. The arrow F shdws the
direction of the sun's rays. The dotted
line G shows the outside limits of the
calm air under the shelter. In the sun-
shine the warmest part of the calm spot

would be at H.
Such a roofed shelter-shed would serve

three purposes, a shelter against cold
winds on cloudy days, a sun-warmed shel-

ter on sunny days and a shelter against

rain and snow on stormy days. Cows
basking in the warm, still air of such a shed
would find just what they want, fresh air,

sunshine and escape from biting winds.
Being confortable and contented they
would not waste their vitality in trying

to keep warm, would eat less to keep
warm and, being confortable and under
agreeable conditions, would give more
milk.

It will be observed that in Fig. I, the

vacuum formed by the rush of the wind
over the top of the fence is close to the

top of the fence on the lee side. In Fig.

II. the vacuum is transferred to the top
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Fig. V

of the little apron at the front of the

roof, where it is out of the way. The
apron thus performs two functions ; it

causes the vacuum to form outside the shed
and it acts as a little stop or dam to

check and retard the loss of the warm air

under the shelter. Were it not there,

most of the sun-warmed air would rise

and flow up along the under side of the
roof and be lost.

When the wind meets an obstruction,

it endeavors not only to get over it, but
also around it. Suppose a farmer erected

a tight board fence one hundred feet long

and open at each end. A few experiments
with feathers would soon show that be-

hind such a shelter there are three places

where a vacuum is formed. One would
be (as shown in Fig. I.) at the top of the

fence and extending the whole length.

There will be two more, one at each end.

Fig. III. is a plan of the two ends of

such a fence, the dotted portion being the

center left out to gain room in making the

plan.

In Fig. III. A A are the two ends of the

fence. The arrows and dotted lines B
show the travel of the air in passing the

ends of the fence. The vertical vacuum
at each end would be formed at C and C.

The heavy dotted lines at D are wings.

These bad spots can be easily taken
away by placing short wings or aprons at

each end as shown by the heavy dotted
lines D D. This suggests the proper shape

for a cattle shelter. We have in this

country three cold winds, west, north-

west and north. The coldest prevailing

winter wind is northwest. The west wind
is not usually as cold, and the north wind,
while cold, is not the prevailing winter

wind. As the shelter cannot be moved at

every change of the wind and cannot be at

right angles with all, the best plan is to

have long wings, one at each end.

Fig. IV. is a plan for an open or roofed
cattle shelter to protect against all

winds between north and west. A is the

back of the shelter, at a right angle with
the prevailing northwest wind; B, is a
wing protecting against west winds ; C,

against north winds
;
D, shows the direc-

tion of the sun at exactly twelve o'clock

each day. The five arrows show the
direction of the three winds. The dotted
lines show that when the wind meets an

obstruction it does not rebound or "echo,"
but travels along the sides of the obstruc-
tion until it can find a free path, when it

travels on in its original direction. This is

shown by the dotted lines at the sides and
back of the shelter.

In Fig. IV. the dotted lines show that

when the wind strikes the fence it spreads
out flat against the fence and moves up,

close to it, until it can flow over the top.

Some recent experiments in France show
that advantage can be taken of this in

guiding the wind in such a way as to in-

crease the calm space behind the fence

without increasing the height of the fence.

In Fig. V. A is a section of a fence
standing on ground B. At C, at the top

of the fence, on the front windward side,

is a curved shield that extends the whole
length of the fence. The arrow shows
the direction of the wind and the dotted
line shows the path it takes when it meets
the fence. E is the calm place.

It is shown that the wind follows the

shield and, instead of turning directly

over the fence, is thrown up into the air

and flows on in a long sweeping curve
quite above the top of the fence. The ex-
periments showed that with such a curved
shield at the top of the fence a man stand-

ing at D could expose his head above
the fence and even look over the top and
not feel the wind at all. His head is in

a calm and yet, if he holds his hat in his

hand above the dotted line it might be
blown away by the wind blowing just

above the top of his head. These exper-

iments were made to show how the man
on the bridge of a steamship could look
over the top of such a wind-break and
not feel the wind at all and thus be able

to look against the wind while standing in

calm air. The experiments make a most
valuable contribution to our knowledge
of wind-breaks and cattle shelters.

Would such a shed or open shelter

pay? It depends entirely upon circum-
stances, and the writer would not presume
to say whether it would pay in any par-

ticular place or not. This much is true

:

Such shelter would be appreciated by the

cattle. Erect some such shelter and then,

without saying a word to the cattle about
it, see how quickly they will find it and
use it. Ask the dog where he likes to

sleep outdoors (and your wise dog always
prefers the fresh air), and he will tell you
plainly enough, "why, out of the wind and
in the sun, of course." Look at your
barns and out-buildings. Perhaps, by a

little planning, a good shelter can be built

at small expense by adding wing fences to

a building, and so creating what every an-

imal wants in winter, fresh air, shelter

and sunshine. These three are essential

in the well-being of a man, a horse, a cow,
and every other living creature.

Connecticut. Charles Barnard.
'

..

Care of the Autumn Calves
It has been the custom at our place for

a number of years to have a large pro-

portion of our calves to put in their ap-

pearance in autumn, in order that we
might not only have the care of them
during the slack time of winter, but also

obtain the prices for the butter-product,

which ranges much higher in the market
here during the winter season. We have
found that our farm dairying process

paid us much better at this season, and
also that by a little extra pains we are

enabled to produce just as good grown
calves in this manner and at this season

as we can upon the grass in the summer
season. We do not mean to say that we
can produce them as cheaply as we can

with grass, and yet, when we take the

high prices of our farming land into con-

sideraion, we almost dare to contend that

it is most profitable to feed the calves in

a lot by themselves and transport the

green feed grown upon cultivated por-

tions of the farm to them.
The autumn calf does not have the

advantage of the early spring produced

animal it is true, weather conditions as

well as advantages of care is in favor of

the latter at all times, but the_ former

animal is properly housed and given the

proper condiments and kept in proper

condition it certainly has just as much
room to grow and expand into a well-

developed animal as its more favored

brother.

There is certainly much more in the

care of an animal to get the proper de-

velopment than is usually given credit

by many of our stock raisers, and in no

place is this feature in profitable stock

raising shown so strongly as in the proper

care of the winter calves. There is

scarcely any well-managed farm in this

region that does not produce from one
to a dozen of these animals, and just now
is a very opportune time to go into the

study and care of this most profitable

animal, and endeavor to care for them in

such a manner that they may be made
to grow into profit and not be a loss to

the owner during the winter.

The ailments of the winter calf are not
so easily overcome; hence care should be
taken to avert all possible disorder by
careful feeding and proper housing.

Calves should have a good comfortable
shelter made of well-thatched straw or
stalks. Or if it be of boards, all cracks
should be well battened up in order to

exclude draft. It is expensive in the ex-
treme to feed a calf that must shiver off

half its feed in trying to get a night of

rest. Plenty of straw or coarse litter

must be employed in bedding the animal,

and the sheds cleaned out at intervals of

not more than two weeks.
Over-feeding is one of the evils of win-

tering the average calf, and if care is not
taken along this line much disorder may
ensue. The stomach of a calf will hold
just so much milk, and the owner
should study each individual he is caring
for and feed it just the proper quantity at

each feed. It is not at all good custom to

feed the calves their milk in a trough and
allow them to drink together. The most
rapid drinkers will get the largest bulk of
the feed and the weaker ones will become
stunted and dwarfed in a short time.

The best method is to give each indi-

vidual its proper quantity of milk alone
in a clean sanitated pail. Since the event
of the deep-setting cream separator our
calves get sweet milk at all times, strictly

fresh from the machine, fed in pails used
for no other purpose, and scrubbed to

prevent accumulation of dirt or likelihood

of poisoning.

Filthy pails for feeding are the cause
of much disorder in calves. As soon as

the calf learns to drink well it is broken
to drink the supply of milk without heat-
ing. We think that they do just as well
upon this diet in this condition as when
warmed, and it is much less trouble in

preparing. We would not recommend
feeding iced milk, nor cold enough to

bring a chill over the animal. In this case

the animal cannot profit the owner, and
the milk had best be warmed by the ad-

dition of hot water in order to remove
the chill.

Careless feeding carried to extremes
will result in a disordered stomach, and
is always followed by scours.

Most calves when being fed in the win-
ter upon dry feed will consume more or
less water, aside from the milk diet re-

quired, and water should be given regu-
larly.

There is no rough feed upon the farm
that might be termed best for the winter-

ing of calves. The usual supply of feed
upon the well-regulated farm consists

usually of clover and timothy hay, alfalfa,

corn stover, oats and millet hay, etc. The
calves should be given of these feeds just

what they will clean up nicely three times

each day, and it is best fed in small open
racks or mangers placed at a convenient
height that they may reach it well and
not waste the feed by trampling it down.

Oil-meal in addition to chop feed,

chiefly oats and barley, or corn ground
together, makes a very good feed to bal-

ance the ration of rough feed. This must
be fed to each animal in just the quantity

it will stand without showing signs of

disorder. Some growing calves will con-

sume much more feed than others with-

out inclination toward a disordered

stomach. In case of this cropping out we
have always found a good home remedy
in breaking a beaten egg into the milk.

It is a very bad custom to mix the

grain diet with the feed of milk ; it should

be fed in small troughs where each indi-

vidual may have its share alone. We
have always found in feeding chop that it

is best fed perfectly dry
With proper housing and feeding we

see no reason why the winter-grown
calves should not come forth in the

spring-time hearty and robust, and in

the end make as blocky beef-product as

the spring grass-grown animals.

Ohio. Geo. W. Brown.
<5>

If a firm spends thousands of dollars

advertising an article, they must think

you need it. This is what some concerns

are doing every year. If you see anything

in the advertising columns that interests

you, write to the advertiser for partic-

ulars, and they will give your letter

prompt attention.

The greatest weight at the least cost Is
the aim of the business farmer. It is a
fact that the organs of digestion are
accountable for every pound of weight
and every ounce of milk produced. The
question of increasing digestionwas the
aim of Dr. Hess when he formulated this
famous prescription. From his experi-
ence, and such medical authorities as
ProfessorsWinslow, Quitman and Finlay
Dun, he learned that bitter tonics im-
prove digestion, that iron was the great-
est blood and tissue builder, that the
nitrates were essential to heavily fed
animals in throwing off the poisonous
material from the system.

D-HESS
STOCK FCGD

the prescription of Dr. Hess (M. D., D. V.
S.) contains the above ingredients, and
will prepare animals for market in suffi-

ciently less time to pay fo/ itself many
times over, besides curing minor stock
ailments. Sold on a mitten Guarantee.

100 lb«. 95.00. ") Except In Canada
S51b. pail 91.60. \ and extreme

Smaller quantities at a J West and South.
slight advance.

Where Dr. Hess Stock Food differs in par-
ticular is in the dose—it's small and fed
but twice a day, which proves it has the
most digestive strength to the pound.
Our Government recognizes Dr. Hess
Stock Food as a medicinal tonic.

If your dealer cannot supply you, we will.

DR. HESS & CLARK, Ashland, Ohio.

Also manufacturers of Dr. Hess Poultry
Pan-a-ee-a and Instant Louse Killer.

750,000 In Use
DE LAVAL
CREAM

SEPARATORS
Save SI0.-1O 515.- Per Cow

Every Year Of Use

Over All

Sravlty Setting Systems

And At Least S5.- Per Cow
Over All

Imitating Separators.

While They Last

From Two to

Ten Times Longer

Than Any Other Machine.
Send tor New 1906 Catalogue.

THE DE LAVAL SEPARATOR GO.
74 CoribnrJi Street, Canal and Randolph Sis..

NEW YORK. CHICAGO.
OVER 5,000 BSJNCH18 AND LOCAL AGIrTCIEB.

WE'LL TAN
YOUR HIDE
Cattle or Horse hide, Calf, Dog. Deer,
or any kind of hide or skin with the
hair on , soft, light, odorless and moth-
proof for robe, rug, coat or gloves, and
make them up when eo ordered.

Avoid mistakes by getting our catalog,
prices, shipping tags, instructions and
^'Crosby pays the freight" offer, before
shipment. We make and sell Natural
Black Galloway fur coats and robes, Black
and Brown Frisian, Black Dog Skin, and
fur lined coats. We do taxidermy and
head mounting. We buy no hides, skins,
raw furs or ginseng. Address

THE CROSBY FRISIAN FUR COMPANY,
116 Mill Street, Rochester, N. Y.

You Can't Cut Out
A BOG SPAVIN OP
THOKOUGHPIN. but

RHINEABSO
will clean them off, and yon work the
horse same time. Does not blister or
remove the hair. Will tell you more If

you write. #2.00 per bottle, delivered.
Book 4-C free.
ABSORBIJTE, JR., for mankind,

gl.OObottle. Cures Varicose Veins, Vari-
cocele, Hydrocele, Ruptured Muscles or
Ligaments,Enlarged Glands, Allays Pain.
Genuine mfd. only by

W. F. Y0T/N8, P. D. P., 23 Monmouth St., Springfield, Mass.

'iinj'jSiJ'jIlllJ'j^WiJWi^WiJ'ii'^JWMMSSSSW/ll
III, I II II llll II II 19 1! I! II II II II II II 111

k
, llli^^ilfilln'ik,fjk1U, !li"^/;ivjV, 'n"iL1 ^"iMk"n"jO'ik, ^'jl

_ -for
lawns, churches and cemeteries — also heavy steel
picket fence—sold direct to_consumer. Catalogue Fre_e.

WARD FENCE CO., Box 28, Marlon, Ind,

DEATH TO HEAVES NEWTON'S Heave and Cough Cure

a VETERINARY SPECIFIC.

»14yearssale. One to two cans
5*. trill cure Heaves. 81.00 per

can. Of dealers, or express
prepaid. Send for booklet.
TheNewtonBemedyCo.,Toledo,0.

BLIZZARD HORSE ICE CALKS.
. .-,„-,! v,,m-co Wrt rcaitintr at rnp smith 3.Sharpen your own horse. No waiting at the smith's.

Liberal prices to agents. S. W. KENT, Cazenovia, N, ^ .
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Direct to You
"Kalamazoos" are fuel savers.

—

They last a lifetime

—

Economical in all respects—;
They are low in price and high in quality

—

They are easily operated and quickly set np and made
ready for business

—

Buy from the actual manufacturer

—

Your money returned if everything is not exactly as
represented

—

You keep in your own pocket the dealers* and jobbers"
profits when you buy a Kalamazoo.

Wc Pay the Freight
We want to

prove to you
Radiant Base Burner thaj you Can-
High Grade Parlor ,

-l h .

Heater for Hard Coal ?ot D1
i
y a Det

ter stove or
range than the

Kalamazoo at any price.
We want to show you how and

why you save from 20% to 40% in
buying direct from our factory.

If you think S5, or $10, or $40
worth
saving

Oak StoTe Hester
For all kinds of fuel

All Kalamazoo cook
stores and ransres are
fitted with patent oven
Thermometer "which
makes baking and roast-
ing easy.

All Kalama-
zoo stoves and
ranges are guar-
anteed under a
binding, legal and thoroughly re-
sponsible $20,000 bond to be exact-
ly as represented.

All stoves blacked, polished and
ready for immediate use when yon
receive them.
You won't need the help of an

expert to set them up in your home.

Royal Steel Range
For all kinds of fuel.

SEND POSTAL
FOR CATALOGUE NO. 183

ine our complete line of stoves
ranges for all kinds of fuel ; note

the high quality; compare
our prices with others and
then decide to buy from
actual manufacturers and save
all middlemen's profits.
Catalog shows 267 styles

and sizes for all kinds of
fuel. Write now.
Sold on 360 Days Ap-

proval Test.

Kalamazoo Stove Co.
Manufacturers,

Kalamazoo, Mich. Handsomely Nickeled Monarch Cast
Iron Range. Forall kinds of fuel.

FARM BUILDINGS.
N.P. LAWRENCE, NEBRASKA
COVERED WITH «EX FLINTKOTE

A Time-Tested Roofing

Rex Flintkote Roofing is

not something that you need
try at a risk. It is made by a firm

that has been in business since 1837.
It has been tested for its waterproof and

fire-resisting qualities, for its durability and for^
its economy. We are in constant receipt of
letters like the following:
"The Rex Flintkote Roofing that we put on our sheds in

1002 and 1903 is in good condition to-day, and after a new
coating of paint this summer we think they will be as good as
new. We have one roof of another brand that has alwavs
leaked and given us trouble, and we are going to replace it
with Rex Flintkote.

Yours truly, Haynes Brothers, -Cadillac, Mich."

Beware of imitations. The "Look for the Boy"
trade mark is the sure guide. If you do not know
of a dealer who has the genuine, write us for

the name of one near you who does.
Sample of the roofing and booklet of roofing points
sent free. We make a red paint for an artistic

Rex Fluitkote roof, where looks count.

J. A. & W. BIRD & CO.
75 India St., Boston, Mass.

Agents Everywhere.

0UBLE YOUR EGG YIELD
Fresh, raw, green bone contains over
four times as much "protein" and
other ege-making materials, as grain. JVlJUiTl S
It takes the place of worms and bugs
in fowls' diet; that's why it gives

can cut It most easily, rapidly and bast
with

Latest Mod el
BONE CUTTER

more eggs—greater fertility—stronger
chicks—earlier brotlers and layers—larg-
er market fowls, and bigger profits. Yon

F. W. MANN CO.

Automatically adapts cutting to your
Cuts all adher-etrength. Never clogs,

ing- meat and gristle. We send it on
to DAYS FREE TRIAL. He money lit

advance. Catalogue free.

Box 32, Milford, Mass.

Banner Root Cutter
in 7 sizes for hand and power.
Cuts all roots and vegetables
fine—no choking, No matter
what other feed you have. Cut
roots will increase its value.
Root cutters are indispensa-
ble to dairymen, sheep, hog and cat-
tle feeders. "Banners" shake out all

dirt and gravel, cut fast and easy and
last Indefinitely. Our lre*> book tells.
Write for it today

.

0. E. THOMPSON I SONS, Ypsilantl, Mich.

ORNAMENTAL FENCE

rmmlWi
95 dealjrns* all -reel

Handsome, durable.

—

Cheaper than a wood
fence. Special induce-
ments to churches and
cemeterief. Catalogue free.

KOKOMO FENCE
MACHINE CO.,
437 North SU,

Eokomo, Indiana.

SHOEMAKER'S
book on

B

IULTRY
ud Almanac far lOOGconUins 224 pages,with
many fine colored plates of fowls true to life.

It tells all about chickens, their care, diseases
and remedies. All about lassbaton and bow to
operate them. All about poultry houses and
bow to baild them. It's reailranencyclopiedia
ofchickendom. Ton need it. Priea 00J7 1 E eta,

CC8HOEMA&EK, Box W3, I KKU"'in .ILL.

OOK °N P0ULTRY DISE*$ES FREE \ A healthy.

"SURE HATCH
Incubators
will hatch chicks for
you better and cheaper
than hens. We ship
prepaid, and take them
back at our expense, if they don't.
Guaranteed 5 years—will last a life-

time. More sold and used than any
other incubator. Highest quality and
lowest prices. Send for our new free

catalog. Telis all about it.

SURE HATCH INCUBATOR CO.
Box 64. Fremont, Neb.; or Dept. 66 Indianapolis, Ind.

_, strong, -rigorous flock ll the only kind that pars-
Conkaj's famous hook tells too how to keep your flock in
that condition. Regular price 25 cents but for a limited

time free to thoie sending 4 cents for pottage and the names of
tiro other poultry keepers. WRITE TO-DAY.
Th» O. E. Conkay Co., 34 1 Ottawa Bldg., Cleveland, O.

MONTROSS METAL SHINGLES
LASTS AS LONG as the hollaing.
Fireproof. Stormproof, Cheap.

1 M0NTR.OBS CO.. CAMDEN, N. J.

SAVE HALF YOUR FUEL
BY USING THE

Rochester Radiator
y

Guaranteed to do all we claim or
money refunded.

Write for booklet on heating homes.

Rochester Radiator Co.,

57 Furnace St, Rochester, 5. T.

Price from
$2.00 to

{12.00

For Hard or

soft coal,

wood or gas.

Hatch Chickens by
Steam with the

EXCELSIOR INCUBATOR
Or WOODEN HEN

I Simple, perfect, self -regulating.
Hatch every fertile egg. Lowest
priced first-class hatchers made.
GEO. II. BTAHL, Qolney, III.

IDEAL ALUMINUM LEC BAND
To Mark Chickens. Cheapest and Best

12 for 15c, 25-30C., 50—50c., 100—75c.
FRANK MYERS, Mir.. Boi 60 Freiport, III.

The Egg Supply

With the change from summer to
the cool weather of autumn
there is always a change in the
quantity of eggs produced

This season does not seem to be
an exception compared with former
years. Winter cold-storage eggs can-
not compete with the fresh article, for
already the cold-storage supply has
been brought out, to a certain extent,
yet in the markets of the large cities

the prices of fresh eggs are high, the
regular quotations giving no indica-
tions of the large quantities sold at
special prices to parties who will have
nothing but the best. If farmers will
give their attention to the production
of eggs during the winter, they will
find opportunities for disposing of
many undesirable foods on the farm
that cannot be used by any class of live

stock but poultry, and the fowls will
pay well for the labor and care if prop-
erly treated. It is true that farmers
do not realize large profits from poul-
try, but such results must not discour-
age those who are willing to assist the
hens with warm quarters and a bounti-
ful supply of food. The supply of
fresh eggs is seldom equal to the de-
mand, and every farmer in this coun-
try has an opportunity to venture in
poultry keeping with excellent pros-
pects of success.

<s>

Selecting a Good Breed
Where the climate is cold in winter

and the birds are to be confined dur-
ing a long period, the Asiatics (Brah-
mas, Langshans and Cochins) are
perhaps as suitable as any, as they
are heavily feathered and seem well
able to endure severe cold. They have
feathered legs, and also combs of me-
dium size. For climates where the
weather is somewhat mild the Leg-
horns are excellent, but they are
active in inclination and dislike con-
finement. Plymouth Rocks and Wy-
andottes seem to thrive in nearly all

climates, judging from their popular-
ity. They are divided into several
branches, according to color of plum-
age, but it is doubtful if there is any
advantage possessed by any one vari-

ety over another. It is not always
convenient to select, the most suitable
kind, but it should be done if possible.

Weights of Pullets
When pullets have nearly reached

maturity, and are below the required
weight for the breed, there is room
for improvement in the flock. To
have a flock of Wyandotte or Ply-
mouth Rock pullets, that should aver-

age at least five pounds each, reach
the weight of only four pounds is an
indication that the flock has not been
well managed, or that careful selec-

tion of the parent stock each year has
been overlooked. Where there is re-

duced size the flock should be im-
proved by purchasing a few birds from
outside sources, such birds to be large
and thrifty. Small pullets seem out of
place in a flock where the members
should be up to the standard weight.
The flock should be uniform in all re-

spects, if possible, the object being to
have something better each year. It

is not out of the ordinary for Leghorn
pullets to be small, but they should be
lively and active. To allow Wyan-
dottes, Plymouth Rocks, or the Asiatic
breeds to become reduced in size is to
lessen their value as market fowls, as
well as to render them more suscep-
tible to disease, the most vigorous
birds being usually of full weight and
size.

Bulky Materials

Concentrated foods are not relished

at all times. Something of a bulky
nature is appreciated by poultry, es-

pecially if the bulky food is green or
succulent. If it is not convenient to
cut and scald clover hay for the hens,
nn excellent plan is to throw an arm-
ful of hay where the hens can work it

over, and they will eat every leaf. A
head of cabbage fastened to a short
stake that has been driven into the
ground, will be eaten until but a por-
tion of the stalk remains. Of course,
there are better modes of preparing
bulky foods, but where it is preferred
to allow the hens to help themselves
the clover hay and cabbage will be
sufficient for providing a change from
the grains to something more bulky.
Variety is a great factor in egg-pro-

duction, as the hens will thrive better

if given a varied food, and will also lay
more eggs, a larger supply of the ele-
ments necessary to egg-production be-
ing obtained when the foods are not
restricted to a few kinds. The bulky
foods are the cheapest, but they lead
to good results because they promote
the thrift of the flock and create con-
tentment during the winter confine-
ment, especially among those members
that have industriously foraged dur-
ing the summer.

Cleanliness in Feeding
While it is well to compel the fowls

to scratch in litter, when grain is
allowed, so as to exercise, yet the soft
foods should be supplied from troughs
in order to avoid the filth of the
ground, the damp food easily accu-
mulating dirt if thrown where the
hens must walk over it and scramble
with each other for their supply.
.Many cases of disease in flocks can be
traced to the lack of cleanliness in the
use of soft foods for poultry.

Wire Yards and Shelter
-Now that the cold winds will soon

begin, the use of wire for poultry
yards should be with due regard to
the comfort of the flock. Wire is

probably the cheapest material that
can be employed for enclosing poultry,
but it will pay to use wind-breaks of
some kind on the fences, such as a
board fence three feet high, and using
three feet of wire fence above the
boards, which will give a six-foot en-
closure. Tarred paper, roofing paper,
or any suitable material, fastened on
the outside of the fence, as a protec-
tion against the cold winds, will an-
swer the purpose if no boards are used
with the wire. If the hens are pro-
tected against the cold blasts while
they are enjoying the sunshine in the
yards, they will lay more eggs than if

not thus shielded, while the reduced
feed bill will compensate for any ex-
pense incurred. Warm yards during
the day and warm houses at night will
be found of much assistance in increas-
ing the returns from the hens during
the cold season.

<&

Difficulties in Watering
It is difficult to supply fresh water

to poultry when the weather is severe-
ly cold, as the water freezes and can-
not be used. Earthenware fountains
are often broken by expansion during
freezing, and the only convenient
method of providing water is with the
aid of wooden troughs, which can be
scalded and kept clean with ease. To
avoid freezing, some poultryuien adopt
the plan of watering their fowls three
times a day, using tepid water, and
the birds soon become accustomed to
the practise. Immediately after the
hens have finished drinking the
troughs are emptied, placed on end
out of the way, and used only when
the next watering of the flock occurs.

Condiments in Food
Pepper, saffron, or other so-called

"appetizers," are really of little value
as additions to the regular meals of
poultry. But ginger, finely ground,
has been known to give relief in some
cases of diarrhea. Ground spices, if

cheap, may be used in cases where the
flocks have eaten too much green food,
as nearly all kinds of poultry seem to
relish or accept spices, but it is not
necessary to incur expenses in that
direction, as the results from the use
of spices are seldom satisfactory.

Inquiries Answered
Feeding Fish to Poultry—H. C. C,

Sumdum, Alaska, asks "if salmon, or
salmon spawn, fed to chickens, will
taint the flesh or eggs."

If largely fed on such foods the prob-
ality.is that the odor of fish will be
noticeable.

Staggers—J. B. M., Salt Lake City,
Utah, desires to know the "cause of a
rooster staggering and falling down
while eating, otherwise seeming in
good health." It is probably due to
vertigo, resulting from too much
highly nutritious food. The remedy
is to remove the bird and allow only
one meal a day for a week or two.
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Woman's Institutes of Ontario

The first Woman's Institute of On-
tario was organized in 1897, and the

movement has met with approval

and enthusiasm to the present time.

The membership is increasing, and new
institutes are organized every year.

At some meetings which I attended this

year the membership averaged from
twenty-five to one hundred and seventy-

five. At Drayton the women's institute

was combined with the farmer's organiza-

tion, and the attendance exceeded one

thousand.
A good feature of these organizations

is that they are practically self-sustain-

ing, while the government is ready with a

goodly sum to sustain the weak ones, yet

they are expected to help themselves as

much as possible. A membership fee of

twenty-five cents is charged to defray

local expenses, and the expenses of the

"state speakers," or delegates, as they are

known there. Each member receives a

number of periodicals and the "Hand-
book," which is a yearly book printed in

the interest of women's institutes.

HOW CONDUCTED

Their meetings are localized, so that

nearly every village has an organization.

There is a "mother" organization, or dis-

trict institute, with a district secretary

and president, whose duty it is to keep in

touch with all local organizations in the

district. This duty chiefly falls to the dis-

trict secretary. She is paid $15 a year

for her work. Once a year a meeting of

all the local officers are held at this

"mother" point of the district, where the

district business is conducted. The suc-

cess or failure of the local meetings de-

pends very much on the district secretary.

Some districts have retained their secre-

tary a number of years, so they have be-

come very efficient in their work.

ARE THEY PRACTICAL ?

The question is asked quite often, "Are
they practical?" I have had two seasons

with them, and I know they are intensely

so. When such subjects as fruit-canning,

preserving, sewing, butter-making, bread-

making, ventilation and first aids in acci-

dents, children's foods, etc., etc., are

taught by experts in these lines, we read-

ily recognize what the Canadian women
are learning.

Again there are a number of thrifty

meetings that have their individual libra-

ries in connection with the work. Books
that are used in every domestic science

school are used, also standard literature

of poems and fiction and history.

I can think of no other method of

doing so much post-graduate work as

these institutes are doing for the Cana-
dian women. They are constantly in

school, studying out the economic prob-

lems of home-life, as well as the great

elements of character-building for their

children.
DEMONSTRATIONS

A few years ago the traveling dairy was
the first demonstration that appeared.

The result has been that every farm home
has a cream separator, and poor butter is

seldom found. Now the farmers' organ-

izations are demonstrating tile drainage,

while at the women's meetings demonstra-
tions of cooking are presented at every

institute. The demonstrator carries an
outfit containing all kinds of small cook-

ing utensils, which is supplied by the

government.
The local officers usually express a de-

sire for whatever they wish prepared, then

a list of articles required are forwarded
by the demonstrator to the local secretary

to be in readiness for the demonstration.

These demonstrations include the cooking

of meats, soups, salads, creamed sauces,

puddings, etc. The idea is not to teach

cooking alone in these demonstrations,

but why the putting together of certain

things will produce certain results. The
question "Why?" is greeting every kitchen

chemist to-day, and a good home-maker
must continually be a student to be suc-

cessful in every- avenue her work opens.

These demonstrations also teach economy
of time and economy of strength, and
how to attain the desired food value for

the family.

I truly think the Canadian government
has struck the key-note in its methods of

educating the women of the country.

Indiana. Mrs. J. W. Bates.

Cooperation in Selling
The grange exhibit at the Ohio State

Fair brought out many interesting dis-

cussions. Much interest was taken in.

the matter of direct buying from the
producers by various associations. A
labor organizer complained of the high
prices of produce compared with what
the farmers receive for it. He was
paying 80 cents a bushel for apples,

while thousands of bushels were wast-
ing in the orchards of the state. He
was anxious for arrangements to be

The Grange

made whereby the organization could

buy direct, and naturally felt the

Grange would be a medium.
I took pains to investigate and

discuss it with others and found the
same desire. They wanted to get in

touch with producers. For the last

year, having changed location, it has
been necessary to buy much that we
formerly produced. I have contrasted
selling and buying prices. Apples are

now selling in the Western Reserve at

$1. a barrel. The freight rates here
are 20 cents a hundred weight, or 10

cents a bushel. The apples would cost
us, bought direct, about 45 cents a
bushel. They are from orchards well
cared for. We pay 75 cents a bushel.
When potatoes were selling for 30

cents a bushel in the potato-produ-
cing sections we were paying 80 cents.

Delivered here the potatoes would
cost us 40 cents per bushel. We
bought creamery butter, made ten
miles away, and paid 29 cents during
August. 1 found that the producers
were receiving 20 cents a pound. A
difference of ten miles made a differ-

ence between selling and buying price

of 9 cents a pound. Here is a differ-

ence of 30 cents for apples, 40 cents for
potatoes, after paying transportation,
which is very high, both non-perish-
able products. By splitting the differ-

ence both producer and consumer
would be benefitted. Naturally, the
Grange which is organized for cooper-
ation, is the organization to take this

matter up in earnest. The consumers
are anxious for this direct dealing.

They are seeking methods for its ac-

complishment. Some organization of

farmers will secure this trade. Why
not the Grange?

Postal Deficiency-

office of Master,
Forest Grove, Oregon.

To Patrons Greeting:
You are doubtless familiar with the

conditions existing in the National
Post-Office Department. There is an
annual deficit of $15,000,000 and grow-
ing larger each year. With such def-

icit, even if there were no other fac-

tors to meet, it is a difficult matter to
persuade Congress to establish Postal
Savings Banks or Parcels-Post Deliv-

ery, such as now exists in Mexico and
nearly all European countries. It also

retards the extension of our rural de-

livery system. Ours is the only great
nation where such a condition exists,

and the patrons of Oregon are con-
vinced that this is due largely to the

following facts : By th« payment of

exorbitant prices to the railroads for
the carrying of the mails; by the pay-
ment of extravagant prices for use of
stamping machines, time-recording
clocks and many other supplies used
in every branch of the service; and by
the flagrant abuse of the franking
privilege.
"In support of this belief we ask

your consideration of the following
facts: For carrying the mail a dis-

tance of ninety miles between two
points in Oregon, one mail each way
six days in the week, the Government
pays a certain railway company $6,000

a year. In addition it pays the com-
pany rent on three cars at a rate that
would more than build each of three
cars new every year. Only two of the
cars are used at any one time. Only
one half of each car is used for mail
purposes, the other half being used by
the Wells Fargo Express Co. It can-
not be learned whether it pays any
rent or not.
"Mercantile institutions pay from

$100 to $200 for time-recording clocks.

By some strange regulation the Gov-
ernment is never allowed to buy these
clocks, but pays an annual rent higher
than the cost of the clock. Various
departments of the government have
sent steel safes, billiard tables, desks,

bookcases, chairs and lounges free
through the mails, and many of these
heavy shipments are made during the
period when the mails are being
weighed to determine the basis of
compensation for the railroads. In
1899 this free matter, exclusive of

wrappings, constituted 12.58 per cent

of the entire weight carried. No one
knows how many cases there are, like

that of a certain congressman, who
franked so many documents to swell
the mail carried by a favored railroad
at the time of the weighing on which
its pay for four years was to he based,
that it was necessary to rent a barn
for storage.

"It is stated on excellent authority
that the railroads charge the govern-
ment about 800 per cent more than
they do the express companies for
similar service. The patrons of Ore-
gon believe that the greatest amount
of good should be accomplished in
securing beneficial results if the
National Grange would make an inde-
pedent investigation. It could collect
such an array of facts as to force the
uncovering and correction of the
whole matter. Fraternally yours,

Austin T. Buxton,
Master Oregon State Grange.

• Higher Taxes
Many correspondents in different-

states complain of an increase in taxa-
tion without adequate increase of pub-
lic service. This is especially true in
Ohio, and the farmers are crying for
redress of the wrong. The Grange,
under the splendid leadership of State
Master Derthick, is making a fight for
equalization of taxes and a more hon-
est expenditure of money raised by
taxation. Collect all the data possible
in your own county, find where the
money is spent, what form of property
bears the burdens, bring it up before
your Grange, and create sentiment
that will correct the evil rather than
bear and growl about.

Juvenile Granges
There is a widespread interest in

Juvenile Grange work. Many are or-
ganized, while others are talking of it.

Mrs. W. A. Lloyd, of Athens County,
Ohio, has organized a fine one, and asks
for outline for nature-study work simi-
lar to that prepared for the older peo-
ple in the Home Heading-Course.
Many others have asked for an outline
on nature study^" and I will prepare
one as soon as possible. The intelli-

gent people demand these things of
the Grange. The Grange exists for the
farmer, for his culture and benefit,
and no less for the little ones.
Children are eager and inquiring.

Nature prompts the questions she
would ask. Because we are ignorant
we do not answer them. Watch a
child as it eagerly peers into the se-

crets of nature. It is abounding curi-
osity prompted by God to further a
knowledge of his handiwork. Yet the
child is turned away. In after years
he pays dearly in time and money to
answer the questions in college that
childhood asked, and which it was
then easy for it to learn because its in-
terest was aroused. Oh the aspira-
tions that are strangled, the inquiries

stifled, because the questions we asked
in childhood were not answered, and
we have not yet searched for the an-
swer. Truly civilization is a history
of arrested development. Organize
juvenile Granges, take the children to
the fields, the stream, get close to na-
ture's heart and converse with her.
Her speech is sweet, her voice soft as
the rising wind, her caresses soothing.

Helpful Reading
A number of city librarians testify

to the fact that the children are read-
ing better literature than formerly,
and that their choice is wiser than
that of their elders. Science and bi-
ography lead in interest. The amount
of juvenile fiction read grows less each
year. What a splendid sign this is.

Fiction has its place in the intellec-
tual and moral development of the in-
dividual, but not all the place. My col-
lege president, Doctor Super, one of
the most careful readers I have ever
known, read one volume of fiction a
year. It is a good rule to follow.

Special school for trades and sci-

ences, special courses of reading for
the city dwellers are being largely pat-
ronized. People are learning that
without special fitness there is little

chance of success. The Y. M. C. A. and
Y. W. C. A. are doing splendid work in
this line, and also in securing special-
ists for lectures for the young people.
In the country the Grange is doing for
its members what these organizations
and similar ones are doing in the city.

The day is past when one can hope for
success from manual labor that is not
directed by a trained brain. Skill and
intelligence combined with thrift will
bring a rich reward.

"Macbeth" is the sterling

mark for lamp-chimneys.

You can't get a poor lamp-

chimney with my name on it.

Macbeth lamp-chimneys

fit, don't break from heat, and

are so shaped that they get

the most light from the oil

consumed.

All lamp-chimneys break.

Mine break only when they are

dropped or knocked over.

My Index is free.

Address, MACBETH, Pittsburgh.

Buys This Large Handsome Nickel

Trimmed Steel Range
without warming closet or
reservoir. With high warm-
ing closet, porcelain lined
reservoir, just as shown in
cut. 813.95; large, square oven,
six cooking holes, body made
of cold rolled Bteel. Duplex
grate ; burns wood or coal.
Handsome nickel trimmings,
highly polished.

OUR TERMS *
Q|

most liberal ever
made. You can pay
after you receive the
range. You can take
it into your home,

use it 30 days. If you don't
find it exactly as represent-
ed, the biggest bargain you
ever saw, equal to stoves
retailed for double onr
price, return it to us. We
will pay freight both ways,

for our beautifully illustrated Stove
Catalogue No. 333. A postal card will

to select from. Dont buy until you get It.

SMITH CO., CHICAGO, ILL.

Write Today

do. 75

MAR
styles

VIN

9 GORDS IN 10 HOURS

BY ONE MAN, with the FOLDING SAWING MACHINE. It

saws down trees. Folds like a pocket knife. Saws any kind ol

timber on any kind of ground. One man can saw more timber
with it than 2 men in any otherway. and doit easier. Send for

FREE illustrated catalog, showing latest IMPROVEMENTS
and testimonial a from thousands. First order eecurea «gencj. Addieefl

FOLDING SAWING MACHINE CO..
168-104 E. Harrison Street, Chicago. Illlnolo*

AGENTS
WANTED For Mend-a-Rip

Greatly improved. Better than ever.

Does til kinds of light and heavj

rivetingand
». stitching.

Saves its

coat man; times a jear. A per-

,__tHand Sewing Machine »nd Riveter

' combined. Notice the Automatic Spacer

which makes neat, even stitching. To
v it means a sale. Agents make

$3 to $15 a day. One agent made «£0 first

day and writes to hurry machines to him. Write forspeo*

ial agta. price. J E. Foote Foundry Co. Dep. 404 Fredericktown,0

{The Great Aeents Su£>4kt Housel ^

STEEL
WHEELS
with wide tires double the use-
fulness of the farm wagon.
We furnish them any size to

fit any axle. Cheaper than re-

pairing oldwheels. Catalogue/ree.

EMPIRE MFG. CO- Boat 109 A. Qiiincy. 111.

TELEPHONES
FOR FARMERS

1

LINES
Buy from the manufacturer. Build your
own lines. Book of instructions free.

Write nearest office. Ask for BulletinNo.37G.

The North Electric Co.
Cleveland, O. Kansas City, Mo.

Dallas, Texas.

CAW MILLS
^i^^ AH sizes. Most work with least power'

f~ and smallest crews. All latest improve-
* ments. Also Edgers, Trimmers. Planers.

Shingle and Lath Mills, Cut-off and Rip Saws, Feed
Mills, etc. Send for fine free catalogue.

American Saw Mill MacIVy Co.,
130 Hope Street. Hackettstown, K. J, _ . _

602 Engineering Bldg. , New York City.

M>>#

LAWN FENCE
Many designs. Cheap as
wood. 32 page Catalogue
free. Special Prices t u Ceme-
teries and Chorches. Address
COKED SPRING PENCE CO.
E ox 414. Winchester, Ind.

WARD FENCE
Heavy Spring
Steel Double

Galvanized. To farmers at Factory
Prices, freight prepaid. Catalogue
Free. WAED FENCE CO.

,

Box 14, Marion, Indiana.

CTADK TREES ARE FAMOUS
X|U|»-* wherever planted; are planted

everywhere trees are grown. Free
Vr Catalog of superb fruits— Black Ben,
King David, Delicious, etc.-Siark Bra's, louisiana. Mo.

PATENTS
48 page book free. Highest refer-

ences. Long experience. Fitzgerald
& Co., Dept. N, Washington, P.O.

WE WANT BOYS
and girls in every city and town, who are bright
and energetic, and who want to make some
money. Write us at once. Circulation Dept.
FARM AND FIRESIDE, 11 East 24th Street. New York.

U/iuv*. UriXZ^ "to 0Jj**fb*M<>
t iiLL tjuhr^

T
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A ColdRoom!
In most houses there is a room without
proper heating facilities—to say nothing
of chilly hallways. Even though the

heat of your stoves or furnace should be
inadequate to warm the whole house there
need not "be one cold spot if you have a

PERFECTION
Oil Heater

n

(Equipped with Smokeless Device)

It will heat a room in no time and will keep it warm and cozy. Oper-
ated as easily as a lamp and perfectly safe. Wick cannot be turned

too high or too low. Gives no smoke or smell because fitted

with unique smokeless device. Can be carried about,

which cannot be done with an ordinary stove. The
Perfection Oil Heater is superior to all other oil

heaters and is an ornament to any home. Made in

two finishes—nickel and japan. Brass oil fount beau-

tifully embossed. Holds four quarts of oil and burns

nine hours. Every heater warranted. If not at your
dealer's write nearest agency for descriptive circular.

THE J?rVT/?"fc ¥ Qmn is the safest and best
J\€\y\J 1X11111* all-round household^'^ lamp. Made of brass throughout

and nickel-plated. Equipped with latest improved
burner. Every lamp warranted. An ornament to any

room whether library, dining-room, parlor or bed-

room. Write to nearest agency if not at your dealer's.

STANDARD OIL COMPANY

I.H.C.
Spreader
Pointers

TE-RNuATIOXAL ! |3j
Sfr-rfQ" rCMmei -'- V.

A good spreader costs consider-
able but it is worth more .than it

costs.
A poor spreader is an expensive

luxury, no matter what it costs.
When you buy an I. H. C.

Spreader you are buying something
standard.
You get for your money

—

—A substantial, durable machine
—One that is easily handled
—It handles manure in any con-

dition.

—No spreader made does better
work
—No spreader is lighter in draft.

I. H. C. Spreaders are well pro-

but not needlessly cumbrous

—

strong where strength is needed,
with due regard for light draft and
load to be carried.

The I. H. C. apron is driven at
both sides, by both hind wheels.
This eliminates all binding, friction
and undue strain.

It has a vibrating rake to level

the load—exclusive feature.
It has a wide range of feed, con-

sequently a large or a small amount
of manure per acre can be distribu-

ted. It is the only spreader controlled
and operated entirely with one lever.

Made in three sizes for each of the two
types, Cloverleaf, endless apron, and

portioned machines. They are strong Corn King, return apron.

Call on the International local agent for catalog and fall information or write to home office.

Send three 2 cent stamps for a copy of "Farm Science." Book just from the
press, written by eight leading agricultural authorities of the United States.
Treats practically every farm topic in the most forceful, money-making way.

International Harvester Company of America, Chicago, U.S. A.
(INCORPORATED.)

[ENTERPRISE
WORKS WELL
Nothing can get by the
four bladed, revolving
knife and pass through
the perforated plate of
an Enterprise Chopper
without being actually
cut—the cutting action is

ns positive as a pair of
shears.

Useful as a sausage cutter
at butchering time—as a food
cutter all the rest of the year.

WEARS WELL
The wearing parts of the Enterprise
Chopper—the Knife and perforated
plate—are made of finely tempered
steel and axe wonderfully durable.
If they erer do wear out, they
can be replaced at trilling cost.
The chopper itself will wear
forever. Be sure the name
"Enterprise" is on the machine
you bay. Sold by dealers.

Wntefor the "Enterprising
Housekeeper," a book of 300
choice recipes and kitchen
helps. Sent FREE.

The Enterprise Mfg. Co. of Pa.

201 dauphin st., phil*da, pa.

Meat and

Food chopper!

THIS
80 PAGE
RURAL
TELEPHONE
BOOK

FREE

TELLS all ABOUT the

SWEDISH-AMERICAN PLAN OF ORGANIZING
TELEPHONE COMPANIES

This plan has proven the most snccessfnl and practical for
raral communities and small towns. It is the largest and most
complete book on rural telephones—valuable and Instructive
because the information it gives is the result of actual experience.
It tells why the Swedish.American Telephone is the 'phone for
rural lines: tells how to organize a C ompany, secure suhseribers,
build lines, connect telephones, etc. It gives cost per mile, non-
tains models for franchises, constltntions. etc.; also Illustrations
of telephones and parts, switch boards, tools, supplies and wiring
diagrams ; teaches how to locate and remedy telephone troubles.
Don't buy any telephone until yon get a copy. Send today and
write us a good long letter about the telephone sitnatinn in your
neighborhood. We'll write von a personal letter full of helpful
advice that you can use in your own neighborhood. Address,

Swedish-American Telephone Co., Rural Dept. I Chicago, III.

TREES
S5 PER 100, FREIGHT PAID

Apple, Pear. Plum Cherry. Peach and Carolina
Poplars, healthy, true to name and fumigated.

AH kinds of trees and plants at low wholesale prices. Ketnember we beat all other reliable
Nurseries in quality and prices. Catalogue free, Reliance Nursery. Box D., Geneva, K. Y.

Coburn, The Farmers' Friend

The Hon. F. D. Coburn, of Kansas,
has well earned for himself the
distinction of being the farmers'
friend and the friend of his own

state of Kansas. It is doubtful if there
is a man in the state who has done more
to advance the best interests of Kansas.
He is sort of a press-agent for the state,

and what he does not know about her
agricultural resources has never been told.

He was a farmer from his early boyhood,
and at heart is one still, although for thir-

teen years he has been secretary of the

State Board of Agriculture in Kansas, a
position to which he was called because
of his eminent fitness for the place. He
had written so much that showed a keen
insight into the agricultural resources of
Kansas, and had published the state .so

thoroughly through his writings, that it

was felt that he could be extremely
useful in the office of the State Board of

Agriculture. He did not over-estimate
his value to the state in his present posi-

THE HON. F. D. COBURN
Secretary of the Department of Agriculture

of Kansas

tion when he declined to accept the
appointment to a seat in the United States

Senate, bestowed upon him by Governor
Hoch, because he felt that he could be
more valuable to the state in his present
position.

"Coburn, of Kansas," as he is so often
called, is a Westerner by birth. He was
born in Wisconsin in the year 1846, and
he was but two years of age when he was
left an orphan. He has had to shift for

himself since his thirteenth year, and he
was but seventeen when he enlisted in

the 135th Illinois Volunteers. When his

term of enlistment expired he reenlisted

in the 62d Illinois. When he was mus-
tered out of the service in 1866 it was
with the rank of sergeant-major and he
was not yet twenty-one. He went out to

Kansas in the year 1867, crossing the

Missouri River on foot on the ice. He
became cook and helped to herd cattle on
a cattle ranch. He taught school in the

winter to earn money with which to make
a first payment on a farm. He married a

Kansas girl who was willing to do her

part toward helping her young husband
to earn a farm.
From the first young Coburn deter-

mined to become an intelligent and even

a scientific farmer. He "read up" on the

subject of farming and made a study of

soils, fertilizers, stock raising and every-

thing pertaining to farming. He was well

aware of the tremendous- possibilities of

Kansas as an agricultural state, and he

began to call the attention of others to

those possibilities. He combined writing

with farming. He wrote much and well

on agricultural topics, and gave hope and
inspiration to many farmers through his

common-sense writings. He established

such a reputation for intelligence in his

writing that in the year 1880 he was asked

to go to Topeka and do some special

work for the State Board of Agriculture.

He did the work so admirably that he

was unanimously elected secretary of the

board, and he accepted the position be-

cause of the larger opportunity it gave

him of serving the state. He then had

a set-to with the politicians who, when
they found that they could not dictate to

him and run his office to suit themselves,

effected a combine that got him out of

office. He then became, and was for

nearly six years, managing editor of the

"Live-Stock Indicator." He was appoint-
ed by two different governors, of oppos-
ing political beliefs, a member of the
Board of Regents of the State Agricul-
tural College, and served three terms as
president or vice-president of the board
during the years of the institution's most
substantial advancement.

In 1894 he was again made secretary
of the State Board of Agriculture, and
has held the position by six unanimous
reelections - ever since. He was one of
the expert judges of live stock at the
Columbian Exposition and was chief of
the Department of Live Stock of the
Louisiana Purchase Exposition at St.

Louis.
Mr. Coburn has published thousands

and tens of thousands of pages about the
agricultural resources and products of
Kansas. Speaking of his work not long
ago he said:

"I earn my salary by doing things not
required by the law. The law requires
that I issue big tomes of statistics at reg-

ular intervals, but I consider that the most
valuable part of my work is the publica-
tion of these little books which tell the
wonders of Kansas agriculture. I have
been at this for many years, and still I

am astonished at the things I find when I

get to digging up facts. I print these little

books to allow these facts to percolate
throughout the country. I believe in

good printing. I aim to make these books
about Kansas agriculture look different

from any other agricultural literature.

Good printing pays."
Probably no state in the Union has in

it a man who is advertising that state in

so many and in such unique ways as the
farmer-secretary of the State Board of
Agriculture advertises the state of Kan-
sas. Each envelope that goes out from
his department has on the back of it

some information about Kansas resources
and possibilities. He floods the country
with pamphlets, booklets, quarterlies and
reports of all kinds, showing what Kansas
has done, what she is doing and what she
proposes to do along the line of agricul-

ture.

The farmer of Kansas has only to ask
for information from Mr. Coburn's de-
partment to get it, and if he is in Topeka
and wants to see Mr. Coburn himself he
will receive the glad hand if he wants to

talk about anything pertaining to farming
in Kansas. No less than 1,600 of the most
intelligent farmers in Kansas assist Mr.
Coburn in securing and reporting infor-

mation about Kansas. They fill out cards

and blanks he sends them and each of
them is a little wheel in the information
machine of the secretary of the State

Board of Agriculture.
When it comes to work Mr. Coburn is

a marvel. He says that he believes in

the eight-hour law; that is, eight hours in

the forenoon and also eight in the after-

noon. Perhaps he learned to work that

way on his farm. If he did he keeps it

up in his office, and he is one of the hard-

est workers in Kansas. He is called the

most useful man in Kansas, because no
other man has done so much nor is any
other man doing so much for the best in-

terests of one of the greatest agricultural

states in the Union. If you want to

"strike fire" just say something deroga-

tory to Kansas in the presence of F. D.

Coburn. He contends that it is the great-

est state in the Union, and there is noth-

ing better than for a man to be loyal to

his own state. Morris Wade.

The following are texts that headed
some of Mr. Coburn's famous state pam-
phlets—reports of the Kansas State

Board of Agriculture

:

Kansas Wheat-Growing—"There is

not on the vast expanse of the globe a

savage or semi-civilized nation that cul-

tivates the wheat plant. Its culture has

caused savages to abandon their barbar-

ous customs, has fixed in friendly com-
munion many nomadic and rival hordes,

and inaugurated the greatest era the

world ever saw—the era from which the

human race may date its incipient civili-

zation, the era of labor."

The Helpful Hen—"While everything

else was going to rack and ruin, she in-

creased and multiplied; she supported

herself, and the family too. The very

insects Which would l.ave despoiled the

farm she fattened upon, laying her daily

egg—the blessed egg that took the place

of beef and milk, mutton and pork—and
in good time, after all these services, sur-

rendered her toothsome body to the cause

of humanity.""1
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CHAPTER I.

ood news !" cried a breathless voice outside the

bare, well-lighted room, where two girls,

neither much beyond twenty, were diligently

working in oils before their easels. Hurried
footsteps climbing four flights of carpetless stairs had
prepared them for Helen Mortimer's coming; and when
the door burst open, and she entered, radiant with
suppressed excitement, one of the painters laid her
palette on the floor and ran to embrace her.

"You are taken!" she exclaimed. "How—when!
What is she like?"

"Splendid !" returned the girl. "Oh, Edith, I can
scarcely believe it. Forty dollars a month and all my
expenses, and—and we sail in three days !"

Edith's face clouded. "In three days !" she repeated.

"Oh, my dear, that is dreadful ! How are we to do
without you?"
Helen sank upon an improvised divan and dragged

at her gloves. "Well, you would rather be separated
from me than see me starve before your eyes, wouldn't
you ?" she asked excitedly. "Do you realize that I

have only fifteen dollars between me and—perdition

!

Beggared orphans can't be sentimental ! It has come
in just the nick of time."

Mary Halloway, the eldest of the three, a common-
lace, practical-looking person, wearing spectacles, and
with her hair brushed back tidily from a plain face,

now arose, and, with palette and brushes in hand, stood
looking down on the two meditatively. "Where are

you going?" she asked.
"To Europe ! Think of it—to Paris

!"

"But my dear, do you know anything of the woman?
Is she a lady?"
"Lady enough for me ! I didn't ask for her pedigree.

Why you two act as though it were the simplest thing
in the world to get an offer of forty dollars a month
to accompany a very agreeable woman to Europe!"

"If she is all right, of course, it is splendid," said Edith
slowly, "but Helen, dear, it is an awful risk to cross

the ocean alone with a stranger you know nothing of.

No one can—

"

"Oh, well, isn't my whole life a risk?" interrupted
Helen. "Whatever happens could not be worse than
the constant dread of coming to the point where I

can't pay my eight-dollars-a-week board bill ! I have
gone on like this now for two years, since heaven saw
fit to take my brother and last relative on earth from
me. In story-books a situation like mine may appear
very interesting, but excuse me from going through
another month of it ! You two have something to

depend on. You can make enough by illustrations and
painting advertisements to keep body and soul together,

while I have nothing but a very ordinary education
and a great hunger to see the world, and do what rich

people do. Oh, think of it—Paris ! The dream of my
life! I nearly fell on her neck and wept with joy!"
"What is she like?" asked Mary.
"Like! Why—large, about thirty, lots of fair hair,

blue eyes and beautiful teeth! She is really a very
nice-looking woman."
"Married ?"

"A widow, I think. Her name is Mrs. Harold
Pancoast

;
good name isn't it ? And she

—

"

"But why does she want you ?" queried Edith.
"Oh, because ! She says she is tired of being alone.

She can't speak French, and I do—in a fashion. And,
what is more, she has taken a fancy to me."
"Well I hope it may prove as nice as you think !" re-

marked Mary dubiously, as she returned to her easel.

Helen sank back against the wall and drew a deep
breath. "You girls are the most discouraging mortals !"

she said wearily. "I thought you would be delighted
to hear that I had at last got something!"
"We are," returned Edith. "I am just as glad as you

are, dear, although I shall miss you dreadfully, but I

should like to know something more about the woman.
Is there any way I can see her?"

"Yes, you can come with me to-morrow morning.
I am going to see her about some things she wishes
me to keep for her until we sail. She is going to
Washington to see her family for two days, and doesn't
wish to take anything with her but a bag."
"What sort of things is she to leave with you?"
"I don't know. A trunk, I believe—everything she

is to take with her on the ship."

"Why, how extraordinary! What does she know
about you?"
"Oh, she took precautions, don't fear! She asked

if there was anyone to whom I could refer, and I

gave her the address of our old family lawyer, and
Doctor Blackmore."
"And she is to hear from them to-morrow?"
"She has already heard from them. She went

immediately to the phone, called up a Mr. Ridgway
and asked him to go at once to both addresses, and let

her know what he learned concerning me. The answer
came while I waited, and she was evidently satisfied

with it."

"Well, I don't know," murmured Edith, "it looks
rather queer to me that she should want to leave her
things with an absolute stranger."

"I don't see why," returned Helen. "Naturally she
doesn't want to leave them in the boarding-house
where she is, and it would be foolish to take them on to

Washington for two days."

"What do you think, Mary?"
"I don't know; it may be all right. Did she give

you any reference, Helen?"
"Yes, she gave me two addresses in California."

"California ! What good will they do you if you sail

in three days ?"

"Oh, she offered me some in Washington, too, but
I said I didn't want them."
"Why did you do that? It was very foolish."

"No, what was the use? I wouldn't bother to write
to them, for even if they wrote back that she was the

worst woman on earth, I should have to risk it and go
with her, unless you two are prepared to support me
after I've paid up this week. You know I have been
trying hard for two years to get something to do, and
this is the only possible thing that has been offered.

"Oh, this cruel poverty," sighed Edith, "it is a thou-
sand times worse for a woman than a man !"

"Especially for one who has never been trained to

win her bread," said Helen rising. "Well, I must go
home and get my things in order. When will you be
finished here, Edith ?"

Edith returned to her easel. "Oh, when this beastly

thing is done. How I hate doing advertisement work!"
"You'd better be glad you have it to do!" remarked

Mary, standing off from her canvas to get the effect

of her last touches.

Helen approached the door. "Will you both come

'
'It means that woman has intentionally made a dupe of Helen'

" 'Helen stood at the side of the ship, waving the telegram to
her friends below' "

up to my room when you return to the hash-house?"
she asked as she opened it.

"Yes; we will shall be there about six," returned
Edith, adding when Helen had departed, "well, what
do you think, Mary?"

"I think as Helen says, she'll have to take the

chances, that's all."

"But suppose the woman is a bad lot
!"

"Well, suppose she is. There is always that risk in

every position of that sort, and Helen is desperate."

"Poor little thing! It is cruel to be thrown upon the

world like that."

"She is not the only one. We have to struggle, don't

we?"
"Yes, but we have been prepared in a way, and she

has not, for she was quite well off before her father

died. I think it's wicked for people to have children,

and not prepare them to support themselves should
the necessity arise."

"Well, your opinion is not likely to revolutionize
things, so don't overtax yourself by planning to educate

parents in the way they should go. Most people are

inordinately selfish, and no amount of moralizing will

ever change them."
"No, I know, but I mean to go to see this Mrs. Pan-

coast and find out what sort of a woman she is. I

thought the advertisement said an old lady."

Mary turned to her with eyes spread wide in per-

plexed amazement. "It did. I am almost sure!" she
said. "There is the paper on the table. Look! it is

marked with a blue pencil."

Edith took up the paper, and found the place im-
mediately.

" 'An old lady going abroad wishes a young woman to

act as traveling companion.' " She read aloud with em-
phasis, " 'must not be over twenty-five, and must be
able to SDeak French. Address with particulars,

A. R. P. Herald.'
"

The two girls stood looking at one another a moment
in silence, which Edith presently broke by saying, "what
do you think of it?"

"Of course it may be a mistake in the printing," re-

plied Mary returning to her work. "I don't see what
possible reason anyone could have for resorting to such

a stupid deception."

Edith took up her palette. "No, there would be noth-

ing gained by it," she replied, "and it must have been

a mistake."
' The next morning she and Helen presented them-
selves at Mrs. Pancoast's boarding-house. They were
shown first into the public drawing-room, and, after a

short delay, the maid returned to ask Miss Mortimer
to go up alone to Mrs. Pancoast's private room.

"I don't like this," whispered Edith. "What reason

can she have for not wishing me to go."

"Probably she is in the confusion of packing," re-

turned Helen under her breath. "I shall try to get her

to come down with me. Wait, will you ?"

Mrs. Pancoast greeted her affably, her white teeth

revealed in a pleasant smile.

"I am sorry I could not ask your friend up," she said

as she led Helen to a chair opposite the one she took,

"but I think we can talk better if we are alone. My
things are all ready, you see. That is the trunk I want
you to take care of for me; it is not large, so I hope

it will not be very much in your way."
Helen glanced at the ordinary steamer trunk that

stood strapped and locked near them. "Oh, it will not

be the least in my way," she returned. "Is that all you
are taking?"

"Yes, you see I take very little over, as I always like

to get what I need in Paris. There I buy one of those

light basket trunks, which are much more convenient

for continental traveling, as they are lighter, and every

pound costs over there."

"Oh, yes, of course."
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complications—to

I shall give you

"What are you taking; anything besides

your steamer trunk?"
"One other; but it is quite small."

"Well, I'll tell you. I should rather

you didn't take a steamer trunk. You see

it crowds the stateroom so! I shall give

you a bag that will hold all you need for

the voyage. We are going on the "Ced-

ric/ which is a five-day boat, so you will

not need much. I shall send it to you
with this trunk."

"Oh, thank 3'ou
—

"

"Now, I want to tell you to take par-

ticular care of my trunk, as there are

some very important and valuable papers

in it. Lock jour door when you leave

your room, and pretend in the house it

is 3-ours, so the servants may not be

tempted to look into it. Perhaps it would
be better—to prevent

put your name on it.

some tags."

She went to a desk and took from it

several steamer tags, which she handed to

Helen. ''Write your name clearly on
these, and the number of stateroom

—

twenty-four, saloon deck. Will you write

them here, at my desk? Then I shall

know 3
rou have made no mistake."

Helen did as she was asked, and Mrs.
Pancoast blotted each one as she finished

it

"You see," she pursued, "I may not be

able to get back from Washington in time

to do an3-thing but rush for the steamer,

so I must ask you to attend to the trunk
for me, and go on board without waiting

for me, as I shall go there direct from
the Washington train."

She took an envelope from one of the

pigeon-holes, and extracted from it a

square printed paper. "This is the

steamer ticket," she said, "be careful you
don't lose it. I shall put these tags in

the same envelope."

A brief silence followed, during which
Mrs. Pancoast, fitting the tags into the

envelope, appeared to be rapidly reflect-

ing.

"Is 3-our ticket there, too ?" asked Helen.

"No, I had them made separateb/, so

3'ou can get on board without waiting for

me, to save confusion. It is absolutely

necessary that I get this ship, and conse-

quently I have taken evety precaution to

prevent m>- losing it."

"What a shame you must go to Wash-
ington !"

"Yes, it is unfortunate, but there is a

legal matter which must be settled before

I leave, and cannot be done without my
presence. However, I shall push it and
get back in time. There is one thing I

want to ask you as a favor. Do not tell

anyone that this trunk is not 3'ours, and
take it on the cab with you to the ship.

I shall be very anxious about it, as the

papers in it are of vital importance to me,
that is why I don't dare to take them to

Washington. If any servant or porter

should learn the trunk is not 3-ours, their

curiosity might be aroused. Of course,

there may be no danger, but I shall feel

more comfortable if I know you are tak-

ing care of it. Do you promise me?"
"Yes, certainh/. I shall guard it as the

apple of my eye."

Mrs. Pancoast smiled. "Thank you, but

don't appear too anxious concerning it,

as that also might incite someone to

learn what it contains." She turned to

the bureau and opened a small silver belt-

bag from which she took a roll of bank-
notes. "Here are one hundred dollars,"

she said, counting it out on the desk.

"Put the small notes in your purse to use

for your cab and incidental expenses, and
the rest put safely somewhere so you will

have it in case of accident."

"Oh, I should never need that much!"
protested Helen, "I have

—

"

"No one ever knows," interrupted the

other. "We must be prepared for every
contingency. You can give it back to me
on the ship, but I shall be more comfort-

able to know you have it."

"Very well, if you think it best." Helen
wikh trembling fingers took the roll of

money that seemed like a fortune to her.

"I shall be very careful of it," she said.

"Here, put what you don't need at once
in this bag and hang it around your neck
under your dress," suggested Mrs. Pan-
coast offering her a small suede-leather

bag with a patent fastener. "Then you
will know it is safe."

They talked a few moments longer,

while Mrs. Pancoast, who appeared to be
acting under some inward excitement,

put on her hat preparatory to leaving for

the train.

As Helen arose to depart she said on
an impulse, "Wait a moment! I must
have a cab to take me to the station, you
may as well drive home in it, and take

the trunk and bag with you. Then send

the cab back for me." She rang the bell

and gave her order, then asked Helen if

she would fasten her veil for her.

"I think we shall get on very well to-

gether," she said genially, "and as we are

both fond of travel, we shall have a good-

time."

"Oh, I am sure it will be delightful!"

returned Helen, adding with some hesita-

tion; "I wonder if you would mind com-
ing downstairs for a moment, before we
separate? My friend, Miss Halloway, is

so anxious to meet 3'ou."

Mrs. Pancoast was hastily throwing
some toilet things into a hand-bag; she
glanced critically at Helen and appeared
to consider before sa3~ing quietly, "Cer-
tainty, if 3-0U wish. But why is she so
anxious to meet me?"
"Oh, merehy from—sentiment, I sup-

pose ! She is nervous about my going off

so suddenly with—a stranger."

"Ah, she wishes to see if I am trust-

worthy, eh?" laughed the elder lightly.

"Is she a great discerner of human
nature?"

"Oh, no; it is all silly, but if j*ou don't

mind—

"

"Of course not. Come on, I am ready;
we shall go now."
"What do you think of her?" asked

Helen, when she and Edith were rolling

homeward in a four-wheeler, with trunk
and bag on top.

"She is very attractive," returned Edith
slowly, "but I must say there is some-
thing about her I don't like."

"Oh, nonsense ! If you can't name it

there can't be am-thing very substantial

back of 3
rour suspicion."

"She looks to me like—an actress!"

"Well, what if she is? There is no
crime in that, is there? But the idea is

ridiculous. If she were an actress she

would not be leaving town in the middle
of September to travel about the conti-

nent, and she would have a maid, not a
companion."

"Yes, I know, that is what is so strange.

She doesn't look like a person who would
need a companion."

'Well, let us be glad that she does, and
ask no questions. I am perfectty satis-

fied. Think of crossing on the 'Cedric—
one of the finest ships afloat ? How I

wish you were coming!"
"So do I, for more reasons than one."

Helen, glancing at her troubled face,

leaned over and put her arms about her.

"Don't you worry, dear," she said ; "I am
quite able to take care of myself, what-
ever happens, and I shall keep 3'ou in-

formed of everything that occurs."

The following two da3's were spent in

getting Helen read3' for the voyage, and
when the hour arrived for embarking,
Edith and Mar3r accompanied her to the

vessel.

"Think of me, a pauper, starting for

Europe like this !" said Helen, as after

having seen the trunk and bag safely de-

posited in her stateroom, the3' stood near
the bulwark watching the busy crowd
below.

"It is strange Mrs. Pancoast doesn't

come," remarked Edith nervously.

"Oh, she will come, don't worry !" Helen
returned, too elated to allow any troub-
ling thought to dampen her buoyant
spirits that leaped excitedly as she con-
sidered the impenetrable and adventurous
future lying before her.

"Well, the ship is scheduled to start in

twenty minutes, and I don't see any sign

of her!"

"What troubles me," remarked Mary
in, an undertone, "is that man down there

—do 3
rou see? Pacing up and down, near

the gangwa3r."

"Well, what of him?"
"I noticed him when we first got out

of the cab. His eyes were riveted upon
3*ou, Helen, and ever since he has been
watching you like a cat."

Helen laughed. "Oh, you two really

should be writers instead of painters,"

she exclaimed. "Your imaginations are

marvelous."
"Well, you may call it

—

"

"All off for the land!" cried a voice,

immediately followed by a shriek from
the siren. The two girls wrapped Helen
in their arms.
"Oh, I don't like it—I—can't bear to

let you go like this," said Edith with tears

in her eyes.

"You can get off yet, Helen, if you
want to," whispered Mary; "get your bag,

and let her trunk go on alone."

"No ; what for ? I'm not afraid, and
there are lots of people on board to look

out for me !'

"But she hasn't come! what will you—

"

"All off! all off!" cried a steward near
them. "Be quick ladies, there's no time
to lose!"

After another embrace and some anx-
ious words of warning, the two girls

hurried to the gangway, just as the man
whom Mary had remarked upon a mo-
ment before, pushed past them, and,
quickly begging permission of the steward
approached Helen.
"Miss Helen Mortimer, are you not?"

he asked in a distinct cultivated voice, as

he raised his hat.

"Yes," she returned, "I am Miss Morti-
mer."

"I have a message for 3'ou from Mrs.
Pancoast. She telephoned me from
Washington to come aboard, and explain
to 3

-ou that she most unfortunately missed
the train she had calculated on to get her
here in time, and she begs that you will

await her in London at the address given
in this telegram. It came for you in my
care—I am her lawyer—but a few mo-
ments ago, I had barely time to rush down.
The telegram will explain everything.
Good-by."
He sped down the gangwa3% impelled

by the urgent cries of men who were pre-
paring to disconnect it from the ship;

tethers were thrown off, the siren shrieked
once more, and the throbbing of engines
began. Helen stood at the side of the
ship, waving the telegram to her friends.

"It is all right!" she cried, "I shall

write you by the pilot!"

She was on the great ocean—alone.

Her strange adventures had begun.

CHAPTER 11.

That night Mary and Edith sat in their

fourth-story room, talking anxiously of
Helen's departure. To them it all seemed
very nysterious and inexplicable. How
could Mrs. Pancoast allow amthing to

prevent her getting a train on which so
much depended? And then there was
certainly something suspicious in the fact

of the man they had seen prowling about
so long, going to Helen at the very last

moment
"Of course, he may have been trying

to ascertain positively if Helen were the
one he was looking for," said Edith, try-

ing to catch at a straw.
"But why should he not have gone

boldly on board and asked for her," de-
manded Mao-

, "unless he had some reason
for leaving it to the last moment?"

"Yes, and how could he possibly know
it was she, without asking someone?"
"Probably Mrs. Pancoast described her

to him."
"But how!"
"I don't know," said Mary in a per-

plexed tone, shaking- her head slowly.
"It all looks to be prearranged."
"But what could be- the object?"
"That's where the rub comes in. That

there is some object is certain, and I

now believe that word 'old' was put in

the advertisement purposely, don't 3'ou?"

"It looks like it," returned Edith, who,
clad in a wrapper, was b'ing full length
on the bed, her hands clasped back of
her head, her large gray e3

_es gazing
meditatively into vacanc3'. "Poor Helen,
she may find herself in an awful position!"
"She has that money Mrs. Pancoast

gave her, she could come back by the
next steamer if she finds there is am-thing
wrong."
"Ah, j'es, she could, but she never

will! That wouldn't be Helen! She has
an adventurous spirit that can't be
frightened. If she were more timid I

shouldn't be so afraid, but she is utterly

fearless, and I believe would rather be in

a whirl of excitement and danger than
have a regular income she could barely
get along on."
Mary made no repby; she was sitting

at the table looking through a collection

of prints, but her serious, uncomely face

expressed irrelevant thought.
"There couldn't be a more dangerous

position for a pretty girl to be placed in

than hers," continued Edith sadly, "es-

pecially for one with her temperament I

have always felt she would have a strange
and perilous career."

"Well, it is better than drudging along
to make both ends meet," muttered Mary.
"She will at least have some interest in

life!"

"I don't agree with you. Any surety
is better than a life of chance for a wom-
an—a 3-oung girl ! There are so many
pitfalls. Supposing she is left alone in

Paris without money, what will become
of her—surrounded by temptations of
every kind in that most wicked of cities

!

I feel terribly remorseful when I think

of it for having let her go."

"Oh, nonsense ! How could 3'ou help

it? If we had stopped her going and she

had fallen ill here from worry, what
could we do but appeal to strangers for

charity, and probably get nothing! She
may meet someone on the ship. There
must be one or two, among all those nice

people we saw come on board, with whom
she can make friends."

Edith sat up. "Where is that passenger-
list you took from the stateroom?" she

asked. "Let's look at it."

Mary opened a small satchel bag at her
belt, took out the neatly folded catalogue,

and seated herself on the bed, so the3'

could both read it together.

"There are some good names," re-

marked Edith, when they had read half

the list. "That Mrs. Hangman Greeley
is Mrs. Van Haughton's sister, you re-

member, whose wedding made such a

social stir? And there's that awful rake
of a Charles Lawson. I hope she will

have nothing to do with him."
"He is worth millions. If she attracts

him it might be a good thing."

"A beast like that? Oh, Mary!"
"There are any number of other men.

She may meet her fate!"

"In five da3's ! It isn't very—Goodness
how funn3' it looks to see Helen's name
among them all; in clear print—Miss

,

Helen W. Mortimer!" ^
"But—Do 3-ou notice something !" ex-

claimed Mary with suppressed excitement.
"What!" Edith glanced at her, then

back at the list apprehensively.
"Look at the Ps," replied Mary sig-

nificanth-

; "Mrs. Pancoast's name is not
there

!"

They hurriedly ran through the list to
the end, then each stared blankly into
the other's face.

"What does it mean!" murmured Edith
in an awed whisper.

"It means that woman has intentionally

made a dupe of Helen, that's what!" re-

turned Mary savagely. "How do we
know but that the trunk she entrusted to

her has some—some dead body in it,

cut up and—

"

"Oh, don't! It can't be!" Edith sank
back shuddering, and covered her face
with her hands.
Mary, noticing that her face had turned

pale, added soothingty, "Oh, no; of course,
it is nothing as bad as that; but there is

certainly some reason for her wanting to

get rid of the trunk. And if there is

am^hing—wrong about it, Helen will be
in a pretty bad fix when she gets to

port."

"We must cable her!" said Edith be-
coming calm and sitting up. "We must
cable her at once !"

"Why, how ridiculous ! Where could
we cable her? To mid-ocean?"
"No, but I mean the day the ship is

due in England—cable her to the ship."

"What could we say?"
"Tell her to come back at once."
"Do j-ou think she would come? Her

suspicions will be roused just as much as

ours, and if she thinks it wiser to return
she will come without our telling her.

Besides she can't step over from one ship

to another, and that trunk will have to

be examined if she lands; and land she
must."
They were silent for a few moments,

both absorbed in thought, then Edith said

miserably, "If we only had someone to

advise us ! It is awful to be here without
a soul we can look to in an emergency
like this."

"You might get 3'our devoted George
Newman to look into it," remarked Mary,
half C3rnically. "He is a lawyer, and ma3'
be able to do something."
Edith flushed slightly. "Yes, he might,"

she said. "I shall write him now—to-

night."

"I wouldn't if I were 3
rou."

"Why not? I shall ask him to come up
to the studio to-morrow morning."

"I think it would be much wiser to

wait and see what Helen writes by the
pilot. We should get a letter in the

morning. It might be the very worst
thing we could do, to let an outsider know
about the matter. There may be condi-
tions that would onby hurt Helen if they
became public. There is no use acting

in the dark, and, after all, what have we
to go on, except our own suspicions?"

"That's true; it may all be imaginary
or merely a succession of suspicious ac-

cidents. Helen called out it was all right,

and looked bright enough when the ship

moved out, didn't she?"
"Yes. I do hope she will explain every-

'""

thing, or at least tell us all she knows in

her letter."

"Oh, she will, never fear! Heavens,
can scarcely wait for to-morrow !"

Mary got up, yawning. "Well, the

quickest way to get to it is to go to sleep,"

she said, "and I for one am dead tired."

"Do you mind leaving the door open
between?" asked Edith, as she too arose

to finish her preparations for retiring. "I

feel so nervous over that idea of the

dead body in the trunk, I'm afraid to be
alone."

Mary laughed. "You goose, I am sorry

I suggested it." She went into the hall-

room adjoining, adding as she lighted the

gas, "I shall leave it wide open, but please

don't walk around in 3'our sleep and give

me the horrors
!"

CHAPTER III.

The next morning, not being privileged

to order their mail to be brought to their

rooms, as there was no bell to summon
a servant, they dressed hurriedly and
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descended to the basement dining-room
where an ordinary boarding-house break-

fast, with bad coffee and rank butter, was
served to them by a slatternly maid.
Their impatience had brought them down
too early for the nine o'clock delivery,

and they were obliged to linger at table,

despite the fact that both were anxious
to get to the studio and begin work.
When at last the welcome postman's
whistle sounded, they went themselves to

. the iron grating leading to the street, and
took the letters. The one they looked
for was among them, a fat missive ad-
dressed in Helen's writing, and bearing
the insignia of the White Star Line.

"Come on, it is here I" said Mary, lay-

ing the other letters on a table for the

maid to distribute. "Let us take it to

the studio."

They caught up some parcels they had
laid on a chair, and hurried out by the

basement way to the street. It was but a

walk of five minutes to their studio, and
once within with the door shut they sat

close together on the divan, both breathing
hard from their haste in mounting the

stairs. Edith leaning over her friend's

shoulder as she opened the letter and
read aloud, the latter following every
word with her eyes.

"Dearest Girls:

"What a shame it was you could not
have waited on board another few mo-
ments ! Did you see the man Mary
pointed out as having watched me come
up to me just before we started? Well
he told me Mrs. Pancoast had telephoned
him from Washington that she missed
the train which would have gotten her to

New York in time to make this boat. He
also gave me a telegram from her, a long
one. This is what it contained : 'Missed
train. Go on to London, await me at

18 Princess Square, Bayswater. Reserve
room for me there. Shall follow by next
steamer. Be careful of trunk. Destroy
this, and say nothing to anyone concern-
ing me or plans. This is imperative, for

your own good. Great harm may come if

you speak.'

"This was all, my dears, not even a
signature. WT

hat the mystery is I cannot
even guess. I am beginning to feel this

trunk contains something dreadful, and
am half afraid to sleep with it in my
room. However, I still have faith in the

woman, for if there was anything really

wrong, why should she have troubled to

telegraph me? I believe she means to

meet me, but I also believe she never
intended to sail with me, for her name is

not on the passenger-list, and, on examin-
ation of my ticket again, I see it is made
out to me as the sole occupant of number
twenty-four. Another thing that mystifies

me is that the telegram I received was
written by hand, very carefully, not as

telegraph people generally write, and I

have a suspicion it was never sent over
the wires.

"Of course, this may not be so, and
we may all be exaggerating the matter
absurdly, but I do feel deliciously like

the heroine of a dime novel, being slowly

ensnared in a web of mystery! I am not

in the least afraid, and since I am
launched upon it I shall see it through,

so I beg of you both not to say a word
to anyone on the subject, for if we let

it go. on smoothly, as it is planned, it will

probably turn out all right; while if any-

thing is said to start other people investi-

gating, I may get into no end of trouble.

As it is, I think the game is well worth
the candle, so far. This ship is superb,

and the people on board charming. I

feel like a princess, and only wish you
two were with me. You would delight

in it. There are any amount of good-
looking men prowling about, and one—an
Englishman, I think, who is simply ador-

able! He was sitting where I am now
writing when I came into the

_

writing

saloon, and got up to give me his place.

Wasn't it dear of him? He looks some-
thing like the actor Hackett, only more
so! And has the most heavenly speaking

voice ! I can't tell you any more about

him, as I only saw him a moment, but

I hope he will sit near me at table.

"That disreputable, good'- looking
Charles Lawson is on board, and he had
the impudence to speak to me on my way
down here from the deck. He is the

one element in the situation I am afraid

of. He has the head of an Adonis, but

looks awfully dissipated. I saw him pass

the door a moment ago with Mrs. Harry-
man Greeley, who seems to be crossing

alone. I only hope he will devote himself

to her and not trouble me. However, I

am ready for anything! Life never

seemed so worth living! I feel like a

bird that has got out of a horrid, little

dirty cage and am afloat on my own
wings ! Oh, it is glorious to see the wide,

fresh sea all about me, and not hear those

maddening motor horns of New York,

that always send the blood to my brain

with murderous envy. To feel myself sur-

rounded by nice cultured people, instead

of those awful frights at the hash-house,
and to know I shall sit at a decent table,

and have good butter for five whole days

!

Yes, it is worth the risk of what is to

come, if there be any risk, and my only

regret is that I am separated from you
two girls.

"Don't be worried. I sha'n't get into

any trouble, for I have a level head in

spite of my crazy nature, and already I

have made friends with an awfully nice

woman whom I can count on as a friend,

I think, during the voyage. She is a Mrs.
Watson, and is taking her daughter to

Paris to study singing. I have not seen
the daughter yet, but Mrs. Watson showed
me where to come to write, and we had
a little talk in the meantime. She is

sitting at the next desk to mine now, and
speaks to me occasionally. The English
Hacket-looking individual has at last got
a place to write, and is sitting just oppo-
site to me. I think he must be engaged,
or in love, for he is writing with every
sense centered on his page, and has never
once glanced in my direction since he sat

down. It is just my luck! I suppose I

shall fall desperately in love with him,
while he is dreaming of the girl he left

behind him!
"The only other person I have noticed

so far, is a very extraordinary man with
the eye of a fish-of-prey, if there is such
a thing! thin and dark, with grayish hair,

but not more than thirty, whom I caught
eyeing me very attentively while I stood
on deck watching you two fade out of
sight. He came up close while I was
talking to Mrs. Waston, and appeared in

this saloon a little while after we entered
it. Twice he has come to my desk; once
to ask if there was another pen, as his

was bad; and the next time to get a large
envelope, although I am sure he had
everything where he was sitting. Each
time he came, I saw his eyes scanning
my letter, and the second time I deliber-

ately covered it with the blotter, to show
him I noticed what he was doing. He is

either the most curious creature ever born,

or else he has some reason for wanting
to know to whom I am writing, for his

persistence is most marked. I have taken
an awful dislike to him.
Well there is no more to tell you now,

dears, but I shall write you every day
until we land, and post it the first moment
I touch foot on shore, so you will know
everything that occurs during the voyage.

Lovingly, Helen.
P. S. Unfortunately I could not get

a seat at the captain's table, but am to sit

at the table of the first mate. I do hope
the good-looking unknown will sit there,

too, and near me ! It would be quite de-
lightful, even if he is engaged. Write me
at 18 Princess Square, Bayswater, London.

CHAPTER IV.

For sixteen days Edith and Mary pur-
sued their monotonous routine of labor,

having marked on the large pictorial

calendar hanging in their studio the date
they expected a letter from Helen.

It arrived the day following that upon
which they looked for it, one so bulky
it had necessitated three stamps.

"Wednesday, September 8th, 11 p. m.
"Well, my dears, the first day is over,

and I shall proceed to tell you all that
has occurred. First, shortly after I had
finished my pilot letter to you,- I was
sitting talking to Mrs. Watson, when the
gong sounded for luncheon. Miss Wat-
son joined her mother, and remained
with us until the second gong. She is

very nice, tall, refined, and rather good-
looking, though she has red hair and
seems to have a very good opinion of her-
self; the sort of girl that talks at a
gallop, and keeps one always on the qui
vive to trip her up. , don't like her as
much as her mother, but she may improve
on acquaintance, when the effervescence
of her egotism is somewhat exhausted.
We were hoping we might sit near to-

gether at table, but as it proved, they were
at one end, and I at the other—and what
do you think ! My adorable hero, whose
name, by the way, is Guy Halifax, was
sitting right opposite Ethel Watson

!

"I was disappointed when I saw it, but
even more so when that wretch I de-
scribed in my first letter, the mysterious
individual who seemed to take so much
interest in me, took the place on my
right ! Wasn't that the irony of fate

!

However, he made himself very affable,

talked incessantly, and, I must acknowl-
edge, interestingly. He seems to know
everyone and everything ; he is like a
living encyclopedia, and to converse with
him is a liberal education. He is a hand-
some man, in a way, but there is some-
thing uncanny about him. He never
laughs aloud, but has the wickedest smile
I have ever seen on a human face ; it is

like the grimace our old cat used to make
when she saw a dog, and he accompanies
it with a nervous little sound like a hiss

that makes my blood curdle. He says he
is an artist, and is going abroad to do
some sketching; but he doesn't look the

least like one. I don't know who he looks
like, he is so entirely different from any
man I have ever known before. He talks

like an educated man, and yet there are

little characteristics that show he is not
a thorough gentleman. He is too im-
pressively polite, and once he nudged my
elbow, to attract my attention to a woman
on the other side of the table who was
drinking too much wine and acting fool-

ishly.

"Another thing that is strange about
him is, that, although he has very easy
manners and is quite devoid of self-con-

sciousness, he appears to be awfully
ashamed of his hands, which seem quite

nice enough, although he uses the left one
always where he should use the right.

Yet every time I look at them, he stops

what he is doing, and fingers under the

table for his napkin.

"On my left is a rather good-looking

French woman, who is constantly leaning
over me to talk to this creature, in the
funniest English you ever heard. Some-
times it is almost impossible for me to
keep my face straight.

"Well, after lunch, this man, whose
name he informed me is Barrington, on
the list, George R. Barrington, kept as
close to me as a sick kitten to a hot
brick! I was hoping Halifax would come
to talk to me, but Ethel Watson held to
him, and made him sit with her on the
promenade deck. I think she is the kind
that once she gets her clutches on a man
there is no chance of his escaping!

"I walked up and down with Barring-
ton right past them until I thought I

would drop, and all the time I heard her
voice rattling on to beat the band. Bar-
rington told me some of his experiences
out West, where he was for some years
ranching, and his stories made my flesh
creep. If he was telling the truth he
must be a very courageous sort of crea-
ture; but somehow I can't believe any-
thing he says. Barrington continued to
tell me stories until late in the afternoon,
then I left him, making the excuse I

wanted to take a nap in my stateroom.
Think of me taking a nap

!

"On the way down I met Lawson, who
said, "where are you going, my pretty
maid?" with a winning smile, and I re-

plied coldly, "to my stateroom." He said,

"Why? That is a lonely place to retire

to ! Wouldn't you rather go out on the
bow and get some fresh air?"

"I told him I had had all I wanted of
fresh air, and was tempted to add, more
than enough of fresh men, but of course
I didn't. One whole hour I stayed down
here, although I hate to be in my state-

room, but I did not wish that Watson
girl to see me go up alone, she has such
a triumphant air since Halifax has been
with her, which he can't very well help

under the circumstances ! I suppose it is

very evil of me, but I am determined
to cut her out, if it is possible.

"Everyone dresses a great deal in the

evenings on this ship, and I only have
those two gowns besides the one I wore
coming on. For dinner to-night I donned
my champagne-colored canvas, and really

I looked very nicely, for" the damp air

makes my hair more wavy than it is on
shore, and it does not fly around. I was
ready when the first gong sounded, and
knowing that Ethel Watson must have
come down- to dress, I slipped my ulster

on and went up on deck.

"Halifax was standing alone on the

promenade deck, and he came up at once,

with a slow English lounge. He too must
have got ready early, for he stayed with
me until the second gong, and we entered

the dining-room together. You should
have seen E. W.'s face when she saw us

;

it was delicious ! Halifax was awfully

nice; talked a lot about himself, of course,

but, being a man, he probably enjoyed
doing so more than if I had attempted

to entertain him, which was proved by
his asking to see me after dinner. He left

'

'I wm beginning 10 hope when that beastly Barrington came up and deliberately attached himself to me on the other side' "
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the table when I did, but so did E. W.
talking a blue streak to him all the way
up the stairs. I went out on deck and
stood by the bulwark a moment. Halifax
joined me, and remarked upon the lovely

evening, but E. W. lingered with us, and
told a long-drawn-out story about a storm
she had experienced on one of her trips

over. She even walked with us up and
down the deck, and I couldn't get a word
in edgeways. Halifax didn't seem partic-

ularly interested in what she had to say,

as he only grunted now and then, saying

nothing to encourage her to stay, and I

was beginning to hope she would see she

was de trop, when that beastly Barrington
came up and deliberately attached himself

to me on the other side. Of course, this

gave E. W. the opportunity she wanted,
and I soon found myself alone with Bar-
rington.

"He asked me to sit with him in a
comfortable little corner, where we could
hear the music, and as I knew there was
no chance of seeing Halifax again that

evening, I consented. Well, my dears, I

can't tell you what a time I had balking
his questions. Instead of talking of him-
self as before, he discussed me, asking
where I came from, why I was traveling

alone, who I am going to meet, and many
other inquiries, all so subtly veiled as to

not suggest he had any purpose in doing
so. I don't know why it is, but I feel

he has some reason for this disguised
curiosity, and I was very careful not to

say anything about Mrs. Pancoast or the

trunk
"Well this is all that happened to-day;

to-morrow there may be new develop-

ments."

"Thursday, September 9th, 11 p. m.
"This morning Barrington was at the

table when I came in to breakfast, and
he remained with me all morning. It is

too awful having him next me at table,

there is no chance of escaping him. But
I must tell you a curious thing that hap-
pened just before luncheon. He and I

were on our way to the dining-room when
an oldish man, I had not seen before, got
up from a chair in the hallway, or what-
ever that place near the stairs is called

on a ship, and was about to go down,
when he caught sight of Barrington. He
paused with a smothered exclamation,
then said, 'Hello, Morse! Why—
"Barrington turned quickly with a funny

look that made the other break off

suddenly, then he replied quite easily.

'Hello, old chap, I didn't know you were
on board.'

"The other man answered, 'No, I didn't

come up the first day; felt rather seedy.

Always do for a day or two out. Where
are you bound for?'

" 'London first, then the south. I'll

see you after luncheon. At what table

are you?'
" 'The fourth from the door.'
" 'Oh, that's bad !' said Barrington.

'Thought you might be at mine. Well
I'll see you later,' and we went down,
the older man following more slowly.

"Now, I heard the name very plainly

—

Morse, and I know Barrington's first

name is George, he told me so, and it is

George on the list, so of course I was very
much puzzled by this, and another point

which looks queer—why didn't Barrington
know the other man was on board if his

name is on the passenger-list?

"He began to talk quickly of abstract

things, but when we were seated, I asked
him why his friend had called him Morse.

" 'Oh, that is the nickname he gave me
a long time ago,' he replied. 'I shall tell

you how it came about' Then he told

me a long story, how when he was ranch-
ing in the West this man had taken him
in the dark for an enemy of his by that

name, and had shot at him in a lonely

place, away from all signs of habitation.

He made a very good romance out of it,

but I didn't believe one word, and when
he was finished I asked him how A was he
did not know his friend was on board,
as his name must certainly have been
listed.

" 'Oh, I never look at the passenger-list,'

he replied, 'it doesn't matter a jot to me
who is on board, so long as I can find

someone agreeable to talk to, and for-

tunately the fates have been kind to me
this trip, in sending you.'

"'What is his name?' I asked, ignoring
this.

"He bent over an apple he was paring,

and said, "Look at that! Do you see how
the color of the skin has gone through to

the apple? I never saw anything like

that before, did you? Tt proves there
must be some strong coloring matter con-
veyed by the action of the sun on the
juices.'

" 'What is your friend's name,' I per-

sisted; 'that interests me more than the
apple.'

" "Really ! I must tell him ! Only he

has such a good opinion of himself now,
I'm afraid it will make him too vain.'

"He was eating the fruit quickly, talk-

ing all the while, evidently to avoid my
question. 'He's an interesting looking

chap, isn't he? And he isn't half the age
he appears to be. Do you know, he has
had a mighty hard life, that man; roughed
it since he was twelve. I don't believe

there ever was a man who has had to

make his way through such odds. I could
tell you some incidents of his life, things

I've witnessed myself, that you could
hardly believe to be true. If you are
finished, let's go up on deck, I think the
less time we spend here the better.'

" 'I want to know your friend's name,
you haven't answered me,' I said.

''Barrington had put his napkin down,
and turned his chair, 'The name I've

given him isn't very pretty!' he replied

with a long hissing smile, T call him
Jackal ! When you know him better you
will recognize how appropriate it is. Will
you come? Or—

'

" 'No, wait a moment, I am not finished,'

I said, wishing to hold him in order to

gain my point; but if you'll believe it, he
got up saying, 'Oh, I can't, it is too stuffy

here ! I shall wait for you on deck.' And
he was out of the saloon before I could
change my mind. I wanted to go after

him at once, but it looked so pointed I

was afraid of what people would think,

so I waited, although it was giving him
time to discover what name his friend
had listed under, for I now feel perfectly

sure both of them are going under false

names ! When the Frenchwoman next
to me got up, I followed her and hunted
on both decks for Barrington but he was
nowhere to be seen. The Watsons came
up presently with Halifax, and Mrs. Wat-
son joined me, but Ethel reminded Hal-
ifax of a promise he had made her to

explain the workings of the log-book, and
took him away immediately, leaving me
with her mother. I know that poor man
will be entangled before the voyage is

over ! E. W. will hypnotize him. Already
he has an air of belonging to her, and
obeys her in the most submissive manner.
It is the one thing I don't like about him;
but then proximity is such a powerful
constituent in the subjection of man. Isn't

that worthy of Marie Bashkersef? But
reall>r

, I believe that although she is un-
attractive in many ways, her eyes are
distinctly green and small, and her teeth

are not good, Ethel Watson will have
Halifax all hers before we land. For my
part I don't care, for if he has no more
independence than that she can have him!
I can't endure a man who subjects him-
self so easily to a woman's wiles.

"Well, I sat with Mrs. Watson for an
hour or two, hearing her rhapsodize over
her daughter's wonderful voice and the

brilliant prospects ahead of her. I en-
dured the proud mother's discourse as

long as I could, then came down here,

and really took a nap, for the salt air

makes me terribly sleepy. After dinner
Barrington joined me as usual, and he
had his friend"s name pat when I asked
for it, Henry W. Worrendale. He chaffed

me a good deal upon my anxiety to learn

it, and kept me up until after ten telling

me thrilling tales of his experiences with
Worrendale, while they were associated

on a cattle farm in Texas."

"Friday, September 10th.

"Well this has been the most exciting
day of all, my dears, or rather the latter

part of it has. The morning passed quite

dully, I felt rather depressed, and wishing
to escape Barrington, had breakfast early

in my berth, then went on deck and settled

myself with a book in an out-of-the-way
spot When he came up I answered him
very shortly, and he took the hint and
left me in peace. Ethel Watson played
shuffle-board with Halifax and two others

on the lower deck—she never thought of
asking me! Indeed I have not exchanged
more than a dozen words with her since

we started. She nods when our eyes
meet, and smiles triumphantly when she
passes me on Halifax's arm—as if it

makes any difference to me whether she
possesses him body or soul or not.

"After luncheon—meals are the only
means of marking time on board ship

—

Barrington told me he was getting up a
card party, and asked if I wouldn't join.

'The Watsons are going to play,' he said,

'and several others, it will help to pass
the time.'

"I agreed, but when it come to the point
of playing, Ethel, who had evidently
made some prearrangement with Halifax,
excused herself on the plea that as the
sea was growing rougher she was afraid
to remain below, and she and Halifax
went off together. Barrington found two
others to take their places; and we played
Hearts in a very amateurish way. Wor-
rendale was with us, and two or three
times Halifax attacked me with some of

the very questions concerning myself that

he had asked previously, and I became
terribly confused with the dread of not
answering them as I had before. To pro-
tect myself against what 1 believed was
a deliberate plan to trip me up, I had to

ask him not to talk to me during the
game, as it hampered my playing; at

which he indulged in one of his hissing
smiles."

Here the reading was interrupted by
a knock at the door, and the maid entered
with a card which she gave to Edith. A
quick flush suffused the girl's face as she
read it.

"I shall be down immediately," she
said, turning quickly to hide her face. "It

is Newman," she added to Mary, when
the maid had withdrawn. "I shall try
to make him go early. Do you want to

finish the letter, or will you wait until I

come up ?"

"Oh, I shall wait if you like," returned
Mary, gathering the closely written pages
together, "but he is always coming just

when—However, I'll write my letter to
McClure's, and pack my drawings, as they
must be delivered early to-morrow. But
don't let him stay all night, we are just

in the most interesting part of the letter."

"No, I shall tell him I'm tired," re-

turned Edith, going to the door, "and be
up by the time your things are ready."

Edith returned, as she had promised,
shortly after Mary had got her drawings
carefully packed, and had written her
letter to the magazine editor.

The latter, in her wrapper, was sitting

by the bureau brushing her hair when
her friend entered, and she looked into

the radiant face critically.

"Well, any new developments?" she
asked.

"No, but he is a dear! He has the
sweetest nature, and is so

—

"

"Oh, I know, he is nice ; but get your
things off, and let us finish Helen's letter

comfortably. I have been wild to go on
with it."

"You're an angel to wait for me," said

Edith appreciatively, as she rushed out of

her gown. "I have been just as im-
patient as you, and could hardly get my
thoughts off of it."

Mary was now smoothing out the thin

sheets of Helen's letter. "Shall I read
it aloud while you undress?" she asked.

"Yes, do. That is a good idea. It was
page fourteen, wasn't it? I wonder if she
got Halifax away from the Watson girl."

"What I am interested in the most,"
interrupted Mary> as she glanced through
the written pages, "is what Barrington is

aiming for. That's the most curious

—

here it is! You remember she was play-

ing cards."

"Yes, go on!"
" 'At which he indulged in one of his

hissing smiles,' " read Mary, adding, "that

is where we left off!" and continued to

read

:

"I got awfully tired of the cards, and
was very much relieved when Mrs. Wat-
son said she was too sleepy to play any
more, and went down to take a nap. Bar-
rington and Worrendale both accompanied
me to the deck, and as I wanted some ex-
ercise, we paced up and down, the three

of us, from one end to the other of the

promenade deck.
" 'Do you know,' said Barrington pres-

ently, 'you have contradicted yourself

twice, Miss Mortimer.'
" 'How?' I asked.
" 'Yesterday, when I asked you if you

were going to visit in London, you said

you were; and just now, when I asked
you again, you said no.'

" 'Well, I am, and I am not,' I returned,

trying to save myself. 'Of course I am
not going to be altogether a guest, but I

am going to visit at a house where—well,

where I shall pay my expenses.'
" 'Oh, a boarding-house ! In London

proper, or
—

'

"'What was the other contradiction?"

asked, purposely interrupting him. I

shall write you all my conversations just

as they occurred, without designating each
person, as it takes so much time, and I

am dead sleepy to-night.
" 'You told me yesterday you had an

intimate friend who was to meet you
in London,' he said, 'and a moment ago,

you said you do not know a soul there.'
" 'Well that is true, too.'

"'How? I can't see how it could be
possible.'

" 'Well, I really don't know why you
should ! You seem to be taking a very
unnecessary amount of interest in my
plans. I must say I fail to see why I

must explain them to you.'

"Worrendale uttered his wild ringing

laugh, that really is just as I imagine a
jackal would laugh, and I can understand
very well why Barrington gave him that

name.

" 'Barrington is the most curious chap
in the world,' he said. 'He certainly has
the bump of inquisitiveness as much de-
veloped as any woman.'

" 'No, it isn't curiosity,' said Barring-
ton, 'but there is something romantically
mysterious about Miss Mortimer that ex-
cites my interest.'

" 'There is much more mystery about
you,' I returned.
"'About me!' He hissed with apparent

amusement, but I noticed that he glanced
swiftly at Worrendale- with what seemed
like apprehension. 'I've been accused of

having many strange traits, but never be-

fore of being mysterious. Eh, Worren-
dale?'

" 'No, I have never heard anything so
interesting being applied to you.'

"'Haven't you?' I returned as easily

as though I were speaking to children.

'Well, to me you are both very mysteri-
ous!'
"Worrendale indulged in another deaf-

ening laugh, and stepping behind me,
slapped Barrington on the back. 'What
do you think of that?' he cried. 'You
needn't be so puffed up old man, I'm

"

mysterious, too?'
"Worrendale, although a rather dis-

tinguished-looking man, is distinctly the
commoner of the two. He has a way of

swallowing his words, and cutting them
off, that reminds me of one of those
Bowery characters sometimes imper-
sonated on the stage. I felt so disgusted
by his loud laughter and manner, that

I wanted to get away from them both,

and never to see them again.

"'How are we mysterious?' asked Bar-
rington; and I said wearily, 'Oh, I don't

know, you just are! Or you seem so to

me. I think I shall go down now, I am
tired walking.'

" 'Oh, don't go yet !' Barrington said, I

thought rather too anxiously, which I re-

called later as significant, as you will see.

'Come and sit down,' he added, 'Worren-
dale and I shall keep you amused until

dinner.' «y.

"But I was determined, and left them.
And now comes the exciting part! When
I got to my state-room, I had the funniest

feeling, as though there was someone
in it. Of course it was still bright day-
light so I could easily see there was no
one ; but the place had an air of having
been lately occupied. The impression
assailed me as soon as I entered, and
although I tried to quiet myself by argu-
ing that it must have been the maid, there

was something that made me confident it

was not the maid. This something was a

very delicate fragrance that seemed
vaguely familiar, although it was not
strong enough to distinguish. It was but

a faint whiff, as though a bottle of very
fine perfume had been opened in the room
for an instant, and quickly corked again.

I knew I had nothing like it and after

standing for a moment sniffing and trying

to make out what it was, the idea came
that perhaps the stewardess had, in clean-

ing up the washstand, used some pink,

highly scented soap supplied by the ship.

"Then I did the very most foolish thing

I could have done; I took out the pink

soap and smelt it. The fragrance was
entirely different from that in the room,
and it was so strong_X-absolutely lost track

of the other, and could not get even an
idea of it again. Yet that someone wear-
ing that perfume had been in my state-

room seemed certain, and, with a qualm
of terror, I took my hand-bag from under
the sofa, to see if all that money Mrs.
Pancoast had given me had been stolen.

I had taken the little leather bag, that

contained most of it. from my neck the

evening before, because, as you know,
my blue dress is cut low, and the bag
showed through the lace guimpe. When
I looked into the satchel my terror in-

creased, for there was every evidence

that someone had been in it. Everything

was topsy-turvy, and you know I keep
my things neatly.

"Well I can tell you my hands trembled

when I took out that little leather bag!
. t seemed just as full as ever, and when
I opened it I found to my delight that

every bank-note was there safe and sound.

I put it around my neck at once, vowing
I should never take it off again. When
it was safely hidden away under my
blouse I looked again into the satchel,

wondering if I could be imagining that

the things had been disturbed; then, my
dears, I discovered what had been taken

—

The telegram Mrs. Pancoast had sent me.

"I had kept it, in spite of her request

that I should destroy it because I wanted
to copy the address in London she gave

me, and I had not had sense enough to

do it at once. Now it is gone, and I am
not sure that I remember the address!"

"The Strange Adventures of Helen
Mortimer" will be continued in the De-
cember 1st issue of Farm and Fireside.
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'* ~y une Fielding ! Have you lost your
senses ? Don't you know thatJ Horace Wales is a poor student

working his way through college?

You have no right to let him be the moth
for your candle by encouraging him the

way you were doing just now." Margaret
Hites spoke laughingly, but she meant
every word.
"Don't scream! He'll hear you," said

June, dropping down on the end of the
bench in the campus. "Girls, this is too
glorious a day to be in dull class-rooms. Let's run off
to the woods and gather hickory-nuts."
"You seem to have woods and country and things

rural on the brain lately," said Cecelia Reader, looking
up from her book. "Do you know, Margaret, I heard
her asking Horace all about a country Thanksgiving
yesterday, and you would have thought from the rapt
look on her face she v^as enjoying every word he said.

It's a pity someone don't warn him, for he'll fall a
victim sure as fate. June, why can't you be content
with the young men who are hardened sinners in the
flirtation line, so to speak, and let the verdant youths
from the rural districts alone?"

"I was enjoying every word Mr. Wales said about
Thanksgiving, if you must know," retorted June. "I
did intend to keep it a secret, but you girls are like

professional detectives. All my life I've wanted to go

Thanksgiving;
DlSCOY|gY

Hilda Richmond

"Of course country people have guests who come for chicken rather than any
real desire to be friendly' "

to an old-fashioned Thanksgiving dinner, and I think
it is in sight right now. I feel certain Mr. Wales will
ask a crowd of us to go to his home for the day, with
Mrs. Clare for chaperone. Now, what do you think of
that? If you don't behave I shall advise him not to ask
either of you." She paused to see what effect this dire
threat would have, but the girls did not seem much im-
pressed.

"I don't see anything very attractive about going out
to a farm for Thanksgiving; do you, Margaret?" asked
Cecelia. "I never visited on a farm, but I've always
heard they are rather doleful places."

"You need not go to any particular trouble to have
my name included in the list of guests," said Cecelia.

"I don't know what an old-fashioned Thanksgiving
dinner would be like, but our Matilda cooks first rate,

and we always have a fairly decent dinner on the great
day ourselves."

"I'll remember both of you," said June loftily.

"Horace's folks live in a log cabin built in pioneer days,
and they celebrate the day just as they did years ago.
It seems he is the youngest son, and his mother told
him to ask some of his friends for the day, if he cared
to. If I were as deficient in knowledge of our great
holiday as you girls, I wouldn't care either where I put
in the time. Didn't you ever read about the great
feasts and the rooms decorated with pumpkins and
fruits? I can just see it all from the stories I've read."
"With your imagination you will have trouble some

day," said Margaret feeling her friend's pulse, while
Cecelia yawned. "Roast turkey is roast turkey wher-
ever you eat it. Come on, or we'll be late for the two-
thirty recitation."

Very cleverly did June cultivate the acquaintance of
the manly young student from the country the weeks
that followed. Without neglecting his studies he man-
aged to be with her a great deal of his leisure time,
and the girls threatened to write an anonymous letter
telling of June's propensity for "collecting trophies," as
the envious ones called her little conquests.
While some of the girls in the dormitory joked about

the affair, and others declared it a mean shame, one
young lady from the country felt exceedingly sorry
for Horace Wales. Not that she was an intimate friend,
by any means, though she knew him as well as any of
the students she had met in the thriving college town,
but she was from the country herself, and did not like
to see the young man become completely infatuated
with the lively girl.

In class, on the campus and in the dormitory Flor-
ence Morgan heard allusions to the coming Thanksgiv-
ing dinner. During the few times she was alone with
Horace she always led the conversation to the subject
of life in the country, and managed to give him a few

plain hints about the other students, but he seemed not
to understand.
"Lovely weather, isn't it, Miss Morgan?" said Horace

genially, as he walked to Science Hall with her early
one November morning. "It really seems like spring
if we keep our eyes off the falling leaves."

"It is a pretty day," admitted Florence, "but I always
have unpleasant memories of beautiful fall days. We
live quite close to town and people are always dropping
down upon us unexpectedly to stay for dinner when
chickens and vegetables are in their prime. I always
like to see the dull, dripping days, for that means no
company." She felt rather guilty to give him this

inhospitable picture, but considered that it was all for

his good. Only the night before the girls had been
wondering about the cabin and its furnishings in a
way that made her blood boil, though she said nothing.

."Of course country people have guests
who come for chicken rather than any
real desire to be friendly, but there are
always enough delightful people who
make us forget all our troubles. I am
trying to make up a little crowd to visit

my home on Thanksgiving, and shall be
glad to have you go with us. Mrs. Clare
has consented to be the chaperone, and I

hope everyone will enjoy the day."
"Thank you," said Florence searching

in her brain for an excuse. She had no
mind to go out with the city girls and
watch them ridicule the occupants of the
log cabin in an underhand manner all

day. "I am sure it will be a delightful

day for all of you, but I shall have to
decline your kind invitation."

"Why can't you go?" asked Horace
Wales bluntly. "I insist upon having you
with us, unless you have a good and
sufficient reason." It wasn't according to

the rules of polite society for the young
man to urge an acceptance after her re-

fusal, but he did it, and Florence was
more confused than ever.

"I—You—I imagine you have several
other young people, and maybe they will
dress stylishly," stammered Florence. "I
am only a poor student working my way
through school and am not in society at
all." She felt all the time that this was
absurd, but the keen-eyed young man was
waiting for some sort of an answer, and
that was the best she could give.

"I am paying my own expenses, too,"
said Horace quietly. "I think you can scarcely be said
to be in society if you attend a Thanksgiving dinner
in a log cabin. You will go, won't you?"

In spite of many insinuations and offers of help,
Horace made up the list of guests without help, and
June had to submit, though she pouted a little privately
over the name of Florence ,Morgan. "It will be a sort
of hash party," she said to Cecelia, "but we don't have
to be friendly with them afterward."

"I don't see how you can drop Horace Wales, June,"
said Cecelia. "You have encouraged the poor fellow
frightfully."

"Encouraged him to get up a Thanksgiving party,
yes, but nothing else," said June carelessly. "I'll let

him down easy, Sissy, never fear.'
1

"Maybe you won't want to," said Cecelia sagely.
"Horace Wales is a nice young man.
"True, but the world is full of nice young men,"

observed June. "If he had money and position I

might overlook the cabin. How silly we are! I'm
going to have a good time Thanksgiving and
then dispose of him. It is absurd to suppose
he is in earnest just because I have said a
few pleasant words to him."
Mrs. Clare found her eight charges at the

station when she arrived there the morning
of the last Thursday in November. There
was a hint of winter in the air, but the
sun promised great things for later in the
day, and the young people were in high spir-

its. That is, all but Florence, who felt un-
happy and out of place. Margaret, June,
Cecelia, Florence, three young men and
Horace constituted the party, besides Mrs.
Clare, who was a charming young matron
ready for fun of the right sort. An hour's
ride brought them to the station, where a
hack was waiting to take them to the farm.
"How primitive!" whispered Cecelia, as

Horace got out to open a gate so the hack
could drive up the lane. "When you take
possession, June, see that the carriage drive
is improved."
June gave her a look that should have

withered her', but Horace was climbing back
into the hack and there was no time for
words. "There is the house!" he cried, point-
ing to a big, two-story log structure sur-
rounded by forest trees. "It looks exactly as
it did the day my mother went there as a
bride, she says, and we always intend to keep
it so. They were married on Thanksgiving
and walked across the fields for their wed-
ding journey."

Buggies and carriages stood in the
barnyard, and from the house came a
troop of children to gaze at the strangers.
Horace led his guests into the house, and
a motherly looking old lady came forward
to make them welcome. "I am glad to see
you all," she said, shaking hands in hearty
fashion. "My children's friends are wel-
come to our home."

"Is it like your story-book Thanks-
giving, June?" asked Margaret as they
stood warming their hands at the old fire-

place. "Isn't that corn artistic?"

"It is lovely," said June with enthusiasm.

From the old rafters hung red, white and yellow

corn, ropes of onions, festoons of scarlet peppers,

branches of bitter-sweet, and the delicate wild clematis,

while the old mantel was banked with glowing berries

and leaves. Jack-o'-lanterns perched in dark corners,

and the whole place was eloquent with good cheer and
homely abundance. The light danced in the fireplace,

throwing fantastic shadows on the old settle, the spin-

ning-wheel, the fiddle-backed chairs, and all the things

that spoke of old-time comfort.

"Do you live in a log house, too, Miss Morgan?"
asked Cecelia. Florence was charmed with the beauty
of the old house and its furnishings, and her face

showed her enjoyment.
"No, we live in a small frame house," said Florence.

"Isn't this perfectly charming."
"Very pretty," said Margaret, hiding a yawn. "When

do you suppose we are to start home?"
"Not till after dinner, I hope," laughed June. "Some-

thing smells delicious."

"Let me help?" said Florence, feeling out of place

among the well-dressed girls in her plain school dress.

"I can polish those apples as well as not."

"I can provide tasks for all of you, if you want them,"
said Horace's brother, who seemed to be in two places

at once. "I'm getting my hands too full."

"I'm very comfortable," said June piling the cushions
at her back, and making a pretty picture with the fire-

light dancing over her fair hair. I don't enjoy
working."
So Florence went off to the big kitchen, leaving the

girls to enjoy themselves with the young men they
knew, and very soon dinner was announced.

"I've heard a great deal about Thanksgiving dinners
in the country, but I never dreamed of anything like

this," said June, gazing at the long table loaded with
all the products of the farm that could be prepared for

eating. "There is enough food here for a hundred
people, I am quite sure."

"We always try to have enough," said old Mr. Wales.
"Maybe you never spent the day in the country."

"I never did," said June, solemnly watching the long
procession of loaded dishes moving down the table.

"All I can say is that the stories didn't tell half. You
must have a large family, Mr. Wales."

"Eight children—all living," said the host proudly.
"They all worked their way through college without
help, and they're all well settled in life, if I do say it

myself, that is all but Horace. He's the only unmarried
one in the lot."

"I have been wondering what those things hanging
over our heads are?" said June, hastily changing the-

subject, for Cecelia was wickedly looking at her across
the table. "I never saw anything like the decorations
you have."
"Dried apples strung expressly for the occasion,"

said Mr. Wales. "It wouldn't seem like Thanksgiving
without the peppers and - pumpkins and dried apples.

This house is like it was when mother and I first came
years ago, and I want it to always stay this way. It

is very dear to both of us—yes, and the children, - too."

At last the last waiter finished a leisurely dinner, and
the dishes were washed by some of the daughters of
the family. The children began to be restless and
tease to go, but the older people seemed content to

linger about the dying fire. Finally Mr. Wales carefully
covered every spark and coal with ashes, and everybody
began putting on wraps, though it was only twilight.

"Are you all ready?" asked the host, while Mrs. Wales
wiped away a few tears. The city guests looked

[concluded on page 22]

*You won't have to take the trouble of dropping: Horace,

'

they rumbled back to the station"
said Cecelia, as
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IT
is told of a Western farmer going

to New England for a visit, and
leaving behind him his corn and
wheat fields of two thousand acres,

that he wrote home to his friends : "Here
in New England they call six hens and a

rooster and four acres of land a farm, and

a part of the four acres is graveyard." Of
course he was exercising his Western pre-

rogative of humorous exaggeration, but

the fact remains that the New England
farmer cultivates fewer acres of ground
than the Western farmer, and he raises

different crops. He has more woodland,

and in some parts of New England his

chief crop is ha}-, which he converts into

cash through the medium of his dairy.

There are so many large cities in New
England that the demand for milk is

great, and hundreds of New England

How the Farmer Lives in

New England
By J. L. Harbour

in the summer months grows greater and

greater with each year, and many of the

farmers have come to depend largely on

the summer boarder for a great part, of

their cash income. The Boston papers

in the spring of the year will contain

many columns of advertisements offering

NEW ENGLAND FARMERS' CHIEF DEPENDENCE

farmers derive their chief income from
the milk they ship to the cities. The
milk-train runs over every line of railroad

in New England, and it is not uncommon
for the New England farmer to get up
at four in the morning, milk ten or fifteen

cows and get the milk to some station

from two to six miles distant by six in

the morning. This is no "cinch" on a

January morning, when the thermometer
is ten degrees below zero, and the wind
is sweeping down from the New England
hills with an edge like a blade. There
is sure to be a great deal of snow, and
winter "lingers in the lap of spring" sev-

eral weeks longer than in other parts of

our country.

The harvesting of his hay occupies most
of the time of the farmer in some parts

of New England, and this is one crop for

which he can always depend upon getting

a good price if he wishes to sell it instead

of feeding it to his stock. In New Eng-
land, as elsewhere, good farm-hands are
scarce, and a first-class man will be paid
as much as twenty-five dollars a month,
with room, board and washing. Really
superior men are hard to find at this

price, and the good American farm-hand
threatens to become extinct. He prefers
the mill or the shop or the store, where
the hours of labor are shorter, and his

Sundays and, in many places, his Saturday
afternoons, are his own. He does not

board on farms all over New England.

The average price received for board is

six dollars per week, and as the summer-
vacation idea is more popular in the East

than in any other part of our country,

and is steadily growing, there is a great

demand for rooms and board in the

country-. It is probable that there are

after he ships it sells for from six to eight

cents per quart in the cities. The farm-
er's cows must be fed pretty high to keep
the milk up to the proper standard, and the
farmer's percentage of net gain is much
smaller than it should be when one takes

into account the fact that the chief product
of his farm—his hay—is fed to his cows,
to say nothing of the work of milking the

cows and carrying the milk to the station.

All things considered, the farmer in New
England who depends chiefly on the sale

of milk for his income does not seem to

be getting all that is rightfully "coming
to him" in return for his labor. The
thriftiness that has ever characterized the

born New Englander is a real necessity

of the New England farmer of to-day if

he would "lay up" anything from year to

year, and toil must be his daily portion.

His acres have been cultivated by many
generations of his ancestors, and a great

deal of fertilizer must be used to make
them productive. There is in New Eng-
land very little of the deep, rich, black
soil to be found all over the WT

est, and
the Western farmer would stand aghast

at sight of all the stones to be found on a

single acre of a New England hill farm.

One rarely sees fences of wood or wire
on these farms, there being so many stones

that it is easy to find enough to build walls

around any number of acres of land. Each
plowing-time seems to reveal a new and
abundant crop of stones, and the wonder
is that any plowshare can keep an edge
through a single one of the wavering
furrows the farmer makes while trying

to avoid the real boulders in his fields.

Tobacco was for many years the most

it, the farmers now "run a good deal to
hens," the demand for "hen fruit" being
constant. One New Hampshire man has
more than five thousand hens. At first he
allowed them the freedom of his many
acres of apple orchard, which they helped
to rid of worms, while they fertilized the
ground to some extent. But experience
has made him feel that he gets more eggs
by keeping his chickens housed, and one
may see all over his farm many rude little

V-shaped houses with doors of woven
wire and with twelve or fifteen chickens
in each house. Many of the New Eng-
land farmers have from two to five hun-
dred chickens that are a source of profit

to them if they have "good luck" with
them. Many farmers do not realize the
vast proportions to which the egg and
poultry' business has grown in our country.

A BEAUTIFUL NEW ENGLAND VILLAGE AMONG THE HILLS

make any more money in the long run, more "summer people" on the farms in

and very often is not so well fed nor so New England than in any other part of
well housed as on many of the farms, our country, and it is also probable that
but he has before him the opportunity of more of the New England farms are be-
bettering his condition in some places, ing purchased by city people for summer
although a great many of his kind who homes than in any other part of America,
forsake the farm for the town or the In recent years this has increased the
city never do better their condition; and value of many of the "deserted farms" of
some of them fare worse in both purse which one has read so much, but there
and health than they would have fared are still many of these farms to be had at

had they remained on the farm. a comparatively low price, and many of
The farmer in some parts of New Eng- the farmers living on estates that have

land depends largely on foreign help, as belonged to generations of their ancestors
a great many Polanders have come to this are willing and even eager to sell them
country in recent years to work on the and go to the village to live. They will
farms. They are very strong, and work tell you that farming is not "what it

for small wages at first, but they are not used to be in New England." Nor is it.

slow in demanding increased wages when Indeed, farming is not what it used to be
they have learned the American ways of in any part of our country,
farming, and come to know their own "I made eighteen hundred pounds of
value to the farmer. Their wives or butter the year I came to this farm as a
daughters or sweethearts often come with bride," said the wife of a farmer to the
them to take places in the kitchens of the writer. "And now I do not make even
farmers. They are very industrious and the butter I use on my own table. The
very' thrifty, and many of them soon come creamery and the demand for milk in the
to own farms of their own. One will city has changed all that, and the dairy
find a good many of these "Polark" farm- has disappeared from the New England
ers in Massachusetts, where both the men farms."

profitable crop of many of the Massachu-
setts farmers, and it is still grown in large

quantities in the western part of the state.

Within recent years some of the more
progressive cultivators of tobacco have
been cultivating it under canvas, thereby

A BACK COUNTRY HOME

and farmers all over the United States

are demonstrating the fact that the hen
can be made one of the most valuable of

farm assets.

The New England farmer does not cul-

tivate very much grain—at least the

amount of grain he cultivates seems in-

significant when one reads of the vast
output of grain in the West. One may
ride all day in rural New England without
seeing a single field of wheat, and the

grist-mill is becoming a thing of the past

in some parts of the New England
country. The amount of corn cultivated

is small compared to the great crops
raised in the West, and some farmers do
not cultivate corn at all. Potatoes are

grown in large quantities, and New Eng-
land cannot be surpassed in the quality

of its apples. But the farmers receive

surprisingly small prices for this fruit

when one knows the sum paid for it by
the consumer after it reaches the city.

It is not to be wondered at that the
farmer within sixty miles of Boston
should be dissatisfied with the seventy-
five cents or a dollar a barrel paid him
for apples that retail in the city for three

dollars a barrel. Many of the farmers
are not setting out new trees to take the

place of those that are fast dying from
old age in their orchards. They will tell

you that "it doesn't pay to bother with
apples." Nor does it in a good apple

year, when prices drop to as low a figure

as sixty cents a barrel, with the farmer
furnishing his own barrels at twenty-five
each. The low returns received for the

and the women will be seen working in

the fields with a capacity for work beyond
that of the average American man and
woman.

This is true enough, but when milk-

instead of cream is sold it does not lessen
the work of the farmer's wife very much,
for there are all those returned milk-cans

SUMMER BOARDERS ON A NEW ENGLAND FARM
The farmer's wife finds it as difficult to be washed every day, and all the other

to secure good "help" in her kitchen as utensils of the dairv to be kept clean and
does the city dweller. And the farmer's sweet. There is work of this kind to be
wife in New England is greatly in need done even when the man from the cream-
of help in the summer-time when her ery comes for the cream two or three
cares are augmented by the arrival of the times a week. The New England farmer
summer boarder, for the influx of "sum- receives an average of three cents per
mer people" to the New England farms quart for the milk that within a few hours

protecting it from early frosts and greatly
improving its quality. Onions are also

raised in large quantities, and many of
the farmers have been giving their atten-

tion to small fruits, for which there is a
sure demand in the towns and cities.

Little Rhode Island cultivates a great
many strawberries and, 9* one farmer put

hard work they do has had a great deal to

do with the New England boys deserting

the farms in such large numbers, and yet

it is doubtful if many of them do much
better in the towns and cities to which
they go. They work fewer hours, it is

true, but the net returns from their labor

[concluded on pace 22]
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CHAPTER XI. [CONTINUED]

\nis is the first opportunity I have
had to thank you, Professor Dare.

Words are empty things, but I

must—"
"Please, Miss Howard, spare me. It

will always be one of my greatest pleas-

ures to think that I was, in a way, instru-

mental in saving a life so full of promise
as is yours."

"Mine ! Oh, I never dreamed that you
had that impression of me. I—I do not
know what to say about my perverseness

that night."

"Do not say anything about it." His
voice was vibrant with feeling. "Elsie, I

know what it is to encounter hours of

struggle and darkness. I do not know
what it was that drove you out into the

fields that afternoon, but it was a sense

of fierce pain that made you deaf to my
warning. Ah, how our natures shrink

and cry out because of pain! Slowly, un-
willingly we learn its lesson. Now let us
talk of other things."

"But you do not know how much—

"

With a gay gesture he silenced * her.

So Elsie was obliged to leave her
thanks unsaid. The evening passed most
pleasantly; Jerome was in a charming
mood, and Elsie treated him with a
gentleness that was new to her.

Two months slipped away. The days
were crowded full of work for the
Howards.
Much to Elsie's surprise Mary seemed

to grieve less over Alice's going out from
the old home than did the younger sister.

The bustle, the planning, and the chance
for almost unlimited hospitality—all those
things were delights to the senior Miss
Howard.
The wedding day dawned, clear and

warm. A rain the afternoon before had
freshened the foliage and flowers and laid

the dust.

The Howard home was at its best. The
rooms were bowers of roses ; vivid red in

the dining-room, pink in the sitting-room,

and in the parlor, where the ceremony
was to be performed, there were only
white roses.

There were two score guests, all cher-

ished friends. Myra Ferris had come the
evening before. The Hills were there,

Hattie forgetting her resentment in real

sisterly affection.

There was one thing that disturbed
Elsie—Mary was totally unlike her usual
composed, efficient self. For a fortnight

the elder sister had seemed a little pre-

occupied, but Elsie had thought that, as

the time of separation drew nearer, Mary
had begun to realize what Alice's absence
would really mean.
On the previous evening Elsie had

driven to Lenox, to meet Myra. On her
return she had found Doctor Merdith at

the farmhouse. Mr. Reed had been there

to rehearse the marriage ceremony, but he
had gone before the arrival of Elsie and
Myra.

It was as if the rehearsal of the cere-

mony brought home to Mary the fact that

she was about to lose her sister. She
. went to her own room very early, and
Elsie was sure that she had been crying,

although her voice had in it a curious
note of gladness.

The next morning, with all there was to

do, Mary was no good. She emptied a

pan of cream in the sink, she filled the
salt-cellars with sugar, and she took her
dusting cap to polish the silver.

"Oh, Mary, you are more nervous than
the bride!" Myra cried gayly, and Mary
blushed.

The ceremony was at noon. Alice
made a sweet and winsome bride. The
bloom of her girlhood had passed, but
John Merdith's wife was a gracious wom-
an, one in whom the heart of her husband
was satisfied.

Following the ceremony came the wed-
ding dinner. A caterer from Lenox had
charge, and, notwithstanding Mary's
trange incapacity, all went well. Elsie,

"yea, Hattie, Aunt Patience, and Patty
helped a little.

There was to be a trip through Canada.
Alice hurried upstairs to dress, and, leav-

ing Myra and Hattie to do the honors to
the departing guests, Mary and Elsie went
with the bride.

Fortunately they had to hurry, so there
ras no time for tears. At the very last

lary said

:

"Elsie, you go down first. I must have
a moment alone with Alice."

Elsie went. She remembered all that

Mary had been to Alice, all the long years
of self-sacrifice that the elder sister had
loyally and lovingly given, and it seemed
mete that the last moment should be
Mary's.

The bridal couple drove away. Soon
all the guests were gone. The Hills went
back to Lenox. By four o'clock the
house contained only Mary, Elsie, Myra,

Making
Howards

By Hope Daring

Aunt Patience, Patty, and a woman who
had been hired to help.

"I do wish, Elsie, you'd lock Miss Mary
in her room," Patty said in a low voice.

"She acts as if she was in a dream.
There! If she hasn't put all the silver

that I just dried back in the dish-water.

What does ail her?"
A little later Elsie said, "Mary, I be-

lieve you are tired. Why not go upstairs

and lie down?"
"I am not tired, dear. But there is

something that I want to tell you. Come
upstairs with me."
Wondering what it could be that Mary

had to say, Elsie followed her sister up-
stairs. Miss Howard closed the door of

her own room and pointed to a chair.

"Sit down, Elsie. Do you know that I

was born in this house, forty-three years

ago?"
"Yes, I know. Mary, Alice is gone, but

I hope you and I will die here."

"I do not expect to," Mary said, turning

away her face. "It was that that I wanted
to tell you."

"Last night Mr. Reed asked me to be

his wife, and I told him that I would."
"Mary Howard ! You must be crazy

!"

"I am not. I am very happy."
"You—you marry a minister with two

grown sons."

"Yes. I like the boys, and I am sure

we will get along. It is leaving you
alone that I mind."

Elsie made an
"Never mind me.
doing this?"

impatient gesture.

Mary, why are you

'They are to become new creatures, all save myself. Be
hold the last of the Howards' "

"Why? Because I care for Mr. Reed,
and I want to help on his work."

Elsie stood up. The room seemed to

circle round her. She moved forward
and kissed her sister.

"I am glad of your happiness, Alary, but

I must have time to become accustomed
to the idea. I—I have succeeded in mak-
ing over the Howards, succeeded beyond
my wildest dreams," and she passed out

of the room, closing the door behind her.

Elsie descended the stairs. The sitting-

room was empty, and she passed through
it to the porch. From there she went
down the walk and out into the highway.

CHAPTER XII.

It chanced that neither foot passengers
nor teams were on the road that passed
Howard Farm that afternoon. Elsie wan-
dered on down the slope, oblivious to her

surroundings, and also to the fact that

the rays of the sun were beating upon her
uncovered head.

At first Elsie's mental powers were
dazed. There was only one fact of which
she was sure—Mary was to be married.

Mary was fifteen years Elsie's senior.

All her life the younger sister had looked

upon the older one as a well-established

part of the home. Now Mary was going

away, was to enter upon a new existence.

"How dared Mr. Reed think of such a

thing." Elsie asked herself. "Does he
think, because he is a minister, he can
have whatever there is in this world that

he wants? And for him to want Mary!"
Suddenly Elsie laughed. Even in her

abstraction a sense of the ridiculousness

of her resentment to Mr. Reed came
home to her.

"As if Mary was not old enough—yes,

and wise enough, too—to choose for her-

self! And Mr. Reed is a good man.
Mary will make an ideal minister's wife.

How she has waked up in the past year

!

She "deserves all the happiness that can

come to her."

Elsie was walking slowly, her head
bowed upon her breast. All at once her

eyes were dimmed by tears.

"I used to regret that my sisters' lives

were so restricted, so narrowed. Now to

each one of them has come woman's right-

ful heritage—love and a home. It is

right. It is best. I will rejoice with
Mary, forgetting my own sense of loneli-

ness and isolation from her new interests.

I have one thing to console me, and that

is the excellency of the made-over state of

the Howards."
Yes, she could rejoice because of the

happiness of her sisters. But she was
alone. What • should she do with her

empty life.

Elsie stood still. She had roused her-

self from her state of bewilderment and
was aware of the fact that the rays of the

sun were very hot, also that she was with-

out hat or umbrella.
Just in front of her

lay Jerome Dare's home.
With one of her decisive

gestures she turned round.

"How silly in me to

wander way down here
without any protection

from the sun! Oh, it is

hot, and it is up hill all

the way home!"
Just then the gate

opened. It was Flip who
stepped into the road.

"Good afternoon, Miss
Howard," he said genially,

for Elsie was one of his

rare favorites. "You look
warm and tired."

"I am both, and foolish

besides, Flip. In a fit of

abstraction I started for a
walk, without thinking
that I was bareheaded un-
til the heat of the sun
reminded me of it. By the

time I walk back home I

am sure the impression
will be strong enough so

that the next time I will

remember my hat."

"It is too far for you -to

walk in the sun. Let me
get you an umbrella ; there
is one on the porch."

"Thank you, Flip. I will

take it and gladly. No,
you go on, and I will get it myself. I will

send it down to-morrow,"
The mulatto passed on with a polite

bow. Elsie entered the yard and as-

cended the porch steps. Just as she was
about to lift the umbrella Jerome Dare
appeared in the doorway.
"Come in and rest a minute, Miss

Elsie. You look unstrung. I heard what
you said to Flip, and I am afraid that it

must have been very bad news, indeed,
that started you off in such an absent-
minded way."
"Thank you, Professor Dare, but I

—

"

Elsie's voice died away. She caught at

the door, conscious of a sudden faintness.

Jerome Dare gently drew her inside,

placed her in a chair, and, a moment later,

was holding a glass of iced fruit punch
to her lips.

"There, that is better. Flip spoils me,"
he said in a matter-of-fact tone, handing
her a fan. "I know there is always some
refreshing drink in the ice-box. Now,
Miss Elsie, I cannot attempt to give you
that thing you so much abhor—advice

—

until you tell me your trouble."

"It is not trouble, Professor Dare. It is

matrimony."
He started. To her surprise she saw

that the fingers of the hand resting on
his knee were tightly clenched.

"Are you about to follow your sister's

example?" he asked.
"I? Oh, no. Now Professor Dare, pre-

pare to be surprised, even as I was. Mary
is engaged."
"Ah ! Then the minister has at last

found the courage to speak."

"The minister ! How did you know ?

What do you mean?"
He laughed. "I mean that for some

months Mr. Reed's affection has been ap-
parent to everyone save its object and
her sister. He is a fine man, almost
worthy of my special friend, Miss
Howard."

"I suppose so. It—it—Professor Dare,
I feel even more foolish than I am act-

ing, which is surely all the apology I

need to make. Somehow it is as if the
world had come to an end when I think
that I am all alone."

"This may be the open door to a fuller,

better life for you, Miss Elsie. Now you
will be free to go back to college or to

indulge your scholarly tastes in any way
you choose."

Elsie made an impatient gesture. "I am
too old. I believe I could content my-
self on the farm with my books, but they
will not let me stay there. It is the break-
ing up of my home that hurts me the
worst of anything."

"It may be hard to not know what to

do, but I am sure it is no easier to want
a thing with all your heart and have a
voice you dare not disregard forbid you
to take it."

His voice was sad, despondent. Elsie

leaned forward, her eyes fixed upon his

face. Were there new lines of gravity
round his mouth.

"Professor Dare, what is it. You are
in trouble, something more real than my
childish affairs."

"No more real, Elsie. I have all along
been cherishing a hope that I might go
back to my work at Audry this fall. John
Merdith forbade my thinking of it, but I

dared to doubt his view of the case.

Yesterday I went to a city where two
different physicians, both men of wide
knowledge, confirmed John's opinion. It

seems that my only hope of complete re-

covery lies in five years of outdoor life.

So I am a farmer and your neighbor,
providing you are allowed to stay on the
farm."
"But you do not like the life?"

"I like it, only the other was the work
for which I had fitted myself. To give
it up is, in a way, to acknowledge defeat.

You know how lonely my life is, and I
feel that less in a city, among my fellow
students. Then to stay here is to see al-

most daily the one thing for which I

crave, and yet which I greatly fear is de-

nied me."
For some reason which she did not her-

self understand Elsie was aware of a feel-

ing of embarrassment. She spoke hur-
riedly, trying to give the conversation a

lighter tone.

"You speak of failure. I need not ad-
mit to that, Professor Dare, for more than
a year ago I vowed to make over the
Howards. I have succeeded beyond my
wildest expectations. They are to be-
come new creatures, all save myself. Be-
hold the last of the Howards."

,

"Carry your making-over a little

farther, Elsie. Become my wife."
She drew back. Beneath his ardent

gaze her own wavered and fell. Falter-
ingly she asked

:

•"Why do you say that to me?"
He bent low over her. "Because I love

you, dear girl. I have loved you ever
since the day we first met. At first you
seemed to dislike me, but I began to hope
that your perverseness was caused by
your surprise at the wakening of love in

your heart."

It was a puzzled face that Elsie lifted

to her lover, yet the softened light in her
eyes quickened the pulsations of his heart.

"I do not just know. That first day you
shook me out of my self-complacency.

I tried to think that I hated you, yet I

could not do the least thing without ask-
ing myself 'How will it seem to him?'
Always I was at my worst with you, and
I thought you must despise me."

"Despise you ! Ah, dearest, you do
not know. Search your heart, Elsie, and
see if it is not love that fills it."

She turned away her face. The min-
utes went by. Elsie was not searching
her heart ; she was letting the waves of

joy sweep over her. All the future's per-

plexities were gone. Life was not only
joy, but it was also peace.

Putting his hand under her chin Jerome
raised her face to meet his gaze as he
said

:

"What have you to tell me, Elsie?"

"That the Howards are made over,

made out of existence. We will begin a
new life, together, Jerome."

[the end]
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How the Farmer Lives in New England

[continued from page 20]

are not much more than they would re-

ceive from farming., and the environment
of the average young man from the

country when he goes to the city is far

less desirable than that of the young man
in his country' home.
The New England farmer fares far

better than did his ancestors when it

comes to what we call the "conveniences"
of life. He has his mail brought to his

door, and may thus have a daily paper
if he will. This is a convenience for

which he is particularly grateful in the

winter-time, when he does not want to

make many trips to the town or village.

The daily mail and the telephone help to

keep him in touch with things and lessens

his. sense of isolation. It is now not
unusual for the farmer to have his house
lighted with electricity, and the public
library to which he may have free access,

if he will, is to be found in nearly every
•New England town. The Grange has
never lost favor with many of the New
England farmers and it flourishes in all

parts of the New England country.
On the whole, I think that the New

England farmer lives a less strenuous
life than the Western farmer, although
both must be reckoned as sons of toil.

The home of the New England farmer
is, as a rule, better furnished than that
of the average Western farmer, and there
is a certain neatness and air of thrift

about the New England homestead that

one often fails to see about rural home-
steads in other parts of the country.
Neatness is an inherited instinct of the
born New Englander, and the New Eng-
land housewife is apt to sustain her rep-

utation for order and cleanliness. Some
of her kind have not yet come to know
the beauty and the value of heaven's own
sunshine in the home, and every room
not in* actual use in the house is almost
hermetically sealed against fresh air and
sunshine. So closely are all outside
blinds closed, and so closely are the
curtains kept drawn to keep out the
sunshine that some of the houses seem
to be uninhabited. A certain musty odor
greets the nostrils in some of the most
immaculately neat New England farm-
houses, and perhaps there would be less

"rheumatiz" in New England if there
were more sunshine and fresh air in all

of the homes.
The hog, that ever-present product of

the Western farm, has departed in a large

measure from the New England farm.
One may ride miles in the country with-
out seeing a single hog or hog-pen. The
New England farmer of to-day does not
eat a great deal of pork, and hundreds
of farmers do not raise a pound of pork
to sell. The New England farmer uses
less meat of all kinds on his table than
does the Western farmer, but the West-
erner does not get ahead of him when it

comes to pie and doughnuts, two deadly
dainties that hold their own in America,
no matter how much doctors may in-

veigh against them. New England still

holds her own as the great "pie belt"' of

the country, and each succeeding genera-
tion clings tenaciously to the baked bean
as an absolutely indispensable article of
diet.

While the wife of the New England
farmer no longer makes butter to sell

nor dips candles, nor weaves her own
carpets and bedspreads, nor spins, nor
does many other things her grandmothers
did, she is a very busy woman, particu-

larly if she has a large family. The large

family, however, is far less common

does all of her own work, because the
domestic life of to-day is more compli-
cated now than it once was, and even the

wives of farmers have a good many in-

terests outside their homes that their

grandmothers did not have. They read
more than their grandmothers did. They
dress better, and therefore spend almost
as much time at their sewing-machines
as their grandmothers spent at their

hand-looms.
Story-tellers have given us some rather

harrowing pictures of the overworked
farmer's wife in New England, and of
the hard conditions of her life, but it is

certain that she is quite as well situated

as are the wives of farmers in any other
part of our country, and she usually
works under more healthful and agree-
able conditions than do many of the other
women workers of the world. The farm-
er's wife is always a hard worker in any
part of the world if she attends to all

the duties that await her, but, after all,

it would be difficult to prove that she
works harder than do wives and mothers
in the city, and the nervous prostration
that so often falls to the portion of the
city dweller is less common in the
country than in the city. A statement
once went the rounds of the papers to

the effect that there were more farmers'
wives in the insane asylums in New
England than any other class of women.
This was the outgrowth of the fertile

imagination of some newspaper writer in
urgent need of "copy." The writer has
spent fifteen summers on New England
farms, and he has yet to hear of a
single farmer's wife being carried to the
insane asylum because of overwork or a
morbid condition growing out of her en-
vironment. The city- woman who almost
stands aghast at the early hour at which
the farmer's wife usually rises seems to

forget that as a rule this same farmer's
wife is usually in bed hours before the
city woman thinks of seeking her own
bed.
When it comes to beauty of situation

no farming class in the world has more
to enjoy than does the New England
farmer. Nothing can surpass the beauty
of thousands of the hill farms in New
England, and the whole country is charm-
ing in its natural aspects. No land has

age age of the New England farmer is as
great as that of the farmer in other parts
of our country. His life does not differ

in many of its aspects from that of the
life of the farmer in the North or West,
and he is usually grateful for the advan-
tages and blessings that come to him as
an American farmer.

<$>

A Thanksgiving Discovery

[continued from page 19]
curiously at the preparations, but were
too well-bred to ask questions.
The last rays of the sun made a shining

path over the shining leaves as the long
procession, with Mr. and Mrs. Wales at

the head, wound through the almost leaf-

less grove. It was a short walk, and it

led to a beautiful farmhouse into which
the people hurried as if they were at
home within the warmed and well-fur-
nished interior.

"Didn't Horace tell vou?" said Mr.

happy, for they deserve to be," but there
was a little ache in her heart as she said
the brave words.
"We three were all horrid, but we'll do

better next time," said Cecelia, pressing
her friend's hand. "If that was a story-
book Thanksgiving, I want to read
another chapter next year."
"Next year there will be a bride and

groom to extend the invitations." said
Margaret, and her prediction came true.

<$>

The World's Big Armies
Wte of to-day look with awe upon the
" immense armies Russia, Germany,
France, Austria and England have under
their colors; yet, if we should take the
trouble to review our ancient histories,

these present bodies of fighting men are
not to be compared in strength to the
ancient hosts. Reviewing the subject the
"Scrap Book" gives forth some very in-

teresting facts.

TYPICAL COUNTRY CHURCH

Wales, looking at June's astonished face.

"We always celebrate Thanksgiving in the
old home, but the rest of the year we live

here. Mother and I like the old home
best, but perhaps it is best for our rheu-
matism to be near a furnace in winter.
We are not as voting as we once were."

A FAVORITE HAUNT OF THE SUMMER BOARDER

more beautiful hills and valleys, clearer

or more picturesque streams, bluer skies

or purer air. And when one brings up
its rigorous climate as a charge against

it, one should fall to investigating statis-

tics, when it may be discovered that no
part of our country can show a better

one of the many small schoolhouses

than it once was in New England, and
what Max O'Rell called the "great Amer-
ican family of one" obtains quite as much
in the rural life of New England as in

city life. And yet the mother of one child

on the farm has few idle moments if she

record when it comes to the longevity

of its inhabitants, and it is doubtful if

any other part of Our country can produce
so large a number of men and women
past eighty years of age, who are so alert

both physically and mentally. The aver-

"And you don't have to live in the
cabin?" said June. "I thought—

"

"I guess you thought my grandpa was
poor, but he isn't," said a wise little

granddaughter. "He's got the biggest farm
in the whole— Why must I keep still,

mamma? It's so, isn't it, Uncle Horace?"
"I'm so glad," said Florence, seeing the

astonished looks on the faces of the city

girls. "I was afraid
—

"

"You were afraid the girls might come
out here to make fun of us, weren't you ?"

said Horace, taking both her hands in his

own. "I knew all the time what they
were saying about me, and I am grateful

to you for trying to warn me."
The piano sheltered them from sight,

and the one whispered word from Flor-

ence satisfied the young man before he
released her. Everything was joyful and
happy for the rest of the day, and until

late in the evening, but the old couple

would have it the best part of every
Thanksgiving was spent in the big cabin.

"You won't have to take the trouble of
dropping Horace, June." said Cecelia, as

they rumbled back to the station. "Flor-

ence Morgan is the only person who may
have that painful duty to perform, and I

don't think she will do so. You had a

little lesson to-day, didn't you?"
"Yes, I did," said June honestly, "and

I'm glad of it. I don't suppose you'll be-

lieve me, but I discovered long before we
went to that elegant house, that it is the

height of discourtesy to accept an in-

vitation as I did the one to-day. I hope
Florence and Horace will be perfectly

The standing army of the Russian
Empire in time of peace consists of

1,036.000 men, while its war strength is

76.546 officers and 4,627,000 men.
While the war strength of Germany is

estimated at 70.015 officers and 5.334.004
men, it maintains a standing army of
only 594,088 officers and men.

France, with a war strength of 4,695.-

760 officers and men, maintains a peace
army of 613,117 officers and men.
The armies of other nations in time of

peace are as follows: Japan, 348.300
Austro-Hungary, 303.660: Great Britain

270.128: Italy, 260.454; Turkey, 217.960.

In the United States the enlisted

strength of the regular army is limited

by law to 100.000. but this at the present
time amounts to only 60,380, to which
is to be added a provisional force of

about 5,116 officers and men in the Phil-

ippines and Porto Rico. Besides these,

however, we have an organized militia

of 117,144-

So much for the armed strength of

modern nations. Now let us compare
with these some of the armies of an-

tiquity.

The city of Thebes had a hundred
gates, and could send out at each gate
10.000 fighting men and 200 chariots

—

in all 1,000,000 men and 20,000 chariots.

The army of Terah, King of Ethiopia,

consisted of 1.000.000 men and 300 char-

iots of war.
Sesostris, King of Egypt, led againjt

his enemies 600.000 men, 24,000 cavalry,

and 27 scythe-armed chariots. 1491 b. c.

Hamilcar went from Carthage and
landed near Palermo. He had a fleet of

2.000 ships and 3.000 small vessels, and a

land force of 300.000 men. At the

battle in which he was defeated 150,000

were slain.

A Roman fleet led by Regulus against

Carthage consisted of 330 vessels with

140.000 men. The Carthaginian fleet

numbered 350 vessels, with 150,000 men.
Hannibal, during his campaign in Italy

and Spain, plundered 400 towns and de-

stroyed 300.000 men.

Ninus, the Assyrian King, about 2200

B.C., led against the Bactrians his army-
consisting of 1.700.000 foot soldiers, 200.-

000 horse, and 16.000 chariots armed
with scythes.

Italy, a little before Hannibal's time,

was able to send into the field nearly

1.000.000 men.
A short time after the taking of

Babylon the forces of Cyrus consisted

of 600.000 foot. 120.000 horse, and 2.000

chariots armed with scythes.

When Xerxes arrived at Thermopylae
his land and sea forces amounted to

2.641.610. exclusive of servants, eunuchs,
women, sutlers, etc., in all numbering
5.283.220. So say Herodotus, Plutarch,

and Isocrates.
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Anesthetics

During the month of December,
1844, Mr. Colton, a popular itin-

erant lecturer on chemistry, deliv-

ered a lecture on "laughing gas"

in the city of Hartford, Connecticut.

Among his audience was one Horace
Wells,- an enterprising dentist of the

town, with a marked leaning toward me-
chanical invention.

After the lecture the speaker afforded

his hearers the usual amusement of in-

haling the gas in order to undergo its

peculiar effects. Wells, who was an in-

terested onlooker, noticed that one of the

men, under the excitement brought about

by inhalation of the gas, was not con-

scious of hurting himself when he fell on

a bench near by, and bruised and cut both

knees severely. This man, even after

he became clear-headed again, was cer-

tain that he experienced no pain at the

time of the fall. Wells had always be-

lieved that something would be found to

make tooth-drawing a painless operation,

and, after witnessing the occurrence al-

ready mentioned, he was thoroughly
convinced that during the temporary insen-

sibility brought about by the use of the gas

and the intense nervous excitement pro-

duced, teeth might be readily drawn
without pain to the patient.

Wells at once decided to offer himself

and one of his largest teeth to test the

theory. The next morning Colton, the

lecturer, gave him the gas, and his friend,

Doctor Riggs, extracted the tooth. Wells
remained- unconscious for a few minutes,

and then exclaimed : "A new era in tooth-

pulling ! It did not hurt me more than
the prick of a pin. It is the greatest dis-

covery ever made."
During' the next few weeks Wells ex-

tracted teeth from twelve to fifteen per-

sons under the influence of nitrous oxide,

or laughing gas, and gave pain to only

two or three. Encouraged by the success

attained, Wells went to Boston, wishing
to enlarge the reputation of his discovery
and to have the opportunity of adminis-
tering the gas to some person undergoing
a surgical operation.

Doctor Warren, the senior surgeon of
?the General Hospital of the state, asked
that Wells demonstrate the effects of the

gas on someone from whom he would
draw a tooth, before permitting him to

use it during a more difficult operation.

Wells undertook to administer the gas
before a large body of students, to whom
he had previously explained his plan. Un-
fortunately, the bag of gas was taken
away from the patient too soon, causing
him to cry out when the tooth was drawn.
The students hissed and hooted, the dis-

covery was denounced as an imposture,
and Wells left Boston, disappointed and
disheartened.

Soon afterward he gave up dentistry
and neglected the use and study of nitrous
oxide, till a discovery more important
than his own recalled to him his former
views. This other discovery was the ef-

fects produced by inhaling sulphuric ether,
which was often used for the relief of
asthma and other similar diseases.

Ether could be more readily obtained
than nitrous oxide, and for this reason it

came to be often inhaled for amusement
by chemists' lads and surgeons' pupils. It

was often thus used by young people in
many sections of the United States, and
the fun occasioned was called "ether frol-

ics." During one of these so-called frolics

a negro lay unconscious for such a long
time that he was supposed to be dead.
The fright occasioned put an end to the
ether frolics in that neighborhood, but a
certain physician named Wilhite was so
interested in the effects produced by the
ether that he continued to experiment
with it, in company with other physicians.
Under the excitement brought about by
inhalation one of the doctors observed
that he was unconscious of the blows
which he received by chance as he rushed
aimlessly about under the influence of the
ether.

This person was Doctor Long, who had
heard of the remarkable recovery of the
negro boy after an hour's insensibility,
and, seeing something out of the ordinary
in his own sensations, he determined to
use the ether in an effort to allay the
suffering during some surgical operation.
In March, 1842, he induced a Mr. Ven-

,
able, who was very fond of inhaling ether,
to take it until he was quite unconscious.
When this was done, Doctor Long re-

- moved a tumor from Venable's neck. No
pain was felt, and no evil results fol-
lowed the experiment, which, was tried
again and again during the next two or
three years with similar success.
Although his successful operations were

known and talked of in his neighborhood,
Doctor Long did not publish any of his
observations and

.
discoveries for the

world at large. He wanted to test the
.ether more thoroughly in some more dif-

ficult and dangerous operation, after which
he intended giving his observations to the

world.
In the meantime other physicians, know-

ing nothing of Long's success, were ex-
perimenting, and in 1846 ether was
administered with success during a difficult

and labor, this imperfect engine had been
brought up to a partial degree of useful-

ness by Newcomen and other inventors of
the time, but was crude both in appear-
ance and construction. Constant inspec-

tion and handling of the model put some
of the working parts out of order, and the

Winter's Comin'
BY J. RICHIE SCHULTZ

Yes, winter-time's a comin', I can fell it in the air,

There's a sort o' tonic in it, something that you can't compare.

I can see it in the fallin' o' the leaves from off the trees,

I can tell it in the coolness of the evening autumn breeze.

I believe that Nature feels it, and I know it makes her gay

To feel that winter's comin' and it isn't far away.

Of course I like the springtime when the earth begins to bloom,
And the flowers of the wildwood fill the air with sweet perfume,

And the summertime is pleasant, yes, each warm summer day,

With the glory of the harvest and the scent of new mown hay.

Then the earth is just as splendid when you hear the autumn call,

When the fruit is ripe and gathered and the nuts begin to fall;

But somehow when the winter comes and all the trees are bare,

And you feel the touch upon you of the crisp cold winter air,

When the ice begins to gather at the edges of the creek,

And the snowflakes start to fallin' as if playin' hide and seek,

Tho' some folks start complainin' cause cold weather's come to stay

I feel its good to be alive upon a winter's day.

When you've quit your work at night-time, and have done up all your
chores,

Don't the fire feel warm and pleasant when you come in from outdoors?

There are many joys o' winter that I wouldn't trade for all

You could give me of the pleasures of the autumn, spring or fall.

operation at the Massachusetts General
Hospital, the patient experiencing no sen-

sation of pain during the trying ordeal.

The discovery first made by the unfortun-

ate Wells was now complete, and in a

few brief months was in use in the lead-

ing cities of Europe and America.

I

The Separate Steam Condenser

N the year 1763, the lecturer on nat-

ural philosophy at the famous old Uni-
versity at Glasgow, Scotland, used to

demonstrate certain principles of physics
to his pupils with a small model of what
was then known as an atmospheric engine.

After long years of diligent experiment

professor cast about him for someone to

make needed repairs. The man chosen
for the work was James Watt, a skilful

young Scot who earned his livelihood by
making mathematical instruments. Years
before, so an old story runs, the sudden
movement of a lid on a kettle of boiling

water opened Watt's eyes to the power
and pressure of one of the greatest of all

forces, steam. Trivial as the occurrence
was, it caused Watt to devote some study

to the subject, which in all of his after-

life possessed a peculiar fascination for

him. The task of repairing the model of
the atmospheric engine for the. Glasgow
professor was for this reason, while diffi-

cult, riot an unpleasant one, and he set to

work with a will.

The Puzzler
The Thanksgiving Day Feast is very likely to contain some, if not all, of the good things pictured in

the six drawings below. Think of the menu you sat down to last year and
perhaps the solution may be easy. See next issue for correct answers

Answer to Puzzle in the November 1st Issue: Hepburn, Littlefield, Loud,
Overstreet, Bingham, Metcalf

In making the necessary experiments
Watt was forcibly struck with the fact

that the quantity of steam that the engine

used for each stroke of the piston was
many times more than the contents of

the cylinder. Thoroughly interested in his

work, this, discovery led him to further

observation, by which he soon arrived at

some of the most important phenomena
connected with the evaporation of water.

Full of deep and unfeigned astonish-

ment at what his experiments had shown
him, he repaired to Doctor Black, the pro-

fessor of natural philosophy in -the univer-

sity, and unfolded to him the discoveries

made. The first and most important of

these consisted in effecting the condensa-
tion of steam in a separate vessel com-
municating with the cylinder and called

the condenser. This vessel, so Watt dis-

covered, being filled with steam from the

boiler at the same time with the cylinder,

a jet of cold water admitted into the for-

mer only, resulted in the condensation of

the entire volume of steam, both of that in

the cylinder as well as in the condenser
itself.

To make a thorough test of the dis-

covery, Watt also placed his condenser in

a cistern in order to further still more
this separate condensation. The tem-
perature of the cistern was kept con-
stantly the same by the addition of a

fresh supply of cold water, or otherwise
the heat given out by the condensing
steam would soon raise the surrounding
water to. its own temperature.
This was but the first step toward the

perfection of the steam engine, to the de-

velopment of which Watt devoted many
years of research and labor, soon exhaust-
ing his limited means to further his plans.

With some financial assistance, however,
Watt succeeded, in 1774, in constructing a

steam engine which was especially note-

worthy from the fact that it possessed
many of the features of our modern en-
gine.

Watt's invention did not end with the
separate condenser by any means. Aside
from it, the water-gage and the mercury
steam-gage are but a few of the many im-
provements he made to the steam engine.
He began the manufacture of engines on
a large scale, and his days of poverty
and trial were over.

As a merited result of the service which
he had rendered the cause of science and
invention many honors were bestowed
upon him. In 1784 he was elected a fellow
of the Royal Society of Edinburgh. A
similar honor was tendered him by the
Royal Society of London, and he was
made a foreign member of the Institute

of France. The University of Glasgow
conferred upon him the degree of LL. D.
After his death, August 25, 1819, a statue
was erected in his honor at Birmingham,
and a national monument in Westminster
Abbey.

<5>

The Telephone

r\ id you ever sing into a piano and notice" how certain of the strings are set in

motion by the sound of the voice, and giv-

ing back a sound similar to that uttered
by yourself? Years before the idea of a
telephone was ever conceived, this peculiar
vibration of the piano's strings was noted,

and a theory was presented that if there

were a greater number of strings to the
octave the vowel sounds of the human
voice would be exactly reproduced.
Acting upon this theory, the first tele-

phone was constructed by an American in-

ventor, Prof. Alexander Graham Bell.

Bell, like many of his predecessors, was
confronted by great difficulties, the main
one being a lack of money with which to

bring his invention to a perfected state.

After many experiments and improve-
ments, many disappointments arising to

hinder his work, he finished his first crude
instrument, which was exhibited in 1876
in the city of Philadelphia. This first

telephone was of peculiar construction.
The transmitter was formed by an electro-
magnet through which a current flowed,
and also of a membrane of gold-beater's
skin on which was placed a piece of soft
iron, which vibrated in front of the mag-
net when the membrane was thrown into
motion by the sound of the voice.
Incomplete as Bell's first instrument was,

it served to place his achievements high
among those of modern inventors, and "at

once attracted world-wide attention and
comment. It soon became evident that
when a Bell transmitter was spoken into,

only a small fraction of the vibrations of
the voice were converted into electric

currents, these currents proving extremely
weak in consequence. It was important
that this defect be remedied, and many
other inventors undertook the task.

Edison was the man for the work. Prior
to that time he had made experiments with
carbon, and, knowing that its resistance
varied under pressure, he hit upon it as

[concluded on page 32]
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Some Thanksgiving Table Decorations

The prettiest and most appropriate

decorations for the Thanksgiving
dinner-table are those made with
fruits, nuts and vegetables. To the

uninitiated the latter may seem rather

hopeless as a decorative feature, but if

one has a little artistic ability, and the

vegetables are properly cleaned, the pleas-

ing results to be obtained with them are

really astonishing. At one very delightful

Thanksgiving feast last year the decora-

tions were done almost entirely with these useful prod-

ucts of the soil, and were so charming that the woman
who is cudgeling her brain for something just a little

different this }"ear, may find more than one helpful hint

in a brief description of them.
For the centerpiece a large, long Hubbard squash was

chosen, and after thorough washing and polishing this

CHRYSANTHEMUM SALAD—Shred a crisp cabbage, and simmer
ten minutes ; drain and chill ; then heap roughly onto a bed of green
foliage. Mix two tablespoonfuls of tarragon vinegar, one tablespoon-
ful of salad oil, one teaspoonful of celery salt, dash of paprika pepper;
pour over salad, garnish with tiny sweet peppers and hard-boiled eggs.
Allow to absorb dressing before serving

carved into a quite shapely boat-mast, sails and all,

complete. The name "Mayflower" was painted on the

hull in scarlet letters, and the pretty ship was artistic-

ally laden with rich-hued fruits, tiny little gilded baskets

of homemade candies, and small bags of scarlet mos-
quito-netting filled with a varietv of delicious shelled

nuts, and tied with baby ribbons of red, white and blue.

This modern "Mayflower" was set to "sail" on a long,

narrow mirror placed lengthwise on the center of the
dining-table. Around the edge of the mirror were
placed small pieces of rock, little heaps of clean dry
sand, and an abundance of moss, to make the "shore"
as realistic as possible. At one end was placed a large
piece of rock, shaped a la Plymouth, on which was
planted a tiny flag-pole proudly floating a miniature
silken "Old Glory." Near the flag stood several dolls,

dressed to represent those brave men and women who
celebrated the first American Thanksgiving, and to

whose heroic endurance and unselfish fortitude we owe
so much. A piece of "land" sloped from the rock, and
on this had been built in masterly fashion several tiny

log cabins. Slender branches of trees cut into uniform
lengths were used for these colonial residences.

Across each corner of the table a sheaf of golden
grain tied with scarlet ribbon was laid with mathemat-
ical precision, and in each space thus fenced off was
another tiny log cabin in a little "clearing" where bitter-

sweet and mountain-ash berries appeared to be growing
in great profusion. No decorations were attemped at

the individual covers other than those formed by the
dainty serving of the different viands. A bright note
of color was made by little red-pepper boats filled with
stuffed olives and salted almonds at each place.

Oyster cocktails were served in small tomato cups,
the cups having previously been well sprinkled with a
simple French dressing. Next came a delicious cream
of chestnut soup ; this was served with strips of brown
bread spread with soft butter and crisped in a hot oven,
and stalks of crisp white celery, the hollows filled with
grated cheese, seasoned with salt and a dash of cayenne,
and made into a soft paste with a little sweet cream.
The boiled cod was served with oyster sauce in delicious
little mashed potato cases. The turkey stuffing had been
mixed with finely minced sausage meat, and made in
sufficient quantity to leave an abundance to form into
small balls and use as a garnish around the royal bird.

These were fried in butter to a golden brown, a sprig of

OYSTER CREAMS—Line patty-shells with short crust, and bake;
fill when removed from oven with this : Cook oysters in their own
liquor till edges curl, then cut into pieces and add to boiling sweet
cream ; season with butter, salt, mignonette pepper ; serve immedi-
ately on a hot platter daintily garnished with parsley

parsley stuck in each, and used alternately with rice

nests to make an edible garnish. The rice nests 'were
filled with red-currant jelly centers, and were dainty and
delightful in combination with the sausage balls and
turkey.

When thi turkey was brought on the table a small
pretty china plate containing a little cranberry-jelly cup
filled with finely chopped celery lightly dusted with salt,

and a large delicious pickled peach was placed for each
guest. The clear ruby of the jelly, with the creamy

white of the celery, and crimson and amber of the

peach, formed another charming color harmony, and
served in this way were much less trouble than if passed
at the table separately. Baked Hubbard squash was
served in neat saucers of its own polished yellow shell;

baked sweet potatoes in skins made delicious with a

coating of soft butter dusted with a little salt, paprika,

and white sugar; canned peas with cream sauce in little

boats made from boiled turnips. These little cases were
spread with soft butter and lightly dusted with salt,

paprika and a tiny bit of sugar, and set in a hot oven
for five minutes before filling them with the hot,

creamy peas.

The salad was served individually, and was excep-
tionally pretty and delicious. Large red boiled beets had
been carefully pickled in seasoned vinegar, and then cut
into strips of uniform size. Upon each pretty salad

plate a mat of shredded lettuce was placed to imitate

grass, and on this with the beet strips was built a tiny

log cabin. These little buildings were filled with the
most delectable of chicken and mushroom salads, the
roofs were then put on with more of the beet strips,

and a thicker, longer piece put in place to represent a
chimney. English-walnut meats and a few drops of
bright yellow salad dressing ornamented the "lawn."
There were pies galore, pumpkin, lemon, custard, and

the daintiest of cranberry tarts, latticed over with strips

of the paste, just as our great-great-grandmothers used
to make them. A rich vanilla ice-cream, made yellow
with the yolks of eggs, was packed in a pumpkin-
shaped mold, and left buried in ice and salt for several
hours to ripen. This w^as turned carefully out at serv-
ing-time on a rare old blue china platter, and served
with a very delicious hot maple and walnut sauce.

Mary Foster Snider.
<S>

Pumpkin Souffle

Adainty way of serving pumpkin similar to pie with-
out pastry is found in the following

Put one fourth of a cupful of butter and a cupful of
milk into a saucepan over the fire. When boiling well
add a tablespoonful of flour mixed with a generous half
cupful of sugar, and cook until it thickens; add a cup-
ful of cooked and sifted pumpkin seasoned with half a
level teaspoonful each of cinnamon and ginger and a

. GRAPE SOUFFLE—Add four level tablespoonfuls of corn-starch
wet in a little cold water to one quart of boiling milk and half a tea-
spoonful of salt; cool, then fold in stiffly beaten whites of four eggs
and one cupful of confectioner's sugar; have pulped grapes ready, and
add to souffle when pouring in a mold lined with lady's-fingers; set on
ice, unmold, garnish with grapes, and serve with caramel sauce. Fol-
low the directions carefully to insure the right consistency

few grains of salt, and stir until the boiling-point is

reached. Cool slightly, add the beaten yolks of three
eggs, then fold in the stiffly beaten whites of the eggs.
Turn into buttered individual dishes standing in a pan
of hot water and bake ten minutes, or into a buttered
pudding-dish and bake twenty minutes.

<&

The Cruller

The good old-time cruller never loses its important
place in the household, especially if there are small

children around.
Good, rich, sweet cream is used, taking one table-

spoonful to each well-beaten egg. Also one tablespoon-
ful of granulated sugar to an egg, adding a small half
teaspoonful of soda (dissolved), a little grated nutmeg
and salt. Mix very tender with flour. Roll thin as
cookies, cutting off small oblong pieces, and then cut-
ting each piece part way with knife into two or three
slashes. Fry very carefully to keep the color of a
lady's-finger. Sugar the crullers in pulverized sugar.
Each egg will make about one dozen. These are usu-
ally made in small quantities, as they are best when
freshly made.

<S>

Squash Pie

Cream one fourth of a cupful of butter. Beat into

it three fourths of a cupful of sugar, one fourth of a

teaspoonful of salt, and half a teaspoonful of ground
mace. Add the yolks of three, or one whole egg and
the yolk of another beaten light, one and one fourth
cupfuls of cooked and sifted squash, and a generous
cupful of rich, creamy milk. This makes a filling for

one pie. Bake in a plate lined with puff or a good
plain paste.

Cranberry Sauce

The Thanksgiving dinner must have its cranberry
sauce, and in order to start right in its making care

must be used in selecting the berries. Stir the berries

all the time while stewing. When re-

duced to the consistency of a pulp, add
the syrup, previously prepared, and allow
to boil a few minutes, still stirring. To
make the syrup, add three pounds of
sugar to a quart of water. Add the
whipped whites of three eggs. Boil and
strain. Equal weights of fruit and sugar
are allowed.

<&

To Roast Spanish Onions

Take as many Spanish onions as are required, and
work them thoroughly in cold water. Do not peel.

Place them in a saucepan and cover with water. Let
simmer gently over the fire for two hours, then lift

them one at a time from the water with the skimmer;
place them in a baking-dish, season them with a light

sprinkling of red pepper and plenty of salt. Put a

BLANKETED OYSTERS—Wrap each large oyster seasoned with
pepper in a thinly sliced piece of bacon ; fasten with fine skewer, and
broil a delicate brown over a hot fire

;
lay on toasted rounds of bread

;

serve at once on a hot plate

Health recommends twice the amount of chemicals

given above. The woodwork, floors, and other similar

parts to be disinfected should be washed with one to

one thousand solution of bichloride of mercury.

An Excellent Sauce

Cream two tablespoonfuls of butter and two teaspoon-

fuls of flour; add seasoning of salt and a few

grains of white pepper. Stir into a cupful of sweet

cream until thick and smooth. Beat with egg-whip
until glossy and foamy.

STUFFED EGGPLANT—Halve a tender plant; scoop out the con-
tents, leaving a half-inch wall; chop the inside, and cook ten minutes
in boiling water ;

drain, add pulp to three tablespoonfuls of bread-
crumbs, one tablespoonful of butter, salt and pepper, half of an onion
minced, two tablespoonfuls minced ham ; rill shells, bake twenty
minutes, and serve as a side dish while hot

tablespoonful of butter on top of each onion, cover them
|

well with fine bread-crumbs and stand in a quick oven
and let them roast until a rich brown on top. Serve
in the dish in which they are roasted.

<$>

The Thanksgiving Dinner

The Thanksgiving season, seemingly always one of

plenty, affords the housewife no end of opportun-

ities for varying the menu. The following is not likely

to miss anybody with regard to satisfying tastes:

Oyster Soup
Clam Chowder, or Blue Points on Cracked Ice

Olives. Cold Slaw.
Baked Whitefish, Parsley Sauce. Potato Balls.

Roast Turkey, Stuffed with Chestnuts or

Oysters.
Mashed Potatoes. Baked Corn.

Stewed Tomatoes. Candied Sweet Potatoes.

Mashed Turnips. Cranberry Sauce.

Jelly or Cranberry Ice.

Hot Rolls. Pickles.
"

Celery.
|

Salad of Oranges.
Lemon and Pineapples served in Orange Shells or Apple I

and Celery Salad served in Apple Shells.

Pumpkin. Mince and Apple Pie.

Fruit and White Cake. Ice-Cream.
Nuts. Raisins. Fruit.

Coffee.

<S>

Disinfection

The following method of disinfection is prescribed

by "Good Health :"

Formaldehyde and permanganate of potash are em-
ployed. The only apparatus needed is a tin pail with a
flaring top. The pail should be set in a wooden bucket.

Cracks about the windows and doors are closed in the

usual way by pasting paper over them. For each one
thousand cubic feet of air space to be disinfected put
into the pail three and a half ounces of permanganate
of potash in crystal form. Pour over this one pint of

forty-per-cent solution of formaldehyde. Take care

not to inhale the gases, and leave the room at once.

The gas produced in this way will destroy the most
resistant organisms, even when covered with several

thicknesses of cloth. The air should be rendered moist
by the evaporation of water. The Maine Board of
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Yuletide Gifts of Ribbon

Even the novice with a needle may
make many delightful little gifts for

the Yule-tide if she will use for her prin-

cipal stock in trade some of the myriads

of fancy ribbons procurable this year in

the shops. They are so beautiful in

themselves that rarely is further adorn-

ment necessary, and at times, when little

additional touches are needed, they are

of the simplest

stitchery. Thus
does ribbon be-

come a special

boon to the>
woman who does
not embroider or
has no time for

this dainty but
tedious work,
but who prefers

to make a large

proportion of her
gifts.

One of the
most convenient
little things
found in the rib-

bon line is a
safety-pin hold-
er. This forms
a utilitarian as

well as pretty

gift for baby, or
maid or matron,
for the safety-

pin is an ever- brush-and-comb bag
present adjunct
to the toilet table. This little trinket con-
sists of a half dozen pieces of narrow
ribbon, three fourths of an inch wide
being desirable. T^ese pieces range in
length from four inches to eight inches.

Seven brass rings are crocheted over
with silk the same color as the ribbon
(pink in the illustrated holder). To one
end of each ribbon strip a ring is at-

tached. The other ends are fastened
together in the remaining ring, the join-

ing being hidden by some loops and ends
of ribbon. This one ring serves to hang
the holder to the wall or dresser, while
in each of the other rings safety-pins

are clasped, these varying in sizes.

A gift which cannot
fail to please the young
man of the family is a
necktie holder, such as is

pictured herewith. An em-
broidery hoop four and a
half inches in diameter is

wrapped neatly with nar-
row pale-blue ribbon ; a

ten-inch strip of Dresden
ribbon four inches in

width has both edges
turned back to meet at

the center, and is herring-

boned together, thus mak-
ing two thicknesses to the

strip. It is secured to the

hoop plainly at one end,

while the other end is

gathered into a small

brass ring by which to

hang it. A bow of the

narrow ribbon gives a

dainty finish at this point.

The hatpin jar provides a welcome ad-

dition to dresser or toilet table. The
foundation is a glass jar such as small

candies are frequently packed in. Four
widths of three-inch-wide fancy ribbon

form the cover. These are six inches

long, and are overcast together length-

wise. An inch-deep heading is turned

down at one end, and the whole gathered
to fit the top of the jar. A circle of

cardboard about the size of a dollar is

covered on both sides with scraps of the

ribbon, and forms the bottom, the ribbon

being gathered to it evenly all around.

Narrow ribbon of the shade predominat-
ing in the wide is tied around the neck,

with loops and ends forming the decora-

tive feature. No one who has once
learned the value of this little trifle will

ever wish to be without one. A round of

cork, cut flat and
laid in the bottom
of the glass, will

prevent dulling the
points of the hat-

pins.

The grandparents
of the household
will doubtless be
glad for a safe

place in which to

deposit their glass-

es. One which
grandmother will
appreciate is

formed of a fifteen-inch strip of black
ribbon two inches in width. One end is

turned under to form a point, and a safe-

ty-pin attached to secure the holder to

the belt. The other end is turned up to
form a long pocket, and the sides caught
together by loose buttonholing. An in-

itial may be worked on the front if de-

FOR
GRANDMA'S
GLOVES

HATPIN JAR

sired, or some little ornament in bead-

work added. The bottom has the corners

tucked in loosely, and is completed by se-

curing a tassel to the point. This tassel

is made by wrapping coarse silk floss

over and over a strip of pasteboard one
and a half inches in width. A thread is

run under one edge and tied firmly, while

the other edge is cut through. Binding
the tassel with floss a short distance from
the tied end forms
the little ball-like

portion.

The spectacle case

for grandfather is

in the form of a card-case,

but folded outward instead

of in. A fourteen-inch

length of ribbon five and a

half or six inches wide is

required for this case. The
two ends are hemmed in

some fanciful manner, bri-

er-stitching being used in

the present instance. These
ends are then folded up to

the center of the strip, thus

forming two pockets. The
edges are brier-stitched to-

gether, and on one side an
initial or monogram is

placed. This case supplies

room for two pairs of

glasses, and is readily car- safety-pin
ried in the coat pocket. .

holder
The remaining article il-

lustrated is a comb-and-brush bag, useful
alike for the traveler and the stay-at-

home. Two fifteen-inch strips of red rib-

bon four inches wide are necessary. To
one is brier-stitched an eight-inch length

of fancy ribbon in shades of red and
green. This is of half the width of the
red ribbon. The top of this piece is

hemmed, and the bottom pointed. This
serves to hold the comb. The two lengths
of the wide ribbon are now overcast along
the sides for the brush bag. The bottom
of each is gathered with a little heading,
and a piece of whalebone is placed on the
inside to give it firmness. The top is

hemmed down to form an inch-wide head-
ing and a casing made for draw-strings.
These are of narrow-striped red and
green. Mae Y. Mahaffy.

<S>

Three Good Recipes

Mock Hare—Take three fourths of a
pound of pork, one and one half "pounds
of beef, finely chopped. Fry a little

chopped onion
in butter, add
chopped pars-

ley, pepper,
salt, nutmeg
and a little

grated 1 e m o n
peel, mix with
the meat, and
add three beat-

en eggs, three
table spoonfuls
of bread-
crumbs, three

table spoonfuls
of milk. Stir all

together, roll
in oval shape in bread-crumbs and place

in a buttered roasting-pan containing

melted butter and broth and water suf-

ficient to cook well.

On the top place three

slices of lemon. Bake
for about one hour,

basting frequently.
When taken out re-

move the slices of lem-
on and make a sauce
from the gravy.
Lemon Butter—One

cupful of white sugar,

three eggs, butter the

size of half an egg,

the juice tend grated
rind of one lemon.
Beat these well togeth-

er, then put the mix-
ture in a bright tin

basin (or a double
boiler) set in a pan of

boiling water and stir

it constantly until

thick. This is very
nice for filling

tarts or layer cake
and for small
cakes if split and
put together.

Nice Cream
Cake— Beat two
eggs in a cup, fill

the cup with thick

sweet cream, add
one cupful of
white sugar, one cupful of flour, one half
teaspoonful of soda, one teaspoonful of
cream of tartar, or two level teaspoonfuls
of baking-powder. Bake in a long narrow
pan. The moment the cake is done re-
move it from the oven.

Mrs. J. R. Mackintosh.

spectacle case

FOR NECKTIES

Best Christmas Gift

For Wife, Mother, Daughter,

Sister or Sweetheart

By this sign

you may know

and will find

Singer
Stores
everywhere

fII These machines are now Being sold at lower prices,

^1 Quality considered, than any other. Whether you pro-

pose the purchase of a machine or not there is much to inter-

est most women at any Singer Store—all are cordially invited.

SOLD ONLY BY

Singer Sewing Machine Co.

Try this Range for a Month.

At My Expense
It's my Imperial Steel Range, with
40 per cent more exclusive features
than are found in any other range.

I want you to try it—then you'll aixpreciate these exclusive features.
I wUl ship it to any responsible party on 30 days' Free Trial. You

can use it as your own—in your ownway-—in your own home—
for a month—then, if you want to keep it, I will sell it to you
on easy monthly payments. If you don't like It, send It back,
and the trial will be at my expense
I am not the largest etove maker

in the world—but I've got the greatest
etove in the world and I can prove

it to you

—

will prove it if you
want me to.
My Stone Oven Bottom

Jtf PfjJiATt iv4 stores up heat like the old
'ilCtM\StV Dutch ovens—that's an ex-

.„ JU' elusive feature. M
"- -">' /M On My Odor Hood keepa all odors out of the house, and

' the concentrates the heat where it belongs—that's another
Oren exclusive feature.

Now.tnere are other features Door Hy Ovon Thermometer redaces baking to a science—
of myIMPERIAL Steel Range - and saves you a lot of worry and fuel,
that I want to tell 70a about—which I do tell about in my catalogue. Send and get it today—it's free.
Just drop me a postal and say. "Send me your catalogue. Tell me about the exclusive features of your
Imperial Steel Range," and 1 11 send it right back by return roail.

H. F. Tinnerman, Owner, IMPERIAL STEEL RANGE CO., 68 Stale St., Cleveland, Ohio.

Stone Ovtn Bottom

Teddy"
A Roosevelt Bear

for the

Children
MAKE IT YOURSELF

for

Christmas
A TOY which is all the rage at

the present time. Teddy
will be a source of never-ending

amusement for the little ones.

You can make it yourself at small

expense and in a few minutes' time.

Teddy will last for years and never

grow old.

Farm and Fireside wants
every one of its little friends to have a Roosevelt bear this Christmas.

If you will send us your subscription at once, or that of a friend, we will

send you this pattern with full particulars—all for 30 cents—just 5 cents

more than the price of Farm and Fireside alone.

We will send this pattern free for a three years*

subscription at the Special Bargain Price of 50c.

FARM AND FIRESIDE, Springfield, Ohio

TOY BEAR
Pattern cut in one size, bear 15 inches high. Quantity
of material required, half a yard of thirty-six-inch mate-

rial, with a small piece of chamois or leather eight inches

square for paws, and two buttons for eyes.
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OUT-WEARS

TWO PAIRS
If onr boot does not ontwear

two pairs of the best quality
rubber boots we will refund
your money. The

Rubberhlde

Boot
has best reinforced rubber upper ; heavy out

sole of best leather; inner sole of leather, with
rubber welt sole between.

All joined together so securely that a team of

horses can't pull them apart.

They are,sewed, not pegged or nailed, and
they simply cannot leak.
The heavy leather sole protects the foot

from uneven surfaces, and makes the boot
warmer in cold weather.
The leather inner sole prevents excessive

perspiration.
Any cobbler cart resole them; they can be

hob-nailed if you like.

It is the most durable, comfortable and eco-

nomical rubber boot ever made.

Will You Try a Pair?
If your dealer handles the Rubberhide, he
will refund your money if it does not out-

wear two pairs of even the best rubber
boots of other makes. .

If be hasn't tnem, send direct to us for a
pair on this guaranty. We pay express
charges. Catalogue free.

Rubberhide Co., 604 EttM Bldg.
,
Boston, list.

APRON CDC
PATTERN r KC
This is the best apron

pattern ever offered and
It Is something every
lady needs. You cannot
fall to be pleased with this
one and all new subscrib-
ers to the

People's Popular Monthly
will receive one free. This is a
prize pattern. Takes ±% yds.
material one yard wide. Only 2
buttons. Smali, medium and
large size. The People's Popu-
lar Monthly is a fine, 24-page
beautifully illustrated hom<
magazine for women and
girls, filled with bright, in-
teresting stories and well
edited departments on
Fancy Work, Home Dress-
making, Cooking,
Flowers, Chats with
Girls, etc' It Is being
Improved with every
Issue and is now one of
the most "popular'
Btory papers pub-
lished. It would be
cheap at 50c a year,
but in order to In-
troduce our maga-
zine to new read-
ers we send Thh
People's Popu-
lar Monthly a
fall year and
the apron pat-
tern for only
25c. Address,

PEOPLE'S
POPULAR
nONTHLY,
195 Arcade Building;
Des riolnes. Iowa*

A Gold Mine
For Agents Who Work It

The Woman's Home Companion f Both
One Year J

{
Twentieth Century Peerless Atlas ] .

Library Edition I 51.75

The Peerless Atlas has an inexhaus-

tible store of reliable geographical in-

formation, and its historical matter is

brought down to July i, 1906. Ex-
pressage and postage paid by us. Very
liberal commissions, and besides every

subscription counts in our $25,000.00

prize distribution. I3.000.00 given away
every month. The greatest money-
maker you ever tried. Write at once
to

The Crowell Publishing Company,

Madison Square,

Department 13. New York City

Made In

Over lOOdift

ercnt styles.

100-Candle Power
Light at a coil ot
2c par week.

I
T»g FIEST LIOIIT CO.,

Von
brilliant tban
Acetylene or
Electricity. Ko
Grraje— oke

—

Dirt or Odor.
Agenti Wanted
Everywhere.

•IV! I. StaBt.. Canton, O. I

Big
Men ana woman
of cTery »ge are
making big aala*
r 1 e a with a».

Work honorable, easy and agreeable at

We want tome on© In your neighborhood. Are

Salaries

an old eiUblUhed firm. Write to-day. Big money for wop.
Detroit, Mich.

borne,
an old

ROYAL MANUFACTURING CO. Box 1S66

Powerful— Durable—EconomicalTEL EPHONES
Writ* for frtt book nplalalac eeet an4 bow to onrealio.

build and opcrat* Ulrpboea rjitevu among joar Dfifhbon.

Cadiz Electric Co., 18 C. C. C. Bldg., Cadiz, 0.

can be earned evenings
by giving stereoptlcon
or tlovlnsPlctare Ex*
hlbltlonn. Small capital.

required, lllnatrated raulnro. free. Telle how to atari.

MeALLIbTKlt. Ml*. Optician. l:> <.»..„., m.. N. Y.

EXTRA PAY

No. 825—Dressing-Sacq ue, with Sleeves

in Two Styles

Pattern cut for 34, 36, 38 and 40 inch bust measure,.

Quantity of material required for medium size, or 36 inch

bust, four and three fourths yards of twenty-two-inch material,

or three and three fourths yards of thirty-six-inch material.

When long sleeves are used one half yard extra will be re-

quired.

Albatross and landsdowne are both satisfactory materials to

use in making a dainty sacque of this sort, using lace and ribbon

velvet for the trimming. French flannel would also do nicely

Simple Practical Fashions
By Grace Margaret Gould

chased for the dress the family scrap-bag
will produce bits of lace, braid, velvet or
plaid silk which will combine prettily with
the material, and save the expense of buy-
ing new trimmings.

Just now, when buttons are
so extensively used as a trim-

ming, the button-box, which
contains buttons that have been
hoarded for many years, is also

in great demand.
The mother who can sew just a little,

but who would not think of making a

gown for herself, may be persuaded to

attempt one for her small daughter. If

she does try she is sure to become much in-

terested in the work, for homemade clothes,

if properly made, afford an opportunity for

displaying one's
individual taste.

And that's always
interesting.

The very first es-

sential in home
dressmaking is an
accurate and per-

fectly simple pat-

tern. It must be
stylish, simple and
absolutely correct
in cut. All of these
requirements are
prominent features
of the Farm and
Fireside Madi-
son Square Pat-
terns.
Every detail of

our patterns i s

most carefully con-
sidered. It is im-
possible to mistake
one part for anoth-
er, an error so fre-

quently made by
the amateur dress-
maker, because
each piece of the
pattern i s desig-
nated by a letter

perforated through
the tissue-paper
patt ern and
referred to in the
description o n the
envelope by that
letter.

Women who do
not know a great
deal about dress-
making, as well as
those who have
sewed for years,
will do well to try

their skill with
these patterns.

7 :*«
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No. 824—Girl's School Dress

Pattern .cut (or 6, 8, 10 and 12 year sizes'! Quantity of

material required for medium size, or 8 years, four yards of

ihirry-iix-inch material, or three yards of forty.four-inch

material, with one fourth of a yard of lace for yoke

It
is the economical mother who realizes

how much can be saved by making her
little girl's school dresses at home.
Many times there are partly worn

gowns that may be remodeled for this pur-

pose, but even when new material is pur-
The Most Economical Way of Placing the Pieces

of Pattern No. 824 on the Material

No. 827—Misses' Corset-Cover

Pattern cut for 1 2, 1 4 and 1 6 year sizes. Quantity of male-
rial required for medium size, or 1 4 years, two yards of twenty-

two-inch material, or one and one half yards of thirty-six-inch
material, with one and seven eighths yards of beading, and
three yards of lace for trimming.

This corset-cover is made with a seamless back having gath-
ers at the waist. The front is full and gathered, and doses
with buttons and buttonholes worked through a box plait. A
casing is stitched at the waist line, through which tape or rib-
bon is run to adjust the fulness

No. 828—Misses' Closed Drawers

Pattern cut for 12, 14 and 1 6 year sizes. Quantity of mate-
rial required for medium size, or 1 4 years, one yard of thirty-

six-inch material, with one and one half yards of beading and
three yards of lace for trimming

Baby's Outfit

The Baby's Outfit, No. 831, illustrated

on this page, is something out of the ordi-
nary. It contains seventeen dainty gar-
ments for baby, each garment has been
designed especially to suit the require-
ments. Every mother takes pride in

making the dainty apparel of her child,

and no matter how inexperienced she can
give these garments the correct cut and fit

by the aid of these patterns.

PATTERNS
To assist our readers and to simplify

the art of dressmaking, we will furnish pat-

terns of any of the designs illustrated on
this page for ten cents each. Send money
to Pattern Department, The Crowell Pub-
lishing Company, 1 1 East 24th Street,

New York, and be sure to mention the
size and number of the pattern desired.
Our fall and winter catalogue of fash-

ionable patterns, containing two hundred
of the latest designs that will be appro-
priate for all occasions, is now ready, and
will be sent free to any address upon re-

quest.

and lilt " What to
Invent, " fraa to any
addre*. Patent* »'-

eared or <ae returned. Geo. 8.Vaahon * Co. 638 S St., Waab.,D.C.

BLUE BOOK ON PATENTS No. 831 —Baby's Outfit (Including 17 Patterns). Patterns cut in one size. This is special—instead of ten cents for each pattern, we will send

complete outfit of 17 patterns for 30 cents
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The Mound-Builders

One of the early races that occupied

this country before its settlement

by the white man was that known
as the mound-builders. Of the

mounds still in existence, practically all,

or nearly so, are round. In Adams Coun-
ty, Ohio, there still exists a strange,

unique relic of the work of this primitive

people. The mound is shaped evidently to

represent a serpent. At one end it has
the appearance of a pair of widely dis-

tended jaws, and just beyond is an ellip-

tical wing, presumably to signify an egg.

The tail is loosely coiled, in three rings.

The area distance from the end of the

oval ring to the ' outermost ring of the

tail is about 500 feet, and if the figure

could be pulled out straight its length,

including the oval object near the head,

would be 1,335 feet, or fully a quarter of

a mile. The body at its largest width is 20

feet, and the tail tapers to 4 or 5 feet

wide. The height varies from 4 to 6 feet.

The mound was discovered by Squier
and Davis in 1845, who reported it to the

Smithsonian Institution. Its preservation
is due to the activity of Prof. F. W. Put-
nam, of Boston, and the generosity of
Miss Alice Fletcher, of the same city,

who furnished the money to purchase the

land and create a park. The place was
not properly cared for, however, and at

the suggestion of E. O. Randall, Secretary
of the Ohio State Archelogical and His-

torical Society, the custody of the work
was wisely intrusted to that organization.

The illustration herewith is a reproduc-
tion from a publication by Mr. Randall.

On the subject of mounds, the New
York "Tribune" says, that another effigy

of the same kind was discovered years
ago near Toronto, Canada.

It is called the Otonabee serpent

mound, because it is situated in Otonabee
County. Professor David Boyle, of To-
ronto, says that excavation in the Cana-
dian mound revealed two skeletons in a
sitting posture, besides extra arm and
leg bones, a skull, and the teeth of dogs
or wolves. The head of the Otonabee
serpent points to the eastward, and there
is a representation of an egg opposite the
open mouth. Similar formations (but
possibly without - the egg) are known to

exist at Mayville, Green Lake, Madison,
Potosi and other places in Wisconsin,
and at least one has been found in Illi-

nois.

Mr. Randall discusses at much length
the possible significance of the form of

these mounds. The serpent was an object
of worship by many ancient nations,

though it is not easy to understand how
such ideas could have been imported into

America in the days when ocean trans-

portation was dangerous. Yet there seems
to be a probability that they did get here,

and had some influence on the usages of
the early inhabitants of the continent.

<$>

How to Be Happy Though Married

A Chicago wife who just' celebrated the
sixtieth anniversary of a happy marriage
gives the following advice as the way to do
it

:

"If you want to have a happy married life,"

says an expert,
"And, of course, that's what each woman's

aiming for,

Now let me pour into your ears, young
women, just a bit

Of the sixty years of wisdom I've in store.

Don't "think a stock of knowledge will in-

crease his love for you

;

Of beauty he'll get tired a little bit

;

So after you have got him, if you want to

hold him fast,

Just feed him well and make him think
he's 'It.'

"Don't try for a career to make his name
a famous one,

And cause the world to stare in awed
surprise; ••

To advertise that you're the senior partner
in the firm

Won't make you sweeter in your husband's
eyes.

Don't join the women's clubs and take a
part in politics,

So men will say, 'Your wife, Smith.^ade
a hit.'

He won't be half as happy, as contented and
as proud

As if he gets good grub and thinks he's

'It.*
•

"Don't go against the grain of human
nature when it's male,

If you marry, girls, to have a happy' life;

No man may be a hero, as saws hold, to

his valet,

But each man expects to be one to his

wife.
It isn't all your beauty and your talents

that will charm

;

He won't come home soon just to hear
your wit

;

So after you have got him, if you want to

hold him fast,

Just feed him well and make him think
he's 'It.'" —Baltimore American.

<$>

Maude Roosevelt's great serial story

opens in this issue.

In a Miscellaneous Way

Czar's Remarkable Watch

There is in the possession of the czar

a very remarkable watch. It was
made by a Polish mechanic named Jules

Curzon. The late czar had heard some
wonderful tales about the inventive ability

of this man, and, wishing personally to

test his skill, he sent him a parcel con-
taining a few copper nails, some wood
chippings, a piece of broken glass, an old

cracked china cup, some wire, and a few
cribbage-board pegs. Accompanying this

and shows you in with a smile which
implies both pity and amusement. But
at last you are repaid for all your trouble,
for here is a miniature graveyard, where
are buried pets of all kinds, from dogs
and cats to birds and monkeys.

It occupies not much more space than
the back yard of a city house, and yet
it has three avenues. Grass and flowers
cover the graves, while small monuments
preserve the memory of the dear departed.
And the tributes on the headstones

!

SERPENT MOUND IN ADAMS COUNTY. OHIO

was a command to make them into a time-

piece. Within a remarkably short time

the czar received them back in the shape
of a watch. The case was made of china

and the works of the other odds and ends.

So pleased and astonished was the czar

that he sent for the man, conferred several

distinctions on him, and pensioned him.

Commonwealth Characteristics

The most religious state—Mass.
The cleanly state—Wash.
The most egotistical state—Me.
The sickliest state—111.

The most maidenly state—Miss.
The medical state—Md.
The most paternal state—Pa.

The mining state—Ore.

Exactly, brother, and we may add:
The bunco state—Conn.
The deep in debt state—O.
The coy state—La.
The personal state—U.
The swift divorce state—S. D.
The liquid state—Flo.
The card-sharp state—Mont.
And the oldest state —Ark.— Boston

Transcript.

London's Cemetery for Pets

Burial grounds for the exclusive repose
of the pampered pets of the wealthy

are not unknown in this country, as New
York City a'nd other cities have plots set

apart for the purpose, though perhaps on

They are in all degrees of tenderness,

from "In loving memory of our Robbie''

to the tragic announcement that with the

death of Timmie "Sunshine has passed
out of our lives."

. f .

What Remains
They've haled the beef trust into court,

But the price remains the same
;

Forbade the flour trust to extort,

But the price remains the same.
They've roundly dressed the oil trust down
And done the woolen trust up brown,
But still in country and in town
The price remains the same.

Insurance folks have been raked o'er

And the price remains the same;
Been told to go and sin no more,
But the price remains the same.

They gave the salt trust stern advice,
Likewise the trust that sells the ice.

But how about the selling price?
Oh, that remains the same!

—Louisville Courier-Journal.

Whisky of Ancient Origin

The word whisky is of Irish origin. In-
deed, the Irish claim that whisky itself

is of Irish origin, and, moreover, that the

Irish taught the Scotch people how to
make whisky. As for the name, it

springs from the Irish word "uisgue,"

which means water. The distilled spirit

was called by the Irish in ancient times
"uisgue beatha," or life-giving water.

Distillation is a process said to have

MONUMENTS ERECTED TO THE MEMORY OF THE PETS OF LONDON'S
WEALTHY FOLKS

a less elaborate scale than the famous
burial place in London, England. This
tiny plot of ground, says the New York
"Sun," is in the very heart of fashionable

London, a remarkable bit of Hyde Park.

It is not far from Kensington Gardens,

but it is so hidden from the gaze of the

vulgar that one looks in vain for it unless

one inquires of the gate-keeper.

He directs you to the man in charge,

an affable person in livery, who unlocks

a little door to the right of the gate house

been known to the Arabians in remote
ages, but the first author to speak of it

explicitly—and he speaks of it also as a
recent discovery—was a chemist who lived

in the thirteenth century. Arnoldus de
Villa Nova deemed distillation to be the
universal panacea which all ages had
sought for in vain. The cry of "modern
degeneration" was raised even in those
far-off days, and a pupil of Nova, one
Raymond Lully, of Majorca, acclaiming
distilled waters as a divine emanation,

declared that it was destined to revive the
energies of "modern decrepitude." This
"aqua vitae," indeed, denoted the consum-
mation of all things in the brain of Lully.
—People's Magazine.

Copyright Laws of Nations

The laws governing copyright privileges

in the different nations of the world
are strikingly different.

Twenty-eight years mark the term in

the United States, with the right of exten-
sion for fourteen years more, in all forty-

two years.

Mexico, Guatemala and Venezuela, in

perpetuity.

Colombia, author's life and eighty years
after.

Spain, author's life and eighty years
after.

Belgium, author's life and fifty years
after.

Ecuador, author's life and fifty years
after.

Norway, author's life and fifty years
after.

Peru, author's life and fifty years after.

Russia, author's life and fifty years
after. .

Italy, author's life and forty years after

;

the full term to be eighty years in any
event.

France, author's life and thirty years
after.

Germany, author's life and thirty years
after.

Austria, author's life and thirty years
after.

Switzerland, author's life and thirty

years after.

Japan, author's life and thirty years
after.

Haiti, author's life, widow's life, chil-

dren's lives, and twenty years after the

close of the latest period.
Brazil, author's life and ten years after.

Sweden, author's life and ten years
after.

Roumania, author's life and ten years
after.

Great Britain, author's life and seven
years after his decease ; to be forty-two
years in any event.

Bolivia, full term of author's life.

Denmark and Holland, fifty years.
<$>

I've Got the Brand
Look where the eagle builds his nest

:

Far up on yonder mountain crest,

And where his young in safety rest —
Without a care.

Look where the eagle plumes his flight,

And soars above the highest height,
Where starry vigils pierce the night

—

God's face is there.

Look deep into the deepest dell,

Look deeper still where angels fell,

And in the depths of deepest hell,

Aud black despair.
Look straight with eyes that know no fear,

And you will see and feel and hear
The unafraid, and love to cheer

—

God's face is there.

Oh, brother mine, and sisters, too,

Don't stretch your good face out o' tune—
Love's lariat encircles you.

Give me your hand.
You're just a wayward maverick stray;
Drive superstitious ghosts away,
And join God's brotherhood to-day

—

And take the brand.

God's brand ! Why, every little flower
That blossoms in His richest bower,
Is branded with His wondrous power,

And mighty hand.
And thus in everything I see,

From bursting buds to tallest tree,

God's face is peeping out at me—

-

I've got the brand.
—By Captain Jack Crawford.

To Him that Hath
Measure me not by what I may achieve,
Nor mark my progress by the height I

gain;
How can you know with what sore hurt
and pain

I strive for that which others but receive?
How can you know how I am weighted

down,
What dead men's sins press heavy on my

soul ?

Or how I can but creep toward the goal,

While others pass me, reaching for their

crown ?

By this, I pray you, mark my onward way

—

The daily strife with bonds that hold me
fast,

Like shadowy fingers, reaching from the
past,

Holding a token which I must obey

;

Pity the fettered feet that but mark time,

While others march, and gain the hills

Sublime. Ninette M. Lowater.
<3>

A large advertiser recently said : "We
find Farm and Fireside one of the best

papers we use." This means that many
of our people have ordered his goods.
All our advertisers are reliable and will

be glad co answer your letter if you want
to inquire about anything in their line.

In writing, don't fail to mention Farm
and Fireside.
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Take Time

One of America's greatest preach-
ers was invited to address the
evening session of the Indian
Conference at Mohonk, a year

or two ago, on the subject of world-
wide missions, says the Rev. John Tim-
othy Stone, of Baltimore.
The afternoon was beautiful, and the

companionship delightful; but he ex-
cused himself with the remark, 'T must
be alone," adding: "If a man has two
hours to speak, he may prepare in fif-

teen minutes; but. if he has fifteen min-
utes, he needs two hours to prepare."
Careful, clear, precise, and effective ut-

terance needs preparation.
An appointment had been made with

a great financier and philanthropist.

The proposition was vast and impor-
tant. Hours of quiet study and analysis

were spent in framing a statement, ex-
plicit but comprehensive, which could
be stated in five minutes. That five min-
utes affected thousands of lives in their

mental and spiritual development, for

that five minutes had diamond-cut
words. A rambling presentation would
have wearied and lost.

An ideal college president, manly,
scholarly, and courteous, presented a
former student and friend a valued vol-

ume from his carefully chosen library.

It was the personal touch which showed
the heart. The younger man requested
an inscription on the fly-leaf. That
thoughtful, busy man took fully ten
minutes in concentrated thought to pen
those few words of affectionate regard.
A famous writer tells us that "great

men show their greatness by the way
they treat little men. 4' Work well done
is golden, and especially valuable in a
day of tinsel exterior. To train the
mind and faculties to rapid work is

wise, but expeditious action must be
thoughtful and superlative. Time taken
to do anything is sufficiently valuable to
do it thoroughly and well.

«
Discouraged

Discouragememts come; of course
they will. Who ever heard of a

springtime that was all sunshine, of

gold so pure that it contained no
particle of dross, of prosperity so great
that it never met with even the slight-

est reverse? Every life must meet
some disappointments and sorrows.
Then, why not meet them with philo-

sophical manhood and womanhood, and
seek to overcome their influences by
precaution and earnest striving and the
determination to make the best of

everything in life? In the lessons of

adversity may be found the training

that shall fit for future achievements.
Warren Hastings, when a boy, used

to grieve over the fact that his family
had lost through misfortune their an-
cestral estate at Daylesford. But in

the midst of his disappointment would
come a new determination.

"I will buy that back!" he exclaimed
again and again. And well did he carry
out the resolution of his youth. He
grew up to be one of the leading states-

men of his' age; he did buy back his old
family estate, and ended his days at

Daylesford.
Discouraged? Let the word and the

thought have no place in your life.

Manhood is made for better things.

The disheartening trials of to-day may
be made the means of greater strength
and a more satisfactory position on the
morrow. Only, they are to be bravely
met and conquered, not shirked and
cowardly avoided. Even when sorrow
comes, behind it may be seen the kind,

lcving countenance of a Father who
wills well to all his children, and who
gives liberally to all such as ask him
even sustaining grace and encourage-
ment.
Discouraged? Think not of the bur-

dens, but count the blessings of your
life. Do not the mercies far outnumber
the trials? The world is not a wilder-

ness of. woe, as a hymn unwisely puts
it; but it is our Father's glorious work-
manship, and his work is always good.
Discouraged? Sit not idly by the

wayside in sackcloth and ashes. Be a

doer; strive for the blessings you would
have; conquer the difficulties that beset
your pathway; learn to find happiness
in carrying happiness to others; learn
the gospel of work and helpfulness, and
there will be no room left in life for
discouragement. — Young People's
Weekly.

The Boy Problem

It is an encouraging sign that the at-

tention of the Church and of the min-
istry is being turned toward that long-

neglected but potential element of society,

the boy. And it is high time. For if we
do not save the boy for Christ, the Church
and the State, the devil gets him, says

the "Evangelical Messenger." There is

no denying the interest of the subject. A
clever writer has said

:

"When the Almighty created the first

man, He made the world significant;

when He created the first boy, He made it

interesting. If a man was molded from
the dust of the earth, the boy was com-
pounded out of dust and electricity. The
electricity constitutes the boy problem,
and this problem besets the village

no less than the city. . . . Boyishness
is always in eager readiness for excite-

ment, an unorganized energy as swift to
evil as to good, occupying itself with
breakable street-lamps and irascible old
gentlemen, unless more legitimate em-
ployment is in sight.

The Rev. W. B. Fitzgerald writes thus
interestingly of the Boy in the London
"Methodist Times :"

"The average boy is a perplexity. The
only problem to compare with him is that
puzzle in petticoats—the girl. To under-
stand a boy you must
know a lot about hu-
man nature—of the
past as well as the
present. All kinds of
elemental forces well
up in him. There is a
bit of the savage at

times, and not a little

of the knight, if you
know how to call it

forth. No study is

mo"re fascinating, and
none that needs more
patience, tact, and sym-
pathy, than the study
of boy nature. A great
deal is put down to or-
iginal sin which is un-
tamed energy. Mischief,
in thousands of in-

stances, is simply the
outflow of riotous vi-
tality. Moody's street-

boys, who varied the
monotony of the lesson
by turning cart-wheels,
were just relieving

forces which could be
pent up no longer, and
which they had never
learned to control. It

would be well if all

%vho have to do with
boys had Moody's sa-

gacity— and Moody's
love.

"A boy, to begin
with, is—or ought to
be

—

a splendid little animal. He has the
fun of the monkey, and the activity of the
squirrel, and the pluck of the terrier. If

he has not, it just shows that the physi-

cal side is weak, and in need of develop-
ment. All work for boys must take
account of the fact that there are energies
in the boy which must have an outlet, and
which, if disciplined, will make him a
stronger and finer man. In America
great attention has been given to the
subject of organized games.
"There is a vein of heroism in boys

far too seldom appealed to. I shall never
forget a story once told by Thomas John-
son, of Charter Street, Manchester. There
was a little lad who blacked boots near
one of the stations, close to where a
bridge crossed a canal. One day a cry
came from the water—a little child had
fallen in. There were big, hulking men
about, but before they in their dazed
way began to move, the little shoeblack
had dropped his brushes, jumped on the
towing-path and into the water, and soon
brought the drowning child to shore.
Yes, and, soaked as he was, he waited for
no thanks, but was up at his post again,
crying: 'Black your boots, sir?' to the
next comer, all unconscious of the fact
that he was as true a hero as ever walked
the streets of the great city. And deep in

every lad's heart there is something of
the same fine instinct.

"One needs to learn how to call out
these better impulses, and develop these
forces in right directions. It is all well
enough to say that if we save the parents
we reach the boys. But the parents
should be converted when they are boys
and girls. Get hold of the future genera-
tion in its adolescent stage. Save the
boys."

O
A Prayer Appropriate to the Day

¥ et me do my work each day; and, if
'-' the darkened hours of despair over-
come me, may I not forget the strength

that comforted me in the desolation of
other times. May I still remember the
bright hours that found me walking over
the silent hills of my childhood, or dream-
ing on the margin of the quiet river, when
a light glowed within me and I promised
my early God to have courage amid the
tempests of the changing years. Spare
me from bitterness and from the sharp
passions of unguarded moments. May I

not forget that poverty and riches are of
the spirit. Though the world knows me
not, may my thoughts and actions be such
as shall keep me friendly with myself.
Lift my eyes from the earth, and let me
not forget the uses of the stars. Forbid
that I should judge others lest I condemn
myself. Let me not follow the clamor
of the world, but walk calmly in the path.

Give me a few friends who love me for

what I am; and keep ever burning before

Photo by Urs. X. F. Cones
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my vagrant steps the kindly light of hope.
And though age and infirmity overtake
me, and I come not within sight of the
castle of my dreams, teach me still to be
thankful for life, and for time's olden
memories that are good and sweet; and
may the evening's twilight find me gentle
still.—Visitor.

A Magazine for the Blind

A magazine for the blind, the first to
be published in America, and the

second periodical of the kind in the
world, is to be issued in New York.
Mrs. William Zeigler, widow of the late
capitalist, who has a blind son, has sup-
plied the funds, and the magazine is to
be sent free to the 70,000 blind people in

the country. Walter G. Holmes, 1931
Broadway, is to be the publisher. The
new magazine will contain the news of
the day, short stories reprinted by per-
mission from the leading periodicals,
and contributions from the blind read-
ers themselves. Letters from the in-
mates of the state blind asylums all

over the country, telling of the work
that is being done by the inmates of
those institutions, of the tasks of their
daily rounds and of their ambitions, will

be a leading feature of the "Zeigler
Magazine for the Blind." as it will be
called. The design of the publication is

to bring the blind into communication
.with the world, and thus brighten their
lives and give them some relief from the
long monotony of the days that are not
marked by the coming and the waning
of the light. The mechanical work at-
tending the production of the periodical
will be unique. There are two systems
of type reading now in use among blind
people—the Braille and the New York
point, and the magazine will be printed
in both types. In both systems the al-
phabet for the blind is composed of
characters derived from varying combi-
nations of raised dots. These combina-
tions of dots each represent a letter of

the alphabet, and the finger tips of the
blind slipping over the points become
the eyes of the reader. To prepare a
printed page for the blind a machine
like a typewriter is operated which re-
cords small holes on a very tnin sheet
of copper. Upon this copper plate the
paper in .a moist condition is pressed
and each puncture leaves its raised im-
print on the pulp. When dried this
paper is the printed page. The new
magazine will contain 100 pages, neces-
sarily printed only on one side. As the
government permits all literature for
the blind to go through the mails with-
out postage, the new magazine will be
carried without charge.—The Presby-
terian Banner.

<8>

Faith

-T\ eligious faith is a launching out into
the deep. It is the splendid venture

of the soul into the unseen and the
unknown. It is a vision, a pro-
phecy. It is a confidence in invisible
realities, which the heart feels, but
which cannot be established by any tan-
gible evidences. But it does not follow
that such faith is without grounds or
reasons. Its reasons are largely in in-
tuition and feeling, rather than in mere
logical reasoning. They appeal to him
who has the eye to see them. No one
will have a religious faith who insists
on proving everything that he believes.
Religious faith has its reasons, and they
are quite as cogent as if they were of
the purely logical order. They are
based on the nature and needs of the
soul. They rest on its affinity with God,
and on its perception of its connection
with a spiritual and eternal order.
But in this respect religion is not un-

like life in general. We always believe
more than we know, and we must believe
before we can know. Our very life is

rooted in faith. We cannot even prove
our own existence. Trust in the verac-
ity of our faculties is the basis of all

knowledge. And when we advance be-
yond the world of sense-perception, we
find that the same holds good. We be-
lieve in God on the basis of indications
which are not demonstrative, but which
carry the consent of the mind by their

accord with what we know of man.
The more we contemplate the world and
life, the more impossible it seems to ex-
plain anything except on the assump-
tion of an all-pervading Spirit in whose"
image we are made.—S. S. Times.

<s>

Application

Christ knews our thoughts. Men know
what is in us only when we speak

But Jesus reads our hearts and knows our
feelings, our desires, our motives. We
ought to watch our inner life and remem-
ber that Jesus knows all that goes on
within us. There are but two parties in

this world—those who are for Christ
and those who are against him. There is

no middle ground. We ought to make
very sure that we are on Christ's side.

The only way to judge of men is by their

lives, by their acts, their words, their

dispositions, their characters. The way
to make a tree good is not by picking the

bad fruit off its branches—we must get

the tree changed in its nature. The only

way to make an evil life holy is by giving

it a new heart.

Our words are a great deal more im-
portant than we suppose them to be. "By
thy words thou shalt be justified, and by
thy words thou shalt be condemned."

It is not enough that our words shall

not be bad or impure; but they- must be
positively good. Even idle words, words

>

that mean nothing—trivial, senseless,
*

empty words—must be accounted for. It

is a high honor that Jesus gives to those
who obey his commandments

; they become
his own kin.—Evangelical Messenger.

<S>

Papa's Kiss

"Why don't you kiss like mamma?"
Asked the little maid of three,

As she ran to greet her papa,
And climbed upon his knee.

"Her tisses taste like candy,
And is dood enough to eat;

But your mouf do taste awful,
And ain't the least bit sweet."

"That is so," replied the father

—

Her eyes he dare not meet

—

"There's no reason why, my darling,

My kiss should not be sweet."
To him the thought was galling,

That each evening with his kiss,

He had thoughtlessly polluted
Those innocent young lips.

"Come here, dear wife and mother,
And help me take this vdw:

Neither liquor nor tobacco
Shall touch my lips from now.

And oh, dear Heavenly Father,
Thou who art good and wise,

I thank Thee for this angel
Who has opened my blind eyes."

—Samuel F. Harker.
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Tax Title Claim

W. H. B., Kansas—By the laws of

Kansas a purchaser of a tax title is

entitled to a deed from the debtor after

three years have elapsed from the time

that the land was sold. If A. has a good
tax deed on this lot, it is barely possible

that his title may be superior to yours,

and that you will have to pay him what-
ever he asks if you wish to clear up your
title.

Fence Law
W. B., Wisconsin—The fence laws of

the various states are entirely of a stat-

utory character, and it is very difficult for

me always to give correct answers to such
queries as yours. I should rather think

that you could compel them to build their

share of a partition fence, but you had
better consult some local authority. A
neighboring justice of the peace, your
township officials, or the prosecuting at-

torney might answer.
<$>

Right of Life Tenant to Sell Timber

A. S., Oregon, writes : "We have 40 acres

of land which is deeded to our sons. With
the exception, plainly stated in the deed,

that we have full use and control of the

same as long as both or either of us live.

Now it is mostly timber, and Mr. B. is

too old and feeble to clear it for a farm,

but have a chance to sell some of the
timber for money to help ourselves. Now
would we or not have the right to sell

the timber without our sons' consent?"
I presume from your statement that

you and your husband have reserved a
life estate to this property. Whether or

not you could use some of this timber
will depend upon the fact whether your
making a sale of the timber will depreciate

the value of the land. If it does, you
have no right to take it, if it does not,

then you can sell it.

<$>

Construction of Will

E. E., Georgia, writes : "I am told that

a testator cannot give to children not
living (or yet to be born). As my father

left mine to me I want to sell the land.

I am told, when my father gave it to me
it was all right, but when he added to it,

this clause, if she dies without issue

and to revert back to his estate, that this

weakened or released binding. See pro-
vision of will below. Can I sell this land
lawfully? (Clause.) 'I give and be-

queath to my daughter A. C. for and
during her natural life, ninety-four acres

of land. At her death said land to go to

and vest in her children if any. But if

she dies without issue, then to revert to

my estate, and be divided between my
heirs-at-law.'

"

The provision that you refer to, that a

testator cannot give to children not liv-

ing, does not have the application that

you are inclined to give it, and in the

provision of the will that you give in your
query, certainly the daughter only gets a
life estate. At her death it will go just as

the will says, and if the ^daughter dies

without children it will go back to the
daughter's father's heirs, and be settled

between them as the law provides.

Right of Husband to Sell Real Estate

W. H. W., Mississippi—As I under-
stand the law of Mississippi, there seems
to be no particular reservation of rights

to property held as a homestead, in ref-

erence to a disposal of the same as dis-

tinguished from other real estate, and
while the law is not plain to me, I pre-

sume that in no case could the husband
sell his real estate and deprive his wife
of all marital rights therein. As dower
has been extinguished in your state I

am not familiar as to the wife's rights in

the real estate of her husband, and would
advise you to consult a local attorney.

Per Capita Tax
M. H., Pennsylvania, writes: "Can I

be compelled to pay the per capita tax on
two properties if I have property assessed

'n two townships?"
I am not fully advised as to the exact

language of your road law, but a per
capita tax is as its name applies, an indi-

vidual tax, and is only taxable in the

township where the individual resides.

If there is a road-tax placed upon your
property, as a general rule it would be
payable in the township where the prop-
erty is located.

<S>

Line Fence
E. J. ,0., Ohio, writes: "What is the

length of time a fence must be located

between two farms to establish a line?"

In Ohio, and generally in most states,

if a fence is built on what is supposed
to be a line between adjoining landown-
ers, and so continues and is used as

such line fence for a period of twenty-
one years, it becomes an established line

between different properties.

The Family Lawyer

Legal inquiries, of general interest only, from our reeular subscribers will be answered in this
department, each in its turn. On account of the large number of questions received, delay in giving
printed answers is unavoidable. Querists desiring an immediate answer, or an answer to a question
not of general interest, should remit $1.00, addressed to " Law Department," this office, and get the
answer by mail

Right to Collect Interest on Note

A. B., Ohio—I see no reason why A.
should complain. By his contract he
agreed to take the $400 for one year and
pay 6 per cent. The fact that he after-

ward got some money and arranged to

make a payment was no reason why B.

should be obliged to take it. It seems to

me that A. is acting very small about the
matter, and he is now trying to get out
of the contract that he fairly made. I

see no reason why B. should be obliged
to take this money or to give any rebate
on his note.

Establishment of Lost Deed
W. M. G.—The parties could go into

court, and bring action to establish the
title, and give proof that the deed was
lost. The courts in such cases require
strong evidence that there was a deed
of the kind. An easier way, if the parties

are all alive and all agree, would be to

have a new deed made. If this is im-
possible, however, the course to pursue
is to bring an action in court.

<S>

Dower Interest in Joint Property

F. M. N., Ohio, writes: "A man has a
large family of children. He gives two
of his sons a farm, making a joint deed.

The sons are both married, but have no
children. If one of the sons dies, would
his wife receive his half of the farm? Or
would his parents and brothers and sisters

receive a share?"
If one of the sons died without chil-

dren, under the laws of Ohio this property
having been received by him by a deed
of gift, his wife would have a life estate

in one half of the farm. At her death
it would go back to his brothers and
sisters.

Payment of Note

C. L. D., Massachusetts, asks : "A
note was given ten years ago ; four
years ago, ten dollars was paid as interest.

He says now it was paid for other things.

Will receipting a promissory note by
holder renew and keep it good ?"

I do not exactly know what the querist

means by receipting a promissory note.

If he means whether an endorsement of
payment on the note will hold it good or
prevent the statute of limitations from
running, I would say this : If a credit was
made on a note which was intended by
the maker at the time to be a payment on
the note, that would be sufficient to
keep it alive.

Right to Recover Property Held by
Another

E. W., West Virginia, writes: "A. C.
W., took the agency to take orders for
enlarging pictures and was to do the
delivering for the N. A. & C. Co. They
sent him a bond to sign, that he was to

pay for everything that he received, let

it be good or bad, or if the people took
the pictures are not, A. C. W., would not
sign the bond, but wrote to them to

return the small pictures, but they will

not return them. Is there any way in

law to force them to return the pictures,

as he has wrote to them eight or ten
times to send them back?"
The only way that I would know that

you would have to recover those pictures
would be to find them, and then bring an
action in replevin. This is somewhat of an
expensive proceeding, and unless the
pictures are of considerable value it would
not be worth the trouble.

>$>

Validity of Marriage Does Not Depend
Upon the Name Assumed by

the Parties

H. H. E. C, Alabama—The fact that a
person is married in a name other than
the correct one will not affect the legality

of the marriage. So in the case you give,

the marriage is a valid one.

Obligation of Railroads to Provide
Drains

E. K., Virginia, says : "I had a ditch

dug on my land in order to drain it, and
it does that as far as it can, but a rail-

road line runs through my farm and it

has a deficient culvert that stops all the
water coming in from the ditch on one
side and floods a large tract of my land.

Am I right in thinking that the company
is obliged to open this culvert or pay
damages? If the company is not willing

to open this culvert, can I do it myself
without bringing liabilities upon myself,

or could they prosecute me if I did so?"
Most of the states have laws providing

that railroads are obliged to furnish suf-

ficient culverts to carry off the water that

would naturally flow in that direction.

Anyway, whether there is such a statute

or not, the railroad would not have a right

to obstruct the water in such a way as to

injure the lands of any adjoining land-

owner. Most assuredly, the adjoining
landowner would have a right to open the

culvert himself to let the water flow

through, provided such opening would
not cause the roadway to give way. If

it is not a very great task this would be
the easiest way to get a remedy. Per-
haps if you notified the railroad company,
they would clean out this culvert.

Right to Sell Poultry Recipe

E. R. N., Ohio, writes : "I have a re-

cipe for a poultry food which I purchased
from an incubator company. Would I

dare manufacture same and sell through-
out Ohio and United States, and would
I have to pay license?"

Unless the matter is patented or cov-
ered by a copyright or trade-mark, of
course you could manufacture it, and sell

it. I do not know of any requirement
that you should have a license to use it.

<S>

Statute of Limitations Running Against a
Note Belonging to a Wife Held

by Her Husband
S. C, Maryland, asks : "A. gives B.,

his wife, a promissory, interest-bearing
note, with seal. Suppose it was let run
for thirty or forty years, and no interest

is credited on it, and A. the husband dies,

could it be outlawed by the other heirs ?

What steps should the wife take to make
it good ?"

As a general proposition, I would say
that the note is barred and cannot now
be recovered. Whether the wife was
acting under coercion of the husband in

not presenting the note or compelling its

payment before it was barred, would be
a defense to this statute of limitation.

It might possibly raise a question that

the courts would be compelled to decide.

Ordinarily the wife is absolute owner
and controller of her own property, and
if she holds notes for her husband she
must proceed the same as if held against
some other person.

Providing Channel from Overflow of
Spring

J. R., Ohio, writes : "I have a spring
of water that overflows and runs through
neighbor's land. Will I have to ditch
the overflow through his land, or shall

he drain his own land in this case?"
It is a general principle of law, that

no one is obliged to take care of water
in any other way than nature put it.

If this spring naturally overflows your
neighbor, he has no right to complain,
and you are not obliged to furnish any
drain or ditch for the same. If he wishes
to take care of the water in any other
way than nature put it, that is a matter
within his control, and the expenses at-

tached thereto will have to be born by
him.

Right of the Husband to Mortgage
Chattel Property

C. E., Ohio, asks : "Can a man give a
mortgage on household goods without the
knowledge or consent of his wife?"
The presumption of the law is, that all

the personal property in the possession of
the family belongs to the husband. This
comes from the fact that, by the old com-
mon law, when a woman married her
personal property became his; and so
it has continued down to this day, that
the husband may sell or mortgage his

chattel property without the consent of
the wife, although in that way she might
be deprived of all interest that she other-
wise might enforce. Of course, the
husband has no right to sell the wife's
property. Modern laws recognize the
wife's ownership in such property as is

distinctly hers, and she could sell and
dispose of the same without the consent
of her husband, just as well as he could
sell his without her consent.

HOW TO PROVIDE AMUSEMENT
FOR OLD AND YOUNG

Fun and Entertainment for All

The editor of this magazine has frequently-
urged his readers to do all they can towards
making the home as cheerful as possible for all

the family.
Now I want to tell you how you can cheer and

brighten your home in a simply wonderful way
Just think! You can get a genuine Edison phon-
ograph on free trial in your home, and to be
paid for if acceptable at the rate of 50c a week
and upward. The very finest kind of a genuine
Edison outfit—the outfit No. 5—by far the best
talking machine ever made—on easy payments
for less than $1.00 per week! Those who pre-
fer to send cash in full after free trial may dp
so, but nobody should send any money in ad-
vance, not a cent, until after free trial. See
the offer at the bottom of this column.

If you have never had a genuine Edison phon-
ograph in your home you cannot imagine what
a wonderful pleasure it will be to you. "What
pieces can I hear on the phonograph?" some
may ask.
Well you can hearalmost anything. There are

1500 genuine Edison gold moulded records and
you can have your choice of these.
Suppose you get some minstrel show records

reproducing to absolute perfection the greatest
comic artists. Then take some band music,
Sousa's Marches, Waltzes by Strauss, soul stir-

ring lively music, then grand opera concert

Music For Your Home
pieces as well as the finest vocal solos; also
comic songs, ragtime, dialogs, comic recitations,
piano, organ, violin, banjo and other instru-
mental music; all kinds of sacred music, duets,
quartettes, full choruses.
The Edison records are perfect—absolutely

natural—and unlike the inferior though higher
priced records of others, the Edison records
never become rasping and scratchy

.

This wonderful instrument, I think, is far, far
better than a piano or organ, though costing
only one-fifth or one-tenth as much; for it gives
you endless variety, it always plays perfectly
and everybody can play it.

With an Edison phonograph in your home
you can arrange a concert at any time with just
such a programme as brings $1 and $2 a seat in
the opera houses of a big city.

Orif you like dancing youcan arrange a dance
in your own home or in any hall; for the Edison
phonograph is loud enough.
Yes, indeed the Edison phonograph is "the

king of entertainers for the home."
Read what Mr. Edison says; read the great

free-trial easy-payment offer at the bottom of
this column.

Mr. Edison
says:
" I want to see a
Phonograph in every
American home.

Free Trial
Free Trial Means Free Trial

Mo Money Down. No C.O.D.
Try the wonderfal Edison phonograph In yoar Iown home before you decide to buy Then II
acceptable pay on easiest possible payments:
50o a week and upward. Only $8.50 a month
for the very finest kind of a genuine Edison

I

1 phonograph.

SIGN m
This Coupon

~»t the great Edison + SS> e .

full explanation ..C^*VeV
irful free trial e. a*

I now and get
I catalogs and
1 of the wonderful
offer. Don't bother

I writing a letter. Just
I write your name and
I address plainly on
the coupon and ,

mall today.

Frederick > ajS^
Babson. „
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The Demand of Labor

It
was formerly the custom of a pa-

per-mill in Massachusetts to pay semi-
monthly; and, having found the
practise somewhat inconvenient from

their standpoint, the operatives decided
to send a delegate to the head of the firm
to state their grievance. An Irishman,
rather well known for his sagacity and
persuasive powers, was selected for the
task. He duly waited on the "boss," who
said: "Well, Michael, what can I do for
you?"

"If ye plase, sor," said Mike, "I've
been sint as a diligate by the workers
to ask a favor of ye regardin' the pay-
mint of our wages."
"What do they want?"
"Sor, it is the desire of mesilf an' of

ivery other man in the establishment
that we resayve our semi-monthly pay
every week."—Lippincott's.

<S>

Willing to Oblige

Stories were being told "over the wine
and walnuts."
An English nobleman had just finished

a tale of a tiger he had shot, which meas-
ured twenty-four feet from snout to tail-

tip. Every one was astonished, but no
one ventured to insinuate a doubt as to

the truth of the story.

Presently a Scotsman told his tale.

He had caught a fish which, he said, he
was unable to pull in alone, managing
only to land it at last with the aid of
six friends. It .was a skate, and it cov-
ered two acres.

Silence followed this recital, during
which the offended nobleman left the
table. The host followed. After return-
ing, he said to the Scotsman:

"Sir, you have insulted my lord; you
must apologize.

"I didna insult him," said the Scot
"Yes, you did, with your two-acre-

fish story. You must apologize."
"Well," said the offender slowly, with

the air of one making a great conces-
sion, "tell him, if he will take ten feet
off that tiger, I will see what I can do
with the fish."

Most Unkindest Cut

With reference to the humors of
country* "society" reporting, Mr. Mel-
ville Stone, of the Associated Press,
tells of the account of a wedding pub-
lished in a Kansas paper.
The story, which described the mar-

riage in the usual flowery adjectives,
concluded with this surprising an-
nouncement:
"The bridegroom's present to the

bride was a handsome diamond brooch,
together with many other beautiful
things in cut glass."—Harper's Weekly.

<5>

Too Long
A retail dealer in buggies, doing busi-

ness in one of the larger towns in

northern Indiana, wrote to a firm in the
East ordering a car-load of buggies.
The firm wired him:
"Cannot ship buggies until you pay

for your last consignment."
"Unable to wait so long," telegraphed

the buggy dealer; "cancel the order."
—Everybody's.

A Military Career

"So you would like your baby when he
grows up to enter the army. But sup-
pose he does not develop any special
ability for a military career?"
"Oh he's done that already. He has

made himself quite familiar with the use
of arms, and has led many a weary mid-
night march."—Baltimore American.

A Thanksgiving Story

Pa sed tu me the uther day,
(One time wen we hailed in sum hay.)
He sed : "Now, boy, if you'll be good,
An get yure ma a lot of wood,
An hep yure pa a lot.

We'll lode the gun, an hav sum fun,

A-killin turkeys on the run,

An we won't let em rot!-

For 'twill be Thanksgiving!"

The time did come, one fair, fair day;
Pa sed we'd have tu hall in hay;
The hay wuz dry an it mite rain

—

An then, we had tu cut our cane,

An hall it to the mill!

But next year, when Thanksgiving
comes,

If I am well, an still at home.
I'll hunt some, yes. I will!

For 'twill be Thanksgiving!
—Bil.

Really Important

"There, my son, that will do for this

time," sternly interrupted the long-suf-
fering parent. "I don't know who was
the first man to invent wrestling, nor
how many mickles make a muckle, nor
how many is many, nor how few is few,

nor how a sailor smokes his hornpipe,
nor why Good Friday never comes on a
Tuesday, nor why rabbits can't add. sub-

tract and divide, as well as multiply, nor

why an owl should hoot and not howl,
nor the answer to any one of the many
other foolish questions that your abnor-
mally developed bump of inquisitiveness
incites you to propound."

Yes, but, father, I don't want to ask
any silly questions! This is a most im-
portant one. Please, do you think when
a stout man is self-contained, he has
more room inside of himself to contain

himself in than a thin man has, or is

himself so big that he is just as tightly
crowded inside of himself as the thin
man is, and how much of himself is it

that is self-contained, and how much is

on the outside doing the containing

and "

"Clarence, go to bed this instant!"

—

People's Magazine.
«>

Money

Friends a-smilin' ev'rywhere,
Weather lookin' mighty fair;

Skies a soft an' tender blue,
Birds a-singin' songs to you.
"Hello, there!" an' "Mornin', Bill!"

How their eyes with gladness fill;

How they grab your hand an' shake,
How they bid you come an' take
Somethin' wet an' hot with them,
Jes' to loosen up the flem
In your throat, fer 'tis so,

Sich like favors count, you know,
When a man has money.

Don't th' world look bright an' fine,

In her gown of sun an' shine?
Hain't she smilin' sweet an' pert,
Like a reg'lar little flirt?

Don't th' glad hands to you reach?
Don't they holler, "You're a peach?"
Don't luck come jes' on th' whirr,
When you hain't a-needin' her?
Don't things come, oh, don't they, say,

Come a-runnin' down your way?
Don't it seem an easy game,
Pilin' up some more th' same,

When a man has money?
—Whitewood Plaindealer.

Mr. Dooley on the Printed Word

"Th' printed wurrud! What can I do
against it? I can buy a gun to protect
me against me inimy. I can change me
name to save me fr'm th' gran' jury.

But there's no escape f'r good man or

bad fr'm th' printed wurrud. It follows
me wheriver I go an' sthrikes me down
in church, in me office, and in me very
home. There was me frind, Jawn D.
Three years ago he seemed insured
against punishment ayether here or here-
after. A happy man, a religious man.
He had squared th' ligislachures, th'
coorts, th' pollyticians an' th' Baptist
clargy. He saw th' dollars hoppin' out
iv ivery lamp chimbley in th' wurruld an'
hurrying' to'rd him. His heart was
pure seein' that he had never done
wrong save in th' way of business. His
head was hairless, but unbowed. Ivry
Mondah mornin' I read iv him leadin' a
chorus iv 'Onward Christyan sogers
marchin' f'r th' stuff.' He was at peace
with th' wurruld, th' flesh an' th' divvle.
A good man! What cud harm him?
An' so it seemed he might pro-ceed to
th' grave whin, lo an' behold, up in his
path leaps a lady with a pen in hand an'
off goes Jawn D. Fr th' tall timbers. A
lady, mind ye, dips a pen into an ink-
well! there's an explosion an' what's left

iv Jawn D. an' his power wudden't fright-

en crows away fr'm a corn-field. Who's
afraid iv Rockyfeller now? Th' Prisi-
dint hits him a kick, a counthry grand
jury indicts him, a goluf caddy over-
charges him an' whin he comes back fr'm
Europe he has as many polisman to
meet him on th' pier as Doc Owens.
A year ago, annybody wud take his
money. Now if he wanted to give it

even to Chancellor Day he'd have to
meet him in a barn at midnight."—P. F.
Dunne in American Magazine.

Absorbed
Sharpe—"Why, yes, I was at church

last Sunday."
Kloseman — "Were you, really?

Strange I didn't see you."
Sharpe—"Oh, not at all. I took up

the collection.'—Philadelphia Press.

Matrimonial
Three Germans 'were sitting at

luncheon recently, and were discussing
the second marriage of a mutua
friend, when one of them remarked:

"I'll tell you vhat. A man vhat mar
ries de second time don't deserve tc
have lost his first vhife."—Life.

Photo by William Mobnupt

'THERE'S A DARK MAN A-COMIN' WITH A BUNDLE"

"Sister's Best Feller"

My sister's "best feller" is most six-
foot-three,

And as handsome and strong as a fel-
ler can be;

And Sis, she's so little and slender and
small,

You never would think she could boss
him at all;

But, my jing!
She don't do a thing
But make him jump round like he

worked with a string;
It just makes me 'shamed of him some-

times, you know,
To think that he'll let a girl bully him

He goes to walk with her and carries
her muff

And coats and umbrellas, and that kind
of stuff;

She loads him with things that must
weigh 'most a ton;

And, honest, he likes it, as if it was fun.
And, oh, say!
When they go to a play
He'll sit in the parlor and fidgit away,

And she won't come down till it's quar-
ter past eight,

And then she'll scold him 'cause they
get there so late.

He spends heaps of money a-buyin' her
things

Like candy and flowers and presents
and rings;

But all he's got for 'em's a handker-
chief-case

—

A fussed-up concern made of ribbons
and lace

—

But, my land!
He thinks it's just grand,
'Cause she made it, he says, "with her

own little hand."
He calls her an "angel"—I heard him

—and "saint,"
And "beautifulest bein' on earth"—but

she ain't.

'Fore I go an errand for her any time
I just make her coax me an' give me a

dime;
But that great, big silly—why, honest

and true!

—

He'd run forty miles if she wanted him
to.

Oh, gee-whiz!
I tell you what 'tis!

I just think it's awful—those actions
of his.

I won't fall in love when I'm grown

—

no, sir-ree!

My sister's "best feller" 's a warnin'
to me! —Puck.

<S>

The Morning After the Dance

The dance broke up at two a. m.. we
reached our beds at four,

At five o'clock the farmer's fist was
rapping at our door.

"Wake up," says he, "your breakfast
waits—we're most uncommon
late;

The hogs are squealing 'Give us corn,'

the cows are at the gate."

We heard his heavy tread retreat
along tllfe naked floor,

Six steps it may have been, or seven

—

and then we heard no more.

Sleep's touch that sealed our eyelids

down was feather-soft and sweet

;

Our dreams were all of sparkling eyes
and little twinkling feet.

Again . we waltzed Matilda Jane and
Annabel and Sue,

And chassed down the middle of the

parlor, two by two;

But, just as we were bowing our part-
ners to their chairs,

The farmer's cowhide . boots again
were heard upon the stairs.

With sighs and groans, we fumbled and
grumbled in the gloom,

For shoes and such etceteras that
carpeted the room.

The frost was on the drowsy corn
what time we drove that way;

The moon still lit the silent vault, as
when we came from play;

The reedy ponds were garmented with
gossamery lines;

The stars were blinking sleepily above
the somber pines;

The sun was gilding Boston's domes a
thousand miles down East,

And evening seemed a thousand years
away from us, at least.

A thousand years from two of us

—

Bill's thoughts were lighter-
toned;

He grinned and gaped and chuckled
while we yawned and husked and
groaned.

"Which one?" says Jim, "Matilda?"
and Bill replied, "It's Sue;

And every ear I'm husking now I'm
husking it for two."

Quoth Jim: "Congratulations—but be-
fore this day is done,

1 reckon I'll be mighty glad I'm husk-
ing 'em for one,"

—Frank Putnam.
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No Hurry
"All the little boys and girls who

want to go to heaven," said the Sun-
day-school superintendent, "will please

rise."

All rose but Tommy Twaddles.
"And doesn't this little boy want to

go to heaven?"
I "JN-not yit ! "—Cleveland Leader.

<S>

Both
"So, Tommie, you wish to be excused

from school this afternoon?" .

" Yes'm."
i "Is your excuse a good one or is it

baseball?"
"Both, ma'am."—Cleveland Plain Dealer.

Take a Day for It

Oltice-boy—"What name, please?"
Foreign Visitor—"Herr Schwartsel-

burghhausenmasterg eschaftsmongos-
manteufel."
Office-boy— "You'll have to call again,

Teachei
—"What is velocity ?"

Boy
—

"It's what a hungry doe eats a plate of

warm victuals with."

sir. The office closes in five minutes,
and 1 sha'n't have time to pronounce
your name before the boss is gone."

—

Bon Vivant.

Another Packing-House Scandal
A man who was running a lunch-

stand out in a Western town used only
canned goods.
The Indians from a near-by reserva-

tion had seen him take so many differ-

ent things from cans that seemed to
them should be growing in the open
air that they began to wonder what he
would bring next.
One day he got a graphaphone and

Mother
—"No. Johnny, you can only have one

piece of pie."
Son

—"Huh I you're so anxious for me to learn
how to eat. and yet you won't give me a chance
to practise."

started it to playing. A crowd soon
collected, among it several Indians.
Someone went up to a group of

Indians and asked what they thought
of it. The reply was a shrug of the
shoulders and the expressive "Ugh!"
Finally he went up to one young brave
and asked his opinion. The Indian
thought awhile and then said calmly :

"Ugh ! Canned white man!"—Judge's
Magazine of Fun.

Generous to a Fault
Congressman Perkins was in the

office of a friend, a justice of the peace,
when a couple came in to be married.
After the ceremony the justice ac-
cepted a modest fee, and handed the
bride an umbrella as she went out.
Mr. Perkins looked on gravely, and

He—"I see some trust out west is going to try
to corner all the chickens in the country."
She—"Well, they'll have their hands full if they

try to corner that old Dominick rooster of ours.
Blamed if he can't run like a deer, and keep it

up. too."

asked, "Do you always do that Char-
lie?"

"Do what? Marry them? Oh, yes."
"No; I mean bestow a present upon

the bride."
"A present? Why, wasn't that her

umbrella?" gasped the justice.
. 'Wo; it was mine," replied the Con-
gressman, sadly.—Epworth Herald.

Have you started to read Maude Roose-
velt's new story, the opening chapters of
which are printed in this issue of Tarm
and Fireside?

How we keep American fence in one-twentieth the

Standard of the WtwicL *ime 11 w
?
uld ta^e an^ other

fence-maker. Because we
Eighty per cent of all wire fence make and sell more fence than all other

fence-makers put together.
That's why we have gone on making

improvement after improvement in

sold is American Fence. It takes
fifty thousand miles of fence every
monthto filltheAmericanfarmers

'

orders for American Fence.
That's enough fence to go twice
around the world every month.

That makes American Fence
StandardoftheWorld
and keeps it the
Standard.

Tell you why.
We make back the
cost of thousands of
dollars spent in im-
provements in fence

AMERICAN FENCE
making it and keep-
ing it "Standard of
the World."

Better galvaniz-
ing makes American
Fence last longer
than ever—cost less

per rod per year's
wear.

mL,

NOTI—I want to •end you the combination key-ring, shown in the
corner, with our compliments, as a continual reminder of American
Fence. We register your name and number on our books, and return
keys, without cost, if found and sent us.

FRANK BAACKES, Vice-Pres. and Gen. Sales Agt.
American Steel Wire Co., Chicago, U. S. A.

Drop
me a pos-

tnl and tell

me how much
fence you will

need this year,
I will write you a

personal letter about
American Fence and

send you this combination
key-ring, screw-dxiver and

bottle-opener.

1 SENT
TO YOU
FREE

WE?

You cannot be well unless your stomach and bowels are right.
The thing to right them is ¥^-^^^ » <r» 4Vir/> t

At your druggist's.

l"^ vv <~iJ- um^oo y uui aiuiiiai.il ana uuwcio die ii&in.

JayntfsSanative Pills
Why Not Buy At Wholesale Prices?

$20.50
buys this big
handsome
new 1907
model Steel
range with

Steel Reservoir and high warming
Closet, exactly as illustrated.
The body is made of high grade

smooth steel, strongly riv-
eteo and finishedFoff at the
bottom with a heavy band
of angle iron, for the better
protection of the bottom
edge. The oven is made of

heavy steel, is very large and
contains a steel oven rack.
Oven is finished with aluminum
on the inside, which makes it

clean and bright. Has strong built fire box, good
capacity, and has an improved Duplex grate for
burning wood or coal. The Fire Box is fitted with patent
gas and smoke burning construction, which bnrns all

smokes and gases, and doubles the value of the fuel.
The Reservoir is White Enamel lined ; the high closet
doors roll up and in. All the trimmings are nickel and
each stove we send out is fully covered by our binding
guarantee. We guarantee every stove to reach you
safely, free from breakage or damage of any kind.
Very much lower price, if you do not need the reservoir
or high warming closet. This big, strong, heavy, at-
tractive, modern range is worth fully $35.00. but if your
order is received by us within SO days, we will send it to
you at the astonishingly low price of $30.50.

GET OUR BIG NEW CATALOGUE
and Save 50 Percent on Your Christinas Presents

Onr new Catalog, No. 91, gives prices and pictures of over
30,000 things that most families need for use or comfort, and
is full of holiday suggestions from cover to cover.

It contains a larger variety of labor-saving, money-saving ar-
ticles at lower prices than heretofore shown in any catalog ever
published.
This up-to-date Buyers' Guide contains everything you can

possibly need for the Home, Farm or Shop. Opposite each ar-
ticle in the catalogue is the low price at which we sell it, the
lowest prlee for which it can be bought in any store, in any city,

big or little, in this or any country on the globe. Too will spend
hoars of interest over its pages ; you will marvel at the won-
derful variety, all complete in one big book. It makes buying
pleasant aa well as profitable. This catalog costs us $1.00 to
print) but we will send it to you post paid, FREE of charge.

WRITE FOR IT TODAY.
We will send you our Premium List, containing 100 valuable

and useful premiums given away free. Also our Grocery
List, showing how you can save X your living expenses.

WE SELL RELIABLE GOODS ONLY.
Buy of us and secure best goods, low prices, prompt ship-

ments, low freight and express rates and a square deal every
time. g
We guarantee satisfaction or refund your money.

WHITE, VAN GLAHN & CO.
31 Chatham Square. Established 1816. New York City.

The Oldest Mall Order House In America.

FARM TELEPHONES
Made by the "American," the

largest telephone factory.

Use our highest C _ -„ —
grade No 36 OamSOll
Be an influential factor in your

community. Organize farm tele-
phone lines. It gives you a hand-
some profit. We send you in-
structions how to organize farm
lines and how to build and operate
them. Write for our free book.
Bulletin M 22. It's full of tele-
phone information.

American Electric Telephone Co.
6400 to 6600 State St.,

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

MEN
WANTED Reliable Hen tn every locality

throughout the . United States to
advertise our goods, tacking up show cards on
trees, fences, bridges and all conspicuous places;

distributing small advertising matter. Commission or salary

$90 a month and expenses $3 a day. Steady employment to
good reliable men. We lay out your work for you. No experience
needed. Write for full particulars.

EMPIRE MEDICINE CO.. LONDON. ONTARIO. CANADA.

DETECTIVES
Shrewd men wanted in every community, to act under
instructions ; previous experience not necessary. Send
for free book of particulars.
Grannan's Detective Bureau, 68, Cincinnati, O.

BE SURE TO MENTION FARM AND FIRESIDE WHEN
WRITING TO ADVERTISERS.

FREE SIX SHOTS IN FOUR SECONDS
Book Tells
of This Gun

No other Shot Gun equals this gun's record. No gun built, for the money,
that is as good. $4.00 to $27.00. Mammerless. Every modern improvement.
Nothing as good on the market. Our catalogue shows a dozen other guns

we make, single and double barrel, magazine breech loaders, ejectors, etc. Send postal for it

today—it's free. TTNION FIRE ARMS CO., Manufacturers, 3117 Monroe St., TOLEDO, OHIO.

Piano I Month

FREE
You cannot buy a

piano equal to this

one, for less than

$350 in any retail

store. It is superb in action, tone and
finish. Our price cash with order, either

Mahogany or Walnut case, is $165. Or
you can pay a little each month instead

of paying cash, if you wish.

We will ship this piano to any re-

sponsible person for thirty days' trial,

free. If it pleases you, keep it ; if not
return it at our expense.

Guaranteed For Five Years.
No piano for less money can be safely guar-

anteed for so long a time. We have sold pianos
forty-one years, and our guarantee makes every
purchase absolutely safe.

We sell this piano at a wholesale price—because
direct from our factory. Your bank can ascertain
our responsibility for you. Write for large illus-

trated piano book. It explains how our mail order
method enables you to buy a better piano for less

money than can be obtained otherwise.

If you mention the paper in which you saw this

advertisement, we will send in addition, the "Piano
Buyer's Guide," which contains much useful in-

formation about pianos in general—not about any
particular make of piano. You will find it inter-

esting and useful.

Agents wanted.

C. J. HEPPE & SON, Dept. 29,
6th and Thompson Sis., Philadelphia, Pa.

8

A6ENT5
TED

QUICK^
Hammer
Hatchet
Screw Driver
Staple Puller
Nail Claw
Wire Cutter
Leather Punch
Pinchers

o E very Farmer Wants One at Sight
2 One of our agents says be will mate $1500 next year. We be-
^™ Uevehecan. This is the best seller we ever eaw. Write for

OO Spkciai Ottsb. and plan to Agists. Make money now.

3 J.B.FootA (Dept.502) Fdry. Co. Fredericktown, Qt

The Great Agents Supply House-.

Agents for any
thing can work up a big side line that takes very

little time once a month ; sewing machine agents,

tax collectors, book agents, nursery-stock solic-

itors can double their business. Instructions and

outfit cost you nothing. We only want a reply

from you that you are a hustler, and we will do

the rest. Write us at once. Circulation Dept.

FARM AND FIRESIDE
Madison Square, New York

If you will get

two of your neigh-

bors who don't take

Farm and Fireside

regularly to sub-

scribe at twenty-

five cents a year,

and you send us

the fifty cents, we
will send Farm
and Fireside to

each a full year

and give you a full

year free. Three

yearly subscrip-

tions in all. That's

a good fair offer.

Let us hear from

you.

FARM AND FIRESIDE

SPRINGFIELD, OHIO.
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MADISON SQUARE PATTERNS
All Necessary Descriptions and Directions Sent with Each Pattern

TEN CENTS EACH

No. 57 5—Fancy-Work Apron

Cut for medium size, or 36 inch bust
measure. 10 cents

No. 451—Combination
Waist and Drawers

Sizes 1, 2 and 4 years.
10 cents

No. 576—Stenographer's Apron
Cut for medium size, or 36 inch

bust measure. 10 cents

No. 674—Empire House=Gown
Sizes 32, 34, 36 and 38 inch bust measures.

No. 668—Rag Doll and Dress
Patterns cut in one size only.
Length of doll, twenty-two inches.
Three fourths of a yard of thirty-
six-inch material required for doll,

five eighths of a yard of twenty-
one-inch material required for
shirt-waist, three eighths of a yard
of thirty-six-inch material for skirt.
10 cents

CHRISTMAS
is but a few days off— better begin

your sewing now. The patterns for

dolls will greatly aid you in making a

toy for baby. The grown people will

appreciate something useful. Make
them a corset-cover, house-gown or

apron. For other useful designs ap-

propriate for Christmas send for our
elegant Fall and Winter Catalogue.

We send it free upon request

No. 670-Baby Doll's Outfit
This outfit consists of dress, petticoat, coat and
cap. Patterns cut in one size only, for a doll twenty-
two inches long. 10 cents

No.706-Corset-Cover,
with or without Fit-
ted Skirt Portion

Sizes 32, 34, 36, 38 and
40 inch bust measures.
10 cents

See
Page 26

for

Other
Designs

No. 669-Girl Doll's Outfit

This outfit consists of dress, petticoat, chemise
and drawers. Patterns cut in one size only, for a
doll twenty-two inches long. The waist of the
dress is full and the neck cut low. A full gath-
ered skirt is attached to the waist. Quantity of

material required for dress, one and one fourth
yards of twenty-seven-inch material Quantity
of material required for underwear, one and one
fourth yards of thirty-six-inch material. 10 cents

SEIND ALU ORDERS TO
THE CROWELL PUBLISHING COMPANY,

11 EAST 24th STREET, NEW YORK CITY.

WRITE YOUR NAME AND ADDRESS PLAINLY

Little Science Stories

[continued from page 23]

the proper material for the construction of
transmitters. Accordingly, in 1878, the
first carbon transmitter was completed
and proved successful, the strength of the
electric currents being greatly increased,
conveying the sounds of the voice to re-

markable distances with great clearness
and accuracy.

Since the completion of the Bell instru-

ment, the most notable achievement in

telephonic science has been made by Doc-
tor Pupin, of Columbia University, New
York. It is said that Pupin received an in-

spiration from seeing how waves of vibra-

tion in a cord are strengthened by lightly

loading it at certain exact points, which
are determined by the length of the
waves. He reasoned that by applying the

same method to telephone transmission,

by inserting induction coils in a long con-
ductor at certain precise intervals, an
electric current could traverse it for a
great distance without a perceptible loss

of force.

The result of Doctor Pupin's remarkable
discovery is that conversation by telephone
at a distance of three thousand miles or
more is made practicable. It is also

deemed as practicable through submarine
cables, and bids fair to make the telephone

a common instrument of communication
between continent and continent.

Two years after Bell's remarkable in-

vention was made known to the world,
the first telephone exchange was estab-

lished in the United States. The practical

value of telephonic communication became
at once apparent, and other systems were
installed throughout the country, with the
result that to-day, twenty-six years from
the time the first exchange was built, the
United States is a perfect network of con-
necting wires. Every village has adopted
this mean9 of communication, and it is

only a question of time until there is a
telephone in every household in the land.

The report of the American Telephone
and Telegraph Company for the year end-
ing December 31, 1904, gives a fair idea

of the growth of the telephone system
since Bell's invention was first put into

practical use. It says in part : "Twenty-
three years ago there were 47,880 tele-

phone subscribers in the United States and
29,714 miles of wire in use for telephonic
purposes. At the end of last year there
were 800,880 exchange stations equipped
with our- instruments, and 1,961,801 miles

of wire were employed for exchange and
toll-line service. From the beginning the
United States has led all other nations in

the number of instruments used and in the

employment of modern approved ap-

pliances tending to greater efficiency.

Next in numbers to the LTnited States
come the following countries in the order
named: German Empire, Great Britain,
Sweden, France, Switzerland, Austria'
Russia, Norway.
The estimated number of daily calls at

that time (1900) was 5,668,986, a total per
year of about 1,825,000,000.

Thanksgiving
In the gloaming of November
With its foliage of gold,

Comes again the glad Thanksgiving
With its customs dear and old;

And beneath the starry banner
As it floats from sea to sea,

We a happy Nation gather.
Fears at rest, for all are free.

Not a hand in all this Nation,
In the East or in the West,

Bars the mansion or the cottage
To the kind Thanksgiving guest;

From the balmy groves of Southland
To the nodding pines of Maine,

Nature, filled with joy and triumph,
Spreads the yearly feast again.

We are thankful for the blessings
That have crowned our cherished

land

—

Fruitful orchards, golden harvests,
Peace and love from strand to strand;

'Neath November's robes of beauty
Hidden lies the warrior's sword

And the olive branch is hanging
O'er Columbia's festal board.

Aye, from mountain unto mountain,
'Neath the Union's azure dome,

To the feast we spread each autumn,
Bid the absent welcome home.

Round the board where all are merry
Let the rarest sunlight play,

With the love-key of Thanksgiving
Open every heart to-day.

Heaping full are all our garners,
And our rivers as they run

Sing a matchless song of plenty
To the distant seas of sun

;

As a people God has blessed us

—

Who are happier to-day?
Let the land from mount to ocean

Sing a sweet Thanksgiving lay.

Hail the hallowed Thanksgiving
That the Pilgrim Fathers gave

!

'Tis their legacy forever
On the land and on the wave.

Then, as Freedom's chosen people,

We' our destiny fulfil,

Let the future's glad Thanksgivings
Find us grander, greater still.

—T. C. Harbaugh.

Photo by Itichard W. Seaman

GOOD ENOUGH FOR THE PRESIDENT
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\ here is a ge-ge-gentleman ou-out-

side who wa-ants to see you!"
said the Keeper of the gate, rush-

ing into the throne-room, where

the King and Queen and their little Royal
Highnesses were holding a reception with

all their best crowns and other things on.

The Master of Ceremonies was amazed
to see the Keeper, and especially because

the Keeper's hair stood right straight up,

his knees were knocking together, and his

face was as white as the King's shirt-

collar.

"Excuse me, Your Majesty," exclaimed

the Master of Ceremonies, "but really the

Keeper must be out of his senses." So
saying, the Master of Ceremonies seized

the Keeper and tried to drag him out.

"No-o-o, I'm not," cried the Keeper;
"b-but this ge-gen—

"

"Don't you know you mustn't stutter

before their Royal Highnesses?" said the

Master of Ceremonies, angrily.

"G-goodness me!" gasped the Keeper,

"this gentleman is a gi-gi-giant
!"

"A giant!" exclaimed all the little Royal
Highnesses ; "how delightful !" and they

all rushed from the throne-room to see

the show.
At this the Keeper promptly fainted,

and the royal reception came to an end
because the whole roomful of Court ladies

were struggling to see which could get

first to the Keeper with a bottle of smell-

ing-salts. Presently one of the little

Princes came running into the room in

high glee.

"Oh, papa !" he cried to the King, "it's

a tremendous, real, truly giant, and he has
come to see you !"

"Show him in, somebody," said the

King.

At this the little Prince began to laugh.

"W hy, papa, he couldn't get one foot in-

side the door!"
There was a sudden silence when the

people in the throne-room heard this, and
many of them became serious.

"I hope," said the Master of Cere-
monies, "that Your Majesty will be care-

ful of your precious person. This giant

may be a dangerous creature!"
"Pooh !" exclaimed the Prince, who did

not like the Master of Ceremonies, "he
is as good-natured as he can stick. Do,
papa, come out and see him." -

E "I hope Your Majesty will remain in-

doors," said the Master of Ceremonies.
"Indoors !" said the Prince. "Why, if

the Giant wanted to, he could carry off

the whole palace under one arm."
"There may be sense in what the boy

says," remarked the King, "and maybe it

would be wisest not to anger this creature.

I think it is my duty to face the danger."
"Danger!" the Prince repeated; "there

isn't any danger at all."

As there seemed nothing better to do,

the King took his son by the hand and
went out to the courtyard. As soon as
he reached the doorway he saw the giant
—a really remarkable giant. This was no
circus giant of seven or eight feet in

height, but a real tower of a man whose'
head was higher than the flag that floated
far above the castle roof. Yet he seemed
gentle, and was laughing and trying to
-hear what the children in the courtyard
were shouting to him.
The King called out, "Who and what

are you?"
The Giant leaned downward toward the

doorway, and said, "Are you the King?"
"Yes."

.

"Well, I'm John E. Normous, and I

have just arrived from Giant Land."
"I didn't know there was such a place,"

answered the King.
"Very likely not," answered the Giant.

"We don't often go visiting."

"Well, it's very kind of you to call upon
us," said the King, at the top of his voice.

"Not so very," replied the Giant. "I'm
one of the Visiting Committee."
"Ah, I see," said the King; "and you

come to
—

" Then he paused, hoping the
Giant would go on.

"I will explain," the Giant returned,
very good-naturedly. "You can see that
I am very big, and very strong."
"Oh, yes," the King answered, "I can

see that."

"Well, we Giants on the Visiting Com-
mittee are sent around to different coun-
tries now and then to see how they are
getting along."
"Of course, of course," was the King's

remark. "We shall be very glad to have
you look about and make yourself ac-
quainted with our land. No doubt it will
be rather difficult to provide for you,
but—"
"Don't trouble yourselves about that,"

the Giant replied; "we always carry our
own provisions;" and he tapped a haver-
sack which he wore slung at his side. "I
sha'n't make any trouble of that kind,
but you may not find my visit a very
agreeable one. In short, I wish to see how
the business is carried on—whether justice
is done, things fairly distributed, and
everything properly attended to. I shall
settle down with you for a week, and

The Giant's Week
A Clever Little Story for the Young People

meanwhile shall keep a sharp lookout for

all the rascals in high or low places; and
at the end of the week—well at that time

I will show you what I came for." Here
the Giant examined the club he carried

—

the trunk of a great pine tree, like a ship's

mast. Then he went on, "I shall take up
my residence near the mountain over
there, and I shall be glad to see any of

the people who care to call, especially the

children."

The Giant bowed politely, took two or

three steps and was far away.
The King returned slowly and thought-

fully to the throne-room, where he found
the Queen sitting alone.

They looked at each other in silence for

a moment, and then he spoke

:

"Where shall we go, my love?"
"Go? What do you mean?"
"Why, we must be miles and miles away

from here by next week," replied the

King. "You heard what the brute said?"

"Are you afraid of the Giant?" asked
the Queen.
The King squirmed uneasily in his

chair.

"I think it would be wiser to take no
risks," the King replied at last. "Come,
let us see to packing the trunks."
Next day the Court Physician an-

nounced that Their Majesties must have
sea air, and in three days the Court was

the sun rose he was seen in the distance,
coming down toward the city with giant
strides. As he approached a few scurry-
ing figures departed at full speed—on
horseback, in carriages, and in a few
trains that had been specially kept in wait-
ing.

By the time the Giant reached the pal-

ace, followed by a crowd of children and
some of the citizens, the palace was empty
except for about half a dozen hard-work-
ing officers, including the Keeper.
The Giant strode up to the castle front

and called to the Keeper.
"Where is the King?"
"Gone, Mr. Normous."
"Where?"
"I can't say. He left no address."
"Well, is there anybody of importance

left?"

"No, sir; nobody in particular. Let me
see— Oh, yes, there's the Third-Assistant
Treasurer !"

"Call him."
"Here he is," said the Keeper, pointing

to a quiet-looking little gentleman in a
rusty suit of clothes.

"Are you the highest officer that didn't

run away?" asked the Giant.

"I believe so, Mr. Normous," the Third-
Assistant Treasurer replied.

"Very well," replied the Giant; "then I

will just ask you to post this little notice."

"He waved his hand good-humoredly to the citizens, turned on his heel and walked away"

in a fast express-train and on its way to

the coast. So eager were all the great

officials of the Court to attend on Their
Majesties that only those stayed who were
positively commanded by the King to re-

main iii the capital. Also the greater part

of the fashionable people of the city were
soon on their way to distant parts of the

land.

Meanwhile, after some of the bolder
spirits among the citizens had visited Mr.
John E. Normous and found him most en-

tertaining and agreeable, others went and
even took their children. With the chil-

dren the Giant was a very great favorite.

He would put two fingers under their

arms and lift them high into the air, and
let them run races around his hat-brim.

Or he would place them on the hands of

his watch, first removing the crystal, and
let them run races around his hat brim,

ride on the great second-hand; but even
the minute-hand was very good fun. And
he would let them climb up tall trees and
high mountains, keeping his big hands
below so they couldn't fall.

Every now and then he would remind
his visitors of his intention to return to

the city at the end of the week.
So the time passed, and at length came

the day for the Giant's return. Just as

The Giant handed over a roll of paper
containing the following:

To the Good Citizens who Remained to

Welcome Me
Greeting :—This is to thank you all for

your kind attention and friendly calls, and to

leave word that I have enjoyed my little

visit very much ; in fact, so much that I may
return at any time without previous notice.

I do not find it necessary to carry out any
reforms at present, as I understand most of

the rascals have for a time left the city. But
if I shall find any of them here on my re-

turn—which may take place at any time—

I

shall know how to deal with them. Fare-

well—for the present.

Yours very respectfully,

John E. Normous.

When this placard had been displayed

the Giant waved his hand good-humoredly
to the citizens, turned on his heel and
walked away. From that time it is strange

how cheerful that land became. Yet happy
as it was, neither the King nor any of the
rest who had taken a vacation during
what became known as the "Giant's

Week" ever came back Nor did anyone
ever see again John E. Normous, Esq.

Tudor Jenks.

The Electric Telegraph

As far back as the year 1753, the first

suggestion of an electric telegraph
was made in a letter published in the
"Scots Magazine," in Edinburgh. The
letter was signed with the initials, "C.
M.," and many efforts have since been
made to discover the author's identity.

The plan suggested was that a set of
twenty-six wires, representing the letters

of the alphabet, should be stretched upon
insulated supports between the two places
which it was desired to put in connection,
and that a metallic ball should be sus-

pended from each end of every wire, hav-
ing under it a letter of the alphabet
inscribed upon a piece of paper. The mes-
sage was to be read off at the receiving
stations by closely observing the letters

which were attracted in turn by their
corresponding balls as soon as the wires
attached to the latter received a charge
from the distant conductor.

It remained for Monsieur Lomond, of
Paris, to reduce the twenty-six wires to
one, indicating the different letters by
simple movements of an indicator, which
consisted of a pith ball suspended by
means of a thread from a conductor in
contact with the wire. This was in 1787.

Three years later, Chappe devised a
means of communication which consisted
of two clocks which were so regulated
that the second hands moved in unison,
pointing at the same instant to the same
figures. The exact moment at which the
party at the receiving station should read
off the figure to which the hand pointed
was indicated by means of a sound signal

produced by the primitive method of strik-

ing a copper stewpan. Chappe soon in-

vented a method, however, of giving
electrical instead of sound signals.

Don Francisco Salva and Sir Francis
Ronalds became interested in the subject,

and offered many valuable suggestions, as
did also Sommering, a German inventor.

About this time Oersted's discovery of the
action of the electric current upon a sus-

pended magnetic needle provided a new
and much more hopeful method of apply-
ing the electric current to telegraphy. The
European philosophers kept groping, how-
ever, in scientific darkness for six years
or more after Oersted's discovery, until

Joseph Henry, a young American, began a

series of investigations which have now
become historic.

Up to Henry's time electro-magnets had
been made of a single coil of wire wound
spirally around the core, with wide inter-

vals between the strands. The core was
insulated, the wire not at all. Henry fol-

lowed the idea of Schweigger, who had
covered his wires with silk, and, instead
of using a single coil of wire, used several.

In place of using one coil through which
the electric current could easily slip,

Henry made a coil of many turns, con-
structing it of fine wire, this insuring
higher resistance.

To test the value of his discovery, he
put up the first electro-magnet telegraph
ever constructed. In the academy at Al-
bany, New York, in 1831, he suspended
about 1.060 feet of bell wire, with a battery
at one end and one of his magnets at the
other. The magnet served the purpose of
attracting and releasing its armature,
which struck a bell and made the signals.

And thus in a few short months this young
inventor had succeeded in annihilating dis-

tance.

Still, the invention was not perfect
enough for practical use, and the task of
bringing it down to a commercial possi-

bility fell to another distinguished Amer-
ican. In 1832, while returning from
France to the United States, Samuel F. B.

Morse, an American artist, conceived the

idea of a telegraph which should be con-
structed along the following lines : "A
single circuit of conductors from a suitable

generator of electricity; a system of signs,"

consisting of dots or points and spaces to

represent numerals; a method of causing
the electricity to mark or imprint these
signs upon a strip or ribbon of paper by
the action of a magnet operating upon the
paper by means of a lever, armed at one
end with a pen or pencil ; and a method of
moving the paper ribbon to receive the
characters at a uniform rate by means of
clock-work."
The first working model of his inven-

tion was constructed by autumn of the
year 1835, and two years afterward he
gave a first public exhibition, on which
occasion the marking was successfully ef-

fected through one third of a mile of wire.

Shortly after he constructed a recording
instrument, which was employed on the
first experimental line between Wash-
ington and Baltimore. This line was
constructed in 1843-44, under an appropria-

tion of Congress, and was completed by
May of the latter year. On the twenty-
seventh day of that month the first des-

patch was transmitted from Washington
to Baltimore. The invention was a com-
plete success, and opened up to an aston-
ished world a new and rapid means of
communication.
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The Tulip-Tree

(liriodendron tulipifera)

So seldom is the name tulip-tree men-
tioned that many persons are inclined to

believe that there are no such trees to be

found; but should yellow poplar or white
wood be mentioned, the same persons

would instantly know what tree was
spoken of. These are identical, and are

often improperly called poplar. The pop-

lar tree proper "belongs to an entirely dif-

ferent order from the tulip—the latter

belonging to the magnolias.

The tulip-tree generally attains a large

size, often measuring one hundred and
fifty feet in height and five to ten feet in

diameter; but an average is about one
hundred and twenty feet high and four

feet in diameter. The tree is well rooted,

frequently having roots two feet thick at

the base, and twenty-five feet long,

branched and rebranched until the earth

beneath the tree seems to be a solid mass
of roots extending deep into the ground.

As a tree of beauty the tulip can be sur-

passed by few. Its foliage is very dense

and of a beautiful green. The leaves ap-

pear smooth and even, being four lobed

and deeply notched at the end causes the

leaf to look like it had been cut squarely

and then a large"V" cut from the square

end. If an unfolding leaf-bud is examined
closely, it will be observed that the leaf

is folded forward in such a manner that

the apex or point touches the base of the

leaf-stem, or petiole, forming what is

called a reclined venation.

The flower of this stately tree must not

be considered the least conspicuous part,

for many and varied are the instances in

which the beautiful blossom of the tulip-

tree has played its part. As to the color

of this flower it may be said that it varies

somewhat, yet the prevailing shades are

yellow outside, and orange striped with
red inside, making a very showy flower.

The sepals number three, and the petals

six in two rows, within which is the large

seed-cone. Another important fact about
the flower is that it abounds in honey of

the highest quality. Among the four
hundred honey-producing trees of the

United States the tulip ranks second—the

American linden ranking first. It is

astonishing, too, the number of flowers

that one tree will produce. It is not an
infrequent sight to see 2,500 blossoms on
a single tree. The trees often look as if

they were a solid mass of yellow, inter-

spersed here and there with a little green.

Apparently the native range of the tulip-

tree was in the Eastern states, but since

the white man came to America the tree

has been introduced into nearly every sec-

tion of the country, although it does not
thrive in many regions. The greatest de-

velopment seems to be in the valley of

the lower Wabash River, on the western
slope of the Alleghany Mountains, in

Xorth Carolina, Tennessee and in the

Virginias. It is found sparingly in many
other regions.

Soil and light are very important fac-

tors in the growth of yellow poplar. It

flourishes best on a deep, light, sandy or

clayey soil in a place which remains cool

and moist. The tree is a rapid and per-

sistent grower, and in order to be such
must have a great amount of light. Thus
it can easily be seen why we so often find

a tulip-tree growing alone in an open
wood or in an open field. The reproduc-
tion is mostly from sprouts, as the seed

seldom germinate to any extent.

The wood of the so-called white-wood
tree is light and soft, stiff but not strong,

and is not very durable; it shrinks to a

considerable extent, but seasons without
injury by checking. The most important
uses to which this wood is put are interior

finish, boxes, panels of carriages, furni-

ture, ship-building, and shelving. The
raw material is quite a factor in com-
merce, as a great quantity is shipped to

foreign countries each year.

The tulip-tree is also valuable as a

shade tree. Every year sees more and
more of these trees planted for shade pur-
poses, and timely, too, for unless many
forest trees are planted each year the
time is not far distant when our most
beautiful trees will be lost. It is a shame
the manner in which the fine timber, the
pride of our state and country, is being
cut down, not only cut down but simply
wasted ! Not only is it the noble tulip-

tree that is laid waste, but the venerable
oak, the princely ash, the stately beech,
the beautiful maple, the most useful wal-
nut and linden—all must go. High time
it is that there be some steps taken by the
farmers and law-makers to stop this un-
necessary waste of our fast-disappearing
forests. Max W. Lutton.

The advertising columns of Farm and
Fireside are a great department-store
where you can get almost anything you
want. By glancing over them, you will be
surprised at the great variety of wares
offered. Do you see anything you need?

Montgomery Ward <Sb Co.'s

No»75 No£
a

R°ea3j FREE
Nearly 1300 large pages, thousands of pictures, 127,000 articles. The biggest bargain book ever printed. Beats

all Catalogue records for quantity, quality and low prices. Full of many things you want that you cannot buy near
home and multitudes of things of better quality and at lower prices than any other catalogue or store offers you.

Send for Your FREE Copy Today.
$50.00 a year, at least, is easily saved by every one using this No. 75 Montgomery "Ward & Co. Catalogue to

order goods from. Many write us of saving hundreds by being our regular customers. It pays others, it will pay you.We are the originators of the Catalogue business. We have been square with our millions of customers for 35 years—we
will be square with you.

Valuable
Premiums
Free

In this new No. 75
Montgomery Ward &
Co. Catalogue is an en-

tire section devoted to

ournewFreePrem-
ium Plan, which il-

lustrates and describes
all the many valuable
articles we give free to

our customers, includ-
ing Pianos, Buggies,
Sewing Machines,
Watches, Jewelry, Dia-
monds, Morris Chair,
Couches, Chairs, Sad-
dles, Books, Shoes, Car-
pets, Curtains, Tools,
Scales, Harness, Stoves,
Lamps, Violins, Gui-
tar, Music Boxes,
Sporting Goods, Cloth-
ing, Furniture, Dinner
Sets, and very many
other choice articles, all

given to our patrons.

It is worth your while
to get this big No. 75
Montgomery Ward &
Co. Catalogue for
1906-7 just to see this

wonderfulPremium
Liist of things that
await your selection if

you become our cus-
tomers.
Send your name and

address carefully writ-

ten on a postal card or
in a letter, or attached
to your next order, or
fill out coupon in

the picture ; either way
that is easiest. Just say
' 'Send me free and pre-

paid one copy of your
new No. 75 Catalogue."
Do this before you for-

get it, right now. We
will then send it at

once.

This Big Book
Just off the

Press

We Moke No Charge For This Great Catalogue
We even prepay the postage. Ordering a copy of this large Free Book puts you under no obligations to buy anything

of us. We ask you to send for it, read it, look at the pictures and prices, and then when you find out how much money it

saves you you will be glad to order from it, for it means a saving of 20 per cent to 50 per cent on everything you wear,
eat or use in any way. Remember this is no partial list or imitation of the Montgomery Ward & Co. Catalogue, but is the
genuine, the latest, the complete, new, large Montgomery Ward & Co. Catalogue, Number 75, for fall of 1906 and all of
1907, full of the very latest styles and newest city goods of every kind that you can possibly wantoruse DOX'TDE-
IiAY—send for your copy today. It will go to you at once, by return mail if possible, all prepaid and absolutely free
of all cost.

Montgomery Ward ®> Co.,
Michigan Avenue, Madison
and Washington Streets, Chicago

WIZARD
EDISON
Says:

FREE
TRIAL

"/ want to see a Phono-
graph in every American
home."
With Mr. Edison's

co-operation, and in ac-

cordance with his wish,

we will send a magnificent Edison Phonograph, with large Floral

Horn and a dozen genuine gold-moulded records, to any respon-

sible person, and allow two days' trial, abso-

lutely free. This costs you'nothing whatever,
and places you under no obligation.

PRACTICALLY A GIFT
If you wish to keep the outfit after giving it a thorough trial,

you may do so, and pay for it at the rate of $2.oo per month—only
$14.20 in all. Ifyou do not like it, you may return it at our expense.
This wonderful offer not only gives you a free trial in your own

home, but by reason of the arrangement with Mr. Edison, you
get this magnificent Phonograph outfit at a price that makes it

seem like receiving a gift. On payments so easy you never
miss the small outlay. Remember, it is impossible for an Edison
phonograph to be sold for less—even for cash.
Write at once for free guide to latest mmlc, and

have outfit shipped without delay. Address Dept. 25.

MUSICAL ECHO CO., Eoiton DuiaiBUiom, 1215 Ciestiut St., Phil».,Pj. K>OTV^

VIRGINIA FARMS
$8 per Acre and up
With improvements. Good productive soil, abundant
water supply and best climate on earth. Near rail-
road and good markets with best church, school and
social advantages. For list of farms, excursion rates
and our beautiful pamphlet showing what others
have accomplished, write to-day to F. H. LA
BATJME. Agrl. and Indl. Agt., Norfolk & Western
By.. Bos 00, Roanoke, Ta.

£WjWOLK&WESTEfi
<J 1 1 nmiii mid (Ofjio iline

I BE A RAILROAD MAN]
jurse by Mail" will fit you io a short t

for either Railway Fireman or Brakeman so J _

can earn (63 to $13 a month. Hundreds of po-
sitions now open. Original and only school of I

Its kind officered by railway officials. Write
for catalog today and begin study at once.
The WeiuheRy.Corr. School. Box 600. Freeport. 111.
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Subsoiling

Closely related to the doctrine
of underdraining is that of
subsoiling-

. Indeed, the under-
ground ditch is placed deep in

the subsoil and its best effects axe
upon that stratum.
The subsoil differs from the surface

soil in that it is not so rich in vege-

table mold and much richer in mineral
compounds. In prairie countries there

are several inches at the surface whol-
ly made of dead grasses and decayed
roots. This is so peaty in its nature
that it will dry and burn like a stra-

tum of chips. It is rich in carbon, and
the growth it promotes is luxuriant in

the extreme. I have seen the common
daisy sunflower as high as the fences

on the prairies of Kansas; and the
growth of corn there is much the

same.
But soil of that sort is deficient in

body and the Kansas droughts are se-

vere upon it. Moreover, it overlies a
deposit which it needs. In the subsoil

there is iron, and a fine accumulation
of niter and silica, and generally de-

posits of phosphates. Deep roots will

reach there, but
some roots are not
long enough to ex-

tend into that stra-

tum, and certain
crops are imperfect
for lack of these
important mineral
elements.

Subsoiling is a
process of getting
the strata mixed;
and no other expe-
dient is worth
more to these prai-

rie soils.

Allow an illustra-

tion or two. In the
German readers
there is a story of

a line dresser who
called his sons
about his bed and
revealed to them a
secret, in these
words:
"There is in the

vineyard a treasure
buried. Dig and find

it."

"Where, Father?
Where is it bur-
ied?"
The father had

only strength for
. one word "Dig!"
and with its utter-

ance he died.

The sons believed
him, for he had al-

ways spoken the
truth; and they be-
gan at one side,

digging two feet

deep, and dug the
vineyard all over.
Not finding the
treasure, they de-

cided that their fa-

ther's mind had been wandering. Dis-

missing the incident from their minds,
they paid no further attention to it.

But, when the fruiting season was
reached, they found the grapes far
more abundant and of the best quality.

So they decided that the treasure was
in the subsoil.

I once knew a German farmer who
gave the right-of-way through his

farm to a railroad company. Their line

required a nine-foot cut through a
knobby side of his field; and the work-
men left three or four feet of dirt on
his ground over a half acre or more,
just as they scraped it out. He tried
to get the company to remove the
dirt, but did not succeed. Kegarding
that portion of his field ruined he
nursed much indignation toward
them, and resigned himself to a seri-

ous loss.

In the spring-, before he was aware
of it, the hands had broken it, har-
rowed it and planted it.

This, he supposed was a loss of seed,

labor and time, but the best corn in
the field, both in quantity and quality,
grew on that half acre.

Every man who farms black land ob-
servantly, knows there are chaffy ears
and blighted ears produced there. The
elements required to give weight and
solidity are in the clay; and clay is

the very best of fertilizers for soils

that are sandy or loamy. It contains
iron in proportion to its color; and
iron is the best retainer of ammonia.
Clay is a good thing to cast onto the

bringing up of the clay stratum and
mixing it with the looser deposit of
the surface. There are plows adapted
to this, and in former days the prob-
lem was much studied. It was always
difficult and expensive, and most farm-
ers have abandoned it.

The other is a process of agitating
the underlying stratum with a wedge-
shaped colter, and leaving it where it

lies.

This latter, without underdraining
is not of much value; for the satura-
tion of one season will undo it all.

But, with the saturation drawn off,

the effect of such a breaking up will
last for several years. If a powerful
motor, like a traction engine, can be
had to draw such a plow, either of
these methods can be utilized at a
moderate cost.

In fact, the first method is not bad
for the clay soil; for the substrata
is fresh and new, and the soil at the
surface is more or less exhausted.
Many good farmers practise gradual

subsoiling-. That is, they break new
ground, say three inches deep, which
is deep enough. New ground is rich

A NORWAY PINE DRIVE

An avenue of Norway pines on the farm of J. W. Troxel, of Wayne County. Ohio. The trees are

twenty-nine years old from the seed and nearly fifty feet high

manure pile; for it will catch much of

the ammonia that otherwise escapes.

Further, ammonia is valuable as a
source of nitrogen; and the subsoil is

the nearest and cheapest deposit of

clay.

There are two methods of subsoil-

ing: one suited to black or sandy soils,

the other to clay soils. The first is

what I have already discussed; the

in all vital elements at the surface.

Even black ground has the mineral
elements from the ruins of the vege-

tation out of which it is made.
The second year they plow four inch-

es deep; the third five, then six, seven
and eight; the new inch supplying
what has been lost in the previous sea-

son.
Later, they accomplish the effects of

subsoiling, in a degree, by rotation of
crops and by the use of commercial
fertilizers.

This probably accounts in part for
the passing of the subsoiling doctrine.
Indiana. Walter S. Smith.

Village and Farm Improvement
Societies

I have been asked to discuss this
subject at length, but a few words
should suffice to bring the question
prominently before the farmers and
village folk, who live in small country
towns that have no appropriations for
the purpose of cleaning up the un-
sightly things that will accumulate
with time.
There is nothing I know that adds

more to the appearance and value of
property in villages and farming com-
munities than well-kept yards, streets
and gardens. To do this work is com-
paratively easy after it is started, and
the work is really a pleasure under
congenial circumstances. A village im-
provement society is the thing for
small towns, and in farming communi-
ties a farm home improvement society

serves the same
purpose.

It will be surpris-
ing- to see how
much work can be
accomplished by
the folk around
you if they are
once enlisted in the
work. I did not
know how much
could really be
done until recently,
when I visited a lit-

tle town about the
size of my home
village, and saw
how things were
going there. Weeds
and grass grew in
every corner, and
desolation, or aban-
donment, seemed
pictured on the
scene. There was no
regard for pleasing
appearances. Peo-
ple gave no time
to improvements.
Now there is no

way to add value to
the farm or small
town property
more cheaply than
by cleaning out the
debris and fixing up
the yard and gar-

den fences, pruning
up old trees, shrubs
and flowers, and
putting out new
ones. The work of

rearranging the
grounds also adds
an attractive fea-

ture to the work.
But in the mean-
time if your neigh-
bor has a farm or

home that does not correspond with
the appearance of your own it de-

tracts value from yours.
It is in this connection that improve-

ment societies are so valuable. The
organization is simple and easy always,

for the folk are eager to take hold of

anything that is really good when
once they get the idea fixed. A good

[CONCLUDED ON PAGE 4]
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The December Fifteenth
issue will be our annual

Christmas
Number

You know how attractive this

special number has been in the

past. This year we are going

to have something a little bet-

ter, and something that will

please you more than ever. The

Special Magazine Section

will contain attractive Christ-

mas stories and illustrated

articles which will please every-

one. The

Beautiful Christmas Picture

supplement is just a little bet-

ter and more appropriate than

any we have used before.

When the artist drew it he

was thinking of what would

please you most. Its name is

"Jack's Christmas Prayer"

When you see it we are sure

you will say that it alone is

Worth the Price of Farm and

Fireside for a whole year.

Look at your label on this

paper to see if your time is out

before December 15th, and if

it is, send in your renewal at

once that you may not miss

the next issue. It is mailed to

paid - in - advance subscribers

only.

FARM AND
About Advertisements

Farm and Fireside does not print ad-

vertisements generally known as "readers"

in its editorial or news columns.

Mention Farm and Fireside when you

write to our advertisers, and we guarantee

you fair and square treatment.

Of course we do not undertake to ad-

just petty differences between subscribers

and honest advertisers, but if any adver-

tiser should defraud a subscriber, we stand

ready to make good the loss incurred,

provided we are notified within thirty days

after the transaction.

One of our Louisiana subscribers, M.
A. Hanchey, says

:

"I think your valuable paper one of
the best of its kind I have ever read.
It doesn't seem reasonable that such a
paper can be published and sent out
for such a small amount. I have been
taking it for six years. Its reading is

so instructive, I'm always glad when it

is time for the paper to come. So I

will renew my subscription."

In thanking Mr. Hanchey for his

words of appreciation we shall add that
he is one of many thousands of sub-
scribers benefited by our policy of con-
stantly improving the paper who thinks
as he does. The fact is, the price of
Farm and Fireside is too low. In fol-

lowing the policy, "Nothing too good
for our people," the value of the con-
tents of the paper has been raised far

above the subscription price.

The International Live Stock Expo-
sition at Chicago will be open Decem-
ber 1st to 8th. Progressive stockmen
need no urging to attend the greatest

show of its kind in the world. It is also

a great school of instruction, and every
practical stock raiser can learn valuable
lessons in feeding, handling and man-
aging live stock. Visitors can go from
the show amphitheater through the

great stock yards to the packing-
houses, and follow the animal from
"hoof to can."

For the nine months ending with
September the value of the meat and
dairy exports was over $25,000,000

greater than it was in the corresponding
months of 1905, and over $38,000,000

greater than in the corresponding peri-

od of 1904. The Chicago market re-

ports show the price of beef cattle to

be from 65 cents to $1 higher per hun-
dred-weight than they were a year ago.

What has become of all that roaring,

prophetic wind about the ruination of

our live-stock industries by the passage
of a federal meat inspection bill?

A Notable Victory
The defeat of James W. Wadsworth

in the 34th Congressional District of

New York is an event of national im-

portance^—an accomplishment that gives

hope and encouragement to citizens every-

where in this broad land who are working

to bring about genuine reform in legisla-

tion and in industrial conditions. When
the campaign opened it looked like a

hopeless undertaking to defeat Mr. Wads-
worth. He has served twenty years in

Congress, is known as the "Life member
from Livingston," and seemed to be in-

vincibly intrenched in an impregnable

Republican stronghold. Two years ago

his plurality was 13,000; this year, Mr.

Peter A. Porter, candidate of the Inde-

pendent Congressional Party, defeated

him by nearly five thousand.

Among the principal causes of this

radical change in voting are that Mr.
Wadsworth worked and voted against the

Grout anti-oleomargarine bill when that

measure was before Congress, that in the

last session he took his stand with the

Beef Trust against the President on the

meat-inspection bill, and that he secured

his re-nomination by machine rule.

In brief, Mr. Wadsworth, in the im-

portant position as chairman of the House
Committee on Agriculture, not only mis-

represented his own constituents, but the

agricultural interests and the people of

the entire country. Hearty congratula-

tions to the farmers of western New York
who sent Wadsworth to join Grosvenor
of Ohio.

Congressman-elect Porter says: "The
welfare of the agricultural interests

which I represent will be my chief aim.

I have taken a stand in opposition to

the oleomargarine interests, which I

shall maintain, and any attempt to annul
the legislation which imposed a tax on
the hog product will meet with my de-

termined opposition."

FIRESIDE
It will be two years before the inde-

pendent, boss-fatigued citizen can get
another whack at a short-weight con-
gressman, but since he has learned to
sit up and take notice he will, most
likely, be looking around for something
good to practise on. He need not look
far nor long. There is something now
demanding his instant attention in New
Jersey. A United States Senator is to
b.e chosen soon to succeed the Hon.
John Fairfield Dryden. It is a long time
—six years—between senators, and the
independent Jerseyman should seize the
opportunity and lose no time in picking
the right man—a man to serve the pub-
lic, not the public service corporations.

Senator Dryden is the great apostle
of thrift in the insurance world, but his

thrift is so extraordinarily extortionate
that his big company takes about forty
per cent of the annual premiums re-

ceived from policy-holders and "books"
it as "expenses of management."
He has, it is true, "accumulated"

some machine-rule endorsements for

reelection, but there are certainly

enough public-spirited members of the

New Jersey legislature who will serious-

ly and impartially consider whether the
Senator's superior business qualifica-

tions do not really disqualify him for

truly representing the people of the

state.
<$>

A New Principle in Legislation

In a recent speech Senator Beveridge,

of Indiana, explained the application of a

new principle in making laws for the

regulation and control of great businesses

as follows

:

"That principle is this : When any busi-

ness becomes so great that it affects the

wrelfare of all the people it must be reg-

ulated by the government of all the

people. The people cannot permit some of

them to practise methods hurtful to all

of them. And the people have no agency
for their protection excepting only their

government.
"For example: The people eat prepared

foods and use prepared medicines. Under
the old theory that all business is private,

and that the public has no right to inter-

fere with it, manufacturers of foods and
medicines were adulterating both. They
were making enormous fortunes at the ex-

pense of the health of the millions. But
this was intolerable. Our institutions are

for our benefit and not for their theoret-

ical benefit. Our institutions contemplate

that men shall make honest profits in

business by righteous methods that do not

injure others; our institutions do not con-

template that men shall make dishonest

profits in business by methods that do
injure others.

"So the people had to be protected from
poison in their food and drugs. How ?

They could not protect themselves as indi-

viduals. The states could not adequately

protect them ; because that business was
nation-wide. Therefore, the government
of all the people had to interfere with the

food and drug business which affected all

the people. So we passed the pure-food
law, and to-day the nation's government
is supervising a business which is neces-

sary to the people, but which had been
injuring the people. This same new prin-

ciple that any business so great that it

affects all the people must be regulated

by the government of all the people, also

wrote the railway rate. The old principle

was that railway managers could do as

they please. 'The public be d—d' said

Vanderbilt. The new principle is that the

public's rights in railway management are

as great as the rights of the railways

themselves. This new principle is the

vital thing in the rate law. For the rail-

ways affect all of the people.

"This new viewpoint that all great busi-

nesses are trusts to be administered for

the people, as well as organizations, to be

run for profit, is already being taken even

by the captains of industry themselves.

For example, we investigated the Pennsyl-

vania Railroad the other day. That fact

alone shows the revolution that is occur-

ing; for if, five years ago, anybody had
suggested the investigation of the Penn-
sylvania Railroad, he would have been

considered mad.
"But we investigated it, and found the

officers of this model corporation of the

world practising commercial villany—
found them holding stock given them by

shipping companies to which they there-

fore furnished cars while refusing cars

to other similar shipping companies in

which they did not hold stock. One of

the officers giving his testimony said:

'This used to be considered all right, but

we are looking at things differently to-

day.'
"
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The Cow's Victory
The true and full significance of Wads-

worth's crushing defeat in the 34th Con-
gressional District is probably but vaguely

understood by the large majority of even
those who voted for his opponent. This
event may and probably will prove to be

the dawn of a new era in the development
of the farmer's standing in politics and in

our national and state legislation. It

will mean the general recognition of his

power, and of the power of the agricul-

tural press in these fields. Heretofore the
politicians in our legislative halls have
often paid little heed to the farmer's
needs and demands, feeling safe in the

;

supposition that the farmer will vote his

regular party ticket anyway. The election-

in the 34th Congressional District was a

test case. The farmer has won, and
furnished the proof of the pudding. When
hereafter, the farmer, through his organ-
izations and the agricultural press, comes
to Congress or his state legislature with
his just demands, may this be for a par-
cels-post or for the abolition of the seed-
distribution humbug, or for what-not, he
will find more attentive and more willing

ears on the part of the law-makers in

those legislative bodies, for the latter will

for a long time remember Wadsworth.
Party ties are beginning to sit rather

loosely on the average voter. There
seems to be a greater shifting of votes
from one party to the other just now
than ever happened in my recollection.
This is a good sign. It shows that the
average voter thinks for himself, and
votes for principle rather than from
habit or prejudice.

There are, however, still a large num-
ber of voters who always vote their
ticket straight. But who are they? If

you look about in your own district, you
will find among them, first, those unable
to read or write. They are those who
must vote straight or run the risk of

spoiling their ballot, or of voting for a

different man than they desire to vote
for. They are the illiterate, the igno-
rant, the narrow minded.

The Independent Voter
It seems to me that the elections of

this year plainly show that the average
voter is becoming more independent
and less bound by party labels and
party bosses. The man who owns his
home, either in the country or village,
and reads the better class of papers is

the most independent of all the voters.
If the ticket gotten out by his party
contains the name of one or more rabid
radicals, or of men who are stubbornly
opposed to progress and reforms plain-
ly demanded, he does not hesitate a mo-
ment about scratching them off and
voting for men of another party. This
class of voters is steadily increasing in
numbers, and they hold the balance of
power. They have learned that a party
label on a ticket does not make every
man on that ticket the best man for the
place, but that the other ticket some-
times has men on it that are better, and
the frantic appeals of partisan papers
and campaign orators has no effect on
them. What a grand thing it is for the
country to have such a large and pow-
erful conservative class in it, to check
the wild career of shallow-brained rad-
icals and self-seeking demagogues, and
to quietly set aside short-sighted polit-

ical autocrats who stubbornly stand in

the way of enlightened progress. Notice
how this conservative class of intelli-

gent voters quietly and unostentatious-
ly set aside Mr. Wadsworth, the owner
of the Committee on Agriculture, Mr.
Grosvenor who opposed everything the
farmers wanted, "stand pat" McCleary
and Babcock and some others. All
these men represented extreme ideas,

either reactionary or radical, and our
conservative voters decided that they
were valueless in legislative and execu-
tive halls. The same class will quietly
remove the head of the Committee on
Post Offices unless we soon have some
legislation favorable to a parcels-post.
We are proud of the independent voter
and hope his numbers will increase un-
til party leaders will find that only good
men can be elected to any office—that

a party label will elect no narrow-mind-
ed block, nor eccentric theorist.
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Rural Affairs and Salient Farm Notes

About Alfalfa

What alfalfa can do is told by an
Ohio reader in "Rural New
Yorker" as follows:

"One fourth the area of this

farm, or nearly so, 21 acres out of

eighty-six and one half, makes it possi-

ble for me to stock up with 6oo feeding

lambs, when if I did not have alfalfa,

and if I was not vastly more fortunate

with clover than others in this section,

I would not have clover hay for ioo.

A farmer can hardly understand the

possibilities till he is in possession of

a few acres and undertakes to care for

it as it should be cared for."

It is undoubtedly true that alfalfa is

not found on one farm in ten where it

could be grown with profit, and that "a

few acres of alfalfa on a stock farm will

easily double its stock-carrying capaci-

ty." That much was shown me in my
own trials, but also that it does not pay
to attempt growing it on any but nat-

urally " well-drained, and fertile soil.

Pear Troubles
In this immediate vicinity the Bartlett

pear is quite an important money crop.

Many of our growers here receive hun-
dreds and even more than a thousand
dollars for the yearly crop, so that the
Bartlett is of more importance to them
than the apple crop, which is also a
leader. But there are also some trou-
bles which beset the pear grower. One
of my neighbors brought me some Bart-
lett specimens for examination. His
whole .crop was so badly spotted and
russeted, and intermixed with gnarly,

lop-sided specimens that he could sell

them only at low figures.

Being in doubt about some points, I

forwarded the specimens (as every
grower in a similar dilemma should do)
to our state experiment station. In re-

ply Prof. F. C. Stewart, the station bot-
anist, wrote to me as follows":

"The spots on the pears are caused
by the scab fungus, and this is of course
preventable by spraying with Bordeaux
mixture. The cause of the russetting is

not clear. Had the fruit been sprayed I

should have pronounced it spray injury.

It strikingly resembles spray injury.

Possibly it is frost injury, although
frost injury commonly takes the form
of a russet belt or zone, instead of be-
ing scattered irregularly over the fruit,

as in this case. This season pears in

many localities show the russetted belt

due to late spring frosts. Kieffer pears
are subject to a russetting similar to
that on the specimens sent by you. It

is caused by a sterile surface-growing
fungus, but your specimens do not show
the presence of any fungus on the rus-
setted areas so far as I am able to de-
termine. The lop-sided condition of

one of the pears is evidently due to de-
fective pollenation as you suggest, be-
cause when this pear was cut open the
seeds on the flat side were found abor-
tive. The gnarly condition of the other
pear is due to corky eruptions caused
by the attack of an insect, and our en-
tomologist has written you about this."

The letter received from H. E. Hodg-
kiss, assistant entomologist, is as fol-

lows :

"Mr. Stewart has referred to me the
pears which had scars upon them, and
all I can say about these is that their

exact cause is unknown, although prob-
ably due to a pear curculio, or it may
be due to a tree hopper. We were con-
ducting some experiments with differ-

ent insects upon pears to determine the
exact nature of this pest this season,

but have had some indifferent results.

We are intending to renew this investi-

gation during the coming year and hope
to come to some conclusive results as

to what the exact cause is. I can give

you no remedy for this except that if

you find curculios working upon the
trees, to jar the trees in a manner simi-

lar to that by which the plum trees are
treated for plum curculio."

It will be seen from this that there
are still many things in this line which
are not fully known, even to the experts.

My neighbor's pears, for instance, had
not been sprayed. Otherwise the sta-

tion people would undoubtedly have
pronounced the russetting of the speci-

mens spray injury, as is usually done by
them in the case of apples covered with
russet areas where the trees had been
sprayed with Bordeaux mixture.

Philosophy for Small Farmers

A
Pennsylvania man writes for ad-
vice. He would like to become
a farmer, but has no money
wherewith to purchase a farm.

Thinks he might borrow it and pay it

back in a few years. ,

I rather think that he will meet with
some difficulty in negotiating a loan un-
der such circumstances. The only
chance for him is to begin at the bot-
tom artd work up. If a man wants to
become a locomotive engineer he will

have, to begin where he can learn how
an engine is made, and for some time
his wages will be very small. The be-
ginner in farming will have to learn the
business, and his profits will be small
until he learns a good many things.

I know a man who four years ago de-
clared he would drop his occupation of

day laborer and become a farmer. He
had a small home, a rather large family,
and lots of grit, and he began by rent-
ing an acre of land and growing vege-
tables. He was so successful with this

that he rented six acres for five years,
and he is doing so well with this six
acres that it is plain he will soon be-
come a full-fledged farmer. Every day
that he is not at work on his garden
he is working for somebody else at
good wages. He does all of his work,
whether for himself or someone else, in

the best manner possible, and naturally
he has all he can do.
He is one of those men who passed

middle life before he realized the neces-
sity of saving up something for old age.

Now he is trying to make good. Had
he begun twenty years earlier in life he
would, without a doubt, now be the
owner of a nice little farm of his own.
If he lives and keeps his health he will

finally get the farm, but there are sev-
eral years of hard work and close econ-
omizing before him. The Pennsylvania
man can do as this man is doing, and
eventually become a farmer and the
owner of a farm, but he will have to get
the borrowing idea out of his head, and
learn to pay as he goes. When he can-
not pa# he must not buy, at least until

he can clearly see his way out.

Last summer I met a young man who
slapped . me on the shoulder and ex-
claimed, "You're the very man I want
to see!" He then told me that he had
read an article of mine in the Farm
and Fireside eight years ago, in which
I had advised young men to get a home
of their own as early in life as possible.

"I remember your advice well," said
he. "It was to get a home secured, then
a little a*head; then look about the earth
as much as you can afford to do. It

struck me as being just the thing to do,
and I hustled for money to buy a cer-
tain ten acres I "knew of, about a mile
from town, and I got it. Then I humped
myself to get a nice little cottage on it,

with fences, stable and sheds, and I got
them. A horse, cow and eleven pigs
followed, then a bunch of as nice chick-
ens as you ever saw. Then I knew a
little girl who had been keeping tab on
my doings all the while, and first thing
we knew she was in the cottage. I'd

saved up six hundred dollars when I

read your article, and was wondering
what I should do with it. Now you see
I am in clover. I cleaned up a little

over five hundred dollars last year off

that little place, and this summer we are
going on a little trip that will cost us
about a hundred dollars. We can afford
it, and we'll see lots of things we've
been wanting to see. Hope you'll keep
on urging the boys" to get homes of
their own, and I hope lots of them will

do as well as I have."
Yesterday I received a letter from a

man in which he told of his hits and
misses during the past twelve years. At
the beginning of this period he had
saved up nearly three hundred dollars.

A man wanted to borrow it and offered
him forty acres of partly cut over tim-
ber land as security. The loan was
made, and three years afterward he was
obliged to take the land. Two years
later he met with an accident that partly
crippled him. Then he built a little

house on the land, cleared six acres and
began farming in a limited way, and
raising a few pigs. Then he realized the
possibilities of the place and began
building pig and poultry sheds, and en-
larging the clearing. "Last year," he
writes, "I made a saving of six hundred
dollars, and think I am safe for a like

amount this year. I now fully under-
stand why you are advising young men
and laboring men to bend all their en-
ergies toward getting a home for them-
selves. Now, here I am in my own

house, on my own land, comfortable
and contented; my wife sitting by the
fireside knitting me a pair of warm
socks, seemingly perfectly happy, while
outside a cold storm is beating on the
house and the wind is roaring through
the trees.

"I can tell you it pays to save pennies
while you're young, and let the circuses
and what the boys call good times go,
for comfort like this. Last year I ad-
vised a young fellow who is working by
the month for a neighbor to buy a forty
adjoining mine, and he did it, and is

working as steady as a clock for the
money to finish paying for it. The
piece is a little rougher than mine, but
will make a good little pig and poultry
farm, and he is just the kind of a boy
that will make a nice home of it and a
good living. I have lived and worked
in Pittsburg, and know all about the city
life of a workingman, and I would not
give one year in this quiet place for ten
years in any city. I have pure water,
good home-grown food, shade in sum-
mer, shelter from wintry storms, go to
bed and rise when I please, have lots of
good reading, and enough work to keep
me as busy as I want to be. What
more could any man want? Keep on
telling the boys to dig in while they are
young and get that home."

I know some boys who are after that
home, and are going to get it in the
near future. In the central part of the
country land is high in price, and the
boys will have to content themselves
with smaller tracts than were considered
really essential a few year ago. There
are much greater possibilities in ten or
twenty acres now than there was then.
We are learning how to farm better.
How to get larger yields of grain and
grass. How to feed stock so as to get
better results. We are looking more
closely after the smaller things, and
there is less waste. Instead of going
into the crib and throwing a few scoop-
fuls of corn to the pigs, a few to the
cows, and one to each of the horses we
give them just what they require for

best results. When a horse is at work
we give him a feed that will keep up his

strength. When he is idle we cut the
ration down and feed only enough to
keep him in good condition. We are
feeding pigs more sensibly, putting
more protein in their food, and getting
a stronger and healthier animal, that can
stand on his feet when he is fat, and is

far less susceptible to epidemic diseases.

We are also giving more attention
to poultry, drifting farther away from
the non-essential points, as the ex-
act markings on the feathers, to the
more useful and valuable ones of shape,
size, and laying qualities. We are also
learning to feed the kinds of food nec-
essary to obtain strong growth, and to
encourage laying the year round. We
are feeding dairy cows for butter in-

stead of beef, helping them to be profit-

able animals instead of mere food con-
sumers.
There was a time when the farmer of

twenty or forty acres was considered
rather a small potato, but that time is

gone. It is not so much the quantity a
man buys, as his promptness in paying
for what he does buy that fixes his

rating in his community. The small
farmer used to be regarded as a man
with a hoe; now he is looked upon as
the man with the cash. I know many
farmers of ten to forty acres who are
among the most enterprising, wide-
awake and up-to-date men in their com-
munity. One said to me not long ago,
"I have thirty acres of good land, and
it is all I want. I don't take in so much
money a year as my hundred-and-sixty-
acre neighbor, and I don't spend as
much. The weather worries me very
little, because I have less to do and can
miss a few days without detriment to
any part of my crops. I have time to
do my farming in the best manner, and
I obtain full yields if anybody does. I

work to live rather than live to work,
and enjoy life about as well as anybody
I know, mainly because I have time to

live and enjoy the thousands of things
that are enjoyable if we look for them."
What's the matter with that sort of

philosophy? There always will be
plenty of large farmers, because there
are so many men who delight in cutting
a wide swath. But after all, I rather
think the small farmer will get the most
enjoyment as well as the best returns
from the soil.

An advertiser recently wrote to us:

"Farm and Fireside is all right." By
that he meant he had received many
replies from his advertisement in Farm
and Fireside. In answering an adver-
tisement, always mention this paper, and
you will have prompt attention.

CORRECTION
Owing to the unprecedented rush

of subscribers anxious to get their sub-

scriptions in before the great Thanks-
giving number, we were unable to

make all the changes in our mailing

list for this month. It is probable,

therefore, that a number of subscribers

who were not entitled to the Novem-
ber 15th number not only received

that special number but have received

this number also. This will not occur

again. Our office force is now in

excellent working shape and is taking

care of the biggest subscription busi-

ness in the history of farm journalism.

If, therefore, you do not show that

you want Farm and Fireside by

seeing that you are fully paid up

YOU WILL NOT GET THE

NEXT ISSUE

We give you this positive warning,

because we do not want you to miss

all the Christmas good things we have

prepared for you just because you

have forgotten to renew in time. If

this paragraph is marked with a blue

pencil

YOUR SUBSCRIPTION

HAS EXPIRED

and should be renewed at once so as

to get the Christmas number, the

beautiful picture, "Jack's Christmas

Prayer," and the other remarkable

features described on page 28. Read
the special

LAST CHANCE
offers on page 31, and the exception-

al chance to get Farm and Fireside

and the leading paper of your section

for the lowest possible price as shown
on page 27. This is a great year for

Farm and Fireside readers—a better

paper than ever before, the new mag-

azine section, which is not found in

any other farm paper, the great literary

treat offered by Miss Roosevelt's story,

and the beautiful pictures, four more

of which will be sent

FREE TO

SUBSCRIBERS
Look for the prices on pages 27 and

31. They are the lowest we have ever

offered you, and if your subscription

has expired or is about to expire, we
strongly advise you to get in now while

these great offers last.

FARM AND FIRESIDE,

SPRINGFIELD, OHIO
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Serving or Being Served

Tl hey say Tom's going to quit his

job and go to town. pa. That'll

be one less boy in the neigh-
borhood."

The Big Bo3-
's eyes were wide open

with excitement. Queer what a big hole

one boy makes in the community when he
packs his grip and goes away into a far

country. Queer, too, what a disturbing

influence it has on all the rest of the boys

that are left behind. For a few days it

seems as if they all feel the same impulse

drawing them away from the farm and
down to the city. But the strangest thing

of all, from the standpoint of the boy, is

the all-gone feeling that comes over him
when a comrade slips out of his heart and
is lost outside. There is nothing that I

know of that can be compared to that,

unless it is the sense of loss that comes
over a mother when she sees the child of

her heart go away into the world.

"We will be sorry to have Tom go."

"Should say we would. That's about

the worst of all. I did like Tom so well!"

Uncle Sam had been listening. Now he
shuts up the knife with which he has been
whittling and says

:

"What kind of a boy is Tom?"
"He's all right, Uncle Sam. Not a

wrong thing about him."
Tom has a good champion in the Big

Boy.
"I'm glad of that. It is a pretty tough

place to put a boy, all alone down there

in the city. If his father or mother were
going to help him get started it would be

better. I've seen so many—

"

Uncle Sam is from the city and knows
all about boys. He has some of his own.
We gather a little more closely about him
and talk this thing of the farmer boy
going down to the city over.

Tom is a good boy ; no doubt about
that. His father and mother have done
their best by him. He has been well

brought up; but now he is getting along
to the time of life when he feels that un-
easy, restless spirit stirring within him
that comes to all lads of his age. If he
stayed at home, in a few years he would
be at the head of things, for his father is

growing old. He will need Tom in the

not distant future.

But there is an opening for Tom down
town. Someone wants him. There is

always someone who wants the good boys.

That is the worst of it. The world is all

the time reaching out and swallowing up
the best we have. And what does it give

us back?
"It is just a question of being your own

boss or working all your life for some-
one else," Uncle Sam goes on. "Look at

the young man that takes a place in the

factor}"- What does he learn? Just one
thing. It may be to shape spokes for

wagon wheels. From morning to night

that is his business. He knows nothing
about other branches of the work. He
thinks of nothing more than how many
spokes he can turn out in the ten hours,

more or less, that he is at work. If he

stays there years, the probability is that

he could not make a whole wagon to save

his life. And he is all the time figuring

on the number of spokes he can make in a

day.

But the worst of it is, he is not his own
master. Somebody tells him what he
must do and must not do. His bundle of

sticks is laid down by his side in the

morning, and he is expected to turn them
into spokes. I tell you it is a pretty nar-

row life; and it is a sample of all the

shop work, and I might almost say all the

office work and the store work of the city.

It lacks the independence of character

that belongs to life on the farm."
We all looked up and took a glimpse of

the beautiful scene spread out around us.

Hill and valley, tree and farmhouse spread
out in the most lovely landscape. Our
hearts lifted up a song without words, a

song that no mortal ear ever will hear
and yet a song that keeps the soul bright
and cheery.
"You have busy times here on the farm,

sometimes, I know that." Uncle Sam used
to be a farmer's boy himself, and he
knew. "And yet, you do not know what
it means to work under a boss. You are
your own bosses. I tell you it makes a

difference in the life of a man, whether
he serves or is served. Serving somebody
else takes the manhood out of a man.
That is, if he follows it up very long. I

know most boys that come to the city

think in a few years they will have a
business of their own. Some of them do,

but they are so few that you never can
find them. Most of them are lost to sight.

And they are so often lost in the very
worst sense."

Uncle Sam became serious.

"I have seen so many nice boys come
to town and get into trouble ! It does
seem a shame ! Good boys going down,
when all the time they have the making
of men in them. They are lonesome down
there. Nobody cares for them. They

Farmers' Correspondence Club

want somebody to talk with. They can't

sit around alone after the day's work is

over. In a little while they find associates.

The character of those chums settles the

story of all that comes afterward. If they
only knew !"

There was a long pause. The Big Boy-

wants to know what the rest of that

sentence is. Boys never like to have
things left half done that way. They
must see the thing clear through ; and
that is what makes life such a serious

matter. There are so many things that

one might better never see the end of.

"Knew what, Uncle Sam?"
"You will understand me, Laddie. Tom

might not, because he has been struck

with the blight of the city. I don't be-

lieve you have. So I will finish what I

had in mind. Young men so often have
to find out things for themselves. They
are not willing to take the experience of

those who have been along the road they
want to follow. If they could only see

clear through, and could get even the

faintest glimpse of all the trouble and the

worry and the heartache that gets hold of
the man that settles down to be a servant
for someone else, and too many times the
servant of the devil himself, they would
be satisfied to stay where they are, out in

the country, where life is the cleanest it

is anywhere in the world !"

Then the little session broke up. I

could see that Laddie was thinking it

over all that day. He did not say much
about it. There was the sore place in his

heart over losing Tom. There was the
sense of loneliness at being left behind.
On the other hand there was the old farm,
with the friends he loved tugging the
other way.
Along in the afternoon I heard a clear,

sweet whistle. Laddie's sky was clearing.

As we wiped our hands and faces on the
big towel before supper, Laddie says

:

"The farm is the best place in the
world for me !"

In my heart of hearts I say "Amen!"

Eliminating Farm Fences
A matter of much importance to the

farmer in the Central and Eastern States
within the last dozen years has been that

of fence material with which to replace
the old rail fences so rapidly rotting down
and becoming worthless. With the advent
of woven wire the matter of material and
style has been largely- determined and
carried into practical execution. Probably
the generation of farmers who have the
solving of the fence problem never before
fully realized the magnitude of an under-
taking to fence a whole farm ;

having
come into possession of a farm well fenced
by some hardy pioneer, it is possible

that the amount of labor necessary to the
construction of these fences never appeal-

ed to the more modern cultivator until he
was forced to the tangible consideration
of the matter by being compelled to re-

place the old fence with a new one.

The availability of material, as every
farmer knows, has radically changed the
methods of procedure. Compared to the
old method of transforming superfluous
timber and cheap labor into long stretches

of stable fence, the present conditions seem
difficult to cope with. To-day, high-priced
labor must be turned into cash on the

farm, then that cash must be expended in

the commercial fences. But the transition

stage from the old order of things to the

new has been the most expensive, and
the future will see the farmer buying only
the materials and building only those
kinds of fences that experience has dem-
onstrated to be practical and durable.

The difference in availability of mate-
rials fifty years ago and at the present time
is evident to all farmers ; the folly of ap-
plying the fence building methods of half a
century ago to the present time would ap-
peal to any man. In short, the conditions
being radically different, the manner of
procedure must be altered to a similar ex-
tent in order to successfully meet the new
conditions. Whether the farmer has
clung too tenaciously and thoughtlessly to

the usages of his forefathers, and to the
tradition of the past, or whether he has
been so deeply impressed by the magni-
tude of the work of replacing his fences

as to engage in a consideration of alter-

natives, it may not be determined. But if

the conditions relative to fence building
have so changed, it is surprising that more

farmers have not realized that farming
methods and alternatives have changed in

no less degree, and that it may be more
practicable to adjust our scheme of farm-
ing to the use of less fence than to en-
deavor to replace every fence and to

enclose every little field and lot just as it

has always been enclosed. To speak in

general it is often much less laborious and
less expensive to go around an obstruc-
tion than it may prove to remove it by
sheer exertion.

The writer has observed the adherence
of farmers to three methods in particular

;

with regard to the fence problem each of
these practises has its advantages and its

corresponding disadvantages. As per-

sonal whims have no cash value, these sys-

tems will be considered only from the
standpoint of economy and convenience.
Not a few farmers have become so

grounded in their methods and so conver-
sant with their system of farming that any
change in their scheme of farming, such
as the enlarging of their fields or the do-
ing away with fences, would be such a
means of inconvenience as to render the
financial gain as of no appreciable note.

Especially is this true of the farmer whose
acres are limited. The breeder of thorough-
bred stock usually prefers several small
pasture lots to one large pasture. The ad-
vantage of having all fields fenced so that
stock may be turned in at any time to
glean wheat-fields or to "pick" meadows is

offset by the damage done by tramping
arable land, and by the too close cropping
of young grasses. The opposite extreme
is that of doing away with all fence that

is not absolutely necessary.
This system implies the fencing of a

few lots near the farm buildings, and one
large permanent pasture. It is surprising

how easily a community of farmers will

adjust their farming operations and their

common dealings to the practise of main-
taining neither line-fences nor fences
along the public highway. This method
is best adapted to grain farming and to

the employment of the ordinary stock-

raiser. When stock is driven along the
highway these farmers expect some little

damage, and make no complaint at such

;

in case it be necessary—which is seldom

—

the farmer owning the farm stops his

work to help drive the stock by his farm.
Those who have had experience with this

method say that the annoyance from that

source is very slight. One successful farm-
er told the writer that he attributed his

success financially to his never having
followed the policy of fencing his land

;

he averred that the building and keeping
up of several miles of fence would have
been such an added burden as to have
made his success doubtful. His figures

were a revelation, and strong argument
by which to maintain his stand and practise

in the matter. This farmer owned a large

farm in one of the best counties in Ohio.
The other improvements on his land as

well as his apparent intelligence and abil-

ity showed without doubt that his ideas

on the fence question were the result of

deliberate policy, and not of neglect,

niggardliness, nor the lack of ability. This
farmer is not cited as an example to be
patterned after, but as an instance of the
extent to which farmers have shunned the
fence problem and still succeeded in an
intelligent way.
The third system, and probably the best,

is that of enlarging fields and doing away
with all fence that is possible without
radically changing the system of farming.
The farmer who has had small fields in

the past and planted two or three of them
in some one crop has now thrown his

small fields into large ones; he has ar-

ranged to plant one large field to a crop to

which he formerly devoted several smaller
ones. This farmer finds more room, less

fence to be kept up, and no material sacri-

fice of his former methods of farming.

Farms formerly divided into fields of

eight and ten acres now have fields vary-
ing from twenty to fifty acres. The writer

practises this method, and finds several

distinct advantages in large fields, aside

from the saving in the construction of

fence.

None of the above systems are recom-
mended regardless of the conditions ; but
it is the opinion and actual practise of many-
successful farmers that the solution of the

fence problem lies as much in a judicious

limiting of the amount of fence necessary
as it does in determining what materials
and what style to employ.

Commercial Nitro-Culture
I have read much on the subject of

nitro-culture. Some writers recom-
mend it as a success, going so far as to
state that it has passed the exper-
imental stage, and that it is settled to be
a practical way of inoculating the soil.
Others take a more conservative view
on the subject, and do not accept it as
a sure, cheap, practical way of enabling
legumes to get their nitrogen from the
air. Bulletins from both the New York
and the Pennsylvania Experiment Sta-
tion report commercial nitro-culture
which they purchased on the market as
being worthless.

In order to make a test for myself, I
secured a package of soy-bean bacteria'
from the Bureau of Plant Industry. T

had tried soy-beans several times on my
soil, and while they made very good
growth they failed to develop tubercles
on the roots. I prepared my culture ac-
cording to printed directions sent me
and applied it to my seed. The seed
was planted the next day after the in-
oculation. This was about June ist. I

watched my soy-beans carefully, but no
tubercles appeared on the roots. I
could see no difference between the in-
oculated and the uninoculated parts.
Of course one test cannot be regarded
as conclusive evidence of the worthless-
ness of the bacteria, but it certainly
does indicate that the culture is not a
sure method of inoculating the soil for
growing legumes. A small investment
in nitro-culture may be all right, but it

seems to me to be the safe plan not to
invest very much money in inoculat-
ing material until it proves surer than
it has in the past.

West Virginia. A. J. Legg.
<&

Village and Farm Improvement
Societies

[coxTrxrED from page 1]
plan is to have a meeting twice a
month, say on the first and third
Wednesday evenings, and at one of
the meetings have literary readings,
recitals and essays bearing on the sub-
ject taken from standard authorities,
and at the other meeting have debates,
relating personal experiences of the
members of the society.
When one fails with a flower or

plant it may be possible that the ex-
perience of another will remedy the
trouble, and all can have the advan-
tage of the information. New flowers
and plants may be introduced, and this
feature will be a good one to keep in
mind.
An annual prize might be arranged

for those who made the best showing
in the estimation of judges, appointed
by the society, and photographs could
also be taken to illustrate results by
giving the "before and after" phase of
the work. The work would be gener-
ally so close around the judges that
they would be able to see actual re-
sults and base their opinions on actual
facts in the matter.
A small incidental fee could be

charged the members to defray actual
expenses in the way of lights, station-
ery and other minor articles which
may be necessary, but these are so
small that some member will generally
provide them each month. Where there
is no school building or other public
place where the meetings can be held,
a good plan will be to go from one
home to another, alternately.
A Christmas feast can be given by

the club to its members, and often
some good speaker can be induced to
come and give a lecture on a matter
of interest to the folk of the communi-
ty, and besides, the social feature of
the society will be one that will more
than repay the effort made in getting
it up. There are many farming com-
munities standing in the old ruts,

wondering what is the trouble, when
only a little push and improvement is

needed on the part of the folk. Many
a little town stands to-day just like it

was twenty years ago, because no pro-
gressive society has taken up the mat-
ter of improvement, and yet they
wonder why everything appears so
monotonous. Just because no one does
a thing to bring relief to the everyday
sameness that greets the eye with ev-

ery rising sun and is reflected when
it sets at eve.

The farm and village improvement
society is the thing needed.

When a firm whose reputation is not
first-class wants to advertise in Farm
and Fireside, we refuse to let it. By
doing this we protect our people against
fraud. You need have no fear in writing

to any firm using this paper.
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Cisterns for Liquid Manure
N the "National Stockman and
Farmer," L. W. Lightly tells about
some of the disadvantages of liquid

manure cisterns as follows:

Do not have such a cistern if you
can possibly avoid it, but rather than
lose any of the liquids of the stable

use the cistern. I always made an ex-

tra effort to have plenty of absorbent
material to take up the liquid so I

could handle it with the solids, and I

am sure I was the gainer, even though
the absorbent material cost consider-
able labor. A manure cistern in the
stable, of course cannot be tolerated,

hence it becomes necessary to drain
the liquid some distance to such a
cistern, and in practise the keeping of
that drain open and in order is some-
thing to be dreaded. Getting the
material out of the cistern is another
job you wTould like to avoid after some
experience.
Some time ago I visited a truck

farmer who uses considerable manure
in the liquid form and his arrangement
is the only one I ever saw that would
continue in use on my place. A short
drain of four inches in diameter car-

ries the liquid from the stable to the
cistern outside and another short
drain carries it from the cistern to
the distributing tank by gravity, but
very few barns are situated so as to
make this possible. Usually the liquid

is removed from the cistern with a
pump, at least an attempt is made to
thus get it out, but not always with
success, as any practical user will tell

you. A neighbor of mine who tried

the manure cistern said not a day
passed without some of the hands
"cussing" the drain, pump or some-
thing connected with the method.
Said he, "Such a promoter of profanity
I could not tolerate on the place, and
I filled it up and am now using plenty
of absorbents and save time, cash and
a lot of mean language."

Live Stock Notes
The breeding sows need rather bulky

and laxative food for a few weeks be-
fore farrowing. This has a tendency
to make the pain less severe and keeps
down fever, lessening the temptation
to kill or to eat the pigs. Ensilage or
roots along with a bran mash, not
quite stiff enough for the paddle to
stand alone in it, are among the best
foods that can be given.

Sheep will eat and seem to like much
forage that other animals reject, and
the oats from horses or cattle are
nearly all eaten up by the sheep. Bean
and pea vines and many varieties of
weeds, if well cured as hay, are eaten
greedily. While this reduces the cost
of keeping the sheep, they should not
be made to subsist upon such food.
They need some good hay and a little

grain or a few roots every day during
the winter to obtain the best results
in lambs or in wool.
Some men argue that the time and

labor of raising a lamb by hand
amount to more than it ever will be
worth, and it may be so, if the man is

very busy at other work; but an in-

telligent boy or girl can often do it

as well as a man, with a little instruc-

tion, and will be interested in doing
so, particularly if they have some of

the profits of their painstaking. We
have seen such cosset lambs make the
best sheep in the flock, and entirely

taken care of by the children after the
first few days. It gets the children
interested in that branch of farming,
too.—The American Cultivator.

The Successful Cattle Feeder
In "Wallaces' Farmer," John G. Os-

born concludes an article on success-

ful beef productions as follows:

The successful cattle feeder must be
willing to shed his coat, equip him-
self with blouse and overalls, and get
right down into the feed lot. He must
become acquainted with every bunch
of steers on the place, and with each
individual in the bunch. He must
know if they are thriving, and if not,
find out why. They soon learn to rec-
ognize his voice and motions. They
are shy of strangers.

Successful cattle feeding requires a
rare combination of gifts. An abun-
dant supply of capital is necessary, so
as to be able to buy stock and feed to
the best advantage, sometimes in ex-
cess of present requirements, and also
to tide over one, two, or three "off
years," or unfortunate investments.
He needs extensive and accurate in-
formation concerning the crops and
the supply of and demand for feeding
stock and beef cattle, including the ex-
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port trade. He should have consider-
able knowledge of political conditions
that may influence government poli-

cies and thus affect commerce and
trade. He must be in love with the
business and have a kindly feeling, a
fellow sympathy for his animals, and
be able to win their confidence. He
needs a quick eye and a ready hand,
must be a close observer and prompt
to act in an emergency. He should be
of an even temper and a hopeful dis-

position.

The Wellhouse Rabbit-Trap
The "Kansas Farmer" gives the

following description of the Wellhouse
rabbit-trap used in protecting the
celebrated apple orchards:
MATEBTAT.S USED IN MAKING THE WELL-

HOUSE RABBIT-TRAP.
Four pieces one by six by twenty-

one for sides, top, and bottom, one
piece one by six by eight for back; one
piece seven eights by seven eights by
three and one half for door stop;
twenty-eight and one half inches of
wire for door; twenty-two inches of
wire for the trigger; four and seven
eights inch staples made of No. 15
wire; four hundred and eighty feet or
twelve pounds of No. 12 galvanized
iron wire and one pound of staples are
required to make one hundred traps.
The Wellhouse trap is a box made of

six inch fencing, old boards preferred.
It is twenty-one inches long. The
front end is closed only by wire door
which is hung from the top and opens
inward. A cleat across the bottom
prevents the door from opening out-
ward. In setting the trap the door
is fastened open by a wire which is

attached loosely along the tinder side
of the top board of the trap. This
trigger wire is bent downward near
the rear end of the trap and formed

following a one-horse turn plow with
a one-horse sub-soil plow, and since
then I have continued sub-soiling as
.much land each fall as I can get clear
of its crop, until now I go about
fourteen inches deep on most of my
land. Having broken the hard pan
that lies a few inches under the sur-
face, that is not touched by the ordi-
nary turn plow, my land does not
wash away, but drinks in the winter
rains and during the following sum-
mer when other crops are parching for
moisture my fields are supplying their
crops with enough.

I, like the average Southern farmer,
plant the major portion of my land in
cotton and therefore can not plow the
same in the fall, as I would like to,

since I do not get all of the cotton off

before Christmas.
After Christmas, or during January

and February, we have so much rain
that plowing, usually, is out of the
question, so I have adopted the follow-
ing plan:

I turn 'and sub-soil my corn and
stubble land as early as I get the same
clear of their crops. Then I start on
my cotton land. In each middle I run
a one-horse (cotton stalks are too
large for two horses, as they would
knock off too many bolls) middle
burster, followed by what I call a dig-
ger (a very sharp plow about ten in-
ches long by three inches wide.)
Sometimes I follow the middle burster
with a sub-soil plow, but prefer the
digger. I let the furrow made by the
above plows remain open until spring,
then I ridg-e on this deep furrow, put
my fertilizer in, bed, plant and get al-

most twice the crops off this land that
I do on lands that I do not touch dur-
ing the fall.

This deep furrow that I make in
each cotton middle, catches cotton
leaves, burs, etc., and holds the same
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THE WELLHOUSE RABBIT-TRAP

into a loop or a figure 8, so that as
the rabbit crowds into the rear end of
the box he is sure to push against this
wire and thus move it backwards,
releasing the door,* which falls and
makes him a prisoner.
The cottontail is generally looking

for some dark hole in which to hide
as a protection from enemies and cold,
and this trap easily suits his mind.
The great advantage of the Wellhouse
trap is that it catches the rabbits.
About three of these traps are used to
the acre. They are not baited in any
way. They may be placed in rows
with the open ends in one direction in
one row and in the opposite direction
in the next row, so that when the boy
goes to get the rabbits he can see into
one row while going one way and into
the next row while returning.

Fall Plowing with Sub-Soiling
The following is a first prize article

by C. Ligon in the Southern Kuralist:

My land is a dark loam with a red
clay sub-soil. I find that it pays me
to break during the fall, sub-soiling at
the same time.

I first started with a fifteen-acre
field, turning the whole, but sub-soil-
ing only five acres (my sub-soil plow
going about eight inches under the
surface) and planted the fifteen acres
in corn the following spring. There
was practically no difference in the
yield the first year, but after gather-
ing my corn I turned the field again,

sub-soiling the same five acres, going
from nine to ten inches deep that
time.
The following spring I planted in

cotton and gathered only three hun-
dred and five (305) pounds more of

seed cotton off of the ten acres than
I did off of the five that had been sub-

soiled.

I broke the above five acres level,

to the benefit of the land, besides
catching and storing the January and
February rains for use of the growing
crops during the next summer.
Besides this, my land is easier to

cultivate, as it freezes deeper during
the winter and therefore is made mel-
low by spring plowing time.

Alfalfa Land for Trees
Alfalfa land is, without doubt, one

of the best soils in which to plant a
garden or orchard. There is some
difficulty in preparing the ground so
as to subdue the alfalfa roots. A
sharp plow and a steady team with a
careful man at the handles are first

needed to insure turning under the
crowns and making a clean cut of
every root. A plant with roots uncut
or with the crown only partially
turned under will keep on growing
and will cause lots of hard hand work
to kill them out from the orchard or
garden. In short, an alfalfa plant is

one of the hardest "weeds" to kill that
we have. Fall plowing is the best
time for beginning this work. If well
turned under the roots will be pretty
well subdued by spring. The ground
should be left unharrowed until spring,
and then use a good slant to the teeth
so as to avoid bringing the crowns to
the surface.—Nebraska Farmer.

Wide Tires, Good Roads
It does not require the wisdom of a

Solon to discover that wide tires on
the farm and road wagon are a benefit
to farmers in many ways.
Broad tires lighten the draft by pre-

senting more surface to the road-bed,
and they do not sink so easily into
soft ground for the same reason.
Since heavy loads can be hauled more
readily with wide-tire wagons than
with those having narrow tires, the
owner of such a conveyance is thus

more merciful to his horses. Tests
and observations have proven that
wide tires are a benefit to country
roads, while the narrow tires are road
destroyers. Wide tires act as rollers,

compacting* the track, while narrow
ones only cut up the roadway and
make travel upon it very difficult in
bad weather.
Wide tires cost but little more than

narrow tires hence there is no good
excuse for the use of the latter. Farm-
ers are beginning to see the necessity
and economy in using broad tires, and
are slowly discarding' wagons of the
narrow tire. This is a commendable
move, and we hope soon to see the day
when the friendly, serviceable and hu-
mane wide tire shall prevail on our
roads.—The Indiana Farmer.

<$>

Winter Protection for Orchards
In the "New England Homestead,"

H. D. Lewis speaks of winter protec-

tion for orchards as follows:

One of the most important points in

preparing bearing apple trees for
winter, in my opinion, is to remove all

rubbish that may afford shelter for
mice or other vermin. Be sure there
are no declivities at the immediate
base of the tree. A slight mounding
is good. At all events, leave no hol-

lows that will hold water to freeze at
times of sudden falls in temperature,
thereby greatly damaging trees. If

mice or rabbits are feared, protect
with wire netting. Cut with shears
into proper sizes, roll around an old
broomstick, or any round object, to
give it a circular shape, the stick re-

moved and the wire will spring around
the trunk and hold itself in place. See
that all drains are in good order.

Clover Versus Timothy
Twenty horses were put on feed at

the Illinois Experiment Station. They
cost $185 each on the average, at the
outset, and sold at $288.37, a profit

that looks decidedly attractive, but
Professor Obrecht knew how to handle
the stock, and that counted for much.
A significant feature of this experi-

ment was the demonstration of the
worthlessness of timothy hay. It is

an incident horse fleshers will do well
to keep in mind. Timothy hay is a
good thing to haul to town and sell to
the other fellow. And when he buys
it he gets trash.

Clover hay has it beat all around the
circuit. In this experiment, horses
fed on corn, oats, and clover hay
gained 277 pounds each in 92 days. At
20 cents, this would mean $55.40, and
at the beginning of the experiment, a
responsible horse dealer offered the
experiment station authorities that
price for all the gain made. In the
case of the lot fed on the same ration,

but with timothy substituted for
clover, the gain was but 142 pounds,
and the timothy ration cost more than
clover.

From this it is plain that timothy
is an unprofitable raw material for
farm feeding operations.—Hoard's
Dairyman.

<$>

Cows Pay for Kindness
It certainly pays to be kind to the

cows. If they love the man who cares
for them and are made happy by kind-
ness, warm cheerful quarters and
abundant wholesome feed, they are
bound to do their best and to yield

lots of good milk. An observing man
can tell whether a dairyman is suc-
cessful or not just as soon as he has
a chance to see him among his cows.
If they are afraid of him and quickly
move out of his way, they cannot do
well, for they are constantly in fear,

they are nervous, easily excited and
fret for fear of a blow or harsh word.
This cuts down the yield and quality.

If they love the master you will see

them approach him to be petted.
When you see that condition it is a
sure sign that a partnership exists

which is bringing profit to the owner.
It is many years ago that a herd of

cows averaging 125 pounds of butter
a year per cow was considered a good
one. But dairy cow development,
brought about by selection and breed-
ing, has raised the standard and any
enterprising farmer can now own a
herd capable of producing 300 or more
pounds of butter per cow.
Improvements in the methods of

breeding and feeding dairy cows have
been and are being made such as were
never dreamed of by the dairyman of
thirty years ago. Let us hope that
this improvement will continue until
poorly conducted dairies are the ex-
ception and not the rule.—Wisconsin
Agriculturist.
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Biggie Books in the Biggie Farm Lib-
rary, and a new one—the Orchard
Book—ready Dec. 1st. One each thor-e

' ougly covering the following subjects:\
Berries. Poultry, Horses, Cows, Swine,
Sheep. Health and Pets. All bound in
cloth. Price of each 50 cents. Nothing
nicer for Christmas gifts. 170,000 sold.

FARM JOURNAL
the leading farm paper in America, with
more subscribers than any other farm
paper in the world. It is a monthly, thirty
years young, taken and appreciated every-
where, from Maine to California. Thou-
sands in your state already take it. Your
neighbor knows all about it

It is full of sunshine' and gnmption, is
edited by practical farmers who know
whereof they write. It has no ax to grind,
prints no long-winded articles by theoret-
ical specialists, but aims to give in sea-
son, and just when wanted, advice and
timely help such as you, a busy farmer,
need. Farm Journal has departments
[for the stockraiser, the orchardist, the
idairyman, the trucker, the general farmer,
\ the poultryman and thewomen folks .with
\ many short cuts, recipes and hints. Read-
ers often write they are worth the

cost of the paper.
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is 75 cents for 5 years, sixty
numbers. Sample copy free.

The Roosevelt
Family Calendar

.is a high art calendar for the year 1907. show-
ing a family group of President and Mrs.
Roosevelt and their six children. It containsno advertising matter whatever, but it is a
beautiful and artistic production, such as any-one will be glad to hang in parlor, sittingroom
or omce, and preserve forever as a historic
souvenir. Or it will make a valued, attractive
Christmas gift for some relative or friend.

Here Are Three Great Offers:
Jonrnal for 5 years. (60 issues)

JS£1

yo
.S?

choice of the Biggie Books and in-clude the Eoosevelt Family Calendar, if toutorder is received before Jan. 1st. Safe deliveryof Book and calendar guaranteed.
"c"v«=rjr

For $1 Farm Journal to one address for 10years, or to two addresses for 5 vears each,provided at least one of these subscriptions isa new one: if both are new so much the bet-
ter. A Eoosevelt Family Calendar as a free

f°r promptness to each subscriber ifsuDscnptions are received by Jan. 1st.

I ft,,,
For 35 cents Farm Journal on trial two

IS.i,if^a??'i an
,
d a c°Py of tne Eoosevelt'Family Calendar. This offer for new sub-

scribers, and calendar offer is good only toJan. 1st. Send coin or stamps at once; yourmoney back gladly if not satisfied with any oftnese offers. Agents wanted on salary.

FARM JOURNAL,
1 067 RACE STREET,
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

It Will SAVE You to Ask
Our Special Time Price NOW on a

Detroit Tonpeless Disc Harrow
YouH Save in time— Save your horses

and save much harder work for yourself,
if you'll simply write a postal for our
proposition on a Detroit Tongueless Disc
Harrow today.
Don't let yourself buy any other kind of a

harrow until you have heard from us. It's

well worth your while to find out what you
can do with us. Especially worth your while to
know all about the Detroit Tongueless Disc.

No weight on the horses' necks—no bruises,
galls or straining from sharp turns or rough,
hilly ground.

No Tongue at All
to Pound Around.

You hitch to eveners on the light front
wheel truck. Then your horses pull straight
ahead all the time, turning and alL No
tongue to cause tipping.

WeAllow 30 Days' Field Test FREE
This new Tongueless of ours was The won-

der of the age in Disc Harrows last year
when we had 1463 orders more than we could
fill. Think of that.
There are good reasons.
Until we made and patented this Origi-

nal Detroit Tongueless Disc nobody
knew how to save the awful draft of
those old Tongue Harrows. Ours is

The Lightest Draft Disc

Harrow in the Market

It rolls smoothly everywhere you drive
and is The Easiest for Horses and the Driver.
We can't tell you the whole story here.

But we want you to know
the whole truth about
what a desirable har-
row the Detroit
Tongueless Disc is.

The best way for yon
to know is for you to try it free your-
self for a month in your own fields.

We Pay the Freight
to your railroad station and even
pay return freight if you don't find our

Detroit Tongueless just
exactly what we say it is,

It won't/iost any respons-
ible party a cent to try it

NOW, or at the time you
want to begin your regu-
lar harrow work.
All you need to do is to

say in your order when
you want to test it. We'll

ship promptly.
Ask for our free catalogue.

That also tells all about how well
built our Detroit Tongueless Disc

Harrows are. That, too, will interest ycu.
You can't make any mistake in writing us. We

will take care of yon liberally on a square deal.

'This
' Is only

one of the

FSes-TrfckX*^^ AMERICAN HARROW CO.
8944 Hastings Street Detroit, Mich.

Order Now for Future Delivery
We advise yon to send In your order right NOW, and we guarantee
to make delivery when you want it. Handsome catalog and time
prices on full line ol sizes FREE. Write today.

Instead of Tongue

BE SURE TO MENTION EARM AND FIRESIDE WHEN
WRITING TO ADVERTISERS. $|0o£y r 0> T"' winl^d. liul.r trrr. B»U»N=5^ Optical Co., Boston, ftUu

Storing Vegetables

All stored vegetables should be
kept in the dark so as to prevent
active growth. Mangels, carrots
and other roots are liable to wilt

and become nearly worthless, especially
for table use. if left uncovered. A bar-
rel sunk into the ground in naturally
drained soil is a good place to store a
few heads of cabbage, some beets, car-
rots, etc. First bore a hole into the bot-
tom to let any water that might get in
escape. Put some straw on top of the
vegetables, and a tight cover over it.

For cellar storage, cabbages may be
wrapped singly in paper, or put into
flour sacks, and hung up. Bury winter
radishes in sand. We have usually tried
to cover our bins and heaps of beets
and other roots with sods or old sacks
in order to keep them fresh and from
the light.

Root Maggots
A Maryland reader tells me her trou-

bles with root maggots. They spoiled
her radishes, attacked her cabbages, and
even her onions.
Many other people have the same

trouble, too. By applying tarred-felt
collars I have usually saved my cab-
bages and cauliflowers. Only scattered
specimens of onions have ever been
found infested with root maggots in my
patches. But as to radishes, it is a tough
proposition that confronts us. I know
of no practical method of keeping the
maggots off our radishes. Soaking the
ground next to the roots with kerosene
emulsion has been recommended, but it

is doubtful whether the results pay us
for the trouble and expense of applica-
tion. My way is to keep a lot of radish
seed on hand all summer long, and sow
a little patch or a few rows every few
days. One sowing may be spoiled or
greatly injured by maggots, but the next
ma3r escape, and so we manage to have
good and clean radishes right along dur-
ing almost the entire season.

Eggplants

A North Dakota lady asks about egg-
plants, how to grow them, when and
how to use them. etc.

I believe that if she has never used
them, she has missed much. We had
them on our table, and greatly enjoyed
them, at least twice a week right along
from some time in July until Novem-
ber. We begin to use them when of

about goose-egg size. They are good
for use, however, any time before the
seeds begin to fill. The egg is simply
peeled and cut in slices, crosswise, about
one eighth of an inch in thickness. The
slices may be immediately fried in butter
or first dipped into^a slightly salted egg
batter and then fried. The only difficulty

which the culture of eggplant presents
to the novice is that of growing good
plants. It takes a warm hotbed or
greenhouse to start the plants from seed
early enough to make good strong
plants ready to set early in June. But
if you do not succeed in getting the
plants started, you can always buy good
ones at the proper time. Set them in

the very warmest and richest ground
you have, and you will get the eggs.

Carnation Rust
S. B. G., an Ohio reader, sends some

carnation stalks affected with what ap-

pears to be rust. This is one of several

very troublesome fungous diseases that

attack carnations. The remedy lies in

prevention rather than in cure. Destroy
the affected plants, and try to keep the

balance free from the disease by spray-

ing them with Bordeaux mixture. That
is about all that can be done so far as

I know.

Wren and Cabbage Worms
"American Cultivator" gives the fol-

lowing account of the wren: "When the

wren is nesting in the spring, it will

protect one quarter of an acre of cauli-

flower or cabbage plants from any in-

jury whatever by cabbage or cauliflower

worm, which is the product of this very

beautiful yellow butterfly which we see

along the roads in the summer, in mud
holes and puddles. This butterfly is the

parent of the cabbage worm. The wren,

when she is raising her family, will fly

back and forth over a quarter of an
acre of these plants and pick all the

worms off with which to feed her
young. But we have not the wrens,

and the result is that much cauliflower

is sacrificed on Long Island and in
New Jersey."
There are a number of birds which

will occasionally, but seldom habitually,
feed on the worms which are the prod-
uct of both the yellow and the white
cabbage butterfly. Several seasons I

have had my cabbages kept entirely free
from the worm by a few English spar- i

rows. Usually, however, we have to rely
on our own efforts to save our cabbages-
and cauliflowers from injury by worms,
and as this task is not by any means a
difficult one, the grower should not al-
low these crops to be sacrificed, wheth-
er on Long Island, in New Jersey, or
elsewhere. Self-help is always the best
help.

The use of kerosene emulsion, whale-
oil, soap, tobacco dust or tea, Persian
or California insect powder, or a num-
ber of other remedies applied as occa-
sion may require, will carry our cab-
bages and cauliflowers safely through
the dangers from worm attacks.

A Flower Pit
A lady reader in Michigan says she is

anxious to have a flower pit for keeping
flowers through the winter, but does not
know how to make it. While living in
Virginia, they had such pits, but she
has forgotten how they were construct-
ed.

Under the more favorable climatic
conditions of parts of Virginia, and
from there southward, a pit constructed
in the fashion of a hotbed, only some-

A GLASS-COVERED PLANT ANNEX
TO THE CELLAR

what deeper, and provided with a flower
stand, then covered well with sashes

—

best double glazed—and further pro-
tected by means of mats, litter, etc.,

during the coldest parts of the winter,
will answer quite as well for wintering
many plants, such as wallflowers, gera-
niums, fuchsias, lilies, and a whole list

of others. This plan would probably be
a little risky for cur more northern and
colder sections. Here I would prefer
a plant annex to the cellar, such as we
gave twenty years ago in the now de-
funct "Popular Gardening." It was de-
scribed by a lady in Delaware as a mere
extension of the cellar five feet beyond
the line of the house wall, and covered

A FLOWER PIT FOR MILD WINTERS

with hotbed sash, besides shutters for

bad weather. The pit the other way was
about ten feet long, but may be made
shorter or longer to suit the require-

ments. For ten feet or shorter, the
cellar may be without a wall, a post
rising midway in the opening support-
ing the sill above. During the summer
the opening between the pit and cellar

may be boarded up to keep the outside

heat from entering the cellar through
the pit. The glass sash may then also

be kept covered by painted shutters. It

seems to me that this is one of the sim-

plest and best devices for the amateur
to keep not only a lot of flowers over

winter, but also to raise some little bits

of green for the kitchen, a few pots of

parsley, cresses and even some lettuce.
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The Strawberry-Raspberry

J. J. D-, Mt. Carmel, Connecticut—The
plant sent out under the name of straw-
berry-raspberry is not a hybrid plant
at all, and the name is a misnomer.
This plant comes to us from Japan. It

is an herbaceous plant, and while it

produces very brilliantly colored large
fruit, this is regarded as of little value
for commercial purposes. I have occa-
sionally seen parties who used it for
canning purposes and speak well of it,

but in my personal experience it has
been of no account commercially. So
far as propagating itself is concerned,
I have been most troubled about pre-
venting its propagating itself and spread-
ing all over the garden. It produces a
large number of suckers each year,
which grow to the height of two or
three feet the first season.

It would seem as though there ought
to be a good field for this class of rasp-
berries—which die to the ground in

winter—and at one time I was very
enthusiastic over some of them. About
seven years ago I received from the
United States Government a plant of

similar character to the strawberry-
raspberry under the name of Rubus
xanthocarpus, and was told that the
thing to do was to propagate it as fast

as possible, as it was valuable. I gave
it the best of cultivation, and it pro-
duced an enormous number of suckers,
growing to the height of perhaps
eighteen inches. I grew it for six years,
and in all that time failed to get a
single fruit. An acquaintance of mine
to whom I sent it had a similar experi-
ence and dug it out, but some of it had
spread to the headlands of his nursery,
where the horses were turned on it. On.
this land he one year had a good crop of
large yellow fruit fairly good in quality.

The way the plant propagates in the soil

reminds me very much of the Canada
thistle, and it is got rid of with con-
siderable difficulty. It is possible that
we shall get something from Asia yet in

this line of value commercially, but thus
far nothing has appeared.

Transplanting Pecan Trees
R. D., Houston, Texas—Pecan trees

are difficult to transplant, f#r, like all

the hickories, they naturally form a
long straight tap root, and when this is

cut—as it ordinarily is in transplanting
—very little root remains to support the
tree. But if pecan trees have the tap root
cut a year or two before they are to be
moved, cutting it about eighteen inches
from the surface of the ground, or in
the case of small seedlings about twelve
inches from the surface of the ground,
they will form side shoots and may then
be transplanted quite successfully. If
you must transplant these trees next
spring, and cannot wait a year or two
before moving them, I would suggest
that you dig down so as to get all the
roots within three feet of the surface.
This means that when you transplant
them you would have to dig something
like a post-hole to put them in. In ad-
dition to this the tops should be pruned,
and it is a good plan to wrap the trunk
with cloth or paper to prevent evapora-
tion. Treated m this way trees of this

class can generally be transplanted suc-
cessfully.

In this connection it might be inter-
esting for me to say that about ten
years ago I had some bur oaks which
form a root much like the pecans. These
trees were five or six years old and per-
haps five feet high. In transplanting
them we got about two feet of roots,
nearly as straight and about the shape
of walking sticks. These were set out
in clay soil, which was packed firmly

around them, and every one of them
grew.

<$>

Fruit Test for Colorado
Ants in Fields

A. S., Cheyenne Wells, Colorado

—

For a list of the best fruits for

planting in your location, I would sug-
gest that you write to Prof. Wendell
Paddock, Professor of Horticulture,
Experiment Station, Fort Collins. Col-
orado. I know that he would be pleased
to recommend you a list, and he is

much more familiar with the situation

where you live than I am, so can there-
fore give you a list which will be more
profitable to you than one that I might
send.

In order to destroy ants that form
hills and work in your fields, it is prob-
ably best for you to use bisulphide of

carbon. This is a compound much like

gasoline in general appearance and ex-
plosiveness, and must be handled with
all the precautions that are necessary to
handle gasoline safely. In using it dip
a piece of cotton about the size of a
walnut in the bisulphid of carbon and
place it on top of the hill, or, if there
are a series of hills, put the pieces
about a foot apart each way and cover
the whole with inverted sod or news-
paper, or something that will prevent
the gas from escaping. If the fumes
from this material are held in tight in

this way the gas from it will destroy the
ants, as it is deadly to animal life. One
application is generally sufficient.

<$>

Grape-vines Not Fruitful

A. S., Troopsburg, New York—It is

quite common for Brighton grape-vines
not to be fruitful, although they may
make a vigorous vine when growing
away from other varieties. This is be-
cause the flowers cannot be fertilized

by their own pollen. As you do not
know the name of the vine which you
set near the Brighton, to overcome this

trouble, and which produces little or no
fruit, I am inclined to think that it is

like the Brighton, and may also be one
of the self-sterile varieties. I think,
however, if you will get a vine of Con-
cord, Worden or Moore's Early and set

it near them that - both of them will

probably produce fruit. It is possible,
however, that the lack of fruit on the
newly set vine may be the result of
some disease or insect that destroy the
flowers.

Value of Street Trees
A. J., Mcintosh, Minnesota—It is

quite a difficult matter to determine the
value of shade trees. There have been,
however, many court decisions rendered
on this subject. The amount of dam-
ages of course would depend largely
upon the size of the trees, their kind and
place, and also greatly upon the appre-
ciation of the jury of such matters.

It is customary in Massachusetts,
where electric lines have to take trees
along their right-of-way, for them to
pay $10 to $is each for large trees that
they remove. But where the trees are
especially valuable they have paid from
$200 to $300 for a single tree. In the
case of small trees I presume it would
be fair to count the value of the tree

and the labor of planting, to which
should be added $1 or $2 for each year's

growth.
A recent award of damages for this

kind of injury was had at Kansas City,

Missouri, where Mrs. Ella S. Betz was
given a judgment of $200 against the

Kansas City Telephone Co., whose em-
ployes had cut the top out of one of her
shade trees. In this case the tree was a

fine poplar about six inches in diameter.
It had interfered with the stringing of

the telephone wires and was cut without
permission.

Galls on Grape Leaf
E. G. E., Amherst, Massachusetts

—

The grape-vine leaf which you sent on
is affected by what is known as the
grape-vine gall. This little gall is

formed by an insect, known as phyl-

loxera, and is commonly called the root

louse of the grape. The insect lives on
the roots of our native grapes, and it is

not uncommon to see a vine that is in-

fested quite as much as the leaf of the

Beta which you sent on. On the roots

they form little warty galls, and they
are probably always present on our
native grapes. It is this insect that is

preventing the growing of the Euro-
pean grape in this country, for that

grape is killed by its presence, while

out native grapes are immune to it in

the root form, although it injures them
when growing on the leaves.

The most satisfactory treatment is to

remove and burn the diseased leaves. I

do not think it will be especially

troublesome for more than a year or
so, and will then disappear. There is

no danger of your transmitting the dis-

ease from other plants by cuttings

grown from the wood of these vines.

We have quite a number of Pyrus
bacatta and could spare you a few if

you wish. These are small, and will

hardly be big enough to graft until a

year from next spring, and should be
grafted in the ground, as they do not
grow well when root grafted indoors.

a C-o,

Good Natured Tools
It is not necessary to force Keen Kutter Tools. Keen Kutter bits,

for example, work quickly and easily in any kind of wood. Lips are
long, strong and perfectly tempered, adding years to the life of the tool.

Keen Kutter Tools like hard work. The edged tools never lose their
temper—handled tools never work loose or fly off—hammered tools

keep their faces straight.

mtiKUTttR
Quality Tools

include tools of all kinds—Saws, Chisels, Bits, Drills, Gimlets,
Awls, Planes, Hammers, Hatchets, Axes, Drawing-knives,'
Pocket-knives, Screw-drivers, Files, Pliers, Glass-cutters,

Ice-picksand a full line of Farm and Garden Tools—Forks, Shovels,
Rakes, Hoes, Scythes, Manure-hooks,

Grass-shears, etc. If not

Tool
Book Free

"The 'Recollection of Quality

"Remains Long After th\i

Price is Forgotten.

"

Trade Mark Registered.

This is a good likeness of

"FARMER" COBURN
the man who

Refused a United States

Senatorship

that he might continue devoting

his time

To Help the Farmers

Farm and Fireside has secured

a special article from him on

Alfalfa

which will be published in the

December 15th Issue
THE HON, F. D. COBURN

Secretary of the Department of Agriculture T)on't fail tO read it, aS he
of Kansas

IS

authority on any subject about which he writes. If your sub-

scription is out, renew at once in order that you may not

miss it.

Will You Just Try
This Water-tight
RUBBERHIDE BOOT?

Made of purest rubber and best sole leather

—sewed not pegged—absolutely water-tight

and snag-proof—can be resoled—your money
back if they do not outwear two pairs of the

best quality rubber boots of other makes.
If you work in the wet, you want a boot that

will keep your feet perfectly dry—and at the

same time not to bo to pieces in a few weeks
time. Well, here it is;

The Rubberbide Boot
Made of the purest rubber, with heavy leather

outsole, and leather innersole, with
a rubber welt and middle sole, all

joined together (without pegs or

nails), and joined to the upper so

securely, that a team of horses
can't pull them apart.

And not a drop of water can find its way in.

The heavy leather sole does uot cut or snag
when you step on a nail or a sharp stick.

It protects your feet from stones and rough
surfcices.

It conforms to the shape of your foot, and
It can be easily resoled—any cobbler can

"tap" or half-sole the Rubberhide. The uppers
are so good that they will outwear two or three

pairs of soles.

The inner sole of leather pre-
vents excessive perspiration
which makes the ordinary rubber
boots such a nuisance.
The Rubberhide is the only ab-

solutely water-tight boot made;
It will last longer than two or

three pairs of rubber boots

;

It will keen your feet
Comfortable all the time.

Will You Try
a Pair?

Outwears
Two Pairs

If your dealer handles the Rub-
berhide he will sell them to you
on a positive guaranty that they
will outwear two pairs of even best
quality rubber boots of other

makes. If they do not, he will refund every
cent you paid for them.

If he does not, send to us direct (giving deal-

er's name) and we will send you a pair with the

same money-back guaranty. We pay the ex-

press charges.
Write for our Catalogue and Price List,

RUBBERHIDE CO.,
604 Essex Building, Boston, Macs.

WANT THIS FREE BOOK
Here is a boob which will show you how easily and ioex- »

pensively you can put your home and business in touch with
the outer world and its markets. It will show you how the

telephone quickly pays for itself, and why it is more than a
mere convenience for those who must stay to the house all

day. It shows you, too, why
STROMBERG-CARLSON TELEPHONES

are the only ones to be considered for farmers' lines* The
book i • crowded with practical information oa the building

Y' of farmers" lines and the organization of farmers" compan-
ies. It goes to you from the greatest independent telephone

plant in the world—the one that has been io the fore-front

of the battle for independent telephone lines. Don't put it

off—write today for booklet D 21, How the Telephone
Helps the Farmer.*"

STKOMBEBG-CARLSON TELEPHONE MFG. COMPANY
Bcchesier, N. Y. Chicago, HI.
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ONE LEVER DOES IT ALL
ON THE

LH*C
You would rather operate one

lever than to get mixed up with three
or four. The I. H. C. Spreader has
but one levei—the only spreader
of that kind.
This is just one point of superiority over

other spreaders. There are others.
No other spreader has a vibrating rake to

level the load and bring the manure up square
to the cylinder. Everybody knows a spreader
works better and gives a more even distribu-
tion when the load is level.
Great power is required when a spreader is

in operation to run its cylinder.move its apron,
level the load, etc. The I. H. C. Spreader gets
ample power from both the rear wheels of
the wagon.

It not only gets more power but it is surer of
its power at any moment. It makes no skips,
and it avoids friction, side strains, and con-
sequent breakage.
This same thin? helps to secure the light

draft for which I. H. C. Spreaders are noted.

Its steel wheels have a superb strength.
Broad tires, they do not rut the land or cut
in to make heavy pulling. The turned-in
flange keeps out the dirt and mud.
Rear wheels are provided with traction

lugs. There's no slipping or sliding on wet
or frozen ground.

It has a wide range of feed. You spread as
thick or as thin as you like.

You see everything has been thought of
and worked out to make the I. H. C. the
leader of all spreaders.

You have choice of two types—Clover-
leaf, endless apron spreader and the Cora
King, with return apron. Each type is made
in three sizes.

If you buy an I. H. C. manure spreader you
know it is right.

Call on the International local agent or write us for catalog.

Send three two cent stamps for a copy of "Farm Science." Book just from the press, writ-

ten by eight leading agricultural authorities of the United States. Treats practically every
farm topic in the most forceful, money-making way.

International Harvester Company ofAmerica, Chicago, U. S. A.
(INCORPORATED)

TREES
CC DCD inn COriPUT D Ain Apple, Pear. Plum, Cherry, Peach and Carolina
00 rLIf IUU 9 rllLIUni rfUU Poplars, healthy, true to name and fumigated.
All kinds of trees and plants at low wholesale prices. Remember we beat all other reliable
Nurseries in quality and prices. Catalogue free. Kelianee Nnrsery. Box D., Geneva. >". T.

MONEY-
HOW TO MAKE IT,

BY THOSE WHO
KNOW

That is the title of an extremely in-

teresting little book written by people
who have made a lot of money by
taking subscriptions to the Woman's
Home Companion.

This book is beautifully illustrated

and will show you how easy it is to

make a good income by showing your
favorite magazine to your friends.

We will send this book and full in-

formation about the $25,000 in prizes,

if you send a postal to-day to Depart-
ment 11, The Crowell Publishing
Company, Madison Square, New
York City.

.50 Buys Best All-Steel Farm GateA Cheap u wood. Lasts a lifetime. 12 ft. long: 54 in
b^^V high. Resists all kinds of stock. Also Farm Fence,Orna-

mental Wire and Wrought Iron Fence*. Catalogue Free.

Ward Fence Co., Box 300 Marion, Indians

You never saw a

saw which saws

like this saw saws
andlast solong a time.
Frame of heaTy angle
steel strongly
braced—absolutely
no shake. Patented—adjust-
able, dust-proof, non-heating
oil boxes, etc. We make these

Appleton Wood Saws
in 6 styles— strong, simple, safe andsnecesssful—and we make a 4-wheel mounting for wood
saws and gasoline engines which is unequalled
for convenience and durability. Saw your own
wood and save time, coal and "monev—then saw
your neighbors' wood and make &> to $15 a Day.
We make the celebrated

HERO FRICTION FEED DRAG SAW
nothing like it—no other so good. Also feed
grinders, shellers, fodder cutters, huskers,
manure spreaders, farm trucks, windmills,
etc., all guaranteed full Appleton Quality.
Catalog free for the asking. Ask for it now.
APPLETON MANUFACTURING CO.
• Fargo Street Batavia, m., V. S. A,

COMMAND A HIGH SALARY
LEARN WATCHMAKING AND ENGRAVING
Enables Ton to Earn from £12.00 to *S5.00

per Week.
If you want to "start out" in the world and make money,

there is no trade that is surer in its profits and more per-

manent in its character. We have hundreds of testimonials

from former pupils of this College, which prove that we not

only teach watchmaking, engraving and optics in a thorough

and practical manner, but that we ibxkdiatelt secure

positions for our graduates.

To learn the trade in a jeweler's store would take at least

four years, probably many more. Here you learn in from 6

to 9 months, under the direct supervision of experts.

Send to-day for free booklet "Watchmaking and
Its Opportunities," containing* proof.

PHILADELPHIA COLLEGE Of HOROLOGY,
F. TV. Schclek, Principal,

Somerset St. and Park Ave., PHILADELPHIA.

Write today foTTheAutoMogTsphy
ofa Heii and the Victor Book—the
whole story from the chick in the

egg to bow to make hens lay. All

about Incubatora for expert and
beginner. Knowledge yon ongbt
to have if you are thinking of buy-
ing one. VICTOR machines are
practical and well made, economi-
cal in operation and always pro-

duce the best results. Don't
waste your time, eggs and oil in
a poor machine. Let us tell you
how tobegin right. Oar 40 years
experience is at your service in
these hooka. Let us send them
to you and see. Write us for

them today. Geo. Ertel Co.
Established 1967. Qtilncy, 111.

Thompson's
Sow* aH Ciovers,

ALFALFA, Timothy,
Red Top and all Crass
Seeds In any desired
quantity. So close to
the ground seed will
not blow away In
windiest weather.

WHEELBARROW
Grass Seeder
Light, but

and durable. Over
200 Thousand In
use. Has led all

broadcast seeders for

30 years. Catalogue

0. E. Thompson

& Sons,

LIFE PRODUCERS
SUCCESSFUL INCUBATORS.

LIFE PRESERVERS

FENCE mSSSEZ?
Made of High Carbon colled wire. We I

have lu agents. Sell direct to user at
factory prices on 30 days free trial.

We pay all freight. Catalog shows 37
(tries and heljrBts of farm and ponltry
fence. It', free. Bur direct. Write today

COILED SPRING FENCE CO.
Box la WINCHESTER, INDIANA.

SUCCESSFUL BROODERS.
F Tbe only machines that riTal the mother
hen. Incubator and Poultry Catalogue

FREE. Booklet, "Proper Care and Feeding- Small Chicks,
Ducks and Turkeys," 10c. 50c poultry paper one year, 10c

DCS MOINES INCUBATOR COMPANY,
0 1 Second Street Dea Melnes, lower

SAVE HALF YOUR FUEL

BEST PAY
To agents, eltber sex
Work easy and extra
profitable. Send for
terms and Free Outfit.

Address FARM AND FIRESIDE
Dept. of Agents. Madison Square, New York

RllCllirCC MANAGER WANTED In every countyDUOInLwO and city: men of ability and not afraid to
hustle. Honorable and PKMAMKUT business; Bin ftOKEY.

THE M. B. CO., Drawer 1051-3?, Bridgeport. Conn.

A WEEK AND EXPENSES TO MEN
with rigs to introduce our Poultry Goods.
.IAVELLE CO.. Dept. 58, Parsons, Kansas.

$36

BY USING THE

Rochester Radiator
Fits any Stove or Furnace.

Guaranteed to do all we claim or
money refunded.

Write for booklet on beating home*.

Rochester Radiator Co.,

57 furnace St., Rochester. H. T.

Price from
S2.00 to

$12.00

For Hard or

soft coal,

woodorgas.

EE'S

~5
EADERS

Egre Maker—An egg pro-
ducer— helps heDS lay iota
of eggs—a profit maker.
Germozone-Best reme-

dy for winter ills—colds, roup,
frosted combs, swelled bead,
inflammation of tbe throat.

Lice Killer-liquid-kills
every louse in the bouse. No
trouble. Free books. Write.
6«o^llJj»«^o^OrMliJlib^

Live Stock and Dairy

MONTBOS8 METAL SHINGLES
make the cheapest, longest lived
roofa. Fireproof, stormproof.
MONTBOSa CO., Oamden. N. J.

Butchering

We still raise hogs, and so we
must dress them. A few hints

may help us to do the work
better.

First, you need the proper tools; that

is, sticking knife, hog hook, scraper, a
barrel for scalding, and a kettle for

heating the water. You also need a

convenient place for working, a gentle
slope of ground, so that a platform may
be arranged in such a way that the hogs
can be placed on it from the upper side

without much lifting.

Place the barrel at one side of the
platform near the middle. This gives a

good chance to handle two hogs at a

time. Handle them as quickly as pos-
sible. Two men can easily throw a
large hog by reaching under it one at

the fore legs and one at the hind legs.

After it is thrown one man can hold it

on its back. In sticking do not point
the knife straight down; the object is

not to pierce the backbone, but to cut

the arteries which lie just inside the
breastbone. To do this give the knife

a turn sideways. The knife should be
sharpened on both sides of the point.

The water should be heated to about
200° F. It is easy to cool it down a

little if it does not get cool enough in

moving it from the kettle to the bar-
rel. Wait till you are sure the hog is

dead or you may be looking for another
barrel. A little pine tar is a fine thing

to put in the water.

If the water is thought to be too
warm' scald the hind end first, if too
cool, the head first.

To hang the hog use a rail; cut a
notch in it about eight feet from the

end and lean it against a building at

an angle of forty-five degrees. By
placing the hog on a box under the

rait, with one hind leg on each side of

it, and inserting the gambrel stick, the

hog may be raised until the stick will

come into the notch.
New York. John Upton.

Rearing of Calves
The following is an experience of four"

and one half years experimenting to de-

termine how calves could, most cheaply,

be well reared and losses prevented. Of
eighty-six calves which were born alive

only one died, and that one suffered from
internal hemorrhage from its birth. It is

most important and desirable to keep the

different calves separate from each other

until they are two months old, as many
losses occur among young calves through

being together and sucking each other.

In our experiments a calf was taken to

a pen away from the cow-house as soon

as it was born, got a good rub-down with

straw, and was well bedded and covered

with the same material. In the course of

half an hour or so the calf was fed with

about a pint of its mother's first milk at

blood heat. No medicine was given, the

first milk containing all that was neces-

sary, both for feeding and as an aperient.

Afterward the following rules of feed-

ing were observed : First week ; its

own mother's milk, warm three times

a day, commencing with about a pint

and a half at a time, and increas-

ing to two quarts on the fourth day.

Second week; two quarts of warm new
milk, not necessarily its own mother's,

three times a day. Third week; two
quarts of warm milk, half new and half

skim or separated, three times a day, with

a half pint of linseed soup to each quart

of skim-milk Fourth week; same as the

third, with a handful of sweet hay to

nibble at. Fifth week; two and a half

quarts of warm skim-milk, three times a

day. a half pint of linseed soup to each

quart, and a little sweet hay after morn-

ing and evening meals; to be continued

with gradually increasing quantities of

hay till the end of the eighth week.

Ninth week; omit the linseed soup, and

after the midday milk give a single hand-

ful of broken linseed cake and a little

pulped turnip (grass instead of turnips

in summer) ; hay as before. Twelfth

week; omit midday milk, and give three

fourths of a pound of mixed linseed cake

and crushed oats, and half a gallon of

pulped turnip (grass in summer) at mid-

day, continuing morning and evening

skim-milk, and hay as before. If neces-

sary, milk may be entirely discontinued

at five months old, and one pound per day

of mixed linseed cake and crushed oats

be given to each calf, with increasing

quantities of hay and roots, sliced or

whole; but if skim-milk be plentiful, it

cannot be put to better use than giving

the cajyes one or two drinks of it each

day up to the age of eight or nine months
To prepare linseed soup, put two pints

of linseed to soak over night in four gal-
lons of water; the next day boil and stir

for half an hour, and five minutes before
the boiling is finished add one half pound
of flour, previously mixed with enough
water to prevent it being lumpy, to this J
quantity of soup to counteract the laxative^
tendency of the linseed. Side by side, with
linseed soup, we tried cod-liver oil as i

substitute for the removed cream, and it

answered admirably—quite as well as the
boiled linseed.
- When the cow's first milk is not available
for new-born calves, ordinary new milk
may be made to closely resemble it by
adding the white of an egg and a tea-
spoonful of castor-oil, previously beat-
en in a little warm water to about two
quarts of milk. Young calves require dry,
comfortable and sweet beds, and where
such conditions are absent, scour is often,

the result. There is nothing so good for

bedding as moss litter. I came to the

conclusion that it was best to keep spring-

born calves in for the first year,
.
except,

perhaps, for a few hours a day on a pas-
ture during the summer. Fall-born calves

may be turned out all summer.
W. R. Gilbert.

The Sheep
It is said that sheep can make their

way where other stock would starve.

This is no doubt true, for they will
live on weeds, sprouts, and buck brush,
and graze pastures where it is impos-
sible for other stock to bite the grass.
The farmer may use his flock of sheep
to" clean out his briar and brush patch,
but he must not keep them there too
long without feeding them; nor must
he leave them on dry pasture without
giving them grain. Sheep, as well as
other stock, should never enter the
winter run down in flesh. It is need-
ful that they be in good health and
flesh when the winter begins, for a
poor or diseased sheep never does well
in cold weather. When spring comes
he will look shabby—if he has not
been taken to the bone yard. It takes
a poor sheep a good while to get a
start in the spring, and there is dan-
ger of the ewes that are to lamb being
too weak. Their offspring are also
liable to be small, and flow of milk
barely enough to keep them alive.

The flock of sheep should have the
best of care. Otherwise, it will not be
profitable. In the fall, when the pas-
tures get short, the sheep should be
fed grain. It is best to feed them in
troughs constructed for that purpose.
Good troughs can be made out of oak
boards. Use six-inch boards for the
bottoms and four-inch boards for the
sides and ends. To make the troughs
stationary, drive two stakes into the
ground six inches apart at each end of
the trough, then nail a cross-piece
from one stake to another the desired
height above the ground; six inches or
a foot is about right. Set the trough
between the stakes, letting each end
rest upon a cross-piece. The trough
should then be nailed to keep it from
being turned over.
Oats are about the best feed for

sheep during the fall and winter.
They relish them because they are
easily masticated. They are a flesh-
builder. Shelled corn mixed with
bran is very good, but does not equal
oats and corn together. Clover hay is

most excellent for the flock. If the
sheep can be allowed to run to a ricHS
of clover hay, they will -need very
little grain. Some farmers feed them
fodder, and others like sorghum. I
knew a farmer who ricked his sor-
ghum, that had been cut and cured
.past before it tasseled, near his barn.
The rlock of sheep were allowed to run
to it. When spring came they were
strong and healthv.
Sheep do not drink as' much water

in winter as ordinary stock, but it is
well to have plenty on hand, so thev
will not suffer from thirst. The prof-
itableness of the herd is governed
largely by the care farmers give them
when they cannot take care' of them-
selves? W. D. Neale.

<s>

The New York City dealers in meat
products have recently expressed to
Secretary Wilson their high apprecia-
tion of the work of the Agricultural De-
partment in providing the necessary
regulations for the prompt enforcement
of the meaf-inspection law. They have
also assured the secretary of their
hearty cooperation in carrying out the
provisions of the law. *
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IAC BUYS THE MODEL K GENUINE
ECONOMY HAND CREAM

SEPARATOR. 400 POUNDS
PER HOUR CAPACITY,
the best Separator made in the world,

I
a regular $100.00 machine, and

, i.°ffered on 60 day free trial. For a
limited time, until our surplus machines
are sold, we offer this big 400 pounds
per hour capacity new Improved ModelK Economy Hand Cream Separator,

guaranteed to skim closer, skim
colder milk, run easier, clean easier
and handle better than any other
separator made, regardless of name
or price, and offered for a free 60

days trial on your own farm. In
our Free Cream Separator Cata-
logue we show large Illustrations

ana complete descriptions of this won-
derful Economy Cream Separator, all
working parts, full explanation of our
free trial plan, our liberal terms and
payment conditions; also illustrations
and descriptions of our entire line of
cream separators, the very best made

In the world and sold on our free^ trial plan at one-third the prices
charged by others. Don't fail to
write to day for our Big Free

Special Cream Separator Catalogue, the greatest cream
reparator book ever printed; full of most valuable in-
formation for every farmer; showing why our cream
separators are the very best made In the world; why
we can make such wonderfully low prices; pictures of
our cream separator factories; our §1,000.00 in gold
challenge to every separator manufacturer and our
wonderful Profit Sharing Plan, by which you get
valuable goods free If you buy from us: everything is
explained? In this Free Separator Catalogue. Every
separator Is covered by our written binding 20-year
guarantee, guaranteed to reach you in perfect condi-
tion, freight charges to be very little, and we agree to
furnish you repairs in the years to come. Don't wait
until next spring and then pay $75.00 or $100.00 for an
inferior machine. Our offer of only $24.95 for this
genuine Improved Economy Cream Separator, 400
pounds per hour capacity, a regular $100.00 machine,
Is good only until our stock is reduced; so don't delay
Write for our Free Cream Separator Catalogue for a
complete description of this marvelous separator bar-
gain. Simply write us a letter or a postal card and
say. Send me your Cream Separator Offer," mention
this paper, and our .very latest SpecialCream Separator
Catalogue showing everything, the most valuable Cream
Separator Book ever published, will be sent to you
Immediately by return mail, free and postpaid. Don't
fall to write for this Cream Separator Offer at once and
learn about this big bargain, the highest grade big
capacity machine for only $24.95. Address

SEARS, ROEBUCK & CO., CHICAGO,

SEND US
A COW,
Steer, Bull or Horse hide. Calf, Dog,
Deer, or any kind of hide or skin aiia
let ns tan it with the hair on, soft,
light, odorless and moth-proof for robe,
rug, coat, or gloves, and make them
up when so ordered.

Avoid mistakes'by getting our catalog,
prices, shipping tags, instructions and
"Crosby pays the freight" offer, before
shipment. We make and sell Natural
Black Galloway fur coats and robes. Black
and Brown Frisian. Black Dog Skin, and
fur lined coats. We do taxidermy and
head mounting. We buy no hides, skins,
raw furs or ginseng. Address

THE CROSBY FRISIAN FUR COMPANY,
116 Mill Street Rochester, N. Y.

ARRAS
Cream

Separator
Simplest and cheapest sepa-
rator made. No intricate parts
—takes up little space. Does
not mix the milk with water.
There's no submersion, no pan
lifting, no dilution. The Arras
Separator is endorsed by
dairy journals and farmers' institutes.""'Sells for
just about one-tenth the cost of the ordinary, high
priced, intricate separator, Write lo-day for a copy
of our catalog, which explains fully the merits of
this great separator and details of our special offer.

A H It AS CREAM SEPARATOR CO., 54 Main St., Bloffton, Ohio

COILED SPRING

FENCE
Closely Woven. Can not Sag.
Every wire and every twist Is
a brace to all other wires and
twists full height of the fence.
Horse-high, Bull-strong, Pig-
tight. Every rod guaranteed.

30 DAYS FREE TRIAL
and sold direct to fanner,freight
prepaid, at lowest factory price.
Our Catalogue tells how Wire
is made—how It is galvanized

—

why some is good and some is
bad. Its brimful of fence facts.
You should have this Informa-
tion. Write for Ittoday. Its Free.

KITSELMAH BROS.,
Box 271 MUNCIE. INDIANA.

[HEAVIEST FENCE MADE)
1AU No. 9 Steel Wire. Well galvanized. Weighs f
^4 more than most fences. 15 to 86© per rod /^ delivered. We send free sample for inspec- i

1 tion and tert. Write for fence book of 133 ,

^styles. The Brown Fence & Wire
Co., Cleveland, Ohio.

ORNAMENTAL FENCE
35 designs, all steel,

Handsome, durable.—!
Cheaper than a wood:
fence. Special induce-
ments to churches and
cemeteries. Catalogue free.,

KOKOMO FENCE
jMACHINE CO.,

437 North St., '

Eokomo, Indin.na tM

WARD FENCE.
Heavy Spring Steel Double
Galvanized. To Farmers at
factory prices, freight pre-
paid. Catalogue Free.

WARD FENCE CO.
Box 14. Marion, Ind.

DEATH TO HEAVES
Guaranteed

NEWTON'S Heave and Cough Cure
A VETERINARY SPECIFIC.

14 years sale. One to two cans
j will cure Heaves. $1.00 per
can. Of dealers, or express
prepaid. Send for booklet.
TheMewionReinedjC(i.,XoIe<lo,0<

L
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The Breeding Sows
During the summer all of our hogs

receive the same kind of feed. But as
soon as we commence to feed new corn,
those intended for breeding purposes
are separated from the market hogs.
In selecting our breeding stock pref-

erence is given to sows from large lit-

ters, for prolificacy is very desirable.

Of course, other points are taken into
consideration, and we desire to have the
sows conform as near as possible to the
standard of the breed. While some
short, chubby sows are prolific it is

better to select those that have a deep,
capacious body. Care must also be
taken to see that the sows intended for
breeding purposes are properly devel-
oped in every particular.
After separating the breeding sows

from the market stock, we feed them
muscle and bone building food. This
consists, in our case, of skim-milk
mixed with ground peas and oats or
rye; sometimes middlings are fed, but
seldom bran. As all kinds of stock do
better in winter, when given succulent
food, we feed the sows from time to
time, raw potatoes, and rutabagas, if we
have them. Pumpkins are also excel-
lent, especially the seeds, which are a
general tonic for hogs, and act favor-
ably on the kidneys. Pumpkin seeds
are a vermifuge; I mention this because
it may not be well known among hog
raisers.

After having bred the sows see to it

that all doors or other openings to the
pens or houses are amply wide enough
for them to pass.
Wisconsin. Fred Strohscheim.

Care of Horses
Most men do not think that the horse

is the most valuable of all the farm
machinery. And while they will put their

farm implements under cover, and care-
fully use them, the horse has to take what

little care would have prevented the
trouble.

In the spring, the farmer should not try
to do a heavy day's work at the start.

He should use his horses very carefully
at first until they become accustomed to
the work. If the weather is a little too
warm, it pays to clip the horses. I have
seen some of my neighbor's teams come
in at night with the heavy coat of hair
they are carrying, as wet as if they had
been out in a heavy rain, and perspiration
dropping from them, while my own horses
did not have a wet hair on them. If the
weather turns cool, put a blanket on them
in the stable. The cost of the blanket will
be saved in horse-flesh and sore shoulders.

It is a good thing to wash off the
shoulders of every horse if he has them
wet with perspiration. I know a farmer
in my own county who has a large farm
and raises many fine horses, who will turn
a horse out in the pasture, if it gets sore
shoulders, and catch a colt three or four
years old, put him in with three other
horses on a fourteen-inch gang plow, and
go right on plowing, with the colt plung-
ing and trying to get away, never having
been hitched up before. Perhaps in a day
or two that colt will have sore shoulders
or a sweeny. Now, that man is a kind
neighbor, and has a nice home and
family.

Another thing, do not feed horses musty
hay or grain. We do not like the canned
goods put up by the "Trust" packers, and
our horses do not like musty food.

After the corn is planted, and the heavy
work of the farm done, then if the horses
can go out at night on good pasture I
think it is good for them.

Illinois. U. S. Ellsworth.

The Long-Nose Swamp Sow
Breeds of hogs have much improved

in Virginia, as they have elsewhere of
late years. The long-nose swamp sow

POLAND CHINA SOW AND HER EIGHT THREE-WEEKS-OLD PIGS

is given him, and too many times it is a
"lick and a promise." The horse is a very
intelligent animal, and responds readily

to kind treatment, yet I believe that he
receives more blows and kicks and jerks

and curses than any other animal. Often
a man desires to have a fine looking lot of
hogs, no matter if he owns five or fifty;

he also likes plump cattle for sale; he is

proud if he has a nice yield of grain, but
if anything is neglected, it is the poor
horse. The horse often looks as if he
would say "please give me a little better

care," but like the soldiers of the "Light
Brigade" his but "to do or die."

Often, as soon as a tinge of green can
be seen peeping through the brown grass
in spring, the horse is turned out at night,

after a hard day's work, and caught in

the morning and taken to the field to work
again. If that treatment should develop
colic, then perhaps he is dosed with some
villainous compound that would kill an
alligator, and if that does not bring relief,

a horse doctor is sent for, and he is

drenched again. If he objects, his head
is pulled up high, his mouth pried open,

and he is forced to swallow the dose.

Then he is blanketed and led up and
down, and handled carefully, quite likely

allowed to rest a day or two. Now, this

does not pay at all. In two or three years

that horse is injured very much, while a

is seldom seen at this day, and every
person is trying to improve on his
stock and excel others in the quality of
his product of the hog.

Several eight hundred pounders have
been raised around here, and by some,
they were thought to be great shows.
One of my neighbors built an expensive
carriage with low wheels, and took his

prize to the city, as much for exhibition
as anything else. On his visit to the
stockyards in the city, he says, he was
shown a half dozen one thousand pound-
ers turned loose in a bunch, which put
him out of commission, and he at once
returned home with his prize and quit

the business.
There is a type of hog known as the

woods hog, and they are more often

seen in the cornfield than in the woods.
They can hear an acorn or chestnut fall

from the tree at five hundred yards and
beat a race horse getting to the spot.

The hogs of the past were little cared
for, they were usually turned out around
the shore and in the swamps to "root

hog or die." Their noses grew so long

they were said to be able to root soft

clams in three feet of water without get-

ting the eyebrows wet, and eat corn

from the fourth corn row by poking the

nose through a knot-hole in the fence.

Virginia. B. C. Foster.

We use scrupulous care in

choosing glasses to aid our

eyesight. Why not use scru-

pulous care in selecting lamp-

chimneys ?

Macbeth is the only maker

of lamp-chimneys who is

proud to put his name on

them.

Let me send you my Index

to chimneys— it's free.

Address, MACBETH, Pittsburgh.

DE LAVAL
CREAM SEPARATORS

Save $10- to $15- Per Cow
Every Year of Use

Over All Gravity and Dilution Systems

And At Least $5.- Per Cow
Every Year of Use

Over All Other Cream Separators

While They Last

From Two To Ten Times Longer
Than Any Other Machine

Otulognfl tad mj desired particular* to b« hid lor lie asking.

THE DE LAVAL SEPARATOR CO.
"""cMicSSi Oencr.l OMlcs: io«™ci

"

".MluiDtL^MI." T4 COBTLANOT STRCE> " YoVoNTo"

•AN rR°.NCiSCO NEW YORK

STRENGTH
DURABILITY

ECONOMY
These are the charaeteris-

,

' tics of Page Fence. Strong
because made of high car-

i bon double strength Page '

Wire. Durable because it
will spring and not break.
Economical because it re-
quires fewer posts, no

' repairs and lasts.
Our catalog tells all

.

about it. Write us.
PAGK WOVEN WIRE FENCE CO.

"

Box 651, Adrian, Hlcb. ">

KELLY;

r DUPLEX Ml I I C
GRINDING! IILLO

Grind ear com, shelled corn,

oats, rye, wheat, barley, Kaffir I

corn, cotton seed, corn in shucks,
|

sheaf oats, or any kind of grain

;

coarse, medium or fine. The only I

mill in the world made with a I

double set of grinders or burrs.
|

FOUR SIZES
operated, Never choke.

|

Especially adapted for I

gasoline engines,

rnrr A copy of I

rltLL Farmer's
]

Guide, most useful]

book of Records and Recipes
|

mailed upon request.

THE O. S. KELLY CO.,
Box 149, Springfield, Ohio.

jyjSORBINE
Cures Strained Puffy Ankles,
Lymphangitis, Bruise? and
Swellings, Lameness and
Allays I*ain Quickly without
Blistering, removing the hair, or
laying the horse up. Pleasant to use.
82.00 per bottle, delivered with full
directions. Book 5-C, free.

ABSOKBINE, JR., for man-
kind, gl.00 Bottle. Cures Strains,

Gout, Varicose Veins, Varicocele,
Hydrocele, Prostatitis, kills pain.

W. F. YOl'NG. V. D. F., 23 Jlonn-outh St., Sprlngfif Id, Mass.

5f7|
A2S£l2SS

P.RIVIERS

Hammer
Hatchet
Screw Driver
Staple Puller
Nail Claw
Wire Cutter
Leather Punch
Pinchers

o Every farmer Wants One at Sight
2 Oneof out agents B&ye be will make $1500 next year. VTebe-
r** licve he can. This ie the best seller we ever saw. Write for

03 8pkci*l Ofter and Dlan to Agents. Make money now.

J.B. Foote (Dept .502) Fdry. Co. Fredericfctown, 0.

The Great Agents Supply House,

LAWN FENCE
Many designs. Cheap as
wood. 32 page Catalogue
free. Special Prices t o Ceme-
terieeand Churches. Address
COILED SPRING FENCE CO.
Box 414, Winchester. Ind.

Wire Fence 90c
48-in. stock fence per rod only *
Best high carbon coiled steel spring- wire.
Catalog offences, toots and supplies FREE,
Buy direct at wholesale. Write today.
MASON FENCE CO., Box 86, Leesbuxg.O

Powerful—Durable— EconomicalTELEPHONES
Write for free book explaining cost and how to organise,

build and operate telephone systems among your neighbors.

Cadiz Electric Co., 18 C. C. C. Bldg., Cadis, 0.

BLIZZARD HORSE ICE CALKS.
Sharpen your own horse. No waiting at the smith's.
Liberal prices to agents. S. W. KENT, Cazenovia, N. T.
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For All
, Farm Bull
SINCE way back in the Seventies,

progressive farmers and stockmen

all over the United States and Canada have

used Caeey's Roofixg and endorsed it as the

very best protection against heat, cold, and the

ravages of rain, wind, sun and fire.

Carey's
should not be confused with the many inferior composition
roofings on the market. Carey's is the only composition roof-

ing applied as easily in winter as in summer, since it is flexible

in the coldest weather, requiring no heating. It Is adapted to

flat or steep surfaces, and may be applied over old shingle or
metal roofs, without removing same.

Cabet's Koofts"G Is composed of our all-wool felt, our highly
tempered Asphalt Compound, best burlap and our fire-proof cement.
No other roofing has the feature of Carey's Patent Lap, which covers
unsightly nail-heads, and Insures a neat, smooth, water-proof, wind-
proof union of sheet to sheet and roofing to roof-board.

Sold from nearby shipping points, Insuring lowest
freight rates. Write for FREE Sample and Booklet.

THE PHILIP CAREY MFG. CO. (Est. 1873)
43 Wayne Ave. Cincinnati, O

FLEXIBLE
CEMENT

You Can Get More Eggs
And Save Feed Bills.

GREEN BONE fed raw gives fowls
the food they need to take the

place of bugs and worms. It has
more than four times the egg making

value of grain : is rich in protein and
other elements that make more eggs,
fertile eggs, livelier chicks, earlier
broilers, heavier fowls. Cat it with

MANN'S. Bone Cutter
Turns easily: cuts rapidly; never clogs: automatically adjusts itself to anyone's

strength. Cuts all bone with all adhering meat and gristle.

Ton Tfcsavc Fpnp fr"ij*l We ask no money until you try the machine. If not satis-aen Ddy s tree mri<u &ed ^ retnrn at our expcnse_ write for oai^e.
- F. W. MANN CO., Box 32, Millord, Mass.

Let Me QuoteYou a Price

CHATHAM
Before You Buy
an Incubator

It will take one penny for a postal,
and a minute of your time, to write
for Special Prices on 1907 Chatham
Incubators and Brooders. No matter
what kind of a machine you have in
mind—no matter where you intend
buying, or when—TODAY you should
eend me a postal and get my catalog
and prices.
My book will post you on the best way

to make money out of poultry—and my
prices on Chatham Incubators and
Brooders will show you how to start
in the poultry business for a email
amount of money.
Chatham Incubators are sold on

84 Days FREE
trial, freight prepaid, and are guaranteed 5
years. Chatham Incubators are the beat possible to
make. They axe tested, and known to produce the
largest percentage of strong, healthy chickens.

If you are most ready to bey a machine now, put
It off for a day or two, until you can get my prices

and catalog. Then decide.
We have warehouses in all the leading trade

eentera—where Chatham Incubators and Brooder!
are kept in stock—insuring prompt delivery.

I invite you to write for my prices and book. I

can save you money on

240-EGG Clf)
INCUBATOR wUU

lit) Egg Incubator J6 -5*

60 Egg Incubator g-jH
100 Chick Outdoor Brooder »o."«

100 Chick Indoor Brooder $* 0I>

Why pay double thsse prices for

machines that are no better! Reliance Incubators and Brood-

ers sent complete with all attachments. Send lor tree book

(Jtving full particulars. Wesaveyou raonev and guarantee satis-

faction. Reliance Incubator Co., Box B70i Freeport, III.

240-EGG $

ncubator
120 Ego Size, •S.OO
00 Egg Slie, S7.60

Brooders equally low. Not cheap
machines but the famous*' Ideal 1 *

—guaranteed to be the surest and easiest crer made.
Wl j not fHa |» u> t; ; o • ! ooj big 138 :H», Ulutnud
gajuorrb**

j.w. Miller Co., Box M.Freeport3
Hatch Chickens by
Steam with the

EXCELSIOR INCUBATOR
Or WOODEN HEN

Simple, perfect, -self -regulating.
Hatch every fertile egg. Lowest
priced flrst-f-laes hatchers made.
GEO. H. STAIIL, Qalncj, 11L

A Large Egg
m Yield m
A hen—any hen—will lay a great
number of eggs (some more than
others) ifconditions and surroundings
are such as meet the requirements
of hen nature. Here is where yourpa.it

comes in. Give the hen a regular daily
portion (a penny's worth is enough
for 30 hens) of Dr. Hess Poultry
Pan-a-ce-a, and she will do the rest.

DR. HESS
POULTRY

PAN-A-CE-A
is not afood—it is a tonic, specially pre-
pared to give "tone" to the digestive
and reproductive organs, so that the
maximum of food, over and above the
maintenance ration, is used to make
eggs. It has also a property foreign to
a so-called poultry food. It is a germi-
cide, that is, it destroys bacteria, the
cause of nearly all poultry ailments.
Poultry Pan-a-ce-a is the prescription
of Dr. Hess (M.D., D.V.S.). is endorsed
by the leading poultry associations in
United States and Canada, and is sold
on a written guarantee.
11 lbs. 25c, m all or

express. 40c.
5 lbs., 60c
13 lbs., #1.85.
25 lb. pall, *3.50.
Except in Canada and
extreme West and South.

OR. HESS & CLARK,
Ashland, 0.

Instant Louse Killer
Kills Lice.

Big Money in Poultry
Oar big Poultry tell* howto rmakelt. How'
to breed, feed and market for best rwulU. ID<)

illustration!. Describe* largeet par* bred
poultry farm in the world. Tell* bew to iiaii

email and rrow big. All about our 80 leading
varieties. Quota* lowest price* on fowl*, egg!, in

cubaton and brooder!. Mailed for 10c in poatage

F. FOY, Bos 10 .Des Moines,Iowa

f\f\t£ ON POULTRY DISEASES FREE. A healthy.

\J strong, rigorous flock Is the only kind that pay*.

Cook*y's famous book Mil* yon how to keep your flock in

that condition. Regular price 26 cent* but for a limited
time free to those sending 4 cents for postage and th* names of
two other poultry keeper*. WRITE TO-DAY.
The G. E. Cor. key Co., 341 Ottawa Blda., Cleveland, O.

egAA PER YEAR EASY. WITH HENST
*-P""^^ Simple method explained In our Illatlraled Foul,
try Book whieh alio h*i »n excellent Record and Espea»e Aee't-

ihowlng galas or loss** for every month. All Poultry-Keeper* need
thu BvoklUc Ai Jre*..t;.$l'i;>CLK VlBBtttl.tllntoofilk,! uau.

SureHatch
Incubator
It has the highest record in hatching

and the lowest prices in selling.
Ten years on the market.
Used and recommended
by more poultry raisers
than any other— bar
none. 1

No trouble to operate.
Runs itself. Pays for it-

self—with one hatch. Guaranteed five
years.

It will hatch chicks for you batter and
cheaper than hens. If not. we take It back.
This is a plain, fair and square offer—no

moDkey business.
Investigate it. Our new 100-page Sure

Hatch book tells all about it: also how you
can do better with your poultry.
We Mend it FREE. Write for It today.
SURE HATCH INCUBATOR CO.

Box 66 Fremont, Neb.; or Dept. . 66 IndianapolU, lad.

Frosted Combs and Wattles

One of the dangers that confronts
the poultryman during winter is

freezing of the combs and wat-
_ ties of fowls. This is known as

"frosted comb," and it causes extreme
suffering to any bird that may be af-

flicted. Fowls with large combs and
wattles are the chief victims, as such
portions of the head offer large surfaces
tor exposure to cold winds. Fowls with
pea combs, or small rose combs, are
more exempt than those with large
single combs.
The principal cause is due to getting

the combs and wattles wet, especially
when drinking, and then being suddenly
exposed to cold winds at a temperature
below the freezing point. To prevent
the difficulty, as far as possible, the
birds must not be allowed to drink in

such a manner as- to get their wattles
wet. The aperture for drinking should
be large enough to admit the bill only.

Should the wattles become frozen, the
birds will be rendered useless until the
injured members become healed. If the
hens refuse to lay after cold weather
sets in. first look for frosted combs and
wattles, a difficulty often present, but
not noticed. As a remedy, anoint the
comb and wattles once a day with vase-
line, keeping the birds in a warm loca-
tion, with straw on the floor instead of

a roost at night.

Conditions and surroundings largely
affect the combs of fowls. Warm
quarters in winter, to protect the fowl
against the cold, and a variety of food
that it may lay eggs in winter, will as-

sist in protecting against disease. There
are no conditions that fit all breeds of
poultry, for no two breeds can exist

under the same treatment and both
prove profitable, as one breed may fail

under conditions favorable to the other.

If the combs and wattles do not become
injured from cold it is possible for a
flock to produce eggs during every win-
ter month.

•«>

Chicks with Hens
There are two classes of poultrymen

who allow their hens to incubate during
the cold months, the one desiring to

hatch chicks to catch the early spring
market, and the other to hatch pullets

for next year as early as it can be done.
The main difficulty is that the hen takes
her time for becoming broody, and can-

not be forced to go on the nest until

she is inclined to do so. Of course, in-

cubators are preferable, as they can be
"set" at any time, but nevertheless there
are farmers whose hens sometimes be-

come broody in winter, and they allow
them to bring off broods. It is less ex-

pensive when several hens become
broody at the same time, as quarters

must be prepared for the hens with
broods in winter.

Corn-meal is usually the principal food
given chicks on farms, and thousands of

them have lived and reached a market-
able age on a corn-meal diet, but little

chicks are not closely confined in early

spring, even when the hen is not given
liberty, and they occasionally find seeds,

grass, and sometimes worms, thereby
procuring a variety. Should the food in

winter consist solely of corn-meal there

may be a heavy mortality. The corn-

meal is right and proper enough, but

should be reenforced by other sub-

stances—such as sifted ground oats,

finely chopped meat, bone-meal, pota-

toes and stale bread. It is very difficult

to raise chicks with hens" in winter, be-

cause of the fact that as they soon grow
the hen cannot easily cover all of them,

for which reason they must be kept in

warm quarters. The early broilers pay

well, bat one must be prepared to avoid

loss of young chicks by making suitable

preparations for winter management.

Warm Quarters for Eggs
It is not so important to have poultry-

J

houses close as to protect against

draughts of air in winter. Some poultry-

houses are covered with tarred paper,

and after it has been on for a while, es-

pecially through a winter, it may break

in places, producing holes. When it is

properly put on there is a way to pre-

serve it so it will last for years. It

should be fastened down well (the heavy

paper being generally used), then give

it a good coating of the paint made es-

|

pecially for that purpose, and which
usually comes with the paper. At the

end of the first year it may require an-

other coat, then another in a year or

I two more, and so on. Give the roof a

little attention the first six months and
the work will not be difficult. There
are some excellent roofing papers now
on the market which are cheaper and
better than ordinary tarred paper. For
the walls it is better to place the paper,
or other roofing material on the out-
side, rather than on the inside -of the'.'

house.
A warm poultry-house is the cheapest

appliance connecting with egg-produc-
tion in winter, for the reason that
warmth is essential to comfort and
thrift. When the quarters are warm in
the winter, and the fowls are as com-
fortable as they are in summer, the hens
will not be so quickly affected by the
changes in the weather, but there is no
flock, no matter how well managed that
does not fall off in eggs to a certain ex-
tent when the weather is severely cold.

Swollen Heads and Eyes
Several readers have written the Farm

and Fireside asking a remedy for
swollen heads and eyes. It if a difficulty
that begins to appear in the fall, es-
pecially during damp weather, being a
symptom of disease rather than a dis-
ease itself. Fowls that are exposed to
cold winds seem to be the first to suffer.
The difficulty usually starts in one eye
only—the one next to a draught of air
—then the bird turns around to avoid'
pain, and the other eye also becomes
inflamed. The bird whose comb turns
black may also be affected. It some-
times comes from an overhead draught,
or it may be from a ventilator, from a
crack, a knot-hole, or some unknown
source of draught. Roup will finally re-
sult unless the draught is prevented,
hence the best remedy in such cases is

to discover the cause or source of
draught and remove it. Anoint the face
and eyes with camphorated oil, and in-

ject two drops once a day in each
nostril, and five drops down the throat.
Scatter air-slaked lime freely over the
floor and yards twice a week, and cover
the floor with leaves or cut straw, re-
moving the roosts so as to compel the
birds to sleep in the leaves, as it may
be possible that the source of draught
will be found above the roosts. In se-
vere cases, which indicate the presence
of roup, it may be advantageous .to de-
stroy all affected birds, owing to the
labor necessary to "doctor" them.

Ducks in Winter
If _the hen is the victim of frozen

comb, the duck seems to have its

troubles in its feet While the duck is

at home on the water, even in cold
weather, if the pond is not covered with
ice, yet it cannot endure cold feet with-
out liability of injury. Damp locations
at night also affect the legs of ducks.
When ducks are laying they can con-
sume large quantities of food, but as
soon as they cease laying they can
thrive on a small supply, and should
be turned out on grass and compelled
to forage for insects, seeds, and bulky
foods. Ducks should begin to lay in

January, and finish by the time green
food becomes plentiful. Instead of re-

ducing the food after the ducks have
ceased to lay regularly, some per-
sons do not make a distinction in the
matter, and feed the ducks liberally, the

result being that they become too fat.

their legs will not support them, and
they at once become subject to heart
disease, rheumatism, indigestion, etc. »i

Two light meals a day are sufficient,

and if the ducks are fat they should be
allowed only one meal a day for a week
or two. They may be given cooked tur-

- nips or potatoes, or clover hay, cut fine,

may be allowed, sprinkling the mess
with bran or midlings. They also con-
sume oyster-shell meal, and a little, meat
may be given three times a week.
The quarters must be dry and the

floor covered with cut straw or leaves.

In feeding there is no rule that can be
followed. Do not feed too much grain if

ducks are in good condition, but allow

animal meal (ground meat) and cooked
turnips, adding bran to regulate the

mess. Animal meal from now until they

begin to cease laying is the most im-
portant food they require. Feed as

much of the mixture once a day as they
will consume, but feed three times a

day as soon as they begin to lay.
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The dual monarchy of Austria-
Hungary is one of the most
troubled and sorely tried govern-
ments in the world. The cause

is not generally understood. The
American sees in his paper one day,

that there has been a quarrel over the
refusal to allow the use of Magyar
words of command in the Hungarian
army instead of German. Again he
reads that the Hungarian members
have bolted the Congress without
waiting for the royal message.
Coupled with these disquieting but

fragmentary reports are the statistics

of emigration, which show that there
is, an enormous stream of emigrants
from Austria to this country. The
number of these discontented home-
seekers coming to our shores has run
as high as forty thousand a month,
which is an astounding' record.
The explanation of the unrest in

Austria-Hungary, and the exodus
therefrom, lies in the fact that the
empire as it now stands consists of a
conglomerate mass of races that have
been gathered together under the
name of an empire without proper
amalgamation. There is really not as
much cause for the name Austria as
there would be to call the whole
United States New York. If that state

should gain the mastery of the rest of

the Union, there would be, in addition
to racial connection, a common lan-

guage and a common law; but Austria
Is lacjdng in all of these.

The gist of the trouble is that each
different nationality wishes to form a
nation of its own, and is protesting

Austria-Hungary
By Frederic J. Haskin

poorest of his subjects. On these oc-
casions the most humble and penniless
of his people are admitted to his pres-
ence, and no one ever knows the na-
ture of these interviews, because the
emperor holds the confidences of his
callers so sacred that he never makes
known their statements, even though
they include the confession of crime.
Probably no ruler ever lived who en-

joyed mixing with his subjects more,
or practised his freedom so freely.

Once when the imperial party was
making- a journey, the emperor prer
ceded his companions and appeared
alone at a small inn. While he was
engaged in shaving himself he was in-

terrupted by the landlord who, being
on 1

the lookout for the royal party,
entered the room and asked His Majes-
ty if he knew the emperor. "I some-
times shave him," was the laconic
reply.

The Austrian court maintains many
old ceremonials that have been ob-
served for hundreds of years. Prom-
inent among these is the formality
known as the "foot-washing-." This
strange survival of medieval custom
occurs during the Easter festivities,

and is still given with all the pomp
and ceremony that marked its occur-
rence in the olden times. Every year,

on the morning of Holy Thursday,
twenty-four gorgeous royal carriages,

the old men and women and pass a
wet towel over the bare feet of each,
wiping them afterward with a dry
one. With his own hands his Majesty
puts around the neck of each bewil-
dered visitor a richly ornamented bag
containing "thirty pieces of silver"
fresh from the government mint; then
these humble subjects are driven home-
ward in all the style that a king can
provide.
Another ancient ceremonial which

the common public shared with roy-
alty was the mirthful celebration of
the appearance of the first violet of
the season. According to the rules of
this pretty festival, whoever found the
first fragrant messenger of spring was
carried to the court in triumph. Armed
guards were stationed over the ground
to prevent anyone from making- a
search beforehand. At a given hour
on the appointed day the participants
formed a procession, which was headed
by a band of fiddlers wearing bearskin
caps ornamented with peacock feath-
ers.

These were followed by motley
groups, pages and squires, members of
the fools' council in harlequin dress,
commoners, and members of the royal
family. As soon as the signal was given
the crowd scattered over the moun-
tain-side, and whoever found the first

blossom was proclaimed king of the

ble for the contents of the dish. The
bowl is supposed to contain hardly
enough to accommodate all present,
so that those who are backward in
joining in the melee, or slow in help-
ing themselves are likely to be disap-
pointed. The big receptacle containing
the goodies is garnished with flowers
and decorated with ribbons and col-
ored paper, and the fun is increased by
cunningly concealed sprigs of thorns
and stinging nettle, because those who
carry off most of the eatables are
pretty certain to get plenty of pricks
and scratches for being so greedy.
The fads of the Austrian people have

taken many eccentric forms. The ma-
nia for g-ambling in one way or
another always prevails among the
upper classes. Once there was great
excitement over the wide-spread craze
for snail races. The manner of match-
ing these unusual contestants was to
arrange a miniature race course for
them, consisting of a row of glass rods.
During- the race each snail moved
along its own rod, which was marked
in centimeters and millimeters. Each
tiny competitor was designated by a
number on its shell, and a minute rec-
ord of all its performances was kept,
to be used as a basis for handicaps in
subsequent events. Vienna maintained
a club which was devoted exclusively
to this extraordinary form of sport,
and it is said that more than one an-
cestral estate was lost as a result of
wagers on this absurd pastime.
Austria-Hungary is one of the

strongholds of the Roman Catholic
Church. At every turn one encounters

A CHURCH IN VIENNA

with all its might against being
merged into some other one. At pres-
ent the only thing that saves the sit-

uation is the- strong personality of the
old emperor, Francis Joseph. The last

days of his long reign are his most
anxious ones. No one knows what will

transpire to-morrow, but all agree
that when the venerable ruler dies, the
empire that he has struggled so hard
to maintain will end with him.
Frequent references are made to the

democratic character of the aged em-
peror. On certain days of the week he
actually gives private audiences to the

attended by servants in splendid livery,

are sent to gather up twelve old men
and as many aged women from the
poorest quarter of the city, and fetch
them to the Hofburg- Palace.
After their arrival at the palace the

old people are first served with food
by the princes and princesses of the
royal family, after which their shoes
and stockings are removed by the offi-

cers and ladies of the imperial house-
hold. After the court chaplain has
recited the portion of the gospel de-

scribing the Last Supper, the emperor
and his royal assistants kneel before

festival. The lucky one was given the
seat of honor at the banquet which
followed, and was presented with a
golden violet. He also had the privi-

lege of dancing with the duchess, and
his name was entered in the chronicles
as a participant in royal ceremonies.
The climax to a meal among the

country people of Austria is the serv-

ing of a dessert quite unlike anything
known in this country. A huge wooden
bowl containing fresh fruit, nuts,

cakes, etc., is brought in by one of the
men servants, and his appearance is

the signal for a grand rush and scram-

evidences of its vast possessions, as
well as the tremendous power it

wields. The official statistics of Hun-
gary show that 1,500,000 acres (two per
cent of the land of the entire country)
belong to the church. The treasures
in the monasteries and churches in-

clude collections of pictures, precious
stones, and works of art that are more
valuable than even the royal collec-
tions in some countries. There are
about 16,000 Catholic priests in Austria
alone, and the church authorities con-
trol enormous sums of money.

[concluded on page 32]
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POTASH
in the soil puts corn on the
stalk and money in the hank

The natural process of plant growth

is simply one of chemical conversion.

Potash, the raw material, is cheap; but when
converted by nature into corn, it is

valuable. The use of Potash is not

an expense, but an investment.

Write to-day for our free booklet "Plant Food."

GERMAN KALI WORKS
93 Nassau Street, New York

SPECIAL SEASON OFFER
The long winter evenings made bright and cheer-

ful at small cost

For a short time we will

Woman's Home Companion and
the following special price:

Woman's Home Companion Six months
Farm and Fireside One Year

accept subscriptions to

Farm and Fireside at

.50

.25

Woman's Home Companion One Year $1.00

Farm and Fireside Three Years

00 )

75/

BOTH for 50c.

BOTH for $1.50

No further description of these publications is necessary than to say
they are two great papers growing greater.

Address FARM AND FIRESIDE, Springfield, Ohio

Farms That Grow
"No. I HARD" WHEAT

(Sixty-three Pounds to the Bushel)

are situated in the Cana-
dian West, where Home-
steads of 160 acres can be
obtained FREE by every
settler willing and able to
comply with the Home-
stead Regulations.
During the present year a
large portion oi

New Wheat -Crow-
ing Territory

has been made accessible to mar-
kets by the railway construction
that has been pushed forward so
vigorously by the three great Rail-
way Companies.' Grain-growing,
mixed farming and dairying are
the great specialties.
For literature and information addreBS
Superintendent of Immigration. Ottawa, Canada

or the following authorized Canadian
Government Agent.

Hal. Williams, 411 Gardner Bide ..Toledo, 0,
J. I'. Duncan, Room 80,

Brraenae Savin as Bank Bide., Syracuse, N.X»

Mtntion th.il Papar.

Banner Root Cutter
in 7 sizes for hand and power.
Cuts all roots and vegetables
fine—no choking. No matter
what other feed yon have. Cut
roots will increase its value.
Root cutters are indispensa-
ble to dairymen, sheep, hog and cat-
tle feeders. "Banners" shake out all

dirt and gravel, cut fast and easy and
last Indefinitely. Our free book tells.
Write f o r 1 1 today

.

0. E. THOMPSON ft SONS, Ypsilanti, Mich.

Best Rural Mail Box Made
The "Heasler" is

made of steel, 18
In. long, 6] in.
diameter, coated
with alnmtnam
bronze. Cover is

self closing and
eelHatching. Ab-
solutely weather

proof. Signal
Affc-nt« '^SL ass attached. Fitted with

Wanted • bl"a8S l0Ck and key *

In every town. sssB Write for descriptive circular

H. E. 1IESSLKK CO.. 607 PROSPECT AVE., 8TKACUSE, N. T.

TELEPHONES
FOR FARMERS' LINES
Buy from the manufacturer. Build your
own lines. Book of instructions free.

Write nearest office. Ask for Bulletin No. 'TO.

The North Electric Co.
Cleveland, O. Kansas City, Mo.

Dallas, Texas.

li/rUv\ unijt^j, To MWturt, taU tfuhn^.

Our
Pony
Mill
2,000
To

6,000
Feet a Day

SAWMILLS
From this sizeup to largest, standard mills with var-
iable friction teed. Favorites in every lumber
district. Cut most with least power, easy to
handle. Edgers, Trimmers, Lath Mills, Shingle
Mills, Cut off and Hip Saws, etc Send for free catalog,

American Saw Mill Mch'y Co.,
ISOHopa St., Hackettstown, N. J..

602 Engineering Bldg,, New York City.

AGENTS
WANTED For Mend-a-Rip

Greatly improved. Better than ever.
"
>ose ell kinds of light and. heary

rive tiny»nd
ititchlaf.
Seres its

cost many times e year. A psr-

t Hand Sewing Machine and Riroter

ablned. Notice the Automatic Spaear

Inch makes neat, even stitching. To
r it means a sale. Agents make

$3 to $15 a day. One agent made first

day and writes to hurry machines to him. Write for ape*

1*1 agts. price. J B. Foots Foundry Co. Dep. 404 Fredericktown,0
CTTu Great Agents Su&6b/ House}

9 CORDS IN IP HOURS

BT05EHAN. It's KJ5G OF THE WOODS. Seres moBey and
baekache. Send for FREE iilos. catalogue showing Ui*st Improre-

aentsand testimonials from thrnisandfl. First orxW eernreg agency-

Folding Sawing Mach. Co., 158 E. Harrison St., Chicago, 111.

Try Before Baying
We want to send you our $35.50
buggy for a free trial of 30aays.
You do not put up a cent of money
nor bind yourselftopurchase. We/
sell direct from maker to user.V
Our factory is the only onegivinjj

a Two Years Approval Test.
Your money back if your vehicledoes not stayright. 926,000
bank deposit back of this pledge. Write for big catalog.

Tht Anderton Hlg. Co^ 43 Third SU. Cincinnati, 0-

T

Does your
roof leak?

Beacon-Ite
Long LUe Roofing

. Is thoroughly saturated
by a secret process in water-proof compound,
making it absolutely water-tight and fire resist-

ing; lowers insurance rate, outlasts tin. shingles
or iron : colts about half. Requires no patching.
65.000 rolls sold last year. Sold only direct from
mills. Prices, samples, and illustrated catalog
FREE.
1115 N. 2n« Street

BEACON-ITE MILLS
St. Louis. Ho.

MIX YOUR OWN STOCK
FOOD

When yon buy ready mixed stock
foods, you pay at the rate of $'&0 per ton for bran, meal
and other ingredients. Upon request I will send you
ABSOLUTELY FREE, a prescription for making your own
stock food. It will be far better end cost you fax less than

any other on the market to-day. A postal card will bring

this free prescription. DR. H. II. KENT*
Veierlsary Surgeon, No. Ill Market Street, Cadiz, Ohio.

The Grange

Address of National Master
Bachelder

National Master Bachelder deliv-

ered his first annual address. It

breathes forth inspiration ; confi-

dence that past efforts will win yet
greater victories. The order has

never been more prosperous nor made
greater gains in membership than this last
year. Below are excerpts from one of the
best addresses delivered to the National
Grange in one of its most successful and
important jrears.

Life Insurance.

"It is an opportune moment to extend life
insurance. Old line companies have been
mismanaged and extravagant, but there is

confidence in the complete solvency of legal
reserve companies. Legal reserve means sound
life insurance. Fraternal life insurance com-
panies, owing to unsoundness of the plans of
assessment of some companies, have under-
gone their ordeal, and it will not be long
till all that have not reorganized and read-
justed their rates will be in similar straits.
There is no lack of confidence in fraternal
life insurance wisely conducted. It has
saved enormously for the people. Old line
soundness and fraternal economy must be
united. Not cheap life insurance, but good
life insurance cheap, is the demand.

Because of expensive agency and home
office management the expenses are about
$10 per $1,000 in insurance, and four fifths

of the death benefits. Fraternal insurance
loss is about one-fifth the amount of the
old line companies."

Public Highway.
"Representative Curries, of New Hamp-

shire, introduced the Grange bill for im-
provement of public highways. Its enact-
ment was strongly urged by the grange and
others, but notwithstanding the importance
of the subject, or general agreement as to

its importance, no action was taken. The
only objection urged was the condition of
the public revenue which would not, it is

claimed, permit the moderate expenditure
of $8,000,000 annually for three years, as
provided for in the Curries Bill. In view
of the fact that the Senate passed a Ship
Subsidy bill providing for the payment of
four or five times the amount, and that pub-
lic funds are voted for much less deserving
objects, it can only be considered a little

less than a subterfuge.
"I recommend that the grange re-affirm

its position, and ask that the appropriation
be increased to $10,000,000 annually for five

years, calling for $50,000,000, and that a
special campaign be conducted for this pur-
pose. If the grange will lead a vigorous
campaign it can expect the hearty coopera-
tion of every friend of good roads."

Denatured Alcohol.
"Whether the conditions under which

denatural alcohol can be made and used
are right, remain for experience to prove.
To laymen they seem unnecessarily compli-
cated and restrictive. The experience of

other countries indicates that they might be
made more liberal without endangering the

revenue or weakening the temperance fea-

tures of the measure. I recommend that the
regulations be given a fair trial, but that

this phase of the problem be carefully

studied. It is much easier to secure changes
in the regulations than in the law. The law
is in every way satisfactory, ignorant critics

to the contrary, and regulations must be
made as perfect as the law."

Parcels-Post.

"The farmers are a unit in their desire

for a parcels-post. There is large demand
from the cities also. I have no hopes, how-
ever, of seeing an early establishment of

parcels-post, unless a vigorous campaign, in

which all unite, is waged to secure it. I

recommend that the grange take the initia-

tive. Special provision should be made for

a special rural parcels delivery at a rate

much lower than the general rate. When
rural free delivery was first established mail

carriers found it profitable to carry parcels

for the people along the routes. This in-

creased rapidly, and many carriers drove two
horses instead of one, and a wagon that

could carry a ton. —

»

"The opposition to parcels-post is con-

fined almost wholly to the express companies
and rural merchants. The opposition of the

express companies is purely monopolistic.

If the express companies can serve the peo-

ple cheaper and better than can the govern-

ment through a parcels-post, then opposition

by the express companies, if they intend to be

fair, is groundless, for there is no intent to

prohibit them from continuing business. A
competitive parcels-post would check the

monopoly charges exacted by the express

companies, and compel the adoption of more
reasonable rates. It is not to save a legiti-

mate business, so as to enable them to earn

fair returns on capital invested that they

spend large sums of money to prevent the

passage of the bill, but to retain a monopoly
which enables them to exploit the people.

The ending of that monopoly alone would
justify the parcels-post.

"The rural merchants' opposition is en-

tirely different. It is founded on ignorance,

and will disappear as the true economic
drift of a parcels-post is realized. Consider

for a moment the sorry position in which

the merchant is placed by this opposition.

He claims it will destroy his business.

Stripped of all sophistry it is a demand that

the farmer shall pay him a bounty that

he may continue his business by antiquated
methods and be protected from the progres-
sive spirit of modern merchandising and
twentieth-century methods parcels-post will
give the rural merchant an opportunity en-
joyed by the most feared catalogue house.
Does he have an equal advantage now ? Is
not the presumption wholly in favor of the
belief that large express rebates, or low
rates, are enjoyed by these houses similar
to the special freight privileges which
have been potent factors in building up other
great corporations and monopolies? Under
present conditions the rural merchant has a
heavy handicap. Under grange parcels-post
plan united to the grange plan of suppress-
ing freight rate privileges in favor of large
shippers or terminal cities, the advantages
are all on the Side of the rural merchant
It is monopoly and not a square deal the
rural merchant has to fear, and parcels-post
is a step toward abolishing monopolies
which have caused the decay of our villages
and small cities.

"Among the most insistent objections to
the establishment of a parcels-post, which
is claimed to have great weight with Con-
gress is the present condition of the postal
revenue and the belief that the cost of par-
cels-post would be very heavy. The present
deficit is only apparent, and there would
be a large surplus if postal abuses were cor-
rected. To secure parcels-post I believe it

will be necessary to include other measures
of postal reform, and I recommend as
measures to be advocated in connection with
parcels-post; (1) correct the abuses of the
franking privilege; (2) withdraw free
postage from all departments of the gov-
ernment and provide in lieu thereof that
the postal service of each* department be
met by specified appropriations to be in-
cluded in the general congressional appro-
priation

; (3) provide for the readjustment
of railroad mail contracts

; (4) make it ob-
ligatory on the postmaster-general to in-
clude in his annual reports detailed infor-
mation showing the actual loss of each de-
partment and the revenue derived from
each. I am convinced that a grange postal
reform bill, or bills, including these meas-
ures, in addition to a demand for parcels-
post, would appeal to every public-spirited
citizen, and that all friends of postal reform
would support the effort.

Ship Subsidy Bill.
"The grange presented the passage of the

notorious Ship Subsidy Bill, which an active
lobby has pushed in Washington. A meas-
ure providing for the ultimate payment of
$120,000,000 to certain shipowners was vig-
orously advocated and passed by the Senate.
W hen the bill came before the House the
supporters announced that President Roose-
velt endorsed it ; that Speaker Cannon had
consented to allow it to come up for action,
and that it would undoubtedly become a law
at that session. The grange took prompt
action to prevent the enactment of the bill

by the House. A statement giving reasons
why the pending measure should not become
a law was sent to the various granges and
members were asked to write their con-
gressman in opposition to the bill. The
prompt action was effective in preventing
the enactment of the bill into a law.

Transportation.
"An eminent authority upon transporta-

tion recently asserted that the growth of the
traffic ton mileage has increased in ten years
110 per cent and that the growth of the
mileage of railroads has increased in the
same period but 20 per cent. Through the
influence of great transportation companies
the building of competing lines has been
prevented and completion in transportation
stifled until we encounter the present con-
gested condition in the movement of our
crops. This policy has brought large divi-

dends to the owners of railroads, but has
resulted in almost unbearable hardship to

the farmers of the country. It will require
115,000 miles of new track to take care of
this immense business, at a cost of from
four to five billion dollars, or as much as
the cost of the Civil, War. There are not
enough rails or work to do this. The domi-
nation of great trunk lines is responsible

for this, and the farmers are the sufferers.

We again urge the speedy construction of
a ship canal from the Great Lakes to the

Mississippi River, and from the Mississippi

to the Atlantic Qcean.

A Just Rebuke.

"When a public official arrogantly assumes
dictation of the needs of his constituents in

great public matters, ignoring their re-

quests, he challenges their intelligence and
invites their opposition, and when such offi-

cials are dealing with national affairs affect-

ing agriculture, their official career becomes
a matter of national concern. When Mr.
James W. Wadsworth, of Ne<v York, as

Chairman of the Committee on Agriculture

of the House of Representatives, ignored

the requests of farmers as expressed through
this organization and other channels, and
when Mr. Chas. H. Grosvenor, of Ohio, re-

plied to a letter from this organization of

about a million members, calling attention

to a legislative matter upon which it had
taken action, in these words, 'Your com-
munication is unworthy the attention of any
fair-minded person,' they antagonized the

greatest industry in the country. Their

recent defeat for reelection is a fitting re-

buke, and should be a warning to public

officials claiming to represent an agricultural

constituency."
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Synopsis of Previous Chapters
"An old lady going abroad wishes a young woman

to act as traveling companion, must not be over
twenty-five, and be able to speak French."
Helen Mortimer, a poor, ambitious, energetic New

York girl, answers the above advertisement and gets
the position. Mrs. Harold Pancoast, her employer,
entrusts her with a small steamer trunk, the contents
of which are of great and mysterious value. Helen
boards ship, and awaits the promised arrival of Mrs.
Pancoast. The latter fails to put in an appearance,
and Helen Mortimer sails alone. A telegram deliv-
ered by Mrs. Pancoast's attorney just before the ship
left, stated she was unavoidably detained, but would
follow by next steamer, and gave address of London
stopping-place for Helen. Aboard ship Helen makes
the acquaintance of Mrs. and Miss Watson, the lat-

ter of whom absorbs much of the attention of one Guy
Halifax, much to the regret of Miss Mortimer. A
fellow, whose name on the passenger list is George
R. Barrington, seemingly forces his attentions on
Helen in a very suspicious manner, and Worrendale,
another character, seems to be in league with Bar-
rington. These two men have very earnestly en-
deavored to get acquainted with Helen's plans. One
evening Helen detected a strange odor of perfume
as she entered her stateroom, and later discovered
that her traveling bag had been ransacked, and
though it contained money, nothing was taken but
Mrs. Pancoast's telegram containing the London ad-
dress.

I

think it was Prince Street, but
whether twenty-eight, thirty-eight
or eighteen I can't be sure. As
soon as you get this letter, write

me immediately to Thomas Cook and
Sons, London, get their address from
Cook in New York, and tell me the
address I wrote you in my pilot letter.

Heaven knows what I am going to do
when I get to London. I shall have to go
to some hotel, and await your letter. Of
course, it will be perfectly safe, but it

means so much expense, and besides I

want to be at the place Mrs. Pancoast
told me to go to when she gets there.

She will be fu-

"ous when she
ears I have lost

that telegram

—

had it stolen from
me

!

"This new mys-
tery really makes
me a little afraid.

I can*t under-
stand who could
have done it, for

the only two sus-
picious persons

—

Barrington and
Worrendale
—were with me
all afternoon; and
I know it was not
taken before
luncheon, for I

looked in the bag
before I went into

the dining-room.
"I feel as though

I were in a hotbed
of mystery. It is

rather exciting,

but I am worried
about that tele-

gram. When I

had made sure it

was gone, I pulled

Mrs. Pancoast's
trunk from under
the berth, and ex-
amined it care-

fully to see if my
unknown visitor

had tampered with
that. But it had
evidently not been
touched. This was a relief, but I tell

you I am going to be very careful in

the future, and lock my stateroom when
I go out.

"But this is not all I have to tell you
of this eventful day. The sea has been

growing steadily rougher, and at dinner

they had racks on the table. There were
several places vacant, and, among others,

Ethel Watson was absent, also the people

opposite me and the Frenchwoman who
sits on my left. I was pitilessly glad to

see that E. W. had been forced to suc-

cumb, especially as Halifax glanced my
way several times, and called out he was
glad to see I still stood by my guns. After

dinner, while I was playing with some
fruit, he came over and asked me if I

would venture out on deck with him,

which I agreed to do as condescendingly

as possible, although I was delighted to

get away from Barrington. We went up
immediately. Halifax helped me on with
my ulster, and we went out on the lower
deck, walking forward to the very end of

the bow. What do you think his first

words were to me, when we got outside?
" 'Well you certainly are the belle of

the ship !' Imagine ! Coming from him it

nearly took my breath away. But I was
very calm, and answered quite naturally,

T don't think there is much chance for

anyone to be a belle ; but why do you say
I am?'

" 'You always have a devotee in atten-

dance, and now there are two.'

"His easy manner and nice voice were
such a relief after Barrington and his

friend that they seemed even more objec-

tionable by comparison, and I began to

feel ashamed to know he had noticed

their attentions. 'Oh, I could very well

dispense with their devotion,' I said,

laughing. 'That is one objectionable fea-

ture of ocean travel.'

"He laughed softly, more to himself

than in answer to my remark. 'Yes it is,'

he said, 'we are penned up in close

quarters, and have to make the best of it.

I imagined you were enjoying yourself

hugely, that's why I haven't ventured
to intrude.'

"I have grown so suspicious of every-

one lately that these words seemed in-

sincere, and I said lightly, Well, why
were you so courageous to-night?'

" 'Because you looked over and gave me
a little encouragement, so I thought per-

haps you were growing tired of your con-
quests and might allow me a chance.'

had not mentioned her, I decided I would
not.

"As we passed by the smoking-room
we happened to be silent, and I heard
Worrendale's voice coming through an
open window—you know the smoking-
room is built up from the deck—and what
he said was, 'Well, the only thing to do
is to exert your fascinations over her.

You've won at it before, why not again?'
Then I heard Barrington's hiss, and his

voice, but could not catch what he said.
" 'Your friends are still waiting for

you !' said Halifax laughing, and I won-
dered if he had heard the words and
connected them, as I did, with me.

"Well, thk is the end of the third day,

and things are beginning to develop."

"Saturday, September nth.

"This has been an uneventful, but very
pleasant day. The sea is still high, and
a stiff wind is blowing, but it is the sort
of day I like at sea. There is a delicious
wildness about it, and a fierce independ-
ence that I love. I think if Halifax
were a little rougher I should be very
much 'smitten;' but he is always courte-
ous and considerate, and calm as a lake
on a midsummer's day, and than that,

there is nothing more monotonous.
Ethel W. has not appeared since yester-
day, and her mother told me, confiden-
tially, that she is suffering very much
from the sea. Poor thing, I do feel

sorry for her, in a way, for it must be
horrible for her to feel she is out of the
battle, and that I am in! Halifax has
been most attentive; and what do you

Don't be scared, miss I I hain't goin' to 'urt ye'l Di ye want yer box lifted ?'
"

"He said it so nicely! He is really a

very attractive man, and I enjoyed my
talk with him to-night more than any-

thing during the voyage. He is a lawyer,

and also writes, as he says, in 'a small

way,' but I imagine in a very clever way,

for he is extremely cultured, and seems

to have traveled all over the world. We
sat out in the bow until after ten, and
really conversed on very interesting and
elevated topics. His anecdotes of his

travels are so different to Barrington's.

No blood-curdling romances, but descrip-

tions of unfamiliar parts of the world, and

the customs and absorbing details of

different peoples. When I got up to come
down to bed, he asked me to come in to

breakfast early to-morrow, so we could

get out before Barrington appeared. I

wanted to remind him that perhaps E.

W. would come in early, too, but as he

think? I had the temerity to speak of
E. W. this morning to him, merely said
what a pity it was she suffered so on the
sea, and he said, yes, he had been ill

once, and it wasn't a pleasant expe-
rience. I said, 'she seems to be an aw-
fully nice girl, though I haven't had
much chance to get to know her better.'

He said, 'yes, but what a talker! I know
women are usually very loquacious, but
she beats anyone I have ever met!'

" 'She seems to be amusing!' I re-

marked, as a feeler, and his reply was,
'Oh, yes, she is in a way. But there is

nothing much in what she says, all

effervescence, and one can't be dosed
with champagne the whole time you
know.'

"Well, ignoble as it may seem, I

couldn't help feeling glad, especially as

he seems to take pleasure in being with

me. Of course, I don't want you to
imagine he is falling in love with me, or
anything of that sort. He is not the
kind of man to fall in love with any
woman; he is merely passing time as
pleasantly as possible and fundamentally
absorbed in his own future. He likes
me, I think, because I take interest in
his literary work, and listen to him in-
stead of talking all the time, as she
does.
"Barrington has tried all day to get

me to make engagements with him, and
this afternoon sent me a note with a
book, of which he had spoken to me;
but I returned it; giving as excuse that
I could not read anything at sea on ac-
count of my eyes. A lovely fib, but I

want to keep away from him and Wor-
rendale as much as possible, for I can't
help feeling they have something to do
with the stealing of that telegram, and
it worries me very much. Why it should
have been taken I don't understand, but
there is certainly something ominous in
its strange disappearance; don't you
think so? I am afraid to make complaint
about it, for fear I might rouse suspi-
cion; people will wonder why I should
care so much about the loss of a tele-
gram."

"Sunday, September I2th.

"We had service to-day in the din-
ing-room, which both Barrington and
Halifax attended; and Ethel Watson,
with a lot of unnatural color, joined in

the hymns with piercing high notes, held
beyond everyone else, and entirely out
of time. Of course, she attracted a lot

of attention, and
seemed terribly
puffed-up about it;

she acted as
though she were
Melba, deigning
to humble herself
for the cause of

religion!
" 'A fine voice,'

whispered Bar-
rington in my ear,

and I said, 'Do
you think so?'

whereupon he im-
mediately changed
and said. T mean
the embryo of a
fine voice. Of
course, it needs a
lot of training and
so forth!' as
though he knew!
"When the serv-

ice was over I saw
E. W. go over to
Halifax and talk
to him in an ex-

cited undertone, so I knew he was
buttonholed, and went up on deck, fol-

lowed by Barrington. This is my great
weakness, I don't exert myself enough!
If I were really clever, I would have re-
mained- there, and given Halifax a
chance to come over to me. When he
saw me go out with Barrington, he
probably thought I wanted to be with
him, whereas I really loathe the man,
especially as he has now taken to being
almost tender, and says little insinuat-
ing things to suggest that he cares for
me. This makes me sure that what I

heard from the smoking-room window
last night was said in reference to me,
and he has some object in trying to get
me interested in him. He may try
until he is tired, he will never succeed!
"He walked beside me up and down

the deck, and complained that I had
been unnecessarily cold to him, and
sneered at Halifax. I said, T don't see
what reason you have to think I should
give my time to you.'

" 'You gave it to me in the begin-
ning,' he replied, 'and it seems to me
rather unfair to suddenly turn a cold
shoulder.'
" T don't believe in giving anyone too

much time on board a ship,' I said, 'it

only causes talk. And besides, what do
I know of you?'

" 'You know more than any woman I

have met for a long time. I am not
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given to talking much to women. Miss
Mortimer, but you attracted me from
the first, and I have told you more of

my life than I have ever told anyone.'
" 'I am very flattered,' I returned

coldly, 'but surely I did not seek your
confidence, and I don't feel under any
obligation for having it.'

"He turned on me sharply, 'you can't

play with a man of my sort like that!'

he said, 'it isn't just, and if you have
anything against me, I should like to

know it.'

"He spoke with such suppressed ex-
citement my heart seemed to stop for a

moment, but I replied quite calmly. 'Oh,

I have nothing against you; I don't con-
sider you one way or the other.'

"You should have seen how he looked
at me! His eyes were wide, with anger
and amazement.

" 'You are the coolest person I ever
met,' he said. 'You- don't mind hurting
a man do you?'

" 'I don't mean to hurt anyone,' I re-

turned, 'but when you take this attitude

I must tell you the truth. _ Now I must
leave you, because I have an engage-
ment'

" 'Halifax I suppose,' he said through
his teeth.
" 'No, with Mrs. Watson.'
" 'Well, will you give me a little time

this evening?' he asked more gently. 'I

have something important to say to

you, something I must tell you before
the voyage is over.'

"I can't describe the way he said this,

it made me shiver, and I was so afraid

to see him again that I came straight

here to my stateroom after dinner, and
did not go out on deck at all.

.

"Monday. September 13th.

"Well, this will probably be my last

day on board; as we expect to get in

some time to-morrow, and then the
trouble will begin. Think of me being
alone in the great city of London and
not knowing even where I shall go! It

is most exciting, but I do hate to leave

the wide beautiful sea, where I have for-

gotten my poverty for the first time in

two years.

"Halifax says he will be in London in

the latter part of October, and has
asked to be allowed to call; but I had to
put him off. as I don't know where I

shall be. However, he has given me his

address in Liverpool, and I have prem-
ised to write him , as soon as I am
settled. He said this morning, in quite

a parental way. that he didn't like the'

idea of my being alone in London, and
he wished I would look upon him as a

friend. It made me feel quite happy, for

he is the sort of man one can depend
on, and is not likely to take advantage
of a girl who is unprotected. He was
so nice this morning, I told him a little

about my situation, pretending it was a

friend who was to come with me and
missed the train, and he comforted me
by saying there was no reason to worry
about it, my friend would turn up all

right, and advised me to go to a house
where his sister often stops, on Queen
Anne Street, which he says is very nice

and he is to give me a letter to the land-

lady to secure me a welcome.
" 'Barrington is to be more lucky than

L' he said , 'as he goes direct to Lon-
don and will probably see you.' And
I replied, 'He will certainly not be al-

lowed to call on me.'
" 'Why? Don't you like him?'
" 'No, I dislike him very much. He

has verv nearly spoiled the trip for me.'

"He "laughed, 'By Jove! is that so?

Well, I am very glad to hear it, for he

isn't the sort of chap I should think

would appeal to you. There seems to

me something shady about him. I have

tried to draw him into conversation

several times, but he always appears

preoccupied and reticent.'

"I was crazy to tell him about the tel-

egram, but as I really know nothing

about him but what he has told me, I

refrained, for this much I have learned

in life—the fewer confidants one has

the better, and those few must be above
suspicion!
"After luncheon, as I had no appetite.

I c?.me up when the meal was only half

over, and who do you think came up
after me?
"Charles Lawson! He has been

simply inseparable from Mrs. Greeley

all during the voyage, although he has

tried several times to draw me into

conversation, so I was very much sur-

prised he should make such a point of

following me, especially as Mrs. Greeley

was still at the table.
" 'I say, Miss Mortimer,' he said,

'would you mind telling me why you so

persistently avoid me? What have I

done?'
" T don't avoid you,' I replied, 'but

we are nuite strangers, I cannot—

'

"'Oh, "you want a legitimate introduc-

tion, is that it? One doesn't as a rule

need that on board a ship, but I shall

arrange it, if you like!' He laughed,
and pulled at his mustache in a superior
amused way that made me angry.

" T don't want an introduction, thank
you,' I said, 'but I really fail to see what
we could have in common. You belong
to an entirely different world to mine.'

" 'Oh, come, you can't tell that until

you have given me a trial! We might
prove very congenial. I am going to be
in London for some time, and, if you
will let me, I shall give you a good time,

in a perfectly nice way, show you
about, and that! Will you?'

" 'No, thank you very much, I am not
going to London to be amused.'

" 'What are you going for, if I may
presume to ask?'
"He was still laughing, as though I

were some silly child, sure to succumb
in time to his fascinations.

" T am going for private reasons.' I

said cooly, 'I really don't consider it

could be of interest to you.' -

"He leaned against a post and looked
grave, 'Now I don't think I deserve to

be treated like this,' he said, fixing his

handsome eyes upon me reproachfully
—he has the longest lashes and the
bluest eyes I ever saw, but I know the

sort of man he is, and looked back into

them quite indifferently, though I must
say I felt a touch of the charm that has
won so many women. I think the very
fact of knowing him to be the Don Juan
his is, stimulated my appreciation of his

good looks, although in my heart I

hated him.
" 'Let us sit down over there,' he con-

tinued, 'and see if we can't become
friends.'

" 'No, I don't care to sit down.'
" 'Then will you walk a little? I should

like to know you better, and even more,
I should like you to get a better opinion
of me. Come, I shall be as gentle as a

lamb, and we shall have a nice little

hour together before the others come
up. I am blue, I need someone to com-
fort me, and I feel you could do it.'

"He has the most attractive way with
women of any man I have ever known,
a sort of boyish appeal that makes one
hate to deny what he asks, so I sub-
missively walked up and down with him
while he talked in a musical undertone
and told me how he craved some good
woman's influence, and how most wom-
en only sought to bring out his worst
qualities. There was really a great deal

in what he said, to show that, under
different circumstances, he might have
been a very much better man. He ap-

pears utterly tired of the smart set life

in New York. Of course it was prob-
ably only a passing mood, but it went
to prove that he is not all bad. He was
really quite pathetic when he said he
sometimes wishes he were a poor man,
living on a farm with a good woman as

his wife, and with nothing more exciting
about him than the beauties of nature.

It does seem a shame that a man with
so many good qualities should throw
his life away as he is doing, and I told

him so. He listened with such a serious,

sad expression, I vow I felt sorry for

him, and when he said, 'Yes, think of it!

I am now thirty-two. and I haven't
done anything in my life but amuse my-
self, never a good turn to anyone at a

sacrifice to my own pleasure.' He was
like a repentant boy, who had played
truant and was asking forgiveness. 'Of
course, my friends,' he said, T have
never failed them, thank heaven, for

friendship is too dear and rare a thing
to be neglected, and I have had some
good ones. One poor chap,—the best

fellow in the world.—turned against me
on account of a woman. The poor devil

went to the dogs afterward, and then
was the time I had a chance to prove
to him how unjust he had been to me.
He had gotten to the very depths, ran
through all his funds, and in the end
forged a check on me for three thou-
sand. Of course, I let it pass as good,
and set him up in business again. Now
he is getting on splendidly, and is my
closest pal. I knew he was a good sort

from the beginning, and had only gone
under from force of circumstances.'
"Now, a man who could do that, can't

be half bad, do you think? I know my
opinion of him went up many degrees
and we were getting on splendidly when
Mrs. Greeley came on deck. She imme-
diately espied us and came over. She
had never before noticed me even by a

nod, but now she asked me most affably
if we had not had a charming voyage,
and one or two other questions, while
Lawson stood up out of respect. Pres-
ently she said to him, 'If we are to finish

that book, Mr. Lawson, you must come
soon, for I am afraid I shall be getting
terribly sleepy before long,' then turned
away, and strolled down the deck.
T.nwson heaved a sigh and said,' 'I don't

feel a bit like reading aloud, it is so nice
to sit here and talk to you; but we are
both deep in the book—an unusually
clever one. Shall I see you after din-
ner?'
" T shall be somewhere on the ship,'

I returned, 'unless someone throws me
overboard!'

" 'No one shall do that, unless they
throw me first,' he said, 'and I'd fight

pretty hard now that I have the
prospect of another chat with you.'

"When he was gone, I sat thinking.
It seemed quite impossible that this

nice, almost sorrowful man was the one
I have lived in horror of all during the
voyage. Even Halifax has faded some-
what in comparison with him. Halifax
is so staid and abstract, while Lawson
gives one the impression of controlled
force, even while he appeals to one's
sympathy. He is altogther absorbed in
the person he talks to, without ever re-

sorting to inane insinuations, or open
flattery, and yet he makes one feel com-
plimented by his attention.

"Halifax joined me a little later, say-
ing, T see you have made another con-
quest! If this voyage were to continue
another week, I'm afraid to think what
the consequences would be.'

"I thought this rather stupid, and
changed the subject without noticing it.

We talked books for some time, and I

was really rather bored.
"I know I was very dull with him,

and it was a relief when Ethel Watson
came along and took his chair, while
he found another. As usual, she did all

the talking, and I listened highly
amused by his patient expression. When
I could endure no longer, I left them
together and came down here.

"I must acknowledge I was looking
forward rather to seeing Lawson in the
evening, but neither he nor Mrs. Gree-
ley appeared on the deck after dinner,
and I was accompanied from the table

by Barrington. But first I must tell you
something of importance. Do you re-

member the Frenchwoman I told you
of that sat on my left at table? Well,
she has been ill, and this evening was
the first time she has appeared for

several days. She was very much
dressed, and came in late. As she took
her place beside me a strong whiff of
strangely familiar fragrance reached
me, and I recognized it at once to be
the same I had noticed in my state-

room the day the telegram was stolen.

You can imagine my excitement, for

there was absolutely no mistaking it,

as it is an odd, new perfume, that once
smelt can never be forgotten. But how
could she know that telegram was there,

and what could she want with it?

"When I got on deck with Barrington
I led him under an electric light, and
then, looking him straight in the face,

said, 'Do you know that Frenchwoman
who sits next to me?'
"He looked surprised. T have spoken

to her, yes,' he returned, 'why?'

'"I mean, is she a friend of yours?
Did you know her before you came on
board?'

" 'No, indeed, how in the world
should I know her? She comes from
Canada.'

" 'Is that one part of the world you
have never been to?" I asked, remem-
bering he had once told me some inci-

dent that had occurred in Montreal,
merely having mentioned it in connec-
tion with another story he was relating.

" 'No, never,' he replied.
" 'But you told me once you had been

in Montreal." You see girls, my good
memory serves me well at times.

" 'Oh, I passed through, that was all,'

he returned, with the usual hissing

smile, and winking his eyes rapidly as

though trying to remember what he had
told .me. T met none of the people

there. But why do you think I have
known Madame Patrie before?'

" T don't think it. I merely wanted
to know if you could tell me anything
about her, because she was in my state-

room the other day.'

"I was looking straight at him, and
I saw his muscles contract a little, and
he looked at me quickly.

"'In your stateroom!" he exclaimed
as though astonished. 'What was she
doing there?'

"' I don't know, but my satchel was
opened and a telegram from my aunt
taken.'
"'A telegram from your aunt! Why,

what a strange thing to steal. Surely

—

Look here, you seem to have some un-
reasonable distrust of me. why is it?'

" 'I was not speaking of you. I alluded

to Madame Patrie, who—

'

" But you suspected her to be a friend

of mine—a woman you believe—It is

rather hard to have you feel this way
about me, under the circumstances.'
"He leaned over the bulwark, looking-

very pained, and I foolishly said, 'Under

the circumstances! I don't understand,
what circumstances?'

" 'The unfortunate fact that I love
you,' he replied with feeling. T have
loved you from the first moment we
met.'

"Then, my dears, he had the audacity
to catch hold of my hand. I tried to
draw it away, saying, 'Please don't do
that!' but he held to me.

" 'You must give me some hope,' he
said. 'No woman has ever had so much
power over me! I could sacrifice every-
thing to

—

'

"I pulled away. 'I think you are very—extraordinary, to speak to me like this
on so slight an acquaintance,' I re-
turned scarcely knowing what to say.
"'One day was enough," he began;

but I turned away. He followed and
caught me by the arm most roughly,
saying dramatically, 'You must hear me,
you shall hear me!'

" 'No I shall not,' I said. 'Let me go
or I shall call someone.'

"'Call!' he replied, 'I don't care. I
love you, and I am not going to give
up easily. You have a false idea of me.
Let me prove to you I am not what you
think, let me—

'

" 'Please don't hold me,' I inter-
rupted. 'This is very foolish. If you
care for me, I am sorry, for I could nev-
er return it.'

" 'Don't go yet,' he pleaded. T lost
my head for a moment, I apologize!
Please wait, let me talk to you.'

" 'No, I am going down,' I said.

'Good-night!'
"He stood in front of me. 'Do you

mean you are going to throw me off

like this?' he asked in a suppressed
voice. 'To-morrow we shall land, it will

be dreadful if we must part like this.'
" 'It is your own fault,' I returned.

'You had no right to speak to me as you
have.'

" 'Is a man to conceal what he feels

forever? If you had given me any hope
of seeing you in London, I should not
have spoken so soon, but you drove me
mad with your suspicions and repellant
attitude.'

" T am very sorry.'

"We were now walking toward the
entrance to the stairway, and I did not
dare to say more. I was so anxious to
get away from him. Ethel W. and Hal-
ifax were sitting by the door, and as we
approached the latter got up.

" 'You are not going down so early,

Miss Mortimer!' he said and I returned.
'Yes, I am very tired,' and went on.
Barrington accompanied me to the head
of the stairs.

" 'Will you not give me some encour-
aging word?' he said in an undertone,
although there was no one within hear-
ing.

" T cannot, sincerely,' I returned.
"He looked steadily in my face, and

I looked back unflinchingly despite the
flutter of fear his expression caused me.

" 'Do you mean we are to part to-

morrow like strangers?" he asked.
" 'Certainly, we are only strangers,

people cannot become close friends dur-

ing a few days on board ship.'

"He caught hold of my arm again as

I descended one step, and bringing his

face close to mine, said in a hissing
whisper, 'Well, I say we shall not! You
shall not escape me, remember what
I say! I need you, and I shall have
ycu !'

"I pulled away from him and sped
down the stairs, my heart beating with
terror. I never can tell 3-011 how he
looked in that moment, and the indom-
inable will expressed in his voice.

"My hands were trembling so I could
scarcely unlock my stateroom, and,

while fumbling with the key, I noticed
a note sticking in the crack of the door.

The handwriting was unfamiliar, and in

my overwrought state I was afraid to

open it until I was calmer, fearing it

might contain some new element to

worry me.
"But it proved to be a few lines from

Lawson saying, T am so disappointed
not to have been able to see you this

evening, but I was unavoidably pre-

vented from doing so. Yet my pleasant
hour with you this afternoon makes me
hope you will let me see you in London.
I ask this most urgently, for I feel that

in you I have met the sort of friend I

need in life. You did me a lot of good
to-day, and I shall look forward to see-

ing you again. Will you drop me a line

to the Primrose Club when you have a

leisure hour you can give me? I shall

await it impatiently.
Ever yours most gratefully.

Charles Wentworth Lawson.

"What do you think of that? One
would imagine I had done a lot to at-

tract him, whereas I merely talked as I

would to any other man. Of course, I

don't mean to see him, at least I feel
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as if I will not to-night, for I have
grown afraid of all men! Thank heaven
to-morrow I shall be on terra firma,

for I can tell you I am very tired of
being cooped up with people who act
as strangely as these do. I used to
think I knew something of the world,
but now I realize I am as ignorant as a
new-born babe. One meets with such
peculiar characters, it is impossible to
know how to treat them!

"I shall write you as soon as I am
settled in London, and now good-by for

a*time, and accept much love from your
baffled and anxious friend,

v Helen."

^One dark rainy afternoon, two weeks
after Helen's last letter, Mary Halloway
was sitting brooding in her studio,

alone. It was now too dark to paint, and
she was obliged to leave her nearly
finished canvas until the morrow, im-
patient as she was to put the final

touches to the- most ambitious and" suc-
cessful piece of work she had yet done.
The painting was the development of

a rough design that had won her a two-
hundred-dollar order for a magazine
Christmas cover, and the beauty and
originality of which promised to attract

attention and open the way to success.

Yet the girl's face expressed anything
but happiness. She was leaning forward
on her hand, gazing into the shadowed
recesses of the room, her eyes wide, her
plain, tired face expressing the lonely

sadness in her heart.

For three years she and her cousin
had lived together, sharing each other's

troubles and joys in their struggles for

self-support, and now Edith was en-
gaged to be married, and the prospect
of being left alone was not a pleasant
one. In Edith's presence she had
evinced only sympathetic response to

her happiness, but during hours of lone-
liness, which lately had become so fre-

quent, she was brought face to face

with the desolation of her own position

in the world, and before it even the suc-

cess for which she had labored so dil-

igently seemed to lose its glamor.
Edith had assured her they would

pursue their work together as usual
after her marriage, for George Newman
was a man of limited means, and she
wished to do her share toward meeting
their expenses, since she enjoyed the
work, and was not willing to give it up.

But Mary, who had had some ex-
perience in such things through the
marriage of her only sister, knew their

relations could never be the same again,

and, although she was happy for the
girl's sake, deep in her own heart she
was miserable with that horror of lone-

liness, than which there is nothing
worse in life.

The marriage was to take place in

three weeks, followed by a honeymoon
of a fortnight or so, and then the choos-
ing and furnishing of the apartment
home, all of which she knew would
occupy the bride to the exclusion of

every other interest and thought.
Presently she got up. took off her

paint apron, and looked at the clock. It

was after five; Edith and her fiance

would soon be returning from the mat-
inee, and she must shake off the dumps!
She went to the mirror, and tidied her

colorless hair that worry and labor had
already thinned at the temples.

"I am old," she said half aloud, as she
looked upon the lined face reflected. "I

was always old, and I shall go on the
same way, work, work, work, to the

end of the chapter! There is no use
kicking!" She sighed, and put the comb
back in its drawer wearily, while her

thoughts strayed, as they so often did

of late, to far-away Helen, concerning
whom both she and her cousin had been
much troubled since her last letter. As
compared with the peril and uncertainty

of Helen's life, her own appeared suffi-

ciently secure and promising, and she

told herself she was ungrateful to be-

moan it; yet. truth to tell, she would
have been willing at that moment to ex-

change with her friend, had fate en-

dowed her with like beauty and youth,

for everything looked dark to her then,

and even the prospect of realizing the

ambition toward which she was laboring

held little charm.
The wide bare room, with its easels

looming like skeletons against the

gloom, seemed emblematic of the lonely

years to come, and she longed with un-
reasoning yearning to be with Helen,
fighting the world actively, instead of

plodding forever within four walls at

the art which was really very dear to

her, although for the moment her over-
tired nature rebelled against it.

During the period that had elapsed
since Helen's last letter, both she and
Edith had been in a fever of anxiety
concerning her. That events of the
gravest character were likely to follow

ed the danger. But
even the captain
was anxious, and
people sat about
with white, scared
faces, as though
they expected every
moment to be blown
up. However, the
fog lifted at last,

and we got in safely.

I shall tell you all

that happened. First

of all, what do you
think! The Watsons
decided to remain
over night in Liver-
pool! Said they were
too unnerved and
tired to go on to
London, and invited
Halifax to dine with
them that evening at
their hotel!

Wasn't that a

transparent scheme?
Halifax told me of

it in an offhand way,
and said he had ac-

cepted. Of course, it

meant he would be
obliged t o return
the courtesy by de-
votion while they
remain in Liverpool,

which will probably be for a week at

least. Nevertheless, when we left the
ship he attached himself to me in the
most determined manner, simply walk-
ing over Barrington, who assumed the
air of my protector and cavalier. I was
so glad! Ethel Watson looked inex-
pressible things, and while Halifax was
seeing to having my luggage examined,

the circumstances she came deliberately up to him and
she had related said, "Oh Mr. HaHfax do be an angel,
they felt was beyond and have our things brought up quick-

a doubt, and their im- ly, we are so tired!"

Of course, he had to take her checks,
too, and called for her trunks; but he
never left my side, and she never left

his!

'Well, I was in an agony of suspense

patience to learn more
increased as the days
passed. To Mary, espe-
cially, was the delay try-
ing, for there was

nothing to divert her thoughts from when that fateful steamer trunk was set
following Helen through the channels down before us on the counter! My
ot dangerous complications which her blood ran cold with apprehension,
last communication had suggested were " 'Bring out your keys.' said Halifax,
very likely to be the consequences of 'and look perfectly indifferent, and they
those conditions; and there in the dusk, will probably not even open your
oppressed by her solitude and unable to things. This English examination isn't
lose herself m work, her fancy conjured very severe.'
up all manner of possibilities concern- "Well, as you know my dears, I have-mg her, although what she pictured fell n't any key to that trunk, and I didn't
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Uth

- know what t0 do! Think of Mrs
-
Pan"

When at last the sound of footsteps coast forgetting such an important
on the stairs reached her, she hurried point! Or perhaps she didn't forget it,

the, door and called, "Is that you, but did it purposely!

.<v
'

i. , , "No one can ever know what I en-

» ^
e
T
S
'i.

resP°,nded a breathless voice, dured during that half hour. I believed
and 1 have a letter from Helen!" then nothing could ever be worse, but
lhe speaker appeared a moment la- now I know better!

ter, radiant with excitement and happi
ness, and waving a fat letter frantically
in the air.

Mary took it, saying, "Did you get it

at the house?"
"No; it came here. I found it in the

box just now, so told George not to

"'Hurry!' whispered Halifax, 'the

man is coming.' And then I had to
confess to him that I had no keys.
"'You haven't a key to your trunk!'

he exclaimed, still low. 'Nonsense, you
must have it somewhere!'

'No, I forgot it,' I returned. 'What
come up. The play was splendid; and shall I do?'

wa7' h
5

haS
•
g? t tickets for another on "He thought a moment; then took

Wednesday night, so you must come, two bunches of keys from his own
tor you cant paint at night, and you pocket; saying aloud quite easily, 'These
wl

1

I

iU?
ave n° excuse

-. are yours, aren't they? I hope I haven't
1 hat was very kind of him, I shall got them confused with mine!'

love it! returned Mary, as she lighted "Barrington was standing a little way
the gas But come, let us read this, beyond us, although I don't think he
lhank heaven it has arrived!" could have heard an, but I could see

Yes, and do you know, George is he was slyly watching us.
going to send us some things so we can " 'Anything dutiable in this?' asked
have a little dinner here, and not go the examining official, pulling at the
back to the house; isn't it fine? He will straps
call for us at eleven, and take us home. << 'Nothing, here are the keys!' replied
Mary, who had torn open the envel- Halifax, with the most adorable sang

ope, read aloud in astonishment, "Thir-
ty-one Oakley Street. Chelsea, Lon-
don!' " adding, "why she is not at the
address she gave us, she will not get
our letters!"

froid.
" 'No cigarettes, cigars, liquor?' in-

quired the man.
" 'It is this lady's box,' returned Hali-

fax with a genial laugh, T fancy she has. . , - Willi CI K^AAlUllUltgXX) J.J.IAJ.J,

She must have got one, returned better things than those in it j
Edith sitting beside her, or she would «The man smi ied , 'Oh, I thought it
not have sent this to the studio. Read was yourS; > h e said, 'Nothing of ' that
on, perhaps she was not able to get a sort ;„ it madame?'
room at the Queen Anne Street house." « 'Nothing,' I replied as carelessly as
Mary smoothed the pages out, and t could> and then> my dears> he made a

continued. mark on it and went on to the next.

([_ which was Mrs. Watson's. I can't tell
JJearest Lrirls:— you the relief it was tQ me Supposing
"Here I am, in the biggest, darkest, his suspicions had been aroused by my

most interesting city in the world, and not having a key, and he had forced
oh, it is splendid, despite the fact that that trunk open and found some horri-

I have had such a time! But I shall ble thing in it there before Halifax and
start from the beginning, so you will them all! I tell you what, I felt like

be able to follow my every movement, embracing Halifax on the spot!

Well, first we landed at Liverpool at "Ethel Watson had unlocked her
eleven o'clock. We were held off from trunk, but the official only asked her

shore for many hours by the most ter- the same questions he had asked me,
rifying fog it has ever been my fortune put his mark on it and passed on to

to witness. I can tell you it is no joke the next. As far as I could see, he
to be at sea, so near land, in a fog! only opened three trunks, and those be-

I don't think I should have minded if it longed to men! One was Barrington's,

were not for the fright of everyone else a steamer trunk like mine, or rather

on board, as I shouldn't have appreciat- Mrs. Pancoast's. He looked into it, put

his hands under the things it contained,
then marked it and continued down the
line. As if he could possibly have dis-
covered what might be in it by that! It
is all such red tape!

" 'Now we are ready,' I heard E. W.
remark to Halifax. I was trembling so
I could not move, but he egged me on
by saying,

" T shall just see Miss Mortimer to
her train, Mrs. Watson. If you will
wait a moment, I shall come back and
look after you both.' Then to me, 'You
only have twenty minutes. Come, we
must hurry, if you wish to go on to-
night.'

"He attended to everything for me;
got the trunk and bag checked, and hur-
ried me to a first-class carriage.
"On our way Lawson, whom I had

quite forgotten in the excitement of the
trunk ordeal, came running up behind
us.

" T say, Miss Mortimer, you are not
going off without saying good-by, are
you?' he asked reproachfully, and I felt

myself blush like a fool, when I turned
to him.

" 'No,' I said stupidly, T didn't see
you. Are you remaining here?'
'"No, I'm going on to the Riviera

for a week or so, but I hope you will
not forget your promise to drop me a
line to the Primrose; or, better still, if

I may, I shall write you when I return.
Can't you give me your bank address,
or something?'
"Of course, I had to say I hadn't any

bank address, and when he persisted I

told him if he wrote to Cook's, his let-

ter would reach me. He made a note of
it and thanked me most impressively,
adding in a seductive undertone. T
shall look forward impatiently to seeing
you again. Try not to forget me. May
1 write to you from the Riviera?'

"I don't know what I answered, for

Halifax was waiting a few feet from us,

anxiously biting his lip and fearing
doubtless that I would lose my train;

but I must have granted his request for

he thanked me again as we parted.
"Halifax and I were then obliged to

positively run, for nearly all the first

carriages were full, and there were sev-

eral persons from the ship in the one
we at last discovered with vacant places.

He helped me into it, and placed my
hand bag in the rack above.
"In spite of my hurry I had noticed

Barrington standing near this carriage,

with his coat over his arm, and a bag
at his feet, and I saw he was watching
us.

" 'Take a hack at the station,' said

Halifax, 'and go to the address I gave
you. I am sure you will get a room
there at this season.'

"I was thanking him for all his kind-
ness, when a voice back of him said,

'Pardon me!' and Barrington entered!
"He took the seat opposite me, after

calmly arranging his things above it,

and made some casual remark to no
one in particular. Halifax looked at me
with a funny expression, and said in an
undertone, 'It's too bad we haven't
more time.' Then the official came to
shut the door.
" T shall write you when I come on,'

said Halifax, 'and if my sister goes to
London, I shall tell her to look after

you a bit, if you wish.'

"I thanked him, and a moment later

the train started.

"Almost immediately Barrington
leaned over to me, and said most gently,

'It's a shame you didn't get by a win-
dow. If you had allowed me to manage
for you, I should have seen that you
had a corner seat.'

" 'Oh, I am quite comfortable,' I re-

plied, rather surprised he should address
me in such a way after our last meeting.
T don't care in the least about a win-
dow.'

"He remained bent toward me, his

elbows on his knees, and fingered his

cuffs a moment thoughtfully.

"We two were in the middle of the

carriage; the other four, with British

selfishness, were posted each at a win-
dow, and I lived in dread of Barrington
seating himself beside me.

" T want to tell you something, Miss
Mortimer,' he said presently, in a mild
half-repentant tone, 'You probably
think I behaved badly the other night

in speaking to you as I did, but I was
really beside myself! I didn't realize

what I said. You were nice enough to

those other fellows, and you treated me
shabbily.'

" T don't see how I did, I was with

you much more than with any of the

others.'

"'Yes, but you treated me always

with suspicion; you refused to give me
your address in London.'

" T haven't any real address to give.'

" 'You gave it to Halifax.'
"
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'Did I? You are mistaken. He gave
me an address where I shall probably
stop.'

"He looked at me curiously, and said

'I thought you told me you were going
to friends where you would pay your
own expenses.'

"I felt the color rise in my face, and
it made me so angry, I replied some-
what curtly.

" 'So I was. but I have lost the ad-
dress. It was in that telegram which
was stolen from my stateroom.' Imme-
diately I realized the stupidity of this,

and expected him to press the subject

by asking how it was possible I could
forget the address of people I knew
well, but instead he was thoughtful for

a moment, then said:
" 'Oh. well, I was probably too hasty.

—that is my curse! I can't control my-
self when my feelings are wounded. I

can only ask you to forgive me. will

you?'
"I said, 'I may forgive, but I can't

forget the way you spoke. It was some-
thing I have never experienced before
from any man.'
"After that he was very pleasant, and

so gentle and nice I began to feel I had
done him an injustice. He did not at-

tempt to sit beside me, and was most
careful not to touch again on personal
subjects, nor to show, even by a tone
or look, any objectionable sentimental-
ity: so we got through the trip quite
agreeably.
"When at last the train drew up at

A'ictoria, darkness had lowered and
there was a great bustle and crowd,
very like that in a New York railway
station, only there was not quite such a
rush. People go about much more leis-

urely here, and don't try to walk over
each other.

"It was all so new to me, I felt quite
dazed, not knowing how to get my lug-
gage, or a cab, or anything, and I was
really very glad to have Barrington. es-

pecially as he had almost redeemed him-
self in my- opinion. Yet. although I had
begun to feel much more confidence in

him, and to believe I had allowed my
imagination to malign him. I felt a little

qualm of uncertainty when he placed me
in a cab, and asked for my trunk check.
I hesitated, not knowing how to get
out of entrusting it to him. and he
looked so insulted, and said:

" 'If you are afraid to trust me. I

shall call a porter, if you wish. Probably
he will be more deserving of your con-
fidence!' And it seemed so awfully un-
grateful and cruel. I had to give him
the check, whereupon he said.

" 'Thank you. It would have been
too much if you had refused me this. I

shall be back in a moment, and. if you
will permit me. shall see yon to your
destination. No one ever knows what
these London cabmen will do. It isn't

safe for a lady to drive here alone at

night.'

"This caused me new terror, for T

felt dreadfully timid in this great city

alone, and all sorts of horrible possibil-

ities immediately formed in my mind,
that made me recklessly indifferent to

the fact that he would learn my address
by accompanying me. and I told him I

should be grateful if he came, begging
him to hurry back.

;"I shall.' he replied. I'll just have
this man move down a little way so we
can get the luggage oil quickly." Then
he added to the coachman. 'Go down
there a bit. my man. will you. to the
corner and await mei'
"As the horse started one of those

sudden flashes of foreboding I am sub-
ject to came over me. which might have
been caused by the fact that we were
moving out of the light into shadow,
and as Barrington closed the door,
-walking beside the carriage. T asked.
'Why don't you leave your things here,

if you are going with me?'-
"He appeared not to hear, and saying.

-

'I shall be back in ten minutes, so don't
worry.' turned back toward the station

door.
"I leaned out quickly, and called to

him so loudly he could not help but
hear, and he came back to the door as

the cab stopped in a shadowed place.
" Why don't you leave, those things

here in the cab." I repeated. "There is

no use carrying them in and back."

"He looked at me and hesitated; then
said, as though the idea hadn't occurred
to him before. 'Certainly, you're right:

there is no need to lug these things

nbout. I'll just get my check out.'

"He set his bag on top of the back-

wheel, where I couldn't see it, took
something out. then placed it and the

coat in the cab.'
" 'That was very clever of you.' he

said. 'Women are always wise in such
matters. Besides, these will serve to

insure my return.' He uttered a hard
little laugh, that made me feel dread-

fully ashamed of my distrust; and when
a porter arrived, a few moments later,

with my trunk and bag and put them
safely on top. I was most remorseful.
"The porter came to the window when

he had deposited the luggage, and said,
" 'The gentleman who got your box

says he'll be out in a minute, Ma'am;
he hasn't traced his yet, and may be
kept a bit."

"I thanked him. and gave him some
big English pennies; then leaned back
comfortably to wait for Barrington. de-
termined to be particularly nice to him
when he returned.
"The moments crept by slowly; other

trains came in; people moved in crowds
in and out of the station; cabs rolled

away, and yet he did not come. I began
to feel uneasy, and looked at my watch.
Our train got in at five minutes to
eight, and it was now nine! Barrington
must have been gone three quarters of

an hour, allowing twenty minutes to
have elapsed while he got me into the
cab.

"All sorts of explanations came to
me. Perhaps he had lost his temper,
and got into a quarrel with one of the
officials; he had shown me how quickly
he could lose his temper. He might
even have been arrested and taken away
by another door!
"Then I thought if that were the case

he would surely have sent some word
to me, and not left me to wait there
the whole night. Perhaps he had been
too insulted by my doubting his honesty
to come back!
"He had proved himself such a

strange creature that anything seemed
possible, only I thought he would cer-

tainly have sent for his coat and bag.

as he didn't know where I was going,

and would- lose them if I went off with-

out him.
"While I was following these conjec-

tures, a gruff voice from outside sudden-
ly broke in upon them, saying, T say,

lady, is the gentleman coming back or
not? I can't wait 'ere all night ye know.
It has been an hour and a half now!'
"You can imagine how I felt, there

alone with this burly creature getting

into a rage! 'I think he will be here
in a moment." I replied putting my hand
out the window. 'I don't understand
what is keeping him."

" 'Well I 'spect you'd do better to

get out and see. wouldn't ye?' the man
answered, and I said. 'Can't you go and
see? I am not very familiar with this

station.' I didn't want him to know I

was a stranger in London, after what
Barrington had told me. But he said

he couldn't leave his horse, so I had to

get out. and no sooner had I done so,

than I was seized with deadly terror

lest the driver would run off with that

blessed trunk!
"Not daring to go out of sight of

him. I approached a window looking in-

to the station. There wasn't a soul

there but some officials and porters.

The one who had brought my trunk to

me was not among them, and I knew
nothing would be gained by questioning

others, as they would never have no-
ticed Barrington in the crowd.
"Well. I was in a dilemma, for it was

then nearly ten o'clock, and I was
afraid to go. and more afraid to stay.

Both seemed equally perilous; but the

dread of not being able to get into the

house Halifax had directed me to, at

so late an hour, made me decide to go.

I gave the address to the driver, and
sat with my hand on the door handle,

ready to spring out if I saw I was being
run away with, or anything.
"But how could I tell where the man

was taking me? T felt as though I

were in a nightmare! The streets ap-
peared interminable, and some of them
were so dark and silent they seemed
reeking with crime.
"Never shall I forget the impression

that first ride in London made upon me.
The very sound of the horses' feet echo-
ing against those black and gloomy
buildings seemed ominous with horrible
possibilities; I imagined I was driving
through the labyrinthine alleys of

Whitechapel. and expected every mo-
ment to have the cab pull up before one
of the hushed and somber houses that
had the air of murderers' dens, where
a person could be hidden for months,
or killed and buried in the cellar, never
to be heard of again!
"As you know, girls, I am pretty

courageous, but I tell you it would not
have taken very much then to have
made me shriek out in cowardly fright.

1 was so palsied with apprehension I

didn't even think of Barrington. or won-
der what had become of- him. and not
until we turned into a wider street
where there was plenty of light, people,
and nice strong natty-looking police-
men, did I dare to sit back, and take my
foot and hand from the door.

"It was half-past eleven when I ar-
rived at the Queen Anne Street house,
and there, my dears, a new difficulty

confronted me! Fortunately the people
were still up, and I did not have to
wait long at the door: but the landlady,
to whom I gave Halifax's note, told me
she had not a square foot of room in
her house. There was a big affair of
some sort going on, that had brought
shoals of people to London, and every
house she knew of, but one, was full.

The one exception was this house in
Chelsea, which is kept by her sister.

She gave me a note to her, and told me
if the people had gone to bed to keep
on ringing until they let me in. I asked
her if there was any danger in my driv-
ing alone at that time of night, and she
assured me there was not; but I went
through another miserable half hour,
being carried through more black, nar-
row streets, and for what seemed like
endless miles up King's Road.
"When we turned off from this into

a street where there was not a living
soul in sight, there suddenly appeared
at the cab window an awful-looking
man's head and face.

"I shrank back and shrieked; then I
heard a voice say, 'Don't be scared.
Miss! I hain't goin' to "urt ye! Di ye
want yer box lifted?'

"I did not understand what he meant
at once, so did not answer, and he ran
beside the carriage, until we drew up
before the most gloomy-looking house
I ever saw. with large black pillars and
portico, like the entrance to a huge
tomb.
"There was a light in one of the

front windows, and when I rapped with
the knocker,—the only means of sum-
moning someone I could see in the
dark,—a thin, irritable-looking woman
opened the door, and asked crabbedly
what I wanted. Her manner changed,
however, when I gave her the note I
had, and she bade the man who had fol-
lowed me to carry my things up to a
fourth story back room which reminded
me of our lovely apartments in New
York!
"The cabman stuck me twelve shil-

lings, but I didn't care: I was so glad
to find myself at last safely housed.

"But, my dears, the worst of the
whole day was yet to come.
"When the landlady had left me, and

I was preparing to get to bed as quick-
ly as possible, my eyes strayed involun-
tarily to the steamer trunk which had
been set at one side of the room, and
then I noticed with horror something
I had not seen in the dark! It was light
gray, while, as you know, the one Mrs.
Pancoast entrusted to me was yellow!"

"Good Heavens!" ejaculated Edith.
"He had stolen the trunk."
Mary was looking for the next page,

her hands trembling violently as she
fingered the closely written paper.
"Wait, we shall see." she said with sup-
pressed excitement. "Poor girl! Where
is that other page? ^Number twenty!"
"Here it is," said Edith, bending to

the floor where the missing page had
fallen. "Read quickly. T am wild with
suspense."
Having secured the missing page.

Mary continued to read rapidly:

"Well girls. I simply sat still and
stared! I felt benumbed, morally and
physically. I could scarcely grasp the
truth of what I saw. and it seemed as if

the trunk had been miraculously
changed there before my very eyes.
Probably I am very stupid, but the idea
that Barrington had done such a thing
as exchange his trunk for mine, never
entered my head. I had seen it placed
on the cab. and as they were both light

in color, it was impossible to discern
the difference there in the gloom. Then
I understood why he had ordered the .

cab away from the light! It was a deep-
laid, diabolical scheme, and I had fallen

into it like a blind rat!

When I began to come to from the
shock, I got down on my knees and ex-
amined the trunk carefully. There were
his initials painted on the end—G. B.
and a paper bearing the number of his

stateroom. In every particular, except
the color, it was the exact fac-simile
of Mrs. Pancoast's; that is, an ordinary
moderate-priced steamer trunk, so you
see it was not so extraordinary that I

was deceived by it in the dark.
"Oh, my dears, never have I spent

such a night as that! I sat on the floor

beside that trunk for hours, simply in-

capable of forming any plan of action,
and realizing with helpless misery the
seriousness of my position. It was dead-
ly to be there in that strange house,
with everyone asleep, and knowing
there was not a soul in the whole of
London I could look to for help.

"A huge clock-bell, somewhere near,

toiled out the hours, half hours, and
quarter hours, so loudly and with such
a resounding echo my blood seemed to
freeze every' time it sounded, and num-
berless other clocks answered it. until
the night vibrated with bells of diverse
tones, gradually diminishing into dis-
tance.

"When I became accustomed to this,

it made me feel less lonely, and by the
time four o'clock struck. I was suffi-

ciently calm to get up and open Bar-
rington's bag.
"Never have I felt so like a thief and

an adventuress as I did in that moment!
It was ghastly! But I hoped I might
find something by which he could be
traced, although he was probably al-

ready far away from England, or would
be by the time I could do anything.
There was nothing in the bag but a
nightshirt, brush and comb, razors,
some other toilet articles, a brandy
flask, and a small safety revolver. For-
tunately I had unpacked the bag care-
fully, for if I had dragged that thing
out, it might have gone off and shot
me, for it was loaded in every chamber.
It was strange he should have carried
it about like that, without a case, but I

suppose a man of his character always
has a pistol ready for any emergency.
"As there was nothing that would

serve me in any way. I put the things
back as I had found themf then exam-
ined the pockets of his coat. Imagine
me, my dears, the daughter of a gentle-
man, going through the pockets of a
man I had known five days! It was a
revolting thing to do. but I am getting
gradually hardened, and after the first

dive, I continued quite callously.
"My search was rewarded by finding

in the inside pocket.—what do you
think?—the telegram that had been
stolen from my stateroom, and three
letters! The letters were typewritten,
and all short but one which was merely
a lot of business statistics. Two of them
were addressed to G. M. de R. Herald,
the third to George Barrington. Esq.
S. S. 'Cedric'
"The last was short, postmarked Chi-

cago and was as follows, without head-
ing:

" 'All is going well in C. Hold to your
present plans, and cable me particulars
in cipher when you land. I have attend-
ed to everything. Oscar is in Califor-
nia sails the eighth of October for

Japan, where I understand S. L. is -to

meet him. However, as you have
stopped her. their plans may be
changed. I shall keep a keen look out
and advise you by cable to Harry's
place. 32 Strand. Don't lose his ad-
dress, as it is the only safe one I know
of. I am sending this by my boy Warn-
er, so it may be delivered into your
hands. Here are the facts you want:
Third floor, forty Champs Elysee. right

hand closet library, back of dining-
room. Right twenty-five, left sixteen,

right nineteen: left four, right ten, left

three, right thirty and thirty-two, press,

turn three right, pull, turn one left. Be
sure to cable me where you are in Lon-
don, and when you go to Paris.

"'So long, and good luck to vou!
" 'W. F.'

"The third letter was. this, if you can
make anything out of it:

" 'Write all circumstances here. Get
impression right leg. Order nitrogen.
Beware of aggravating rheumatic de-

crepitude. Cable instantly rough de-

ductions either case. No amount may
exceed demands. Note every little emo-
tional heaving. Remark every minutest
indication toward relapse or melan-
choly.'

"This also is typewritten, and devoid
both of heading and signature. I can't

see what it can mean, unless, if it was
originally intended for Barrington. he
may be acting as a doctor's assistant,

and this letter is to direct him to carry
out certain orders. But I hardly think
this can be so, and from what I know
of the man I believe the words contain
some secret significance which he has
arranged with the person who wrote it.

You two study it, and see what you can
make out of it. I have pondered over
it for hours, but as I have never before

had to play the part of detective, have
failed to solve the hidden meaning. All

the advantage I obtained from rifling

Barrington's pockets was the address

on Mrs. Pancoast's telegram, R. B.

Ridgeway, St. James Building, Broad-
way.

"I had my suspicions that this might
not be a real address, for as" you may
remember. I didn't believe that telegram
had been sent by wire; but, being in de-

spair what to do, I clutched at the straw
it offered, and determined to send her a

cable in the morning. By the time I

came to this decision, it was seven
o'clock, and the roar of awakened Lon-

[CONTINUED ON PAGE 26]
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How it happened Stephen Lee could

never quite explain. People who
fly into a rage seldom can account
for their actions. * Overcome with

horror, pale and speechless, holding the

still smoking revolver in his hand, he-

stood gazing at the dead Indian.

The boy exclaimed frantically as soon

as he could speak, "I never meant to do

it—never, never

It took place one day in early spring in

the New Mexico supply-store which

Steve's father kept near an Indian reser-

vation. A crowd of the red men had
lounged about the door all the morning,

while their squaws were bickering within

over purchases.

One young Apache had been hanging

about Steve for an hour or more, trying

to buy a revolver for half its price, and
that, too, by trading for it a cantankerous

little "calico" bronco which no one could

ride. He seemed obstinately determined

to effect the trade, and was growing angry

over it. When the fatal moment came he

had taken hold of the weapon with one

hand and of Steve with the other, in li

threatening manner.
Steve's violent temper flashed up like

fire, in a moment. He gave the pistol a

jerk and its contents were discharged

into the Indian's side. Without so much
as a groan the Indian sank to the dirt

floor of the little frontier store.

In a moment the store was full of

Indians, some of whom were howling

with grief and the others loudly threat-

ening revenge.

The entire white population of the

little settlement soon gathered, and every-

thing in the people's power was done to

bring back the life of the unfortunate

Apache, but without avail.

Nothing that Steve could say in self-

defense was satisfactory to the infuriated

Indians. His father pleaded his innocence

of any evil intent with pathetic earnest-

ness^ going from one Indian to another

and trying to explain to them that the

revolver went off accidentally.

"No, no!" they replied, with horrible

grimaces of incredulitv. "No bueno! No
good!"
While they were engaged in the cere-

mony of burial, which took place at once
Steve's pale-faced, delicate little mother
lipped noiselessly around the corner to

-here he stood. She touched his arm
ith trembling fingers, and whispered.

'Come quick, my boy!"
At the sound of her voice, hardly com-

prehending her words, Steve turned and
followed her to the kitchen in the rear

f the store. Hastily lifting some board?
:

n the floor which covered a. h,ole in the

ground, in which potatoes and other

edibles were kept, she whispered, "Get
down, Stevie! Make haste!" and when
he was safely in the hole she replaced

he boards and pulled the table over them.
The burial completed, with sundry wild

ceremonies, the crowd of Indians, includ-

ing the dead man's two mourning widows,
lounted their ponies and rode over to the

tore.

Steve could hear them from his hiding-

lace, and he shivered with fear when he

recognized Chief Severo Tiando's voice

n a fierce demand that he at once be

urned over to the dead Indian's tribe for

'ustice.

Mr. Lee parleyed with them in vain

:

and Steve's mother went out and pleaded

for her boy as only a mother can—all to

no purjJose. Repeating their demands
and making threats, the Indians wheeled
and rode away in the direction of their

village, perhaps six miles away.
"There is not a moment to lose," said

Mrs. Lee. "Stevie must get away as

quickly as possible. It is nearly sundown
now, and they may be back to-night."

The boards in the floor were lifted,

and Steve scrambled out. Though he
ntered slowly into the hurried prepara-
ions, a horse was soon waiting at the

'oor.

As he stood beside it. doubtfully, his

mother hastened out to him with a bundle
of bread and meat. Then with passionate

decision Steve said. "I ain't going to

leave you, mother ! I'll stay and fight it

out with the rest of you." He turned back
o the house with an air of manly resolu-

tion.

"No, Steve," his father answered. "We
shall be safer without you. The best thing
for us all is for you to cut out just as

soon as you can. If they come and don't

find you they'll hunt for you. Go, and
don't stop until you make Uncle Hiram's
ranch at Bloomfield. Oh. my boy ! What
will that hot temper of vour? bring you
to yet?"

Steve saw tears in his father's eyes, and
could not speak. He could only hold out

a repentant hand to the sorrowing man.

Without a word he now put the luncheon
into his saddle-bag. His mother kissed

him, tremblingly. She did not dare to

say good-by, or even good-night. Steve
sprang into the saddle and rode off. His
route lay to the eastward, while the Indian

village was to the westward. He could

reasonably hope to keep clear of Indian
pursuers ; but he had a long twenty-
miles' ride before him. It was nearly

midnight when, tired and hungry, he let

down the bars into the enclosure of old

Hiram Norcross, who was "uncle" to all

the settlers roundabout.
Though he was not related to Steve's

father, Norcross and Lee had been com-
panions back in Massachusetts ; and
Steve felt as much at home as if "Uncle
Hiram's" family had been knit to him by
ties of blood.

"It's bad business," said Norcross,

gravely, when he had heard the boy's

story, "an I'm 'fraid o' the consequences;"

"You don't think that father an' mother
an' the children are in danger on account

o' me, do you?" Steve asked, turning pale

at the thought.
"Wal, not jist yit," replied the old man

seriously, stirring the half-dead embers in

the big fireplace. "No; they're safe

enough for to-night, an' we'll talk the

messenger. Next, the half-dressed boys
all clustered around him, and his dreadful
story had to be repeated.

At breakfast Steve could riot eat, and
his heavy eyes and evident terrible anxiety

touched old Uncle Hiram's heart.

"What do ye say to my sendin' Jake an'

Dave down to the settlement to see how
things are goin'?" he asked kindly. Jake
and Dave were the oldest boys.

"Oh, if you would, Uncle Hiram!" ex-
claimed Steve. As soon as the chores
were done, Uncle Hiram's sturdy pioneer

boys started out.

Steve watched them off with a thank-
ful heart. But then there was all that

day and night to wait for the return; and
life was well-nigh intolerable to the lad

all the time, busy himself as he would
about the ranch.
In the evening he thought to divert his

mind with a book; but the first volume he
touched on the dusty kitchen mantel was
the story of Daniel Boone. The frontis-

piece of the book was the picture of a

burning frontier home ; little children

were gathered about the knees of a wom-
an, over whose head a savage was holding

a tomahawk.
Sick with fear, Steve threw down the

book and crept up the ladder to bed. How

"Steve's heart stood still with terror, now that the supreme moment
of self-sacrifice had arrived"

matter over to-morrow. The fust thing,

them Injuns '11 be wantin' a ransom.

They won't do any killin' till they find

out they ain't goin' to be bought off. I

guess you kin turn in with Jake up in the

loft."

Uncle Hiram was richer in unculti-

vated acres and boys and girls than in

any other commodity. Like Steve's

father, and nearly everyone else in that

part of New Mexico, he had no ready

money. The events of the morning

weighed heavily upon Steve that night,

and it was long before he could sleep

for thinking of those at home. Would
they be murdered in their beds? When
he fell asleep he dreamed of massacres.

He was awakened from a heavy morning
slumber by a long, intense -ray of fight

in the roof, pointing at him—directly at

him—as if it were some condemning

he spent this wretched secuiid night he

could not have told, but it was not all in

sleep.

The boys brought word the next after-

noon that all was safe as yet, but that

the Indians threatened trouble, and that

he, Steve, must keep very close.

"Then am I the only one in danger?"

Steve exclaimed, with great relief.

"Not so sure about that," answered

Jake, pausing between sentences to loosen

the cinches of his saddle. "You've come
a valuable chap all of a sudden, Steve.

The Indians say they've got to have you,

or else two hundred dollars or else a row.

We met Colonel Tom Burns' man over

in the gulch, and he says the colonel is

mightily worked up over the prospect.

Says that, with all his cattle an' sheep,

an Indian war would lay him out."

Poor Steve! His cheeks paled, and he

leaned over the fence for support. He
knew that his family could no more raise

two hundred dollars than they could raise

crops on their arid, unwatered land. Then
would come the "row !"

"What does it mean, Uncle Hiram?" he
asked, as the kindly old ranchman came
hurrying down to the corral.

"Well, Steve, it means mischief. If they
can't get you, an' there's no money in

sight, why, they'll take it out o' the
settlers—your family, maybe—the first

chance they get. It's a bad business; an'

I tell ye, boys, this thing o' havin' firearms
so handy is a dangerous practise."

"I'll never touch a gun as long as I

live !" Steve burst out with a sob.

"Well, Steve, my boy, take your medi-
cine, an' let it do ye good. That's the
only way now. There's nothin' for your
folks to do but to watch out, an' we'll

hope there won't nothin' bloody come
from it."

Stephen stood a moment in silence,

picking bark off a log fence, his mind in

a tumult.

"There wouldn't be any danger if they
would get the money, or—had me, do you
think, Uncle Hi?" he asked slowly, still

keeping his eyes on the resinous bark.

"Oh, no; I don't reckon they want to

fight jest now for the fun on't; but ye
see, Steve, your folks can't raise no two
hundred dollars. The only way to do is

to look at the best side of the case. Eter-

nal vigilance is you an' your folk's busi-

ness from now on."

Steve stood an instant longer. Then
he walked slowly to the house and climbed
the garret ladder. To be safe himself,

he the cause of all the trouble—and to

know that his father and mother, baby-

Madge, and happy, boisterous Pete, were
in hourly jeopardy from the murderous
savages

!

Whichever way the poor boy looked,

there was no relief to be found. He tried

to reason away his fears ; but there came
always that dreadful Daniel Boone picture

to meet every argument—the gentle

mother under the ax, the little sister

carried away into captivity—Madge, dear
little innocent sister ! By this time Steve
had worked himself into such a panic that

he was convinced that his family would
be massacred that night.

Could he get there in time? he won-
dered, as he saw the sun slowly working
down toward the western' horizon. He
had resolved to give himself up.

He rose quickly when the resolution

was finally formed—afraid of his own
weakness—and went down the ladder.

The first moment that the barnyard was
vacated he slipped down to the corral,

mounted his horse and rode away. For
the first few miles he went at a furious

pace, and gave himself no time for re-

flection; but as he neared the Indian

village he drew rein, and went stealthily-

through the thick pinon forest. The aw-
fulness of his errand began to prey upon
his mind.
What would they do with him? he

asked himself. Kill him they surely

would; but he had heard of tortures, of

mutilating and the stake

!

He shuddered and drew back, trem-
bling, from the horrible prospect. The
movement of a bird in the trees above
him made him cringe with abject fear.

Instinctively he felt down in his saddle-

bags for a revolver, and his hand touched
something that gave him inspiration. It

was crumbs of bread from his mother's

hand. After that he did not think of

turning back.

Riding along as fast as he could, in

the now dense darkness, he reached a hill

overlooking the Indian tepees below, and
could see the smoldering camp-fires.

It seemed very still. Not a living thing

could be seen. Steve did not realize

the lateness of the hour, and he began to

wonder where all his red enemies were.

As he reached the open space just oppo-

site the Indian village he came suddenly

upon several horsemen riding toward the

nearest tepee.

Steve's heart stood still with terror,

now that the supreme moment of self-

sacrifice had arrived. Life was very dear

to his young heart. But with one back-

ward glance toward home, and an upward
look to God, he rode bravely forward.

The next moment a voice rang out

cheerily—a voice that he knew well

:

"Como le va muchacho?"
It was Colonel Tom Burns' man, Hank

Fischer. Steve's heart leaped up. "Como
le va yourself, Hank/' he called back.

His voice trembled with excitement.

"You, Steve Lee ! What are you doing

here?"
"Come to give myself up, Hank. I'd

rather die than live any longer and feel

all the time that somebody was being

killed in my place."
[COXCI/TJDED OX PAGE 30]
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Decatur

JrsT a little more than a century
ago. or in October of the year 1S03,

a gale on the Mediterranean blew
a United States vessel from her

moorings outside the bay of Tripoli,

and so began a series of events which
culminated in what Lord Nelson called

"the most bold and daring act of the
age." The vessel was the United
States frigate "Philadelphia," com-
manded by William Bainbridge.
In the early days of the nineteenth

century the small states on the north
coast of Africa, egged on by England,
had been preying upon the United
States merchantvessels. An American
fleet was sent to the Mediterranean to
compel peace, but the Bashaw of Trip-
oli refused to treat. After an engage-
ment in which the United States vessel
"Enterprise"' captured the corsair
Tripoli, the Americans instituted a
blockade of the city. In October,
1803, the "Philadelphia" was the chief
vessel outside the port. It was on the
morning of the thirty-first that the
gale which broke her anchor occurred,
and as she was finding her way back
she sighted a Barbary pirate. Bain-
bridge promptly gave chase, but the
pirate captain had the advantage. He
knew the waters as he knew the palm
of his own hand, while his adversary
had very inaccurate charts. The result
for Bainbridge was disastrous. The
little vessel led the frigate into danger-
ous shallows. Under full sail the man-
of-war was drawing near her prey,
when she struck a reef, and stuck fast.

Anchors and guns were thrown over-
board to lighten her, even her fore-
mast was cut away, but no effort to
float her availed.

Seeing the frigate helpless, the Tri-
politan gunboats appeared, and hov-
ered around like vultures about a fall-

en lion. Defense was useless. Bain-
bridge bored holes in his ship's bot-
tom, flooded her magazine, and then
three hundred and fifteen American
sailors surrendered, to find a home in
Moorish dungeons. The industrious
Tripolitans went to work, floated the
"Philadelphia." replaced the guns and
rigging, and the American sailors had
the chagrin of seeing the thirty-six-
gun frigate added to the force of their
enemy and anchored in the harbor of
Tripoli. But if the sailors were in

dungeons, they were not overawed.
Bainbridge managed to send a letter
to the American fleet, suggesting that
the "Philadelphia" be destroyed at her
anchorage.

Famous Bits of History

For the execution of a bold idea you
must have a bold man, and this one
appeared in Stephen Decatur, Jr.. a
lieutenant in the navy and the com-
mander of the schooner "Enterprise."
In December, 1803, he had captured a
Tripolitan ketch, which had been taken
in the United States service and named
the "Intrepid." With this ketch,
which would pass for a friendly vessel,

Decatur, with a picked crew, proposed
to enter the harbor of Tripoli by night,
set the "Philadelphia" on fire before
the Tripolitans were aware of his pres-
ence, and then if possible escape from
the guns of the fort.

The plan was approved by Commo-
dore Preble, then in command of the
Mediterranean Squadron. With his
little ketch manned by seventy-four
men and a Maltese pilot, Decatur
sailed in February, 1804, accompanied
by the brig "Siren." Off Tripoli they
encountered bad weather, but on the
sixteenth of the month they prepared
to put their plan into execution. The
crew was divided into five watches:
four were to take possession of and
fire the frigate, while one was to
guard the ketch.

It was a white night; the moon sil-

vered the walls of the Moorish city,

and lights winked from the shipping
as the "Intrepid," borne along by a
faint, almost dying breeze, sailed bold-
ly into the harbor. Above decks there
was no sign of life, but if one looked
sharply one could see in the shadows
of the bulwarks the forms of men
stretched out and waiting.
Among the vessels anchored about

the city's walls loomed the massive
hulk of the "Philadelphia." Lights
blazed from her ports. Very slowly
the innocent-looking ketch crept to-
ward her. The Americans intended,
if possible, to foul her and board be-
fore their enemies discovered their in-

tention. But as she came within
hailing-distance there was a call from
the frigate. The Maltese pilot an-
swered, and explained that the ketch
had lost her moorings and wished to
make fast to the "Philadelphia's"

cables. All the time of the parley he
held the "Intrepid" on her course.
Little by little the distance between
the two vessels narrowed. Sailors
crowded around the rail of the "Phil-
adelphia." and peered at the oncoming
boat. To heighten the suspense, - the
wind suddenly failed and the ketch
swung around. Decatur sent a boat
manned by disguised sailors to make
a warp fast to the bow of the man-of-
war. The Tripolitans also sent a stern
line to the ketch, which was taken by
the Americans without their being
discovered. All the while they were
hauling on the bow line, and the ketch
was gradually nearing the frigate.
Every minute the waiting men ex-
pected to be discovered, but still they
crouched, for the minutes were pre-
cious to them. At last it came. A man
on the rail of the "Philadelphia"
caught sight of the figures in the
shadow, and gave the alarm. The cry
was taken up all over the frigate, "The
Americans! The Americans!"
Instantly the deck of the "Intrepid"

was alive wiTh moving figures. From
every shadow, from every hatchway,
armed men sprang into the light. A
few put off in small boats; others
dragged at the lines. The Tripolitans
jumped into the chains, and cut the
one at the bow, but the act came too
late. The ketch was now in contact
with the frigate, and with the shout
"Boarders away! " Decatur, followed
by a few of his men, leaped on board
the "Philadelphia." The ketch veered
off a minute later, but more boarders
from the boats followed their com-
mander to the frigate's deck. Cut-
lasses gleamed in the pale moonlight,
and -for a little the only sound was the
sharp tread of running men and the
exchange of blows. First the after
deck was cleared, and then the sailors
started forward. Again the only
sounds were the stinging hiss of steel
and the thud of falling bodies as the
sailors overbore their enemies. The
Tripolitans fled frightened before the
grim onslaught; they hid below or
lumped into the sea.

All This Time the anxious watchers
on the "Siren" had their eyes bent on
the dim harbor. Suddenly a single
rocket burnt a red path across the
heavens. It told the "Siren's" people
that the "Philadelphia" had been cap-
tured, and Lieutenant Stewart im-
mediately sent boats to assist in tow-
ing the "Intrepid" out of the harbor.
But the rocket also alarmed the city.
The boarders had to complete their
work of destruction quickly. In less
time than it takes to write it The ship
was fired in a dozen places. Even be-
fore the crew had left the vessel flames
burst out of the port-holes and
hatches. The entire work of taking
and firing the frigate had occupied
less than thirty minutes. With poles
and oars the Americans sTrove to push
away from the doomed vessel, up
whose rigging the tongues of red flame
were already leaping. There was im-
minent, danger of the ketch catching
fire. Suddenly some one discovered
that the stern line was fast. It was
cuT, and The little vessel got away. As
they pulled heavily out of the harbor
they were met by the boats from the
"Siren," which made fast to the "In-
trepid," and under the efforts of all
the oarsmen she moved more rapidly
away. But by now The whole bay was
lighted by the burning frigate, and
shots from the forts began to patter
around the ketch. The oarsmen
strained every nerve to get into the
shadow and safety, but every minute
the circle of light widened. The flames
on the frigate leaped masthigh; she
became a hill of fire; her guns, heated
to the danger-point, began to explode,
and at last, as the fire reached the
magazine, there was one terrific
shock—the whole of the vessel was
rent in twain, fiery timbers and ropes
shot into the sky as from a gigantic
flower-pot. and the great ship was en-
gulfed just as the little ketch glided
into safeTy beyond The enemy's guns.
Only one American was wounded,

and not a life was lost. Decatur, who
at that time was only twenty-four
years old, was made capTain. and pre-
sented with a sword by Congress. The
exploit served to bring him into prom-
inence, and during the future wars
with the Moors and in the War of 1812
he became one of the most famous
commanders of the American navy.
The picture below is the first of a

series of paintings of picturesque
events of American history that will

be printed in Faem and Fieestde, to-
gether with full descriptive text.

DECATUR CUTTING OUT THE "PHILADELPHIA"
Painted by E tiering
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Some years ago Dr. Charles Park-
hurst, the eminent New York
minister, wrote an article in re-

gard to country boys forsaking
the farm for the city that had so

much good sound sense in it that I

cut it out, feeling sure that it would
"come handy" at some time in my
work. That time has arrived, and
here it is:

"In a general way, I am inclined to
discourage any boy from coming to
the city, and especially the average
youth, against whom the odds of get-

ting on are very great and becoming
greater. We need the extraordinary
man, but the country towns and dis-

tricts need him just as much, and the
average man has two chances in the
country to one here. There are, of
course, many more opportunities here,

but for each one of them there are ten
applicants. The difference in the cost
of living overbalances the difference in
the wages, and so it is harder to save
a dollar here than in the country.
Competition grows fiercer and fiercer,

and this competition, instead of de-
veloping initiative, is destroying it in_
the minds of thousands of men, and
making nothing better than human
machines of them. As the bank or the
shop grows larger, the men with only
one idea, the ability to do one thing
only, increases. We are increasing the
cogs and not the wheels."
There is so much truth, so much
ood sound sense in these words that
11 country boys who are determined
q forsake the farm and come to the
ity should ponder them well. Espee-
ally is it true that this is the age of
he specialist in the city, a fact that
kes it very difficult for the average

ntrained boy to hope to make much
dvancement in the city. And his
nances are lessened when he comes
o the city without money, without
riends, and without that somewhat
ague but often forceful thing we call

'influence" to help him on toward the
oal of his desire. To this some coun-

try boy may say:

"Didn't Marshall Field leave his
ome in the country in New Hamp-
hire and go to Chicago and become
ne of the richest men in the world,
idn't be?"
He did—fifty years ago—when condi-

'ons were widely different from all

hat they are in our day. Then it is

ertain that he had inherent and ex-

eptional gifts as a business man, gifts

hat not one boy in a thousand pos-
esses. He had opportunities such as
re not common now as they were
hen. One hears a great deal about
he enormously successful men1 of the
orld, but what of the thousands of

oys who go from the country to the
ity and who do not achieve success?
'hat of the great army of clerks and
ther men in our large cities who have
one from the country to the city to
chieve fame and fortune and who
ave utterly failed to achieve either?
'here are thousands of men in middle
ife clerking in stores in the large
ities, and receiving not more than ten
ollars a week for their services, and
'ving under conditions far less whole-
ome and healthful than the farmer
oy knows in his country home. He
as, it is true, more time in which to
o anything that he pleases, but the
leasures of a city are expensive, and

ten or even fifteen dollars a week allow
a very small margin for pleasure if one
ives respectably and dresses as a clerk

's required to dress in many places.
But no amount of argument and no

array-of facts can prevent a large num-
ber of country boys from deserting the
"arm and hieing away to the city to
"work their way up," as other boys
ave done. The boy who is deter-
ined to do this should have as thor-
ugh a knowledge as possible of what
s before him, and it is essential that
e should leave home with a very. large

stock of courage and money, and
clothes enough to present a good ap-
-earance while he is looking for the
osition he fancies it will be easy for
im to find in the city, but which he
ill find is wonderfully elusive when

he goes in pursuit of it. Actual ex-

periences will open his eyes to a great
any facts of which he is quite in

gnorance in his country home. He
will come across a great many "eye-
openers" in the city, and I miss my
-uess if some of them do not cause
im to long for the old farm. He will

discover that there are many appli-
cants for~ every position, and that
many young fellows just as alert as he
is are working for four or five dollars
a week in positions in which the
opportunities of "working up" are very

The Farmer Boy and the City
By J. L. Harbour

limited. There appeared within a year
or two a very interesting book entitled
"The Long Day," in which the author
gives an account of her experiences
trying to secure work in the city after
she had left her home in the country.
Although she was a young woman her
experiences were very similar to those
experienced by many young fellows
when they fare from the farm to the
city, and the reading of this book
might cause many a young fellow
eager to get to the city to feel that he
would do well to remain in the peace-
ful environment of his country home.
Any young fellow going from the
country to the city without friends,

without influence, and with but little

money, would be likely to have some
of the harrowing experiences this

young woman had in securing a posi

tion. Boys from sixteen to twenty
years of age, thousands of them, are
working for from four to six dollars
a week in all our large cities, and pay-
ing sixty cents of this small sum for
car-fares while going to and from their
work. The result is that they are in-

sufficiently clothed and fed, and are
housed under the most unheaithful
conditions. Harrowing indeed are the
o'ertrue tales to be told of the experi-

ences of boys who have grown "sick
and tired" of the farm, and have left it

to try their fortunes in the great cities

in which they have speedily failed to
realize the high hopes that animated
them when they left home.
A business man in the city of Boston

told me one day last spring that he
put an advertisement in one of the
morning papers, offering a position at
four dollars a week to a boy of from
sixteen to eighteen years of age. Dur-
ing the day no less than one hundred
and twenty applicants for the position
came to his place of business, and

,

some of them were twenty-one years
of age. The boy who goes from the
country to the city should understand
that there are a great many applicants
for every desirable position, and that
necessity compels many boys and men
to apply for even the undesirable posi-
tions—in which the hours of labor
are long and the work hard.
The old adage that "there is room at

the top" is as true to-day as ever it

was, but it takes a mighty struggle to

reach the top in these days of fierce
competition, and there will not be
much time for play in the lives of
those who are trying to reach the top.
The fact also remains that there are a
great many positions in which there
is no opportunity for advancement.
This is true of hundreds of positions
requiring only the unskilled laborer to
till them. I know a man who has been
running an elevator for seven years at
a wage of seven dollars a week. He
will receive no more if he runs that
elevator for seven more years. He
cannot be advanced to any other posi-
tion, because the elevator is in a fac-
tory in which all the employees must
know how to do certain kinds of work
of which he knows nothing.
A boy's chances of "working up" are

better in some kind of a great mercan-
tile house if he develops real business
ability and attends strictly to business.
He must get rid of the idea that when
he goes from the farm to the ci£v that
he is going to have a jolly good time
and at the same time "work up" to- a
fine position. There are sharp-eyed
and exacting superintendents and fore-
men and heads of departments and
others in authority in all great estab-
lishments who are steadily taking note
of how employees are doing their
work, and seeing to it that they attend
strictly to business. A great many
business firms are eager to discover
traits of exceptional business ability
in the young men in their employ, and
the promising young fellow will be
looked upon with special favor. If he
deserves advancement he will be likely
to receive it, and it is true enough that
some of the partners of our greatest
mercantile institutions began as er-
rand-boys and "worked up" step by
step; but when the whole story is told
the fact is revealed that they worked
hard and faithfully, and were gifted
with unusual business ability. No
farmer boy ever worked any harder
than they worked, and they were not
carried away by the allurements of
the city to the extent of spending all

their earnings. They fought shy of
the "riotous living" that wastes both
time, money and strength, and unfits
a young fellow for the actual work of
life.

, The failure of many a boy who has
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gone from the country to the city can
be attributed to the fact that he has
been unable to withstand the tempta-
tions and the alluring attractions of
the city, and he often makes a mistake
at the very beginning by an ill choice
of associates. One who has made a
study of this really serious question of
the country boy in the city gives some
excellent advice when he says: "The
first thing for a boy coming to a great
city to do is to take pains to start with
right associations. In every such city
there are innumerable circles of so-
ciety. The community is too large for
everybody to know everybody else,

and therefore it divides up into many
circles of common acquaintances, and
in each of these the members are as
well known to one another as are the
inhabitants of a village. They are
good and bad, evil in their influences,
and injurious in their tone and spirit,

or salutary and helpful."
The country boy's future weal or

woe when he goes to the city will de-
pend much on the associations he
forms. Some employers have a way of
quietly investigating the conduct of
their employees outside of working
hours. A boy may feel that it is "no-
body's business what he does outside
of working hours," and that he has
the right to associate with whom he
chooses. This is true enough in a cer-
tain sense, but it is also true that a
boy's character is sure to be affected
for good or for evil by his associates,
and if he is being influenced for evil

he is making himself undesirable and
untrustworthy as an employee, and
his employer has a perfect right to in-

form himself regarding the character
of any of his employees. He is simply
protecting his own business interests
by doing this. Another bit of excel-

lent advice is given by someone who
says of the boy going from the coun-
try to the city:
"He must brace up his courage as if

he were going—into battle, for he is

sure to have a fight for it, and he will

need all his moral fortitude to stand
out against the temptations which will

wreck his career beyond peradventure
if he yields to them. What he seeks
he cannot get except in the fierce com-
petition which results from the strug-
gle of many thousands to obtain the
same prize. If he slips there are mul-
titudes around him to take advantage
of his mischance and to leave him far
behind in the chase. He must keep
himself always in training, both moral
and physical, and waste none of his

resources. He will require every bit

of his energy, and every atom of prin-
ciple in him will be put to the test.

He must be prepared to help himself,

for he will get very little help from
anyone else."
That is true enough. A boy coming

from the country to the city must be
self-reliant from the very start, and
while it is not true that there is none
of the milk of human kindness left in

the world, he should know where to
find it in the city. One place in which
he is likely to meet with real kindliness

and friendliness is at the Young Men's
Christian Association. This organiza-
tion has given a helping hand to thou-
sands of young fellows who have gone
from the country to the city. It has
secured positions for many of them,
and has given them much-needed ad-
vice in regard to respectable and in-

expensive boarding-houses. Indeed, if

a young fellow goes as a stranger to a
great city he cannot do better than to
go at once to the Y. M. C. A. and state
his exact circumstances. He will de-

rive a thousand times more benefit
from a membership in an organization
of this kind than it will be possible for
him to derive from membership in any
of the societies or clubs formed for
mere pleasure in the cities. And he
will, be wise if he becomes a regular
attendant at church and makes the ac-

quaintance of the pastor. The friends
he will make in the church will be safe
friends, and he will do well to join
some of the splendidly organized class-

es for young men now so common in
our city Sunday-schools. There are
also clubs for young men in many of
the city churches. These clubs offer
a good deal of pleasant social life to
their members, and the Y. M. C. A
offers social life, entertainment, books,
magazines, papers, swimming-pools,
gymnasiums, education and the most
helpful of influences to its members.
The boy who wants to "start right"
when he goes to the city cannot do
better than to at once surround
himself with good Christian influences,
such as he will find in the church and
the Y. M. C. A. Nor can he do worse
than to ignore these influences and
fall in with those on mere pleasure
bent. Let him by all means fight shy

[concluded on page -30]
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To describe California farm-life in a

single article would be nigh impos-

sible, for California is so vast in ex-

tent, and her surface, her climate and
her resources are so varied that to do jus-

tice to all parts of her territory and to all

phases of her industrial life would require

unusual literary ability, as well as a very
large amount of printed space.

Farm-life in California, from its very
nature, cannot be generalized as tan the

farm-life of any other part of the country

;

for in truth it is very largely specialized in

its inherent character. South of the Te-
hachapi range is the great citrus belt, where
are raised year by year California's great

orange and lemon crops, 30,000 car-loads of

which fruits are annually shipped to the

East, to say nothing about the amount re-

quired to supply the California home trade

and the trade of the Pacific Coast.

North of the Tehachapi we enter the great

San Joaquin valley that stretches north-

ward, fair and level as a prairie for three

hundred miles with the gigantic Sierra

Nevada range, stretching all up and down
its eastern border, while bounding its

western confines the coast range stands, less

imposing, yet beautiful withal, with its dark

green wooded slopes running far north-

ward even to San Pablo Bay.

North of the San Joaquin comes the

Sacramento Valley which, according to the

estimate of Prof. Elwood Mead, government
irrigation expert, has an area of arable land

and a water supply, which if developed to

Mind you, these fogs are not chilly and
driving, but are soft and warm, hanging
over the land like a benediction. They not

only refresh man and beast, but temper the

prevailing aridity of the climate, assisting

growing crops to attain a condition of per-

fect maturity. Again this combination of

hill and valley, sea breezes and land cur-

sions,_ it started in upon traditional lines

;

that" is, the pioneer farmer went to raising
wheat and cattle principally. But even
these primitive lines presented their own
peculiar features. The bonanza farm ob-
truded, and wheat was sown by the thou-
sand acres by individual farmers.
There were armies of field-hands ; plowing

A TYPICAL ORCHARD HOME

Oregon, Washington and Idaho to the
wheat-growing and grain-exporting business
of California ; and a third reason is the
vast development of the fruit-growing busi-
ness, as well as other lines of agriculture.
Still California has its big wheat fields even
to-day.

Then there was the cattle business. In
some instances it developed to baronial
proportions. In the old days, before the
railroads were built, the cattlemen used to

travel from point to point on horseback,
with a retinue of attendants and camp fol-

lowers trailing behind, and it used to be
said of one landed cattle-owner that he
could travel from San Diego to San Fran-
cisco and camp on his own possessions each
and every night during the journey. This
same cattle outfit is still in existence, and
largely controls the meat market of the
Pacific Coast.

It was the old Mission fathers that blazed
the way for California's great horticultural

development. These pious men, coming
from Mexico, and even from the Castilian

shores, brought with them the seeds of those
rich and delicious things that make Cali-

fornia's soil products unique in the sum of

the country's output. Oranges, lemons,
limes, figs, grapes, walnuts, almonds, olives,,

and a score of other of the world's most
choice delicacies, they brought and planted
all up and down the golden coast. These
rare exotics under the fostering care of the

fathers and the benign influence of soil and
climate flourished and produced bounteous

DRAGGING IN A SANTA CLARA VALLEY ORCHARD A PUMPKIN FIELD IN CARMEL VALLEY

their full capacity, would alone be sufficient

to support in comfort, if not affluence, a

population of five millions of people. East-

ward also from the Sacramento Valley is

the great range of the Sierras, and all

through the western slope of these moun-
tains are innumerable valleys containing

large areas of excellent farming lands and
possessing a climate extremely favorable to

agricultural pursuits.

Then there is the great coast country,

stretching up and down the rolling Pacific

for a thousand miles; a vast strip of moun-
tain valley, bay and river, forest and stream,

containing no end of fertile farming land

on both mountain and plain. The south

has its arid climate. The southern extrem-

ity of the San Joaquin Valley has an aver-

age annual rainfall of only five inches, while

that of its northern extremity lying centrally

of the state has one not to exceed 'twelve

inches.

Certain sections of the northern portion

of the state have a rainfall of sixty inches.

The great valleys and the coast country

have rainless summers, while up the Sierra

slope the summers are refreshed by frequent

showers, and the pastures are green the year

round. Then the sea breezes of the Pacific

have a wonderful effect upon the climate of

the coast country. There are the fogs that

. prevail largely during the rainless season.

These fogs roll over from the sea during

the night-time, and remain until 10 or 11

o'clock in the morning, when they disperse,

and the sun shines forth from a cloudless

sky, with the cool Japanese trade winds

streaming in from the sea and refreshing the

country side for the remainder of the day.

COMBINED ORCHARD AND VINEYARD

rents produces a remarkable variety of at-

mospheric conditions. Nearly every neigh-

borhood you visit has its own thermal belt,

its frost zone, its fog hanks or its unbroken
sunshine.

I give these details not only to indicate

the natural conditions as they exist, but to

make it plain why it is so difficult to gen-
eralize in describing California farm-life.

The peculiar development of California
agriculture also renders the task more diffi-

cult. Of course, outside of the old mis-

was done by great steam plows, or gang
plows pulled by ten-mule teams, and the

harvesting was done by combined harvesters

and thrashers. In the 80's California's

wheat output amounted to more than

1,200,000 tons, but the annual wheat crop

has gradually decreased until in the year

1905 it had gotten below 400.000 tons. There
are several reasons for this : one is the

impoverishment of the soil by the continu-

ous cropping of the land to wheat ; another

is the competition that has grown up in

stores, which were gladly shared with all

needy wayfarers who might apply, no matter
what their color might be, their condition

of life or religious tendency.
Then when the great fortunes were made

in the days of the Argonauts, and Cali-

fornia awakened more fully to her possi-

bilities of soil and climate, her enthusiastic

pioneers began the exploitation of these new
fields of agriculture, and in the space of fifty

years have made the state the greatest fruit-

producing section of the world. Let me
give you a few figures that I took from the

assessment rolls of Santa Clara County for

the year 1905, for they will give some idea

as to the development of the fruit-growing

business in certain sections of the state

:

Non-
Bearing, bearing.

Apple trees 16.900 38,100

Apricots 527,950 9,675

Cherry 127,400 21,540

Olive 9,370 4,825

Peach 572,400 38,100

Pear 122,220 15,850

Prune 3,938,550 395,440

Almonds 15,190 5,140

Walnuts 9,325 2,720

These foot up to more than six million

fruit trees, bearing and coming in bearing,

and Santa Clara is not a very large county

in area either, containing, as she does, only

about 125 square miles in her fruit-growing

sections.

So the farmer, as well as the world at

large has had the great incentive before him

to embark in the fruit-growing business, and
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while California makes a remarkable exhibit

of general farming the really distinctive

feature of the state's agriculture to-day is

the culture of fruits, both citrus and decidu-

ous, tropic, semi-tropic and of the temperate
zone, as well as the small fruits in enor-

mous quantities. The result is that the old-

fashioned all-round farmer is somewhat in

the minority.

.

The allurements of California farm-life

thus held out, the charm of the climate, and
the promise of rich rewards for labor put
forth have had the effect to draw recruits

from all walks of life ; so it may readily be
seen that with the peculiar conditions sur-

rounding farm-life, and the peculiar people
entering upon it, a general agricultural ex-

istence peculiar to itself is developing in the
Golden State.

The general tendency is more toward the

ideal. The old tradition of farm routine

and farm drudgery does not generally inhere.

The very air seems to forbid it. More*ase,
more beauty, more luxury appears to be
the prevailing bent of the human mind.
That is one reason why Japanese, Chinese,

Portugese and other classes of foreign-born
farm labor is so much in demand. The
farmer and his sons may be willing to

"boss" things, and perhaps to take a hand
in the field in the more busy seasons, but
they decline to get down and do the back-
aching work of the soil. Then they must
have their days off, their tours into the
world, their books, their music, etc.

Much pride is taken in fixing up the farm
home, especially the orchard home. During
last winter I rode many miles through the
Santa Clara Valley, and there did not ap-

pear to~be much difference between the sub-
urban and the country home. Both were
models of neatness and tastefulness. The
architecture was modern, and the surround-
ings very prettily ornamented with trees,

flowers and shrubbery. Roses .were univer-
sal^ in evidence, growing on bush or in

clumps, or climbing over porch or gable, or
far up into the branches of the roof tree.

And the farmers of California are raising
good-sized families, and the native sons and
daughters are noble specimens of lusty man-
hood and womanhood. And there are many
good reasons why this development of the
race should continue, and prime among these
is the all-the-year-round climate, which ad-
mits of unlimited outdoor exercise and the

constant ventilation of living and sleeping

rooms. Again there is the ample and whole-
some diet, including an abundance of fruit,

both fresh or dried, canned or preserved,
besides the rich contributions of ranch and
range, farm and garden.
Of course California life, especially farm-

life, is yet largely in its formative period.

Many problems, both of an industrial , and
social nature, still confront the people. Irri-

gation,- which must needs be the leading
basic principle of agriculture from a legis-

lative standpoint, is in a very chaotic con-
dition. The state thus far has almost en-
tirely ignored the problem, and left the
waters of the state open to appropriation by
all comers, and in unlimited quantities ; and
about the only thing that irrigators have to

look to for guidance in their conduct and
protection in their rights is to court de-
cisions rather than to legislative enactments.
California cannot expect to enjoy the full

benefits of her great agricultural land areas
and almost unlimited water supply until she
shall follow the example of Wyoming, for
instance, which as a state and sovereign
people has assumed full control of her irri-

gation affairs, and full ownership of all

waters in her natural streams not thereto-
fore appropriated.
But they are raising other things than

fruit in California. In the San Joaquin Val-
ley large areas have been put down to

alfalfa, and the crop is one of the most
profitable in the line of general farm crops.

Two years ago when I came through the
valley I stopped a week or two at Bakers-
field. More than once I was driven out to

the Brundage ranch, where the owner was
reclaiming 800 acres of worn-out land and
seeding it down to alfalfa. He had been a
number of years at it and was already cut-
ting a heavy tonnage of hay, and this he
was selling off in the stack at that time at

$11 per ton to the sheepmen who had driven
their flocks down from the mountain ranges
to feed during the lambing season. That
was an exceptionally high price, because it

was in the midst of a drought ; but alfalfa

hay rules much higher in California than in

Colorado, where the farmers consider them-
selves fortunate when their alfalfa hay nets
them $3 per ton in the stack. But alfalfa

hay in the bale in the San Francisco market
to-day is $12 per ton and goijg higher.

Mr. Brundage, however, was not planning
to sell his hay crop as a general thing, but
was already feeding out large quantities to
cattle, horses and hogs, and intended to in-
crease his live stock until it should be suffi-

cient to consume his entire product of hay.
His experience with hogs was quite inter-
esting. Three years before he had invested
$100 in swine. He kept the animals on
alfalfa hay and pasturage, finishing off his
porkers with pumpkins and Egyptian corn.
He told me that he had sold off during the
three years not less than $2,500 worth of

hogs and had 350 head left, and he said

that it seemed to him that the cost of pro-

duction had been almost nothing.

So it may be seen that there is money in

general farming of the old style in Califor-

nia ; but it is sometimes harder work than

fruit raising, and not quite so esthetic in

its nature. The poultry business is espec-

ially profitable, and it seems impossible to

raise enough chickens and eggs to supply

the home market, notwithstanding the fact

that the industry has increased enormously
of late years. Prices rule high the year
through, and still the cry is for more poultry-

yard products.

California without exaggeration is a

farmer's paradise. The farmer has an open
season the year round. He can plow and
cultivate all winter, and this in fact is what
he does, if he be an orchardist. Of course,

if he is a wheat farmer his fields have been
plowed and sown during the fall and by
midwinter his grain is a foot high and get-

ting ready to head out. But in the orchards
the weeds are beginning to spring up and
must be plowed under. Sometimes the or-

chards are plowed twice over during the

same season, and are harrowed and disked
and dragged many more times. After that

they are irrigated, but not much irrigating

is done after the first of May.
It is during the winter months also that

the fruit trees are pruned, and with all this

process of stirring the soil about their roots

and the lopping off of all superfluous branch-
growth the trees are made to produce to

their utmost capacity.

California as a whole is blessed with an
almost unlimited water supply available for

irrigation. The San Joaquin and Sacra-
mento Valleys have the immense flow of the

western water-shed of the Sierras, as well
as a considerable flow from the eastern slope

of the coast range. The water supply of the

Sacramento Valley in fact is so ample that

in certain seasons of the year it becomes a

menace to lands bordering the rivers, espec-

ially to the reclaimed lands of the delta

which have for protection merely earth-

work levees surrounding them. There are

at least a million acres of swamp and over-

flow lands in California, lying principally in

the neighborhood of the confluence of the

two great valleys. Large areas of these

have been reclaimed and converted into some
of the richest farming lands in the world.

Reclamation is secured by building levees

and then pumping out the water inside the

levees. Then irrigation, after this process
has been gone through" with, is a very easy
matter. Gateways are constructed in the
levees and the water let in, in such amount
as is required.

Pump irrigation is also very prevalent,
for California appears to be well supplied
with underground waters. This system is in

vogue very extensively in southern Califor-

nia, in the San Joaquin and the Santa Clara
Valleys. The last named also has an ar-

tesian belt which affords an ample supply of

irrigation water for the surrounding land.

The irrigation wells are of various depths,

according to the distance from the surface
of the earth down to water level ; and the

pumping plants are of various sizes and are

run both by electricity and gas engines fed
with crude petroleum.
To those seeking advice as > farm oppor-

tunities in California I would say that in

my judgment they are boundless. Extensive
as her agriculture is it seems yet to be
merely in its infancy. For the all-round
farmer, who delights to have a " small farm
well tilled and to raise a variety of the

standard crops, there is more call than for

the mere fruit grower. There are vast areas
in northern and central California composed
of beautiful mountain and valley lands that

would make ideal farms fashioned after the

old New England or Ohio farm, and lands
may be bought in these regions at very rea-

sonable rates'; and the rainfall in those sec-

tions is sufficient to make good crops with-

out the aid of irrigation.

<5>

Pessimistic Gratitude

I don't see much that pleases me,
No matter where I turn;

The world is full of discontent,
And lessons none can learn.

The weather's always too intense;
Too hot or else too cold.

One day they tell you vou're too
young-,

And next you are too old.
Dame Fortune is to me unkind,
For even when I score

I know that by a different plan
I mig-ht have g-ained much more.

I've known the pangs of hunger keen,
I've felt dyspepsia's clutch

—

I've either not enough to eat
Or else I eat too much.

Thoug-h punishment is often swift,
Reward is very slow;

An enemy is always true,
Thoug-h friends are seldom so.

And yet I hail Thanksgiving- Day
With sentiments devout

—

I'm thankful for so many things
That I can kick about.'

—Washington Star.

wZi £0:0,

Does What
Other Stoves

FailtoDo

the "we

In almost every house there is

a room that the heat from the
other stoves or furnace fails to
reach. It may be a room on

weather" side, or one. having no heat
connection. It may be a cold hallway. No mat-
ter in what part of the house—whether room or
hallway—it can soon be made snug and cozy with a

PERFECTION
Oil Heater

(Equipped with Smokeless Device)
Unlike ordinary oil heaters the Perfection gives satisfaction

always. First and foremost it is absolutely safe—you cannot
turn the wick too high or too low. Gives intense heat without
smoke or smell because equipped with smokeless device.
Can be easily carried from room to room. As easy
to operate as a lamp. Ornamental as well as useful. J|||

Made in two finishes—nickel and japan. Brass oil fount
beautifully embossed. Holds 4 quarts of oil and burns 9
hours. There's real satisfaction in a Perfection Oil Heater.
Every heater warranted. If not at your dealer's write our
nearest agency for descriptive circular.

1" makes the home -Bright.
Is the safest and best lamp
for all-round household
use. Gives a clear, steady
light. Fitted with latest

improved burner. Made of brass throughout and nickel plated.
Every lamp warranted. Suitable for library, dining room,
parlor or bedroom. If not at your dealer's write to nearest agency.

STANDARD OIL COMPANY

THE LADIES' WORLD
EDITED BY CHARLES DWYER (Por the Past 20 Years Editor ot The Delineator)

The Best Magazine Published at 50c Per Year
The December (Christmas) issue of THE LADIES' WORLD contains the opening installment

of the great serial "The Princess and the Plowman," by Florence Morse Kingsley, an unusually
strong story of rare quality and exquisite daintiness. This issue will also contain a great
variety of short fiction by well-known writers, seasonable articles on needle and lancy work,
holiday suggestions along other lines, and a wealth of general household inJormation,
A special feature of THE LADLES' WORLD for 1907 will be its Fashion and Dressmaking

Department. This department will be enlarged and the most up-to-date styles introduced.
For every garment illustrated we shall be prepared to furnish a " LADIES' WORLD '

' pattern,
which will be the most practical seam-allowing pattern on the market. To promptly
introduce these new patterns we make the following

SPECIAL SUBSCRIPTION OFFER!
IfyonwlU send u> 50 cents for a j-ear'iintucrlptlon to THE LADIES' WORLD
before December 33th, we will send yon the December (Christmas) Issue of
this year FREE, and will enter your subscription for a fall year from January,
1907; ire will also send yon free and postpaid, one ofour nevr Dress Patterns,
the selection to be made from a sheet of Advance Styles sent on request, or
from designs shown In any Issue of our magazine from December to April.

FIVE CENTS PER COPY. FOR SALE AT ALL NEWS STANDS.

UAIIf TO GET TWO EMBROIDERED FDET t
IlUff SHIRT WAIST PATTERNS FIUJj !

ANOTHER SPECIAL OFFER!

Floral Deslirn
Price 35 Cents.

In forwarding yotir
subscription to THE

LADIES' WORLD, if you will send us the names and addresses
of five ladies who are interested in women's publications, but
who, as far as you know, are not acquainted with our maga-
zine, we will send you free and postpaid, to pay you for your
trouble, the two handsome Embroidered Shirt waist Patterns,
as 6hown in the illustrations, which are worth at retail 70 cents.
The designs are the very latest, are perforated on parchment
paper, and can be used over and over again. We also include
necessary material for making the transfers. Address all orders

:

S. H. MOORE COMPANY, Publiihers

(Dept.LW). 23 to 27 City Hall Place. New York
Eyelet Design
Price 35 Cents.

BANK BY MAIL,

4
% INTEREST
S%S Compounded twiceayear, March and September.

Deposits received before the 17th of any month
draw- interest from the 1st.

Safe—convenient—profitable.
Many other advantages. Booklet J, explains

everything, free for the asking.

UNION TRUSTCOMPANY
PROVIDENCE. R.I.

ASSETS THIRTY ONE MILLION DOLLARS.

Certificates of Deposit pay"
able in two years and bear-
ing six per cent interest,

are an absolutely safe and
satisfactory investment.

5 per cent on deposits withdraw-
able at any time. Writefor the book.

CALVERT MORTGAGE & DEPOSIT CO.,
1057 CALVERT BLDG., BALTIMORE, MD.

FUR BUYERS WANTED
Wherever fnrs are obtainable. We pay
generous prices for all kinds of furs, give
liberal grading and Par Express Charges.
Quick remittances. 20 years of square

dealing have made ns largest exporters in
U. S. Ask your banker about os. Too can't
afford to sell T< ar furs till joa write us.

K.SL0HANACO., 131 Congress St., Detroit, Bich,

'$50>
PerWEEK

' To sell the Dr. Haux famous " Perfect Vision

'

spectacles—finest on earth. State present occupa-

tion. Dr. Haux Spectacle Co., Dept. 82, St. Louis.

SO 7E NEW STEEL RANGEU U $8-75 buys this BIG, HANDSOME,
NEW 1907 MODEL, FULL SIZE,
SIX-HOLE, SQUARE STEEL
RANGE. (With reservoir and
closet, as Illustrated, a trifle extra.)
For lull description of this wonder-
ful steel range bargain, write for
our FREE Stove Catalogue.

In our own, the largest
stove foundry in the world. In
Newark, Ohio, we make every
variety of the highest grade
stoves and ranges, and sell

them direct to the user at
about one-ha I f the lowest
prices asked by others. Every
stove covered by our bind-
ing guarantee, guaranteed to
reach you safely, free from
break or damage, guarantee

the freight charges to be very small, every stove offered
on thirty days' free trial, and we agree to always fur-
nish any repairs in the years to come. We can fill your
order for any size or style stove the day we get it, so you
will have your stove in just a few days after you order it,

PRICES HAVE JUST NOW BEEN GREATLY REDUCED,
as shown by our latest FREE Stove Catalogue. Our
Acme Triumph. Acme Renown and Acme Regal Steel
Ranges have been greatly reduced in price; marvelously
low prices on our entire line of stoves, including Oak
heating stoves, beautiful base burners—about one-half
regular retail prices. We have new stove offers that
will please and surprise you. Write us a letter or a
postal card and simply say. "Send me your Free Stove
Catalogue," mention this paper, and by return mail
you will receive postpaid, our very latest Special Stove
Book, with large pictures and complete descriptions ot
our entire line of stoves, ail the wonderful low prices,
the greatest stove offer you ever received. Our FREE
Profit Sharing Plan is also explained. Don't buy a
stove at home or elsewhere until you get this new Stove
Catalogue and all our new offers. Write today. Address*

SEARS, ROEBUCK & CO., CHICAGO.

HIP PAYOQC A WEEK AND EXPENSES to men nrith rigs
lit rAI »00 to introduce poultry compound. Year's con-
tract. IMPERIAL MFG. CO. DEPT. 20, PARSONS, KAMS
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Christmas Gifts and Visiting

A busy woman, who always man-
aged to have a lot of pretty
gifts to present to her friends
at Christmas, confided to a

friend that it was all on account of
her visiting-box or company work.
She always had on hand a few un-

finished articles in a small shoe box
together with thread, needles, scissors
and thimble. The box went with her
when she made neighborhood calls,

and was by her side when she enter-
tained company. All the year round,
a few minutes at a time, she turned
out pretty things, and at Christmas
was the richest woman in the neigh-
borhood without spending very many
dollars. The gifts were simple, but
their beauty lay in the handwork and
good wishes of the maker.

I don't think the box ever was with-
out an unfinished apron, no matter
what the weather. She was always on
the lookout for "bargains" when she
went to town, which was not often, so

FANCY BOX FOR HOLDING INVITATIONS
AND THE LIKE

her purchases should be as cheap as

possible. One Persian lawn apron cost
just eleven cents, being a remnant,
but when it was converted into a
dainty affair with hemstitched tucks it

could not have been purchased for less

than one dollar and/a half in the city

stores. "What a waste of time," some-
one says. Well, I don't know. The
whole apron was made at a picnic
where the ladies chatted and worked
under the big trees while the younger
folks romped and played. Perhaps it

would have been more thrifty in the
opinion of some people, to take patch-
ing along rather than fancy work but
this particular woman never neglects
the patching to make Christmas gifts,

so let her enjoy her dainty things.
Another stock article is the baby

jacket. This is made on the circular
plan out of white flannel or outing
cloth, and has an edging of wash silk

huttonholed around the edge. Some-
times the jackets are of pink or blue
with white edge,- but generally of
white, as remnants of this color are
more numerous in the stores. Along
with the jackets come the corset cov-
ers of embroidery so much liked for
summer wear. One dainty one with
straps of lace insertion over the
shoulders cost just twenty-nine cents,
and would wear two seasons or more
for summer. Another of fine lawn
was still less, but it had only a little

hemstitched ruffle for trimming. It
must be remembered that nothing is

bought unless it is a real bargain as
to quality and price. A bit of heavy

BAG PURSE

silk of a beautiful pink made four pin-

cushions, and these will be covered
with Persian lawn shields to be taken
off and washed when soiled, the four
costing just forty cents. The cush-

ions are square and stuffed^ hard with
bran, while the ruffled lawn covers are

so sheer and dainty that anyone will

be pleased to receive such a gift.

For the children there are always
fascinating- doll clothes made of bits

of lawn and lace. This busy woman
thinks it little short of a crime to pre-

sent a girl with a doll to which the

clothing is tightly sewed, and her doll

babies can always be undressed and
j)iit to bed by ' the small mammas.
Often Miss Dolly has a night-gown, a

jacket, a rain-coat or several hats in

The Housewife

addition to the clothes she wears and little gift, and may be formed of any
the little girl who finds her on Christ- desired material. A prettily figured
mas morning is delighted. Anyone silk or cretonne is nice. If a material
who has waited until the last minute is utilized from which it is difficult to
to make dresses for dolls knows how draw threads, a piece of lace or em-
difficult and unpleasant the task is, broidery beading may be stitched into
but if taken in time it is a real pleas
ure.
Of course there are collars and cuffs,

costing very little, but neatly made of
sheer goods, with, just enough work to
make them dainty and yet allow care-
ful washing. A woman who received
a pair of cuffs with a little eyelet em-
broidery from the visiting-box last

position for the ribbon.
Mae Y.

A Handy Bag

JIahafft.

This little bag is almost a necessity,
and after carrying one you will

wonder how to manage without it.

It can be used to carry a pu*rse, hand-
kerchief, glasses, or anything- one

year immediately placed them on her needs Qn a vigit Qr whi]e shop ^ Use
best dress, and has them yet to relieve

t ieces f ft b leatne? four
the rather plain garment They are incb/s wide and five and Qne half inch.
easily washed, and a few stitches hold i„„„ c+4+„>, o„~„«,q +i „;^„„
them in nlace where thev set off the

eS °ng '
Stltch around the three sidesthem m place v>nere tnej set on tne Qn h machine in brown silk thread,black sleeves to perfection. Five-cent . , - ,, , ,.

'

lawn was used for a matinee or dress- ?
n the

.
wro?S Slde of *he leatner

.
(>*

ing sacque for an invalid for summer » m"ch
.

s°tte* than the

with pink outing flannel for colder *hen Pa
j
nt or burn some pretty little

weather and both are beautiful. They design down each side and across the

are fashioned after the simple kimono enf Tn?n punch seven holes m each

pattern which is so useful in the sick- ;>
lde of the top of the bag and run a

room where fussy garments tire the browu silk cord through these holes

invalid. *° draw both ways. Make your cord

So, when the holiday season comes, lon g" enough to place around the neck,

every gift calls back happy days spent and J™ h
^

,v
1

e
u
110
^
d
f
n §"er of

with friends, and the fortunate wo-
man has her simple gifts all prepared.
She frankly says she would prefer to
buy beautiful china, expensive books
and fine toys, but necessity taught her
years ago that even people wjth slim
purses can enjoy Christmas and have a
share in the joy of giving.
With this fact in mind she
has kept up- her visiting-

box year in and year out,
and always expects to.

Hilda Richmond.
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An Embroidery Silk Case

This little case is out of
the ordinary, and yet a

g-reat convenience to the
woman who is fond of
needlework. It may be en-
larged, but one does not
usually need to have more
than half a dozen skeins
at hand, since the intricate
processes of shading- are so
seldom followed in carry-
ing out the styles of em-
broidery now popular. For
the worker in all white,
floss of the several sizes

HANDY BAG

thing from the bag. M. E. W.

Ribbon Holder

USE a pretty blue and yellow Dresden
ribbon sixteen inches long and

nine wide. Turn up three and one half
inches, and divide equally in four parts

by putting some pretty
stitch clown the dividing
line; then bind the ends
with a pretty ribbon
about one inch wide to
match in colors. Then
tack to back and center
of case the same ribbon
as used on ends three
fourths of a yard long,
and place in little pock-
ets (which are formed by
the stitching) white card-
board cut three inches
wide and four long. Use
one for each, pink, blue,
white and lavender baby
ribbons. This makes one
of the most useful arti-

cles for either young or
old, for by laying your
ribbons in a box or draw-
er they are always more
or less mussed, and many

needed may be run in the compart- times they have disappeared just at
ments. the time they are most needed, but by
A piece of linen twenty-four inches placing them on one of these little

long and nine or ten inches wide is cards you always know where to find

necessary for one of these cases. The them. M. E. W.
width may be increased if more com-
partments are desired. About five

inches from one end cut in toward the

center to the depth of two inches on
both sides. Begin at one of these slits

Bag Purse

Crochet a chain sixteen inches in
length. Make three stitches for

and bind the linen with wash ribbon turning, crochet with double crochet

or tape. In the illustration pink silk into twenty-nine stitches of the chain,

tape was used. Bind both sides of the and make a chain ten and one half

slit and continue on around the short inches long, and double crochet in the

end of the linen until the farthest side remaining twenty-nine stitches. Make
of the opposite slit is completed. three stitches, turn and double crochet
Now skip to the other end of the lin- in each stitch; make chain and double

en and bind straight across, leaving crochet in the double stitches. Repeat
the two sides unbound from the slits until there are eleven long chains. For
down. Fold these two sides over to- the -flap and other side of the bag-, it

ward each other, allowing them to is necessary to break the thread and
meet at the center, and turning one join it to the top right-hand corner
edge under neatly. Stitch it down with of the bag part. Tie it in the same
some fancy stitch, or on the machine stitch from which the first long chain

with colored thread to

match the, binding. Di-

vide the space on either

side and stitch into com-
partments, leaving tha
ends open.
In the center of the

plait* end draw threads
for two or three inches

of sufficient width to ad-

mit the ribbon or tape
being used. Hemstitch
this space on both sides,

BEAN BAG

is made. Crochet a chain
of five stitches with three
stitches for the turn.
Double crochet in the
fourth stitch from the
end down to the bag

—

which is five stitches—be-
fore taking the last
stitch, which unites with
the bag. Lay the long
chain forward, and make
the last double crochet.
By so doing when the

and buttonhole the ends. This makes flap is complete the eleven chains will

a little heading through which two work through between stitches, as a
thirds of a yard of ribbon may be run closing for the bags and to prevent
for holding the case together when change from rolling out.

not in use. Finish the bags by joining with cro-

Nbw fold the compartments across chet up the side and crocheting a nar-

the center, then this double thickness row fringe across bottom of bag and
across the center again, and the whole the flap. Crochet over a brass ring
over onto the upper end. Turn the two one inch in diameter, slip it over one
sides! over and tie at the center into purse to the middle of the chains,

a neat, flat case, easily slipped into a Knot the chains to the ring, so they

the small receptacle over the finger.

Made- in color to match the gown,
they are qviite nobby. San silk or cro-
chet silk may be used, and quite hand-
some results may be attained by
working in small beads, as the cro-
cheting- progresses.
Xo lining or clasp being necessary,

it makes an attractive, useful and in-
expensive gift; and with a small
amount of patience easily executed at
home. Heisteb Elliott.

<S>

Bean Bags

A gift that affords hours of pleasure
to a child and its playmates, is a

set of bright-colored bags, crocheted
of yarn or san silk.

Start with a circle of four stitches,
double crochet into the ring twelve
times. Third row; crochet twice into
each stitch, continue around, widening
when needed, until a circle four or five

inches in diameter is made.
Each bag consists of two circles cro-

cheted together around the edge, leav-
ing a small opening for the beans to
be slipped in. This is then crocheted
together, and the bag is finished.

It is a pretty idea to have two bags
of a color, then a regular game may

ribbon holder

be played, if a board for the purpose
is prepared. Procure a board several
feet wide of light-weight wood.' Have
a hole large enough for one bag to
go through easily made a short dis-
tance from one end. Prop the board
on an incline either against a chair, or
by means of a prop secured to the
board underneath. Choose sides, select
your color, and the person who suc-
ceeds in putting their bags through
the greatest number of times wins the
game. Heister Elliott.

-S>

Invitation Box

This beautiful violet and green re-
ceptacle for invitations or cards is

made by making a three-cornered
cardboard box eleven inches on each
side and four inches deep. Make the
bottom and top the same size. After
your box is neatly made, take a piece
of the straw covering in which mat-
ting is received, cut this two inches
larger each way than your cardboard
box, allowing one inch to turn down,
and stitch on machine as a finish to
keep from raveling. Cut the lid one
inch to turn under, and then stain all

a pretty shade of olive green. Dis-
solve dye in a small half cupful of

boiling water, and apply same to the
straw' with camel's hair brush. After
all is well covered and a good shade
of green, let stand until perfectly dry.

hand-bag or work-basket. may not slip through, and the purse
This makes an attractive and useful is complete. The ring serves to carry

embroidery case

Then gather and puff lavender ribbon,
or silk, and sew neatly around the in-

side top of the box, and arrange the
gathers in the bottom to correspond
with the top.
Cover a piece of cardboard with silk,

the same size as the box, and place
down in the box. covering the raw
edges of the silk. When this is finished,

place your box in the center of the
straw matting, tack around the outer
edges, turning the corners up, and
fnsten securely and place a bunch of

violets and green leaves on the corners
you have just finished. That completes
your box.
Now take your lid, before covering

with the matting, and line with the
same lavender silk as the box, and
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then take a green ribbon two- inches
wide and tack from one corner to the
other. After this is finished take an-
other piece of cardboard and cover
with the green straw. Let it turn un-
der an inch, so that when you fasten
the lining on the lid, it will be even
and smooth. Paint on your ribbon, in

gold letters, the word "Invitations."

Sew the straw and lining- together,

and sew the side of the lid to corre-

sponding side of the box.
Make a stylish bow of green and

lavender ribbon, equal parts of each,

and place on top of the lid. Place on
the bow a large bunch of French vio-

lets, with" green leaves and stems to
match the corners of the box. When
finished, place in some convenient
place, in hall or living-room, and when
you want to answer your invitations
or look over your cards, you may
know where to find them, as they have
a great way of disappearing just when
you want them most. M. E. W.

<$>

Preserving Butter

Many farmers who keep large dairies

for cheese-factory purposes have
the milk at home only a short time in

spring and fall, and unless butter is

packed during that time for the inter-

vening seasons one is oblig-ed to give

the exorbitant prices butter com-
mands in midsummer and winter. It

is usually easy to keep butter through
the winter, but when packed in the
spring it is very seldom it can be kept
successfully through the warm months
following.
After trying many experiments I

ihave found that if the butter is made
into small rolls, and each roll wrapped
ia a fresh white cloth, tied carefully

a&d immersed in a large jar oi brine,

it will keep indefinitely. If care is tak-

en to keep the rolls well covered with
brine, butter so packed in April will

keep perfectly fresh until the last of
August. The object of making the rolls

small is that so little is taken from
the brine at a time that it is consumed
before the air can affect it. I have
told many of my neighbors of my way
of preserving butter, and they have
kept it in the same way very success-
fully. It takes more room than when
packed in the ordinary way, but is

well worth the difference.
Alice M. Ashtox.
<S>

Rye Cakes

1>eat well two eggs and stir in grad-
ually with a pint of lukewarm

milk. Then stir in enough rye meal to
make a thick batter. Add a teaspoon-
ful of brewer's yeast. Stir a little, cov-
er the basin with a cloth, and set in
a warm place to rise. When the surface
is covered with bubbles turn it onto a
board, and form into fiat cakes. Bake
on a griddle, and serve hot or cold, as
desired.

2j~._. •

Southern Hazelnut Toffee

Have you ever made what is known
as Southern Hazelnut Toffee? Melt

half a cupful of butter; then add a
cupful each of molasses and brown
sugar. Boil until thick, stir in half a
cupful of chopped hazelnuts. Pour
into buttered pan and cut into squares
when nearly cold.

.

<$>

Chestnut Filling

A filling that has the right "smack"
at this season is that made with

chestnuts. Shell and blanch two quarts.
Cook up a marrow bone and extract
the marrow fat for the dressing, and
boil the chestnuts in the stock until
tender. Press through a sieve and add
the marrow, a tablespoonfuLof butter,
and three cupfuls of fine cracker
crumbs, moistened with a little of the
stock. Season with salt and pepper.

<S>

Orange Custard

TO make this excellent dessert beat
the yolks of five eggs with the

whites of two, then add four ounces
of sugar. Stir into a quart of milk
which is just at the boiling-point and
add the grated rind of an orange. Pour
into a buttered pudding-dish, set the
pan into another of boiling water, and
bake till a knife comes out clear. Make
a meringue of the whites of the eggs
beaten with a little powdered sugar to
a stiff froth, flavor with orange juice,

sprinkle with powdered sugar, and a
little of the grated rind, and brown
quickly in the oven. Serve either hot
or cold.

Mint Candy

Now that the holidays are near the
mothers want some new recipes for

homemade candies. Mint candy is pure
and wholesome and especially nice for the

children. Take one pound of confec-

tioner's sugar, just six drops of oil of

peppermint (the essence will not do), and
three tablespoonfuls of water. Into a

porcelain-lined saucepan put the water
and half of the sugar, and stir until it

just begins to boil. Take at once from
the fire and stir into it the other half of

the sugar and the oil of peppermint. Mix
thoroughly, return to the fire and let it

boil again. Remove at once from the fire

and drop on greased paper to make small
round cakes. If this confection is allowed
to more than "just boil" it will be spoiled.

Pearl Chenoweth.
<$

Wheatmeal Cakes

Doil half a pint of new milk with a
pinch of salt, and dissolve in it a

piece of butter the size of a walnut. Pour
the butter and milk onto sufficient wheat-
meal to make a soft, light dough. Roll
out one fourth of an inch thick and cut

into small round cakes. Bake in a quick
oven for ten minutes. Serve hot with
butter and syrup.

Cold-Water Sponge Cake

Beat the yolks of three eggs, add one
and one half cupfuls of granulated

sugar, one teaspoonful of lemon ex-
tract, or one tablespoonful of lemon
juice, and half a cupful of cold water.
Sift two teaspoonfuls of baking-pow-
der with two cupfuls of pastry flour.

Add to the mixture and fold in the
whites of three eggs beaten stiff. Bake
in a long, shallow pan or in a round-
tubed tin.

- & ,

German Pancakes

Take some pieces of stale bread, lay
them on a dish, and pour some

milk over them. Pry in lard till a light
brown. Spread with a little sugar and
the juice of a lemon and serve hot.
This is a cheap and tasty dish.

<$>

Presents for the Invalid

A most acceptable present for an invalid
is a number of downy pillows of va-

rious sizes, some should not be over five

or six inches square. They should be
covered with soft linen or cotton, so that
the covers can be slipped off and washed
frequently; they can be used in so many
ways to the comfort of the invalid. Small
pillows filled with clover blossoms arc re-

freshing. Those filled with feathers
should be occasionally washed in a good
soapsuds, rinsed and hung out in the
air for several days. M. M. W.

<$>

Fruit Cake
/~\ne cupful of C. sugar (or soft A^ sugar), half a cupful of butter, one
egg, half a cupful of sour milk, one
teaspoonful of cinnamon, half a tea-'
spoonful of soda, one teaspoonful of
baking-powder, two thirds of a cupful
of raisins, half a cupful of currants,
flour sufficient to make quite stiff.

This cake is also good made of mo-
lasses. Mrs. M. F. W.

Two Ways to Make Scrapple

Scald and scrape a hog's head, let it

soak in salt water for some time,
after which boil until the meat slips
from the bones. When the blood is

soaked out of the liver let it boil until
it crumbles; then mix with the meat
from the hog's head. Chop both fine
and return to the liquor in which the
head was boiled. Season with salt, pep-
per, sage or summer savory. When the
liquor boils up thicken with corn-meal
in which has been mixed a cupful of
brown sugar. Pour in square pans to
cool. Choose shallow pans, so that the
slices will not be too large. When cold
slice and fry brown on a greased grid-
dle.

Another nice way is to cook the head
and liver as directed above, and after
the bones are removed from the head,
and the liver crumbled, mix them to-
gether with seasoning of celery seed,
salt and pepper, then work the meat
thoroughly into an equal quantity of
corn-meal mush which has been well
salted and thoroughly cooked. Use the
hands to mix it, and work it until the
mass has a marbled appearance. Shape
the mass into a long loaf. Sliced and
rolled in meal or dipped in butter and
fried a rich brown it makes a nice
breakfast dish. Mrs. W. L. Taboe.

<S>

Start Right Now
The second instalment of Helen Mor-

timer's great serial story appears
in this issue, together with a brief
synopsis of previous chapters. We
want every lover of fiction to read
this clever story, so if you did not
read the opening chapters be sure to
commence now. We know you will like
the story and you will be doing Farm
and Fireside a favor if you will tell

your friends about it.

That Dear Old Delusion,
Laundry Soap

MANY housewives hug it still—though it costs them untold labor,

expense and unnecessary wear and tear of clothes.

Laundry soap belongs back with the day of the flail, and
other crude washing methods. It has no place .in the modern
laundry, kitchen or scrubbing kit.

If you want to escape the old-fashioned arm-paining, back-straihing
toil and moil of household cleansing with laundry soap—Change to

GOLD DUST
Gold Dust Washing Powder has for its base, a good, honest vege-

table-oil soap, to which is added other purifying materials in just the
right proportions to cleanse easily, vigorously and without harm.

No soap, borax, soda, ammonia, naphtha, kerosene
or other foreign ingredient needed with GOLD DUST.

For washing clothes and
dishes, scrubbing floors, clean-
ing woodwork, oil cloth, sil-

verware and tinware, polishing
brasswork, cleaning bath room
pipes, refrigerators, etc., soft-
ening hard water and making
the finest soft soap.

Made by

The N. K. Fairbank Company
Chicago

Makers of Fairy Soap

"Let the GOLD DUST Twins do your work"

Better Sausage-

More lard—Less Work-
Sausage and lard usually represents about half the product

and half the work connected with butchering on the farm
Surely it is worth while to increase the product and
lessen the labor when the Enterprise Sausage Stuffer
and the Enterprise Meat Chopper can be had at y
so little cost Enterprise Sausage Stuffers are
a positive necessity for the right making of
sausage. Turn easily, and best of all, stuff y/T AMW
the sausage without admitting a particle

of air to the casing. This in-

sures the preservation of the
sausage. Then when the
lard is to be made, the

SAUSAGE STUFFER
is changed to a lard

press that will save
enough lard to

pay for itself

in a short

time.

Housekeeper
book of 200 recipes,

valuable every day in
every kitchen. Sent free,

THE ENTERPRISE MFG.
CO. of PA.,

201 Dauphin St.,

Philadelphia, Pa.

$5.50.

The Enterprise
Meat Chopper is

another great kitchen
help for little cost.

Most dealers have
them. Be sure the

name "Enterprise" is,

on the machines you buy. 1

Write for the "Enterprising

C > Also a
splendid

machine for

pressing fruit
when making jelly.

All this in one ma-
chine. The size shown

costs only
No. 26,
4 qt.

Japanned
Price S5.60

Direct to %u
Send Postal for Catalog No. 183.
We save you $5 to $40 on a
Kalamazoo stove or range,
shipped prepaid, direct from

factory at lowest factory price. Over 250 styles

and sizes, each as good as can be made, all

blackened, polished and ready fox use. No
trouble to set up. We are actual manufactur-
ers, not merely mail order dealers. You pay

KALAMAZOO STOVE COMPANY, Mannfacturere-Not Dealers. KALAMAZOO. MICH.
All our Ranges and Cook Stoves are fitted with patent oven thermometer—saves fuel—makes baking easy.

Oven
Thermometer

only one profit. No Middlemen,— Jobbers,
Dealers, Agents or Salesmen,—get any part of
the price you pay for a "Kalamazoo." Our 360
Days Approval Test is backed by a $20,000 bank
bond. More than 60,000 satisfied customers in
14,000 towns have saved money, on our 30 Day
Free Trial Direct-from-Factory Selling Plan.
Some are in your town. Shall we send you their names?

COLD FEET
are banished. Warm feet induce sleep. The most
comfortable thing you ever put foot into is the

DE FREEST-STOVER --as

SLUMBER SUPPERS
"Will keep the
ankles warm.
Worn in bed
and ont. Made,
of a nandsomei
fleece-lined
knit fabric;
tops beautifully
embroidered with silk. Two Pairs for 25c, Postpaid
Dainty colorings. Send Size of Shoe. Different sizes
if desired. For men, women and children. Address

No. 30 Second Street

THE DE FREEST-STOVER MFG. CORP., Waterford, N. Y.

IT PAYS
men with small capital to
give Public Exhibitions with
a Magic Lantern, Stereop-
tleon or Moving Picture
Outfit. Catalogue free.

McAllister, mtb. optician, 49 xo^ou st., s. y.

I WILL HELP YOU
MAKE MONEY

(The same as I bave helped over 5,000 others)

No matter where you are located or
what your former occupation, if you
are honest and ambitious, I will teach
you the Real Estate, Insurance and
General Brokerage Business thorough-
ly by mail, appoint you SPECIAL
REPRESENTATIVE of my Com-
pany (the largest in America), and
assist you to become a prosperous and
successful business man with an in-

come of 83,000 to #5,000 annually.

Unusual opportunity for men without cap-

ital to become independent for life. Valu-

able Book and full particulars FKEE.
Write today. Address either otlice.

EDWIN R. MARDEN.President
Nat'l Co-Operative Kealty Co.

373 Athenaeum Bids.
CHICAGO, ILL.

3i3 Jlarrlaud Bldz.
WASHINGTON, D. C.

TREES ARE FAMOUS
wherever planted; are planted

r everywhere trees are grown. Free
w Catalog of superb fruits— Black Ben.

King David. Delicious. etc.-StarlcBro's, Louisiana, Mo.
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SIZE VIEWS V 0=

CAUFORNIA
EARTHQUAKE

We have collected a
large assortment of
Photo Views of San
Francisco and Vicin-
ity, which are pub-
lished in Post Card
Sizr.
They unfold in a long

panoramic heavy paper
sheet and give one a per-
fect idea of the great de-
vastation wrought by fire
and earthquake.
These Views fold up into a
firm, heavy cover lined off

and with 'an envelope flap

so they can be mailed as a
post card. The assortment
of Views is varied and
comprehensive. We show
a reduced size cut of a
building to give a small
idea of what the earth-
quake has done for San

Francisco. Some of the Photos are as follows

:

A. View of Burning City at Dnek, taken from
Bay; LookIne South from Kohl Building;
Kain§ of Seven Million Bollar City Hall; The
Ferry Building : Ruine on Kearney St., Chron-
icle and Call Buildings ; Mart-hand's Res-
taurant; Baking Bread for Befugees ; View
down Ellis St.; Union Square showing Bird!
Cage; Valencia and Market St. Ruins: St. Ig-
natius Chu reh and C oile ge ; St. Dominic
Church; Y. M. C. A. Building; St. John's
Church; View of City from Ferry Tower;
Xodgein Children's Playground; Golden Gate
Park ; Preparing Coffee for Refugees.
We cannot give vou any idea of these Views by eny amount ot

description, bat there are Twenty Views 31-2 x 5 1-2 inches each
and each Photo is really worth what we now charge you for the

entire lot as we want yon to see them and desire to introduce

our catalogue of other views and General Premium List. As many
are selling these lots of pictures at from 10 to 25 ceDts each lot,

on may want some for sale or gifts, so make thie offer : Send only

S cents and we will forward Views and Catalogue postpaid, also

price list showing how you can make money selling the Photos.

SOUVEMR VIEW CO. Box 926, Anjrusta, Maine,

A Gold Mine
For Agents Who Work It

The Woman's Home Companion
One Year

Twentieth Century Peerless Atlas ,

Library Edition t $»•'->

Both

for

The Peerless Atlas has an inexhaus-

tible store of reliable geographical in-

formation, and its historical matter is

brought down to July i, 1906. Ex-

pressage and postage paid by us. Very
liberal commissions, and besides every

subscription counts in our S25,ooo.oo

prize distribution. $3,000.00 given away
evenr month. The greatest money-
maker you ever tried. Write at once

to

The Crowell Publishing Company,

Madison Square,

Department 13. New York City

AGENTS
SeuJarmers

^lTools

For Catalogue
3. E- Foots Foundry Co.

,

Wanted foe our Forged Stee' Cons
Dlnation Hatehet, Wire Cutter
Staple Puller, etc., 8 tools in one.
Remarkable seller. Ton can sell

more than you have any idea. It
is simply a wonder. Agents sell

as high as fifty a day. Get a sam-
ple quick. Why work for small
wages when you can make big
money? Sample case also contains
Hand Sewing Machine and Riveter
combined for repairing harness,
one Sticktight Buttoner Machine,
1 box Lice Rilling Nest Eggs. Write
today for catalog of novelties, spe-
cial prices, plans to agents.

Dept. 617. FrederlektowT*. OMm-

O Size BEAUTY
One of the Hulleat wuchea ertr msoofactared. A littla

&esutj, looks not much larger thin a 2ce piece.. Double
hunting ease, richly engrtwed, 14k solid goldfill«4.

warranted by the manufacturer to w«*r for 10
years Fitted with beautiful Uttle rubyjeweled
works, fancy decorated dial and gold hands.
iQuaranteed to keep correct time for20 YEiV S
'at this out and send it to us with your

'name, poet office and express office address and
we will send this beautiful little watch to

you by express for examination. Ifas reprcaen-

ted pay exjresa arent 96-50 and express char-

ges and l4» yours. Catalogue sad U*t of
genuine teiTiiconiaLs free with every watch.

CHALMERS & CO., 332-356 Dearborn SL,CHICAGO.

' THE BEST LIGHT
Produces a safe, white,power-
ful Heht.briehter than acetylene
or electricity. 100-candle power
at a cost of 2c per week.

Made in over 100 different stylee—
erery one warranted. Affect* wanted
No dirt, smoke. or odor. ETerywhere.

THB BEST LIGHT COMPANY,
•111 E. 6lhSl., Union, Ohio

This ELEGANT Watch
befcre you buy s wateh cut th't out and send to ui with
your same aad address, and we will seod you by «apre*s

for examination a handf'.'~» VVATC H AND
CHAIN C. O. D. S3. 75.
hunting case, b-iutifullj engraved, sum wind and
stem set. Sued with a richly jeweled movement aad
guaranteed a correct timekeeper, with toes: Gold
plated chain for ladies or Test chain for Gents.
If you consider It equal to any $Sb GOLD
PILLED rTATt'H Warranted -" YEARS
pay the express agent 93.76 and It Is your*. Our
20 yaar guarantee sent with each watch. Mention
If yen want Ginu* or Ladles' site. Address

FABBKUACO A4», - 3 U u i o c * M , ' llll AMI

PREVENTS flBpMSfoORDAMP
COLD 111 'aliP FEET
A Perlect Insole, made by combining two insoles,

an imported cork and a pure hair insole.

A pair of Wiley's CORK-HAIK INSOLES worn
regularly, keeps feet warm and dry, prevents calluses,

perspiration, colds, rheumatism and pneumonia, and
makes walking a real pleasure. ....
Ask your dealer, or send us 25 cents (with sizes) lor

two pair, postpaid.

THE W. H. WILEY & SON CO., BoxF, Hartlord, Conn.

PARKER'S HAIR BALSAM
Cleanses and beantifles the hair.
Promotes a luxuriant growth.
Never Falls to Restore Gray
Hair to Its Youthful Color.

Cares scalp diseases & hair falling.
^^60c^ndJ^ooa^)rnggists^^^

Easy-to-Make Christmas Presents

No. 837—Toy Bear

840—Boy Doll

Pattern cut in one size. Outfit consists of sailor suit and full white jumper and over-
alls. Quantity of material required for sailor suit, one half yard of material twenty-
seven inches wide, with one fourth of a yard of contrasting material for collar and shield
Quantity of material required for jumper, one half yard of material twenty-seven inches
wide ; for overalls, one half yard of material twenty-seven inches wide

If
Teddy Bear could be vain he

surely would hare been long before
this, for he is the most popular,
soft, fuzzy little bear you can pos-

sibly think of. It doesn't matter at
all to him that he often has nothing
but commonplace shoe buttons for
eyes, and that his skin isn't real fur,

but is just made of material that can
be bought by the yard. And why
should it, when Teddy Bear was a suc-
cess from his very first appearance?
All last summer he was seen at the

most fashionable summer resorts, and
frequently displayed a wardrobe fit for
a real and very fashionable little girl.
Even in the public dining-rooms of the
big hotels and restaurants Teddy is

often seen occupying a place of honor.
To say that he has put the nose out
of joint of many a bewitching French
doll, is really to" express it mildly. The > Pattem „, in one ^bear 15 inches high. Quantity of
funny little bear toy is hugged and material required for making this bear, half a yard of material

loved bv more little folks in this biff
thirty-six inches wide, with a small piece of chamois or leather

land than you can count.
eight inches square forpaws, and two button, for eyes

Farm axd Fire-
side subscribers
that any one of
them can easily
make a Teddy
Bear by following
carefully our toy
bear pattern,
which costs but
ten cents. Brown
and white are the
favorite colors
for this cute little

bear, and any of
the following ma-
terials will make
him most attract-
ive—plush, bear-
cloth, coarse ve-
lours, eiderdown,
astrakhan cloth,

or even flannel.

Preparing for
Christmas each
year when there
are many little

folks in the fam-
ily, and but little

money to spend,
many a big heart-

ache for the mother who makes
the Christmas. It was especially

for this good mother that this
page of homemade Christmas
presents was planned.
Every real mother knows that

there is something very appeal-
ing about a rag doll to the heart
of the little girl-mother. Per-
haps it's the fact that the rag
doll can look well, no matter
how hard a life she leads, but at
any rate she is very much a fa-

vorite. The Farm axd Fireside
pattern for a rag doll makes just

the sort of a doll that any little

girl would love, and for ten
cents can be bought not
only the pattern for the
doll itself, but a pret-
ty little dress and the

cutest sort of a sunbonnet.
Boy dolls are always great

favorites among little girl-

mothers. Probably it's a femi-
nine weakness which shows even
at the doll age. The toy shops
display all sorts of fascinating
boy dolls at the holiday-time at

PATTERNS
To assist our readers and to

simplify the art of dressmaking,
we will furnish patterns of any
of the designs illustrated on
this page for ten cents each.

Send money to Pattern De-
partment, The Crowell Pub-
lishing Company, 1 1 East
24th Street,New York, and
be sure to mention the

number and size of the

pattern desired. Our
new winter catalogue
of fashionable patterns
containing two hun-
dred of the latest de-
signs that will be
appropriate for all

occasions, is now
ready, and will be
sent free to any
address upon re-

quest.

all sorts of prices. Our patterns,
which are included in Xo. 840, make a
fine outfit for a boy doll. There is
a complete sailor suit for the young
gentleman which will make him most
attractive. This is really his dress-up
suit, and then there are his working
clothes, which he will need, for all
boy dolls should be taught to work,
even though they are young. His work-
ing suit consists of overalls, just like
a real boy's, and a neat little white
jumper waist, which his small mother
can wash and iron when it gets soiled.
It costs ten cents to get both these
suits, and any little girl would be sure
to like them if she happens to have a
boy doll among her Christmas pres-
ents.

On page 30 we are showing other
designs suitable for Christmas sewing.
The pattern for the dog and dolls will
aid you in making a suitable present
for either bov or girl.

S No. 841—Rag Doll and Dress

Pattern cut in one sire, for doll 22 inches high. Pattern given for rag

doll to be stuffed, for dress, and for sunbonnet to fit doD. Quantity of

material for rag doll, three fourths of a yard of material thirty-six inches

wide. Quantity of material for dress, one yard of material thirty-six

inches wide, with one eighth of a yard of lace. Quantity of material

for sunbonnet, one fourth of a yard of materia] thirty-six inches wide,
with one yard of embroidery for frill

As a Christmas present Teddy Bear
could not possibly have a rival. The
fact that in the shops he is expensive
makes it all the better news to the

often means

No. 845

No. 844—Shield Waist with Lace Guimpe

Pattern cut for 32, 34. 36 and 38 inch bust measures. Quantity of mate-

rial required for medium size, or 36 inch bust, two and three fourths

yards of twenty-two-inch material, or one and one half yards of thirty-six-

inch material, with three yards of thirty-six-inch material for the guimpe,

and one half yard of lace for collar and yoke

No. 845—Eleven-Gored Skirt

Pattern cut for 22, 24, 26 and 28 inch waist measure*. Length of skirt

in front. 42 inches. Quantity of material required for medium size, or 26
inch waist, twelve yards of twenty-two-inch material, or eight and one

fourth yards of thirty-six-inch material

CORRECT FIT

To obtain patterns
to fit you correctly
always send the
size you require

No. 829—Waist with Detachable Bolero

Pattern cut for 32. 34. 36 and 38 inch bust measures. Quantity of material

required for medium size, or 36 inch bust, three and one half yards of thirty-

inch material, or two yards of forty-four-inch material, with one and one

eighth yards of contrasting material forty-four inches wide for bolero

No. 830—Three-Piece Skirt

Pattern cut for 22. 24. 26 and 28 inch waist measures. Length of skirt in

front, 4 1 inches. Quantity of material required for medium size, or 26 inch

waist, six and one half yards of thirty-inch material, or four yards of forty-four-

inch material, with one yard of contrasting material forty-four inches wide for

band. The waist for this costume may be worn with or without bolero
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Honor Among Men and Women

One of the interesting discussions

of the recent meeting of the

National Union of Women
Workers in Great Britian re-

lated to the relative sense of honor
possessed by men and women. As men
were not permitted to take part in the

debate the conclusions are the more im-

portant, so far as they give credit to

man. One of the most prominent mem-
bers of the union spoke reprehendingly

of that defect in feminine honor which
cheats at games, "talks of having ser-

vants when they have none," reads

other people's letters, and listens to

conversations intended for other ears.

Says the Chicago "Tribune."
The reason assigned for these lapses

from honorable conduct was the neglect

of early training. Boys are taught to be
chivalrous toward girls. A boy knows
that when he cheats he will be spurned

by his fellows. But a girl is handi-

capped by the knowledge of boyish

chivalry and by the fact that her little

digressions will be tolerated.
_
Boys

abide by an umpire"s decision; if girls

do not Hke the decision they appeal

from it. And, to sum up the whole
matter as discussed by the speaker,

"girls generally have more sense of

honor by nature and boys more by
training."
Another speaker lamented the fact

that the public expects a lower sense of

honor in women than in men. It is

generally assumed that a woman will

smuggle whenever the opportunity pre-
sents, and, although punishment may
follow in accordance with law, nobody
is disposed to marvel because a woman
takes advantage of an elastic con-
science. The speaker maintained that
his reproach—for it can be called noth-

g else—should be overcome by
omen, who must conceive so high a

otion of honor as to dispense with all

courtesies of a- false chivalry.

Had this debate been carried on in
1

merica it would have involved some-
ing more than playing games, fibbing

bout servants, and poking into other
eople's correspondence. While it

ight have been admitted that the sis-

er on this side of the Atlantic is like-

ise handicapped by certain obstacles
f chivalry, it would have been shown

that the promotion of thousands of

women to positions of trust and re-

sponsibility has developed a standard of

honor and integrity which men might
well desire to attain. The argument is

frequently advanced that greater power
and longer opportunity have made men
in confidential positions less honorable
than women, and that a woman is hon-
est because she has not yet learned to
be dishonest. This would indicate,

then, that a woman has a sense of honor
by nature which she loses by training,

a conclusion which the English union
would be disinclined to accept.

A notable feature of the English dis-

cussion was the general admission of

the superiority of men in respect to
honor, coupled with the modest assur-
ance that "there is much more honor
among girls now than there was two
centuries ago." The Englishwoman

—

except in occasional outbreaks in the
neighborhood of parliament—never for-

gets how humble she should be in her
attitude toward man.

•«> ."
.. >*;=

Reading for Profit

How many women, after school days
are over, take up with any serious-

ness books which have to do simply
with intellectual culture? Professional

men and students, as a matter of

course, read along the lines of their

special work, but many women confine

their reading to their Bibles, their fa-

vorite weekly paper, a cook-book or
two, and now and then a story—possi-

bly many stories. It is no waste of

time to read good novels. They are pic-

tures of current manners. They rest us

when we are weary and amuse us when
we need entertainment; but for solid

benefit to the mind, reasoning powers
and memory, one should take up some-
thing serious and plod on through it

steadily and doggedly day in and day
out.

The woman who would really grow
must not neglect history, and once in a

while it is just as well to undertake
vhat appears like a serious task.

Choose, for example, some period in
English history, and undertake the study
of a selected author. If you prefer psy-
chology or philosophyr find a standard
work and daily accustom yourself to
read a number of pages, thinking about
what you read, and reading consecu-
tively.

If you care for poetry, choose Words-
worth, Browning or Tennyson, and go
over a certain amount, not lightly skim-
ming the page, but thinking while you
read; and you will find at the end of a
month, or three^months, or six months,
as it may be, that you have enlarged
your vocabulary and have taken in rich
stores of thought and pleasure for days
to come.

In this way the middle-aged woman
will run no danger of being outstripped
by her sons and daughters who are giv-
ing their time to study, and who are
very apt to fancy in their youthful com-
placency that their parents are some-
what hopelessly behind the times.

Margaret E. Sangster.

Unconscious Kindness

A young woman who had passed
through deep sorrows said to a

friend one day, in speaking of the com-
fort certain persons had given her un-
consciously: "I wish some people knew
just how much their faces can comfort
one! I often ride down in the same
street car with your father, and it has
been such a help to me to sit next to
him. There is something so good and
strong and kind about him; it has been
a comfort just to feel he was beside me.
Sometimes, when I have been utterly
depressed and discouraged, he has
seemed somehow to know just the right
word to say to me. He probably has
not the least idea of it either, for I

know him so slightly, and I don't sup-
pose people half realize, anyway, how
much they are helping on or hindering
others!" There is a great deal of this

unconscious kindness in the world.
Moses wist not that his face shone.
The best people are not aware of their
goodness. According to the old legend,
it was only when it fell behind him,
where he could not see it, that the
saintly man's shadow healed the sick.

This is a parable. Goodness that is

aware of itself- has lost much of its

charm. Kindnesses that are done un-
consciously mean the most.—Southern
Churchman.
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Making Marriage a Success

In business, if problems arise, a man
seeks to master them; if inhar-

monies threaten to eclipse his success,
he seeks to remove them; he doesn't let

things drift or work themselves out in
some way; he knows it is his business
to find out where things are wrong and
how he can set them right; he does not
shut his eyes to troubles, and think that
he is curing them by obscuring them.
Men are often resigned to conditions in
their home that they would never sur-
render to in their business; they often
accept as inevitable in their home-life
what they could change if they only
would. It is cowardly to accept any
wrong condition if any amount of effort
will right it.

People often fan themselves into the
serene self-satisfaction that they are
bravely accepting fate, when they are
really only too mentally lazy or morally
inert to take a bold, firm stand to win
the freedom of thought and action they
desire. There are little rifts in the lute
of marriage happiness that, unnoted and
uncorrected, widen until the music of
sweetness is lost. There are little dif-

ferences that a few moments of listen-

ing, a few moments of kindly wisdom
and explanation will set right, butf fool-
ish pride may deter, and a heart is

wounded; unrest, vague understanding
and suspicion dethrone confidence and
a sad growing apart may darken the
years.
Sometimes the lack of proper under-

standing comes from that moral cow-
ardice that seeks only to preserve 'peace
in the family.' This is a false peace. It

is treason thus meekly to surrender,
shutting out the true, white light of
real peace for a silent suffering protest
which eats into the heart.—Delineator.

If yon haven't started to read Maude
Roosevelt's story running in Farm and
Fireside do so at once. See page 13.

Best Christmas Gift
For Wife, Motfier, Daugfiter,

Sister or Sweetheart

By this sign

you may know

and will find

Singer
Stores
everywhere

^TT These machines are now being sold at lower prices,

pjuality considered, than any other. Whether you pro-

pose the purchase of a machine or not there is much to inter-

est most women at any Singer Store—all are cordially invited.

SOLD ONLY BY

Singer Sewing Machine Co.

TWO HUNDRED AND FIFTY GOOD OLD SONGS
This volume contains the words and music of the choicest gems of the old and familiar songs we

used to sing when we were young. The singing of these songs will not only " drive dull care
away," but bring new and continued happiness and cheerfulness into every home which it enters.

It has been arranged with great care and we are positive that it is the best book of the kind published.

It contains 350 Songs i-ncluding all the following: Good Bye, Charlie; In the Starlight;

When You and I Were Young, Annie ; Battle of Bunker Hill ; Black-Eyed Susan ; Killarney ; Speed
Away, Speed Away ; Come Back to Erin; Where's Rosanna Gone ; Spring, Gentle Spring; The
Maiden's Prayer; Old Dan Tucker; Old Grimes; My Bible Leads to Glory ; When I Can Read
My Title ; Star of Bethlehem ; I'll Hang My Harp on a Willow Tree ; Old Tubal Cain ; Sing, Sweet
Bird; Molly, Put the Kettle On; We're a' Noddin' ; My Mother's Bible; Where Was Moses when
the Light Went Out? Come Home, Father ; The Danube River; By the Blue Alsatian Mountains

;

Hickory, Dickory Dock; Take Back the Heart; Old King Cole; The Old Oaken Bucket; Home,
Sweet Home; Star Spangled Banner; Hail Columbia; Canaan; Comin' Thro" the Rye; Robin
Adair; Annie Laurie; When the Swallows Homeward Fly; Ben Bolt; Uncle Ned; Rock a Bye,
Baby ; Seaside Cottage ; Kind Words Can Never Die ; Little Buttercup ; The Heart Bowed Down

;

Life on the Ocean Waves; Columbia, Gem of the Ocean; Marseillaise Hymn ; Paddle Your Own
Canoe ; Kathleen Mavourneen : Don't You Go, Tommy ; Up in a Balloon

;
Ring on. Sweet Angelus

;

Soldier's Farewell; Johnny Morgan; Nancy Lee; Man in the Moon; Billy Boy; Bell o' Baltimore; My Heart with Love is

Beating; Our Flag is There; My Little Wife and I ; Over the Garden Wall ; Let Me Dream Again; Do They Think of Me at
Home ; When the Band Begins to Play ; Tho' Years Have Passed ; Within a Mile of Edinboro' Town ; I Wish You Well, &c, &c.

This well-made book of 138 pages, containing the above list of songs and many others, more than 250 in all. words and music.
In attractive Colored Covers, will be sent by mail postpaid together with The Hearthstone for one year for only
Thirty Cents. The Hearthstone has been published for nearly 16 years. It comprises from 20 to 32 pages each issue, is

printed on good paper and is Clean, Bright, Timely, Helpful and always Interesting. Our complete and serial stories are of good
moral tone, are written by first-class authors and are a special and attractive feature. Departments are devoted to the Kitchen, Fancy
Work, The Home Nook and The Social Circle. The latter department is as one subscriber writes : » " As good as a visit from one's
friend." We believe that there is room in your home for THE HEARTHSTONE and know that you will enjoy its visits when once
you become a reader. On receipt of only 30 cents we will send The Hearthstone for one year and the 3AO Good Old
Songs as above described. We guarantee satisfaction or refund the money. Remit by P, O. Order or in postage stanjps. Address

Sub. Dept. THE HEARTHSTONE, 52 Duane St.. New York, P. O. Box 1198.

LEARN
Bookkeeping

WOULD YOU LIKE TO SUCCEED IN BUSINESS? 7o°^L
7^e^!ZUZ%W.

ary ? Would you possess the capacity that directs and controls large business enterprises ? A knowledge
of accounts increases your opportunities a hundred fold. Our method excels all others. Yon can learn
quickly at your own home without loss of time or money. We guarantee it. No trouble to master
bookkeeping when a bookkeeper teaches it. The author of our works Is an expert accountant; he has
kept and audited books for the largest corporations in the world.

AfiRFAT Rfinif PRFF "How to Succeed in Business" is the title of an extensive
UHUHI DUUn rnLL. treatise on bookkeeping and business. It tells of the best system of

accounts In the world. It explains how you can make more money and better your position in life. It
is just the book for beginners. It is invaluable to bookkeepers and accountants. To advertise our system
and other hooks, we propose to give away .5,000 copies of this book absolutely free. The offer is positively
genuine and without any conditions whatever. Simply send your name and address and receive the
book without cost. A postal card will bring it. Address
COMMERCIAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS, 180 R Commercial Buildings, Rochester, N. Y.

If you will get two of your neighbors who don't

take Farm and Fireside regularly to subscribe at

twenty-five cents a year, and you send us the fifty

cents, we will send Farm AND FIRESIDE to each a full

year and give you a full year free. Three yearly

subscriptions in all. That's a good fair offer. Let

us hear from you.

FARM AND FIRESIDE
SPRINGFIELD, OHIO

n A I f f"k /-k A T\ f XT WANTED FIREMEN AND BRAKEMEN for all Railroads.
w£ f\ I L/ §v VJ t\ 13 I 1^1 Experience unnecessary. Firemen $100, become Engineers andm^ ^ earn *800 monthly. Brakemen #75, become Condnctors and earn
#150. Position* awaiting competent men. State age, height and weight [.important]. Same position preferred.
RAILWAY ASSOCIATION, Room 148,-227 Monroe St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
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Signs and Symbols
The peculiar origin of certain signs
* and symbols never ceases to be of
interest. The "Sunday Magazine" tells

How the Barber Got His Sign
The striped barber pole originated in

England in the Middle Ages, when the
professions of the surgeon and the
tonsorial artist were one. Phlebotomy
was then considered a cure for everv
ill

During the operation, the unfortu-
nate patient had to grasp a pole firmly
in his hand, that the blood might flow
more freely. This pole was usually-

painted red. and to it were attached the
white bandages which the barber sur-
geon, or the surgeon barber, used to
stop the blood. When not in use the
pole was suspended outside the shop,
sometimes capped with a basin, to in-
form wounded travelers where they
might obtain relief.

The practise was made permanent
finally by law, and even after the pro-
fessions became separate, both the
barber and the surgeon had to erect
poles outside their establishments.

The Tobacconist's Effigy
One of the most peculiar things in the

whole history of signs is the fact, that
while all other shopkeepers were pa-
tronizing the embryo painters, the to-
bacconist always called upon the wood
carver on the Continent as well as in
England. As long ago as Elizabeth's
reign the wooden image of the Black
Boy was the favorite sign of the to-
bacco dealers. Later the customary
sign was the Highlander, or a figure of
Sir Walter Raleigh.
In Holland, for some strange reason,

the tobacconists adopted the dairy maid
as their sign, with the motto. "Conso-
lation for sucklings." The Indian, nat-
urally enough, has always been the pre-
dominant sign in this country, although
once in a while a reversion to type
crops out with the ancient Black Boy.

Origin of the Three Balls
The origin of the pawnbroker's sign,

the three golden balls, is accounted for
by humor, legend and fact. Some early
English wit said they were used to in-

dicate that the chances were two to one
that the articles pledged would never
be redeemed. On the other hand, they
are ascribed to the good Saint Nicholas.

A nobleman of that city, so the story
goes, suddenly becoming poor, found
himself unable to provide for the mar-
riage of his three daughters. The news
of this sad plight came to the ears of
the saintly bishop, who immediately
came to the rescue by placing three bags
of gold in the nobleman's window at
night, each bag containing a sufficient
down- for one maiden. The three purses
accordingly became the emblem of Saint
Nicholas, and when the bankers of
Northern Italy took up the business of
lending money, they appropriated it, ev-
idently considering themselves good
followers of the generous saint.

The fact, however, seems to be that
the three balls were taken from the
lower part of the coat of arms of the
Dukes of Medici, from whose domin-
ions the first money lenders emigrated
to England. This explains why some of
the ancient pawnbrokers used five blue
balls; for the coat of arms in heraldic
language is described as five bezants
azure.

Symbols in Olden Times
In olden times there was a sign rep-

resenting a hare and three women. This
device

.
was supposed to indicate that

trade in the shop was performed with
swiftness and great carefulness.
Then there was another sign on which

was painted in gaudy colors a padlock
and an anchor. The significance of this
was that the goods sold in the estab-
lishment were firm and substantial in

quality and that the trader hoped for
future patronage.
Probably the reason for so many in-

harmonious signs was that though
every trade had a given or fixed sign
the trader often added to the regulation
form some design or original idea of his

own.
Many of the old signs were painted

by great artists, who received large

sums for their services, and when a man
was thinking of opening a business the
first consideration and expense reck-
oned was that of his sign board.

Growth of Finger Nails

The growth of the average finger nail
* is computed to be one-thirty-second
of an inch a week, or a little more than
an inch and a half a year. Imagine the
care taken by the aristocratic Chinese
in cultivating their finger nails, which
often grow to be six or eight inches
long. Just think of letting your finger
nails grow for eight years without cut-
ting them!
The finger nails are said to grow

faster in the summer than in the
winter. The nail on the middle finger
grows faster than any of the other
nails, and that on the thumb grows
slowest. It is also' said that the nails
on the right hand grow faster than
those on the left hand.
According to the rate of growth

stated, the average time taken for each
finger nail to grow its full length is

about four and a half months, and at
this rate a man seventy years old would
have renewed his nails one hundred and
eighty-six times. Taking the length of
each nail as half an inch, he would have
grown seven feet nine inches of nail on
each finger, and on all his fingers and
thumbs an aggregate length of seventy-
seven and a half feet.—Sunday Maga-
zine.

Artificial Eggs

The artificial egg as a commercial
product having been abandoned by

scientists as an impossible invention,
says the "Sunday Magazine." attention
is being drawn to the preservation of
real eggs for indefinite periods. Canned
eggs, limed eggs, cold-storage eggs, and

eggs preserved in water-glass and other
chemical compounds are now regular
market products; but the most recent
egg freak consists of hard boiled eggs
preserved in clay and charcoal paste
The idea of thus utilizing the eggs dur
lng seasons of plenty is derived from
China.
The Chinese have preserved boiled

eggs m clay for a long time, and some
of them are said to be centuries old
The eggs are boiled hard and wrapped
in soft clay white hot. The clay
hardens, and looks like pumice stone.
They are packed in bags and rice husks
and kept indefinitely. When opened the
yolks are green and the white part al-
most black; but they retain a distinct
egg flavor, and when chopped fine they
flavor sauces and gravies as well as
fresh boiled eggs.
The duck eggs are boiled and packed

in a paste of charcoal, which hardens
about them and forms a perfect pro-
tection.

Experiments are now being made in
the egg districts of this country to imi-
tate the Chinese and go them one
better. If the color of the eggs can be
retained restaurants may in time be able
to serve hard boiled eggs to customers
without the latter detecting their great
age. The character of the clay and
charcoal is said to determine the' dark-
ening of the inside, a dark, heavy clay
preserving the delicate white and yellow
of the eggs better than the light clays.

<S>

Here and There

THE 'Chinese do everything backward.
* from an European point of view.
Their compass points to the South, in-

stead of the North. The men wear their
hair long, while the women coil theirs
in a knot. The dressmakers are men,
the women carry burdens. The spoken
language is not written, and the written
language is not spoken. Books are
read backward, and any notes are in-

serted at the top. White is used for
mourning and the bridesmaids wear
black.

In Mohammedan countries women
are not admitted beyond the doorways
of mosques.
The public executioner of Austria

wears a pair of new white gloves every
time he carries out a capital sentence.

The Strange Adventures of Helen

Mortimer

[CONTINUED FROM PAGE l6]

don had begun. Fearing I might arouse
suspicion in the house if it were discov-
ered I had been up the whole night, I

hid Barrington's bag in the closet, put
out the light, and went to bed. But I
was too excited to sleep, and lay there
with my eyes wide open, hearing the
servants come down, and the windows
being opened below. My brain worked
like wildfire, going over everything that
had happened, and realizing that I was
in the thick of some hideous plot from
which there now seemed no escape. The
loneliness of the situation made me half
decide to write to Halifax, and ask his

advice, but the thought of confessing to
him the ugly position I was in, which
would prove I had given him a false im-
pression in the beginning, made me
afraid he would only put me down as an
American adventuress and a suspicious
character, so I decided to first cable
Mrs. Pancoast and see what came of it,

before taking any other step. I hated
the idea of having Halifax know I am
mixed up in an affair of this sort, what-
ever it is. He probably does know it

now, and will never believe I entered
it innocently.
"Although I don't care so very much

for his opinion, it is horrible to feel he
thinks of me with contempt, and proba-
bly judges me in comparison with Ethel
Watson who is traveling properly under
the chaperonage of her mother! Mother!
Heavens! How lovely it must be to
have a mother to care for and guard
one, even at a sacrifice to herself, as
her mother does! I never felt the need
of one so much in my life. However,
there is no use kicking against the in-

justice of fate, and although I did drop
a few weak tears. I stopped them quick-
ly, and presently fell asleep from sheer
exhaustion.

"I was awakened by some one knock-
ing, and sprang up in terror I don't
know of what, but I was trembling like

a leaf when I went to the . door.
"A nice-looking maid, in white apron

and cap, stood there, holding a yellow
tin water-can with a long spout.

"
' 'ot water Miss,' she said, and I.

not wishing her to come in on account
of Barrington's coat, which was lying
conspicuously on a chair, took the can
from her.

" 'Can't I have a bath?' I asked.
" 'Oh yes, Miss, I fetched the 'ot wa-

ter in case you did not wish a bath. The
bathroom is just at the end of the first

flight. Miss. Shall I run it, Miss?*
" 'Yes, tepid please,' I replied,

thanked her, and closed the door. Then
I stood wondering what I would do with
that coat. I don't believe the landlady
noticed I had it the night before, as it

hung over my arm and looked like an
extra traveling wrap, but in the full day
it would surely be -discovered. It was
a heavy winter overcoat, not easy to get
rid of secretly, and get rid of it I knew
I must, to avoid disagreeable curiosity

and comments.
"First I thought of putting it between

the mattresses of the bed. but as it was
more than likely to be discovered there.

I folded it smoothly, and laid it flat on
the top of an old-fashioned wardrobe
where it was completely hidden behind
a high piece of front ornamentation.
The thick layer of dust up there was
sufficient proof that it was not likely to

be disturbed there for another decade,
and I was able to heave a sigh of relief

that it was safely out of sight, before
the maid rapped again to tell me the
bath was ready.
"Immediately after breakfast, I went

to the corner and sent this cable to Mrs.
Pancoast:

" 'Mrs. Pancoast care Ridgeway. St.

James Building. Broadway, New York.
Trunk and telegram stolen. Cable di-

rections. Mortimer 31 Oakley Street,

Chelsea.'

"It cost me a small fortune, which
the uncertainty as to whether or not it

would ever reach her. made me loath
to pay. But there was nothing else to
do, that I could see, for as she had
warned me so explicitly to say nothing
to anyone about the trunk. I was afraid

to ask advice of people in the house.
"I lived in a fever of anxiety all day,

knowing that every hour Barrington
was getting farther away with the trunk,
and might never be traced. I was so
nervous I hated to go into the dining-
room and subject myself to the scrutiny
of a lot of staid English people, who. I

imagine, regard me suspiciously, and I

know I act as though I were under the
shadow of a crime. I jump nearly out
of my chair at every sudden noise, and
when anyone looks at me steadily, I

feel the color rising guiltily to my face.

"The landlady is a maiden of about
fifty, thin to emaciation, with bony

claw-like hands, and a face like a skull
with highly colored skin drawn over it,

from which a pair of round, watery blue
eyes look out with the innocent unfo-
cused gaze of a 3'oung kitten. Her thin
hair is frizzed in front, and held tight
down under a net, a little white collar
encircles her throat, which is like the
neck of a picked chicken; and wide spot-
less cuffs yawn about her thin wrists.

She is the personification of virgin' neat-
ness and decay!
"Oh, it is awful to see a woman who

was once young, and probably cherished
dreams and aspirations, come to that!

I get morbidly depressed every time I

see her long, bluish teeth exposed in a
simpering smile; for she is not yet be-
yond coquetry, and fusses over a fat

man, who sits next to her at table, in
a most ridiculous manner.
"One thing I like about these English

people is their voice and beautiful artic-

ulation. It is such a relief after the hid-
eous nasal twang of Americans. The
people in this house are probably all

middle class, but their manners are
charming, and it is really a pleasure to
hear them conversing at meals. I never
enter into the conversation, although
sometimes I should like to, just to re-

lieve loneliness: but I feel so guilty I

haven't the courage. You would be sur-
prised to see how timid I have become;
I almost resent it when anyone ad-
dresses me.
"At dinner to-day a stout woman, sit-

ting next to me. who looks like a shod-
dily dressed, misplaced duchess, asked
me if I had come alone to England, and
I blushed until I couldn't see and mut-
tered something about expecting friends
soon. She was merciful enough not to
question me again: but I saw her glance
curiously at an old woman opposite,
who was studiously watching me. I

know they all think I am hiding from
justice for some horrible crime, and I

really feel as if I were.
"But. my dears. I am digressing from

the main point. I know you don't take
the slightest interest in these boarding-
house people, you have enough of that
where you are, although of a different

breed.

"Well, the whole day passed without
bringing any response to my cable, and
I of course concluded it had never
reached Mrs. Pancoast. and consequent-
ly became so nervous I could not sleep.

As I had nothing to read I again pe-

rused those letters of Barrington's,

—

pored over them until I now really
know them by heart. But they mean
nothing to me. unless the L. F. in the
first letter I give means Mrs. Pancoast.
She probably is also going under anoth-
er name as all the others seem to. But
even if this be so. it does not make mat-
ters any clearer, and I got so tired puz-
zling over the things I determined to
go to bed, with the hope that the next
day some news would come.' I was in

the act of taking down my hair, when I

was startled by hearing someone beat-
ing the front door frantically with the
knocker. It was then after twelve, and
everyone in the house had retired: but
the idea came to me that it might possi-
bly be a reply to my cable, and I started
down the dark stairway with my hair
flowing.

"On the floor beneath I beheld a sight
to make the gods laugh. A stout old
man in pink striped pajamas, and his

head in a nightcap, stood at the top of
the next flight, holding a candle above
his head, while he felt about with his
slippered foot for the first step. Behind
him, peering from her half-open door,
stood the 'duchess' in nightgown and
curl papers, muttering in a shocked
whisper. 'Dear me! dear me! what a
noise! Fancy making such a noise at
this hour of the night! You had better
hurry, Major, or everyone in the neigh-
borhood will be roused.'

" 'Hurry!' growled the old man. 'how
the deuce can one hurry in this obscuri-
ty! What in the name of goodness
can
—

'

"As I was in my wrapper I squeezed
past him. saying I would open the door,
and sped down the stairs in a flash, to
find my hope verified by being, handed a
telegram addressed to me, and back I

rushed to my room. A chorus followed
me of muttered complaints from sever-
al white-robed figures who apparently
held "me responsible for their rest hav-
ing been disturbed, but I, not heeding
them, locked my door and tore open
the despatch. It contained these words:

" 'Do nothing. Mrs. P. arriving
Southampton 30, St. Paul.'

"The Strange Adventures of Helen
Mortimer," by Maude Roosevelt, will

be continued in the December 15th issue
of Farm and Fireside. If you like the
story, so far as you have read, will you
please tell your neighbors and friends
about it?
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Title to Laad

L. V. P., Georgia, writes: "J. bought

a farm on time from D. J. had nothing

but bond for titles, and never paid D. for

the farm, so D. had to close J. out. J.

seeing he could not pay for the farm
and would have to give it up, went to

P. and asked him if he would pay D. for

the land and get a deed to it and let him
have one more year to pay for it. P.

paid D. for the land, and got a deed from
D. and gave J. one more year to pay for

the land. He gave him bond for titles

and took his note payable one year after

date, but if not paid at that time the

bond was to be null and void. J. lived

on the place one year, made no payment,
then moved off. After he moved off he
returned P.'s bond back to him. Two
years later J. came back to P. and told

him if he would let him have his bond
back, that he would pay him for the land
in full, by the first of January, 1905. P.

told him he would give him one more
chance, and wrote these words on the
bond, and turned it back to J. 'This bond
being turned back to P. from J.' P.
turned the bond back to J. with the
understanding that he was to pay P. for

the land by the first of January, 1905, and
if not paid by that time the bond is null

and void without litigation. There was
no payment made, and now J. is trying

to hold on. How is P. to proceed to get
the land or his money?"
As P. held the legal title and has a

deed for the land, I do not see why he is

not the owner, as J. has failed to comply
with the conditions of the title bond. It

may be possible that P. will be required
to institute some legal proceedings to get
possession of the land, but ultimately he
will succeed in his effort in that direction.

Rights of Deserted Wife

G. R. N., Virginia, writes : "A man's
wife left him a number of years ago, she
having no living children. He lived with
relatives and died, leaving real estate,

some personal property, and debts that

must be paid. His relatives cared for

him during his illness and death, his wife
not coming forward before death nor
since. What is the correct thing to do ?"

As long as the wife is not legally di-

vorced or dead, she would be entitled to
her marital rights in the property of her
husband. Probably the best thing to do
in the above case would be to have an
administrator appointed, then have him
K file his petition in court and have the

property sold, making the wife a party
by publication.

Line Fence—Disposition of Breachy Stock

L. B., Ohio—No matter whether your
neighbor uses his land or not, under the
present fence law he is obliged to make
and keep in repair one half of the fence.

If he fails to do so you can have the trus-

tees apportion the fence and build his half,

and if he does not pay for it then they
could place it on the tax duplicate. You
are not obliged to fence against breachy
cattle. You are only obliged to make a
jfence that will turn stock. If this heifer
gets into your property over the line fence
of your neighbor, of course the owner
would be responsible ; or if you have a
good fence and she gets over that the
owner will be responsible. The only
thing for you to do is to impound the
animal and make the owner pay the ex-
penses before the heifer was returned.
Of course you may be compelled to do
something that you do not like to, but
this is often the case in protecting your
own rights.

Renting of Property

A. M. T., Pennsylvania, writes : "I

have a double house and rent to two fam-
ilies. No. 1 rented a room from No. 2.

No. 2 left the house, but No. 1 still holds
the room and refuses to pay full rent for

the room. I can't rent the rest of the
house with the room that No. 1 holds.

What can I do with No. 1?"

If the tenant persists in holding the
house, why of course he is liable for the
rent. If he will not get out you will be
obliged to proceed as the law contemplates
and put him out in the legal way. You
should consult a neighboring justice of
the peace.

<5>

Questions Between Landlord and Tenant
C. P. C, Ohio, writes: "A. is the

owner of a farm; B. is the renter, (a)
Has A. any right to designate what crops
B. shall raise if it is not to B.'s financial
benefit? (b) Has A. any right to say
where B. shall run the telephone wires,
or in what room he shall hang the tele-

phone, if B. pays the rent of the tele-

phone ?"

It occurs to me that if A. has given
possession of his farm to B. as a tenant,
without a reservation to control and
direct the crops that were to be put into
the farm, that this is a matter that rests

The Family Lawyer

Legal inquiries, of general interest only, from our regular subscribers will be answered in this
department, each in its turn. On account of the large number of questions received, delay in giving
printed answers is unavoidable. Querists desiring an immediate answer, or an answer to a question
not of general interest, should remit $1.00, addressed to " Law Department," this office, and get the
answer by mail

in B.'s (the tenants) discretion. Possibly
if the farm is rented on shares, A. might
prevent B. from putting in a crop that
would result injuriously to A. the land-
lord. However, if the landlord wishes to

dictate the crops that are to be put into

the land, he must reserve such right. It

might be stated to be the general rule.

As to the second part of the query it

brings up one of those new questions that

Blackstone and the fathers could not
recognize in the old common law, and
had nothing of a similar character. The
only way it can now be answered is in

application of the general rule, and as a
telephone is beginning to be recognized
as one of the essentials, or at least a very
great convenience, I would say that there
is an implied right to put in a telephone,
but the tenant must put it in in such a
way as not to injure anything belonging
to the landlord.

Sale of Interest of Heirs by Quitclaim
Deed

S. H. S., Ohio, writes: "A: dies leav-
ing no will. As I understand it, B the
widow gets the income from one third
the real estate during her lifetime. (1)
In case B. and heirs (children of A. & B.)
decide to sell property, what part of
money received does B. get? One third
or only the income from one third? (2)
C. one of the heirs sells his interest to D.
giving quitclaim deed. In case C. dies

before B. is D.'s quitclaim deed good for
any part of the estate?"
Where a person dies, leaving a widow

and children, and owning real estate, the
wife has a dower interest therein, and
such interest will be set off to her in an
action at law. If the property is sold and
so situated that no part can be set off,

then the courts will fix the amount that
she is entitled to out of the proceeds.
If all parties agree in the sale of the
property, there are tables which are used
to fix the widow's absolute interest or
the amount of the same. Of course, this

interest of the widow would not be ab-
solutely one third. It would in effect be
the income of one third. (2) C.'s in-

terest being a vested one he could sell

the same and D. would get a good title

to it, no matter whether the deed of C.'s

was made before or after the death of B.

Dog Law of New York

E. W. B., New York—The law in re-
lation to this query is not at my com-
mand.

<S>

Control of Right to Get Water from
Premises of Another

W. M. C, West Virginia, writes: "A.
owned two lots, and sold one lot to B., a
well being on lot A. sold to B. B. gave
A. privilege in deed to get water from
said well for family use, so long as there
was water sufficient for both families. A.
built on lot he kept. Can B. force A. to

go around or along one end of lot and
down to the well?"
The querist has a diagram accompany-

ing his letter, which shows that the lots

are adjoining, and that the well of water
is some distance from the front or road-
way, and that it would be more convenient
to go straight across than to go around
the road. It seems to me that all that
the purchaser of this lot could ask, would
be the privilege of getting water, and the

right to do so in a reasonably accessible

manner. I do not believe that the seller

of the other lot would be obliged to for-

ever allow the purchaser to come straight

across the property instead of going a few
steps further, or perhaps over a little

more difficult way to come to the well ; but
all of these matters might be controlled
somewhat by the location and the acces-
sibility afforded by the round-about
route to get to the well, but as a general
proposition, I would say that all that the
seller is obliged to do is to permit the pur-
chaser to get water at the well and fur-

nish a reasonable way to get to the
well.

Maturity of Note
E. J., Maryland, writes : "A. and B.

are brothers. In 1901 their parents
deeded the home farm to A., although B.

was to hold the deed until the death of
the last surviving parent. By understand-
ing between A. and his parents (two days
after deed was made) A. gave B. a note
for $1,000, B.'s share of said farm, of
which the following is a copy. T, A.

hereby promise to pay B. the sum of one
thousand dollars, legal money of the
United States, at the time when I shall re-

ceive a full, clear and legitimate title to,

and possession of, the property conveyed
to me by deed of gift from my parents

C. and wife, D. This property will be
retained in their possession during their

lifetime. Therefore the promise to pay is

due at the death of the last surviving
parent. The payment is to be made at

this time or as soon thereafter as the
payee may demand. The amount bearing
interest after due until payment is made.
The payee shall accept the money or
partial payment thereof any time after

due, whether he demand it or not. Signed,
A., Jan. 3, 1901.' In the year 1904 the
father died. While upon his death-bed
he was persuaded by A. to surrender the
deed; and upon the father's request B.
let A. have the deed with the understand-
ing between A. and B. that A. was to

pay the note at once. After A. had the
deed placed on record he refused to

square up said note, saying he was not
obliged to pay it, as he did not have a
clear title until the death of the last sur-

viving parent. The mother is still -living

on the farm with A. The deed shows
that A. has a clear title to the property,
and the mother has no claim on said
property whatever. Was this note due
by law, at the time the deed was given
to A. or is it due at the death of the last

surviving parent?"
The note is clear in its terms when it

should become due, and therefore the
question whether or not it would mature
at an earlier date would depend entirely

upon the fact whether all the parties

thereto had agreed that it was to become
due at an earlier time. If A. agreed
with B. and the father that if the deed
were surrendered at once that he would
then pay the note, then, of course, A.
would be held and would be obliged to

pay the same, notwithstanding the fact

that the mother might have a dower in-

terest in the property.

<s>

The Will Must Control

J. E. C, writes : "A father leaves all

he has to his son. He is to have control

of it and use it as he sees fit. If he dies

and any of the principal is left, it is to

go to a niece. Could he invest it so his

wife could have the use of it as long as

she lived or would it go direct to the
niece ?"

I wish to again call attention of querists

to give the state in which they reside.

Proceeding to answer the query, I will say
that the terms of the will must be obeyed,
and I do not believe, although it is very
indefinite from what is given above, that

the father intended that the son should
so invest the property that at the son's

death it would all go to the niece.

Divorce Laws of New Jersey

C. P. C, New Jersey—The following
are laid down as the causes for divorce in

New Jersey:
I. Decrees of nullity of marriage may

be rendered where (a) either of the

parties had another wife or husband liv-

ing at the time of the marriage; (b) the

parties are within the degrees prohibited

by law.

II. Divorces from the bond of matri-

mony may be decreed in the following

cases

:

(a) Adultery by either party.

(b) Wilful, continued and obstinate

desertion for the term of two years.

(c) Where either of the parties was
incurably impotent at the time of the mar-
riage or was incapable of consenting

thereto and the marriage not subsequently

ratified.

III. Divorces from bed and board for-

ever or for a limited period may be de-

creed for extreme cruelty in either

party.

While you might not be able to get an
absolute decree you might get one from
what is termed from "bed and board"
upon the ground of extreme cruelty, but

of this I am not sure. You certainly

would be entitled to some relief under
the facts you have stated if you are en-

tirely without fault. However you would
be required to employ an attorney to

bring your action, and he could advise

you more fully in reference to the same.

OF COURSE
YOU SAW THE

GREAT
COMBINATION

OFFER
in the last issue of Farm
and Fireside. WHAT DO
YOU THINK OF IT? Is it not
worth your support ? Our
combination covers the
United States. In whatever
section of the country you
live, you can g-et Farm and
Fireside and your own
near-by paper at the special
price named below.

THIS OFFER
is still open, but it

WILL NOT LAST
ALWAYS

so you had better act quick-
ly, and by so doing- show us
that you appreciate our en-
deavor to give you the best
possible value for your
money.
Farm and Fireside and any

one of these Papers both a
whole year for the price op-
posite each name:

ACCEPT ONE OF THESE
OFFERS NOW

Special Price for
Both— one year

40c.

50c.

50c.

55c.

60c.

75c.

$1.00

$1.00

$1.00

$1.00

$1.00

$1.00

$1.00

$1.00

$1.50

Farmer's Call ....
(Weekly) Quincy, Illinois

Farm and Fireside . .

Southern Planter . .

(Monthly) Richmond, Va.
Farm and Fireside . .

Farm Poultry ....
(Semi-Mo.) Boston, Mass.

Farm and Fireside . .

The Practical Farmer .

(Weekly) Philadelphia, Pa.

Farm and Fireside . .

Southern Agriculturist .

(Semi-Mo.) Nashville, Term
Farm and Fireside . .

Northwestern Agriculturist

(Weekly) Minneapolis, Minn.
Farm and Fireside . .

The Iowa Homestead .

(Weekly) Des Moines, Iowa
Farm and Fireside . .

The Nebraska Farmer .

5ST (Weekly) Lincoln, Neb.
Farm and Fireside . .

The Wisconsin Farmer .

(Weekly) Madison, Wis.

Farm and Fireside . .

The Kansas Farmer . .

(Weekly) Topeka, Kan.
Farm and Fireside . .

The Farmer and Stockman
(Weekly) Kansas City, Mo,

Farm and Fireside . .

Northwest Pacific Farmer
(Weekly) Portland, Ore.

Farm and Fireside . .

New England Farmer .

(Weekly) Brattleboro, Vt.

Farm and Fireside . .

The Southern Ruralist .

(Semi-Mo.) Atlanta, Ga.

Farm and Fireside . .

The Country Gentleman
(Weekly) Albany, N. Y.

Farm and Fireside . .

Make your selection and
send us your name and ad-
dress, enclosing the price.

Farm and Fireside
Dept. C. Springfield, Ohio.
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"Jack's Christmas

Prayer"
a beautiful work of art worthy to hang in the best room

in the best house in the land will be sent

Free to Subscribers
as a special supplement to the great Christmas number.

This beautiful Christmas picture so embodies the spirit

of Christmas that it will be prized by every boy and girl

in the house as well as by the grown-up folks. Mr. W.
R. Leigh, one of our greatest American artists, has

made this picture especially for us. "Jack's Christmas

Prayer" should be hung up in every home as an ex-

ample to the children and a joy to the parents. This

great picture, in colors, with a beautiful tint block, is

only one of the great features of the greatest of all our

efforts in your behalf.

The Great Christmas Number
DECEMBER I5th ISSUE

In getting up this splendid issue we have had but one

thought in our minds—to please every one of our two

million readers. Neither effort nor money has been

spared to give you the choicest reading matter. It is

clean, wholesome, interesting, and contains beautifully

illustrated and fascinating Christmas stories, including

the most interesting chapters of Miss Roosevelt's great

story, which you are doubtless reading with full appre-

ciation of its great literary value. If you miss one issue

you miss this story.

We MakeNo Extra Charge
for this number, with its beautiful pictures, the great

novel by Miss Roosevelt, the magazine section, and the

enlarged farm department, in spite of the fact that

"Jack's Christmas Prayer" is alone worth more to you

than the price of Farm AND FIRESIDE for a whole year.

We promise you a better paper than ever before, and

you know from the past that this means the Biggest and

Best Farm and Home Paper in the world.

We are making up our Christmas mailing list now,

and if your subscription has run out, we shall have to

drop your name at once.

Read carefully the extraordinary announcements on

pages 27 and 31 and

SUBSCRIBE NOW
otherwise you will not get the great Christmas number,

the famous picture, "Jack's Christmas Prayer," and you

will lose the thrilling adventures of Miss Roosevelt's

heroine. We do not want a single subscriber to miss

all these good things because he has forgotten to renew.

FARM AND FIRESIDE, Springfield, Ohio.

Not "We"

Senator Spooner, of Wisconsin, ac-
cording to the Milwaukee "Senti-
nel," is a successful hunter of big
game. On one occasion he had

as a guide, "Bill" Murray, and was out
looking for bear or deer, when Murray
suddenly threw up his rifle and fired.

The senator saw an animal fall heavily
and called, "We've got him this time,
•Bill.'

"

"We!" sneered the guide. "No we
about it. I killed him plain enough."
Quickly making their way to where

their quarry lay, they found a fine speci-
men of Jersey calf.

"We've killed somebody's calf!" yelled
the guide.
Senator Spooner gave him a wither-

ing look and said, "William, you should
be more particular in your choice of
pronouns. 'We' isn't adapted to this
particular instance."

His One Experience

When Mr. Gage was urged by an at-
tractive young woman to buy a set of
encyclopedias on the instalment plan,
he turned round in his chair and sur-
veyed her with a benevolent but firm
expression.
"No, ma'am," he said, decidedly,

"none of these 'continued in our next'
books for me!

"I once boarded to a place where they
were taking a set of encyclopedias just

that way. I was keeping company with
the young woman who afterward mar-
ried the man who was also keeping
company with her—and me.
"She said one night, when we were all

three sitting out under the stars, and
wishing one of us wasn't there, that
she'd give a good deal to know about
Jupiter—how far off 'twas and every-
thing. She said , she'd once known a

young man w7ho had possessed all such
knowledge, but he had passed away.
"Somehow I gathered from her tone

that if he hadn't passed away he would
have been with her then instead of us.

And I remembered that the very last
number of that encyclopedia was 'J to

"So after the other man had said that
he was 'sorry the drug business took up
so much time he couldn't study the
stars,' I said that if she could just wait
till I slipped across the street and got
my overcoat, for I felt a little chilly, I
could tell her a few facts about Jupiter
that I'd happened to pick up.
"Then I lit out across the street and

into the room where that encyclopedia
was kept, and opened the 'J to L.' Of
course you know what I found—'Jupi-
ter, see Planetary System!'
"When I got back, she and the drug

clerk were starting for a stroll, and she
said, 'As I notice you haven't found
your overcoat, we won't urge you to go.
But I shall be glad to hear about Jupiter
some other evening.'
"He evidently told her some facts

about the drug business that made up
for what he didn't know about stars;
they were engaged inside of a week. As
for me, I bought a 'Handy Compen-
dium of Information' in one volume,
and it'll do me, as I've never married.
I'll bid you good-morning, ma'am."

—

Youth's Companion.
<$>

Add Years to Your Life

The veteran always got up at 6
o'clock in the morning.

"I used to get up at 8." he said. "By
getting up at 6 I have added ten years
to my life.

"Consider," he went on persuasively.
"The difference between rising every
morning at 6 and 8 in the course of
forty years amounts to 29.200 hours, or
three years and nearly a half. This is

equal to eight hours a day for ten years.
Thus, you see, by rising at 6 instead of
8 you add ten solid years to your life."

"Wonderful," said the veteran's listen-

er. "I shall assuredly adopt your plan.

Only, instead of getting up two hours }
,

earlier in the morning I'll go to bed
two hours later every night."—New
York Press.

The Sketch

THE HAT TRICK—A NEW VERSION

The Disheveled and Bruised Gentleman—"Have you seen anything of a hat that dropped out of a

window of that train ?"

The Innocent Porter—"Yessir. I chucked it back ter the guard.

The Disheveled and Bruised Gentleman—"Lord ! And I've jumped out alter it.
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Wit and Humor

Disarmed, But Not Disabled

"I thought it was a good time to ask
the old gentleman for his daughter.
He is suffering from a recently broken
arm."
"Well."
"I found 1 made a mistake in not

waiting until he broke a leg."—Cleve-

land Plain Dealer.

Dangerous Carelessness

Two men were sentenced by a self-

appointed court to be hanged for
horse-stealing. The place selected for
the execution was the middle of a
trestle bridge spanning a river. The
first noose was insecurely tied and the

Old Gentleman
—"Do you think the auto will

ever displace the horse?"
Drivei

—
"Yes. It will if we hit him squarely."

prisoner dropped into the river. He
swam to the shore and made good
his escape. As they were adjusting
the rope for the remaining prisonei
the latter drawled:
"Say, pards, make sure of the knot

this time, will yer? 'Cause I can't
swim."—Everybody's.

<$>

The Wrong Number
Patrick, lately over, was working in

the yards of a railroad. One day he hap-
pened to be in the yard office when the
force was out. The telephone rang very
vigorously several times, and at last he
decided it ought to be answered. He
walked over to the instrument, took
down the receiver and put his mouth to
the transmitter, just as he had seen oth-
ers do.
;;Hillor he called.
"Hello!" answered the voice at the

other end of the line. "Is this eight-six-
one-five-nine?"
"Aw, g'wan! Phwat d'ye think oi am

—a box-car?"—Harper's Monthly.

The New Football Rules

"How do these new football rules
ompare with the old ones?"
"Well, last season at this time my boy

had a stiff neck, a bruised head and a
twisted ankle. This year he has a
sprained wrist, a broken rib and a lot of
wrenched tendons. I guess the rules
are about the same."—Cleveland Plain
Dealer.

<S>

A Sense of Security

"There is a whole lot to be said on
both sides of the trust question."

"Yes," answered Mr. Dustin Stax.

Always in Style

They were going through the furni-
ture factory. Mrs. Jones was amazed
at the great proportion of chairs. A
writer in the Boston "Record" says she
inquired the reason.
"Well, ma'am," responded the ingeni-

ous attendant, "you see, it's the dull
season, and most of our furniture is out
of style, but settin' never really goes
out of fashion."

Her Kind Heart

"Before we were married," com-
plained his beautiful young wife, "you
said you would be willing to die for
me."
"Yes, dearie," the trembling old man

replied, having missed the point of her
remark; "and I meant every word of it.

Why, I only live for you, my little girl."

Not having the heart to let him know,
she locked herself in her room before
permitting her tears to flow.—Chicago
Record-Herald.

<S>

Daft, but Canny

Frederick Ireland, a stenographer of
the House of Representatives, at the
convention of the National Association
of Stenographers, at Atlantic City, said,

apropos of a rash course:
"I can't approve of this action, be-

cause I am a foe to rashness. In han-
dling the affairs of a great body of men
I believe in prudence and carefulness.

I am almost as prudent and careful as

the weak-minded Scot of Peebles.
"This Scot, a silly look on his face,

Mr. Boarder—"How do you account for the pres-
ence of this piece of granite in the chicken salad?"
Mrs. Newlywed—"Well, you see. we eet all

our chickens from my uncle's farm, and he tells

me he raises nothing but the pure Pymouth Rock
breed."

"That's the beauty of it. By the time it

all gets said we'll have enough dividends
laid by not to worry over the decision."

—Washington Star.

<S>

Honors Easy
"What's the matter?" demanded the

customer, as the tobacconist examined
his nickel: "that coin's ail right."
"Oh! it'll pass. I guess," replied the

tobacconist; "but it isn't as good as
it might be."
"Well, neither is this cigar."—Catho-

lic Standard.
<8>

We want those readers who have not
started to read Maude Roosevelt's
story, "The Strange Adventures of

Helen Mortimer,"1

to turn to page 13
of this issue and commence right now.
/e do not want any of our good
riends to miss the treat this excellent
'ory affords.

AT THE PHONE
Amateur Farmer—"Is this the feed store?"
Answer—"Yes sir."

Farmei
—"Send me up two bags of oats."

Answer—"Yes, sir—who's it for?"
Farmer—"Why it's for the jackass, you silly

sausage."

was skating near the famous iron
bridge of Peebles on a winter day.
"Some young ladies wished to skate

under the bridge, but they did not know
whether the ice was safe or not. So, ap-
proaching the Scot, the youngest and
prettiest of them said:

" 'Sanders, would you mind just glid-

ing under the bridge and back, so as to
test the ice?'

"The half-witted Sanders took off his

cap and with a bow and a smile he re-

plied:
" 'Na, na! If I am daft I ken manners.

Leddies first.'
"—Philadelphia Bulletin.

<S>

"Ignorance of the law," said the
judge, "excuses no one."
"That being the case." rejoined the

prisoner, "It's a wonder the jury didn't

find my lawyer guilty."''—Chicago Daily
News.

<S>

Not on the Job

An eminent lawyer with a large prac-
tise before the Supreme Court of the
United States enjoys telling of a -tre-

mendous jolt to his youthful vanity in

the early days when he made a specialty
of criminal cases.
He had been retained by a man

charged with larceny in Pennsylvania,
and as the evidence was conclusive, had
advised his client to plead guilty.

"You have a bad record, you know."
said the lawyer, "and you have practi-
cally confessed your guilt. I should say
that you will be sentenced to about
three years."
This last completely dumfounded the

accused. He looked about his cell va-
cantly for several minutes before turn-
ing to his attorney. When he did it was
to say:

"Will you kindly step out and get me
a good lawyer?"—Harper's Weekly.

Hey! Santa, where s that

STEVENS
Don't disappoint the boy at Christ-

mas-time—buy him a rifle or shot-

gun and teach him how to use it

properly. Tempt him to a fresh-air
life. Let him feel the wholesome influence of the finest sport in
the world. Train his eye and steady his hand before a target
or make his blood run faster in the hunt for game.

RIFLES FOR BOYS:
"Little Scout" - - $2.25 "Crack Shot"
"Stevens-Nlaynard, Jr." $3 "Little Krag"

"Favorite No. 17" - - $6

A VERY INTERESTING CHRISTMAS CATALOG MAILED FREE
We have issued a book dealing with shotguns, rifles and pistols, which every one living

in the country should have. It contains 140 pagesj and has been termed by the press as
'a mine of information on gun owning and gun shooting," making interesting reading for
old and young alike. It is mailed free to any one sending two 2-cent stamps to cover postage.

Don't let your dealer get the better of you by passing off some other kind.
If he can't supply you, or won't get the style you want, order from us direct. We
send any style of Stevens Firearm, express prepaid, on receipt of catalog price.

J. STEVENS ARMS AND TOOL CO., 265 Pine Street, Chicopee Falls, Mass., U. S. A.

WE WANT NAMES.
We want YOU to send us the names and addresses of from ten to twenty-five farmers living in

the United States, having a few head of stock (cows, horses, pigs). You can send us the names
from any number of different post-offices. If you will send us these names we will send you
TWO BEAUTIFUL COLORED PICTURES FREE. These pictures are reproductions of the most
celebrated paintings in the world, and they are of high quality, and we know that you will be
pleased and delighted with them ; no pictures will be given for a list of less than ten farmers.
We want to send a sample copy of the RURAL HOME to a lot of farmers who are not now

taking our paper, and for that reason we want these names.
Send us immediatelv a list of at least ten farmers and we will send vou, postpaid, ABSOLUTELY

FREE, TWO REPRODUCTIONS OF THE WORLD'S FAMOUS PICTURES, in beautiful colors, size
15x20 inches. Address The Rural Home, 22 North William St., New York, N. Y.

WHY NOT BUY AT WHOLESALE PRICES?

S22.50

Christmas Presents

buys this entirely new and
handsome 1907 model range,
complete with reservoir ana
high shelf. Exactly as illus-

trated with big deep white
enameled reservoir, improved duplex grate adapted
to either coal or wood. Large improved oven, finished
with aluminum on the inside, making it clean and
bright, and all the trimmings handsomely plated with
silver finished nickel. Combines good capacity with
great utility and is eastly worth $35.00. but if your or-
der reaches us within 30 days, we will send you this
bis, 3trong. heavy attractive modern range for $22.60.
WE GUARANTEE EVERY RAKGE TO REACH
YOU SAFELY", FREE FROM BREAKAGE OR
DAMAGE OF ANY KIND. Tery much lower
prices, if yon do not need the reservoir or high shelf.

Save 50% ?L
GET OUR BIG NEW CATALOGUE
which contains a full line of Ranges and Stoves and over
30.000 other labor saving and money saving articles for Farm.
Home and Shop, all fully illustrated, described and priced in

our big new catalogue No. 91.

This up-to-date Buyers' Guide contains everything you
can possibly need in house furnishing goods, agricultural im-
plements, mechanics* tools, guns and sporting goods, watches,
clocks and jewelry, ranges and stoves, wagons and carriages,

boots and shoes, pocket and table cutlery, hardware, leather

goods, electrical supplies, fishing tackle, and thousands of

other goods too numerous to mention.
Opposite each article in the catalogue is the low price at

which we sell it: the lowest price for which it can be bought
in any store in any city, big or little, in this, or any country
on the Globe.
You will spend hours of interest over its pages; you will

marvel at the wonderful variety of goods, all complete in

one book.
It makes buying pleasant as well as profitable. This cata-

logue costs us $1.00 to print, but we will send it to you post-

paid, free of charge.

WRITE FOR IT TO-DAY.
With it, we will send our Premium List, containing 100

valuable and useful premiums given away free, also our Gro-
cery List, showing how you can save one third your living

expenses.

WE SELL RELIABLE GOODS ONLY.
We guarantee satisfaction or refund your money.
Buy of us and save money on everything. Best goods, low

prices, prompt shipments, low express and freight rates and
a square deal every time.

WHITE, VAN GLAHN & CO.,
31 Chatham Square. Established 1816. NEW YORK CITY,

The Oldest Mall Order Douse In America.

ONEIDA COMMUNITY
TRAPS

The NEWHOUSE TRAP is the best
in the world. It is a perfect machine.
Hand-fitted! Thoroughly inspected
and tested I

The VICTOR TRAP is the only re-

liable low-priced trap. Don't buy
cheap imitations. Be sure the Trap
Pan reads as follows:

1 N£ 1 I

a
ASK ANY TRAPPER

THE TRAPPER'S GUIDE
Send 15 centsfor the Nezvhouse TRAPPERS'
GUIDE. Tells best method of trapping
and skinning game. Send to Dept. A. 3,

Oneida Community, Ltd., Oneida, N. Y.

HUNTER-TRADER-TRAPPER
The only MAGAZINE devoted to the interests

of the trapper. Send lo cents for copy.

A. R. HARDING PUB. CO.. Columbus, Ohio

MEN
WANTED Reliable Men in every local ity*

throughout the United States to

advertise our goods, tacking up show cards on
trees, fences, bridges and all conspicuous places;

distributing small advertising matter. Commission or salary

$90 a month and expenses $3 a day. Steady employment to

good reliable men. We lay out your work for you. Wo experience
needed. Write for full particulars.

EMPIRE MEDICINE CO., LONDON. ONTARIO. CANADA.

PATENTS
48 page book free. Highest refer-

ences. Long experience. Fitzgerald
* Co., Dept. >*, Washington, P.O.

T
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MADISON SQUARE PATTERNS
Ail Necessary Descriptions and Directions Sent with Each Pattern

TEN CENTS EACH
Order all Patterns from Pattern Department

THE CROWELL PUBLISHING COMPANY,
11 EAST 24th STREET, NEW YORK CITY.

No. 826—Corset-Cover with Peplum
Pattern cut for 32, 34, 36 and 38 inch bust
measures. Quantity of material required

for medium size, or 36 inch bust, two and
three fourths yards of twenty-two-inch
material, or one and one half yards of

thirly-six-inch material, with three and
three fourths yards of beading and four
vards of lace edging. The corset-cover
has a tucked and fitted back, with a full

gathered front. 10 cents.

No. 838—Outfit for Mammy Doll

Patterns cut in one size, for doll 22 inches high. Outfit

consists of dress with plain waist and full skirt, kerchief,

apron with pockets, and long circular cloak cape. Quan-
tity of material for dress and kerchief, one and one fourth

yards of thirty-six-inch material. Quantity of material for

apron, one fourth of a yard of thirty-six-inch material.

Material required for cloak, one yard forty-four inches

wide. 10 cents.

No. 839—Dog with Blanket

Pattern cut in one size. Quantity of material re-

quired for dog, three fourths of a yard of material
twenty-seven inches wide. For blanket, one half
yard of material twenty-seven inches wide. 10 cents.

No. 857—Double=Breasted Shirt=Walst
Pattern cut for 32, 34, 36 and 38 inch bust meas-
ures. Quantity of material required for medium
size, or 36 inch bust, four yards of material

twenty-seven inches wide, or three yards thirty-

six inches wide. 10 cents.

790—Tucked Tailor»Made
Shirt-Waist

Pattern cut for 34, 36, 38 and 40 inch

bust measures. Quantity of material

required for medium size, or 36 inch

bust, four and one fourth yards of

twentv-two-inch material, or three and
one half yards of thirty-six-inch mate-
rial. 10 cents.

No. 802-Seven-Qored Skirt with Fan Plaits
Pattern cut for 24, 26, 28 and 30 inch waist measures.
Quantity of material required for medium size, or 26 inch
waist, eight and three fourths yards of twenty-two-inch

material, or six and one fourth yards of thirty-six-
inch material. 10 cents.

Send for Our Winter Catalogue
Free Upon Request

No. 680

No. 680-Kimono with Yoke
Pattern cut in one size only.

Quantity of material required,
three and one half yards of

twenty-seven inch material, or
two and one half yards of

thirty-six-inch material, with
one and one eighth yards of

twenty-two-inch material for

trimming bands. 10 cents.

The Farmer Boy and the City

[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 19]

of the "sporty"' youth, the cheap and
vulgar theater and the vulgar amuse-
ments of all kinds. He will not at
first have much money to spend for
amusement. Indeed, he will do well

if he secures a position that will ena-

ble him to pay his board and room in

a respectable place while he is "work-
ing up" to something better in the
way of a position.
So many boys in whom the fever for

the city breaks out and rages with
such violence have utterly false con-

ceptions of the city and the opportu-
nities it has to offer to the stranger

within its gates. It is too true that

"To them the city seems high life, fine

houses, beautiful lawns, lighted and
paved streets, people well dressed,

working in shady offices, crowds on
the streets, bands of music, pretty

girls, churches, theaters, games, socie-

ty, comfort. They do not know and
cannot be made to believe, except by
experience, that every city has a

Whitechapel where vice reigns su-

preme, and which no city in the world
has been able to control fully, much
less entirely suppress. They do not
know the careworn faces filled with
failures, tailings so to speak, which
the city has hidden out of the way

—

faces that looked out of the windows
on the back streets. If you think, my
dear boy, that town life is easier than
country' life, on the whole, or that it

gives more average comfort, or that it

has less care or requires less exertion,

or that, on the average, it makes bet-

ter men. then you are mistaken.
The farm boys who came to town and,
after ten, fifteen, or twenty years of

close application, live in those fine

houses and run those large establish-

ments and shape the policies of the
city and state are of a different class

altogether. They are the boys who
learned on the farm to ride and shoot
and tell the truth. The first gave
them courage, the second accuracy
and steadiness of purpose, and the
third, that integrity that lies at the
basis of all success in life; in short,
the qualities that make a man a success
on the farm will make him a success
in the city, and the qualities that
make him a success in the city make
him a success on the farm.
The conditions of success in life are

very much the same the world over.

A wise Providence has decreed that
work shall be the common lot of all

who live honorably and worthy the
respect of their fellowmen. The best
people in the world are in harmony
with Carlyle, who has said: "The
modern majesty consists in work.
What a man can do is his greatest
ornament, and he always consults his
dignity by doing it." It might be
added that he adds to his dignity and
character by doing it to the very best
of his ability.

The boy who wants to go from the
farm to the city for the purpose of
having an easier time, for the purpose
of taking up his residence on "Easy
Street," is the boy who is doomed to
disappointment and failure. His ideals

are too low and his ambition too
feeble for him to be successful any-
where. The boy who seeks to escape
the "modern majesty" of work is

often the boy who yields most readily
to the pitfalls set for the unsophis-
ticated and the idle in the city. It is

this type of a boy who is seeking for
a "short cut" to riches. He believes
in the pernicious "get-rich-quick" the-
ories that often seem so plausible, but
that are in reality delusive and unten-
able. It is a sad day in the life of any
boy when he feels that there are easier
and better ways of securing a dollar
than by honestly earning it. and the
dollar earned by honest toil on the
farm is of far greater value than many
dollars earned by some of the question-
able methods in vogue in the city.

The modern thirst for wealth for its

own sake is greatly to be deplored and
is in many instances the source of un-
rest among the boys on the farm.
And I feel sure that many of the boys
who do leave the farm for the city of-

ten long with intense longing for the
comforts and the peacefulness of the
farm homes they have left behind
them. I remember that I once asked a
boy who had lived a year in the city
if he honestly and truly liked it better
than he had liked the farm from which
he had come, and after a moment's
hesitation he said frankly:
"No, I do not."
"Then why do you not return to the

farm?" I asked.
"To be laughed at and told that I

had made a fizzle of it!" he said.

"Not much!"
It is a false pride of this kind that

has kept many a homesick country
boy from going back to the farm

when the city has become distasteful
to him, and he has reason for feeling
that it is doubtful if he is ever likely
to do much better financially in the
city than he would have done in the
country.
We read a good deal in recent years

about people wanting to get "back to
the soil," and the charms of the
country were never so highly appre-
ciated as now, and never before were
country people in possession of so
many of the conveniences of city life.

They have their telephones and daily
mail and, in some places, electric
lights. Many of their homes have
bath-rooms and running water and all
the conveniences of the modern city
house. The labor-saving machine of
every kind grows in number and va-
riety. The prosperous farmer of to-
day enjoys a degree of comfort un-
known to the farmer of half a century
ago. Of course he is a harder worker,
but the millionaire in the city is also
a hard worker, and his cares' increase
with his wealth. The writer has lived
a good many years in the country,
and twenty-five years in large cities,
and he unhesitatingly gives the pref-
erence to the country as a place in
which to really "enjoy life." But
the farmer boy who knows nothing of
the city is not likely to feel this way
about it, and to the hundreds of his
kind who are determined to leave the
farm for the city I say, "Go if you
will and must, but do your best to' go
with an intelligent understanding of
what is before you. Cherish no illu-
sions regarding your chances of suc-
cess, and make up your mind to the
fact that you must face fierce competi-
tion for the desirable positions, and
that he who 'wins out' must do so
through actual superiority over many
determined competitors. Xever make
the blunder of going to a city with just
money enough to carry you there;
and when you do reach the city put
yourself under the best influence
possible through the medium of some
church or religious organization. Do
not lose your head by the unusual
attractions by which you are sur-
rounded, and have nothing to do with
any of the short cuts to wealth. Pre-
sent as neat and tidy an appearance as
possible when applying for even the
humblest position, and bear in mind
that the boy who talks little and does -

:

his work quietly and faithfully is the^l
boy who is most likely to commend
himself to his employer. Do not try
to draw the line too closely when it
comes to defining the duties of your
position, and refuse to do things* you
feel that it is 'not your place to do.'
Your employer has, after all, bought
your time for so many hours of the
day, and it is really your 'place' to do
what he asks you to* do during those
hours. And if, after a trial of the city
life, you begin to have a real longing
for the old farm, why. get back to it

as proof that perhaps you were 'cut
out' for a farmer, after* all, and that
the young fellow who is determined
to make a success of his life on the
farm can achieve that very laudable
ambition."

<5>

A Flash of Temper
[continued from page 17]

"Steve, boy, are you gone crazy? Don't
ye dare breathe another loud breath on
this mesa!" The man laid a heavy hand
on his shoulder. "Why, boy, do ye know
they'd skin ye alive ?"

"Well, mebbe they'd be doin' that to
father, if they couldn't get me," the boy
whispered; "an' it was me that did the
kitling."

"Sure enough; but they ain't goin' to
be no martyrin' done on that account this

trip. Look here; Colonel Burns can't
afford no Injun war no more than you
kin, an hes sent us cowboys over here with
the two hundred dollars—sort o' ransom
money. So they'll be bought off. You
keep dark Every buck o' the tribe is out,

they say, a prowlin' around the hills, an'
we hurried over to git in ahead of a row.
Blamed queer you didn't run agin some
of 'em. Don't believe no two hundred
dollars would save ye if ye was ketched
here now."
As they talked a party of perhaps a

dozen Indians rode up to them, so near
that Steve might have touched one of the
foremost riders with his hand; but the
darkness was merciful.

Fischer parleyed with them in Spanish.
They accepted the money with a great deal
of chatter and many "buenos," together
with promises of peace from the chief of
the tribe. Then the little company of 1

white men rode away.
"I feel as if I had died—died a thousand

deaths," Steve said, "an' wasn't myself at

all."

"I don't suppose you ever will be quite

the same feller agin, Steve," Fischer said,

seriously; and he never was.
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Has Your Subscription Expired?

Your Last Chance
To Subscribe for Farm and Fireside at These Remarkable Prices

FOR over a year you have received more reading matter by half than is

given by any farm paper published for double the price.

We have just added a great Feature Magazine, a notable novel, "The Strange

Adventures of Helen Mortimer," by Maude Roosevelt, and six of the most
beautiful color pictures from the brushes of great artists.

We are improving the quality of the paper, increasing the number of pages,

adding new departments and new editors, paying more and more money for

contributions, and

—

We haven't raised the price

—

Not yet.

But the time is coming.

Magazines and papers are raising their price everywhere ; everything that

goes into a paper like FARM AND FIRESIDE costs more. And we shall have
to make new subscribers pay the increased cost.

BUT TO YOU as an old friend of Farm AND FIRESIDE we extend one
Last Chance to accept the most liberal and extraordinary offers ever made by an
American periodical.

These great offers are good only until December 15th.

They will absolutely be withdrawn.
You will not want to miss the cheerful influence of FARM AND FIRESIDE in

your home, twice a month, twenty-four times a year, interesting to young and
old—and only twenty-five cents a year.

You will not want to miss the great Christmas Number, the second of the
Feature Magazines, and the six pictures in color, all ready to adorn your walls.

No one who has twenty-five cents will miss this chance. Will you ?

Edited by
Farmers
in a farming country—that

is what we claim for Farm
and Fireside.

Farm and Fireside is

now thirty years old, one of

the oldest, and largest farm
publications in the world.

Every department is in

the hands of an authority

—

the authority in his particu-

lar line—each editor an act-

ual worker among the
things he writes about.

"The Review of the

Farm Press" is only one
department of Farm and
Fireside, but it is worth
more than the price of the

whole periodical, because
it gives the best of every-

thing from all the farm
papers.

Farm and Fireside is

the one necessary farm
paper.

Farm and Fireside is

read every two weeks by
over two million people

—

a large portion of the intel-

ligent reading public—and
to our mind, the choicest
portion.

Till December 15th Only
these great limited offers will be extended to you as an old subscriber

to Farm and Fireside. Your order must be mailed by December

15th, no later. Accept one of these offers now

:

Farm and Fireside
24 big numbers, beginning with the Christ-

mas number—equal to 1600 standard size

pages—more reading matter than any magazine

published for $4.—the Giant of the Farm
Press.

The Feature Magazine
Supplement

12 big numbers, containing stories, games,

and illustrated articles—winter reading for all

the family.

A Complete Novel
By Maude Roosevelt

The most exciting story of love and adven-

ture you ever read—pure and wholesome—

a

really great story, illustrated by an artist of

national reputation
—"The StrangeAdventures

of Helen Mortimer"—published for the first

time and at great expense, just begun in

Farm and Fireside and to continue for

several months.

Six Colored Masterpieces
The work of great painters, reproduced in

luxuriant colors, in large size—9 in. x 14 in.

—on heavy super calendered paper, suitable

for framing—they will surely please you. One
of these pictures alone is worth every cent we
ask you to pay for this offer.

A Free Christmas Gift
especially for the woman of the family. This
is a little surprise we have planned for you,

and you will like it we know. "It" is some-
thing every lady will appreciate—and should

have. Remember, it is free if your order

reaches us in time.

Offer No. I

Our Bargain Price for all

—with Farm and Fireside,
one year—24 times

25c
the price of Farm and
Fireside alone.

Offer No. 2
Our Bargain Price for all

—with Farm and Fireside
three full years—72 times

50c
Less than the price of Farm
and Fireside alone for that
time.

Offer No. 3
Our Bargain Price for all

—with Farm and Fireside
five full years— 120 times

75c
Less than the price of Farm
and Fireside alone for that
time.

THESE PRICES WILL BE WITHDRAWN
So do not delay sending in your renewal at once. Do this to-day, as

you may be busy to-morrow and forget it.

The
Christmas

Present

Farm and Fireside
wants to give every reader

who accepts one of these

Last Chance Offers a spe-

cial gift.

This is to be a surprise.

The gift is intended

chiefly for the ladies of the

family, but it will be appre-

ciated by all.

There is no charge at

all for this additional gift,

which will bring Christ-

mas cheer and good-will

into the home of every old

friend of Farm and Fire-

side who accepts one of

these offers.

The Editor of The Fire-

side Departments will

send this Christmas
present to you with his

compliments. And take
our word for it that every

one in your home will be

greatly pleased by this

token of his appreciation.

RUSH THIS ORDER BLANK
Editor FARM AND FIRESIDE,

Springfield, Ohio.

Dear Mr. Editor:—I accept your Special Subscription

Offer No , for which I enclose _

Yours truly,

(Your name,) - —

(No. of Street

or Rural Route) _

(Town or City) - - _.

(State)

Christmas Gift Coupon

^HIS coupon, if received before December 15th,

certifies that the sender is entitled to a

Christmas Present

from the publishers of Farm And Fireside, this present

to be sent absolutely without expense to the sender of

this coupon.
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Austria-Hungary
[COXTIXUED FBOII PAGE 11]

The late cardinal-archbishop of that
country used to send $20,000 every
year to Rome as a contribution to the
fund known as "Peter's pence." The
presence of priests mingling with the
law-makers on the floor of parliament
is another indication of the far-reach-
ing influence of the church. The fond-
ness of the people for festive celebra-

tions of a religious character is evinced
by the fact that the congregation in

one prominent village still celebrate

the anniversary of the installation of

their bishop, although the good man
has been dead these many years.

One of the most notable things about
Vienna is the predominance of the
Jews. Prior to 1S40 no Jew was even
permitted to spend the night in the
city without a police permit, and the
emancipation of the race dates back
only to 1S56. The manner in which
they have multiplied and made their

impress upon the life of the place is

almost incredible. In one district there
are now 40,000 Jewish residents, and
there are more of them in Austria at
present than in any other country in

the world, with the exception of Rus-
sia.

A majority of all the doctors and
lawyers in Vienna are Hebrews: every
newspaper but one is controlled by
them; and out of IS.400 bankers and
money changers only two are Chris-

tians. The Jews also control the funds
of the monarchy, and there is absolute-
ly no profession or branch of industry
which does not have members of this

enterprising race among its members.
The city directory of Vienna shows
that there are five hundred families

by the name of Kohn. and on the basis

of five persons to each family, this

would make twenty-five hundred resi-

dents of that one name alone.

There is hardly any place in the
world where the tipping system is so
generally established as in Vienna. One
is expected to tip even the street-car

conductors, and you must also pay the
porter for the trouble of opening the
door of your own house if you happen
to be out after ten o'clock at night.
Jn the cafes one must fee three differ-

ent attendants, that is, the head-wait-
j

er, the boy who serves the drinks, and
the attendant who brings your food,

but the total which all three of them
receive is less than ten cents. Despite
the fact that gratuities are so univer-

sally given in Austria, the laboring
people of this country are extremely
poorly paid.

Ohio's Exhibits at Jamestown
Exposition

The exposition to be held at James-
town, Va., May to December, 1907, will

be one of the most notable in the his-

tory of the country. Its location makes
it especially convenient for our densely
populated East, also for the crowded
countries of Europe. The opportunity
it will afford exhibitors should be
taken advantage of, and should have
its effects upon the markets of the
world. Ohio's brilliant past should not
be allowed to suffer by comparison,
for the productiveness of the past sea-

son has been in many directions unpre-
cedented.
For these and other reasons every-

bodj- is requested to take part, espec-

ially granges and farmers' clubs, to
as great an extent as possible.

The appropriation is small in pro-

portion to the magnitude of the un-
dertaking, and to keep our state in the
position it belongs a great many do-
nations will have to be made of corn,
all the cereals, seeds, fruits, vegeta-
bles, honey, maple syrup, and all the
products of the farm, garden and or-

chard.
Now is the time to pick out the best

of whatever you have, and help to
hold up the banner of Ohio. A dozen
or two fine ears of corn, a peck of
wheat, a bushel of apples, of assorted
varieties if necessary, or anything fine

your soil may have produced. "Do it

now."
Drop a postal card to the under-

signed, and he will send you full ship-
ping directions and bear the cost of
transportation.
We would also greatly appreciate

the favor if all Ohio editors who notice
this article would publish the same,
and send marked copies of their pa-
pers.
Please do not delay, for timely help

is doubly helpful.
R. J. Tcssing.

Canal Winchester, Ohio.
Superintendent Ohio Agricultural

and Horticultural Exhibits, James-
town Exposition.

From Scrawn
to Brawn

The difference between the scrawny animal and the thrifty

one is not usually due to the amount of food consumed but
the amount digested. In fact, the scrawny animal frequently

consumes more. It is a vital point to see that there is a gain in

weight each succeeding day sufficient to cover cost of feed and
labor, otherwise, you are feeding at a loss. Such a condition

can be brought about, and the scrawny animal converted into a brawny, thrifty, profitable one, by adding

DB HESS STOCK FOOD
the prescription of Dr. Hess (M. D., D. V. S.) to the regular ration twice a day. It compels the rapid development of bone, muscle, milk fat, etc., and in-
sures perfect health and condition. It produces this extra profit by supplying the animal with bitter tonics, which improve the digestion, strengthening
every function of assimilation

;
by increasing the flow of intestinal juices : by stimulating the parastaltic action of the bowels (that churning motion that

brings the contents of the bowels in constant contact with the minute cells
which absorb the nutrition); by supplying iron for the blood, nitrates to assist
nature in expelling waste material from the system ; and by supplying laxatives
to regulate the bowels. Professors Quitman. YVinslow, Dun, and all the noted
medical writers indorse these ingredients for producing the results above men-
tioned. Besides, Dr. Hess Stock Food is sold on a Written Guarantee.

100 lbs. $5.00 ; 25-lfo. pail $1.60 \ ^Tex,* 1^
Smaller quantities at a slight advance. / West and South.

Where Dr. Hess Stock Food differs in particular 1b In the dose—it's small and fed bnt twice a day
which proTee it has the most digestive strength to the pound. Our Government recognizes Dr Hess
Stock Food as a medicinal tonic

.

Free from the 1st to the 10th of each month—Dr. Hess (M. D., D. V. S.) will prescribe
for your ailing animals. Tou can have his 96 page Veterinary Book any time for the asking
Mention this paper.

DR. HESS & CLARK, Ashland, Ohio.
Also manufacturers of Dr. Hess Poultry Pan-a-ce-a and Instant Louse Killer.

Instant Louse Killer Kills lace

SOMETHING'S HAPPENED! missing SOMETHING KILLED!
READERS LISTEN SHARP, DON'T MISS-DCGT THING EVER HAPPENED!Hundred years coming, here at last, full

PEqi
' n "**" c v c- rt HflrrEtHtU!

grown—so startling will say it's impossible—miracles don't happen, but wait, don't worry.
LADIES, YOUR PRAYERS ANSWERED-THERE'S NO MORE WASH DAY!
GLORY HALLELUJAH! IT'S DEAD! LAID AWAY! WIPED OUT FOREVER.
The world's watched for the man to

cnt wash day in two. He lives— taken
more than half— left only minutes— cut
so much wash day's all over, changed—
there's new way cleaning clothes— differ-

ent from anything known— new princi-
pals, ideas, methods, NEW EVERYTHING.
Wonderfal, but true, family washing
cleaned with no more work than getting
a simple meal, less time— no rubbing,
squeezing, pounding, packing, pressing,
no injury— ns drudgery— tnat/s past.
Good-by wash boards, washing machines,
laundries— throw them away— the EASY

WAY is here to bless humanity. Women have prayed for death of wash day
—for clean clothes without rubbing—ruining health, looks—when they could
wash, get dinner, see friends, indulg* in recreation without fatigue— when
women thought no more of washing clothes chan to get a simple meal. That
glorious day has come. The world's full wash boards, so-called washing ma-
chines, yet wash day same as ever— still long, dreary day— no easier, no
shorter, no better. Use wash board or washing machine, it's drudgery, long
hours, hard work— backache— a day no woman forgets. Invention that killed

wash day named EASY WAY— name tells whole story— easy on clothes— easy
used— kept clean— handled— easy on women— makes washing easy—easy to

buy and sell. Not called a machine— powers inside concealed— caution the
way it gets dirt — has awful appetite for dirt— increases
more it gets— goes after all the dirt in all the clothes at
same time—little, but mighty— silent, but powerful—uses
no spirits, yet works in darkness. OPERATED ON STOVE—

, move knob occasionally—that's all—scarcely anything to
do but wait between batches— child can do it. All iron

n£gK0!A s and steel—always ready—sets awav on shelf. Entirely un-
igJSH \ like old methods. Verily, wash day is dead— EASY WAY
»Vif ' settled that— woman's joy, satisfaction, their God-send.

•> Less than an hour cleans washing which before took all

day—cleans all Clothes, finest laces, curtains, etc., in about one-tenth time
without rubbing, squeezing, packing, pressing— without chemicals to injure

Wishing
machine
swallows
wash hoards.

Throw
them
away.

goods. Saves 62 days drudgery yearly—makes woman'9
hardest work easiest household duty— saves clothes,
labor, fuel, health, looks. Surprises all— sounds
strange, is strange, but listen, it's no experiment,
going on daily. Tou can do it.

MRS. FRITTER, Norwood, writes:—"With EASY WAY
I clean a week's washing in less than an hour without
rubbing." W. BROWN, Ohio, writes:—"Wash day now
wash hour— EASY WAY does the work with perfect
success." J. H. BARRETT, Ark., after ordering 38 Easy
Ways, says:—" I don't understand why ft does the work,
but it does. Tou have the grandest invention I ever Bie,aDE inventor,

heard of. People are skeptical; have to be shown." J. W. MYERS, Ga., says:—"Find check to cover one dozen 'Easy Ways.' Easy Way greatest invention
for womanhood, forever abolishing miserable wash day. Saves me turning old
washer for hours. I am ready to have old washer accompany all others to
the Dump. Sells itself." I. BECK, Ga., writes :—"Enclose order. Find Easy
Way ' as represented. Worked 4 days and have 15 orders." J. T. PEAY, N. C,
savs:—"Been out 2 days—sold 1 dozen, for which enclose order. Everybody
is carried away that sees it work." CHAS. BOWLES, 0., writes :—" Where
tried have given general satisfaction." Guaranteed, everything proven,
old house, responsible, capital $100,000.00. Price only 85.00 complete,
ready to use—sent to any address. Not sold in stores.

BEST EVER HAPPENED FOR AGENTS, SALESMEN,
MAXACJERS-3IKV OB WOIIES — at home or traveling, all or part

time—showing—taking orders—appointing agents. "EASY WAY" new.
Xotbin.gr lilse it. Demand world-wide—agents reaping harvest of dollars.

When operated people stop, look, listen, crowd, pnsh, squeeze, miss engage-

ments, get excited— watch it as though a miracle occurred. 12 see— 10 bny.
Write today for special Agents Plan. World nnsnpplied. Act quick.

Send postal card anyhow for fall description, valuable informa-
tion, testimonials, new proposition, catalog-. All free. Send today.

Harrison Mfg. Co., 87 Harrison Building, Cincinnati, 0.

WEBSTER'S
INTERNATIONAL!DICTIONARY^

QNO OTHER CHRISTMAS CIFT
will so often be a reminder of the giver. Useful,
Practical. Attractive, Lasting, Reliable, Popular,
Complete, Scientific, Up To Date and Authoritative.

25,000 New Words, 2380 Pages, 5000 Illustrations.

Ed. in Chief W.T. Harris, Ph.D., LL.D. ,U.S. Comr.
of Edn. Highest Awards at St. Louis and Portland.

IS IT NOT THE BEST GIFT YOU CAN SELECT?

Webster's Collegiate Dictjonaby.
The largest of oar abridgments. Regular
and Thin Paper editions. Unsurpassed for
elatranee and convenience.

1116 Pages and moo Illustrations.

Write for " The Story of a Book "—Free.

Q. & C. MERE IAM CO., Springfield, Mass.
GET THE BEST.

Big Salaries
Men ana women
of erery age are
itj akin* big eala-
r i c 8 with as.

'Work honorable, easy and agreeable at

borne. We want some one In your neighborhood. Are
an old established firm. Wrftc to-day. Big money for too.

ROYAL MANUFACTURING CO. Box 1856 Detroit. Mich.

SPECTACLES for catalog. Agents
wanted. COCLTEB OPTICAL CO., Chicago, III.

"THE 20th CENTURY LIMITED"
Fastest Long Distance Train in the World,

960 Miles in 18 Hours,
via the

NEWYORK
Central

LINES

"America'e Greatest Railroad"
This magnificent train is equipped with Pullman cars of the very latest design
and has all the special features which have made the New York Central service

so deservedly popular. Barber, Fresh and Salt Water Baths, Valet, Ladies'

Maid, Manicure, Stock and Market Reports, Telephone, Stenographer, etc.

A dozen other fast trains between

NEW YORK, BOSTON,
AND

BUFFALO, DETROIT,CLEVELAND, COLUMBUS,
CINCINNATI, INDIANAPOLIS,

CHICAGO, ST. LOUIS,

the West and

Southwest.

C. F. Daly, Passenger Traffic Manager, New York.
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Alfalfa, while comparatively new in

America, is probably one of the

oldest forage plants known. Its

history has been traced nearly

to the beginning of mankind, which
causes those acquainted with its qualities

to wonder that its capabilities were not

sooner realized and its culture long since

become a large factor in our agriculture.

It is undoubtedly destined to come into

general use, and one of the most impor-
tant movements which has occurred in

American agriculture is one now in prog-

ress having for its purpose the wide-
spread introduction of alfalfa as a hay
and forage crop. In truth, it is now
grown successfully in about every state

in the Union, whereas a few years ago
its production was thought to be prac-

tically restricted to the irrigated valleys

of the West. Indeed, in the not distant

past, the plant was deemed adapted only
to certain conditions found in the so-

called "semi-arid section," but it is now
produced under greatly varying conditions

of soil, climate and altitude.

It thrives more or less generally
throughout the United States, and indi-

Alfalfa, the Wonderful

a better knowledge of requirements, and
each passing year marks an extension

northward of the alfalfa area in Min-
nesota, Wisconsin and New York, and
it is even grown with fair success so far

north as Manitoba, Assiniboia, and at va-

rious places in British Columbia and Al-
berta.

Providentially it finds its greatest pros-

perity in the region where corn, cattle

and hog production are the predominating
industries. The hay is exceedingly rich

in protein, the property in which corn
and most other crops are deficient. It

serves admirably to balance the feeding
ration, and saves the purchase of high-
priced feeds, such as bran, for instance,

which, pound for pound, it approximates

the one using bran could afford to. sell his
milk for 19.8 cents a hundred less than the
latter receives, and his butter for about 3
cents a pound less. Wherever extensively
grown alfalfa has revolutionized the con-
ditions of agriculture, and its widespread
cultivation in the so-called "corn-belt"
will mark the beginning of a new era for

the husbandman of that section, as it will

increase the profits by greatly lessening
the cost of commodities in the making of
which alfalfa is intelligently used, and
decrease in cost of production is the prin-

cipal point from whence the increased

profits of the future must be expected.
However highly esteemed red clover

may be, it can scarcely be compared with
alfalfa in value of annual product or

man who thoroughly understands its

possibilities adopts some desirable rotation
of crops that includes alfalfa. Its value
in the rotation is at once recognized when
it is stated that alfalfa is a legume, and
enriches rather than depletes the soil in

which it grows, supplying it with nitrogen
gathered from the atmosphere in abun-
dance for other succeeding crops. This
nitrogen is the most important plant food,
and the element likely to become, in

ordinary agriculture, first exhausted. Al-
falfa restores and increases the fertility

of the soil. Ordinarily the roots of plants
do not store nitrogen from the air, but it

is estimated that the roots of alfalfa will

leave in the soil eight or ten times as
much nitrogen as was there before.

The mechanical effect of its root-growth
constitutes one of the plant's greatest

virtues. By its long penetrating roots,

reaching to great depths, and thereby
having unusual powers of resistance to

protracted dry weather, alfalfa constitutes

the most efficient, deep-reaching subsoiler

and renovator we have.
But, aside from its value as a fertilizer,

its surpassing excellence as a food for all

A Fourth Cutting of Alfalfa ( Unirrigated) on Farm of J. C. Mohler, in Shawnee County, Kansas, August 28, 1906.
Was Made October 9-10, 1906

A Fifth Cutting, Somewhat Lighter,

eating something of its adaptability is

the fact that it is being successfully grown
in the alluvial bottom lands of the Red
River in Louisiana, the Mississippi River

from Minnesota to New Orleans, the Ya-
zoo delta in Mississippi, the black prairie

belt of Mississippi and Alabama, the blue-

grass region from Tennessee to New
York and Iowa, and various isolated but

favorable localities elsewhere, aside from
the western areas that produce it so abun-
dantly. Encouraging experiments in New
ingland show that the area of alfalfa

iere may become not inconsiderable with

in value as a feed stuff. A ton of alfalfa

can be produced at a cost of, say, $2 to $4,

whereas wheat bran costs from $15 to $25
per ton, and from three to five cuttings of

alfalfa can be obtained from an acre of

land each season, averaging perhaps a ton

of hay per acre for each cutting. Further,

it has been demonstrated that with alfalfa

hay at $10 per ton and wheat bran at $20,

the saving effected by substituting alfalfa

for wheat bran would be $2.80 for every

100 pounds of butter and 19.8 cents for

every 100 pounds of milk. Thus the

farmer with alfalfa in competition with

feeding quality, and west of where red

clover can be reliably grown the worth of

the alfalfa crop as an adjunct in the chief

industries of that region is immeasurable.
It is the crop that has opened up vast
possibilities there for the ranchman and
dairyman, in the production of meat and
milk at the minimum cost. It is adapted to

both the extensive and intensive farmer.

It can be grown in large areas success-

fully, while the farmer who has tried it

in a smaller way finds it indispensable.

Besides possessing these qualities it is the

renovator of soils par excellence, and the

kinds of live stock affords sufficient incen-
tive for its growing, and as a profit-

bringer in the form of hay, or condensed
into beef, pork, mutton, or products of

the cow, it has no equal. It yields three,

four, or more cuttings each year as com-
pared with the one or two produced by
red clover, which in many parts of the

United States is considered as the most
useful forage plant grown. Then, too,

clover will ordinarily survive but two
years, while alfalfa will last from ten to
one hundred years, thus saving many

[concluded on page 7]
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January Fifteenth

Farm and Fireside will be

our

Special Annual Issue.

Among the many other
good things which it will con-

tain is the beautiful colored
supplement, which will be ap-

preciated by everyone. You
know how attractive the other

two were, and this one is

equally as pretty. Some may
like it better. It represents a

traveler in the Western moun-
tains coming 'round a cliff

when he meets a—well, we
can't describe it. You'll have
to see it to appreciate the title,

"The Right of Way." Done
in attractive colors and would
look beautiful framed.
The World Travel Letters

by Mr. Frederic J. Haskin
will be continued next year.

We told him how much our
people appreciate his letters

and asked him to get up some-
thing special for you. He has

promised to give you some-
thing more interesting than
ever, so don't fail to keep
your subscription paid up.

Look at the label to see that

you are not in arrears. The
special issue will be mailed to

paid-in-advance subscribers
only.

There's Nothing Too
Good For Our People

and we are not going to spare

either money or effort to make
Farm and Fireside please

you better than ever. But of

course you must do your part.

About Advertisements
Farm and Fireside does not print ad-

vertisements generally known as "readers"

in its editorial or news columns.

Mention Farm and Fireside when you

write to our advertisers, and we guarantee

you fair and square treatment

Of course we do not undertake to ad-

just petty differences between subscribers

and honest advertisers, but if any adver-

tiser should defraud a subscriber, we stand

ready to make good the loss incurred,

provided we are notified within thirty days

after the transaction.

ON page 4 is an announcement of

a special cooperative subscrip-

tion plan. Please look over

this list of farm papers, select

the one representing your own region,

and, if yon are not already familiar

with it, request the publishers to send
you a sample copy.

<S>

In its fortieth annual session, held
last month at Denver, the National
Grange, representing 1,000,000 organ-
ized farmers, adopted a strong resolu-

tion opposing the movement for in-

creasing newspaper postage "as being
a backward instead of a forward step,

contrary to the past policy of the
government, contrary to the enlight-

ened spirit of the age, a direct blow
to education, and manifestly un-
necessary, unreasonable and unjust."

Agricultural Production
In his tenth annual, report on the

work of the Department of Agricul-
ture Secretary Wilson says:

Taken at that point in production
at which they acquire commercial
value, the farm products of the year,
estimated for every detail presented
by the census, have a farm value of
$6,794,000,000. This is $485,000,000 above
the value of 1905, $635,000,000 above
1904. $377,000,000 above 1903, and $2,-

077,000,000 above the census for 1899.

The value of the farm products of
1906 was 8 per cent greater than that
of 1905, 10 per cent over 1904, 15 per
cent over 1903, and 44 per cent over
1899.

Equitable Distribution

In the report to the National Grange
of its executive committee appears the
following clear-headed statement on
the great problem of distribution:

"The statement is frequently made
in our farm papers that the most im-
portant economic subject that con-
fronts the farmers of America is

'scientific agriculture,' or, in other
words, the science of making two
blades of grass grow where one grew
before. We disagree with their opin-
ions. The great problems of produc-
tion, not alone in agriculture, but in
all lines of industry, have occupied by
far the larger attention of the world
for a long time. And these productive
problems, and scientific farming es-

pecially, will undoubtedly receive in-

creasing attention. Notwithstanding
this increasing interest in improving
productive methods, the progressive
farmer no longer considers the ques-
tion of how to produce more as being
nearly so important as the other great
question of how to keep for himself a
larger share of the profits of what he
has already produced.
"The great problem of this day and

generation is distribution; equitable
distribution or the 'square deal' as
President Roosevelt has so happily
phrased it. The producer and consum-
er must be brought closer together,
and the special privilege classes, who
rob both, must be eliminated. Not un-
til the 'square deal' is fully established
and monopoly completely annihilated
can the questions of production again
attain to their natural right position
of first place. Until then, distribution
must be our chief concern.
"The significant operation of the

new rate laws and the increased
powers of the interstate commerce
commission, as urged and adopted by
a preceding session of the National
Grange, have already borne fruit. The
eleven indictments returned by the
United States grand jury at Minn-
eapolis, which makes defendants of

four railroad companies and several

shippers, comes just at the right time,

and shows the wisdom of the action
taken by the National Grange in pro-
testing against discrimination by com-
mon carriers. This must remind all

corporations, which are not yet con-

vinced, of the necessity of obeying
the laws, and that there can be no
peace for them except prompt accept-
ance of the new regulation laws as

prescribed in the new rate bill. The
small shipper must have an equal
chance on all railroads. He must be
given like service for like charges. Sim-
ple justice must be the rule of com-
mon carriers, and there can be no ex-

ception.
"The country, irrespective of party,

will stand by the president in all that
he does to enforce fair play. The
more stubborn opposition to this re-

form, which is only the embodiment
of common justice, the worse it will

be for corporations or individuals who
resist. Eight will never give way to
wrong and accept defeat. American
institutions rest on the 'square deal'

principle. It must be maintained as
an act of national self-preservation.

Government Control of Railways
One of the most interesting features

of the Trans-Mississippi Commercial
Congress was a passage-at-arms be-

tween E. H. Harriman, railroad presi-

dent, and Secretary of State Eoot. Mr.
Harriman, in an address, spoke against

the increased power given in response
to "general clamor" by federal leg-

islation to the Interstate Commerce
Commission. He objected to the law
regulating rates, and intimated that
the railways ought to have more pow-
er.

"It is often important to a country,"
said Mr. Harriman, "whether we do
certain things, whether we develop a
country or leave it dormant. Often
we cannot give development a start

because of the action of certain people
for political prestige."

Mr. Harriman got an answer to his

challenge. Secretary Eoot said:

"Mr. Harriman, I believe in his
speech to-night would have us give
more power to the railroads.

"The experience I gained from a
knowledge of railroad business in the
state of Missouri at a time when the
railroads were competing for business
led me to believe that the just means
of regulating traffic and railway
affairs is through the railways them-
selves. I believe that it is just to say
that a wise law would be one that
would force the railroads to combine
in keeping the law—a law that would
prevent the railroads from breaking
the law.
"I repeat that the best regulation

can be brought about by the railroads
themselves if they will only do it.

Their power, Mr. Harriman, should be
supplemented by government control,

such as would prevent them from do-

ing wrong.
"It is nevertheless the case that a

railroad, by special compensation or
special rates, can help to build up a
bigger and better business. Neverthe-
less, science of government always
gives a chance. The privilege of the
railroads in discriminating in the
matter of special rates and compensa-
tions is too often abused, as we have
seen. It is the common tendency of

railroads to give advantage to the
wealthy shipper against the weaker or
smaller one.

"It is that tendency, so often dis-

played—a tendency to crush the weak.
For this reason I say that it is nec-

essary, it is essential to freedom and
independence, that the railroads

should be held under control to pre-

vent discrimination. The slight advan-

tage that the railroads would gain by
more power—the power that Mr.
Harriman asks for—would be so great-

ly offset by the evil that such a prop-
osition would not be considered for

a moment."

In these few words Mr. Eoot gives

the sum and substance of the whole

matter: the absolute. necessity of gov-

ernment control to prevent the rail-

roads from breaking the law.

As if to emphasize the force of Sec-

retary Boot's statement, the testi-

mony given one week later before the

Interstate Commerce Commission, at

Salt Lake City, revealed gigantic con-

spiracies by certain western railroad

and fuel companies to rob the public

domain of coal, mineral and timber

lands, to restrain trade by rate dis-

crimination, and to maintain a mon-
opoly of coal in the entire West. And,

it is not strange to say, the railroads

and coal companies representing the

Harriman interests are deeply in-

volved.

The vast transportation business of
the country is controlled by a very
few men, who do not really own the
railroads. With them the railroad
business is much more than the proper
business of common carriers—the
transportation of products from part
of the country to another; it is an
immense power they can wield—doing
things in defiance of law—to make or
break other businesses. By means of
illegal discriminations and rebates
they can build up any particular busi-
ness into a monopoly, or crush it;

they can bring prosperity to any
community, or ruin it commercially,
and they can exploit the whole coun-
try instead of developing any part of
it.

It is this power for evil the mills of

justice are now grinding, and they will

grind it exceeding fine.

The control of the railroads is much' v

safer in the hands of representatives
of the people than in the hands of
representatives of the "System."

School Children Against Tussock
Moth

For some years the beautiful shade
trees in the streets of Buffalo,

New York, have been greatly en-

dangered by the attacks of the

tussock moth, which has appeared in

countless numbers. A Buffalo evening
paper, however, has hit upon a rather

simple method of fighting the pest, namely,
by enlisting, through prizes in money, the

cooperation of the schoolchildren in the

good work. A number of prizes, ranging
from $1 to S20 each, were offered this fall

for the largest number of egg masses
gathered. The first prize of $20 was
awarded a few days ago to a little Italian

boy who had gathered no less than

123,550 egg masses, while 7,000 egg masses
had to be credited to the youngster who
received the last prize ($1).

The schoolchildren have done well.

Their organized and concerted warfare

is the means of saving Buffalo's shade,

trees from one of the greatest and most
destructive pests that has ever threatened

their existence. But the city has not done
so well by the children. They have worked
too cheap. Buffalo could have afforded

to spend quite a little sum rather than

lose her shade trees ; and if the city

authorities should have no legal right in

expending money for so worthy a pur-

pose, it seems that the individual home
owners could and should have done it.

Controlling the Commission
Dealer

Commenting on the efforts of the De-
partment of Agriculture for the promo-
tion of the bill which was introduced in

the last session of Congress, and to be

vigorously pushed in the next, having in

view the protection of shippers from
dishonest commission men, the "Cali-

fornia Fruit Grower" says:

"The object is a worthy one, perhaps,

but we doubt the possibility of legislat-

ing all dishonest people into honest

ones, and if commission men, why not

every other line of trade; they all have

them. The most efficacious way to pre-

vent being defrauded is to exercise more
care in selecting those to whom you en-

trust your goods."

The commission man seems to be an

especially fit subject for legislation of

the kind in view, as he is made the cus-

todian of the shipper's goods and
money, without having given bond
therefor. The very least that should be

done with him is to require him to take

cut a federal license and give bond to a

proper amount. Every agent who
handles other people's money should be

willing to give security for it. This

would help the honest commission man,

and cut off the chance for the dishonest

one to collect a lot of money for the

shippers, and then skip out with the

money, as is now so often done. Until

such a law is passed, however, care in

the selection of a trustworthy commis-

sion man is about the only thing to pre-

vent losses.
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About Rural Affairs

The Dangerous Match

A
few days ago, the four-year-old

child of a neighbor, a cute and
lovable little boy, met death in
its most terrible and most

agonizing form. His father being absent

and his mother still in bed, early one
morning, the little chap was sitting on
the floor of the bedroom, amusing him-
self by striking matches on the floor.

Suddenly his "nighty" caught fire, and
although his cries of distress soon brought
his mother to his side, the poor child was
so badly burned by the time the mother
succeeded in smothering the flames, that
after three or four hours of terrible suf-

fering, death came as a relief.

The match-box presents quite a prob-
lem in the average rural home. Every
little while we find our boys, youngsters
of tender age (5 to 9 years), with a lot

of matches in their pockets, or striking

matches for fun, in the bedroom, in the
barn, outdoors, anywhere or everywhere,
or setting fire to heaps of rubbish or old
papers in places where buildings are in

danger of catching fire. We have perhaps
two ways of meeting this problem. One
is to punish the youngsters v severely for
playing with matches that fei. -"ill over-
come their natural inclination co play
with matches, or to keep the matches
carefully locked up in a safe where the
children cannot get them.
In the household we have' rse for

matches so frequently, and in j many
places, that for convenience' sa 1 we like

to have them easily accessible m almost
every room. But with young children in

the house, it is a dangerous practise. We
might better have to go a little out of
our way everytime we want a match, and
to have to get it from a supply safely

stored in a match-safe, than to meet the
loss of house or barn by fire, or worse,
have one of our children roasted alive.

Let us look more carefully after the
matches hereafter. They are dangerous.

Bird Studies
"Consistency, thou art indeed a jewel;"

but this jewel does not usually ornament
our treatment of the bird question. For
instance, we have put the blackbird on
our blacklist. When, some years ago,

flocks of these birds, numbering thousands,
came down upon my magnificent corn-
field, and utterly spoiled the then just

ripening ears, or when smaller numbers
of them pulled up row after row of corn
plants just breaking through the ground,
I condemned this bird as one of the great-

est nuisances that the farmer has to con-
tend with among bird life. On the other
hand, when (as for instance this past
season) the blackbird finds so much other,

more congenial food (probably of insect

character) that he leaves the tenderest,

sweet corn plants untouched, while the
robin eats our cherries, we are liable to

praise the blackbird at the expense of
the robin.

Dr. Walter B. Barrows, Professor of
Zoology and Physiology' at the Michigan
Agricultural College, who has made a
special study of bird life in his state, re-

cently said

:

"The blackbird is no more hostile to

the farmer- than is the robin; but the,

farmer has a tremendous prejudice against

the blackbird, and any attempt to protect

him by law, as the robin is protected,

would raise a storm of protest. The black-

bird does not take any more farm pro-
duce than the robin, and he fully equals

the robin in his attacks upon harmful in-

jects. The natural inclination is to ex-
aggerate the harmful influence of birds

with respect to agriculture, anyhow. It

is only in those parts of Michigan where
cherry trees are few and the birds are
many that much complaint is heard.

For instance, in the city, where there may
be -but one cherry tree in ten blocks, the

ravages of the robin are very noticeable

;

but you don't hear much complaint from
the large fruit growers on the shores of

Lake Michigan, where there is so much
fruit that the amount taken by the birds

is infinitesimal."

That the robin can be much more de-

structive to cherries and other fruits

(even where these are grown in fairly

large quantities, and when the natural

local conditions are especially favorable

for the rapid increase of the bird) may
be inferred from Professor Barrows' re-

marks, has been frequently demonstrated
to my sorrow. But the robin does not
always, or everywhere, act thus. Neither
is the blackbird, nor the English sparrow,
always a nuisance. In fact both birds

deserve great credit for picking up a good
many grubs and other injurious insects.

I have often spoken well of the English
sparrow. Yet this fall a flock of thou-

sands of them has taken nearly every
easily accessible kernel of buckwheat from
a two-acre field, the sheaves never having
been dry enough to be hauled to the barn.

In respect to bird life I suppose we have
to take the bitter with the sweet, and it

seems to me wrong, to protect one bird
and put a premium on the destruction of
another. All birds, except legitimate
game birds, should be protected, with the
proviso that nothing shall prevent the
producer to protect his property against
any bird when it becomes excessive in

numbers, and dangerously destructive.

<$>

Breeding Young Heifers
Like a good many small farmers and

gardeners, I keep cows for family use
mainly, disposing of what surplus we may
have of butter, etc., to neighbors who do
not have the privilege of keeping cows.
This means that we usually have two
calves to dispose of every winter or early
spring. A good cow's sound heifer calf

I consider too good to be killed. The best

thing to do with it is to make a good cow
of it.

Then I frequently have a heifer gradu-
ally growing to be a cow. It has always
been a problem with me how soon to
breed a heifer. Farmers, and expert breed-
ers among them, are not wholly agreed on
this point. In a bulletin just issued by
the Michigan State Experiment Station
(No. 241, September,- 1906), on the Im-
provement of Michigan Cattle, Prof. R.
S. Shaw says about the evil effects of
breeding immature females : "During the
past decade or two there has been a grow-
ing tendency to breed heifers at an early

age. The men who advocate and prac-
tise the breeding of heifers so as to pro-
duce calves under or about twenty
months of age, are extremely numerous.
In fact, the practise has been carried on
to such an extent that in many localities

mature cows of some of the dairy breeds
cannot be found bearing the same size

that these types did twenty years ago.

This practise is supported chiefly on the
following grounds, namely : First, that

the earlier a heifer is made to produce,
the sooner she begins to make some finan-

cial return for her keep ; second, the
capabilities of the~ dairy cow can be in-

creased if stimulated at an early age.

There are those who claim not to object

to lack of size in dairy cows, and also

that the smaller cows are more profitable,

but this latter claim has not yet been
proven. The relative value of small
versus large dairy cows as economic pro-
ducers has not been determined, though
much discussed. It is a notable fact, how-
ever, that the world's record makers and
the majority of cows entered in the va-
rious advanced registry associations, are,

in general, considerably above the aver-
age as to size. Some expert dairy

breeders are inclining more and more to

the belief that heifers should be allowed
greater maturity before dropping the first

calves, and are also permitting them to

lay on more flesh than has been thought
to be safe. These men are demonstrating
the accuracy of their theories in the re-

sults produced. While it is clearly ap-
parent that immature breeding has re-

duced the size of many of our dairy cat-

tle, it has not been proven that diminished
constitutional vigor has accompanied this

loss of size, though many hold to that

view. It is rational to assume that in un-
duly immature breeding some of the physi-

ological laws of nature must be violated,

and this cannot occur without being fol-

lowed by some evil results. No fixed age
can be given for the breeding of heifers.

It should be dependent on the rapidity

and character of the development of the

individual."

I am keeping the Jerseys only. I be-

lieve in taking the middle course. I have
usually managed to have my heifers drop
their first calf when very nearly two years

old. This practise has given good results.

I like a fairly large cow. In the absence

of newer developments in this line, I shall

stick to my old practise. .

Effects of Bad Meat
It seems well established that "em-

balmed" or spoiled meats have caused
innumerable cases of sickness and many
deaths; and this has not happened alone

to mankind, but likewise to fowls. I

have had a number of inquiries about
a mysterious disease attacking chickens,

as well as ducks and turkeys. It may
start in with looseness of the bowels,
and then affect head and neck in a pe-

culiar manner. The fowl seems to be-
come sort of paralyzedj losing control

of its head, and finally dies. Whole
flocks go sometimes in this manner, and
on investigation it is usually found that

the birds have had access to decayed
meat or other spoiled foods. The dis-

ease is called "limber neck," and is due
to the poisonous effect of the bad meat.
Last summer a neighbor of mine lost

about one hundred and fifty half-grown
chicks by ptomain poisoning.

_
The

good wife' of the next door neighbor

had emptied a can of spoiled salmon in

the back yard. The flock of chickens
got to it and devoured it greedily.

Next day all birds who had partaken of

the feast, were dead.
Some poultry keepers feed the offal

from butcher shops to their fowls quite

regularly. If this is fresh and clean
moderate rations of it will do no harm.
If it is half rotten, and perhaps full of

maggots, regular feeds of it will surely

get the fowls and their owner into trou-

ble. For myself and family I would not
use the eggs on my table which were
laid by a hen fed on putrid meat or
other rotten stuff any more than I

would want the milk from a cow fed on
decayed vegetables. I have no appetite

for such products of the poultry yard or

dairy, and I believe there is actual dan-
ger in their use for human food.

I am even a little suspicious about the

average poultry meat-meals on the mar-
ket, they are largely made of the offal

of the large slaughter and packing
houses, and probably of decayed meats
to some extent. The high heat to

which these materials are exposed in

rendering them may kill the dangerous
germs, but some germs are known to

live even through such an ordeal. I

have used meat-meals more or less for

years, but shall be a little more cau-

tious in their use hereafter, and surely

not use them to excess.

<•>

Salient Farm Notes

Raising Hogs in the South

A
Mississippi farmer says he has
land that will grow forty to

fifty bushels of corn to the
k

acre, and he has about decided

to raise more hogs and grow less cot-

ton. I think this is a wise decision.

He asks about sowing clover in sum-
mer on a strawberry patch after the
berries are gathered. I hardly think
he will succeed in securing a stand by
sowing at that time of the year. I

would suggest that he sow cow-peas
instead of clover. I think cow-peas
will do well with him. They should
make a large growth and yield a good
crop of peas, which will make the best

of feed for his hogs. He eould turn
the hogs into the cow-peas as soon as

the first pods ripen and they would
live and fatten on them. If he has no
pasture for his pigs during the sum-
mer, he should grow a supply of sweet
corn for green stuff. Probably he
might plant half an acre on the straw-
berry patch after the berries are

gathered, for later green feed to last

until the peas are ready to turn onto.

In the South it is very desirable to

have plenty of good green food for

pigs, and to not feed them heavily

with corn during the summer season.

He should aim to keep them growing
and in fair condition until fall, or

cooler weather comes on, when he can
begin to increase the corn ration and
fatten them up. If his peas turn out
well he will not need very much corn,

though they are fond of a little, even
when they have an abundance of peas,

and it helps very much in getting
them into condition for the market.
The Southern farmer is awaking to

the fact that he can grow his own
meat and other provisions as well as

to have Northern men grow them for
him while he wrestles with the great
staple, cotton. Cotton to the South-
ern farmer is about what wheat used
to be to the Northern farmer—a ready
money crop. But the latter long ago
learned that pork and beans and but-
ter, eggs, milk, and the different gar-
den vegetables were about as essential

to his welfare as a little ready money,
and he set about producing them. The
Southern farmer has been slower
about this, but he is rapidly catching
on, and each coming year will see
more of these things produced on
Southern farms. Hogs and poultry
must be managed a little different
down there to do well. Clean quarters
for both is an absolute necessity
where the climate is both warm and
humid, and it will not do to crowd
them in the least. They must have
plenty of room, clean water to drink
and clean food. There is disease for
pigs in the slop barrel, and the pestif-
erous thing should not be tolerated.
All slops and sloppy feeds must be
fresh and wholesome when fed. A
slop barrel is bad enough in the
North, but vastly more dangerous in

the South. We have several buckets
for slop, and all are emptied every
day. When milk and meal slops are
fed, only enough for one feed should
be mixed at one time.

I rather think that what is termed
the bacon hog is better for the South
than the lard hog. The bacon hog is

fed only enough to keep him in good
growing condition until about six
weeks before he is wanted, when his
rations are increased gradually until
he is on full feed. When ready for the
block he is in what we would call fine
condition for laying on lard, nicely
rounded, but not loaded with fat. He
makes better bacon than a fat lard
hog, but does not yield so much lard.
If he has been finished on cow-peas
and corn he makes bacon fit for a
king. He is less likely to be caught
by any disease and taken off without
warning than one that is loaded down
with fat.

In the matter of poultry production
Southern farmers seem to have a good
deal to complain of. A large part of
their troubles are caused by unsani-
tary surroundings and lack of proper
accommodations for their poultry.
"Limberneck" in fowls is a disease
common in the South, and the cause
or "limberneck" is the eating of car-
rion and other putrid and poisonous
foods. When a man writes to me for
a cure for "limberneck" I tell him to
clean up his place and keep it clean.
The South is an ideal section for the
production of bacon hogs and early
poultry, and the farmers down there
will discover that fact some day, in
fact they are beginning to sit up and
take a little notice already.

<$>

Terracing Hillside Land With
Arbor Vitae

A young man in Ohio writes that
he has recently fallen heir to a farm.
When he first heard of it he had a
spell of rejoicing, but when he saw it

he changed his tune. He says it con-
sists of forty acres, twenty-one good
bottom land, and nineteen of clay hill

sparcely covered with brush, a sort
of wire grass, weeds and young trees.
It is in a good locality and he would
like to live there, but he hardly knows
how to manage that brushy, gullied,
clay hill land. Then he outlines a plan
that is good, and I would advise him
to adopt it. He says:

"I notice that blue grass will grow
on this soil if given half a chance, and
I noticed that arbor vitaes will also
grow on it. Now my idea is to terrace
this hill by planting arbor vitaes in
close rows, thirty or forty feet apart,
running around the hill, clear off the
brush and trash and seed heavily to
redtop and blue grass. I could keep
the arbor vitae hedges down to a
height of about two feet and they will
not interfere with the growth of the
grass, while they will stop the gully-
ing, which I learn is all done in the
spring as frost is coming out or just
after it has come out of the ground.
It seems to me I can make this miser-
able hillside an ideal pasture for cows
or pigs, keeping the latter properly
rung, and make it earn me something
while I am growing grain, chiefly corn,
on the bottom land. I could let the
lower row of arbor vitae grow about
four feet high, wireing it at the bot-
tom with woven fencing and a couple
of barbed wires on the top and it

would make a good fence, separating
the pasture from the farm land. How
many years will it take to make fence,
and how long before the rows on the
hillside will be firm enough to stop
washing or gullying?"
He should buy eighteen-inch trees

for the lower line, and twelve-inch
trees for the terrace rows. The lower
row will make a fence as soon as he
gets the wire on, if he fastens it to
strong posts. If he uses stakes the
trees will hold it in about six years.
He will need to set the trees in terrace
rows about eighteen inches apart.
They will have a firm hold in two
years, and should be kept down to a
height of about eighteen inches. This
is a new wrinkle in terracing, it seems
to me, but it looks feasible, and with-
out a doubt this young man will make
a splendid pasture of this now use-
less hillside. A man once wrote me
he had decided to use Osage Orange
in terracing a hillside, and three years
later he wrote me that it was a suc-
cess, but gave no particulars, other
than the hedges were forty feet apart.
It seems to me arbor vitae would be
much better than Osage, requiring
much less trimming.
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Non-Conducting Cement Floor

CLEAN out the old floor then
level up the ground to six inch-

es of where the floor is to be.

If there are some holes, stones

may be used. On top of this put a
coating of cement three inches thick.

Use the Portland, and take one part

to four of good, sharp sand, free from
earth. Be very particular to mix the
cement and sand thoroughly before
wetting. With this cover the entire

floor, including where the cattle eat,

and up to the side of the building be-

hind them, for you will need no man-
gers. Where stanchions are to be set,

geit four bolts made from one-inch

iron, fourteen inches long.

On these make heads fully three

inches square. Set one in the cement
at each end of the line, and two equi-

distant through the center. After the
floor is all in the timber that supports

the stanchions may be bedded and
held by these bolts. The length from
stanchion to edge of gutter for ordi-

nary cows is four feet six inches. Un-
less" your cows are very uniform in

size, I should make the space at one
end four feet two inches; on the other
four feet eight inches.
.This will allow a proper amount of

room for heifers and short cows, so

they will stand over the gutter on the
narrow end, and long enough in the
wide one, so that very long cows will

not stand with their feet in the gut-
ter. There should be eight inches
from the bottom of the gutter to the
platform or place where the cows
stand; the gutter should be sixteen
inches wide and six inches high on
the back side. Built this way it is

much easier to clean. By making this

trench in proper proportions with the
floor, it can all be constructed of ce-

ment.
After the first coat of cement is on

where the cows are to stand, cover the
surface with tar paint just as soon as

it begins to set; on this place a cover-
ing of good heavy tar paper, cover
with tar, and on this place the next
coat of cement four inches thick. This
paper will act as a non-conductor and
your floor will always be dry and
never cold. The upper coat of cement
should be one of cement to three of
sand under the cows, and wherever
there is to be any heavy tramping in
front of the cows one to four is all

right. Next to the gutter edge make
it one to two. A slope of one inch
from stanchion to gutter is all that is

necessary; more is not comfortable
for the cows. Be very careful not to
smooth the surface where the cows
are to stand. An unplaned board is

about the proper tool for this pur-
pose. On this the cows will not slip,

and it will hold the bedding. The
place from which the cows eat may be
slightly dishing. I am sure you will
make no mistake in following this
plan. It will probably be better to
get one man who understands hand-
ling cement to boss the job. Ordinary
unskilled labor will do the rest.—E.
Van Alstyne in the Tribune Farmer.

<$>

Ventilating a Dairy Barn
The principal underlying ventilation

is the control of air currents. This
circulation both in and out of the
building must be through specially
constructed flues. It is idle to put the
"King" system of ventilation into a
foul-smelling, loosely built barn with
a plank floor; it already has too much
air circulating in and out. There-
for, the proper construction of the
building is the first consideration. The
cow stable is the business office and
manufacturing plant of the dairyman;
it should be as comfortable in every
way as his living room in the house.
It should be a home for the cows and
not a cheerless barn. To accomplish
this, the room must be completely in-

sulated from the outside temperature.
There is no reason why we may not
now advise the best of all side wall
construction.

BUILDING THE VENTILATING FLUE
Having a stable built as just out-

lined, we are now ready to put in
dampers and pipes. Many a farmer has
experienced serious trouble from drip-
ping of a stovepipe passing through
a cold room; or horizontally for
some distance; or into a large chim-
ney where the warm air would cool
off before reaching the top. The same
trouble will follow this ventilation un-
less the flue is run straight or is in-

sulated against outside cool air. It is

therefore safe to build the flue only
of matched lumber, with paper be-
tween the two boards, thus making it

vapor tigbt. If such a flue is built free
from the. building and is carried to the
highest, point of the barn, and projects
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five or six feet above the ridge, it will

always work. The flue is covered
with a cap about one foot above the
top to keep out rain, and to increase
the circulation by the passing of
strong air currents over the top. Do
not build these flues of material which
conducts heat readily, as galvanized^
iron; neither should they be taken out
under the eaves or between rafters.

They can be built outside the barn if

necessary, in which case insulation
must be perfect to prevent condensa-
tion; probably a double flue, with the
air space stuffed with straw, would be
sufficient.

THE SIZE OE THE FLUE
The size of the flues should be reg-

ulated by the number of animals and
not by the size of the room. A flue

one foot square is considered sufficient

for five or six cows. For ten cows the
flue should be one foot by two feet;

for twenty cows it should be two feet
by two feet. It is the opinion of the
writer, from observation rather than
from experience, that one flue located
at any convenient place will be as

COOK'S VENTILATION PLAN

satisfactory as two or more flues foi
a room holding thirty cows or less

For larger rooms, two flues or more
would be better. My own experience
has been with four flues for sixty ani-
mals. These flues should open near
the floor and also near the ceiling. In
each place the opening should equal
the full size of the flue. When the
temperature outside is low, use only
the lower opening; when high, use
the upper. In a room constructed
along these lines we are able to main-
tain a constant temperature of from
54° to 60° without regard to the out-
side weather conditions. This stable
is located in the coldest section of
New York State.

THE INTAKE
Provision must be made for a con-

stant inflow of cold air. No specific

rule can be given for the number of
these small flues. The points which
must be kept in mind are to have the
inflow from all four sides of the room;
and through openings not over four
inches in diameter, so small that the
cold air will become mixed with the
warm air before reaching the animals,
and also to keep up a constant cir-

culation in the room. The animals
nearest to large openings might be
chilled. To illustrate: If the flues

were placed as shown in Fig. 242, the
air would not be changed over the
larger part of the room; but if lo-

cated as shown in Fig. 241. the change
of air would be constant and complete.
The manner of constructing the flues

is shown in Fig. 239 and Fig. 240.

These flues always work, because cold
air entering the stable through them
is soon warmed by contact with in-

side warm air and the animals, and
hence rises rapidly. Air will never
pass out through these intake flues.

This inflow of cold air under pres-
sure materially assists in forcing im-
pure air out through the out-take
flues; in fact, each flue assists the
other. I am unable to give a definite
rule as to the number of these flues,

for it depends so much upon wind
pressure and how much air enters
around the doors and windows.

All doors opening out should be

double; where they open into other
rooms single doors may answer, and
may be the means of admitting air to
some extent. It is easy to judge wheth-
er the volume of air coming into a
room is sufficient by observing the
course of the air when entering the
room. If the circulation is balanced
there will be no suction in and out. If
the warm air meets you in the face
the out-take flues are not doing their
duty; if the air rushes in when you
enter, provide more cold air flues. A
stable cannot be sanitary unless it

has been provided with a good system
of ventilation. The one outlined here
has been very satisfactory. The
health of the cows and the purity of
the product demand that the matter
of ventilation be given careful atten-
tion.—H. E. Cook in the American
Cultivator.
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A Handy Fodder Rack
The illustration of a fodder rack on

this page is one invented by the ed-
itor of the ""Agriculturist" and used
by him for many years. The rack is

such a good one that hundreds of
farmers copied the idea and they came
into quite general use on cattle farms.
There is absolutely no waste of feed
in using this ra«k, and anything can
be fed in it from corn fodder to en-
silage and meal.
The rack has a tight bottom into

which all litter falls as cattle pull out
the hay or other fodder from between
the slats. It is twelve feet long and
five feet wide. Three or four such
raeks in a yard will hold a load of hay
or corn fodder. It is the best rack in
which to feed corn fodder we ever
saw. Cattle will pull out every leaf
and husk, leaving the bare stalks in

the bottom, which may be removed
as desired.
The posts are 4x4; six feet long. On

top of the posts a 2x4 is spiked, upon
which the slats that hold the fodder
rest. These slats are four inches" wide
and placed far enough apart to admit
the nose of a cow—about six inches
The bottom is made of common six-

inch boards. If meal is fed in the rack
matched flooring is better for the bot>
torn. A six-inch board is nailed on
around the outside of the bottom to
hold the feed.
Where young cattle, cows or steers

run loose there is no better way of
feeding them. We have fed a good
many steers in this rack. They were
dehorned and ran loose in a shed. The
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rack was kept full of clover hay and
ensilage, and meal was fed twice daily
in the tight bottom.
Where such racks stand out in the

open a roof can be put on at small
cost, and if straw is plenty, the brood
sows and shoats will sleep under the
racks during mild weather.
This style of rack is very serviceable

for horses and colts running out dur-
ing winter, as all kinds of forage and
grain can be fed in it. It is also a
very good sheep rack when built

smaller, of course. The only objec-
tion to it for sheep is that chaff will

fall down into the wool on the ani
mal's head and neck. This is not a
serious objection, however. The rack
is very durable, as it is well braced by
the floor and top pieces, and there is

no chance for cattle to break it rub-
bing against it.—The Wisconsin Agri-
culturist.

Harrowing Wheat
The principal of loosening the sur-

face of the soil and keeping a mulch
of mellow soil in order to break the
capillary movement of water and pre-
vent its evaporation is well recognized
by fanners generally, and is practised
to a greater or less extent in the cul-
tivation of all kinds of crops. In the

growing of wheat the preparation of
a favorable seed-bed should leave the
soil mellow at the surface. Usually,
the rains in the fall after seeding are
not heavy enough to pack the soil.
Often the wheat makes considerable
growth and covers the ground during
the winter. There are usually no heavy
showers early in the spring, and the
wheat starts quickly and by stooling
soon covers the ground and protects
the soil from the beating of heavy
rains. Thus, wheat needs perhaps less
cultivation after planting to retain
the soil mulch than is required by
corn and other cultivated crops.
However, if the soil becomes packed

by heavy rain, the soil mulch may be
restored by harrowing the wheat. The
weed-harrow or weeder is probably
better adapted for harrowing wheat
and other grain than the common
tooth harrow or slanting tooth
harrow. The weeder is, however,
somewhat objectionable on account
of the wheels. When the ground is

reasonably firm the common harrow
may be used without injuring the
grain.
Our plan has been to harrow once

or twice in the spring after the wheat
has started well. It is not usually ad-
visable to harrow wheat in the fall,

and it is best not to harrow too early
in the spring, but when the grain has
made some start and the roots of the
plants are well established wheat may
be harrowed without injury and often
with much benefit. The harrowing
will not only loosen the soil, produc-
ing the mulch which conserves the soil

moisture and preparing a favorite sur-
face to receive the rain, but the har-
rowing also destroyes the young
weeds and gives a cleaner crop of
wheat than may be secured without
harrowing.

I question whether it is necessary
to continue the harrowing after the
wheat covers the ground well, unless
very heavy rains firm and puddle the
soil, destroying the mulch of mellow
earth. Usually this will not occur. I
have harrowed when it stood five

or six inches high and had stooled
so as to about cover the ground, and
the soil mulch thus produced was still

in evidence at harvest-time. Experi-
ments in the harrowing of wheat and
other methods of wheat culture are
being undertaken at thie Fort Hays
Branch Station and also at the experi-
ment station at Manhattan. These ex-
periments have not yet been continued
long enough to give definite results.
—S. M. Ten Eyck in the Kansas
Farmer.

Don't Feed too Much Hay
In the "Practical Farmer," Mr. T. B.

Terry gives the following sound ad-

vice about feeding hay:

A Michigan friend says: "You tell

us that good, early cut, well-cured
clover hay is worth nearly as much
as wheat bran to feed, ton for ton.
No doubt it is, if stock would eat it

up clean. But my cattle will only eat
the blossoms and leaves. And still the
stems are not coarse. And I cut my
clover from the 10th to the 20th of
June and cure it nicely. But my
horses will tumble and toss it over to
get the leaves and blossoms. I hope
you can tell me soon how to make
them eat it."

With such nice hay as you have there
is no question but what your animals
have too much hay put before them.
Of course, then they will pick out the
leaves and blossoms and leave the
stems. Overfeeding is a very common
error. Decrease the amount of hay
fed until they will just about eat it up
clean "and readily. I have fed many
tons of clover hay in this way. It is

not easy to make bighlv fed cows eat
it clean. But the little they left I

used to gather up and feed to the
horses, with grain. I was in the barn
all winter long to make the most of

our feed. Very few forkfuls of good
hay ever went to waste, practically
none. The great secret is not to over-
feed. I did not give a horse any more
than he would eat up clean and with a
relish within a reasonable time. It

is bad for any horse to be fed so much
that he has hay to pick at all the time,
when standing idle in the stable. It
will injure his digestion as well as

waste feed. I want to see horses, and
all stock, hungry when I go in to feed
them. They should show it unmistak-
ably. Now, someone may think that
naturally, in pasture, horses have feed
before them all the time. Somewhat
so, but not so they can nose it all

over at once, and then grass is largely
water and easily digested. Dry hay is

different. Man's judgment is needed
with it.
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Alfalfa

[continued from page i]

plowings and plantings. One of our ex-
periment stations reports that "one acre
of alfalfa yields as much protein as three
acres of clover, as much as nine acres of
timothy, and twelve times as much as an
acre of broom grass." In spite of the
fact that clover is so reliably and profit-

ably grown in the Eastern States, alfalfa,

regarded by many as only adapted to a
semi-arid region, has by sheer merit
forced its way in all directions until now
many fields are found in clover-growing
districts.

There is no ground for skepticism as to
,the adaptability of alfalfa, or its feeding
value. Investigation should remove what-
ever doubts there may be in the minds
of some as to the latter, and experiments
on their own farms serve to set at rest

the former. If you have been persuaded
without actually trying it that alfalfa will

'not grow in your neighborhood or your
state, don't believe it; you can't afford to
accept any such dictum. Try it faithfully

for yourself and reach your own conclu-
sions instead of taking those of someone
else, second hand. If you have but a
small patch of ground and one cow, you
need to raise alfalfa. If you have more
land and more live stock your need for it

is still greater. It has no peer and no
rival.

There are really few soils or localities

in any agricultural region, east or west,
where this legume will not prosper if

decently treated. If given a proper seed-
bed and sowed under favorable conditions
it can probably be grown in every locality.

If the first sowing is a disappointment
the soil probably lacks the essential
bacteria. If so the inoculation of the
land with these by sowing infected soil

from an old alfalfa field will overcome
the difficulty. At any rate, farmers every-
where who have not tried alfalfa should
by all means demonstrate whether the
plant will thrive with them. This need
not be done extensively at first, in fact,

should not be done, as even now, where
it is grown so prosperously and described
as being "admirably adapted" to condi-
tions, many first trials were failures. It re-
quires experience, generally, to secure the
best results, and this can be had by pre-
paring and sowing small areas. After
once permanently "set," it can be relied
upon to produce abundantly each year.
If the first trial is unsuccessful try at
least another time on the same ground.
The methods followed in securing a catch
of clover may fail with alfalfa, although
in the light of present knowledge of re-
quirements a stand should be easily had
where clover has been the main reliance.
Thorough preparation of the soil is a
primary requisite, and in the more humid
sections this would imply the application
of barn-yard manure before plowing the
land—a practise that would likely not
fail of good results wherever pursued.
While the mature alfalfa is a gross

feeder, and hardy, the young plant is

delicate, and requires the best of seed-
beds, which should be mellow, yet firm
and compact, with the surface as finely
prepared as for a garden. Sow when the
weather is right, say, late in August or
early September, and without a nurse
crop, 15 to 20 pounds of seed to the acre.

Seed should be tested for purity and
germinability. Good seed is absolutely
essential. Poor seed, weeds, and the lack
of thorough preparation probably have
been the causes of more failures than all

else. Seed may be sown either by broad-
casting or drilling. When using the drill,

a common method is to mix an equal
quantity of wheat bran, corn-meal or
alfalfa meal with the seed, as aids to an
even distribution and a not too exces-
sive seeding. Both spring and fall sowings
are practised, the former being the more
general in the northern latitudes. Usually
when sown in the fall it is after an oat,

millet or potato crop. In some districts

fall sowing is advisable in order to get
ahead of crab-grass and other troublesome
grasses and weeds.

Alfalfa should be cut as often as it

blooms and as soon as the blossoms be-
gin to appear ; it is never so valuable later.

The importance of the leaves prompts
early cutting, and the fact that they con-
tain 75 to 80 per cent of the protein of
the whole plant accentuates their value.
Early cutting of the first crop especially
is regarded as essential, as a short delay
may mean but two crops instead of three
or four. For seed, cutting should be done
when the greater proportion of the seeds
are hard and of a dark brown color, but
not sufficiently hard to shell.

The proper handling of the hay calls

for skill and painstaking. Briefly, it

should be cured, if possible, partly in the
swath, the windrow, the cock, and in the
mow. A wetting is injurious, as is too
long exposure to the sun. The highest
returns are not realized if harvesting is

not done intelligently. There are many
factors entering into such work that ex-

perience alone can best teach, but a knowl-
edge of the successful methods of others

must be helpful, therefore, learn of them.

Experts have declared that alfalfa

would only grow in certain soil and in

certain climates, but it has proven adapt-

ability to nearly all climates and almost all

soils. There are but two soil conditions

that seem reliable against the growth of

alfalfa. The one is a soil constantly wet;
the other is where there is too much acid-

ity. The latter may be remedied by an

soiling crop for pigs they will eat alfalfa

hay. Experiments have shown that pigs

make better growth when their dams are
fed considerable alfalfa than do those
from sows fed the best of rations, but
with no alfalfa. For brood sows it is

a most valuable food either as a hay, a
soiling crop, or a pasture. The litters of

such sows as have it are generally large

and vigorous, and the dams have a strong
flow of nutritious milk.

Thousands of acres in the West are
now returning incomes of $15 to $25 per
acre from alfalfa, where but a few years

ILLUSTRATION OF THE ROOT SYSTEM OF ALFALFA
Notice the lone tap-roots and the lateral roots bearing the tubercles. These plants were grown in

tall pots and the soil carefully removed from the roots by washing
4

application of lime, the other will require

drainage. Each of these could with profit

be prepared for producing this wonderful
forage crop, if other lands more suitable

were not available on the same farm. As
is well-known, alfalfa on the whole, does
not fall far short of a fairly balanced
ration, and hence for dairy animals it is

incomparable, and wherever alfalfa flour-

ishes dairying, if not already one of the
important industries, is likely to become
so.

Neither cattle nor sheep should be pas-

tured on alfalfa, as it is liable to cause
bloat, although there are not a few who
have pastured cows on it with profit. For
horses and hogs it is excellent. Aside
from it being a valuable pasture or

earlier the land was supposed to be al-

most worthless for agriculture, and
hundreds of farms in the Eastern states

that were returning but little above cost

of labor and fertilization are yielding en-

hanced returns since the introduction of
alfalfa.

Few are justified in postponing the ad-
dition of this crop to their husbandry. Its

benefits are manifold. It not only sub-
soils the hardpan, renovates and fertilizes

the soil, but yields annually for years an
abundance of the most valuable feed. It

is a plant eminently worthy of the high
estimation in which it is held by those
best acquainted with its value, and each
passing year finds an increased number
enjoying its benefactions.

Woven-Wire Fence the Best
In my experience with several differ-

ent kinds of fencing I regard the wov-
en-wire fence as being the best. I use
a smooth woven wire, without any
barbs at top or bottom. The posts are
walnut and white cedar. I paid 35 cents
a rod for the fencing, delivered at my
railroad station, and 11 cents each for
what posts I failed to procure from my
own farm. However, I obtained the
majority of the posts from my premises
which I had planted several years ago
for that purpose.

In building the fence I set the corner
posts four and one half feet and the
line posts three feet in the ground, to
insure solidness of the posts, which is

of the greatest importance with a fence
of this kind. The posts were set twelve
and one half feet apart. The end and
corner posts were well anchored with
two boards in front and back and a
cable wire from the top of the posts
fastened to a large rock which is low-
ered about three feet into the ground.
This fence is giving me better satisfac-
tion than any I have heretofore used,
and will stand without repairs for a
good many years.

In building a fence of this kind there
are three essentials that should be
borne in mind—tight stretching, solid-
ness_ of posts and anchors, and lasting
qualities. I do not believe there can be
a better fence produced than the wov-
en-wire fence. Still, a great many farm-
ers are running risks in maintaining
barbed-wire fencing. On the farms of
the United States, taken as a whole, I
am fully convinced that the loss sus-
tained by barbed-wire fencing, in live
stock killed and injured, would practi-
cally rebuild every rod of it with a sen-
sible woven-wire fence. The place for
every foot of barbed-wire fencing is in
the junk pile of some wire factory,
where it can be worked up into some-
thing useful.

Illinois. Wm. H. Underwood.
<s>

A Few Don'ts
Don't leave any farm machinery out

to be rusted, rotted and spoiled by the
weather. I have seen binders left where
the_ last piece of grain was cut until
grain had ripened again, plows frozen
in the ground, hay-rakes with tongues
stuck over a fence, and cultivators keep-
ing them company. In fact, on one farm
here and another there I have seen all
kinds of farm machinery left to the
wear and tear of the weather. Many
thousand dollars' worth of machinery
has been spoiled in this manner, and
the factories and middlemen reap the
benefit in new machinery sold.

If possible I drive my farm machines
to the place where they are kept when
not in use, which is the basement of my
granary, 26 x 32, height 6 l/2 feet. This
contains, as I write, a binder for small
grain, a gang plow, a sulky plow, a
walking plow, a sixteen-foot harrow, a
riding cultivator with eagle claws, a rid-
ing cultivator for surface cultivation, a
corn-planter, a seeder for oats, sor-
ghum, timothy or clover, a hay-rake, a
half interest in a hay loader, a disk har-
row, a roller, a stalk cutter, a mower,
and a fanning mill.

My farming tools cost me $500, and
I use them on a farm of 243 acres, of
which 25 acres is heavily wooded. If

these machines were left to the erosion
of the weather, my farm would soon be
under a blanket that does not warm—

a

mortgage.
As you put away your machinery,

note the repairs needed, and don't wait
till next year—get them now.
Don't winter any old cows, old sheep,

old chickens, nor horses, twenty-one
years_ of age or older. You can pour
feed into them, but it is all wasted.
Don't fail to drive staples where need-

ed in your fence, if it is wire; nail all

loose boards if a board fence.
Don't fail to nail on any board which

has worked loose on shed or barn.
Make all your stock barns warm and
dry. A warm barn saves tons of feed.
Don't fail to put a shingle where a

small hole has opened in the roof of
any building.
Don't fail to clean your garden of

weeds and brush, and then cover it all

over with manure.
Don't fail to cut and burn all dead

limbs on your fruit trees.
Don't fail on any of the above tasks,

and when the winter winds howl about
your doors you can take comfort in

knowing that everything is snug and
warm.

Illinois. U. S. Ellsworth.
<$>

Ten million bushels of macaroni
wheat have already been sold from the
three states of North and South Dako-
ta and Minnesota. This variety is also
known as Durum wheat, the culture of
which is rapidly increasing in the
Northwest. *
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Northern Seeds and Plants for

South

AN Alabama reader asks whether
it is reasonable to expect as
good results from using North-
ern-grown seeds and trees as

from seeds and trees raised nearer
home.

I will not answer this question too
positively. My impression is, however,
that it will be perfectly safe for the Ala-
bama reader to plant seeds or trees
grown in Connecticut, or Maine, or Illi-

nois, or Ohio, or New York. etc. A
large part of the seeds we plant here
are grown in California, others in Eng-
land, France, Germany, Denmark, Hol-
land, etc. We are just as successful
with them as with seeds grown right in

our own garden. In many cases, I

would prefer the latter, however, and I

would not care to plant trees here that
were grown in Maryland, Virginia, or
any other state South, so long as I can
get good trees grown in Northern nur-
series. As for strawberry plants, I

would rather have them from my own
patch, or from a neighbor's, dug fresh
and planted soon after, than have them
shipped in from afar, unless I were sure
that the plants had been freshly dug,
packed up for shipment at once and in

good shape, and carried through with-
out much delay. If I am sure of these
things, I would rather buy the plants
from a professional plant grower who
takes up the whole patch for plants,

and can raise them free from fungous
diseases, than to dig them in my own
patch where I expect to raise a crop of

fruit next season.

Late Cauliflowers
On November 23d, notwithstanding

the various severe frosts of the past
month, I cut a number of cauliflowers

of snowy whiteness and great compact-
ness in my garden. Most of the heads
were of medium or below medium size,

but very nice and acceptable. Seed had
been sown "in the hill" after the early
lettuce crop was taken off. Apparently
the plants thus started, directly in the
field, head just as well as those grown
in seed-bed and transplanted. And good
cauliflowers are almost always readily

salable.

Late Beets
I have just harvested my crop of man-

gels which are intended for cattle feed
during the winter, and are expected to
help to keep the cows in health and to

increase the flow of milk. But with
these cattle beets we also had a lot of

small red beets, seed of Alpha, Detroit
Red and Crosby's Egyptian having
been sown along in August in some
spots and sections of rows then found
vacant. The new seeding had come on
promptly, and we now have a good sup-
ply of excellent tender beets two to
three inches in diameter. These are
stored in the cellar, where they will

keep fresh and juicy, to be used as
wanted. We also have put up a quanti-
ty of them in cans as pickles. The beets
were boiled, but left whole, to be sliced

when the time comes to use them. We
have always greatly relished these
young and tender beets during the win-
ter season, even more than we relish

them in the summer, at a time when we
have so many other good things from
the garden. We also had a lot of win-
ter radishes from the same beet patch,

one row having been filled out by sow-
ing winter radish seed in the vacant
spots. This is one of my ways of mak-
ing the best use of all my available

space.
<&

Weevils in Lima Beans
A Port Byron, Illinois, reader writes

me that he has had trouble with his

last year's crop of lima beans, they be-
ing badly affected with weevils. He has
not yet noticed any in this year's crop,
but to make sure, he has heated them
in the oven until all insect life in them
(should there be any) must be de-
stroyed.
This treatment, of course, has un-

questionably also destroyed the life of
the germ, and the question is "Are
these beans fit to eat?" I am not fond
of eating insects, even in the early lar-

vae stages, and when we are to have
green peas for the table, in early sum-
mer, I always have them looked over
with great care, so as to have every
one that shows weevil infestation

thrown out. Yet undoubtedly there are
now and then peas left in which contain
the eggs of the weevil, and if we can't

stand for it, why there would be only

one way out, namely to abstain from
eating green peas. And thus it may be
with the beans which are liable to be
infested with the pea-weevil's smaller
brother. If we gather the dry beans
during the summer or fall, and prompt-
ly treat them, either by exposure to
heat (which of course might spoil them
for seed) or by exposure to the fumes
of bisulphid of carbon, I think all the
weevil eggs that might be inside of a
few of the beans, will not hurt us, and
in fact, we must not be too nice to be
wise. I would eat the beans if I could
not discover any external signs of wee-
vil attacks. But if we store the dry
beans in tight bags, without first treat-
ing them for weevil, every one of the
"critters" will develop into a full-sized
weevil, and even go to breeding inside
the bag, and when we open the latter
again there may be nothing left in the
bag but a lot of live weevils and a lot
of bean husks or shells, with a little

dust.

Mushroom Comments
On my recent report of the failure to

produce mushrooms in New Jersey,
where a big firm backed by abundant
capital and skilled help had undertaken
to grow mushrooms in three large
houses constructed purposely for this

business, Mr. A. I. Root in "Glean-
ings" makes the following comments:

"I confess the above is rather dis-

couraging, and it seems to me some of
our experts ought to learn how to make
a success with mushrooms every time;
but my experience has been just about
like the above. When I took the most
pains to have everything just right,
there was scarcely a mushroom; but
after I had given it up, and put on an-
other crop, they came stringing along
for a year or two, sometimes so as to
pay very well. If any of our friends can
tell us of a successful mushroom cellar

or cave, and one that continues to suc-
ceed year after year, we should be glad
to know about it"
With all the failures, however, that

we and others have been making, mush-
rooms are so good, and palatable, and
attractive that the efforts will be con-
tinued to produce them under artificial

conditions. But we should cease to
tempt people who are in need of every
cent they can get together with those
flattering prospects of "easy money
made in mushroom growing."

Fertilizers for Sweet Potatoes
One of our readers asks about the use

of commercial fertilizers for sweet pota-
toes, especially whether it would pay to
make a second application when the
vines begin to run.

What we want for this crop is a
warm sandy loam, and this need not be
excessively rich. For this crop I be-
lieve in hill manuring. One of the best
ways is to put a forkful of old manure
into the intersections of furrows made
both ways, then hilling up over the ma-
nure and setting the plants so that the
roots will have the benefit of the ma-
nure. In the absence of manure, a com-
plete commercial fertilizer (especially
rich in potash) will answer very well.

I would use it at about the rate of half

a ton, more or less, per acre, and mix
the corresponding quantity right into
the hills or rows. This is much better
than to apply it broadcast. We do not
care to encourage the tendency of the
vines to strike root all over the surface
of rich ground. Make one application,
before planting, and then let well
enough alone. We used to recommend
the practise of lifting the vines occa-
sionally off the ground with a long fork
handle, but this seems to me entirely
unnecessary, and simply labor lost.

Mixed Seed Potatoes
A Nebraska reader says he got the

Eureka potato a few years ago, along
with Admiral Dewey, Early Six Weeks,
Early Michigan, and three or four oth-
ers; but they got all mixed up in the
bins.

We all like variety, and are hardly
ever satisfied with one kind of potatoes
or anything else, no matter how good
and satisfactory that one kind may be.
But it is by no means satisfactory to
have a mixed lot. Growers who grow
a number of varieties of potatoes will

often find them badly mixed in the bins,

unless they take particular pains in

keeping their seed potatoes separated.
I usually dig and sort my seed potatoes,
and store them in separate bins, or if

in smaller lots, in crates, writing the
name of the variety on each crate. Even
then I find occasionally odd specimens
among the lots and have to keep culling
and sorting out. We cannot be too
careful in this matter.

Notes on Gooseberries
T. A. B., Ingersol, Canada—Goose-

berries need heavy soil, but will grow
fairly well upon any soil of fairly good
quality. They may be planted in autumn
or spring, and should be set about five

feet apart each way when grown on a
large scale. For a small garden four
feet apart would perhaps be a better
distance. It is best to give them full

sunlight, although they do not do best
upon a southern slope, a northern slope
being much preferable. The ground
about them should be kept thoroughly
cultivated, the same as for almost any
of the other small fruits, but under
some conditions they will do well if

kept heavily mulched with grass or
similar material, or even with hardwood
sawdust. After the bushes are well
formed they should be pruned each year,
or a portion of the wood cut back, as
otherwise they will set so much fruit

that it will all be small.
The hardiest of all the varieties

adapted for this country is probably the
Houghton. The Downing and Cham-
pion, however, are larger and better in

quality for general use.

The Rathburn and Eldorado black-
berries should be grown in rows and be
supported by a wire on each side. I

think the best way for making a trellis

for supporting blackberries is to have
a stout post at each end of the row and
have two wires running between the
posts for the blackberries to grow upon.
At a distance of fifteen to twenty feet

the wires should be tied together with
string, and where the rows are very
long, perhaps an occasional slender
stake may be put in to keep the wires
from dropping too low.

<$>

Pear Trees Not Bearing
F. S. T., Oldfield, West Virginia—

I

am inclined to think that the land on
which your pear trees are growing is

very rich, and on this account the trees

are making such rapid growth they do
not form any fruit buds. However, you
can depend on it that they will come
into bearing within a few years, and I

should be inclined to let them alone; or
if you feel doubtful about their coming
into bearing within a reasonable time,

I think I should prune the strongest
branches in June. This would have a
tendency to check the growth and prob-
ably produce bearing wood.

I do not know what the little dark
spots on the leaves are, to which you
refer, but if they do not seriously injure

the foliage I doubt if it is anything
liable to be especially troublesome. The
Kieffer pear is a vigorous grower, and
the foliage is generally healthy. In
your case it is certain the trees are

quite healthy or they would not be mak-
ing such a strong growth. It is more
than probable that anything that would
injure the foliage in the summer would
have a tendency to check their growth
and bring them into bearing. If your
orchard is now in sod I certainly would
not recommend you to break it up and
grow cow-peas on it, as they would
have a tendency to enrich it and per-

haps to encourage even a stronger
growth than you now have.
The best fertilizer for fruit trees as

a rule is stable manure, but where this

cannot be conveniently had a good fer-

tilizer may be made up by using 300

pounds of ground bone and 100 pounds
of high-grade muriate of potash. If this

material cannot be obtained let me
know what is available in this line and
perhaps I can help you out. I think the

Kieffer pear is the most profitable va-

riety for planting in your section, but if

you wish to try some other kind, why
not plant the Duchess?

Mulching Trees Where They
Cannot be Cultivated

F. T., Spillville. Iowa—I do not think

the soap, tobacco and ashes you put
around your trees is the cause of the in-

jury to the bark near the surface of the

ground. I have thought since writing

you that possibly the injury to your
trees was done last winter by mice. If

you will forward me a specimen of the

injury I think I shall be able to tell

what is the matter.
I would never recommend that young

apple trees be kept in grass, with or
without mulch around them, except in

the case of steep hillsides where the soil

is especially adapted to fruit, in which
places they may be planted out, and will

often do well if the cultivation is con-
fined to mulching. As a general rule I

believe that clean cultivation, with an

occasional cover crop, is best for our
orchards. In the case of an orchard
situated as yours is, I think I should
be inclined to protect the trunks of the
trees with galvanized iron netting about
half-inch mesh, which would keep away
the mice, and then keep the trees
thoroughly well mulched. If this is
carefully attended to there is no ques-
tion but what the trees will do well.

I have grown some trees by mulch-
ing, and I know of a number of other
orchards grown in the same way, and I
am inclined to think that the danger of
winterkilling from this source is greatly
overrated. The soil under the mulch
is generally in excellent condition for
the growth of the roots of our commonj
trees.

Neither the Jonathan or Grimes
Golden are safe in northern Iowa, ex-
cept in very good locations, although
there are orchards in which they are
doing quite well when top worked on*-
hardy sorts, but I do not recommend*
them.

Peach Trees Injured

J. W. C, Beaver Dam, Ohio—I am
inclined to think that your peach trees
gTew very fast last summer, and in
consequence the bark split. You state
that they seem to be healing up, and I
have no doubt but what, if they appear
to be healthy, they will overcome any
injury of this sort. If the wounds are
not healed over by winter, and you
think something ought to be done to
them, undoubtedly the best treatment
would be to cover the wounds with a
little grafting-wax. If the wounds are
near the surface of the ground, or in
any case it would be proper to put a
small bank of soil against them about
one foot high. -~

Leaf Blight
S. M. F., Ranesburg, Pennsylvania

—

There are several diseases that might
cause the leaves on your apple trees
to curl up and fall. I am inclined to
think, however, that your trees are
troubled with leaf rust, but would like
to have you send on a few specimens;
it does not matter even if they are quite
dry. It is probable that this disease is

the result of a fungous growth working
in the tissues of the leaves, and it is

also probable that the best treatment
for the orchards of your vicinity, and^
the only known treatment that will pre-
vent the destruction of the orchards by
this pest, is to use Bordeaux mixture
as a spray. I will refer more particularly
to remedies after I have seen the spec-
imens which you are to send on.

Pecans in Missouri
W. F. S., Rushville, Mo.—While north-

west Missouri is not in a good section
for raising pecans, the chances are that
in favorable locations there they will be
something of a success, but not sufficiently

so as to warrant attempting them in a
commercial way. If you wish to try them
I would suggest that you obtain seed-
lings from trees grown as far north as
may be. A good way to start is to ob-
tain the fresh nuts from the grower, and
plant in the autumn. If, however, you
wish immediate results then you should
get trees of good size from some nursery-
man.

<$>

Fig Bushes Not Bearing
J. P. I., Hickory, Virginia—The com-

mon Black fig will generally bear freely
in the Southern States if given full sun-
light. Since you do not state the names
of the varieties of figs you are growing.
I cannot answer you intelligently. Most
of the finest varieties of figs are not
fertile under ordinary conditions exist-

ing in our Southern States, and it is

probably from this cause that they drop
immaturely. In this connection it is

interesting to note that the Smyrna fig

industry of California was at one time
in a very discouraging condition, owing
to the fact that while the trees grew
abundantly they did not set fruit, but it

fell off when young. It is found that
in the case of the Adriatic, which is one
of the best merchantable figs of Cali-

fornia, that it is necessary to have the
flowers pollenized with the Capri or
wild fig. In this case the pollen is

naturally transferred from the Capri fig

to the Adriatic fig on the bodies of a
small wasp-like insect, and it was not
until this insect and the Capri fig were
introduced into California that fig

growing there in a commercial way was
successful. In the early experiments in

this line it was shown that when the
pollen was inserted into the fig with a

toothpick, or blown in, that good fruit

formed that staid on the tree until ripe.
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THE SATUMyjlY
EVENING POST
No one is more interested in the fortunes

of our country than the farmer. His land

feeds and clothes the nation.

Can a republican form of government
endure ? Can it stand the convulsive forces

of trusts and unions, of graft and strikes,

of demagogues and concentrated wealth?

The American people are slowly answer-

ing the question and the words are being

spelled in Washington.
We Have a Washington department in The Saturday
Evening Post called The Senator's Secretary. In The
Senator's Secretary we shall provide some lively chap-
ters this winter in wHicH will be portrayed tne real
politician whom death Hasn't yet turned into a
statesman. The Series deals witH Washington politi-
cal life; it is intimate without being impudent, it

condemns without rancor, and praises without slop-
ping over. It is, to use a homely metaphor, a combi-
nation of below-stairs gossip and cloak-room secrets
of the Great American Political Family.

The Saturday Evening Post has more than a political interest. First-

class fiction— articles on success in business— keen-seeing editorials, all

these go to make up a general magazine of vital interest to all the family.

Have you heard of our department, "How I

Lost My Savings"? It's by real people who have

really lost real money. And some of them tell how
they have found a better way to save and invest

money. You might see a great light here.

On receipt of only 50 cents in stamps or silver,

we will send you The Saturday Evening Post

every week for four months (seventeen weeks).

(We never send The Saturday Evening Post beyond the time ordered and paid for.)

THE CURTIS PUBLISHING COMPANY
42 ARCH STREET, PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA
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Order Now for Future Delivery
The Only Way to be Sure of Getting a

Detroit Tongueless Disc Harrow
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When You Want It
This is to notify farmers everywhere that we

are now accepting orders on our Celebrated
Detroit Tongueless Disc Harrow for future de-
livery. And that this is the only way we guaran-
tee to make shipment of Harrows at the time
they are wanted.
The Detroit Tongueless Disc Harrow (the

only original patented Tongueless Disc) sold

like wild fire everywhere last year—its first

year on the market. So much so that we were
returning orders every" day, unable to supply
enough machines.
Indications are that we will have even a

bigger trade this year, and that we will have
to refuse many orders in the rush of the season.

But—to all who send us advance orders we
guarantee to make shipment at time requested,
until further notice.

Let Us Quote You a Special Price on
the Detroit Tongueless Disc Harrow

We sell direct to the user. We'll save you all

the middleman's profits.

Our Harrows are not for sale by Dealers any-
where. Be sure to remember that. No dealer
can sell you a Detroit Tongueless Disc Harrow.

We Allow 30 Days
Field Test FREE

on every Harrow to prove that they are exactly
as represented.
We pay all freight to your station.
Write at once for our FREE book and other

valuable information.
Let us quote you a price on this Harrow.
We give extra dating on advance orders.
The Detroit TONGUELESS Disc Harrow is

the most valuable improvement of the age in an
agricultural implement.
Front truck takes the weight of frame and

controls movement of harrow. Double levers

make easy handling.
Doing away with the Tongue does away with

all side draft—all neck weight—all crowding of
team in short turns. Saves horses and turns
quicker on the corner. Ball bearings take the
end thrust.
Other specifications and

points of superiority fully

explained in our free cata-
logue.
Write

us a pos-
tal to-
day and
get full

infor-
mal ion
inregard
to this wonder-
ful new Harrow
Address

American Harrow Co., 8943 Hastings St., Detroit, Mich.

I.H.C
Spreader
Pointers

A good spreader costs consider-
able but it is worth more than it

costs.
A poor spreader is an expensive

luxury, no matter what it costs.
When you buy an I. H. C.

Spreader you are buying something
standard.
You get for your money

—

—A substantial, durable machine
—One that is easily handled
—It handles manure in any con-

dition.

—No spreader made does better
work
—No spreader is lighter in draft.

Spreaders are well pro-

but not needlessly cumbrous

—

strong where strength is needed,
with due regard for light draft and
load to be carried.

The I. H. C. apron is driven at

both sides, by both hind wheels.
This eliminates all binding, friction

and undue strain.

It has a vibrating rake to level

the load—exclusive feature.

It has a wide range of feed, con-
sequently a large or a small amount
of manure per acre can be distribu-

ted. It is the only spreader controlled
and operated entirely with one lever.

Made in three sizes for each of the two
types, Cloverleaf, endless apron, and
Corn Kirvg, return apron.

I. H. C
portioned machines. They are strong

Call on the Internationa] local agent for catalog and full information or write to home office.

Send three 2 cent stamps for a copy of "Farm Science." Book just from the
press, written by eight leading agricultural authorities of the United States.
Treats practically every farm topic in the most forceful, money-making way.

International HarvesterCompany of America, Chicago, U. S. A.
(INCORPORATED.)

TREES
ffc DTD 1 flfl CDdPUT DAin Apple, Pear, Plum. Cherry, Peach and Carolina
OJ rCn 1UU, rnCIUni rHIU Poplais, healthy, true to name and fumigated.
All kinds of trees and plants at low wholesale prices. Eem ember we beat all other reliable
Nurseriesi in quality and prices. Catalogue free. Reliance Nursery. Box D., Geneva, 2*. Y.

4 H, P.

Cats

2,000
Feel Per

lumber or saw wood, make lath or
shingles, or work lumber In any form, you Bhould
know all about oar improved

AMERICAN MILLS
All sizes Saw Mills, Planers, Edgera, Trimmers,Lath
Hills, Shingle Mills etc. Complete Line wood
working machinery. Catalogue free.

American Saw Mill Mch'y. Co.
ISO Hope St., Hackortstown, N. J.,

602 Engineering Bldg., New York City.

WEIL TAN
YOUR HIDE
Cattle or Horee hide, Calf, Dog, Deer,
or any kind of hide or skin with the
hair on, soft, light, odorless and moth-
proof for robe, rug, coat or gloves, and
make them up when so ordered.

Avoid mistakes by getting oar catalog,
prices, shipping tags, instructions and
''Otoeby pays the freight" offer, before
shipment. We make and sell Natural
Black Galloway fur coats and robes, Black
and Brown Frisian, Black Dog Skin, and
fur'lined coats. We do taxidermy and
bead mounting. We buy no hides, skins,
raw furs or ginseng. Address

THE CROSBY FRISIAN FUR COMPANY,
116 Mill Street, Rochester, N. Y.

FENCE
Made of High Carbon colled wire. We
have no agonts. Sell direct to user at
factory priea. on 30 day. free trial.

We pay .11 freight. Catalog shows 37

Btvles and taelgnts of farm and poultry
fence. It'a fre*. Boy direct. Write today

COILED SPRINO FENCE CO.
Bol 18 WINCHESTER, INDIANA.

ANGUS CATTLE, a
tV^£9t*

8

Must sell 15 choice BULLS quick to make room.
Poland-China Hogs. Write for bargains.

MVER A SON, Brldgevllle, Delaware.

Simple, Practiced and Cheap
"Why pay a fancy price for a separator when you can
buy a machine that produces more cream and takes

up less room, at one-tenth the
cost of a clumsy, intricate and
high-priced separator. The

ARRAS
Cream

Separator
is simplicity itself No inner
tube to clean, no corrosion,
corrugation or deep angles

;

no submersion, no pan lifting,

no dilation. We guarantee
the Arras Separator to do your
work right. Write for illus-

trated catalog and details of our special offer.

Auras Csfjm Separator Co., 54 Mair St., Blufftor, 0.

i

AVE YOUR BACK
Save time, horses, work
and money by using an

Electric Handy Wagon
Low wheels, broad tires. No
living man can build a better.

Book on "WheelSense" free.

Elictric Whetl Co. Bl96, Qulncy.lll,

Satisfactory! | Beacon- Ite
RoofIRQ lon9 lUe Eoollnj

*» II is thoroughly saturated
by a secret process in water-proof compound,
making it absolutely water-tight and fire resist-
ing; lowers insurance rate, outlasts tin ,

shingles
or iron ; costs about half. Requires no patching.
63.000 rolls sold last year. Sold only direct from
mills. Prices, samples, and illustrated catalog
FREE.
1115 N. 2nd Street

BEACON-HE HILLS
SI. Louis. Ho.

Live Stock and Dairy

The Secret of the Full Barrel

Y

DON'T RUST FENCE
Galvanized so heavily can't

rust. 40 Carbon Spring Steel.

No agents. 30 days' free trial.

Farm and Poultry Fence Cata-
logue Ko. 57. 40 Styles Lawn
Fence, Catalogue C. One or
both free.

THE WARD FENCE CO.
Box 14. Marion, Ind.

luponi pfiaTC Full blood from the original

ANbUMA QUAIOi Importation from Turkey. Pairs

and trios for sale. J. A. MOBERLEY, WlnHor, Ills.

ou ought to see my heifers! Tell
you, they are just fine!"

The emphasis here was on
the word ''fine," as this young

farmer spoke it. There was a world of
meaning in it. And how his eyes did
shine as he spoke of his stock! There
was a great big smile on his face, too,
that told a story more eloquent than
was to be read in what he said.

That man had not been on the farm
more than two years. When he went
there he knew very little about farming,
having been engaged in an altogether
different line of business; but a farmer
who had been sick for a year or two,
in looking about for someone to help
him until he got strong enough to do
the farm work again, thought he saw in

this man an integrity and a fairness

that would make him a desirable ten-
ant. And he made no mistake. The
young man was earnest, willing to learn,

and as steady, as a clock; and he had a

boy that was just as faithful as he was
himself.
The point is right here: You cannot

get something out of a barrel unless
you put something in. The day of mir-
acles is past, save as we work them
ourselves. The man that would have
nice heifers must take care of the calves

and watch them up through to cow-
hood. That is what this man has done.
He has fed the calves the best food he
could get; he had sheltered them from
the flies in summer as far as possible;

he had watered them and curried them
and fussed with them. And now they
had reached such a favorable condition
that he was proud of them—and he had
a right to be. Any man is perfectly

right in feeling a just degree of satis-

faction when he has done any good
farm work.
The trouble with a great many farm-

ers is that they do not put anything of

themselves into their work.
"How much did you put into this

farm?" one man asks of another.
"It cost me five thousand dollars."

But the best question to ask, and the

one that in the end will determine the

degree of success that a man meets in

his business is this:

"How much of yourself are you put-

ting into your farm?"
It is one thing to go out in the morn-

ing and work steadily and ploddingly

through the day at the regular farm
work, the mind somewhere else, the

hands only being engaged in whatever
task is under way, and it is quite anoth-
er thing to have every thought winged
with enthusiasm for one's work, every
plan wrought in the hot forge of a love

for one's lifework, and every stroke

measured by the tick of the heart, in-

stead of the ringing of the clock bell

in the old kitchen.
It is often asked why this man suc-

ceeds where that one fails. Nine times

out of ten the empty barrel is found in

the house of the man that puts nothing

in except a half-hearted service, count-

ing the days and the hours and the min-
utes as only so many vibrations of the

pendulum of the clock of time, instead

of so many days spent in loving, glad

effort to build up a life which shall

make someone better and leave tihe

world a little farther along toward its

millenium when we lay down the tools

of our trade.

You find the shine in the eye, the

round ring of the voice, the proud tone

of conquest only in the man who has

before him a purpose, and is steadily

working toward that purpose. The
young man was proud of his heifers be-

cause they represented the honest effort

he had put into them. What makes a

farm the best place on earth to some
men? Only the fact that they have put

so much of their own selves into it.

Personality worked out day by day in

the various farm projects is what makes
the farm dear to him.
Nothing of this will you find in the

man who is working life out by the day,

caring little except to get through and

draw the pay he thinks he has earned.

A good crop represents more than a

few days of plowing, harrowing and
harvesting. A fine herd of cattle stands

for something more than a little effort

in feeding the calves and bringing them
in at night when the frost is on the

ground. So with sheep, or hogs, or

hens. Really to win with any of these

one must put his heart into the care he

gives them. You can tell by the way a

man speaks to his horses or other farm
animals whether he is their friend or

whether he looks on them as slaves to

do his will. And you can measure that
man's success accordingly.
The full barrel is always on the farm

of the man that is working, not for to-
day, but for to-morrow, and the next
day, and the next. His eye and his
heart are away on in the future, the
time when he shall have a better farm,
a better herd of cattle, a better flock of
sheep, a happier home in every way.
Such a man gets the very most out of

every day as it passes. He sets the
right estimate on the present moment.
He counts the dollars that come to him
as only so many rounds in the ladder
which shall at last bring him to the toff.

And we want more such farmers—

a

lot more of them. We are going to
have them, too. There are more men
with shining eyes and the glad ring in
the voice on the farms of this country
than ever before. That is the most
hopeful thing about the farming of to-
day. It is producing a higher, worthier,
more thoughtful farming class than we
have ever seen in America in the past.
But the highest compliment that could
possibly be paid to our farmers is that

"

they can do still better than they ever
have done.

Disposing of the Old Horse
Our attention was called to the above

subject in a direct way a few weeks
ago, when a young man who had gone
on a trading tour called at our place to
ask aid in getting his horse on foot
again.
His story, as he told it, was that he

had ridden his horse on a Jong trip and
had left him a short distance and com-
ing back he found the horse lying down
in the road and unable to get up again.
I went with him and found an old, poor,
feeble horse that had served out his

days of usefulness, and which had been
started out as trading stock. He was i

so stiff in his joints that he could hajd-
ly walk after he was on his feet again.
He was absolutely valueless as a work
animal. His owner said that he had
traded for him a few days before.
The horse was not able to go on

home, so his owner turned him loose
in an old field where he died in a few
days. This is only one case of many
where the old horse, after he gets too
old to serve his master any longer, is

started out and traded from one to
another until he is finally killed or
turned out to die. A large number of

our people seem to get nervous about
disposing of the horse when he gets
old. Would it not be much better to
kill the old horse when his days of use-

fulness are passed than to start him out
as trading stock and furnish an animal
for horse traders to cheat someone
with? Horse trading is bad enough at

best, but when an old, infirm, worthless
horse is started out from the farm
where he has served perhaps twenty
years to be a subject of barter, lying,

fraud and all kinds of deceit, it looks
like an ungrateful, heartless, dishonest
way of disposing of the old horse. If

we have nothing of value to dispose
of it is best not to offer anything for

sale or trade.

West Virginia. A. J. Lego.

The Pedigree
When one of .my good pedigreed cow s

drops me a strong heifer calf, sired by
a pure-bred bull, whose sire was from
a good cow, and whose dam was a good
cow, with many other good cows lending

the glory of good work to the pedigree

—when I have a royal calf from such an

ancestral line, and I feed her well and

care for her properly, and breed her

wisely, I know I can be almost abso-

lutely sure that she will be a good cow,

a profitable cow. She will be a source of

pride to me; -a fruition of my labor; a

reward to my intelligence; a proof that

I have builded wisely and well.

And in a cow thus bred in the only

way in which I know it is possible to

breed a cow with any degree of certainty

as to what she shall be, I have such an

abounding faith that I do not adjudge

her as unworthy her breeding and my
keeping until she shall have freshened

at least three times.
When you put the right kind of dairy

breeding and knowledge into the mak-
ing of a cow you have a legitimate right

to bank on the kind of a cow she shall

be. W. F. McSparran.
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Good business sense tells you
every cow should return a fair per-
cent ofprofit over cost of keeping.
To pay you a good profit the organs of
digestion must convert the largest pos-
sible percentage of the food into bone,
muscle, milk fat, etc.

If every cow, horse, sheep or pig, re-
ceives small doses of Dr. Hess Stock
Food twice a day with the grain rations,
they will pay a larger profit than is

otherwise possible. Such medical au-
thorities as Professors Winslow,
Quitman and Finlay Dun endorse the
bitter tonics contained in Dr. Hess Stock
Food for improving the digestion, also
iron as a blood builder and nitrates for
elim ina ting poisonous material from the
system.

D5 HESS
STOCKmd

the prescriptionofDr. Hess (M.D. ,D.V.S.

)

contains the above ingredients and it is

Sold on a Written Guarantee
100 lbs $5.00 25 lb pall $1.60 > E*«pt u> Cauda
Smaller quantities at a Blight f „8nd ei

.
tr
„
em°

advance. > West and South.

Where Dr. Hess Stock Food differs in par-
ticular is in the dose—it's small and fed but
twice a day, which proves it hasthe most diges-
tive strength to the pound. Our Government
recognizes Dr. Hess Stock Food as a medicinal
tonic

.

If your dealer cannot supply you, we will.

DR. HESS & CLARK, Ashland, Ohio.

Also Manufacturers of Dr. Hess Poultry
Pan-a-ce-a and Instant Loose Killer.

TO INTRODUCE OUR SUPERIOR NORTHERN
STOCK WE OFFER A PAIR OF

Angora Goats
$10.00MALE AND

FEMALE
Only One Pair at this
Price to any one address

SAFE
DELIVERY
GUARANTEED

Largest American
breeders and ship-
pers Angora Goat*

Angora Goats ere
the moat profitable
of all farm animals

—

valuable fleece, meat
and pelt. A pair will
acquaint yon with their habits and readily convince
you of the worth of Angora Goats on your farm.
Express charges will be nominal.
Write today for complete ANGOEA CATALOGUE,

or for CATALOGUE illustrating Angora rags,
robes, coats and children's fars at producers* prices.

Northern Angora Goat and Live Stock Co.
DEPT. L. HELENA, MONTANA.

The CANADIAN West
jiTi.. Best WEST

THE testimony of tens of
thousands during the
past year is that the

Canadian West is the best
West. Year by year the
agricultural returns have in-
creased in volume and value
and still the Canadian Gov-
ernment offers 160 acres free
to every bona fide settler.

GREAT ADVANTAGES
The phenomenal increase in railway

mileage—main lines and branches—has
pnt almost every portion of the country
within easy reach of churches, schools,
markets, cheap fuel and every modern
convenience. The ninety million bush-
el wheat crop of this year means
$60,000,000 to the farmers of Western
Canada, apart from the results of other
grains as well as from cattle.

For literature and information address

Superintendent of Immigration
Ottawa, Canada,

OX the authorized Canadian Government Agent,

H. H. Williams, 413 Gardner B!dg.,Toledo, O.
J. C. Duncan, Boom 80,

Syracuse Barings Bank BIdg., Syracuse, N. ¥.

Closely Woven. Can not Sag.
Every wire and every twist is
a brace to all other wires and
twists full height of the fence.
Horse-high, Bull-strong, Pig-
tight. Every rod guaranteed.

30 DAYS FREE TRIAL
and sold direct to farmer, freight
prepaid, at lowest factory price.
Our Catalogue tells how Wire
is made—how It is galvanized—
why some is good and some is
bad. Its brimful of fence facts.
You should have this informa-
tion. Write for i ttoday. Its Free.

KITSELMAM BROS.,
Box 271 MUNCIE, INDIANA.

Live Stock and Dairy

Advanced Registry
Within the past few years almost

every association of thoroughbred-cat-
tle breeders has established a system of

advanced registry, founded upon the
principle that occasional individuals and
strains in any breed possess to an ex-
traordinary degree the points of excel-
lence and particular functions character-
istic of the breed. To reward, in some
measure, those who have attained good
results from careful breeding; to keep
a tangible record of special excellence
for the promotion of the general popu-
larity of the breed; and to create a
merit list from which superior animals
may be selected for the purpose of

heading herds—these are the essential
reasons for having established a system
of advanced registry in any association.

In the first place, no animal is eligible

to be enrolled in the advanced registry
if not already recorded in the regular
register of pedigreed members of the
breed. As a plea for advanced regis-
try, an animal must either conform in

an extraordinary degree to the ideal

type of the breed as indicated by the
score card, or must show an official

record of superior performance "at the
pail."

Advanced registry methods have
found greatest favor among the breed-
ers of dairy cattle. An official milk and
butter record may be secured by con-
ducting a test (usually seven days) un-
der the minute supervision and inspec-
tion of a competent representative from
either a state experiment station, an
agricultural college, or from the head-
quarters of the advanced registry for
the breed. The official inspector of the
test is present at every milking; it is

his business to prevent fraud, enforce
the conditions laid down by the associ-
ation, weigh the milk, and test a sample
for content of butter fat, and in some
cases for total solids. The inspector

history, but both together are to be
preferred to either alone.
The illustration on this page is that

of the Holstein-Friesian cow, "Floa
Pietertje Clothilde, A. R. O." She is

owned by a practical farmer in north-
ern Ohio; her record at three years old
was in excess of that required of a full-

aged cow. The owner of this cow is a
creamery patron, but sells his young
stock for breeding purposes. He af-
firms that in the case of his herd, ad-
vanced registry has a practical and
financial value.

Ohio. Geo. P. Williams.
$>

What is a Well-Balanced Ration?
There seems to be some misappre-

hension as to the term "balanced ra-
tion." To take a practical illustration,
we all know that we cannot live on po-
tatoes alone, any more than we would
expect a bullock to fatten on straw
alone, simply because potatoes and
straw are largely composed of one"nec-
essary constituent—carbohydrates. Most
of our farm foods contain albuminoids
or proteids, fats, and carbohydrates in
varying proportions, besides water and
mineral matter. While these various
constituents serve different purposes in
the animal economy, yet all are needed
in certain proportions. The albumi-
noids, or "flesh formers," as they are
called, go to produce muscle and repair
the wear and tear that is constantly go-
ing on, while the fats and carbohydrates
produce heat and energy. Although the
proportions fed may, and do, vary with
different classes of animals, yet all the
constituents are necessary, namely: the
albuminoids, to build up the machine,
and the fats and carbohydrates to keep
it running. A balanced ration, then, is

simply one in which the feeds are mixed
in the right proportion in order to
provide the necessary constituents in
such relative quantities as experience

FLOA PIETERTJE CLOTHILDE—SEVEN DAYS' RECORD, 349 POUNDS OF MILK

swears to the correctness of his reports,
and mails them to the Superintendent
of Advanced Registry. If the perform-
ance is above the minimum production
established by the association for a cow
of the age tested, the animal is enrolled
as an "A. R. O." cow; this means Ad-
vanced Registry Official. Records
marked "A. R. P." are merely private
records, made by the owner of the cow,
and not by an official inspector; the let-

ters mean, Advanced Registry Private.
In case a cow already has an excel-

lent pedigree, and afterward shows a
high record in an official test, she is

entitled to special credit; her value is

thereby increased, and a profitable de-
mand is created for her calves for
breeding purposes.
A bull may be admitted to advanced

registry on a score of points, as upon
a specified number of his heifer calves
having been previously registered as A.
R. P. cows.
Advanced registry has resulted in

bringing to the front the best individ-
uals and strains in a breed; and it has
served to emphasize the practical con-
sideration that actual profitable produc-
tion at the pail should never be given
less attention than the score book. A
fine pedigree record behind a cow is

better than a phenomenal advanced
registry record without a good family

has shown to give the best results. The
demands on the cow are great, there-
fore the food supplied to her should be
relatively rich in all the constituents re-
quired for the maintenance of the body
and the production of milk.

W. R. Gilbert.

Wintering Live Stock
Wintering live stock, economically is

a great thing for every practical farmer.
For the best results it is necessary,
first, to provide a good shelter from
cold and stormy weather. Much of the
food is burned up within the animal for

heat when not properly sheltered; sec-

ond, to feed regularly and with care, to
give the right amount so that nothing
will be spoiled, and third, to prepare the
feed in the best manner.

It is best to have all the grain ground
before feeding, for the reason that much
of the grain passes through the digest-

ive system undigested, and some but
partly digested. The hard shell on most
grain does not permit the digestive
juices to penetrate them, nor digestion

to take place. When the food is ground
the shell is removed, and the process of
digestion is much easier.

It pays every farmer to get his grain
ground before feeding. If once prac-
tised, he will soon notice results.

Ohio. Elmer Reel.

My lamp-chimneys some-

times get broken, but seldom

or never break. There is a

great difference.

My Index is useful to every

one who owns a lamp, and it

is free.

Address, MACBETH, Pittsburgh

.50 Buys Best All-Steel Farm GateÂUHg Cheap as wood. Lasts a lifetime. 12 ft. long; 54 in
high. Resists all kinds of stock. Alio Farm FeDce.Orna-
mental Wire and Wrought Iron Fences. Catalogue Free.

Ward Fence Co., Box 300 Marion, Indiana

Thompson's
Sows all Clovers,

ALFALFA, Timothy,
Red Top and all Crass
Saods In any desired
quantity. So close to
the ground seed will
not blow away In
windiest weathe r.

i E. Thompson

& Sons,

WHEELBARROW
Grass Seeder
Light, but strong

and durabte. Over
20O Thousand In
use. Has led all

broadcast seeders for
30 years. Catalogue
free.

Ypsilanti, Mich.

SHOE BOILS
Are Hard to Cure,

yet

ABSORB1NE.
will remove them and leave no
blemish. Does not blister or re-
move the hair. Cures any puff or swelling. Horse can
be worked. $2.00 per bottle, delivered. Book 6-C Free.
ABSOKBINE, JR. for mankind, 81.00 per

bottle. Cures Boils, Bruises, Old Sores, Swellings,
Varicose Veins, Varicocele, Hydrocele. Allays Pain
W. F. YOUNG, P. D. F., 23 Monmouth St. ,

Springfield, Mass.

ACENTS
WANTED For Mend-a-Rip

Greatly Improved. Better than ever.
Does all kinds of light and heavy

riveting and
etitolling7*
Saves its

cost many timeo a year. A per-

|
feet Hand Sewing Machine and Riveter

" combined. Notice the Antomatio Spacer

which makes neat, even stitching. To
* ahow it means a sale. Agents make
$3 to $15 a day. One agent made $20 first

day and writes to hurry machines to him. "Write forspeo-

ial agts. price. J B. Foote Foundry Co. Dep. 404 FredericktowB.O
LTke Great Agents Su62hf House!

A MAN SAVED
BY USING A FOLDING SAWING MACHINE.
On* man can taw more
wood with it than two
In any other way and
do it easier. S CORDS
IN 10 HOURS: Saws
any wood on any
ground. Saws trees
gown. Catalog free.
FilBt order aeenrea agencyi

Folding Sawing Macfa. Co., 158 E. Harrison St., Chicago, IU

ORNAMENTAL FENCE
25 designs, all steel

Handsome, durable.—
Cheaper than a wood
fence. Special induce-
ments to churches and
cemeteries. Cataloguefree.

EOEOMO FENCE
MACHINE CO.,
42? North St.,

Kokomo, Indiana.

TELEPHONES
, FOR FARMERS

1

LINES
Buy from the manufacturer. Build your
own lines. Book of instructions free.

Write nearest office. Ask for BulletinNo.37G.

The North Electric Co.
Cleveland, O. Kansas City, Mo.

Dallas, Texas.

SAVE HALF YOUR FUEL
BY USING THE

Rochester Radiator
Fits any Stove or Furnace.

Guaranteed to do all we claim or
money refunded.

Write for booklet on heating homes.

Rochester Radiator Co.,
57 Furnace St., Rochester, H. T.

Price from
$2.00 to

$12.00

For Hard or
soft coal,

wood or gas.

LAWN FENCE
Many designs. Cheap as
wood. 32 page Catalogue
free. SpedalPrieesto Ceme-
teriesand Churches. Address
COILED SPBISe FENCE CO.
Box 414, Winchester, Ind.

NEWTON'S Heave ano Cough Cure

A VETERINARY SPECIFIC.

14yearssale. One to two cans
11 cure Heaves. 81-00 per

can. Of dealers, or express
prepaid. Send for booklet.
TheNewtonRemedyCo.,ToIedo,0.

A copy of FAKMEKS GUIDE
most useful book of Records, Reci-
pes, and General Information
mailed upon request to every

Farmer and Stock Grower. "Write to-day.

THE 0. S. KELLY CO., 149 Lime St. Springfield, Ohio.

BLIZZARD HORSE ICE CALKS.
Sharpen your own horse. No waiting at the smith's.
Liberal prices to agents. S. W. KENT, Cazenovia, K. Y-
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KALAMAZOO SUPPLY HOUSE
SELLS DIRECT FROM FACTORY TO THE FARM

For epeeiil. immediate infor-
mation, plea*? mention ar-
ticles yon axe interested in.

Only 920.20 forthia Saw Frame, complete, 25 kinds and Only $15.70. Several
Steam Feed Cooker. like cot, without Saw, styles of other styles; also Bobsleds.

2 other sizes, 6 other styles, only $10.20 Feed Grinders Write as about them

EVERYTHING FOR FARMERS Send for^ our new 400-page catalogue
the greatest line of supplies for

Every kind
of Stove,

both Cooking Everything in
and Heating, Furniture, wide
lowest prices range of selections

today. It shows
the farm and home.

including implements, vehicles, specialties and furniture. All supplies for poultrymen and stockmen.
Nearly everything direct from the factory to the purchaser at WHOLESALE PRICES
wholesale prices, and everything sold on an absolute guarantee
of satisfaction or money refunded. "We will save you money and give you the very best service in
mail-order trading. Write for our catalogue today. Mailed free on request.

CASH SUPPLY & MFG, <SUl s 71 0 Lawrence Square, KALAMAZOO, MICH.

* M, •»"*• hatches a ,

f- r\ fViA ti t> */-»T-t f Vi o n

is the Incubator
that Hatches Most Chicks
ed by more poultry raisers and.
higher average number o£ chicks

to the hatch than any incubator in existence.
Hatches better stn&cheaper than hens, no matter where you live.

Runs itself and payi for itself with one hatch— or we take it back^
at our expense.

For ten years we have been selling: the Sure Hatch this way, and it

"makes good" every time.
You can set it any place indoors at any time and have good hatches, even If you never

saw an incubator before.
Guaranteed for five years and made to last a lifetime. Just the thing: for winter hatching:.

Send today for our new FREE 100-page book, and learn more about the Sure Hatch and
its low prices, freight prepaid. No trouble to answer questions.

Address plainly,

Surt Hatch Incubator Co. , Box 66 Fremont, Neb.; or Dept. 66 Indianapolis, Ind.

No. 750
Price 98.50 Adr**^

Happy Hens
are the busy ones that lay the eggs. Main-

taining the health of your flock and keeping up
egg production is largely a question of food ; cracked

grain, ground bone, shell, etc., are most important. You
can turn grain and waste materials into money with the

ENTERPRISE
Bone, Shell

and Corn Mill

A thoroughly reliable mill for general use of farmers and poul-
trymen. Very useful for making bone meal fertilizer.

Mill shown in cut, $8.50. Weight 60 lbs. Capacity li
bushels of corn per hour. Write for the Enterpris-

ing Housekeeper, a book of 200 choice recipes
and kitchen helps. Sent free.

The Enterpsise Mfg. Co. of Pa.

201 djophik st., philadelphia, pa.

BEEN BONE HAHES EGGS
Lots of them, because it is rich in protein and all other egg elements. Ton get twice tho

eggs, more fertile, vigorous chicks, earlier broilers, heavier fowls, bigger profits.

LATEST MODEL, cuts all kindfl of bone, with adhering meat
DAvp nrrrrD anc* gristle, easy, fast and fine. AotomatioDUI,t cwiir* feed, open hopper, never clogs. Cat'lg free.

1 0 Day. Frse Trial. Ko money in advance. p.w. UANN CO., Box 32, milord. M....

MANN'S

Banner Root Cutter
in 7 sizes for hand and power.
Cuts all roots and vegetables
fine—ivo choking. No matter
what other feed yon have. Cut
roots will increase its value.
Root cutters are indispensa-
ble to dairymen, sheep, hog and cat-
tle feeders. "Banners" shake out all

dirt and gravel, cut fast and easy and 1

last Indefinitely. Our free book tells.
Write for it today

.

0. E. THOMPSON 8 SONS, Ypsilanti, Mich.

Write today for The Autobiography
of a Heu and the Victor Book—the

whole story from the chick in the

egg to bow to make hens lay. All

about Incubators for expert and
beginner. Knowledge you ought
to hare if you are thinking of buy-
ing one. VICTOR machines are
practical and well made, economi-
cal In operation and always pro-

duce the best results. Don't
waste your time, eggs and oil in
a poor machine. Letus tellyou
how tobe^in right. Our 40 years
experience is at your service in
these books. Let as send them
to you and see- Write us for

them today. Geo. Ertel Co.
Established 1667. Qplncy, Til.

FARM PROflM
Beginner*, Experts asd Atrlenltcral Ex*
periaenl Statiana Cm and Eteommmd

CYPHERS INCUBATOR.
0w2M p*f» Book. "How To Malta
Money With Poultry,*1 eoculne mem
IsfamaficD tban asy ether. FKXE by Mnd-
lagaddrewes it rwo fried* who ke»p poultry.

CYPHERS INCUBATOR CO.,
Buffs o. New York. £k*toa. ChWwo, *—

POULTRY

City, Oakland, C»L. and LanSBW, Eng.

Hatch Chickens by
Steam with the

EXCELSIOR INCUBATOR
Or WOODEN HEN

Simple, perfect, self -regulating.
Batch every fertile egg. Lowest
priced flrit-clase hatchers made.
CEO. H. 5T.MIL, Qulncy, 111.

Big Money in Poultry
Our big Poaltrybook tellshowtomakelt. How 1

to breed, feed and market for best results. 100
illustrations. Describes largest pure bred
poultry farm in the world. Tells bow to start

assail and crow bis;. All about our 30 leading
Tarieties. Quotes lowest prices on fowls, ettrs, i:

Cube,tors and brooders. Mailed for 10c iu postage

F. FOT« Box 10 ,Des Moines,Iowa

Globe Incubators
batch ejrgs while yon sleep. Fine
Illustrated Catalog of Incubators,
Brooders and Poultry Supplies free,

Os C. Shoemaker 6l Co., Box 721, rre*port, in.

Incubators and Brooders have the ad-
vantages— the resQlt-giving proper-
ties that make them leaders every-
where. The only direct contact heat
brooder. The only incubator that is

not affected by outside climatic con-
ditions. Write todav for free catalog.

GEO. H. lEE CO.,
Omaha, Neb.

240-EGG
INCUBATOR $10

120 Egg Incubator J6.50
60 Egg Incubator J*-**

100 Chick Outdoor Brooder $5.00

100 Chick Indoor Brooder f*-00
w Why pay double these prices for

machines that are no better? Reliance Incubators and Brood-

ers sect complete with all attachments. Send lor f ree book
giving full particulars. We save you monev arid guarantee sans-

fection. Reliance Incubator Co., Bex 670. Freeport. HI.

240-EGG $

ncubator
120 Egg Sire, S9.00
BO Egg Size, S7.50

Brooders equally low. Not cheap
machines but the famous" Ideal"
—guaranteed to be the surestand easiest ever made.
Whr net !»t« I, ! . : . Grt <mr big 128 page, innitnted

p^trrbook
j ^ Miller Co., Box Sl.Freeport.I HI.

j

LIFE PRODUCERS
SUCCESSFUL INCUBATORS.

LIFE PRESERVERS

HAVE A LOOK
AT THE WORLD'S BEST
POULTRY JOURNAL.

OarBe*utlful Xnuu Number containing J cslsr pictures

from Burgess' masterpieces in oil. cvstioj SI ,000. mi
book plans (or Psottrj Hsvws, all for 10 ccats. We will

tell you How to Blake Poultry Pay- Address

IKUHD POULTS I JOURNAL. 23 Cord BW'q.. lodisnapslts, Ind

SUCCESSFUL BROODERS.
' The only machines that rival the mothet
hen. Incubator and Poultry Catalogue

FREE. Booklet. "Proper Care and Feeding Small Chicks.
Ducks and Turkeys," 10c. 50c poultry paper one year. 10c

DES MOINES INCUBATOR COMPANY,
61 Second Street Dee Molnos. IqwsV

Automatic BUCKEYE Incubator
All Metal, Fire Proof, Continuous Hatcher.

NEEDS NO THERMOMETER.
Ad jnsted by ns and ready to run when you get it. Guar-
anteed tor live years. Good credit at home is good with
us. Get the best and save money. CATALOGUE FREE.
BUCKEYE INCUBATOR CO., Box 28, Sprlnglleld, O.

25 YEARS ON
THE MARKET

Think of It! Our "Silver Ju-
bilee!" Whv take chances?
Buy a Reliable and be sure.
Beautiful Silver Jubilee Cata-,
loefree. Write today. Reliable &

Incubator & Brooder Co., Box B-4iaoincy . HI.

f\ /-X l£ ON POULTRY DISEASES FREE. A healthy.

\J\J IV strong, vigorous flock is the only kind that pays.

Conkey's famous book tells yoa how to keep yoar flock in

that condition. Regular price 25 cents but for a limited

time free to those sending t cents for postage and the names of

two other poultry keepers. WRITE TO-DAY.
The G. E. Conkey Co., 341 Ottawa Bldg., Clovolond, O.

IDEAL ALUMINUM LEO BAND
To Hark Chickens. Cheapest and Best

12 for 15c, 25—30c., 50—50c, 100—75c.

FRANK MYERS, Mfr.. Boi 60 Freeporl, III.

B

_ expenses to men with rigs

to introduce poultry compound Year's con-
I9PEKIAL UFO. CO. DEPT. 80, PAHSOJiS, KAHB.

WE PAY $36 1
*

" Mk 1S "

Poultry Raising

Bran and Clover

A mess of finely cut scalded clover,
with bran, will be relished by all

classes of poultry, especially if it

is fed in a warm condition on a
cold day. Bran contains a fair pro-
portion of the phosphates, and for that
reason may be used with the ration in

order to render it more complete. It is

not advisable to feed it in a soft condi-
tion if it can be used by sprinkling it on
cut clover that has been scalded, al-

though a mess of scalded bran and
ground oats, early in the morning of a

cold winter day, is very invigorating
and nourishing. Four pounds of bran,
mixed with one pound of linseed meal
and a pound of ground meat, the mess
slightly dampened, and fed to the hens
once a day, allowing half a pint of the
mixture to ten hens, will greatly add
to the egg-producing materials. As a
food for chicks bran should always be
scalded and allowed to stand for an
hour or two in order to soften, and it

will then give good results, especially if

mixed with equal parts of corn-meal.
The clover and bran will be found a

cheap ration, and should be allowed at

least once every day.

Old Hens or Pullets

There are experienced poultrymen who
prefer pullets to hens, yet there is one
fact not always overlooked, and that is

to first get your pullet. What is meant
by the expression is that an old hen can-

not be superseded by the pullet without
incurring the expense of hatching the pul-

let and caring for her until she reaches

the laying age, which may be a whole
year, if she is of an Asiatic breed. The
pullet will consequently cost something,
and the point to be considered is

whether she is more profitable during her

second year's existence than the hen that

leads her by one year in age.

Estimating the cost of keeping a pul-

let, or hen, for one year at sixty cents,

the cost of the fowl is lessened with each

year that she proves productive. The
main cost is that of sustaining the fowl
the first year, and before it begins to lay.

The estimate of this first cost does not

apply to the expense of keep after it be-

gins to lay. For instance, the one-year-old

pullet costs sixty cents at the starting-

post in the laying race, while the two-
year-old hen costs the same, but the sum
is divided between two years, or thirty

cents per year. The three-year-old hen

costs twenty cents per year, and the four-

year-old fifteen cents per year, accredited

to the first year's cost. -
As long as a hen is laying she is profit-

able, despite her age, for it is well-known
that four-year-old hens have made as

good records as those younger, hence it

is proper to mention that it is not al-

ways cheaper to replace a hen that has

reduced her first cost to only fifteen cents

per year with a pullet that must neces-

sarily cost sixty cents. The old hen has

forty-five cents the better of the start, and
the pullet is an unknown and untried

quantity that must undergo a comparative

test with the maturer birds.

There is nearly always something
wrong in management when a hen is con-

sidered old if but three years of age. She
is then really in her prime, but has a

greater tendency to fatten than the pullet.

Fed on balanced food, and not overfed,

the hen should give her full quota of

eggs every 3'ear until six years old. A
pullet may begin to lay before she be-

comes one year old, even if of a large

breed, but she is not fully matured be-

cause she is laying. She continues to

grow, fill out, and become complete in

form, and she does not fatten quite as

readily as the hen, for the reason that she

requires food for the promotion of

growth, and does not select the carbon-

aceous foods in preference to those rich

in protein and mineral matter.

The eggs from hens are more uniform
in color, shape and size, and the chicks

hatched from eggs layed by hens at least

two years old are, as a rule, more easily

reared than are chicks hatched from the

eggs of pullets. It cannot be denied that

pullets have been known to produce

strong and vigorous chicks, but the diffi-

culty with a flock of pullets is that they

are less uniform in many respects than

are hens (with some flocks), their eggs

being small, round or pointed, and not as

suitable for hatching purposes as the eggs

from hens. It is the well-grown, fully

matured pullet that rivals the hen, but a

matured pullet costs more than the pullet

that begins to lay when under six months

old, and which fails to produce her quota
of eggs for the year by reason of begin-
ning work before reaching maturity.
The matter of molting, or shedding of

the feathers, in order to allow of the
growth of new plumage, requires about
three months, and if the pullet is hatched
too early she is liable to molt the first
year of her life, which is time that cannot
be regained. It is encouraging that pul-
lets do not molt during their first year,
even when hatched in March, unless when
forced too rapidly in growth, and it may
be mentioned that it is an advantage to
hatch pullets as early as March, if pos-
sible, because the early-hatched pullets
are the ones that begin to lay late in the
fall and give a profit during the winter.
The hen also that begins to molt in the
summer may apparently be unprofitable,
but she should complete the process be-
fore winter and lay eggs during the cold
months.
So much depends upon the breeds used

that to compare hens and pullets requires
an experiment for that purpose. The sub-
ject here referred to for the reason that
many farmers and poultrymen favor using
pullets every year, the hens that have-
reached the age of two years usually be-
ing marketed. Such a practise makes the
layer unprofitable, because even if she
shows an extraordinary record during
the year, she has been really two years
in the hands of the farmer, the first year
being devoted to growth, and the farmer
should deduct the first cost of the hen
from the profits. It is more profitable to
have a layer produce twice as many eggs
in three years as another will in two years,
consequently the pullet that lays one hun-
dred and fifty eggs by the time she is two
years old cannot prove as profitable as
the hen that lays three hundred eggs when
three years old. It is therefore a matter
for the consideration of those who prefer
pullets to old hens (or rather, hens)
whether it is economical to keep a pullet
a whole year before she lays, and then
sell her when she is two years old, or
retain her another year. It will prob-
ably be found better to keep all hens until
they are at least four years old.

Winter Foods
The change from the green food and

insects secured during the summer to
the grains of winter is one that may
suddenly check laying. The farmer may
condemn his hens for not producing
eggs, but the cause may be a natural
one. A change of location sometimes
interferes with laying, and even the
withholding of a favorite food will con-
trol egg-production to a certain extent.
Y\ hen a flock is removed from the or-
chard or grass plot, and can no longer
secure a variety, the hens may cease
producing eggs. This is due to several
causes, one being that they do not have
sufficient exercise, and are more subject
to those ills which arise from being
overfed. Before winter begins the poul-
tryman should store a supply of food
that will provide a variety, including
bulky foods. It is not necessary to feed
a great many kinds of food, but to al-

low a varied diet, not only to promote
digestion and increase the appetite, but
also to supply the hens with the ele-

ments necessary to enable them to pro-
duce eggs during the season of the year
when such articles are scarce. The best
conditions are warmth, exercise, green
food, and a variety. It is impossible for

the hens to find green food and worms
in the winter, but there is something,
for the hens other than grain. Grain is

the best food that can be given in the
winter, but used exclusively it will not
make the hens lay. During the fall a

few cabbages, turnips, and refuse pota-
toes should be placed where they may
be conveniently had for a winter supply,
and the use of finely cut scalded clover,

with a mess of chopped meat two or
three times a week, will afford a variety.

The main object should be to afford the

hens exercise.

If a firm spends thousands of dollars

advertising an article, they must think

you need it. This is what some con-

cerns are doing every year. If you see

anything in the advertising columns
that interests you, write to the advertis-

er for particulars, and they will give

your letter prompt attention.
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In
some respects the industrial class-

es in Germany are less favored
than workmen in either England or
America. They have less leisure,

fewer amusements, and a smaller

amount of money to spend for either

entertainment or living expenses, yet

there enters into their lives none of the

degradation and misery seen in Eng-
land, nor the wastefulness and discon-

tent so common in America.
In order to show the extremely low

scale of living in Germany, a statement
was prepared by a frugal, calculating

factory workman. Instead of being an
instance of exaggerated economy, a se-

lection was made that is conceded to be
a little above the income and expenses
of the average toiler. Thousands of
families in the German Empire actually

live and acquire a competence upon a

smaller stipend than this.

The weekly income of the head of the

family is $6.42; the earnings of his wife

and children are $3.33; and the income
derived from keeping a young man
lodger, 50 cents; total, $10.25. The
weekly' spendings, including everything,

amounted to 1

a total of $7-74- By figur-

ing this to a total of fifty-two weeks, it

shows his annual income to be $533.00
and his expenditures $402.48, leaving a

profit of $130.52.

In order to live upon such a narrow
margin, it follows that amusements
must play a comparatively small part

in the lives of the German working peo-
ple, and such as they have are mostly
confined to Sundays. As a rule they go
in for few games. Football, cricket

and baseball matches have little attrac-

tion for them. A case is cited where a

final game between rival clubs of two
manufacturing towns was attended by
only sixty-five people. In England, or
America such a game would have
brought out an attendance of thousands.
Theaters and music halls are less nu-

merous in proportion to the population

than in other countries. The theaters in

industrial towns are always run by the

municipalities, and these places are vis-

ited by the working classes to a limited

extent only on Saturdays and Sundays.
Contrary to the general impression, the

German laborers do not spend much
money for drink. The older men cannot
afford it, and they set a good example
for the younger ones. If any one amuse-
ment were designated as being partic-

ularly characteristic of the German
working classes, it would appear to be
dancing.
Although his wages are low and his

entertainments few, the conditions

which surround the German laborer in

his work are more satisfactory than

those encompassing the higher-priced

workers of other nations. Every factory

must have a set of rules in a conspicu-

ous place in each department. These
regulations are legally binding on both
employer and employee, but before they

are posted opportunity must be given to

adult workers to express any objection

they may have to them.
Among the obligations of the employ-

ers is the understanding that they must
arrange and maintain the working appli-

ances, machinery and tools in such a

way as to protect

the operators from
danger to life and
health, as far as the

nature of the busi-

ness will allow. Pro-
vision must be made
for sufficient light,

air, space and venti-

lation, and for the

removal of all dirt

arising from the
work. One com-
mendable protection

is that broad gang-
ways must be pro-

vided, and all dan-

gerous pieces of ma-
chinery shielded by
barriers. The aisles

of all factories must
be kept clear, and
gangways are never
seen filled with heaps
of half-finished arti-

cles, as is customary
in England and
America.
Aside from having

more room, German
factory employees
are well provided
with sanitary wash-
ing and dressing ac-

commodations. The
workmen are more
cleanly and more
careful in their hab-
its than ours, and
because they usually
change their cloth-

ing before and after

work, lockers are
provided for them.
Shower baths with

The Industrial Situation in Germany
By Frederic J. Haskin

hot and cold water are common in most
places, as well as dining-rooms, where
the laborers may have their food heated.
Each of these factory dining-rooms will
probably have a library and a piano,
and may be used for meetings, games,
or for choir practise.
The Welfare Institute is merely an

extension of the idea developed by the
factory dining-room. This is a large
building, surrounded by attractive
grounds, which contains a large festival

working man for ten cents a week. The
Welfare Institute originated with the
municipality, but the private firms of
Germany are now beginning to support
them, and the liberal spirit they repre-
sent is destined to play an important
part in German industrial life.

The workingman's obligatory insur-
ance law in Germany is an ideal scheme
which was founded in the interests of
the working classes. This provides that
each firm must establish a fund, to

A GERMAN MECHANIC

hall suited for all sorts of social func-
tions, committee meetings, or rehear-
sals of choral societies. One large room
is used as a kindergarten and hand-
work school. Similar rooms are de-
voted to teaching boys carpenter work,
and for giving cooking lessons to the
girls.

Under the same roof are modern
baths, the showers being free, and hot
baths costing only five cents. There is

also a modern steam laundry, which
does all the work for the family of any

which the employers contribute one
third, and the working people two
thirds, the rate of contribution being
three and one half per cent of the wages
earned. The benefits are sick pay for
members for twenty-six weeks to the
extent of half the average wages, in-

cluding medical attendance, drugs and
free hospital service.

A half-rate is made to the families of
all members. The scheme includes a
provision for funeral expenses, and an
allowance for widows and orphans, so

AMERICAN GOODS IN GERMANY

that protection is made against almost
any contingency that might arise in the
lives of the workers. And the strong
point of the system is that it is not
charity; it is the laborer's own savings
that are used in his behalf.
There is also a compulsory savings

bank, to which all the people in the fac-
tory must contribute. Married men de-
posit five per cent of their wages, and
unmarried men ten per cent, unless they
have mothers or sisters dependent upon
them, in which case they pay the same
as if they had wives. Each laborer must
allow his savings to accumulate until
they have reached the sum of five hun-
dred dollars; after that he is free to use
his wages as he pleases. This nest egg
can only be disturbed for the purchase
of a house or for furnishing a house in
case of marriage. Six per cent interest
is paid on all deposits in these compul-
sory savings banks.

• Germany has made greater progress
along the lines of industrial education
than any other country. The argument
in favor of teaching trades in schools
rather than letting boys pick up knowl-
edge in a haphazard manner, is that a
boy may have a negligent father or
careless instructor who may cause him
to commit errors or execute his task
clumsily^ An incentive to industrial ed-
ucation is the law providing that a boy
who makes headway with his studies is
entitled to the privilege of reducing his
term of military service from two or
three years to one year. One often sees
this advertisement in the paper: "Want-
ed, a boy possessing a certificate for
one year." The Germans undoubtedly
believe in Bismarck's famous utterance
that "the nation that has the schools
has the future."
In some towns in Germany the inhab-

itants are nearly all identified with one
industry. In Solingen, for instance,
twenty-nine thousand people are en-
gaged in the cutlery trade. The art is
a very ancient one and is believed to
have been brought from Damascus after
the crusades. In the early times the
method of registering a trademark was
to have the local authorities nail it on
the church door. The famous sign of
the twins, which is still in use, thus se-
cured its validity in 1731. An extraor-
dinary thing about the cutlery trade is
the incredible variety of knives made.
One factory has ten thousand different
patterns on its books; and still adds a
number of new designs each week.
The German toy factories annually

manufacture fifteen million dollars
worth of toys, three fourths of which
are exported. The two towns of Nurem-
berg and Sonnenberg supply about nine-
ty per cent of the whole. Like the
cutlery trade, the toy industry is an an-
cient art. Every year millions of tin
soldiers representing the armies of ev-
ery nation, are sent to market. The little
figures are cast in molds of slate, which
have been fashioned from drawings.
Nearly all the tin soldiers are painted in
private families. The difference between
Nuremberg and Sonnenberg is that the
former makes playthings chiefly for
boys, while the latter center sees that
the future mothers and housewives are

well equipped with
miniature household
articles.

The toy artisans
in these great cen-
ters have become
exceedingly skilled
from long practise
and turn out mech-
anisms that are re-
markably clever. In
almost any city in

the world a crowd
can often be seen
around a pedler,
who will spread
down a carpet on
the pavement for the
display of lively au-
tomatons. Some-
times it is a mouse
that runs about, a
pair of miniature
boxers, or a couple
of fighting roosters,
but in most all in-

stances these de-
vices hail from
Nuremberg. There
is much truth in the
old rhyme which
says: "Nuremberg
toys all the world
enjoys."
The balance of

trade between Ger-
many and the Uni-
ted States shows
that we sell to Ger-
many about one hun-
dred million dollars'

worth more goods
than we buy, princi-
pally cotton, copper
and petroleum.
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Changing Dates of National and
State Granges

The proposition to change the date
of the National Grange from Novem-
ber to October and those State

. Granges meeting in December to No-
vember is being largely discussed.
While some are opposed to the inno-

vation, there seems to be a general
sentiment that better results would be
accomplished by the change.
The National Grange is the great

event in Grange circles. The State
Grange is the one event of the year
for the various states. Unconsciously
we adjust ourselves to beginning a
work after that event occurs. The
long winter evenings are the richest of
the year for Grange work.

If the State Grange met in Novem-
ber and officers of Pomona and sub-
ordinate granges were elected at that
time the Granges would be ready to
enter on an aggressive campaign for
the winter and get the greatest good.
A change in the constitution will be
necessary, and it will doubtless come
ere long.

The Ohio Plan
Another matter that is being dis-

cussed is the Ohio plan of a home
reading-course for the granges. Many
states have tried to establish such a
course in their granges, but the com-
plaint has always been that the mem-
bers were not ready for it. The work
was not pushed aggressively, and it

was finally dropped. But the Ohio plan
has been generally accepted as a good
working system, and will be intro-
duced into many states.
Many young people, and also older

ones of intelligence, who desire to add
to their store of knowledge could well
organize granges in their localities for
the advantage this offers. One bright
young man, whose travels have taken
him all over the world, remarked that
an organization that offered such ad-
vantages ought to be supported even
if for no other reason than that it had
the foresight to establish such a sys-
tem as this.

There is one gratifying feature.
Those who have aimed to start a sys-
tem of reading in their states are gen-
erous in their support. They realize

the obstacles, natural and artificial,

in bringing to a successful issue a
work of this kind, and they are ready
to join hands to make it a success in
their respective states. Such genuine-
ness and disinterestedness will conduce
to the growth of Grange work in all

lines of endeavor.
<S>

Degree Work
As granges advance in culture great-

er attention is paid to the esoteric
work. The lessons of the Grange are
beautifully taught, and one cannot
but be richer and better for perceiv-
ing them in their spiritual signifi-

cance. The beauty appears when those
presenting the various charges have
entered into the spirit and made them
a part of their life. It would seem
good that a number be designated to
perform this work, and continue from
year to year, growing in skill.

There is no organization better
loved, no order where there are great-
er possibilities for good than the
Grange. But because of jealousy that
blights, many who would do effective

work are driven from the order. Keep
them with you. Let them work as hard
as they will and know, that your com-
munity will be brighter and better for
your helping.

Fairfield County Pomona
One of the most successful Pomonas

of the year was held at Lee-Union
Grange, Carroll, Ohio, Oct. 28th. Po-
mona has only been organized a little

over a year, but it numbers about one
hundred and seventy-five. Bain poured
in torrents in the forenoon. An ele-

gant dinner was served, and patrons
who could possibly reach the hall
came. By noon the clouds had lifted

and each of the five granges sent rep-
resentatives. No session was held till

after dinner. Pomona Worthy Overseer
Brunner, Master of Lee-Union Grange,
presided, in the absence of Master
Tussing. Business was dispatched with
promptness. Committees took charge
of all work that could properly be re-

ferred to them and brought in their
reports. The discussions were ani-
mated and pointed. A great deal of
business was disposed of.

I have never been in a meeting
where there was as little loss of time
or greater interest and precision in
the work. A legislature committee
for the country was appointed, con-

The Grange

si sting of J. M. Brunner, H. C.

Detwfler, and J. H. Downhour. Res-
olutions were passed, favoring manu-
facture of all text books and school
supplies in the penal and charitable
institutions of the state, a uniform
system of text books, and mandatory
county supervision of schools with
optional township supervision, heart-
ily commending State Master Derthick
for his splendid fight for equality of
taxation, and pledging him hearty
support in future battles, and pro-
nouncing againstr side-shows and fakirs
at the county fair. This last brought
out an animated discussion, but the
vote was unanimous against side-

shows.
K. J. Tussing, Superintendent of Ag-

riculture and Horticulture, James-
town Exposition, explained the scope
and importance of the work, and asked
granges to contribute.
The granges of Carroll County are

giving attention to all phases of
Grange work. The Grange is said to
be the best secret organization in the
county. Unlike any other county
of the state it voluntarily raised its

initiation fees and dues to the maxi-
mum amount, instead of organizing
on the minimum. As much care was
exercised in organizing the Grange as
in inviting friends to the home. In
this way parents can send their chil-

dren and young people, knowing that
only the highest type of morality and
intelligence will be found. The result
of this care is manifest after three
years of the experiment, in devotion
to the order, intense interest, and a
feeling with each that each has some-
thing to do and can do it. If anyone
would ask of what good a Pomona
was to a county this meeting would
answer it. Dignified, alert, keen,
carrying on the esoteric work with
precision that bespoke practise; en-
thusiastic, good-natured, sinking per-
sonalities in a genuine desire to bring
good to all—this was the spirit of the
day, and its blessing cannot be told.

Home Reading-Course
Have you investigated the Home

Beading-Course the Grange offers in
domestic science and agriculture in
connection with the State University?
If not, don't you want to before the
long winter evenings come? The char-
acter of your summer's work largely
depends on the way you spend your
winter. I would have every one look
back regretfully at the fleeting days
because they were all too short to ac-
complish what was desired. Give us-

the quality of those pioneers, who
made a name and a fame for our coun-
try, who found no hardship too great,
no hazard too perilous to keep them
from reading the blessed pages of
literature. In that famous instru-
ment, the Ordinance of 1787, Manasseh
Cutler penned these immortal words,
"Beligion, morality and education be-
ing necessary to good government,
schools and the means of education
shall be forever encouraged." "The
means of education." what a compre-
hensive term! The means are at hand.
It depends entirely upon the individ-
ual whether he will use them or not.
First study your business and make
it profitable, then will you have the
wherewithal and the leisure to secure
other desirable things. Our celebra-
tions of great names and famous
events are because of beginnings. Will
you be the beginner in your locality?
Secretary Wilson, Department of Ag-

riculture,- writes: "I congratulate you
on the excellent tone and inspiration
of this literature, and have no doubt
that you will accomplish a great deal
of good by your intelligent efforts."

C. G. Williams, of the experiment
station, says: "I think the bulletins
issued are admirably adapted to the
work for which they are intended. I
wish every Grange in the state might
take up the work under your commit-
tee."
A. S. Wakefield, son of ex-president

Wakefield, of Hiram College, writes:
"Our Pomona wants the work brought
out at its next meeting. I believe a
working class will be the best argu-
ment. I feel that I owe much to the
work and want to do all I can for it."

"This is the noblest work of the pres-
ent century, the extension of educa-
tion into the country on the scientific

basis," writes M. J. Quinn. Theo. L.
Garber, Secretary of one of Rich-

land County's splendid Granges writes:
Jefferson Grange has about one hun-
dred and fifty members, of whom about
thirty are young people, and we want
to take the educational work."

Is the work hard? You will find it
hard to get along without it.

Inquiries gladly answered. Address
all communications to Mary E. Lee,
Supt. Home Beading-Course, Wester-
ville, Ohio.

Juvenile Granges
The strength of our order lies in the

fact that father and mother and sons
and daughters over fourteen years of
age meet together in one common
place, and all take part in the discus-
sions and the life of the Grange. But
what has the majority of the granges
done for the younger children of from
five to fourteen years? Are their
years not worth the training? Ask
the Boman Catholic Church, which
loses fewer members- than any other.
Ask educators, and they all unite in
saying that the most precious years of
a child's life are those when they are
as clay in the potter's hand.
So we argued in Darke County, Ohio,

and organized a juvenile Grange at
German Grange, June 10, 1900. The
work was so good, the gospel so excel-
lent, that we kept preaching it to
others, and at one Pomona meeting
"held with German Grange the juveniles
conducted one entire session which
pleased the members greatly. Two
years later Sugar Valley Grange or-
ganized a juvenile. In 1905 Concord
Grange followed. All were supplied
with rituals by the subordinate gran-
ges, and the badges were made by the
little ones and the mothers. We are
proud of the work we have done, but
it is not a modicum of what we ought
to have accomplished. These juveniles
go into the subordinate grange when
old enough, and all agree that they
make the best possible members.
Elated with success we organized a

juvenile Pomona in 1906 to meet at the
same time and place with Pomona, ex-
cepting winter meetings, when the
children are in school. If Pomona will
change its meeting from Wednesday,
to Saturday, the children can attend
every meeting.
Now brothers and sisters interested

in juveniles, take courage. They told
me, "Oh, its no use, the children won't
take any interest." Others said, "There
is not enough to do any good." We
went forward in faith, and as our
faith so has it been to us.

Sister C. E. Harris. Darke County,
Ohio has encountered the usual diffi-

culties in starting a new work, but she
is abundantly justified for her belief
by the results obtained. The juveniles
are a fine lot of young people and as
much or more interested than their
elders. "We have to go to Grange be-
cause the children won't stay home,"
was the comment I often heard. Mrs.
Harris is entitled to much praise for
her unselfish efforts, for they have
been without money and without
price.

<5>
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A Tax-Commission
State Master Derthick, in 1904, recom-

mended the appointment of a non-parti-

san tax-commission to investigate the tax
system of Ohio, to the end that a more
equitable plan might be devised. The
State Chamber of Commerce is pressing
the proposition with vigor. Possibly no
state in the Union has so unsatisfactory a

system as Ohio. The constitution pro-
vides for taxation of all forms of prop-
erty except bonds, recently exempted, at

a uniform rate, based on its true value.

The result is that less than ten per cent

of the personal property is on the tax
duplicate, less indeed than was returned
ten years ago. Fanners own about
twenty per cent of the capital and pay
about eighty per cent of the taxes. Tax
experts say that if an equitable system
were devised the rate would not be above
one eleventh of a mill.

The grange should press with vigor the
plan suggested by Mr. Derthick. People
are in revolt against the burdens imposed,
and are determined to relieve themselves.
They are rallying to Mr. Derthick in his

fight for an equitable distribution of the
burdens of taxation.

Beginnings of Agricultural
Education

With the interest in our Home Read-
ing-Course in Agriculture comes a de-
sire to know something of the history
of Agricultural Education. We want to
know whether we are really taking a
step forward, or that history is repeat-
ing itself.

A striking coincidence comes to in-
terest us in looking up this history.
Just one hundred years ago, in 1806. we
find the first school of agriculture in
the world was founded by Fellenberg. at
Hofwyl, Switzerland. His pupils were
from the poorest of peasantry, of whom A
he truly observed that having "no other -'
property than their physical and mental
faculties, they should be taught how to
use this capital to the best advantage,
with the combination of dicipline, study
and manual labor."
History goes on to say that this first - ^school of agriculture flourished for over I

thirty years with no less than 3.000 pu-
™

pils. The state of Ohio had over 40.000
farmers and had been admitted to the
Union before this first school of agri-
culture had been formed.

In 1847 John P. Norton, agricultural
chemist, who had just returned from
England, agitated the question of agri-
cultural schools in the United States,
and one was started. In i860 it was
liberally endowed by Joseph E. Shef-
field and attached to Yale College.

In 1862 Congress passed an act do-
nating public lands to the several states
and territories to provide colleges for
the benefit of Agricultural and Mechani-
cal Arts. The object is briefly stated
in the act: "to the endowment, support
and maintenance of at least one college,
where the leading object shall be (with-
out excluding other scientific or classi-
cal studies,- and including military tac-
tics, to teach such branches of learning
as are related to Agriculture and the
Mechanical Arts, in such a manner as
the legislature of the states may pre-
scribe in order to promote the liberal
and practical education of the industrial
classes in the several pursuits and pro-
fessions of life." It is needless to say
that the states were not slowr to avail
themselves of this grant, and with other
states Ohio took advantage of this act.

From the universities have sprung the
experiment stations, and from these the
school gardens. The striking thing
about the history of this most impor-
tant branch of study is that it is all so
extremely modern.
Schools of music were known to the

Hebrews and Greeks. Medicine was
taught in Alexandria 300 years before
the Christian era. Law has been studied
since the time of Moses; but the art of
agriculture, which has been followed
since the day Adam fell, and by nearly
as many people as in all other occupa-
tions put together, is the last to have
any real educational history. This rapid
progress has not been made by men in-

dividually, but by the successive leader-
ship of many.
A history of agricultural education in

the United States would be incomplete
if we omitted the fact that it has for the
last forty years been supported by the
Grange. Each step in its advancement
has been urged by that body of men and
women working together "to promote
the welfare of our nation and of man-
kind." That organization whose primal
idea is educational, in its effect on its

members and with unsystematized read-
ing has been able to foster in some de-
gree a love for the true culture of the
farm. Still not being satisfied with
helping to bring agricultural education
to the state and into schools, the Ohio
Grange, now seeks to bring it to every
farm home, and give a part of a univer-

sity to the farmers everywhere within
the limits of the state.

So, now, in the year 1006. just one
hundred years after the establishment
of the first school of agriculture—after

a year of experimental work—the Ohio
State Grange unconsciously and with-

out design makes a fitting celebration
of the first centennial year of agricul-

tural education.
As to the importance of this, let it be

remembered that after all the present
tendency to other activities and to city

life, the normal home is on the modest
well-kept farm; a home resourceful, cul-

tured, loved. It is the one hope of a

future society that will be peaceful, free

and happy. Next to our religion it

ought to be nurtured and maintained.

Ohio. A. S. Wakefield.

You are no doubt very busy just now,

but we trust that you will take time to

read the advertisements in Farm and
Fireside this issue. There is such a

big variety of good things that you are

sure to find something you need.
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The Quaint and Curious Customs and Traditions of

Christmas Eve the World O'er

nnumerable traditions
cluster about Christmas eve.

Many of these supersti-

tions have been handed
down through the years.

The lamp or candle must not be al-

lowed to burn itself out on Christmas
eve or there will be a death in the fam-
ily within the year.

The Sicilian children place pennyroy-
al in the beds, because they say it

always flowers at the exact hour of

Christ's birth.

At midnight on Christmas eve, the

oxen are said to kneel in their stalls.

If you lie in a manger, in a stable,

at midnight the future is open to your
vision.

In Germany, it is believed by the

superstitious that horses and cattle have
the power of speech on Christmas eve.

Among the Czecks, the legend runs
that he ' who most strictly fasts on
Christmas eve will see the Holy Child

in his dreams that night.

On that one night, it is said, the lost

spirits have rest. Judas Iscariot may
sleep; Herod ceases to clank his chains;

the daughter of Herodias may pause in

her endless dance; the Wandering Jew
ceases his weary steps; the spirit of

Pontius Pilate rests for that night from
his roamings in the gloomy forests of

Mt. Pilatus.

Wherever a church may have stood,

though no trace of it be left, it is

thought that singing of chants and
sounds of bells mat be heard on Christ-

mas eve.

In the Black Forest region of Ger-
many, there is a tradition that on each
Christmas eve the Savior comes to

earth in the guise of a poor boy and
asks alms at the house doors. On that

day no beggar is refused food and shel-

ter.
" -A live coal should never be carried

out of the house on Christmas eve.

In some districts of Germany it is

thought that between n and 12 o'clock

on Christmas eve, water may be turned
into wine.
A Montenegrin tradition about

Christmas eve is, "To-night earth is

blended with Paradise."
Some tribes of the Canadian Indians

believe that on Christmas night all deer
kneel and look up to the "Great
Spirit."

A saying in England on Christmas
eve if the cock is heard to crow is,

"The cock crows for Christmas," and
they add: "No spirit can walk abroad."
Shakespeare has expressed the tradi-

tion thus:

"Some say that ever 'gainst that season
comes

Wherein our Saviour's birth is celebrated,

This bird of dawning singeth all day long.

And then they say no spirit dares stir

abroad ;

The nights are wholesome ; then no planets

strike ;

No fairy takes, nor witch has power to

charm,
_

So hallowed and so gracious is the time.'

In the German Alps it was held that

on Christmas eve, "cattle fell on their

knees in adoring worship," being given

the power of speech during that one

night; but woe to the person who lis-

tened to their talk, for the reaper death

would surely find him, let him hide

where he would, before seven days_

were passed. ^
It is said that the popular tradition

of the entrance of Santa Claus by
means of "he chimney arose from the

; story of Hertha, a goddess of the
* Norse mythology. When the festival

in her honor was celebrated, an altar

of stones was erected in the house and
fir branches were piled upon it and set

on fire. Through the dense smoke
made by the green wood the goddess
was supposed to descend and extend

her influence according to the petitions

of the worshipers.
In Germany it is "Kriss Kringle" (a

corruption of "Christ Kindlein") who
is supposed to descend the chimney
with gifts for all good children.

Many flowers' are believed to have
sprung into existence the night on
which the Christ child was born.
The black hellebore, or Christmas

rose, is also called "Christ's herb" be-
cause "it flowereth about the birth of

Christ."
The "star of Bethlehem" was so

called because of its resemblance to the

star which guided the Magi.
In France there is a pretty legend of

the rose-colored sainfoin. When the

Babe was lying in the manger, it is

said, this plant was among the grass

and herbs which composed his bed;

but suddenly it opened its pretty blos-

som and formed a wreath for his head.

The cutting of the Yule log to fall

the wrong way is a token of ill luck to

the peasant of the Black Mountains.
The logs are drawn to the house and
leaned against the wall with the cut

ends uppermost. If one by mistake is

reversed, the whole thing has to be
done over again or else misfortune will

come to the family. When the fire is

lighted, there is great joy in the house-
hold. But no one on any account must
speak of witches after the great log is

placed on the hearth, for they are sup-

posed to be flying around on Christmas
night as "plentiful as sparks."
There's a peculiar superstition in

Montenegro where the peasants believe

that the iron kettle chain over the hot
fireplace will not heat at all on Christ-

mas night, as at all other times, but
remains cool to the ^ouch.

_
To explain

this they claim that a similar chain

hung over the fire built on the floor of

the stable at Bethlehem, and that at

the birth of Christ, the virgin mother

grasped it for support. It became cool
at her touch lest it burn the saintly
hand. Jane A. Stewart.

<5>

CHRISTMAS IN MERRIE ENGLAND
/Christmas in America and Christmas^ in England are much the same in

general significance and practise. Nat-
urally, the older .country preserves
more of the picturesque traditions and
superstitions of former times, some of

which can be traced back to the earliest

Saxon days.
At Cumnor, in Herefordshire, every

Christmas morning after church the vil-

lagers adjourn to the vicarage, where
they feast on beer and bread and cheese
which has been provided for them. Nor
is the giving of this feast considered a

kindness on the part of the vicar. The
custom is so old, that the parishioners
now claim the meal as their right.

In the country districts of western
England and some parts of Wales the
people all turn out on Christmas morn-
ing to salute the apple trees. The vil-

lagers meet before daybreak, with the

parson of the village church, the beadle,

parish clerk and the schoolmaster at

their head, and, forming in line, march
to every farm, visiting each large or-

chard in turn. The owner of each or-

chard receives them and conducts them
to one of the best trees on his place,

which is considered as the representa-

tive of all the others. The entire pro-
cession gathers around this honored
tree while some well-known man sprin-

kles it with a bottle of cider, and thus
invokes it in quaint and heathenish
fashion:

O tree ! O tree ! 0 tree ! Bear fruit and
flourish.

Thy owner nourish.
Give wealth and plenty.

The superstition is that every orchard
thus honored will be profitable to its

owner during the ensuing year.

A STOCKING FOR GRANDMA
Photo by Will Helwig

Many of the people of Glastonbury, in

Somerset, where the first Christian
church is said to have been erected
about A. D. 60, are still believers in the
miraculous properties of the famous
"Glastonbury Thorn" that blossoms at
Christmas-tide, and is then duly hon-
ored. According to tradition, Joseph of

Arimathea, who buried the Savior after

the crucifixion, came to England bring-
ing with him the holy grail or chalice
used at the last supper. Landing at

Glastonbury, he traveled inland and sat

down to rest at a spot now known as
Weary-All Hill. He thrust his staff of
hawthorn into the ground. It immedi-
ately sprouted, and grew into a tree that
was venerated as a holy relic. But icon-
oclastic science does not spare us this

pretty little tradition, for modern bot-
anists say that there is a variety of haw-
thorn that always blossoms just at this

season. Despite this fact, however, on
every Christmas morning a number of

old men and women may be seen at
Weary-All Hill in meditation and pray-
er.

The Yuletide feast is still generally
observed in the North of England and
in Scotland. This custom is believed to
be a survival of the ancient sun worship
at the winter solstice, and is supposed
to have come to Britain from Scandi-
navia. The wealthier villagers invite

their poorer brethren to their homes to
celebrate the Yuletide. A great meat
pie is prepared, generally in a form
shaped like a coffin, which is supposed
to represent the manger in which Jesus
was laid. In some places, however, the
pie is still made in the form of a pig,

presumably a survival of some old Teu-
tonic custom. The pie is surrounded
with candles, and when all are seated
these are lighted by the master of the
house. It is regarded as a bad sign to
have one of the candles go out before
the conclusion of the feast, and the per-
son sitting opposite the extinguished
candle is marked for particularly hard
luck. It is from this custom of placing
lighted candles around the Yuletide
feast that the Germans, and from them
the English, and we Americans as well,

have derived the similar custom of plac-
ing candles on Christmas trees.

The ceremony of bringing home the
Yule log is still largely observed in the
North of England. This custom also
is a survival of Saxon England. But
instead of being burned on the hearth
of the lord's great hall in accordance
with the ancient custom, the log is now
taken to the village and chopped into
blocks for distribution among the poor.
But in no other part of the British

Islands have so many old customs and
superstitions lingered as in the High-
lands of Scotland. The first person to
open the door of a house on Christmas
morning is regarded as particularly
lucky, and his success in the coming
year is supposed to be assured. Many
people do not go to bed at all on
Christmas eve, so as to be able to be
first to open the door as soon as mid-
night has passed, just as in this country
many sit up all night to greet the New
Year.
Another ancient custom practised in

the Scottish Highlands is that of send-
ing a servant from the house early on
Christmas morning to draw water from
the well or spring, to take corn from
a sack in the storehouse or barn, and
to gather kail from the kitchen garden.
The proper performance of these duties

is supposed to insure luck and prosper-
ity to all those who live under that roof
for the ensuing year.

Curious Christmas customs are by no
means confined to the remote rural dis-

tricts or to the superstitious and igno-
rant. In London the "Waits" still go
around the streets after midnight for a

month preceding Christmas day, play-

ing Christmas songs. This is particu-

larly the case in the East End.
_
Often

three or four parties of these itinerant

musicians may be heard playing "The
Mistletoe Bough" at two or three
o'clock in the morning, when a keen
east wind is blowing, or perhaps snow
is falling.
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A Strikingly Interesting and Imaginative Story, Telling of the Wonderful Vision that Came to
John Munday on Christmas Eve

On Christmas eve in the pompous
dining-room of a pompous house
in a pompous West End square
Lucullus was dining with Lucullus.

A sleek white-haired butler crept about his

work as noiselessly as a cat. Electric lights

glowed through heavy prisms on silver and
glass and wine. Heavy curtains hung over

the door ;
heavy curtains surmounted by

cornices of gilded wood with trumpet-
blowing cherubs perched on massive golden

clouds screened the high windows. Every-
thing in the room was heavy, pompous,
solemnly respectable. On the somber man-
telpiece were somber bronzes by Bouret

—

corner figures of Fame with her trumpet,

Music with her lyre, and in the center

Science holding a globe in which a somber-
faced clock was ingeniously inserted. It

ticked very gravely. Even the bronze drap-

eries of the different figures looked as if

they had been arranged in exact deference

to the feelings of the room.
John Munday, dining on this twenty-fourth

evening of December with John Munday,
did not seem to relish his company. Per-

haps he was thinking of a voice that had so

often been nagged and bullied into tearful

silence at the same table that it had sunk
at last into profound and unbroken silence.

Perhaps of another voice, a young and
merry voice, that still—a little sadder per-

haps—joined its small quota to the volume
of the world's living sound. Perhaps he
was only thinking of his wealth, his liver,

or his dinner.
Now and then he snarled out caustic

comments on the cooking, the wine, the

noises of the square. There was no one

to order the servants to wheel his chair

away when he had had enough, as Lady
Holland used to serve My Lord. He
worked stolidly through course after course.

A prim-looking grandmother on a wall be-

hind him gazed down at his massive back

and thick neck as if in disapproval. A hun-

gry-looking grandfather, facing him with

eyes in which traces of the rake seemed to

lurk, glanced from the other wall enviously,

as if wishing that his own time for feasting

had not long been over. Munday flung

aside his napkin at last, and went into the

smoking room. The too ample meal fa-

vored leisure ; he sank into a great chair

before the fire. His cigar was lit. Coffee,

liqueur, the latest review, and the evening

papers carefully warmed, were placed on a

small table at his elbow. A footman en-

tered with letters.

"Put them on the table," growled the

master. "Clumsy idiot!" The lad splashed

a little coffee in shifting the tray.

"Beg pardon, sir," mumbled Darby, and
went out fuming.
"Come here!" Munday shouted. "Are

those carol singers at the door? Send them
away—threaten them with the police. And
try to leave the room a little more quietly."

Munday left his letters for later reading

and took up the review. An article on

"Science and Eschatology" caught his eye.

He was turning the pages when one para-

graph attracted him. "From the time of

Heraclitus," said the writer, "the theory that

the world would ultimately be destroyed by

fire has appealed to thinkers and visionaries,

and has been embodied in systems of phil-

osophy and religion. The Stoics held this

view, though they believed also that the old

order of things would rise again, phenix-

like. from the ashes of the past. Thus, in

another age, according to this theory, the

writer of this article will be writing the

same words again for the same review, in

the same room, in the same city—every-

thing repeated, resolving itself again into

fire, and being again repeated for weary
eternities. The early Christians found their

teachings as to a fiery judgment on the in-

iquities
—" Munday skipped a few para-

graphs— "The calculations of the eminent

German astronomer who has recently pre-

dicted the termination of this world's exist-

ence through contact with a comet—

"

"Mr. Faber!" announced the footman.
Munday put aside the review, and rose to

greet a clergyman, clean shaven, white
haired, with a keen, young-looking face.

"Sorry to disturb you so late, Munday. I

thought you wouldn't mind. Christmas
week's a busy time, and I particularly

wanted to see you."
They had been at school together, and

now Faber was vicar of a neighboring
parish. Occasionally they met in the streets

and exchanged nods. "Glad to see you,"
said Munday, a little suspicious as to the

object of the visit. "Have a cigar?"
When the church had been struck by

lightning, Munday had declined help because

See page three for special full page picture illustrating
this story.

he considered such an act of God a distinct
indication that the steeple was not required.

"You'll find it difficult to find an excuse
now for not giving. We're wanting to give
a treat to some of the poor in our parish on
Boxing Day ; Christmas fare, you know,
and hampers and a tree for the children.
I feel convinced—

"

Munday shifted his position rather
ominously.

"I feel convinced that you won't mind my
asking you to contribute

—

"

"Not in the least," said Munday, frown-
ing, and pressing the tips of his fingers to-
gether, "I've no objection to your asking.
But I can find plenty of excuses—or rea-
sons, rather—for not giving. A hundred ex-
cellent reasons. I fail to see, first of all,

why I should encourage the lazy and in-
competent—

"

"Not lazy. Unfortunate," interrupted
Mr. Faber.

"Incompetent. I fail to see why I should
pay heavy poor rates, and then have to

support a number of idle wastrels who have
no claim upon me. I fail to see how a meal
or a hamper or a Christmas tree can do any
permanent good to—"

"But," broke in his visitor, "if they make
the lot of the poor a little brighter ! If

they give them one happy day in the year

!

You don't know how they look forward to
these treats, and what a bright memory they
give them, and how much pleasure

—

"

"My dear Faber, I've just finished a—well,

a very fair dinner ; but I had to work for
it. Let them do the same. It's all nonsense
about their not being able to get work.
They don't try. They set about it in the
wrong way. Oh, you needn't look like

that. I know what I'm talking about. You
forget that I'm an employer of labor. Look
at the hundred-odd clerks I pay wages to ;

not more than a dozen of them, all told,

really earn their salaries. Send me along
some lad who's smart and worth his salt

—

not the old, they've missed their chances

—

but some capable lad who'll prove that he's

worth more to me than most of them are,

and I'll give him his chance. That's my
notion of philanthropy. I've had to work
myself. Ever since I was fifteen I've worked
hard. And I've succeeded. Brixton, Clap-
ham, Kensington, Belgravia—there's my
track. I paid thirty shillings a week for my
first rooms, board included. I'm paying
three-fifty a year for this house. And I've

not asked help from anybody. No one's
given me a penny since boyhood. People
can help themselves if they like."

Faber rose. "Perhaps you've been in-

debted to more people than you imagine,
Munday," he said. "Whether one admits it

or not, we're all linked together in this

world. Because you're a rich man, and be-

cause it's Christmas time, and because—

"

"No more reason for encouraging incom-
petence in December than in June. I'm a
rich man? Yes, and I'd soon be a poor one
if I wasted my money in giving away free

meals and Christmas trees. Look at these

letters, now. I'll warrant half at least are

from beggars." He tore one open. "Free
breakfasts to the poor." Another. "Christ-

mas Appeal." A third. " 'To the Chari-
table'—meaning me. The same parrot cry
in each ; 'Give, give, give.' This too

—

"

But at the next letter Munday paused,
frowning. The address was in a woman's
writing.
"Another beggar," he said, dropping his

voice on the latter word, and put the en-

velope aside unopened.
"Well, I'll be going," said Faber.

"There's only one thing more I should like

to say. I asked you for help not only on
behalf of the poor, but on your own behalf
as well. In the great day of judgment, we
are" told, it is those who have visited the

sick, relieved the prisoners and clothed the

naked who will receive our Master's 'well

done.' Our views differ, I know, but even
men who find difficulties in the creeds are

in sympathy—

"

The door closed. Munday rang the bell

for the visitor to be shown out, and glanced
again at the unopened envelope. Apparently
the writing awakened old memories. He sat

for some minutes with the letter in his

hand ; in the other, an ivory cutter again
and again threatened the lapel, and again
and again was removed. A vision of a lit-

tle bedroom passed across his mind, a little

bedroom, lit by a flickering night light ; he
saw a young man creeping on tiptoe across
the floor ; there was a little sleeping form
curled under the red counterpane, and
flushed cheeks swept by long, closed lashes
pressed* the pillow, and a stocking, limp
when the man entered, was left bulging with
delights. But he saw again, and his face
set in harder lines, a little group in the

dining-room he had just quitted. The child
was there, grown to womanhood ; her eyes,
at first pleading and coaxing, became stub-
born and defiant. His wife was there, faded
and timid and anxious ; she was talking
some sentimental nonsense about true love,
and was shouted down. And there was a
lad facing him, a stranger, though Munday's
wife and daughter had met him at a board-
ing house by the sea. He remembered how
he had met the lad's request with contemptu-
ous refusal, a refusal unconditional, unaf-
fected by talk of prospects and ambitions.

Well, they had defied him, and taken their
lives in their own hands. A son was born,
she wrote, thinking that her happiness might
soften him. He did not forgive. Misfor-
tune came, she wrote again ; he did not for-
give. And now, at Christmas time, came
this letter, which he had not opened. He
rose suddenly, and went to a writing table
in the corner of the room.
"No doubt he stood over her when she

wrote it," he muttered, steeling himself
against repentance. "Comes to the end of
his resources, and then— I'll not open it.

I'll send it back unopened." He scrawled
the address, remembered from former let-

ters, and went back to his chair before the
fire.

Munday took up the review again. The
article went on to describe the great comets,
and conjunctions of heavenly bodies, which
from time to time have threatened the
earth's continued existence. It discussed
Chinese superstitions, and the theories of
the astronomers whose instruments, gazed
on for centuries by countless almond eyes,
now amuse gaping German crowds at Pots-
dam. He was reading about the panic in
Europe when the first thousand years of the
Christian era had expired, and caught him-
self yawning. The article was picturesquely
written, entertaining enough, but, why,
Darby had forgotten to bring the whisky

!

Munday rang the bell, and then settled down
to the perusal of the last few pages. But the
end of the article was a little heavy, even for
him. He yawned again. His dinner and the
fire had made him drowsy. Why didn't Darby—or Thomas—bring the whisky ? He rang
the bell savagely, keeping his finger on it

until the electric whirr might have roused
the seven sleepers. He rang again and
again. At last he went to the biaze door,
and shouted down the steps.

"Thomas ! Darby ! Can't you hear the
bell ?"

The gruff, angry voice received no
answer. With a muttered oath, he went
slowly down the stairs, and pushed open the

door of the servants' parlor. There was no
one there. He went through the kitchens,

through the stone-flagged sculleries. "Light
flaring away, of course," he growled, and,
mounting the stairs again, explored dining-
room, drawing-rooms, housekeeper's room,
bedrooms, even the little, ill-ventilated,

poorly furnished attics where the maids
slept.

This was getting uncanny. They'd struck,

it was evident ; trooped off in a body on
the very eve of Christmas. But he'd find

them, oh, he'd make them smart for leaving
without notice. "I'll go to the police station

at once," he growled, and dashed out of the
house. The square seemed deserted. It

struck him as annoying, not strange. In the

heat of his rage and excitement, he had
rushed out in slippers and dinner jacket,

merely clapping a hat on his head. His
ankles were chilly, and he began to wish
that he had brought a coat. "I'll get my
boots and overcoat," he thought. He was
going to ring the doorbell, when he remem-
bered there was no one to answer it. He
looked at the heavy black door closed
against him. "Well, I can't wait," he mut-
tered. "I'll get a cab in Howard Street."

Shivering a little with the cold Munday
hurried into the broad street just beyond
the square. There was a cab stand around
the corner. It was rather dark, and he had
left his glasses on the cover of the review.

"Drive me to the nearest
—

" He began
pompously, approaching one of the hansoms,
then broke off abruptly. He looked around.
The driver was not on the box—not in the

cab—not even within sight or hailing dis-

tance. What was still more singular was
the fact that there was not a driver on the
stand. "Is the world gone mad ?" he
thought. "They must be drinking—

"

A tremendous clatter of hoofs and crunch-
ing of wheels startled him. Two horses
dragging a heavy 'bus behind them were
charging down the street ; the vehicle swayed
dangerously from side to side. He skipped
out of the way with surprising agility in a
man so dignified and portly. "I'll have you
up for being drunk in charge of a public
conveyance. I've taken your number. I

—

"

18

JSHis heart gave a jump, and stood still.

He had heard of the phantom coach and its
headless occupants—the vision that presages
death. But here coachman and passengers
lacked not only heads, but bodies. The 'bus
was empty, and the horses, possessed with
terror, were thundering through London at
their own unchecked wirh Munday peered
around him. Where were the pedestrians
who should have thronged the pavements
on Christmas eve? He walked on a few
yards, bewildered. Was he mad—or drunk—or dreaming? The cold in his ankles, the
wind creeping up the legs of his trousers,
told him that he was still acutely conscious
of physical sensations. He reasoned with
himself. His servants had run away. The
cab drivers had adjourned together for a
friendly drink. The "bus must have been
standing in a yard, and the horses have sud-
denly been startled. Each strange occur-
rence was capable of explanation, singly.
Together, they were certainly remarkable

—

almost unaccountable. But a little farther
on the road was better lighted and there
were shops, -which at this season of the
year would be crowded with people. The
frosty pavement glittered in a belt of white
and yellow light streaming from the win-
dows.

Extraordinary ! Here was a green-gro-
cer's, with great bunches of holly and mis-
tletoe hanging before the. door, but no sel-

lers, no purchasers. A little farther on a
jeweler's, the electric light shut up within
tinted and frosted glass sparkled on rings
and jewels and gleaming silver and gold
watches ; the clocks and watches ticked on,
the cases of rings revolved, the placards
drew attention to the "Presents Suitable for
Christmas ;" yet all this wealth was un-
guarded and apparently undesired. Acting on
a sudden impulse Munday entered a toy-
shop. In the windows, mechanical toys
were working, a sawyer' sawing at a plank
of wood, a fiddler scraping his tiny fiddle,

a tin chauffeur driving his little car round
and round a ring of steel. In the shop red-
cheeked dolls of all shapes and sizes stared
at him impudently through blue and brown
eyes. Geese and donkeys wagged their heads
at him. He tapped impatiently on the coun-
ter. Minutes passed ; no one came. Mun-
day went into a little parlor behind the shop.
Bread and cheese were on the table, dirty
plates, a bottle of stout, and glasses flecked
with foam. But no people. He went up-
stairs, pushed open door after door. Bed-
rooms, storerooms crowded with cardboard
boxes marked with mystic symbols, were all

deserted. He reached the shop again. One
of the mechanical toys was just running
down.
Was all London empty? A hundred yards

from the row of shops the door of a man-
sion stood wide open. He knew the owner
slightly, and went in. No one there—no
one. Fires still burned in the grates, the
electric light had not been switched off in

the lower rooms. Upstairs the bedrooms
were pitch dark. He was opening the door
of one when a voice, hoarse and angry, sent
his heart suddenly into his mouth by its

startling abruptness.
"You silly juggins! He's kissing me—oh,

oh, oh— Murder! Help!!"
"I beg your pardon," said Munday, nerv-

ously. "I want to know—

"

It was perhaps not a discreet thing to do,

but he fumbled in his pockets for a match.
There was dead silence. "Where's your
master? I want to know the explanation—

"

A sound of rapid kissing was the only
answer. Munday struck the match testily : it

went out. He fumbled in the dark against th

wall trying to find the switch for the ele

trie light. Something fell with a terrific

clatter. There was an angry, frightened
scream — shrill, ear-splitting, inhuman. It

was answered by a feebler yell from Mun-
day, as his unprotected shin was nipped sud-
denly, and then his calf. With fumbling
fingers, he struck a match. An open cage
lay on the floor; its late occupant, a white
cocatoo, circled round him screaming, its

crest raised, its clipped, molting wings ex-

tended, its plumage ruffled with rage and
fe^ar. Munday, dancing round and round
and up and down in agony, edged at last to

the door, and slammed it in his adversary's

very beak.
For an elderly man unused to exercise this

experience, coming so soon after a heavy
meal, was distressing. He leaned for a few
minutes against the wall in the dark pas-

sage to recover breath. Behind the closed

door the bird was still screeching and flap-

ping in alarm. Munday descended the stairs

at last, and sat down in the deserted dining-

room to think over his position. It was a

strange situation, sitting thus in a house
whose owner he knew so slightly, with un-
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familiar furniture surrounding him, unfa-

miliar portraits eyeing him, and no human
footsteps, no human voices within hearing.

He was an obstinate and self-reliant man,
and had no lack of courage.

"I'll get to the bottom of this," he mut-
tered, savagely. "Is all London deserted?

Is the country deserted ? Is the world
empty? I'll see." He borrowed a pair

of side-spring boots and a fur coat that

was hanging in the hall, and went
out to investigate matters. Absorbed in the

excitement of his quest he walked for miles

without feeling fatigue. Shops, houses,

broad thoroughfares, narrow alleys, that usu-

ally teemed with life, were all deserted.

London was like the empty Syrian camp
which the lepers found at twilight. Silver

and gold and raiment and the horses were
left, but "there was no man there."

Munday came at last to a great London
railway terminus. Platforms, waiting

rooms, booking offices were all lit up—and
all empty. A florin still lay on the worn
groove before a pigeon-hole at one ticket

office. He went on to a platform. An en-

gin was drawn up beside it, steam was up,

it needed only the touch of a human hand
to set the great wheels in motion. Munday
clambered into the driver's place. "Any
fool can drive one of these things," he

thought, "it's only a case of getting the

hang of the taps and levers." He touched

one tentatively, with no effect. "I can turn

it off at once if the thing starts." His next

effort produced an ear-splitting scream.

Perhaps in his awkward at-

tempt to shut off the whistle

the fur coat caught in some
lever ;

suddenly the engine

shot forward, nearly pitch-

ing him headlong on the

line. Empty streets, empty
houses rushed by ; town
gave place to straggling

suburbs ; then came flying

fields, woods, rivers, vil-

lages, provincial towns, all

empty of human life. It

was like a nightmare. For

a time the speed, the din

of the wheels, the clang

of bridges, the hollow echo-

ing of tunnels fascinated

him ; he stood like one
hypnotized, in the darkness

and biting wind. "I'm all

right if the thing doesn't

blow up, and if there's

nothing in the way," he

muttered. Green and red

lights of signals were alike

disregarded. Then, to his

horror, he saw two glaring

eyes approaching through

the night.

He tried lever after lever

in vain. The train drew
nearer—it was on the same
line of metals and already
he could hear the whirr and
clatter of its wheels. It

was like a thing of life,

panting and straining for

his own ; brute force, more
terrible because brainless.

With a convulsive jerk he
wrenched around one of

the levers, and knew at

once that his engine felt

the touch of its master's
hand. It seemed to leap

back instinctively—ah, it

was stopping ! And then
he realized suddenly that

the engine was reversed. It

would be a race now be-
tween the two. And at the
end of the race ? He
trembled to think of what
must happen when the ter-

minus was again reached. He could not
stop ; the speed was too terrific to enable
him to spring off. Provincial towns, vil-

lages, rivers, woods and flying fields. The
ribbon that speed had unwound wound itself

again as on a spool. Gradually he found
that the train was gaining in this mad race.
The speed of his engine was slackening ; the
fires were giving out. He tried to shovel
coal into the furnace, but it was too late.

The lights of the pursuer were within twenty
yards—ten yards—five ! Munday gave a fly-

ing leap into the bank.
A second later pandemonium broke loose.

He rubbed his eyes and saw the engines
overturned, their wheels spinning, funnels
and valves spitting fire and black smoke and
hissing steam ; carriages were telescoped,
splintered, in flames. He felt himself all

over. He was bruised, shaken, grimed with
coal and dust and perspiration, but not se-

riously hurt. Mopping the cold sweat from
his forehead, he made his way back towards
the terminus. Some green and red lights,

as he neared it, flickered and waned and
went out. He was now thoroughly ex-

hausted. "I'll get back home," he thought.
When, with some difficulty, he found his

way to his house and forced the catch of a
window in the area day was already break-
ing.

In the cold, early light the deserted rooms
looked strange and unhomely. Munday be-

gan to think of breakfast. He would have
to help himself, since the inhabitants of the

earth had been so mysteriously spirited away.
He was the Crusoe of a world washed by
seas of space. He had always plumed him-
self on being independent of circumstances
and his fellow men. Now he could put his

self-reliance to the test.

He attempted to make a fire, but this first

effort almost baffled him. How on earth did
the maids manage to make it light? He
tried to prepare coffee over the feeble,

smoking flames which at last rewarded his

exertions. There was no milk. The nau-

away almost untasted. There were no hot
rolls, no new loaves. Of course there had
been no baking. He hacked a little cold
meat from a joint, and rose from the table
still unsatisfied. Food would certainly be a
difficulty. He had not realized the number
of people who contributed to these daily
meals. The farm hand milking the cows,
the railways, the London dairies, he had not
given these a thought. How many hands
did the corn pass through before it made its

appearance at his table ? He saw laborers at
work in the great Canadian fields ; he saw
Russian peasants driving their little bullock
carts from the fertile inland water-sheds to
the Odessa grain ships ; he saw sailors, dock-
ers, warehousemen, millers, bakers, all links
in the chain that stretched from his table
to the glittering miles of wheat. To satisfy
his wants, men fished the seas and rivers of
the world ; went down into the bowels of
the earth for coal and iron and gold ; hunted
in far forests, trampled the must from the
grapes in sunny vineyards, slaved in plan-
tations under burning skies. The world had
run down like a clock. It was astonishing
how soon the machinery could stop. In a
few days all that was perishable would be
exhausted. Could he kill and separate and
cook a bullock? Would he be able to catch
a cow and milk her ? Should he, unaided,
be able to bake bread ?

Munday passed an uncomfortable, uneasy
day, trying to assure himself that he was
quite independent of his fellows. Secretly
he knew that the loss of faces in the streets

He had been taken at his word ; he had
been taught by this contemptuous silence of

God that no man liveth to himself. Each
act of his, each act and word of others cast
ripples for all time on the sea of human
life. He had been too wrapt up in himself
to hear the signal when it came. He, he
only of all those millions had no spark of
soul to claim mercy or remembrance. He
had lost his soul, and God tossed him the
world in contempt.

If there was only some one left ! Some
human face to look on—some human voice
to hear again. He thought of that little

timid gentle wife he had nagged into si-

lence ; the daughter who had defied him for
the sake of love—oh, if they could come
back

!

But at a noise in the square, breaking
the tense silence which the inhumanly fa-

miliar ticking of the clock only emphasized,
he started nervously. It was the howling
of a pack of dogs, hungry, half wild already.
For a second his heart beat fast. The
greater part of the room was in darkness

;

near him the flickering candles cast grim
shadows on the walls. His ears involun-
tarily began to listen for other sounds in
the room, on the stairs, in the world out-
side. Hour after hour passed ; his nerves
gradually grew tense and strained. If he
should hear a footstep—a voice ! Perhaps
there was something, some one human—or
half human—left with him to inhabit this

ball whirling through lonely space. Perhaps
at this moment it was searching—unclean,

"In forty minutes he was in a little, barely furnished room in a London suburb.
his arm was around his daughter"

In forty-one minutes

oppressed him. It was appalling to think
that human endeavor and attainment had
come to a fixed end ; nothing new would be
discovered unless he discovered it

; nothing
fresh could happen unless it happened, prob-
ably in an unpleasant way to himself. He
walked to the city and handled sums of gold
in the deserted offices and banks that would
have thrilled him with fierce pleasure only
a day before ; he handled them now without
satisfaction. It was astonishing how his in-
terest in the world had vanished. He missed
the respectful greetings of his clerks ; the
chat and bustle of exchange and city court

;

the burley, prosperous men who lunched at
his table ; even the waiter and the cook
whom he had so frequently abused. He
came back again, depressed, and tried to
read. But there was nothing of living in-
terest. Tears and love, laughter and passion
had left the world.
The afternoon light faded, night drew on.

He switched on the electric light, and found
no power left. Gas still burned in the
streets—was burning, day and night, but
that, too, would soon become exhausted.
Munday collected candles, and sat in their
circle of dim light. He did not read, he
sat thinking, wearily. What had happened?
In what surprising way had the world's end
come—so softly, so quietly, like the coming
of twilight? The terror of the lonely world,
its desolate seas, its fetid mangrove swamps
and choked forests, its mountains and prai-
ries and deserted beaches—worse than all

these, of the cities once so populous now
given over to desolation—became oppressive.
Why had he been left? He thought for
the first time of his past life. He remem-
bered the struggle for wealth that had occu-
pied all his years since boyhood. He re-

membered men he had passed in the strug-
gle, men he had broken, men, and women
and little children linked to them, whom he
had crushed and trampled down, drowning
their cries with that false and blatant boast,
Look at me ! / want help from no one ! /

seous, gritty, lukewarm decoction was poured can help myself !"

repulsive—to find him out and force its
unhallowed company upon him.

"I'm going mad," he whispered hoarsely.
"This'll drive me mad unless I stop think-
ing." The whisky was downstairs ; he stood
up, trembling in every limb, and taking a
candle moved slowly towards the door. A
sudden noise outside sent him flying back,
too terrified even to scream.
There was someone in the house

!

He cowered with twitching limbs in his
great chair, his starting eyes fixed them-
selves on the closed door. There was some
one—there was some one ! The street door
opened and closed. Footsteps came slowly
across the tiled hall. Munday caught his
breath. The handle turned softly, slowly
the door opened

—

"Master Rendall !
" announced Darby,

standing aside to admit the visitor. "Says
you expected him, sir, but

—

"

He broke off in lame surprise. His mas-
ter had half risen from the chair, with ter-

ror stamped on his face, his hands thrust
out as if to ward off something sinister and
appalling.
"Who is it?" he whispered, hoarsely.

"Oh—" Gradually the strained look left

his eyes. He glanced around, still bewild-
ered, yet with intense relief. Had he been
dreaming? On the floor lay the metal tray,

the review, a broken cup and saucer, dis-

lodged from the little table by some abrupt
movement made in sleep.

"Mother said you 'spected me to spend
Christmas."
Munday looked, still in bewilderment, at

his visitor. He had been expecting some
one, something strange, terrible, banned of

God and man, and his eyes met the face of
a little child.

"I expected you ? I ?"

"Mother said she writed you a letter
—

"

Of course ! In a flash he remembered, and
went to the table where the envelope lay.

He took it, opened it, went back to the
chair.

They had come to the end of their re-

sources at last. Fred had not given up
hope; he expected after Christmas to find
work. But there was nothing in the house,
and Ethel could not bear the thought of the
child suffering in a city, full at that season,
of glad and happy children. They wanted
nothing for themselves, but they begged him
to give the boy a home until better days
come. For old times' sake

—

"Come here," said Munday. "Come here.
Don't be frightened. What's your name?"
"John Munday Rendall." He advanced a

few yards, a little mystified and shy at his
reception. He held out a small hand gravely.
"How do you do, sft

- ?"

Munday surprised himself by chuckling. A
comical little figure the child made in his
long, neatly darned overcoat, and red com-
forter, with his little bundle under one arm,
and with his solemn air of quaint polite-

ness. John Munday Rendall ! Of course,
his own name.
John Munday took the little hand in his

great palm and kept it there. "Did you
come alone?"
"Mother put me in the omnibus, and then

I came all by myself. But it was full in-

side, and I went on top, and we had a gray
horse and a brown horse, and the driver
said—

"

"Well, I wonder if you're full inside,

too ?" interrupted Munday, sticking a thick
finger into his grandson's waistcoat. "Hun-
gry, eh ? Like some—cake, eh, and lemo-
nade? See if you can ring that bell. Mrs.
Popple," he said, when Darby had sent the

housekeeper to them, "I
want you to get this boy

—

my—my grandson—some-
thing to eat at once. And
get a bedroom ready, please.

Get two bedrooms. I'm
going out by and by and
shall bring back a lady and
gentleman to spend Christ-
mas here."
Munday sat next the

child, watching him while
he said grace and made
short work of the provi-
sions, and (his shyness
soon wearing off) chatted
about the all-important ad-
ventures of his journey.
But by and by Jack began
to yawn, and they ad-
journed, Munday, the boy
and the fluttered Mrs. Pop-
ple to the little bedroom
which had been prepared.
"Do you fink I might hang
up my stocking?" Jack
asked, with his head on one
side in grave deliberation.
"I did last year, but I don't
know if Santa Claus could
find his way as far as this."
"H'm, there's no harm in

seeing," said Munday.
"Good night. Do you

want a night light? Afraid
of the dark at all, eh ?"

"No, I'm not afraid. Fa-
ther said I wasn't to be.
Oh, I'm forgetting. That's
in my prayers." He plumped
down suddenly in his little

flannel nightgown, and after
the Lord's prayer added one
of home composition, in
which he prayed that he
might be a brave boy, and
might never tell stories,
and might never grumble
or be mean.
John Munday came down-

stairs thrilling with sensa-
tions long unfamiliar. He
put on his boots and coat,
and sent Darby to whistle
for a cab. The memory of his
terrible dream still filled his

thoughts. As he drove through the streets
he looked at the world, no longer empty, but
full of brave faces, sad faces, happy faces,
with new and surprising interest. In forty
minutes he was in a little, barely furnished
room in a London suburb. In forty-one min-
utes his arm was around his daughter.
Munday's strong will running in new

channels bore down all objections. "You'll
both come back with me," he insisted.
"Both of you. Your husband—Fred—can't
get work during Christmas week. We'll see
about finding him some afterward. Never
mind that. Get your things together. Are
those all ? Well—well—now for a cab ; we
shall want a four wheeler."
But there was none to be had and they

came back again by a 'bus through the
crowded streets.

When they left the 'bus Munday saw the
toy-shop which he had entered in his dreams.
It was just closing, but leaving his com-
panions outside, he had time to make some
purchases for the stocking about which a
little boy was dreaming in a solemn house
in the solemn square. The geese and don-
keys still wagged their heads, but with a
joyful hilarity which had in it nothing of
contempt. The wax dolls stared at him
still with glassy eyes, but not with more sur-
prise than Darby's eyes expressed when he
saw the brown horse and the tin trumpet
and the box labeled "A Present for a Good
Boy" (as if labeling Mr. Munday himself)
which his master had insisted on carrying
home.

Before the door closed the clock in the
new steeple of Faber's church began to

strike. They waited on the steps to listen.

"One— two— three— four." The solemn
booming on the still night reminded him
again of that appalling dream. Thank God

!

it was a dream. Thank God ! there were
homes in all these houses, and bright faces,
cheerful voices, the laughter of children
would greet the day's approach. "Ten

—

eleven—twelve."
Christmas Day had come

!
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Synopsis of Previous Chapters

"An old lady going abroad wishes a young woman
to act as traveling companion, must not be over
twenty-five, and be able to speak French."
Helen Mortimer, a poor, ambitious, energetic New

York girl, answers the above advertisement and gets
the position. Mrs. Harold Pancoast, her employer,
entrusts her with a small steamer trunk, the contents
of which are of great and mysterious value. Helen
boards ship, and awaits the promised arrival of Mrs.
Pancoast. The latter fails to put in an appearance,
and Helen Mortimer sails alone. A telegram deliv-
ered by Mrs. Pancoast's attorney just before the ship
left, stated she was unavoidably detained, but would
follow by next steamer, and gave address of London
stopping-place for Helen. Aboard ship Helen makes
the acquaintance of Mrs. and Miss Watson, the lat-

ter of whom absorbs much of the attention of one Guy
Halifax, much to the regret of Miss Mortimer. A
fellow, whose name on the passenger list is George
R. Barrington, seemingly forces his attentions on
Helen in a very suspicious manner, and Worrendale,
another character, seems to be in league with Bar-
rington. These two men have very" earnestly en-
deavored to get acquainted with Helen's plans. One
evening Helen detected a strange odor of perfume
as she entered her stateroom, and later discovered
that her traveling bag had been ransacked, and
though it contained money, nothing was taken but
Mrs. Pancoast's telegram containing the London ad-
dress. Charles Lawson, a spendthrift and promi-
nent member of New York's smart set, introduces
himself to Helen, and though avoided and deliber-
ately snubbed, he convinces her that he is not all

bad. As Helen took her place at supper on the last

day of the voyage, she recognized a strangely
familiar fragrance, like that she had noticed in her
stateroom the day the telegram was stolen. The
perfume was worn by Madame Patrie, a little French-
woman, who sat on her left. Helen now possessed
the first positive clue to the theft of the telegram. In
conversation with Barrington, Helen quizzes him as
to the Frenchwoman. He insisted he knew nothing
about the woman, but Helen is doubtful. Barring-
ton declares his love for Helen and gets a severe re-

buke. Halifax, by a ruse, gets the trunk that Mrs.
Pancoast had entrusted to Helen through the custom
house unopened, much to the relief of Helen who
did not have the key. Halifax helps her to the train,
and then leaves to look after the Watsons. Barring-
ton takes a seat in the same coach, and when Vic-
toria was reached, he helped Helen to a carriage
and asked for her trunk check. She was glad
to have his assistance in the crowd and bustle of the
big city station. Barrington excuses himself, osten-
sibly only for a few minutes to get her trunk. Helen,
suspicious, insisted that he leave his grip and coat in
the cab, which he did reluctantly. Helen waited
and waited, but Barrington did not return, so in des-
peration she directed the cab-driver to the address
Halifax had given her, and started alone and with-
out the trunk. It was almost midnight when the
lodging house was reached. She was refused lodg-
ing for the reason that the house was full. Finally,
after much excitement, she secured a small room at
another house. In the coat that Barrington left

with Helen she finds the telegram that had been
stolen from her stateroom. Helen cables Mrs. Pan-
coast that the trunk had been stolen, and she gets
instructions to do nothing, as her employer had
sailed.

Grosse,' and the 'Minneapolis,' of the Trans-
port Line. The first two, of course, are too
expensive, as I only have eighty dollars left

of the hundred Mrs. Pancoast gave me. But
on the Minneapolis, I could get a second-
class passage within that amount, and have
enough left over to pay what I owe at the
boarding house, and a cab to the station,

which is all I should need as she sails from
London.

"Well, my dears, I chose my room and was
preparing to pay for it, when I suddenly
realized the money was not mine, and I

had no right to use it except as she had
directed. Think of it ! I was on the verge
of stealing, for how should I ever be able
to pay it back ?

"The man must have thought I was mad,
for I suddenly exclaimed, 'No, I can't do
it! I forgot!' Imagine how it must have
appeared to him ! He stared at me open
mouthed, and I know I looked ghastly white,
for I felt like fainting. I did not give him
time to question me, but turned away
abruptly and hurried out of the place. I

walked like mad down the street, bumping
into people, and not knowing in the least

where I was going. On coming to the end
of the pavement, I went on blindly across a
wide sort of square, where innumerable
busses and hacks were rushing in all di-

rections, and where there was no sign of a
sidewalk except at the other side of this

wTide area.
"Suddenly I heard some one cry wildly,

'Look out there, miss !' and found myself
almost under the feet of two huge bus
horses. The next moment a policeman had
me by the arm, and was holding up the
dense traffic by lifting his stick, while he
piloted me to a circular pavement near a
very tall column guarded by four gigantic
bronze lions. I knew from pictures I had
seen that it was the Trafalgar monument,
and when the nice strong 'bobby' released
me I walked around the monument until I

got myself in hand, and realized that, come
what may, I should have to face Mrs. Pan-
coast and bear the consequences of her anger.

"When one becomes resigned to the in-

evitable, there comes a certain reckless

courage that destroys fear, at least it is so

Y

with me. I knew the prospect ahead of
me was no less terrifying than before, yet
I no longer thought of shirking it, and I

remembered with regret and some shame
that I had left Cook's without asking for
my letters.

"As I was still within sight of the office,

and now sufficiently collected to make my
way without being run over, I went back,
and found your dear letter, which was like

the balm of Gilead to my lonely soul, and
two others. One I recognized at once was
from Lawson ; the other was typewritten.
After I had read yours, and was carried
back for a brief time to our little rooms
and the studio, and all that which now seems
so far away, I opened Lawson's ; it was this

:

" T am writing, Miss Mortimer, because
the balmy air here and the flowers and music
make me think of you, somehow ; and be-
cause I want you to think of me, even if

I must believe you would not do so unless
I wrote. Would you? Have you given a
passing thought to me since we parted, I

wonder? Possibly you are one of those
beings whom fate has so indulged by ado-
ration on every side that the interest of one
so humble as I can have no value in your
sight. Will you be kind and write me a
little line to tell me this is not so, or at

least that you will not forget your promise
to let me see you in London? I shall be
much disappointed if you do not, for it

is now my sole incentive for visiting Eng-
land.' " 'Yours faithfully,

" 'Charles W. Lawson.'
"A little while ago this note would have

caused me thrills of excitement and interest

;

but, I tell you truthfully girls, it didn't affect

me in the least to-day. Everything looks
too tragic and dark. I don't ever expect
to see him again, for heaven only knows
where I shall be, or in what conditions to-

morrow. The very best I can hope for,

which, under the circumstances, will be bad
enough, is that Mrs. Pancoast will pay my
passage back, but even if it means poverty
and worry of another sort, I shall have you
two to comfort me, and I do need you so
much just at present.

"But I must tell you what was in the

typewritten letter, only don't be frightened

'oti can imagine my relief! Only two
more days to wait and then all my
responsibility will be over!
"But as I contemplate meeting

Mrs. Pancoast and having to confess to her

face all that has happened, I am appalled

with fear. It would have been so much
easier had she learned it through my cable,

and had come prepared for the worst. I

know nothing of the woman's character, as

you know, and she might kill me in her

rage, or accuse me of stealing the trunk
myself! What proof have I that it was
taken from me? If I tell her of Barrington
and show her these letters I have, she may
think it is someone in league with me ! She
may never have heard of Barrington, and
the letters will probably mean no more to

her than to me.
"The longer I think, the blacker appears

the situation, and every hour I grow more
afraid to meet her. I became so morbidly
distressed over it yesterday that I made up
my mind to take the first boat I could get

back to Xew York, for I really have not

the courage to face that woman alone. Of
course it may look cowardly, but, after all,

I donU see why I should bear the brunt of
everything, when it has happened through
no fault of mine. Oh girls, how I wish I

were with you to-night, in my little skylight
room, and you two near me I"

"Friday, September 17th.

"This morning I went down to Cook's
office to see about getting my passage to re-

turn, the 'Duchess,' who is the only one in

the house that does not fight shy of me,
put me in the right bus, and told me where
to get out. I think she is nice because she
is inordinately inquisitive and wants to find

out all she can about me, in order to be able

to tell the others. But I am very careful
not to say anything in answer to her many
questions that will give her a clew to the
mystery surrounding me, which, of course,
only aggravates her curiosity. Ever since
that cable came for me I have been treated
as a suspect by all the boarders, and even
the landlady now subjects me to very distant
politeness. If it were not so tragic it would
really be laughable

!

"I found, on arriving at Cook's, that the
only ships sailing before the 'St Paul' is

due, are the 'Baltic,' 'Kaiser Wilhelm der 'I felt an inward qualm of (ear as we left the house toeether"

by it, for I am not in the least. I know
it is only bluff. At any rate I don't mean
to obey it until I see Mrs. Pancoast, and
she will be here sometime to-morrow. It

was written on legal-looking paper, bearing
a printed heading, 'H. B. Bancroft, Bar-
rister,' and this is what it contained

:

" 'Miss Helen W. Mortimer,
" 'Dear Madame

:

" T am instructed by G. Barrington, Esq.
to request that you relinquish at once, and
in tact, his property consisting of a travel-

ing bag, and an overcoat, and all the papers,
letters or other articles contained in same,
which you, either by accident or intention,
carried away with you from Victoria Station,
on the evening of the fourteenth instant.
You are requested to leave the articles at

Cook's office, in charge of the mail depart-
ment. If these demands are not complied
with not later than twenty-four hours after
receipt of this letter, a writ will be served
upon you for wilful larceny, and you will

be subjected to the full penalty of the law.
- « 'Very truly yours,

" 'H. B. Bancroft'

"There was no address given, which fact

prevented me taking it seriously, for no
lawyer would send such a letter without
giving his address, and would certainly not
order the things to be delivered at Cook's
office ! There were also two other points to

allay my fears. First it was already two
days since the letter was written, for it

was dated the fifteenth, and secondly, as
they did not know where to find me, it

would be impossible to serve a writ on me,
whatever that may mean

!

"The only thing that worries me is that,

while I was at Cook's, I noticed a red-
headed boy standing near the counter when
I asked for my letters, and all the time I

was reading them he remained in the room
looking over some newspapers. There was,
of course, nothing extraordinary in that, but
when I got on the bus to come home, he
ran after it and went up on top ! I thought
this might also only be a coincidence until
I descended at Oakley street and saw him
walk leisurely by while I waited for the
door to be opened. There may be nothing
serious in it, as he was not more than six-

teen, and he did not even glance in in-
direction as he passed ; but it does seem
curious he should have come up to the very
house, doesn't it?

"Well, I must stop now, for the first bell

for dinner has sounded. I shall write soon
again, and tell you all about my meeting
with Mrs. Pancoast. Don't be worried, it

may come out all right.

"With much love to you both,
"Affectionately, Helen."

Three weeks passed without bringing an-
other line from Helen, and her two friends,

possessed with anxiety, finally cabled her
three words in care of Cook's office, London.

"Anxious, Cable Cook's."
They then waited several days, hoping for

a reply that would at least show she was
still alive, and that the dreadful things their

overwrought imaginations pictured had not
occurred.
As it did not come the strain became too

great, and they were on the point of notify-

ing the police to look into the matter, when
a cable arrived saying, "Well. Have writ-

ten," followed some days later by two fat

letters addressed in Helen's familiar writ-

ing, which arrived together.

Trembling with eagerness, they broke
them open simultaneously, noted the dates

at the beginning of each, and read them in

correct rotation. The first was as follows :

"17 Kensington Gardens, London,
"Dearest Girls

:

"At last I am able to find a quiet hour to

write to you, but it will take many hours,

I fear, to relate all that has transpired since

my last letter. Why my hair has not turned
white I don't understand, for certainly I

have undergone enough in these two weeks
to turn it white as snow. But I shall tell

you everything just as it happened, and I

want you to keep all my letters, as some
day I may make a story of them, for cer-

tainly nothing in fiction could be more ex-

traordinary than what I have gone through.

First, do you remember the red-headed boy
I told you I thought was following me that

day from Cook's? Well, my suspicions were
not so foolish, as you will see by what
followed.

"After sealing the letter I finished to you
that evening, I dressed and went down to

dinner, locking my door carefully behind me,
as I have always done since that affair on
the ship. I took my hat and coat down with

me to the lower hall, as I wished to post

the letter myself that evening, so it would
get the ship sailing the next day. There
were two new boarders at dinner; an old

lady, evidently some relation to the 'Duch-

ess,' and a young, rather good-looking man,
who seeemed out of place in that typical

boarding-house gang. He was beautifully
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dressed, and evidently a man of the world,

wearing a neat imperial and mustache,

twisted at the points, which gave him a

foreign air, although his speech was
thoroughly English. He sat almost oppo-

site to me, and talked very knowingly of

the Russian War to the Major, whom I in-

troduced to you in his pajamas, you will re-

member, in my last letter. Everyone listened

when he spoke, and really his conversation

was very interesting, even to ignorant me,
and I found myself following it so atten-

tively I forgot to eat. Presently, when
there came a pause in the subject under
discussion, he looked over at me, which I

had noticed he did several times, and said

very courteously, 'Pardon me, Mademoiselle,

but have we" not met somewhere ? Your
face is very familiar.' Whereupon I gave
new stimulus to the suspicions I had already

aroused in the house by blushing furiously,

and appearing so rattled that no one could

help but think I was in terror of being dis-

covered.
"What I replied, I don't know, some stupid

and confused words which he tried to cover

by saying : 'It is probably merely a strong
resemblance, then, to someone I know. One
who travels a great deal is liable to make
such mistakes. I trust you will forgive me
for venturing so far.'

" 'Certainly,' I whispered, feeling like sink-

ing under the table to avoid the cold, critical

gaze of eight pairs of eyes fixed pitilessly

upon me.
" 'You are an American are you not ?'

pursued the man, whose name I afterward
learned was Black, and I replied shortly,

'Yes.'
" 'May I ask from what part of the

States ?'

" 'New York.'
" 'Ah, I know it well ! What an attrac-

tive city it is ! Do you like London as

well?'
" 'Yes, I find it very interesting.' I was

now growing calmer, and felt a thrill of

angry defiance toward the old hens who were
watching me, and some little vanity that

Black had so pointedly turned his attention

to me. Not that I cared a bit, really, but
they had all hung upon his words so I felt

it would pique them if I monopolized him.

We conversed for some time exclusively,

while the rest of the table remained silently

listening, then the "Duchess" interposed by
saying

:

" 'You were asking at breakfast, Miss
Mortimer, at what station you should meet
the steamer train from Southampton. I in-

quired
—

"

" 'Oh, thank you,' I interrupted, somewhat
rudely, but I do hate them all so ! 'I got

the infor-ination I wanted at Cook's this

morning.' Whereupon she drew herself up,

and glanced significantly down the line of

sneering women opposite.
" 'You expect someone from the States ?'

asked Black, 'May I ask by what steamer?
Perhaps I can facilitate your meeting the

train.' And I, like a fool, said, 'The St.

Paul.'
" 'Ah she gets in to-morrow morning. I

can discover for you the exact time the boat
train arrives in London, if you wish.'

" 'Thank you,' I returned, T have been
told it is due at four twenty.'

"He laughed softly and said, 'My aid is

then superfluous, but I should advise you
to make sure the St. Paul gets in on
schedule time. Frequently they are delayed,

you know, and it would be unpleasant to

wait indefinitely. We can see by this even-
ing's paper if she has been sighted or not.'

Then addressing the landlady, who sat at

the head of the table, he asked, 'Is there

an evening paper to be had ?'

"She directed the butler to bring one, and
Black examined it while, dinner now being
over, some of the older women retired to

the drawing-room, probably to discuss me in

awed whispers, for my left ear burned the

whole .evening.

"On being informed by Black that the

St Paul had been sighted, I thanked him,

and arose. He also got up, and, much to

the interest of those still at table, we left

the dining-room together, he talking amiably
the while. As I paused at the hall mirror
to put on my hat, he said, 'You are going
out ?'

" 'Only to the corner,' I replied, 'to post a

letter.'

" 'Oh, will you not entrust it to me ? I

am very conscientious about letters.'
" 'Thank you very much,' I returned, T

should really like the little walk.'

"He helped me on with my coat, saying,

'You will at least permit me to escort you,'

and took his hat from the rack.

"Now, I can't understand why it was,
for there was nothing in any way suspicious

about him, but I felt an inward qualm of

fear as we left the house together. It was
probably owing to the nervous condition I

was in. At any rate, as the post box was
not more than a block away, and it was still

early, there was no danger, and we sauntered
slowly down the street, he talked agreeably,

and I feeling relief in getting away from
those wretches in the house.
"When I had dropped my letter into the

box, and started to return, Black said im-
pulsively, T say, would you care to go to

the theater to-night? I have_two seats for

"The Walls of Jerico," a rattling good show,
and I'd be honored if you would accompany
me.'

"Of course, I declined, and so stiffly, he
launched forth in an eloquent argument
upon the perfect propriety of my going with
him. T shall bring you back by eleven

;

surely there could be no objection to your
going. I thought American girls were more
independent of criticism.'

" 'No American girl, who respects herself,

would go to the theater at night with a man
she scarcely knows,' I returned.

"He laughed impatiently, 'Oh, what rub-
bish ! If you had met me a month ago you
would know no more what sort of man I

am than you do now. Do come, it will be
dreadfully dull in that house this evening.
Why should you coop yourself up there with
a lot of old women, when you can see the
best play now on the boards ? You will
enjoy it immensely. Do have some courage,
and throw conventionality to the winds. I

am a gentleman, you need not be afraid I

shall misunderstand, or not appreciate to

the full your confidence in me.'
"But I was obdurate, and although he

detained me at the steps a long time while
he pleaded, I had not the slightest intention
of yielding ; for the more he talked, the
more suspicious I became of his anxiety
to make me go with him. Experience has
taught me not to ignore the slightest inkling
of distrust I may feel in regard to anyone,
and when we entered the house, I pretended
I was very tired and said good-night to him.

" 'So early !' he exclaimed. 'Why it is

not nine yet. Stay down a little ; I shall
give up the theater if you do.'

"I replied, T can't, I'm sorry. I hate to

sit in that drawing-room with all those
women.'

" 'We can sit in the dining-room. There
is no one there, and I shall show you a book
on palmistry I have—Kiero's. It is most
interesting, and gives the hands of several
famous persons.' But I declined the
pleasure, and went up followed by his re-

proaches.
"For some reason I was sorry to leave

him, for I hated to be alone, and the pros-
pect of seeing Mrs. Pancoast the next day
preyed upon me so I felt I should go mad.
The only thing that gave me a little comfort
was the possession of those letters of Bar-
rington's, through which I hoped she might
be able to trace her trunk

;
and, to guard

against forgetting them on the morrow, I

had placed them carefully in the inside
pocket of my little belt bag, and hid it on
top of the wardrobe under Barrington's
coat. I did this because, in spite of my
contempt for the typewritten letter I had
received, ordering me to give them up, I

lived in constant expectation of something
developing from it, and I made up my mind
I should not give up the letters without a
fight, as they were the only clue I had to
offer Mrs. Pancoast.

"Therefore I decided that should my ad-
dress be discovered in any way, and someone
come to demand them, I should hand over
the bag and trunk, and say I had left the
coat in the cab. You see my education is

improving under this schooling ! Probably
before I am done I shall not have an atom of
truth or honesty left in me. Yet what can I

do ? If I meet dishonest people with honesty
I shall be absolutely in their power, and,
as fate has forced me into this sort of life

in a way that makes it impossible for me to
extricate myself, I am obliged to adopt
suitable tactics.

"This you may be sure of, my dears, that
as soon as I have seen Mrs. Pancoast, and
confessed everything to her, I shall try, even
if I must do it through threats of betraying
her, to persuade her to send me back to
New. York. This really is the least she can
do, for I entered her service in good faith,

believing her to be an honest woman, as
she pretended to be, and she took a mean
advantage of me.
"Of course, I did not feel the least bit

like sleeping that night, and every time the
door bell rang my blood ran cold with fear
lest it was some one coming from Barring-

ton's lawyer. Think of how all those women
would have complimented themselves upon
their clever deductions concerning my char-
acter if I were arrested as a thief, under
their very noses !

"I can tell you no thief ever felt more
guilty or more in terror of being traced than
I did ! Every sound made me start, and by
ten o'clock the most awful fit of depression
and foreboding settled upon me that I have
ever suffered in my life, not excepting those
dark days in New York.
"That morning I had bought a magazine

full of exciting stories, in which I tried to

lose myself, but they all seemed so tame in
comparison with my own condition I could
not keep my attention on them. At twelve
o'clock I turned out the light and went to

bed, but alas, not to sleep ! My eyes would
not shut, and remained wide open, staring
into the dark, while I pictured for the hun-
dredth time my meeting with Mrs. Pancoast,
and rehearsed what I should say to her, and
what do if she became violent. Even in

fancying what was likely to occur, I could
hear my heart beating like a sledge hammer,
and my hands got as cold as ice.

"So absorbed was I in following my
thoughts that I heard without heeding a
slight noise, like the careful turning of my
door handle. It was repeated twice before
I stopped to listen. Then I heard the latch
click loudly, and sat up, frozen with terror.

" 'Who is there ?' I cried, and a sound re-

sponded as though a hand, of someone
startled, jerked the knob.
"As mine was the only occupied room on

that floor, I knew I might easily be smoth-
ered or strangled without anyone below be-
ing awakened, for the room was in a sort

of back annex, cut off from the main house
by a narrow hallway and flight of steps. I

had, of course, locked my entrance door, and
had tried the one leading into the next room,
which I believed to be unoccupied, and find-

ing it locked and the key not there, had not
troubled about it. However, it was from
this door the sounds came ; and I sat still,

holding my breath and listening, but my
heart beat so high I felt deafened, imagin-
ing there were a lot of sounds I couldn't
hear. I did not dare to scream, for fear it

might only have been my fancy, and it

would be so dreadful to wake all the house
again for nothing.
"My one thought was to get hold of my

large scissors or something with which to

protect myself in case I were attacked,

but I hadn't the courage to get up and cross

the room in the dark. Then I remembered
that Barrington's bag was on a chair by my
bed, and, trembling in every nerve, I

cautiously reached over for it, intending to

get a razor.
"The click of the bag as I opened it

seemed tremendously loud, and so added to

my terror that I fingered in reckless haste
among the things it contained, and touched
the little revolver. I was almost as afraid
of tha^ as I was of the peril I believed to

be threatening, but the razors were in a case,

and this was ready for use. As I drew it

out, I heard something brush against the
communicating door, the handle clicked

again, and then there came a rush of cold

air.

"I felt a presence in the room, and sat

as though petrified, the pistol weighing so

heavily in my hand, I almost dropped it.

"The person tiptoed a few feet, then-
bumped noisily against a chair.

"
'If you make a sound, I'll kill you!' said

a familiar voice, though I did not attempt

then to think whose it was. T want those

The Christmas Tree
By Frank H. Sweet

Only a star ! a shining star

!

More glorious than our planets are,

But watched by wistful eyes and bright,

And longing hearts, that wondrous night.

Only a manger, shadow-thronged,

That to some public inn belonged,

Where sweet-breathed cattle quietly

For midnight slumber bent the knee.

Only the light of tapers small,

That on two tender faces fall,

Two tender faces—one divine

—

That still through all the centuries shine.

From palace walls, from thrones of gold,

From churches, shrines, cathedrals old,

Where the grand masters of their art

Wrought faithfully with hand and heart.

Only a babe! in whose small hand

Is seen no scepter of command,
But at whose name, with freedom's sword,

Move the great armies of the Lord.

Only a cross ! but oh, what light

Shines from God's throne on Calvary's height

His birth, His life, the angels see

Written on every Christmas Tree. J

papers of Barrington's, and if you value
your life, you'll give them without a word.
Where are they?'

"Then, to my amazement, he struck a
match ! Just as he did so, I raised the
revolver and shot toward the window. The
report and crash of glass startled him so
the match went out, and I heard him feeling
wildly toward the door.

"Meanwhile in my nervous terror I kept
on pressing the trigger involuntarily, and
every time I pressed it the thing went off,

until the whole house echoed as with a re-
sounding cannonade. When it wouldn't go
any more, I heard people shrieking down-
stairs, and a rushing to and fro of feet.

"Then someone knocked at my door, and
I heard the voice of the fat man who sits

next to the landlady say, 'What is the matter
in there? What is this row?'
"'Come around by the other door!' I

called as loudly as I could, for I was so
weak I could scarcely articulate. 'Through
the other door!'

"I heard him start to cross the hall, then
other feet hurrying, a wild cry, followed
by sounds of a struggle, and a heavy bump
as of someone thrown forcibly to the floor

;

then the sound of a man rushing frantically
down the stairs, and piercing shrieks of
women.

" 'Catch him ! call the police !' shouted
the fat man, who I could hear struggling
to his feet in the hall ; almost at the same
moment the front door banged, and some
women cried, 'He's got out! He's escaped!'
Then more rushing about downstairs, and
confused voices.

"I got up so faint my limbs trembled
under me, and felt around in the dark for
my wrapper, not having enough presence of
mind to light the gas. The voices of the
people outside came to me distinctly, the
fat man saying, 'Why didn't someone call

the police !'

"And the Major, 'No, rubbish ! What's
to be gained by making a scandal ? If the
girl isn't hurt, let the matter drop, it will

do no good to get it into the papers !'

"'How do you know the girl isn't hurt?'
"'Didn't she direct you what to do?"
" 'Go up and see, someone.'
"Meanwhile I was feeling for the door,

and as my hand touched the knob, I un-
locked and opened it upon a group of half-
dressed, white-faced creatures who were
really funny to behold, now as I look back
on them. The women were in weird wrap-
pers and curl papers ; the men with trousers
drawn up over their nightshirts.. The fat
man and the 'Duchess' were foremost, the
latter holding a lighted candle.

" 'What happened ?' she asked, between
quick noisy breaths, 'Who shot the pistol ?'

" T did,' I replied in a trembling voice.
" 'You ! Why !—Good gracious !'

"'Was that man in your room?' asked the
fat man, and I said, 'Yes, he came through
from the next room.'

" 'What did he want ? The devil ! He
shouldn't have been allowed to escape !'

" 'How did he ever get in the house ?'

said someone down stairs.
" 'He was in the house,' I said. 'It was

that man, that Mr. Black.'
"There was a chorus of astonished ex-

clamations all along the hall, and down the
stairs.

" T thought it was he,' said the fat man,
rubbing his head. 'But I couldn't see well
in this blasted hall ! I had my hands on
him, but he was too quick ; he gave me a
blow that knocked me off my pins before I

could wink ! Gad ! I'd like to have held
him.'

" 'Dear me ! dear me !' muttered the
Duchess. 'How shocking ! Let us light the
gas and see what's been done.'

" 'If she hadn't carried on with him as
she did this evening, he'd never have gone
to her room,' said a cracked voice on the
stairs. 'It's scandalous ! In a respectable
house

!'

"I felt my head swimming, and as the light
was lit everything in the room appeared to

dance about me ; then the floor seemed to
sink, and I caught hold of the door to steady
myself.

" 'The girl's fainting,' said someone, and
I felt an arm about me, then knew nothing
more until I came to, and found myself
lying on the bed with the 'Duchess' attend-
ing me. Several of the others were prowling
about the room examining where the
bullets had struck, and whispering very
ugly insinuations about me.

"Oh, I was so glad when at last they went
away and left me. The Duchess was the
only one that had a particle of heart or
human feeling. She left me some brandy,
in case I should feel faint again, and I took
it, for my teeth were chattering from nerv-
ous chill. All the remainder of that night
I sat up in bed, going over the horrors I

had passed through, and realizing that my
good name was lost with everyone in the
house, for I could not explain what Black
had come to my room for. I cared nothing
for their opinions, but I knew it was sure
to get back to Halifax through the landlady's
sister, who would of course tell his sister,

as I had been introduced through him.
"It made me very sad to think I was to

lose his respect through no fault of mine,
and yet be unable to explain the situation
to him. Even if I could explain it no one
in the world would believe such a story,
and I would only prove myself not respect-
able by being mixed up in an affair of this

sort. I knew it was all over between him
and me, and I was weak enough to cry over
it, for I do care for his good opinion, even
if we are never to meet again.
"The next morning I felt too wretched

and ashamed to go down to the table, so
had some coffee brought up to my room,
and what do you think ! The irony of fate

!

There on the tray was a letter from Halifax,
(continued on page 33)
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How the Farmer Lives in the Great Southwest
By Edmund G. Kinyon

.

A RANCH HOME IN ARIZONA—TWO THOUSAND HEAD OF CATTLE IN FOREGROUND

Sixce the days of the first settle-

ments in New England and Vir-
ginia pioneering has been the lot

of the American farmer in differ-

ent and succeeding portions of this

country. East of the Mississippi River
the pioneer husbandman found the soil

encumbered with vast forests, which
taxed his courage and strength and
hardihood to the utmost. Crossing the
river, he met the great fertile prairies,

stretching to the horizon, without a
stick or a stone to obstruct the plow.
In both regions, Nature was his ally

and supported and encouraged his labor.
He broke the virgin soil, and the rains
from heaven quickened it into life and
produced thereon abundant crops in

recompense. He and Nature worked
together, hand in hand, the one with the
other. Every sign and token indicated
that the region was intended for a gar-
den. All of the elements necessary for
successful crop production were present
—needing only the intelligent labor and
direction of the farmer. Such were the
conditions which met the pioneer in the
rain countries.
But in the Southwest there is a vast

stretch of territory—an empire in itself

—which Nature did not intend for an
agricultural region. The face of the
land is rough and gashed and wind-
swept. The average soil is sand and
gravel. For months and months at a
time not a sprinkle of rain visits this

region. The few inches of annual rain-

fall is flung violently from mountain
storm-clouds during the brief rainy sea-
son of July and August. Even of the
worthless weed and bush, only the most
tenacious and dauntless can survive in

the natural state of the soil. It was and
is a country of wild, rude, unfinished
architecture—a wanton, worthless place
in Nature's economic scheme.

In this region conditions of unparal-
leled severity and discouragement faced
the pioneers who first sought to utilize

the scant resources. It is doubtful
whether in any other portion of this

country conditions of such extreme
pioneer hardship were met with, and
whether in any other portion the human
sacrifice seemed so little worth while
and so little calculated to yield a final

and adequate reward. First of all, with
the first settlers and with the present
settlers, there is no natural rainfall to
bring about the growth of crops, it be-
ing necessary to supply moisture in

some artificial way. Nature is very
chary of her assistance, and seems to
frown upon man's ambition to turn the
desert and the abandoned places into
agricultural regions. Man works alone
to solve the problem of raising crops in

a land where crop raising has no nat-
ural place.

Yet in the face of these tremendous
odds, the pioneer came and stayed, and
gradually the abandoned tracts yielded
to his ministrations and assumed—in
places—something of the aspect of an
agricultural region. When the first set-
tlers came there was not a foot of rail-

way in all the great West-Texas, New
Mexico and Arizona region. Entrance
was made with ox or mule teams, and
in the same way supplies were freighted
hundreds of miles over the trackless,

waterless deserts. The country was in-

fested with murderous, treacherous In-
dians and no less dangerous white men
outlawed from the states. Surely those
who came were of a valiant breed, fit-

ting predecessors of the energetic and
self-reliant populace of to-day.

After the lapse of a quarter of a cen-
tury and more, since the first settle-

ments were made, the country is still

upon the frontier, and conditions are
still largely pioneer conditions. Central
and eastern Texas is, of course, exempt
from this statement, it being a country
of more maturity and substance. Too,
in New Mexico and Arizona some of
the more fertile and better watered val-

leys show the effect of long settlement
in better farm buildings and more thor-

ilies who have resided upon their hold-
ings for one or two decades the
members speak confidently of the time
when they will journey on to the Pacific
Coast, or return to their old homes in
the Southern or Central States.
Although the country is well adapted

to fruit raising and to the production
of all kinds of berries and vegetables,
until recently but little attention was
given to those lines of agriculture; not
enough, in truth, to supply the families

SCENES LIKE THIS GREET THE PIONEER

ough agricultural methods. In the main,
however, less attention is given to the
beauty and convenience of surround-
ings and to the comfort of the farmer
and his family than in other regions of
no greater agricultural prosperity. This
is largely accounted for by the fact that
a feeling exists everywhere that the
place is one of a temporary abode
merely. The assurance of permanency
which characterizes the older settled
portions of this country is lacking to
the extent that even in the case of fam-

of the farmers themselves. It is not un-
common to find big ranches—all farms
are ranches and all farmers ranchers

—

producing large revenue in hay and
grain, utterly destitute of garden and
berry patch and orchard, the farmer
bu3'ing the product of those depart-
ments, as well as of the dairy and poul-
try yard, at the town stores. However,
it may be stated that this old and rather
improvident order of things is gradually
giving way to the more thrifty and
domestic custom of producing the

A COUNTRY LANE IN NEW MEXICO

greater part of the family living from
the farm. Still, in the Southwest, the
farmer or his wife who takes a bucket
of eggs or a few pounds of butter to
the store for barter is a rarity.

In the matter of farm buildings, the
rancher of the Southwest concerns him-
self very little, and that little is entirely
in the way of a house for his family.
The comfortable and commodious sta-
bles and barns of the Northern farm
are practically unknown, a low shed or
the open yard serving for the care of
the domestic animals. It should be
borne in mind that the mild climate and
infrequent storms of the winter season
makes this custom less intolerable than
it would be in a colder region, and no
great physical suffering comes to the
stock thus cared for; yet the absence
of a clean and orderly barn, in which
each of the various appliances have an
individual place, must be a serious in-

convenience. In keeping with these
haphazard methods, the farm horses
are given but little attention, the careful

and regular grooming accorded to the

average work team of the North being
entirely lacking. Food is supplied in

abundance, and the animals are usually

in fair condition for the severe labor to
which they are subjected. The prevalent
farm harness is of the Southern trace-

chain variety, as simple and limited as

the summer garb of a small boy. In

not a single instance has the writer

noticed the leather tugs and back pads
and check reins of the Northern farm
harness. Buggies and light wagons, the
latter having a canvas top and called a

stage, are abundant, and the average
farmer on the road presents a fairly

comfortable and prosperous appearance.
As in all southern countries, the saddle

horse is the favorite means of travel

whenever his use is practicable. The
wife and daughters of the farmer are

proficient horsewomen, riding astride

usually.

The old Mexican residents of the

Southwest built their houses invariably

of adobes—large rough brick made by
mixing a certain quality of clay with
straw and drying in the sun—and the

Americans have generally followed the

custom. The usual plan is a square
house of thick walls with a wide hall

running through the center. Formerly
the roof was of poles and dirt, but the

shingled roof has now come into use.

This makes a very comfortable house,
especially when wide porches are pro-
vided, as the thick walls exclude the

fierce heat and the hallway provides a

means of draft. A well-built house of

this description is exactly suited to the

climate and makes a delightful resi-

dence. The later pioneers, however,
are prone to adopt the makeshift of a

frame shack constructed of loose

boards and canvas—a habitation replete

with discomfort for the family. It is

true that the winters are mild, yet the

northern winds are often searching and
chill, and in the summer such a house-
is a sweat-box. affording but little pro-

tection from the blazing sun. The fav-

orite bedroom of the family during the

summer is the open yard, and for com-
fort, save for an occasional stray mos-
quito, it exceeds any tapestried boudoir
that can be imagined.
The social features of the family life

are rather less definite and prominent
than in other sections. Aside from
dancing parties, social gatherings are

infrequent. The tendency seems to be

to center all of the social and religious
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interests in the little towns, and those
who are too remote to participate are

left without privileges or diversions of

any kind. Sunday is not universally ob-
served, either as a day of worship or

rest, the field work otten being pushed
ahead as upon other days. In the moun-
tainous country, in nearly every sec-

tion, it is but a few hours' travel to
places of much natural interest—moun-
tains, or canyons, or prehistoric caves,

and the residents find diversion in visit-

ing and exploring those places of inter-

est. The farmer boy who desires to

hunt is not troubled by the no trespass-

ing sign. Close at hand there are mil-

lions of acres of waste land where
various kinds of small game abound,
and there he may hunt undisturbed. A
little longer trip may yield a wild tur-

key or a deer, or even a bear is within
the range of possibility.

As in other portions of the country,
the public school comes with the first

settlers and holds a constant place of

interest in the farm life. The school
buildings are often rude, dreary, little

shacks, but there is seldom any lack of

pupils. Funds for sustaining the schools
are not obtained by levying a tax upon
the property of each district, but a uni-

form levy is made upon the entire prop-
erty of the county, and the money thus
obtained is thrown into a common fund
and apportioned to the various districts

according to the school attendance.
One community of about thirty fami-

lies, and having very little taxable
property—the land being undeeded

—

maintains two well-attended schools,
which indicates a good percentage of

children to each family. Teachers are
paid wages ranging from sixty to sev-
enty-five dollars a month. This com-
munity conducts a little Sunday-school
in one of its schoolhouses—a very
primitive and even amusing assemblage
—those attending being of many nation-
alities and representing, either present
or remote, nearly every sect and creed.

In every community are found persons
of unusual intelligence and education
who have drifted there through stress
of fortune in other states.

The special industries which engage
the attention of the rural population of
this great region are as varied as the
country itself. If we count the stock
raiser a farmer, then the industry of

stock raising may be said to be the pre-
dominating and universal industry. Still,

except upon the strictly plains country
of western Texas and eastern New
Mexico, stock raising is the exclusive
business of but a small proportion of

the rural population, although every
farmer is more or less interested in live

stock. In that region all other interests

are of little moment and the towns con-
tain the most of the population. The
great prairies are fenced and used en-
tirely for grazing, the owners living in

some near-by town with their families.

There the social status of the rancher
and his family is governed somewhat
by the number of sections of land which
he owns. A one-section man is not of
much repute, while the five-section man

is hardly considered the social equal of

the twenty-section man. Crop raising

is confined to small patches, and very
little real labor is performed by anyone
except the housewives. To the eastward
are the great cotton and corn belts of

Texas, with their negro laborers and
Southern characteristics. Texas—an
empire in extent and once an actual re-

public—is said to exceed any other state

in the Union in the diversity of its pro-
ducts and in its ability to sustain

_
its

population unassisted. If not an article

of growth or manufacture was brought
from other states its people would suf-

fer no great inconvenience.
The Southwest is, indeed, becoming

more and more a great department-
store, with counters scattered here and
there for the exclusive production and
sale of various articles. At Eagle Pass,
down on the Rio Grande, in Texas, is

the Bermuda onion counter, that vege-
table being grown exclusively and in

great quantities. Nature seems to have
deposited just the right consistencies of
soil in that particular spot, and the ap-
plication of river water insures enor-
mous yields, netting the growers~profits
exceeding $250 per acre. In other por-
tions of Texas whole communities are
given over to strawberry culture, and in

still others peanuts, pecans and various

make their appearance. Electric light-

ing is unknown, but now and then a
rancher has equipped his residence with
an individual gas plant. The prevailing
fuel is wood. The influence of the South
is strongly over the region, showing it-

self in the open fireplaces and spacious
kitchens of the better ranch homes.
Too, as in the South, the larder is al-

ways well supplied and the hospitality
of the family seldom lacking.
This article is being written in a long

slender valley which winds through the
very heart of the arid region—a locality

typical of the whole great region be-
tween the Pecos River and the Colora-
do River. Outdoors the fierce sun of
June is beating upon the earth and the
thermometer is hovering close to the
hundred mark. To-day is a twin brother

RANCHERS LOITERING IN TOWN

other fruits, vegetables and nuts are
grown exclusively. Texas also has its

rice counter, where that staple food
product is grown upon a considerable
scale in artificial swamps.
In New Mexico and Arizona the pre-

dominating crops are alfalfa, wheat and
barley. Every rancher of large or small
operations grows alfalfa for his own use
or for sale where markets are available.

It grows with remarkable prolificacy

upon the irrigated lands, and every do-
mestic thing of the farm, from chickens
to horses, utilize it for food and thrive
upon it. Alfalfa may be said to be the
one plant that has made agriculture pos-
sible in the desert region. It is a crop
of comparatively little labor, no seeding
or cultivation being required after a

stand is secured. The baling process,
which is universal, has heretofore been
tedious work, every pound of the hay
being crammed into the machine by the
foot of the feeder. By working long
hours a crew of four men and a team
could bale from ten to twelve tons a

day. Now, however, a steam baler is

being introduced, whereby the laborious

and dangerous foot feeding is dispensed
with and thirty tons a day turned out.

It is of interest to note that the steam
thrasher is only now invading the grain-

growing valleys, the old-fashioned

horse-powers, with their horse-killing

qualities, having been in universal use.

The explanation for the late coming of

the traction engine is that the many ir-

rigating ditches which cross the road-

ways and skirt the fields make moving
the heavy machines difficult.

New Mexico and Arizona also have
their special counters. In the Pecos
Valley fine fruit culture is becoming the

exclusive occupation of the ranchers.

In the Salt River Valley whole com-
munities are given over to the produc-
tion of cantaloups and car-load ship-

ments are made to all parts of the
country. It is there that oranges of

such exquisite quality are grown that

the wealthy people of New York readily

purchase the entire output at a high
price. The tendency of the present day
throughout the Southwest is to cater to

those special demands wherever condi-

tions of transportation and markets
make it practicable. With the coarser
products there is little or no foreign

market, the freight rates being prohib-

itive. However, nearly every agricul-

tural valley is closely adjacent to

mining sections wherein large numbers
of consumers reside.

As a class, the farmer of the South-
west knows little of the modern com-
forts and conveniences which have
recently come to his brother of other

sections. The rural _ mail delivery is

practically unknownTtut the rural resi-

dent, never having' tested its conven-
ience, cares nothing for it.

_
Farm

telephone lines are only beginning to

of yesterday, and to-morrow will be
identical. Hardly a drop of rain has
fallen for months; not a drop is likely

to fall for weeks to come. The dust of
the traveled roads is like a fog.

Beneath the brazen sky, clad in the
most meager ojf raiment the farmers
are toiling with patience and cheerful-
ness. The summer is just begun, but
the first harvest of hay and grain is

over. Within a month corn planting
will be on, and a little later seed pota-
toes for the fall crop will be -ptit into
the ground. About the first of Septem-
ber the fall gardens will be planted and
sowing the seed for the grain crops will

be completed in time for the Christmas
holiday. This is a land of double crops
and queer schedules.
Far in the haze are the mountains;

snow-capped, cool, alluring—constant
promise of surcease from the heat and
toil of the field.

<5>

New Orleans' First Citizen

Mew Orleans is to-day a place of ap-
*™ proximately 400,000 inhabitants, a
great prosperous city, teeming with
commercial and business activities. Yet
if you ask a man from New Orleans
who is at the present time the city's

foremost citizen, in nine cases out of

ten, he will give you a woman's name in

reply, that of Miss Sophie Wright. This
fact, surprising in itself, is rendered all

the more remarkable when it is known
that this citizen is not at all rich, not
one of the city's largest landholders, but
a frail little woman, a confirmed invalid,

who can get about only with the aid of
crutches and a steel harness.
But poor and crippled as she is, the

services that Miss Wright has rendered
New Orleans are not to be paralleled by
those of any other man or woman of

this generation. The story of her life

reads like a romance, with this impor-
tant improvement, that it is all true.

She was born in the years of desolation
and hopelessness that followed the close
of the Civil War. Her parents had lost

everything in the financial crash follow-
ing the war, and, worst of all, when the
little girl was three years old, she fell,

injuring her back and hips so badly that

for six years she could move only from
her bed to her chair and back again.
When she was nine years old, she man-
aged to hobble to school on crutches,
absorbed all the education that the
schools of " New Orleans could then
offer, and at fourteen years of age,
opened a school of her own, a "Day
School for Girls," as the" sign read
which she hung out from a window of

an unused room in her mother's house.
She prophesied to her incredulous par-
ents that before the year was over, she
would be supporting herself, and con-
tributing to the family expenses. And
the strange thing about it is that the
prophecy came true. At the end of the

year this little schoolmistress of four-
teen pupils was earning from her school
the to her fabulous sum of ten dollars
a month.
One day when Miss Wright was

about twenty years old, a young man
knocked at the door of her school,
which had by this time grown into the
"Girls' Home Institute," and was in-
stalled in a home of its own. He was
a young circus athlete, stranded in New
Orleans, penniless. While wandering
about the city looking for work he had
seen the notice of a civil service exam-
ination to be held very soon. If he
could only learn a little arithmetic and
geography he might hope for a perma-
nent position. The city schools were
not open to him, so in desperation he
appealed to the kind-hearted little

schoolma'am for any help she could
give him. She heard him patiently,
kindly and sympathetically, and of course
she said that she would help him all
that she could, although it meant giving
up her evenings to him.
This young circus athlete was the first

pupil in Miss Wright's now famous
"Night Schools." To-day there are fif-

teen hundred men and women and boys
and girls attending these night schools,
and all of them are dependent on the
efforts of this frail woman for their ed-
ucation. At first the wealthy people of
New Orleans manifested little interest
in the- work of Sophie Wright. What
at last brought her to their attention
and awakened a deep sense of gratitude
was the noble work she did during the
yellow fever epidemic of 1897. During
all those fearful summer days Sophie
Wright stood at her post of self-im-
posed duty. She never left the city for
a single day. Of course she had to close
her schools, and she turned her school-
rooms into depots of supplies. Some of
her teachera manifested her own high
and fine spirit of self-sacrifice and re-
mained with her. They collected food,
clothing, medicine, and stood day and
night by the suffering victims of the dis-
ease.

When the yellow fever scourge finally
died out Sophie Wright found her
schools ruined, overwhelmed by debt
and mortgage, the labor of years gone
in a few months, but she was undaunt-
ed, undismayed. She was now known
as a public benefactor throughout all

New Orleans. The papers were loud in
their praises of her work, and people
knew her name who had never known it

before. Some of the men of wealth in
New Orleans came to her rescue. They
discharged mortgages for her and
loaned her money at a low rate of inter-
est and without interest at all for the
upbuilding of her work. Every year the
"Picayune," one of the leading newspa-
pers of New Orleans, presents a silver
loving cup to the man or woman in the
city who has rendered the greatest serv-
ice to ' the city. In 1905 this cup was
given to Sophie Wright. The thousands
of men and women in the city whom she
had helped combined to make the occa-
sion a memorable one. In less than one
week they raised a fund of $10,000 as a

SOPHIE WRIGHT

gift to go with the cup. It was at first

arranged that the presentation services
should be held in a large public hall,

but it soon became evident that this hall
would be entirely inadequate, and Audu-
bon Park, one of— the largest play-
grounds in the city, was selected as the
place for the presentation services.
Thousands of people of all classes as-
sembled here to pay their heartfelt trib-
ute of love and respect to little Sophie
Wright, the best-loved woman in all the
city of New Orleans.
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COASTING—A CHRISTMAS PASTIME

The Puzzler

Lady's Pictorial

The Six Pictures Below Suggest the Names of as Many Books of the Old
Testament of the Bible

:22
<

The Fun Don Missed
" ome on, Don," urged the boys.

"You know we can only coast

V ,J till school is out, for the big

boys will drive us away."

"But we'll 'have to take Rena home,"

said Don, pointing to a tiny girl dragging

a sled after her. "I kno-.v Mrs. Moss
doesn't know where she is, and she'll get

lost."

"Well, it isn't our fault if her mamma
doesn't watch her," said Roy, moving
along. "You needn't look after all the

babies in town. If you don't go you'll

miss all the fun."

The small boys and girls were dismissed

at three o'clock every afternoon, while

the older scholars had to stay till four.

This gave the little people a chance to

coast on the splendid long hill for the

mothers were afraid to have the small

children coasting when the older ones
were there for fear of accidents. Every
afternoon when Miss Price tapped her

little bell there was a scramble for wraps
and a rush for the long smooth slide to

see who would be the first one down'.

"Take her home if you want to," said

Xed, when Don took the cold little hand
in his and led the weeping baby toward
home. "Her mamma would soon hunt her
up if you didn't bother."

"I can take her home and get back in

time for some coasts," said Don, who did

not like to miss all the fun. "Hurry up,

Rena."
But naughty Rena wept and would not

hurry at all. At last Don ran back for

his sled and took the cold little girl for

a quick ride home to her alarmed mother
who was ill on the lounge.
"How kind of you, Don, to bring her

home," said poor Mrs. Moss. "I put her
to sleep and thought she was tucked up
on the cot in the bedroom. She must
have slipped out while I dozed. Could
you run over and ask Mrs. Trent to help
me a little? I know it is too bad to cheat
you out of your fun, but I am too ill to
take care of Rena."
Poor Don could hardly keep back the

tears as he trudged through the snow
for Mrs. Trent. As he rang the doorbell
at her house the big boys and girls went
shouting by on their way to the hill, so
the tired boy had to give up all thought
of getting even one coast. He went home
silent and unhappy, though he was glad
he had taken Rena home to her sick
mother.

"I told you you'd miss all the fun last

night," said Ted, when he saw Don next
day. "The hill was just fine, and we had
lots of rides before the big boys came. I

guess they all got kept in for bad les-

sons or something. I wish they'd be late

every night. Did Mrs. Moss give you a
dime for bringing Rena home?"
"Xo, she didn't—but I didn't take her

home to get a dime," said Don,, while the
others laughed. "She was sick and Rena
ran away."
But that very evening all the boys and

girls found out that it was a very good
thing Don had missed the fun. Mr. Moss
was at the hill when the big boys and
girls came, and he explained that from
that very evening the hill was to be used
turn about.

"This hill is in my pasture field and it

is to be used turn about," said Mr. Moss.
"To-night the little boys and girls are to
have it, and to-morrow the older ones may
coast. Yesterday Don brought home my
little girl and kept her from taking cold
and getting sick, so I want to do some-
thing for him." ^
Don hid behind the snow fort, but the

other boys dragged hrm out and gave
three rousing cheers for him. "I wish we
had gone with him yesterday," said Ted.
"We let him go home with Rena alone,
and now we are to have a share in the
good times. It doesn't seem fair."

"It's all right," said Don. "I'm going
to beat all the rest down the hill," and
away they went to enjoy the sport till

supper-time. Hilda Richmond.
<S>

Old-Time Games Renewed
ur parents and our grandparents once
upon a time had need of indoor

amusement during the long winter even-
ings, just like the little girls and boys of
to-day, and most of the following games
afforded great pleasure between the ages
of seven and ten years

:

My Lady's Work-box—Each child is

given the name of an article that would
naturally be found in a work-box, such as
scissors, thimble, needle, pin, tape-measure,
emery, spool of thread and spool of silk.

If there 'are many to name the list may
be lengthened by giving a color to the
various spools. The children are seated
in a circle about the room. One child
stands in the center, with a round tin
plate, and twirling it like a top says, "My
lady must have her scissors before I
count six." "Scissors" must then jump
to catch the plate before the twirler has
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finished counting. Failing to be quick
enough, "Scissors" takes the center and
calls for any other article he may desire.

"Robin's Alive"— An older person
should watch this game to see that no one
is careless. A small rod of green wood is
lighted, and the flame blown out so that
only a glowing coal remains. The players
having been seated in a circle, one takes
the lighted stick and says:

"Robin's alive, and alive he shall be ;

If he dies in my hand my mouth shall be
bridled,

My back shall be saddled,
And I'll be sent home to the king's white

hall."

Immediately the stick is passed to the
next, and so on until the spark entirely
dies out The one in whose hand it is

extinguished must undergo the described
penalty. The child lies upon the couch
face downward and eyes covered. Each
of the others in turn holds up some ar-
ticle, like a book, a handkerchief or a
ribbon, saying, "Heavy, heavy, what hangs
over you?" At the first correct guess the
prisoner is released, the stick is relighted
and the game is resumed.

Farmers and Mechanics—As all have
something to do at the same time in this
game it is very enjoyable. One leaves the
room, and the others decide upon a trade,
which they will represent by pantomime,
suppose "blacksmith" was chosen; when
the absent one returns two will be ham-
mering upon an imaginary anvil, another
pretending to shoe a horse, another manip-
ulating an invisible pair of bellows. Or
maybe they have chosen to be farmers;
then some will be tossing hay, others milk-
ing, one pushing a plow made of a chair,
another feeding chickens.
Shopping—The leader says, "I went

shopping this morning, and everything I

bought began with A. From the grocer
I bought (points to a player and waits
for response) from the druggist (points
to another) from the dry-goods store,
from the baker," etc. The responses must
be given quickly. The penalty is to take
the place of the leader.

The Wonderful Guesser—One of the
company must "explain privately to an-
other how this trick is done, and "later pro-
pose that an exhibition of guessing be
given. Number one then leaves the room,
while the company decide upon an object
to be guessed. Number two asks the
questions, always naming the desired ob-
ject immediately after something with
four legs. In case the company think they
have discovered the signal, it may have
been agreed upon previously that on alter-
nate guessings the object will be named
after something black.

Color Thimble—Seat the players in a
close circle on the floor around a cupful
of water, and tuck a handkerchief under
each one's chin. The leader takes a
thimble, dips three drops (no more)
from the cup and mentally chosen a color.
Each is asked in turn what color was
thought of, and into the face of the cor-
rect guesser the three drops are dashed
and the thimble handed over as a reward,
with the chance of being leader. The
three cold drops will inevitably cause a
gasp an,d then a peal of hearty laughter.

Hot Buttered Beans—Select a small
article that can be easily hidden. One
player leaves the room, and when the
article is secreted returns at the calk.
"Hot buttered beans; won't you come to
supper?" A clue to the hiding-place is

given by saying the beans are cold or
warm, or hot, or burning, according to
the proximity of the seeker.

Play Stock Farmer

I think that the following will furnish
* entertainment for the children for a

good many hours, especially if they live

in a village or in the country. Take some
old farm papers and seed catalogues, cut

out the pictures of horses, cows, sheep,

pigs, hens, ducks, etc., also those of grain

and vegetables. Then get a quantity of

small sticks, toothpicks will do; I used to

split shingles into the required lengths.

Clear off the table or a large space on
the floor, and fence in a big farm, use
strings to make wire fences. Then build

a house and barn, plant potatoes, corn and
beans, and sow oats and wheat. Get pic-

tures of wagons, plows and cultivators and
pin horses to these for doing farm-work.
Make money out of paper. Have some-

one run a market and ship your stuff to

him. If there are several playing, run

two or three farms. If a train of toy

cars is at hand it will add another very

enjoyable feature. In this way I used to

spend many happy hours with my boy-

hood playmates. Nelson A. Jackson.
Answers to Puzzle in the December 1st Issue : Tillman, Foraker, Long,

Bard, Bailey, Lind
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The Angels' Message—A Christmas Song
Words and Music by Stanton Howard

3:

Moderato.
1. Far o - ver the plains of Ju - de - a, .

.
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.
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The Christmas

Dinner

The Christmas
dinner never
loses its im-
portance i n

the Celebration of

the great day, and
this number on the
program, coming
under the immediate direction of the housewife, who
is supreme in the kitchen, the eyes and thoughts of

the whole household are necessarily upon her. We
wouldn't attempt to tell the experienced housewife
what she should have for Christmas dinner. She
usually determines that herself, but we offer the fol-

lowing suggestions, as made by Fannie Merritt
Farmer:

CREAM OF CELERY SOUP

Where one has a simple dinner a cream soup is

not too substantial for a first course. I have a new
cream of celery soup which is delicious. Cut three
stalks of celery in one-inch pieces, and pound in a

mortar until well macerated. Cook in a double boil-

er with one slice of onion and three cupfuls of milk
for twenty minutes. Melt three tablespoonfuls of

butter, add three tablespoonfuls of flour, and pour
onto the hot liquid. Season with salt and pepper,
add one cupful of cream, strain into the tureen, and
serve at once.

ROAST GOOSE

Roast goose is the most popular Christmas bird.

It belongs to Christmas as the turkey does to
Thanksgiving. Massachusetts and Rhode Island
furnish especially good ones, plump, and with
skins almost white. A goose needs to be care-
fully dressed for roasting, or it is liable to have y
-a very strong flavor which is undesirable. When
ready for the operation singe the bird, remove
pin feathers, and wash. The goose needs liter-

ally a bath in hot soapsuds, and a scrubbing,
too, with a vegetable brush. Then draw (which
is removing the contents of the inside). What
comes next? Wash and rinse in clear, cold
water, and wipe just as dry as possible. Stuff,

truss, sprinkle with salt and pepper, and place
on its back on the rack in the dripping pan.
Arrange thin slices of fat salt pork over the
breast, each slice to be cut five or six times
from the edge opposite the rind nearly to the
rind. Bake two hours in a hot oven, basting
every fifteen minutes with the fat in the pan,
removing the pork from the breast after the
first hour and a half of cooking. Garnish with
celery tips and strings of cranberries, and serve
without a gravy.

POTATO STUFFING

Potato stuffing always goes well with a
roast goose. Mix two cupfuls of hot mashed
potatoes, add one and one fourth cupfuls of

soft stale bread-crumbs, one third of a cupful

of butter, one beaten egg, one and one half tea-

spoonfuls of salt and one teaspoonful of sage;
then add one fourth of a cupful of finely

chopped fat salt pork, and one finely chopped
onion.
Turkey and cranberry sauce; goose and apple

sauce; so it has been; so let it be. Not a plain,

old-fashioned sauce, perhaps, but one of anoth-
er kind.

SWEET POTATOES. SOUTHERN STYLE

Season mashed boiled sweet potatoes with
butter, salt and pepper; moisten with rich milk
and beat vigorously. Put in a buttered baking
dish, leaving a rough surface. Pour over this

a syrup made by boiling two tablespoonfuls of

molasses and one teaspoonful of butter three
minutes. Bake until delicately browned.

SPICED APPLE SAUCE

Wipe, quarter, core and pare eight or ten
sour apples. Make a syrup by boiling for sev-

en minutes one cupful each of sugar and water,
to which has been added eight cloves, and thin
shavings from the rind of a lemon. Put in

pieces of apple to cover the bottom of the
saucepan and cook until soft; repeat until all

are cooked; then strain the remaining syrup
over the apples.

CHEESE CROQUETTES

When dressed lettuce is served for the salad
cheese croquettes are a new novelty to pass
with the course, and butter or water biscuits

are passed, too. Scald three fourths of a cup-
ful of milk with two slices of onion, and then
remove the onion. Melt four tablespoonfuls of

butter, add three tablespoonfuls of flour and
pour on gradually, while stirring constantly,

three fourths of a cupful of hot milk. Add three
fourths of a cupful of grated soft cheese, season
with salt and cayenne, and spread on a plate
to cool. Shape into balls about one and one
half inches in diameter, dip in crumbs, egg and
crumbs again, fry in deep fat, and drain on
brown paper. Arrange on a plate covered with
a folded napkin.

STERLING FRUIT PUDDING
In the genuine English plum pudding, which

so many demand at Christmas time, both wine
and brandy enter into its composition, but for
many of us who care to avoid the use of alcohol
a substitute is found in sterling fruit pudding.

Finely chop one cupful of suet, then work
with the hand until creamy. Add one cupful of

molasses, one cupful of sour milk, and two and
one half cupfuls of pastry flour mixed and sifted

with one and one half tcaspoonfuls of soda, one
teaspoonful of cinnamon, one half teaspoonful
of cloves, one half teaspoonful of grated nut-

meg and three fourths of a teaspoonful of salt;

The Housewife's Christmas Dinner

then add one cupful of raisins, seeded and cut in

pieces, three fourths of a cupful of currants and one
third of a cupful of citron cut in thin strips and
mixed with one fourth of a cupful of flour. Turn into
a buttered mold, cover, and steam four hours. Turn
onto a serving dish covered with a lace paper -doily.

Garnish the top with a small branch of holly bright
with red berries, and surround at the base with

SNOW BALL SAUCE
Cream one third of a cupful of butter, and add

gradually while beating constantly, one cupful of
powdered sugar; then add one tablespoonful of
cream, two thirds of a teaspoonful of vanilla and one

third of a teaspoon-
ful of lemon ex-
tract. Shape in
balls, and roll in
shredded cocoanut.

PARISIAN DOLL ICE
CREAM

For a real Christ-
.... ,

mas dessert Pari-
sian doll ice cream takes the banner for me thisyear I found the conceit in New York this summer
Dut I hope by the holiday season it will make manyan eye twinkle at the Christmas dinner
These little dolls are placed over a frappe glass of

rich vanilla ice cream covered with pounded and
rolled macaroons, or individual paper cases may beused in place of the frappe glasses
Buy jointed dolls four inches high and remove the

legs. Stuff the holes in the body with cotton wooland by means of sealing wax fasten on a circular
light-weight cardboard standard one and three
fourths inches in diameter. Cut a piece of whitecrepe paper twenty-six by four inches for the petti-
coat. Paste the ends together, shirr the top, and
fasten around the doll at the waist line made by the
standard. Cut a piece of red crepe paper twenty-sixby six and one half inches for the dress. Paste theends together, shirr the top and draw up around the
neck. After making arm holes and slipping arms
through, then fasten around the waist line Paste five
points made of green crepe paper, on each of which
is fastened a tiny bell, around the skirt at the waist
line; also paste five small points on the waist, and
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ine a sash of red baby ribbon.Make the hat of two pieces of thin cardboard On one

side paste red paper, on the other side green
paper, and sew on a bell. Make bows orna-mented with bells for shoulders.

CHRISTMAS CAKES
For the Christmas cakes cream one half of

a cupful of butter, and add gradually one cup-

c f,

uSar .
continuing the beating; then add

the yolks of three eggs, well beaten, one half
of a cupful of milk, and one and three fourths
cupfuls of flour mixed and sifted with two and
one half teaspoonfuls of baking powder. Beat
vigorously, and add the whites of three eggs
beaten stiff, one half of a cupful each of walnut
and pecan nut meats finely cut, and one half
of a cupful of seeded raisins finely cut. Bake
in a buttered and floured shallow pan. Remove
from the pan, and spread the top with white
frosting. Cut in triangular shapes, and orna-
ment each with three green leaves, and small,
round red candies to represent berries.

Macedoine Salad—This is a pretty and inexpensive salad, since

the materials for it may be the left-overs of a day or two before.
They may consist of cold bqj^ed beets or carrots, cold boiled potatoes,
green peas and string-beans. Cut the larger vegetables into neat
cubes, and arrange each variety by itself on lettuce. Do not put
carrots and beets in the same salad. Their colors jar upon the
beholder. Dress with a French dressing made in the proportion of
one tablespoonful of vinegar to four of oil, one teaspoonful of salt

and one fourth of a teaspoonful of black pepper.

Cranberry Jelly—Cook one quart of cranberries in a double
boiler, adding no water to them. After they have broken to pieces,

squeeze them and measure the juice. Allow one pound of sugar
to each pint of juice, put it back over the fire, and when it comes to

a fast boil stir in the sugar. Boil up once, take from the fire, and
turn into small molds wet in cold water. Serve one of these to

each guest on an individual plate.

Peppers Stuffed with Rice—Select green peppers of uniform
size, cut off the stem end and remove the seeds. Throw the peppers

into boiling water, cook for five minutes, then take them out, and
drain. Have ready enough boiled rice to fill them to overflowing.

Stand the peppers thus stuffed in a. baking-dish, and dress the rice

well with butter. Pour a little weak stock about the peppers, and
let them cook, covered, for ten minutes in the oven—just enough to

heat them thoroughly. Uncover, leave them in the oven for five

minutes longer, and serve them in the dish in which they were baked.

Use of Beef Scraps

BY HILDA RICHMOND
T-'His is the name applied in many families to
* the tongue, heart, leg bones and odd pieces
of meat when a beef is butchered, and many
times some of the scraps go to waste before
they are all eaten. It is a common thing to boil
the calf's liver for the chickens and only save
enough for one "mess" out of the whole thing.
In many neighborhoods the kindly fashion

of dividing the scraps solves the problem and
keeps the family—every family—in fresh meat
the entire season. A whole beef liver would
be monotonous, but liver once a week with
crisp bacon is a different matter. If all the
soup bones in a fat beef were to be used up
by one family while they are fresh there would
be time to serve nothing else, but the soup
bones can also be divided among the neigh-
bors, and the meat cast upon the waters will

return quickly to the sensible housewife in the
form of other bits of liver and soup bones.
Every housekeeper should keep suet in the
house during cold weather, both for puddings
and for frying, as it is cheap and healthful.

Baked Heart with Dressing—Wash and
clean the heart. Fill with a bread dressing
made with stale bread soaked in cold milk or

water and highly seasoned with sage, salt and
pepper or onion in place of sage. Chopped
celery can also be used or any desired flavor-

ing. Brush the heart lightly with butter or lay

on it some thin strips of smoked salt pork.

Baste often and bake until done thoroughly.
Suet Pudding—Into one quart of flour

shave a small cupful of suet very fine. Add a

pinch of salt, one ounce of citron cut fine,

large cup of raisins, one egg, cup of currants

and enough sweet milk to make a stiff batter.

Tie up in a floured cloth and boil three hours.

Never allow the water to stop boiling and keep

the kettle filled with boiling water to add as it

boils away.
Sauce for Suet Pudding—Blend together

without lumps one tablespoonful of butter, one

half cupful of sugar, three tablespoonfuls of

flour and proceed as for starch by adding boil-

ing water and stirring until thick and smooth.

Add any desired flavoring, though nutmeg real-

ly goes with this pudding, and serve hot over

the slices of pudding.
Suet for Frying—Cut the suet fine and

slowly fry out in a frying pan. Mix with equal

parts of ham frying or bacon fat, being care-

ful to keep out the salty sediment and allow to

cool for frying. This is especially good for

frying potatoes. .

Liver and Bacon—Cut thin slices of beet

liver and cook lightly on both sides after sea-

soning with salt and pepper. When half done

add a number of slices of bacon and fry all

slowly together until done. The bacon gives

the liver a delicious flavor.
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Keep Your Child's Confidence

ill wish my Mamie would give me her
I confidence as your Laura gives hers

to you," said my friend and neighbor, as

we sat in her pleasant room one after-

noon. "You two seem more like two

sisters than' like mother and daughter,

and I never see your pleasant companion-

ship without wondering why, when I

have three daughters, not one of them
gives me her confidence, makes me her

friend, but each one has her girl friends

in whom she confides."

I felt sorry for her, and though I

thought I knew the cause, still I feared

to offend by telling her, but at this mo-
ment Lena, her youngest girl, a child of

nine years, entered the room, came up to

her side and began to tell her mother of

a mishap she had had that afternoon at

school. Mrs. H. only said, "Well, well,

RECEPTACLE FOR NIGHT-CLOTHES

mamma don't care anything about that.

Run away now, for mamma is busy."

That was what I had heard her say

many, many times. So on the spur of

the moment, I said, '!Mrs. H., would you
really like to have Lena confide in you
as Laura does in me?" "Indeed, I

would," was the quick reply. "Well, then,

never put her off as you did just now.
Let her find you an interested listener to

all she wishes to tell you, and be sure

to give sympathy if there is any occasion

for doing so. I used to treat, my daugh-
ter in the same way, but one day when
she was only a little girl, and had wanted
me to take and comfort her after having
a slight fall, I put her off, saying, "You're
not hurt. Run and play with Alice.

Mamma is very busy now.'
"She went away hut some good angel

then and there revealed to me that if I

kept putting her off, she would soon
cease to ask for or to expect my sympa-
thy, and I would lose one of the sweetest
comforts a mother can have, that of hav-
ing raised a daughter who considers
jmother her best earthly friend. I said to
myself then, T will always be able to
find work, but one of these days I will

look in vain for my little girl. She will

be grown up, and I am afraid, grown
away from me.'

""From that time I treated her differ-

ently. It often required a sacrifice, both
of my time and inclinations, but I have
never regretted it."

"Thank you so much," said my friend.

"I do believe I can yet win Lena's confi-

dence, as I shall certainly try to do so.

I never realized before how much I have
put my children away from me. It

seems as though I had always been say-
ing, 'Run away, now. Mamma is busy.'
Perhaps by watching my chance I may
also be able to show the older girls that

LACE BUTTON BAG

I am interested in all that concerns them,
and they may yet come to me as they
tried to do when they were younger."

I. B. H.
<S>

Arm Protector

A protection for the short-sleeved arm,
when a loose-sleeved garment is

worn, is here illustrated. It is made as

follows

:

Cast on medium-sized steel knitting-

needles 75 stitches of light blue wool floss.

Purl for seven rows. Knit plain eleven
rows on medium-sized bone needles with
white wool floss, then purl seven rows
of blue with the bone needles, eleven more
of the white, another band of blue, eleven
rows of white and finish with another
band of blue. This makes four blue
bands, one inch wide, of fine knitting, and
three puffs three inches wide of coarse
knitting in white. M. E.

Knitted Button Bag

This calls for crochet cotton No. SO
and three needles. On each of the

needles cast 24 stitches.

1st Round—K 1, p 1, all around.
2d Round—K plain.

3d Round—N, o 2, n, repeat around.
4th Round—K 2, p 1, * k 3, p 1, repeat

from *, knitting last stitch on 3d needle.
5th Round—K p.

1st Round of Shell Work—K 1, p 1,

k 1 (o k 1), 8 times, p 1, repeat around.
2d Round—K 1, p 1, k 17, p 1, repeat.
3d Round—K 1, p 1, si and b, k 13,

n, p 1, repeat.

4th Round—K 1, p 1, si and b, k 11,

n, p 1, repeat.

5th Round—K 1, p 1, si and b, k 9, n,

p 1, repeat.

6th Round—K 1, p 1, si and h, k 7,

n, p 1, repeat.

Repeat these 6 rows until there are 7
shells.

To decrease 1st Round k 1, p 1, si

and b (o and kl) 5 times, o, n, p 1,

repeat.

2d Round—K 1, p 1, k 13, p 1, repeat.

3d Round—K 1, p 1, si and b, k 9, n,

p 1, repeat.

4th Round—K 1, p 1, si and b, k 7, n,

p 1, repeat.

5th Round—K 1, p 1, si and b, k 5, n,

p 1, repeat.

6th Round—K 1, p 1, k 7, p 1, repeat.

7th Round—K 1, p 1, k 1 (o, k 1),
6 times, repeat.

8th Round—K 1, p 1, k 13, p 1, re-

peat.

9th Round—K 1, p 1, si and b, k 9,

n, p 1, repeat.

10th Round—K 1, p
1, si and b, k 7, n, p
1, repeat.

11th Round—K 1, p
1, si and b, k 5, n, p
1, repeat.

12th Round—K 1, p
1, si and b, k 3, n, p
1, repeat.

13th Round—K 1, p
1, si and b, o, k 1, o,

n, p 1, repeat.

14th Round—K 1, p
1, k 5, p 1, repeat.

15th Round—K 1, p
1, si and b, k 1, n, p
1, repeat.

16th Round—K 1, p
1, si and b, k 1, p 1,

repeat.

17th Round—K" 1, p
1, si and b, p 1, repeat.

18th Round—K 1, p
1, si and b, repeat.

19th Round—N 3 times, repeat. Break
thread, slip off stitches remaining, draw up
and fasten.

Upper edge cast on 8 stitches.

1st Row—SI 1, k 1, o 2, p 2 to, o, p
2 tog, o, p 2 to.

2d Row—O 2, p 2 tog, o, p 2 tog, 0, p
2 tog, k 2. Repeat these 2 rows for length
required, join ends and sew around the
edge of bag; draw ribbon through eyelets,

add a bow and ends at the point.

Sarah E. Wilcox.
(Abbreviations—K, knit plain; p, purl

or seam ; n, narrow ; si and b, slip and
bind

; o, thread over needle ; o 2, thread
over needle twice; p 2 tog, seam 2 stitches

together.)
<s>

Fried Oysters

Select large oysters, drain them on a

cloth, dip in beaten egg and cracker

dust, season cracker dust to taste. Fry
to a nice brown in hot butter. Tested.

<S>

For the Night Clothes

In opening your traveling bag, or in go-
* ing to spend the night with friends,

this little receptacle for your night-wear
looks much more elegant than to be
rolled in paper. It is made from some
pretty bright silk or chintz, just as you
wish. Make it twenty-four inches long
and eighteen wide, leaving the one end
straight, and rounding the corners of the
other end. Notch on either side from
rounding end one and one half inches

back. Bind the round end with ribbon,

turn a little hem on the straight end,
then gather both sides, and sew to the
end a piece made of the same material
cut three inches in diameter. Sew the
gathered sides firmly around the ends,

then turn the whole bag and stitch on
the machine. Lap your round end over
the plain one, and fasten with a tie of
ribbon to match the binding on the end
of the case. M. E.

«$>

Mincemeat

Three pounds of meat, one pound of

suet, six pounds of apples, three

pounds of raisins, one pound of currants,

one pound of citron, two tablespoonfuls

of cloves, two of cinnamon, one of all-

spice, two nutmegs, two lemons, one
tablespoonful of salt, one teaspoonful of

pepper, three pounds of sugar, one half

pint of baking molasses, as much cider as

is needed.

ARM
PROTECTOR

Best Christmas Gift
For Wife, Mother, Daughter,

Sister or Sweetheart

By this sign

you may know

and will find

Singer
Stores
e?erywtere

4TT These machines are now being sold at lower prices,

equality considered, than any other. Whether yon pro-

pose the purchase of a machine or not there is much to inter-

est most women at any Singer Store—all are cordially invited.

SOLD ONLY BI

Singer Sewing Machine Co.

mi

To Heat
Cold Rooms
Quickly

Every house has its

cold room. Abnormal weather
conditions, inadequate stove or K

furnace heat often result in some particular

part of the house being cold and cheerless. You
can make home warm and cheerful with the

PERFECTION
Oil Heater

(Equipped with Smokeless Device)
Carry it about from room to room. Turn wick high or low—there's no
danger. Smokeless device prevents smoke and smell. Easy to operate
as a lamp. All parts easily cleaned. Brass oil fount beautifully em-
bossed. Holds 4 quarts of oil and burns 9 hours. Gives intense
heat. Two finishes—nickel and japan. Handsome, useful, reliable. r=i
Every heater warranted. If not at your dealer's write our j II

nearest agency for descriptive circular.

TheR&tfO Lamp
^^^^^^^r you can buy.

Iat*^t imnrovpd

is the best lamp
for a 1 1 -r ou nd
household use
Equipped with

latest improved burner. Gives
bright, steady light at lowest cost. Made of brass
throughout and nickel plated. Suitable for any room

whether library, dining-room, parlor or bedroom. Safe
and satisfactory. Every lamp warranted, Write to^

nearest agency if not at your dealer's.

Standard Oil Company
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OUT-WEARS

TWO PAIRS
If our boot does not outwear

two pairs of the best quality
rubber boots we will refund
your money. The

Rubberhide

Boot
has best reinforced rubber upper: heavy out
sole of best leather; inner sole of leather, with
rubber welt sole between.

All joined together so securely that a team of

horses can't pull them apart.

They are sewed, not pegged or nailed, and
they simply cannot leak.
The heavy leather sole protects the foot

from uneven surfaces, and makes the boot
warmer in cold weather.
The leather inner sole prevents excessive

perspiration.
Any cobbler can resole them; they can be

hob-nailed if you like.

It is the most durable, comfortable and eco-
nomical rubber boot ever made.

Will You Try a Pair?
If your dealer handles the Rubberhide, he
will refund your money if it does not out-

wear two pairs of even the best rubber
boots of other makes.

If he hasn't tnem, send direct to us for a
pair on this guaranty. We pay express
charges. Catalogue free.

Rubberhide Co., 604 Essex Bldg., Boston, Hast,
J

A Gold Mine
For Agents Who Work It

The Woman's Home Companion f Both
One Year J

f
Twentieth Century Peerless Atlas

]

Library Edition 1 J J.75

The Peerless Atlas has an inexhaus-

tible store of reliable geographical in-

formation, and its historical matter is

brought down to July 1, 1906. Ex-
pressage and postage paid by us. Very
liberal commissions, and besides every

subscription counts in our S25,ooo.oo

prize distribution. $3,000.00 given away
every month. The greatest money-
maker you ever tried. Write at once
to

The Crowell Publishing Company,

Madison Square,

Department 13. New York City

BANK BY MAIL,

4
INTEREST

Compounded twice a year, March and September-
Deposits received before the 17th of any month

draw interest from the 1st.

Safe—convenient—profitable.

Many other advantages. Booklet J. explains
everything, free for the asking.

UNIONTRUSTCOMPANY
PROVIDENCE. RJ

I ASSETS THIRTY ONE MILLION DOLLARS.

AGENTS
5eu.fabmer5

JTools

WritC
For Catalogue

J. B. Foote Foundry Co.,

Wanted for onr Forged Steel Com-
bination Hatchet, Hire Cutter,
Staple Puller, etc., S tools in one.
Remarkable seller. Ton can sell

more than yon have any idea. /(

is simply a wonder. Agents sell

as high as fifty a day. Get a sam-
ple quick. Why work for small
wages when you can make b i g
money? Sample case also contains
Band Sewing Machine and Riveter
combined for repairing harness,
one Sticktieht Bottoner Machine,
1 box Lice Killing|Nest Eggs. Write
today for catalog of novelties, special

prices, plans to agents.

Dept. 617, Fredericktown, Ohio.

The 'BEST' Light
Portable 100-Candle Power light.
Every lamp warranted.The most

|

brilliant.economical light made.
No grease, dirt, odor or smoke.

AGENTS WASTED STEBTTTHEBB.
THE BEST LICHT COMPANY,
212 E. 6th St,, Canton, O.

MEN
WANTED Reliable Men in every locality

throughout the United States to
advertise our goods, tacking up show cards on
trees, fences, bridges and all conspicuous places;

distributing small advertising matter. Commission or salary
$90 a month and expenses $3 a day. Steady employment to
good reliable men. We lay out your work for you. No experience
needed. Write for full particulars.

EMPIRE MEDICINE CO., LONDON. ONTARIO, CANADA.

Bin SalariesWIU ries with as.
^0 "Work hdnnrable, easy and agreeable at

borne. We want some one in your neighborhood. Are
an old established firm, write to-day. Ilig money (or you.

ROYAL MANUFACTURING CO. Box 1856 Detroit, Mich.

can be earned evenings
by Klving Mtereoptlcon
or \t ovlng Picture Ex-
hibitions. Small capital.

required. I trat-l rmnlneue trie. Tells bow to start.
SUALLISTtlt, Mffc. Optician. 4» Nasi.au St.. N. Y.

RIICIMPCC MANAGER WANTED in every comityuuoinLdd and city: men of ability and not afraid to
hustle Honorable and PERMANENT business; Bid JIONKY.
THE M. B. CO., Drawer 1061-F, Bridgeport. Conn.

04 page book free. Highest refer-
ences. Long experience. Fitzgerald
.V < .... Dept. Hi Washington, D. C.

EXTRA PAY

PATENTS

*I0 dJy®^®™e Spectacles. Agents
ted. Catalog free. Bates

Optical Co., Boston, Mans

How to Dress
By Grace Margaret Could

No. 849—Misses' Shirred Waist with Guimpe

Pattern cut for 12, 14 and 16 year sizes.

any tailored waists will

be worn this winter, but-
toning in the front, and
made with long sleeves.

Fine French striped flannels will
be much favored for these waists, and
madras, both in Scotch plaid and white
with a jacquard figure. The more se-
vere in style the better these waists are
liked. Pockets are among their admir-
able features.
In regard to the more elaborate

waists, the new tendency is away from
the lingerie model and toward the waist
of supple satin or chiffon taffeta. These
silk waists are to be the height of style.
Then, there are the equally fashionable
crepe de chine, net, and chiffon-cloth
waists, which will be so trimmed with
laces that they will affect the lingerie
style.

Styles that are easily adaptable are
the best to select in planning clothes
for the girl in her "teens." The dress

I
No. oil—Box-Plaited Shirt-Waist with Pockets

Pattern cat for 34, 36, 38 and 40 inch bust measures. Quantity of
material it. quired for medium size, or 36 inch bust, four yards of
twenty-seven-inch material, or three yards of thirty-six-inch mate-
rial.

Cot,
'

No. 849—The Waist Before the Shoulder-Seams Are Put Together

problem for a girl at this age is a rath-
er difficult one, for one day she is only
a little girl with short dresses and
her hair in a braid
down her back, and
then, before you
know it, she has
blossomed into an
attractive young
woman, wearing
skirts of ankle length
and putting her hair
up in the very latest

mode.
A guimpe waist

like the one illus-

trated on this page
is specially appro-
priate for a young
girl as it lends it-

self to many changes
with little expense.
The waist itself

may be of the same
material as the skirt,

making a smart cos-
tume which may be
developed in silky

poplin, soft Henri-
etta cloth, silk serge,
or ladies' cloth in
plain color. With
this waist, for dress
occasions, may be
worn a guimpe of
lace, like the one
here pictured. Then
to make another
change the guimpe
may be of bright
plaid silk. These gay
plaid silk guimpes
are very fetching
and seem to be just
made for young
girls.How to Lay the Pieces of the Waist Pattern No. 849

on the Material

9?"

a Of

This Separate Guimpe is Included in

Pattern No. 849

Showing How the Pieces of the Guimpe Pattern No. 849

Are Placed on the Lace

No. 847—Tailored Cutaway Coat

Pattern cut for 34, 36, 38 and 40 inch bust measures. Quan-
tity of material required for medium size, or 36 inch bust,

five yards of thirty-six-inch material, or three and one half

yards of forty-four-inch material, with one half yard of

velvet for collar and cutis.

No. 848-Tucked Kilted Skirt

Pattern cut for 24, 26, 28 and 30 inch waist measures.
Length of skirt, 41 inches. Material required for medium
size, or 26 inch waist, eleven yards of material thirty-six

inches wide, or eight yards of material forty-four inches

wide.

PATTERNS
To assist our readers and to simplify the

art of dressmaking, we will furnish pat-

terns of any of the designs illustrated on

this page for ten cents each. Send money

to Pattern Department, The Crowell Pub-

lishing Company, 1 1 East 24th Street,

New York, and be sure to mention the

number and size of the pattern desired.

Our new winter catalogue of fashionable

patterns, containing two hundred of the

latest designs that will be appropriate for

all occasions, is now ready, and will be

sent free to any address upon request.

CORRECT FIT—To obtain patterns to

fit you correctly always send the size you

require.
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Sunday Reading
Preparations For and Observance of the Greatest

of All Christian Holidays

c1
hkistmas will soon be here
now," is heard on all sides,

and the person who is not
busy preparing- or deciding

upon gifts that will make hearts glad

is not to be found. Ever since the chill

October and November days passed

out the annual Christmas preparations
have occupied the attention of the
housewife and the daughters.
And it is just at this time that we

realize the futility of trying to abolish

Christmas as a great domestic celebra-

tion. It is all very well to talk of it

as old fashioned, out of date, etc.,

and pretend that grown-ups find the
cheery, charitable, and generous role

a boresome one to play nowadays, but
all the same, directly Christmas-tide
comes within range, and the shops be-

gin to put forth the first signs of the
approaching festival, it is always very
noticeable that the general public is

quite ready to follow the lead and dive

deep into preparation for the great
season.
We commence early, for not only is

it of those about us that we have need
to think, but perhaps, fathers, moth-
ers, brothers, sisters, sons or daugh-
ters in other climes. We want to
know when Christmas comes that
those dear ones afar off are eating the
same goodies as ourselves, that they,

too, are lovingly handling our Yule-
tide gifts, that the same Christmas
cards with which our postmen are
struggling round their roiites are
gladdening the eyes and cheering the
spirits of the exiles. And thus it is

we begin early to prepare for Christ-
mas. In the post-offices daily one
hears inquiries concerning the latest

time for despatching parcels to dis-

tant countries, and be the clerks ever
so busy, they always seem ready and
willing enough to give the required
information about the times for send-
ing letters and packages so that they
may reach their destination on Christ-
mas eve. There is, indeed, a touch o
pathos in the early days of the Christ-
mas preparations. May none of us
ever grow too old to celebrate the
gladsome season, and as we do- cele-

brate, let us not forget to do at least
"one Christian act that will make glad
the heart of someone less fortunate
than ourselves.
Mrs. Margaret E. Sangster asks:
"Did you ever try to analyze the feel-

ing of joy which comes over you at
the very mention of Christmas?"

"It is a good deal like trying to ana-
lyze a fragrance or a memory or a
strain of sweet music. When Christ-
mas comes we are glad. We may be
tired, or ill, perplexed, distressed, or
worse than all, pessimistic and cynical,

but Christmas with its triumphant
note will always somehow get the
better of our lower moods and raise
us to the universal plane of sympathy
and good fellowship. Of course it is

preeminently the children's day, and
the thought at the very heart of it

is the thought of the Child who came
to Bethlehem long ago. Our Christ-
mas trees, our Christmas gifts and our
Christmas anthems alike celebrate the
reign of the Child. On one bright day
in the twelvemonth, old or young, rich
or poor, learned or illiterate, native or
foreign born, we are subjects in the
happy kingdom of the Child. No other
festival is so purely altruistic. No
other, not even Thanksgiving, so ele-

vates and ennobles the home.
"A dear lady whom I used often to

see told me that as a duty to herself
she always spent several days in com-
parative idleness during Christmas
week. She said, "I loaf on purpose.
I think it is my duty." Whether or
not we do this we owe it to the higher
life that we all ought to cultivate to
spend a little time at Christmas in
reading Christmas poetry and Christ-
mas stories.

"When the Christmas joy is at its

height there is often underneath it a
haunting regTet, a minor note of pain,
since there are always dear ones
whom we miss at any happy anniver-
sary. There is a pretty Scandinavian

legend which brings in very simply
the thought that those who have gone
are near us again in the Christmas
time. I do not know its author.

Christ was born upon this night,
Mistress, spin no more.

Master, seven good candles light,

The dead are at the door.

Spread the cloth as white as snow

;

Sprigs of rosemary set
That the blessed dead may know
We remember yet.

Pour the wine and break the bread,
Put green boughs about.

We, too, shall be remembered
When our day is out.

"Why should we not think of them
at Christmas, our loved ones whose
voices we sometimes seem to hear in
the night, whose vacant chairs have
never yet been filled?

"Another rich opportunity that
should not be neglected at Christmas
comes to us in the opportunity then
given to hear good music. The angels
brought the songs of heaven to earth
on the morn when Christ was born.
We may imagine the shepherds in the
quiet moonlit fields watching over
their flocks, when suddenly the skies
were rifted and a great company of
angels, visible to the eyes of those
simple people, began to sing as only
the heavenly choirs can. The burden
of their song was "Glory to God in the
highest; on earth peace; good will to-
ward men." After the shepherds heard
that song they hurried to Bethlehem
to see the babe and its mother and to
offer their simple tribute of praise.
"The night before Christmas is to

children the most thrilling night in
the year; they hate to go to bed. They
try to stay awake that they may have
a peep at Santa Claus. They are lis-

tening for the footfalls of his rein-
deer.

"I am glad that this Christmas he is

visiting homes not here in America
only, not only in the German Father-
land, and in old England, Norway,
Sweden, Italy and Trance, but that he
has found his way to Egypt, Syria,
India, Corea, China and Japan. Other
saints lose their halos and forget their
missions. Saint Nicholas grows busier
younger and more indispensable with
every passing year, and his bailiwick
extends to every coast in the round
world. For pity's sake, dear mother,
do not join the crowd of literal un-
imaginative people who are timid lest

children believing in Santa Claus shall
learn to be untruthful. The deepest
truths are those of the soul and it is

not always possible to put them in the
form of an affirmation or a denial""

While love remains in the world, and
hearts are bound to hearts, and little

children bring their own wealth o
gladness with them, and we share loaf
and cup with those less fortunate
than ourselves, Santa Claus will con-
tinue to be the patron saint of the
affections.

By a beautiful road our Christmas comes,
A road full twelve months long,

And every mile is as warm as a smile,
And every hour is a song.

Flower and flake and cloud and sun,
And the winds that riot and sigh,

Have their work to do ere the dreams come
true

And Christmas glows in the sky.

The holly and cedar and mistletoe,
They thrilled when the nights were chill,

For the maiden's glance and the madcap
dance

And the lover's foot on the sill.

For the Christmas mirth the brave pine
grew,

Serene and straight and tall,

The deep woods knew in their hush and dew
When the dearest of days would fall.

To the beautiful home our Christmas comes

;

To the home that is safe and sweet,
With its door ajar for the beams of the star,

And its corner for love's retreat.
There the mark on the wall for the golden

head
Is higher a bit, for lo

!

Between Christmas coming and Christmas
sped

There's time for the bairn to grow.

— /

Millions
Of Acres of Rich Agricultural Land are

Still Open to Settlement in

Oregon, Washington and Idaho ]

To the man who is the possessor of a few
hundred dollars, these States present
splendid opportunities for securing a
home and a competency.

Through Trains Daily
Equipped with Pullman Palace Sleeping Cars, Pullman Tourist

Sleeping Cars, Free Reclining Chair Cars, etc.

via

Union Pacific
The Short Line to Portland

Inquire of

E. L. LOMAX, G. P. A.,

Omaha, Neb.

/

EXACT SIZE ^MaBMBWMr GUARANTEED
HERE'S A CHANCE—SNAP IT UP

BOYS
MrtvAtn£in+ Regular sixteen Bize, andlYIOVCIIieui only three eighths of an
inch in thickness. Lantern pinions (smallest
ever made). American lever escapement, pol-
ished spring. Weight, complete with case, only
three ounces. Quick train—two hundred and
forty beats a minute. Short wind ; runs thirty
to thirty-six hours with one winding. Tested,
timed and regulated. This watch is guaranteed
by the maker for a period of one year.

The Guarantee In every watch will
be found a printed

guarantee, by which the manufacturers agree
that if wil nont misuse the watch fails to keep
good time within one year they will repair it

free of charge, and return it.

DESCRIPTION—Plain center band, elegant
nickel case, snap back, Roman dial, stem wind,
stem set, medium size, oxydized movement
plate, open face. Engraved front and back.

How to Get the Watch
Send us your name and address on a postal card to-day,

and ask for a book of eight coupons, and say you want the watch.

We will send by return mail a book containing eight coupons, each one of

which is good for a year's subscription to Farm and Fireside, one of the best

farm and home papers published in America. Comes twice a month. We
will also send a sample copy of the paper so you can judge of its merits for

yourself. You sell these coupons to your friends and neighbors

at 25 cents each. When the coupons are sold, you send the

$2.00 to us, and we will send you the watch.

It if easy to lell the coupons. Thousand! have earned
watches by our plan, and you can do it in one day's time.
Write to-day. Be sure to ask for a book of eight coupons.

FARM AND FIRESIDE
SPRINGFIELD. OHIO

If you will get two of your neighbors who don't

take Farm AND Fireside regularly to subscribe at

twenty-five cents a year, and you send us the fifty

cents, we will send Farm and Fireside to each a full

year and give you a full year free. Three yearly

subscriptions in all. That's a good fair offer. Let

us hear from you.

FARM AND FIRESIDE
SPRINGFIELD. OHIO
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Here is the newest and lightest .22 repeating rifle on the market

—the fflar£n Baby Feather-Weight

Think of a 3 pound 1 0 oz. repeating rifle which is as effective as

any .22 of equal length of barrel in the world I

The extra carrier, quickly installed, makes the rifle handle the .22

long-rifle as well as the .22 short cartridge.

No sacrifice of 77lar&i quality has been made in Producing

the light ffZar&t Model No. 18. All the good old flZazUn
features are there : the solid top and side ejection, the foiged steel

working parts and the fine steel barrel.

Send six cents for catalogue, which tells in detail about this

wonderful little rifle.

7%e 7ftai&nfirearms Co.,

141 Willow Street, New Haven, Conn.

UMMTrn Agents an(i Canvassers working in the
II HII I LU country and small towns can rind out
about the greatest side line money maker ever introduced
by simply dropping us a postal, will pay your expenses
anywhere as a side line or roll up the dollars quickly if
you want to give it more time. We also want farmers'
boys and girls to become agents in their neighborhood.
Price small hut pays big. It sells itself when shown.
Write today to

Box 867S, Frederiektown, Ohio.

CASH salary;
to Introduce our Guaranteed Pol

' and all expenses
to men with rig

to Introduce our Guaranteed Poultry and Stock
Beme dies. Send for contract; we mean business and furnish
beet references. G. E. BIGLEB CO., X 400, Springfield, 111.

ff 4* — 3 PerlOO for Distributing Samples of Washing
0%9 *» fluid. Send 6c stamp. A.W.Scott.Cohoes.S.Y.

A STRICTLY ALL-WOOLSWEATER
FOR EVERY BOY

FREE
This sweater is guaranteed to be all wool,

large, roomy and comfortable. Just the very

thing you need for the cold winter days that

are coming. There is no one article of

clothing that is more necessary for any boy

in the winter than a good all-wool sweater

like ours. When we send you the coupons

we will tell you how to order so that you get

a good fit. Now remember this is no cheap

sweater, but a fine all-wool, guaranteed article

—the very best that is made. Do you know
you can earn this sweater in one day's time,

and easy, too. Be sure to write to-day, and

the first thing you know you will be the

happy possessor of one of these elegant all

wool sweaters, and all the other boys will

wish they had one, too. Let's hear from you.

HOW TO GET IT FREE
Send us your name and address on a postal card to-day

and ask for twelve coupons, and say you want a sweater.

We will send by return mail twelve coupons, each one of which is good for a year's subscription

to Farm and Fireside, one of the best farm and home papers published in America. Comes twice a

month. We will also send a sample copy of the paper, so you can judge of its merit for yourself.

You sell these coupons to your friends and neighbors at 25 cents each. When the coupons are sold,

you send the S3.00 to us, and we will send you the sweater, prepaid.

It is easy to sell the coupons. Thousands hove earned sweaters by our plan, and
you can do it in one day's time. Write to-day. Be sure to ask for twelve coupons

Address FARM AND FIRESIDE
SPRINGFIELD, OHIO

Ideal Rural Mail Box
Only $1*75

Stormproof, Indestructible, Large and Roomy
SENT PREPAID TO ALL POINTS EAST OF THE ROCKY MOUNTAINS

=5* Mail in the Box

The Ideal mail box it made of 22-gauge galvanized steel, cylindrical in shape.
It it large and roomy, rainproof, eighteen inches long by six inches in diameter, which makes it capable

of holding quantities of newspapers, packages, letters, etc.

It is so built that the wind or slorm cannot remove the cover or find its way inside.
It is nicely finished, and is so arranged that a lock can be put on if necessary.

Has red painted signal attached, which shows plainly when mail is in the box. and is invisible when the

box is empty.
It is most simple in operation, and one of the most satisfactory mail boxes on the market at so low a price.

The box his been approved by the Postmaster-General at Washington.
It is strongly made, well braced and neat in appearance.
It attaches to a strip of wood by means of screws, which are furnished with the box, and is easily and

quickly set up.

REMEMBER, tve pay shipping charges on this mail box to all points east of the Rocky Mountain!
only. To other points receiver pays charges.

The above mail box will be given free for a club of
only twelve yearly subscriptions to Farm and Fireside
at 25 cents each. Receiver pays shipping' charges.

Send all orders to FARM AND FIRESIDE. Springfield. Ohio
FREE

Of Curious Interest

Roosevelt's Country Home
Probably no ruler in the world has such

a modest country home as the Presi-
dent of the United States. It is situated
in the heart of the wilderness in the state
of Virginia, and is called Pine Knot, be-
cause it is nearly hidden in a clump of
pine trees. The house was partly built of
the timber of trees cut in the woodland to
make a clearing for it, and the porch in
front is supported by posts of these trees
left in their natural state.

The Roosevelt home is so far away
from the nearest railroad that the Presi-
dent and his family are obliged to ride
horseback or drive in a vehicle for sev-
eral hours after leaving their car to reach
it. The nearest community of any size is

over twenty miles distant, and so few
people live in this part of the United
States that between the town and Pine
Knot it is said only about ten houses can
be seen.

This quiet spot was selected for a home
by Mrs. Roosevelt, the wife of the Presi-

dent. The house cost actually less than
$300, and many American laborers and
farmers live in far better homes. The
few people in the vicinity have much
larger houses, but it is comfortably fur-

Tolstoi's Boots

When young, Count Tolstoi learned the
shoemaker's trade, and to this day

wears boots made by himself. The old
shoemaker who taught the Count the
trade was satisfied that he would never
make a success of boot-making, as the
work Tolstoi put into each pair was too
excellent and entirely too slow to prove
profitable, or even earn for him a simple
livelihood.

Bohemian Proverbs

Do the hard things first.

It's hard to work, but harder to want.
The heart that loves must be prepared

to suffer.

The world doesn't owe you a living

—

it was here first.

Money isn't everything, but it often
makes a good imitation.

A girl with a dimple will laugh at any
fool thing a man says.

It is easier for the average man to keep
a dairy than a diary.

The only man who never made a mis-
take died when he was a boy.

Valued Treasure-Box Found
nished and has a large open hearth where
a fire is always burning on cold days and Ty/HILE hunting for some lost papers re
in the evening. The house has but four W centlv the director "of the treasunin the evening. The house has but four

rooms and a small shed, where the meals
for the President's family are cooked by
the one servant. Sometimes, however,
Mrs. Roosevelt, who is an expert in cui-

sine, prepares the meal with her own
hands. The most popular part of the

house during the day is the porch in front.

Here the President cut down the trees

with his own hands to give a vista through
the forest.

The house is located about 150 miles

cently the director of the treasury
of Brazil made a remarkable and valuable
discovery.

A box, which had not, apparently, been
disturbed for many years, was found to

contain gold, silver and diamonds to the
value of at least $700,000. Among the
valuables recovered are the imperial
crown and scepter of Brazil, valued at

$105,000, and the imperial mantle bordered
with gold. The box in which the treas-

ure was found is believed to have been
from Washington and the President and deposited in the treasury since 1836.

Mrs. Roosevelt are fond of going there

for three or four days occasionally to

rest. They ride horseback, hunt and take

long walks for exercise. During the holi-

days last year they spent the week at

Pine Knot. It was here also that the
N'

Married Titles

than twentv-oneless than twenty-one American
women now enjoy, more or less, the

title of Princess. Of this number Italy

President prepared his present message to has the largest share, Russia and Poland
Congress.—D. A. Willey, in World's come next, with Germany, Austria in

Events Magazine. order, and even the wily Turk gets two.
* It is estimated that in all some 500

Origin of the Term Horse-Power wealthy American women have married

When steam engines were first brought titled foreigners, and that the aggregate ,

into use they were used to work amount of their doweries exceeded $200,-

pumps for mills whose motive power was

formerly given by horses. So when mak-

ing their contracts the owners of the en-

gines found themselves called upon to

supplv engines that would be capable of

executing the same amount of work as

was formerly done by some certain num-

ber of horses.

When an engine was capable of per-

forming the same work in a given time

as any given number of

horses of average
strength usually per-
formed it, it was said

to be an engine of so

many horses' power.
Steam engines h a d

been in use a long time

before this term had ac-

quired any definite or

settled meaning, and the

nominal power of ' en-

gines was accordingly

very arbitrary. The use

of the steam engines be-

coming more extended,

the confusion arising

out of questions respect-

ing the amount of work
done by them made it

necessary that some
fixed and definite mean-
ing should be assigned

to the terms by which
the powers of this ma-
chine could be properly
expressed.
From the result of a

number of trials it was
found that 33,000 pounds,
raised one foot per min-
ute, was the value of

one horse's power. This
is the unit or standard
of engine power now
universally adopted, and
when an engine is said

to be so many horses'

power, what is meant is

that the engine is cap-

able of moving a resist-

ance equal to so many
times 33.000 pounds
weight one foot per
minute. Alonzo Rice.

000,000. The most heavily dowered bride

was the Duchess of Roxburghe, with a

fortune of $40,000,000. The others include

the Duchess of Marlborough, $10,000,000;

the late Ladv Curzon. $5,000,000; Coun-
tess Castellane, $15,000,000; Mrs. Vivian,

$12,000,000; Baroness Halkett, $10,000,000;

Lady William Beresford, $3,000,000; Prin-

cess Colonna, $2,500,000; Countess Von
Larisch, $4,000,000.

Photograph, Underwood & Underwood

ACORNS STORED IN LIVE-OAK TREE BY RED-HEADED
WOODPECKERS, CARPINTERIA, CALIFORNIA
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The Family Lawyer

Legal inquiries, of general interest only, from our regular subscribers will be answered in this

department, each in its turn. On account of the large number of questions received, delay in giving

printed answers is unavoidable. Querists desiring an immediate answer, or an answer to a question

not of general interest, should remit $1.00, addressed to " Law Department." this office, and get the

answer by mail

Right of Wife to Collect Note Against

Husband

A. J. S., Kentucky—By the laws of

Kentucky, a wife can sue and be sued the

same as a single woman, and the statutes

at my command do not make any excep-

tion to the rule in reference to suits

against her husband or his estate. There-

fore I would say that such a note could

be collected.

<S>

Share of Husband in Wife's Estate

M. M., Pennsylvania—In Pennsylvania

where a wife dies without leaving children,

the husband takes all the personal prop-

erty absolutely, and the real estate he gets

for his life. After the husband's death

this property would go to the family of

the wife.

Right Where Title is Defective, etc.

G. W. Q., Virginia—Unquestionably in

such a case the purchaser would have a

right to recover what he already paid, as

the seller is unable to comply with the

contract. There might be more difficulty

upon the proposition as to the right to

recover for improvements made. The
purchaser knew or ought to have known
before he made the improvements that the

title was defective, and it was his fault

as well as the fault of the seller. Of
course if the seller knew that he could

not give a good title, then the contract

would be a fraudulent one, and my opin-

ion woutd be that the purchaser could

recover not only the money paid down in

cash but also for improvements placed on
the property. But if the seller did not

know that his title was defective, and the

purchaser put improvements on the prop-
erty, then I am doubtful whether the pur-
chaser could recover for such improve-
ments. He might remove them if he did

so before he gave up possession of the

land. Better consult a local attorney.

Right to Soil in Street

C. V., New York—I do not believe that

the trustees of an incorporated village

have any right to remove this soil, espec-

ially without the consent of the owner. If

they had no right, they could not give
any right to anyone else. The person that

removed the dirt would be directly re-

sponsible, and the owner of the lot might
proceed to sue him and collect the value

of the same.

Right to Land Where Boundary Line
Changes

L. N., Maine—The fact that the bound-
ary lines as given in a deed for lands may
be changed does not change nor determine
the boundary of the land. As in this

query the boundary of a piece of land is

made on the road or stream, and if the

stream or road would change its course,

that would not make a change in the

boundary line of the land. Of course, if

after such stream or road was changed,
the parties would treat the new course of
the road or stream as the boundary, this

in a series of years might ripen into a
title by adverse possession, but otherwise
not. I do not think that A. can will the
property at all.

Marriagable Age in Ohio
L. A. T., Ohio—In Ohio a female may

be married when she arrives at the age
of sixteen, by consent of her parents or
legal guardian and at the age of eighteen
without such consent.

mr' :

$k$r$-; It-
Name of Wrong Street Given as

Boundary of Lot

J. H. S., Ohio—In this case I would
say that the deed is good. The designa-
tion of the lot and block would be suffi-

cient to show that the parties intended
that it was on the street upon which the
such lot fronted, no matter whether the
same was Oak Street or Victor Avenue.
In such a case the description would be
sufficient to identify the property, no mat-
ter whether a street was given or not.

<S>

Inheritance

J. M., Pennsylvania— A.'s property
would go to his father if he be living, and
if not, then to his mother; if the mother
be dead then to his brothers and sisters.

His wife's children would have no in-

terest in it.

Residence of Child in the School
District

D. S. C, Massachusetts—In order for

a child to receive benefits of free school-

ing or tuition in the public schools he

must be a bona fide resident of the

school district. This residence is usually

the residence of the parent, but if the

child should go to some other place, with

the intention of making that his perma-
nent home, or in other words making it

his home until he could find some other

place of permanent abode, then he could

attend school in such district free of tui-

tion. But if he merely went to reside

for a few months or a short period of

time or for the sole purpose of attending

school in that other district then tuition

could be collected. So in the above case,

if the child has gone to reside with a

grandparent, not for the purpose of going
to school there, then my judgment would
be that tuition would not be collected or
required, but if the child is going to the

grandparents in order to get to attend the

city schools, then tuition must be paid.

Locating Land and Mineral Claim

A. G. P., Alabama—I do not know what
the character of the land is, nor the title

by which it is held. You should write the

Commissioner of the Land Office, at

Washington, D. C., and he will send you
a pamphlet giving all the laws relating

to such matters so far as the United
States Government is concerned. If the

title to this land is in your state, you will

need to make inquiry of your auditor of

state.
<3>

Right of Wife to Property Where She
Leaves Husband

C. M. F., West Virginia—A wife is not
bound under all circumstances to live with
her husband. The husband must properly
perform his duties before the wife will

forfeit her right to support in case she

leaves him." I would think in the above
case that the wife would have sufficient

ground for leaving the husband and com-
pelling him to support her elsewhere.

<&

Lifting Mortgage on Property

W. E. B., Florida—I do not understand
exactly what relation B. sustained to A.,

and why B. borrowed the money and lifted

the mortgage. If B. was one of the heirs

and lifted the indebtedness it would be
my judgment that the other heirs would
still be responsible to B. for the money
he had expended in saving the property
from the mortgage indebtedness, but if

B. was an entire outsider, having no in-

terest in the property, then I do not see
how A.'s heirs would be in any manner
bound.

Relating to Railroad Property, etc.

J. T., West Virginia—The querist will

be obliged to make his query a little more
intelligible before he can expect a proper
answer.

<$>

Sharing of Husband's Property Between
Wife and Children

Mrs. W., Louisiana— As I understand
the laws of Louisiana, in case the husband
dies, the wife would get one-fourth of the
property, and the remainder would be
shared equally between all his children,

whether they be by the present or former
marriage.

Contract Between Husband and Wife

C. W., Kentucky—I do not know that
I can fully advise you of your rights in

this case. Of course if the husband
agreed to pay his wife a certain salary
or anything of that kind he is responsible
and she could collect the same. If the
wife agreed to any of the above changes
or methods of raising the crop and by
reason of such change the crop was
lost, she might be compelled to bear her
share of the loss.

Liability of Person Living in Country to

Pay Taxes on City Property

J. D. R., Massachusetts—The general
rule concerning the taxation of property
is that real estate is taxable in town,
village, or county in which it is located,

and that personal property is taxed in the
town, village, or township in which the

owner resides. The querist must pay
taxes upon his city property, although he
lives in the country, and the rate of taxa-
tion will be according to the city rate.

Last Chance
Extended

FOR over a year you have received more reading matter by half than is

given by any farm paper published for double the price.

We have just added a great Feature Magazine, a notable novel, "The
Strange Adventures of Helen Mortimer," by Maude Roosevelt, and six of

the most beautiful color pictures from the brushes of great artists. And

—

We haven't raised the price

—

Not yet.

BUT TO YOU as an old friend of FARM AND FIRESIDE we extend one

Last Chance to accept the most liberal and extraordinary offers ever made by
an American periodical.

Till December 25th Only
these great limited offers will be extended to you. Your order must

be mailed by the 25th, no later. Accept one of these offers now

:

Farm and Fireside
24 big numbers, beginning with the Christ-

mas number—equal to 1600 standard size

pages—more reading matter than any magazine
published for $4—the Giant of the Farm
Press.

The Feature Magazine
Supplement

12 big numbers, containing stories, games,
and illustrated articles—winter reading for all

the family.

A Complete Novel
By Maude Roosevelt

The most exciting story of love and adven-
ture you ever read—pure and wholesome—

a

really great story, illustrated by an artist of

national reputation
—"The Strange Adventures

of Helen Mortimer."

Four More Pictures
The work of great painters, reproduced in

luxuriant colors, in large size—9 in. x 14 in.

—on heavy super calendered paper, suitable

for framing—they will surely please you.

A Free Christmas Gift
especially for the woman of the family. This
is a little surprise we have planned for you,
and you will like it we know. "It" is some-
thing every lady will appreciate—and should
have. Remember, it is free if your order
reaches us in time.

Offer No. I

Our Bargain Price for all

—with Farm and Fireside

one year—24 times

25c
the price of Farm and
Fireside alone.

Offer No. 2
Our Bargain Price for all

—with Farm and Fireside

three full years—72 times

50c
Offer No. 3

Our Bargain Price for all

—with Farm and Fireside

five full years— 120 times

75c
THESE PRICES WILL BE WITHDRAWN

So do not delay sending in your renewal at once. Do this to-day, as

you may be busy to-morrow and forget it.

Edited by Farmers
in a farming country-—that is what we claim for Farm and Fireside.
Farm and Fireside is now thirty years old, one of the oldest and

largest farm publications in the world.
Every department is in the hands of an authority

—

the authority in

his particular line—each editor an actual worker among the things he
writes about.

"The Review of the Farm Press" is only one department of Farm
and Fireside, but it is worth more than theprice of the whole periodical.

The Christmas Present
Farm and Fireside wants to give every reader who accepts one of

these Last Chance Offers a special gift.

The gift is intended chiefly for the ladies of the family, but it will

be appreciated by all.

The Editor of The Fireside Departments will send this Christ-
mas present to you with his compliments. It will bring cheer and good-
will into your home.

RUSH THIS ORDER BLANK
FARM AND FIRESIDE

I accept your Special Subscription Offer No
,

for which I enclose

Yours truly,

(Your name)

(No. of Street

or Rural Route)

(Town or City)

(State).

This coupon, if mailed before December 25th, certifies that the

sender is entitled to a Christmas Present.
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A Ciuistmas Feast

"%^YY~ °een married only a

I month when Jim — dear,

^f%f cranky boy that he is—de-
cided that he had become a

veg'etarian. Of course if he were to
decide to become a pirate, I suppose I
would have to be a—er—piratess, so
we started out bravely enough.
Maybe it wouldn't have been so bad

in the summer, but, really, there
doesn't seem to be anything- in the
winter for a vegetarian to eat except
potatoes. I declare positively that I

developed a brogue in the course of
that awful month. For we really

stood it a month, though that month
seemed years and years.
I would go blocks out of my way to

avoid passing butcher shops where
dear, delicious, cannibalish meats
were hung up. And when they began
to put out great, lovely, plump Christ-
mas turkeys!
Jim and I both made desperate at-

tempts to be cheerful Christmas morn-
ing, but I must confess it was some-
thing of a failure. We had declined
the invitations of both his folks and
mine to take dinner with them, and
had made an attempt to get through
the day in our own apartment. I had
noticed a queer, guilty look in Jim's
eyes, and was not surprised when
about six o'clock, he got up, and, as
if it had just occurred to him, ex-
claimed: "By George! I have got to
run 'round to the club for about an
hour, girlie. We are giving Griffin a
silver shaving set and I want to hear
his little talk when he is presented
with it.

I said nothing. For the only time
in my life I was glad to see Jim go.

And he couldn't have been much past
the outside door before I had on my
hat and furs.

ff was desperate. I was bound to
have something to eat, and I knew of

a dream of a little restaurant just

around the corner. Jim and I had had
supper there many times. I almost
ran when I finally got out on the
street.
The place was rather crowded when

I reached it, the only place vacant be-
ing at a table where a man was al-

ready seated; but I was too hungry
to mind anything by that time, so
allowed the waiter to seat me opposite
him." He was reading an evening
paper, which was held so that I could
not see his face, and he did not glance
over it when I sat down.
Then the waiter came to get my

order.
"Oh, I want a lot of turkey and just

everything!" I said, and he was so

astonished that he almost dropped a
glass of water.
The man across the table lowered

his paper—and I was looking into

Jim's eyes, and they were dancing.
"Waiter," he said,' "cancel that order

of mine and the one the lady has just

given and bring us a turkey, a whole
one, and everything else that you have
—except potatoes. Don't bring any
potatoes."—Xew York Sun.

<$>

Another Unlucky Brother

A rural correspondent sends in the
following story of "The Unlucky
Brother!":
"Xuthin' good seemed ever to come

his way. He is the very sign-post of
misfortune, warnin' others on the
life-road. Only the other day he
clumb a tree to git rid of a mad bull

an' a hurricane come 'long an' blowed
him an' the tree 'cross the railroad
track, right in front o' the fast
freight, an' the train was wrecked,
and the engine cut off his good leg;

and blest if the railroad didn't turn
round and sue him fer train-wreck-
in'!"—Atlanta Constitution.

«>

Nacher Studys

THE K XIXE OR PUP FAMILY.
The K nines ar a smaller famly then

the fee lines or cats, all tho the ani-

muls ar a" good deel biger in Size, the
only thing wich be longs too the Dog
famly be sides dogs an pups ar Wulvs,
wich Rome a bout at nite an houl
thare throtes sore an hoarse, but i no
nuthin ov thare Habits an wher a
bouts an so wil not molest them with
a discushion.
Dogs, wich ar my foundashun in this

ishu, ar difrent in size an carakter.
sum bite an sum ketch rats wile sum
ar simply Valubul too ly in wimens
laps, the triflin things.

But the dog wich i am a goin too
rite a bout did pa a Awful trik. seein

is beleevin an i saw it, so yu can be
leeve it or not as yu plees. yu no pa
dirlent see the dog. an wen he set

down on the corn sack wich i had put
over the dog too keep his skin warm
wv the doer kinder moovd an muttered

Wit and Humor

a longish yel. wel, pa wus not akus-
tumd too such trix, so he got up
quick an run out in the yard sideways
an run in too a be hive ov bees, wich
cuvered him an went too Wurk yu bet
o, i tel yu pa wus ful ov pane an be
stings, wich ar much a like, so wen pa
cum in he wus so big the dog dident
no him, wich barkt at him an finelly

bit him, wich made pa so Awful mad

Bushy tale an considerbul smel or
sent, the reesun i no ov same is be
cos ma wont let pa sleep in the hous,
wich he sleeps in the barn on the hay,
wich the horses dont seem too Xotis
any thing rong.
Pa dident no the pole cat or Skunk

wus any wher a round til he saw him
a hidin in a bunch ov Briurs. so pa
pickt up a picket an pocked it at the

THE DARKEY'S CHRISTMAS DINNER
Harper's Weekly

with angur an pane he kikt the dog
a awful kik, an sent him forty feet, an
now both ov them cant eat thare
Daley bread.

THE FEE LTNE OB CAT TBTBE.
Thare are meny broots wich be long

too the cat or fee line Tribe ov ani-
muls, such as the comun triflin Hous
cat, an the Monstrus Panter an tiger
wich Borne thru forest an swomp an
all so the turrebul Wile cat wich is a
Mitey animul wich can eat a lam, but
the cat on wich i hav baste my tale is

wot is comunly called a pole cat or
otherwise a Skunk wich contains a big

beest, wich kinder razed his tale an
started too moov too a more soot-
abul locashun too liv in. but pa
bedded him off, an poked him agin an
agin, cos i saw him, tho pa sez he run
be fore he poked him the last time but
i say how cood he. so pa tript his self

up amung the gras an fel square on
the murderd Skunk, tho i dout if he
wus ded for he wus gone wen i went
thare that evenin. wot pa wants too
no is wether he can ever go in the
hous any more or not an how Long
but i say if the cat had a bin ded he
woodent have mooved a way. Bil.

'WILL IT BE SEEN?"—A TALE OF THE MISTLETOE
The Sketch

Long Root
-An Irishman, with one jaw very
much swollen from a tooth that he
wished to have pulled, entered the
office of a Washington dentist.
When the suffering Celt, was put in-

to the chair and saw the gleaming
forceps approaching his face, he posi-
tively refused to open his mouth. Be-
ing a man of resource, the dentist
quietly instructed his assistant to push
a pin into the patient's leg, so that
when the Irishman opened his mouth
to yell the dentist could get at the
refractory molar.
When all was over, the dentist smil-

ingly asked:
"It didn't hurt as much as you ex-

pected, did it?"
"Well, no," reluctantly admitted the

patient. "But," he added, as he ran
his hand over the place into which the
assistant had inserted the pin, "little
did I think them roots wint that far
down ! "—Success.

<$>

Sooty
"Is that boy crazy?" roared the per-

spiring stage manager.
"What boy?''' asked the leading man.
"Why, that boy I sent up in the flies

to tear up paper for the snowstorm.
The blockhead is actually tearing up
black paper."

"Oh, that's all right. You must re-
member this scene represents a snow-
storm in Pittsburg."—Chicago Xews.

<&

Just a Soft Murmur
A woman whose throat had troubled

her for a long time grew impatient at
the slow progress she was making,
and consulted her doctor.
"Madam, I can never cure you of

this throat trouble unless you stop
talking and give your throat a com-
plete rest," said the medico.
"Oh, doctor," objected the patient,

"talking can't affect me! I'm very
careful. I never use harsh language!"
—Tit-Bits.

<S>

Change
Chevrolet, the automobilist, was

talking of American railways.
"They are superb," he said. "Abroad

we have nothing like them. But the
expense! On my way down to Florida
I said to the porter, as the time drew
near for us to part:
"'Porter, you have been very atten-
tive and I want to give you something,
but I have no change.'
"Then I took out a $20 bill from my

wallet.
"'Certainly, sir,' the porter ans-

wered, pulling out a large roll of
money. 'How will you have it, sir?
In fives ?' "—Argonaut.

Household Hints

To make biscuits light—drench with
gasoline and ignite before serving.
How to keep servants—chloroform

them and lock in the cellar.

Quickest way to get rid of peddlars—buy all they have.

How to remove fruit stains from lin-

ens—use scissors.

To keep rats out of the pantry—place
all food in the cellar.

To entertain women visitors—let them
inspect all your private papers.
To entertain men visitors—feed the

brutes.

To keep the children at home—lock
up all their clothes.

To keep hubby at home—hide his
toupee.

In order to prevent accidents in the
kitchen—fill the kerosene can with wa-
ter.

To stop leaks in pipes—send for the
nearest plumber.
To economize on coal—get a gas

range.

To test the freshness of eggs—drop
them on some hard surface.

To propitiate the cook—it can't be
done.—Smart Set.

<S>

Winter Miseries

The furnace fire's started now
And trouble has begun,

For it is difficult to suit
The whims of every one.

Elvira thinks it is too hot

—

You know, she's rather stout

—

While Eunice says. "I'm freezing cold!
Don't let the fire go out."

Maria wants the damper up
And Mildred wants it down.

Whichever way I fix the thing
I'm greeted with a frown.

Oh. I shall welcome with a whoop
The advent of the spring.

And when the winter is all gone
I'll cheer like everything!

—Somerville Journal-
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The Boston Man"

The Boston Man and the Capsules

He told the other patients at the san-

itarium that he was from Boston,
and said it much as he might have
said, "I am President of the United

States." But his fellows of unsound
bodies did not show the least readiness to

fall down on worshipful knees. Even
had he been one of the elect of Boston,
thoroughly starched and ironed as to his

mind, it is doubtful if they would have
made genuflexions, for Boston is the bet-

ter part of four thousand miles from
southern California, and its awe-inspiring
radiance is a weakly spluttering candle-

light by the time it has crossed the conti-

nent. And he was not one of the elect.

"From Boston!" cried a rheumatic
young civil engineer, also from that city.

"Looks more like a man from Posey
County, Indiana, or," he corrected himself,

"like a product of the tropical zone—the

land of eternal green."

Perhaps the young civil engineer spoke
sarcastically, for at

times his rheumatism
played on his nerves
as though they were
banjo-strings; but he
spoke very near the
truth. Despite his

proud origin and an
unlimited amount of
money "green" fitted

the self-proclaimed
B o s t o nian as if it

were a word tailored

for him expressly. His
trousers were so
bagged at the knee
that they looked
knobby; his shoes
were of that once
common sort known
as "Congress ;" his
face was a lurid sun-
set-red ; and if that

little book on eti-

quette, called "Don't,"
had been destroyed
to the last copy it

could easily have been reconstructed from
observation of his manners. Yet he said

he was from Boston; and as a further
proclamation of this fact he always car-

ried with him a volume of Emerson's Es-
says—a book which no one ever saw him
read.

One day he sent word to the medical
director of the sanitarium that he was
feeling decidedly out of sorts. The med-
ical director came, looked him over, asked
a few questions, and went away. A few
minutes later a nurse brought to the Bos-
ton man's room a small box of capsules
that contained a white powder. In ac-

cordance with the time directions on the
box, half an hour later he proceeded to

take two of the capsules, and to take them
after his own fashion, for this was his

first experience with them. He carefully
emptied the contents of the two into a
spoon, added a little water, and then emp-
tied the spoon into his mouth.
Immediately he fell upon his bed, and

writhed and coughed and called aloud.
A nurse attending a patient in an adjoin-
ing room hurried in in response to his

cries.

"Water !" he gasped.
The nurse hastily poured him a glassful

of water, which he gulped down. Then
she called the physician. When that gen-
tleman rushed in, the man from Boston
indignantly demanded

:

"See here"—a fit of coughing—"what did
you give me that infernally hot stuff for?"
The doctor's quick eyes lit upon the

empty capsules, and he instantly knew the
cause of the trouble.

"You fool !" he cried, in exasperation.
The doctor specified the exact variety of
fool, but there is no use writing down his

word, for the editor would cross it out.
"You fool ! Of course it's hot ! That's
why I put it up in capsules ! What did
you take it out for?"
A knowing look came over the face of

the man from Boston. "Say, now," he
demanded, sarcastically, "you don't sup-
pose I wanted that ising-glass down in my
stomach, do you?" Leroy M. Scott.

False Doctrine

School-examiner — "What is the
meaning of false doctrine?"
Schoolboy—"Please, sir, it's when the

doctor gives the wrong stuff to the
people who are sick."—Christian Reg-
ister.

<S>

As the Dakota Man Told It

"Yes, sir," said the Dakota man, as
a crowd of agriculturists seated them-
selves around a little table, "yes, sir;

we do things on rather a sizable scale.

I've seen a man start out in the spring
and plow a furrow until fall. Then he
turned around and harvested back. We
have some big farms up there, gentle-
men. A friend of mine owned one on
which he had to give a mortgage, and

the mortgage was due on one end be-
fore they could get it recorded on the
other. You see, it was laid off in
counties."
There was a murmur of astonish-

ment, and the Dakota man continued:
"I got a letter from a man who lives

in my orchard just before I left home,
and it had been three weeks getting
to the dwelling-house, although it had
traveled day and night."
"Distances are pretty wide up there,

ain't they?" inquired one.
"Reasonably, reasonably," replied

the Dakota man. "And the worst of
it is, it breaks up families so. Two
years ago I saw a whole family pros-
trated with grief. Women yelling,

children howling, and dogs barking.
One of my men had his camp truck
packed on seven four-mufe teams and
he was going around bidding every-
body good-by."
"Where was he going?" asked a

Gravesend man.
"He was going half-way across the

farm to feed the pigs," replied the
man from Dakota.
"And did he ever get back to his

family again?"
"It isn't time for him yet," replied

the Dakota man.

Evidence

"The evidence shows, Mrs. Mulcohey,
that you threw a stone at Policeman
Casey."

"It shows more than that, yer Hon-
er. It shows that Oi hit him."—Minn-
eapolis Tribune.

Nuggets from Georgia

Heaven ain't on de hilltop; it's al-

ways one mo' hill furder on.

Don't worry about how long it took
ter make de worl'; you'll have all -de

worryin' you kin do ter des pull thoo'
it.

Wen we gits ter glory we won't quar-

rel 'bout a crown. Ef I kin des man-
age ter git dar, I'll be willin' ter go
bal'headed!—Atlanta Constitution.

An "Awfultory"

On a recent Sunday morning at the

Mount Zion Baptist Church, after

the collection for current expenses
(which included the pastor's sal-

ary) had been taken up, old Parson Slocum
rose to address his congregation. "Brudders
an' sistahs," said he, with sternness and
dignity, "befoah de barsket was don'

parsed aroun' among de saved an' de
sinnahs, I hab expounded ter yo' all de
bequest dat de con'gration contribute to

de awfultory accordin' to dere means, an'

I expectorated, sho an' suttin', dat yo'

all would un'erstan' de true significashun

ob dat oxpression an' would chip in un-
anomously and harnsom'ly. But I fin'

after examinin' de collecshun, an' allowin'

fer de usual ovation ob buttons an pop-
corn, dat de hull, entire, concocted
amount contributed by de hull posse ob
yo' am on'y de signification an' pusilla-

mous sum ob seventy-free cents, which
wouldn't be 'nuff ter buy a linen suit fo'

a Jersey moskeetah on de fourth ob July!
An' at dis junction dere ain't no excuse
nor 'casion fo' yo'-all to look so auspi-

ciously at Brudder Webster Willyams, what
done circumambulated de barsket aroun'

;

fo' in de fust place an* premises, Brud-
der Willyams ain't bin built dat way—he
ain't dat kin' ob a man—an' in de secon'

place, I done watched him lik a hawk

"Dere ain't no excuse fo' yo'-all to
look so auspiciously at Brud-
der Webster Willyams"

mahself all de time' he were circumnav-
igatin' wif de barsket. No, my disap'in-

tin' fren's, seventy-free cents war all dat

war flung inter de awfultory, an' I j is'

want ter say dat, in my hum'l opinion,

insted of contributin' accawdin' to yo'

means yo' hab all contributed accawdin'

to yo' meanness! De choir will now
favor us with der reg'lar melojiousness."

Stillett A. Burke.

The Stevens 140-page Catalogue is a Great Solver
of the Christmas Gift Problem

It shows a big variety of the famous Stevens firearms—rifles

for boys, girls and women, rifles and shotguns for men. It

contains, also, much helpful information on hunting, proper
care of weapons, notes on sights, ammunition, etc. Write
for it to-day, sending 4c. in stamps to cover postage. Stevens

Firearms train the nerves to steadiness, the eye to accuracy,

and the muscles to alertness, beside furnishing an endless

source of entertainment and healthful sport. Every Stevens

tittle Scout, No. 14, 52.25
is tested hX an exPert b

?
fore. leaving

Stevens-Maynard, Jr., $3

Crack Shot, ... $4
Little Krag, ... $5
Favorite No. 17, . . S6

For six cents in stamps we will mail you our artistic

factory, and is guaranteed perfect.

Sent by us, express prepaid,

if your dealer cannot
njt&J.

supply you."
vg/gK$

ten-color lithograph. It is an attractive hunting
scene worthy of space on any wall.

J. STEVENS ARMS AND TOOL. CO.
265 Pine Street

Chicopee Falls, Mass., U.S.A.

Wholesale Prices fr
p
e
aS,

ht

The stove you select is sent on a year's approval, safe delivery guaran-
teed, freight prepaid, choice of latest designs and appliances, handsomely

ornamented, highly polished, ready to pat in your home. The real

GOLD COIN stoves
on a Year's Free Trial

These high-grade, trade-marked stoves, standard for nearly 60
years, sent directly from our factory (eaves $6 to $25 on a stove) and, it

at any time within a year the stove is not perfectly satisfactory to you,
we will return your money and take the stove back. First, write for our
ILLUSTRATED STOVE BOOK—free. Learn about styles and prices in this
famous line—both Ranges and Heating Stoves. It pays to get a good stove.

THE GOLD COLtf STOVE CO., 8 Oak St., Troy, N. T. (Successor to Bussey & McLeod, Est. 1860)

Our patent grate free

ONEIDA COMMUNITY
TRAPS

The NEWHOUSE TRAP is the best
in the world. It is a perfect machine.
Hand-fitted I Thoroughly inspected
and tested I

The VICTOR TRAP is the only re-
liable low-priced trap. Don't buy
cheap imitations. Be sure the Trap
Pan reads as follows: —

ASK ANY TRAPPER

THE TRAPPER'S GUIDE
Send 25 centsfor the Sewhouse TRAPPERS'
GUIDE. Tells best method of trapping
and skinning game. Send to Dept. A. 3,

Oneida Community, Ltd., Oneida, Pi. Y.

HUNTER-TRADER-TRAPPER
The only MAGAZINE devoted to the interests

Of the trapper. Send jo cents for copy*

A. R. HARDING PUB. CO.. Columbus, Ohio

Powerful—Durable-Economical

TEL,EPHONES
Write for free book explaining cost and how to organise,

baUd and operate telephone systems among jour neighbor,.

Cadiz Electric Co., 18 C. C. C. Bldg., Cadiz, 0.

PATEUTC SECURED OB. FEEAt t iM I 9 RETURNED.
Free report as to patentability. Illustrated Guide

Book, and List of Inventions Wanted, sent free.
EVANS. WILKENS & CO., WASHINGTON D. C.

High Grade Door
2-0x6-0, All White Pine.

Regular Prioe, S2.00

ONLY

80c
It you have any use for doors, win*

(lows, storm Bash, moulding, porch
brackets, columns and millwork, for
your own buildings, or as contractor,
don't buy elsewhere at any price or
nnder any circumstances until you get
the Grand Millwork Catalog which
makes a clean saving of 60% on any
dealer's prices. It makes no differ-
ence where you live. If you intend to
build, or if you need millwork for any
purpose, do not think of buying until
you get our estimate. Our goods are
high grade as well as wonderfully low
in price. Our lumber is first air-dried
and then, as an extra precaution, la
put through a ecientifio drying pro-
cess. Joints are made with heavy
hardwood dowel pins, glued with im«
ported glue, pressed together by heavy
Bteam power press. There is no
"come apart" to our work.

Door panels have a heavy raise on both sides. The
panels are sandpapered on a special machine of our
own invention before the door is put together, and
the entire is then smoothed with fine-grained sand-
paper. We guarantee our goods to be strictly opto
the official grade adopted by the Sash, Door & Blind
Manufacturers' Association of the Northwest.
We operate the largest mill in the world—163,000 feet

of floor space (four acres)—have been in business since)
1865— own our timber lands, sawmills and lumber
yards We carry a large stock and can therefore ship
promptly. We have no traveling men—sell only for
cash. We ore the only large manufacturers of sash,
doors and blinds selling direct to the consumer. Our
Itrices will astonish you. Don't buy anything in our
ine until you get our oatalog, the grandest woodwork
catalog published. It's Free— write for it today.
Address

CORDON VAN TINE & CO.
Station A 43 Davenport, Iowa

5PQ P P BOOKLETS,
r K E, t FARMING IN

CALIFORNIA
Intensely interesting. All about the enor-

mous profits. $70 per acre on sugar beets,

S150 on grapes, Jioo on alfalfa. Dairying
and stock raising are extremely profitable.

Grain and vegetable products pay JSo to

$200. Booklets give facts and figures that
are indisputable evidence of the vast superi-
ority of California farms. 20 acres will pay
more than a 160 acre Eastern farm. Get the
absolute, vital facts and figure out how to

secure an independent income and delight-

ful home in this land of plenty and comfort,
at small cost. Write today.

California Farmland Company
51 Grosse Bldg. Los Angeles, Cal.

$36 A WEEK AND EXPENSES TO MEN
with rigs to introduce our Poultry Goods.
JAVELLE CO., Dept. 68, Parsons, Kansas.
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A Chinese American Father

There are not a very large number
of . Chinese babies born in our
country annually, but those that
are find a warm welcome, partic-

ularly if the baby happens to be a boy.

In this event the friends of the happy
father are expected to bring handsome
gifts for the child, and there is much
feasting and merrymaking over his ar-

rival. Some of the rich Chinese mer-
chants in New York have babies of

whom they are immensely proud, and
one of these babies and his father pre-

sent a spectacle of dazzling brilliancy

when they are dressed up to have their

pictures taken. The baby in our illustra-

tion is the son and heir of a rich New
York merchant. His father is a China-
man of unusual intelligence and busi-

6m
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In a Miscellaneous Way

A RICH NEW YORK MERCHANT
AND HEIR

ness ability who is so enamored of
America and American institutions that
he proposes to become a permanent
resident of our country and will give
his boy an education in our American
schools, but the boy will also have to
become proficient in the Chinese lan-

guage, and is apt to adopt the faith of

his fathers in matters pertaining to re-

ligion. Very few of the more intelli-

gent of the Chinese who come to
America become converts to our prot-
estant religion, but cling as tenaciously
to the faith of Confucious as they do to
their pig-tails. That they may do this

and at the same time become American
citizens adds to the charms of our coun-
try for them.

<S>

Mary and the Caller

Robert, the impeccable, was the primal
cause of Mary being a member of

the household of Mrs. Burton-Hayne.
He had come to his mistress with

a petition in behalf of Mary, and,

since he was a living handbook of

deportment for coachmen, revised and
carefully edited, Mrs. Burton-Hayne had
given him a more ready ear than she
would have given to any of her other

servants. She had reasoned, after hear-

ing him through, that inasmuch as Rob-
ert was without flaw, it naturally followed
that Mary, his cousin, was also faultlessly

trained. So, being in need of a girl for

the front door, she gave permission for

Mary to come.
Mrs. Burton-Hayne's reasoning was not

right, and neither was Mary. Robert had
neglected to state that she was just over,

and it is fairly evident that a two-room
cabin in the county of Limerick is not

an ideal training-school for a servant in

an establishment in upper Fifth Avenue.
But on the first day when Mary, after

having been put into a black dress and a

white apron, with a bow of white in her
hair, was brought before Mrs. Burton-
Hayne she was well pleased; for Mary
was shapely, had red cheeks, a clear skin,

and a smile that could make agreeable for

callers the coldest of "not at homes." She
was really proud of Mary, and this pride

lasted through three days. On the even-
ing of the third day Mary became second
assistant to the cook.
This third day—the snow fell heavily

from dawn—was Mrs. Burton-Hayne's
regular day for receiving. Through two
hours she talked to her callers and saw
they were served with tea. Then when
the last had gone she went to her room,
slipped into a dressing-gown, and laid

down for a bit of rest before dinner at

seven o'clock. She had barely made her-

self comfortable when Mary entered with,

"Please, mum, there's a man downstairs,
an' he says he'd be likin' to see you."
Mrs. Burton-Hayne sat upright and

groaned. 'What? Another caller? I just

can't see another ! I'm tired !" She
looked regretfully at her pillow, and at

the snow-whitened street into which she
had been sleepily gazing, then rose. "I

suppose I'd better see him, though. Tell

him I'll be right down."
She hurried into the stiff and wearying

gown she had just taken off ; but no mat-
ter how a woman hurries, dressing takes
time, and Mary was back again before
her toilet was remade.
"He wants to know how much longer

he'll be havin' to wait?" Mary asked,
without introduction.

Mrs. Burton-Hayne started at this

bold statement of an impatient man's feel-

ings. She had kept men waiting before,

probably had exasperated them, but never
previously had one been quite so frank.

"I'll be down as soon as I can get

ready !" she returned sharply. "But you
haven't brought me his card yet ! Ask
him his name, and serve him with tea

while he waits!"
Two minutes later, before Mary had re-

turned with her caller's name, Mrs. Bur-
ton-Hayne fastened a red rose in her back
hair, and took a parting glance at herself

in the mirror. She was looking her best,

she noted with a little thrill of satisfac-

tion. Then she hastened downstairs. At
the door of the front parlor she stopped
suddenly and stood gasping.

On one of her pale blue satin chairs'

sat a frowzy, hairy man in overalls and
a brown-duck coat. On the floor at his

feet was a fragile china cup. In his left

hand was a dainty sandwich, and in his

right hand was a saucer filled with tea

to the brim, and this tea he was cooling by
a gentle breeze' from his puckered lips.

She saw him halve the sandwich at a bite

and raise the saucer to his lips and drain

it. She could only stand and stare.

Mary, entering just then with a plate

of sandwiches—evidently he had asked for

more—caught sight of her mistress with-
out the doorway, and up to her she slipped

with a confident smile that showed her
sense of having done her whole duty.

"I asked him his name," she whispered.
"He says it's McGann—Terry McGann.
An' he want's to know if you'll be wantin'

the snow shoveled from off the side-

walk" Leroy M. Scott.

A Devoted Royal Pair

t"he life of the King of Roumania, and
* Elizabeth, his queen, stands out in
striking contrast to the lives of some
other royal couples whose domestic
troubles have afforded the scandalmon-
gers abundant food for gossip. King
Charles and Queen Elizabeth, or "Car-
men Sylva," as she is known in the
world of literature, have always been
entirely devoted to each other," and have
demonstrated the fact that theirs was
a real love match. It was the mating
of a pair who have known perfect hap-
piness had they been given children.
This lack has been a great sorrow to
both of them. One child came to them,
a beautiful little girl, the Princess
Marie, and the tragedy of the queen's
life dates from the day when the little

princess was taken from the palace in
her little white coffin. One of the ladies
of her court, Madame Helene Vacares-
co, has written a great deal about the
daily life of the King and Queen of
Roumania, and in writing of the little

grave in which so many of the high
hopes of the Queen lie buried she says:
"On the grassy mound a white cross

throws its straight shadow, and on the
shadow of that cross Queen Elizabeth's
heart is crucified. Like the green
mound cut in twain by that shadow, her
heart is cut in twain by the form of
that simple cross. Her bosom bears
the load of that stone, and the little

mound of Roumanian soil where her
child is buried rises high above her
eyes, higher than the highest mountain,
till it has hidden all the future from her
view."
Apart from the sadness she ever feels

over the loss of her only child, Queen
Elizabeth is cheerful, and she is so con-
stantly active that there is no time to
sit and brood over her sorrow. She
and the king are the most indefatigable
workers, and no king and queen ever
devoted themselves with greater single-
ness of purpose to doing all that they
could to advance the welfare of their
kingdom. King Charles has not been
in very robust health of late, and it is

feared that he will never be very vigor-
ous again, although he is but sixty-sev-
en years of age, while the queen is six-

ty-three years old. As the royal pair

are childless the throne would descend
to Prince Ferdinand, a grand-nephew
of King Charles, who was created
Prince of Roumania in 1889, his father
having renounced his right to the
crown in favor of his son. Queen Eliza-
beth has herself told the story of how
she "fell in love" with the king.

"It was at Berlin," she says, "while
on a visit to the Queen of Prussia, aft-

erward Empress Augusta of Germany,
I had just caught a glimpse of the
Prince of Hohenzollern, who is now my
husband. Then many years went by,
finding me sad and despondent. My
youth had been blighted by the pres-
ence of suffering and death, but my soul
felt warm and rich with such impulses of
self-devotion as would have made me
an excellent nurse or an excellent
mother. Many princes proposed to me

From Swr«ofT*ph, Copjrtgbt, by Underwood * Underwood, New York

J. PIERPONT MORGAN'S YACHT PASSING THROUGH THE CORINTHIAN CANAL. A
REMARKABLE SEA LEVEL CANAL CONNECTING SARONIC GULF WITH

THE GULF OF CORINTH. GREECE.

KING AND QUEEN OF ROUMANIA

at that time, but only one amongst all

the potentates who sued for my hand
tempted my fancy,, though I had never
seen him. He was a widower and the
father of many children. Many chil-

dren—I could immediately satisfy my
heart's desire. But my mother was
against the match, and the whole affair
was dropped. One day at Cologne,
where we had gone to spend a few
hours and listen to a Beethoven Festi-
val, we met, by mere accident, as I was
hastily informed by my mother, the
reigning Price of Roumania, Prince
Charles of Hohenzollern-Sigmaringen.
We were staying that afternoon at the
Hotel du Nord, which can be seen as
the train crosses the Cologne station.

I was very glad to meet the Prince of
Roumania again, as he had been much
talked about in my presence of late, and
I knew that he had won his way to the
throne through political perils almost
as great as the perils of war. He had
crossed Austria in disguise because the
Austrian Government had objected
strongly to his election. In the small
garden of the Hotel du Nord, where
the beautiful towers of the cathedral
threw their shadows upor^ us, I poured
eager questions into his ears without
even casting a glance at his refined and
regular features, and he patiently an-
swered every one of my questions. He
spoke long and well, while I listened,

wrapt in astonishment and delight.

The captivating young prince who
had so charmed the young Princess of
Wied proposed for her hand that very
day and was at once accepted. Time
has given proof of the fact that the
choice of the king was a wise one. for

from the moment of her arrival in Rou-
mania her life has been a constant ef-

fort, a constant labor of love on behalf
of the people. She has not escaped
some of the jealousies and bickerings
that crop out in every court circle, but
her admirable tact and unfailing dignity

have kept her from doing many things
a person with less self-poise and kind-
liness of spirit would no doubt have
done. She has proved her devotion to
the people by innumerable acts of char-
ity and service. Her devotion to the

soldiers when they were brought home
sick and wounded from a war in which
Roumania was once engaged was so
great that it won for her the title of

the "little mother" from the soldiers.

She went among them in the dress of a

nurse performing the duties of a nurse
to the best of her ability, and in every
time of stress and strain that Roumania
has known since she became queen of

that country Queen Elizabeth has been
as true and loyal as any born Rouman-
ian could have been. She is a graceful

writer of prose and verse, and in many
respects is one of the remarkable wom-
en of Europe.

<S>

For the third instalment of "The
Strange Adventures of Helen Morti-
mer" turn to page 18.
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The Strange Adventures of

Helen Mortimer
(continued from page 19)

sent on from the Queen Anne street house.

There was also a note, which I did not see

at first. I was so anxious to read what
Halifax had to say.

"It was a dear letter, so unaffected and
kind, and in such good taste ! No premature"

tenderness, but the letter of a good sincere

friend, and I felt as if my heart would
break when I thought what he would so soon

hear concerning me. Under the circum-

stances I felt it would not be wise to even
answer his letter.

"After I had spent an hour or so thinking

over this, there came to me that philosophic

numbness which, either as my blessing or

curse, generally succeeds a period of futile

worry and makes me recklessly indifferent

as to what may follow. I put Halifax's

letter away, and taking up the note I had
overlooked, opened it to find another blow
awaiting <^ne. It was from the landlady
asking me to vacate my room that day be-

fore six, and enclosing a bill for my board,

and two pounds extra for damage done to

the room

!

"However, it was not the bill that worried
me so much as the fact that I was obliged

to find some place to move to at once, which
in my ignorance of London threw me into

a panic that made me act on the impulse
and without common sense. My one object

was to secure some retreat to fly to should
I have serious words with Mrs. Pancoast,
and for this reason did not go to the house
she had directed me to in that telegram
which I had found among Barrington's
letters. The dread of finding myself at her
mercy, with no place to spend the night,

prevented my reasoning clearly, so I sent

for a paper, and with the maid's help, copied
out several boarding-house addresses which
she told me were not very far away ; but,

as I have since learned, Londoners call a
distance of two miles, 'five minutes drive.'

"It was such a dark foggy day, I was
obliged to light the gas in order to dress,

and when ready I packed everything so
that I could return for them when I found
a room, before going to meet the train. I

then asked the maid if I could get a cab
nearby.

" 'Oh, yes, you can get a 'ansom I ex-
pect,' she returned, "but you will find it

difficult to get about to-day, miss. Looks
as if this was goin' to settle down in a

black fog, and if it does, it will go 'ard
with you, for you will 'ave to stop off

somewhere, and wait.'

"But as the idea of a fog then held no
terrors for me, and it looked quite pale
and innocent from the window, I said I

was willing to risk it.

" 'I shouldn't advise you to attempt it,

Miss,' she replied shaking her head, 'but if

you're set on it, I'll whistle for a 'ansom
if you likes.' I said I did like, and followed
her down to the door, where I waited while
she blew a little whistle repeatedly.

"It was impossible to see anything dis-

tinctly more than a few feet away, the entire
street was veiled in a yellowish gray vapor.
Just beyond the steps a man was standing
whom I could barely distinguish. He looked
like an enormously tall phantom, for these
fogs magnify whatever is discernible.

" 'I'm afraid you'll have a time getting
about to-day, miss,' said the maid as I passed
her, 'you will have to go slowly, for it's

getting darker every minute.'
"This was not calculated to improve my

depressed spirits, but I accepted it as in
keeping with all the rest, and went on to
the ghostly looking hansom, called out the
address I wanted and entered. We went
down the street at a slow trot, and I noticed,
as we turned from the curb, a four-wheeler
that had been standing a little way beyond,
turned also, ran for a little beside us, then
alongside, and presently fell behind. I

noticed it merely because it was there, not
because there was anything particularly
strange in its having started at the same
time, but I remembered it later.

"The drive was much longer than I had
expected, and on arriving at the address
given, I found the fog had grown consider-
ably denser. It was a very small house on a
narrow street, two white steps in front and
crimson window blinds. The landlady
smelt strongly of gin and talked incessantly
about the people who had patronized her
house, explaining that it was the first time
in years she had had any of her rooms
vacant. Although I did not like her at all,

I agreed to take a small top room at two
pounds a week, and, being anxious to get
back to Oakley Street to get my things
moved out, and also to get Barrington's
letters which, in my hurry, I had forgotten,
I interrupted her long harangue and took
my departure, saying I should return as
quickly as possible with the things.
"The gas was lighted in the house, while

outside the fog had become like impen-
etrable night, and although a street lamp a
little way down was lighted, it only showed
dimly through the gloom. I had to feel my
way down the steps, for I had foolishly
closed the outer door behind me, and the
landlady had not had sense enough to open
it again to give me a little light.

"Not being able to see the hansom, I
called out when I reached the pavement,
'Where are you, coachman?' and a voice
quite near me, returned

:

" 'Here Miss, give me your arm, I'll lead
you.'

_
"Then I felt a hand on my arm, and dimly

discerned the dark form of a man. He led
me carefully forward, placed my foot on the
cab step and helped me in, then called, 'Go
ahead !' and before I fully realized I was
in a four-wheeler and not a hansom, he was
in beside me, the door closed, and we
started

!

[to be continued next issue]

MADISON SQUARE PATTERNS
All Necessary Descriptions and Directions Sent with Each Pattern

TEN CENTS EACH
Order All Patterns from Pattern Department

THE CROWELL PUBLISHING COMPANY,
11 EAST 24th STREET, NEW YORK CITY

Every Quid Should Make One of these Dolls to Present to Some Poor Baby for Christmas

No. 670-Baby Doll's Outfit

This outfit consists of dress, petticoat, coat and
cap. Patterns cut in one size only, for a doll
twenty-two inches long. 10 cents.

No. 668—Rag Doll and Dress
Patterns cut in one sire only.
Length of doll, twenty-two inches.
Three fourths of a yard of thirty-
six-inch material required for doll,
five eighths of a yard of twenty-
one-inch material required -for
shirt-waist, three eighths of a yard
of thirty-six-inch material for skirt.
10 cents.

No. 840—Boy Doll's Outfit

Pattern cut in one size. Outfit consists of sailor suit and full white
jumper and overalls. Quantity of material required for sailor suit,

one half yard of material twenty-seven inches wide, with one fourth
of a yard of contrasting material for collar and shield. Quantity of

material required for jumper, one half yard of material twenty-seven
inches wide ; for overalls, one half yard of material twenty-seven
inches wide. 10 cents.

Send for
Our Winter Catalogue

It is Free

No. 669—Girl Doll's Outfit

This outfit consists of dress, petticoat, chemise
and drawers. Patterns cut in one size only, for a
doll twenty-two inches long. The waist of the
dress is full and the neck cut low. A full gath-
ered skirt is attached to the waist. Quantity of
material required for dress, one and one fourth
yards of twenty-seven-inch material. Quantity
of material required for underwear, one and one
fourth yards of thirty-six-inch tnaterial.^io cents.

No. 700—Closed Drawers
with Yoke

Sizes 22, 24 and 26 inch waist
measures." 10 cents.

No. 841—Rag Doll and Dress

Pattern cut in one size, for doll 22 inches high. Pattern
given for rag doll to be stuffed, for dress, and for sunbon-
net to fit doll. Quantity of material for rag doll, three
fourths of a yard of material thirty-six inches wide. Quan- N ai7_Tnv Rear
tity of material for dress one yard of material thirty-six Pattem t fa on

'

e b ^£^ hj h Quan.

inches wide with one eighth of a yard of lace Quantity u of material required , half a yard of thirty-six
of material for sunbonnet, one fourth of a yard of material

in
>
h material wit̂ a small pie

'
ce 0f chamois or

thirty-six inches wide, with one yard of embroidery for
leather eight inches square for paws, and two buttons

frill. 10 cents. for
s
IO cents

This is Your Last Chance to Get these Patterns for Christmas—Send in Your Order at Once

No.706-Corset-Cover,
with or without Fit-
ted Skirt Portion

Sizes 32, 34, 36, 38 and
40 inch bust measures.
10 cents.

We will (Jive Your Order

Prompt Attention

No. 646—Yoke Shirt=Waist
Sizes 34, 36. 38, 40 and 42 inches

bust measure. 10 cents.

No. 850—Apron with Round Yoke
Sizes 2, 4, 6 and 8 years.

10 cents.

No. 667—Flannel Bunny
Cut for one size only.

10 cents. No. 705—Dressing Sacque with
Fitted Back

Sizes 34, 36, 38 and 40 inch bust measures.
10 cents.

No. 824—Girl's School Dress
Pattern cut for 6, 8, 10 and 12 year sizes.

Quantity of material required for medium
size,or 8 years, four yards of thirty-six-

inch material, or three yards of forty-four-

inch material, with one fourth of a yard of

lace for yoke. 10 cents.

iWe will give any THREE of these patterns

_/for sending TWO yearly subscriptions to

Farm and Fireside at the regular price of 25 cents each. When
ordering write your name and address distinctly. We will send

Farm and Fireside one year, new ("If? 1*7- CdltS
or renewal, and any one pattern for v-flll

«7
v

For other new and up=to=date Designs see Page 26
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Jottings from a Farm Log-Book
Early in the season we prophesied

that our potato crop would be compar-
atively free from the gray grub, basing
our opinion on the fact that the winter
previous had been so mild, with little

snow, so that the frost would be likely

to go deep enough to destroy the lar-

vae from which the grubs hatch.

This prediction has been verified.

Very little injury was done to the crop
this season. The tubers were mostly
smooth, and not disfigured by the
worm. This will add considerably to

the value of the crop. We all know how
reluctant people are to buy potatoes
that have been gnawed by grubs. And
no wonder. It is a blemish, and unfor-

tunately, one that never can be rem-
edied.

But with man}' of our farmers there
has been another year of loss by blight.

Not many have as yet learned the value
of spraying to prevent this disease.

Many fields were stricken in this way
long before the tubers reached full size.

Here is a serious loss. We must get
ready to meet this enemy of the potato,

as we have the Colorado beetle. Now
we expect to fight the bug; we do it;

we win out. This is what we must do
with the blight. It is really just as easy
to contend with that as it is to keep off

the beetle. All that is lacking is the
will.

We have had some trouble this year
with club root in our cabbage. A
strange disease in which a fungous
growth comes on the root of the plant,

preventing it from forming heads. The
cause of this disease does not

(
seem to

be well understood, and we have not yet
learned how to contend with it. For a
while after the plants were set out they
seemed to do well. Then all at once
they began to look sickly and wilt. In
the night-time the plants revived a lit-

tle, but as the sun came up higher they
drooped and withered.
We tried salt around the roots, but

that did not seem to do much good.
Spraying is not the thing either. About
as good a thing as we know of is to
put a good dose of air-slaked lime on
the land. On half an acre we would need
to use thirty or forty bushels. One
other thing is sure. The disease is

more apt to come on land that has been
planted to cabbage for a number of
years. By changing the location of the
field we may often ward off the disease.
All the plants that are affected ought to
be pulled up at once and burned or oth-
erwise destroyed.

Another enemy we have had to con-
tend with is the cabbage fly. These
come early in the season and lay their

eggs along the lower part of the stalk,

and even on the roots of the plant. The
eggs soon hatch into a maggot which
burrows in the root and eats the very
life out of the plant. Most folks can
do nothing about this enemy. That was
the way with us. We did use salt on
some plants, digging the earth away
and applying the salt as well as we
could to the seat of trouble. But this

is pretty expensive business and cannot
be done on a large scale. If we had
been in the business as extensively as
some are we would have tried some of
the seventy or more preparations that
are in the market for insect poisoning.
Rotation of crops is also a valuable pre-
ventive.

Agricultural News Notes
Shipments of American-grown wheat

to Europe are smallest in July, August,
December and January.

The amount of cheese held in cold
storage September 30, 1906 was over
twenty-two million pounds.

The September prices, this year, for
clover seed, in the Toledo, Ohio, mar-
ket were about one dollar higher than
last year.

Our exports of bacon and canned
pork, up to October 1st of this year,
were more than one third greater than
last year.

The increasing cost and scarcity of
farm labor is causing farmers to grow
those grains and grass crops which re-
quire the least amount of manual labor.

The average consumption of rice per
capita in this country in 1900 was about
four and one fourth pounds. In 1005
it reached about five and one half
pounds.

The banana industry has increased so
rapidly that it is now one of the prin-
cipal sources of wealth in the various
countries of Central America. *

3 FEEDS M OfiE GEflT

My stallions, Dan Patch 1:56, Cres-
cecs 23J2%, Directum 2:053*, Arion
2^^,Ko7 Wilkes 2U6%, Buttonwood
2:17 and my one hundred high-class
brood mares eat "International Stock
Food" every day. Dan Patch has eat-
en 'International Stook Food" every
day for over four years andduring thiB
time baa broken Fourteen World
Records and his physical condition
has been marvelous. It will pay you
to use it for your Stallions. Brood
Mares, Coits, Race Hordes. Show
Horses.Carriage orCoach Horses andWork Horses because it gives more
parve Force .Endurance ancStrength.
"international Stock Food*' is pre-
pared from finely powdered medicinal
Boots, Herbs, beeds and Barks and is
fed in tablespoon: ul amounts as an
addition to the regular grain feed. It
isequaliy good and very profitable to
use for Horses, Colts.Fattening Cattle

,

Cows, Calves, Hogs, Pigs, Sheep or
Lambs, because it PuriSesthe Blood,
Tones Up and Permanently Strength-
ens the Entire System, Keep s them
Healthy and Greatly Aids Digsstion
and Assimilation so that each anima
obtains more nutrition from all grain
eaten. In this way it saves grain and
will make you a large extra profit* We
have thousands of reliable testimon-
ials on file in our office, and every
pound of "International Stock Food"
is sold, by over 125.0C0 dealers* on a
"Spot Cash Guarantee" to refund
your money if it ever fails. Constant-
ly used by over two million stockmen
throughout the world* If yon de-
sire any farther information I will be
pleased to have yoo write me.

M. W. SAVAGE, Prop, of
International Stock Food Co.
International Stock Food Farm.Dan Patch 1:55, The Pacing King,

Cresceus 2:02V4, The Trotting King,
THIS BEAUTIFUL, PICTURE

IN 6 BRILLIANT COLORS
AILED TO YOU FREE.

W. have jurt published a lug., colored lithograph of the above Photo-Engraving, which Bhows our World Famoas Stallion*, Dan Patoh 135 and Crescene
in an Exciting Contest and at Extreme Speed. The picture is 16 by 21 inches and shows both horses in their natural colorB and as life-like as if you saw them
racing on the track. It is a picture that would sell for $2.00 if gotten out in a small edition. You can have one of these Large and Beautiful Colored Pictures of
the Two Most Valuable Harness Horse Stallions and Champions of the World, Absolutely Free and we will prepay the postage. This picture wae made from
life and every lover of a great horse should have one.

WHITE FOR ABOVE PICTURE AT ONCE.
1st. Name the paper in which you saw this offer. 2nd. State how much live stock you own and then we will mail the picture promptly.

WS^Picture will not be mailed unless you give us this information and address.INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD CO., MINNEAPOLIS, M I N N., U.S.A.
AFTER EATING INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD'

First Start, Galesburg, 1:57^.
Second Start, Dubuque, 1:5!

EVERY DAY FOR FOT7R YEARS DAN PATCH OPENS THIS SEASON AS FOLLOWS:
Third Start, Minnesota State Fair, l:56'>

t. Fourth Start, Minnesota State Fair, 1:55.

How we Keep American fence
Standard or the World.

Eighty per cent of all wire fence
sold is American Fence. It takes
fifty thousand miles of fence every
monthto filltheAmericanfarmers

'

orders for American Fence.
That's enough fence to go twice
around the world every month.

That makes American Fence
Standard oftheWorld
and keeps it the
Standard.

Tell you why.
We make back the
cost of thousands of
dollars spent in im-
provements in fence

in one-twentieth the
time it would take any other
fence-maker. Because we

make and sell more fence than all other
fence-makers put together.

That's why we have gone on making
improvement after improvement in

AMERICAN FENCE
making it and keep- _ «
ing it

4 1Standard of
the World."

Better galvaniz-
ing makes American
Fence last longer
than ever—cost less

per rod per year's
wear.

NOTI—I want to tend you the combination key-ring, shown in the
corner, with our compliments, as a continual reminder of American
Fence. We register your name and number on our books, and return
keys, without cost, if found and sent us.

FRANK BAACKES, Vice-Pres. and Gen. Sales Agt
American Steel £&, Wire Co., Chicago, U. S. A

Drop
' me a pos-

, tal and tell

mehow much
fence yon will

' need this year.
I will write yon a

personal letter about
American Fence and

send yon this combination
key-ring, screw-driver and

bottle-opener.

Buys This Large Handsome Nickel

Trimmed Steel Range
without warming closet or
reservoir. With high warm-
ing closet, porcelain lined
reservoir, just as shown in
cat. gl3.95: large, square oven,
six coobing holes, body made
of cold rolled steel. Duplex
grate ; burns wood or coal.
Handsome nickel trimmings,
highly polished.

37&2

wares'- ^.sToevM*15-^

SENT
TO YOU
FREE

OUR TERMS «K
most liberal ever
made. Yon can pay
after you receive the
range. Ton can take
it into your home,

use It SO days. If you don't
find it exactly as represent-
ed, the biggest bargain you
ever saw, equAl to stoves
retailed for double our
price, return it to us. We
will pay freight both ways.

Tnriav for our beautifully Illustrated Stove
1 Catalogue No. 333. A postal card will

styles to select from. Dont buy until you get It.

MARVIN SMITH CO., CHICAGO, ILL.

TREES ARE FAMOUS
wherever planted; are planted

r everywhere trees are grown. Free
Vr Catalog of superb fruits— Black Ben,
Kins David. Delicious, etc.-SartBro's.LooisUM, Mo.

BLUE BOOK ON PATENTS ££'S£g
cured or fee returned. Geo. 8. Tukoa * Co. MSK 8U, «'ub., D. C.

8

Hammer
Hatchet
Screw Drive*
Staple Puller
Nail Claw
Wire Cutter
Leather Punch
Pinchers

o E very Farmer Wants One at Sight
£ One of our agents »?• be will make fl&QO next year. Webe-

neve be can. Tbia 1 1 the belt Betlet we erer eaw. Write for

Llj gptrtii Oma and plu to AGxyra. Mete money now.

J.B.Foote (Dept.502) Fdry. Co. Fredericitown, 0L

T/te Great Agents Supply House,

Send rs Three Names
and addresses of farmers
who may move west, and
we will send you book of
Oregon views FREE.
OREGON

DEVELOPMENT LEAGUE

DEPT. SO, P0RTUHD, ORIGON

On request we will furnish
authentic information as to

fanning opportunities in Oregon

Buy Land Now Y^^U
I can sell you farms and plantations today in deep, rich

soil sectional of Tennessee at {5 to $20 an acre for cash,

or, on easy term*. Ton can raise cotton, wheat, potatoes,

hay, vegetables, or fine stock fast enough In that fine,

healthful climat* to quickly pay for your land, which is

adTancinf In value rapidly with the prosperity of the South.

Write me today tot facts and free booklets. H.F. SMITH,
Traffic Mgr. N. C. A St. Louis Ry.,Nashville, Tenn. Dept.S.

$5 to $20 an Acre & going up

You never saw a

saw which saws

like this saw saws
and last so long a time.
Frame of heavy angle
steel strongly
braced—absolutely
no shake. Patented—adjust-
able, dust-proof, non-heating
oil boxes, etc. We make these

Appleton Wood Saws
in 6 styles—strong, simple, safe and snccesssful
—and we make a 4-wheel mounting for wood
saws and gasoline engines which is unequalled
for convenience and durability. Saw your own
wood and save time, coal and money—then saw
your neighbors' wood and make $5 to $15 a Day.
We make the celebrated

HERO FRICTION FEED DRAG SAW
nothing like It—no other so good. Also feed
grinders, shellers, fodder cutters, huskers.
manure spreaders, farm trucks, windmills,
etc., all guaranteed full Appleton Quality.
Catalog free for the asking. Ask for it now.

APPLETON MANUFACTURING CO.
& Fargo Street Batevia. III., U. S. A

S
MONTBOSS METAL SHIJtGLES
make the cheapest, longest liven

roofs. Fireproof, stormproof.
MONTROSS CO.. Camden. N. J.

ALWAYS MENTION FARM AND FIRESIDE

WHEN WRITING TO ADVERTISERS.


